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THE

PHOTOGAPHIC AND FINE ART JOURNAL.
VOL. VIII. JANUARY, 1855 NUMBER I

.

CHEMISTRY OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ART,

PREFACE.

o intimately is Photography connected with

Chemistry, that it has been, for some time, a

matter of surprise to us that a work de-

voted to this branch of the sciences

as applicable to the Photographic

Art has not been compiled.

That such able men as Sir W.
F. Herschel, Prof. R. Hunt, Mr.
Arthur and others have not devot-

ed a portion of their time to this

duty appears strange.

We do not for a moment sup-

pose, that, in attempting what
they have neglected, we can supply their place, but we know
that a work of the kind is needed, aud in the absence of a bet-

ter one, we shall devote the little ability we have in supplying

the want. In doing so we shall draw largely, of course, upon
all the writers on chemistry and photography, and shall claim

but little as original. In fact the nature of the work will not

permit us; but we shall endeavor to throw out some original

hints and suggestions, and let them count for what they are

worth. We have been led to attempt this little work in answer
to many queries which have been addressed to us, and conse-

quently from a knowledge of the wants of students in Photo-

graphy.

Chapter I.

INTRODUCTION.
In the study of chemistry, as now taught, one of the most

important steps to be taken is to obtain a knowledge of

CHEMICAL EQUIVALENTS,

And consequently it shall be the first to claim our attention.

This is probably the most tedious part of the science, but when
once mastered, the ease with which it can be read and under-

stood, will richly repay the time devoted to it.

About thirty years ago, Mr. Dalton made known to the

scientific world his views of chemical combinations, and although
they were mixed up with much hypothetical matter concerning

the atoms or ultimate particles of matter, they nevertheless now
form the basis of every work on chemistry. Dr. Wallaston
soon followed up these views, and invented his scale of chemical

equivalents, an instrument to which we owe the general adoption
of these valuable ideas of Mr. Dalton.

The scale invented by Dr. Wollaston has undergone many al-

terations; additions and changes have taken place in order to

simplify it as much as possible, and none has tended more to

that end than the use of hydrogen as the standard of compari-
son in the place of oxygen, which caused much inconvenience to

the calculator, in consequence of the fractional numbers which
unavoidably occurred.

This branch of science has undergone several changes in its

nomenclature, and is now named the doctrine of definite propor-

tions. The words atom, combining quanlity, proportional,

prime number, &c, have been employed by different authors to

express the same meaning which is intended to be understood
by the phrase now generally adopted. It may be considered

under three heads or general propositions: the first of which if,

that bodies combine in certain fixed or definite 'proportions, as may
be readily exemplified in the union of chlorine and hydrogen, oxy-

gen and bismuth. Thus 36 parts of chlorine combine with 1 part

of hydrogen and form 37, or 1 part of muriatic acid; 12 parts

bismuth unite with 8 parts of oxygen and form 80, or one part

of the oxide of bismuth; but these bodies do not combine in

any other proportions. There are many substances which can
combine with more than one determinate proportion; but no
combination can be formed intermediate between these; thus

copper combines in the proportion of 64 parts with 8 or 16 of

oxygen, and mercury in the proportion of 200 parts with 8 or 16

of oxygen, and with no other quantity so far as we are at pre-

sent acquainted.

Berthollet considered, however, that bodies were capable of

uniting in any proportion between the maximum and minimum
points of combination, but Prout has shewn the fallacy of this

opinion by a series of well conceived and masterly executed ex-

periments. The opinions of Berthollet were borne out by the

well known fact that some bodies do unite in every proportion,

as is the case with sulphuric acid and water, alcohol and water,

and in the combination of metallic substances forming alloys.

These facts, which threatened to overthrow completely the doc-

trine of bodies uniting in definite proportions, is now generally

explained by supposing that these different bodies, which unite

in such unlimited quantities, depend on the combination of a few

definite compounds with each other.

The second head or law for consideration is, that when two

bodies are combined with a given weight of a third substance, and

then brought into combination with each other, they combine to-

gether in the same proportion in which they had previously united

with this third substance. For example: 6 parts of carbon will

unite with one part of hydrogen, and 8 of oxygen; from this cir-

cumstance we infer, from our knowledge of the laws of definite

proportions, that they will unite with each other in the same

proportion, or, in other words, that 1 part of hydrogen, will

unite with 6 of carbon, and that 8 of oxygen will also combine

with 6 of carbon. As examples furnishing further proof of this

law, it may be shewn that 16 parts of sulphur unite with 8 of

oxygen, and also that the same quantity unites with one part of

hydrogen ; from a knowledge of these facts we infer, also, that

36 parts of chlorine, which we have seen combine with one of hy-

drogen, will unite with 8 parts of oxygen, which in fact is the

case

In this manner the combining proportions of bodies are de-

termined, and whatever substance we may select as a standard

of comparison, it will only be necessary to number the other

bodies in relation to the number we have attached to the point

of comparison, in order to determine the proportion in which

bodies combine with it and with each other.

Dr. Wollaston introduced the term " chemical equivalent," to

denote the numbers representing the proportional quantity in

which different bodies combine together; thus, if the standard

of comparison be hydrogen 1, carbon will be 6, oxygen 8, nitro-

gen 14, sulphur 16, zinc 34, chlorine 36, &c, which numbers

will be the chemical equivalents of their respective substances;

and it may be further remarked, that the chemical equivalent of

compounds will be made up by adding together the numbers re-

presenting the simple substances of which they are formed; for

instance, water is represented by the figure 9 ; 8 oxygen -j- 1 hy-

drogen, of which it is composed.

The third proposition is, that when one body combines with an-

+
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other in more than one definite proportion, the quantity of one of
them in the different combinations will be found to be double, tri-

ple, or some simple multiple of the smallest proportion in which it

combines with a given quantity of the other substance; thus, for

example:

Copper, 64 parts, will combine with oxygen 8 parts, to form

a compound known as the prot-oxide of copper; the same quan-

tity, G4 parts, will also unite with 16 of oxygen to form another

compound of the same metal, the deut-oxide: in the same way
mercury, 200, will combine with oxygen, 8, to form 208, prot-

oxide of mercury; and also mercury 200 will combine with oxy-

gen 16, to form 216, per-oxide of the metal. Other examples

may be given which will more fully explain the law above

stated; nitrogen combines with oxygen in live different quanti-

ties, thus:

Nitrons Oxide, Oxygen 8 + 14 nitrogen.

Nitric Oxide Oxygen 16 + 14 nitrogen.

Ilyponitrous Acid Oxygen 24 + 14 nitrogen.

Nitrows Acid Oxygen 32 -j- 14 nitrogen.

Nitric Acid Oxygen 40 + 14 nitrogen.

In the same way chlorine combines with oxygen in several de-

finite proportions, as does also sulphur, and mauy other bodies,

which might with much ease be adduced as examples of this

law. Gay Lussac found that a peculiar law was also observable

in the union or combination of gases; he found that, when they

unite together, the bulk of the one always bears a simple ratio

to the bulk of the other. For example, half a volume of oxy-

gen combines with 1 of hydrogen, and 1 of nitrogen; 1 volume

of nitrogen combines with 3 of hydrogen. When bodies unite

in more than one proportion, the quantity of one of the com-

bining substances is increased by some simple multiple of the

smallest quantity of it which enters into the first combination.

The general laws, in reference to the combinations of gases, have

been denominated the theory of volumes, and by comparison will be
found to agree exactly with the theory of definite proportions.

The following table of equivalents will more fully demonstrate

the principles of the science, and explain its very great utility.

Hydrogen will be taken as the standard of comparison and
marked as unity. It may be as well to observe here, that when
bodies unite in the gaseous state, or by volumes, that this figure

represents a whole volume, and that one half its size

will denote the substance it represents to combine in half a

volume only; thus for example, hydrogen =|""1= 1 + oxygen
= = 8 unite and form water.

The following table is arranged according to that of Mr. B.

Reid's plan, and one which will undoubtedly afford great assist-

ance to the student in the study of chemistry.

Hydrogen — 1

Protoxide of, (water), 1 oxygen= 8+1 hydro-

gen = 1 = 9

Deutoxide of, 2 oxygen (8X2) = 16-1-1 hydrogen
= 1 = 17

OXYGEN = 8

Nitrogen = 14

Atmospheric air, 1 oxygen= 8 + 2 nitrogen = 28 = 36
Protoxide of nitrogen (nitrous oxide), 1 oxygen =«

8 + 1 nitrogen = 14 =22
Nitrous acid, 4 oxygen = 32 + 1 nitrogen =14 = 46
Nitric acid, 5 oxygen = 40 + 1 nitrogen = 14 =
54+2 water = 18 = 12

Ammonia, 3 hydrogen = 3 + 1 nitrogen = 14. . = 17

Chlorine = 36
Protoxide of, 1 oxygen =8 + 1 chlorine = 36 . . =44
Chloric acid, 5 oxygen = 40 + 1 chlorine = 36. . = 76
Muriatic acid, 1 hydrogen =1 + 1 chlorine =36 = 37
Hydrate of chlorine, 10 water = 90 + 1 chlorine

= 36 = 126

Sulphur = 16
Sulphurous acid, 2 oxygen= 16+ 1 sulphur = 16 = 32
Sulphuric acid, 3 oxygen ==24 + 1 sulphur = 16 = 40
Hyposulphurous acid, 1 oxygen = 8 + 2 sulphur

= 32 = 40

%

Hyposulphuric acid, 5 oxygen = 40 + 2 sulphur
= 32 = 72

Sulphuretted hydrogen, 1 hydrogen = 1+1 sul-

phur = 16 = 17
Chloride of sulphur, 1 chlorine =36 + 1 sulphur
= 16 ;... = 52

Phosphorus = 12
Phosphorus acid, 1 oxygen =8 + 1 phosphorus
= 12 = 20

Phosphoric acid, 2 oxygen =16 + 1 phosphorus
= 12 = 28

Carbon ." = 6
Carbonic oxide, 1 oxygen =8+1 carbon = 6. .

= 14
Carbonic acid, 2 oxygen = 16 + 1 carbon = 6. . = 22
Naptha, 6 carbon =36 + 6 hydrogen = 6. . . .

= 42
Napthaline, 1| carbon =9+1 hydrogen = 1. .

= 10
Alcohol, 2 carbon = 12 + 3 hydrogen =3 + 1

oxygen =8 = 23
Ether, 4 carbon =24 + 5 hydrogen = 5 + 1

oxygen = 8 ;
= 37

Cyanogen, 2 carbon = 12 + 1 nitrogen = 14 . . .
= 26

Cyanic acid, 1 cyanogen = 26 + 1 oxygen = 8 = 34
Ferrocyanic acid, 3 cyanogen =78+1 iron =

28 + 2 hydrogen =2." = 108

Iodine = 124
Iodic acid, 1 iodine = 124 + 5 oxygen = 40. . . = 164
Hydriodic acid, 1 iodine = 124 + 1 hydrogen
= 1 =125

Iodide of chlorine, 1 chlorine =36 + 1 iodine= 124 .... = 160

Bromine = 75
Hydrobromic acid, 1 hydrogen =1 + 1 bromine= 75 = 76
Bromic acid, 1 bromine =75 + 5 oxygen = 40 = 115

Fluorine = 16
Fluoric acid, 1 fluorine = 16 + 1 hydrogen = 1 = 17

Potassium = 40
Chloride of potassium, 1 chlorine = 36 + 1 po-

tassium = 40 = 76
Iodide of potassium, 1 iodine = 124 + 1 potas-

sium = 40 = 164

Sodium = 24
Chloride of, 1 chlorine =36 + 1 sodium = 24 . . = 60
Iodide of, ;i iodine =124 + 1 sodium =24 = 148

Soda = 32
Sulphate of, 1 sulphuric acid =40 + 1 soda = 32
+ 10 water (9 X 10) = 90 = 162

Calcium = 20
Chloride of, 1 chlorine =36 + 1 calcium = 20 . . = 56
Iodide of, 1 iodine =124 + 1 calcium = 20. . . = 144
Fluoride of, 1 fluorine =16 + 1 calcium = 20 . . = 36
Oxide of, (lime), 1 oxygen =8+1 calcium

= 20 = 28

Lime = 28
Hydrate of, 1 oxide of calcium = 28+1 water
= 9 = 37

Chloride of, 1 chlorine =36 + 1 lime =28 = 64

Barium = 70
Chloride of, 1 chlorine =36 + 1 barium = 70. .

= 106
Oxide of, (baryta), 1 oxygen =8+1 barium
= 70 '. = 78

Baryta = 78
Hydrate of, 1 baryta = 78 + 1 water = 9 = 87

Acetate of, 1 acetic acid=50+1 baryta = 78 +
3 water = 27 = 155

Chlorate of, 1 chloric acid = 76+1 baryta = 78 = 154

Iodate of, 1 iodic acid = 164 + 1 baryta = 78 . . =242
Ammonia, 1 nitrogen =14 + 3 hydrogen =3 = 17

m
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Acetate of, 1 acetic acid = 50 + 1 ammonia =
11 + 7 water (9 X 7) = 63 =130

Hydriodate of, 1 ammonia =17 + 1 hydriodic

acid = 125 = 142

Iodate of, 1 ammonia = 17+1 iodic acid =164 = 181

Mercury = 200

Chloride of, 1 mercury = 200 + 1 chlorine = 36 = 236

Bichloride of, 1 mercury = 200 + 2 of chlorine

= 72 = 272
Iodide of, 1 iodine =124+1 mercury = 200 . . = 324
Protoxide of, 1 oxygen =8 + 1 mercury = 200 = 208

Silver = 110

Chloride of, 1 silver = 110 + 1 chlorine= 36. . = 146

Iodide of, 1 silver =110 + 1 iodine = 124. . . .
= 234

Oxide of, 1 oxygen =8 + 1 silver =110 = 118

Protoxide of—
Acetate of, 1 oxide of silver = 118 + 1 acetic

acid = 51 = 169
Nitrate of, 1 nitric acid =54 + 1 oxide of silver

= 118 = 172

Gold = 200
Chloride of, 1 gold = 200+1 chlorine =36 = 236
Bichloride of, 1 gold = 200 + 2 chlorine =72 = 272

Platinum = 96
Chloride of, 1 platinum =96 + 1 chlorine = 36 = 132

Iron = 28

Iodide of, 1 iron =28 + 1 iodine =124 =152
Sulphuret of, 1 iron =28+1 sulphur = 16. ... = 44

Protoxide of, 1 iron =28 + 1 oxygen = 8 = 36
Acetate of, 1 protoxide of iron =36 + 1 acetic

acid = 50 = 86
Nitrate of, 1 protoxide of= 36 + 1 nitric acid

= 54 + 7 water (9 X 7) = 63 =153
Sulphate of, 1 sulphuric acid =40 + 1 oxide of

iron =36 + 7 water (9 X 7) = 63 = 139

Lead = 104
Chloride of, 1 chlorine =36+1 lead = 104 . . . = 140
Iodide of, 1 iodine =124 + 1 lead = 104 =' 228

Protoxide

Acetate of, 1 oxide of lead = 112 + 1 acetic

acid = 50 = 162
Nitrate of, 1 nitric acid = 54 + 1 oxide of lead

= 112 = 166

Copper = 64
Chloride of, 1 copper =64 + 1 chlorine = 36. . = 100
Bichloride of, 1 copper =64+2 chlorine (36 X

2) =72 = 136
Sulphate of, 1 peroxide of copper =80 + 2 sul-

phuric acid (40 X 2) = 80 + 10 water (10 X
9) =90 =250

Zinc = 34
Oxide of, 1 zinc = 34 + 1 oxygen = 8 = 42
Acetate of, 1 oxide of zinc = 42 + 1 acetic acid

= 50 + 7 water (9 X 7) = 63 = 155
Nitrate of, 1 oxide of zinc =42 + 1 nitric acid

= 54 + 6 water (9 X 6) = 54 = 150

Bismuth = 72
Oxide of, 1 bismuth = 72 + 1 oxygen = 8 = 80
Nitrate of, 1 nitric acid = 54 + 1 oxide of bis-

muth= 80 + 3 water (9X3) = 27 = 161

This table is sufficient to show the method of arriving at the

equivalent numbers of compound bodies. In order to render

the study of Photographic chemistry still more easy for the

student, we subjoin a separate table of the substances used in

the art, with their equivalent numbers.

Acetate of Alumina 204
" "Baryta 155
" " Copper 155
" " Lead - 189
" " Potassa 98

Acetate of Soda 136
" Ammonia 130

Acetic acid 50
Alcohol 23
Albumen 191
Allum.—Ammonia 453

Potassa 474
Amber 86
Ammonia 17
Antimoniate of potassa 216
Ammonio-chloride of nickel 108
Baryta 87
Benzoic acid 120
Bicarbonate of potassa 101
Biborate of soda 152
Boracic acid (crystallized^ 42
Bromic acid 115
Bromide of potassium. .....,, 119

" silver 188
" sodium..,, 103

Bromoiodine 366
Bromine 75
Camphor 77
Carbonate of Ammonia 39

" Baryta 100
Lime 50

" Magnesia 69
" Potassa 88

Soda '...., 144
" Strontia 74

Carbonic acid , 22
Caoutchouc (India rubber) 55
Chlorate of Ammonia 101

Baryta 154
Potassa 124
Soda 108

Chloric acid 76
Chloride of Alumina 241

Ammonia 53
" Arsenic 181

Barium 122
" Calcium 56

Cobalt 65
Copper 103
Gold and Sodium 416
Iodine 162
Iron 99
Lead 139
Lime 127
Magnesium 93
Manganese 99

" Mercury 135

Nickel 155
" Nitrogen 120
" Platinium 242
" Potassium 75

Silver 143
Sodium 58

Strontium 133

Sulphur 67

Tin (proto) 103

Tin (bichloride) 148

Chloriodic acid 160

Chlorine 13

Chloroform 119

Chromate of Lead 162
" Potassa—neutral 98
" " acid 149

Citric acid 210

Collodion not ascertained.

Cotton 15

Cyanate of Potassa 81

( To be continued.)
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IFrom Life Illustrated.

PHOTOGRAPHY,—ITS RISE AND PROGRESS.

ARTICLE ONE.

The importance this scientific art—if we may be allowed to

use the expression—has acquired, not only in the blessings it

has procured for a vast number of individuals, who otherwise

might have suffered from want of employment, but in its con-

tributions to science and the mechanic arts, as well as to the

pleasures of taste and love, demands from us something more
than a passing thought or superficial description.

The facility with which photographic pictures of all kinds are

now produced, and the very low price at which they are afford-

ed, particularly in the daguerreotype branch of the art, tends,

in a great measure, to detract in public estimation from its

merits and importance, while the large number engaged in the

Daguerreotype process, who are either partially or wholly in-

competent to fulfill its acquirements, or produce accurate and
artistic results, brings it more or less into odious comparison

with works of—what is called—higher art, as painting and
drawing. In this country, at least, although celebrated for the

superiority of its Daguerreotype pictures, the Daguerreotype pro-

cess has become more of a mechanical than a fine art, in conse-

quence of the fact already stated, that it numbers among its

practitioners more illiterate and unartistic minds than real

artists, whose unsightly efforts inundate the land. Instead,

therefore, of having a tendency to cultivate true artistic taste

among the masses, which should be the aim of all art, it has,

thus far, pandered to a vitiated taste and led the mind astray

from the sublime contemplation of true art—an effect certainly

not intended by its great discoverer.

For these reasons it shall be our endeavor, in this review of its

Rise and Progress, to correct what we consider an unjust ap-

preciation of the Photographic Art, as induced by the causes

alluded to, by showing that, as one of the greatest discoveries

of the age, it is destined to effect revolutions in more than one
branch of the Industrial, as well as improve the taste in the Fine
Arts, and consequently increase incentives to action on the part
of mankind, and promote the happiness and welfare of thousands
yet unborn.

This assertion, it must be admitted, is in strict accordance
with the great first principles and foreordination of an all-wise

Provideuce, who, as He increases the human species upon earth,

provides a corresponding increase in the means for their support.

This is abundantly proved by past history; for invention has
kept pace equally with the increase of population. It will, there-

fore, be unnecessary for us to enlarge upon facts to establish

the assertion.

The basis of the Photographic Art is founded on the chemi-
cal changes effected by light upon metallic compounds and
other substances. This principle in the action of light was es-

tablished as early as 1556, and the alchemists went so far as to

impress letters and figures upon a preparation of silver in aqua
fortis, and it is very probable that, had not their minds been so

occupied in their endeavors to discover the philosopher's stone,

the process now called the Daguerreotype might have been given
to the world in their day. It is even now asserted that the

jugglers of India formerly possessed the method of copying the
likeness of an individual by the action of light, to which they
owed the mystery of their magic mirrors, so renowned in story.

Later, a Mrs. Fulhame, having experimented with chloride

of silver under the influence of light, gave it as her opinion that
words might be printed in this way. This lady's experiments
may be considered as the dawn of the Photographic Art, al-

though it was many years later before any further experiments
were made.
The Photographic Art may be said to owe its birth to the re-

searches of Dr. Herschel, Sir Humphrey Davy, MM. Ritter and
Sicbeck, and Dr. Wollaston ; but no practical attempt was made
until 1802, when Mr. Wedgwood, a celebrated English porce-
lain manufacturer, who made repeated experiments for the pur-
pose of impressing drawings upon his wares by means of this

principle, published a process for " Copying paintings on Glass,

and making Profiles by the agency of Light upon Nitrate of

Silver," which was undoubtedly the first published account of
any attempt to produce pictures by the decomposing powers of

light. The endeavors to fix, permanently, these pictures, both
by Mr. Wedgwood himself and Sir Humphrey Davy, whom he
called to his assistance, were entirely unsuccessful, the process
was abandoned, and no further experiments were made, we be-
lieve, in England, until after the discoveries of MM. Niepce and
Daguerre of France.

M. Niepce first turned his attention to the subject in 1814,
at which time he instituted a series of experiments for the pur-

pose of fixing the images of the camera obscura. Little was ac-

complished up to 1824, when M. Daguerre began that series of

experiments which resulted in the discovery of the Daguerreo-
type.

In 182G, M. Daguerre became acquainted with M. Niepce,
and a mutual friendship sprang up that lasted undiminished
through life. M. Niepce communicated the result of his experi-

ments to the Royal Society of England, accompanied by several

pictures on metallic plates—some of them etched by acids—in

182*7. These productions excited a general and lively interest

among the philosophers of England, as they proved that M.
Niepce was not only acquainted with the method of making the

lights and shades of pictures correspond with nature, but of per-

manently fixing the pictures upon the plates, the great desidera-

tum they had failed to obtain.

In 1829 he communicated his process to M. Daguerre, after

which the two great savans pursued their researches in connec-
tion, and for their mutual benefit. To the process by which his

first "sun-pictures" were taken, Niepce gave the name of Helio-

graphy.

In a popular review of the events leading to the great dis-

covery of the Photographic Art, it would be tedious to the

general reader to follow each experimentalist through the prac-

tical workings of his manipulations. We shall therefore confine

ourselves mainly to a simple statement of facts as they occurred.*

Before proceeding further, however, in the interesting history of

MM- Niepce and Daguerre's discoveries, we must give a short

account of the discovery of the camera obscura, the instrument,

as at present improved, to which we entirely owe the ability to

depict natural objects truthfully.

" Giovanni Baptiste Porta, a Neapolitan physician, who
lived about two centuries since, discovered that if light was ad-

mitted through a small circular aperture into a closely shut

room, all the objects without from which reflected rays reached
the hole would be painted on the opposite wall, in strength and
size according to their distance, with their forms and relative

situations, as in an extended picture, with the most precise ex-

actness. He subsequently found that the hole need not be very

small, but that, in fact, it might be of any size, if covered with

a lens. This was, however, only doubling the contrivance, for

the increased quantity of light which the larger hole afforded

was of course condensed by the centralizing power of the lens.

But the images produced by these simple means were faint and
somewhat confused, while those effected by aid of the lens were
proportionably intense and properly defined. The plainness be-

came remarkably increased after the discovery of the achromatic

lens, and still more when, subsequently, the periscopic lens was
applied; the additional force of the effect in consequence of its

focalizing power was truly astonishing.
" Porta had several dark chambers constructed of a cylindri-

cal form of any particular length, with lenses at one end and a

white card or paper at the other, so placed as to be within the

focus of the glass upon which the external images were depicted.

This plan he intended for such persons as knew not how to

draw.
" He conceived that to obtain perfect representations of the

* Those who desire a more practical development of the various pro-

cesses pursued for the production of Daguerreotype and Photographic
pictures, can consult Prof. R. Hunt's " Researches on Light," Snelling's
" Dictionai-y of the Photographic Art." Snelling's " History and Prac-
tice of Photography," Hunt's " Photography," Delamotte's u Practice
of Photography," and the '• Photographic and Fine Art Journal," pub-
lished in this city.
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most complicated sets of objects, it was only necessary to follow

the focal light with the trace of a crayon. In this idea, how-

ever, he was not precisely correct; for painters and designers,

especially those who arc engaged on large works, such as pano-

ramas and dioramas, and who used the dark chamber, found that

it was only useful for defining objects in the mass, to give them
the respective sizes and positions according to rules of linear

perspective; but to the effect of what is called aeriel perspective

they found the dark chamber completely incompetent, nor could

their utmost efforts avail to any requisite extent, or render what
they did accomplish of any permanent use. This object, how-

ever, has at length been attained, and he who, perfectly igno-

rant of the art of drawing, is destined to wander to the remotest

corners of the earth, may now, without the aid of an artist, carry

with him the true and faithful delineation of the home of his

youth, and of the objects most dear in his earliest recollections,

with a truth and fidelity that no manual operation could imi-

tate."

We are mainly indebted to Professor Petzval, of Vienna, for

the present photographic camera. Until within two or three

years, Messrs. Voigtlander & Son, of Vienna—who adopted

Professor Petzval's formulas for grinding and setting the lenses

—were the most successful manufacturers of this instrument, and
they obtained a world-wide fame. A. Ross, of London, is an-

other very successful manufacturer of cameras, and his instru-

ments have received deserved commendation from English Pho-
tographers. M. Chevalier, of Paris, also stands high as a man-
ufacturer of cameras; but few of his instruments, however, find

their way to this country. In the United States, where Daguer-
reotypists have for years been acknowledged the best artists in

the woidd in the beautiful process to which they are devoted,

the cameras of C. C. Harrison, of New York, stand preeminent,

their superiority over all others being of the most marked char-

acter. They are always perfectly achromatic, cover a greater

field than those of Voigtlander, at the same time preserving the

full focal strength or sharpness of the latter. They are also free

from that defect, so common to all others, a difference between
the visual and chemical focus. We will now return to our sub-

ject.

The deed of copartnership between MM. Niepce and Daguerre
is dated December 14, 1829. At the death of M. Niepce, his

son took his place and continued his researches with M. Da-
guerre. This document embodies the several portions of the

discovery effected by each.

From the peculiar wording of the document, it would seem
that M. Niepce had almost relinquished the idea of ever being

able to copy pictures, photographically, from nature. He could

not create a design, he could only copy engravings. The pre-

parations of which he made use failed to render the dark lines

sufficiently strong under the influence of light. He succeeded

in producing parts of a view or landscape with sufficient power,

but there was nothing complete. Here and there portions were
boldly portrayed, while in other parts the delineation was
meagre, badly defined, and in every way incomplete, and be-

tween were places of considerable size containing gaps, which
totally destroyed the effect of the whole picture.

It may be well, and perhaps it will be interesting to all, to

give here the original process of MM. Niepce and Daguerre, to

show upon what slight foundations vast structures for the wel-

fare and happiness of mankind are built. Before the close of

this article we shall give a few statistics of the Daguerrean art

that must surprise the reader, and cause him to feel that, not-

withstanding the apparent insignificance of any invention that

is placed before him, it may, like the Daguerreotype, in time

give employment to tens of thousands. M. Niepce in his " Me-
moir," says:

" The discovery which I have made, and to which I give the

name of Heliography, consists in producing spontaneously, by
the action of light with gradations of tints, and from black to

white, the images received by the camera-obscura.
" Light, in its state of composition and decomposition, acts

chemically upon bodies. It is absorbed, it combines with them,

augments

1*

and communicates to them new properties. Thus it

the natural consistency of some of these bodies; it solidifies them
even, and renders them more or less iusoluble, according to the
duration or intensity of its action.

" The substance which has succeeded best with me, and which
concurs most immediately to produce the effect, is asphaltum,
or bitumen of Judea, prepared in the following manner: I about
half fill a wine-glass with this pulverized bitumen. I pour upon
it, drop by drop, the essential oil of lavender, till the bitumen
can absorb no more. I afterward add as much more of the es-

sential oil as will cause the whole to stand about three lines

above the mixture, which is then covered and submitted to a
gentle heat, until the essential oil is fully impregnated with the
coloring matter of the bitumen. If this varnish is not of the
required consistency, it is to be allowed to evaporate slowly,

without heat, in a shallow dish, care being taken to protect it

from moisture, by which it is injured, and at last decomposed.
A tablet of plated silver is to be highly polished, on which a
thin coating of the varnish is to be applied cold, with a light

roll of very soft skin; this will impart to it a very fine vermilion

color, and cover it with a very thin and equal coating. The
plate is then placed upon heated iron, which is wrapped around
with several folds of paper, from which, by this method, all

moisture has been previously expelled. When the varnish has
ceased to simmer, the plate is drawn from the heat, and left to

cool and dry in a gentle temperature, and protected from a damp
atmosphere.

" The plate thus prepared may be immediately submitted to

the action of the luminous fluids in the focus of the camera.
But even after having been thus exposed a length of time suffi-

cient for receiving impressions of external objects, nothing is

apparent to show that these impressions exist. The forms of

the future picture remain still invisible. The next operation is

to disengage the shrouded imagery, and this is accomplished by
a solvent

" This solvent consists of a mixture of one part, by volume, of

the essential oil of lavender, and ten of oil of white petroleum.
A vessel being procured of sufficient size, enough of this solvent

to cover the plate is poured in. Into this liquid the tablet is

plunged, and the operator observing it by reflected light, begins
to perceive the images of the objects to which it had been ex-

posed, gradually unfolding their forms, though still vieled by
the supernatent fluid continually becoming darker from satura-

tion v\itk varnish. The plate is then lifted out, and held in a
vertical position till as much as possible of the solvent has been
allowed to drop away. The picture is now carefully washed by
being placed upon an inclined plane, over which a stream of

water is carefully poured."

M. Niepce desiring to obtain all the gradations of tone from
black to white, turned his attention to the subject, and after em-
ploying liquid sulphate of potash unsuccessfully—the concentrat-

ed solution attacking the varnish, and the reduced solution only

reddening the metal—he adopted " iodine, which possesses the

property of evaporating at the ordinary temperatures.'" This dis-

covery of M. Niepce, it is thought, led Daguerre to the inven-

tion which bears his name, and for the use of which the whole
world is indebted to the liberality of the French government.

It also appears from the published accounts that glass—now
so extensively used in producing negative photographs—was
first used by M. Niepce. He thus speaks of his use of the glass

plate.

" Two experiments in landscape upon glass, by means of the

camera, gave me results which, although imperfect, appear de-

serving of notice, because this variety of application may be
brought more easily to perfection, and in the end become a more
interesting department of Heliography.

" In one of these trials the light acted in such a way that the

varnish was removed in proportion to the intensity with which
the light had acted, and the picture exhibited a more marked-
gradation of tone, so that, viewed by transmitted light, the

landscape produced, to a certain extent, the well known effects

of the diorama.
" In the second trial, on the contrary, the action of the lumi-

nous fluid having been more intense, the parts acted upon by

m
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the strongest lights not having been attacked by the solvent re-

mained transparent; the difference of tone resulted from the re-

lative thickness of the coatings of varnish."

M. Niepce afterwards improved his process by using a more
unctuous varnish, which was of much greater tenacity and higher

color than the former, but did not materially affect the process

as to its practical application. M. Daguerre, in his remarks on

M. Niepce's process, says:

"The substance which should be used in preference to bitu-

men is the residuum obtained by evaporating the essential oil of

lavender, which is to be dissolved in alcohol, and applied in an

extremely thin wash. Although all bitumous and resinous sub-

stances are, without any exception, endowed with the same

property—that of being affected by light—the preference ought

to be given to those which are the most unctuous, because they

give greater firmness to the drawings. Several essential oils lose

this character when they are exposed to too strong a heat."

This idea Daguerre carried out, calling his process " Niepce's

plan completed." The practical results, however, were not satis-

factory, and it was only through a long course of observation,

and by indomitable perseverence and the exercise of ingenuity,

that he at length overcame all obstacles and succeeded in bring-

ing the discoveries of M. Niepce and himself to practical use.

The process thus obtained was named, in houor of the discover-

er, Daguerreotype.
" It appears probable that the Discovery of the Daguerreotype

was owing to some observations of Daguerre's on the change
produced by light on the (Niepce's) silvered plates covered by
films of iodine. M. Daguerre, however, appears to imply the

contrary in a note which he has appended to M. Niepce's paper.

The Heliographic process—Niepce's—was exceedingly tedious

and uncertain. An exposure of two or three hours was necessa-

ry to produce an impression from an engraving, even under the

influence of a bright sun ; and in the camera obscura the plate

was left under the influence of strong light for six or eight hours,

and sometimes even longer, before a tolerable picture could be
produced. M. Daguerre materially modified and improved this

process," by means of the residuum of the oil of lavender, already

alluded to. A correspondence which took place between MM.
Niepce and Daguerre, gives conclusive evidence in favor of the

latter as the discoverer of the Daguerreotype.
M. Niepce died in 1833, but the discovery of Daguerre was

not announced to the world until January, 1839, and the pro-

cess published until the following July, after a bill passed by
the French Chamber of Deputies and House of Peers granting

to M. Daguerre a pension of 6,000 francs per annum, and an-

other of 4,000 to the son of M. Niepce.

MEMOIR OX HELIOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING OJf STEEL AND ON GLASS.

Translated from La Lumiere for the P. &f F. A. J.—By an Amateur.

Although I have not yet attained the end I sought, in respect

to the sensibility of the varnish, I am going to make public the

result of my researches, in the hope that they will be useful to

operators.

I have observed that the bitumen of Judea was the body
most sensitive to air aud light ; but that this sensibility was ex-

cessively variable. The purity of the bitumen, its exposure to

air and light, more or less prolonged, and in a state of division

more or less great, are so many causes of variatiou in the rapi-

dity with which the air and light influence it.

To be assured of this fact, you have only to expose some bi-

tumen of Judea (pulverised and in thin layers) to the air and
the solar rays during several days

;
yon will then see that this

same bitumen, being dissolved, and in a state of heliographic

varnish, will have acquired a sensibility much greater than what
it had before its exposure to the air and light.

Another experiment that I made, and that is more striking,

is this :

If, after having dissolved some bitumen of Judea, to make a

heliographic varnish of it, you expose the varnish to the air and

light for about three or four hours, it will acquire a sensibility

double or triple that which it had before ; and if this exposure

is prolonged several hours, the sensibility will still be augment-

ed; but a moment arrives when. the varnish must be withdrawn
from these two agents—without this it would no longer be ser-

viceable—which would take place after it had undergone an ex-

posure of ten or twelve hours. It is observed then that, spread

on a plate, it no longer gives an image neatly modelled, for the

image which manifests itself by the action of the dissolvent is

imperfect, it is veiled ; this, however, in certain limits, is not an

obstacle to the action of the aquafortis, and I would say that it

is preferable to obtain proofs of this kind in the camera obscura,

provided, always, that they are not too much veiled.

Some resins (the galipot, for example,) and some essences,

such as bitter almonds, turpentine, lemon and others, exposed to

the air and light, acquire also some sensibility.

The benzoin, which becomes deeply colored under the influence

of the air and light, whilst the essence of lemon discolors, ac-

quires equally some sensibility; but too lengthened an exposure

finishes by rendering all these bodies completely inert.

A heliographic varnish shut up in a vial, full and well corked,

kept in obscurity for fifteen days, will remain unchanged, while

the same varnish kept in a bottle, half full, and exposed to the

diffused light of an appartment, will acquire a rapidity two or

three times greater than what it had at the beginning.

As a dissolvent for the bitumen of Judea to form a heliogra-

phic varnish, I found nothing preferable to the benzoin, only it

is necessary to add to it a tenth of essence to render the varnish

more sensitive to the light, and to give it more tenacity and vis-

cosity—in fine, to replace the wax which I suppress. To effect

this, many kinds of essences may be used, but always in the pro-

portion of a tenth with the benzoin.

All the essences are not suitable to compose a heliographic

varnish, for they are more or less sensitive to the light, and they

compose a varnish more or less homogeneous, as, for example,

the essences of bitter almonds and the cherry laurel, which are

the most sensitive to light, but which, in the state of heliogra-

phic varnish, do not give, after the dessication, a homogeneous
layer. This inconvenience can for the most part be obviated by
feebly warming the varnished plate, so as to dry it promptly. I

say it should be feebly warmed, because the action of the heat

takes away from the essences, and particularly from the bitumen

of Judea, a great part of their sensibility to light. The essence

that gives the most impressive varnish is the aspic, pure and uot

distilled ; but that which 1 prefer to all the essences, is the zest

of pure lemon (obtained by pressure) because it gives the hand-

somest heliographic results. The varnish formed by it is very

homogeneous, more siccative and more sensitive to the light

than that prepared with the essence of aspic, only it is dryer,

and, from this fact, it gives purer traits. I divide the essences

into two categories, because the one has the property of agita-

ting the sulphuric ethers, nitric, acetic and hydrochloric ; and

the other the benzoin, and the oil of naptha. Those which

agitate the ethers do not agitate the benzoin, and those which

agitate the benzoin do not agitate the ethers.

If we mix an essence which agitates the ethers with one that

agitates the benzoin, they agitate each other mutually; but the

precipitate will disappear very quickly, and these mixed essences

will agitate the ethers and the benzoin, according to the predo-

minating quantity of the one or the other.

I am going to give, in proof of these facts, the results below:

VOLATILE OILS.

First Category.

Agitating the Ethers,

Anise,

Wormwood,
Dill,

Angelica,

Seville orange,

Badian,

Cedar wood,

Sassafras wood.

Second Category.

Agitating the benzoin,

Bitter almonds,

Aspic,

Bergamot,
Basil,

China cinnamon,

Ceylon cinnamon,

Clove cinnamon,

Calamus,

m I
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Zest of lemon,

Ceclrat pure,

Caraway,
I)e Cbarvi,

Cumin,

Copaiba,

Celery,

Common camomile,

Cardamom,
Tarragon,

Bitter fennel,

Sweet fennel,

Neroli or orange flowers,

Ginger,

Juniper,

Hyssop,

Mace,
Myrtle,

Nutmeg,
Orange de Portugal,

Granules, (petits grains),

Parsley,

Pepper,

Rue,
Savory,

Savin,

Turpentine,

Valerian,

The four following liquids

agitate the ethers :

Rectified oil of Naptha,
Benzoin,

Sulpliuret of carbon,

Chloroform,

Coriander,

Cubebs,

De cajeput,

Clove,

Rose geranium,

Lavender,

Lavender flowers,

Cherry laurel,

Laurel,

Mint, pure,

Sweet marjoram,
Balm,
Jamaica pimento,

Patchouli,

Pennyroyal,

Rose d'Orient,

Rosemary,
"Wild Thyme,
Sage,

Thyme,
Tamarind,

Whorl flowered bent-grass

Wine, (vetiver),

De Wintergren gaultherin,

Vervain de l'Inde,

The three following liquids

agitate the benzoin:

The Ethers,

Alcohol, [bois),

Spirits of wood (L'esprit de

Note.— The essence ofmir-

bade, or nitro-benzoin, produ-

ces no effect ; the same thing

occurs with all the artificial

essences.

By this table it is easy to discover whether an essence of the

first category is pure, or mixed with one of the second; the same

for those of the second category.

It is very important, in making these experiments, to use pure

essences, that are not rectified or distilled, especially those of the

second category, which, by distillation, lose the property of

agitating the benzoin; but if an essence of this category contains

an essence of the first, it will agitate the others, although having

been rectified or distilled, because those of the first category

never lose the property of agitating the ethers.

Among the essences which agitate the ethers, I will cite that

of turpentine, as producing the maximum of effect, without losing

this property, even when it is heated to ebullition, and this is

the case with all the essences of this category. Among the es-

sences which agitate the benzoin, I will cite that of bitter almonds

and of cherry laurel, as producing the maximum of effect; then

follow all the varieties of lavender, among which that of pure

aspic, not rectified, produces the greatest disturbance in the

benzoin; but, in the two categories, the essences produce these

effects in different degrees, and the precipitate is no longer in

excess. If an essence of the second category is heated iu a close

vase it does not lose this property; but if, ou the contrary, it is

warmed in the open air, at a temperature little above the boil-

ing point, it loses quickly the property which before made it

agitate, the benzoin
; it does not lose it if left exposed to the

free air at the temperature of the atmosphere.

It will be seen, further on, that I have used this principle of

the essences of the second category to consolidate my heliogra-

phic varnish, and avowed that all the essences of the first cate-

gory are unsuitable for this purpose.

It results, from all these observations, that I have modified

my varnish in the following manner:

Benzoin, 90 grammes 1395 grains

Essence of zest of pure lemon, 10 " 195 "

Bitumen of Judea, pure, 2 " 27 "

This varnish, much more fluid than that the preparation of

which I have already published, has the advantage of giving a

thinner layer; and the thinner the layer the greater is the acce-

leration in the effect produced by the light, greater is the purity

in the traits, and fuller are the half tints, always allowing that
the exposure to the light has not been too prolonged.

This varnish has but one inconvenience ; that is, of sometimes
not opposing sufficient resistance to the action of the aqua fortis;

but, by means of the fumigations, of which I am going to speak,

the thinnest layer of varnish can be consolidated. You proceed
to this fumigation after the plate has undergone the action of

the light and the dissolvent.

This is the way to work the fumigations. Have a box simi-

lar to that used to hold the claguerrean plate over the mercury,
shutting hermetically, of the dimensions of the largest plates of

steel that can be operated on, because, by means of two little

movable bars, supported on beams placed in the interior, you
advance or withdraw the bars, according to the dimensions of

the plate.

In the lower part of the box, and at a certain height from
the bottom, you place a capsule of porcelaine in the round open-

ing of a plate of zinc
;
you heat the capsule (containing some

essence of pure aspic, not distilled or rectified) with an alcohol

lamp, so as to raise the temperatue to seventy or eighty degrees

or more, taking care to avoid volatilizing a too great quantity

of the essential oil ; for then the varnish would be dissolved, and
would not present as it ought, a brilliant layer of the color of

bronze, similar to the first aspect of the varnished plate before

the exposure to the light.

I recommend, in these fumigations, only to heat the essence

until there is a slight disengagement of vapor, to prolong the

exposure for two or three minutes to heat anew, and to re-com-

mence a fumigation, if that is necessary, (the same essence can

still serve for a second fumigation, but not further) ; then let

the plate dry well by exposing it an instant to the air before

biting in with aqua fortis, and, if the operations have been well

performed, you will have a complete resistance, that you must
avoid carrying to excess, because then the acidulated water
would no longer act. In the latter case you can, sometimes,

make the acid attack the plate by withdrawing it from the wa-
ter once or twice, and submitting it to the contact of the air.

All the essences of the second category can be used in the

fumigations; their action will be in ratio to the agitation that

they produce in the benzoin ; from which fact it is that certain

engravers prefer, for example, the essence of bergamot (that I

have indicated^ to that of aspic, which acts too powerfully, and
which tends to grease the plate, causing injury occasionally to

the action of the grain of the aqua-tinta.

The images obtained in the camera obscura and that are

veiled (or not entirely brought out, as I have said,) only require

generally to be submitted to the vapor of the essence of berge-

mot, which is less active than the aspic.

The essences that are suitable for composing a heliographic

varnish, can also be employed in vapor, to augment the sensi-

bility of the varnished plates, but it is difficult to regulate their

action.

I recommend only to submit a steel plate to the biting when
the heliographic operation has well succceeded.

The first requisite to obtain a good heliographic image, is a

fine layer of varnish on the steel plate, that it be exempt from

grains of dust and air bubbles, which form as many holes after

the desiccation.

With regard to the duration of the exposure to the light, it

is very short when you operate by the contact of a photographic

proof on glass or paper; but it is not yet quick enough for one

to operate easily with it in the camera ;
still, proofs can be ob-

tained with considerable rapidity by operating with a varnish,

composed of good bitumen of Judea, that has been properly ex-

posed to the air and light.

I have composed a varnish completely impervious to the acid,

without the aid of the fumigations; it suffices for this to put in

the varnish a gramme (15| grains) of caoutchouc, dissolved be-

forehand in essence of turpentine to the consistency of an unctu-

ous paste; but then it cannot support the heat to which the me-

tallic plate must be submitted to apply the grain of aqua-tinta

m
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necessary in the reproduction of the photographic proofs. This

varnish is excellent for the application that I have made of the

heliographic engraving to glass. In this case you operate as

with the metalic plate, then submit the glass plate to the action

of the vapor of hydrofluoric acid to engrave it en mat,* or else

you cover the sheet of glass with this hydrated acid to eugrave

it en creux yf in this way very pretty designs on glass are ob-

tained, and, if you operate with a red glass to which the color

has been applied on one side only, you have a drawing, white on

a red ground; you can thus obtain white drawings on every kind

of colored glass.

Before ending this memoir, I will cite, for the interests of sci-

ence, the following experiments that I have made.
1. It is known by the publication of M. Chevreul, that a plate

covered with a heliographic varnish is not impressioned in the

luminous void. If a varnished plate is placed in obscurity, but

in a current of atmospheric air—as, for example, in a long tube

of sheet iron, it will happen at the end of eight days that, if

some of the dissolvent is poured on the varnish, it will scarcely

act any more, the same as would occur if the plate had been
submitted for some time to the air and light.

2. I shut, in a very close box, a varnished plate, which had
been submitted to the action of the air and light, and of which
the varnish had become insoluble to the action of the dissolvent;

fifteen days afterwards it was in the same state ; the varnish

then had not been re-constituted in its primitive state, as has

been asserted.

Such are the facts that are incident to the question of helio-

graphic engraving ; and if, in spite of the immense step it has

made in one year, it has not yet arrived at the degree of perfec-

tion that I hope to see it attain some day, its actual state can
be judged of by the portrait of the Emperor Napoleon III., and
by a proof of a monument which I have the honor to present to

the Academy. Before long I hope to present some proofs, gra-

ven in the camera obscura, and obtained in a very short time,

cither by a very sensitive varnish, or by the aid of a gas diffused

1
©

through the camera obscura.

Niepce de Saint Yictor.

From the Comptes Rendus.

NEW RESEARCHES ON THE COLORED IMPRESSIONS PRODUCED BY
THE CHEMICAL ACTION OF LIGHT.

BY M. E. BECQUEREL.

The chemical action of light, as is well known, has enabled
me to render evident the electrical effects produced through the
reactions which take place under the influence of luminous radia-

tion. On the other hand, I was led, more than six years ago,

to observation of the fact, that it is possible to prepare a surface

chemically impressionable by light, in such a manner that it will

be colored precisely with the tint of the luminous rays impinging
on it. The sensitive substance which possesses this remarkable
property is a chloride of silver, which may be called the violet

chloride, containing less chloride than the white chloride, and
presenting itself, in general, mixed with the latter.

The chloride of silver in question is susceptible of being placed
in such conditions, as to be only affected between the limits of

refrangibility of the rays perceptible to the organ of vision. It

was important to study attentively the manner in which it would
behave in the apparatus which I have called an ' electro-chemi-

cal actinometer;' the effects resulting from the action of the dif-

ferent luminous rays, the intensity of which should be varied

within determinate limits; and, lastly, if it were possible to estab-

lish a photometric method founded upon principles different

from those ordinarily in use. In a former memoir (Ann. de
Chimic et de Physique, xxxii. It 6) I had already commenced
this study, but I was led to recognize the necessity of examining
anew the different circumstances which accompany the prepara-

* Mat, literally, as applied to engraving, means dead, and refers to a
style not of great depth, f while creuz is the reverse of mat. (Note by
translator.)

tion of the sensitive substance, and the modifications produced
by heat and light before the luminous rays impress their color

upon it. Such is the aim of the work I now have the honor
of submitting to the Academy.

In preceding publications I have made known various means,

by the aid of which one might obtain surfaces coated with the

violet chloride of silver giving colored impressions; but that

which gives the best effects consists in decomposing rapidly, by
an electric current, a solution of hydrochloric acid in water, and
bringing the chlorine upon a plate of silver placed at the positive

pole of the pile. This process is rendered of easy and certain

application by determining, in each circumstance and at each in-

stant, the quantity of chlorine conveyed to the plate of silver.

For this purpose a water voltameter is interposed in the voltaic

circuit, so that the current which decomposes the hydrochloric

acid, and carries the chlorine to the silver, equally decomposes

the acidulated water; the electro-chemical decompositions only

taking place in definite proportions, a quantity of chlorine is car-

ried to the plate of silver, equal in volume to the hydrogen gas

set free in the tube placed above the negative electrode of the

voltameter. The back of the plate of silver is protected by a

varnish, so that the chlorine shall only be carried to one surface.

The memoir contains all the indications relative to the differ-

ent circumstances of the preparation of the impressionable plates,

which circumstances must not be neglected. It was found that

it was most advantageous to operate so that the quantity of

chlorine carried to the silver plate lay between the limits of four

and seven cubic centimeters of chlorine, at ordinary temperatures,

to every square decimeter of silver surface ; within these condi-

tions, the thinner the film, the more impressionable is the sub-

stance, but the less beautiful are the gradations obtained. With
a thicker coat than the above, the results were not not so satis-

factory.

If we project a luminous spectrum upon an impressionable

surface thus prepared, we obtain before long an impression which

commences in the yellow and orange, that is to say, in the most

luminous portions of the prismatic image, and extends as

far as the red and violet extremities. This impression, as I have

already demonstrated in a preceding memoir, reproduces the dif-

ferent colored tints of the spectrum. But the tints, although

very livid, are rather dark, and on the red side, between the

lines B and A, the impression turns violet and blackens rapidly.

When the preparation has been made according to the direc-

tions given in the essay, no impression is seen beyond the violet

;

and, except the black coloration on the red side, the image does

not extend much beyond the limits A and H, and occupies the

same extent as the visible spectrum.

If mixed luminous rays impinge upon the sensitive surface,

they leave, like the rays of the spectrum, a colored impression

of the same tint as they possess themselves. But this same sub-

stance, when submitted to the influence of heat or light before

the action of the luminous rays, conducts to remarkable results,

which must next be discussed.

The action of heat profoundly modifies the violet chloride of

silver. An elevation of temperature of 212° to 320° F. causes

the tint of the prepared plate to change, without causing it to

lose traces of chlorine, but at the same time it changes the mode
of action of the various luminous rays : diffused light, or direct

solar light, acts as white, instead of giving an impression of a

gray tint, and moreover, the colored tints are light, instead of

being sombre, as before the heating. But the remarkable point

is, that by keeping the temperature between 86° and 95° F. for

several days, the same end is obtained, and with far better re-

sults. The yellow and green tints, which, in the action of the

luminous spectrum upon a plate heated to a high temperature,

are not reproduced clearly, make their appearance under these

conditions; added to this, the sensitive substance is more rapid-

ly impressionable. Thus, plates prepared in this manner may be

used for reproduction of the colored images of the camera ob-

scura.

One cannot attribute to a chemical action the effect produced

upon the chloride of silver by a difference of temperature so

although continued for several days. Probably this cir-slight
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cumstance involves a modilication of the physical condition of the

impressionable substance. It would then be an effect of the

same kind as that which takes place in the formation of red phos-

phorus.

The action exerted by the less refrangible rays of light is also

very curious, for it leads to a result aualagous to that which is

obtained by prolonging the elevation of the temperature of the

plates. It seems, therefore, that molecular effects of the same

order are produced in both cases. The luminous spectrum acts

in the following manner upon chloride of silver modified by the

extreme red rays. The action commences, as before, in the

orange, the yellow and the green ; then extends, little by little,

towards the violet and towards the red. All the tints corres-

ponding to the colors of the spectrum are light, as if the plates

had been heated; but the prismatic impression is far more beau-

tiful, and even the green, yellow and orange have more vivid

tints than before the action of the extreme red rays. Thus the

advantage possessed by the chloride modified by the less refran-

gible rays, over that which has been heated, of giving a black

ground upon which the different prismatic colors become depict-

ed, is combined with that of perfectly preserving the green and

yellow tints. On the red side the image of the spectrum only

gives a brilliant tint as far as B ;
beyond this limit, the black

color which should be produced being that which prevails on the

whole surface, no effect takes place at the first moment. But

if, originally, the chloride has been kept only an insufficient time

under the action of the extreme red rays, the solar spectrum still

gives a deep impression beyond B and A.

On the substance thus modified by heat or by light, we may
obtain very beautiful colored reproductions of the luminous spec-

trum. The figures of colored rings, and those given by crystal-

lized plates traversed by polarized light, are equally well repre-

sented, with their tints. Even the images of the camera obscura

may be reproduced, painted, so to express it, by light; but these

reproductions, although having more vivid colors than those

which I obtained some years ago, have at present only a scien-

tific interest, and, for the present, we must not think of their

practical application, since the impressions can only be preserved

in the dark. I have not yet been able to arrest the subsequent

action of diffused light, which gradually destroys the images; it

is only in a transitory condition, so to speak, that the impres-

sionable substance has the property of reproducing colors.

From the London Art-Journal.

A WALK THROUGH THE STUDIOS OF ROME.

PART THREE.

It is an axiom laid down in Art, " that to imitate Nature in

her best chosen and happiest mood is certain to command suc-

cess." But among painters especially, this axiom though theo-

retically admitted, is too often practically denied. How often,

even in the works of the great masters, we have to deplore pain-

ful incongruities, such as azure skies with a blue tinted sun emit-

ting a yellow light, trees under the brightest light as dark and
sombre as they would appear at midnight, flesh tints so low in

color as properly only to belong to a corpse—although the body
represented is supposed to live, and move, and have its being

—

with various other discrepancies and contradictions, too numer-

ous to detail. Some artists blindly imitate the coloring of the

old masters, without any regard to nature at all, while others

indulge in fancied style of their own, equally antagonistic to the

great model-mother, Nature. Among our own artists, Consta-

ble was the most notable example of a man of genius who
really had the courage earnestly and truthfully to imitate nature

as he found it, transferring its dewy coloring and varied spark-

ling tints to canvas. Although Constable was a landscape

painter, and Riedel chiefly makes landscapes subservient to fig-

ures, I was struck with a certain approximation between them
on the grand principles of fidelity to nature. Riedel, the great

colorist of the German school, and certainly one of the most re-

markable artists living, came to Rome from his native Bavaria

in 1828. Wheu he beheld that limpid blue of the Italian skies,

encasing, as with a rich framework, the grandest and most varied

scenery in this " land of many hues"—when he saw that sun of

perenniel brightness, the great eye of the universe, scarcely or

ever obscured by a cloud—blazing forth in gorgeous splendor,

and illuminating the face of nature with its fervid rays—his

imagination was fired, his fine sense of color roused, and he de-

termined to paint what he saw with the brilliancy with which it

was presented to him. He irradiated, so to say, his works with

the southern coloring called forth by the sheeny light; and in

his out-door scenes boldly followed in the steps of the ancient

masters, representing the sun as throwing out warm tints and

lighting up all within its range in joyous brilliancy, precisely as

it was, disregarding the teaching of particular schools and all

established conventional rules, antagonistic to his method. Rie-

del founded, in the end, a school of his own, and reigns supreme

at the present time as the great modern maestro, par excellence,

in coloring. Pollak, of whose works I have made most honor-

able mention, is his best pupil; but to judge of the system one

should visit the studio of the master rather than that of the dis-

ciple. No painter of the present century has been rewarded

with more complete success than Riedel; his works are known
and admired all over Europe. Among the most celebrated is

the Judith, painted for the King of Wurtemburg; an Indian

woman, Saeontala, and an Albanese, both as large as life, for

the Duke of Leuchtenberg, at St. Petersburgh ; besides various

works for the King of Prussia, and innumerable pictures scat-

tered about in less distinguished galleries. The famous Bavarian

lives in the Yia Marquta, that very dirty but classical street

where, literally, every house is a studio. He is of rather reserv-

ed address and manners, and not supposed to relish much the in-

trusion of visitors; but I found him most urbane and talkative,

perhaps because I could converse with him in German. A large

picture was on the easel on which he was engaged, representing

groups of nymphs bathing in a lonely brook, under the low over-

arching branches of summer trees. In the back of the picture

a verdant bower of foliage, where dim flowers floated lightly over

the water, led the eye on, as it where, into intermediate vistas

of leafy green. In the foreground, a nymph is seated on a stone,

preparing for the bath: a group of gay companions seated on

the trunk of a tree bending over the water, are turned with

laughing faces towards her, while two others are merrily splash-

ing, immersed in the water. All is life, action, happiness; the

sun shoots down his purest, brightest rays in honor of these gay

nymphs, shining through the chequered shade with an ardent

intenseness diffused over the canvas in masses of living light.

Warm, glowing are the tints, finely mellowing into the reflected

lights, which are so skilfully managed that the whole figure of

central nymph appears bathed in golden light. Riedel indeed

seems to have dipped his pencil in its beams, yet without glare

or garishness. The brilliant greens of the foliage, aslant which

Old Sol casts his fiery rays, deepening into grateful shade, the

radiant nymphs, the transparent water, blend together, without

exaggeration, in the most perfectly harmonious tones imaginable.

It is a wonderful picture, yet not more wonderful or more bril-

liant than Nature appears every summer day in this glorious

land, although no other living artist has had the courage, or the

genius, boldly to transfer those living tints to which the southern

sun gives birth to the canvas.

As we are in the Via Marquta, we will take a peep into some

of the other studios there. First, allow me to introduce you to

the artistic sanctum of Signore Rossetti, a sculptor exceedingly

a la mode at the present time; but we shall not agree in our

opinions, uuless you fully admit every remark I have made con-

demnatory of the feebleness and mannerism of the modern Italian

school of sculpture exemplified here. Nay, Rossetti seems to

think that mechanical skill in working up the marble to the

highest possible finish, is absolutely as requisite as conception

and composition This base device for " catching the eyes of

the groundlings" is too much the vogue at the present time; so

that any man engaging first-rate workmen may claim to be an
artist, provided only the marble bears a brilliant polish, and all

the little insignificant adjuncts are elaborately finished. What
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would the stern Michael Angelo have said to this prostitution?

He who has bequeathed his genius to posterity impressed on such

rough, unfinished blocks of stone, in his mighty monuments in

the Medici Chapel at Florence. Such finicking, second-rate

ideas of Art would drive the overbearing and violent old veteran

mad with passion; and, like an ancient Titan, he would turn and

hurl huge blocks of marble on his degenerate successors, for

ever obliterating and destroying them and their works! Rossetti

specialite is graceful; genre figures, exaggerated and sentimental

as Nature described according to the pattern of a French ro-

mance. I hate these genre subjects in positive marble; nothing

but a most superior genius (misapplied) can make them tolera-

ble; and Rossetti certainly is innocent of any extraordinary

compass of that " gift divine/' You will see in the first room a

Georgian slave, seated with her head sunk on her bosom; and it

is as well, for the face says nothing; there is neither hope, des-

pair, grief, or joy—a perfect marble blank. The word slave re-

called to my imagination that work of Power's (perhaps the

only classical thing he ever executed)— the Greek Slave, where

the marble, animated by the hand of genius, palpitates, with

life, and shame, and fear—blushing almost, it seemed, standing

as she did confessed in all her loveliness.

I turned from Rossetti's poor attempt

—

indispettita, as the

Italians say—and found myself vis-a-vis to a most extraordinary

chimera, wild and fanciful and strange. At first I could by no

means grapple with the meaning intended in the statue, until,

seeing my unusual stare, one of the "skilful" workmen, to whom
in great measure, Rossetti owes his numerous commissions, ad-

vanced, and smilingly observed, " that as the signora was
English she would admire this statue, taken out of Shakspeare."

After some difficulty, I made out that it was intended for Ophe-

lia, but certainly far more mad than ever Shakspeare painted

her. Her sunken and emaciated countenance would indicate

approaching death by starvation; her mouth is open, which

rather favors the hypothesis; in her hand she bears flowers to

be strewed over her father's grave; heavy drapery clings to her

form ;—but the most wonderful thing is the gigantic wreath en-

twined around her head; such boughs, and lotus leaves, and

"Victoria" lilies, surely never rendezvoused before. Their union

forms a species of little roof over her forehead. Exceedingly

original, yet exaggerated, and impleading as is this statue, there

is a degree of power in the composition superior to any other

work in this most insipid collection, and one must confess that

the drapery is admirably executed. What is considered Ros-

setti's capo-d'opera—and, of which, numberless repetitions have

already been executed—is the " Esmeralda." The Zingara he-

roine, so skilfully portrayed by Victor Hugo's pen, ideal, ardent

impulsive, a living contradiction,—now all fury, anon melting

with tenderness, often heroic, at other times trembling with

fear—a character changeful as the rainbow tints, and charming

by its rich variety, appears in the work of Rossetti as a tho-

roughly Frenchified grisette, smirking and conceited. She is

seated on a low stool, beside her lies her goat; in her hands are

some alphabetical cards, which she is arranging round her in the

name of her lover. She is teaching her goat to select the let-

ters forming Phsebus from the pack, which the animal is sup-

posed to be doing with his extended foot. I think such a sub-

ject utterly unsuited to the dignity of sculpture, and as it is

almost impossible to throw into marble the various contending

feelings proper to the group, the result must be confusion and

failure. There is, however, lightness and action in the delicate

form and rounded contour of the dancer; those limbs look as if

once in action like Ariel, " they could run upon the sharp wings

of the north"—but the expression of the countenance is unpar-

donable commonplace and trivial, and I confess to utter disap-

pointment in a work I had heard excessively and generally laud-

ed as a masterpiece. Still honor where honor is due! Those

crafty marble-cutters had worked up the goat's shaggy coat, the

collar and bells round his neck, the cards, and the Esmeralda's

ornaments, with a quite miraculous finish; indeed, these elabor-

ated accessories would have been n positive blemish iii a work of

superior merit; as it was, the petite maitresse and her toys were

in excellent keeping with the thorough drawing-room style of the

whole. On the pedestal the details of Esmeralda's sad story

appear. The first represents Phrebus, her lover, that gallant

knight " who loves and rides away," rescuing her from midnight
assailants, and bearing her off in his arms. In the second, Es-

meralda, accompanied by her goat, is dancing. In the third, she

bears water to the unfortunate dwarf Quasimodo, whom she en-

deavors to console in his miseries; and in the fourth her mother,
Gudule, who has unknowingly surrendered up to certain death
her innocent child, gazes destractedly at Esmeralda through the

bars of her prison. The statue was originally executed for the

Emperor of Prussia, a repetition was also purchased by the King
of Wurtemburg, not to name meaner mortals.

Under the shadow of the Via Marquta (or rather, I should

say, of the gracefully-terraced Pincian, for that casts the sha-

dow), dwells Buckner, who, like a wise man, spends his winters

at Rome. When a gentleman, in every sense of that compre-
hensive word, born, bred, and educated, takes up the pencil or

the chisel, one expects naturally to see these extraneous advan-
tages peep out in superior refinement in his works. It is this

elegant fastidiousness, this delicate, graceful feeling, which char-

acterizes Buckner's compositions, joined to first-rate and superior

talents as a practised artist. It is said, with truth, that no
writer can iutuitively delineate the tone and manners of high
society unless he has moved in its charmed circles. He may
describe the passions, and tear and rend one's feelings by re-

counting fierce emotions, heaping " Pelion upon Ossa," but he
cannot put vitality into ladies and gentlemen. So it is with
Art. A man of coarse manners, and defective education, could
never paint those delicate creatures who come out so charmingly
on Buckner's canvas. I am far from thinking ladies and gen-
tlemen a useful or interesting portion of the great scheme of

creation—quite the contrary—but most unfortunately, they are
precisely the persons who want their likenesses taken ; and,

therefore, if such insipid inanities as nineteenth-century men and
women are to be assigned to posterity, let Buckner be the man
to do the deed. Since the days of Sir Joshua, beauty, rank, and
elegance were never more truly and gracefully rendered. His
studio is the very creme de la creme among the denizens of

Vanity Fair: where the privileged elite of the aristocratic crowd
that throng its glittering alleys love to congregate. Fair brides,

to be stereotyped for the benefit of their admiring husbands and
lovers; pale-faced girls, oppressed with the world's cares, in the

shape of an overwhelming number of balls; gallant guardsmen

—

those carpet knights, who at last, after centuries of idleness, are

called to flesh their maiden swords; and exclusive mamas, with

budding blossoms grouped around them. Nothing can be more
striking than Buckner's likenesses, and he has a certain happy
nack of selecting the most pretty, fantastic poses, and arranging

drapery, in a quite Reynolds-like style. But, being as he is, a

well-known English artist, I waive further remark, and will only

notice two or three of his present works. There is a picture of

Lady Louisa M , as sweet an English bride as ever crossed

the Alps during the honeymoon—fair, blue-eyed; that magic air

of fashion about her, with which a presiding fairy endows some
favored mortals—she folds her red shawl round her black dress,

and tosses her pretty head quite a ravir. Then there was an-

other bride—a pensive, sad face " breathing beauty"—emerging

from a wood, whom one would like "to have and to hold," by
means of her surpassing loveliness. Her name

—

I w/uspcr—
Mrs. Claude L ,

the beauty, par excellence, this winter at

Rome; and another, and another; handsome mothers, pictu-

resque children, and all-conquering /^-creatures. I felt as if I

were feeding on honey and cake; and beat a retreat, not with-

out, however, ample experience that Mr. Buckner, although "an
Englishman," is as courteous a cicerone of his elesraut works as

the most polished Italian.

Afterwards, by some unaccountable chance, I found myself

out of the city, near to the baths of Caracalla, and opposite the

tumble-down melancholy church of S. Nereoe-Achille, on the

Appian Way; the weather early in March was warm and genial

as an old-fashioned English day in what used to be called " the

merrie month of May ;" before that capricious nymph took to

keeping bad company with Boreas and JEolus, sad enemies to
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her delicate foster-children, the flowers, who piue and die in lone-

ly woods and under frosty hedgerows, for want of her ally Phoe-

bus and his glowing hand-maidens the sunny Hours. But at

Rome, however, the seasons play no such " antic tricks," keep-

ing their naughty behavior for the iron North, and its hyperbo-

rean inhabitants. All hail to the sunny South, with its tur-

quoise skies, balmy breezes, and radiant sun, ploughing the earth

and rending it assunder with its scorching beams! On this par-

ticular evening, therefore, I found myself on the Appian Way
in search of a studio. Now, to me the great curiosity of this

classical street of tombs are not so much the ancient monuments

as to see the fat old cardinals and monsignores habited in purple

and red, aud walking in the dust, which flies in perfect clouds

high over the trees: even in a carriage the dust in the spring is

unendurable. Although each one of these ecclesiastical princes

possesses a villa of his own, exceeding in beauty Mahomet's de-

scription of paradise, in all, save the article of the Houris—al-

though everyday three or four splendid gardens are thrown open

to the veriest stranger, where one may walk for miles under the

scented shade of ilex, orange and lemon groves, sparkling cas-

cades, and purling streams, cooling the air as they meander

through the delicate turf enamelled with purple violets, still do

these obstinate old gentlemen, one and all, pertinaciously prefer

a walk between two envious walls, effectually imprisoning the

prospect, amid whirlwinds of dust raised by the incessantly pass

iug carriages, carts, and oxen. They dismount by a regular

flight of steps from their antique carriages (like four-post bed-

steads set on wheels, for Rome has justly been called " the para-

dise of old carriages," where they all find their way and enjoy

an elysium of their own); the lumbering machine painted red,

with gilt mouldings, drawn by black horses caparisoned and

ornamented with red top-knots, tassels, and reins slowly follows,

together with two or three servants in cocked hats, and long

coats of faded livery touching their heels, and solemnly parade

along the Pope's highway. I never went along the Appian
Way towards the Ave-Maria without meeting two or three of

these misguided prelates.

We had reached the lonely church of San Sisto, built and in-

habited by San Domenico during his residence at Rome. The
church cloisters and chapels are now quite moss-grown and fall-

ing into ruin; not a soul was about, and all the doors stood

wide open. I heard some voices however in a side chapel, and
entered. I found three Dominicians in their black and white

dresses, and one a young and intellectual looking man held a

palette, and was engaged in painting a large fresco, while the

others looked enquiringly on. This was quite a wonderful sight

monks of the nineteenth century being generally addicted 10

idleness, and understanding usually as little about the works of

Art around them as the dead reposing in the vaults of their

churches. I thought of Fra Angelico and Fra Bartolommeo,
and honored the pale monk, a Frenchman I discovered, who
courteously rose and iuvited me to approach. The subject of

the fresco was a miracle performed by his patron San Dominic-
raising a dead man to life, who was represented as lying stretch-

ed on a rug stained with the blood which streamed from his

head, surrounded by spirited groups of cardinals, monks, nuns,

contadiui and priests, all expressing horror and astonishment in

every variety of look and gesture
—

" That dead man," said the

monk to us in French, " was the Lord Napoleon, nephew of the

Cardinal Stephen, and he was thrown from his horse and killed

just outside the gates of this church. He was brought into this

very chapel, in which we are now standing, when the saint was
conferring on ecclesiastical matters with some cardinals, among
whom was the uncle of the deceased, who seeing the corpse of

his nephew brought in, threw himself on St. Dominic's breast in

an agony of sorrow. Our saint entreated him to be calm, had
an altar erected where the young lord lay, all pale and bloody,

and said mass with great devotion before the cardinals and the

crowd. I have painted the crowd as it is described, nuns, monks,

and people assembled by the news of the mishap. Having par-

taken of the blessed sacrifice, St. Dominic advanced towards the

body, disposed the limbs in their proper place, and began to

pray. After a few moments he exclaimed, ' Napoleon, in the

name of Jesus Christ, I say to thee arise,' when in sight of the
whole assembly the young man rose up perfectly whole!" I

cannot describe the interest imparted to this legend told on the
very spot where it is supposed to have occurred, by the earnest
voice of the monk, beside the painting on which he had portray-
ed an incident he so devoutly believed; it seemed like going
back centuries into the visionary mediaeval days of pious cre-

dulity. The fresco was admirably composed, the vast assembly
was disposed into groups easy and natural around the central

figures. I marvelled at the skill of the artist-monk, considering

the disadvantages under which he labored in not being permit-

ted to avail himself of living models. He painted from little

dolls he had himself formed of clay, dressed in bits of colored

rags by way of drapery, and sat surrounded by a host of these

tiny figures. Opposite was another fresco he had completed; a

very spirited group, and colored with much brilliancy and clean-

ness, commemorating another of St. Dominic's miracles. He
intended, he said, to paint the whole chapel in frescos, illustrat-

ing the life of the saint, and labored evidently con amove. I felt

much interested in the enthusiastic monk, and the primitive sim-

plicity of his convent-studio. He must have a very decided taste

for Art to disengage himself from the trammels imposed on his

progress by the restrictions of his order.

I visited the other day a studio which forms a curious exem-
plification of the luck which attends certain artists. It is a very
common and undignified word to use in connection with marked
success in Art, but the truthfulness of its application is, however,
not to be denied. A lucky choice of a subject, a lucky adapta-

tion of a prevailing idea, investing dexteriously an old and favor-

ite theme with a new face, often establishes the reputation of an
artist whom no one has ever before heard of, and who, perhaps,

may be quite undeserving of any such distinction; while an
equally fortunate concatenation of fortuitous circumstances may
raise up to universal admiration and lasting fame some genius

hidden from the public eye, and who may for years have patient-

ly labored against the pressure of outward circumstances, neg-

lected, poor, unknown, suffering all the contempt " that patient

merit of the unworthy take." Haydon, who seemed born " to

point a moral" in his chequered life and sad death, is a living in-

stance of an unlucky artist. The bright thought, the happy
inspiration with which genius may commemorate the passing-

hour, or the prevalent idea, the graceful conceit which even ig-

norance can appreciate, never came, and he killed himself. These
remarks are appropos of Signore Ratti, a man whom no one had
ever heard of, save as a conceited fop and an exceedingly bad
painter, who occasionally displayed his powers in very hard and
ill-executed portraits of the Roman nobility. But one fine day,

a bright thought, by some unaccountable and really undeserved

good luck, entered this gentleman's brain. He imagined the

idea of restoring the famous Cenci, or, in other words, placing

that beautiful head, so unaccountably twisted in the original

portrait, in such a position among other figures as would group
naturally and unaffectedly, and account for its preseut strained

and singular attitude. " Gedacht-gethan" (a thought done), as

the Germans say, Ratti set to work on his picture. The scene,

a prison, dark and gloomy, the dim light wandering in from a

grated window; opposite stands a full-length figure of Guido,

bravely apparelled in the picturesque cinque-cento civilian cos-

tume, an ample cloak, falling around his figure in rich folds, an

open vest displaying a rich lace collar and golden chain, with a

velvet cap on his head. His countenance, (a portrait)—is re-

markable for a certain keen, enquiring look, and finely developed

features. He holds his palette and brushes, and eagerly paints,

absorbed as it were in his work, which is placed on the arms of

an old-fashioned chair, carved, and twisted, aud fringed, and
arranged as such chairs ought to be. His foot rests on the seat,

as he leans forward on the stick towards the picture and his

model. I must do Ratti the Justice to say, this figure of Guido is

admirably conceived; it is so easy and natural, one sees the great

artist to whom each moment is precious, rapidly sketching in the

fair girl, who in a few hours will cease to exist. The Cenci sits

opposite to him, on a low pallet-bed, placed under the window.

Her body is skilfully arranged, so as to be turned from Guido;
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but as though forced against her will by his eager entreaties,

she naturally turns her head over one shoulder toward him, pre-

cisely iu the attitude of the original portrait, the introduction of

the whole figure accounting perfectly for the otherwise strauge

pose. Ratti, who was permitted by Prince Barberini to copy

from the original—a favor accorded to few—has produced an

admirable likeness, and hit off the low tone of coloring perfectly.

There is the sad, gentle, appealing face, the snowy head-gear,

and the unbraidcd hair, falling loosely over the pale blue robe

in which he has draped the figure; the hands arc clasped on her

knees with a hopeless kind of vacancy; her thoughts are else-

where, and she is only placed in that attitnde by the anxious

painter, but once so placed, she seems deprived of the power of

volition, remaining listlessly passive and acquiescing. To her

left is an old man, her advocate; a fine head, and capital study

of well-arraDged drapery, his robes falling about him in full folds,

and completely filling the curved, high-backed chair on which he

sits, holding in his hands a parchment; he is evidently expatiating

to the poor Cenci who, absorbed in her sad thoughts, hears him as

little as she heeds the eager Guido. The figure of the gaoler ad-

vancing out of the gloom to the right behind Guido, bearing the

keys, as if to hasten the departure of these intruders, completes

the picture: it is much under life-size. The coloring, though low

in toue, is decidedly good, and the composition, natural, easy,

and flowing; the eye at once resting on the central figure, on

which all the light falls. It was a lucky day for Signore Ratti

when he imagined that picture: such an interest encircles the

Cenci, that several repetitious had already been ordered; al-

though, when I saw it, the paint was scarcely dry. No one now
comes to Rome without providing themselves with photographs,

which were made before the picture was finished.

Before closing this paper I must mention that within the last

month Rome has been alive with artistic hospitality; the good

terms on which the polyglot circle of artists live here, Americans,

Freuch, English, Germans, and Swiss is really admirable, and
worthy of all imitation wherever like heterogeneous circles con-

gregate. All join to do honor to geuius where honor is due,

with one heart and mind quite irrespective of nationality, con-

sidering themselves as belonging to the mighty republic of Art,

combrising all nations and languages in its broad domain, bound-

less as the blue heavens overspanning this fair earth, and uni-

versal as the globe itself. The great sculptor Rauch was re-

ceived during his visit at Rome with enthusiastic admiration by
his artist-brothers, who gave him a grand fete at the Villa Free-

born, where I am told some tableax were performed by profes-

sional models which had all the effect and vitality of the finest

historical pictures. A very brilliant entertainment was given

last week to the venerable Martin Wagner, that celebrated

veteran sculptor whose name and fame is spread throughout

Europe, on the anniversary of the fiftieth year of his residence

in Rome, in the grand saloons of the Palazzo Simouetti. Long
tables were spread for the general company, all of whom were

artists, while at the top of the room a round table was placed

where, in the centre, and facing the company, Wagner was seat-

ed, backed by an admirable bust of himself raised on a pedestal,

and crowned with laurels. Around him were placed artistic

stars of the first magnitude; Gibson, Tenerani, Rauch, Corne-

lius, P. Williams, Riedel, and Crawford, dictators in the great

republic of Arts flourishing in ever classic Rome. When Wag-
ner's health was drunk, the laurel crown was transferred from

his marble bust to his own head amid enthusiastic shouts of
" Hoch Lebe," " Evviva," and "Hurrah;" poor old Wagner
looked under these laurel honors which evidently encumbered him

not a little, like an owl in an ivy bush. After the younger por-

tion of the company had sufficiently let off the steam of applause,

he was released, and the chaplet replaced ou his bust. Then
came beautiful part-singing, sublime in simple harmony, echoing

grandly through the lofty halls of the immense palazzo. Then
a procession was formed by all the artists, each carrying tapers

in his hand, the laurel-crowned bust being borne triumphantly in

front; suddenly at a given signal the Germans separated them-

selves from the rest, and flinging their torches and tapers into a

burning heap on the floor, danced madly around hand in hand,

§
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shouting, singing, and rejoicing like inebriated witches at an in-

fernal Sabbat.

No man deserved better than Wagner the respect and honor
with which he is universally regarded; he has been greatly in-

fluential in the diffusion of Grecian art in his own country. The
Walhalla evidences this sufficiently, as well as various other

works scattered over Germany. Towards the conclusion of the

banquet, Wagner himself drank the health of the King of Bava-
ria; the great Cornelius, (now sojourning at Rome within the

same house whose walls are still decorated with the early frescos

executed by his hand, together with Overbeck and Schadow, all

then enthasiastic youths, first dreaming that restoration of

fresco-painting to which their genius has so powerfully contrib-

uted,) drank to the prosperity of King Louis, Ranch, his friend

Wagner, Crawford, the German and American artists—while,

as a last and crowning toast was reserved for Wolff the sculptor

to propose " the foreigners present, and the everlasting City of

Rome," a toast calliug forth expressions of almost frantic en-

thusiasm,

Florentia.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MISCELLANIES.

Translated for the P. &{ I1
. A. J. from the French of E. Be Valicourt.

BY W. GRIGG, A. B.

APPLICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY TO VARIOUS INSTRUMENTS BESIDES

THE CAMERA.

Photography, which, at its birth, was received with the ut-

most enthusiasm by the most eminent savants, artists, and ama-
teurs, seemed as though, under such noble patronage, it would
never descend from the elevated rank it had first acquired among
the arts. But speculation was on the watch for the new disco-

very; it delayed not in securing it, and in using it to its own
profits, and it wanted but little to have choked the wonderful

discovery of Daguerre, committed as it was to mercenary and
ignorant bauds, iu the very bud. Manufacturers, experimental-

ists, all seemed to conspire against it, and, if there is anything

that should excite our surprise, it is the fact that this discovery

has survived—has even extended its progress in spite of forty

franc apparatus and forty sous pictures! in spite of the mysteries

and quackery with which some have endeavored to surround it.

But if Photography has come forth victorious from these se-

vere trials, there has, nevertheless, remained certain vulgar pre-

judices, certain erroneous popular opinions, which receive too

much sanction, even at the present day. Thus, some wished to

see, in the camera, a very ingenious instrument, doubtless, but

possessing all the qualities aud all the defects of a machine, work-

ing with such vigorous precision and regularity as to seem to

exclude every thing like mind. It is sufficient to glance at the

productions of nature, so widely different in their character, ex-

posed every way to public examination, to become convinced

that the camera is not a simple piece of mechanism, blindly obey-

ing the will of the first comer; but that, to produce the finest

effects, it must be governed by a persevering intelligence, aided

by scientific conceptions, which are indispensable to every Pho-
tographer.

Others, while admiring the inimitable pictures produced by
Photography, considered it, however, as a purely ornamental art,

being good, at the most, to occupy the leisure of a few rich ama-
teurs, but without any useful application, or any value for the

progress of science.

It is time that Photography should at last reassume the rank

it always should have occupied. It is not limited, as is gene-

rally believed, to the production of portraits and views, we can,

easily show that its applications iu science are as numerous as

interesting; in a word, that if the name of science cannot be
strictly applied to it, it is, notwithstanding, something more than

an art.

Some time since Mr. Arago expressed the hope of seeing the

camera become the best photomctre. This important problem
will be solved the day when we shall have succombed to giving

«
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Daguerrean plates a uniform sensitiveness. But without occu-

pying ourselves with this still hypothetical result, we find that

Photography has already undergone numerous applications,

which, at the present day, lend their aid to science.

In the year 1849, a few months before the publication of the

discovery announced by M. M. Niepce and Daguerre, M. Chas.

Chevalier had already foreseen the advantage that might one

day be derived therefrom, by applying it to magnifying instru-

ments. The following passage, in fact, appeared in the Manual

of Micography, page 101:

" A new era seems to be about to open for these curious instru-

ments (the solar microscope and the megascope) . M.M. Niepce

and Daguerre have enlarged the boundaries of physics; their

admirable discovery is going to give existence to more than one

apparatus. There must be satellites for the new planet, and we

shall doubtless very soon see these instruments emerge from

the obscurity where they are vegetating in order to protect the

glory reserved for this new discovery.

"The solar microscope will not be among the last, and already

has Mr. Talbot foreseen the results that may be expected from

such an association. Let it be hoped that this wonderful pro-

duction of the human mind will soon be handed over to the eager

public."

One year after the solar microscope had produced proofs

in the hands of the late Vincent Chevalier. This skillful opti-

cian submitted to the examination of the Societi I'encourage-

ment Daguerrean reproductions obtained by the aid of this in-

strument.

In the Melanges Photographiques, published by Chas. Cheva-

lier, the author again insists on the application of Photography

to a large number of optical instruments:
" Men will no longer be contented, says he, in employing the

admirable discovery of Niepce and Daguerre for the reproduc-

tion of views and monuments, and for the taking of small size

portraits ; natural history will make use of it as a powerful aux-

iliary; the fine arts will borrow its aid; engravers will have no

further need of counter drawing to copy engravings, for, by in-

creasing the proportions of the apparatus, they will not be im-

peded by the dimensions of the model, and will force the original,

as it were, to copy itself; the painter, who sometimes regrets to

part with a work to which he has given so much care, time, and

even love, and all to see it pass into the hands of strangers, the

painter may preserve faithful copies of his labors, and thus form

a gallery of souvenirs in less time than it has taken him to con-

ceive and mature the first conception of one of his pictures.

Every one may thus bring together a collection of the rarest

designs, curious engravings, objects of art, valuable autographs,

etc. etc. Numerous amateurs, among whom I will mention, par-

ticularly, M.M. Middleton and Mailand, have already repro-

duced, in the original size, engravings and valuable pictures, and

it may perhaps be recollected that I announced, in my first work

on the Daguerreotype, the probability of taking life size por-

traits. I should never end were I to enumerate all the services

Photography is called upon to render to the sciences and arts."

Lastly, M.M. Donne and Foucault have more recently ob-

tained the Daguerrean impression, by the aid of a solar micro-

scope, constructed by M. Chas. Chevalier, and they have just

published a magnificent atlas of microscopic objects, engraved

from impressions obtained by means of this instrument. The
megascope would present to Photography a series of still more

varied and useful applications. Thus, objects of somewhat large

dimensions, might be magnified two, three, five, ten, fifty, or

more times, such as shells, minerals, fossils, plants, engravings,

&c. A proof on a one-sixth plate might be maguified so as to

copy it on the largest size. What services have we not a right

to expect from Photography, when optical effects are applied in

a skillful manner, and when the Photographic engraving of M.
Fizeau has attained the point of perfection at which it must

necessarily arrive. The future of such a discovery is incalcu-

lable, and too large a tribute of admiration cannot be paid its

inventors. The following are some of the uses to which the art

may be applied:

2*

ON THE COPYING OF ENGRAVINGS AND DRAWINGS BY SIMPLE CON-

TACT AND WITHOUT THE USE OF THE CAMERA.

This process, which presents no difficulty, is exceedingly con
venient in a host of cases; for instance, when an engraving or
drawing is to be copied in the same proportions as the original.

It may be compared to the process, called by engravers, counter
drawing, and, in this respect, may be of great use to them, since,

without injuring the original, they can transpose, with facility,

a drawing or engraving, etc , to a metallic plate as often as they
may wish.

To attain this result, procure a silvered plate, of the same di-

mensions as the engraving to be copied. This plate .is iodized,

and brominized, as ordinarily. When it has received the sensitive

coating, apply to it, in the dark, the engraving, in such a man-
ner that its surface may be in contact with the iodized and bro-

minized surface of the plate. Then place over the engraving a
smooth plate of glass, of suitable dimensions, designed to assure

the perfect contact of the engraving and plate, without however
intercepting the luminous action to which the whole is to be sub-

mitted. These arrangements made, raise, with both hands, at

the same time, the engraving, plate and glass, which press gently

together, then expose them to diffused light from five to fifteen

seconds, according to its intensity. In the sun, from two to five

would be sufficient. Then carry the whole into the dark, re-

move the glass and engraving with caution, submit the plate to

the mercurial vapors, and, if the operation has been carefully

performed, the impression will soon make its appearace. After
it has been carefully developed it may be washed and fixed by
the usual methods.

GALVANIC RE-PRODUCTIONS OF DAGUERREAN PROOFS-

CHEVALIER.

-BY CHARLES

" The galvanic reproduction of Daguerrean proofs is truly one
of the most curious which can be made. To take a cast, by
means of the galvanic fluid, of an impression produced by the

light, was a problem that formerly it would not have been
prudent to propose; it is truly fortunate that M.M. Niepce, Da-
guerre, Spencer and Jacoby, made not their discoveries a few
years sooner; fortunate, at least, for these gentlemen—for too

often have unfortunate artists perished in the flames, who cer-

tainly had much less right to scientific martyrdom.
"I cannot express the surprise I experienced the first time I

succeeded in copying a photogenic proof, by means of galvanism

!

The idea of this experiment occurred to me while searching for

some suitable object to put in the voltaic apparatus; finding nei-

ther medal or coin, I thought I would solder a small daguerreo-

type proof to the conductor of the apparatus. I really believed

I was sacrificing the proof, and would obtain at the most a leaf

of very smooth copper. The next day, in the presence of M.M.
Richoux and De Kramer, I detached the two plates, and we
found upon the copper a perfect counter proof of the original.

These details will, perhaps, appear useless, but I deemed it ad-

visable to give them, since it has been endeavored to contest

with me the priority of this idea; and since, while estimating it

at its true value, I am not so rich in this material as to allow

myself to be despoiled thereof without seeking justice from the

tribunal of the press.

" In my first work on the Daguerreotype, I described the ap-

paratus which I employed by the advice of M. De Kramer: it

is a simple battery in which the object to be copied is substitu-

ted for the copper or negative plate; in a word, it is the Spencer

apparatus, simplified and arranged in a manner more convenient

for the operation. I now use, in preference, the Daniell battery

and the decomposition bath. This compound apparatus allows

of the progress of the operation being more conveniently fol-

lowed, and of regulating at will the action of the fluid ; the cop-

per obtained being finer, more uniform, the proofs have greater

brilliancy and delicacy of tone; I will therefore describe the

latter process; those who may wish to make use of the simple

apparatus will refer to the before mentioned work.
" The Daniell battery is composed- -1st. Of an ordinary glass

vessel. 2d. Of a copper cylinder placed in this vessel. 3d. Of

Up
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a porous tube, closed at one end, and called the diaphragm. 4th.

Of a strip of amalgamated zinc placed in the diaphragm; two

copper screw caps are fastened, one to the copper cylinder, the

other to the zinc, which serve to adjust the conductors of which

I shall soon speak.

"The decomposition dish is simply a vessel of sufficient size to

contain, with ease, the object to be reproduced, and the copper

made of the same dimensions as this object. It may be formed

of glass, or china or wood, covered on the inside with some im-

permeable mastic.
" When a proof is to be copied, commence by preparing a con-

centrated solution of sulphate of copper, by pouring warm water

upon a rather larger quantity of crystals of this salt, stirring with

a glass rod until the water will dissolve no more of the sulphate.

About 30,000 grains of warm water are necessary to dissolve 1^

ounces of the salt.

" When the solution is prepared, fill the outer vessel of the

battery and pour into the diaphragm a saturated solution of

common salt.*

" It is now necessary to arrange the conductors and the ob-

ject to be re-produced. After having soldered a piece of copper

wire, about one-third of an inch in diameter, to the back of the

proof, cover the back aud half of the conducting wire with

melted wax; solder a second wire, of the same length and diam-

eter as the first, to a copper plate of like dimensions with the

photogenic proof. By means of the screw cap fasten the con-

ductor of the proof to the zinc, and that of the anode to the cop-

per cylinder; the wires must be so arranged that the two plates

may be in an exact line one with the other, and perfectly paral-

lel. The new screw cap conductors which I have had made,

allow of the plate being properly adjusted, without rendering

necessary the bending of the zinc, the elacticity of which is often

a difficult obstacle to surmount.

"When the plates are fixed in the position they are to occupy

withdraw the zinc from the diaphragm, and, after having filled

the decomposition bath with the copper solution, immerse the

copper plate, then re-place the zinc in the diaphragm and the

Daguerrean proof in the bath in exactly the same position as it

occupied opposite the other plate.

" The electric curreut is at once established, and in an in-

stant the entire surface of the proof is covered with a film of

copper of a brilliant orange rose color.

" After twenty-four hours immersion in the bath the plate is

generally covered with a coating of such thickness that it may be

detached without fear; this operation, however, requires certain

precaution
" Wheu the copper is deemed to be of sufficient thickness,

withdraw the proof from the bath, wash it plentifully with water

under a fascet, and dry thoroughly with fine linen or a few

sheets of bibulous paper. Cut off the four angles of the flab

with a pair of scissors, then introduce gently the blade of a knife

between the two plates, in different places, so as to separate the

copy from the original. Wheu this operation is carefully exe-

cuted, and the separation takes place without accident, not only

a perfect copy is obtained but another may be taken from the

original, and give full as fine a proof as the first.

" If it be feared that the proof will be injured by cutting it,

it may be avoided in the following manner: I have recommended
the covering of the back of the Daguerrean plate with a coating

of melted wax; it will be easy thereby to form, on the edge of

the silver surface, a filament or string of some greasy substance,

which will oppose the deposit of copper s that it will suffice to

destroy this string, and to slip the blade of the knife beneath

the copy, and thns detach with extreme facility.

" There must be no delay in placing a glass over the galvanic

copy, or otherwise the copper would oxydize, aud the proof

would lose its entire brilliancy.

" I shall now designate several precautions necessary to suc-

cess; I shall, at the same time, point out the causes of failure

and the means of obviating them

:

* Water acidulated with sulphuric acid may be used, but I prefer

sailed water, the less energetic action of which produces the best results.

Beginners, especially, should avoid the employment of the acids.

" 1st. The solution of sulphate of copper should be employed
pure, in the decomposition dish ; when some practice in galvanic
experiments has been acquired, substances which will increase
its productive power may be added to the liquid; but at the
commencement, I repeat, the solution must be employed pure.
This is not the case with the Daniell battery, as the objects to
be copied are not plunged in the liquid, and there is consequently
no fear of their being attacked by the acids. This is besides
designed to excite the electric action aud to serve as a conduc-
tor to the fluid; as it is necessary, therefore, in certain cases, to
charge the battery strongly, and as it is always necessary to fa-

cilitate the transmission of the galvanic fluid, about a third of its

volume of diluted sulphuric acid in the proportion of eight parts
water to one of acid, may be added to the sulphate solution.

" Filter the solution of sulphate with care before pouring it

into the decomposition dish, as the particles of foreign matter,
floating in the liquid, would deposit on the proof and impair the
purity of the copy.

"The like precautions are unnecessary for salted water. The
battery solution should be kept saturated by throwing a few
crystals from time to time into the vessel, and by placing a little

on a shelf, fitted for this purpose, in the interior of the copper
cylinder.

" 2d. After the completion of every proof, it must not be for-

gotten to empty the diaphragm and immerse it in water, where
it should remain until all the salts, which may have penetrated
it, are completely dissolved. If any encrustations of copper
should form on the inside of the porous tube they must be care-

fully removed.
" 3d. The following is the process for amalgamating the zinc:

Put a little mercury into a vessel, add a little sulphuric acid and
water, and, having stirred it with a glass rod, dip a brush in it

and rub the zinc therewith. A few particles of mercury taken

up by the brush will soon amalgamate with the zinc, which con-

tinue to rub uutil its surface assumes a brilliant appearance.

Wash it as soon as the operation is terminated, and it is rarely

necessary to amalgamate a second time.

" 4th. Varnish is sometimes substituted for the melted wax,

composed of sealing wax and gum-lac, dissolved in alcohol;

care must be taken that the varnish be thick, and that every

portion to be protected from the deposits of copper, be perfectly

coated therewith.

"5th. Too much care cannot be exercised towards keeping

the conductors and screw caps perfectly clean. The least oxy-

dation, or the presence of grease, would suffice to impede the

operation. I also recommend that the caps be screwed down
tightly, as the more perfect the metallic contact is, the more tho

rough is the transmission of the fluid.

" 6th. Some of my readers may perhaps almost forget the re-

spective arrangement of the plate, the copper and the proof; all

uncertainty in this respect will vanish when it is remembered

that the object to be re-produced must always be attached to

the zinc, and the plate of copper to the copper pole of the batte-

ry. This plate is designed to take the place of the copper in

the solution, which is becoming weakened by the deposit of cop-

per on the Daguerrean proof; it will, therefore, gradually wear,

and must be immediately renewed.
'• 1th. It is indispensable that the directions I have given, in

regard to the arrangement of the plates, be scrupulously com-

plied with. If the order should be reversed—if the proof should

be immersed in the sulphate before the plate of copper, it is cer-

tain the operation would be unsuccessful.

" I recommended placing the two plates at about three-fourths

of an inch a-part, but one aud a half inches would be better at

first, only bringing them nearer together when the primary de-

posits of copper has taken place. A finer metal, of a more bril-

liant tone, will thus be obtained, and the proof will be much
more beautiful.

" 8th. As soon as the copper has been deposited over the en-

tire surface of the Daguerrean plate, it may, without danger, be

withdrawn, to examine the progress of the operation, or to re-

move, with a soft brush, any foreign bodies that may attach

themselves to its surface.
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I" 9th. In separating the two plates, some resistance is some-

times experienced, and when it is effected, a portion of the silver

is found to adhere to the copper deposit. This accident gene-

rally occurs in operating on a proof that has been greatly heat-

ed in the fixing process. In this case, the original and the copy

are both lost, and, unfortunately, there is no known method of

preventing this grievous result; one may hope to avoid it, how-

ever, by working slowly, and employing a very pure liquid to

which no acid has been added. This consequence would be pro-

voked, if the plate were immersed in the sulphate while warm,

either from the effect of the soldering or the application of the

melted wax. General rule: the proof must be allowed to cool

before placing it in the bath.

SURE METHOD OF RE-PRODUCING AND MULTIPLYING PHOTOGRAPHIC

IMPRESSIONS BY GALVANOPLASTV.

In order to re-produce the photographic impression by galvan-

oplasty, those only must be used which are strongly brought

out, and for this reason it is necessary that they have beeu well

fixed with Fizeau's gold solution ; this requirement is strict, as

it is impossible to fix impressions which have not been gilded;

they entirely disappear on depositing thereon a coating of cop-

per. Before making known the mode of placing the impression

in the galvauoplastic apparatus, we will just describe the latter

in a few words:

It consists of the ordinary fixed element, used to excite the

galvanic current, and of a cylindrical vessel, containing a solu-

tion of sulphate of copper. The element is composed of a cyl-

inder of amalgamated zinc, a porous cylinder and a sheet of tin,

which need not be thicker than a sheet of writing paper. This

sheet of tin, which is placed perpendicularly in the porous cylin-

der, is solded cyliudrically so as to present a larger surface; aDy

one may make this cylinder himself, and cut it the required size

with a common pair of scissors. The diameter of the porous

cylinder is two and a half inches, its height six. The cylinder

of zinc, which surrounds it, is of a corresponding size. The tin

cylinder should have the same superficial developments as the

zinc. The entire apparatus described is immersed in a glass

vessel filled with water, to which three parts of sulphuric acid

to one hundred of water has been added ; this acts upon the

zinc cylinder. Into the porous cylinder pour a solution of three

parts water and one of the sulphate of copper solution, and add
two hundred and seventy grains of sulphuric acid and the like

quantity of acetic. When the battery has been a few hours in

action, add two hundred and seventy grains more of the latter

acid, and continue every four hours to add the above quantity of

acetic acid. After a couple of days it will be prudent to re-

charge the battery By means of the solution of sulphate of

copper the folded cylinder of tin soon becomes covered with a

coating of copper which increases its action.

Into a second vessel pour a filtered solution of pure sulphate

of copper and distilled water. For one part in weight of sul-

phate of copper take five parts of water, and this solution is con-

sequently not saturated. The apparatus being thus arranged,

introduce, perpendicularly, a thick strip of polished copper into

the vessel, which is put into proper communication with the

folded cylinder of tin of the galvanic apparatus, by means of a

piece of copper wire. The impression is placed silver side up,

on a block of wood, of corresponding size, a few millimetres in

thickness, and across the longest side a strip of copper, about

three-fifths of an inch in with, is fastened with sheet copper tacks,

to which the proof is also adjusted in like manner. It is then

completely saturated with distilled water and quickly immersed

in the copper solution, dipping it therein and then withdrawing

it by turns and placing it in a position parallel to the strip of

copper, and at a distance from it of one and one-fifth to two
inches. In this position place the extremity of the copper

strip, by means of a screw cup, in connection with the zinc cyl-

inder of the galvanic apparatus, and, as the proof rests against

the copper strip, it is thus in communication with the zinc pole

of the galvanic element. This proof should, therefore, when
everything is in perfect order, immediately become coated with

a fikn of pure copper of a red color.

This deposit effected, the further precipitation may be favored
by bringing the proof aud the copper-plate about one-quarter of
an inch nearer, at the expiration of six, or, at the most, of eight
hours, the deposit having attained sufficient thickness, the block,

together with the photograph, should be withdrawn from the
vessel and the tacks which held it removed, then carefully wash it

with water, and, when it is perfectly dry, cut off the angles with
a pair of scissors.

The plate of precipitated copper may easily be detached from
the impression and a perfect copy thereof obtained. The ad-

vantage and the beauty of these precipitates are well known, and
it is useless to enter into further details with regard to them.
By the arrangements necessary for the production of this kind

of copy which have formerly been employed, the photographic
impression is always placed in a horizontal position, and, conse-

quently, there is no surety of obtaining a good copy; but, with
the apparatus just described, we can always count upon a good
result.

The impression itself does not appear to experience any per-

ceptible deterioration, and twenty copies may be taken from
them, all perfectly successful. New deposits, even, may, with

equal success, be produced upon the latter, but, for this purpose,

they must be previously silvered, and we shall, in the following

article, give the best method of effecting this silvering as also

the gilding.

When the tin cylinder which communicates with the strip of

copper is dissolved, which occurs at a certain period, it is re-

placed by auother; care must also be taken to filter the solution

of sulphate of copper from time to time. But we are entering

on details which are well known to all those occupied in galvano-

plasty, and on which it is useless to dwell.

ON THE GILDING AND SILVERING OF GALVANOPLASTIC COPIES OF
PHOTOGRAPHIC IMPRESSIONS.

It often happens that Galvauoplastic copies of Photographic
impressions, obtained by the method given in the preceding ar-

ticle, present a sort of yellowish film, or rather stain which is

sometimes even of a brownish color. These blemishes should be
removed previous to proceeding to the gilding and silvering ope-

ration. This is easily accomplished by immersing the copy into

a flat dish containing equal parts of liquid ammonia and distilled

water. Proceed in the same way with this mixture as when
washing off the excess of iodine, by means of the hyposulphite of

soda from a Photographic plate. The plate is then coated in

the distilled water and immersed in the gold or silver solution.

These yellow or brownish stains as frequently appear on Photo-
graphic impressions from which Galvauoplastic copies are to be
taken, and care should be taken to remove them by the ammo-
nia solution just described before taking a copy from these plates.

Thus treated, immerse them, while yet wet, in the copper solu-

tion.

The gilding or silvering of Photographic impressions is effect-

ed in two ways: In one, the impression is merely plunged into

the gold or silver solution—and, in the other, the galvanic cur-

rent, excited by a simple element, is made to act upon the solu-

tions. By the first method the metallic deposit is necessarily

very minute, whilst, by the second, it acquires greater thickness.

When the electric current is employed, however, care is neces-

sary that this deposit be not too thick, as the impression would
then appear clouded.

The bath by which the plate is silvered, by simple immer-
sion, is thus composed: dissolve one part of nitrate of silver

in three parts of distilled water, again dissolve five parts

of cyanuret of potassium (prepared according to Liebig's meth-

od) in fifty parts of distilled water, aud add this solution to the

former. Then heat the whole gently, dilute with one hundred
and forty parts of water, boil for a few moments aud filter. For
use, pour it into a flat dish and immerse the impression therein

with rapidity, previously washing with pure water, and let it be

entirely covered. In this state agitate the liquid iu the dish by
a continual forward and backward movement, and withdraw the

plate as soon as it has attained the desired color; wash with dis-
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tilled water and dry in the ordinary manner with the alcohol

lamp.

To silver with' the galvanic apparatus: dissolve one part of

nitrate of silver in ten parts of distilled water and three parts of

cyanuret of potassium in fifty parts water, boil for a few minutes

and filter. To use this bath, immerse the impression to be sil-

vered therein, and put it in communication by means of a piece

of wire with the zinc element of a simple galvanic apparatus,

precisely as described in the preceding note; at the same time

connect a slip of platina by means of a wire with the copper cyl-

inder of the apparatus in the silver solution, without however
touching the impression.

For gilding: take one part of chloride of gold, three parts of

cyanuret of potassium and thirty-six parts of water. Work this

bath in the same manner as the silver.

For gilding by simple immersion in the liquid, prepare the

latter by dissolving one part of chloride of gold and three parts

of cyanuret of potassium in one hundred and eighteen parts of

water. The galvanic apparatus may be also employed for this

bath—the end will thus be more quickly obtained.

If ten parts of the last solution of gold be mixed with one part

of the first solution of silver, and the galvanic apparatus be em-

ployed, the impressions will thus acquire a greenish coating, and

are said to have a green gold coating.

ON THE TRANSFORMING OF DAGUERREAN PROOFS INTO ENGRAVING
BLOCKS.

One of the problems which seem to claim particularly the atten-

tion of savants, is the transformation of the impression obtained

on the silver plate into engraved plates, so that numerous copies

may be taken by means of impression.

Among those who have entered on this method, are, first: Dr.

Donne, whose method consisted in biting the plate by a solution

of nitric acid and water, in the same manner as aqua fortis

engravers. Next, Dr. Berres, who employed almost the same
methods, but who previously covered the plate with a more or

less thick solution of gum arabic. Mr. W. B. Grove invented a

very ingenious process, which went a great way towards the so-

lution of the question; he had conceived the idea of employing

the Daguerreau proof as the anode in a voltaic combination, and
to plunge it into some solution of a nature to attack equally the

mercury and the silver on the surface of the plate. It was, how-
ever, reserved to the scientific researches of M. Fizeau to give a

decided impulse to Photographic engraving, and, after having

analyzed the process of his predecessors, we will describe, in ex-

tenso, the method which he proposed, the remarkable results of

which have been admired by many.*
It will, doubtless, be recollected, that M. H. Fizeau has been

long occupied in searching out a method of transforming Photo-

graphic impressions into ordinary engraved plates, froni which a

large number of impressions may be drafted by means of the en-

graving process. This scientific gentleman has already, since the

year 1842, sent to the Academy of Sciences remarkable Photo-

graphic designs, the fruits of his first experiments, together with

a paper, in which he briefly -explained the entire nature of the

process which he had used to obtain them; since this period M.
Fizeau has improved his mode of operating. We will give here

the information which has come to our knowledge on the modus
operandi which he at present follows in Photographic engra-

ving.

Let it be recollected, in the first place, that the process is

founded on the following facts, the knowledge of which is due to

M. Fizeau:

1. A mixed acid, composed of water, nitric acid, nitrate of

potash and common salt, in fixed proportions, being poured up-

on a Daguerrean impression, attacks the pure silver, thereby

forming a chloride of this metal, and does not affect the whites

produced by the mercury; its action, however, is not of long

duration. Then by treating it with ammonia, (the ammonia
already containing the chloride of silver in solution, is preferable

for this operation), the chloride of silver is dissolved and re-

* This process is taken from a work of M. Lerebours.

moved by the washes, and, the metal again becoming exposed,
or freed from the chloride, it may be attacked a number of times

in succession with the same acid. This acid acts better warm
than cold.

2. As all metallic surfaces, when exposed to the air, becomes
speedily coated with greasy or resinous substances, it is necessa-

ry, in order that the action of the acid on the pure silver may
have its entire effect, that the surface be perfectly cleansed, which
is accomplished by the employment of alcohol and caustic pot-

ash.

3. When a Photographic impression is submitted to the ac-

tion of a boiling concentrated solution of caustic potash, before

being attacked by the acid, the state of the surface becomes so

modified that the acid spares or reserves in the parts which it

attacks a large number of points, which, form the grain of the

engraving.

4. When the effect of the acid is not sufficient, or, in other

words, when it has not bitten deep enough, the effect may be in-

creased by means of the following process ; ink the plate as in

printing, but with a siccative ink; when it is sufficiently dried,

polish the white portions of the plate, and gild by any of the known
electrotype processes. Then wash with the caustic potash, bite

in with an acid which does not attack the gold, but only the

metal in the parts, which, being protected by the ink, have not

received the gold. By the aid of these methods the engraving

is completed in cases where, by the action of the acid only, the

biting in does not generally attain a sufficient depth.

5. To protect the plate against the effects of wear, produced
by the obtention of the impression, employ the following pro-

cess: the surface of the plate is covered with a very minute coat-

ing of copper by electrotype; before taking an impression, and
when this coating or pellicle of copper itself presents signs of

wear, remove it by immersing the plate in ammonia or some
weak acid, which, in a electro chemical way; dissolves the cop-

per without effecting the subjacent metal ; then copper the plate

anew by the same methods, and in this state it is ready to pro-

duce more impressions. This new coating must, therefore, be
renewed as often as it may be judged necessary.

We give below a description of the entire process; it is divi-

ded into two operations, consisting of a preparatory engraving

and a finished engraving:

Preparatory engraving.—There is necessary, for this operation,

which is exceedingly delicate—1st. A saturated solution of caus-

tic potash; 2d. Pure nitric acid, at 38° of Baume's areometer,

(a specific gravity, 1,33) ; 3d. Of a solution of nitrite of potash,

of one hundred parts of water and five parts of the nitrite in

weight; 4th. Of a solution of common salt, composed of one
hundred parts of water and ten parts of salt in powder; 5th. A
weak solution of ammoniacal chloride of silver, with excess of

ammonia. This chloride should be dissolved in from fifteen to

twenty parts of pure water. Iu the description of the process,

this solution will be called ammoniacal chloride of silver. 6th.

A weak solution of ammonia, containing from four to five thou-

sandths of liquid ammonia. This solution will take the name of

ammoniacal water. 1th. A weak solution of caustic potash
containing from four to five thousandths of the saturated solu-

tion, and which we will call alkaline water. 8th. A solution

composed of water four parts; saturated solution of potash two
parts; alcohol one part, in bulk. This solution will be desig-

nated by the name of alcoholized potash. 9th. accidulatcd

water one hundred parts, and nitric acid two parts, in bulk.

Independent of this, it is necessary to have three saucers, or

china dishes, sufficiently large to contain the plate, and covered
with a piece of ground glass, in such a way that the air cannot
enter—and two or three other saucers, which need not be cov-

ered; two or three glass funnels, to wash the plate, and also two
or three glass holders, in the form of a spoon or shovel, for hold-

ing the plate, while immersing it in the solutions aud withdraw-
ing it, in order not to touch it with the fingers.

The Photographic plate is submitted to the engraving process

after having been first washed with the hyposulphite of soda,

and afterwards with pure water.

1st. Process of biting in the plate.—The following solutions

D®£f©l
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must be put into the saucer, in quantities sufficient to cover the

plate: 1st. acidulated water; 2d. alkaline water; 3d. alkaline

potash in the covered capsules; 4th. caustic potash in one cov-

ered capsule ; distilled water.

The plate, having been taken up with the glass holders, is

plunged into the acidulated water and agitated a few seconds,

then introduced into a glass funnel, where it is washed with dis-

tilled water; take it up again with the holder and immerse it in

the capsule, which contains the alcoholized potash. This cap-

sule is then covered with a glass plate, and brought by a spirit

lamp to about 60° centig. The plate should remain in the

saucer about half an hour, during which the solution is heated

from time to time and shaken. In the meantime prepare the

following acid solution, which is called normal acid, and com-

posed in the following manner: water, six hundred parts; nitric

acid, forty-five parts ; these proportions are in bulk. The normal

acid should be poured into a saucer, covered with a glass plate,

and a sufficient quantity should be reserved in the flask.

When the plate has been immersed in the alcoholic potash,

withdraw it from the solution by means of the glass holders

—

plunge it immediately in the alkaline water, and shake rather

briskly; thence it is carried to the distilled water. (A)
This done, the plate is plunged into the acidulated water in

which it is agitated for a few seconds; it is then placed in the

normal acid, and when the plate has been a few seconds in this

acid remove it with the holders, taking care that it is covered,

as much as possible, with the solution, and place it immediately

in a horizontal position on a stand, theu pour thereon as much

of the normal acid in the flask as the plate can receive ; then

heat with the spirit lamp, but without attaining the boiling point.

During this operation it is well to agitate the acid on the plate

by pumping and syringing it again by means of a pipe or a glass

syringe. After two or three minutes remove the acid, place the

plate in a glass funnel, and first carefully wash with common
water and afterwards with distilled water. (B)

Then, without allowing the plate to dry, place it horizontally

on the fingers of the left hand, pour upon it with the right a

little ammoniacal chloride of silver, which circulate over the

whole surface of the plate by the motion of the hand. The so-

lution is renewed until the chloride formed, by the action of the

acid, be dissolved; the plate is then washed by pouring upon it

a large quantity of the ammoniacal liquid, then a little distilled

water. (C)

Before the plate dries place it in the caustic potash, and the

saucer being placed upon the stand the potash is heated to the

boiling point, then alfowed to cool (D) and, re-commencing the

operation anew from A to D, a second biting is obtained ; then

repeating the operations A and B a third time. The plate is then

dried, and, in this state, the dark parts are filled with chlorides

of silver.

The plate is then polished until the white parts become per-

fectly pure and brilliant ; this polish is performed with cotton

and pumice; the chloride of silver which fills the black portions

is then removed by the methods described in B and C. The
plate is dried, but before this takes place it is well to rub

it gently with the finger, in order to remove from the black

portions the least traces of any insoluble body which might

adhere to it. The preparatory engraving being finished, the

plate has the appearance of a very delicate aqua tint and of

being very little hollowed.

If the operation, however, has been well conducted, and has

been successful, it is sufficiently deep to allow of a considerable

number of impressions being taken.

Sometimes, instead of heating the plate with the boiling pot-

ash in the saucer, the same result may be obtained by placing

the plate on the stand, covei'ing it with the solution and heating

with the spirit lamp until the potash passes, by evaporation, to

the igneous fused state. By this method the grain is finer, but

the white parts do not allow themselves to be attacked.

Finish or last biting.—The last operation requires the same
recreative agents as those above indicated, and, in addition:

1st. A siccative ink, made with linseed oil, rendered very sic-
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cative by boiling sufficiently with litharge;* it may be thickened

with calcined lampblack.

2d. An electrotype apparatus, and a few solutions for gilding

and coppering the plate.

Modus operandi.-—The plate should be inked in the same man-
ner as in printing, taking care to clean the white portions with

more than ordinary care; it is then placed in a rather warm
room until the ink is dry, which requires more or less time, ac-

cording to the nature of the oil employed. The operation may
be accelerated by heating the plate placed upon a support with

the lamp, but the slow process is the surest and most perfect

When the ink is perfectly dry, clean the white parts again by
polishing the plate with cotton and pumice, or any other polish-

ing powder. A pellet of cotton, or other substance, covered with

a thin piece of india rubber or skin, is well adapted to this pur-

pose; it is ready to receive the electro chemical coating of gold

which should protect the white parts thereof.

Gilding.—The gilding is effected by one of the various elec-

trotype methods known at the present day. The only indispen-

sable requisite is, that the surface obtained by precipitation, be
not subject to be attacked by any weak acid. A solution which
perfectly fulfils this requirement, is that prepared with ten parts

in weight of ferro-cyanuret of potassium, one part chloride of gold,

and one thousandth part water, employed with a galvanic battery.

During the gilding, it is necessary to place the plate in various

positions, in order to regulate the deposit of the metal. In some
cases the gilding may be rendered more perfect by covering the

plate with a minute coating of mercury before plunging it into

the solution of gold.

When the plate is gilded, it must be treated with the boiling

caustic potash, by means of the process already given for pre-

paratory engraving, in order to free it from all oil or dried ink,

which may fill the lines or cavities. After this, wash and dry,

and if the oil employed were thickened with lampblack, the sur-

face of the plate is rubbed with a piece of soft bread in order to

clean it and remove all the black that may remain; all the white

parts being then covered and protected by a varnish which can-

not be attacked, and the blacks being cleaned and exposed, the

plate may be bitten in with aqua fortis, according to the ordi-

nary engraving process.

This operation is performed on the stand, and not by immers-
ing the plate in the solution.

Before proceeding with this last biting, if the preparatory en-

graving has not beeu successful, and the plate had not acquired

the necessary grain, it may be given it by means of the different

processes employed in aqua tinta engraving.

Before submitting the plate to the press, it is necessary, as

has been previously said, in order to be assured of drafting a

limitless number of copies to protect it by a thin coating of cop-

per, deposited thereon in the electro chemical manner. Other-

wise, the operation would soon wear out the plate. This coat-

ing should be extremely minute, in order not to destroy the

finish of the engraving and the polish of the white parts. In

this state the plate is given over to the press.

After having obtained a certain number of copies, it will be

perceived that the coating of copper has worn away in certain

parts; in this case it would be necessary to remove it and apply

another. For this purpose the plate should be wiped and cleaned

with warm potash and immersed in a weak acid, of the following

composition: water, six hundred parts; nitric acid fifty parts;

nitrous acid of engravers, five parts, in bulk. This acid will dis-

solve the coating of copper, and the plate being re-coppered by
the above mentioned method, it may be submitted a second time

to the press; and, as nothing is opposed to the success of the

repetition of the same operation, it will easily be perceived that

an unlimited number of copies may be thus obtained.

—

The coating of copper may also be removed by means of caustic

ammonia.
The Photographic plate engraved, by this process, may be

produced ana multiplied by electrotype, as also the ordinary en-

graved plate.

(To be Continued

)

* A semi-vitrious oxyde of lead.
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From the London Art-Journal.

FRA ANGELICO DA FIESOLE.

FROM RECENT ORIGINAL SOURCES.

Some years ago an association of artists published at Florence

a series of pictures of the Academy of Fine Arts, which contains

examples of all the epochs of Florentine Art.* To re-produce

such works is to exhibit the history of Art, as well as the vari-

ous phases of social development. In Tuscany especially, the

genius of Cimabue shone amidst the first rays of modern civiliza-

tion. The pictures of Giotto are an exact expression of contem-

poraneous religion and manners, breathing a sombre melancholy,

preserved by his followers, until " energy of faith disappeared

along with the sternness of political institutions." Then Italian

(Tuscan) Art became modified without changing its character,

and Masaccio first infuses movement and life into the creations

of his canvas. Shortly after opens a new epoch, and the mas-

ters of the sixteenth century exhibit that anomalous anarchy of

taste which appears in the surrounding political horizon. No
perfect unity of scope and tendency can be discovered in the

works of Fra Bartolomea, Andrea del Sarto, and Michael An-
gelo. And then the decline of painting followed that of the

state, and when, under the last Medici, enervated Florence is

prostrated as it were in sensuality, Art became materialized (!)

and ended, by an abuse of technicism, in formality and death.

Among this array of great and mighty names, that of Ange-
lico da Fiesole has of late met with particular attention, and the

Padre Marckese has made him the subject of two distinct rne-

moirs.f Fra Angelico da Fiesole, or rather Giovanni Guido
was born in 1381, at Vichio, a small village of the Magello, near

the hamlet where Giotto had seen the light a century before.

As the scenery surrounding the children of the country acts most

forcibly on every susceptible mind, the imposing aspects of the

mountains of the Magello may have in the same way impressed

Giotto with images of grandeur and force, as the sweet valleys

of the Appenniues formed the bloomy and lumiuous creations of

Fiesole. This influence of youth-impressions is especially visible

in the works he produced at the outset of his career. It was
the ornamental miniatures of chorals and missals which first dis-

played the unity of his feelings and the subtilty of his touch. In

this art Adehigi da Gubbio and Fraco Bolognese (of whom
Dante speaks) have excelled in Italy. Giovanni was especially

pleased to retrace the sweet recollections of his country youth-

life—birds, insects, shrubs, flowers, and other habitants of na-

ture, always beautiful. And thus scenes of the Passion, Saints

treated with a true grandeur of conception, arc encircled by gar-

laud, wherein the goldfinch, the lizard, and the butterfly perform

their joyous and innocent pastimes, and beauteous flowers bios

som around the cross and the sepulchre. At that time, says

Vasari, " it would have been easy for him to live in a brilliant

situation," he renounced, however, the world, at the age of twen-

ty, and became, in 1407, a Dominican friar. This order had al-

ways been conspicuous for its artist-brethren, from Fra Sinto,

and Fra Riutono, who in the thirteenth century had been the

builder of Sta. Maria Novella of Florence, down to Fra Barto-

lomco, who completed the instruction of Raffaelle, and Guilla-

ume de Mercillat, one of the best glass-painters of his time, with

the architect Fra Giocondo, who co-operated at the building of

St. Peter's at Rome; these were all Dominicans. Having been

sent first to Cartona, Angelico was soon transferred to San Do-
minico, a newly built convent at the foot of the hill of Fiesole.

During his stay he painted several pictures for the convent,

amongst which that of "The Virgin Surrounded by Dominican
Saints," is yet lo be seen in the choir. The pictures of Fra An-
gelico arc not of equal mechanical perfection, yet all bespeak

emanation from the same inspired and pious sentiments. From
his very first attempts, he had found the style which best suited

his bent of mind, and he never changed but in the purification

of it; and, contrary to Raffaelle, Andrea del Sarto, and others,

he never had to undo or retract any former period of his artistic

* Galleria doll' Academia dell Relic

t Memorio dei piu inscgni l'iltori.

Marco illustrate del B. Giovaani Ani'e

Arti. Fircnze, 1813—1817.
&c. Firenze, 1846. Idem—San
ico. Ibid, 1853.

life. This uniformity of execution, nay, of conception, makes it

difficult to assign to the various works of Fra Angelico a posi-

tive fixed date, which cannot be done but by vaguely following
the traces of his successive removals from one convent to another.

Angelico da Fiesole was an eminently spiritual painter, and,

by tracing his figures, sought less to represent the tangible forms
of a human body, than to show the soul and mind of these saints

transparent under the garb of humanity. Thus, the subjects he
treats belong mostly to a supernatural order, to a sphere of sen-

timent above the range of world and life; as the " Crowning of

the Virgin," a heavenly sight, which he painted perhaps twenty
times, changing, however, constantly the aspect and the details;

and the "Last Judgment," where the space always allotted to

the blessed is far greater than that of the damned. Therefore
Michael Angelo said truly of his master, " This friar must have
visited Paradise, and been permitted to choose there his models."
Still these figures do not belong to the sphere of reality, but are

rather the etherial types of superior intuition and feelings of the
mind. Thus, Fra Angelico is the painter of angels, while Raf-
faelle is that of virgins and maidens.

Towards the end of the year 1436, the Dominicans of Fiesole

once more left their convent for the sake of taking possession of

the vast domains of Sto. Marco, which Cosmo de Medicis had
assigued to them. The convent was not quite completed when
Fra Angelico began the series of frescoes which adorn it—an
immense labor, which, however, he completed in a few years,

without any assistance whatever, and without neglecting his

other pictorial tasks. The celebrity of Fra Angelico was al-

ready considerable at this period, but the frescoes of Sto. Marco
placed the crown on his reputation. The pictures he had hith-

erto made were mostly under the natural size, and his only

mural paintings had been made at Cortona and at Fiesole. At-
tempting thus a new path and a new scale of proportion, he
showed that nothing was unequal to the power of genius. Most
of the cells of Sto. Marco, the upper part of the door of the first

cloister, and even half-decayed corridors are adorned with com-
positions infinitely varied, although of the same character. The
" Crucifixion," the " Annunciation," the " Coronation of the Vir-

gin," (this darling thought of his),—these were his fond ideas,

which he still revivified with youthful fancy and exuberance. At
the period when Angelico had completed the great works of Sto.

Marco, the Chapel del Carmine, painted by Masaccio, was opened

to public view—a great event in the history of Florentine Art,

as it was considered superior to anything yet accomplished. An-
gelico, far from mean jealousy, sincerely joined in this exultation;

just as did Garofalo, who, at the age of fifty, went to take coun-

sel at the hands of Raffaelle. Such an act of modesty was, how-

ever, quite in keeping with the whole character of Angelico.

Notwithstanding his high reputation and the great esteem of

Cosmo de Medicis, who had reserved to himself a cell at Sto.

Marco, where he often weut to confer with the painter, Angelico

remained the most humble of the Conventuals, and if an order

for a picture arrived he referred it to the arbitration of the Prior.

There exists a tradition at Sto. Marco, that Fra Angelico knelt

down when painting the figures of Christ or the Virgin, and that

absorbed in a contemplative trance, he beheld across his uplifted

eyes (often filled with tears) the type of .what his hand was to

trace.

When Pope Eugenio IV had come to the council held at Flo-

rence, and had remained two days at the convent of Sto. Marco,

he resolved that the Vatican should be also adorned by the same

masterhand he had admired there. He invited, therefore, Fra

Angelico to Rome, to paint his private chapel. It was there

that, for the first time, the humble friar sought the aid of an-

other hand for the sake of expediting his work. It was, there-

fore, with the assistance of his pupil, Beuozzo Gozzali, that An-
gelico painted that series of pictures from the life of St. Laurenz

and St. Stephen, which adorn the chapel ef Nicholas V., as it

was under this Pope that they were completed. This chapel is

contiguous to that of the Stanze of Raffaelle, and it was from

the holy inspirations of this humble Dominican, that that prince

of painters borrowed for his own conceptions.

Fra Angelico da Fiesole had been so assiduous in his labors

$
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commanded by the Pope, that lie did not interrupt them even

during the season of fever, to which the Vatican is more exposed

than other parts of the Roman capital. His affected health de-

manded, therefore, the transfer to a more quiet, and at least

more healthy locality; and he went, after the demise of Eugenio

IV. to Orvieto, for the sake of painting a chapel in that mag-
nificent cathedral, which all the artistic talent of the age had
been called upon to ornament. Independent of the state of his

health, some doubt as to the feelings of the successor of Eugenio

IV., induced him to remove from Rome. The kindness of that

Pope towards Angelico was, however, so great, that he wanted to

elevate him to the rank of a cardinal, but the great man of genius

did not court that common-place elevation. During his short stay

at Orvieto, he painted some of the panels in the vault of the Chapel,

whose walls were subsequently decorated by Luca Signorelli.

Being re-called to Rome by Nicholas V., he completed his works

at the Vatican, and undertook others in a part of the Palace which

does not exist any more. Thus successively worn out by labor

and malady, he died, aged 68, in the Convent of the Dominicans

of Sta. Maria della Minerva. He had instructed but few pupils,

and only two of them sought to perpetuate that style, which

with him was the almost involuntary expression of deep and im-

passioned feeling. One, Benozzo Gozzali, contributed towards

the teaching of Leonardo da Vinci, and taught him his own and
his master's knowledge. The other, Gentile da Fabriano, in-

structed Jacopo Bellini, father and master of Giovanni Bellini.

The latter in his turn had for pupils Giorgione and Titian—so

that the Venetian school, however dissimilar in style and concep-

tion, may be said to have descended in a direct line from the

Friar of Sto. Marco.
When, in the seventeenth century a bad and stiff taste had

taken hold of the Arts in Italy, the enthusiastic conceptions of

Fra Angelico da Fiesole began to be condemned, and many of

his pictures were even altered, others left to deterioration and
destruction.

—

[Abridged from H. Delaborde, Revue des Deux
Mondes.^ *

For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

THE VALUE OF DAGUERREOTYPE LIKENESSES.

BY N. G. BURGESS.

m

How happy are the many associations that mingle amongst
friends as they meet after a long separation of years and dis-

tance. How many pleasing thoughts gather around the mind
as one by one the olden times are recalled and incidents revived
that had long been forgotten. More especially pleasing is it to
have during that absence a faithful likeness of that friend, who
has been so long away. And as we look again on that changed
brow and speaking eye, we can trace the lineaments that were
once so dear to the heart.

But when those we love and cherish leave us forever: when
their spirit passes away from this frail tenement of earth, to an-
other sphere—who would not give all they possess for a likeness

of that face, or a slight resemblance of those they once loved.
The Daguerreotype possesses the sublime power to transmit

the almost living image of our loved ones; to call up their me-
mories vividly to our mind, and to preserve not only the spark-
ling eye and winning smile, but to catch the living forms and
features of those that are so fondly endeared to us, and to
hold them indelibly fixed upon the tablet for years after they
have passed away.

And yet how many bright and laughing eyes grow dim how
many cheeks grow pale—how many lovely forms fade away into
the tomb, and leave not a shadow of their loveliness behindl
How many have thus passed away from amongst the circle in
which we move, and how many have gone and even their names
have been forgotten.

The value of this Art becomes more apparent as we look
around and see how many hearts might be warmed into joy did

* [This translation is by a foreigner, which will account for some pe-
culiarities of style and expression.

—

Ed. A. J.

they once possess those valuable traces of their friends who have
gone " to that bourne from whence no traveller returns." No
enchantress' wand could be more potent to bring back the loved
ones we once cherished than could those faithful resemblances
wrought out by this almost magic art of Daguerre. For true

indeed has this art been termed magic, as it works with such
unerring precision, and with such wonderful celerity, that it only

requires the spells and incantations of the device to complete
the task.

In after ages, when these images on the silver plate have be-

come an olden theme like the sublime creations of the painters'

skill of a former age, then indeed their true value will be known
and appreciated. When the speaking eye and warm check of

loved ones, and the thousands of living statesmen and meu of

learning shall have passed away and left only their impress upon
the tablet, then, and not till then, will this art assert its true

greatness.

Viewed in this light, how valuable are the productions of the

Daguerrean artists, and with what pleasurable emotions does he
fulfill the task of awarding to his patrons perfect specimens of

his skill. The satisfaction so often expressed by friends who
have been called to mourn the death of one they loved so much,
when they fortunately possessed a likeness of that endeared one,

fully compensates for all the perplexities attendant upon their

occupation.

And yet how ofteu has the regret been expressed by many
that they do not possess these valuable impressions of departed
friends, rendered doubly so by their neglect in procuring them
while in health and life. But now, alas! forever gone, and no
trace left behind but their memories; which, however greatly

endeared by long association, yet how much more endeared
would they become did they possess a transcript of that face on
the metallic tablet of Daguerre.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

COLLODION WITH ALBUMEN.
To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—If you deem the following experiments and their results

of sufficient importance for a corner of your next number, they

are quite at your service.

A week or two since I made an attempt to obtain a negative

portrait upon collodion which had been iodized for a year and a

half, and of course had its sensitiveness so impaired by discolor-

ation that any attempt was, as I anticipated, unsuccessful. Un-
willing to throw it away, the quantity being nearly 8 oz., and
unable from pressure of time to avail myself of any chemical ex-

pedient for destroying the color and restoring the sensitiveness,

it struck me that the addition of aether, which I found necessary

in order to bring it to the proper consistence for flowing evenly

over the plate, had possibly increased the evil, by reducing too

much the body of the collodion.

To ascertain this, I allowed the collodion to remain on the

glass before pouring back the excess into my stock phial, at

least 40 seconds: by this means the substance of the sensitive

surface was considerably increased ; but the picture, after the

same exposure in the camera, although vastly improved, was still

not passable;—its qualities assimilated to those of an indifferent

positive, possessing the due gradations, but no vigor and depth

of tint, to print from.

In my next experiment I applied the collodion as I have just

described, and when the plate was ready for immersion in the

silver bath. I poured upon its surface a small additional quantity

of collodion, so as to form a streak of considerable thickness

across its centre.

With the same exposure as before, the difference of the actinic

impression upon the central streak and the remaining surface

was quite evident; the former not only showing greater opacity

in the darkest tints, but showing also indications of solarization.

The remedy for my failures seemed now to point to a greatly

increased thickness of the collodion film, but this I found, for

obvious reasons, very difficult of accomplishment.
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I next tried the effect of washing the plate in a solution of

gallic acid previous to the application of the collodion, according

to the recommendation of a French photographer, mentioned in

a recent number of your Journal, but this was of no service

whatever.

I happened to have at hand a number of iodized albumen

plates, and it struck me as not altogether improbable, that by
collodionizing these, I might obtain a more sensitive surface, and

one which would afford me greater depth of color.

The experiment seemed suggestive; I tried it, and found it to

succeed admirably.

I had no further difficulty, and the negatives thus obtained

were perfectly satisfactory.

I have since tried the same experiment with new collodion,

and find that, with only the same exposure as would be necessa-

ry for a positive, I can obtain a good full-toned negative.

The impressions when dried and varnished have a very slight

degree of opalescence, which indicates the restriction of this pro-

cess to negatives only, but of this I am by no means at present

certain.

An experiment which I have just tried, to ascertain whether

the sensitiveness of this combination is at all due to the iodine

in the albumen, brings me to the conclusion that it is not; plates

coated first with simple albumen, and then with collodion, evinc-

ing precisely the same properties.

It is probable that an application of isinglass and other gela-

tinous solutions might bear the same treatment, and possibly

with improved results.

The developing solutions I am in the habit of using are Spil-

ler's, and the ordinary pyro-gallic.

I may add, that, in preparing my albumen, I add to the whites

of three or four eggs the same quantity of distilled water, then

shake and filter through fine linen, or what is much better, thin

filtering paper.

I remain, Sir, yours respectfully,

William Law,
Rector of Marston.

P. S.—In my above communication of last week, I omitted

to mention my nitrate bath consists of about fifty ounces of a

30-grain solution, to which have been added 10 minims of gla-

cial acetic acid. This will obviously account for the necessity

of a comparatively long exposure before a good negative picture

could be produced, even upon collodion recently iodized, and
show the insurmountable nature of the difficulty I had to en-

counter, in my endeavor to obtain an impression of sufficient

intensity upon the collodion with which I tried the experiments

already described. Since the above letter was written I have
been trying another experiment, with collodion recently iodized;

the result is interesting and instructive. With twelve seconds'

exposure in the shade, using a 3-inch double achromatic of

Ross's, I obtained a very feeble negative upon the simple col-

lodion ; but with the same exposure, and the plate previously

albumenized, the negative was all that could be desired. In

endeavoring to fix the former impression, I found the film so

tender and its adhesion to the surface of the glass so slight,

owing to the proportion of alcohol in the collodion being unusu-

ally large, as to defy any attempt. With the latter, as I ex-

pected, the adhesion was perfect, and the film so tough as to

bear being pumped upon without showing the slightest indication

of any separation from the albumen.
Few probably who can obtain a tolerable negative by the

ordinary process Avill feel disposed to adopt my method, involv-

ing, as it certainly does, some extra trouble of manipulation;

but to those who, like myself, reside at a distance from any place

where photographic chemicals are readily procurable, it may
prove of advantage to hear of a simple preparation, by which
collodion, which has lost a portion of its aether by evaporation,

or is impaired by age and discoloration, may have its distinctive

and valuable properties revived.

I have tried at different times the various schemes for dark-

ening negatives, propounded by your various correspondents, and

frequently with the promised success, but the use of these I hare
now entirely discarded, and should, in fact, under no circum-

stances, if I could well avoid it, operate upon any but albumen-
ized plates.

If there should be any obscurity in the description of my pro-

cess, I shall be happy to answer anv inquiries.

W. L.

THE EMPTY HOUSE. A GERMAN TALE.*

I at once bought the little mirror, which enabled me to observe

the residence in a convenient position, without making myself

conspicuous. But as I observed the form at the window in this

fashion, I became aware of a strange indescribable feeling, which
I would almost call a waking dream. It seemed as if I was
paralysed, not so much in my movements as in my glance, which
I could not turn from the mirror. With shame I confess to you,

that I thought of an old woman's story with which my nurse

used to send me to bed in childhood, when I took it into my
head to stay up at night, staring at the large mirror in my father's

room. She told me that if children looked into the glass at

night, a strange ugly face would peep out, and that the child-

ren's eyes would at once become fixed. This seemed to me fright-

ful enough ; but, with all my terror, I often could not resist cast-

ing a glance at the mirror, because I felt curious about the

strange face. I once fancied that I saw a pair of hideous fiery

eyes sparkling in the glass, and fell down senseless. This acci-

dent led to a tedious illness; and even now it seems to me as if

those eyes really stared at me.

Well, all this mad stuff of my childhood came to my mind; an
icy chill passed through my veins-—I tried to fling it off, but I

could not; and now the heavenly eyes of the lovely form gazed

upon me; yes, her glances were directed to me, and sank into

my very heart. The horror which had so suddenly seized upon
me gave place to a pleasing pain, which passed through me like

electricity.

" You have a neat glass there," said a voice near me. I

woke as from a dream, and was not a little astonished when I

saw on each side of me faces wearing an ambiguous smile. Sev-

eral persons had taken there places on the same bench, and
nothing was more certain than that I, with my fixed contempla-

tion of the mirror, and perhaps also with some queer faces which
I had made in my excited condition, had cut a most amusing fig-

ure at my own expense.
" You have a neat glass there," repeated the man, when I

made no answer, with glances which seemed to add to the ob-

servation. " But what is the meaning of your staring into it so

madly—do you see ghosts?" or something of the sort.

The man, who was tolerably advanced in years, and was very

neatly dressed, had in his tone and his glances something that

was unassuming, good-humoured, and calculated to inspire con-

fidence. I told him plainly, and without hesitation, that I had
seen in the glass a wonderful girl, who stood at the window of

the empty house behind me. Nay, I went still further, and ask-

ed the old man whether he had not seen the lovely face also.

" Up there? In the old house? In the last window?" asked

the old man, quite amazed.
" Certainly, certainly," said I.

Then the old man smiled, and said: " Now, that is a Strang

illusion; my old eyes—commend me to my old eyes! Aye, aye,

sir, without the aid of a glass, I saw the pretty girl in yonder

window, but it was—at least so it seemed to me—a portrait

very naturally painted in oil."

I turned quickly around to the window: all had vanished, the

blind was let down.

"Yes," continued the old man, "Yes sir, now it is too late

to come to a conviction, for" the servant, who, as I hear, lives

quite alone in the house, as castellan to the Countess von S
,

has just taken away the picture, after dusting it, and has let

down the blind."

* Continued from page 351, Vol. 7, No. 11.
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" But are you sure it was a picture?" I again asked, quite as-

tounded.
" Trust my eyes," said the old man; " the circumstance that

you only saw the reflection of the figure in the glass, certainly in-

creased the optical illusion ; and then, when I was of your age,

could not I also have called up the image of a beautiful girl by

the mere power of my fancy!"
" But the hand and arm moved," I retorted.
" Yes, yes, they moved—everything moved," said the old man,

smiling, and gently patting me on the shoulder. He then arose,

and politely bowing, left me with the words, " Beware of pock-

et-mirrors, they tell such lies. Your very humble servant."

You may imagine how I felt, when I thus saw myself treated

as a blind, foolish dreamer. I felt convinced that the old man
was right, and that the fantastic image, which to my shame, had
so completely mystified me with respect to the empty house, was
only the off-spring of my own mind.

Vexed and out of humour, I ran home, determined to rid my-

self of my thoughs about the mysteries of the empty house, and
at least, for some days, to avoid the alley. To this resolution I

faithfully adhered; and indeed, as all day, I was occupied at my
desk with pressing affairs, and during the evening was kept a-

mong a circle of lively friends, I must own to you that I scarcely

bestowed a thought on the mysteries Sometimes however, dur-

ing this period, I started from sleep, as if awakened by some ex-

ternal contact; but it soon became clear to me, that the thought

of the mysterious being which I had seen in my vision, and also

in the empty house, had alone roused me. Even during my work
or in the course of the liveliest conversation with my friends,

the thought, without any previous suggestion, would often dart

through me at once, like an electric spark.

Still, moments like these were only transient. The small pock-

et mirror, which had so beguiled me with the pleasing reflection,

I now devoted to the most prosaic household purposes; in fact,

I was in the habit of putting on my neckcloth before it. It so

happened, that on one occasion, when I was performing this

important operation, the glass appeared dull, whereupon, ac-

cording to a familiar practice, I breathed upon it to rub it

bright. My pulse was stopped! My soul trembled with de-

lightful horror—for so I must call the feeling which overpowered
me, when, as my breath passed over the glass, I saw through
blueish mist the lovely face looking at me with a mournful

glance which went to my very heart.

Do you laugh? You give me up! You think me an incurable

dreamer! But say and think what you will, this much is cer-

tain:—the lovely one looked at me from the glass, and as my
breath disappeared the face vanished. I will not weary you
by enumerating all the moments of sensation that grew as it

were one out of another. I will only say that I unceasingly re-

sumed my experiments with the glass; that I often succeeded
in producing the beloved figure with my breath ; but that often

my greatest efforts proved unsuccessful. I then ran up and
down before the empty house like a madman, but no human be-

ing made its appearance. I lived only in my thoughts of her—
everything else had become worthless to me; I neglected my
friends and my studies. This state, though it would sometimes
change to a milder pain, to a dreamy sense of longing, so that

it seemed as though the image would lose its life and force, was
often raised to its extremest point by moments of which I still

think with intense horror.

When I speak of a state of the soul which might have plunged
me into destruction, I have said nothing, you unbelievers! to

excite your derision. Only hear what I endured:

—

When the image had become quite faint, a corporeal indispo-

sition took possession of me; the form came forward with a life

and a brilliancy which it never had before, and which made me
fancy I could grasp it. Then it came to me as a frightful no-

tion that I myself was the form surrounded by the mists on the

glass. An acute pain in the chest, and a general apathy, com-
pleted this state of agony, which always left behind it an exhaus-
tion which consumed my inmost marrow. In such moments my
experiments with the mirror always failed; but if I recovered
my strength, and the picture, in full animation, again peered at

3*

me from the glass, I cannot deny that I felt a strange physical

charm, such as I had never known before.

This perpetual state of excitement had a most injurious effect

upon me; pale as death, and completely shattered, my friends

thought me ill, and their coustant warnings at last induced me
to reflect as seriously as I could upon my condition.

By chance or design, one of my friends who studied medicine
left behind him, after a visit, Red's book on mental derange-
ment. I began to read; the work attracted me irresistibly; but
what were my feelings when, in all that was said about con-

firmed madness, I found myself depicted. The deep horror at

finding that I was on the road to a madhouse brought me to re-

flection, and to a firm resolution, which I at once carried out.

I put up my glass, and hastened to Dr. R , celebrated for

his treatment and cure of lunatics, and for his deep penetration

into that psychical principle which can often produce and often

heal corporeal maladies. I told him everything; I did not con-

ceal the slightest circumstance, and implored him to save me
from the frightful fate with which I was threatened. He heard
me very quietly, but I could perceive much astonishment in his

looks.

"The danger," he began, "is by no means so near as you
think, and I can assure you with confidence, that I shall avert

it entirely. That you have a mental attack of a most extraordi-

nary kind, is beyond a doubt; but the perfect, clear knowledge
of such an attack of itself arms you with weapons against it.

Leave your glass with me, devote yourself to some occupation

which will require all your mental powers, avoid the alley, woi'k

from the earliest hours of the morning as long as you can bear

it, and then, after a good walk in the society of your friends

whom you have so long shunned, eat nutritious diet, and drink

strong generous wine. You see that my only purpose is to ob-

literate the fixed idea; that is to say, the apparition in the win-

dow and the glass which deludes you, to direct your mind to

other objects, and to increase your bodily strength. Adhere
steadfastly to my advice."

I found it difficult to part with the glass. This the physician,

after he had taken it, seemed to observe, and breathing on it, he

held it before me, and asked me if I saw anything.

"Nothing, whatever," I replied, as was really the case.

" Breathe on the glass yourself," said the physician, placing

it in my hand. I did so, and the wondrous image was plainer

than ever.

" There she is!" I exclaimed aloud. The physician thenlook-

ed in, and said

—

" I see nothing whatever, but I will not conceal from you that

at the moment when I looked into your glass, I felt an unplea-

sant shudder, which, however, passed off at once. You perceive

that I am very candid, and on this account I deserve your en-

tire confidence. Repeat the experiment."

I did so. The physician clasped me round the waist, and I

felt his hand on my spine; the form returned. The physician

who looked into the glass with me, turned pale, and then, taking

the glass from my hand and locking it up in his desk, returned

to me.
" Follow my prescriptions closely," he began. " I will own

to you that, those moments in which, becoming external to your-

self, you feel your own self in physical pain, are to me very mys-

terious, but I hope that I shall be able to tell you more about

them."

With a firm and unalterable will, and in despite of every diffi-

culty, I lived according to the advice of the physician; but al-

though I could soon feel the beneficial result of the mental oc-

cupation and the prescribed diet, I did not remain free from

those mental attacks, which generally came at twelve o'clock at

noon, and with much greater violence at twelve o'clock at night.

Even when I was in a cheerful company, enlivened with wine and

song, I often felt as if sharp, burning daggers darted suddenly

through my soul. The whole power of my mind was insufficient

to resist this impression. I was obliged to retire, and could not

return till I had revived from a state which resembled fainting.

It happened that I was once at an evening party, in which

conversation turned on psychical influences, and the unknown

9
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regions of magnetism. The possibility of an influence, by a

psychical influence at a distance, was much discussed. Such an

influence was proved by many examples; and a young physician,

devoted to magnetism, alleged that he and many others, or

rather all powerful magnetisers, could, by mere fixed thought

and will, influence his sonnambulist at a distance. All that had

been said on the subject by Kluge, Shubert, and Bartels, was
gradually brought forward.

" The most important point to me," began one of the com-

pany—a physician, noted as a keen observer—"is the fact that

magnetism seems to reveal many a secret which, from the ordi-

nary experience of life, we regard as no secret at all. How is it

that, without our being aware of any cause, external or internal

—nay, even to the destruction of our ordinary chain of ideas—

a

person, or even the faithful picture of any event, comes into our

minds with such reality, and with such power over our inmost

being, that we ourselves are amazed. There is an extraordinary

peculiarity in some dreams. All the images of the dream sink

into the black abyss; and in a new dream, quite independent of

these images, a new image, with the full force of life, appears

before us, transporting us to distant spots, and suddenly bring-

ing to us persons whom we have not seen for many years, and

who have become quite strange to us. The well-known expres-

sion, ' Good heavens! this man or this woman seems so astouud-

ingly familiar to me, I think I must have seen him or her some-

where before,' is, perhaps, the exponent of a dim recollection of

some image of a dream. Suppose, now, this sudden intrusion

into our series of ideas of strange images, which usually sieze

upon us with remarkable force, were occasioned by some exter-

nal psychical principle. Suppose it was possible for the mind

of another, under certain circumstances, so to establish a mag-

netic relation without any preparatory act, so that we must in-

voluntarily comply with it."

"In this way," observed another, laughing, "we should come,

without a long stride, to the doctrine of witchcraft, magical fig-

ures, mirrors, and other supei'stitious fancies of a silly time, that

has long ago become antiquated."
" Nay," said the physician, interrupting the unbeliever, " no

time can become antiquated; and still less has there ever been

a silly time, unless we call everything silly, including our own,

in which men presume to think. It is hazardous to attempt to

deny what has often been confirmed by strict legal proof; and,

though I do not hold the opinion that, in the dark, mysterious

region which is the home of our spirit, there is so much as a sin-

gle lamp shining brightly to our dim eyes, I am nevertheless cer-

tain that nature has not denied us the faculty and the propensity

of the mole. Blinded as we are, we seek to travel further by
dark ways; and as the really blind man, by the rustling of the

trees, and by the murmuring of the water, learns the proximity

of the wood which receives him into its cool shade, or of the

brook which quenches his thirst, and thus attains the ends of his

desires, so do we, by hearing the flapping of the wings of unknown
beings, which touch us with their spirit breath, suspect that our

pilgrimage is taking us to the source of life before which our

eyes will be opened."

I could not restrain myself any longer.
" You uphold, then," said I, turning to the physician, " the

influence of an external spiritual principle, to which one must in-

voluntarily submit."
" Not to go too far," replied the physician, " I look upon such

an influence not only possible, but quite similar to other opera-

tions of the psychical principle, rendered more evident by the

magnetic state."

" Then," continued I, " could demoniac powers be allowed to

exercise a hostile influence over us."

" Wicked tricks of fallen spirits," said the physician, smilling.

" No, no, we will not give way to them; and generally I request

you not to look upon my hints as anything beyond hints, to which

I would add that I by no means believe in an unconditional do-

minion of one spiritual principle over another, but rather suppose

that there must be some weakness of the inner will, or some re-

ciprocal action, to allow the influence of which we speak."

"Now," began an elderly man, who had hitherto remained

silent as an attentive listener. "Now, I begin to reconcile my-
self in some degree to your strange opinions about secrets which
should remain concealed to us. If there are mysterious active
powers which approach us with menacing attacks, it is only
something abnormal in our spiritual organization that can de-
prive us of the strength and courage requisite for a triumphant
resistance. In a word, only spiritual disease, that is to say, sin,

makes us subject to the demoniac principle. It is remarkable
that, from the earliest times, it has always been the most violent

commotion of the human mind on which demoniac powers have
been exercised. I allude to nothing but the love-spells, of which
all chronicles are full. In the trials for witchcraft, there is al-

ways something of the kind, and even in the legal code of a
very enlightened state, mention is made of philtres, the influence

of which is treated as purely psychical, inasmuch as they do not
produce love in general, but are to act irresistible on a certain

definite person. Your conversation reminds me of a tragical

event which occurred a short time ago in my own house. When
Buonaparte had innundated our country with his troops, an offi-

cer of the guarda mobile was quartered with me. He was one
of the few officers of the so-called grand army who distinguished

themselves by a quiet, modest, and noble deportment. His
countenance, which was deadly pale, and the mournful expres-
sion of his eyes, indicated sickness or profound melancholy. I

was once in his room when he suddenly, with a deep sigh, placed
his hand on his bosom, or rather on the seat of the stomach, as
if he felt mortal pains. He could not speak to me, and he was
obliged to throw himself on the sofa, where his eyes suddenly
lost the power of sight, and he was transmuted into a senseless

statue. At last, he woke with a sudden start, as if from a dream,
but for some time could not move from weakness. My physi-

cian, whom I sent to him, treated him magnetically after other
expedients had failed, and this seemed to have some effect. The
physician, however, was soon obliged to desist, for he himself,

while magnetizing the patient, was attacked by an insupportable
feeling of indisposition. He had gained the confidence of the
officer, who told him that, in the morbid moments, the image of

a lady whom he had known at Pisa approached him. It then

seemed to him, he said, as if her burning glances darted into his

soul, and he felt the most insupportable agony until he became
wholly unconscious. The result of this state was a dull head-
ache and a complete prostration of the system. The relation in

which he stood to the lady he never explained. One day, the

troops were about to depart; the carriage stood ready loaded

at the officer's door; but at the very moment when he was rais-

ing a glass of Madeira to his lips, he fell with a half-suppressed

shriek from his chair. He was dead. Some weeks afterwards,

a letter addressed to the colonel was delivered at my house. I

opened it without hesitation, thinking that I might learn some-

thing about the colonel's friends, and give them intelligence of

his sudden death. It came from Pisa, and contained, without

signature, the following few words:— ' Unhappy man, this day,

the 1th, at twelve o'clock at noon, Antonio fell down dead while

tenderly embracing your deceitful counterpart ' I looked at the

almanac in which I had noted down the colonel's death, and
found that both he and Antonio had expired at the same mo-
ment."

I did not hear the observations which the old man added to

his story, for in the midst of the horror which had seized me
when I perceived that the Italian colonel's state was the same
as my own, I felt such a mad overpawering desire for the un-

known image, that I was forced to jump up and hasten to the

mysterious house. While in the distance, I seemed to see can-

dles shining through the closed blinds, but the lights vanished

as I approached. Maddened with passion, I darted to the door:

it yielded to my touch, and I stood in the dimly lighted hall,

surrounded by a heavy sultry atmosphere. My heart beat with

strange anxiety and impatience, and I suddenly found myself I

know not how in a saloon which was brightly lighted with a

great quantity of tapers, and furnished in magnificent though

antiquated style, with gilt furniture and strange jappanned vases.

A powerful incense rolled towards me in blue clouds.

"Welcome, welcome, sweet bridegroom! the hour is come,
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the wedding is near." These words were cried louder and loud-

er by the voice of a woman, and I know no more than how I

suddenly came into the saloon ; how it happened that a tall

youthful form, clad in rich garments, suddenly shone forth from

the frames. With the shrill aud often repeated cry of " Wel-

come sweet bridegroom!" she came towards me with extended

arms, and a yellow face, hideously distorted with age and mad-

ness, stared into my eyes. Penetrated with the deepest horror,

I shrank back, but as if fascinated by the glowiug, piercing

glance of the rattlesnake, I could not turn my eyes from that

terrible old woman, nor could I move a step. She came closer,

and then it seemed to me as if the hideous face was only a mask

of thin gauze, through which the features of the lovely figure of

the mirror were peering. I already felt myself touched by a

female hand, when with a loud shriek she fell upon the ground

before me, and a voice behind me cried, "Ho! ho! the devil is

again playing his tricks with your Grace; to bed! to bed! or

there are lashes in store for you."

I turned suddenly round, and saw the old steward brandish-

ing a stout whip over his head. He was an the point of strik-

ing the old woman, who crouched howliug on the ground. I

seized his arm, but flinging me away from him, he exclaimed:

—

"By Jove, sir the old hag would have murdered you if I had

not interposed; away! away!"

I rushed out of the saloon, and in vain felt my way to the

house door through the thick darkness. I now heard the sharp

crack of the whip, and the piteous cries of the old woman. I

was about to call aloud for help, when the ground slipped from

beneath my feet; I rolled down a flight of steps and came against

a door so hard that it flew open, and I fell at full length into a

small room; by the bed, which, as it seemed some one had re-

cently quitted, and by the coffee-colored coat suspended over

the chair, I knew that this was the chamber of the old steward.

In a few moments there was a clattering on the stairs and the

old steward rushed in and threw himself at my feet.

" For mercy's sake!" he exclaimed, with uplifted hands, " who-

ever you may be, and however her Grace the old witch may have

tempted you hither, keep silence as to what has happened, other-

wise I shall lose my place and my bread. Her mad Excellency

has received her due punishment, and lies tied up in bed. Oh,

go to sleep, honorod sir; and may you sleep sweetly. And you

can, you can. A fine warm July night! no moonlight, but a

pleasant starlight. Good night, and pleasant dreams to you."

With these words, the old man had risen from the ground, taken

up a caudle, brought me out of the subterranean apartment, and

pushed me out of the door, which he locked fast behind me.

Greatly vexed, I hurried home; and you will easily imagine

that, deeply impressed with the frightful mystery, I could not

for the first few days link together what I had seen with any

degree of consistency. So much was certain, that if I had
hitherto been bound by an evil spell, this had now quitted me.

All my painful desire for the magic image in the glass had ceased,

and the scene in the mysterious building soon appeared to me
like an unexpected entrance into a madhouse. That the steward

was the tyrannical keeper of a mad lady of high birth, whose
situation was probably to be kept secret from the world, could

not be doubted; but how that mirror—how all that magic—no
matter, I will proceed further with my story.

To be Continued.

The general principles of urbanity, politeness, or civility, have
been the same in all nations; but the mode in which they are

dressed is continually varying. The general idea of showing
respect is by making yourself less; but the manner, whether by
bowing the body, kneeling, prostration, pulling off the upper
part of our dress, or taking away the lower is a matter of cus-

tom.— Sir J. Reynolds.

Good nature is the very air of a great mind, the sign of a

large and generous soul, and the peculiar soil on which virtue

prospers.

FAIR OF THE FRMKLW INSTITUTE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Philadelphia, December 8, 1854.

Friend Snelling: Well, we have had our auuual Fair of the

Franklin Institute, and, as usual, many are the murmurs of dis-

content. It was doubtful for a long time whether they would
have an exhibition, owing to the great difficulty of finding a suit-

able place. The Chinese Museum Building, in which they held

their former exhibitions, was destroyed by fire in July last, and
it yet remains^ in ruins. But the Committee of the Institute

seemed determined to hold an exhibition, though many disap-

proved of it, coming so soon after the State Fair; but they at

last settled upon Dr. Jayne's new granite buildiug, in Dock
street, and, as far as my judgment goes, it was the finest dis-

play they have had for years ; the number of depositors was
greater, and there was a better collection of useful articles, and,

being classified in different rooms, they showed better. The at-

tendance was large, and I think they have made out very well.

The basement of the buildiug contained the agricultural imple-

ments; the first story, the machinery, amongst which was some
beautiful work made for the Peruvian mint; the second story

was appropriated to hardware, and things of that class; third

story, dry goods, &c. ; fourth, furniture, which contained some
beautiful designs and patterns. The fifth story was devoted to

the Fine Arts, and, as usual, contained many productions of pre-

cocious youths, the parents of whom look upon them as the

future Raffaels and Michael Angelos of America.

But I will pass on to that which will interest you most—the

Photographic Art. It was well represented in most of its nu-

merous branches. Meade & Brothers, from your city, were con-

tributors, but I think I have seen better pictures in their rooms
than those they sent in to the exhibition; but of them I can tell

you nothing but what you already know, for you are better ac-

quainted with their productions than I am.

Richards had a fine display ! amongst them several fine, double,

whole plate pictures; he also attracted much attention by his

large revolving stereoscope. He received a first premium—

a

silver medal—for his Daguerreotypes.

Root had a great number of pictures, some of which were of

large size. One, of a gentleman, was a good specimen of Da-
guerreotyping. He had some very fine, small crayon pictures.

He received a first premium. I was disappointed in his collec-

tion, as, from his position as a Daguerreotypist, I expected to see

some productions in some of the new branches of the art, but he

seems to be entirely in the back ground!

Richards & Betts made quite a large show in Photography.

A life-size head of Mr. Tully, the artist, showed much skill in

the process. Their Photographic views were really very fine,

for which they received a first premium. They also displayed

some fiue Chrystalographs, or pictures on glass, which were re-

markable for the softness of effect and delicacy of the half toues.

Rhen had a very large display of Ambrotypes, some of which

were of a large size. His whole collection was clear and bril-

liant, but there was a want of half tones which made the pic-

tures flat, and many of them were spoiled by a want of proper

management of light and shade. His pictures upon paper were

much better—by far the best in the exhibition, for which he re-

ceived a first premium.

Weeks had a very large collection, but I do not think any im-

provement over those of last year; but it must be remembered he

was burnt out last summer—that and ill-health is an excuse.

He received a second premium.

Williard had a small display, but it contained some good spe-

cimens. If he would turn his attention a little closer to the

cleaning of his plates, I think he would see an improvement.

Van Loan had a fair display, but he spoils his pictures with

quick and mercury. He received a second premium.

Burns & Rust made but a small show; they have but recently

commenced business.

Johnson & Long were amongst the depositors. They had
several large size heads covered in pastel, but they were but

poorly done. This firm committed the errors made by some

others—depositing Photographs made at other establishments,

t
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and, in some instances, not having even made the Daguerreotype

from which the picture was taken.

Mr. Williams had a frame of colored Photographs, which do

him much credit.

There were also some colored by Mr. Hoffy, but there is a

want of purity of color in his work.

Mr. Phillips had a very creditable collection of Daguerreo-

types. I should judge that the instrument with which he made
his larger pictures, was poor; no focal reach.

Mr. Brown's collodion portraits were well regulated. This, I

believe, makes up the sum of the Photographic display.

Masher, with his stereoscope cases, attracted, throughout the

exhibition, a crowd of the envious.

I must not forget to mention the fine instruments displayed by

Mr. Hilb, the maker; and, for their working powers, it is only

necessary to say that the finest pictures in the exhibition were

made with them.

In the Fine Art department I noticed some fine specimens of

printing in colors; an art that is fast improving in this country.

There were also some very creditable specimens in pastel, a

branch but little understood here as yet, but which Photography

makes necessary.

I must not forget to mention the beautiful stereoscope pic-

tures made by Mr. Langenheim, for which he received a silver

medal, and they justly deserved it.

I believe I now have given you all that will interest your

readers. What advance or new improvements will take place be-

fore another exhibition, no one can foretell; but it is certain that

the Photographic Art has taken a fresh start in this country,

and, from what has been accomplished, in so short a time, much
more brilliant results will be looked for. And how gratifying

it must be to the Editor of the Photographic Art Journal to

know that much of the improvements have been brought about

by the valuable matter monthly placed before the readers of the

Journal! and I hope the time is not far distant when the pro-

fession will award a more substantial evidence of their apprecia-

tion of his labor and enterprise. Mercury.

COMMUNICATION.
Dayton, December 11, 1854.

Mr. Snelling—Dear Sir: I send five dollars for your valuable

Journal. You will please send it another year, I have taken

the Journal for the past three years, and, in almost every num-
ber, I find the worth of my money for a year's subscription. I

regret to say that so few artists in this vicinity think it worth
while to subscribe for any work on Photography, much less to

pay five dollars for so valuable a work as the Photographic and
Fine Art Journal. No doubt there are various reasons why
they will not subscribe for a valuable counsellor. One principal

reason is that many artists and amateurs know too much already,

and do not take in consideration that experienced Photograph-
ers are continually making important suggestions, in the columns

of your valuable Journal of their researches in the Daguerrean
Art. I am well aware that experienced amateurs and artists

will sometimes get into a fog in their manipulations, and, by not

really knowing the cause of their difficulty, have to apply to an

experienced operator to set them right, when, for the small sum
of five dollars, they might have a guide that would be invaluable

to them. Others argue that, as they have to take pictures for

fifty cents and a dollar, there is no necessity of improving or

keeping up with the age of improvements. Quite a large num-

ber of travelling artists do not really know what a Daguerrean
picture in perspective is! hence the reason why so many flat and
blue toned pictures are palmed off.

I have ever made it my study to give an artistic position to the

sitter, which invariably develops the form, full, clear, and life-

like. It is the duty of the Daguerrean to instruct the subject,

in relation to the best position for producing a likeness, arrang-

ing the sitter so as to get the lights and shadows to harmonize

;

wilhout this, a dull, flat picture, (if one appears at all), is pro-

duced. In our own city, of twenty thousand inhabitants, we

have four Daguerrean Artists, each producing his own style of

proofs, and at his own prices. Except myself, every artist

takes low priced pictures. Although my prices are higher than
the rest, my business continually increased, until I was com-
pelled to have two operating rooms, which are doing good busi-

ness.

My tone of pictures differ from many others, and I am bored
to death with similar letters to one sent Mr. Hesler, some months
since. With your permission I will copy one of them

:

Deer Sur:

I hav seene severral of yure Doggerotipe picturs,

and I like 'em so much that I want you tu send me the recete

for making yure quick stuff, for i xpect that's what makes 'em

stand oute so from the back ground, let me no how much you
cote over the quick box, what kind of back ground do you ynse,

is it black muslin, for ive used black muslin, & my picturs hav
all gra back grounds, deer sur if you will send me yure recete

for quick stuff, i will let you no how i clean my bufs, i got a new
way, i discovered it when takeing picturs in indianna

now do rite by next male and let me no all about it rite to

Eliria Ohio.

i am yure frend

It is amusing to read such letters—but for a professed Da-
guerrean to be so wretched a speller is too ridiculous to think of.

I will make one suggestion to Daguerreans: If a clear, pearly

toned picture is wanted, add to your sensitive solution a few

grains of sulphate of copper. I find the plate more sensitive when
coated with the above than without. B.

m

A RUDIMENTARY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON PERSPECTIVE.*

BY GEORGE PTNE, AJRTIST.

PART II.

CHAPTER VI.

At the commencement of Chapter V., we remarked that the

mere outline of the ground plan of a building would be insuffi-

cient as a plan from which to make a perspective drawing, and

that we require for this purpose a series of plans made from

horizontal sections of the various parts wherever any change of

form occurs either as a projection or recess; thus in the projec-

tions of roofs, pediments, cornices, mouldings, &c, the form and

extent of the projection must be drawn on the plan before we
can put it in perspective. Fig. 1 represents the plan (a), eleva-

tion (b), and perspective representation (c), of a square pillar

standing on a cube, with a projecting top, or capital; the sta-

tion of the spectator is marked at © , to which point visual rays

have been drawn from the three corners of each of the squares

of the plan that are visible, the inner square being the plan of

the shaft of the pillar, and the outer square the plan of the projec-

tion (the projection of the base and the capital being the same),

and from each of the points of intersection a, b, c, d, e on the

ground line of the picture, a perpendicular line has been drawn;

the point 2 has been brought to the ground line at /", and a line

drawn from f to the vanishing point d, gives the perspective po-

sition of the point 2 of the plan at 2; the cube forming the base

of this figure is drawn as Fig. 68, only as the top of it is above

the eye of the spectator, only the outer edges of it are visible.

The perpendicular line from /, by which the perspective height

of the base was determined at h, must be continued up, aud the

geometrical heights j k marked on it from the elevation, from

each of which points a line must be ruled to the vanishing point

d ; the intersections of these lines with the perpendiculars drawn

from the points c and a, will give the perspective positions of

points j, k. I, and m of the elevation, and perspectively perpendi-

cular over the points 1 and 2 of the plan; from the points j and

k lines must be drawn to the vanishing point e, their intersec-

* Continued from page 379, Vol. 7, No. 12.
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tion with the perpendicular drawn from e determine the perspec-

tive positions of the points n and o perpendicularly over the

point 3. Draw a line from the point m to the vanishing point

e, and from o to the vanishing point d, intersecting each other

in the point p, then k, m, p, o would be the representation of the

under surface of the slab or capital on the top of the square

pillar, perpendicularly over the points 2—1—4—3 of the plan.

On this perspective square we have now to represent the inner

square of the plan in perspective, the top of the pillar on which

the square slab just drawn stands; continue the line 5— G up to

the grouud line at q, from which draw a perpendicular line, and

from the elevation set on it the geometrical height of the pillar

at ;•, from which point draw a line to the vanishing point d, the

intersection of this with the perpendicular from c gives a point,

s, perpendicularly over the point 8 of the plan; its intersection

with the perpendicular from b, gives a point, t, perpendicularly

over the point 5 of plan; from s draw a line to the vanishing

point e, its intersection with the perpendicular line from d gives

a point, ?/, perpendicularly over the point 1 of the plan, and

completes the perspective representation of the elevation b from

the plan a required.

Fig. 1.

The mode employed for finding the positions of the points s

and t by setting up the geometrical height of the pillar at r, is

perfectly correct, and serves excellently as an exercise on our

previous examples; but a much readier and equally correct mode
of proceeding would be to find their positions by means of a dia-

gonal line between m and o ; the points t and u being perpendi-

4

cularly (that is, perspectively speaking) over 5 and 1, the dia-

gonal m—o must give these points in its intersections with the
perpendicular lines from b and d. If the points t and u had then
been determined by the diagonal m-—o, the lines s—t and s—n
would have been drawn on a different system; from the vanish-

ing point d a line must have been ruled upwards through t, and
from the vanishing point e a line ruled through % to intersect

the last drawn, which would be in the same point on the perpen-
dicular drawn from c, found by the visual ray from the point
6.* Any additional projection may be put in perspective by
drawing it first on the elevation, and afterwards the horizontal

section of it on the plan ; thus narrow fillets, such as are con-
stantly placed on pillars a little below the capital, may be re-

presented in perspective with very little trouble, on the same
system as was employed for drawing the base and capital;

—

such as the one we have drawn on the elevation and introduced
on the plan with dotted lines.

f

It is best generally in drawing the plans from which perspec-

tive drawings are to be made, to draw the largest surface first,

whether it stands on the ground, or is the section of some pro-

jecting part over it; we have, however, in the figure before us,

departed from this rule, in adding to the representation the pro-

jecting piece round the lower part of the cube on which the pil-

lar stands. This is done to show the student that he must oc-

casionally add to his plan from the elevation as he proceeds:
thus the width of this projection is taken from the elevation and
set on the plan outside the outer square, 1, 2, 3, 4, already
drawn, and the projection is put in perspective by exactly the
same process as the cube standing over the square 1, 2, 3, 4.

In the plan of this outer square only two sides have been drawn,
as they give the three points that are required: the other two
sides it would be a waste of labor to introduce.

Let us suppose that instead of the square pillar standing on
the cube of the base, there stood a circular column, the diameter
of which is the same as the width of the square 5, 6, 1, 8; from
the centre of the plan describe a circle to represent the plan of

the column within the square 5, 6, 7, 8; from the point u in the

perspective representation draw aline to the vanishing point d, and
from the points draw aline to the vanishing point e; the intersec-

tion v of these two lines gives the fourth point in the perspective

representation of the square 5, 6, 1, 8 at the height r of the eleva-

tion. The student must now turn back to Problem VIII.
(Part I.), and refer from this figure (1) to that problem in the
following description. From the point w, the intersection of

the circle with the diagonal 5—T, draw a line parallel to 5—

8

up to the line 5—6; from this point draw a visual ray intersect-

ing the ground line at z; from x draw a perpendicular up to the
line t—v at y. From the vanishing point d, through y, draw a
line to intersect the diagonals t—u and s—v; where this line

intersects t—u it gives a point corresponding with the point 2 of

the diagram, Prob. VIIL; where it intersects 5

—

v it gives a
point corresponding with 8 of the diagram ; from each of these

points draw a line to the vanishing point e; the intersection on
t—u will give a point corresponding with 6 of the diagram, that

with s—v a point corresponding with 4. From each of the

vanishing points d and e draw a line through the intersection of

the diagonals t—u and s—v; where the line drawn from e in-

tersects the line u—v, it gives a point corresponding with the

point 5 of the diagram, Prob. VIIL ; where it intersects the

line s—t it gives the point 1 of the diagram. Where the line

drawn from d intersects the line t—v it gives a points corres-

ponding with the point 3 of the diagram; where it intersects the

* The visual rays drawn from all the points, 2, 6, 8, 4, are in the same
line, and consequently the perpendicular line drawn from c answers for

the perpendicular angles of any number of parallel squares when the
visual ray is in a direct line with a diagonal; had the station of the
spectator been either to the right or left of the position in which we have
placed it, the angle j k of the slab would not have been perpendicularly
over the angle s of the pillar.

f This fillet we have not introduced in the perspective representation,
as the lines necessary for so doing would interfere with those we shall

require for another illustration; and, as we have observed before, we
have not the advantage of being able to erase our lines as we proceed.
It may be done in the same wcy as a projection we are about to draw
round the base.
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Hue s—m it gives the point 1 of the diagram. Here it will be

seen that we have the eight points required through which to

draw the curve of the top of the circular column in perspective,

without the necessity for drawing the whole figure of the dia-

gram, Prob. VIII., on the plan; the points 6, 8, 2, 4 being all

determined feom the single point w, and the points 3, 5, 1, 1

from the intersection of the diagonal lines t—wands

—

v; it was
even superfluous to draw in the plau the whole of the circle;

marking from the intersections of the diagonal 5—1 and 6—

8

the length of a radius on the diagonal 5—1 at w would have
been quite sufficient. The curve may be drawn through these

points, and the sides of the column drawn down similar to the

lines s and t from the curve e, Prob. VIII. Part I.

In the foregoing illustration (Fig. 1) we have shown by a

very simple figure how the projections of any original object are

represented in perspective from a plan introducing the sections

of the projections where they occur, all of which, save the cir-

cular column, are of the same form, viz. squares; we now pre-

sent the reader with an example admirably adapted not only to

illustrate the same, but also as an excellent exercise for the stu-

dent on all the examples given in the two parts of this work.

The student in looking at this figure must not be alarmed at its

apparent intricacy: there is not a line in it but what has been
explained in preceding drawings, and if each portion of the fig-

ure be examined separately, and looked at as a distinct figure

;

all intricacy will vanish: the square block forming the base is

drawn by the same rules given for the cube in previous exam-
ples; the triangular solid that stands on it is equally simple,

the directions for drawing the half-circle on the top of this last

figure were explained in the First Part (Prob. V., &c); the

blocks forming the semicubes are as simple as the earliest ex-

amples we have given in this Part; aud the mode for drawing
the semicircular forms made by the shaft passing through these

blocks was amply illustrated in Prob. VIII. The projecting

parapet and pier standing on it is but a variation of the last

figure, aud if we only hide with a piece of paper all the under
part, it will appear equally simple. It is the imperative neces-

sity for our leaving all the lines required for constructing our

figure that makes tliem appear complicated; whereas the student

in his progress will be able to erase the lines that are used in the

construction of one figure before he proceeds to the next, by
which his proceedings will be divested of all confusion of lines.

Before commencing this figure, the student must recollect that

in our progress we have frequently observed, that for the pur-

pose of instruction we have been compelled to introduce more
lines than were absolutely required for the construction of the

figure, and also we have in numerous cases pointed out that a

result equally correct is to be obtained by a variety of modes
of proceeding; therefore in the construction of a figure iike the

present, consisting of a combination of parts, dissimilar in form,

oue part may be drawn by means of visual rays for finding the

positions of the various points, and the points requisite for draw-

ing the next may be determined by that previously drawn; the

mode that produces a correct result with the fewest possible

number of lines is always the most desirable.

In this figure, for the advantage of more clearly understand-

ing the references, we have placed a plan both under the eleva-

tion and perspective representation, the manner of drawing which
wre are about to describe; and in order to afford every facility

to a perfect understanding of the figure, every alternate form
is drawn with dotted lines. The original object, the buttress of

a bridge, is viewed from a recess on the bridge looking over the

parapet, which necessarily causes the horizontal line to be placed

very high. This position is chosen, as it presents a larger sur-

face on which to represent the several figures.

We will in this representation take each part of the buttress

separately, treating each as a distinct figure, and before the stu-

dent commences his perspective drawing, he should on a large

scale copy the elevation and plan below it, carefully marking all

the letters and figures for reference, drawing on the plan for

constructing his perspective figure each part as it is described;

he will also find his progress through the drawing much simpli-

fied by putting in each figure when completed with ink, and rub-

bing out all the superfluous pencil lines. We commence then
with the square base marked a. It is quite unnecessary to give

any directions for drawing this figure, as it would be but a repe-

tition of what has been already fully explained; all the lines,

howrever, that were used for drawing the perspective form are

left on the representation for the advantage of the student.*

The second, which is a triangular figure, might have been drawn
by finding the vanishing points from the lines 1 a and b a of the

Plan; but as the perpendicular planes over these lines are the

Fig. 2.

only planes standing] in these directions, the triangular figure

may be drawn by a much shorter process. From the point cf

draw a visual ray to find the position of cj on the top of the per-

* The student will bear in mind, that the plan being drawn below

the ground line, the figure is reversed.

t In order to curtail as far as possible the quantity of lines that are

unavoidable in making a perspective drawing, we have drawn this figure

in parallel perspective, and the plane of delineation right up to the

nearest face of the base figure; by so doing, we are enabled to get the

measurements of the heights on the line J k (wnich may be called the

line of projection) of the representation direct from the same line in the

elevation.

| The letters for reference are made on the plan of the elevation, but

the lines representing the visual rays are drawn from the corresponding

points on the plan under the perspective representation. The letters in

the perspective representation indicate points that are perpendicular

over the points, with similar references in the plau at whatever height

they may occur.
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spective square a, from which draw a liue parallel to the ground
line across the square, which will give the poiut d ou the liue 2

b; from rf draw a long perpendicular liue, as the position of this

point will be required in every portion of the figure; from a
draw a perpendicular line to e (the geometrical projection of this

triangular figure), aud from e a liue to the vanishing point, the

intersection of this with the line c d gives the positiou of the

poiut a on the plane a; draw the lines 2 a aud a b, which will

give the perspective form of b of the Plan on the plane a. From
each of the points 2, a, b, draw an indefinite perpendicular liue,

bring from the elevation the poiut 3 to the liue of projection j k,

and from it draw a line to the vanishing point; from the point

of intersection d on this line draw a horizontal line to the per-

pendicular from a; joiu the points 3 a and a b, which will com-

plete the perspective drawing of the second figure. To draw
the form of the third figure on the plane b, we must first find the

positions of the points f aud h on the line 3 b. This is done by
visual rays drawn from these points from the plan to the ground

line, and the perpendiculars from the points of intersection will

give the points / and h ou the line 3 b. Continue the horizon-

tal line to the right of the point 3, the length of the radius of

the circle (d f of the Plan), and from its extremity draw a liue

to the vanishing poiut; then from eack of the points /and h

draw a horizontal line to meet the last drawn at g and j; this

will give the perspective half-square in which to describe the

semicircle. Draw the semi-diagonals d g and dj; the semi-dia-

meter is already drawn by the liue d a; it remains only to find

the perspective positions of the points of intersection made by
the curve on the semi-diagonals to enable us to draw the figure;

from k (on the Plan) draw a visual ray to the ground line; a

perpendicular drawn from the point of intersection will give the

perspective position of the point k on the semi-diagonal d g; a

line from this point k to the vanishing point will give a corres-

ponding poiut ou the semi-diagonal d j. The curve should now
be drawn through the several points, which will be the perspec-

tive form of the semicircle c of the Plan on the plane b.

The fourth, sixth, and eighth figures are all of the same form,

being projections of half-cubes. It will be seen, on referring to

the plan and elevation, that the perpendicular angles of these

figures are over the points/, g, A, j; the position of these points

having been determined on any one plane, their positions on any

other will be perpendicularly over (or under) those already

found; therefore from each of the four points/, g, h, j, on the

plane b draw up an indefinite perpendicular line, then bring each

of the points 4, 5, 6, 1, 8, 9, to the line of projection for the

perspective representation, and from each of the points draw a

line to the vanishing poiut; the lines drawn from 4 and 5 at

their intersections with the perpendicular from f, determine the

height of the perpendicular angle of the half-cube d standing

over /; horizontal lines from these points of intersection to the

perpendicular line from g determine the height of the angle over

g; from the points of intersection on the perpendicular from g,
draw lines to the vauishing poiut, their intersections with the

perpendicular from j determine the height of the angle standing

over j; from the highest intersecting point on the perpendicular

from j draw a horizontal liue to meet that draw from 5 to the

vanishing point, which will complete the perspective drawing of

the half-cube d; the drawing of the two other half-cubes is a

mere repetition, substituting in the directions above given the

figures 6 and 7, or 8 and 9, for 4 and 5.* The process for draw-

ing the semicircles on the planes d, e, and f, is the same as that

for drawing the semicircle on the plane b ; the positions of the

points I and m (of the plau) must first be found on each of the

lines drawn from 5, 1, and 9 to the vanishing point; we must
therefore draw visual rays from these points I and m on the plan

to the ground line, and draw up perpendicular lines from the

points of intersection
; these will give on the lines drawn from

5, 1, and 9 to the vanishing point the perspective positions of

the points I and m on each ; the positiou of the point d is already

determined by the perpendicular drawn from d on the plane a;

* The three half-cubes are treated as one figure, also the shaft passing
through them, all the points required for drawing the semicircles on the
upper planes of the three half-cubes being determined by one process.

draw then from each of the points I and m a horizontal line
across the several planes. From n on the plan draw a visual
ray, and from the point of intersection on the ground line a per-
pendicular, which will give on the horizontal lines drawn from m
points on each of the planes d, e, and f, corresponding with the
point n on the plan; from the vanishing poiut through the points
nf draw lines to meet the horizontal line from /, which will give
the points on each plane corresponding with the point o of the
plan; draw in each figure the lines d n and d o, on which we
have to find the points through which to draw the curve. From
p (on the plan) draw a visual ray, and from the point of inter-
section ou the ground line a perpendicular, which will give the
perspective positions of the points p ou each of the semi-diago-
nals d o; from each of the points p draw a liue to the vanishing
point, which will give a corresponding poiut on each of the semi-
diagonal lines d n. All the points being determined through
which the curve passes, the curve should be drawn on the re-
spective planes, and a perpendicular line from the extremity of
each curve to the right to meet the projection above it.

We will pass by for the present the projecting parapet, and
proceed to the pier standing on it; the perpendicular angles of
the base of this figure, as may be seen by the plan and elevation,
are perpendicularly over the angles of the three half-cubes, and
must consequently come on the perpendiculars drawn from the
points/, g, h, aud/ on the plane b; therefore bring the points
11 and 12 of the elevation to the liue of projection, aud put the
base of the pier in perspective, according to the directions given
for the half-cube d. The perpendicular angles of the portion l
of the pier not projecting so far as the angles of the base, the
lines representing them must be found by visual rays, which must
be drawn from the points q, r, and s of the plan to the ground
line at t, u, and v, and perpendicular lines drawn from each

;

carry the point 13 to the line of projection, and from it draw a
line to the vanishing point, the intersection of this with the line

drawn from t will be the point q (perpendicularly over the point

q of the plau at the height marked 13 of the elevation) ; from q
draw a horizontal line to the perpendicular from u, this will give
the perspective position of the point r of the plan at the height
marked 13; from r to the vanishing point rule a line to the per-
pendicular from v, the intersection will give the perspective po-
sition of the point s of the plan at the height 13. The sloping
lines from the points q, r, and s must be ruled to the top of the
angles of the base of the pier. The line from the base of the
projection 14 must be drawn precisely in the same way as the
lines of the base of the pier from 11 and 12, the points of this

projection being perpendicularly over the points /, g, h, j; the
lines got from 15 and 16 similar to the line from 13, and the
projecting angles from the extreme points of projection.

The plan of the parapet on which the pier stands, from our
limited space, we cannot introduce so as to get our points from
it by visual rays; we have, however, in very faiut dotted liues

on the plan under the elevation, shown what the projection is,

sufficiently to understand our manner of drawing the perspective
representation; the points 10 and 11 are placed on the line of
projection, and the horizontal lines from them continued to the
right to w aud x, their geometrical length ; through each of

these points, in a direction towards the vanishing point, we have
ruled lines to the right and left; from the point d on the plane
of the top of the parapet, through the angles of the base of the
pier, draw liues to meet the line drawn through x, to determine
the corners of the projection in front of the pier (see the dotted
lines in the plan) ; from each of the points of intersection on the

line through x draw a parallel line to meet the continuation of

the base line of the pier; the intersections determine the points

t From either of the points n or o, a visual ray might have been drawn
to have determined their perspective positions ; the point n was chosen,
and the point o found from it by the vanishing lines n o, to avoid con-
fusion. These points n and o might have been determined in a different

manner, by drawing semi-diagonal lines from the points d to the corners
of each of the planes d, e, and f ; the intersections of these semi-diago-
nal lines with the horizontal ones drawn from I and m would be in the

same points n and o ; this indeed would prove the readiest way of de-

termining these points, as it would at the same time have given the semi-

diagonals d o and d n, which are required for drawing the curve.

m «ti4
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from which the projection commences. The under line of the

projecting parapet showing its thickness, it is unnecessary to de-

scribe, the several points lying perpendicularly under those of

the upper one.

We have taken considerable pains to make the directions for

drawing this figure so clear as to enable the student to draw any

other figure composed of a variety of parts of dissimilar forms by a

reference to it. The small space afforded by a page of this work
precludes the possibility of introducing more than one buttress

in the representation; in the single one given, the lines are ne-

cessarily so close together that great care is required in attend-

ing to the references; we wish, however, to point out how any

number of these buttresses, forming the piers of a bridge, may be

drawn in succession, with the arches between them, with the

fewest possible quantity of lines; this we will explain by refer-

ring to Prob. YI. Plate TIL, of which we will suppose from a

to b the width of the buttress Cfrom 1 to b of the Plan, Fig. 2).

On the perspective representation of any horizontal line, crossing

these spaces between the arches, the perspective positions of the

points /, q, I, d, m, r, and h must be found on each, whatever

may be the number of piers ; the positions of these points may
be determined either by visual rays from a plan, as in the figure

just drawn, or from geometrical measurements on a line of pro-

jection by a point of distance, as from the line e to the line b,

Prob. VI. The positions of these points being determined on a

(perspective) horizontal line on each pier, a perpendicular line

should be drawn through each, the whole length of the structure

from top to bottom, and the several points 1,/, 1, h d. m, h, b,

lettered on the base or top line of each pier; then continue across

the whole face of the structure the lines to the vanishing point

from the points 1 to 16 inclusive; by these two operations the

perspective positions of all the points are determined that are

requisite for drawing the different projections of the buttress

from each pier. Suppose, as in Prob. YI., the structure con-

sists of five arches* and six buttresses, the nine points from 1 to

b found, and perpendicular lines drawn through them on each

pier, with the references put on the base line of the structure.f

The lines drawn to the vanishing point (which for brevity we
will call m) from the points 1 to 16 on the line of projection, j k,

will give on the perpendicular lines over the points 1 on each
pier, points corresponding with those on the line of projection

;

as the lines drawn from 2, 3, 5, 1, and 9, will give the corres-

ponding positions on the perpendicular line from d on each of the

more distant piers, the points d required for drawing the differ-

ent figures on the first pier. If from the point d on the line 2

m of each pier a horizontal line is drawn to meet the line e m, it

will give the position of the point a on the plane a of each but-

tress; a perpendicular from each of these points a intersected by
horizontal lines from the points d on the line 3 m, will give the
position of the point a on each of the planes b ; the lines 2 a and
3 a, and the line a b of the plane b, may now be drawn on the

buttresses, the points required for drawing them being deter-

mined on each pier. Horizontal lines drawn from all the points

/ and h to meet the line g m, will determine the points for draw-
ing the half-square/ g kj, in which to describe the semicircle

c of the plan, projecting from each pier. In each of these half-

squares the diagonals d g and d j may be drawn, the points re-

quired, d, g, and j, being determined in each, the semi-diameters

being already drawn in finding the points a; the line k m gives

the intersecting points on each of the semi-diagonals d g and d j,

through which the curve is drawn.
It is unnecessary to recapitulate the process for drawing each

separte figure on the further piers; the perpendicular line stand-

ing over the point 1 on each being a representation of the line

of projection j k, with its divisions from 1 to 16; the rectangu-

lar figures are drawn exactly as described for the first buttress;

and the semicircles on the planes d e. and f, as the semicii'cle c

on the plane b just described, substituting the letters I, m, n, o,

* It is needless to introduce any further observations on drawing the
arches between the piers. Reference may be made to Prob. VI. IX. and
XI. Part I., and to Fig. 29, p. 18G.

t The student should make his drawing from this description, marking
the references as he proceeds.

for f, h, j, g, and after drawing the semi-diagonals d o and d n,

the letter p for k.

A portico, composed of a series af columns supporting a pedi-

ment, and standing on a base to which we ascend by a flight of

steps, being furnished with a plan and elevation of the same,
would be as easy to draw in perspective as the example we have
just given. Although it is necessary to be acquainted with rules

by which even the most minute part of a structure can be drawn
in perspective, it would be a most tedious process to find all the

points required for drawing the curves of mouldings and the in-

tricacies of ornament introduced in architectural representations;

it is generally found sufficient to mark a certain number of lead-

ing points, and draw the intermediate lines by hand; practice

enables architectural draftsmen to draw capitals of columns, or-

namental friezes, &c. with great accuracy, from determining a

comparatively few points. Whatever may be the forms of the

component parts of a building, such as the base, shaft, and capi-

tal of its columns, or the extent of the projections of any parts

of a structure, the principles on which they may be represented

in perspective are contained in the directions given for drawing
our last figure (2)

To be Continued.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

PAPER VS. COLLODION.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—I expect great things in Photography from the Paris

Exhibition of next year, principally in the comparison of the re-

sults of different processes. In England there has been for some
time past a perfect mania for the collodion process. An incre-

dible number of amateurs have taken it up, and vast sums of

money have been spent upon it. The French have not been so

thoroughly infected with this—shall I say delusion?-—but have

acted, I think, more reasonably in attempting to bring albumen
and paper to higher perfection, inasmuch as these processes are

far better adapted to the tourist than the other; and it must be

admitted on all hands that the true poetry of Photography lies

not in portraiture, which must soon be very unsatisfactory in the

long run, but in views; by which I mean, of course, not gardeu-

gates, stiff houses, and spick and span modern buildings, but such

grand scenes or artistic sites as a painter would select, with the

wide world before him to choose from.

It will be established then, I hope and trust, in the Paris Ex-
hibition, that prints from collodion negatives are not superior in

any one quality to those from albumen upon glass, and that large

paper work is for views superior to either. Should this prove

to be the case, as I expect it will, we shall be relieved at once

from a dreadful incubus under which we have been lying, of dark

tents, cots with yellow windows, dirty water-tanks, &c. ; and all

the paraphernalia of this expensive and tantalizing process will

have to find its way in quick time to the rag and bottle shop

(unless, indeed, Mr. Maxwell Lyte shall succeed in obtaining his

grape sugar of sufficient purity, and thus render it instantaneous,

in which case a new lease of life may be granted to it until some-

thing better turns up; but the possibility of this is a pure ques-

tion of organic chemistry, for wiser heads than mine to decide;

the nitrate of magnesia story only puts the process, if successful,

upon a par with albumen). It requires some courage in a

humble individual to predict thus much of a popular favorite in

the zenith of its glory, but I shall be much obliged to you, Sir,

if you will give this prediction a place in your columns, and time

will show how far I am in the right or wrong. I speak delibe-

rately and advisedly, and from a practical knowledge of all the

processes; though, of course, with due deference to the opinions

of the great masters of the art.

It appears to me that in portraiture, the Daguerreotype stands

alone and unapproachable. I have never seen a paper print from

a collodion negative which was, in comparison, at all presentable,

until re-touched by the miniature painter, and positives in collo

dion have been entirely exploded. I beseech those who have

1
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any doubts on this subject to compare notes for themselves, and
to place the results of the two processes side by side under a
strong magnifier. If collodion portraits should then turn out to

be inferior to the other, let us abandon this department of Pho-
tography to its legitimate professor, the Daguerreotypist, and go
out into nature for views, in which, I am sure, high art in Pho-
tography is almost exclusively to be found.

Two years ago I was in Rome. I lodged in the Albani pal-

ace; my landlord was a young Italian count, poor, but well con-

nected; and, in order to please me, and keep his lodgers, he ex-

erted all his influence to get me the permission to copy objects

in the Vatican. He succeeded; and I have got, for camera and
self, the entree at all times to that noble gallery; but if I ever

make use of this privilege, it must be by the albumen process,—
dark tents and dirty water-tanks in the marble halls of the Va-
tican are quite out of the question. On another occasion I ob-

tained, through the same influence, the high privilege of being

permitted to copy Photographically the famous picture of ' Be-
atrice Cenci' in the Barberini palace. But the chance was lost

to me through my not then being up in the only process by which
it could be done, viz. albumen. A. dark tent in the Barberini

palace was quite out of the question, or a cut in the door, or any
other contrivance. A few months previously, an artist who had
been permitted to copy this picture, had exchanged his copy for

the original, and walked off with it. He was detected, and the

true Guiclo restored to its frame; but ever since, the Cardinal,

justly suspicious of all sorts of copyists, had denied access to the

picture. I was the solitary exception, and a Photograph of it

would have been of great value; but the dark tent, or suspicious

cut, would never have done. The old gentleman would infalli-

bly have been down upon it. I should have been delivered over

to the authorities as an impostor—perhaps to the inquisition.

Interest would have been made for me ; Lord Clarendon would
have remonstrated, threatened; the Pope would have turned a

deaf ear ; the French would have interfered ; and who knows
what might have come of it. On another occasion, I was at

Florence. The dome of the cathedral there is very fine,—almost

as large as that of St. Peter's, and of three times the capacity

of that of St. Paul's ; from the top of an enormously high cam-
panile tower, you get a fine view of it, with a glorious panorama
of the country beyond—the range of Apennines in the distance.

I determined to get a view of this; it would look so singular

—

apparently taken from the car of a balloon. I applied to the

authorities, fee'd the attendants, and got the permission ; but I

was under the strictest injunctions to do what I had to do in

open day-light, and in the presence of an attendant; they were
very properly afraid of fire. The dark tent would obviously

not have done here, neither would a cut in the door of the tower,

with yellow curtains:—fancy having to run up and down five

hundred steps in five minutes for every failure npon a collodion

plate ! I defy invention to conceive of anything more excrucia-

ting, but happily I had paper at my fingers' ends, and I took the

view, and value it exceedingly.

I am now publishing, conjointly with M. Blanquart Evrard,

for whom I get the negatives, a work, to be entitled " Souvenirs

de Jersey." Some of the best things we here get are rock

scenery, and a good deal of scrambling is necessary. The other

day I took the most remarkable one of the series, with a singular

mass of rock in the foreground, upon which the sea was striking.

To get this in the most effective manner, with reference to the

laws of composition, &c, I had to hop about a great deal upon
a flat reef beyond, to choose the proper point of view; the tide

was coming in, there was no time to be lost—it was touch and
go; but I took it; and on my return had to run through the sea

with my traps, which are, of course, very portable, on my back.

What woulct have become of the dark tent, or where would that

have stood under such circumstances as these? The fact is, that

unless your papers or plates can be prepared and developed at home,

half the views you would otherwise take, and oil of the most re-

markable ones, become lost to you. Now, has the collodion process

anything to offer as a set-off to these drawbacks? and it is very

important to arrive at the true answer to this question. For
my own part, I solemnly believe that the best paper work for

4*

views is absolutely finer than the best collodion work; and to
this opinion I am borne out by some of the first Photographers
abroad.

There was a letter in your last Number signed X, which in-

terested me exceedingly, and which I beg of all amateurs to
study carefully. This gentleman has just been on a Photogra-
phic trip to the Isle of Wight. He has not over-excited himself,

or over-loaded himself, or made any mess at the inns at which
he has been staying. He has taken two negatives per day, and
has not met with a single failure. He works upon paper, and
gives his process most minutely and generously; it is very nearly
the same process as my own, and I beg to second him in his at-

tempts to render it popular. With me as with him, a failure
is quite out of the question ; such an event with either of us
would, I dare say, bring on a severe bilious attack or fit of hy-
pochondria. I have very lately taken thirty-six good negatives
running, most of them for the " Souvenirs," and several of a large
size, eighteen inches by sixteen inches. Oh, what a charm there
is in a certain process, which never plays you a wicked trick un-
less you are yourself inconstant and try some new dodge, which
I never do now—I have done with experimenting! I assert

positively that there is in Photography a certain process by which
first-rate results are to be obtained, of an immense size if you
choose, and that with care and patience and faith, this process
is to be learnt in a few days by strictly following directions. It

is the true old-fashioned calotype process, not waxed paper (upon
the beauty of which when successful too much praise cannot be
bestowed; but it is, I fancy, somewhat coquettish, expensive,
and unportable). Sir William Newton, Dr. Diamond, and Mr.
Llewellyn at different times have given their accounts of it in

your journal. X has just given his version,—a capital one,

—

and on a future occasion I will, if you like, give you my mode of

treatment, by way of comparison. It is, I honestly believe, the

true process for views, and for these reasons: first, you can afford

to give a very lengthened exposure for the objects in shadow, or
for the green colors, without at all spoiling the lights, as you
alter your mode of development to suit the exposure you may
have given to the picture; and secondly, you may use a very
small stop when desirable, with great advantage, so that there
is no excuse but sheer laziness for pictures by this process not
being quite as sharp at the edges as in the centre of the field.

It also gives intense blacks, very fine half tones, great delicacy
of definition, and very clean whites. The waxing is accomplished
afterwards. I offer these remarks for the serious consideration
of your readers.

I am, Sir, yours very obediently,

Thomas Sutton.

P. S.—You were kind enough in your last to insert a wood-
cut of the paper clip I sent you;—would you now mention, in

reference to that subject, that I find it very desirable to keep a
separate set of clips for separate purposes, as the wood in the
course of time gets impregnated with chemicals which communi-
cate a stain to the papers.

Solitude.—Solitude, except as an occasional exception to the
common current of life, is not to be recommended for man or
woman. In this state one is almost sure to become the victim

of certain fixed ideas, approaching to the character of insanity.

Prejudices which, if approaching to the sun of social life, would
melt into air, fix themselves down as with rivetted screwbolts.

Confidant dogmatic conclusions, which could not walk the open
streets a day without being knocked down, like bullies for their

insolence, are cherished and nursed till they become the very
tyrants of the mind which has engendered them. In this unna-
tural state, the feelings become equally vitiated. The victim is

reduced to a state of nervous irritability, which altogether unfits

him for enduring the ordinary rubs of life. The slightest real

or supposed error in domestic arrangements, one wry look or
word from any one, striking on the universally-delicate surface,

makes him sore all over. If he has no real miseries, he will

tomake a multitude out of nothing or next nothing.
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ON COLLODION NEGATIVES.

RY MR. G. R. BERRY.

There appears to have been a great difficulty with many ope-

rators in obtaining that requisite intensity of negative collodion

proofs which shall, after printing, yield satisfactory positive pa-

per impressions. Selecting from the formulas generally followed,

the author of this paper applied chloride of gold to the nega-

tives he desired to strengthen, in the proportion of one grain to

an ounce of water; and if this did not produce the desired re-

sult, he, after washing away the excess of chloride, floated over

the proof a solution of sulphide of ammonium, varying in strength

from 3 to 40 drops to 1 ounce of water. By this means, im-

pressions so feeble as to be hardly visible by transmitted light

became capable of yielding satisfactory results, when used for

printing. One difficulty remained—the film at all times tender

when moist, becomes so easily disrupted from the glass plate

after the application of any of the strengthening processes, that

the acquisition of a perfect negative was the exception and not

the rule. This obstacle may be easily surmounted by allowing

the photograph to dry after being developed and fixed either by

cyanide of potassium or hyposulphite of soda, and then varnish-

ing in the usual way. the photograph may then, at any period

of time be safely strengthened by repeating the gold and sul-

phide of ammonium process, observing to use rectified spirit of

wine instead of water as the menstruum for the gold and sul-

phide. The tenacity of the varnish ensures the safety of the

collodion film, and another coat of varnish completes the pro-

cess. The author found that by the use of gallic acid in his sil-

ver bath, the time of exposure was much prolonged in the cam-

era, but the developed pictures proved of extraordinary inten-

sity, and by this means he has at all times been able to produce

satisfactory negatives, provided always that the collodions em-

ployed be not made sensitive by iodide or bromide of ammonium.
It is true that a portion of gallate of silver soon precipitates,

but silver solutions of moderate strength always retain in solu-

tion a portion of the precipitate; and this fact has been made
use of by the author, Mr. Thomas, and some others, by adding

excess of moist iodide of silver to a new silver bath, to obviate

the tendency it has to dissolve out the film of iodide of silver on

the collodion plate. When using a bromide as a sensitizing

agent, bromide of calcium has been found most effective; the

nitrate of lime resulting from its decomposition in the silver bath

having no detrimental action. The formulas is as follows:

—

Bromide of calcium, 4 grains,

dissolved in

Spirits of Wine, 2 drachms;

to which add

Rectified ./Ether, 6 drachms,

and a sufficient quantity of gun-cotton, The silver bath must
be used 60 grains to the ounce. The bromized collodion is

tolerably rapid, and, unlike most others, improves by age, even

beyond a twelvemonth. The author has used the following for-

mula with a simple 30-graiu silver bath, and has obtained, in all

the varying conditions of light, whether of views or portraits,

any amount of vigor desired:

—

Collodion.

Pure iodide of Potassium, any quantity, triturate this in a

glass mortar, moisten with spirits of wine, 54 degrees over proof

until the spirit is unable to dissolve any more of the iodide.

Of this solution, 3 parts.

Sulphuric vElher (free from acid), 5 parts. Mix and dis-

solve in it gun cotton to form a tough and rather thick Clin.

The developing agent is

—

Pyrogallic Acid 2 grains.

Glacial acetic acid 20 drops.

Spirits of wine 1 drachm.
Water, to make up 1 ounce.f

§

WASHINGTON'S HEADQUARTERS.—CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

We present our subscribers this month with a crystalo-

type view—taken by J. A. Whipple, of Boston—of General
Washington's Head-quarters in Cambridge, Mass., during the
seige of Boston, in 1176. The following description of

house is taken from Lossiug's " Pictorial Field Book of the Re-
volution."

"Arrived at Old Cambridge, I parted company with the
vehicle and driver that conveyed me from Concord to Lexington,
and hither; and as the day was fast declining, I hastened to

sketch the head-quarters of Washington, an elegant and spacious
edifice, standing in the midst of shrubbery and stately elms, a
little distance from the street, once the highway from Harvard
University to Waltham. At this mansion, and at Winter Hill,

Washington passed most of his time, after taking command of

the Continental army, until the evacuation of Boston in the fol-

lowing spring. Its present owner is Henry Wadsworth Long-
fellow, professor of modern languages in Harvard University,
and widely known in the world of literature as one of the most
gifted men of the age. It is a spot worthy of the residence of

an American bard so endowed, for the associations which hallow
it are linked with the noblest themes that ever awakened the
inspiration of a child of song.

" ' "When the hours of day are numbered,
And the voices of the night,

Wake the better soul that slumber'd
To a holy, calm delight;

Ere the evening lamps are lighted,

And, like phantoms grim and tall,

Shadows from the fitful fire light

Dance upon the parlor wall." '

—

Loxgfellow.

then to the thoughtful dweller must come the spirit of the place
and hour to weave a gorgeous tapestry, rich with pictures, illus-

trative of the heroic age of our young republic. * * * *

"This mansion stands upon the upper of two terraces, which
are ascended each by five stone steps. At each front corner of

the house is a lofty elm—mere saplings when Washington be-

held them, but now stately and patriarchal in appearance.—
Other elms, with flowers and shrubbery, beautify the grounds
around it; while within, iconoclastic innovation has not been
allowed to enter with its mallet and trowel to mar the work of

the ancient builder, and to cover with the vulgar stucco of

modern art the carved cornices and paneled wainscoats that first

enriched it."

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

WAXED POSITIVES,

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,—Having been studying the art of photography under
Dr. Diamond, I have been able to test the different values of

my positives taken on the salted, and those taken on the album-
inized paper.

In the former, color can be advantageously applied with

greater facility than in the latter, and in the eveut of its not

being desirable to color the pictures, by waxing them, as is the

case with negatives, I have obtained a fine transparent subdued
tone, which I greatly prefer to the albuminized glass.

Probably I am only stating to you what everybody knows,
but not having been taught to wax my positives, I thought it

only right to mention to you that I had done so with advan-

tageous results.

Being about to plant my camera amongst the scenery of

Portugal, which I am desirous graphically to describe, and pho-

tographically to illustrate, I crave your permission occasionally

to intrude upon you with a succinct account of my humble pro-

gress in the photographic art.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

Jos. James Forrester.
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PICTURES ON DRY COLLODION.

Sir,—I have been making a few experiments on the collodion

process, and have found that light acts almost as energetically

on a dry surface as on a wet, and that if a plate be washed
well iu water (after immersion in the silver bath) to remove all

the free nitrate, and allowed to dry, it will remain unaltered for

a lengthened period, provided it be kept from light or any de-

leterious gases, such as ammonia, &c.

When wished, a picture can be taken on this plate, but be-

fore developing must be dipped iu the silver bath, as a photo-

graph will not develop without the presence of free nitrate of
silver.

I am, Sir, Your obedient Servant,

Geo. R. Moirhead.
P. S. If the plate is not thoroughly washed, on adding the

developing solution it will blacken all over.

Personal atib QVrt Intelligence.

Every year, as it rolls over our heads, brings with it many
events to gladden the heart as well as to depress the spirits.

During that which has passed, our editorial career has had more,

much more, of the former than the letter. We have had the

pleasure of feeling that our efforts in aid of art—the Photogra-

phic Art, particularly—have beeu much better appreciated than

at any former period, and the liberal increase iu patronage to

our Journal has enabled us fully to meet the intentions and pro-

mises of improvement which we held out at the beginning. It

is therefore with no little pride we present the issue of this month
to our readers, grateful to them for their steadfast friendship,

notwithstanding the efforts that have been made by jealous and
unprincipled opposition, thus causing the slanderous and libelous

falsehoods to come to nought.

It is gratifying to us, in the extreme, thus to be made aware
that our efforts—valueless as they may be in the estimation of

a few heartless, perhaps brainless individuals— has met with a

generous respouse from the community of Daguerreotypists and
Photographers at large. They have not only handsomely sus-

tained us in the course we had marked out for the past year,

but enabled us to keep the promises made at its commencement.
We believe that the various improvements which have been

made in Photography during' the last twelve or eighteen months,

are only forerunners of what is to come, and never more than

now has the art required a means of intercommunication—

a

means that will be something; more than a vehicle for ill-nature,

abuse and iavective. This we have endeavored to make the

Photographic and Fine Art Journal, and ever shall endeavor to

make it. It is, and has beeu, our sincere desire, to place it

above all personal considerations. It is for the benefit of Art
that we publish it, and to Art it shall be exclusively devoted.

Many of our attempts to promote the rapid progress and im-

provement of the Art of Photography, since we began the pub-

lication of this Journal, have been met by a spirit of opposi-

tion as inexplicable, as narrow-minded, by a faction—and al-

though we could not but feel regret at such a course from those

who should have, not only appreciated our motives but, lent us a
helping hand, we have not swerved from our purpose nor suf-

fered this opposition to dishearten us. The result is before us

—

before our subscribers. We have succeeded in establishing

friendly relations with many of those who once bitterly opposed
us, and we are in hopes that many more will cast aside the un-

friendly feelings they still entertain toward us, and for which they

have not the slightest cause, and join us in our humble efforts

to elevate the Art to which they are devoted.

We do not—never have—assumed to be a dictator in the art,

or to have greater knowledge of its mysteries, thau those who sur-

round us, and have been louger engaged in its practice. The art

is still in its infancy, and none of us know too much about it; we
should therefore endeavor to keep pace with its progress and
direct the minds of others in what we conceive to be the true

path to its final perfection. That we have succeeded or failed

in this, is for our readers to judge; but we shall still continue to

strive for success until those for whom we labor give a verdict

against us by the withdrawal of their patronage. Thus far we
have reason to hope that our editorial career has not been in

vain, and, so long as we can feel that the small stock of talent

we possess can be of benefit to our fellow-men, so long will it be

a pleasing task to devote it to them, let what may said by envi-

ous minds.

There is an old saying that " it is always darkest just before

day," and we trust the adage will hold good regarding the pre-

sent general depression in the Daguerrean business. We think

we can see a bright ray of sunshine through the dark overhang-

ing clouds, and we would advise our readers to be prepared to

take advantage of its revivifying effects. Depend upon it, the

present year will bring about many changes and important re-

sults in the Photographic Art—such changes that to those who
are foremost will be the race.

In order that our labors may be the more useful, we would
earnestly entreat our subscribers to take something more than a

local interest iu their art, for the interest of one is the interest

of all. There are none so devoid of intellect and resource in

this country that they may not originate some new idea or ex-

periment, which, properly discussed, may bring improvement with

it. We repeat what we have said frequently before, that the

great source of mental and practical improvement is study and
intercommunication, particularly ou any new subject. The Pho-
tographic Art is a new subject, scarcely emerged from the dark-

ness of ignorance, and requires as much investigation now as it

did fourteen years ago. The vast improvements which have al-

ready been made, only point to others more vast and now little

dreamed of by many. Why should American Photographers ever

follow the lead of Europeans? We have minds, which, properly

directed, are as fully capable of originating, and which should not

only originate bul make themselves feit. This grovelling apathy
which induces one mind to be subservient to another, and pre-

vents it from making- itself felt, is not natural to the American,

and we regret to see it exist to such an unpardonable extent

among American Photographers. Of what benefit is gold to

the miser, who buries it beyond his reach, while he starves him-

self iu a garret. Iu depriving the community of the benefits of

its circulation, he deprives himself not only of the pleasure of

doing good, but of tne necessities of life, An idea locked up in

the mind h like the gold buried in the earth; it is harrassing to

the possessor and useless to the world. We do wish our readers

would study this principle iu the spirit of true philosophy and
philanthropy, and allow it to bring forth its fruit in due season.

We would ask Mr. Hesler, Mr. Fitzglbbon, Mr. Webster, Mr.
Whipple, Mr. Richards, Mr. Root, Mr. Harrison, Mr. Bailey,

Mr. Davie, and others, who have contributed to the public stock

of information on their art, whether they derived benefit or in-

jury from the publication of their inventions and thoughts? This

is the true test of our assertions. We call upon them to answer,

that the faiut-hearted may be strengthened, and erroneous views

on this point may be corrected. Let none think that he can

impart no information, or receive instruction. Let ambition

sway each mind, and not the propensity of the "dog in the man-

ger." Our friends must excuse us for introducing this subject

so often, for we consider it of the utmost importance, and feel

siucerely desirous that our subscribers shall do so likewise.

— Messrs. M'Clees & Germon, of Philadelphia, have sent us

several very fine Photographic portraits. These gentlemen

evince, by these pictures, an amount of taste and talent that

places them in the front rank of the art. When we reflect on

the brief space of time they have devoted to this branch of the

Photographic art, and upon the slight instruction they have re-

ceived, while examining these results of their efforts, we cannot

avoid repeating the remark, that it is strange that our artists

can content themselves with merely following iu the track of

those abroad.—We have also received several Photographic views from Mr.
Joseph Cundall, of London, England, which are very fine. The
establishment of Mr. Cundall, in London, is said to be one of the

finest in that city. We were sorry Mr. Meade did not visit it

while there, and furnish us with a description.
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M — It always pleases us to read the good things said of our

friends, and when we see such testimony as the following (from

a St. Louis paper) we publish it:

at-"Fitzgibbons' Daguerrean Gallery.—We desire to call

tention once more to the fact that, among the great institutions

of our city, the Daguerrean gallery of our friend Fitzgibbons

stands very prominent. Mr. F. has confined himself for years

to the study of the beautiful process by which the sunbeams of

Heaven are made to stamp with clearness and accuracy, the va-

rying forms and shades of the human countenance, and by his

love and devotion to the art, has secured for himself a reputation

unsurpassed by that of any other operator in the United States.

In his long experience he has been enabled to collect, at great

expense, the miniatures of almost all the distinguished individuals,

male and female, that have visited our city, and this collection

now exhibited in his splendidly furnished and decorated rooms,

on the corner of Fourth and Market streets, continues to draw,

from day to day, crowds of admiring visitors. This gallery of

pictures has been collected at an expense of $10,000. The full

length likenesses of distinguished actors and actresses in ordina-

ry dress as well as in character costume, make up a very attrac-

tive feature of the Daguerrean rooms. Two large and distinct

apartments have been appropriated for the special purposes of

exhibition galleries, and the arrangements for the disposition of

light are so excellent, that each picture stands out as prominent

and clear as if the glowing pencil of some gifted artist had freshly

touched the shining plate.

" We feel a pride in calling the attention of citizens and stran-

gers to this gallery, as an evidence of the enterprise and superi-

ority of one of the first of our Daguerrean artists. Mr. F. merits

a large patronage—he receives it. Visitors to our city are con-

stant in their demands at his establishment. Its fame has gone
abroad, and our people owe much to the man who has devoted
himself so energetically and successfully, in elevating the beautiful

Daguerrean art in our city to its present popularity and eminence."

This is not all that can be said of Mr. Fitzgibbon. His gene-

rosity is equal to his talents. As a proof, we copy the following

from a recent letter, received from him, enclosing fifty dollars for

subscriptions to the Journal:

" I was about to drop this in the office when I saw your letter

in my box. In answer to it I would say, I cannot receive any
commission from you for getting yon the few subscribers I have.

I wish there were as many more, and I hope to still keep adding
to your list. It is a duty we all owe to ourselves, to the art,

and to you, to do all we can to sustain the Photographic and
Fine Art Journal, and you, and not to take part of the small
pittance you receive for such a valuable and interesting work,
which is, in all conscience, cheap enough."

He has added to the list—and his efforts to do this alone de-

serves our warmest thanks, while his friendly generosity claims
our unbounded admiration. Such is the man, and we do not
wonder at his success and the number of his friends I

—We take the liberty of transferring to our columns the first

of a series of articles on the " Rise and Progress of the Pho-
tocrafhic Art," now publishing in " Life Illustrated"—a new
weekly family paper, published by Messrs. Fowlers & Wells, No.
308 Broadway, N. Y. This is one of the best literary and sci-

entific papers issued from the New York press, and, in typogra-
phy, the most beautiful." To all those who wish to furnish their

families with good, wholesome and interesting reading, we say
subscribe for it. It is but two dollars a year.

— Rev. L. L. Hill, it will be perceived, by reference to our ad-
vertising columns, has resolved to dispose of the results of his

discoveries in Heliochromie, or sun painting (in the natural co-

lors), to the Daguerrean artists of this country. Those who
wish to purchase the process can ascertain his terms by address-
ing him at Westkill, Grecue county, N. Y. Mr. Hill has been
sorely afflicted, not only by his own ill-health, but by that of his

lady and daughter, and it is at the earnest request of Mrs. Hill,

who is pronounced past recovery, and anxiously desires to see
ft

1

the success of her husband proclaimed to the world and his cha-
racter vindicated before slie dies, that he now announces him-
self ready to impart his secret. If Mr. Hill has not committed
himself to any person in such a manner as to prevent it, we still

adhere to the opinion that he should accept the offer made two
years ago, viz: fix a price, to be raised by subscriptions of one
hundred dollars, or more, each, which, when fully made up and
deposited in a bank, shall be subject to his order upon the pub-
lication ot his process to the world. Besides the sum thus re-

alized, he would undoubtedly find sufficient revenue for support
from the necessity a large number would be under to obtain

practical instruction from himself.

— The finest Photographic portraits, uncolored or untouched
by the pencil, taken in this country, are taken and on exhibition at

Mr. Brady's gallery in this city. Those of our readers who have
doubted the possibility of producing paper Photographs, equal
to the Daguerreotype, have only to look at these specimens to

be convinced of their error.

— Mr. Lawrence, Mr. S. Root, and Messrs. Gurney & Frede-
ricks succeed admirably in coloring their Photographs in oil

and pastel. Brady is also advancing in this branch of the art.

To Mr. Lawrence we must award both priority and excellence

in the oil paintings, and to Messrs. Gdrney & Fredericks the

pastel. We have seen many very exquisite pictures produced
by all these artists, whose enterprise certainly demands the high-

est praise.

—We take great pleasure and no little pride, in presenting our
new engraved cover title page to our subscribers. We do not
think we can be contradicted in saying, that it is the most beau-
tiful and characteristic engraved cover ever produced in this

country for a periodical work. It was engraved expressly for

us by Mr. J. D. Felter, one of the best artists in America, from
a design of our own, taken partly from a bass relief, by Hein-
rick. In the centre is a figure of the Goddess of Art, protect-

ing Sculpture, Painting, and Photography—the latter being in

its infancy, she carries in her arms. In one corner of the entab-
lature, over these figures, is a very excellent portrait of Da-
guerre—and, in the opposite corner, another, equally good, of

Niepce. At the base of one of the columns, supporting the arch
and entablature, are the emblems of painting—and, at the base
of the other, those of Photography. The columns are intended
to represent America perpetuating the fame of the great disco-

verer of the Photographic Art.

— Our intention to further illustrate our Journal this month
has been frustrated by the non-arrival of the engravings; but,

hereafter, we shall increase its attractions by from three to five

exquisite engravings by London artists. We are also making pre-

parations to give, with each number, from and after January 1st,

1856, a Photographic steel engraving, provided the increase of

our subscription list, during the present year, will enable us to

do so.

— Those brothers of Louisville, Kentucky, must let us hear
from them soon, according to promise, or we do not know what
indiscretion we may be guilty of. We have a claim upon them in

the plantation of memory, that reminds us of something more
valuable than dollars and cents— (for fear others may miscon-
strue our language, we will say they are free of our ledger)

—

and, like bad coffee, it must be settled. We have a special

liking for those who blow their own trumpets (now we do not
mean by that that you are gasy) so exquisitely and gracefully,

and wish to listen to their music often.

A Master Piece Out-Done.—We have lately supposed Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral was the Ultima Thule in its line, and that noth-
ing had been or would be invented which could surpass it in its

fine points of excellence as medicine. But we are confidently

assured by those competent to judge on the subject, that Dr.
Ayer's new Pills excel in high medical artistry even that widely
celebrated embodiment of his skill. He has succeeded in making
them not only pleasant to take, but powerful to cure the large
class of complaints which require a purgative remedy.

—

Lancas-
ter Argus, Ky.
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From the London Art-Journal.

SCIENCE IN 1S54, AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE ARTS.

e are drawing towards the close of

a year which will be of especial

note in the history of Europe.

—

After a peace of prolonged dura-

tion, during which commerce has

improved and extended the bounds
of civilization, and manufacture

has greatly increased the utilities

and the luxuries of life, the disso-

nant sounds of war have broken

upon us, and all the evils which
follow in its train arise threaten-

ingly around us. Art and science

equally demand that attention which the undisturbed serenity

of peaceful times can alone insure. It is true the poet and the

painter may study humanity in its excited forms, and thus pro-

duce images of superior grandeur, or of a more exciting charac-

ter; the mechanical, the almost microscopical examination by

which the secrets of nature are disclosed, cannot, however, be

pursued under the excitement of a troubled period, such as that

which closes 1854.

It is interesting, therefore, to examine the position in which

we stand, to make a record of those applications of science which

have advanced our Arts and manufactures, and of discoveries

which promise to do so. Looking back through the year, we
scarcely find any one thing standing forth more prominently

than another, as showing any great advance in science. Numer-
ous small matters meet our view, of considerable importance in

the aggi'egate, but not individually of much moment. Both
abroad and at home the men of science would appear to have

been reposing. The astronomers have been adding to the num-
ber of the smaller planets, but these discoveries are so numerous
that they cease to interest us. Our own Astronomer Royal has

been repeating at the bottom of a coal mine, with success, some
experiments tried more than twenty years since in the depth of

a copper mine, with failure, which are to determine the exact

weight of the earth. Some eminent mechanical philosophers

have been pursuing curious trains of research; Foucault has

been rendering the diurnal motion of the earth visible, by means
of an instrument which would stand on the table of our draw-
ing-room, a fact, indeed, which may, to some extent, be illustrated

by the common humming-top; since it is a law, that the axis of

any body in rapid rotation, remains fixed and immovable, even

when the surface upon which it spins may be moving onward.
Researches, too, of a delicate nature have been pursued on the

influences of gravitation on the forms of bodies, and some on
those remarkable powers by which the particles of bodies are

held together, and which we are accustomed to group under the

general term of cohesive attraction.

The electricians have not been idle: many of the laws of mag-
netism have been more satisfactorily demonstrated, and the de-

pendence of the earth's magnetism on the solar radiations

brought more closely to the proof. At the recent meeting of

the British Association at Liverpool, some important papers

were read on the magnetism of ships' compasses, and many dis-

cussions ensued which cannot fail to be of value, as directing at-

tention to the probable causes of many shipwrecks, the loss of

much valuable property, and the sacrifice of the lives of hun-

dreds. Electricity has had numerous applications to purposes

of the greatest utility,—the electric telegraph, electrotype, and
blasting by electricity, being the most remarkable. M. Bec-

querel has been long pursuing his investigations, with a view to

apply this subtile agent to the treatment of metallic ores, more
particularly the gold and silver ores requiring the use of mer-

cury. Becquerel now proposes to convert the metal in the ores

into chlorides, which are to be dissolved in an alkaline chloride.

The voltaic-battery is now brought into action, and the result is

the precipitation of the metal as in the electrotype process. The
economy of this process is a problem requiring experiments on

VOL. VIII., NO. II. 5

a large scale for its solution. We learn that M. Deville is still

pursuing his experiments on aluminium, and we have seen a state-

ment to the effect that he has laid before the Academy of

Sciences, sheets, ingots, and medals of this new metal. Our
readers may remember that this metal aluminium is said to pos-

sess some remarkable properties, which will render it very valu-

able ; it is of a silvery whiteness and brilliancy, and it resists the

action of the atmosphere much more strongly than silver does;

the silver tarnishing where the aluminium remains bright.

Much doubt has been expressed in this country, many chemists

having repeated M. Deville's experiment without obtaining any

results corresponding with those which have been published.

Amongst the most promising of the mechanical applications

of electricity, we must notice M. Bonelli's electro-magnetic weav-

ing machine. This machine is intended to supercede the Jac-

quard loom, and it is stated that patterns of the most elaborate

character can be easily woven by it. Cards are not used in the

electro-magnetic machine, but electro-magnetic bars, arranged

in sets according to the pattern. When connexion is made
with the voltaic battery, or when it is broken, these bars move.

Being thus under the direction of the weaver, he is enabled with

much facility to arrange the positions of the threads necessary

to the production of the pattern. We hear that models of this

invention are shortly to be exhibited in action in London.

In physical optics many important discoveries have been

made. M. Duboscq has shown some of his interesting experi-

ments at the Polytechnic Institution. They consist of new
methods of exhibiting remarkable optical effects, although in-

volving still some new consideration on the laws which regu-

late the chromatic phenomenon of light. The illuminated cas-

cade has become a permanent source of attraction at the popu-

lar institution named.
It may be in the memory of many of our readers that Signor

Abate, of Naples, exhibited at the Great Exhibition specimens

of what he called metalliography, which we described at the

time. He has now brought forward a new process which he

calls thermography (a name by the way which has been already

applied to a process of obtaining copies of pictures published

several years since). This process of Abcte's is a kind of nature

printing, which however he has applied, as yet, merely to obtain

copies of wood. As far as we can gather, the process consists

in washing the surface of the wood, which it is desired to copy,

with some acid, which is then, in great part, removed, leaving

merely a slight moisture on the wood. By pressure an impres-

sion is then taken on paper, linen, or on another block of wood.

These impressions are invisible until the impressed surface has

been warmed, when it appears with great distinctness. We
must confess we do not see the rationale of the process, but if

as successfully and as easily carried out as it is stated to be, the

discovery will be of much value in the many branches of decora-

tive Art.

Photography has been making steady advances, and many re-

markable productions have been examined by us. We do not

learn of any especial novelty in any of the processes now in use,

but improvements in the manipulatory details have been numer-

ous. The perfection of photography will be best understood by

a statement of some of the results obtained. The degree of sen-

sibility which has been attained, led to the idea of employing

the collodion process for the purpose of obtaining impressions of

the moon's surface. Telescopic examination had made us ac-

quainted with the fact that the surface of our satellite was cov-

ered with deep valleys and towering mountains. Drawings of

these have been made with very great accuracy; but by obtain-

ing photographic pictures a register of the movement of every

shadow would be obtained, and thus the actual elevation of the

lunar mountains correctly determined, and many other uncertain

points set at rest. Dr. Robinson pursued some experiments

with Lord Rosse's large telescope, but in these he was not

eminently successful. It has been stated that Signor Rondini

had. indeed, obtained photographic images of the nebula in the

constellation of Orion: this is a mistake. Rondini drew the

nebula which he was investigating, and used, successfully, the

photographic process to transfer this drawing to a lithographic
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stone, from which a great number of copies were printed and

circulated. The British Association lias devoted a portion of

its funds to the purpose, and Professor John Phillips, having

erected a telescope with an equatorial mounting, found that he

was enabled to obtain good images, and at the meeting of the

Association at Hull, he exhibited several pictures of the lunar

surface, printed by her own light. Mr. De la Rue has also been

eminently successful in obtaining lunar photographs. Messrs.

Hartnup and Towson of Liverpool, have, however, done more
than many others, and they were enabled at the recent meeting

of the British Association at Liverpool, to exhibit images of the

moon's surface magnified to the diameter of sixteen or eighteen

feet. Their impressions were obtained upon collodion plates:

the images were singularly perfect.

The Rev. J. B. Reade has been directing his attention to this

subject, and as his paper communicated to the Physical section

of the British Association at Liverpool, contains much valuable

matter, we reprint a portion of it. In allusion to some of the

earlier attempts to photograph the moon, he writes:

—

" Mr. Whipple exhibited, in the United States department of

the Great Exhibition in 1851, a daguerreotype of the moon,
which received the highest commendation, as being one of the

most satisfactory attempts which had been made to realize by a

photographic process the telescopic appearance of a heavenly

body, and thus to commeuce a new era in astronomical repre-

sentation." The original picture was faint, but, upon being-

copied by Professor Piozzi Smyth, the Astronomer-Royal of

Edinburgh, many very remarkable details were brought out.
" The tones of grey and yellow which mark the action of the

moon become, when handled by the sun (by throwing strong

sunlight on the plate to be copied) fine contrasts of black and
white. The mountain chain round the portion of the Mare Im-
brium is finely given in the copy. * * * The well-known
ray of light from Menelaus passing through the centre of the

Mare Screnitatus, as well as the shadows in some of the cra-

ters,"—was well shown in the daguerreotype copy. The largest

copy which has yet been made of the lunar surface was obtained

by Mr. Reade himself, by the use of the Rev. Mr. Craig's great
telescope on Wandsworth Common ; this Mr, Reade thus de-

scribes:

" The more important drawing is a large positive picture of

the full moon, nearly nine inches in diameter, and therefore on
a scale of two hundred and fifty miles to the inch, of which the
negative was taken on the 6th of September in the focus of the
'Craig Telescope' at Wandsworth, whose diameter is twenty-
four inches, and focal length seventy-seven feet; and when I

state that it is the first attempt, it will be received, notwith-
standing certain imperfections of manipulation, which are not
concealed by artificial tinting, as a step in the right direction.

All the more important features of the moon's surface will be
discovered by those who are familiar with their telescopic ap-
pearance. We find with distinctness the Blare Crisium with
the bright surrounding country which separates it from the Mare
Feecunditatis and Mare Franguilletatis to the south and west,

the Crater Menelaus with the ray already spoken of, the semi-
circular ridge round the Mare Tmbrium, and the unreflcctive

crater Plato at its most west extremity. On the western side

we have the bright Aristarchus, Kepler, Copernicus and Tycho,
with the streams of melted lava extending over the southern
hemisphere; but owing to the phase of full moon, the craters
and mountains are now relieved by shadows. The time of ex-
posure of the collodion negative was thirty-five seconds, but it is

evident that Tychn and the brighter portions are overworked."
When this gigantic instrument shall be perfected—and we learn
with much satisfaction that Mr. Craig has resolved on having
the object-glasses reground, and the error of curvature which
now militates against the advantageous use of this instrument
corrected—what may we not expect from it. The moon and
even the nearest of the fixed stars may paint their own pictures
on our photographic tablets. Mr. Reade and Dr. Diamond
have made some experiments on the sun with the same large
telescope, and they have succeeded in obtaining an image ex-
hibiting the mottled surface of that great luminary by an instan-

taneous exposure, but this was found to be impressed upon a

plate by far too sensitive for this operation. When we secure

an equable motion of the instrument, and adjust our prepared

plates or paper to the required conditions, we may hope to ob-

tain accurate registers of the formation of the dark spots, their

movements, representations, and all the great visible physical

phenomena which appear to be constantly occurring on the sur-

face of the source of light and heat.

At the recent meetinc; of the British Association there were
several communications connected with this beautiful Art.

—

Messrs. Knight of Foster Lane, exhibited and described an im-

provement in the stereoscope lens, which may lead to its adop-

tion for the exhibition of cosmoramic views. Dr. Scoresby ad-

vanced some views on the phenomena of vision, which he appear-

ed disposed to refer to the production of photographic impres-

sions on the retina. This view was however put forth in a very

philosophical manner by Sir John Herschel in one of his com-

munications to the Royal Society. Professor Dove of Berlin,

who has devoted much attention to the stereoscope, also made
a communication on this very interesting subject.

Such appear to be the more important points of investigation

in the physical sciences, which have been brought forward dur-

ing the present year, and which come within the limits of the

Art Journal.

Chemistry has been steadily aiding the manufacturer in eco-

nomising waste products, and in reducing the time necessary for

various processes. We have carefully examined all the publica-

tions of the scientific societies of Europe for this year, and we
cannot detect any one discovery of importance in connection

with the Arts or manufactures. Men appear to have been en-

gaged in endeavors to apply the knowledge already possessed to

useful purposes, rather than in any branch of original re-

search. We find, however, that our chemists are actively en-

gaged in improving our destructive compounds for the purposes

of the war. Success in this direction may possibly render war

so terrible that few will like to play the sanguinary game, and

thus the chemist may do more to attain the objects of the Peace

Society than will be achieved by the distribution of tracts, or the

the delivery of lectures, however impressive these may be.

In turning to natural history we find no especial matter of

record which concerns us. At the Bristol Association Mr.

Archer made a communication on Indian rubber, which, as cor-

recting an error, we copy.

The ordinary opinion, which had been copied from book to

book, that the black color of caoutchouc was owing to the bot-

tles and other forms of the material being dried by the natives

in the chimneys of their dwellings, is incorrect; for caoutchouc

has a peculiar property, by which light acts upon it very pow-

erfully, and produces the black color. In proof of this Mr.

Archer exhibited specimens of liquid India rubber in white glass

bottles. This liquid has been imported for the purpose of try-

ing experiments as to its power of receiving brilliant colors, and

it had evidently received an addition of some liquid ammonia,

probably for the purpose of preserving its liquidity and prevent-

ing decomposition. In color and consistency the liquid caout-

chouc resembles milk; but two small portions in white glass bot-

tles had by the action of light become jet black next the glass,

whilst the interior whiteness and liquidity are unimpaired;

whereas, a similar sample of the material in a green glass bot-

tle retained its original character. Mr. Archer thought this

peculiar susceptibility to the action of light was well worthy of

notice. Another paper of much value by Mr. Archer was on

some materials for making paper. In this he stated that all

materials from the Eastlndies, except cotton wool, were desti-

tute of that roughness of surface required to form a tenacious

pulp; when broken up, they resemble straw rather than the fine

woolly fibre of linen rags.
* There was the china grass, plantain

fibre, jute fibre, the fibre of the paper mulberry, and the aloe

fibre. These and other fibres had been examined and they ap-

peared perfectly smooth hair-like tubes. Instead of going to

the East Indies for material for paper Mr. Archer suggested

that we should go to South America, where there grew in great

abundance trees of the class Thvmelacte, and which were nearly
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allied to the Lace bark. These and the palms appeared to offer

a material of the utmost value to the paper maker. The bark

of our own osiers, when stripped off by the basket-makers, would
also yield an excellent material.

We have been writing recently on paper manufactured from

straw, it is of fine quality, has much strength, and it can be sold

at S^d. a quire. We were glad to add these few facts, in ad-

dition to those which we have already recorded in connection

with what we have written on paper and India rubber.

In this hasty review of the science of the year 1854, we have

studiously avoided all those matters of abstract science, which,

although of the highest importance, have scarcely yet escaped

from the regions of purely speculative philosophy.

CHEMISTRY OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ART.*

Chapter. I.

EQUIVALENT NUMBERS CONTINUED.

Cyanic acid 43
Cyanide of Potassium 65

Silver 134

Cyanogen 26

Ether 31

Ferricyanide of potassium 330
Ferrocyanide " 211
Ferrocyanide acid 108

Fluoride of Ammonia 31

Bromine 92

Calcium 39

Potassium 58

Sodium 42
Fluoric acid 11

Fluorine 16

Formic acid 46
Gallic acid (crystallized) 85

Hodrobromic acid 81

Hydrochloric acid 36

Hydrocyanic acid 21

Hydrofluoric acid 20

Hydriodate of ammonia 145

Hydrobromic acid 16

Hydriodic acid 128

Hydrosulphuric acid 11

Hyponitric acid 46

Hyposulphate of soda 124
Hyposulphite of soda 88

Hyposulphuric acid 12

Hyposulphurous acid 48

Iodate of ammonia 193

Iodic acid 116

Iodide of ammonia 145

Iodide of bromine 199

Iodide of iron 436
Iodide of potassium 166

Iodide of silver 235

Iodide of sodium 150

Iron (protoxide of) 36
" (sesquioxide of) 80
" " hydrated 101

Lime (hydrate) 31

Malic acid 61

Manganate of potassa 99

Milk (sugar of) 360
Muriate of ammonia 54

Muriatic acid 31

Naptha 42

Nickel (oxide of) 38

Nitrate of ammonia 89

baryta 131
" copper 94

lead 166

* Continued from page 3, vol. viii., No. 1.

m

Nitrate of mercury 333
" and ammonia 395

nickel 146
" potassa 104
" silver 110
" soda 85
" strontia 106
" zinc 94

Nitric acid 54
Nitrous acid 46
Oxide of aluminum 18

barium (baryta) 18
" bismuth 80
" copper 12

gold (per) 216
iron (protoxide) 36

" lead 112

I
" silver 116
" zinc 42

Phosphate of potassa 119
"

silver 181
" soda 102

Phosphuric acid 28
Phosphuretted hydrogen 13
Potassium 40
Potassa (hydrate) 56
Potassa 41
Proto-chloride of iodine (liquid) 162
Pyrogallic acid 63
Silver 110
Soda 31
Stannate of potassa 149
Starch 162
Sub-chloride of copper 99
Succinate of ammonia (acid) 85
Succinate sesqueoxide of iron 230
Succinate of potassa 98
Succinic acid (crystallized) 54
Sugar Hi
Sulphate of ammonia 51
Sulphite of sesquioxide of chromium and ammonia 480
Sulphate of sesquioxide of cromium and potassa 501
Sulphate of cobalt and ammonia 191
Sulphate of copper 125
Sulphate of iron (green vitriol) 139
Sulphate of iron and ammonia 482
Sulphate of iron and potassa 503
Sulphate of nickel 141

potassa (neutral) 81
soda (neutral) 11

Sulphite of potassa 91
Sulphuretted hydrogen 11
Sulphuric acid 49
Sulphurous acid 32
Tannic acid 42
Tartrate of ammonia (acid) 161

(neutral) 101
Tartrate of potassa (acid) 1 88

" (neutral) 113
Tartaric acid 15
Turpentine 34
Uric acid 84
Water 9

Wax 91
Zinc 34

NOMENCLATURE.

The study of chemistry has been greatly facilitated by the in-

troduction of the system of nomenclature. By the use of syste-

matic names, expressive of the constitution of substances, the recol-

lection of the name will call to mind the constitution, while, on the

other hand, if there be any difficulty in remembering names, the
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constitution will at once show what the name must be. Hence,
although compounds are very numerous, the student can have no
difficulty in remembering their names and constitution, for the

one necessarily suggests the other.

The present nomenclature was introduced in lT87bythe
French chemists, but it has since undergone a few slight changes,

relieving it of the fanciful names then introduced, many of which
were often applied to different substances.

The names of elementary substances remain unaltered, and
those that are of recent discovery have received names expres-

sive of some obvious property.

The names of acid compounds have a peculiar construction

;

those formed by combination of oxygen with other substances,

including a large majority of the whole number, take the name
of the other substance—which is called the base—changing its

termination. If there be two oxygen acids formed with the

same substance, the stronger, which contains most oxygen, takes

the termination of ic, and the weaker ous. In the case of more
numerous acid compounds, the prefix hypo, signifies inferiority,

as in the combination of oxygen with sulphur, indicated by the
following table, beginning with the stronger and ending with
the weaker:

Sulphuric acid,

Hypo-sulphuric acid,

Sulphurous acid,

Hypo-sulphurous acid.

Sometimes the prefix per is used to indicate an additional, but in-

definite quantity of oxygen. Thus, perchloric acid contains more
oxygen than chloric acid.

Acids which do not contain oxygen, receive names which are
names compounded of the names of their' constituents, the first

enunciated terminating in o, and the last in ic; as chloro-carbonic

acid, often the first is shortened, as Jluo-horlc instead of fluro-

boric; this is the case with the hydrogen acids, as hydrochloric

acid, hyposulphuric acid.

In such primary compounds as are not acids, the names are
composed of the names of their constituents. In the compounds
of oxygen, chlorine, iodine, bromine and fluorine, with other
substances, they are first enunciated and receive the termination
ide, as oxide of iron, chloride of gold, iodide of mercury, bromide of
lime, fluoride of zinc. In their compounds with each other, the
order of enunciation is not essential, although it is commonly
that in which they are above mentioned; thus we may say chlo-

ride of bromine, or bromide of chlorine, but the former is more
common.

Compounds of the other non-metalic substances with each
other and with the metals, receive names of similar construction,
except that the termination uret takes the place of ide; as car-

buret of iron, sulphuret of zinc.

In many instances one substance unites with another in seve-
ral proportions, and the compounds are designated by numeral
prefixes: proto the first, bi the second, ter the third, quedro the
fourth, &c; per being the highest degree, but indefinite; scsqui

signifies one and a half. If, however, the last terminated sub-
stance or base, be in two or more proportions, the dividing pre-
fixes, di, tri, &c, are used; subscsqui indicates one and a half of
the base.

The following table shows all the cases of the use of numerical
prefixes:

Triphosphuret of Copper= 1 cquiv. phosphorus and 3 equiv. of

copper.

Dinoxide of Copper= 1 cquiv. oxygen and 2 equiv. of copper.
Subsesqui-phosphuret of Copper = 1 cquiv. of phosphorus and

\\ equiv. ot copper.

Protoxide of Copper= 1 equiv. of oxygen and 1 equiv. of cop-
per.

Sesquioxide of Manganese= 1| equiv. of oxygen, and 1 equiv.
of manganese.

Binoxide of Manganese= 2 equiv. of oxygen and 1 cquiv. of
manganese.

Teriodide of Nitrogen = 3 equiv. of iodine and 1 equiv. of ni-

trogen.

Quadrochloride of Nitrogen= 4 equiv. of chlorine and 1 equiv.

of nitrogen.

Peroxide of Iron = iron in the highest degree of oxidation.

Many metals, whose name terminates in urn, merely change
ium, or urn into a, to indicate the state of protoxide. Thus,

potassa, protoxide of potassium; lithia, protoxide of lithium.

The protoxide of calcium has long been known by the name of

lime.

Alloys, or compounds of metals with each other, not being

yet reduced to the laws of definite proportions, have no syste-

matic names.

Some primary compounds, whose combinations are analogous

to those of simple substances, receive simple names, which, in

composition, receive the termination uret, and follow the rules

above given. . These are ammonia and cyanogen. Another pri-

mary compound,' wafer, forms compounds which are called hy-

drates, as hydrate of lime.

Secondary compounds, or salts, are formed by the combination

of acids with other primary compounds, which are called, in re-

ference to them, bases. The name of a salt is composed of the

names of the acid and base. If the name of the acid have a ter-

mination ic, it is changed into ate; ous is changed into ite. Nu-
meral prefixes are used according to the rules which have been

given—as dinitrate of the protoxide of lead, 1 equiv. nitric acid

and 2 equiv. protoxide of lead; protonitr ate of mercury, 1 equiv.

nitric acid and 1 equiv. protoxide of mercury.

As the acids never unite with the metals directly, but gene-

rally with their oxides, and sometimes with other compounds, in

the case of the oxides, the name is abbreviated; thus, by proto-

nitrate of mercury is always understood protonitrate of the pro-

toxide of mercury. Also the prefix proto is understood, and we
say nitrate of mercury. There are many secondary compounds,
little known, however, except to chemists, called sulphur salts

and haloid salts, whose nomenclature follows the rules of prima-

ry compounds which are not acid.

NOTATION.

The notation, or symbolical system of writing the names of

chemical substances enables the chemist to abreviate considera-

bly the longest words, and adds greatly, in connection with the

system of equivalents, to assist the study of this branch of the

sciences. By its use long and intricate processes are exhibited

to the eye at a glance, and the relations of the constituents in

complicated compounds easily comprehended. Each element is

represented by a symbol consisting of its initial, or, in case of

two or more, which have the same initial, of the initial and one

of the following letters, as O for oxygen, CI for chlorine, P for

phosphorus, Pt for platinum In the cases of potassium, sodi-

um, tin, iron, and several others, the symbols are derived from

the Latin names.

The symbols of compounds are composed of the symbols of

their constituents, algebraically connected, thus: Fe^cCl, iron

added to chlorine, forming chloride of iron. In primary com-

pounds the sign -f- is often omitted. Coeficieuts are used to

show the number of equivalents; thus N+40; or N+Cl 4
,
quad-

rochloride of nitrogen—4 equiv. of chlorine and 1 of nitrogen.

Cyanogen, ammonia, and water, although compounds, have

simple symbols like the elements ;
thus we have Cy. instead of

NC 2
, ammonia Am for H 2 N, and Ag (aqua) for HO.

The following are the principal substances used in Photogra-

phy with their symbols:

I. SIMPLE SUBSTANCES.

Aluminum,
Antimony,
Arsenic,

Bromine,

Carbon,
Chromium
Copper (Cuprum),
Gold (Aurum),
Iodine,

Lead (Plumbum),
Mangauese,

Al. | Barium, Ba.

Sb.i Bismuth, Bi.

As. Boron, B.

Br. Calcium, Ca.

C. Chlorine, CI.

Cr. Cobalt, Co.

Cu.i Fluorine, F.

An.
|

Hydrogen, H.
I. ! Iron (Ferrum) Fe.

Pb.
|

Magnesium, Mg.
Mn.

I
Mercury (Hydrargyum), Hg.

9
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Molybdeum, Mo.
Nitrogen, N.
Phosphorus, P.

Potassium (Kalium), K.
Silver (Argentum), Ag.
Strontium, Sr.

Tin (Stannum), Su.

Zinc, Zn.

Nickel, Ni
Oxygen,
Platinum, Pt
Selenium, Se
Sodium

{
Natrium), Na

Sulphur, S
Uranium, U

THE TALBOT PATENT.

"We are indebted to Mr. Mayall, of London, for an early copy

of the Times, containing the following report of the suit between

Mr. Fox Talbot and Mr. Laroche, for an alleclged infringe-

ment of the former gentleman's patent, known as the Talbotype.

It will be seen that the verdict was against the plaintiff. This

settles the question here as well as in England. Mr. Mayall

has our thanks for his favor.

COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, Guildhall, Dec. 21.

''Before Lord Chief Justice Jervis and a, Special Jury.)

Talbot vs. Laroche.

This action, for the infringement of the patent known as the

Talbotype was commenced on Monday morning, and brought to

a close this afternoon.

Sir F. Thesiger, Mr. Grove, and Mr. Field were counsel for

the plaintiff, and Mr. Serjeant Byles, Mr. Willes, and Mr. Han-
nen for the defendant.

It appeared that the plaintiff, who is a gentleman of proper-

ty, residing at Lacock Abbey, in Wiltshire, has for years devo-

ted himself to science, and, knowing that Sir H. Davy and

Wedgwood had, in 1802, produced the representation of objects

on paper by means of sunlight, although they were unable to fix

them permanently, had instituted a series of experiments, which

resulted in his taking out a patent for what he termed "calo-

type," although it has since been named " Talbotype," out of

compliment to the inventor. He read a paper on the subject to

the Royal Society in 1840, and exhibited in 1841 portraits taken

by his process in Paris, where the system of Daguerre was then

making progress. He took out his patent later in that year, and

received the Rumford medal for his invention in 1842. Mr.
Talbot has since, by means of letters published in the Times,

given the benefit of his invention to the public at large, reserv-

ing to himself, however, the right of taking portraits for the

purpose of sale—a right which he has exercised by granting li-

cences to many persons to use that branch of art. The specifi-

cation of the patent was shortly as follows;
—"The first part is

a method of making paper extremely sensitive to the rays of

light. I select the best writing paper ; I dissolve one hundred
grains of crystallized nitrate of silver in six ounces of water; I

wash one side of the paper with this solution ; I dry the paper,

next I dip it in a solution of iodide of potassium. I then dip it

in water, and dry it lightly with blotting paper. The paper,

thus far prepared, may be called iodized paper. When wanted
for use, I take a sheet of iodized paper, and wash it with gallo-

nitrate of silver, which is made by dissolving nitrate of silver

with water and acetic acid, and adding to the whole an equal

quantity of gallic acid. The paper, thus prepared, is placect in

a camera obscura, so as to receive the image formed in the focus

of the lens. If the object is bright or the time long enough, a
sensible image is perceived upon the paper when it is withdrawn,

but when the time is short or the object dim no image is visible

on the paper, which is nevertheless impressed with an invisible

image, which I have discovered the means of causing to become
visible. I wash the paper with gallo-nitrate of silver, and then

hold it before the fire, and in a short time the image appears.

Those parts of the paper on which the light has acted most be-

come brown or black. In order to fix the picture I wash it

with bromide of potassium. The picture thus obtained will be

reversed with respect to natural objects, but it is easy to obtain

5*

one conformable to nature by taking a second sheet of calotype

paper and placing it in contact with the first; a board is put

beneath them and glass above, the whole is pressed together by

screws, and, being then placed in the daylight for a short time,

a copy is formed on the second sheet. The second sheet is

equally good if common photographic paper is used. I claim,

first, the employing gallic acid or tincture of galls in conjunc-

tion with a solution of silver, to render paper which has received

a previous preparation more sensitive to the action of light;

secondly, the making visible Photographic images upon paper,

and the strengthening such images when faintly visible by wash-

ing them with liquids which act upon those parts which have

been previously acted on by light; thirdly, the obtaining por-

traits from the life by Photographic means upon paper; fourth-

ly, the employing bromide of potassium for fixing the images."

This patent has been followed by three other patents taken out

by the plaintiff in order to secure certain improvements in the

process. The action was brought because the defendant, who
is a Photographic artist on the collodion system, has, by means
of that system, infringed the plaintiff's first patent.

Professor Miller, Mr. Brande, Mr. Hoffman, Mr. Medlock,

Mr. Crookes, Mr. Maskelyne, and other scientific gentlemen,

were examined in support of the plaintiff's case, to show that

the collodion process, although in some respects different, is es-

sentially an imitation of the Talbotype process, and, even in the

most favorable view of the defendant's case, can only be con-

sidered as a further improvement on the plaintiff's process.

They insisted that collodion was used only as a medium in the

place of the plaintiff's prepared paper, and had no Photographic

power per se, and also that the pyrogallic acid employed by the

defendant was simply more rapid in its process thau the gallic

acid of the plaintiff.

The defendant rested his case on two grounds—first, that the

plaintiff's invention was not new, as the process had been dis-

covered and commnicated to the public in 1839 by the Rev. J.

B. Reade; and next, that the collodion process was altogether

different from the Talbotype, and therefore no infringement of

the patent. The Rev. J. B. Reade, who is now vicar of Stone,

near Aylesbury, was examined, and gave evidence that when he
lived at Peckham he had, in the course of experiments, discov-

ered two processes for obtaining sun pictures. He knew that

Sir H. Davy had stated that leather was more sensitive to light

than paper, and he therefore by means of chloride of silver with
an infusion of galls obtained an image which he fixed with hypo-

sulphate of soda. By these means he produced the picture of a

magnified flea and other objects which he exhibited at a soiree

given in 1839 by the late Marquis of Northampton to the Royal
Society. Mr. Reade, by his second process, used cards glazed

with carbonate of lead; he washed these cards with acetic or

muriatic acid, and then floated them in iodide of potassium, so

as to produce an iodide of lead. He next washed the surface of

the card with nitrate of silver, and obtained the image by super-

position, while he washed it with an infusion of galls. The effect

of the sunlight was immediately to blacken the cards. He fixed

the image in the same way that he used in the first process.

He was once surprised to find that a figure was brought out

after the paper had been momentarily exposed to the light, but

he had no idea of the mode of developing the invisible image
until he read the account of Mr. Talbot's discoveries. Mr. Reade
communicated the results of his experiments in a letter to Mr.
Brailey, who read the letter at two lectures given by him in

1839 on Photography; but the letter made no mention of the

use of iodide of potassium in the experiment of the glazed cards.

The second ground of defence was, that the collodion process

is essentially different from the Talbotype. The collodion pro-

cess was discovered in 1851 by Mr. Archer, and is as follows:

take the collodion of commerce, which is gun-cotton and ether,

mix it in certain proportions either with iodide of potassium, of

ammonia, or of cadmium, pour the mixture on a glass, where it

forms a film, immerse the film in a bath of nitrate of silver, and
then place it in the camera; when withdrawn develope it by
pyrogallic acid, or protosulphate of iron, or protonitrate of iron,

and finally fix the image with hypo-sulphite of soda. The image
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thus obtained is an amphitype, it appears negative, but becomes

positive if anything black is placed on the back of the film, so

that it is either negative or positive according to the transmis-

sion of light. The negative image likewise produces a positive

when transferred to prepared paper.

Dr. Normandy, Dr. Stenhouse, Mr. R. Hunt, Mr. Heisch, Mr.

T. Taylor, Mr. Thoruthwaite, Mr. Elliott, and other scientific

persons, gave evidence that collodion possessed unknown Photo-

graphic properties, aud that pyrogalliq acid was more highly

sensitive and rapid in its action, aud was in many respects differ-

ent from gallic acid; indeed, some of the witnesses gave their

opinion that pyrogallic acid was a misnomer, aud that the sub-

stance was no acid at all. As a proof of the instantaneous ac-

tion of the collodion process, portraits of animals taken when in

the act of motion were shown iu court, and also beautiful views

of Elsinore, and the Three Crown Battery at Copenhagen, taken

on board of Her Majesty's ship Calliope when passing those

places at the rate of eleven knots an hour. The plaintiff like-

wise produced many views takeu by the Talbotypc process, and

one, not excelled by any in court, of Laycock Abbey, taken in

the year 1842.

The Chief Justice summed up with remarkable clearness and

precision. He pointed out that the plaintiff had made discove-

ries in the Photographic art, had communicated those discove-

ries to the Royal Society, and had therefore given the benefit of

them to the world, but he had afterwards taken out a patent

for new and fresh inventions, which he described in his specifi-

cation. In the first part, however, of that document, he de-

scribed the method of making iodized paper, but did not claim

it as a part of the invention. The specification then showed
how to make that iodized paper more sensitive by washing it in

gallouitrite of silver, which was made by a mixture of nitrate of

silver and acetic acid with gallic acid. He claimed, then, first,

the employment of gallo-nitrate of silver on iodized paper; sec-

ondly, the use of gallo-nitrate of silver, or au equivalent, for the

purpose of developing aud strengthening the Photographic

image; and, thirdly, the obtaining portraits from the life by the

previously described means. The fourth claim was not in dis-

pute between the parties. His Lordship stated that the first

question for the jury was whether Mr. Reade had previously dis-

covered and published any material part of the claims set up in

the patent. Mr. Reade's first process employed chloride of silver,

and not nitrate of silver, and was therefore different from the

plaintiff's discovery. His other process, however, with the glazed

cards was, in reality, identically the same with the plaintiff's, as

regarded the method of preparation for giving sensitiveness;

gallo-nitrate of silver was employed iu both. But Mr. Reade
had not mentioned in his letter the use of iodide of potassium, so

that in that respect, whether he had used it or not, his descrip-

tion of the method was different from that employed by the

plaintiff, who used iodized paper. The letter therefore only

proved that Mr. Reade was aware that the combination of ni-

trate of silver with gallic acid as a sensitive agent, and the pub-

lication of the letter by Mr. Brailey's lectures could not carry

that part of the case further. The second question for the jury

was as to the infringement by the defendant, aud on this point

his Lordship remarked that the wonderful discovery of the latent

image was entirely due to Mr. Talbot, who had that high merit.

It was the foundation of all that followed, but it was not the

subject of a patent, as from its nature it could not be so. With
regard to the collodion process, when the collodion was put into

the camera it contained iodide aud nitrate of silver, but no gallic

acid—a material which was essential to the plaintiff's process.

It followed, therefore, that there must be something of a highly

sensitive character in collodion equivalent to gallant acid, and
as yet unknown. Another point of the second question was
whether, after the respective substances were withdrawn from
the camera, the material applied by the defendant was the same,

or a ehymical equivalent with that employed by the plaintiff, or,

in other words, the point was whether pyrogallic acid was the

pn same or a ehymical equivalent with gallo-nitrate of silver; if il

Q was either, there was an infringement of the patent. The evi-

$} deuce had been pointed to a distinction between pyrogallic and

gallic acid, but the second claim of the specification, by using

the word " liquids," meant gallo-nitrate of silver, and therefore

this latter body must be compared with pyrogallic acid. On
the whole, the jury were to consider, as to the question of nov-

elty, did Mr. Reade kuow of the use of nitrate of silver with

gallic acid in connection with iodide of potassium, aud did he

publish such discovery before the date of the plaintiff's patent ?

And as to the question of infringement, was the use of collodion

with nitrate of silver and iodide of potassium the same with the

use of paper prepared with nitrate of silver, iodide of potassium

and gallic acid ? And, further, was pyrogallic acid the same or

a ehymical equivalent with gallo-nitrate of silver ?

The jury retired, and returned with a verdict that the plain-

tiff was the first inventor, but that there was no infringement,

thereby deciding in favor of the defendant.

From Life fllusli-ated.

PHOTOGRAPHY,—ITS RISE AND PROGRESS.*

ARTICLE TWO.

The first attempts to take photographic pictures on paper

were made by Mr. Wedgwood in 1802; but, as we before re-

marked, they were unsuccessful in consequence of his being

unable to find a fixing agent.

In our former article we followed the history of Photogra-

phy from the beginning of experiments until its final announce-

ment by Daguerre iu 1839—the time of its introduction into the

United States by Professor Morse—confining ourselves princi-

pally to the processes, or rather experiments, upon silvered plates,

now known as the Daguerreotype. This paper we propose to

devote to the processes upon paper, bringing it down also to the

time of its introduction into the United States. We shall then

pursue its history in this country up to the present day.

Mr. Wedgwood published his first account of his discovery in

the Journals of the Royal Institution in June, 1802, under the

title already mentioned. His memoirs on the subject are here

worthy of note as a matter of history, and we shall make such

extracts as will elucidate the principles of this early attempt

on paper, which, although it has been for a long time superseded

by the Daguerreotype, is now destiued to advance more rapidly

in the estimation of artists and the public, and in the end work

greater revolutious, not only in taste, but in fine-art principle,

and also render efficient aid to the sciences. It has already been

introduced effectively into the studies of the astronomer, the ge-

ologist, the botanist, the zoologist, and the entomologist—but

we shall speak of these things more fully hereafter. Mr. Wedg-
wood says:

"White paper, or white leather, moistened with a solution of

nitrate of silver, undergoes no change when kept in a dark place,

but on being exposed to the daylight it speedily changes color,

aud, after passing through different shades of gray and brown,

becomes at length nearly black. The alterations of color take

place more speedily iu proportion as the light is more intense.

In the direct beams of the suu two or three minutes are suffi-

cient to produce the full effect; iu the shade several hours are

required, aud light transmitted through different colored glasses

acts upon it with different degrees of intensity. Thus it is fouud

that red rays, or the common suubeams passed through red glass,

have very little action upon it; yellow and green are more effi-

cacious; but blue and violet lights produce the most decided

and powerful effects. Wheu the shadow of any figure is thrown

upon the prepared surface, the part coucealed by it remains

white, and the other part speedily becomes dark. * * *

After the color has been once fixed on the leather or paper, it

cannot be removed by the application of water, or water and

soap, and it is in a high degree permanent. The copy of a paint-

ing or the profile, immediately after being taken, must be kept

in an obscure place; it may, indeed, be examined in the shade,

but in this case the exposure should be only for a few minutes;

by the light of candles or lamps, as commonly employed, it is

* Continued from page 6, vol. viii., No. 1.
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not sensibly affected. No attempts that bare been made to pre-

vent the uueolored parts of the copy or profile from being acted

upon by light, have as yet been successful. They have been

coated with a thin coating of fine varnish, but this has not de-

stined their susceptibility of becoming colored; and even after

repeated washings, sufficient of the active part of the saline mat-

ter will still adhere to the white parts of the leather or paper to

cause them to become dark when exposed to the rays of the sun.

We learn from this extract the extent of English researches

up to 1832. In France M. Charles appears to have made some

advances in the production of pictures by means of light, simul-

taneously with Mr. Wedgwood; but he died without makiug his

process public.

These appear to be the only experiments on paper prior to

those of Mr. Henry Fox Talbot, a well-known natural philoso-

pher of England, commenced in 1834. From this date until

1839, Mr. Talbot states he made innumerable experiments for

the purpose of fixing the image of the camera obscura perma-

nently upon paper.

On the 31st of January, 1839, nearly six months previous to

the publication of M. Daguerre's process, Mr. Talbot's paper,

entitled " Some Account of the Art of Photogenic Drawing, or

the Process by which Natural Objects may be made to delineate

themselves without the aid of the Artist's Pencil," was read be-

fore the Royal Society, and on the 21st of February following,

the method of preparing the paper was given, and the means for

fixing the image particularly described.

From these facts it will be apparent to all that Niepce, Da-

guerre and Talbot each pursued his experiment without a knowl-

edge of the other's labors, and in each process, so different, both

were suceessful. " The results in both cases were most satisfac-

tory, and they equally rendered most important service to sci-

ence, in producing an instrument by which the mysterious phe-

nomena of light could be satisfactorily investigated; and to art,

by giving her votaries tablets upon which nature impresses her-

self in all her delicacy and decision, in all her softness and her

grandeur, and in all her richness of tone and breadth of effect."

During the period when these valuable discoveries were made,

Herschel, Hunt, Guy Lussac, and Chenard, and other philoso-

phers, had observed other very remarkable phenomena connected

with chemical properties of the solar bean, many of which led to

improvements in the art of which we treat.

As we cannot now do better than give Professor R. Hunt's

account of Mr. Talbot's processes, we shall take the liberty of

copying it, nearly entire. This will give our readers an oppor-

tunity to compare the early processes in Photographic art with

the improvements since made, and a faithful idea of its rapid

progress toward perfection.

In the Philosophical Magazine Mr. Fox Talbot published the

first account of his Photogenic experiments. This term was in-

troduced by this gentleman; and his experiments cannot be bet-

ter described than in his own words: " In order to make what

may be called ordinary photogenic paper, I select, in the first

place, paper of a good firm quality and smooth surface. I do

not know that anything answers better than superfine writing

paper. I dip it into a weak solution of common salt, and wipe

it dry, by which the salt is uniformly distributed throughout its

substance. I then spread a solution of nitrate of silver on one

surface only, and dry it at the fire. The solution should not be

saturated, but six or eight times diluted with water. When
dry, the paper is fit for use.

"I have found by experiment that there is a certain propor-

tion between the quantity of salt and that of the solution of

silver, which answers best, and gives the maximum effect. If

the strength of the salt is augmented beyond this point, the effect

diminishes, and, in certain cases, becomes exceedingly small.

" This paper, if properly made, is very useful for all photoge-

nic purposes. For example, nothing can be more perfect than

the images it gives of leaves and flowers, especially with a sum-

mer sun—the light, passing through the leaves, delineates every

ramification of their nerves.

" Now, suppose we take a sheet thus prepared, and wash it

with a saturated solution of salt, and then dry it. We shall find

(especially if the paper is kept some weeks before the trial is

made) that its sensibility is greatly diminished, and, in some
cases, seems quite extinct. But if it is again washed with a

liberal quantity of the solution of silver, it becomes again sen-

sible to light, and even more so than it was at first. In this

way, by alternately washing the paper with salt and silver, and
drying it between times, I have succeeded in increasing its sen-

sibility to the degree that is requisite for receiving the images of

the camera obscura.
" In conducting this operation, it will be found that the re-

sults are sometimes more and sometimes less satisfactory, in con-

sequence of small and accidental variations in the proportions

employed. It happens sometimes that the chloride of silver is

disposed to darken of itself without any exposure to light; this

shows that the attempt to give it sensibility has been carried

too far. The object is to approach to this condition as near as

possible without reaching it, so that the substance may be in a
state ready to yield to the slightest extraneous force, such as the

feeble impact of the violet rays when much attenuated. Having,
therefore, prepared a number of sheets of paper, with chemical
proportions sligntly different from one another, let a piece be
cut from each, and, having been duly marked or numbered, let

them be placed, side by side, in very weak diffused light for a
quarter of an hour. Then, if any one of them, as frequently

happens, exhibits a marked advantage over its competitors, I

select the paper which bears the corresponding number to be
placed in the camera obscura."

The increased sensitiveness given to paper by alternate ablu-

tions of saline and argentine washes, the striking differences of

effect produced by accidental variations of the proportions in

which the chemical ingredients are applied, and the spontaneous
change which takes place, even in the dark, on the more sensi-

tive varieties of the paper, are all subjects of great interest,

which demand further investigation than they have ever yet re-

ceived, and which, if followed out, promise some most important
explanations of chemical phenomena at present involved in un-

certainty, particularly those which appear to show the influence

of time, an element not sufficiently taken into account in over-

coming the weaker affinities. Few fields of research promise a
greater measure of reward than these ; already the art of making
sun-pictures has led to many very important physical discoveries,

but most of the phenomena are yet involved in obscurity.

( To be Continued )

Irom the London Art-Journal.

A WALK THROUGH THE STUDIOS OF ROME.
PART FOUR.

If I have delayed too long in mentioning the name of Tene-
rani— whom our own classic Gibson with characteristic

modesty pronounces as the first of modern sculptors—my
silence has arisen from a certain distrust on my own part, of

doing sufficient justice to his uncommon genius. Imaginative,

but never extravagant, original, but never mannered, he pos-

sesses the rare faculty of seizing on the most dramatic and in-

teresting moment, and portraying it with a fidelity at once true

and poetic. Exquisitely as he idealises all he touches, his sur-

passing judgment never allows conception to overstep the bounds
of truth ; it is nature still, but nature poetised, awakened and
inspired.

His works are full of sentiment, not the meretricious senti-

ment of Canova, but the pathos of deep and true feeling, appeal-

ing at once to the imagination. For a statue, however admir-

able as a work of Art, fails of its highest attribute, if a sympa-
thy earnest and reciprocal be not created by the hand of the

master between the spectator and the work he gazes on. The
more generally this sympathy appeals to the feelings of the mass,

the more universal will be the artist's success. This same re-

mark applies equally to literature. We must live, and move,
and feel, in, and through the imaginative characters traced by
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the author's cunning pen or the mimic page to experience a clue

interest in their various fates.

Tenerani's works have been elegantly compared to the scholas-

tic perfection of Virgil, while those of his master Thorwaklsen,

have been likened to the sublime inspirations of the Homeric
heroes. But this graceful homage by uo means characterises

Tenerani's chief triumph, consisting in a rare union of the sub-

limest and purest devotional feelings, constituting him par ex-

cellence the Christian sculptor, with the simple grandeur, the

dignified repose, the cold and conventional, yet often touching

expression of the Grecian School. His protean genius, so to

say Janus-faced, partakes retrospectively of the past—its cold

beauty—its grace, its impassioned classicality—when passing

with marvellous facility from one epoch to the other, he turns

from the legends of mythology, and becomes suddenly imbued
with the earnest anticipation of the future ; and like a prophet

of old, is inspired with all the faith, the love, the hope, the fer-

vor, necessary to the production of works calling up to the im-

agination the tenderest, profoundest, and most awful themes of

Christianity—a rare and most singular union of antagonistic

principles and power.

Tenerani is not known in England as he ought and deserves

to be, principally because he was one of the few great living

artists who did not contribute any work to our own Exhibition.

He is a native of Carrara, that classic city which furnishes both
men and materials moulded to the subtle Art, from the depths
of its marble bosom, its valleys actually bursting with snowy
treasures. Coming to Rome, Tenerani attracted the attention

of Thorwaklsen, then in the zenith of his colossal fame. He
became his favorite and favored pupil, conjointly undertaking

great works and sharing the profits. The celebrated monument
of Eugene Beauharnais at the Jesuits' church at Munich, was
one of these united labors; the statue of the prince executed by
Thorwaklsen, while those of History, and the Genii of Life and
Death, were the work of Tereraui. This artistic and loving-

union between two of the greatest masters of the age, continued
uninterrupted until Thorwaldsen's death, since which period

Tenerani has alone occupied the throne of foreign Art.
He has three or four large studios in and about the Piazza

Barberini, up most wonderful lanes, very dirty, as are all Roman
lanes. I can give no idea of the personal appearance of this

wonderful man, for he alone of all the Roman artists, was not
willing to do the honors of his studio, leaving me to wander
alone among his really inspired productions—and to describe

them—where shall I begin in such a labyrinth of grandeur,

beauty, poetry, and devotion! I will take them naturally as

they were grouped in the various studios, leaving my readers to

observe the characteristic difference in the treatment of the
Christian aud Pagan subjects, as markedly dissimilar as though
conceived aud executed by the hand of two great artists—yet
breathing a certain tender ideality, aud graceful poetry, that

would claim a common parentage.

Nothing is more striking or more affecting than the martyr-
dom of Eudorus and Cymodocea, a basso-rilievo originally exe-

cuted for Madame Recamier, to be presented by her to Cha-
teaubriand, as illustrating a scene in his Christian Martyrs.
The scene is the Flavian Amphitheatre ; Eudorus stands on the

arena in the centre, clasping his wife Cymodocea to his bosom.
He gazes upwards with an expression of mild, yet heroic cour-

age, the type of Christian meekness and faith. But his wife,

the loving woman, the weaker vessel, nestling in his arms, gazes
not on heaven, but on him; her beacon, her load-star, in the im-

pending gloom, seeking in those beloved eyes, strength and for-

titude for the hideous strife. What a true and earnest reading
of woman's nature lies in this thought! A fine contrast is pre-

sented to this touching group, in the robust form of the Pagan
Athlete, who is in the act of raising by a pulley, an iron grating

or portcullis from whence a fierce tiger rushes forward. The
face of Eudorus is turned from the furious beast, but with up-

raised arm he repels as with involuntary horror his approach,
while, his higher thoughts commune with heaven, seeking divine

assistance in his agony.

I need not expatiate on the splendid contrasts exhibited by

this pathetic group, which really made my very blood run cold

with mingled feelings of horror, pity, and admiration. The fig-

ure of Eudorus resplendent with a manly yet holy beauty, his

look " communing with the skies," firmly, yet meekly awaiting

the trial of his faith, his beauteous, shrinking, terrified wife,

weak, because unlike him, she seeks her strength on earth in his

dear eyes, about to be forever closed in death. The naked
Roman slave, fierce, insensible, and strong as the massive walls

around, an admirable study of the nude.

It is impossible iu a few lines to express all the suggestive

thoughts to which that sculptured poem gives rise. Raising the

dim veil of far-off centuries, it strikes one like a gush of over-

powering unearthly harmony, carrying the soul aloft to unseen

regions, where thoughts ebb and flow that find no mortal ut-

terance.

Strange and different but no less perfect, is his figure of Psy-

che swooning—that graceful myth, half imaginative, half real,

breathing the very essence of poetic religion, which has taxed

to the utmost the powers of the greatest artists, from the earliest

times to our own days. Psyche appears in all the ideal loveli-

ness befitting the mystic bride of Love, just returned from the

shades, bearing the fatal gift of Proserpine. Curiosity over-

coming every other sentiment, she has yielded like a second Eve
to temptation, and has lifted the lid of the vase, whose contents

are to restore her beauty. The fumes of the fell poison foaming

upwards, mounts into the brain, and she sinks with half-closed

eyes dying as it seems on a barren rock. Beside her lies the

vase, her delicate butterfly wings droop on her rounded girlish

form ; her head rests on one side, her small hands fall listlessly

down, every line, every feature, every curve appeals to our sym-

pathy; one feels the tears spring to one's eyes, at the image of

the lonely forsaken nymph, so fair and touching, sinking down
to die, far from her peerless love, forgotten, persecuted, despised.

Poor Psyche! what consummate genius has thy imaginary sor-

rows called forth! Some one supposes the allegory of Psyche

to symbolise the spirit of love aucl sensibility, struggling with the

stern hard spirit of the world. It is a pretty conceit, and might

lead to many graceful fancies. To attempt to describe the deli-

cacy and beauty of the modelling of that figure, its poetic love-

liness and touching expression were vain. There are sensations

to be experienced rather than expressed. There is the languor

of death about that small classical head, the darkness of a night

that knows no dawn, hovering about those closing eyelids, the

fainting weakness of terror and despair nevertheless, power-

less,

" Life's last spark that flutters and expires,"

expressed in that drooping form. Although there is a morbi.

dezza, a fainting sufferiug in the pose, expressed with such super-

human power in the cold stone, that makes one turn away and

ask, Can this be marble?

Iu these two subjects, one devoutly Christian, the other essen-

tially pagan, we have a specimen of the marvellous variety, par-

adoxical and antagonistic, in which the genius of Tenerani revels.

The Christian hero, warmed and inspired by faith, heroically

meets a hideous death; courage, resolution, and resignation are

expressed in every feature ; while the uninspired Pysche, who has

only trod " the primrose path of dalliance," of the earth and

earthly, knows not a hereafter and droops like a flower deprived

of the light of the sun.

Ycry'beautiful is Tenerani's " Flora," executed for our own
Queen, represented as a nymph of extreme youth, charmingly

beautiful, joyously advancing, like a "returning diver gleeful

with his pearls ;" her lap piled with flowers, which seem to drop

around her, she lightly skims on the ambrosial gales, shedding

forth " streams of rich distilled perfume."

The seated statue of the Princess Marie of Russia, executed

for her father, is much admired ; one arm rests on the back of

the chair, the other is lightly crossed over it, while the face and

figure arc imbued with a certain lofty modesty, aud a grand

simplicity, exceedingly well rendered. One feels the princess as

one gazes, simple and unassuming as is the pose. It may re-

mind one too much of the Agrippina to be thoroughly original,
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and perhaps for this reason I did not so cordially admire this

statue. The drapery also struck me as being unnecessarily

scanty, giving an air of poverty to the whole figure, specially as

contrasting with the ample folds enshrining the Roman Empress,

who still queens it so royally in the capitol.

Cupid extracting a Thorn from the Foot of Yenns, also a

commission from the Emperor of Russia, may perhaps be criticised

as being altogether a too servile imitation of the modern Canova
school, but it is undoubtedly a work of exquisite gracefulness.

Yenus, a statue of the life-size, reclines on the ground, extending

one arm, as though entreating the kneeling Cupid to perform his

office with a care, a hint he receives with his little upturned

saucy face, confident in his own success. The half reclining at-

titude of Yenus, her head turned in a different direction from

her figure, produces the most charmingly flowing undulating-

Hues imaginable. Perhaps the Paphian goddess is represented

a little too vividly sensible of pain, a mortal sentient feeling in-

compatible with divinity; but then those fabled gods of Greece

were in many respects not so very human, one excuses the art-

ist's concetto; especially remembering the poetical fable of

Yenus, wandering through the woods in search of her beloved

Adonis, rnakiug the leafy walks echo with her lamentations, and

in her flight wounding her fair feet with thorns, causing the

white roses to blush rosy red as she passed over them, on to

where Adonis lay slain by the cruel Mars, the goddess with

loving care turning his falling blood into a flower, the pale ane-

mone.
A large monument composed of many figures to be erected at

Ferrara, to the memory of the Marchesse Costabile, I did not

admire. It is decidedly the most inferior of all Tenerani's

works, although occupying an important position in his studio.

A sitting figure of Christ, nude to the waist, the arms extended

in benediction, is full of solemn and terrible grandeur, striking-

ly contrasted with the graceful tenderness of the artist's other

works.

Tenerani's last work is a statue of the unfortunate Count
Rossi, so barbarously murdered by the Roman plebeians at the

Palazzo della Cancellaria, just before the Pope's flight from

Rome; a deed characteristic in its savage ferocity, of the dark-

est period of the middle ages. As a portrait-statue this is a

noble work, Rossi is seated in an arm chair, in an easy attitude;

in one hand he holds a tablet, a pencil in the other; but the

drapery, spite of the modern costume, is a triumph; in the ar-

rangement of the cloak, which has partly fallen from the shoul-

ders, he has shown consummate skill. There are no two living

men who understand the really epic poetry of finely arranged
drapery like Tenerani and Gibson. These great sculptors fully

comprehend the dramatic force and significant expression that

lies in a grand and judicious arrangement of the solid marble
folds. In this respect they might compete with the finest paint-

ers of the Byzantine schools, who continued to clothe their fig-

ures like gods long after they had lost the power of portraying

them as such.

But it will fill a book adequately to expatiate on the varied

Avonders of those studios; how to select from such an over-

whelming mass of glorious conceptions, tender inspirations, and
charming concetti, is the difficulty.

Tenerani's busts must by no means be forgotten in the recol-

lections that oppress me, they are admirable, full of character

and individuality, evidently strong likenesses, stereotyped to the

letter; two especially, of the Prince and Princess Doria, are full

of a certain aristocratic grandeur, as well expressed by the art-

ist as in the individuals.

After I had spent some time in delighted contemplation, I re-

signed myself into the charge of an old man looking out for

Pauls, and determined to have them too, who proposed conduct-

ing me to the other studio, situated on the opposite side of the

Piazza; he pretended it was locked, a fiction I am certain; but
in Italy one lives in a land of fiction, as far as truth goes, and
one gets used to it. Under the charge of this cicerone I crossed

the wide enclosure, once a circus dedicated to Flora and certain

midnight saturnalia of a somewhat questionable nature, on by
the beautiful fountain, sculptured by Bernini, standing in the
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centre, with its four dolphins supporting a graceful shell, from
whence a glittering pillar of crystal springs upward to the sun.

Within this studio I saw a really beautiful aud touching Pieta,

erected in the Torlonian chapel at San Giovanni Laterano,
somewhat in Bernini's style, his earliest and best style I mean,
such as the Borghese, Daphne, and Apollo. Joseph of Arima-
thea and St. John form a triangle, the Saviour's body resting

partly on his mother's knees and partly on the other figures.

The Yirgin, that bereaved daughter of Jerusalem, is finely ren-

dered, sinking under her high affliction, yet withal sad and silent,

with a modest grief, " deep as the waters of the abyss, but
smooth as the face of a pool."

The technical difficulties in the stiffening and colapsed limbs
of the Dead Christ, are triumphantly achieved, showing an ana-
tomical knowledge, precisely as it is delicately expressed.

But the sublime work of the whole exhibition, the work which
above all others will stamp with immortality the genius of Te-
nerani, is the collossal statue of the Angel at the Resurrection,
forming part of the monument to the memory of the Duchess
Lante, to be erected at Rome in the Church of the Minerva.
The winged angel " severe in youthful beauty" is seated with
upturned eyelids, awaiting the awful signal when the trumpet
shall sound, the dead arise, and time be no more. Oh! the un-

utterable adoring angelic look of those waiting eyes! All bald
as they are they seem to pierce all space and float in an extatic

vision! The marvellous expression of subdued patience, resig-

nation, and love, in that angelic being, would have made any
sculptor immortal. The colossal though ethereal form, the part-

ing locks, falling on either side of the ample brow, in loose wavy
masses on the neck, the monumental features, the majestic atti-

tude, all witness of a mysterious and eternal being unsoiled by
mortal stain, worthy of one whose name was the Great and
Wonderful. It is a noble, an overwhelming form, unearthly in

its solemn grandeur, breathing fresh from the airs of paradise,

as if,

—

" Trailing clouds of glory, ho had come
From heaven, which was his home."

Immediately contiguous to the various studios occupied by
Tenerani are the apartments once inhabited by his master and
friend, Thorwaldsen, now serving as Macdonald's studio.

A visit to the studios of Gibson and Macdonald usually satis-

fies the cravings after high Art of the ordinary class of English

visitors, many of whom, I verily believe, utterly ignore the ex-

istence of any other sculptors—so insular and insolated are our

ideas, so unbendingly and stupidly national. As the immortal

works of Gibson appeal rather to the poetical and classical

mind than to the sympathies of the common herd, one finds that

these groundlings probably prefer Macdonald to our modern
Praxiteles. Of Teneraui they have probably never heard—joy
be with them! Let us follow in the common track of the beaten

road, and give our opinion on the subject.

I turned up a dirty, very dirty, courtyard thronged with those
" toujours perdrix" French soldiers, who always remind me of

the days of chaos and Deucalion, literally springing up from

the very stones and peopling the (Roman) world. Above on

an eminence, rises the vast Barberiui Palace, frowning down
with a certain noli me tangere look, very majestic and feudal in-

deed. Out of the dirty courtyard I enter a passage which I

should call a hay-loft only it is on terra-firma. My companion,

Miss Shaw, herself an accomplished artist, pauses before a low

door which it would be quite possible to overlook in the dark-

ness, as Goethe did in the fairy tale he relates to his little friends

when a boy, the small door in the wall that once led him into

the heavenly-beautiful garden where the fairies lived, and then

never could be found again.

This low door among the hay had been Thorwaldsen's studio.

The Duke and Duchess of Northumberland entered just before

us; they were both sitting for their busts, and we heard them

afterwards laughing and talking merrily behind a kind of arras,

which reminded me of Polonius's death, and Hamlet calling out,

"A rat! a rat!"

Macdonald's studio I discovered at a glance is the peerage

*»<
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cIodc into marble, a plaster galaxy of rank and fashion; row
after row, in room after room, of noble and illustrious person-

ages appear, until tbey become quite common as to quantity.

All who ever figured in the " Court Journal" are here, looking

as classical as drapery and hair dressing can make them, other-

wise indifferently so, certainly; yet, withal, such a potent family

likeness pervades them all, it is perfectly astonishing: one really

quite reallizes here the fact that they are all born of one com-

mon parent

—

Macdonald I mean, not Adam. A universal type,

reminding me of a bad dinner, tasting as if every dish had been

cooked in the same pot—insipid and unappetising, very.

If I were to mention half the names of this great universal

family, I should require a red book, and it is difficult to particu-

larize where a fatal want of individuality pervades all. I no-

ticed a very pretty bust of Mrs. Denison, her hair braded around

her pensive face, entwined with certain broad fiat leaves, very

gracefully. Then there was a life-size statue of Lord Kilniorey,

draped as a Grecian warrior, which all the world saw, or did

not see, at the Great Exhibition, very comical indeed. A bust

of Lady Walpole, with that"ficra pronta vicave" expression

for which she is remarkable, more piquant than absolute fault-

lessness of feature. Lady Walpole's is a good likeness, but

marble cannot do justice to her singular swan-like beauty, con-

sisting in a complexion " pure as monumental alabaster," and
deep liquid eyes swimming in ethereal blue, only to be expressed

in Gibson's colored statues, not in cold positive white marble.

By her side her sprightly, pretty rival, Lady L., looks out with

all the bold, grand pride of the Hamiltons. But I pause

—

their name is legion.

There are some elegantly conceived nymphs in various atti-

tudes, but all with such an abominably genteel ball room look

one really can't stand it, after gazing at those grand, stern clas-

sicalities created by Gibson's Grecian imagination. There is a

Book of Beauty look about all here only suited to aristocratic

propriety and prejudice. No flights of genius, no rude bones or

vulgar sinews, but nature toned down to suit the fastidious no-

tions of sickly couutessess and Nerysopht exquisites. Alack for

Art! but this is one studio, and the exception, thank Heaven!
The Andromeda is a pleasing statue, but not likely to excite a

too rude and vulgar sympathy. She is perfectly genteel iu her

distress, aud remembers all the proprieties, although the dragon
is there with his great teeth. Ulysses, too, a figure otherwise

of considerable merit, is also exceedingly well-bred and royal;

his deportment beautiful, like Mr. Turveydrop in ' Bleak House.'

Both these statues are, I believe, purchased by Lord Kilmorey,
who thinks he cannot be grateful enough to Mr. Macdonald for

making a real Grecian of him. Had Macdonald devoted him-

self to ideal works he might probably have achieved a very fair

success, although by no means commensurate with the reputation

with which that stupid flock of sheep, English tourists, have en-

dowed him. That an artist, after a long residence in classic

Rome, should be content with being a mere hewer of stone aud
carver of busts raises my ire, because it indicates an uuscemly
craving after the quattrini. Could the traditions of those walls,

once irradiated by the presence of Thorwaldsen, have taught
Macdonald no loftier lesson?

Mr. Penry Williams is undoubtedly the first English painter

in Rome: his fame is European, and deserves to be so. It is

difficult accurately to describe his style, because excelling equally

in landscape and figures, neither are subordinate, but mutually

blend and relieve each other with that perfect harmony observ-

able in Claude's works. I may say Williams has founded a

school of his own, but a school requiring such varied powers and
highly poetic conception is not likely to find many disciples pa-

tient, earnest, and imaginative enough faithfully to follow the

careful steps of this admirable master. Great delicacy and faci-

lity of execution, united with exquisite taste, the finest poetic

feeling, and the utmost freshness of coloring, pervade his works.
His studio, next to the Palazzo Miganelli, a dark, gloomy

floor al prime-, at the foot of the Pincian hill, jammed between
high walls and uprising houses, is quite a curiosity in the way
of an out of the way, undiscoverablc corner. Great artists at

Rome do burrow in the oddest places. Wc mounted a rnyste-

rfSS*-:

rious spiral staircase, but " that's not much," for all the stairs

are mysterious here, and redolent of black masks, midnight as-

sassins, gleaming daggers, and stilettos. We were received by
Mr. Williams himself, in reality one of the kindest and most
genial of men, but reserved and silent in geueral company, which
he carefully avoids, preferring solitary communings with his own
graceful creations to the intrusion of the profanumvulgus. He
showed us his large picture of the Campagna, which I contem-
plated with charmed astonishment, so true, so poetic, was the
rendering. Whoever possesses that picture can transport them-
selves at will into the recesses of those lonely, yet lovely, soli-

tudes that span, as with undulating, earthcrn waves, the walls of

Rome. There are the huge aqueducts, dragging their heavy
chain across the plain, broken by fitful, gleamy patches of light,

as passing clouds skim across the emerald sea. There are the

strange, abrupt ruins, villas, temples, tombs, standing sadly forth,

witnesses of the fertile glory of the past. The Appian Way,
bordered by dreary sepulchres, rifled, empty, and yawning

—

ruin even in death, the very bones scattered centuries ago to the

four winds of heaven. Beyond are the blue mountains of Albauo
and Tivoli, upheaving with fantastic loveliness, shrouding in their

bosoms the fair towns founded on the classic ruins of the impe-

rial palaces, glistening brightly in the jocund sunshine. In the

foreground appear exquisite groups of women and peasants in

the picturesque Roman costume, reposing on the shafts of bro-

ken columns among long flowering grasses and waving reeds,

while to the right of the picture, a gathering storm contrasts

finely with the azure aspect of the clouds, canopying the Sabine

mountains.

The finish of this large picture was wonderful; one might

have examined it with a microscope. There was the clear trans-

parent coloring of Callcott in his happiest Italian landscapes,

with a dewy liquid look (ruggiadoso, as the Italians have it) of

Constable about the clouds. I could well understand, after

looking at this painting, why Mr. P.Williams is sought out, and

absolutely persecuted with commissions; his works, indeed, are

well nigh impossible to have, although he names his own price.

Another very charming picture is the " Harvest Mass in the

Campagna," mounted on high in a rustic cart or carreccio,

shaped somewhat like a triumphal car; a temporary altar is

spread, and the priest in brilliant vestments, with upstretehed

arms, is in the act of elevating the host. Below, on the golden

campagna, blazing under the rays of an August sun, in one glow

of gorgeous harvest richness, peasants are grouped in every at-

titute of rapt and vehement devotion. Near by repose mouse-

colored oxen and some sheep. One of his most famous pictures

represents a sick girl mounted on a mule going to pay her vows

at the shrine of a certain Madonna, great in healing powers.

She is followed by a long and picturesque procession of all her

friends aud neighbors, who, in their great reverence walk bare-

footed. The scene is laid among the wild and rugged mountains

of Tubiaco, that romantic gorge deep buried in the rocky bosom

of the Apennines. Nothing can be finer than the picturesque

effect produced by these varied groups, scattered among the

dark, overhanging rocks and blasted "heaven-struck" pines,

preceded by the pale girl, attired in white, almost ethereal in

her delicate languid beauty. A poet's mind alone, deeply im-

bued with the ideal loveliness of Italian nature and Italian life,

could do justice to such subjects as the two last I have named,

where a deep religious feeling solemnises and heightens the ex-

quisite beauties of an idyllic nature. A " Tine-gathering at

Naples" is charming also, Never did men, aud vines, and car-

ros, and oxen look so exquisitely, vet naturally poetic, calling up

a pastoral scene of Arcadian beauty and refinement, worthy of

those halcyon days when the gods descended from high Olympus

to eat the fruits "and pluck the flowers of the young world, new-

ly bowled forth from the depths of Chaos. In his owu walk as

the delineator of that many-lined land, " whose praise what

tongue can tell, whose love what heart refuse!" the genius of

Williams is unrivalled.

My friend and I now dived down one of those mysterious vico-

li, opening from the larger streets, that traverse the city as with

an intricate network iu all directions (this particular one being
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named "Of the Incurables"), in search of the studio of Mr.

Spence, an artist formost among the younger English sculptors

of Rome, a pupil and protege of Gibson, both being natives of

Liverpool. Mr. Spence, who is well and justly known and ad-

mired in England by his fine group of the " Parting of Hector
and Andromache," and his colossal statue of " Liverpool," exe-

cuted for the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, occupies the studio

of Mr. Wyatt, whose shockingly sudden death, alone and in a

fit, sheds a melaucholy interest over his memory. Mr. Spence
has completed many of his half-finished works, which still remain

on their old pedestals, making a visit to his studio doubly inter-

esting. There is great refinement and classical elegance appa-

rent in Spence's works. Educated as he has been in Gibson's

studio, and endowed with great natural gifts, this could not be

otherwise.

I was delighted with a charming statue, just completed, for

her Majesty, to be presented to her at Osborne, by Prince Al-

bert, on her birthday. The subject is " Highland Mary," who
appears as the loving, modest maiden, sedate and sweet in ex-

pression, immortalised by Burns. I could not look at the statue

without recalling those pathetic lines describing their part-

ing—

" Ye banks and braes, and streams around
The Castle of Montgomerie.
Green be your woods, and fair your flowers,

Your waters never drumlie.
There summer first unfaulds her robes,

And there she longest tarries,

For there I took my last Fareweel
Of my sweet Highland Mary."

A plaid is cast over her head, falling around the figure in heavy
folds, arranged with the nicest skill. I complimented Mr. Spence
on his good fortune in having achieved so Scoteh a physiognomy
in classic Rome. His reply was, he had studied from many
faces. He has a pleasiag portrait group of a mother and two
children, life-size, of a Liverpool lady, the children easy and
natural, leaning against their mother's kuee. I was particular-

ly delighted with his " Lavinia," a gentle bending form, " with

smiling patience in her looks," crowned with wheat-ears, which
she also bears in her hand

—

" As she went to glean Palemon's fields,

Unconscious of her power."

" and turning quick
With unaffected blushes from his gaze."

It is a statue full of the softest female delicacy. Like the poet's

ideal woman, " a native grace sits fair proportioned on its pol-

ished limbs," veiled in a simple robe. There is a poetic individ-

uality, a decided character in both these statues; a power of

marking works of imagination with very suggestive attributes

and characteristics shadowed forth by the poet, that can only
be accomplished by an artist of considerable talent and great
poetic perception. Spence has just finished in the clay a charm-
ing " Yenus," who, when she shall a,ppear in marble, will cer-

tainly make a great noise at Rome, as it is fitting the all-con-

querring goddess should do wherever she appears.

Of Wyatt's works a word or two. He is most generally

known to the English public as a classical sculptor, but in his

later style, when he became more natural, he out-did himself,

His genius was undoubted, and had he lived longer, he would
have given the world still finer specimens of his powers. Canova
originally advised him to come to Rome, where for the first six

years he remained utterly neglected, without a single commis-
sion. At length, when in the full enjoyment of legitimate and
deserved success, he was cut off in his forty-seventh year. His
" Penelope carrying Ulysses' Bow to the Suiters," and his
" Huntress," both executed for her Majesty, are well known
works. His " Musidora" is also celebrated. There is a most
touching group in Spence's studio, of a shepherd-boy. with up-
lifted arm, shielding his sister, who crouches at his feet, from a
storm. Both the action and attitude of these figures are really

wonderfully fine. The boy nobly singles himself out to receive

the falling thunderbolt, so it but spare his sister. The pendant,

" A Youth mourning over the Loss of a Kid," is a very sweet
figure. Beautiful also is his " Nymph preparing for the Bath,"
breathing a purity quite classical, as, with downcast head, she

looses the graceful folds around her waist. Poor Wyatt! it

made one sad to see these fine works, and think of his sudden,

.

solitary death!

( To be Continued.

)

PHOTOGRAPHIC MISCELLANIES.

Translated for the P. Sf i*. A. J. from the French of E. Be Valicourt.

"BY. W. GRIGG, A. B.

OF THE MOSER PICTURES.

M. Regnault has communicated to the Academy many curi-

ous results in the formation of the Daguerrean image, obtaiued

by a M. Moser, of Konigsberg, and which were sent to him by
M. de Humboldt.

" It is now known that when an iodized plate is left a suffi-

cient time in the camera, a visible impression is at once obtained

without recourse to the mercury. But this impression is reverse or

negative—that is to say, the lights are represented dark, and the

shades, on the other hand, are represented by the lights. By
the method of M. Daguerre, this negative impression is not ex-

pected; when the plate is withdrawn from the camera, nothing

is perceived, but the coating of iodine is sufficiently affected to

give birth to the impression on exposure to the mercurial va-

pors. To this end, however, it is necessary that the plate be
exposed a sufficient time to the luminous radiations.

" The curious experiments of M. Ed. Becquerel have demon-
strated that but an extremely short space of time was necessary

for the coating of iodine to receive a perceptible impress, which,

however, was not immediately rendered visible by the vapor of

mercury; but that if the plate was afterwards placed beneath

red glass and exposed to the sun for a certain space of time, the

film of iodine continued to impress itself, and the proof could,

after this new action, be brought out by the mercurial vapor.

Hence, the distinction established by M. Ed. Becquerel between
exciting and continuating rays.

" M. Moser has confirmee! the chief results obtained by M.
Becquerel, and has brought fresh facts to light.

" He observed that it was necessary for the iodized plate to

remain exposed, for a certain period, to the influence of the pri-

mary rays in the camera, in order that the impression might af-

terwards be developed by the red glass; but that if this action

of the red glass were greatly prolonged, a negative image would
immediately appear (without the employment of mercury).

" M. Guadin had already noticed that yellow glasses were, in

this case, much more active than red. M. Moser observed this

curious fact: an iodized plate, which had been left nearly the

proper time in the camera, to give the ordinary positive proof *

with the mercurial vapor was placed in the sun, under yellow

glass; it then presented no impression; but soon a negative

began rapidly to form—in a few instants the latter disappeared,

and, in from ten to fifteen minutes, gave place to a positive im-

pression.
" In employing red glasses M. Moser has never succeeded in

obtaining a positive, no matter what the exposition; he observed,

on the contrary, that this transformation was produced excel-

lently well by green glasses.

" M. Moser has thought proper to distinguish, in the follow-

ing manner, the action of the different rays of the spectrum: on

the coating of iodine just exposed to the light, the violet and

blue rays are the only active ones; they produce a commence-
ment of change which is not at once visible, but which becomes

so by the action of the mercurial vapor, when this change has

reached a certain point. But two periods may be distinguished

in this progressive change of the coating of iodine; at the end

of the first period the iodine is so modified that the red and

* The positive or direct proof is that in which the lights are represent-

ed by the lights, and the blacks by the blacks, as in ordinary drawings.
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orange rays now act just as well as the blue and violet; but the

yellow rays do not yet act; for, if the plate be withdrawn too

soon from the camera, it will be perceived that the yellow rays

were perfectly inactive. At the end of the second period the

green and yellow rays begin to act in their turn ; the plate has

then nearly reached the point where the impression becomes

visible beneath the influence of the mercurial vapors.
" An iodized plate was placed in the camera, and there left

for over an hour, directed towards objects illuminated by the

sun, so as to produce a very distinct negative. This negative

was then placed in the sun; in a few minutes the negative had
entirely disappeared, and just as clear a positive began to appear

in its place, in which the lights had a greenish tone and the

shades a deep brown red. M. Moser attributes this latter effect

to the yellow and red rays.

" It is seen, from this experiment of M. Moser, that there are

two impressions which form successively and directly upon the

plate. M. Moser farther investigated, in the view of discovery,

whether others might not also be found ; for this purpose he took

two plates, one of which he coated with iodine—the other, with

chloride of iodine. He placed each of these plates in a particu-

lar camera, the lenses of which were directed on distant houses;

the cameras were enclosed in a perfectly dark box, to prevent

the action of diffused light. The season of the year was very

unfavorable, being winter; the experiment was prolonged for

thirteen days, at the end of which period positive proofs were

found upon both plates. The plate coated with chloride of

iodine presented the sharpest picture; its aspect was beautiful

from the liveliness of its colors; the lights were of a very free

sky blue, and the shades of a very intense fire red. M. Moser
regards these proofs as being the primary positive impression.

" The plate coated with chloride of iodine having been im-

mersed in the solution of hyposulphite of soda, the colors disap-

peared immediately and the negative image appeared.
" M. Moser afterwards made a series of experiments with po-

larized rays, for the purpose of deciding whether the rays, which

produce the impression, differed in this respect from the luminous

rays. He was unable to discover any difference.

" By placing a prism of achromatized carbonated lime before

the lens of the camera, for one of the images, and directing the

lens on a statue, he obtained two proofs, perfectly distinct and

clear, although but one of them appeared achromatic to the eye.

" M. Moser took also proofs of colored rings and figures, pro-

duced by polarized light, passing through transparent plates,

wet glass, etc. etc., in all of which the impressions were precisely

similar to those seen by direct view.
" It has long been known that if certain characters be written

upon finely polished glass, and these characters be afterwards

effaced and the surface completely cleaned, they will always re-

appear on moistening the glass with the breath. M. Moser has

k

observed that this phenomenon is common to all polished surfa-

ces, with whatever substance the characters may be traced.

Thus it is produced in a very marked manner by breathing upon
a plate of glass, and immediately tracing some characters there-

on with a pencil. By again breathing upon it after the first

moisture has evaporated, the characters will re-appear. The
like phenomenon is presented, even after the expiration of several

days, by the surface of mercury, provided this liquid be left at

rest. It may also be observed by placing a screen, through

which holes or certain characters have been cut upon a polished

plate. The vapor which condenses in the holes being evapora-

ted, by breathing thereon anew, on removing the screen, ac-

cording to M. Moser, the place occupied by the characters at

the first insufflation may always be distinguished.

" M. Regnault thinks that, in these last experiments, the mi-

nute quantity of greasy matter, always fouud on the surface of

bodies, which may be deposited thereon by the breath, may
play an important part; by depositing in different ways upon

the surface of the plate, they may sufficiently modify the nature

of this surface as to render the modification perceptible by the

unequal reflections of light from unequal deposits of vapor.
" M. Moser has discovered that the vapor of iodine and the

vapor of mercury readily lend themselves to the manifestation of

these images; in a case where the vapor of iodine produced no
image, it was ordinarily brought out by exposure to the vapor
of mercury."

A silver plate was iodized as for a Haguerrean proof; differ-

ent objects were laid upon this plate, such as metallic and non-

metallic medals; the object being removed its position was some-
times immediately distinguished; but it is especially by exposing
the plate to the vapor of mercury that the image appears with
sufficient clearness to render the figures, letters, &c, perfectly

recognisable.

This experiment succeeded just as well in complete obscurity,

during the nights, as beneath the influence of light. An iodized

plate, treated in the same manner, presented no image on the re-

moval of the object, but the image immediately appeared in the

greatest clearness when the plate was exposed to diffused light,

or the sun. A visible image is even obtained upon a polished

silver plate, which has not been used without previously passing

it to the iodine ; after contact with the object it is exposed to the

vapors of mercury. The same experiment has succeeded with

other metals.

M. Moser concludes from these experiments that, when a sur-

face has been touched in certain parts by a body, it acquires

the property of condensing the vapors of the substances which

have a sort of cohesive attraction towards it, acting in a differ-

ent manner in the parts touched than in those which have not

been in contact; so that the contact would have produced a

modification analagous to the action of the light.

Among the experiments made by M. Moser, I will mention

the following: A plate of silver was iodized during the night,

and in complete darkness; he then placed an agate medal, an
engraved metalic plate, a ring of horn, etc., upon it; the plate

was then submitted, to the mercurial vapors. The perfect fac-

simile of the figures engraved on the agate, the letters engraved

on the metalic plate, the ring, etc., came out with great clear-

ness.

Plates treated in the same manner were exposed, after con-

tact, to diffused or solar light, and perfectly clear images imme-

diately appeared. Lastly, experiments were made by exposing

the impressioned plate, beneath colored glasses, to the solar

rays; mere shadows were obtained by the red and yellow glass-

es; the images were, on the contrary, perfectly clear, when ex-

posed beneath the violet glasses.

A silver plate, which had not yet been used, was carefully

polished, then placed under a black screen, in which various

characters had been cut out; the screen did not touch the plate.

The apparatus was exposed a number of days to the solar light;

the plate having afterwards been exposed to mercurial vapors, the

characters came out with perfect clearness.

The same experiment succeeded very well with a copper plate,

by afterwards exposing it to the vapor of iodine.

Lastly, the like result was obtained on a plate of glass, by

breathing thereon after contact.

The preceding experiments show that, by contact, modifica-

tions take place on the polished surfaces analogous to those

which these bodies experience under the influence of light ; but

a much more extraordinary result discovered by M. Moser is,

that the like phenomenon is produced in the most complete ob-

scurity by bodies placed at a distance. M. Moser announces

this fact in the following manner: when two bodies are brought

sufficiently near together, they impress their image one upon the

other.

The experiments were made in total darkness, the plates and

the bodies producing the image were placed in a closed box, the

box itself being placed in a perfectly dark room. The impres-

sions appeared, sometimes, after ten minutes action. M. Moser

experimented to discover whether phosphoresence had any part

in the phenomenon. He was unable to observe any difference

between the action of a body, left several days in complete dark-

ness, and that just exposed to the solar action. This result was

very distinct in an agate plate submitted to the sun, one-half of

its surface being protected from the rays. It was impossible to

distinguish, upon the impression obtained on a plate of silver,

the part which had been exposed from the part covered.

6^g£ssg<
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Vapors are not essential for the manifestation of this pheno-

menon. Thus an iodized silver plate being submitted, in com-

plete darkness, to the action of a body placed a short distance

from it, for a sufficient period, the image appeared; the parts

most influenced were blackened in a very perceptible manner.

The only way of explaining the formation of distinct images in

these cases, if it be attributed to radiations evidently consists in

admitting that these radiations diminish very rapidly in intensity

with obliquity. This, in fact, is the admission of M. Moser.

M. Humboldt announces, in his letter, that the experiments

of M. Moser, on the formation of images in the dark, by contact

and at short distances, have been repeated with perfect success

at Berlin, by M. Aschersohn, in the presence of himself and M.
Enck, the astronomer.

A vignette, engraved in a hollow in a plate of alloy metal,

was laid upon a well-polished plate of silver, not iodized, and left

about twenty minutes; the image was but little marked, but it

became clearer on iodizing the plate and passing it to the mer-

cury. In another experiment, a cornelian cameo, bearing an in-

scription, the letters of which were perfectly legible, was laid

upon a silver plate.

M. Aschersohn has obtained very distinct shadows, by placing

the engraved alloy plate at a distance of about one-thirtieth of

an inch from the silver plate.

Immediately on the publication of the curious phenomena ob-

served by M. Moser, the scientific of every country set them-

selves to work and commenced a host of experiments, either for

the purpose of producing known results, of discovering a scien-

tific explanation thereof, or lastly, of finding a practical appli-

cation to this new branch of Photography. Among them most

occupied therewith we will mention M.M. Fizeau, Bertot, Mas-
son, Knorr, Morreu, Karsten, and Prater. The results of their

observations have been published in the Technologist ; but al-

though these observations possess the greatest interest, in a sci-

entific point of view, we have not thought proper to insert them
here, for as yet, for the most part, they are theories without any

practical application.

We therefore refer to the Technologist those who may desire

to become better acquainted with the Moser phenomena.

MEMOIR ON SOME PECULIAR PROPERTIES OF IODINE, PHOSPHOROUS,

ETC.—BY M. NIEPCE DE SAINT VICTOR.

First Part; Iodine and its Effects.- -I believe I was the first

who discovered in iodine a property, which was far from being

suspected, the property of forming on the blacks of an engraving,

on handwriting, &c, to the exclusion of the whites. Thus, an
engraving is submitted to the vapor of iodine for about five mi-

nutes, at a temperature of from fifteen to twenty degrees; two
hundred and seventy grains of iodine are used to about four

square inches of surface, (if the temperature be lower more time

will be required) ; this engraving is then applied to starch sized

paper, care having been taken to previously moisten it with

water acidulated with sulphuric acid at ten degrees. This is

the only substance, thus far, that gives any solidity to designs;

notwithstanding this, they gradually disappear when exposed to

the air and light, but, by pasting them on glass, they may be

preserved a long time. The proof, after having been pressed

with a piece of linen, present designs of admirable purity, but,

on drying, they evaporate ; what is most extraordinary is that a

number of copies may be taken from the same engraving without
its undergoing fresh preparation, and that the last proofs are

always the clearest; for, by leaving the engraving long exposed
to the vapor of iodine, they gradually become impregnated there-

with if the paper be starch sized ; but the blacks are always
dominant, whatever be the duration of the exposition.

Let it be understood that the engraving is in no wise changed,

and that it may be re-produced to infiuity.

I have discovered a method of re-producing, by the same pro-

cess, every kind of design, whether the latter has been made
with thick or thin ink (provided that it contains no gum), or

with india ink or with lead; in a word, everything having lines

may be re-produced. It is only necessary that they undergo the

following preparations : immerse them for a few minutes in a

weak ammoniacal water, then pass them to water acidulated

with sulphuric, azotic and chlorohydric acid and dry them; they

are then to be exposed to the vapor of iodine, and repeat the

process above described. By this method designs may be traced

which, till now, could not otherwise have been effected, even
though they be on sized paper. But one of the two im-

pressions, however, in the recto and verso of the same sheet can

be copied.

1 have stated the necessity of the paper, which is to receive

the impression of the engraving, being sized with starch, as the

coloring matter of the design is in fact the ioduret of starch; I

therefore conceived the idea of covering the surface of plates of

porcelain, opal glass, alabaster and ivory, with a coating of starch,

and then operate the same as on paper; the result was, as I had
premised, of incontestable superiority compared with designs

produced on simple starch sized paper.

When the impression, resulting from this operation, has be-

come perfectly dry, a coating of picture varnish is given it; and
if it be placed under glass, it acquires such fixity that I have thus

been able to preserve some for more than eight months without
any perceptible alteration. When I desire to re-produce an en-

graving, I employ opal glass in preference, on one side of which
I paste a sheet of paper, in order to render it less transparent

;

on this plate a reversed proof is obtained; but, by using common
glass, which may be afterwards turned round, they may be cor-

rected, and, to set off the proof, it will suffice to paste a piece

of paper on the back. It may be preserved in glass, but, in

this case, it is necessary to place it between two plates, in order

to preserve it from all contact and assure thorough solidity.

This latter operation would be highly advantageous for the

Phantasmagoria.

Designs of various colors may be obtained, such as blue, violet,

and red, according as the starch is more or less boiled; in the

first case it bears on a red.

A bistre, of more or less depth, is obtained by submitting the

proof to the vapor of ammonia; but it will re-assume its primitive

color if it be varnished after this operation. A proof thus mo-
dified by ammonia cannot consequently be varnished.

I will now speak of the proofs which may be obtained on dif-

ferent metals. Thus, by exposing an engraving to the vapor of

iodine (for a few moments only, lest the white may become im-

pregnated therewith), and afterwards applying it (without wet-

ting) to a silver plate, then placing it in a press, we have in

about five or six minutes a most faithful copy of the engraving;

then by exposing it to the vapor of mercury, an impression sim-

ilar to the Dagucrrean proof is obtained.

The operation is the same for copper as just described for

silver, and the plate is afterwards submitted to the vapor of

liquid ammonia, which may be gently heated to facilitate and
strengthen the evaporation ; but care must be taken not to ex-

pose the plate before these primary vapors have escaped from
the box; for this operation a box of the kind used for the mer-

cury is necessary. The plate is then cleaned with pure water

and tripoli; after this operation the proof appears black like the

preceding; and the alteration, moreover, produced by the con-

tact of the ammonia, extends to such a depth in the plate that

it cannot be destroyed without perceptibly wearing the metal

itself. This latter process would facilitate the labor of line

engraviug.

Proofs may be produced also on iron, lead, brass and tin, but

I know of no method of fixing the image.

Of numerous and new experiments which I have made with

iodine, I will here mention only those the results of which are

sure. Thus, I oiled an engraving with thick ink, and, when dry,

exposed it to the vapor of iodine. The proofs were analagous

to the preceding, with the exception that the design was appa-

rent. I then sketched some designs on a sheet of white paper

(starch sized) with spindle wood, thin ink (without gum) and

lead; they were all re-produced and would have been more dis-

tinct had they been traced on paper such as used by oil painters.

I then took an oil painting (unvarnished) ; this was equally well

copied, with the exception of certain colors, composed of sub-
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stances which will not take iodine. The same is the case with

colored engravings. This will be understood when I say that

an engraving submitted to the vapor of mercury or sulphur will

no longer take iodine. The same is the case if it be steeped in

nitrate of mercury diluted with water, nitrate of silver, the sul-

phates of copper, zinc, &c; oxyde of copper, minium, ultra-ma-

rine, cinabar, orpin, white lead, gelatin, albumen and gum pro-

duce the same effect. Proofs, however, made with these sub-

stances, may be copied by causing them to undergo the prepara-

tion above described, with a few alterations; I can moreover

say that I have never met with designs which I could not re-

produce, with the exception of those made with the ioduret of

starch.

I will now speak of a second property, which I have observed

in iodine, and which is perfectly independent of the first; the

property it possesses of depositing upon designs in relief, and

upon every body presenting an edge, whatever may its coloring

or composition.

Thus, all dry stamps on white paper are admirably copied.

The edges of a strip of glass or marble are re-produced equally

as well ; the same effects are produced by other elastic fluids,

gas or vapor, such as the fumes of phosphorous exposed to the

air and the vapor of azotic acid. But iodine has none the less

the property of which I have just spoken, since I have obtained

the following results: I united a piece of white wood and a piece

of ebony; after having glued them I planed them off together,

by which means I obtained a perfectly smooth white and black

block ; I then submitted it to the vapor of iodine, then applied

it to a plate of copper; the white strip was only re-produced. I

made a like combination with chalk and black stone, with white

and black silk, and ever obtained the same results.

All these phenomena take place in the most complete dark-

ness as well as in vacuum.

I will here repeat, that if the objects be left too long exposed

to the vapor of iodine, the whites become at last impregnated

therewith, but the blacks will always be distinguished upon the

plate in the most striking manner.

I also made experiments with chlorine and bromine; the first

gave me the same results as iodine, but the re-production is

so slight that it is necessary to breathe upon the plate in order

to perceive it, or else to submit the copper plate to the vapor

of ammonia and the silver plate to the vapor of mercury.

I obtained nothing with bromine; all my experiments were

made on silver or copper plates.

There is an experiment which I think I ought to mention for

the sake of theory: having applied a coat of starch to a Da-

guerreotype plate and to a plate of copper, the impression of the

engraving which I was expecting to obtain on the coating of

starch, fixed upon the metal without leaving any visible trace on

the starch : it is therefore clear that the iodine passed through to

the metal, by reason of its possessing a stronger affinity for it than

for starch.

the copper exposed. This plate having been submitted to the
vapor of ammonia, the proof becomes perfectly visible.

Whatever be the duration of the exposition of an engraving
to the vapor of phosphorus, the blacks alone become impregnat-
ed with it; but in case it should remain long exposed, a trace of

it would appear upon the plate, as though characters had been
drawn thereon with a piece of phosphorus; and, on submitting
it to the vapor of ammonia, the impression would appear in re-

lief.

A silver or copper plate, submitted to this same vapor, repro-

duces by contact every sort of impression, and gives a positive

proof. Let it be understood that to bring them out, they must
be exposed to mercury or ammonia.
The vapor of the yellow sulphuret of arsenic (orpiment) heated

in air, gives to the engraving exposed to it about five minutes,

the property of impressing its own image on a plate of polished

silver or copper, upon which it is pressed without;any other pre-

paration. This is an operation of great simplicity, and which, on
this account, would be highly useful to the steel engraver.

Second Part; Of Phosphorus.—I have discovered in the vapor

produced by the slow combustion of phosphorus exposed to free

air, the same property as in iodide, of depositing upon the blacks

of an engraving and of every kind of design, whatever may be its

chemical nature.

Thus, by submitting an engraving to the vapor of slowly burn-

ing phosphorus, and then applying it to the plate of copper,

placing it for a few moments in a press, or submitting it to the

vapor of liquid ammonia, we have a perfectly clear and well

fixed design: this impression does not appear on removing the

original from the copper, and recourse must be had to ammonia
to render it visible, and in like manner if it is to be taken on a

silver plate, the latter must be submitted to the vapor of mer-

cury.

I have traced black and white lines with oil colors on picture

canvas. I submitted them to the same vapor, and the blacks

were alone represented upon the plate, that is to say, that the

blacks being impregnated with the vapor and having been put

in contact with the copper, the substance of the vapor acted

upon the metal, and the white lines which contained none left

Third part; Of Azotic Acid.—With azotic acid I have obtain-

ed the following results: By submitting an engraving (what-
ever be the composition of the ink) to the vapor arising from
pure azotic acid, then applying it to a plate of silver or copper,

leaving it on it a fewjiioments, a perfectly visible negative is ob-

tained. The whites are charged with a white vapor, and the
blacks are the pure copper.

An engraving being oiled and characters traced on it with
spindle wood, gave me the same results. I afterwards submitted
to the same vapor a tablet composed of white wood and ebony,
and the white was alone reproduced.

I surmise that if an engraving be left long exposed to the
vapor of this acid, the blacks will at last become impregnated
like the whites, and that the metal plate to which the engraving
has been applied, will then become covered with a uniform coat-

ing, upon which no trace of design is visible.

An engraving will supply but one or two proofs at most, it

must then be left exposed to the air twenty-four hours, before

beginning anew, and often no further impression will be obtained.

From this it is perceived that it is not characterised by the same
effects as iodine and phosphorus. This deposited equally well

upon reliefs and edges; oil paintings and dry stamps are there-

fore well reproduced by this method.

The same effects take place with dry chloride of lime; it is

necessary, however, to heat it somewhat before exposing the en-

graving to its vapors, which give, like azotic acid, a negative

proof.

APPENDIX TO THE PRECEEDING MEMOIRS. (EXTRACT).

Having taken some birds feathers, presenting both black and
white (such as form the wings of the Magpie or the tail of the

Lapwing), and having passed them over the vapor of iodine,

the blacks were distinguished from the whites in a perceptible

manner, and I made with the same feather from eight to ten

proofs on copper, which all showed a decided line of demarkation

between the black and white.

I then immersed an engraving in the tincture of iodine, and
succeeded at last, after numerous successive proofs on starch-

sized paper, in obtaining a perfectly clear positive proof, as

though I had employed the vapor of iodine ; the same would be
the case if the engraving were moistened with iodine water.

It is necessary to observe that in the reproduction of an en-

graving, all the black or colored points which are almost always

perceived in the sizing of the paper, would be reproduced like

the l.nes of the engraving; it is therefore necessary to remove
them from the proof by touching them with ammonia, or by
some other method.

Before leaving positive proofs, to pass on to the negative, I

will state that I have obtained with the pyrites of iron what I

have obtained with the sulphuret of arsenic; the latter however
is preferable on account of the facility of the process, and be-

cause it leaves no trace upon the engraving. These proofs re-

sist aqua fortis.
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I also obtained a positive proof with the dento-chloride of

mercury (corrosive sublimate); if the impression ou copper be

passed to the ammoniacal vapor, it assumes a much better ap-

pearance, and acquires much fixity.

I shall now speak of the negative proofs which I have obtain-

ed with substances endowed with the property of depositing upon

the whites of an engraving in preference to the blacks, such as

azotic acid. I exposed printed characters to pure azotic acid

(having taken care to withdraw them immediately), I applied

them to a plate of copper, and having removed them after a cer-

tain time, the characters appeared in relief, resembling a print-

ers' form.

If an engraving be steeped in water acidulated with azotic

acid, and allowed to become nearly dry, and then applied to a

plate of metal, the result is a very distinct negative; but, if it

should be otherwise, it will be sufficient to breathe upon the

plate to make it appear. A white and black feather, treated in

the same manner, gave me likewise a proof in which the white

alone was reproduced; a result contrary to that obtained by
pressing the feather exposed to the vapor of iodine upon the

metal.

Chlorohydric acid produces about the same effect as azotic;

but the latter' is far preferable.

I have said that the chloride of lime (hypochlorite of lime)

gives a negative when an engraving is submitted to it's vapor,

a contrary result to that produced by chlorine. The proof is

still negative, if an engraving be immersed in the liquid chloride

of lime, whilst on the other hand it is positive if it be immersed
in pure chlorine.

When an engraving is exposed to the contact of chloride of

lime dissolved in water, or to the vapor which it emits by its

heat, by then applying it to a piece of blue turnsol paper, the

whites of the engraving are represented white; whilst, if the

engraving be exposed to chlorine water, or to its vapor, the

blacks are reproduced red. But, to obtain these results, the

temperature, especially for the chloride of lime, must be raised

to about 40°. The same effect takes place on both copper and
silver.

OF THE CAMERA WHITENED IN THE INTERIOR.

Scientific Journals have been sometime occupied with a cur-

ious fact, which appears to upset all ideas thus far received with

regard to the construction of the camera. A skillful photo-

grapher of Munich, M. Lancherer, conceived the idea that if he

should whiten the interior of his camera, he would thus obtain

a marked acceleration in the production of his pictures.

M. Blanquart Evrard having become acquainted with these

facts hastened to repeat and even improve the experiments of

the German operator. Thus, he was not satisfied with cover-

ing the inside of the camera with white paper, but he also treat-

ed the tube carrying the lens in the same manner.
With these arrangements, M. Blanquart Evrard asserts that

he has been able to obtain, in a marked manner, the following

results:

1st. The formation of the picture in one half the time required

by the blackened camera.
2nd. The formation of the picture by an exposition to a

light insufficient to obtain it in the blackened camera.

3rd. Uniformity in the impregnation; the whites are not lost

before the light and shade portions of the picture are well brought
out.

4th. The immeasurably less resistance of the colors not aiding

in the photogenic action, such as red, yellow, or green.

These advantages, were they proved, would be truly an im-

provement in the photographic art, but according to M. le

Baron Gros, they may be disputed, at least so far as concerns

plate photography.

In order to arrive at a conclusive comparison between the old

and new processes, M. le Baron Gros has made numerous ex-

periments in which one half of the camera was whitened and the

other blackened. These two parts were seperated by an opaque
partition. It may therefore be perceived that the picture ob-

tained was divided iu two perfectly distinct zones, one formed

by the black cell of the camera, the other by the white; this

was the true method of working under perfectly identical circum-

stance for the remainder of the operation. Now, the half proof,

produced in the white compartment always presented a lustreless

and veiled appearance, whilst the black gave a clear, sharp and
well toned picture. M. le Baron Gros attributes this tameness
of one portion of the proof to a minute veil of mercury uniformly

extended over the entire surface of the picture, and theory itself

demonstrates that this should be the case, since the mercurial

vapors only act upon those parts of the plate which have received

the luminous impression. Now, in a camera, white on the in-

side, there are evidently two kinds of light; one produced by
direct rays refracted by the object glass, which alone produces
the picture; the other, resulting from the rays reflected by the

white sides of the box, is necessarily diffused, it acts uniformly

upon the entire superficies of the plate, which in a word, is af-

fected thereby in about the same manner as a prepared plate

would be, which had been exposed to the light before being en-

closed in its shield. The formation of the general veil of mer-
cury spoken of by M. le Baron Gros, may therefore be under-

stood, j
It would be difficult for us at present to decide between the

conflicting opinions of two skillful photographers, whose names
alone are high authority iu the art, but the question will not long
remain undecided, since the return of spring will be the signal

for the renewal of the experiments about which a correct deci-

sion may then be made. For the present we are disposed to-

wards the opinion of M. Gros, which is thoroughly conformable

to theory, and we think with him, that it is necessary to be very
circumspect in the admission of facts, when they tend to reverse

such well supported theories as the present. The question how-
ever is of sufficient importance to merit serious examination.

We therefore advise our readers to undertake some comparative

experiments; we also especially recommend for their perusal the

interesting article published on the subject by M. le Baron
Gros in the second number of La Lumiere.

NEW BATTERY FOR SILVERING PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES.

BARON GROS.

-BY M. l.E

We spoke at much length in a previous article on the silver-

ing of photographic proofs. We will give a description of a

new battery of great simplicity, recently prepared by M. le

Baron Gros. This battery appears to us especially advantageous
from the fact of its dispensing with diaphragms, so subject to

metallic incrustations, &c, and which require such frequent

cleaning.

It consists of a cylindrical earthenware or glass vessel; in the

bottom of this are one or two small holes, the purpose of which
we will presently describe. This vessel is to be nearly filled with

sand or well pulverized dry sandstone. A plate of copper and
an amalgamated plate of zinc of like dimensions are then thrust

perpendicularly into the sand. These arrangements made, pre-

pare some water acidulated with a small quantity of pure sul-

phuric acid at six degrees, acid weight. This water is for the

purpose of moistening the sand contained in the battery; this

moisture must be kept up during the time it is in action ; the ex-

cess of the water passes off by the small holes above spoken of;

two elements of this battery are sufficient to silver whole size

plates. With regard to the mode of coupling the pairs, re-

fer to the Daniell battery,* the remainder of the operation is

performed in the usual way.

* See P. & F. A. Journal, vol. vii., No. 3, p. 91, H42.

Progress.—Progress is the beneficent law of the race. We
can not be circumscribed within the range of our fathers' ideas,

any more than we can use their old implements. The manhood

of the race can not be confined within the swaddling-bands of

its infancy. In the end, too, we may add, the party of progress

is sure to triumph. More or less rapidly, the new opinion sup-

plants the old. Conservative age dies; hopeful youth succeeds

to its powers.-

—

Horace Mann.
f
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G. G. HARRISON, ESQ.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING ON WOOD.

New York, January, 1855.

H. H. Snelltng, Esq., Ed. Phot. &Fine Art Journal:

Dear Sir,—Agreeably to your request I send you a block im-

pressed photographically; and am happy to say that I was led

to the result, by reading in the September number of your truly

valuable Journal, the difficulties to be overcome and the neces-

sary conditions required, to make the blocks available for the use

of the engraver; and although having previously made experi-

ments to that end, being unacquainted with the proper require-

ments of this branch of art, I was of course working in the dark,
until what was actually demanded was set before me.

Taking the six named conditions as a guide, I was thus en-

abled to overcome the difficulties.

1st. The preparation I use forms a film which is insoluble in

water, and as a consequence the washings do not reach the
wood so as to make it cast nor docs the grain open; on the con-
trary the grain is closed and the pores are filled up.

2nd. The surface of the block is left perfectly intact, and is

not stained in the minutest degree; the finest cuts showing a
white line.

3rd. No "brittle material" is used, and the lines maybe
crossed, or made close together without chipping.

4th. The ground is so thin that you may distinguish through
it the grain of the wood, and is perfectly equal and homogeneous
throughout.

5th. The preparation may be cleared off (if necessary) and
another impression made on the block without in any respect
injuring it. I have made several proofs on the same block with

1 equal success.

«& 6th The photograph is & "positive on a whiteground," & great
\X desideratum in the opinion of Mr. St. Viucent Beechey—the

w

author of the communication,—and several of our first engravers

to whom I have submitted the blocks for inspection, agree

with Mr. Langton, " that for the reproduction of works of art

in general as well as for portraits theprocess is invaluable."

The film is sensitive to light in a high degree, and paper

coated with the preparation gives very clear whites and deep

blacks in half the time required for exposition by the chloride

process, ordinarily used.

I cordially approve of the selection of Mr. C. C. Harrison,

as the subject for illustrating the above process, and would take

the liberty in his absence from the city of congratulating the

fraternity in having so useful a member and valuable a gentleman

in our midst.

Possessed as he is of the indomitable perseverence so justly

attributed to the " universal Yankee Nation," he is never at

rest; but remainiug unsatisfied with the splendid results he has

attained in the manufacture of cameras, he has just completed

a new arrangement of tube and lenses, which is a chef d'ouvre

of excellence and beauty,—is an acquisition to the profession

of priceless value, and will leave him without a compeer in his

art.

By the use of an instrument of his own manufacture he is

able to test the achromaticity of each lens, separately or in com-

bination, so that the chemical and visual focii are rendered

coincident to a certainty. He is also engaged on and will shortly

perfect a new View Camera of short focus and enlarged field,

which is something all have wished for but none have been able

to obtain.

To Mr. Harrison I am indebted for my first instructions in

the Daguerrean art, and it is to emulating my preceptor that

I must attribute what little success I have obtained as a prac- i

tical operator. yW
I remain, yours, With much respect, **

J. De Witt Brinckerhoff. $!
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From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

£ it & n |) I] olographic Society.

ORDINARY MEETING.

November 2d, 1854.

P. Le Neve Foster, Esq., in the Chair.

The Minutes of the preceding Meeting were read and con-

firmed.

The presents were announced and the thanks of the Society

voted to their respective donors.

Certificates iu favor of James Coles, Esq., 11 Hyde Park
Street; Dickinson, Esq., Bond Street; J. Barratt, Esq.,

145 Regent Street, were read and ordered to be suspended in

the Meeting Room.
E. G. Wood, Esq., S. P. Newcombe, Esq., and R. S. Blaine,

Esq., were balloted for and duly elected Members of the So-

ciety.

A communication was made from the Council informing the

Members that it had been resolved to open an Exhibition du-

ring the ensuing season. The Council hope to be able to an-

nounce at the next meeting of the Society, the place, and also

the time of opening, which it is expected will be in January next.

Mr. Hardwich read a paper on Positive Printing (see below.)

Mr. Pollock described a camera of a novel construction and
illustrated its use.

Mr. Newton brought under the notice of the Society an in-

vention of Mr. Maxwell Lyte for printing a sky, or figures in

the foreground of a Photographic picture, by means of two dif-

ferent negatives, which he considered very important. Clouds
might by this plan be added to a landscape, by taking a good
engraving, and transferring the clouds on to the positive picture

by a second negative.

Mr. Mayall suggested that backgrounds taken from pictures

were almost always deficient in delicacy. He found that clouds

were best defined by means of the smoke of a candle, as they

were much more soft and beautiful than could be produced by the

pencil. The plan now brought forward, or something very like

it had, he believed, been a very early application of the science,

having been described by Mr. Smee in 1848.

Mr. Fenton thought that the contrivance exhibited by Mr.
Lyte, though very ingenious, was not of such a character as the

Photographic Society could approve. Instead of employing
themselves about the method of making artificial scenery, they

ought to consider how best it could be taken from nature, and
he conceived that there would soon be found no difficulty in ob-

taining simultaneous pictures of sky and landscape represented

with equal truth. It was very difficult to put in an artificial

sky which would harmonize with the general tone of the picture.

Instead of directing their efforts to improve nature, their object

should rather be to copy it as perfectly as possible.
' Mr. Mayer agreed with Mr. Fenton in his observations.

The Chairman called the attention of the meeting to a little

instrument for holding pictures, invented by Mr. Thwaites, of

Bristol. It consisted of a clip, composed of two small slips of

glass, one of which was bent at the end to hang it up on a line.

Between the glasses there was an india rubber spring acting as

a fulcrum, by which it was opened to take hold of the paper.

It was clean, simple, and, he should think, very effective.

Mr. Ralph described a portable camera, and exhibited a series

of collodion pictures produced by it.

Mr. Fenton exhibited a series of views in Yorkshire.

Lieut. Rypinski exhibited a number of colored Photographs,

the colors having been applied on the back of the glass.

A volume of Photographic Illustrations of Scripture was ex-

hibited by Messrs. Constable and Co.

The Meeting then adjourned to December 6.

ON THE CHEMISTRY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING.

BY MR. FREDERICK HARDWICH.

Part II.—In my last communication on this subject,* whilst

speaking of the coloring properties possessed by "old hypo-so-

* See Photographic and Fine Art Journal, vol. vii., p. 364.

VOL. VIII., NO. II.

lution," I attempted to show that they ought not to be referred
to the mere presence of silver salts, but rather to a chemical
change brought about in the liquid by the decomposition of those
salts, which change it was possible to produce without the use
of compounds containing a metal of any kind, either of gold or
of silver.

Now, although " an old hypo-solution" is, in some cases, eve-
rything which can be desired as far as coloring is concerned, yet
the fact of its having been hitherto difficult to prepare a solution
possessing those properties without the necessity of immersing
many photographic proofs, rendered further researches on the
subject desirable.

The use of chloride of gold dissolved in hyposulphite of soda
certainly succeeds as well as a coloring process, the only 'objec-

tion to it being the expensive nature of the material. My ob-
ject, therefore, has been to attempt to find a substitute for this

salt in some other which is cheaper and more easily procured.
Chloride of gold added to hypo-solution produces letrat/donate;

iodine, sulphurous acid, perchloride of iron and chloride of copper
all do the same: therefore it ought to be possible, if the theory
be correct, to succeed more or less by the use of either of these
re-ageuts. In pursuing the inquiry, the subject will be taken up
at the point where it was dropped in the last paper.

Decomposition and precipitation of sulphur produced by adding
tetrathionates to solution of hyposulphite of soda.

This has already been cursorily noticed, but further experi-

ments have shown that the re-action is of a more complicated
nature than was at first supposed.

From a theoretical knowledge of the properties of tetrathion-

ates, it seemed that on losing sulphur they would become first

/nthionates and then dithionates.

Indeed this may be so in the case before us to a certain ex-

tent, but it is found also that a free acid of some kind is gene-
rated, which a mere change from Mrathionate to trithionate

does not necessarily imply.

No attempt is made at present to explain what the nature of

this acid is. The whole subject of hyposulphites and of tetrathi-

onates needs a thorough and extended examination, which it has
never yet received.

The idea of a free acid existing in a solution of hyposulphite

of soda for many days or even weeks, without causing milkiness,

is an anomaly which I think no chemist could immediately solve,

yet it is certain that such a thing is possible.

On first noticing the acid re-action of old hypo-baths, I was
compelled to suppose that the acidity depended upon the pres-

ence of tetrathionate and trithionate unchanged ; I now refer it

to a product of decomposition of those bodies.

Likewise it is proved by experiment, that decomposing hypo-

sulphite of silver, when placed in contact with hyposulphite of

soda, produces the same acid.

All these changes are important to us as Photographers, and
they will be shown to be so as we proceed.

First of all they explain, to a certain extent, the fact before

mentioned, that the coloring bath of tetrathionate and hyposul-

phite always works better when the two agents have been mixed
for some hours, and a deposit of sulphur has taken place. It is

clear that if no change of composition ensued upon mixing, the

maximum of effect should be attainable at once.

On the chemical changes brought about by addition of alkali or

caustic alkali to the coloring solution.

We notice this because the addition of carbonate of soda to

the solution has been recommended by some. Also hyposul-

phite of soda is occasionally contaminated with carbonate of

soda. Positive proofs, too, upon ammonia-nitrate paper, carry

alkali with them when they are immersed in the bath ; for these

and other reasons it is necessary to know how alkalies re-act

upon the coloring solution.

The broad statement of the facts of the case is this

—

that al-

kalies, and also carbonates of alkalies, decompose the coloring mat-

ter. By an examination of the formula: it will be seen that a

trithionate contains the elements of a hyposulphite plus sulphuric
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#«'«!; now the alkali causes its resolution into these two sub-

stances, aud caustic soda or carbonate of soda, plus a trithionate

or tetrathiouate, equals a mixture of hyposulphite and of sulphate

of soda.

The decomposition of the coloring solution, however, does not

take place immediately, perhaps not entirely for two or three

days, and it requires that there should be a decided excess of the

alkali, so that the mere addition of carbonate of soda to the

neutralizing point, and no further, does no mischief.

With these preliminary remarks on the chemistry of the sub-

ject, we may proceed to the discussion of other points of more
practical interest, and relating to the Photographic action of the

coloring solutions; before doing so, however, it is right that I

should express my sense of the obligations I am under to my
friend Mr. Fenton for so kindly giving me the benefit of his ex-

perience, and also for pointing out the main difficulties which

encompassed the subject, and which chemistry might hope to

solve.

A. On the acidity of hypo coloring laths, and the modification of

effect produced by neutralizing.

Hypo'coloring baths, which are in active working order, will

usually be found to redden the blue litmus paper slowly. Both
tetrathionate aud trithionate of soda, although chemically neu-

tral, are acid to test paper, and hence they communicate a faint

action to the hypo, which it did not possess before.

Leaving the question, however, as to whether the acidity is

in every case accounted for in such a way, we observe that an
alteration in photographic action is produced by neutralizing.

The acid bath colors quickly aud produces dark tones, but it

is apt to turn the white portions of the print to yellow, aud it

always dissolves away the lighter shades more or less, so as to

render overprinting, by additional exposure to light, necessary.

The neutral bath, on the other hand, dissolves the lighter

shades to a considerably less extent, aud it does not interfere

with the pureness of the "whites," lout unless the coloring prin-

ciple is present in considerable quantity, the action is slower than

before.

The great practical objection to the use of any alkali, such as

carbonate of soda, for the purpose of neutralizing the solution,

is, that in the course of a few days, if added in excess, it re-acts

upon the coloring salts and partially destroys them, so that the

liquid soon loses its peculiar virtues.

Still, if the proper conditions are observed, a pure black and
white, of a brilliancy leaving little to be desired, can be obtained

by means of a neutral bath ; aud in luy next paper I hope to be

able to give a formula? which will succeed in this respect; at

present we pass on to notice the peculiarity of the yellow color

observed in certain portions of the print, and described as being-

characteristic of an acid bath.

B. On the increased energy of coloration combined with yellowness

of the light parts, caused by the presence of free nitrate of silver

upon the surface of the proof at the time of immersion in the co-

loring bath.

It was shown in the last paper that hyposulphite of soda and
nitrate of silver re-act upon each other in a manner somewhat
different from hyposulphite of soda and chloride of silver.

In both cases the hyposulphite, of silver is first formed, bnt it

is only when the nitrate is used that this hyposulphite is apt to

decompose and become black.

The free nitrate, therefore, upon the surface of the print, pro-

bably acts by bringing about the decomposition of a portion of

hyposulphite or tetrathionate of silver.

In this way also the yellow color is explained, since both yel-

low and orange tints are always to be noticed in the first stage

of the decomposition of hyposulphite of silver; the suggestion of

Mr. T. F. Dickson in a recent number of the Photographic Jour-

nal (ii. p. 39), is useful in proving that the yellow color is

really a salt of silver. He treats it with bichloride of mercury,

and finds that it is immediately bleached, no doubt from forma-

tion of the usual white double salt of mercury and silver.

Granting then that the yellow color is a salt of silver, we at-

tribute its production to two causes, viz. acidity of the bath aud
presence of free nitrate; of these the former is the most impor-

tant, and it is shown to be so in this way:

—

If the print is first soaked in plain hyposulphite of soda, free

from acidity, aud afterwards put into the coloring bath, no yel-

lowness makes its appearance; or if without any preliminary

treatment of that kind it is colored by means of a bath neutral-

ized with carbonate of soda, the whites are good in that case also.

The use of carbonate of lime in the form of powdered chalk or
" whiting" for the purpose of neutralizing the solution, is better

than that of carbonate of soda, since there is no danger of in-

curring an excess; the chalk being insoluble in water, what is

over and above sinks to the bottom.

0. On the relative amount of hyposulphite of soda and tetrathion-

ate of soda required in the coloring bat It.

As the coloration of the print has been attributed to the

agency of the tetrathionate, it would only be natural to suppose
that the larger the amount of such a salt present, the better the

effect. In point of fact this is the case to a certain extent, but
not beyond that.

A very small quantity of the tetrathionate succeeds if it has

been mixed with the hyposulphite for as long as three or four days
before it is used; it is quite certain that hardly any coloring

effect can be produced if the print is immersed immediately after

the two agents, the hyposulphite and the tetrathionate, are

brought together; but when a deposit of sulphur has taken place,

then the solution is active.

All this proves the statement already made, that a decomposi-

tion of some kind takes place, and this requires to be further

studied. The strength of the hypo solution to which the polythi-

onate is to be added, is a point of some eonsequence.

A number of experiments were made, the result of which al-

ways went to show that the concentrated solutions of hypo pro-

duced the same effect in a shorter time than others more dilute.

No fear need be entertained that the details of the print will

suffer by the employment of very strong hypo. It is hypo-plus

the acid coloring salt which dissolves the picture, and not hypo
alone.

D. On a slight difference in the effect, observed on adding hyposul-

phite of silver to the coloring bath.

The addition of a little chloride of silver, or of dilute nitrate

of silver solution to the coloring bath, so as to form a portion of

hyposulphite of silver, appeared to modify the tint of the proof

somewhat. The coloration was slower than usual, but the tones

were more decidedly purple and less of a grey color than when
no silver was present. The tint too did not suffer so much by
prolonged immersion after attaining to its maximum, with silver

salts, as without them.

These facts are stated with caution, and they require to be

confirmed.

In my next paper I shall enter more fully into the hypotheses

which may reasonably be entertained of the nature and chemical

composition of the colored surface forming the picture.

The Chairman said he was sure they were all deeply indebted

to Mr. Hardwich for his very valuable paper, which must be of

great interest to all Photographers. He would now be happy

to hear any observations which any gentleman might wish to

make on the subject, either as the result of practical experience

or chemical inquiries.

Mr. Fenton stated—in illustration of the continual decompo-

sition going on in the hyposulphite bath, that, having some time

back obtained a bath of old hyposulphite which produced in the

positive prints extraordinary brilliancy of color, he laid it away
for a couple of months as a reserve. When again made use of

he was surprised to find that it had completely lost all its color-

ing power. The sides of the bottle containing it were coated

with scales of sulphuret of silver, while, at the bottom, was a

considerable deposit of sulphur.

Mr. Pollock stated—in July last he put aside a bath, first

dividing it into equal portions, one of which he placed in a gutta

percha bottle, aud the other in a common glass bottle. They
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were placed side by side on the same shelf, the only difference

being, that one stood in the light and the other in the dark.

About ten days ago he thought he would try the bath, when he

found that in the gutta percha bottle to answer beautifully,

whilst that in the glass bottle was perfectly useless. In fact, he

found that in the gutta percha bottle to give him less trouble

than ordinary, and to be perfectly as good as it was six months

since, he never having altered it excepting by occasionally add-

ing a little gold. He believed that no better bath could be

made than by taking the deposit of an old hypo bath and letting

it stand for a night or two, when it would be fit for use.

THE EMPTY HOUSE. A GERMAN TALE.*

It afterwards happened that I met, at a large party, Count

P , who drew me into a corner and said
—

" Are you aware

that the secrets of our Empty House begin to be unravelled?"

I listened for more, bwt just as the Count was about to proceed,

the folding-doors opened, and we went in to dinner. Quite ab-

sorbed in thinking of the mysteries which the Count was about

to reveal, I had offered my arm to a young lady, and had mechan-

ically followed the string of guests as it passed along. I led

the lady to the vacant place which presented itself; looked at

her closely, for the first time, and saw the image of my mirror

so faithfully traced that I could not be mistaken. That I trem-

bled in my inmost soul, you can well imagine; but I assure you

that I did not feel the slightest indication of that mad and destruc-

tive passion which had so possessed me when my breath called

forth the wondrous image from the mirror. My astonishment

or rather alarm, must have been apparent in my couutenance,

for the young lady looked at me in perfect astonishment, and I

felt it necessary to collect myself as well as I could, and to tell

her that a lively reminisceuce would not allow me to doubt that

I had seen her some where before. The short answer, that this

was impossible, as she had come to [yesterday for the first

time in her life, somewhat posed me, in the strictest sense of the

word. I was silent, but the angelic glance which the girl's lovely

eyes had bestowed upon me, again revived me. I soon found

that I had by me a delicate, beautiful creature, who was suffer-

ing from a morbid degree of mental excitement. At some cheer-

ful turn of the conversation, especially when I threw in some
caustic remark, she would indeed smile, but with a singular ex-

pression of pain, as if too deeply moved.
" You're not in good spirits, Madame—perhaps the visit of

this morning—" Thus said an officer near me to my lady, but

at the same moment, his neighbor caught him by the arm, and
whispered something into his ear, while a lady on the opposite

side of the table, with fire in her checks and eyes, immediately

spoke of the magnificent opera which she had seen hi Paris, and
would compare with the one to be represented that evening.

The tears flowed from my fair neighbor's eyes.
'• Am I not a silly child?" she said, turning to me—she had

already complained of the headache.
" This is the ordinary consequence of a nervous headache," I

replied, in a perfectly unembarrassed tone, " for which there is

no better remedy than the chegrful spirit which bubbles up in

the foam of this poetical beverage." With these words I poured

some champagne, which she had at first refused, into her glass,

and while she tasted it, she thanked me with her looks for my
explanation of the tears which she had been unable to conceal.

Her mind seemed to have become more cheerful, and all would
have gone off well if I had not suddenly struck a glass which
stood before me, so that it gave a shrill ringing tone. My fair

neighbor grew as pale as death, and I also felt a sudden horror,

for the sound recalled to me the voice of the mad old woman in

the Empty House.
While we were taking coffee, I took an opportunity of ap-

proaching Count P
, who perceived my motive.

" Do you know that the lady who sat beside you is Edwina,
Countess of S ? Do you know that her mother's sister, who
has been incurably mad for years, is confined in the Empty

* Concluded from page 23, vol. viii., No. 1.

House. This morning, mother and daughter both visited the

uuhappy creature. The old steward—the only person who
could control the violent outbreaks of the countess's madness,

and, who had, therefore, the charge of her, is at the point of

death. It is said, moreover, that the sister has at last confided

the secret to Dr. K , and that he will try every means, if

not to restore the patient, to remove from her the frightful de-

sire of suicide, which occasionally overpowers her; morel do
not know at present."

Other persons entered, and our conversation was broken off.

This Dr. K. was the very person to whom I had applied on ac-

count of my own curious state; and you can easily imagine that

I hastened to him as soon as I was able, and gave him a faith-

ful account of all that had happened to me since I had seen him.

I requested him, for the sake of my own peace of mind, to tell

me all he knew about the mad old lady. And, after I had
promised him the strictest secrecy, he did not hesitate to make
the following communication:

—

Angelica, Countess of Z , had unexpectedly advanced into

the thirties, but was still in the full bloom of her marvellous

beauty, when Count von S , who was much younger than

herself, saw her at court in this city, and was so captivated with

her charms, that he paid his addresses to her at once. Nay,
when in the summer the countess returned to her father's estates,

he hastened after her to communicate to the old Count his in-

tentions, which, to judge from Angelica's deportment, did not

seem to be quite hopeless. Scarcely, however, had Count S
arrived, and scarcely had he seen Angelica's younger sister,

Gabrielle, whose beauty and grace so irresistably attracted the

count, that without thinking anything more of Angelica, he sued

for the hand of Gabrielle, which the old Count Z the more
readily granted, as Gabrielle showed a decided predilection for

Count S . Angelica did not express the slightest vexation

at her lover's infidelity. " He thinks he has left me, the foolish

boy; he does not perceive that he was only a toy in my hands
which /threw away." Thus she spoke in her scornful pride,

and, indeed, her whole deportment indicated that she really de-

spised the faithless Count. Besides she was seldom seen after

the union of Gabrielle with Count von S had been formally

announced. She did not appear at table, and it was said that

she was wandering alone in a neighboring wood, to which she

often directed her walks. A strange event disturbed the uni-

form quiet of the castle. It happened that Count Z "s

huntsmen, supported by a great number of peasants, captured a
band of gipsies who had been accused of the numerous robberies

and incendiary fires which had occurred in the neighborhood.

The men, fastened by a long chain, and the women and children

packed in a cart, were brought into the court-yard. Many an
audacious form, which, like a chained tiger, looked around with

wild, sparkling glances, seemed to indicate the determined rob-

ber and murderer; but the most striking figure was that of a

tall, lean, hideous woman, enveloped from head to foot in a blood

red shawl, who stood upright in the cart, and • insisted with a

loud voice, that she should be allowed to alight. Her request

was granted. Count von Z came down into the court-

yard, and ordered that the band be confined in the various cas-

tle dungeons, when the Countess Angelica, with dishevelled

hair and horror in her pale face, rushed out of the door, and
falling on her knees, exclaimed in a piercing voice' "Release
these people!—release them!— they are innocent!—innocent!

—

release them, father! draw but a drop of blood from one of

these, and I will plunge this knife into my bosom !" With these

words, the Countess brandished a knife in the air, and fell sense-

less.

" Eh, my pretty dear, my darling child, I knew very well that

you would not suffer it." Thus murmured the old woman. Then
she crouched down to the Countess, and covered her face and
bosom with kisses, still muttering, " Pretty daughter—pretty

daughter! wake up, the bridegroom is coming—the pretty bride-

groom is coming." Here the old woman took out a phial, in

which a little gold fish seemed to be sporting in clear spirits of

wine. This phial she held to the heart of the Countess, who
instantly revived, but scarcely saw the gipsy woman, when she
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jumped up, and warmly embracing her, hastened with her into

the castle. Count von Z ,
Gabrielle, and the bridegroom

who had made their appearance in the meanwhile, contemplated

this scene completely paralysed with a strange horror. The
gipsies remained perfectly quiet and indifferent ; they were now
released from the chain, and placed singly, bound, in the castle

prisons. On the following morning, the people of the district

were assembled by Count von Z ; the Gipsies were brought

before him, and he declared aloud, that they were quite inno-

cent of all the robberies committed near the spot, and that he

allowed them free passage through his domain. Hereupon they

were unbound, and to the general astonishment, provided with

passports. The red woman was weeping. It was said, that

the gipsey captain, distinguished by the gold chain about his

neck, and the red pluine in his Spanish hat, had been in the

Count's chamber on the previous night. Some time afterwards

it was proved beyond a doubt, that the Gipsies had not the

slightest share in the murders and robberies which had taken

place in the neighborhood. Gabrielle's wedding was already

near, when she one day remarked, with astonishment, that sev-

eral waggons were loaded with furniture and articles of clothing,

which were taken away. On the following morning, she learnt

that Angelica, accompanied by Count S 's valet and a dis-

guised woman, who looked like the old red gipsy, had departed

in the night. Count Z solved the enigma by explaining

that, from certain causes, he had been compelled to comply with

Angelica's strange request, and not only to make her a present

of the house situated in , but also to allow her to lead

an independent life there, with the further condition, that none

of the family, himself included, should enter the house without

her express permission. Count von S added, that at An-
gelica's urgent request, he had given her his valet, who had gone
with her to . The wedding was celebrated, Count S

—

went with his wife to D •, and a year passed in undisturbed

felicity. He then began to be indisposed in a singular manner.

It seemed as if a secret pain deprived him of all the pleasure

and power of life, and the efforts of his wife to elicit from him
the secret which appeared to destroy his inmost soul, were all in

vain. When at last his situation became really dangerous, he
yielded to his physicians, and went, as he said, to Pisa. Ga-
brielle could not go with him, as she expected to become a
mother, which, however, did not take place for several weeks.

Her child, a girl, vanished in a mysterious manner from the
cradle ; all search remained fruitless, and she was almost in a

state of despair, when Count von Z communicated to her
by writing the frightful intelligence, that he had found his son-

in-law, whom he had thought on his way to Pisa, at
,

where he had suddenly died in Angelica's house; that Angelica
had gone mad; and that he himself could not long endure this

dreadful calamity. When Gabrielle had somewhat recovered
her mind, she hastened to her father's estate. During a sleep-

less night, the image of her lost husband and child passed be-
fore her eyes, when she thought she heard a faint wailing at
her chamber door. Taking courage, she lit a taper and opened
the door. Crouching upon the ground, and wrapped up in the
red shawl, was the gipsy woman, with her eyes fixed and life-

less, and a little child in her arms, which mourned so piteously,

that the Countess' heart beat high to hear it. It struck her
that it was her child—her lost daughter. She snatched the
child from the gipsy's arms, but at that moment, the gipsy rolled

over like a lifeless doll. The shrieks of the Couutess awakened
the house. The gipsy was fouud senseless on the ground; all

means to revive her were tried in vain, and the Count had her

I

buried. Nothing remained but to hasten to to the
mad Angelica, for the purpose of investigating the mystery re-

specting the child. Every thing had changed; the frantic mad-
ness of Angelica had caused all the female servants to quit the
house, and only the valet remained. Angelica seemed to have
grown calm and rational, but when the Count told her the story
of Gabrielle's child, she clapped her hands, and cried with a
loud voice, "What! is the baby come—come—indeed—buried
-buried—how finely the gold pheasant shakes his wings! Do

eyes."you know nothing of the green lion with blue shining

The Count observed with horror the return of insanity as An-
gelica's face seemed to assume the appearance of the gipsy
woman. He resolved to take the poor creature to his estate,

but was opposed by the old valet. Indeed, the madness of An-
gelica broke out with the greatest violence when any attempt
was made to remove her from the house. In a lucid interval,

she implored her father, with burning tears, to let her die there;
and, deeply moved by her entreaties, he gave his consent, though
he took the confession she then made as the result of returning
insanity. She confessed that Count S had returned to her
arms, and that the child which the gipsy woman brought into

Count von Z 's house was their offspring. It is believed in

the town, that Count von Z took his unhappy daughter to
his estate, when, in fact, she has remaiued here, entrusted to the
care of the valet. Count von Z died some time ago, and
when the Countess Gabrielle von S came here with Edwina
to settle some family affairs, she could not refrain from visiting

her unhappy sister. On the occasion of this visit ^something
strange must have happened, but the Countess has confided no-
thing to me on the subject beyond telling me in general terms
that it had become necessary to rescue the unhappy woman from
the old valet. He had once, it appeared, endeavored to control
her outbreaks of madness by harsh and cruel treatment, but on
her asservation that she knew how to make gold, had been
tempted to assist her in strange experiments, and to procure all

she required.

" It would be quite superfluous," thus the physician continued,
"to make you

—

you, I say, observe the deeper connection be-
tween all these strange things. It is certain to me that you
have brought about the catastrophe which will cause the re-
covery or speedy death of the old lady. I will not now conceal
from you that I felt no little horror when, after having placed
myself in a magnetic relation to you, I likewise saw the image
in the mirror. We now both know that this was the iniao-e of
Edwina."

Just as the physician thought he could add nothing more for
my sake, so do I deem it superfluous to enlarge on the mysteri-
ous relation in which Angelica, Edwina, I, and the old valet
stood to each other. I will only add that after these events an
uneasy feeling drove me from the metropolis, and did not leave
me for some time. I think that at the moment when a particu-
lar feeling of health passed through my soul the old woman died.

Thus Theodore ended his narrative.

For the Photographic and Fine 4rt Journal.

AN ALLEGORY.

BY N. G. BURGESS.

The following allegory, or supposed event, which might pos-

sibly have taken place, was written some time since, when it was
clearly proven that portraits, by the Daguerrean Art, could
really be produced:

After M. Daguerre had fully completed his great discovery,

and when he could command the sun itself to pencil in the most
exquisite style of the art the objects it shone tipon, and when
the secret was locked in his own breast, it may be supposed
that he was desirous of a certain kind of notoriety, and he be-
thought himself of an audience of Louis Phillipp, the King of

the French, and that he proposed to show him the greatest won-
der of modern days. Accompanied by his friend and confident,

M. Arago, the great Philosopher and Statesman of France,
thither he went to the Palace of the Tuilleries. Ushered into

the presence of the King, his mission was made known by M.
Arago, that his friend desired to paint a portrait of his sove-

reign by the rays of the sun ; that he had laid aside his easel

and his palette, and now, -with a simple instrument, known as a
camera obscura, he would, by the permission of the mighty sun,

paint his portrait upon a tablet of silver, with such vivid dis-

tinctness and velocity, that all would be astonished and amazed
at the miracle.

The King was disposed at first to treat the proposition as a
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wild chimera of an artist; that he had built his hopes upon sand

;

that he would soon see all his labors vanish away, if, indeed, he

ever had obtained any results—and, least of all, impressions by
the mere sun's rays. Carefully arranging his chemicals, and pre-

paring his plate with great caution, in a perfectly darkened

apartment adjoining the reception rooms, he came forth, and, re-

questing his royal patron to remain in a passive mood for a few

moments, he adjusted the focus of the camera and allowed the

light to fall from that sun which Joshua of old once commanded
to stand still, whilst he, with a will almost as superhuman, com-

manded it to paint, in really living lines, the image he desired.

And quickly, as by a magician's fiat, the picture stood forth to

the wondering gaze of the King and the Philosopher, who then,

for the first time, saw the wondrous skill of Daguerre!

"What may be supposed were the words of those two persons,

who, for the first time, beheld those impressions, wrought out

by the long researches of Daguerre and Niepce ? Naught but

those of astonishment and wonder! added to which almost ado-

ration for the man, who possessed such a genius to search out

the sublime idea from the volume of science and lay it before the

world

!

What pride and happiness must M. Daguerre have experienced

as the King and his bosom friend, Arago, congratulated him upon

his great discovery ! telling him that the world would wonder,

and his name be applauded for ages yet to come! And as the

Art progressed, and was brought to its ultimate perfection, there

would be coupled to his name and fame the cherished remem-
brances of a benefactor to his race!

M. Arago was completely lost in astonishment at the great

achievement; and as he looked, for the first time, on these pen-

cillings of the sun, he was wrought up into sublime imaginings,

that man could search out such hidden treasures in the archives

of Art! Then to Daguerre he addressed himself as follows:
" You are about to appear before the world in a new sphere

of usefulness, and the artist who, in after years, shall forget the

name of Daguerre, shall then lose all claim to the title itself.

You are bringing before the world an Art by which thousands

of your fellow men shall gain a livelihood in future years, and
you will render a lasting tribute to mankind in the assurance

that you will give to Mends those tokens of love and esteem which
are valued so highly when that friend departs from this world,

calling up, in after years, that face and expression which are so

dear to the heart and affections! Your sacrifice of time and
patience will be more than well rewarded, even without the pen-

sion, which you certainly deserve, with the awards of lasting

gratitude, that thousands will render you, who may hereafter

follow this Art as a profession; and daily and hourly, wherever
that sun shall shine, it will shine with renewed splendor upon
your memory while it shines upon myriads of those wonderful

tablets of silver, whose every impress will alone be stamped with

your ingenious name!"
M. Daguerre was so overcome by the compliment, being al-

ways of a very modest and reserved caste, that he could not

well reply. The silence was broken by the King, who thus ad-

dressed him:
" I am most happy to have been the recipient of your confi-

dence, inasmuch as you have so highly honored me, as being the

first person, who has witnessed the first Photographic impression

of the human face divine, and be assured that I shall ever

cherish in my remembrance these moments, spent in presence of

yourself and M. Arago, to witness the consummation of your great

discovery, as the proudest and happiest of my life! And let me
urge you to make further research in the fields of science, for

where such superhuman results stand forth from your skill thus

far, what may not be the final attainments in future years!"

This interesting convocation might have occurred just before

Daguerre brought out his great secret to the world—nor would
it have been impossible for these events to have transpired. With
our present knowledge of the Art, how easy ! Their possibility

has induced the writer to note them down in the columns of the

Photographic and Pine Art Journal, as a slight tribute of re-

spect to the memory of those three remarkable men who are now
inhabitants of other spheres.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

ON THE PROBABILITY OF PRODUCING ACTMO-POLYCHROME PICTURES.

[We insert this paper as it contains some interesting consid-
erations, but it will be seen, from M. BecquerePs paper in our last

number, that the problem is really partly solved.

—

Ed. Ph. J.]

Many persons have doubtless been impressed with the idea of,

at some future, even an early day, seeing polychrome pictures

produced at once by some process analogous to that of Talbot
or of Daguerre, without being in any degree indebted to the
pencil or palette of the artist. So strong indeed was such a
belief in this country (America) a few years ago, in consequence
of the unblushing assertions of a "Reverend gentlemen!" in this

State, that he had actually the power to produce such at plea-

sure, that it was absolutely impossible to get an opportunity,

through any public print, to give a denial of the fact, even edge-
ways. It would be idle to quote any of his assertions, as they
have no doubt reached every member of the Society, farther

than to say he did it by an " accidentally discovered chemical
compound."

All this has at last come to an end,* and the Reverend gen-
tleman is entirely forgotten ; but it answered the purpose of the
moment, which was to feather his nest.

Should the expectation of such results ever be gratified, the

day is yet far distant when we can hope to see them. That such

a desideratum should be achieved is unquestionably the desire of

many, but they seem to have overlooked the fact that the force

producing actinic action is distinct and separate from that pro-

ducing colors, as well as the kindred and associate force of heat.

It is now generally admitted that at least three distinct forces

coexist in the smallest pencil we are able to separate from neu-

tral sunlight, viz: the thermic or heat-producing, the chromatic
or color-producing, and the actinic which produces chemical dis-

turbance in the condition of bodies susceptible of change, conse-

quent on their not being in the state of most stable equilibrium.

On this latter force the production of all actinic pictures de-

pends.

It is almost superfluous to say, that with no known body or

process is any other color produced than one, or as more com-
mouly expressed, "light and shade;" i. e. one of these condi-

tions marking the actinic action, and the other the absence of

such action. It is true that with various compounds various

tints of color are given, bnt even in these cases the result is only

light and shade. With the Talbotype, the strongest action

gives the deepest shade; where no action has taken place is the

strongest light, while at all intermediate degrees of action only

a lesser degree of shade is given, forming what are known to

artists as half-tints, which may be termed greys, more or less

dark as the actinic action varied; all such half-tints being due
to a more or less dilution as it were of the full tone with white,

the original tint of the paper. On Daguerreotype plates the

strongest action gives the highest light; while total want of ac-

tion marks the deepest shadow. Still, by both processes the

half-tints are of different tones of grey.

All who have paid the least attention to the history of the

art, must know that innumerable compounds have been tried,

with the same general results as to light and shade, although

the color of the darks has varied with the nature or propor-

tions of the compounds used.

The iridescent tints produced on the silver plate by Becque-
rel, are no evidence of the possibility of our ever being able to

produce actino-polychrome pictures; for such tints may be seen

by placing a small piece of iodine on any clean silver surface,

which will thence exhibit an annular series of such vivid colors;

but such can be as well produced in total darkness as in bril-

liant sunshine, showing that the actinic force of the solar rays

has had no effect on their production.

There is no doubt in the writer's mind but that the claim of

Hill was based on this experiment of Becquerel, and that by
means of brass he hoped that had others succeeded in producing

* A reference to our advertising columns will disprove this assertion.

—Ed. Ph. & F. A. J.
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pictures so colored, lie would have received the honors due to

the first discoverer.

No great extent of chemical knowledge is necessary to see

that what was promised by the Hillotype was so nearly, if not

quite impossible, that one wonders how it could ever be expected

to be otherwise. However, before pronouncing on the possibil-

ity of producing actino-polychrome pictures, it may be as well

to examine the requisite conditions for their production, and to

show the degree of probability of our ever seeing them. The
peculiar properties of light already referred to must be well

known to every practitioner, but it is only when emanating

directly from the sun through a clear atmosphere that it can

strictly be called neutral. It is unnecessary to enter into a com-

parison of the Huygheuian or Newtonian hypotheses of light,

for neither of them will much aid this inquiry, although a prac-

titioner will be better able to follow his profession by an inti-

mate acquaintance with both theories, so as to substitute one for

the other as occasion may require. The presence of the three

forces before mentioned in the neutral light, and that they may
reasonably be considered as totally distinct from each other, has

been fully shown by many philosophers having obtained the in-

dications of thermic and actinic effects in different positions in

the chromatic spectrum, as refracted by them through prisms of

different substances. Had the place of maximum heat been in-

variably found in the same relative possition in the chromatic

spectrum, however great or small its dispersion by refraction

through the several varieties of prisms, it would have gone far

to prove that the presence of the one property was essential to

the presence of the other, and so far dependent as to be insepa-

rable from it. But Herschel found the maximum thermic effect

beyond the red end of the chromatic spectrum, iu the invisible

space where there was no trace of color, while the actinic action

was found in its maximum at the other end of the spectrum, be-

yond the extreme violet color. Lebeck and others found that

the maximum effects of the several forces are evinced at differ-

ent points of the chromatic spectrum, depending on the proper-

ties of the body of which the prism may be made, and also on

the compound which formed the sensible film of the receiving-

tablet whereon an actinic impression was desired.

The light, by its action on the Daguerreotype plate, induces

such an electric sensibility as to predispose it for the reception

of the mercurial vapor, which attaches itself to the plate in a

manner analogous to the well-known electrical experiment of a

warm dry glass plate partially excited by rubbing with a dry

flannel, silk, or fur, so as to attract bran, &c. The dry iodized

surface of the plate is in a condition similar to the glass of a

Leyden jar, and is in that state a non-conductor of electricity.

The mercurial vapor deposits itself, therefore, in exact propor-

tion to the intensity of the actinic force which has impinged upon
and impressed the several parts of the image on the plate. The
quantity of the force influences the time in which the impression

is made, but the strength of the several lights and the depth of

the several shades depend on the intensity of the force which has

emanated from the several parts of the object.

The following experiment may be considered as proving this

view of actinic action. Procure a square of glass, and tie on

the end of a rod of dry wood, a piece of soft dry silk or woollen

cloth. Warm the glass, as well as the material on the point of

the rod, and using this point iu the same way as a pencil, rub it

pretty heavily on the warm glass, while it lies on a metallic sur-

face, as if writing a word or figure on the glass. Now pour over

the rubbed excited surface of the glass a fully-saturated solution

of some salt, as sulphate of soda, which will readily crystallize,

and it will immediately form crystals over the excited lines be-

fore forming any on the other parts of the surface of the glass.

On this same principle are all pictures developed, the Daguer-
reotype by the vapor of mercury, and the Talbotype by the de-

veloping solution, whatever it may be; all of them in proportion

to the intensity of the actinic action on the several parts.

That the time required for procuring an impression in the ca-

mera depends on the quantity of the actinic force admitted to

act on the prepared tablet, is proved by a lens when wholly un-

covered giving an impression in much less time than when par-

tially covered by a diaphragm having a small aperture, the time

being invariably less as the aperture is larger, in due proportion

to the area of the aperture. On the other hand, the intensity

of the actinic force affects the strength and tone of the picture,

or in other words, the contrasts of the lights and shades. With
a small intensity and a large quantity, the impressiou is flat and
tame, as well as ill-defined, rarely giving satisfaction to those

conversant with the rules of art, while with great intensity and
small quantity, the image is as sharply defined as if cut out with

a pair of scissors, the lights white, and the shadows dark and
too abrupt. The great art of getting a picture at all times of a

proper tone and softness in the shadows, is to grade the impreg-

nated surface of the tablet, whether metal, glass, or paper, to

the actual condition of the light at the time the picture is to be
taken. This condition is very difficult to meet with paper, as it

has to be prepared some time beforehand, and to this is no doubt
to be traced a frequent cause offailure. A particular prepara-

tion gave yesterday excellent results, while to-day nothing can
be got worth finishing.

Iodide of silver is the principal material used for receiving the

impression on any kind of tablet, and yet when alone it is much
less sensible than when combined with other bodies, arising from

its comparatively stable constitution. Iu fact, any of the soluble

organic, or the haloid, salts of silver may be used as the impreg-

nating body, each different salt differing from all the others in

sensibility to actinic action, the tone and color of the impression,

as well as the facility with which it may be prepared and ap-

plied. As far as the writer's observation has extended, the sen-

sibility to light depends much on the complexity of the chemical

atom of the compound with which the paper or plate may be

prepared.

According to Liebig iu his Animal Chemistry, the more com-
plex the atom of any compound may be, the less stability there

is in its equilibrium, and consequently the more easily it is dis-

turbed, while an arrangement of its ultimate particles takes

place among themselves to a different and more stable condition.

This, of course, will take place sooner or later according to the

intensity of the exciting cause. In liquids it will take place with

greater facility, and with greater equality, arisiug from the free-

dom of the mobility of the particles amongst themselves; while,

when diffused through the pores of the paper, or in a dry state

on the silver plate, these changes take place less completely in

all the parts of the compound, being most effective in those parts

where the acting force was most intense, gradually lesseniug in

effest as the force was weaker. When a complex compound is

in this state of instability, it is well known that only a very little

extraneous force is required to resolve it into new combinations,

and this is precisely the condition of such compounds as are found

to be most sensible to light. A few seconds, or in some cases

even a fraction of a second, is all that is required to render a

prepared tablet susceptible of forming new combinations with

the developing body, whether mercurial vapor, tether, or other

body easily decomposed, thereby bringing out the impression of

the image; the effect of this developing action being most strong-

ly marked on the parts most intensely acted on by the light,

while the effect is nil at such points as the light had not reached,

or where it possessed an intensity too weak to disturb the equi-

librium. Many other bodies are susceptible of this change by

the action of light, but practitiouers seem to have preferred the

salts of silver as best suiting their purposes, and of these the

iodide appears to be the principal; its instability being singu-

larly increased by the addition of some other salt of the same
metal.

It is only such bodies as, from complexity of their molecular

constitution, have their equilibrium easily disturbed, that are

capable of acting as accelerators. Nitrogen is a body which is

well known to be exceedingly indifferent to combination with

other bodies, and hence is readily induced to abandon, by a

small extrinsic action, all combinations with such bodies as may
at the time be in combination with it, permitting them to form

other compounds of a more stable character than they possessed

while iu its conueetion.

There are very many organic bodies which seem to enter spon-
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tancously into this change of condition, more particularly those

which contain nitrogen; it being well known that a very small

quantity of such a compound possesses the ability of overturning

the equilibrium of large quantities of other bodies in combination

with it, and even when merely in contact with the nitrogen,

without being in combination. The most familiar examples of

this are the vinous fermentation of beer, and the panary fermen-

tation of bread, each produced by a small portion of yeast intro-

duced into a large mass of other material, which previous to its

introduction had no immediate tendency towards fermentation.

To the introduction of compounds containing this body in minute

proportions, much of the sensibility of actinic paper is owing;

for the more complex the body, the greater the number of ele-

mentary atoms in the compound atom, the less the stability: as

Liebig says, " There are many facts which prove that the most

simple compounds are the most stable * * *, while those of

complex composition easily yield to changes and to transforma-

tions."

The greater the number of elementary atoms in an atom of

any particular compound, the greater the number of more simple

compouuds which can be formed from it, each of them in a state

of more stable equilibrium than the original complex body from

which they emanate. In using a very complex salt of silver, the

actinic action ought not to be so long continued in the camera

as to fully overturn the equilibrium and liberate the silver, which

is the real coloring matter on the tablet, but only to raise its

electric condition to the highest point it can attain without de-

composition, so that on the removal of the tablet from the ca-

mera, the application of the mercurial vapor or of a developing

solution will bring out the impression in proportion to the inten-

sity of the actinic action on the several parts of the image.

When the exposure has been carried on so far as to overturn

the equilibrium in the portions most intensely acted on; the im-

pression is known as solarized or burnt; and when too briefly

exposed, the equilibrium cannot be overcome by the developing

body, except in spots, producing only a blurring. The most

sensitive tablet is one prepared with such a compound surface

that by a very short exposure to light it will so far effect the

disturbance that a slight chemical action will produce the de-

sired effect in developing the impression. The best developing

agent would be nascent hydrogen, if we only knew how to

properly apply it. An easy means of so doing is still a deside-

ratum.

It is a further proof that the colors of the chromatic spectrum

are produced by a force distinct from that which produces the

changes on an actinic tablet, it being well known that the most
brilliant tints of color produce no commensurate effect on the

tablet, while a dull blue produces a most marked change in a

short time, and will in fact solarize before a bright red or yellow

produces a perceptible impression on the prepared surface. Red
produces its impression sooner than yellow, although to the eye

the latter seems the most powerful.

Brewster has shown that no color is entirely free from the

power of impressing the tablet; for the actinic spectrum over-

laps the chromatic, and extends somewhat beyond it at both

ends, to where no color whatever exists. The minimum of the

actinic force is near the middle of the chromatic spectrum, its

maximum near the blue end, while it has considerable intensity

near the red end; the exact positions differing, as already stated,

according to the density or quality of the prism by which the

neutral or colorless light is refracted. By experiment, it is fouud

that white bodies produce the most intense actinic effect, while

perfectly black bodies produce none at all. Beginning then

with black as or zero, the following is the order in which the

actinic intensity of the chromatic spectrum progresses to its

maximum, viz: black, yellow, red, blue, white. To produce,

then, on a tablet of any description, which would show each of

these colors of only one shade or tone, a sensible compound
(Hill's "peculiar chemical compound?") must be prepared of such

a complex, unstable, and heterogeneous constitution, that it may
be capable of simultaneous decomposition by the varying actinic

force emanating from the different colors of the object; and that

the intensity of each particular tint should be just capable of

producing by its action on the compound precisely the same
color and tone as that from which it emanates ; i. e., the rays

from black producing black, those from yellow producing yellow,

and so on through all the series of colors, tones, and shades.

That this is the only means by which actino-polychrome pictures

can be produced must be evident to any one who for a moment
will take the trouble to think on the subject. As black in the

original produces no action whatever, the general color of the
" peculiar compound " must be black when laid on the tablet, or

otherwise (to use a common, though not an optical expression)

that color will be wanting in the picture: the smallest possible

amount of actinic action must produce yellow of the brightest

hue, a little stronger action must produce orange, gradually

changing to red as the action increases, then merging through

purple into blue, until finally a full clear white will be attained

with the maximum of actinic intensity. It will be seen that

there is no room for browns or greens of any tone ; for from

yellow, the very least, it grows reddish to form orange, and
from that to red, purple, blue, white the highest of all ; for as

the blue and the yellow are extremes, they cannot at all come
together to form a green. Even without these absent colors, of

how many simple atoms must an atom of this " peculiar chemical

compound " consist, or of what ingredients ought it to be com-

posed, so that, while itself in the highest degree unstable, its

decomposition will, with the ever-varying degrees of actinic force,

just resolve itself into those numerous compounds, all of them
permanent bodies, the colors of which will, in clearness of tint,

depth of tone, and as distinctly marked, be so exactly similar to

the original object? The probability of producing such actino-

polychrome pictures depends therefore on the ability to produce

such a compound as will possess all the above requisites
; for

until this is done, the thing is not only improbable, but abso-

lutely impossible. Wm. Ross, Architect.

July dlst, 1854, 112 Chambers street, New York.

m

PHOTOGRAPHY IN COUNTERFEITING,

Correspondence of the N, Y. Tribune.

Cincinnati, January, 1855.

I have just witnessed some illustrations of the art of Photo-

graphic Counterfeiting, which I deem highly important, not only

to bank officers, but to the public at large. Mr. Fontayne, of

this city, one of the best daguerreotypists iu the world, has re-

cently made several photographic copies of bank notes, which

far surpass, in the perfection of their details, anything which has

ever been done in the old way of counterfeiting. When these

photographs are carefully taken on the proper bank note paper,

they defy detection either by the unaided eye or by microscopic

inspection.

One of these photographs, from a $10 bill, was deposited by
Mr. F., with other bills, in the Life and Trust Company, and
was received without suspicion. He then informed them that

there was a bad bill among them; the money was reinspected,

and he was positively assured that it was all good, and requested

to point out the defective bill; he did so, and after a general

examination of the officers present, the bill was again pronounc-

ed good. Another trial was made by presenting a photogra-

phic copy of a bill at the principal banking houses. At the

banks of Smead, Collard & Hughes, Gregory & Ingulsbee, and
some others, the photograph was received, and. after care-

ful inspection, pronounced a good bill. A still more rigid test

was made by presenting photographs and genuine bills to Mr.
Booth and other bank-note engravers. After the most careful

inspection they were unable to detect the photographic counter-

feit, for, as I have observed, the minutest details are perfect un-

der microscopic scrutiny.

I think it is obvious from these facts, that our paper money
currency is in a dangerous condition, and that it is necessary to

give the widest publicity to these alarming developments. If

any good master of photography, can, in a short time, and at a

trifling expense, flood the country with spurious money, which,
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even cashiers, presidents, and experts of evfry grade are unable

to detect, we have no security in our paper currency.

I have heard that photographic notes were once taken in the

Bank of England. Whether any such are now in circulation in

this country is not known, but, certainly, we have no security

against their issue at any time in enormous quantities, and it is

especially to put the public on their guard that I now announce

these facts. An interest is already excited here, and bank pre-

sidents are sending their notes to be photographed, to test the

power of the art.

It is not only our currency that is assailed by this art, but

everything depending on the human pen is liable to counterfeit-

ing. One's autograph may be at any time affixed to a bank

check, promissory note, will, deed, letter of credit, or recommen-

dation, or any number of autographs may be affixed to any do-

cument the operator may please—the autographs being so per-

fect, that the writer himself could not detect an error.

It is needless for engravers to increase their skill, as every

step they take in advance is followed with mathematical accura-

cy by Photography, which copies the red or brown backs of the

notes as easily as their faces. Possibly there may be some art

of printing in colors of great variety, on rare paper, which Pho-

tography will not be able to rival. I think banks should offer

a premium for the discovery of some peculiar species of paper,

the manufacture to be kept secret, and to be devoted exclusively

to the issue of bank notes.

Under present circumstances an immense amount of fraudu-

lent money may be issued before the public are duly on their

guard. Science and Art must give us new safeguards. There

are but two methods of detection of which I have any knowledge

at present; they are furnished by chemistry and by psychomctry,

neither of which would be brought to bear against bills so ap-

parently perfect in all their details.

The chemical test is based ou the fact that the black color

of the photographic picture being derived from a preparation of

silver, its ground is necessarily different from the inks used by
the engraver and the writer: various tests may be devised by
good chemists. I would merely mention one: the photographic

picture is immediately destroyed or turned white by washing
it with a solution of corrosive sublimate.

As for the psychometric test, it is, I believe, worthy of adop-
tion in cases of importance when chemical tests are not con-

venient. Any individual of good psychometric capacity can de-

rive from one of the signatures on a bank note an impression of

the character of the writer; the photograph does not give this

impression, and the difference between the real writing and the

mere photograph may thus be distinguished, as I have ascertain-

ed by actual experiment on Mr. Eontayne's specimens. I shall

give an account of this experiment in ' The Journal of Man.'

—

J. R. B.

There is considerable truth in the above, mixed up with much

fiction. That accurate fac similics of bank notes may be made

by the Photographic art has been at various times abundantly

proved ; but we must be allowed to doubt that all can be thus

perfectly copied, or counterfeited, as asserted by the Tribune'*

correspondent. He says that the red backs of bank notes are

as easily copied as their faces. Now this cannot be true; nor

can any of the red figures or letters or lines often in bank notes

be so copied ; it is an utter imposibility from the very nature of

the process. The photographic process is based upon the action

of light upon the nitrate and chloride of silver, which are invaria-

bly blackened. This black tone may be modified to browns of

various shades, to yellows, and to brownish reds, by certain pro-

cesses, but these modifications must necessarily take place over

the whole surface of the note, no particular fraction can be

changed, as these changes of color are effected in what is called

the fixing bath, into which the paper is entirely immersed. It

is also impossible, by any known process, to copy the red backs,

as paper photographically prepared can be printed on one side

only; any attempt to impress the reverse side would result in the

destruction of the first copy. Therefore, if bank notes printed

entirely in black ink can be so accurately copied as to deceive

in the manner related, the sure remedy is in printing the back

and portions of the face of the note in red or blue ink.

From the Jour, oj the Phot. Soc.

NEW PROCESSES ON GLASS.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,—Every new fact in photography interests photographers,
though it may not immediately serve the art. Every fresh re-

sult adds proximately or remotely to its resources. It is the

consciousness of this which emboldens me to ask a small space
in your Journal to record the results of some experiments I made
a long time since, and which I have wanted leisure to pursue.

The object I had in view in these experiments was to find a
cheaper mode of practice on glass than collodion. Though the
desirability of such a discovery is now greatly diminished, owing
to the reduced price of collodion, yet the results I obtained pos-

sess an interest if they do not point out a field for further re-

search.

Method 1.—Take a solution of egg-albumen and add to it bi-

chloride of mercury, also in solution, until the whole of the al-

bumen is precipitated. Wash well this precipitate, then redis-

solve it in a saturated solution of iodide of potassium, as much
as will dissolve in it.

This preparation should be diluted with three or four times
its quantity of distilled water, and then poured over a clean

glass plate, drained, and then dried at a fire. When dry it is

to be placed in the usual 30-grain bath of nitrate of silver for

about half a minute ; then exposed in the camera, after which it

is to be replaced in the bath for two minutes. Then develop with
protosulphate of iron.

I have obtained very good pictures by this process in about
the same time as the ordinary collodion cakes.

Method 2,—which requires no menstruum to cause the chem-
icals to adhere to the glass.

Make saturated solutions in distilled water of ferroeyanide of

potassium and bichloride of mercury. Ten drops of the ferro-

eyanide and 14 drops of the bichloride should be mixed with \
an oz. of water, and then poured over the glass, and dried at the

fire. Treat this precisely as the former in the bath and the de-

veloping. It gives very brilliant positive pictures.

Or, take a saturated solution of iodide of mercury in iodide

of potassium, dilute it in the same proportion, and treat in the

same way; the result will be the same. I do not insist on the

proportions mentioned. To ascertain these with precision re-

quires more experiment: but care should always be taken to have
the nitrate of silver bath stronger than the solutions of iodides

and chlorides. The immersion in the bath after exposure in

the camera is absolutely necessary, as the freed mercury and de-

composed silver mutually attract each other, as exemplified in the

beautiful phenomenon of the Arbor Diana?. I give the above
only as pleasing varieties of practice; but the following I think

may eventually supersede the albumenized glass process.

Method 3.—Dissolve the gluten of wheat in spirits of wine,

and iodize it as you would collodion, add a few drops of acetic

acid, then pour it over the glass and dry it ; or it may be placed

in the bath before it is dry, when it is very sensitive; but, dried,

it is a very slow process, and is very useful in taking landscapes

at a distance from the dark room. The advantage over the al-

bumen process is that it is more easily applied to the glass, and
is not liable to crack or come off the glass. I give no propor-

tions, as I have not sufficiently ascertained them. I have no
doubt but other operators with more skill and leisure will soon

perfect the process if it be found valuable, and in this hope I

submit it to your judgment, and am, Sir, Yours, &c,
Thomas Mogford.

f^ ; »
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THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, AND STATE FAIR EXHIBITIONS,

[We publish this article without wishing to be considered as

taking either side of the argument. When there appears to be

two sides to a question both should be heard.

—

Ed.]

" If you want enemies, excel others ;
if you want friends, let others

excel you."

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Mr. Editor—After reading your remarks, in the December

number of your Journal, respecting the Mechanical and State

Pairs in this country, in which you solicited reports descriptive

of the annual Exhibitions, from Daguerreotypists generally, who

have contributed specimens of their Art on these occasions, I re-

solved, for oue, to comply with your request. And, although

you published a report of our Franklin Institute Exhibition last

year, and another, from the same source, this year, in your last

number, I will, with your permission, go over the same ground

in my own way, and in the present article give my own view of

the two Exhibitions.

Next, I will offer a few remarks upon the management of these

Fairs—upon their influence on the community, and the duties

of Managers and Judges, &c.

Finally, I will touch briefly on the great improvement now
making in Heliography in the United States, and finish with a

few words for those who will understand them.

I rejoice to learn from the Report of the Committee, as I had

already suspected, from the Report of my own senses, that, in the

various mechanical departments the specimens were considered

the finest hitherto brought forward, and the Exhibition in 1853,

as in 1854, was, as a whole, eminently successful.

But, in regard to the Heliographic specimens, I feel con-

strained to take a somewhat different view from oue heretofore

advanced and published in your Journal I am not advised who

were the Judges, that exhibited such profound thought and keen

discrimination, together with a judgment so rife in their awards

for superiority iu the Heliographs deposited in the Institute for

public inspection last year.

I do know, however, that it was a frequent remark of the

throng of visitants (many of them, perhaps, not less competent

to decide on artistic works generally, especially sun-paintings,

than the acting Judges themselves), that some of the finest He-
liographs ever deposited there, presenting a character and style

such as artists love to look upon and the intelligent portion of

the public desire to possess, were, last year, passed by as "un-
worthy of notice," while a medal was awarded for splendid gilt

frames, or for hideously magnified and distorted representations

of the " human face divine," semi-developed, and half lost in the

back-ground, yet cunningly suspended far above reach, complete-

ly out of the inspection of visitors, for the sole and sufficient

reason, that, being unfit to sustain a close scrutiny, they looked

best at a distance!

The medal, however, was assigned to Mr. Richards, probably

for the largest pictures ! Of his remaining smaller pictures, all,

except three, were either solarized or under time, half developed,

and deficient alike in good mechanical, chemical, and artistic

effect; and even those three were wanting in roundness, life-like

expression, &c. &c. These statements are not very complimenta-

ry, but, according to my sincere, settled convictions, together

with the often reiterated opinions of experienced and capable

Daguerreotypists, they express the simple truth! And yet Mr.
R 's Report, published in your Journal last year, set forth

these very pictures in exceedingly vivid colors, while, at the same
time, sneering at sundry specimens of other Heliographers, most
of which, in point of skill and genuine artistic merit, he has

never yet been able to equal.

Messrs. M'Clees & Germon had a very fine display, and pre-

sented several admirable Daguerreotype specimens ; but, for

some inscrutable reason, they found no favor with the Judges,

having been passed over by them without notice. There was,

nevertheless, a medal awarded to these gentlemen for colored

Crystalotypes, which they did not themselves color! This medal.
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with proper spirit, they restored to the Managers, publishing, at

the same time, in the Philadelphia Public Ledger, a well written

valedictory, addressed to the Superintendent or Chairman of the

Committee on Exhibitions, in which they declined all further

honors from the Institute. This fact I regret extremely, since

they are skillful, capable, and worthy young men, whose produc-

tions would do great credit to themselves and the Art, while

they much augmented the interest of our Exhibitions.

Some of M. A. Root's Daguerreotypes, it was reported, "had
been carefully compared" "with the fiuest in other collections,"

and pronounced "unequalled ."' yet, as "they were not framed
so expensively as usual, and " not quite so large" as some others,

and as he had already " gained medals enough for one man," (i. c.

sixteen), and as, moreover, he was then absent, why he was passed

by, in order that another, who made an extensive display of

large gilt frames, might carry off the honor!"

At our State Fair, this year, attended as it was by above

two hundred thousand visitors, a large collection was exhibited

of Photographs, taken by the Crystalotype and Collodion pro-

cesses. Medals were awarded to M'Clees & Germon, for the

superiority of their plain, re-touched, and colored Photographs

and Daguerreotypes, and to Richards & Betts for their paper

and glass pictures.

The best Daguerreotypes exhibited the Report conceded to

be by M. A. Root. Since, however, they were not entered in

the books "until after the expiration of the hour," they were

referred to the Executive Committee.

The finest pictures on glass (Ambrotypes) were unquestiona-

bly exhibited by Mr. J. Rehn. His stereoscopes aud portraits,

also, were exquisite, and his collodion pictures were " beautiful,

exceedingly!" I should pronounce them, under whatever aspect

regarded—tone, color, clearness, and force, the best " un-

touched" specimens on paper offered at the State Fair this year.

They were, however, passed by, and, the artist being a very

modest man, retired, without a single complaint or murmur.
At the recent Exhibition of the Franklin Institute, Rehn, and

Richards and Betts exhibited Photographs on paper and glass.

The first premium, a silver medal, was awarded to Rehn, for the

superior excellence of both these classes of pictures. •

For a great variety of stereoscopes, got up in beautiful styles

and deposited by Mascher, a silver medal was most justly award-

ed him.

A silver medal was assigned, also, to Max Hilb, for his Da-

guerreotype Instruments—these being the same employed in

producing all the largest aud finest specimens iu the Exhibition.

For the best Daguerreotypes, both large and small, from

quarter size up to double whole, the highest prize, a silver medal,

was awarded to M. A. Root. Another was assigned to Rich-

ards—on what grounds, since the Judges forbore to explain, nu-

merous visitors were unable even to "guess," though "guessing"

is pronounced a special "gift" of Yankeedom!
To particularize : excepting a very few—say six or eight—al-

though his specimens numbered, I think, over one hundred, they

were not even " second-rate." Many of them were the produc-

tions of others, and some had been on exhibition two or three

times before!

Our twenty-five cent, fifty cent, and one dollar galleries were

quite liberally represented at the Franklin Exhibition this year.

Among the best of their specimens were some, which, ten years

ago, would have been pronounced " very good." In a mechani-

cal and chemical view, some of them were passable; but, like

the majority of specimens, seen at the doors of nearly all Helio-

graphic galleries, they were destitute of artistic merit. From
M'Clees & Germon's gallery (had they contributed), specimens

iu their various styles of the art, would have added much to the

interest of the Exhibition.

Now for the reputation of the Institute, in simple justice to

this wondrous and useful art, and, finally, for the general weal,

I do hope that /Ware Judges, summoned to pass judgment upon

Heliographic specimens, whatever their class, may carefully con-

sider the nature of their office and the momentous influence of

their decision, right or wrong, and, lastly, weigh well the fact,

that merest equity, alike towards the public and the art, de-

ft
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mands of them a vigilant, fair scrutiny of all specimens deposited.

Still further, the Judges should, in their Report, state dis-

tinctly and fully the specific grounds of their awards, together

with the peculiar points of excellence or marks of superiority

which the works of one artist possess above another's; in other

phrase, they should assign a reason for their decisions intelligible

to the public at large.

For example, if a prize be given for magnifying and distort-

ing the images three or four times beyond the field or power of

the lenses employed, or for images only half developed or solar-

ized, or for splendid gilt frames, then let the fact or facts be

stated distinctly and unequivocally in the official Report, so that

the public may by no possibility be led astray.

If, however, those appointed to this office regard it with in-

difference, and, either through partiality or bald ignorance, act

unjustly, they must anticipate, as they will assuredly receive, the

disapproval and condemnation of the community thus wronged.

If, nevertheless, they are uninformed in the art, and therefore

incompetent to discriminate between the valuable and the worth-

less among its specimens, they should receive rather our commis-

eration than our censure.

Now, although Managers should invariably select men com-

petent to the task, we are well aware that persons capable of

judging accurately of Heliography and its productions, are ex-

tremely rare everywhere, and especially in the city of Penu and
among the Managers of the Franklin Institute.

" ?Tis true, 'tis pity, and pity 'tis 'tis true !"

Yet there are, unquestionably, men in this Institution, who
would not only desire to act justly, but who are capable of form-

ing correct decisions.

To perform intelligently the duties of their office, Judges should

be practically versed in the Heliographic art—and yet the requi-

site knowledge is to be acquired solely by years of intense appli-

cation and patient study. Supposing them thus qualified, they

should consider the specimens submitted,

1st. In a mechanical view, i. e. if they are Daguerreotypes, as

to the superior purity and finish and the high polish of the plates.

2d. Chemically

—

i. e. as to whether the impression be warm,
mellow, rich and clear, and, therefore, pleasing in its tone ;

or,

contraiwise, cold, blue and muddy, with the shadows not devel-

oped, but " filled in with mercury ;" or whether the image has

been "forced up" too quickly over mercury, when raised to a

temperature too high ; or whether it lacks development or addi-

tional mercury; or whether the effect of the picture is injured

by having had too much bromine for the iodine, or vice versa,

&c. &c.

3d. Under the artistic aspect, Judges should assign great im-

portance to a proper view of the face, disposition of the drape-

ry, light and shade, posture, composition, and finally expression,

indicating, by the last term, the query, whether the picture is,

or looks like the portrait of a veritable animate, or of an inani-

mate being; whether it represents a face and head full of vitali-

ty, intelligence and thought, or the reverse, &c. &c.

All the above are items which competent Judges of Helio-

graphs should be perfectly familiar with and carefully consider,

while comparing the several productions put in competition at

our Mechanical and State Fairs. I have urged the more
strongly on the notice of the Franklin Institute, because this

Institute having, all through the United States, a reputation for

high character, transcending that of any kindred body, should

strive, even anxiously, to maintain it unimpaired.

Had the Judges in the Heliographic department at the Crys-

tal Palace been qualified for their office, and had they acted

conscientiously, the awards, at least for Daguerreotypes, would
have been other than they were, and the public might have

learned wherein one contributor surpassed another—always pro-

vided, however, that their Report be published.

The simple truth is that the Judges on Daguerreotypes at the

Crystal Palace were not artists, but scientific men; while artists

were selected and acted as Judges of philosophical instruments.

Hence the absurd decisions made.
If three persons are selected as Judges by the Managers of

our Fairs, one at least of them should be practically acquainted
with the Heliographic process. One, moreover, should be a
genuine artist, capable of appreciating artistic merit—competent
to point out the difference between the worthfid and worthless

in a picture, and to specify such difference in the Report, in

terms intelligible even to the majority of the uninstructed in art.

Through Reports of this character, the Exhibitions, at all our

Fairs, of works of art, might exert an excellent influence on the

community, and create, in the minds even of the masses, a desire

to procure Heliographs of the highest order, both as being per-

fectly truthful likenesses, and as being, also, gems of art.

But I will leave this topic until after another Exhibition, and
take up another.

Although you, Mr. Editor, in your Journal, have repeatedly

suggested to the Daguerrean body of the United States some-
what extensive changes, one of the principal of which is the

retirement of many who have mistaken their vocation, and thus

have unwisely engaged in the practice of an art for which they

are unfitted; these suggestions would seem hitherto to have had
little effect. I do not apprehend that Daguerre's brilliant dis-

covery is destined to retrograde, but rather to fall into abler

hands, and eventually to rank high among the ornamental and
useful arts.

Possibly, however, it may sustain a temporary eclipse, for the

vast and rapid improvement made, during three or four years

past, on the other side the Atlantic in the Talbotype, and the

Albumen and Collodion processes, Avill constrain our artists, ere

long, to devote considerable attention to the paper-branch of

Heliography. I have carefully noted its progress, and have
been awaiting the period when I believe it will compensate the

practitioner.

And since the Daguerreotype profession has been so far de-

graded, in the general estimation, by unqualified operators, who
have flooded the community with their twenty-five cent speci-

mens (even that price being exorbitant considering their quality),

it is gratifying to know that, as paper pictures cannot be made
remunerative at these small sums, they cannot be produced by
the numerous incompetents who have " rushed " into the rooms
once illumined by the genius of Daguerre.

So that, as I said, the paper-process, though it may for a

season obscure the Daguerreotype, is likely to benefit it, ultimate-

ly, by purging the entire Heliographic profession of those who
have hei'etofore disgraced it.

I rejoice, moreover, to know, that persons who are really art-

ists, alike by nature and education, are, in our country, already

turning their attention, quite extensively, to this branch of art;

I mean portrait and miniature painters.

The Crystalotypes (or pictures made by the albumen process)

of Whipple, as vastly improved by Black; the Ambrotypes (or

pictures impressed on glass, hermetically sealed), and the Col-

lodion pictures of Cutting, in Boston, and of Rchn, in this city,

have called forth, from genuine Artists and Connoiseurs, numer-

ous tributes of warmest and richly deserved admiration. These

gentlemen have contributed very much, not only to advance He-
liography itself, but to elevate the profession of it in the public

esteem by their achievements.

But pei'haps of all who, in this country, have recently been

laboring in the "good cause" of true art, Messrs. Gurney &
Fredericks, of New York, should receive the "olive-crown."

In the magnificent establishment, long previously occupied by

the former in producing Daguerreotypes, these gentlemen, now
associated, have a corps of real, and not sham, artists, introduced

by Mr. Fredericks from Paris, who are daily producing Photo-

graphs, eminently distinguished alike by their artistic merit aud

their mechanical finish and beauty.

Mr. Fredericks deserves not merely credit, but the success

which he has already won, and which is steadily enlarging, for

introducing his exquisite modification of the Photograph into

our country, and securing for its advancement such potent in-

strumentalities.

But "Young America" will not be long out-stripped in the

contest for improvement in this branch of Heliography. As in

Daguerreotype portraiture, so also in the paper-processes, it is

6*g3H®g«~ m&m<
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gratifying to know that a surprising certainty of success has beeu

already achieved by several practitioners, who have recently

turned their attention towards this quarter.

Thus, Mr. Turner, now in Mr. Brady's gallery, merits great

commendation for his exquisite collodion impressions, both of

small and life-size. His "untouched" specimens transcend by

far most others I have seen. In fact, even without re-touching,

they are exceedingly beautiful ; the drapery is distinctly and

finely developed with equal richness and force, the color is good,

and the half-tints, together with a proper disposition of the lights

and shadows, are, for the most part, well secured. In truth,

after Mr. Turner's manipulation, faithful, beautiful, and highly

valuable portraits and miniatures are obtained without aid from

the artist's pencil.

So, too, at Root's gallery, in New York, Mr. Glosser has suc-

ceeded in producing small, cabinet, and life-size portraits, which

awaken admiration in every connoisseur who beholds them.

This gentleman's success in taking life-size portraits on canvass,

completely prepared for the portrait painter's easel, has won for

him great credit. Moreover, his cabinet-size pictures on paper

are well-defined, clearly developed, rich, beautiful, and bold por-

traits, even without being re-touched or receiving the aid of the

artist's pencil.

In fact, judging from personal observations, Messrs. Turner

& Glosser, in New York, and Mr. Rehn, in Philadelphia, strike

me as now taking the lead in our country in producing the glass

and paper pictures from life without re-touching.

Others may be equally advanced, and possibly may soon out-

strip them in the race of improvement ; for numerous leading

Daguerreotypists have either already introduced, or are on the

eve of introducing, the paper and glass processes into their gal-

leries, and sending forth pictures thus made to the public, as

branches of their legitimate business.

M'Clees & Germon were the first to introduce the paper or

collodion process into Philadelphia. They have made great pro-

gress, during the last year, and their skill, energy, and perseve-

rence, are fairly appreciated by the community. Their pictures,

by both the albumen and collodion processes, are not only good,

they are beautiful! many of them such without "re-touching."

Richards & Betts have also made a fair beginning, and have

produced quite creditable specimens on both paper and glass.

But the field for improvement is still wide before them, and an-

other year may afford an opportunity for a more favorable re-

port, concerning them, for your Journal. At any rate, then, as

now, it shall be just according to my convictions.

In the hands of those I have already named in this article

—

and I might add to them Black and Masury & Silsbee, of Bos-

ton; Hovey, of Rochester, N. Y.; North, of Cleveland; Paris

and Fontaine, of Cincinnati, Ohio ; Fitzgibbons, of St. Louis, Mo.

;

Cook, of Charleston, S. C, and still others—I feel assured not

only that the general interests of Heliography are safe, but that

all its branches will be greatly improved within the year 1855,

and the character of the profession redeemed.

Such redemption might be far more speedily secured, could

some Heliographers, who are eternally vaunting themselves first-

class artists, and would fain be so reckoned, cease to pour out,

through the press, floods of venomous slang against their brother

artists, which might put even a Billingsgate fisherman to the

blush ! I do not object to a little occasional sparring between

competing artists if conducted with "science;" but gentlemen

" box with the mufflers on." It is " rowdies" only who " smash"

each other's faces with their naked "mauleys," using, meanwhile,

a brutal phraseology, that reveals the brutal spirit within. Our
vocation can never be esteemed an intrinsically honorable one,

worthy to rank with that which gave scope to the genius of Ra-

phael and Michael Angelo, of Rubens and Velasquez, until its

members cease jarring and reviling and striving to undermine

each other, unite fraternally for its elevation.

It were not easy branding, with adequate severity, certain ad-

vertisements, which daily obtrude themselves on our sight in the

New York City prints, in which eternal self-puffing is largely

mingled with sneers at, and malign assaults upon, rival galleries.

Some fire and vigor, we admit, are displayed in these diatribes;

but this fire is from the ^,"and not the empyrean, and this vigor

is the convulsionary force of lunatic malignity, and not the

calm, serene potency of genial wisdom.
Verse, too, is dragged into this ruffianly melee! Yes, that

vehicle, through which supremest genius manifests its noblest

sentiments and thoughts, is desecrated to the service of ribaldry

and malice. What is this but "^stealing the livery of the Court
of Heaven to serve the devilin?" Is it not a veritable harness-

ing into offal-carts of the fiery coursers of the Sun-God ?

Philadelphia, January, 1855. M.A.R.,
No. 140 Chestnut street.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

COLLODION VS. PAPER.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—Upon reading over my letter in your last number* I

find several misprints, which will puzzle my collodion friends, and
I should be very much obliged to you if you would allow me the

opportunity of correcting some of the more important of them,

such as, "cots with yellow windows," "cut in the door," "sus-

picious cut," &c; for these read, if you please, " cabs with yel-

low windows," " cab at the door," " suspicious-looking cab," &e.

I was alluding to the necessity which exists in the collodion pro-

cess, for either a dark tent or a cab, or some dark place on or

near the spot whence the view is taken, in which to excite and
develop. Just now it happens that the admirers of this process

are all upon the qui vive with respect to the honey and magne-
sia stories, for enabling them to keep their plates sensitive until

they can get home again ; but they must pardon me, if I say,

that I have no faith whatever in these proposed remedies and
improvements. I cannot bring myself to believe that the be-

daubiug with a coating of honey or grape sugar, or the adminis-

tration of a dose of magnesia, to this very coquettish process,

will ever be attended with the advantages they expect. I have
lately had an opportunity of conversing with several of our most
eminent photographers upon this subject, and I am happy to

say, that they are of the same opinion ; in fact, professional men
are already beginning to abandon the process for views. If you
would allow me once more a little space for the purpose of offer-

ing a serious warning to such amateurs as may be thinking of

adopting this process for inanimate objects; I would say to them,

beware of what you are about; it is expensive, and uncertain to

a degree when away from home; and, if you must work upon
glass, and turn your back upon paper, remember that the albu-

men process is just as fine in result, and that it is certainty it-

self.

I am now addressing you, Sir, from a gallery in London; the

walls of the room in which I am writing* are hung; with the mostA DO
superb things which have yet been done in the art. There are

Mr. Delamotte's views of the Crystal Palace, large and small,

in collodion, and than which nothing can be finer; also Mr.
Robertson's Eastern views, and many others, in collodion, very

fine indeed. All this I admit, but, from the experience I have
had of photography and photographers (and I have known in-

timately some of the most eminent at home and abroad), I must
still entertain my old opinion, that paper is the process for

views,—albumen for copying paintings, sculptures, &c, also for

small stereoscopic subjects,—and that to these two should be
granted an entire monopoly of all inanimate subjects; whilst, on
the other hand, to the daguerreotype and the collodion processes

we should hand over (as in fact we are compelled to do), all such
work as may require quickness of action;—the comparative
merits of these two processes for portraiture remaining, as it

ever must be, pure matter of taste. And whilst upon this sub-

ject, I feel it to be only fair and honest to say, that since I have
been in London, my estimate of collodion portraiture has been
considerably raised. I have really seen some fine things by this

process, and I hope to see more. Is not this a sufficiently hand-
some concession to all whom I may have offended in my last?

See page 28, Photographic and Fine Art Journal, Vol. 8. No. 1.

*
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I tlien threatened you with an account of ray paper process,

and I had begun to fulfil my promise, but I soon found that, to

do it justice, it would be much too long for insertion, and so I

have determined instead to get my friend Mr. Cundall to pub-

lish it for me; when ready it will be duly advertised in your

Journal, I hope, so I do not hesitate to allude to the matter

now.
With many thanks for the space you have so kindly afforded

me, and in hopes of seeing soon more matter upon the subject of

albumen in your columns, and fewer letters from gentlemen in

difficulties with collodion,

I am, Sir, yours very obediently,

Thomas Sutton.

m

I

A RUDIMENTARY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON PERSPECTIVE.*

BY GEOKGE PTNE, ARTIST.

PART II.

CHAPTER VII.

Having given to the full extent of our limits practical exam-
ples for drawing in perspective the forms of various figures and
their combinations from different points of view, we will make a

few observations on the choice of position for the spectator, re-

lative to the objects to be represented in perspective. The im-

portant place the plane of delineation holds, as a feature in per-

spective drawing, must by this time, be fully appreciated by the

student; it is an imaginary plane, but in the preparatory steps

towards making a perspective drawing it is treated as a reality,

being made to intercept the rays of light in their passage from

the original object to the eye. The rays of light being under-

stood to proceed from every part of an object in straight lines

to a point, the rays proceeding from any rectangular plane to

this point would form a pyramid of rays; and from any circular

plane they would form a cone ; any section of this pyramid made
parallel to the plane from whence the rays proceed, would pre-

sent the same form of the plane itself, larger or smaller accord-

ing to the distance from it the section is made, and a section of

the cone of rays, parallel to the base of the cone, would present

the figure of a circle larger or smaller according to its distance

from it. If the section of either the pyramid or cone of rays is

made in a direction not parallel to the planes from which they

proceed, the sections would present a different form. This may
be familiarly illustrated by the figure of a sugar-loaf, which is

made in the form of a cone ; if this is cut in any part in a direc-

tion parallel to the base, the section will be a circle, no matter
how near to or far from the base; but if cut through in any
direction not parallel to the base, the section would not present

the form of a circle. In Fig. 60, if a cube stood over the square

d, the rays of light proceeding from the front face of it to the

eye of the spectator would form a pyramid of rays, and the sec-

tion of this pyramid made by the plane of delineation, this being

parallel to the plane of the base of the pyramid, the square fig-

ure is shown by the section; but if the direction of the plane of

delineation were changed, the figure produced by the section of

the pyramid would not be square ; this would be equally the case

were the direction of the base of the plane of delineation

changed, or if the base 'remain on the same line, if it were in-

clined so as to be at any angle but a right angle with the ground

plane. f It must be evident, then, that the position of this

plane is of great importance, and in cousequence some rule for

determining it necessary.

* Continued from page 28, vol. viii., No. 1.

f In many works, figures are introduced, showing the change of form
in the representation of objects by varying the direction of the plane of
delineation, placing several planes of delineation between the object and
spectator in different directions, and showing the variety of forms they
assume on the different planes, Such figures here would be irrelevant

to our purpose, which is only to point out how the position of this plane
is to Le determined, so as to produce proper perspective drawings, and
not distortions.

s

If the plan of an object, as a (Fig. 3), were given, and the
position of the spectator at b only, the student,

notwithstanding he may have paid great at- r—1_^_

tention to all the preceding diagrams, would I
|

find himself in some difficulty to draw the ob-

ject in perspective by rule, the mere position

of the object and spectator not affording suffi-

cient data on which to commence operations;

there is required in addition to these, either

the direction iu which the object is viewed, or

the position of the plane of delineation, the
one depending entirely on the other. A spec-

tator placed in any open situation, by turuiug

himself about, can see objects in all directions;

but when looking at any object with a view to _
making a perspective represetation of it, the

direction of the eye must not be changed; any ^&- 3-

change in the direction of vision producing an apparent change
of form in the object at which we are looking. In Fig. 4 we
have, in addition to a and b in Fig. 3, drawn a line to show the

direction in which we are looking at the object, viz. from b to a.

Iu all our preceding diagrams we have given the object, the
station of the spectator, and the position of the plane of deline-

ation, and wherever the position of the point of sight has been
required, it has been found by drawing a line from the station of

the spectator perpendicularly to the plane of delineation; but
here the positions of the object and spectator are given with
the direction of vision, and the position of the plane of delinea-

tion is to be determined from these. Knowing that the forms
of objects perpendicularly opposite the eye always present their

real form, and that a section of the rays conveying the image
only presents the real form when made
parallel to the plaue from which they

proceed, it follows that the plane of

delineation which makes the section of

rays on which the representation de-

pends, must be parallel to those planes

that present their original form to the

eye, in order to arrive at a correct re-

presentation of the object. The plane

of delineation then, it will he under-

stood, is always placed perpendicular

to an imaginary straight line proceed-

ing from the eye of the spectator to the

original objects, which is what we term
the direction of vision; instead, there-

Fin-. 4. fore, of drawing, as in preceding exam-
ples, the direction of visiou from the

station of the spectator perpendicularly to the plaue of delinea-

tion, we must, in drawing from any object, first mark the situa-

tion of it, as at a (Fig. 4), then the position of the spectator at

b, with the direction of vision b a, and at right angles with the

line b a the base line of the plane of delineation c d; the dis-

tance at which the plane of delineation is placed between the

spectator and object not having any influence on the form pre-

sented to the eye, but only affecting its size. The figure a,

viewed from b, in the direction b a, would be represented in

parallel perspective, the vanishing point being the point of

sight.

On the same figure (4), the positions of the spectator and
original object remain the same, but the direction of vision is

changed from b to a to from b to b, shown by dotted lines, and
the base of the plane of delineation e f drawn at right angles
with it. The importance of determing the direction of vision

must here be instantly apparent; the original object viewed in

this direction (b b) must necessarily be represented in oblique

perspective. The representation of the figure a, viewed in the
direction n a, would be similar to the square n, Fig. 67; (page
349 vol. vii.) the representation viewed in the direction b b,

would be as the square a, Fig. 68 (page 349 vol. vii). These
observations are intended to impress on the mind of the student
the necessity for keeping, when he has once fixed his position,

and the direction iu which he has dctermiued to take his view.

V6
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this position always the same, never turning his head either to

the right or to the left; which brings us to another important

question, viz. in order to draw a more or less extended represen-

tation, what the distance of the spectator should be from the

object to be delineated.

In looking at any object, however limited the distance from

the eye, we not only see the point that is immediately opposite,

but some distance from this point both above, below, and on

either side; and the further the object is removed from the eye

the greater extent of surface becomes visible. This may be made
manifest by standing before the door of a house, and looking in

a direction perpendicular to the plane of the door, placing the

eye quite close to it; a very small portion of it will be visible;

but keeping the eye in the same direction, and taking a step or

two backward, the whole of the door becomes visible; byre-
treating a few steps further, we see the windows situated over

and on the sides of the door; and by going still further back, if

in a wide street, the whole of the house, or two or three, may
be visible: but as we cannot retire further back than the houses

on the opposite side of the road, to represent the side of a street

in parallel perspective, a very, limited portion only could be

drawn, and the extent that could be seen on either side of the

point opposite the eye would depend on the width of the street.

In an open situation we are enabled, by turning round, to see

every object for miles distant; but remaining stationary, and
looking in one steady direction, there must be some limit to the

extent we see, both to the right and left; for if we turn the head
to the right, we see an additional extent of country on that side,

and loose sight of a portion on the other; and the reverse will

be the case if we turn the head to the left. It is therefore re-

quisite to determine the extent we may represent to the right

and left of the direction of vision, whatever may be the original

object of the perspective drawing we may have to execute. It

is difficult, in fixing this limit, to say precisely what it should be
—writers differing much on the subject—but the most agreeable

perspective representations are generally considered to be pro-

duced by fixing the angle of vision at from forty-five to fifty

degrees; some extend it ten degrees beyond this, and in some
cases this is admissable ; but as a general criterion, from forty-

five to fifty will be found most advantageous. In taking views

from nature, and more particularly street views, the position of

the point of sight is rarely chosen in the centre of the paper or

canvas, but on one side, and for the most part nearer the ground
line than the top of the picture; the student must understand
that the centre of the picture, that is, the centre of the canvas
or paper on which a picture is drawn, is only the perspective cen-

tre when the point of sight comes on this point; the point of

sight, wherever it falls, being the perspective centre of the pic-

ture. In looking at any large representation, either landscape
or architectural, the general effect is greatly enhanced by stand-

ing from the picture the relative distance the artist was sup-

posed to stand from his subject, with the eye opposite the point

of sight; in very large subjects, the perspective does not appear
satisfactory to the eye if this is not attended to. A striking ex-

ample of this may be seen at any time at a theatre; for as it is

clear from what has been said, that there can only be one point

of sight in a picture, there can be but one situation in the theatre

where the representation can be perfectly satisfactory, which
situation must be opposite the spot where the painter has fixed

his point of sight.

In order to get the full extent of view
in a picture embraced in the angle of

vision, whatever that angle may be, it

is necessary that the point of sight be
exactly midway between the two sides

of the picture. Though this position is

perfectly admissible, so far as regards
correctness, it does not produce so agree-

able an impression as when placed on
one side ; when nearer to one side than
the other, the whole extent embraced
in the angle of vision cannot be intro-

duced in the picture; this will be under-
Fig. 5.

stood by the annexed diagram, in which suppose a b to be the

base of the plane of delineation, which will also represent the

width of the picture, and c the position the angle of vision would
be, as b c a and the picture would embrace the whole extent

that could be seen; but if d were the position of the spectator,

a b remaining the same, only a part of the extent visible on
one side of the direction of vision would come into the represen-

tation.

( To be Continued.
)

From the Baity Press, (Chicago.)

HESLER'S GALLERY, CHICAGO.

We have at last found time to do what the public have been
doing for several weeks, pay a visit to the new and magnificent

Art Gallery, recently opened in the Metropolitan Buildings by
Alexander Hesler. He is, beyond question, the best Photo-

graphic Artist in the country. We believe that in every exhi-

bition where his pictures have been placed in competition, they

have borne the palm. It is not alone in the skill with which he

compels natural chemical agents to execute his will, that he ex-

cels, but in the indescribable tact which distinguishes a genuine

artist, the adaption of all the accessories of an arrangement to

produce a result. He knows intuitively in what position those

who are to be taken, will appear to the best advantage, or to

use the common phi'ase, "the most natural." ' His pictures of

little babies show the "treasure" just as proud mothers are

anxious they should look. Husbands are made to appear just

as contented and satisfied, as happy wives love to have them,

and ladies and lady-loves are re-produced with so much grace

and loveliness, that their admirers are well able to find a com-

fort in the possession of the semblance when they cannot secure

or are separated from the reality. The pictures taken by Mr.
Hesler where he has presented good subjects in various assumed

characters, have been the admiration of all beholders, express-

ing, as they do, emotion, affection or passion.

It is a matter of peculiar gratification to us that Mr. Hesler
has selected Chicago for the location of the largest and finest

Daguerrean Gallery in the Union. He would have made more
money in New York, but he is a Western man, and prefers to

exert his talents among Western people, and they will honor

him for the decision. He was fortunate in securing so large a

portion of one of the new buildings completed during the past

year, and in having it finished under his own supervision for his

own use. Entering on Lasalle street, the visiter is ushered first

into two large reception-rooms, communicating with each other,

and fitted up with richness and elegance. The taste of an art-

ist is observable in the selection of the designs and colors in the

tapestry carpets and brocatelle curtains, the velvet and rosewood

chairs and sofas, the busts and other statuary, and the numerous

little articles that complete the arrangement of the apartments.

Splendid Daguerreotypes on plates and on paper, with other

pictures, and a magnificent mirror adorn the walls; stands filled

with stereoscopes are placed near the windows, and a superb

piano is always open for the use of visitors. In the first apart-

ment a register is kept for the record of their names. Appro-

priate space is occupied with the stock of artists materials, which

is large and well selected, and which offers superior inducements

to the profession in obtaining supplies. These rooms are under

the charge of an accomplished lady, and must become a favorite

resort, as they are open at all hours of the day and evening.

There is hardly any public place in the city at which parties of

ladies and gentlemen can spend an hour more agreeably, or

where those who reside here will be more gratified in escorting

their friends from abroad who want to visit the attractive places

of the town. The day will soon come when all who visit Cha-

cago will be unwilling to leave it without going to Hesler's.

The operating-room, a hall with lofty ceilings and sixty feet

long by thirty-five wide, with a dressing-room attached, com-

pletes the establishment. Two large sky-lights, with the win-

dows upon three sides of the hall, afford an abundance of light,

which can be regulated at will. The hall is divided by movable
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screens into various apartments, and these as well as the walls

arc covered with an expensive blue paper, manufactured ex-

pressly for this gallery The shades, curtains, all things in fact

in this room, are blue, and in the softened light obtained by the

prevalence of this tint, Mr. Hesler declares that the worst com-

plexion will look well in the picture, while the fair and fresh

appear still more beautiful. We cannot enter into all the details

of this large establishment. Mr. Hesler takes all the pictures

himself, while the simply mechanical parts of the work are per-

formed by skillful assistants. The large size of his hall enables

him to obtain the radial distance from groups of individuals, to

take them in a manner impossible in a small room. In a short

time he will be prepared to execute likenesses upon paper, and

there will be no branch of the Photographic art which will not

be successfully prosecuted here, but the stereoscope will, as it

well deserves, become the favorite style for the public.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

ON FIXING AND COLORING BATHS.

To Ike Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,—As there are two distinct properties in the "old hypo
bath,"—that of " fixing" and that of "coloring," would it not

be advisable to separate the two properties, with a view to the

completeness of action in each case? Many photographers con-

sider their pictures properly fixed when they acquire a certain

tone, but this I believe to be a fallacious test, as a bath may
color a picture very well, and yet not thoroughly yia; it; indeed,

so independent are the two actions, that it is easy to make a

bath which will color, but not fix at all; obviously then, the

present mode of estimating the completeness of the one action

by that of the other, is both unsatisfactory and unscientific. The
method of fixing and coloring which I would recommend is very
simple and efficacious:—on removing the print from the copying-

frame, place it in a moderately strong solution of hyposulphite of

soda, which solution is not allowed to get old in the service, but

is renewed as coloring properties appear; when fixed and of the

requisite intensity of light and shade, wash the picture in a quart

or two of water, and place it in a bath composed of equal parts

of a very weak solution of hyposulphite of soda and a solution of

nitric acid (about two drops to one ounce), mixed just before

using; the print placed in this. bath rapidly assumes the various

tints familiar to those who use the old hypo bath; as there are

regular gradations of these tints, an experienced eye can easily

anticipate a stage, and it is as well to do so, and remove the
print from the bath just before it has attained the desired tone,

as, unless the picture be very quickly washed, the coloring ac-

tion is continued, and an olive tint may be produced when a
black or brown tint is required. The print should then be soaked
in water as usual.

In practice, it will be found that the above mode has several

advantages over the ordinary method, particularly in its giving

more power in the regulation of depth of light and shade (inde-

pendently of lone), in its quickness, cleanliness, and completeness

of fixation.

I am Sir, your obedient servant,

Delta.

The Lord of the Soil.;—The man who stands upon his own
soil, who feels that by the laws of the laud in which he lives

—

by the laws of civilized nations—he is the rightful and exclusive

owner of the land which he tills, is by the constitution of our
nature under a wholesome influence not easily imbibed from any
other source. He feels—other things being equal—more strong-

ly than another, the character of a man as Lord of an inanimate
world. Of this great and wonderful sphere, which, fashioned by
the hand of God, and upheld by this power, is rolling through
the heavens, a part of his—his from the center sky. It is the
space on which the generation before moved in its round of du-
ties, and he feels himself connected by a visible link with those
who follow him, and to whom he is to transmit a home.

—

Everett.

THE SECOND EXHIBITION OF THE LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

.London, January 12, 1855.

To the Editor of the Photographic and Fine Art Journal

:

Dear Sir,- -Knowing that the proceedings of the London
Photographic Society are of interest to you, I send a short

notice of their second annual Exhibition. Yesterday Prince
Albert paid a visit to the Gallery, and this morning the mem-
bers of the Society and their friends were invited to a private

view.

It will be at once admitted that this is the best exhibition of

photographs we have yet had. The progress of the Art, though
slow, is sure and steady, and we see many difficulties which were
once thought almost insurmountable, yielding to the care and
increased knowledge of the operator. We are not a whit afraid

that even in its ultimate success photography will ever interfere

with the artist, any further than to stimulate him to a more
truthful appreciation of nature. We kuow that the small fry

of miniature painters have been nearly swept away by the da-

guerreotype and the photograph, but that is simply because

their art was so bad—Richmond and Thorburn, and Watts and
Haytcn drew as many heads year by year as ever they did, and
although we can admit that a good photograph is better than a

bad picture, we must allow that there is and ever must be an
immeasurable distance—a broad gulf that can never be crossed

—between the best photograph and the work of a true painter.

An artist of great repute was by our side as we looked at one

of Mr. Llewellyn's photographs, appropriately called "Summers
Evening." " This is like summer," said the artist; " the effect

is as like many of his drawings as possible," and in truth it is a
most poetical little bit—certainly the nearest approach to a fine

work of art. Mr. Llwellyn has many other subjects, nearly as

good. He seems to delight in the picturesque, and chooses his

subject with an artists eye. His instantaneous views are more
wonderful than beautiful; but who does not look with interest at

the ripple of the sea,—the surf beating on the shore, the cloud-

bank in the heaven, all pictured by this magic art, with a truth

no mortal hand could ever imitate.

Perhaps the most successful exhibitor—certainly the most
prolific—is the Honorary Secretary of the Society, Mr. Roger
Fenton. The fruits of his Tour in Yorkshire are for the most
part exquisite. The " "Valley of the Wharze," is on the whole,

the best landscape with distance that we are acquainted with,

and shows how far the collodion process may be carried. The
advocates of the paper negatives have always claimed a prefer-

ence for their process in distant views, but this picture has cer-

tainly never been equalled. Mr. Fenton seems to have been

very fortunate in the weather and the time of year during his

stay at Rivaulx Abbey. The large picture of the Abbey taken

from the north end is a singular, and at the same time a very

beautiful example of what may be accomplished with the sun

nearly in front of the camera. Several little road-side and cot-

tage bits near Rivaulx are charming compositions and excellent

photographs.

Mr. Lake Price, the well-known artist, has contributed four

pictures, which demand some attention. They are large and

very imposing at first sight; one, the " Baron's Welcome" is

very like a drawing by Chattermole. The figures, clothed in

armor, are ranged " dramatically" round a table, and there arc

plenty of ancient old weapons and quaint jugs to help make up

the picture, but it will hardly bear examination. The atten-

dants are more like stuffed figures than real men, and there is

not an expression to be found in any one of their faces. This

is precisely an illustration of our remark that a good photograph

is immeasurably distant from a fine work of art. Mr. Lake
Price's " Retour de Chasse" is his best photograph, because it is

his least ambitious—the dead game ami the gold and silver are

well grouped, and the effect is much more pleasing than in the

semi-theatrical subjects. We hear that Mr. Price is almost a

novice in photography, if so, we must compliment him on his

ready proficiency in the art, but wc cannot refrain from asking

him "to light his pictures from the side more than the direct top.
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Mr. B. Turner.—Six well chosen and well photographed pic-

tures, show this gentleman's excellence both as an artist and a

manipulator. There are no other Talbotypes in the room to

equal his. We like the size aud style of his pictures: they are

bold and vigorous, yet not wanting in detail.

Mr. Phillip Delamotte, the photographer to the Crystal

Palace, exhibits his two large views of the interior of that im-

mense structure. The picture of the completed Palace is per-

haps the grandest work of photography yet accomplished in

England. It is a wonder to see with what precision the details

of every part are given. One recognizes the face of the police-

man, and can tell the geraniums from the nasturtums, and yet

at the same time one sees the whole height and nearly the whole

length of the building. Some of the views in the Alhambra
and Renaissance Court are as beautiful as we could wish for.

Mr. Delamotte has likewise been on a visit to the Yorkshire

Abbey, and has brought home charming views. He as well as

Mr. Cundall, who was with him, seems to have devoted his at-

tention especially to the buildings, and we have consequently a

series of pictures of Fountains Abbey, Rivauix, Kirkeshall and
Bolton, which are highly interesting. Mr. Delamotte's Foun-
tains Hall, Echo Rock, and interior of the choir of Rivauix, are

his best productions. Mr. Cundall's are his interiors of the

choir and chapter—exterior of the Refrectory at Fountains, and
his interior of Rivauix, There are likewise views of Hastings

by Mr. Cundall that are very good.

Mr. Bedford also exhibited many views from Yorkshire,

bright and sparkling bits most of them, which we are only sorry to

find so small. Mr. Bedford seems to be a most careful manipu-

lator. We scarcely discover a flaw or a fault in any of his pic-

tures, and he is equally successful in his views from nature and
his copies of pictures and still life.

Mr. Tharston Thompson has been commissioned by H. R. H.
Priuce Albert, to copy the drawings of Raffaelle in the Royal
possession. The specimens exhibited show how well qualified Mr.
Thompson is for the task he has undertaken. No one but a pho-

tographer would understand the great difficulty of copying the

drawings the size of the original. The photographs are perfect,

the lines are clear to the very edge, and the very best possible

result has been attained by Mr. Thompson's skill. By what
other process could such perfection have been arrived at?

The Rev. Mr. Kingley's microscopic views of insects are ex-

cellently photographed, and will no doubt be attractive to na-

turalists. Mr. Taylor's country pictures are extremely well

chosen, and are both bright and effective.

Several photographs by Mr. Sherlock are worth especial com-
mendation—witness the " Boy peeling a turnip," the " Girl's

head," of an unusually large size, and " still life."

Mr. Robertson contributes some of his well known views of

Constantinople; Mr. Hugh Owen some charming studies of trees

and a few pictures from Spain, which hardly increase his reputa-

tion. Besson, freres send a few excellent pictures, views of Paris;

Mr. Russell Ledgfiekl many capital bits of Cathedrals and coun-

try architecture, and Mr. George Barker several good groups

and full length figures from fife.

In portraits Mr. Hesinah, as usual, bears the palm, but we
see no great progress in this branch. Mr. Claudet, Mr. Kil-

burn, Mr. Elliott and Mr. Williams each contribute a stand of

daguerreotype stereoscopic pictures, all of them in our mind,

though wonderful, very much resembling Madame Tassaud's

exhibition.

^personal anb &rt Intelligence.

— It will be seen by reference to our columns, that the po-

sition we took in regard to the patent of Mr. Talbot has been
fully sustained by one of the Courts of England. This decision

settles the question in this country as well as in England, and
we hope our readers will no longer pay attention to the threats

of speculators, but enter boldly and energetically into the Pho-
tographic processes. No court in this country will attempt to

enforce the patent here after the decision we now record, and

we expect to see a very decided progress made in all the paper
aud glass processes during the present year.— We have the pleasure of presenting an entire new phase
in the Photographic Art. The engraved portrait of C. C. Har-
rison, Esq., is executed on a block of wood, Photographically
impressed, without being in the least lined by the pencil. This

is a great triumph of the art, and our engraving is the first por-

trait ever executed in this way. The likeness is a good one;

far better than the greater number of wood cuts weekly and
monthly given to the public by the periodical press. Experience
in the Photographic manipulation and practice by the engraver,

will soon produce far more perfect results than the one given,

and create quite a revolution in this style of illustration.— M. Niepce de St. Yictor, of France, is making rapid pro-

gress in the process of Heliographic engraving on steel. We
have seen two specimens of his production, that give the most
lively hopes that the close of the present year will see the full

consummation of his expectations. There is a freshness, rich-

ness, softness, and natural effect in this style of engraving that

it is utterly impossible ;to produce by the graver. The lights

and shades are beautifully blended, the figures are almost ste-

reoscopic in appearance, and perfectly natural and life-like in

position; the harshness of outline, common to most engravings,

is not apparent in the Heliographic.

— It will also be seen by the present number of our Journal,

that various modifications and improvements have been sug-

gested in the collodion process, to which we would especially

call the attention of our young beginners. Good, practical and
artistic manipulators in the paper processes are at present in

much request, and we know of no better field for those young
men of talent, whose means are limited, and who are about select-

ing some lucrative occupation, than this. We have had occasion

lately, in several instances, to seek for Photographers to fill

situations, but we have not been able to find a solitary one, out

of employment, whom we could recommend. It would be useless

for any one to attempt this branch of the art who is not fully

competent, by education and taste, to become a thorough mas-

ter in all its departments. Unlike the Daguerreotype, the paper

process requires deep thought and study, a refined taste, artistic

talent, and the most careful and cleanly operations. Nothing of

a secondary character will answer. Those, therefore, who can

succeed in producing fine results, have a rich harvest open before

them.
— Oor Photographic artists should read, with a blush, the

proceedings of the London Photographic Society, and also the

letter of our own London correspondent. The American char-

acter has always been considered as the very acme of go-a-head-

itiveness; but this only applies to all out of the Photographic

art. Those in it are fast enough in grasping at the " root of all

evil," aud laborious in the cause of " improvement in the conditiou

of—poor-pockets," but when it comes to the improvement of the

mind and the conditiou of the art generally, they are " no where."

We must be considered as speaking in a "general" sense, for

there are honorable exceptions to the rule, but the influence of

even these is so seldom exercised, that much good cannot be ex-

pected to result from the little they do. It is a crying shame
that, among so many Photographic artists of high talents and

ability in this country, so few possess the requisite energy to create

and sustain a society devoted to the rise and progress of the art.

Why cannot the selfish considerations, which have been the de-

struction of every attempt to form an association among Photo-

graphers, be ignored ? We know the minds of very many of our

first artists, and if only these can be prevailed upon to take the

initiatory step, such an institution as the country might be proud

of could be sustained. We have not yet lost all hopes of seeing

an institution of Photographers erected that will give force and
character to the art. The fact that the host of mere debaters,

who have so long disgraced the art, are fast dwindling away,

and giving place to a better class, is sufficient ground to hope,

that action will soon be taken in this matter. Our remarks on

this subject may not be very palatable to the majority of our

readers, but they must remember that when a farmer wishes to

destroy the noxious thistle, that over-runs his land—or the phy-
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sician desires the eradication of a tumor—he must remove both

root and branch. Half-way measures can never effect a cure.

— We have received many requests, during the last month,

for specimen numbers of our Journal. We printed a few extra

copies of the January number to meet this demand, and have,

thus far, complied with it; but this supply has been exhausted,

and we must request all those who desire the Journal hereafter,

to subscribe at once, if they wish complete sets We do not,

like most periodical publishers, profess to publish an inexhaust-

able edition, but confine ourselves to a small issue over and
above the actual number of subscribers.

— Our friend Fitzgibbon is again travelling through Arkan"
sas, and we may expect something rich from him before he re"

turns home. We have received a letter from him—too late for

this number—giving an account of his narrow escape from death

by the sinking of the steamer on board of which he had em-
barked for Little Rock. Wc congratulate ourselves and the

art that he is still spared to be one of its most worthy members.

— We understand that Mr. Barnaby, of Dayton, Ohio, is

gaining fresh laurels in his pursuit of the true and beautiful in

Daguerreotyping. We would call attention to a suggestion of

his in the January number.

— Mr. Fontayne, of Cincinnati, it appears, is creating quite

an excitement by his Photographic experiments. A private

letter, from a relative of oivs, speaks very favorably of his efforts

in the collodion process; but he, as well as all the Cincinnati

Photographers, with the exception of Mr. Faris, so "hide their

lights under a bushel" that we cannot speak advisedly in regard
to their work. The latter gentleman has sent us one portrait—
of a lady—which is exceedingly fine and deserving of the high-

est praise, particularly in tone and position. We hear conside-

rably, from private sources, in regard to Mr. Hawkins and Mr.
Porter, but nothiug definite.

— Webster, Brothers, of Louisville, Ky., are at last becom-
ing aroused. At the last moment—too late for this issue—we
have received a long letter from them, which we suspect is a
forerunner of something spicy to come.

— Barnard of Syracuse, Whitney of Rochester, Masury of

Boston, and others of equal note, seem to be intact as regards

literary pursuits. During the dullness of business they might
brush up a little.

— Hesler has not only astonished the good people of Chica-
go by the magnificence of his establishment, but by the superi-

ority of his pictures. Wc extract, from one of the Chicago
papers, a short article—which will be found on another page

—

in regard to his gallery. We learn, from other sources, that he
already employs six operators, and still finds little rest for body
or mind.

— Mr. Miller, of Akron, Ohio, is thus most justly spoken
of, in the paper of that town:

Akron, December 11, 1854.
Mr. Teesdale:—Permit me, through your excellent paper, to

offer a few remarks, expressive of the pleasure I have enjoyed,

with very many others, in visiting the Daguerreotype Rooms of

Mr. Miller.

It has been truly remarked that " Art is the hand-maid of

Religion ;" and he who labors for an appreciation of a high stand-

ard of art, is a true reformer. Nature, in her external forms,

presents models of living beauty garbed in ever varying hues,

which arc the true ideals of the appreciative love of beauty in-

nate in every soul; and is one link which attests the sweet re-

lationship existing between man and his Creator.

Representations of Nature's perfections, awaken in the heart
desires for a closer acquaintance. Thus, when I see one whose
time and talents are engaged in producing objects that adminis-

ter to the souls purest desires, I rejoice—for a great good is

being done.

But more than all do I rejoice for little children, whose earth-
ly heaven is in the presence of the beautiful—where flowers and
birds, music and pictures, implant their silent lessons of harmony
and love!

Not many Daguerrean galleries exhibit better taste; and
none, I ween, where more truthful likenesses or graceful and
life-like pictures can be seen. Franc N. Steis.

— Mr. Sutton, of Detroit, Mich., is now in this city, obtain-
ing a practical insight into the collodion process, under the in-

struction of Messrs. Brady & Turner. He will take back with
him a thorough knowledge of the art.

— The Buffalo Express thus discourses of the ability of our
friend McDoxell. It always gives us pleasure to re-publish

such evidence of deserving artists

:

McDonell's New Daguerrean Rooms.—The Courier's notice

of these elegant rooms is so exactly to our taste, and so much
better than we could write, that we copy and endorse the same.
Thus: " We have visited many similar establishments in other
cities, but in no one have we seen a suit of rooms so admirably
arranged, so perfect in its appointments and so tastefully deco-

rated as the new Daguerrean rooms opened by the Messrs. Mc-
Donell, at No. 194 Main street, over the elegant store of Mur-
ray & Cumming. The apartments occupy the entire second
floor, extending from Main to Pearl street, with entrances from
both streets. Entering from Main street you find yourself in a

spacious reception room, hung with the finest specimens of the

art, and furnished as richly as a parlor. Beyond this are three

galleries lighted by sky-lights, the first of which is appropriated

to the storing of the chemicals, cases and other articles pertain-

ing to the stock of a Daguerrean artist, which are kept for the

trade; the second is the operating room, fitted up with every

convenience for taking pictures; the third is the chemical room,
containing every contrivance for facilitating the preparation of

plates, and carrying on the manipulations of the art, among
which are several iugenious arrangements which we have never

seen before. Still farther on is a passage leading past a store-

room to another reception-room, designed expressly for ladies,

fronting on Pearl street. The entire length of this suite of

apartments is two hundred and thirty-two feet, and no care or

expense has been spared in making this magnificent distance

pleasing to the eye. Several luxuriant plants are flourishing

beneath the genial sky-lights, and contribute much to the cheer-

fulness of the rooms.

— Mr. C. A. Johnson has paid us a frieudly visit, and has

made exteusive arrangements for his spring and summer cam-
paign. It cannot be questioned that he is one of the very best

travelling artists in this country, and as a gentleman of refined

tastes and artistic skill is unsurpassed.

— Mr. White, of Montpelier, Yt., will please aceept our

thanks for his flattering letter, and be assured we shall be most
happy to receive the favors he promises.

— To the many inquiries we have received in regard to the

expense of acquiring the collodion process, we can say that those

capable of thoroughly teaching the art, will not do so for less

than one hundred dollars. The additional expense of apparatus

to those who have that for the Daguerreotype, is about thirty

dollars—that is, for the ordinary sizes.

— It was not until the last moment that we received any in-

timation of the style and character of the illustration we were

to have for this number—too late to permit the preparation of

an accompanying article. The Life of Daguerre, however, is

too forcibly written upon the heart of every practitioner of his

divine discovery, and on the tablets of silver daily impressed by
his followers, to need a lengthy notice. The crystalotype por-

trait, given in this number, is from one of the celebrated Da-
guerreotypes, taken from life, by the Messrs. Meade, Brothers,

of New York, and has been pronounced the most perfect and
life-like ever taken.

— We will make one more call upon those who are still in

arrears for subscriptions to the Journal, and we trust it will be

promptly responded to. The non-receipt of money from those

who owe us we cau only attribute to forgetfulness. As this is

the last paragraph in this number, we trust the first thing they

do, after laying it down, will be to enclose us the amount of

their subscription.
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from the London Art-Journal.

A WALK THROUGH THE STUDIOS OF ROME.

PART FOCR.*

he landscape painter of Rome is Mr.

Dessoulavy, who has resided here for

the last thirty years, and continues

with unremitting energy to produce his

beautiful works, breathing the very

soul of Italian scenery. I suppose no

dilettante, no rich Milor Anglais, no

one, in fact, who, following Iago's ad-

vice, had ''put money in their purse,"

ever was known to leave Rome with-

out appropriating some of his works,

to carry back to the pale, colorless regions of the north, as a

remembrance of sunny Italy. Yet, although rejoicing in a

well-earned and well-deserved celebrity, a more retiring,

modest man than Mr. Dessoulavy does not probably exist.

One would fancy him some beginner timidly displaying h\s

works, in hopes of patronage. He had at the time of our visit

no large works on hand, having suffered severely from fever, but

I admired a series of most picturesque and truthful sketches of

numberless localities about Rome and Naples, sufficiently attest-

ing the skilful accuracy and happy coloring with which he bids

those lovely scenes arise on his canvass.

I have too long omitted mentioning the studio of Mr. Wolf,

one of the most frequented in Rome. He is a Prussian by

birth, and has been established here upwards of thirty years.

Indeed Gibson and himself, as he informed me, are the two

oldest residents among the members of the Roman artist-world.

Speaking of them thus together, I must draw a notable distinc-

tion between them, as indeed between all artists, who I will in

Scripture phrase classify as the sheep and the goats, or, to

speak more intelligibly—those who labor for fame and for pos-

terity with a fixed and ever present purpose of ennobling the

Art, and elevating public taste—or those who, eager after

present gain, degrade sculpture. into a trade—their studio into a

shop—making notoriety their principal object, an object to

which they are ready to sacrifice every high aspiration and

lofty conception. To this latter class money is the end that jus-

tifies all means ; the great models of Grecian antiquity, nature

and good taste, are but empty words and meaningless phrases

in comparison, to the readiest means of pouring the golden stream

into their pockets, f Such artists may succeed, nay, they may
even acquire present fame, but such men can never hope to leave

behind them an undying name. Such a high distinction not

even genius can bestow. There must also be the simple earnest

devotion of an undivided purpose, united to an obedient will.

In the artistic as in the Christian life there can be no compromise

between the world and duty. " The strait narrow way"—to

continue the metaphor—must be conscientiously sought and un-

flinchingly followed, nor need I add, how few there be among
either the one or the other class

—"who find" and follow it.

These remarks were suggested to me by a visit to Wolfs
studio, who obviously belongs to those, who for want of a better

term I will call the goats, or the rejected, in the sanctum of Art.

He is a man of decided talent. Genius I do not think he

possesses, that ethereal spark granted to so few, passing direct

from heaven to earth—that artistic conscience so to say, which

when sincerely and honestly listened to, leads on to immortality.

In sculpture there is literally but one path to solid fame;

there must be a certain classical conception formed, and founded

on a judicious study of the antique, as well as an adequate

power perfectly to execute that conception. There must also

be poetic feeling ennabling an artist to idealise and ennoble

nature, or rather to imitate her in her best chosen and happiest

moods and combinations ; and there must be a sound taste and a

* Continued from page 43, Vol. viii., No. 2.

f This picture is most applicable to the Photographic artists in this

country—the goats being decidedly the most numerous.

—

Ed. P. 8f F
A J.

refined judgment in this selection, so as to abstract and general-

ise all particular or individual ideas iuto a classic and appropri-

ate whole. It is this judicious arrangement of materials that

produces the type of perfect abstract beauty, peculiar to the

Greeks—causing us to bow down and worship still, in intellec-

tual idolatry, before those gracious, though false deities of

paganism. Sculpture, although in its perfect developement

ideal and imaginative in the highest degree, is a rigid art and
its rules demand a rigid adherence.

Painting on the contrary, being more directly imitative of

nature, possesses many schools, each headed by great names,

such as Raphael for drawing and expression, Corregio for

chiar'-oscuro, Titian for color, and Michael Angelo for anatomi-

cal technicalities. One school may be preferred to another, as

one landscape, tree, flower, or face, may be preferred according

to varying taste and requirements; painting is many-faced, and
various as that protean nature it represents, although all true

excellence even here, must be grounded on a knowledge of cer-

tain fixed and positive rules of form and colour, founded on the

examples of the greatest masters of each particular school.

Still there is doubtless a wider field for the fancy of the painter,

and he may to a greater extent than the sculptor indulge and
please the public taste without prostituting his Art or wound-
ing that artistic conscience whose dictates he ought religiously to

obey.

But to resume. Wolf's studio is very extensive, but by
reason of the obvious tendency I perceived among his works of

truckling to the exigencies of fashion, " crooking the pregnant
hinges of the knee" to the insipid taste of the day, that " thrift

might follow fawning" they did not please me. There is a bis-

cuit, Dresden China look, a prettiness and affectation quite mis-

placed in stern positive marble. This remark applies particu-

larly to a rather graceful shepherdess with a goat, holding a
tambourine, on which he was engaged. But for its size it

might have walked out of one of Horace Walpole's shelves of

old china at Strawberry Hill. The statue of "Winter," a boy
wrapt in a cloak with a wolf skin appearing above his round,

smiling countenance, is however an exception. There is a sim-

plicity in the design very pleasing, and it has been repeated

until one recognises it as an old friend. Wolf had a perfect

gallery of this figure to suit all pockets, obviously to the detri-

ment of his own composition, which in the miniature size ap-

peared quite contemptible. I call this practice prostituting Art.

There is an heroic statue of Victory, bearing a shield with the

names of Leonidas and Epaminondas inscribed on it, to which
a goddess is calling the attention of a boy beside her. It is

erected on a bridge at Berlin, as an inducement for youth to

enter the military career. A noble statue is his Achilles pour-

ing a libation over the tomb of Patroclus, simple, touching, and
entirely classical in design, showing what first-class works the

artist was capable of executing, did he study future fame rather

than present emolument. The downcast, pensive, yet heroic

expression of Achilles' head and face are excellently expressed.

Another very striking work, which, to the reproach of those

travelling millionaires who profess to encourage high Art, has

never been executed in marble, is a large group of Jeptha and
his daughter. Jeptha, a fine stalwart warrior attired in armour,

and wearing a helmet, offers a grand contrast to the fragile,

feminine form of his daughter, who, like a drooping lily rests

half fainting on his breast, her small delicate head garlanded

with flowers for the sacrifice. There is a true and noble pathos

about those figures exceeding all Wolf has hitherto executed.

He led me through room after room, where I saw really

little to admire, although many were works of considerable pre-

tension, particularly a Nereid, with uplifted arm, spearing fish,

of which a variety lie near, thrown up by the waves at her feet.

A Pysche too I noticed, with a lamp, reflecting whether she

shall obey the counsel of the old woman and kill Cupid. But I

was too fresh from the Farnesina and its glowing life-like

frescoes, and from Tenerani's studio, to care for any Pysche less

classical ; besides, this image of the embodied soul, looked all too

material to please my fancy.

Wolf has colored a statue by way of experiment, and ar-

m VOL. VIII., NO. III. 9
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ranged it with gilded drapery—a most unhappy device, showing

the abuse of that classical practice of which Gibson's " Venus ,;

is the legitimate use.

There are two American painters at Rome, both, in their

peculiar walk, remarkable for originality. With your leave,

gentle reader, we will take a peep into their studios.

Freeman is well known in his native country as an historical

painter. He belongs to no school ; but, as I am called upon to

designate his style, I will designate him the American Gains-

borough. Indeed his colouring is even fresher and more dewy

than was that of our English master, and he is entirely free

from the mannerism which so materially marred some of Gains-

borough's finest works. Before coming to Italy Freeman's

studio was in an old house, belonging to his family, in the

western part of the State, graphically described by Cooper in

his novel of the " Pioneers." In this solemn primeval solitude,

he studied the trackless woods, the fields, the lakes, the prairies,

the mighty rivers; all those colossal features of his native land,

fresh as it were from the gigantic depths of chaos, untouched by

the narrowing hand of puny man, who ever seeks to reduce

nature to his own pigmy proportions.

Freeman has now resided mauy years in Italy, and thoroughly

attuned his mind to her bright sun and sunny skies. He was

honorably conspicuous during the late siege of Rome, when he

acted as consul, and was the means of saving many lives among
those Italians whose political opinions had become obnoxions to

government. I never knew any man filled with a more hearty

generous ardour for the " Art divine." He pursues the coy

nymph (who must be truly and constantly wooed to be won)

with an unflinching devotion and patience perfectly admirable.

He may be too exacting in his requirements, a trifle too fanciful

in his views of Art; but this has grown up from an earnest and
sincere enthusiasm, an intense desire of perfecting to the utmost

all he undertakes. Although well known as a man of general

talent, his whole soul is engrossed by painting, to him the very

stay and prop of life, the very aqua vitcc of existence.

When I first visited his studio I was much struck with three

studies of Italian children, on which he was engaged; one, the

"Ballerina," or dancing child, a merry-faced, jocund Zingara,

Allegro to the letter, her face beaming out from the canvass

with a life-like dancing look that forced one to smile in company.

The second was the " Florinajia," or flower-girl, a sad, pensive

little creature ;
incipient passion already dawning in those

melancholy eyes, which seemed heavy with unshed tears. She
had lost her way, and her piteous appealing look told you so,

and beseeched you to set her right. The third was "Margaret,"

a fair elf-like child, with strange unearthly eyes, her straggling

hair streaming over her face, and such a face, so weird and
strange, once seen it could never be forgotten; it haunted one
like a spell. There she sat, on a baked sun-burnt wall, com-
muning with herself

—

" And found no end, in wandering mazes lost."

The last rays of the setting sun shed around a pale golden glow,

lighting up her face and wavy hair with a mystic brilliancy, and
resting full upon that ignorant child, ignorant even of God, yet

gazing inquiringly into that beaming orb, as if to question it of

eternity. There was the very genius of expression in that witch-

like child.

" The Beggars " is a famous picture by Freeman, the atti-

tudes, atmosphere, execution, and finish in the highest degree

appropriate and suggestive ; the pleading look of the standing

boy, almost naked, whose mouth has evidently been opened to

utter the universal Roman chorus of Dammi un Baijoccn, is as

significant as his rags. At his feet lies a sleeping girl, happy
as an empress under that glorious life giving sun. His arm rests

on a fragment of the Colosseum ; beyond appears the palace of

the Caesars, piled and massed up in mighty ruins. This picture

is an epitome of Italy, her serene skies, her abject degradation,

her jocund population; and it is an epitome thoroughly and ar-

tistically worked out. The colouring is clear and brilliant, the

drawing admirable, the whole executed with the utmost truth

and accuracy. "The Three Maries at the Tomb" is a fine

work, the figures exceedingly well grouped. " The Crusader's
Return," a cabinet picture of the coldest hue, is also excellent,

representing a knight with a pallid brow, kneeling over the

tomb of his betrothed. The armor is finely executed, and the

whole highly finished. Besides his various larger works, first

celebrated in America, Freeman's drawings and studies are cor-

rect and truthful to an uucommon degree, evincing how entirely

the study of nature has filled and imbused his soul. It is nature

poetised, idealised, yet nature still, pure and true. He is at

this time engaged in a large composition, representing an inci-

dent in the life of Columbus—his studio, the green wood shade
of the sacred ilex and cypress groves, that mirror themselves in

the placid waters of the Alban lake.

At the risk of being thought guilty of exaggeration, I declare,

after having visited the studio of Mr. Page, the second Ameri-
can artist to whom I have referred, that he is undoubtedly the

first portrait painter of modern times. I say this emphatically,

and let those who doubt it go there and judge for themselves.

He has studied the Venetian school of coloring ; he has, so to

say, identified himself with these painters, particularly Titiou, so

that his works want but the touch of age, that cracked, yellow-

ish tinge old Time's mellowing hand alone can give, to render
the imitation perfect. I am aware that the low tone of colour

pervading his pictures is disapproved by some artists, who quali-

fy it by the term " blackness," but this is unjust ; his touch is

always transparent and harmonious, and his system of colouring

borne out by the greatest masters. Of his flesh tints it might
be said, as of the Venetian masters of old,

—
" prick it and it

will bleed."

Not least among his extraordinary and many perfections, is

the treatment, the attitude of his subjects : he invariably select-

ing precisely such poses as Titian or Paolo Veronese would have
chosen. Yet this similarity is spontaneous, and wholly free

from servile mannerism
; but his brush and his eye are so inocu-

lated with the conceptions of the great masters he follows, that

the resemblance comes naturally. I have visited the best

studios of Rome, but in point of colour and treatment Mr. Page
may challenge them all. He is truly a " second Daniel come to

judgment."

I cannot describe the gratification I felt while looking at his

works, for of all schools in the world I prefer the Venetian
;

and I frankly own I would rather possess Titian's " Assumption
of the Virgin," than Raphael's "Transfiguration." Mr. Page
is still a young man, and looks himself like a Venetian painter.

He has just finished a head of Miss Cushman : one of the most
skilful likenesses of a plain woman I ever beheld : for he has

toned and softened down her defects, and heightened the pleas-

ing expression of her countenance, without in the least sacrificing

the vitality of the resemblance. But the picture I especially

noted, and which actually caused me a thrill of delight as my
eyes rested on it, is a portrait of Mrs. Crawford, wife of the

celebrated American sculptor. Talk of Michael Angelo bury-

ing his Bacchus, after he had broken the arm, to deceive the

cognoscenti, and " make believe very much" it was an antique
;

why this picture, after a few year's mellowing, would do more,

and make one actually believe we had all gone back some
hundred years, and that Paolo Veronese or Titian were alive

and at work.

He has been particularly happy in the subject, who is an ex-

tremely handsome woman : largely possessing the rich, ripe,

Venetian type of beauty. The figure is partly turned away, the

face looking round at the spectator, over the shoulder, giving

charming lines in the fine, full neck and shoulders. The hair is

simply braided

—

" Yet locks upon the open brow,
Madonna-wise divided there."

The whole execution of the head is a model of colour. The
languid, sleepy eyes turned towards one with just that dreamy,

indolent expression Titian gives his Venuses. The background
is very singular ; diamonded tapestry, ina stift" tasselated patent,

absolutely Byzantine in its severe rigidity. Such a background is

a triumphant test of the artist's powers ; for the truth of the

O 'c?
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drawing is undeniably proved by the fact that it admits of de-

tached objects in the immediate vicinity of the figure being ac-

curately made out without deteriorating or confusing the princi-

pal object. This was the case with Holbein, and all the severe

Dutch masters.

I could not but institute a passing comparison between the

peculiar and almost symmetrical accuracy of this treatment, with

the practice of modern painters, such as Reynolds, Lawrence,

Hoppneiv and Romney, who all more or less indulged in the

dash style. Classic as they often were, they dared not introduce

any severity in their backgrounds. Failing as they often did in

close imitation and truth in the principal object, they rather

chose a general vacuity, often, indeed, an almost chaotic mystery,

as necessary to give importance to the subject. In Lawrence,

especially, there is evidence of artistic trick. Masses of shadow

and half-tint constantly occur, rolled up, so to say, in gleams :

and electric touches of light placed in juxtaposition with the

principal mass of dark. In the treatment of Page, as in Titian,

and all the masters of that elevated school, there is both sim-

plicity and breadth, dignity aud earnestness, in the execution.

Before taking leave of American artists at Rome, I must men-

tion a young lady sculptress of singular talent, Miss Hosmore,

who is now studying there under Gibson. Her father, a gentle-

man of fortune and station in Boston, proud of " this one fair

daughter and no more," who, like the Judge of Israel, "he
loved passing well," by no means anticipated that she would ac-

tually elope from home and leave him sorrowing, all for the sake

of the art. But such was her passion for sculpture, that all re-

sistance or opposition was useless. In early girlhood she left

America for Rome, determined to follow the promptings within

her—to sacrifice home and country for the sake of perfecting

herself in Art.

It was quite a romantic little episode : Gibson at first refused

to have anything to do with the enthusiastic girl, but, ever kind

and good-natured, her youth, her ardour, and the singularity of

the whole adventure at length overcame him, and he consented

to instruct her. Forthwith she was installed within his studio,

in a charming little sanctum of her own, where she works away
with a devotion and perseverance quite marvellous. At the

present time she must be under twenty, and to see her with her

little artist-cap jauntily stuck on one side of her head, her glow-

ing, beaming eyes bent upon her work, and her delicate little

hands labouring industriously on the clay, is as pretty a sight as

one would wish to see any fine summer day. The progress she

has made is prodigious, and Gibson augurs for her a brilliant

future. A head of Daphne was her first production, but she has

quite eclipsed that and other works by an ideal bust of Medusa,

which she has just completed. Medusa, the only one of the

Gorgons subject to mortality, is represented with upturned

head, half-closing eyes, and stiffening hair, "twined like a knot

of serpents round her face," horribly beautiful in death. She

has yielded to the seductions of Neptune, the sanctuary of

Minerva has been violated, the offended goddess has dealt her

the fatal blow,—and those hyacinthine locks, " wooed by each

iEgean wind," are changing into hideous snakes : while the

mournful music of her dying sighs, and the low hissing of the

serpents expanding into life, floats through the air. This most

poetic myth has been admirably rendered by Miss Hosmore.

I was very anxious to visit the studio of Podesti, certainly

one, if not the most distinguished living Italian painter. But to

propose accomplishing this feat, and actually succeeding, erano

affatto due corse diverse, davvero—my friend and myself got en-

tangled in such a labyrinth al net of close pent-up streets, we
seemed about taking our final leave of the " merry light of day."

Then, after turning hither and thither, and making innumerable

inquiries, and as many mistakes, when we were fairly landed in

the cortile of his abode, what a strange, weird, uncanny-place it

was. Sure such a tumble-down palace was never beheld ! so

dark and gloomy it looked only fit for the scene of some horrible

murder, a la Radcliffe, a place given up to rats and spirits, and

all sorts of witch-like things. From the galleria at the end of

the cortile two immense staircases yawned forth like the mouths

of haunted caverns. We turned to the right and mounted and

mounted old mouldering steps, and broken creaking stairs until

Jacob's ladder occurred to my mind, only I felt sure the way to

heaven lay not in this wise. At the top of the stairs was a
closed door, nailed and fastened with huge bolts and bars.

What dwelt within, whether man or spirit, or " foul unearthly
thing," I cannot tell, that remains like the door, a sealed mys-
tery

;
but it was clear, even to our bewildered senses, Podesti

did not dwell here, so down we stumbled again into the cortile,

and passing some gaunt old statues, moss-grown mutilated gods
of fallen Greece, we dived into that gloom on the other side,

and lo ! a door at last, a human-looking door, leading into a
studio where there came a burst of light and life, and rich gor-

geous coloring, " like Iris circles glitteriug" to delight our sad-

dened gaze. In style Podesti is mannered, but his coloring is

brilliant aud good, decidedly his best point, although great
technical skill is also apparent in the composition of his larger

pictures. In many respects he reminded me of Luca Giordano;
there was the same want of finish, the same brilliant facility

that won Giordano the sobriquet of Luca fa presto, and origi-

nated certain satirical anecdotes, where he is described as re-

sponding to repeated calls to " come to dinner," by the reply
" that he will as soon as he has painted in the seven remaining
apostles !"

Although an artist of really considerable and various talents,

there is a want of half-tint (stonato, out of tone, as the Italians

have it) in Podesti's works, a disregard of the just balance of
color. that renders his pictures glaring and inharmonious, jarring
the eye with too rude and sudden transitions.

All that can be taught in academies, Podesti has learned,

but he is wanting in what no academy can teach, correct classi-

cal taste and refined sentiment. If Teniers paints a Flemish
drinking scene, it is full of artistic feeling and expression, coarse

though the subject be ; but if Podesti pourtrays a Galathea,
which he has done in a large crowded painting, not without
merit, she is intrinsically vulgar and more devoid of sentiment

than Teniers' Dutch frau. How tired one gets of mere skilful

manipulation and brilliant coloring, devoid of loftier aims. 'Tis

the body without the soul; I verily believe Italian Art would be
more successful without academies. If there were fewer tolerable

painters there might by chance, now and then, arise a real

genius bursting through the trammels of ignorance, an event

that has not occurred for many a long day, with the single ex-

ception of Tenerani. Generally speaking, Italian artists, be
they painters or sculptors, mistake the shadow for the substance;

their conceptions are cold, mannered, and wanting in vitality;

but as long as they are employed and admired by their own
countrymen they will neither know nor care to do better.

As a follower of the Flemish school, Thormer—whose studio

abuts on the Piazza del Popolo, with its beauteous, sparkling

fountains, sculptured porticoes, and classic statues—is unrivalled

in the present century. The extreme delicacy of his touch, the

minute finish and accuracy of his pencil, are really marvellous.

His pictures, usually of a cabinet size, possess all the lustre and
polish of enamel. His drawing is exceedingly careful and cor-

rect, and his coloring transparent as well as warm and clear.

I know not whether to call him the modern Ostade or Jan Stein,

for he partakes of certain qualities and excellencies common to

both those masters ; the same light touch and fairy-like neatness,

the same natural treatment, the same affectionate and touching

expression in portraying domestic subjects, united with a grace-

ful refinement and delicacy of conception Jan Stein, in particular,

never possessed.

So esteemed are his works, that to " have a Thormer" is a
thing to boast of. I am glad to add that his powers are fully

appreciated : like Penry Williams, he can never hope to live

long enough to execute all the commissions with which he is

overwhelmed. For the last twenty-five years he has resided in

Rome, and is quite a notability in the eternal city.

Foremost of the German sculptors of Rome is Troschel, re-

markable for the natural gracefulness and perfect facility of his

style. His imagination is varied, now leading him to classical

and devotional works, now delighting in simple, life-like figures,

redolent of Italian life,—nought comes amiss to his ready hand.

W
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Very fine is bis colossal statue of Perseus, holding a sword in

one hand, in the other the terrible Medusa head, partly conceal-

ed amid the folds of his mantle, while at his feet the expiring

sea monster lies extended. Victorious beauty breathes in every

line—calm, tranquil, triumphant. Yet is this statue no servile

imitation of the antique, but natural and original. It was
executed for Prince Albert of Prussia. Two most elegant small

figures are, an infant Bacchus—buried in a basket of grapes

wreathed with vine leaves, the form most delicately moulded,

—

and an infant Pan, who looks as if he had just reeled to the foot

of a tree, and overcome by his infantine excesses, was sinking

on the ground. Another statue is Pandora, symbolical of

female curiosity kneeling-, in the act of opening the fatal box
which in the Pagan myth, like Eve's apple in the Biblical

chronicle, " brought death into the world, and all our woe."
The terrified expression of her countenance, the tension of every

nerve and muscle, the foot sinking into the earth, the action of

the disengaged hand, express most eloquently her agonised
affright. But the most admired perhaps of all Troschel's works
is the sleeping Filatnce or Spinning Girl ; she leans back on a
classically shaped chair, her head softly reclining on her shoulder

and half turned towards the spectator is at once graceful and
natural. Beside her on the ground lies her spindle, which has
fallen from her hand as her tired lids close in placid slumber.

There is a perfect repose, as of deep childlike sleep diffused over
the figure excellently expressed, and the execution is equal to

the conception. In various sacred subjects Troschel is equally

successful.

Flats is a much esteemed German painter of devotional sub-

jects, many of whose works are in England. He is a pupil and
friend of Overbeck, to whose school he evidently belongs. Flats
however carries none of the sadness and monastic asceticism in

his countenance peculiar to Overbeck, but is on the contrary,

a ruddy cheerful creature who seems to relish life. Many of his

cartoons are of exquisite grace and finish, breathing an earnest,

unaffected piety truly edifying. His Madonnas are remarkable
for extreme holiness and refinement, happily united to a certain

fresh virginal beauty, highly characteristic of the Blessed
mother-maid, whose attributes are the lily and the rose of

Sharon. Faces they are. endued

—

"With love; and life, and light, and deity,

An image of some bright eternity,

A shadow of some golden dream."

One in particular I recal, whose mild prophetic eyes seemed to
look out upon a sad vision of those coming sorrows already
casting their long forewarning shadows before, even while she
bears the smiling Jesus-child in her arms. An interesting pic-

ture represents St. Francis Xavier overtaken by death in the
midst of his missionary labors ; he is dying, or rather just dead
—alone, among the Indians, who, with staring stupid eyes con-
template his sufferings. This pathetic subject is treated with
much dramatic feeling and delicacy of expression.

I must protest against the conventionality too evident in all

these devotional pictures, a fault pervading the whole of the
Dusseldorf school and their followers; a too great subordination
to tradition, uurcfreshed and uuinvigoratcd by a due observation
of life and nature. There is the same minute attention to de-

tails, the same low, flat coloring, the same hard outlines, but
withal the same purity and chastened devotional sweetness, that
powerfully redeem these obvious tendencies, charming the eye
with the elevated holiness of the conception and the sentiment,

to the almost exclusion of its own faulty execution. As a color-

ist however Flats is as much superior to Overbeck, as Cornelius
is to both.

Among the German artists I ought not to forget the name of

Lehcman, a very talented renderer of Italian life. Unfortunate-
ly, however, when visiting his studio he had no finished work.
Yet I was much struck with some very spirited and life-like

sketches of celebrated living characters, forming a most inter-

esting gallery of portraits. Flokentia.

f
'} In youth study, in maturity compose, in old age correct.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

ON COLLODION WITH KEEPING QUALITIES.

Sir,—Since I wrote the accompanying paper (on a keeping
collodion), I see that Mr. Maxwell Lyte has also made use of

metallic zinc in order to restore old collodion; but as there may
still be some points of interest remaining, I have put it in your
hands to make of it what use you may think best.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

F. Giesler Lloyd.
A. Hcnfrey, Esq.

I have been experimenting for some time on collodion, with a
view of finding some means of making it, when iodized, retain

its sensitiveness unaltered for any length of time.

There have been several means proposed for this purpose, such
as the addition of ammonia, cyanide of potassium and other alka-

line substances, which certainly render the collodion colorless

and preserve it for a long time, but from excess of alkali, are

necessarily injurious to the nitrate bath. Another and better

method is that proposed by Mr. Crookes, which consists in keep-
ing in the bottle some pure metallic silver; but to this also there

are objections, for a collodion which contains silver is certainly

not so sensitive as one which contains only a pure soluble iodide;

and when the alkaline iodide in solution is saturated with iodide

of silver, this salt, which keeps continually forming, falls to the

bottom of the bottle, and gradually withdraws the iodine from
the solution.

The cause of the decomposition and discoloration of iodized

collodion appears obvious, when the composition and properties

of the soluble cotton are considered. Dr. Gladstone has shown
that gun-cotton (which is formed from ordinary cotton by the

substitution of certain equivalents of hyponitrous acid for those

of hydrogen) spontaneously decomposes, even in hermetically

sealed tubes, with the liberation of hyponitrous acid or some
lower oxide of nitrogen; now this decomposition evidently goes
on in the collodion, the acid oxidizing and combining with the

base employed and liberating the iodine; hence the keeping-

properties of a collodion containing a free alkali, which neutral-

izes the acid as soon as formed; hence also the value of the sil-

ver, which combines with the freed iodine.

These considerations led me to the composition of a collodion

which will keep iodized for any length of time, is colorless and
perfectly neutral; it is as follows:

Pure aether C fluid drachm3.
Highly rectified alcohol 4 "

Soluble cotton 5 grains.

Pure sublimed iodine 5 "

Place in the bottle containing the above a bar or strip of per-

fectly pure zinc, long enough to reach to the top of the fluid, and
set it aside, well stopped, in a tolerably warm place, occasion-

ally shaking it; the dark color of the solution gradually disap-

pears, until after the lapse of some days the collodion has become
quite colorless, or has only a faint yellow tinge; it is now after

settliug ready for use ; it should always be kept with the zinc

in it.

I have found this collodion much more sensitive than one made
in the usual way with iodide of potassium and silver, but in

which otherwise the materials and proportions were the same;
it also keeps perfectly; a bottle which was prepared in May of

the present year is still as good as when first made.
I do not attribute the sensitiveness or keeping properties to

the nature of the base in solution, but to the excess of the metal
which combines with the freed acids and keeps the collodion

perfectly neutral ; for if the zinc be removed from the colorless

solution, it gradually darkens again like any other collodion.

I selected zinc in preference to any other metal on account
of the solubility of most of its salts in asther and alcohol, the
ease with which it may be obtained perfectly pure, and also the
pjjsence of objection to the salt formed by double decomposition
in the nitrate bath (nitrate of zinc); it is also unaffected by any
of the chemicals afterwards used, and may be developed by any
of the usual developing solutions.

v\4
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COMMUNICATIONS.

Massillon, Stark Co. Ohio, Jan. 1855.

Friend Snelling,—Enclosed, please find five dollars to pay
for the " Photographic and Fine Art Journal" for the ensuing

year. In consequence of the hard times, I am a little late in

forwarding my subscription ; but I can't afford to do without

the " Journal" for double its cost. It has awakened in my mind
a new interest and a new love for the Art. It has opened up

a broader field for survey, and excited aspirations for something

higher than the production of a mere mechanical picture, which

may please the vulgar, but which the refined and cultivated eye

can view only with indifference and disgust.

For more than ten years I have been laboring in the Photo-

graphic Art, but I have never before so fully appreciated its

beauty, or the extent and variety of its applications. Nearly

seven years ago I made some experiments on paper, and with

partial success; but, for the want of time and suitable informa-

tion, I abandoned the further pursuit of that interesting branch

of Photography until recently. About two months ago, stimu-

lated by the beautiful crystalotypes in your Journal, and by the

lucid descriptions of the various processes for their production,

I again commenced experimenting, during leisure intervals, upon
paper, without any instructions, except such as I have derived

from your Journal and books. With what success I have met
you may judge something from the enclosed samples from paper

negatives, which are among my first productions.* Negatives

upon glass I have not yet attempted. Of course these samples

are far inferior to those you daily witness in your city; but it

must be remembered that I live in the back-woods of the West,
with scarcely any of the facilities of the city, and that thus far

I have used only filtered canal water, from the impossibility of

obtaining distilled.

I wish to inquire the price of a periscopic or concavo-convex
lens for views, such as described by Hunt in his Photography,f
I want one with a flat field, that will cut sharp to the edges,

and that will make a picture 8X10 inches, or even larger. I

suppose an achromatic lens would be better; but I fear it will

cost more than I can afford. You may, however, give me the

prices of each kind, and a statement of the different sizes with

the prices annexed. I have a good whole-size camera for por-

traits, but it will not make a good view larger than two-thirds.J

I wish to make them on paper twice _ or three times as large.

You will please say whether the prices include tube and box,

or rather give me the prices both with and without tube and
box; the latter I may conclude to get made here according to

my own notions. §

I wish you success in your efforts to elevate and improve the

Photographic Art in America. If Americans can beat the

* The specimens sent give great promise of future excellence. Few
gentlemen laboring under the disadvantages which Mr. Fletcher must
have experienced in producing them could have given results equally

good; indeed, we have seen many by those who have been uuder the

instruction of capable teachers for several weeks, who could produce
nothing to compare with them.

t We have made enquiry of several opticians in the city, but none of
them can furnish us with the price. We are, however, of the opinion
that our friend could receive no benefit from this camera, over the one
he now uses. Mr. Harrison of this city will soon put an instrument into

market, of an entirely new arrangement, and which so far surpasses,

that it will supercede all others. These instruments will not exceed in

price his extra-half and extra-whole sizes.

% The new camera will do this most effectually. We have examined
the only one yet made, and can say that its field covers the whole plate

quite as sharp at the edges as in the centre. Another beautiful effect is

its perfect achromaticity, and its truthfulness in drawing. We could
not detect the least aberration; every line, perpendicular and horizontal,

were perfectly parallel to each other from centre to edge. A daguer-
reotype portrait taken with this instrument was the most perfect

in drawing, boldness and sharpness we have ever seen, and as to

roundness, it was almost equal to a stereoscopic picture. In this inven-
tion Mr. Harrison has made an improvement hitherto looked upon by
many of the most learned as an impossibility, one that will cause the

photographic art to advance several steps towards perfection. In fact,

we consider it the greatest photographic invention that has been made
during the last five years. Larger pictures than these give can be ob-

tained by the use of the pantograph.

§ These questions we have answered by letter.

9*

world in daguerreotypes, why may they not in paper photogra-
phy? Have we not the skill and material at our command?
Have we not as fine looking people and as glorious scenery for

subjects to be copied, as the artists of the old world? If they
have the Alps have we not the Alleganies and the Andes? If

they have the Appenines and the Pyrenes, have we not the
Grceu the White and the Rocky Mountains? If they have the

Carpathians, have we not the Cordelleras and the Cattskills?

If they have the Deserts, have we not the Prairies, with their

beautiful cottages and blooming fields? If they have the ruined
castles on the Rhine, have we not the merchant Palaces and
splendid villas of the Hudson? And have we not the broadest
lakes and the noblest rivers. Has Europe a Niagara, or a
Natural Bridge, whose glory can compare with that of our own?
And have we not a clearer atmosphere, and sun set skies that
will compare with those of Italy? Can our majestic rocks and
magnificent forrests be surpassed? And have we not our ruins,

too; the mounds and fortifications of a former race, and mould-
ering cities, built by a people whose name and history are buried
in oblivion? Are not these monuments of former ages calling

upon us, as artists, to come and secure their shadows by the
pencil ray of Heaven, ere their crumbling forms shall pass away
forever? Have we not then ample field for the display of our
skill—does not our country abound with objects worthy of our
attention? Has not nature been as bountiful to us as to our
brethren across the Atlantic? And then in composition, too,

shall we acknowledge that we have not creative skill to group
and combine objects so as to give new and pleasing effects? I

trust that as Americans we shall cease to be mere imitators,

but coin from our own imaginations forms instructive to study
and beautiful to behold; forms that shall live the admiration of
the world, when the hand that executed and the brain that con-
ceived them, shall be no more.

Already has it ceased to be asked: "who reads an American
book?" Let it also cease to be said, who looks upon American
Art? by making our productions models to be studied and ob-
jects to be admired. Let the tide of importation, which has so

long set from Europe to America, be turned, or at least an
equitable exchange of the works of Art be effected. Let there
be created in the European markets a demand for the produc-
tions of American artists, representing American scenery, Ame-
rican manners, American customs, and American institutions;

that the people of both hemispheres may know each other bet-

ter and love each other more; that they may borrow from each
other whatever is good, rejecting whatever is evil. Already is

our country flooded with the artistic creations of England, of
Germany, of France, and of Italy, until we are if possible, more
familiar with the scenery, manners, customs, and institutions of
those countries than with those of our own. Nor should we
despise or reject these beautiful productions of foreign genius.

Let them be hailed with joy and studied with pleasure, that we
may profit by the instructions they furnish, and let them serve
as incentives to noble efforts upon our part to equal and if pos-

sible excel in the wide and glorious domain of art.

In the rich discoveries of Daguerre and Talbot, we have
learned to pluck a pencil from the sun, and portray in charac-
ters of light the beautiful forms around us. The lineaments of

those loved ones, whose smiles are like sunshine upon the path-

way of life, we may now rescue from oblivion, ere the forms they
represent shall fade forever, and that with an exactness which
no painter can equal. If Europe has taught us the road to such
glorious results, let it be the part of America, at least to im-

prove and adorn it. Let it not be said of us, that we borrow,
but never return; that we take but never give.

But really, when I commenced this letter I had no design of

reading you a lecture on the Fine Arts; but one thought sug-

gested another, until I have extended my remarks far beyond
my original intention, which was simply to address you on mat-
ters of business. Pardon this intrusion upon your time and pa-

tience.
||

I will now close, by simply expressing my belief that

||
Please intrude upon us in this manner frequently. The more fre-

quent the better we shall like you.

—

Ed.

-smta^1 B-^aV"
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the present year will witness a greater revolution in the Pho-

tographic Art than any previous one.

I remain, yours truly,

Abel Fletcher.

a*

Paris, January 15, 1855.

H. H. Smiling, Ed. Phot. c]- F. A. Jour.:

Dear Sir,—You will see by this that I am still in the gay
capital of France, aud although separated by the great ocean,

my fancy often travels home to family and Mends. Since the

last letter I wrote you, I have been to see M Niepce de St.

Yictor, who is now commandant at the Louvre. He is still em-

ployed experimenting when he finds time. He showed me a

great many pictures on paper and glass, taken by different pro-

cesses; he is now employed transferring impressions on to metal

plates to print from. One of the Emperor, that he has just

finished is very fine, a proof of which he presented me with.

What I was most curious to see was some daguerreotypes taken

with the natural colors. He has now only a few left; they

seemed to me very much like the impressions shown me by Mr.
Hill, with this exception, that they were not varnished, or would
not bear rubbing as much as Mr. Hill's pictures. The pictures

he showed me were taken on quarter plates from colored prints,

and most of the colors were quite distinct. He seemed to have
little hope of ever bringing i t to any perfection. I have also

paid a visit to Count Aguado, in Place Yendome; he is a gen-

tleman of great wealth, and practices the business only for

amusement. Working early and late, and spending a large

amount every year for experiments. The last news I have from
London that will be at all interesting to your readers, is the

Patent Case of Talbot vs. Laroche, decided in favor of the

defendant. This announcement has been hailed with joy both
in England and France, and thinking that the particulars would
be interesting to your readers, I have copied them from the

London Times of December 21st, 1854.

[Having already published a report of this trial—see page

31 of this volume—we omit it here.

—

Ed.]

In the last news from Sebastopol, I see by the French pa-

pers, that in the dreadful storm of the 14th November—that

destroyed so many valuable lives and shipping belonging to the

Allied fleets—a Mr. Neckin, photographist, and assistants, who
had been sent by the British Government to make photographs
of Sebastopol aud fortifications, were on board one of the ves-

sels, and were lost, together with all their apparatus.

Mayer and Pierson have formed a copartnership and taken
a new place on the Boulevard Capuchin. The gallery and re-

ception rooms are to be on the first floor, and the operating-

rooms and sky-lights on the second floor. The sky-lights are

now in the course of construction ; they are to have two, one

for the paper pictures, which is to be of an immense size, and a

smaller one for daguerreotypes. Messrs. Mayer & Piersou have

given me a description of the style aud fittings, but as it is to be

completed early in February, I will defer sending you it till my
next, when I will give you a full description, including appara-

tus used and the materials they employ. One new feature, the

gallery is to be hung with pictures of distinguished persons, af-

ter our American galleries. Mr. W. Thompson is also talking

of enlarging his establishment, and adding another sky-light.

He turns out beautiful work, and is a great favorite. Hoping
that my humble endeavors to please your readers will not be

in vain,

I remain, yours, respectfully,

Charles R. Meade.

[We should feel much obliged to our friend Meade if he will

procure for us a detailed description of M. Niepce dc St. Vic-

tor's process for photographic engraving on steel. YVhat has

been published is of very little use to experimentalists, being-

very disjointed and unsatisfactory.

—

Ed.]

For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

SCOURING FLUID.

Mr. Snelling—Dear Sir,—In sending you this recipe of a

scouring fluid, I do so with the wish that it may be tried by
some of your experienced operators, and that they may give to

you the result.

Take three ounces of alcohol and into it pour as much pure
spirits of Turpentine as it will cut without its being the least

milky, then add one ounce of alcohol and from five to ten drops

of naptha. In using the above, a suitable quantity of rotten-

stone may be mixed with it in a bottle, and then ejected through
a quill on the plate, or some rotten-stone be dusted on the plate,

and the cotton moistened with the pure fluid. After sufficient

scouring, and the rotten-stone cleaned off, finish by breathing

on the plate and rnbing off the condensed moisture with clean

cotton.

I claim that with the above fluid the rotten-stone is less apt

to stick to the plate, and in consequence is in more fit condition

for the buff. This is not its only advantage, but what I con-

ceive its greatest. J. J. B.

Louisville January 19th 1855.

Mr. Snelling: Dear Sir,—One beautiful Sunday morning I

went to the gallery (which is my custom) to write some letters

in answer to some I had received from my friends, and as I had
written a number and had acquired a " thoughtful mood" I con-

cluded to write you a few lines to let you know you were not

forgotten. Inspired by the beautiful day, I had succeeded in

composing three pages of—I believe I will not name it—when a

friend came in to make, as he supposed, a friendly call; well, he
had no particular business and of course nothing in particular

to say, which made him the more difficult to entertain. Of
course I could not write while he was there, for his conversation

was directed to me, aud I was expected to give correct answers

to him, otherwise I perhaps would have written down for you to

read, what I should have spoken to him, and made more of a
" Salamagundi " article than I would otherwise have done.

After a long time I was again alone, and then to see where I
" left off" was the next thing for me to do, unfortunately I had
forgotten to " stick a pin" at the time my friend came in, and
consequently I could not " find the place," and as I had not ar-

rived to any "point" in particular, I concluded to wait until I

arrived at home before proceeding with the letter. By the

time I reached home, the supper bell rang, and of course
" nature" was up and armed and " eager for the fray," o'er

tray of smoking hot "biskits;" after which a book (generally

the " Art Journal") and a good cigar, then we must await the

quiet of evening thinking that then there would be no hinderance

to the finishing of the letter; but alas, for " human hopes;"

again our friends call, the " social circle" is enlarged, and our

thoughts will not be chained, but are scattered like " Gold
Dollar Bills among our creditors." Now friend Snelling can

you find fault with our silence ? Are we not to be pitied more
than blamed for our seeming neglect. You don't think our ex-

cuse good? Well, here is one that I know you will accept. You
have been trying your best to convince us poor followers of

Daguerre that Photography is, or can be, of equal value in

making instantaneous portraits with Dag'type, and you have

so far made converts of " our firm " that we have commenced the

practice, and all the time that is not taken up in our gallery

with our patrons (customers I should say) is appropriated to

the practice of Photography, we are a long way behind some of

our Eastern Operators, but we have in some instances made
some quite satisfactory results. I refer you to Mr. Page (at

E. Anthony's) who is the only gentleman who has seen our
" colored Pictures " that is at all conversant with the business.

I am satisfied that wc arc on the " right track " and as soon as

we get more room we will probably get aloug better. Your
Journal is devoured as soon as it comes to us, and our " greedi-

ness " cries out for more, more.
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I was iu hopes of sending you specimens of our work before

this, but in the abscence of one of the Firm I find it impossible

to " keep up" with the " orders " much less to get a head. As
soon as my Brother returns I will send you something that you

may be able to say, you have seen a Photograph from Louis-

ville.

In the letter that I commenced I intended to give you an

account of the daguerreotype business generally in this part of

the Union. It perhaps would not have been very interesting'^

you, nor many of your readers, but it would probably have

served to disabuse many of the eastern operators of the too

common idea, that the South and West have been neglected by

Daguerrcotypers. Now this is not the case, there is not a place

of one hundred inhabitants in any of the southern or western

states that have not been visited by from one to any number of

" itinerants;" the majority of these operators we will allow are

anything but good, but still these "mistaking their calling"

succeed in doing something, thereby preventing the people

coming to town for such work. Pictures are also taken cheap

in this part of the country. Four years ago you could get them
for seventy-five cents in Cincinnati, whether they are not lower

now I know not, but there are three galleries in this city taking

twenty-five cent pictures, while only one (our owu) is charging

$2,00. This season you justly term, or speak of as being "gener-

ally depressed." There never has been probably such a dull

season as the one just passed, (Tor passed it has with us at least)

it is a season to try " men's souls" and in many instances the

soul has been " found wanting."

Still there is no doubt but it will prove to be one of the

very " best seasons" for those who " stand " after the storm is

over. I was informed by one of our stock dealers that he knew
of several hundred " itinerants " that had quit the business in

disgust, two of the galleries in our city have been closed by their

creditors from the fact that the business had "quit them." Now
is not this encouraging to those whose " aim is high." People
are more anxious to get Likenesses now than they ever were.

You cannot put them off with a "pretty picture " made up of
" white and red," the features are looked for, they are better

judges, know better what constitutes a good Daguerreotype,
hence the necessity for the cheap man to close up. We have
kept steadily along during the dull times, doing what we had to

do, and doing it well, our prices have never varied, nor have
we wavered a moment, and I am proud to say that we are now
getting our usual trade, together with what we ought to have
had last summer. People are tired of experiments ; they must try

the very cheap man, it is something new here, they tried him,

(or them) they are satisfied, and we are the gainers.

Now in conclusion let me say, I have written' more than I

expected to when I commenced, I have written some things

that I did not think of at first, and forgotten some things I in-

tended to write.

More anon
;
your friends

Webster & Brother.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

MR. SHADBOLT'S COLLODION PROCESS.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,—Will you allow me as an amateur Photographer, to
offer a few remarks with regard to the paper by Mr. Thomas
Sutton in your last number.* I rather incline to take up the
gauntlet in favor of the Collodion process, which I think, with
all its disadvantages, possesses qualities more than sufficient to
recommend it for general use. I think our wisest course, is to
go on experimenting in all these branches, as so many able men
have done and are doing, until we have overcome these disad-
vantages. As an illustration of this I would mention the honey
process as recommended by Mr. Shadbolt in the July number of
the Journal, of which Mr. Sutton had possibly not heard when
writing his paper, but which appears to me to place collodion
quite on a par with albumen, as by its means the plates will

: See Photographic and Fine Art Journal, vol. viii., p. 28.

work well up to 24 hours after sensitizing, as I recently proved,
during a photographic excursion with a friend in the romantic
district of Craven iu Yorkshire, in the latter part of the past
summer. We prepared 8 or 10 plates one evening, upon which
we took as many pictures the next day, having only to carry
with us the camera and plate box, with a large envelope of thin

water-proof cloth, under which to exchange the plates. All
these we developed the same evening at our leisure, and had not
one spoiled, in fact we thought the honey added much to the
certainty of the result. There is indeed a charm, an indiscriba-

ble charm in a certain process, which none but those who, like

myself, have worked for a long time with bad or no results, know
properly how to appreciate. I am quite of Mr. Sutton's opin-

ion that " the true poetry of Photography does not lie in por-

traiture" nor in such views as garden gates, stiff spick and span
new buildings, &c, but 7" do contend that nature in the true and
poetical sense of the term, may be as well delineated with col-

lodion as with paper or albumen. I also agree with him, that

collodion negatives are not superior to albumen, except in sim-

plicity of working, but I think this alone sufficient to establish a
claim for superiority. There are many very beautiful pictures

printed from paper, and especially from waxed paper negatives,

but I think most Photographers will agree with me, when I say
that they do not equal in definition those from collodion or al-

bumen. If you think the above remarks worthy of a place in

your valuable journal, I shall be very glad of having had the

opportunity of saying a few words for my favorite branch of this

delightful art, and also of bearing a small testimony to the use-

fulness of Mr. Shadbolt's " honey process."

I remain, Yours truly,

Robert Parkinson, Ph. D.

CHEMISTRY OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ART.*

Chapter. I.

II.

—

Compound Substances.

The most important compounds used in Photography are com-
prised in the following table :

—

Acetate of alumina Al2 3 , 3 A
— baryta BaO, A+HO
- copper, neutral) Cu0 r+H0

crystahzed
j

'

- lead neutral (su-

)

pbQ X+3HO
gar of lead)

j
'

soda NaO, A+6HO _
Acetic acid C 4H 3 3+HO-=A+HO
Alcohol C 4

H
60„+HO

Alum, ammonia
{ ^°6

"

S0 '+A1"
°'3S0

»

}

- potassa {
KaS03 + Al,0,,3SO,+

J.

Ammoniacal gas (spirits of) ^ttt
hartshorn

j
3

Ammonia, solution or liquor of NH
3
+2,HO

Amylum, see Starch
Antimoniate of potassa KO, SbO

s

Arseniate of potassa KO, AsO
s -f- 2HO

Baryta Ba
Benzoic acid C 14 H 5 3 -rHO
Biborate of soda (borax) NaO, 2B0

3
4" 10HO

Boracic acid, crystallised B0 3 -f" 3HO
Bromic acid Br0

5

Bromide of potassium KBr
— silver AgBr
— sodium NaBr

Bromoiodine IDr
3

Camphor, Japan C 10 H o O

* Continued from page 37, Vol. viii., No. 2.
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Carbonate of ammonia NH
3 , CO,_ sesqui-j 2NH
4 ,0-h3C03carbonate )
4 ' 3

Carbonate of baryta BaO, C0 2— lime CaO, CO,_ magnesia MgO, CO, + 3HO
— potassa (neutral) KO, C0 2

~
bonate)

(aCid "^} KO, 2C0 2
+HO

— soda '(crystall.) . . NaO, C0
2 -f 10HO— soda (bicarbonate NaO, 2C0
2

-j- HO
— strontia SrO, C0 2

Carbonic acid C0 2

Caoutchouc C
8
H

7

Chlorate of ammonia NH
4
O, C10

5— baryta BaO, C10
s
+HO

— potassa KO, C10
5

soda NaO, CIO
e

Chloric acid C10
5

Chloride of aluminium (ses-) A , ni _i_ 10 -rrr»

quichl.j ....}
A1 2 C1 3 + 12H0

— ammonium (sal-

)

-^tt pi
ammoniac) j

4 '

— arsenic AsCl
3— barium BaCl+ 2H0— cobalt CoCl

— copper (subchlo-

I

p pi

— crystallised CuCl+4HO— cyanogen, gase-j r p]
ous (proto-)

j

°yU
— solid ) ri m

(sesqui.)
J"

°y« u s

gold (terchlor.) . . . AuCl
3 + GHO

gold and sodium .

.

NaCl+ AuCl 3 + 6HO— iodine,liquid(proto) IC1— solid (ter).. IC1
3

iron, proto- FeCl -+- 4HO— — sesqui- Pe2 Cl 3 + 6HO
lead, neutral PbCl

~
powd^ .

(bleaCMng

; }
CaO, CIO + CaCl

— magnesium, crystal. MgCl+5HO— manganese, proto-. MnCl4~4HO— sesqui- Mn
2 Cl

3

mercury, (corro-) „ n
sive sublimateJ j

-"-o^ 1

— nickel NiCl+ 10HO— — and ammonia
}

(ammonio-chloride of I NiCl -(- 2NH
3

-+- HO
nickel)

)— nitrogen (tercbl). NC1
3

platinum, hydrat-) p , pi ,
„,

Tft
ed bichloride

j

^tU
* + 8tLO

-

— potassium KC1— silver AgCl— sodium (common

)

XT „,

salt) . }
NaC1

strontium SrCl -f 6HO— sulphur (subchl.).. S,C1— tin, crystallised ) Q ™ , -pr^
proto...... }

SnCl+ HO
cryst. bichloride SnCl 2 + 2HO

Chloroform C
2
HC1 3

Chromate of lead, neutral PbO, Cr0 3
potassa, neutral.. KO, Cr0 3

bichromate. ........
J"

K0
'

2Cr0
3

Citrate of sesqui-oxide of iron . .— scsqui-oxide of iron )

and ammonia
)— sesqui-oxide of iron \

and potassa
J

Citrate of sesqui-oxide of iron )

and soda
j— mercury— silver

Citric acid, by crystallisation ~)

at the common tem-V C,„ H
5 0, 1 -f-5HO=Ci

jjeratui'e
)— precipitated from a ) __

hot saturated solution)- C,„ H
5 0, , -f-3HO=Ci

and dried at 212°. . .

j

Cobalt, oxide of CoO
Cotton CHO
Cyanate of potassa KO, CyO
Cyanic acid CyO + HO
Cyanide of potassium KCy— silver AgCy
Cyanogen C

2 N=Cy
Ether C

4
H

s
O

Ferricyanide ofpotassium(red

)

vttc P O
prussiate of potassa) .

)
J> 2 J3

Perrocyanide of potassium
j

(yellow prussiate of>- 2KCy,PeCy-t-3HO
potassa)

)

Fluoride of ammonium NH
4 , Fl— calcium (fluorspar)

.

CaFl
— potassium KF1
— sodium NaPl _^_

Formic acid C 2H0 3
+HO=Fo _

Gallic acid, crystallised C
7
H

2 4 + HO=Ga
Gold, oxide (teroxide) of Au0

3

Hydrobromic acid BrH
Hydrochloric acid C1H
Hydrochloric acid, most con-

)

pm + ft-prn
centrated hydrated . . .

J

oliL
'

0±1U

Hydrocyanic acid CyH
Hydrofluate of ammonia
Hydrofluoric acid F1H
Hydriodate of ammonia NH

3 , HI
Hydriodic acid HI
Hydrosulphuric acid (sulphu- \ ttq

retted hydrogen f

Hyponitrate of protoxide of iron

Hyponitric acid N0
4

Hyposulphate of protoxide of
|

iron j

Hyposulphate of soda NaO, S 2 2 -f- 5HO
Hyposulphuric acid S

2
O

s

Hyposulphurous acid S,0 2

Iodate of ammonia NH
4 0, I0 5

Iodic acid I0
5 + HO

Iodide of ammonium NH
4 , I

— iron (sesqui-) Fe„ I
3— potassium KI

— silver Agl
— sodium Nal

Iron, protoxide of FeO
— sesquioxide of Fe2 3— hydrated sesquioxide of.

.

Fe,
3 "h3HO

Lime, hydrate of CaO + HO _
Malic acid C

4
H,0

4 + HO=M
Mangauate of potassa KO, Mn0 3— per- KO, Mn,0

7

Milk sugar C„
4
H, ," 0, , + 2H0

Nickel, oxide of NiO
Nitrate of ammonia NH

4
O, N0

S -f- HO
baryta BaO, N0

5

sesquioxide of chro-

1

p
mmm )

2 3 5

copper CuO, N0
S— sesquioxide of iron. . Fe„0

3 , 3N0 5— lead PbO, N0 S

mercury 2(HgO, N0
5 )-f- HO— mercury and ammonia (NH

3 , NO s )i" 3HgO

4

DSBSHSg*
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Nitrate of nickel NiO, N0
5 -f 6HO— potassa KO, N0 5— silver AgO,N0 5— — and ammonia.. AgO, N0 5
+2NH

3— soda NaO, NO s— strontia SrO, NO
s— zinc ZnO, N0
5

Nitric acid, first hydrate N0
5
+HO

Oxalate of ammonia, neutral. .. NH 4
O, C„0 3

+HO
"

oxalateV..
ad

.

d(bi11

:}
*H 4 0, 20,0 > + 2HO

— baryta BaO,C2 3
+HO

—
_

cobalt and annuo-) i2NH
3+ C

6
Co

3 1 „ + 6H0ma j
3 6 3

'
3

— copper and soda .... C 2
NaCu0

4 -f- 2H0— sesquioxide of iron . . Fe2 3,3C„0 3

—
»Ml

S

rZoS,G

. .

tta
}

C.(SNH,0)*ea O, a

— aMbS;r
,e

.

0fir0n

f
C,Ba,Fe

3 0„+21H
— sesquioxide of iron I n ir -p

p o
and potassa j

6 3 2 12

~ a»a3
i<>Xide0fir0

i O.Na,F^P„+10HO

—
a„aro

nrae0
.

fir0

"l
<>.*.*. 0,.,+kHO

Oxalate of lead PbO, C2 3— nickel NiO, C2 3 + 2H0— — and ammonia.
•

—

potassa, neutral .... KO, C2 3
-j- HO

"
oxalaMsor^StT:} ^0, 2C 2 3 + H0 + 2aq

— soda, neutral NaO, C 2 3 __
Oxalicacid C 2 3 i-H0 + 2aq.=0x
Phosphate of potassa KO, P0

5— silver AgO, P0
5— soda NaO,P0
5

Potassa KO— hydrate of KO -+- HO
Prussian blue 3FeCy+ 2Fe

2 Cy 3 + 9H0
Pyrogallic acid C

6
H

3 3= pC
Racemic acid, sec TJvic acid ....

Sal-ammoniac, see Chloride of

ammonium.
Silver, oxide of AgO
Soda NaO— hydrate of. NaO + HO
Stannate of potassa KO, Sn0

2 i~ 3H0
Starch C 12 H 10 10
Succinate of ammonia, acid .... ._.— sesquioxide of iron Fe2 3

,3Su— potassa, acid __
Succinic acid, crystallised C 4

H2 O 3 + HO= Su + HO
sublimed 2C 4

H
2 Og-f-HO= Su+HO

Sugar C^H^O,,— of lead, see acetate of lead

Sulphate of ammonia, crys-) ATTT an -

tallised j

JN±±3»^3
Sulphate of sesquioxide of) ATTr n an 4- n,. a q l

^om".ammo
j so;+Vh6

s

" }

Sulphate of sesquioxide
'

of] KO, S0
3 + Cra 3> 3S0 3 +

chromium and potassa j 24HO
Sulphate of cobalt and ammo- { (NH

4 0, S0 3 ) -f- (CoO,S0 3 )

nia
j + 6H0

Sulphate of copper (blue vit-

j

^^ +5H0
Sulphate of copperand™-

1 ^ ,S0 3 + CuO,S0
3

Sulphate of protoxide of iron ) -r, n „~ , „tta
(green vitriol) }

FeO,S0
3 + ?HO

VOL. VIII., NO. III. 10

Sulphate of sesquioxide of iron

)

(NH
4
O, S0

3 ) + (Fe
2 3 ,

and ammonia
j 3S0

3 ) -f 24HO
Sulphate of sesquioxide of iron) KO,S0

3 -fFe3 3 ,3S0 3
-H

and potassa
j 24HO

J

Sulphate of nickel NiO, S0
3 + 7H0— potassa, neutral. . . KO, S0
3— soda, neutral NaO, S0
3

Sulphite of potassa, neutral .... KO, S0 2 -f- 2H0
Sulphuretted hydrogen, (hy-) „„

drosulphuric acid) . . .

j

Sulphuric acid, English S0
3
-j- HO

Sulphurous acid S0 2

Tannic acid (Tannin) C
1 8
H

s 9
+3H0

Tartrate of ammonia, acid NH
4 0, 2T+ HO

— neutral... 0H
4 0, f+HO

Tartrate of sesquioxide of iron— bitartrate (or acid)

tartrate) of sesquiox->-

ide of iron
)

Tartrate of sesquioxide of )

iron and ammonia . . . .

j

Tartrate of sesquioxide of )

iron and potassa . . . .
)

Tartrate of sesquioxide of \
iron and soda

j

Tartrate of potassa, acid or] ^^ 7p_i_tt/-\
bitartrate }

K0
'
2i "t" H0

Tartrate of potassa, neutral . . . KO, T__
soda, neutral NaO, T + 2H0 _

Tartaric acid C
4
H2 O s

+H0 =T + HO
Tin, binoxide of (Stannic acid) Sn0 2

"

Turpentine, oil of C
5
H

4

Uvicacid C 4 H 2 5 + HO-f-aq.= TJ

Water HO
( To be Continued.

)

From the 2V. Y. Daily Times:

THE ART TREASURES OF ITALY.

Florence, Wednesday, Dec. 20, 1854.

The treasures of art are literally inexhaustible in Italy. In

architecture every city has enough to bewilder the imagination

and tire out the curiosity of the traveler. If one desires to in-

vestigate, and pass from general outlines to the details of de-

sign, structure and embellishment, he may often occupy a month
or a year in the study of a single building. There are half a

dozen palaces and as many churches, even in this inferior capi-

tal, any one of which, could it be transferred to America, would
be a sort of Mecca or Jerusalem to the pious, worshipper of ar-

chitectural wonders.

But the art of arts is that of painting. Sculpture, since the

time of the ancient Creeks, has never attained any great excel-

lence. Whatever may have been done by Michael Angelo,
the Yenus of Milo and. the Apollo Belvidere leave him, as well

as others, immeasurably behind. I have some heretical doubts,

indeed, whether the present age does not overrate the works of

antiquity. Is there not a seductive and illusive azure thrown
over the whole landscape of the remote Past ? Do not even

the works of Homer, Demosthenes and Cicero acquire unreal

dimensions in the looming atmosphere of classical imagination ?

Had their productions appeared iii our day, could they have at-

tained the same preeminence by the side ofmodern achievements,

and measured by modern standards of criticism ? And may
not the same be asked of other arts which have descended to us

from remote periods ? Even in regard to the works of later

ages, including the master-pieces of Titian and Raphael, is there

not a false and exaggerated merit assigned to them ?

And in respect to sculpture there is still another question,

and that is whether it is not, in itself an art of far less value
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than is generally supposed. Its scope is exceedingly narrow in

two respects: it can never embrace a large circle of objects—

a

single group of figures at the utmost—and it deals exclusively

in form. If there be exceptions it is only in reliefs, such as we
see in the friezes of the temples of Greece, and in cases where

artists have colored their statues. Now form, outline, reveals

but a shadow, a pale image of nature ; it gives only the skeleton

of life ; it is color which reveals the soul in all things. Were it

otherwise, an engraving would be as good as a painting. Im-

pressed with this idea, some of the ancient sculptors colored

their statues, and Gibson, the leading English artist at Rome,
now exhibits what he esteems his master-piece, colored either

according to some ancient precedent, or his own notions of

beauty.

But, however this may be, it would appear that in Italy, in

the middle ages, both the arts of sculpture and painting were

at first merely subservient to architecture. No easel pictures

—

that is, pictures designed to be hung up—were executed before

the beginning of the sixteenth century; they were all intended

either for churches or palaces. Many of the masterpieces of

Raphael, Corregio, Titian, and all but one or two of Michael
Angelo's were painted in fresco or in oils, upon walls, panels

or cartoons, and occupied fixed positions, either in churches or

in the villas and palaces of the great. A large proportion of

the works of the great masters now extant, have been taken

from the original places thus assigned them, and scattered

throughout the galleries of the world. Those painted on walls

remain, unless they have been obliterated by time, or have

perished in the destruction of buildings they were designed to

adorn. It is a question which the reflecting traveler in Italy

will often ask himself, whether in this ministration to architec-

tural effect this combining beauty with grandeur—each art aid-

ing and perfecting the other—sculpture and painting in their

day of prosperity, did not attain their true position, and answer

their loftiest and most legitimate end. Let him who doubts

contemplate the statues by Michael Angelo at St. Peter's, as

well as his " Day of Judgment," in the Sistine Chapel at Rome,
and the " Last Supper," by Leonardo Da Vinci, in the Church

of Santa Maria, at Milan, and I think he will doubt no longer.

Such at least appears to have been the idea of the great

promoters of art in the sixteenth centuries. One other idea

seems also to have been predominant; and that is, that all the

arts—architecture, sculpture, painting and music—were pecu-

liarly suited to promote the Catholic religion. The sensuous

ceremonies, the pantocrines, rituals, the sceuic shows and specta-

cles, the painted and sculptured idols of the Greek mythology,

had imprinted themselves so firmly on the minds of the ancients,

that for five centuries the mass of the people resisted Christiani-

ty, even though it was adopted by government and enforced by
authority.

The profound and sagacious minds who laid the foundations

of the Catholic Church discovered, alike from history and a

study of human nature, the force of images on the imagination,

and despite the general doctrine that Christianity rejects idols,

and is from the beginning to the end a solemn protest against

idolatry, they still adopted the policy of the Egyptian, Babylo-

nian and Greek priesthood—that is, to allure the masses by
spectacles, and to establish religion in the senses. If the object

was only to build up a Church, which might place in a hierarchy

the control of mankind, the statesmanship of these founders of

Catholicism may well excite our admiration.

To less unscrupulous minds, the attempt to reconcile Chris-

tianity with Paganism, to find in a fictitious Virgin Mary a

substitute for Venus, and to replace the gods and demigods,

the Lares and Penates of Mythology, by a countless retinue of

saints; to build temples and iill their aisles, altars, niches and

chapels with images of these saints, and to teach the people to

kneel before them and to pray to them, as did the Greeks and

Romans to their idols in former days, and as do the Buddhists

and Brahmins to theirs at the present day—to sincere Chris-

tians, lovers of the simplicity of Christ and the Apostles, men
imbued with the grand characteristic of Christianity, which

distinguishes it from all other religions—namely, that it is a

religion of the heart, of the conscience, of the soul and not of
the senses—this attempt must seem a daring sacrilege. It was
made, however, and the world knows too well how it succeeded.
By slow but sure degrees, the Chnrch took the place of the
Bible, the Pope supplanted the Apostles, and the Virgin ab-
sorbed the adoration due to the Trinity.

All this was done in what we call the Dark Ages—but which
the Catholics consider the Era of Light. It was in the time
of Hilderbrand, the Pope, who declared himself God's Vice-
gerent on earth, and all power, spiritual and temporal, as due
to him in that capacity, it was in the age that gave birth to the
Inquisition, and when the Church used to torture as the instru-

ment of propagandism, that Christianity was overturned and
Papacy built upon its ruins.

And it was precisely during this age of Darkness, according
to the Protestants, and of Light, according to the Catholics,

that the existing monuments of art in Italy were constructed. It

was from the twelfth to the seventeenth century that the Papacy
was built up and established; it was during this period that it

mastered and controlled the minds of men in Italy; it was then
that this country was covered over with churches, abbeys and
monasteries, and it was then that the genius of Raphael,
Angelo, Andrea del Sarto, Correggio, and hosts of others,

was exhausted in painting Virgins and Saints, or in executing

graven images of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost—for the wor-
shippers in these religious temples.

It is not my present purpose to enter into any criticism upon
these performances; my design is to show their origin, and to

make this introductory to some remarks upon religion, as it now
presents itself to the observation of the traveler, not in a theo-

logical, but a social and political point of view. Since the era of

art to which I refer, Italy has been swept by successive revolu-

tions. Its whole soil has been repeatedly trodden by the heel

of despotism, and as often stained with the blood of civil strife.

Whole towns have been leveled to the ground, the walls of

cities have been demolished, churches have been despoiled,

palaces plundered. For centuries the armies of Germany,
France, Spain and England ravaged both town and country

;

and in modern times—for the last two hundred years—the pic-

ture dealer and the antiquary have prowled through the land,

laying remorseless hands upon whatever fell in their way.
Thus the galleries of the north of Europe, both public and

private, have been filled with the spoils of art, filtched for

the most part from the ecclesiastical edifices of the little Penin-

sula. But the stores are not yet exhausted. Not only are the

public collections here at Florence, andatRome, Naples, Milan,

Bologna, Venice, still the admiration of the world for the num-
ber, splendor, and variety of their contents, but the private col-

lections are such as in any other country would excite astonish-

ment for their extent and value.

But the most marvelous part of all is, that countless churches,

not only in the cities, but spread through the villages and ham-
lets, or standing alone and aloof in isolated spots, haunted per-

haps by historical memories—are still existing, their whole in-

terior, ceilings, chapels and altars, covered with paintings and

marbles, many of them by the great masters. There are at least

twenty of these buildings in this city of but 100,000 inhabitants,

any one of which could furnish a rich gallery of gems of art.

It is impossible to convey by mere words the full force of this,

considering that such has been the state of things for ages. In

order to appreciate it, a person must visit Italy, and there, if he

would unravel the artistic, social, and political marvels that sur-

round him , he might especially study the history of the Papacy
from the time of Gregory VII. to the death of Leo X. He
will thus see that, for about four hundred years, the Church held

absolute sway over Italy, then the richest and most civilized

portion of the world; he will see that under its wall, the wealth

and power of princes, the genius of artists, and the labor of the

million were all put in requisition to symbolize religion—to build

it in stone—to bring the Trinity down upon the earth—to place

God and His angels in visible contact with the Pope and the

priesthood. All these were chiseled in marble, or painted with

fresco and oil. Heaven was opened in vast pictured domes, art-

0C3S3Sg~ »-**^jV
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fully tinged with a winning, seductive light; and Hell yawned
with its glowing fires, from the dark and dread obscurity of

frowning arches and dim unfathomed recesses. So multiplied

were churches and other religious edifices—so entirely was so-

ciety melted and woven ill with Catholic ceremonials—so com-

pletely was every house and home under the direct influence of

the hierarchy, that all Italy seemed but one vast monastery, a

St. Peter's, spreading its tracery across the firmament, from the

rising to the setting sun.

We must go back to this period and study its records, in ol-

der to understand what we now behold—the wrecks of a by-

gone age. These are not only wonderful in themselves, but

they enable us to comprehend the means by which the most

wonderful human institution which the world has ever known

—

the Catholic Church—was founded. It was founded in idola-

try—that love of image-worship—that original, universal and

daring sin of fallen man, in all ages of the world. This was and

is its central idea, established by the employment of architecture,

painting and sculpture—all in the vigor of a new life, and all

made subservient to the adoration of a visible Trinity, of the

Madonna and a countless retinue of incarnate gods and god-

desses, bearing the names of St. Patrick and St. Bartholomew,

St. Catherine, St. Anne and the like. It was founded by the

pantomime and theatrical representations, making religion a

spectacle aud every church a theatre. Here priests and pre-

lates passed before the spectators, clad in gaudy robes, and

wearing the insignia of a master of life and death—as well to

the body as to the soul. And thus rose that lofty fabric, that

mysterious edifice, that dread dominion which the Samson
Luther could not shake down: which has defied all revolutions;

which has marched out of Italy, and even now stretched its

roof from St. Petersburg to San Francisco, and is sustained by

the worship of two hundred millions of people

!

Aud such as the Church was here in the olden time, it is now,

except that it is shorn of much of its glory and a portion of its

power. It can no longer wield the Inquisition to win proselytes;

its prelates dare no longer employ the wheel, the wedge and the

gridiron to woo souls into the sweet bosom of the Church; it dare

not sell indulgences, or keep hired stabbers; it dare not elevate

to the highest rank the bastard offspring of popes and priests

who have trifled with their vows. And this, not because the

Church condemns these things,—for we all known that in its

Age of Light, the golden era of Catholicism, they were its com-
mon and chosen practices. If they no longer belong to the

policy of Popery, we must believe that it is because the opinion

of mankind, not the virtue of the Church, forbids them. It is

very certain that when it ruled the civilized world, vice, crime,

oppression and cruelty prevailed in society, and were all openly

sanctioned and approved by the practices of the Romish Church.

In these respects, there is a difference between the Church of

former times and that of the present day. But still the same
saints, the same images, the same sensuous appeals from the

walls, the altars and the chapels of religious edifices; the same
pantomimic ritual, the same scenic devices, the same dramatic

mummery which built up the Church, constitutes its machinery

at the present day. In entering one of the churches of Flor-

ence, I cannot but feel that I am in a temple devoted to idola-

try. From the arches above, in glowing frescoes or imperisha-

ble oil, God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost,

in the form and hue of flesh aud blood, look down in infinite

majesty or with sympathetic compassion. The Virgin, tender

and mournful, gleams upon me from altar, chapel and alcove;

saints, immortal in the calander and familiar in the almanac,

invoked as protectors in lite and as saviours in death, are visi-

ble in the niches and upon stained window-glasses—some in the

agony of crucifixion, and some in the fruition of cannonized

martyrdom. And the priests chant the glory of the Saints,

and mumble Latin to the Madonna, and the organ carries the

trembling chorus to the soul. And then the priests kneel, and
perform acrobatic pantomime before graven images, and all the

people say Ameu.
And is not this idolatry? Is this the worship of that God

who dwells in temples not made with hand—of Him whom eye
hath not seen, nor ear heard?

Can this be the Christian religion, this worship which ex-

hausts itself in external rites—in genuflexion, in the counting of

beads, in the signing of the cross, in sprinkling holy water, in

eating consecrated wafers, in kissing relics, in burning tapers, in

endowing shrines with flowers, gold and gems?
Christ placed religion in the heart. In no statesman, ancient

or modern—in no philosopher, no founder of a State or a sect,

neither in Moses, nor Zoroaster, nor in Plato, nor in Maho-
met, nor Gadama, do we find a principle so profound, a policy

so omnipotent, as this set forth by the author of the Gospel. It

reaches the springs of action, it masters the soul, it moulds the

character. Christ's religion, therefore, is not idol worship; is

not the religion of a hierarchy; it is not a responsibility, in the

matter of faith, to a State or priesthood. It lays the axe at

the root of all these. It wrould overturn all despotisms founded
upon creeds; it would anihilate all tyranny over individual con-

science. It gives absolute freedom of opinion, freedom of wor-
ship, to man. It treats man as God made him, a being created

in his own image—with liberty and its correlative responsibility.

Religion is thus between man and God. How deep, how sol-

emn, how elevating, how purifying, how sublime is this—the

religion of Christ?

How different is the religion of Papacy, holding as a funda-

mental dogma that man may not form his opinions upon topics

of religious faith. On this subject he is not free. He must only

believe as the Church tells him, under penalty of excommunica-
tion for herecy. So it has ever been; so it is now. Every
Catholic is bound siuce the 8th of this month, under pain of

purgatory, if not of perdition, to hold the Virgin Mary imma-
culate from her conception in the womb of her mother, for so

have the Pope aud his prelates decreed. Christ did not settle

the point; Apostles did not reveal it; the whole Bible does not
even distantly allude to it. But the Church has taken the sense

of the meeting, and you must believe or be

No wonder then, that the Catholic Church, in all ages or

countries, where it has prevailed, has left society without moral-

ity and wnthout dignity. Here in Italy, where it has held com-
plete sway, mankind have been and still are faithless to the

marriage vow, loose in the regard due to truth, and weak in

the couduct of affairs. The very foundations of character, moral,

intellectual and physical, seem to be sapped wherever the Pope
exercises dominion. What else, indeed, can be expected where
men have given up to priests the exclusive right to form their

religious opinions, have sacrificed their manhood and their inde-

pendence, and have made themselves the instruments of those

who in all times have wrought the degradation of their species?

It may, perhaps, temper our love for the arts, as we find them
in Italy, to see that their greatest masters and their most suc-

cessful efforts were tributary to this perversion of religion, this

conspiracy against society, this systematic debasement of man.
Yet in order to comprehend their scope, power and influence, it

is necessary thus to view them by the light of history. We
should never forget, even in an admiration of Raphael's Madon-
nas, that his wonderful genius was almost exclusively exercised

in assisting Julius II. and Leo X. to make the Virgin the ruling

divinity, the chief object of Catholic worship. We should not

forget that Correggio represented St. Catherino as a goddess,

and that Michael Angelo made St. Peter's a Pantheon of idol-

atry.

Having thus attempted to explain the origin of the innume-

rable specimens of art still existing in Italy, and to show that

they are principally due to the policy of the Church, which is to

propagate its worship and power by means ofappeals to the senses

through outward images, I shall next week send you some
curious details never before collected, I think, upon the extent

to which the Great Masters were absorbed in the production of

Madonnas, Crucifixions, Adorations, Martyrdoms, Last Suppers,

&c, and the extent to which the Church held the monopoly of

fine art genius, up to the period of reformation in religion, and
of decline in art. Dick Tinto.
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ON TAKING DAGUERREOTYPES OF CHILDREN.

Rochester, Feb. 6, 1855.

Friend Snelling,—It is so long since I have sent you a com-

munication of any kind, that I am fearful you have crossed me
off your books as incorrigible. But, really, you have not a

warmer friend (at heart) for self and Journal than myself; true

I have not openly manifested it by my works, or by success in

persuading others to subscribe, still there has been seed sown
from which I hope you may reap bountifully. This year I hope

to do better; the Journal is ours, we ought to use it to pro-

mote each others welfare and to advance the Art. Many no

doubt, like myself, entirely unused to writing for publication,

feel a delicacy about sending contributions for its columns, but

if we can communicate some important truth concerning our

business, those who are benefitted will care but little about the

dressing that goes with it. I for one feel that the Daguerreo-

typist and artists generally of this country are under obligations

to yon they never can repay; your valuable Journal, the result

of ceaseless toil and study on your part, is hailed with pleasure

in its monthly rounds; but we in our selfishness are apt to for-

get the author who is striving to benefit us and the art to which
he has devoted himself.

I promised long since a communication regarding my manner
of catching shadows of uneasy, unconscious babydom; a branch
of our business exceedingly important, yet looked upon with
rather unfavorable eyes by most daguerreotypists, and neglected

much to their disadvantage.

It is a difficult task to describe one's actions, and yet they
being the all important agents in this process, we must try. If

you do not have a remarkably quick instrument, you can expose
the plate after coating by candle-light—or coat entire with the

door of the coating room open, or if there is time, the plate will

work quicker after being prepared some fifteen minutes. I coat

my plate simply with iodine and bromine, the usual coating for

all pictures.

A child should be taken as soon after entering the operating-

room as possible. It is not advisable to attempt any arrange-
ment. Let those who accompany and are familiar with it, do
that hastily, carelessly, and the child will naturally assist, for

their attitudes are always beautiful. I generally use au elevated
platform, about five feet square, and one foot high, for several

reasons, viz: to get nearer to the light, and a better range for

the instrument, than the height ordinarily used.

When a picture is to be made to represent the child reclining

on the carpet, place the platform on two chairs, and have some
boxes, assorted sizes, covered with carpet; use one the proper
size for it to lean on. If a very young child is to be taken, I
have au ordinary high chair, the back rail stuffed, against which
the head will naturally rest; a band of red cloth nailed on one
side, with strings at the end to tie around the child, hugging it

close to the cushioned back rail ; thus it is held as in its mothers'
arms. If this fail, and it will not rest its head, turn the chair
half-way round; this will cause it to turn the head back to-

wards the operator, and give a steady look for a second, which
you must catch. I use, with good success, a little toy bird,

that I make sing inside the camera, occasionally showing a
part of it to attract attention to the instrument.

After all, I fear no one will be the wiser for what I have
written, as I said, it is so difficult to describe actions rarely
twice alike; but, to sum up, observe the following: Have two
or three plates at hand, and as soon as the child is placed, when
parents, nurse, and all present, are talking, laughing, and baby
is struck dumb with surprise at its strange position, then is the
golden moment—then, if ever, you will get it; you may try after

the child has become familiar with you and the room, but the
more you try the worse you are off.

As a general thing, if operators will allow it, parents suggest
this, and propose that, and by following their advice the picture
is lost. You should always have your own way with children,

and the motto that I have used so many years in my own room,
written by a distinguished man, should be posted in every room

in the country. It reads thus: " The experience of one who
has often been daguerreotyped, is to let the operator have his

own way."

In conclusion, I would say, that sometimes I have trouble

with children, but as a general thing less trouble than with
adults, and three out of four plates used frequently sell. Busi-

ness has been unusually good the past year, and even at this

generally dull season we are steadily employed, and the opera-

tors in the various towns about us are doing well. In a few
days I will send you an advertisement for my stock business, as

I have about concluded to resume it as formerly.

Yours, with respect,

E. T. Whitney.

From the J\
r
. Y. Tribune.

PICTURE BUYING.

A paragraph recently appeared among the telegraphic dis-

patches of the New-York press, to the effect that a collection of

master-pieces by Murillo, Correggio and other famous painters

had been exhibited in Washington to the delight of all ama-

teurs, preparatory to their approaching sale. Not having seen

this collection, which has thus enjoyed the advantage oi a grand

puff by telegraph, we cannot speak positively concerning its

merits; but if the pictures are genuine, the proprietor makes a

serious mistake in selling them in this country. Works by
Murillo and Corregio are very rare and immensely valuable. In

Europe, where every one of them is known, they bring fabulous

prices. Not long ago a Murillo was sold at auction at Paris

for some $120,000, and there are Corregios which would fetch

quite as much. We do not mean that all the pictures of these

artists bear so high a market value, but that they are worth

prices which few persons in this country would think of paying.

Accordingly, the fact that this Washington collection is retain-

ed here instead of being sent to France or England for sale, is

a proof either that the owner does not believe the pictures to

be genuine, or is ignorant how to sell them to the best ad-

vantage.

There is probably no country in the world where the want of

critical taste in pictures is accompanied to such an extent by

credulity as to their worth and disposition to buy them. A
gentleman who could not be taken in by a horse-jockey, and

who would not even buy a pig iu a poke, will yet suffer himself

to be cheated by a picture-vender, and, what is more, will ex-

hibit the fraud with complacency as an evidence of his singular

good fortune. Probably there are iu the country, apart from

this lot at Washington, ten thousand works of the old masters,

Raphaels, Murillos, Claudes, Salvators, Titians, Corregios, or

what not, every one of whose possessors procured that wonder-

ful picture, by a lucky chance, from somebody who had bought

it without its origin being known, and had been compelled to

smuggle it out of Italy or Spain in order to get off with his

prize. In this way it is safe to affirm that there is not another

land under the sun which contains so many worthless, smoky,

and dirty old daubs as this, nor another that offers so good a

market to the busy manufacturers of such impostures. The sup-

plying of the United States with pictures by the old masters, is,

accordingly, an important branch of European industry.

To a great extent all this is based not only on ignorance, but

on a superstitious notion that the old masters painted a great

deal better than any living artists. Mr. Croesus goes to Europe

determined to adorn his mansiou with finer pictures than his

neighbors have to boast of. He falls in with some swindler,

who has a remarkable little collection of great old works hither-

to unknown to connoisseurs, and becomes their fortunate posses-

sor; or some ignoramus of au American Consul, or Minister,

aids him in the purchase of a lot of wretched caricatures, or

copies, (including Guide's Beatrice Cenci, of course, though no

copy has been allowed to be made from the original for these

twenty-five years, and, iu due time, the abode of Croesus becomes

more absurd, in the eyes of true taste, than it was before. Had
Croesus only been aware that it takes the keenest judgment and
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the minutest technical knowledge to determine that a picture

was really painted by an old master, and that these artists were,

after all, no better than others now living, nor, in many respects,

as good—he might have avoided making a butt of himself in

that particular manner. Let it once be understood not only

that all good works of the old painters are catalogued and un-

attainable, but that there are living artists whose names may
be matched with any of former times, and even the Croesus will,

at last, learn better than to be cheated by counterfeiters, who
make a business of covering canvass with smoke and dirt, and
calling them Corregios, Murillos, and the like.

Mr. Ruskiu has lately issued a bull against the spending of

money for engravings. It is much better, he tells us, to possess

even the smallest water-color drawing, than the finest print,

since the former must needs contain some original feeling,

while the latter is but a mechanical copy; it is also better to

devote the same means to encouraging native art. No doubt

there is truth in this; but on the other hand, it is true that

most of us can never see the immortal works of Europe except

in engravings; and that if these convey no adequate idea of

their originals, they do afford us a knowledge of their composi-

tion and drawing, which is better had so than not at all. At
least the prints are genuine, and you may show them to your
friend for what they pretend to be without a lurking conscious-

ness that he is pitying the mistake of the deluded owner. Be-
sides, prints are valuable from their cheapness, and capacity of

being multiplied to a degree impossible to original works. The
traveler in a secluded region, whose eye is refreshed, as he en-

ters a house, by a fine engraving after an old or a modern mas-
ter, will not complain because it is not a painting by Page or

Leutze. It is well to have original pictures if one can afford it;

but this should not deny to those who cannot, the refining and
beautiful influence of good engravings.

We hear of a money-spending person of this City who pro-

poses to adorn his very costly house with twenty pictures, at a

thousand dollars each, to be paiuted by the first Italian artists.

We do not vouch for the truth of this rumor, but quote it only

as showiug anew that wealth does not insure knowledge on all

subjects. There are no Italian artists now living whose works
are worth buying—certainly none to be compared with the

French, Germans, English, or American. Equally foolish is

the practice of some other rich people who order so many pic-

tures of their upholsterer, or lookiug-glass maker—-just as they
would order home their marketing from the huckster. It is

rather melancholy to think ot the sums of money wasted in thus

buying pictures, which might be employed in the encouragement
of genuine art; and though we do not pretend to furnish a

manual for picture-buyers, we will suggest one or two rules,

which those who are not themselves connoisseurs may observe
with advantage:

1. Always prefer a modern to an old picture.

2. Never buy an old picture which pretends to bear a distin-

guished name, for you will certainly be cheated.

3. Never buy copies of old pictures, unless you know the artist

who makes the copy, and know that he is not a fifth-rate

bungler.

4. Have one good picture rather than many poor ones.

5. There are excellent artists in your own country; buy of

them instead of going abroad and faring worse.

6. If you have ever been deluded into making great bargaius
in Titians, Vandykes, Claudes, or any other old master's works,
burn them up at once if you can afford it; if not, send them to

auction to be sold for what they really are, and for what they
will bring.

—By following these simple suggestions Mr. Croasus may fill

his picture gallery or furnish his new up-town house with more
real success than he has otherwise a right to promise himself.

Ax indiscreet man is more hurtful than an ill-natured one

;

for, as the latter will only attack his enemies, and those he
wishes ill to, the other injures indifferently both friends and
foes.

—

Addison.

THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE EXHIBITIONS.

REPLY TO M. A. E.

To the Editor of the Photographic and Fine Art Journal:

Dear Sir,—In the last number of your valuable periodical,

there is an article representing to be a Report of the Exhibi-
tions which have lately been held here. Now, I think if any per-

son will calmly peruse it, they will at once admit that it is only a

guise under which to make a malicious personal attack, and I must
say I think you establish a bad precedent in allowing such arti-

cles to appear in the Journal, and as it contains many misstate-

ments andfalsehoods, you cannot in justice deny me the privilege

to defend myself from such—which I will endeavor to do in as
brief a manuer as possible, and to the point; but, previous to

my doing so, it will be necessary to go a little farther back than
said report.

The first time I exhibited in the Franklin Institute was in the
year 1851. I had but a small display, and at the close of the
Exhibition I found I was not mentioned in the Report, which
was a great incentive to further exertions, and at the followiug
exhibition I had about fifty specimens; of that number fourteen
were whole plates (a greater number of that size than all the
contributions combined,) every one of which was cleaned, silver-

ed, coated and sat myself. The result was, Root received a
medal, and I received one also. I was not there at the reading
of the awards, but to show what sort of a man I have for a com-
petitor, let me state that this same M. A. Root was the first

person that informed me I had received a premium, and he ad-
ded, "you deserved it—Iworkedfor you,." Contrast this with his

conduct since, and you have the man.
I had now thoroughly entered the list as a competitor for the

honors of the Franklin Institute—which in my case, was only a
personal gratification, as my business has been gradually on the
increase, and that to without puffing in every conceivable shape,
from glaring posters to thrusting cards at every passer in and out

of principal hotels.

As the next Exhibition approached, I felt anxious to sustain
the position I had gained and also to satisfy a desire I had, to
make some double whole size pictures, as it was a frequent re-

mark of daguerreotypists from other cities, when visiting our
galleries.rthat we made good small pictures; but they expressed
disappointment at not finding any of the larger size, (as our city

contained, judging from the newspapers, the great sun from tohich

cminated all the advancement in the Photographic Art).
I set to work, and in the following Exhibition my display con-

tained six plates of the size 11X14 inches. It was now the ill will

of some began to show itself, and instead of giving me credit for

my labor, they began to disparage my productions. It was
also at this time that those celebrated gilt frames made their

appearance, and from the uneasiness some parties have mani-
fested about them, they must have disturbed them in their

slumbers. That the fraternity may judge of their "immensity" I
would state they cost $1,00 each for a double whole size' I

would ask my enemies to contrast that with the price of some
in their collection. At the close of the Institute the judges
awarded me the first premium, a silver medal (those frames
were not entered for competition.)

From the manuer expressed by some it was now evident, that
as I advanced in the art I made enemies of those who were once
my friends, but as I labored in the Art for my own gratification,

not theirs, it gave me but little uneasiness.

Now we come down to the time mentioned by your most
learned correspondent. The Exhibition of 1853, and in no pre-

vious exhibition was there ever such a variety in the different

branches of the Heliographic Art; many and beautiful were the

specimens in the albumen and collodion processes. My display

contained about the same number of specimens as the last year;
but I had greatly improved the excellence of my large pictures,

and I have the gratification of knowing that some pictures in

that collection were considered by some of our most eminent
artists, in point of tone, composition, and disposition of light and
shade, by far the finest daguerreotypes ever exhibited iu the
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Franklin Institute—a decision which the judges corroborated

by awarding me the first premium, a silver medal, being the

only medal awarded for daguerreotypes that year. Now we
will hear what your correspondent says: "that other pictures

were passed by; that while a medal was awarded for splendid gilt

frames, or hideously magnified and distorted representations of the

human face divine, semi-developed and half lost in the background,

yet cunningly suspended far above reach, completely out of the in-

spection of visitors, for the sole and sufficient reason, that being un-

fit to sustain a close scrutiny, they looked best at a distance." Now,
that all may better understand, I would state, the largest size

head I had upon exhibition, measured but three and half inches

in the face. I should pronounce a double whole camera that

would not make a much larger head than this, a very poor in-

strument. He also says that " they were cunningly suspended

far above reach." Such was not the case, for the principal pic-

tures were placed upon a line with the eye, and none should have

known this better than the individual in question, as he was
again and again seen to examine them; perhaps he was scru-

tinizing those gilt frames.

In returning to his report we find after a long lauditory art-

icle upon the beauties of the productions of some others, which

he considers we have " never yet been able to equal," he says,

" some of M. A. Root's daguerreotypes it was reported had

been carefully compared with the finest in other collections, and

pronounced unequalled." Now, from whence he draws this con-

clusion we do not know, for in the report of the judges for that

year, his name is not even mentioned; the Report should have

said, " thou hast been weighed in the ballance andfound wanting."

That all may know that it was not the display of gilt frames

that carried off the honor, I give the Report—" Large daguer-

reotypes by Richards ; For great superiority, a First Premium."

In his account of the State Fair, he says that M'Clees

& Germon received a medal for daguerreotypes: such was not

the case; they and myself were awarded Diplomas; Richards &
Betts received a medal for their Crystalotypes (or pictures on

glass), which medal M. A. R. states was lost by another through

an excess of modesty; (it is certain that he never lost anything

by that commodity), for we will hear what he has to say of his

own productions. " The best daguerreotypes exhibited, the

Report conceded to be by M. A. Root." It says no such thing.

It says, " From the excellence of the daguerreotypes of M. A.
Root, your committee regret that his contributions were re-

ceived too late for competition." It is my candid opinion that

he purposely omitted to have them there in time, as he feared

another defeat.

In following up this learned document, which displays more
cunning than talent, we come to that portion which speaks of

the late Fair of the Franklin Institute, and after making a

short allusion to one or two depositors, he heralds forth his own
praise in this manner: " For the best daguerreotypes, both

large and small, from quarter size up to double whole the highest

prize, a silver medal, was awarded to M. A. Root." He then

goes on to say: " Another was assigned to Richards, on what
grounds, since the judges forbore to explain, numerous visitors

were unable even to guess," and that my collection was " not

even second rate."

" Another Daniel come to judgment.''

I cannot in any better way show the audacity of this most

mighty judge than by giving the report which is as follows:

" Daguerreotypes by Richards of Philadelphia for brilliant and

artistic arrangements of the first class, a First Premium. Daguer-

reotypes by Ms A. Root for unsurpassed beauty, a First Premium"

—yet in the face of this report he lauds up his own works and

gives the public to understand that the judges assigned no other

reason for other awards.

He then proceeds with a long article in which he follows up

his condemnation of the judges—on the one hand he censures

them for awarding pi'cmiums, and accuses them of incompeten-

cy to fulfill their office, while upon the other, the greatest con-
'• solation he takes to himself, seems to be the puffing to the world

the premiums awarded by these same judges. " Consistancy thou

|
art a jewel."

The judges of the Crystal Palace come in for a share of his

animadversion; for what reasou? They awarded several medals
but left him amongst the Diplomas.

He is very eloquent in his instructions to judges, how they

should act, and particularly to those of the Franklin Institute

;

but the public have every confidence in the Managers of the

Institute and will appoint men to fill those offices, who
possess the abilities to judge ; and whose honor and integrity is

far above suspicion; those studied in the use of the pencil not the

pen. He gives us in theory what is the duty of a judge, we will

compare it with his practice.

The statement I now make can be proven if he wishes further

publicity to the matter. At one of the former exhibitions this

same individual, after learning who the judges were, invited one
of their number to his rooms under the pretence of setting him
for his picture, after some conversation on various subjects he
stated to this person that he would make him a present of §10
if in giving his decision as one of the judges, he would say,

that this individual was entitled to the highest premium. It

was rejected and looked upon as an insult, which any honorable

man would do. I will leave the reader to draw his own con-

clusion, but justice, am I to expect from one that would be
guilty of such an act yet? such is the materials I have to com-
bat against. I would not dwell so long upon this matter, but
this individual has placed himself in such a high position in the

Fraternity; a position that does not justly belong to him. I

would ask what advancement has he ever made in the Photo-
graphic Art, not a practical Daguerreotyper himself, but depend-

ing upon those about him for the production of his work, his

great stand seems to be in the so called crayon pictures (patent-

ed by Whipple) which he claims the sole right to make, thus

excluding competition, and it was for these same pictures he re-

ceived most of his premiums. How does he stand in the other

branches of the Photographic Art? Has he ever made pictures

by the Albumen process? We have never seen any. Has he ever

made any by the collodion process. We believe not. Has he ever

produced auy glass pictures? if so we must say we never heard of
it; in fact we never heard of him doing anything to advance

this most beautiful Art, but writing puffs forthe newspapers. Yet
this is the man that would be considered, the head and front of
the Photographic Art in this country, and he modestly says " I

have carefully noted its progress, and have been awaiting the

period when I believe it will compensate the practioner." The
scheming he has resorted to—to persuade others to undertake

the various branches for him, shows plainly that the " period"

will have arrived when he can find any one that will give him

his labor and his productions.

In reviewing his article it will be found that single handed,

we are made to stand against the laborers in all the various

branches, with what success I have shown by the Reports.

And in conclusion I would state, that there must have been

more merit than gilt frames to have received in four years seven

silver medals, and two diplomas.

There is one thing certain, as long as I receive the patronage

of the intelligent portion of the public, I shall not quarrel with

them, and as long as the better portion of the Fraternity give

me credit for my labor I shall feel grateful—and I look upon

M. A. R. more in sorrow than in anger, for I fear the loss of

patronage has soured a once amiable disposition.

'•If you want enemies, excel others; if you want friends let others

excel you."

F. D. B Richards.

No. 119 Chesnut Street, Phil.

Men in responsible situations cannot, like those in private

life, be governed solely by the dictates of their own inclinations,

or by such motives as can only affect themselves.— Washington.

It is the nature of the human disposition to hate him whom
you have injured.— Tacitus.

m
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THE GREAT MASTERS OF ART.

NO. I.—HUBERT ROBERT.

architectural views, in the French school, during the latter end
of the last century. He was born in Paris, in 1733, and was
educated at the college of Navarre, being intended by his parents

for the priesthood, but, even while persuing his studies for the

ecclesiastical office, it was quite evident that his inclinations

were tending in another direction, the result of which was,

that when, at the age of twenty-one, he had completed his

terms, he was sent to Rome as the place where he could

best study the peculiar department of Art to which his

nature disposed him.

This artist occupied a distinguished positiou, as a painter of

RUINS AT ROME.

It does not appear that Robert at first studied under
any master, but his pictures of the magnificent ruins of
ancient Rome soon attracted great notice in the city. He
afterwards entered the studio of the French artist, Notaire,
who imparted to his pupil the free and bold touch which
characterizes his own works.

In the company of Fragonard, and of the Abbe St. Nou, the

THE TEMPLE OF AGRIPPA AT ROME.

eminent amateur engraver, who etched many of Robert's designs, the latter visited Naples, Sorrento, Herculaneum, and several of W
»
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the adjacent towns, where the three artists labored most assidu-

ously in their respective walks of Art, enriching their portfolios

with a multitude of sketches, gathered from the scenery and ob-

jects with which Naples and its neighborhood abounds.

Robert returned to Paris in 1167, taking with him a large

number of pictures, which were exhibited in the Salon at the

Louvre. Catherine of Russia tried to persuade him to pay a

visit to St. Petersburgh, but the artist was too well satisfied

with the honors he was reaping at home to desire a change of

any kind. He had been elected a member of the Academy, and

the King nominated him keeper of the Museum, and Director of

the Royal Gardens. Robert died at Paris, in 1808, from an

attack of apoplexy.

For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

TAKING PORTRAITS AFTER DEATH.

BY N. G. BURGESS.

The occupation of the Daguerrean Artist necessarily brings

him in contact with the most endearing feelings of the human
heart, more especially is this true when called upon to copy the
" human face divine"

" After life's fitful fever is o'er."

How often has he been called upon to attend at the house of

mourning to copy that face who, when in life was so dear to the

living friends, and with what doubt and hesitation has he essay-

ed the task.

The only object of a portrait of the deceased can be to retain

a fac-simile of the outline of the face to assist the"painter in the

delineation of the portrait, and in this particular it has been found

of essential service.

Having considerable experience in this branch of the art, I

will transcribe my method for the benefit of the readers of the

Journal.

I have succeeded much better when I conveyed all my appa-

ratus to the house of the deceased, except the cleaning blocks.

I therefore have a portable one arranged so as to plaee the

whole in a box or basket, which includes the camera and stand,

coating boxes, mercury bath and buff. I clean several plates,

say eight or ten, and buff them ready for coating, and place

them in a plate box well cleaned, and free from dust, covering

over the plates with a piece of tissue paper, and then putting

the cover of the box tightly over the whole. Cover the box
also with black cloth.

The plates should be retouched with the buff slightly before

coating, to be absolutely sure that all the dust is removed from

the surface. Many operators coat their plates before leaving

their rooms, and succeed in producing portraits. But generally,

with all their care, there will be those interminable black spots

on the surface—owing to the small particles of dust. I have
therefore always avoided them whenever I coated the plates at

the house of the deceased.

A small closet room can easily be found in the house, and if

not, by closing the blinds, a corner of the room will suffice.

A north light is the best exposure of course. But when that

cannot be procured, take any window with a fair exposure, free

from the direct rays of the sun.

If the portrait of an infant is to be taken, it may be placed

in the mothers' lap, and taken in the usual manner by a side

light, representing sleep.

If it is an older child, it can be placed upon the table, with

the head towards the light, slightly raised, and diagonally with

the window, with the feel brought more towards (lie middle of

the window. A common woollen blanket may be used as a back

ground, which can be held behind the body by two assistants.

A sheet can be used also for a reflector, which may also be held

by assistants, or fastened to the wall.

The table or bed as the case may he, must be so arranged

that the light will fall down the face, and the shadows appear
below the nose and eve brows. As much of the sky-light effect

as possible must be obtained, which can be done by darkening
the lower portion of the window with some dark cloth. Bring
the camera as near the wall as possible. Increase the light by
opening the upper portion of the window when it is practicable.

Now by one experiment the light can be tried, and very soon a
good picture produced.

Should the body be in the coffin, it still can be taken, though
not quite so conveniently, nor with so good results. The coffin

must be placed near the window, and the head placed in the
same position as upon the table. It is of considerable impor-
tance that the coffin should not appear in the picture, and it

may be covered around the edges by means of a piece of colored

cloth, a shawl, or any drapery that will conceal it from view.

By making three or four trials, a skilful artist can procure a
faithful likeness of the deceased, which becomes' valuable to the

friends of the same if no other had been procured when in life.

All likenesses taken after death will of course only resemble
the inanimate body, nor will there appear in the portrait any-

thing like life itself, except indeed the sleeping infant, on whose
face the playful smile of innocence sometimes steals even after

death. This may be and is oftimes transferred to the silver

plate.

However, all the portraits taken in this manner, will be
changed from what they would be if taken in life—all will be
changed to the sombre hue of death.

How true it is, that it is too late to catch the living form and
face of our dear friends, and well illustrates the necessity of pro-

curing those more than life-like resembrances of our friends, ere

it is too late—ere the hand of death has snatched away those

we prize so dearly ou earth.

APPLICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY TO ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS,

Translated from La Lumiere for the P. 8f F. A. Jour.,

BY AN AMATEUR.

*®3«g

An English physician, Mr. Thomas Woods, has just made an
application of photography which shows still further how great-

its resources are. He has sought to establish by means of the

photographic images the nature of the Sun's mass. The
mass of the sun; is it solid or gaseous, or both at once? Astron-

omers are not agreed on this point. The particular appearance

of the spots, and the changes which they undergo, tend to force

the admission, that whatever the globe of the sun may be in it-

self, it is certainly surrounded by a gaseous atmosphere, and the

fact discovered by M. Arago, that the direct light of the sun is

not polarized, tends to prove that this envelop is a flame. Here
are the experiments by which Mr. Woods thinks to be able to

confirm this opinion, to day most generally admitted. He has

taken in the camera-obsenra, and on the same photogenic plate,

which he caused to advance at intervals, a series of eight images

of the sun, obtained—the first by an exposition almost instanta-

neous, the second by a little longer exposition, and so on. On
examining afterwards attentively these images, he observed

—

1. That they differed notably in dimension, and that their

diameter was constantly augmented to a certain limit, in mea-

sure as the exposition was lengthened.

2. That the centre of each image was much more impression-

ed than the borders.

This latter fact, already well known, proved simply that the

light of the central portion of the sun is more intense and more

energetic than the light from the borders. But what means the

aggrandizement of the diameter of the image?

Mr. Woods took in the camera-obscura successive images of

the flame of a candle or of a jet of gas, and he has proved that

like the sun, the dimensions of the images increase in ratio

with the time of exposition. He has operated in the same way
on the Drummoud light, that is to say, on a piece of lime ren-

dered incandescent by a burning jet of oxygen and hydrogen,

and discovered this time, that on the contrary the diameter of

the image remained much the same for periods of exposition en-

— —
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tirely different, saving always a slight aureola due to the gaseous

atmosphere which surrounds the lime. The light of the sua

acts then not as the light of solid bodies, but as the light from

gaseous bodies, it is therefore probable that its surface is a gas-

eous envelop. E. C.

PHOTOGRAPHY ON PAPER.

Translated for the P. Sf 1. Jl. J. from the French of E. Be Valicourt,

BY W. GRIGG, A. B.

GENERxYL OBSERVATIONS.

m

After having described all the various processes connected

with the daguerreotype strictly so called, we are yet far from

considering our task as ended; another equally useful and not

less interesting branch of the photographic art remains for our

investigation, viz, Photography on paper, which has at this

late day taken]a remarkable flight, and seems destined some day to

dethrone the daguerreotype. Bat before entering upon so vast

a subject with all the developments it is capable of, it will be

well to examine briefly the origin of paper photography, the

causes which have so long kept it stationary, and the reasons

for it's future brilliant position.

People in general, perhaps even some of our readers, imagine

that pkotograpy on paper came forth immediately after the won-

derful discovery of Daguerre. If reference be had to the arti-

cles lately published in La Lumierc and the history of the da-

guerreotype art, published by the author in his work on Da-
guerreotyping it will be seen that at a somewhat distant period

photography on paper had been the object of long and minute

investigation by the far too unassuming Mr. Niepce, and that

his efforts met with some success. The era of Photography on

paper, however, can hardly be dated farther back than the period

when Mr. Fox Talbot published his Calotype process, that is to

say, about the satue time that M. Daguerre made known his

owu invention. The two processes may therefore be considered as

cotemporaneous. Now how can it be accounted for that for nearly

ten years photography on paper remained almost in statu quo,

whilst the metallic process attained with giant strides that

lofty degree of perfection it occupies at the present day?—we
shall endeavor to solve this question.

M. Daguerre, loyally yielding to the generosity of the French
government freely and without restriction made public every

detail of his ingenious invention every one was therefore at once

able to set himself to work and to labor for himself towards the

improvement of the new art; the old apparatus were soon
brought to simplicity and elegance ; long or difficult manipula-

tions were either entirely suppressed or modified; the gradual

invention of accelerating substances of increased sensitiveness,

effected a celerity, which at the present day borders very

closely on instantaneous, compared to the sluggishness of the

primitive process.

Such, on the other hand, was not the case with the Talbot

process; it's publication, provoked to soon perhaps by the dis-

covery of Daguerre could give the public naught but an unfin-

ished work, being, so to speak, in the embargo state; and a series

of fresh investigations and labors were necessary to lead Mr.
Talbot to the remarkable results he has since obtained. Mr.
Talbot, moreover, not having received any honorary premium
from his government for the publication of his discovery thought
it best to place it under the protection of a patent, and gave
but an incomplete exposition of his processes.

Photography on paper therefore became arrested at the very
commencement in it's flight, since students of the new art ac-

quired a method and sufficient instructions to guide their first

experiments. Men of courage were however found, who by dint

of perseverance and experiment, were enabled to overcome the
greatest difficulties, and at last produce the admirable results

we see at the present day.

We do not, however, pretend to say that photography on pa-

VOL. VIII., xo. in. 11

per is destined immediately to take the place of Dagucrrc's pro-

cess: such a statement would be exaggerated: or at least pre-

mature. Photography on paper and on metal, moreover, far

from being antagonistic and exclusive, constitute in a manner,
two parallel arts, destined to lend each other mutual aid. Bach
has its properties, its advantages, as also its particular disadvan-

tages. Both are susceptible of applications which, owing to

their infinite variety, can satisfy all the exigegencies and wants
of a vast number of occupations, and furnish amusement to all

classes of amateurs. Thus sedentary persons, artists who make
a speculation out of the daguerreotype , and those who require

above all strict exactitude and precision, will doubtless still hold

to the use of metallic plates. But, on the other hand, travellers,

painters, in a wprd, all who regarding photography in the true

light, do not look for any definite result in photographic proofs,

but rather a subject for interesting study, a collection of pleasing

souveriers and useful materials for their after labors, will give

the preference to paper photography.

In fact, it is a great error and one which is unfortunately too

common to pretend to find a veritable production of art in a
photographic proof, as if art could originate from the action of

a senseless machine , and reside in a work upon which the genius

has not breathed its life-giving inspiration, would this not rather

be a realization of the fable of Prometheus; the perfection ofthe

outward form to make up for the absence of life ?

However this may be, and notwithstanding the actual imper-

fections of photography on paper, the sympathies of artists and
all persons of taste incline towards it at the present time; if it

were necessary to justify this preference, its motives might be
easily discovered by a comparison between the two processes.

The incontestable advantages of photography on metal consist

more especially in its gradation of tone, its perfection of model
and indiscribable delicacy of the lines which render the most
microscopic details visible, without however injuring the effect of

the tout-ensemble. But in order to obtain a perfectly irre-

proachable result, what groping ! What failures do we not ex-

perience ! Are we not obliged to strive with perseverance,

even with a sort of tenacity against the capricious instability of

the chemical substances, and, when by dint of labor and care,

we think we have vanquished them, do we not often experience

a series of checks, the cause of which baffles all our investiga-

tions? I will not here speak of the ennui occasioned by the

lengthiuess, the difficulty of polishing, of the too frequent imper-

fection of the plate, of the disadvantages of reflection, nor of

thousand minor accidents, capable however of destroying the

most beautiful proof, which one may have had the good fortune

to obtain.

Ifwe reflect upon all these obstacles,we are forced to admit with

photographers who speak in good faith, that a proof which has

been absolutely successful, and is entirely without fault in every

particular is a rare exception, even from the hands of the most
skilful. Let us suppose however, that by a privileged exception

or through very uncommon skill, we were able to produce almost

with certainty a series of fine proofs, still they would be naught

but isolated types, the identical and faithful reproduction of which

could not take place by any known method.

Photography on paper we are the first to admit, presents

neither that purity'of line, of sharpness, of contour which is pos-

sessed in so high a degree by metallic proofs; and although

every day is marked by important improvements in this respect,

it is to be feared that the porous nature and the granulated

surface of the paper, the iuhomogeneousness of its sizing and

its irregular property of expansion in the successive immersions

it is made to undergo, will for a long time yet be

great obstacles to the production of perfectly faultless proofs in

points of clearness. But aside from this imperfection which

we do not strive to conceal, and which will assuredly

disappear the moment we shall have succeeded in manu-

facturing good photographic paper,—photography on paper is

presented under sufficiently favorable conditions, to assure its

reception for the present just as it is. One of its principal ad-

vantages consists in the extreme simplicity of the chemical

manipulations, so simple are they in fact that they may be

m
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practised even by persons the most unacquainted with chemistry;

we have no longer to fear that uncertainty of success so frequent-

ly caused by the spontaneous change of the chemical combina-

tions, and the operations thus proceed with greater certainty,

and are almost always constantly successful. Add to this sup-

pression of a large quantity of cumbersome stuff, properly de-

nominated daguerrean luggage, the facility of preparing paper
in advance, the total absence of reflection, the power of repro-

ducing the proofs to an infinite number,—and we can predict

with certainty that public opinion will one day declare itself in

favor of the paper process.

We will end this parallel between the two processes by a last

feature which will serve to explain the predilection of artists

for paper photography.

In the ordinary daguerreotype, when one has acquired a cer-

tain amount of skill, success is so to speak, mathematical, it may
be anticipated, and the uniformity of the methods employed, al-

most always leads to a constancy and identity of result, which
more resemble the precision and regularity of a machine.

This is not the case with paper photography; here, the num-
ber and infinite variety of resources at disposal, transform the

photographer into a true artist, who is always his own master
as regards the choice of the methods he employs, as also in di-

recting them according to the different effects he proposes to

obtain. It is thus that he is able to create a method of his own
and to impress upon each one of his works, an original and in-

dividual seal, which to a practised eye is equivalent to a signa-

ture. The various combinations of chemical substances, the
greater or less thickness and transparency of the paper, the dif-

ference in the fineness of its grain, are so mauy different methods
which in skillful hands, modify ad infinitum, the character of the

negative process but it is especially in the different baths used
for fixing and coloring the positive proof, that the artist will

find the source of his richest effects; he will know how to modi-
fy the chemical composition of these baths iu order to give
greater or less vigor to his proofs, and to impart to them a di-

versity of tint which is to be obtained at pleasure.

It is no part of our plan to go any deeper at present into
their considerations, which have moreover been developed with
remarkable talent in the excellent work of M. Blauquart Ev-
rard. * If we now cast our eyes upou the future which seems
reserved for photography, it will be perceived it should not be
classed among the purely ornamental arts, but that it is even at
the present day susceptible of numerous aud useful mechanical
applications; before long, the different branches of manufactures
will be furnished with illustrated cards, designed to make known
to distant customers, specimens of their best workmanship; en-
gineers and architects will have their designs and plans copied
by it; painters and sculptors their works; pollographers, numis-
matologists and archcologists will make use of it to copy manu-
scripts and representations of curious objects which form the
subject of their studies to compose the ornaments of their collec-

tions. To realise all these wonders, we must have heliographic
printing establishments. Many distinguished photographers
have already put this question in discussion and thanks to their
efforts, there is no doubt but that it will receive a prompt
answer.

M. Blauquart has just published some processes for rapid re-

production which will enable any one to deliver proofs at the
rate of from two to three thousand per day. With such elements
of labor and success, a heliographic printcry must needs
prosper.

To facilitate the study of photography on paper, we have
dividci 1 the subject into three parts. The first will comprehend
all the primitive processes which have been published; these
documents are at the present day far from being without in-

terest or value: in every new art it is well to know the starting-

point and the rotine traversed, the germ of useful improvements
maybe found therein, and this retrospective study will besides
place us on our guard against the pretensions of certain invertr

* Treat ise on Photography on paper, by M. Blanquart Evrard 8vo. 1851
at Ravels 12 rue Hautefeuille, Paris.

tors, who every day hold up something as new which was long

ago published.

In the second part we will sec photography undergo a trans-

formation and rise to a considerable position in the hands of M.
Blanquart Evrard. Here we shall enter into detail, of every
delicate manipulation which as well at the present day as at

that period, are indispensable to the success of the operations.

Lastly, the third part, will be devoted to the description of

all the new processses that for the space of two years have en-

riched photography on paper; aud, whether we give them ver-

batim, or whether we content ourselves by presenting an ana-

lysis, we shall weigh them with perfect impartiality.

PART FIRST.

PRIMITIVE PROCESSES OF PHOTOGRAPHY ON PAPER.

Section first.—Preparation and employment of the calotype

paper.—The articles necessary for the preparation of the calo-

type paper, are:

1st. Two deep plates or china dishes.

2nd. A glass dish.

3rd. A graduated glass measure.

4th. Bibulous paper, and a few fine soft brushes.

5th. Glazed letter paper (Be careful to examine this paper
by transparency; if it be interspersed with flaws, or its texture
be uot perfectly smooth and even it is useless; l'eject every sheet

which bears the name of the maker, or else cut them in such a
manner as to remove the mark, or otherwise a stain upon the
proof would be the result. Too much care cannot be given to

the choice of the paper.)

6th. The liquid preparations are five iu number, of which the
following is the composition.

No. 1. Solution of 100 grains of crystallized nitrate of silver

in six ounces of distilled water.

No 2. Solution of 500 grains of iodide of potassium in 1 pint

of water.

No. 3. Solution of 100 grains of nitrate of silver in 2 ounces
of distilled water; add to this solution one sixth of its volume of

concentrated acetic acid.

No 4. A saturated solution of crystallized gallic acid in dis-

tilled water,
-f

No 5. Solution of 100 grains of bromide of potassium in 8 or
10 ounces of distilled water.

All these liquids should be kept in bottles with ground stop-

pers and protected as much as possible from the light.

When choice has been made of the paper, place a small mark
upon one of its corners, in order to show afterwards to which
side the preparations have been applied ; then, with a very soft

brush wash one side of the paper with solution No 1 ; take care
to go over the paper in as few strokes as possible, and not to

cross the lines already made; place the paper at some distance

from the fire, or let it dry spontaneously in a dark place. When
dry, immerse it in solution No 2, when it should remain from 1

to 2 minutes; then dip it into a vessel filled with water; and
after ^having become well saturated with moisture, it may
be held near the fire, or allowed to dry spontaneously. Al-
though this paper is scarcely at all sensitive to luminous action,

it is nevertheless necessary to keep it from the light by enclosing
it in a port-folio. It is unchangeable provided it be not exposed
to too strong a light; it is prudent even to make these prepara-
tions by candle-light.

To prevent all mistakes, we will denominate this paper thus
prepared, iodized paper. It should be of a very pale uniform
rose tint.

When a proof is to be taken, make a mixture in equal parts of
the solution 3 and 4 J but only a sufficient quantity for the
experiment should be prepared at one time, as this mixture

t Tbo tincture of gallunts diluted with water, may be substituted for
Hie gallic acid solution; the latter solution is however preferable.
Water dissolves but a small quantity of gallic acid.

X Make this mixture in the graduated measure.
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rapidly changes. We thus obtain a gallo nitrate of silver, which

is to be spread over the iodized paper with a fresh brush, ob-

serving the same precautious as in the preceding operation.

After the expiration of half a minute, dip the sheet in water,

and absorb the greater portion with bibulous paper, and then

allow it to dry slowly, by placing it at a pretty good distance

from the fire.

The whole of this second part of the operation should be per-

formed by the light of a candle. When a proof is to be taken

immediately, the paper need not be dried at the fire, it will suf-

fice to use the bibulous paper. When it is completely dry, it

retains it's sensitiveness but a few hours, there should therefore

be no delay in making use of it. In order to expose the paper

to the action of the light in the camera, when employed wet a

slate must be substituted for the block, to which owing to its

humidity the paper will adhere.

The duration of the exposition varies from five seconds to two

minutes, according to the color of the object and the intensity

of illumination. This portion of the operation over, no trace of

impression appears upon the paper; to bring it out, the sheet

must be washed with a brush dipped in gallo nitrate of silver,

and then exposed to a gentle heat for a period of time varying

from a few seconds to a minute or two; the outlines will gradually

appear, and at last assume a brownish or black tint; at this

point the heat must be withdrawn. *

To fix the proof, first immerse it in water and, after having

partly dried it with bibulous paper, wash it over with the solu-

tion of bromide of potassium No. 5,f and after a final wash with

water, it is dried for the last time. A strong solution of com-

mon salt may be substituted for the bromide of potassium solu-

tion, but with less advantage.

It is important that the latter part of the operation take

place under a very feeble light. The use of a lantern of yellow

glass would have a still better effect.

The proof obtained by this process is negative, that is to say,

the white parts of objects are represented black and vice versa;

but from this an infinite number of proofs may be taken, the

lights and shades of which be perfectly conformable to nature.

Por this purpose, it is merely necessary to apply the negative

proof to a sheet of photographic paper, to place them together

upon a block and cover them with a piece of glass to keep them
in perfect contact, then to expose them to the light until the

second proof be formed, which may be known by raising one of

the corners of the paper; but it is first necessary to increase the

transparence of the negative proof. The following is the me-
thod employed by Mr. Talbot: " He grates some wax upon
the under side of the proof, and after having placed it between
two sheets of white paper, he passes a hot iron, up and down
over the upper sheet, until the melted wax penetrates into the

paper of the proof, which may be used as soon as the wax has

perfectly cooled. When a number of counter-proofs has thus been

taken, the original sometimes looses a little of its vigor, to -restore

which, it is merely necessary to wash it with gallo-nitrate of sil-

ver, and heat and fix it in the manner above indicated. Coun-
ter-proofs may be taken on calotype paper; but Mr. Talbot re-

commends common photogenic paper prepared in the following

manner:
Dissolve 25 grains of common salt in 1 ounce of distilled

water; in this soak the paper for some time, and then place it

between a number of sheets of bibulous paper. Dissolve 90
grains of crystallised nitrate of silver in 1 ounce of distilled

water, and with a brush, spread this liquid over the paper and
dry partially; give it a second coating of the nitrate, and dry
thoroughly.

Another sort of photogenic paper may be made use of, which
gives better results, and the preparation of which is less difficult.

Dissolve 100 grains of bromide of potassium in once ounce of

distilled water; dip the paper therein, and transfer to the bibu-

lous paper, and when dry, spread upon one side a solution of

* The picture may be brought out by applying the reverse side of the
paper to the sides of a bottle containing boiling water, or by means of a
tin bowl, heated in the same manner.

f The glass dish should be used for this wash.

100 grains of nitrate of silver in one ounce of distilledj water,

and dry in a dark place. The sensitiveness of this paper may
be augmented by giving it a second coat of nitrate of silver.

The proofs obtained with these papers are fixed in the same
manner as those on calotype paper. The sensitiveness is so

great, that feathers, leaves, &c, may be copied by gas light, or

an ordinary lamp, by employing the paper wet. It should be
placed from four to five inches from the flame; the operation

will generally occupy from three to four minutes.

I will add a few hints regarding the principal precautious to

be taken during the different operations I have just described.

There must be as many brushes as there are solutions, and
they must be well washed every time they are used. The brush
used for the gallo-nitrate of silver is soon destroyed.

The same bibulous paper should not serve to absorb moisture

in all the various operations; there must be several sets, and the

particular operation to which it is devoted should be marked on
each.

The distilled water in the basins should be changed after

every wash.

Dr. Ryan remarked that during the first preparation of the

paper, if it be left to remain long in the iodide of potassium so-

lution, (liquid No. 2), the ioduret of silver formed during this

operation is so soluble in an excesss of ioduret of potassa, that

it is not long before it completely disappears. The sheet must
therefore be dipped quickly in the solution and immediately

withdrawn.

Mr. Mitchell has improved on the process of Mr. Talbot in

the following manner: He applies first the solution No. 2,

(iodide of potassium), and dries; then applies the nitrate of sil-

ver, (solution No. 1,) and dries again, and, after having immers-

ed the paper for a moment in the iodide solution, J washes again

with distilled water, and dries for the last time. By this method,
Mr. Mitchell obtains a more sensitive paper, and a more regu-

lar dissemination of the substances.

I will not describe the process employed by Mr. Talbot for

taking at once a positive proof; the preparation is extremely
complicated, and I have understood that the results are not
sufficiently remarkable to repay the trouble of obtaining them.
This skilful physician has but recently discovered a method of

destroying the yellow tint presented by proofs obtained by the

calotype paper, or any other paper prepared with the nitrate of

silver.

Mr. Talbot also increases the sensitiveness of his calotype

paper by keeping a warm plate of iron behind the prepared
sheet, during the whole length of the exposition in the camera.
These improvements are described in the following paragraphs.

Section II.

—

Improvements in the Photographic Processes.

By Mr. W. H. F. Talbot.

I first propose to remove the yellow tint from pictures taken
with the calotype or other photographic paper prepared with a

solution of nitrate of silver, by immersing the picture in a hot

bath, composed of hyposulphite of soda, or other hyposulphite

dissolved in ten times its weight of water, carried almost to

the boiling point. The proof should remain in this bath about
ten minutes, then washed with cold water, and dried. By this

means it is rendered moi'e permanent and transparent, and the

lights are whiter. This operation finished, the transparency of

the calotype proof may be still more augmented by filling the

pores of the paper with melted wax.
In the second place, I place a hot iron plate at the back of

the frame which holds the paper while I am taking the calotype

proof in the camera, in order to communicate warmth to the

paper, and thus render it more sensitive.

I prepare also a paper which I denominate iodo-gallic, by
washing a sheet of iodized paper with a saturated solution of

gallic acid, and then drying. This paper retains its qualities for

% The solution of iodide of potassium which Mr. Mitchell employs for

this last immersion, contains three times less iodide than that which he
uses at the commencement, (125 grains of iodide to a pint of water).

"c,J *m
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a considerable time, if kept in a portfolio; when required for

use, it is made sensitive with a solution of nitrate of silver. m

I have also discovered another method, which consists in

washing the iodized paper with a mixture of 36 parts of gallic

acid and about 1 part nitrate of silver, (these solutions have the

same strength as that commonly used in the calotype process)

which may be afterwards dried before a moderate fire, without

danger of its losing its properties. This paper is not as sensi-

tive as the ordinary calotype paper, but it may be used in the

dry state, while the calotype paper should generally be employed

wet, as there is some difficulty in obtaining it perfectly dry with-

out impairing it.

The following is a method I have discovered for the improve-

ment of photographic proofs: Take a copy or reverse impres-

sion of a photographic proof in the usual way, with the exception

of giving it double the usual exposition ; the shades are thus

rendered too black, and the lights not sufficiently white. Iu

this state, wash it, and immerse it in a bath of iodide of potas-

sium (of the strenghth of 1200 grains to the pint of water,) for

a minute or two, which renders the picture more distinct, and

gives to the lights a pale yellow tint; this done, wash and im-

merse it in a warm bath of hyposulphite of soda, until the pale

yellow tint disappears, and the lights become perfectly white.

Pictures thus treated present an agreeable and peculiar effect

of light and shade, difficult to be obtained by any other method.

A sheet of white or colored paper may also be placed at the

back to set off the pictures, after having coated them with wax
to render them more transparent.

A method I have practiced to obtain enlarged copies of da-

guerreotypes or calotype paper portraits, or other small photo-

graphic proofs, consists in throwing magnified images by means
of lenses upon a sheet of calotype paper, which produces an en-

larged negative picture, from which by known methods positives

may be obtained. What I denominate photographic printing is

this: Several pages of characters are impressed upon one side

only of a sheet of paper, which if it be judged necessary may be

coated with wax ; these letters are then cut out and assorted

;

then, iu order to form a new page, a number of lines are made
on a sheet of white paper, and words are composed, by pasting

the letters separately upon the lines in the proper order. The
page being finished, a negative copy is taken with white letters

on a black ground. This copy is fixed, and if desired, a number
of copies may be taken therefrom.

Another mode of impression might consist in employing larger

characters painted white upon rectangular pieces of wood, and
forming pages by disposing them in series upon a block properly

arranged for the purpose; and lastly by taking a copy of them
in the camera according to the requisite dimensions, upon calo-

type paper.

It will be perceived that by these different methods a large

number of positive photographic copies may he taken of engrav-

ings, paintings, music, atlasses, and all kinds of prints whatever,

designed for trade. For this purpose, commence by preparing

the copying papers, which consists of good writiug paper, free

from water marks and other imperfections; dip into a salt water

bath composed of from 5 ounces 2 drachms to 4 ounces of salt

to a pint of water; wipe gently and dry. This done, wash in a

solution formed of two drachms of nitrate of silver in 2 ounces

of distilled water, to which add a sufficient quantity of ammo-
nia to form a precipitate; then re-dissolve, and a clear solution

will result. When dry, the paper may be used for a negative

of a print or painting, by placing it in contact in a copying frame

(consisting mainly of a piece of glass with a block at the back,

and clasp screws,) and exposing to the light until the negative

is formed. This negative copy being fixed by a warm solution

of hyposulphite of soda, as previously stated, may likewise be

coated with wax; the requisite number of copies are then draft-

ed, and fixed in the manner already described.

©
W

Section III.

—

Ferro-cyanotype Process.

By Mr. Hunt,

nlc directing my attention to photographic designs pro-

duced by the action of the hydriodate on the chloride of silver,

I was led to observe several peculiar changes produced by the
combined influences of light and the ferro-cyanate of potassium.
I discovered for instance, that the common photographic paper
blackened by the solar light, and upon which some hydriodate is

afterwards made to act, and washed when dry, with a solution

of ferro-cyanate of potassium, became exquisitely sensitive to

the light, and passed from a light brown to an intense black in

the exposition of an instant to the light of the snn.

In endeavoring to follow out the consequences of this fact, I
discovered that the ioduret of silver when perfectly pure, was
influenced with still greater rapidity, and that with its aid, it

became extremely easy to prepare a photogenic paper of the

most extreme sensitiveness. For this purpose I would recom-
mend the following:

. Take some good satin paper, and immerse in a solution of 31
grains of nitrate of silver in one ounce of distilled water. Dry
rapidly, immerse it a second time in the same solution; when dry,

lay it for about a minute in a solution composed of 3*1 grains of

hydriodate of potassium in 6 ounces of water. Iu this state

stretch it on a piece of smooth pasteboard, and wash gently by
pouring pure water over it. Lastly dry it in the dark at the

common temperature.

Papers thus prepared may be preserved for a long period and
they may at any moment be rendered more sensitive than any of

those obtained by all other preparations, the calotype paper ex-

cepted, which, however, will have the same sensitiveness if simply

immersed in a solution of 31 grains of ferro-cyanate of potash
in one ounce of water. These papers should be washed with
the ferro-cyanate solution and dried in the dark. In this dry
state, they are perfectly insensitive, but they may in a moment
be made sensitive by simply washing them with a little cold

water. A proof is then taken, the sensitive coating is then re-

moved by plunging it iu the hydroidic solution above mentioned.

From the photographs thus fixed; numerous copies may be
drafted.

The curious action of the solar spectrum on this preparation

is worthy of explanation, but for the moment I shall content

myself with stating that the maximum of effect is produced by
the least refrangible rays, and that all the rays, the extreme red

excepted, act upon it with considerable energy. In every case

that has been presented to me, the impression of the spectrum
was distinctly colored from one extremity to the other, and I

remarked even that the colors of superposed centres left their

corresponding tint upon the paper; but unfortunately as the pa-

per dried, the colors disappeared. This result raised the idea

of eventually being able to produce photographic images in their

natural colors. All the spectrums formed upon these papers

were surrounded by a perceptible space which was protected

from the influence of diffused light, which furnishes afresh proof

of a fact remarked by Sir John Herschell and myself, viz., that

a class of rays emanate from the border of the suu which pos-

sess peculiar negative properties.

Section IV.

—

Chromatype Process.

By Mr. Hunt,

It is to M. Ponton that we are indebted for the first photo-

graphic process in which chromic acid is used as an active agent.

For the purpose, this chemist employed a paper saturated Mith

bichromate of potash which, by exposition to the solar rays,

rapidly pass from a beautiful yellow to a pale brown, consequent-

ly giving a negative image. Mr. Ed. Becquerel improved upon

this process by impregnating the paper with starch paste, before

applying the bichromate of potash, which enabled him to con-

vert the negative into a positive image, by employing a solution

of iodine, which, combining with the starch iu the parts unaffect-

ed by the light, or but feebly attacked, thus formed an ioduret

of starch. It cannot be concealed, that these proofs require a

rather long space of time for their production; that they are

rarely clear or very distinct, and that failures are numerous,

notwithstanding the most attentive care.

-»g3*$gg
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While occupied in an extensive series of experiments on the

influence of the solar rays on the salts of different metals. I

was led to the discovery of a process by means of which positive

photographs are produced in the simplest manner.

Por this purpose, various metallic chromates may be used, but

those to which I give the preference, are those of mercury and

copper, and especially the latter which gives the most certain

effects, and that in a much less space of time than any other

chromate. The paper is prepared in the following manner.

Procure good writing paper, wash it over with a solution of sul-

phate of copper; and dry partially. It is then dipped in a so-

lution of bichromate of potash, and dried at a short distance

from the lire. Paper thus prepared may be preserved for any

length of time, and is always ready for use. It must be added,

however, that they are never sufficiently sensitive to be used in

the camera, although suitable for an other services.

An engraving, a botanical specimen or any other object having

been placed on the paper in the photographic frame, properly

arranged to take proofs of copies, expose it to the sun for some

time, varying the length of exposition from 15 to 20 minutes, ac-

cording to the intensity or effect required. In this state the

paper is washed with a solution of nitrate of silver, which im-

mediately produces a fine deep orange on a slightly dark base,

and sometimes even perfectly white. The image is speedily fixed

by washing with pure water and drying,

If the solutions be employed saturated, negative images, as has

just been said, will result; but if these solutions are diluted with

from three to four times their volumes of water, the first action

which the solar rays exercise, consists in blackening the paper;

after which a very rapid whitening action immediately takes

place, which at first gives a very pale positive, which may be

brought out clearly and with all its delicacy by the application

of the nitrate of silver.

It is of the utmost importance that perfectly clear water be

used for fixing the image, as the presence of the chlorohydrates

would damage the latter, and it is the very observation of this

fact which has given birth to an agreeable variety of chroma-

type.

If the positive image be left in a very weak solution of common
salt, it gradually disappears leaving a few light negative linea-

ments. If it be withdrawn in this state, from the saline solu-

tion, and dried, a positive of a lilac color may be produced by

exposing it a few minutes to the solar rays.

Analysis, by means of the prism, has demonstrated that these

changes are produced by a class of rays situated between the

least refrangible blue and the extreme limits of the violet rays in

the visible solar spectrum.

The maximum blackening effect is owing to the middle blue

ray, and the whiteuing is produced with the greatest energy by

the least refrangible violet rays.

Section V.

—

Chroiio-cyanotype and Energiatype of

Mr. Hunt.

Mr. R. Hunt to whom we owe much ingenious investigation

on the chemical influence of the solar rays, has proposed, two pho-

tographic processes, which we shall make known.

The first of these processes, to which he has given the name
of chromo-cyanotype, is based upon the changes whicli the

bichromate of potash experiences with such facility beneath the

influence of the chemical principle of the solar rays ; The follow-

ing is the modus operandi.

Add to one ounce of a saturated solution of bichromate of

potash | ounce of ferro-cyanide of potash, containing 18 grains

of the salt. These solutions, when mixing, assume a deep brown
color, but without any precipitate falling. Wash one side of a

sheet of letter paper with the mixture, and dry before the fire.

A very light negative is taken in the usual way upon the paper
thus prepared. This paper is not sufficiently sensitive to be af-

fected by diffused light in the camera ; but with the sun, it pro-

duces very beautiful copies of engravings.

On this paper, as well as on the combination of the bichromate

11*

of potash and sulphate of copper employed in the chromotype

process, the solar rays exercise two distinct actions, the first

darkens the paper, and then rapidly whitens it. The negative

image, produced as I have just stated, immersed in a weak solu-

tion of sulphate of photoxide of iron, becomes immediately posi-

tive; the shades are manifested by a deposit of prussian blue,

whicli form in greater abundance in the least illuminated parts

than in those upon which the sun has exercised the most influ-

ence. This image is not always very distinct, but by looking

through the paper, it will be perceived that each of its parts has

been perfectly preserved. If, instead of the protosulphate the

persulphate of iron be employed, a very interesting intense blue

negative is the result. In this case the deposits of prussian blue

takes upon the portions of the paper which have been solarized.

The clearest portions are at first yellowish, and may, if left to

themselves, pass to the blue; but if immersed for a few minutes

in a solution of carbonate of soda, the yellow color disappears

and the image becomes white and very intense. These images
cannot be used as originals, as they lack transparency.

If a chromo-cyanotype negative be dipped in a solution of

pure potash or ammonia, the image disappears; it may be re-

vived by exposition to the solar rays, or by the application of

heat, but in all cases the blue portions become brown.
An exposition to the simultaneous action of the nitrate of

mercury and the sun, causes the still more complete disappear-

ance of the image, but it is not destroyed ; and, by holding it be-

fore a hot fire, or better still, by applying a warm iron to the back,

a positive of some interest takes the place of the negative image.

The second process due to Mr. Hunt, and which he has de-

signated by the name of energiatype, on account of certain opin-

ions he has formed on the chemical action of the solar rays, an
action to which he has applied the special name of energia, is as

follows:

Good leter paper is washed with the following solution.

Saturated solution of succinic acid 72 grains.
Mucilage of gum arabic 18 "

Water 18 "

When the paper is dry it is covered with a solution composed
of 36 grains of nitrate of silver, in 1 ounce 18 grains of distilled

water. This done, dry, the paper in the dark, and it is fit for

use; it may be kept in a portfolio, and at any time put in the

camera. Thus prepared, this paper is of a pure white, and it

keeps this color, which is a great advantage—according to Mr.
Hunt, the sheets prepared by this method should at this juncture

be exposed in the camera for a space of time varying according

to the intensity of the solar light, from two to eight minutes,

although some results he has obtained lead him to think that the

proportions of the substances employed being once determined

in a proper manner, it will suffice to leave it in the apparatus

for a much shorter time.

When the paper is withdrawn from the camera no sign of im-

pression is perceived, the next operation is to bring it out.

Make a mixture of 36 grains of a saturated solution of sulphate

of iron with from 15 to 94 grains of gum arabic mucilage. Pass
a wide smooth brush impregnated with this solution rapidly and
evenly over the surface of the paper and in a few seconds, the

hitherto invisible image will gradually appear, and form with

great rapidity a beautiful negative photograph. When the effect

obtained is as satisfactory as possible the sulphate of iron solu-

tion is to be removed, which is accomplished by means of a soft

sponge impregnated with clear water. The proof is then im-

mersed in water for a short space of time, after which it may be

firmly fixed with ammonia, or better perhaps by a solution of

hypo-sulphite of soda; in the latter case however the paper

must be afterwards carefully cleaned of the salt. The design

thus finished, proofs may be taken from it, correct in light, and

shade, by using succinated papers, used in the ordinary manner;

solar light will produce the desired effect in from five to ten

minutes.

The advantages presented by this process, in comparison to

those already known seem to present a marked difference. Pa-

pers thus prepared in the most simple manner can be kept by
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8tourists, till the moment for use; there is no recourse necessary

to any other preliminary preparation before exposing them in the

camera; after which they may be kept until a favorable occa-

sion offers to bring out the image which is done in the simplest

manner possible and with a substance every where obtainable.

Since the publication of this proof Mr. Hunt has made known
the advantage gained by adding a few grains of common salt to

the succinic acid and gum solution in giving greater vivacity to

the light and augmenting the sensitiveness of the paper.

When the solution of sulphate of iron has been washed over

the paper—a brush must be gently and rapidly passed over the

surface of the sheet otherwise small black stains result, which are

detrimental to the photographic image. If, as it sometimes hap-

pens the surface of the picture gradually blackens, it need not

therefore be concluded that the experiment is a failure; this su-

perficial black tint, may in fact be removed by washing with a

wet sponge. If the lights become discolored, their whiteness

may be restored to them by means of diluted chloro-hydric acid;

but this acid must immediately be washed off with care; without

this precaution the shade will suffer from its prolonged action.

If the shortness of the time of exposition causes the image to

develop slowly or imperfectly the application of gentle heat will

bring it out in a very short time and give it vigor. The best

method of operating in this case consists in holding the paper

near the fire.

I

Section YI.

—

Addenda to the Energiatype Process, and,
' the Photogenic Paper, of Mr. Grove.

We have made known a new photographic process to which

Mr. Hunt has given the name of the Energiatype. It would ap-

pear that many persons have failed in the application of this pro-

cess on account of the different degrees of solubility of the suc-

cinic acid of different manufacturers. In order to succeed Mr.

Hunt consequently advises the solution of one drachm of suc-

cinic acid in one ounce and 18 grains of distilled water and to add

the gum and salt when it has perfectly dissolved. Fresh inves-

tigations moreover, have showed him that the property which

he has remarked in the sulphate of iron might be applied to every

kind of photographic paper. Thus a paper washed with nitrate

of silver gives in a few minutes a fine picture in the camera; and
papers washed with the chloride of sodium, bromide of potassium

and particularly iodide of potassium give pictures in less than a

minute. The most beautiful proofs produced of this kind are those

obtained with papers covered with the acetate, benzoate and the

citrate of silver, and other organic salts of this metal. These de-

signs are fixed by washing with ammonia moderately concen-

trated.

Mr. Grove has just given another photographic method by

means of which pictures may be produced by a single operation.

The paper prepared with the iodide of potassium, nitrate of sil-

ver, and gallic acid, precisely in the same manner as the calotype

paper according to the process of Mr. F. Talbot, is left to itself

until it blackens; in this state it is washed with iodide of potas-

sium in solution, immersed in nitric acid, and then exposed to

the light. Very fine copies of engravings are thus procured

in a few minutes.

Section VII.

—

Another Photogenic Paper by Mr. Hunt.

We are again indebted to Mr. Hunt for a very curious pro-

cess of paper photography, which is somewhat analogous to that

of M. Daguerre. With his paper Mr. Hunt has taken proofs

in five seconds in the sun, and in one minute in cloudy weather;

he has even sometimes obtained the impression of moving ob-

jects. The following is the author's mode of preparation:

Spread a sheet of glazed paper on a hard and smooth sur-

face; with a very soft brush wash it with a solution of 60 grains

of bromide of potassium in two ounces of distilled water, and
dry promptly by the fire; repeat the same operation, and spread

over the surface a solution of 120 grains nitrate of silver in one

ounce of distilled water, and dry rapidly in the dark. When
use is to be made of the paper, wash again with the nitrate, and

place it still wet in the camera, taking care not to expose the

paper to the light before the proper moment. In a few seconds

withdraw the frame and dry the proof in the dark. There is yet

no trace of anything on the paper, but by exposing it to the

mercurial vapors, the image at once appears; remove the spirit

lamp and in a few moments heat the mercury again, until the

picture comes out perfectly distinct. The proof must then be
withdrawn and placed in a dark place, where it should be left a
few hours to finish its development. To fix the proof, first wash
it with pure water; after having dried it, go over it rapidly with
a brush steeped in a warm solution of hyposulphite of soda, and
lastly, give it a final wash with fresh water. A negative proof
will thus be obtained, it is true, but almost as clear as a daguer-

rean plate, and by means of which positives may be produced.

Section VIII.

—

Crysotype Paper by Mr. Herschel.

The crysotype paper discovered by Mr. Herschel is of easy

preparation, and gives results comparable, if not superior, to

those of the calotype.

Preparation.— Dissolve 100 grains of ammonio-citrate of iron

in 900 grains of water, and with a brush spread this solution on
a sheet of thin paper, smooth and of a very even texture ; dry,

and enclose it in a case until required. The image is formed
rapidly on the paper in the camera, but it is very light and
sometimes entirely invisible. To bring it out, wash it with a

solution of gold in aqua regia, neutralized by soda and diluted

with water, until it assumes about the same color as sherry wine:

the image immediately appears, but only attains its maximum
point in from one minute to a minute and a half. Then wash
it with two or three changes of water, and dry. The proof is

then half fixed; to fix it completely, spread over its surface a
weak solution of hydriodate of potash ; let it rest for a minute
or two, particularly when the lights are any way changed with
this wash, and steep it in pure water until it reassumes its vigor;

then dry it; it will then resist the strongest light, and probably
the action of every substance which does not destroy the paper.

Nitrate of silver or chloride of gold may be substituted ; the

picture will thereby gaiu in clearness and vigor, but in this case

it must be fixed with the hyposulphite of soda,* This paper is

valuable for obtaining a counter-proof of a negative.

* In making use of the nitrate of silver the operation is without con-
tradiction the most simple of all thus far known.

( To be Continued.

)

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

ON KEEPING SOLUTION OF GALLIC ACID.

Sir,—In addition to the remarks by Mr. Spiller in a former
number, it may iuterest some of your readers to know that a
solution of gallic acid may be kept perfectly good for a long time
by the addition of a drop of oil of cloves.

This oil appears also somewhat to increase the developing
power of the gallic acid, by its reducing action on nitrate of sil-

ver; the darks of papers developed by a solution in which it is

used, are blacker than by the gallic acid alone, provided nitrate
of silver be added while developing.

The solution should be filtered before using, otherwise the oil

is apt to remain in drops on the surface.

I may here notice that oil of cloves is useful to prevent mouldi-
ness in many organic solutions, &c, such as ink, paste, solution
of tartaric acid, &c.

I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

F. Giesler Lloyd.
Arthur Ilcnfrey, Esq.

Happiness is much more equally divided than some of us
imagine. One man shall possess most of the materials, but little

of the thing; another may possess much of the thing, but very
few of the materials.

—

Cotton.
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"KNOW THYSELF,"

Philadelphia, Feb. 19, 1855.

To the Editor of the Phot. Sf F. A. Journal

:

Dear Sir,—One of the sages of old conceived that, when a

man could " know himself," he had attained the height of wis-

dom
;
perhaps, if your correspondent M. A. R. had studied more

in the school of that old philosopher, the columns of your excel-

lent Journal would not have been made the vehicle of his ego-

tistical complainings.

As this is my first contribution to your Journal, it might be

proper to say a word about myself, before commencing what I

intend to do, viz.: a short notice of M. A. R.'s communication

in your last number. In the first place, then, I am no profes-

sional daguerreotypist, but, having given a good deal of time

and attention to the art, since its first appearance on this side

of the Atlantic, I conceive that " I know something about the

matter," and, having no personal interest in the thing, beyond
an abstract love of the Art, I venture to think that I may be

more impartial than some of the " trade," in speaking of the

merit of works submitted to public examination for public criti-

cism. We, to drop the ego and speak in the favorite plural of

those who write for the dear public, saw all the specimens shown
at the recent Exhibition of the Franklin Institute, and, although

we would not be guilty of the heresy of saying that we think

ourselves, although not of the " profession," as capable of form-

ing an opinion upon their respective merits, as your correspon-

dent M. A. R., yet something we think we do know, and al-

though our friend- M. A. R. is a "pretty good fellow in the

main," we do know that he is in the wrong in making such a

desperate attack upon the " Judges," accusing them, in good
round terms, of " -partiality," " bald ignorance," and giving
" unintelligible decisions."

Now, under the best auspices, the task of a " Judge," to de-

cide between captious, and often envious competitors, is any-

thing but an enviable office; but, if after having made their

decision to the best of their judgment and ability, they are to

be publicly stigmatized, in a leading Journal of the Art, as

"ignorant," "partial," and "unintelligible," their case is cer-

tainly a hard one; harder, we venture to say, than that of the

veteran M. A. R.'s taking fewer premiums than he hoped, or ex-

pected; or his competitors taking more than he thought that

they deserved. Why, old friend, was champagne and terra-

pins at a discount? Now, although we should hardly be pre-

sumptuous enough to say that we are as good a "judge," " me-
chanically," " chemically," and " artistically," as M. A. R., yet

with what light we did have, and have had, shining before us,

we can see no cause for all the outcry about " ignorance" and
" partiality of the " Judges," and believe that their decision upon
the late occasion was, and will be, borne out by the judgment
of a majority of those competent to decide, who visited the last

exhibition.

We have not now time to go into a particular examination of

all that M. A. R. says, and of what we think, are his most illib-

eral remarks; perhaps, with your permission, we may do so here-

after, but will only say here, that your correspondent had better

rest content with the laurels that he has already won in the field

of the " Art," and not, by depreciating the works of others and
impunging the motives of the Judges, produce an effect upon the

public mind, that he, who has called himself, and thought him-
self, the " Napoleon" of the " Art," is getting behind the "age,"

and paling in the ineffectual light of " Old Fogeyism," before

the genius of "Young America."
Philo Photas.

I

The Author and his Work.—A Portugese sculptor, who
was suspected of free thinking, was at the point of death. A
Jesuit who came to confess him, holding a crucifix before his

eyes, said, " Behold that God whom you have so much offended.

Do you recollect him now?" "Alas! yes, father," replied the
dying man, " it was I who made him."

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

£ o tt o o n $) I) olographic Society.

Ordinary Meeting.

January 4th, 1855.

Sir W. J. Newton, T. P., in the chain

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

C. Critchett, Esq., Josh. Locke. Esq., M. P., A. Backhouse,
Esq., Rev. J. B. Reade, and Lionel Oliver, Esq., were ballotted

for and duly elected Members of the Society.

Mr. Wilkinson described a method of instantaneously opening

and shutting a camera.

Mr. Mayall read a paper on the Albumen Process on Glass,

which he practically illustrated.

Resolved unanimously, that the thanks of the Society be given

to Mr. Mayall for his valuable communication.

The Meeting was then adjourned until the 1st of March.
The Anniversary Meeting will be held on the 1st of Feb'y.

Albumen Process on Glass.

By Mr. J. E. Mayall.

Albumen derives its name from album ovi, the Latin name for

white of egg. It exists most abundantly and in its purest natural

state in eggs. It is one of the chief constituents of many animal

solids and fluids. It abounds in the serum of blood, in the vit-

reous humor of the eye, and in all serous secretions. Combined
with different fatty matters, it constitutes the yelk of egg, the

brain, the spinal marrow, the nerves, several of the vicera, and
glands.

A similar substance, vegetable albumen, identical in every re-

spect to animal albumen, occurs in the seeds of all Gramineous
plants, especially the cereals: and in those of Papilionaceous

plants, such as peas and beans; in all of which it occurs com-
bined with starch and vegetable gluten.

It is the true starting point from which all animal tissues are

formed, as the egg contains no other nitrogenous compound ex-

cept albumen; the yelk containing besides albumen, a yellow fat

only.

Its chief characteristic is its coagulability by heat.

We speak of its two conditions, soluble, or uncoagulaied albu-

men, and insoluble, or coagulated albumen.

Animal albumen of the soluble kind may be obtained in a

solid form by evaporating at a temperature below 120°; it is

then a dry, yellowish, horny and brittle mass.

This can be powdered, and treated successively with aether

and alcohol, which free it from fat, salts, and other foreign mat-

ter, until we obtain it pure.

When thus completely dry it is without taste or odor, and has

neither acid nor alkaline reaction.

In the dry state it may be heated even to the temperature of

boiling water, without passing into the insoluble coagulated

form. Moistened with water, it swells up, becomes transparent,

and by the addition of more water it dissolves into a colorless,

tasteless fluid.

If this solution be heated to a temperature of 140°, it passes

into the coagulated form. Less concentrated solutions require

a heat of 160°, and very dilute solution even boiling before the

albumen will coagulate.

Albumen is iusoluble in alcohol and aether. It is soluble to

a certain extent in distilled water, but much more easily in water

that contains an alkaline salt or chloride of sodium.

Mulder has given great attention to its analysis. His most
recent investigation gives:

—

Carbon 53'5

Hydrogen 1'0

Nitrogen 15'5

Oxygen 22.0

Sulphur 1'6

Phosphorus 0'4

1000 parts.
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Albumen easily putrefies in the moist state, by the action of

the atmospheric agents, for which reason it requires to be used

immediately after it is mixed with the chemicals; in winter, the

time may be prolonged to forty-eight hours, but in summer not

longer than six hours.

The greater number of the metallic salts precipitate albumen,*

the precipitate containing either a combination of a basic salt

with albumen, or a mixture of two compounds, one of which con-

sists of the acid of the salt and albumen, and the other of the

base of the salt and albumen. The albumen generally passes

into the insoluble form.

The precipitated and washed albumen, when dissolved in^z
of caustic potash, and digested for one hour at a temperature of

160°, converts the sulphur and phosphorus into a phosphate and

sulphide. The filtered solution, if now treated with acetic acid

in slight excess, yields a gelatinous precipitate of protein ; which

Mulder, its discoverer, designates as the basis of albumen,fibrin,

and casein.

For the object of this inquiry it is sufficient to know, that al-

bumen cannot exist in the soluble state in the absence of mineral

constituents; that a slight alkaline reaction is the best condition

for photographic operations. The phosphorus which it contains

is a most important element of success, while the sulphur does

not appear to have any prejudicial effect on the subsequent pro-

cess with the aceto-nitrate of silver.

The earnest inquirer is referred to Lehmann's " Physiological

Chemistry," published by the Cavendish Society; article Albu-

men, vol. i. p. 330; and Fluids of Egg, vol. ii p. 353; a work
that ought to be carefully studied by every chemist who desires

to obtain accurate and recent information ou this important sub-

ject.

I need not add, that the utmost care is demanded of the ex-

perimentalist; without this, his labors result in a loss of time and
trouble, besides being a detriment to science. Crude experi-

ments should, as far as possible, be denounced and discarded by
the Members of the Photographic Society. They serve only to

retard progress, and, as Lehmann says, "It were better for the

cause of science had it never been weighed down by the unprofit-

able and crude burden of these analyses."

The albumen of the hen's egg is the easiest of access. The
eggs must be fresh, not more than five days old. They ought to

be kept in a cool place. Those from the country are better than

town-laid eggs, and I advise, where practicable, that the hens

should have carbonate and phosphate of lime strewn about for

them to peck at. This enriches the albumen and renders it more
limpid. Each egg must be broken separately into a shallow cup,

and the yelk retained in the shell as well as the germ ; then pour
into a measure until the required quantity of limpid albumen is

obtained.

To M. Niepce de St. Victor we are indebted for the first ap-

plication of albumen to photography. In the latter part of

1 848 I first saw an imperfect impression of some chimney-pots,

at Cha. Chevallier's, optician, Paris; he could not, or would not,

tell me how it was done. It was sufficient to know that the

thing was possible, to attempt it again.

I shall in this "paper coufiue myself to the negative process,

merely remarking, that the only difference between the negative

and the positive process consists in substituting the chloride of

sodium for the bromide of potassium.

First.—Cleaning the Class.

New patent plate-glass is the best. Get into the habit of

placing the face side towards the wall, and into the boxes with

the face towards the left hand.

Solution:

—

Alcohol 30 grammes.
"

Strong liquid ammonia. . .. 10 do (Shake up to

Water 40 do mix.

Tripoli , 30 do

Tie up three pieces of clean cotton wool in round balls, each

• Lehmann, vol. i. p. 332; Cavendish Society's Edit.

about the size of a small hen's-egg; then fix the glass firmly in

a wooden screw-vice perfectly flat; with a piece of cotton and
the above solution rub hard and evenly the surface of the glass,

in a similar manner as for daguerreotype plates; then more
gently; rear it up to dry. Take another glass, which rub in the
same manner, and so on for twelve dozen. Change the ends to

dry the upper edge of the glass. "When dry, wipe the edges
well with another ball of cotton, without touching the surface,

as also the back slightly, to free it from dust. Rub off the sur-

face with a clean ball of cotton, firmly at first, then softly and
evenly; then, with a clean hog's-hair brush, dust the back and
edges, and put the glass into a dry clean box, face towards the
left hand. My boxes hold fifty plates each. They must be al

bumenized the same clay: if left, it will be necessary to dean
them again. This plan of cleaning is both for negative and
positive glass.

Second.—Spreading the Albumen for twelve dozen Plates.

450 fluid grammes of albumen.

1| do do saturated solution iodide of potassium.

l.| do do do do bromide of potassium.

1 drop of solution of caustic potash.

1 gramme of water.

The iodide and bromide ought to be each a saturated solution

in distilled water, at a temperature of 60°, and weighed in a cup
carefully balanced. The utmost care is necessary to observe
these proportions; if too much of the salts is used, they crystal-

lize in the albumen and make spots; the drop of caustic potash
renders the albumen more limpid

;
pour the above ingredients

into a wide-mouthed and rather large bottle (say half-gallon),

shake up until the bottle is completely filled with white foam.
This will take ten minutes. Let it stand six hours in a cool
place; then pour off the clear albumen into a tall glass measure
that does not taper towards the bottom, bnt rather, like a de-

canting vessel, broader at the bottom, to allow any particles of

germ to fall down and not stick to the sides. The solution

should be poured into this vessel one hour before it is required.

It is now necessary to avoid most carefully any air-blebs, or

the formation of any, in the act of spreading, as these deterio-

rate the impression by making streaks; these are caused by the
partial drying and decomposition of the chemicals in the albu-

men.

I have found the following the most effectual way to avoid

the above fault. I have a glass funnel with a long beak that

just reaches to the bottnin of my glass pint-measure, upon which
funnel I place a flat plate of glass turned up at the edges, with
a hole in the centre; the whole is lined with moistened muslin,

so that when the albumen falls on the glass dish, in the act of

pouring, it glides gently down into the measure placed under.

The funnel is supported by a convenient wooden stand, termed
in the laboratory a filter support.

I place a wet sponge, also covered with clean muslin, on a
table near at hand, between the above arrangement and the

drying-box.

Let us suppose then that the dish is ready, the drying-box

placed perfectly level, the plates of glass all clean, a soft flat

camel's-hair brush well dried and at hand. I take a glass,

balanced ou the tips of the fingers of the left hand, brush off

the dust, and from the measure of albumen pour ou to the sur-

face sufficient to well cover the plate; keep it as level as possi-

ble, then suddenly turn it down on its edge, to allow the excess

of albumen to run into the glass dish: wipe it carefully eight

seconds on the edge of the muslin, then eight seconds on the

sponge cushion, and place it in the drying-box. I few trials will

give the exact moment necessary to allow sufficient albumen to

remain ou
L
the surface; if too much remains, the plate will be

streaked and uneven ; if too little, the proof will be thin and
weak; continue this spreading till the drying-box is full. The
French albumen drying-boxes are the only ones I can use, and
I therefore recommend them. Try each board with a spirit-

level. The plates will be perfectly dry in three days; put them
into boxes where they will keep, in a dry place, for any length

I
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of time, though it is best not to prepare more than one month
beforehand, four dozen plates can be coated in an hour.

Third.—To Iodize the Plates.

As before stated, an alkaline reaction is the best condition for

spreading the albumen, as it renders it more limpid; but this al-

kalinity is detrimental to the silvering process (an acid reaction

now being of equal importance). The plates will now have to

be passed over the vapor of iodine, just like a daguerreotype

plate, to completely saturate the alkaline reaction; this will

take from two to four minutes, according to the temperature:

the albumen surface ought to have a yellow tinge, by the vapor

of iodine ; this operation ought to be done a few hours before

silvering.

SlLVERING THE PLATES.

500 grammes of water.

150 do. nitrate of silver.

150 do. glacial acetic acid

Filter: use gutta percha baths as for collodion. I use two

baths and a bath of distilled water, and so arrange the dipping

that each plate remains in the bath one minute and a half; then

put each plate in succession into the bath of distilled water,

then wash the back with common water and the face with dis-

tilled; rear up to dry in a place free from dust.

This operation is quite mechanical, and much easier to do than

to describe. At first the operator is afraid to run sufficient

•water on the plate to wash it, but he need have no fear, as the

iodo-bromide of silver is precipitated into substance of albumen,

and cannot be washed out. The washing serves to make the

operation more certain.

Renew the silver bath as follows:—For every 100 plates add

thirty grammes of nitrate of silver, twenty grammes of glacial

acetic acid, and water to make up the original quantity.

To Prepare the Plates for the Camera.

Pass them over the vapor of iodine half a minute, previous to

placing them in the camera slide ; expose in the camera from

thirty seconds to ten minutes, according to the intensity of the

light, the color of the object, and the aperture of the camera;

if required to be very quick, the plate should be plunged into a

dilute bath of gallic acid—one of acid to ten of water. This

last suggestion is made for plates to be used immediately.

Fourth.—To Develope the Latent Image.

" B." A saturated solution of gallic acid.

{400 grammes of water.

30 do nitrate of silver.

80 do acetic acid.

A pint bottle filled with three parts of gallic acid solution and

one part water; pour into a dish kept expressly for this purpose

about half an inch of liquid in depth, drop into it eight drops of

solution "C," shake up; then run distilled water on to the plate

from the camera, and plunge it into the gallic acid as above pre-

pared; shake it about, fill the dish with plates, and continue to

shake up, and add every hour eight to twenty drops of solution

" C," until the image is fully developed: the operation may be

continued with safety for three days if necessary, though it is

best to complete the developing in twelve to sixteen hours.

"Wash well with water, rear up to dry.

Another and quicker method of developing is with the pyro-

gallic acid.

300 grammes of water.

1 do. pyrotrallic acid

5 do.

1 do. formic acid

glacial acetic acid.

The plates will develope in half an hour in this solution, and
in warm weather in less time, but I find the half-tones are not
so well preserved as in the slow process.

Fifth.—Fixing.

100 water.

1 hyposulphite of soda.

Continue the fixing till all the yellow iodide disappears; wash
well—dry—it is finished.

The hyposulphite solution should be kept entirely apart from
the albumenizing; in fact, it should not be in the same room.
The positive plates are prepared in the same way, only sub-

stituting chloride of sodium for the bromide of potassium. The
exposure by superposition ought to be in north light ten seconds
to one minute and a half, according to the intensity of the nega-
tive proof.

I find collodion negatives print much quicker than albumen
negatives; collodion is more transparent.

I recommend the glass to be an inch larger each way than
the desired view, to allow for marginal error.

Also, always, if possible, to use new glass, as I find that which
has been already used is uncertain.

I have taken 100 plates, prepared as above directed, without
having a single failure. In fact, each plate receives precisely

the same treatment, and if the directions are strictly followed,

failure is almost impossible.

Should the operator be compelled to use his glasses over again,

I recommend that the albumen surface be washed off with caustic

potash, and a scratch made with a diamond on the albumen side,

so as to use the other; then wash the glass plates with common
water, then with nitric acid and cotton, then much water again,

then warm water, and rear up to dry, after which, clean as for

new glass.

The solutions must be carefully corked up to avoid evapora-

tion, the gallic acid bottles kept full, the room free from dust,

and dark thick yellow curtains to avoid the actinic rays. The
plates will keep excited for fourteen days, and may be developed
six days after the view is taken, which, to many photographers,

may be an advantage.

Never allow any sulphur matches to be lighted in the albumen
room; avoid vulcanized india-rubber rings, the sulphur from
which produces spots; wash the developing dishes every time

they are used with nitric acid, and much water afterwards;

wash the silver baths with distilled water, and then turn them
upside down to avoid dust.

I recommend French weights and measures: the gramme
weight is 15 -43 grains (nearly 15|), the fluid ounce is equal to

31 grammes.

W

A RUDIMENTARY AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON PERSPECTIVE,*

BY GEORGE PYNE, ARTIST.

PART II.

CHAPTER VII.- CONCLUDED.

VOL. VIII., NO. III. 12

The student is intended to understand fron\ the foregoing ob-

servations in this chapter, that in his preparations for commenc-
ing a perspective drawing, either from nature or from plans and
elevations, he must not imagine he can fix his station-point at a

random, at any distance from the objects, draw a line anywhere

to represent the plane of delineation, and then proceed accord-

ing to the rules given for making perspective representations in

the diagrams from Figs. 15 to 32, and produce an effect that

will be either pleasing or accurate; but that in the relative po-

sitions of the spectator, plane of delineation, and original objects,

the arrangement should be such as will produce a representation

similar to what we really can see from some fixed point, if draw-

ing from nature, or that we know might be seen, if drawing

from plans and elevations, or from description, which the direc-

tions here given will enable him to do. Thus, supposing a

range of objects occupying a lateral extent of from a to b, Fig.

5, and the direction of vision as the line a b, the station of the

* Concluded from pago 61, Vol. viii., No. 2.
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spectator must be somewhere on that line. Suppose any one

not acquainted with the limit of vision on each side of the line

a b, Fig. 6, they might fix the station at c, which would be a

position where it would be necessary to turn the head from side

to side, it being impossible in one view to see so large an extent

as this angle embraces; the lines, it is true, may be drawn ac-

cording to the directions contained in the various problems and
diagrams we have introduced, but the representation would have

an extremely bad effect, no perspective representation ever being

satisfactory to the eye, but such as the

original objects would present in one sin-

gle view, without shifting the direction

in which we look at them. Whatever
the angle of vision determined on,—say,

for instance, an angle of fifty degrees,

—a point d ou the line a b must be found,

from which a line drawn to a will form an
angle of twenty-five degrees with the line

a b; a line anywhere across this line a b,

at right angles with it, may be drawn
from the base of the plane of delineation,

the distance from the spectator to be re-

gulated according to the size of the representation.

The knowledge of how to place the relative positions of origin-

inal objects, plane of delineation, and station of the spectator,

from a plan or description, is particularly serviceable in drawing
architectural views in confined situations, such as small quadran-

gles, interiors of rooms, &c. By taking an imaginary position

further back than the confined space a small quadrangle would
allow you to take, a representation may be made that shall be

perfectly satisfactory to the eye, give a faithful idea of the place

it represents, and yet no position on the spot exist from which
such a view can be seen. In crowded cities the effect intended

to be produced by architects in looking at large buildings is

completely lost, no situation existing so as to get a general view
of the whole structure. St. Paul's Cathedral is an instance of

this; the houses being crowded so thickly around it, no position

is to be found by which the grand effect so imposing a building

must present as a whole can be seen; the situation where the

grandest impression this magnificent structure producess, is per-

haps from Watlmg-street. A knowledge of perspective, the

student ought now to understand, would enable a draftsman,

with a plan and elevations of St. Paul's, to fix an imaginary
station from which a perspective representation might be made,
giving a just idea of how it would look from such a position,

though no real position can be found that affords such an unin-

terrupted view in the vicinity of the building itself. In narrow
streets, the general effect of large buildings is lost, and in making
topographical drawings, unless the station of the spectator is

assumed, the perspective is disagreeably sudden ; in many in-

stances, no position can be chosen from which the whole extent
of the building can be seen without shifting the position of the

eye. Artists are frequently excessively worried by the demands
of their employers, who, completely ignorant of the principles

of perspective, arc frequently requesting the draftsman to furnish

them with topographical views that it is impossible to execute.

b a We will here introduce one more diagram,

in order to show how an imaginary station

is to be taken, that shall produce a satisfac-

tory representation, though no position

actually exists from which the original ob-

jects can be so seen in the direct view.

Let a bed represent the plan of some small

quadrangle, such as is frequently met with

in cloisters of old monastic buildings, and
suppose the spectator at the point marked
a, his back to the end c d, the greatest

distance he can possibly get from the end

a b. It will be understood how very lit-

tle of the sides could be seen from this position, only from a toe

and from b to f, though we have made the angle of vision to the

sixty degrees; hut supposing we had a plan of the

the quadrangle with their elevations, wo couldf extent of

three sides of

readily imagine the spectator to be situated at b, and proceed
as if the quadrangle were viewed from that point, by which as

much of the sides as from a to g and b to h would be represent-

ed; and by taking an imaginary station still further back, the
whole of the sides of the quadrangle might be represented, and
still produce an effect as if drawn from nature. Frequently, in

subjects of this kind, one side contains much more interest in its

architectural detail than the other; in such case the artist should
take his station nearer to the side with the less interest, by
which means he will have the opportunity of displaying to great-

er advantage the beauties of the other.

We have now, we sincerely trust, succeeded in carrying out
the intention of this treatise, by leading the pupil by almost im-

perceptible degrees to understand the principles on which per-

spective representations are made, and have famished ample
directions to enable him to execute perspective drawings him-
self. In our earnest endeavor to make the whole proceedings
perfectly intelligible, we have deviated from the general course

of works on this subject; and that of which the knowledge is

essential before even a perspective drawing can be commenced,
meaning the determination of the positions of the spectator and
plane of delineation, we have left to the last chapter, under the

conviction that it would be more perfectly understood at that
stage. Throughout the whole work the eudeavor has been to

make one part bear upon another, without attending to any con-

secutive arrangement, so as at the conclusion the stiadent should
feel himself master of the whole. In taking leave of the reader,

to make use of the simile in Mr. Weale's prospectus, the author
trusts that the boat which it has been his province to provide
for conveying the student to the ship of science will carry him
safely on board.

From A'otes q,nd Queries.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES AND QUERIES.

On developing long-excited Collodion Plates.

To ascertain the limit within which the syruped collodion plates

will give a perfect negative, I have, during the last three weeks,

made a number of experiments with 8£ X 6^ plates. The mean
temperature during that period was 46°, and the mean degree of

humidity .836. The plates were iodized as usual/immersed in a
one-grain nitrate-of-silver bath for a few seconds, drained, and
coated with two doses of syrup. It is much better to be a lit-

tle prodigal of syrup, and make sure work with it; for if it is

repeatedly used there is great risk, iu long excited plates, of the

reduction of some of the nitrate of silver it contains, and conse-

quent specking of the negative. I got perfect negatives with

plates kept up to 198 hours; but, taking the average of eight

experiments, I should say that 150 hours is about the limit, after

which there is more or less uncertainty. Beyond this time,

owing to the hardening of the syrup, and its almost total insolu-

bility in the one-grain bath, the negatives were very defective,

the image being extremely faint, and obscured by a veil of indu-

rated syrup, and the plate mottled over with black patches.

The syrup, after it has been on the plate a short time, consists

of two layers; an outer one, which remains soft and'hygromctric

for a long time, and is soluble in cold water; and an inner film

next the collodion, a compound of syrup and nitrate of silver,

which is insoluble in cold water. This is easily proved by wash-

ing the plate in a vertical glass bath, when this layer is seen

separating in bran-like scales, the weather mechanically remov-

ing it. This inner layer, after about 150 hours becomes adhe-

rent to the collodion, at first round the margins of the plate,

then to the whole surface, covering it as with a varnish which

no amount of washing in cold water will remove.

Seeing, however, that plates kept long beyond the above pe-

riods were still sensitive, yielding images, although extremely

imperfect, I felt satisfied that could the yadurated syrup be re-

moved, perfect negatives might still be obtained. It occurred
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to me that steaming the plate would probably dissolve this in-

durated syrnp, and after a few trials I met with perfect success.

The following is the method I have pursued with plates which

had been excited upwards of ten days before exposure in the

camera; and you may judge of its success by the positives I send

(one being from a negative which had been kept 271 hours),

although I am satisfied that the limit to the keeping of plates,

with this manipulation, extends much beyond that period.

On removing the plate from the dark slide, immerse in the

one-grain bath for five minutes, to remove the outer syrup; drain

it; then hold it, collodion downwards, over the steam of boiling-

water poured into a flat pan, for about ten minutes, taking care

to keep the plate four or five inches from the surface of the

water; the indurated syrup will gradually be seen to dissolve,

and by inclining the plate the greater part is easily run off any

angle you choose. Allow the plate to drain and cool; then re-

move the remaining syrup by gently pouring over it distilled

water. Having drained the plate, pour on pyrogallic acid (no

image appears under thisJ ; after a minute, when the collodion

has been well impregnated, pour off the pyro. into a glass con-

taining about twenty-five minims of a ten-grain nitrate-of-silver

solution, and immediately pour it over the plate; the image rap-

idly comes out, and may be developed as usual to any extent.

With some kinds of collodion, or in very cold weather, it may be

advisable, before using the pyro., either to pour over the plate a

weak solution of nitrate of silver, or to mix the nitrate of silver

with the pyro. in the first instance. I merely suggest this,

having as yet found the method I have given quite sufficient.

Steaming the plates'cleaus them so perfectly, and gives us such

mastery over this method, that it is always better they should

be so treated, whenever there is the least fear that the syrup is

indurated. Thos. L. Mansell.

Guernsey.

CoLLODIONIZED GLASS PLATES, &C

It is with some considerable regret that I find myself differ-

ing from so experienced a photographer as Mr. F. M. Lyte has

proved himself. Such however being the case, there is no alter-

native but to give expression to my opinions, or else to be silent,

and thus tacitly admit the correctness of a statement which I can

by no means accede to.

In Mr. Lyte's late communication (Vol. x., p. 511) he states

that my preservative process seems to differ in no essential point

from his instantaneous one, except that Mr. Lyte mixes the ni-

trate of silver with the syrup, whereas I wash off all but a slight

trace, and add none to the syrup; and then adds that I am a

discoverer quite as independent as himself, thereby seeming to

imply that his original object was as much to preserve the sensi-

tiveness of the plate as to obtain a more highly exalted condition

of impressionability. Now, the exception alluded to appears to

me to be the most essential difference that can well be conceived;

and Mr. Lyte says, "I never leave it (the nitrate of silver) out

of the syrup as he does, as that causes unequal development."

That the latter allegation is totally unfounded I can most

readily prove, having sent eight pictures to the forthcoming ex-

hibition that have been thus taken,uot one of which has the fault

complained of.

Moreover. I find from experience that the addition of nitrate

of silver to the syrup materially interferes with the keeping qual-

ities of the plate thus treated, more especially if the weather be

at all warm. In Mr. Lyte's original process, as published in

"N. & Q." (Vol. ix., p. 510.), the quantity of nitrate of silver

there directed would certainly spoil the plate in less than twelve

hours; the quantity recently adopted is very infinitesimal, but

the whole process as now given appears to me to be but a vari-

ation of mine, directions for making grape sugar being interpo-

lated.

That Mr. Lyte was experimenting upon grape sugar, honey,

&c. simultaneously with myself does not admit of a doubt, but

his object in using it and mine were totally different, so far as I

can judge by his published statements. Most assuredly mine

was not any exaltation in sensibility, but preservation of what it

had, either entirely or partially; and in this research I was not

indebted to any one for a single hint, beyond what I have already

stated as due to Messrs. Spiller and Crooke, viz. that of excit-

ing the plate first and preserving it afterwards.

With regard to the efficacy of the formula I last gave (Vol.

x.,pp. 372. 452.), I may state that, on the 30th of last Novem-
ber, I excited and preserved six plates for small stereoscopic

negatives, and was only able to use four of them on that day,

and from press of business had no opportunity of using the re-

maining two until December 28, exactly four weeks from the

time of exciting. I did not develope the pictures until twelve

hours after exposure, yet the result is most satisfactory, being

perfectly dense pictures and most evenly developed.

In conclusion, I cannot but express my regret that I am thus

obliged to appear in an antagonistic position with Mr. Lyte,
possibly in consequence of some misapprehension on my part as

to his meaning, or some over-sensitiveness to an implied plagiar-

ism.

George Shadbolt.

Bromo-iodide of Silver.

I see by a letter published in "N. & Q." of last week, that

Mr. Reade states that a real bromo-iodide of silver is formed by
the solution of bromide of silver in iodide of potassium, and that

he finds fault with a former letter of Mr. Leachman's on this

subject. Now there may be, as I allow, a difference in the mole-
cular arrangement of iodide of silver deposited on the paper, and
thus a more perfect impression produced of greens, or even yel-

lows; but that there exists even the least trace of bromide of

silver in the deposit, I entirely deny. To prove this let me only

ask that Mr. Reade will do me the favor of trying the following

experiments. Take three grains of nitrate of silver, and three

grains of iodide of potassium; dissolve separately; then add them
together, and wash the precipitate thus produced with distilled

water; drain as dry as possible, and add half an ounce of liquid

ammonia fort. ; let them digest together for several hours, shaking
occasionally, and filter the solution repeatedly till quite clear;

next repeat the same experiment with only the substitution of

bromide of potassium for the iodide above mentioned
;
place the

two solutions apart in separate test tubes. Next take the solu-

tion as recommended by Dr. Diamond and Mr. Reade, and ad-

ding water to precipitate the so-called bromo-iodide of silver,

collect the precipitate on a filter; wash it well, and digest it

with ammonia as before; filter the liquid, and place it in another
test tube. Now to each of these add an excess of dilute nitric

acid ; the result will be that the first will become only in the small-

est possible degree opalescent, if at all so. The second will be-

come quite white with the precipitate produced, while the third

will show exactly the same comportment as the first. This es-

tablishes that we have a method of detecting bromine and iodine

separately; and also that in the case of Mr. Reade's bromo-
iodide of silver, it comports itself with ammonia as iodide of sil-

ver does. But, he will say, does that prove that this is not the

bromo-iodide of silver? Yes,it does, by the following experiment:

first, mix in solution three grains of iodide of potassium, and two
of bromide of potassium ; add nitrate of silver in slight excess, and
then well wash the precipitate in a dark room; digest this, as

before, in ammonia, and on the addition of an acid the same re-

sult is obtained as in the case of pure bromide of silver, that is

to say, complete milkiness of the liquid. The reason for using

the above proportions is, that this is the proportion, or nearly

so, in which iodine and bromine combine separately; and so we
may expect, from similar examples occurring in chemistry, that

this is their proper proportion of combination with bases; but

should this not satisfy Mr. Reade, let him add the least possible

amount, instead of the above-named quantity of bromide, and he

will always find that it at once produces extra milkiness in di-

rect proportion to the quantity of bromide added, when com-

pared with the almost complete transparence of the solution

produced by what he chooses to call bromo-iodide of silver. Now
I am far from saying that there does not exist such a compound
as bromo-iodide of silver, but only that this is not the way to

make it; nor would I for the world detract from the value of Dr.

f
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Diamond's discovery, by which these troublesome green tints

may be impressed; all I say is, that this is not the way to get

bromo-iodidc of silver, as all the bromine remains in solution.

But now for the method to get the substance required. The

only means I know of is a modification of a process which ap-

peared some time since in "N. & Q." Take fifty grains of iodide

of potassium, and fifty grains of nitrate of silver; mix in separate

portions of distilled water; and pour them together and collect

and well wash the precipitate. Next take fifteen grains of bro-

mide of potassium, and fifteen grains of nitrate of silver, and

treat them in a similar manner. Mix the two precipitates thus

produced in a measure glass, and fill the latter to mark six ounces

with distilled water. Now add very carefully, in very minute

portions at a time, and in fine powder, some cyanide of potassium

till the liquid only just clears up, and then filter it. The best

cyanide for the purpose is that purified by crystallisation from

alcohol, as the ordinary cyanide contaius much free alkali, and

acts injuriously on the paper; it will, however, do in default of

better. The paper is to be laid as usual on this liquid, and

when it has thoroughly imbibed, to be taken off; when nearly

dried, throw it into a bath of a quart of distilled water, to which

has been added one or two ounces of glacial acetic acid. By
this means the cyanide is decomposed, and the iodide and bro-

mide of silver precipitated together. I prefer not using more

bromide than above indicated, as it makes the color of the nega-

tive rather too red when finished; but it may be increased at the

pleasure of the operator, or the whole quantity of the iodide and

bromide of silver may be increased, if a thicker coatiug of these

substances be required. The paper, after being washed in seve-

ral waters, may be dried and used as the ordinary iodized paper.

After a certain time the acetic acid will require to be renewed.

If the operator prefers using the ordinary pyroligneous acid, as

a cheaper reagent, he can do so, only employing double the

quantity. This paper, I find, is rather injuriously affected by

exposure to light before sensitising, and should be kept in a dark

portfolio; but if only exposed for a very short time, and not to

very bright light, appears to spontaneously recover its former

condition.

P. Maxwell Lyte.

Argeles, Hautes Pyrenees, Pec. 15, 1854.

Photography and Law.

The litigation in the photographic world has not been put a

stop to by the recent verdict in the case of Talbot, v. Laroc/ie.

It is understood that the plaintiff means to move for a new trial,

and that on the 9th he will make his application to the Privy

Council for a renewal of his patent; and to which application no
opposition has, we hear, been entered. On the other hand, a
meeting has been held, "of those who arc interested in the art,"

to adopt measures for the purpose of supporting the verdict.

COLLODIONIZED GLASS PLATES, &C.

As I should be very sorry to make my old friend " N & Q. "

the medium of any personal discussion between Mr. Shadbolt
and myself, I will be contented with merely acquitting myself of

the various allegations contained in his letter (Yol. xi., p. 34.),

and leaving the case as it stands to the opinion of the public.

I am not a little surprised that my letter on the subject of pre-

serving collodion plates should so have disturbed Mr. Shadbolt,

and at the same time I am rather at a loss to find out what I

have done to merit his statements concerning me.
In my reply, I must divide his statement into two parts.

First, he says I accuse him of plagiarism. Secondly he states

that I have plagariscd on his process.

Now, as to the first point. I must repeat what I said, which

was nearly as follows: That it was singular Mr. Shadbolt and
myself should have been experimenting in the same line at near-

ly the same time, as his process seemed only to differ from mine

in the fact that he left a slight excess of nitrate on the plate,

whereas I kept the excess in the syrup. I then stated that I

felt Mr. Shadbolt to be a perfectly independent discoverer, but

claimed for myself the priority of publication. Then I gave an-

other method of preparing the plate for keeping it; and, having
some delicacy as to even taking that part of his process, I said

that I adopted his plan of washing the plate with a weaker
nitrate bath. I might add, that in his first publication of his

pi'ocess, Mr. Shadbolt never even alluded to my previous pub-
lication, although my process was published on the 1 1th of June,

and his not till the 20th of the following month. He can surely,

therefore, have nothing to say on this head? I do then most
distinctly claim being the first to apply the honey or grape
sugar to the collodion plate. Next, I do claim having also ap-

plied the same substances to preserving the plate sensitive, as

may be seen in four instantaneous views which will appear in

the Exhibition before the end of this month, in one of which the

plate was kept for twenty-four hours, and the other three were
carried two miles in a hot summer sun, and kept five hours.

These were shown at the Royal Institution before the publica-

tion of my process.

In my first publication I said that the stability of the process

was greatly increased by my method. And again, in another

place, that by my method the plates would keep for four hours

at least.

The combination of nitrate of silver with the grape sugar I

still hold to.be quite essential, as without it I find that not only

are the half-tones not so perfect in the deep shades, but next, that

otherwise with the utmost care possible, I cannot help getting

one part of the plate more sensitive than the other, by the syrup

washing the nitrate more from the side on which it is first pour-

ed on, than from that on which it runs off. It is evident, how-
ever, that after a certain time Mr. Shadbolt's syrup will become
sufficiently nitrated by what it will wash off from the plate, and
this nitrate will not, as he says, all precipitate by exposure to

light, but a considerable portion will always remain in combina-
tion. My object is to prevent the washing off by having the
syrup and the washing bath each about equally charged with
nitrate; and this small excess of nitrate does not injure the solu-

tion of grape sugar so much as it will most samples of honey,

as the uncrystallisable sugar which the latter contains generally

decomposes and causes the plate to fog.

Now for the other portion of his statement: that I have taken
his process, merely interpolating mine for making grape sugar.

In my letter I said that I adopted the plan of Mr. Shadbolt in

washing the plate, which was excellent; and as that makes the

essential difference between his proceess and mine, I felt that in

so saying I had given him all his due. And then I gave a pro-

cess in which, for reasons before stated, I used grape sugar, not

honey, put nitrate of silver in the syrup; and these differences

being certainly at least as great as those between Mr. Shadbolt's

process and mine, I leave it to the public to decide whether he
has behaved as justly to me as I have to him.

I may add also, in answer to what he says of the infinitesimal

nature of my dose of nitrate, that to all acquainted with the

chemistry of photography it is well known what is the comport-

ment of iodide of silver in the presence of even the smallest ex-

cess of nitrate of silver, and of the same substance when nitrate

is not present. I feel the utmost confidence that my plan will

be the one ultimately adopted for preserving the plates, as by
this method with the grape sugar the results must be much more
certain and regular than v\hen honey, a substance which is of so

uncertain a constitution, is employed. In conclusion I may add
that I am very sorry to have trespassed on your pages for so

long a space; but as you have given publication to Mr. Shad-
bolt's letter, I hope you will permit me, with your usual kind-

ness, to make my response to it, and I promise that I will not

trouble you farther on this matter; for should any reply be made
to this letter, having now fully stated my case, and being also at

present in a foreigu country, I shall leave it to your readers to

decide whether Mr. Shadbolt is in the right, and feel no doubt
as to the result.

F. Maxwell Lyte.

Maison George, Rue Montpcnsier, Pan.
Jau. 19, 1855.
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Bromo-iodide of Silver.

Mr. Reade, in a letter he addressed to you (Vol. xi., p. 51.),

endeavors to show that the statements I made in my former
letter in reference to this subject are at variance with those of

Me. Lvte, which is not the case. He says that I prove, or

think I prove, by my experiment, which he describes, that the

so-called bromo-iodide of silver (for such, he says, is the precipi-

tate from Dr. Diamond's solution) is in fact nothing of the kind,

but consists entirely of iodide of silver; whereas, he says Mr.
Lyte first of all proves that the same compound and iodide of

silver when dissolved iu strong liq. amm. are each similarly acted

upon by dilute nitric acid, and then forms a true bromo-iodide of

silver, but in such combination as to exhibit the same kind of

milkiness which occurs with pure bromide of silver on the addi-

tion of an acid, and hence leads to the conclusion that bromide
and not iodide of silver is exhibited by this experiment.

Now I beg to remark, in the first place, that the true bromo-
iodide of silver which Mr. Lyte forms by adding an excess of

nitrate of silver to a solution of the bromide and iodide of potas
sium, consisting as it does of a mixture of bromide with iodide of

silver, is a very different compound from Mr. Reade's bromo-
iodide of silver; and, secondly, that my statement as to the latter

being iodide of silver, is confirmed by Mr. Lyte, although Mr.
Reade is endeavoring to prove the contrary.

Again Mr. Reade states that the whole of the silver foi'ms a
solution of the double bromide and double iodide of silver is pre-

cipitated by water, which is quite true; but what it has to do
with the question under discussion I am at a loss to conceive. The
whole of the silver from Dr. Diamond's solution is precipitated

by water, but it does not necessarily follow that the precipitate

consists either wholly or partly of bromide or bromo-iodide of sil-

ver.

On the contrary, the whole of the bromide of silver is, as

I stated iu my former letter, decomposed by the iodide of potas-

sium being formed ; and if Mr. Reade will take the trouble to

test the precipitate for bromine, after having well washed it with
water, he will find that it does not contain a trace of that ele-

ment.

Farther, Mr. Reade states that paper prepared with Dr.
Diamond's solution is more sensitive than ordinary calotype pa-

per in the proportion of 10 to 1; but what does Dr. Diamond
himself say as to the effect of his solution of bromide of silver?

He says {Photog. Journal, vol. i. p. 132.) it does not increase

the general sensitiveness of the paper, although it seems to ac-

celerate its power of receiving impressions from the green rays;

a statement which, as far as regards the general sensitiveness of

the paper, is quite in accordance with my experience.

In conclusion, if Mr. Reade will wash his paper more tho-

roughly after applying the solution, so as to get rid of the whole
of the bromide and iodide of potassium, I am confident he will

not find it more sensitive than ordinary calotype paper.

J. Leachman.
20. Compton Terrace, Islington.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

ON THE PRESERVATION OF C0LL0DI0NIZED GLASS PLATES IN AN EX-

CITED STATE FOR A LENGTHENED PERIOD.

BY GEO. SHADBOLT.

m

Since my communication on this subject in the month of July
last, an abstract of which appeared in the Journal of the Pho-
graphic Society, I have been prosecuting my experiments with
a special view to render the process both simple and certain. As I
believe this to have been now fully attained, I purpose offering

a short account of the details of the manipulation as at present
successfully practised.

Having prepared and excited the collodion in the usual man-
ner, on its removal from the bath of nitrate of silver it is to be
drained pretty closely for about half a minute, and then immersed

12*

in a second bath, consisting of distilled water 20 to 30 ozs. to 1

oz. of the exciting bath (the exact quantity is not of great mo-
ment), and allowed to remain in the latter mixture until the
liquid flows evenly on lifting the plate up, which will happen in

about from two to three minutes after immersion. The object

of this proceeding is to wash away all but a slight trace of free

nitrate of silver, as one of the causes of deterioration of the

plate is the crystallization of this salt on the surface of the col-

lodion. This distilled water bath should be in a vertical vessel

similar to that used for exciting, and the same bath, if freed

from impurities as they accumulate, will do for an indefinite

time. To distinguish it, I shall term it the ivashing lath.

The plate may be removed from this bath as soon as the
liquid flows freely, and again drained closely, when a portion of

the preservative syrup is to be poured on and off once or twice,

being careful to avoid bubbles, or any minute particles of matter
being left on the plate which is then to be stood upright upon
clean blotting-paper with the collodion side towards the wall to

drain. In about ten minutes time, the lower edge of the plate

where the syrup has become collected, may be touched lightly

with fresh blotting-paper to remove the superfluity, and then
placed in the dark frame, or stored away in a box for future

use. It is not necessary to perform this operation until con-

venient.

The preservative syrup is thus made:—Take of pure honey
and distilled water equal parts by measure, mix thoroughly and
filter. In my former directions a sixth part of the volume of

alcohol was included, but further experience leads me to con-

sider this unnecessary, if not detrimental.

If thoroughly excluded from the action of light, plates thus

prepared will keep good for a very long time. I have now two
small stereoscopic negatives on plates that were excited on the
30th November last and not exposed in the camera until the 28th
December, a space of exactly four weeks. They were not de-

veloped until twelve hours after exposure, which part of the
process is conducted as follows:—The plate is to be again im-

mersed iu the washing bath and left from one to ten minutes to

soak, occasionally lifting it up and down to facilitate the re-

moval of the superfluous syrup and thoroughly to soften what
remains upon the plate. The longer the latter has been kept,

the longer it should be allowed.

When taken out, a sufficient quantity of the developing solu-

tion is to be poured over the plate iu the ordinary way, and,

provided the plate has been properly soaked in the washing bath,

there is no greater difficulty experienced in getting it to flow

over, than when a fresh plate is used. The image should ap-

pear very slowly, and, when all the details are out, but veryfaint;
the developing solution is to be returned into the measure
(taking especial care not to allow the small portion remaining on
the plate to run in lines), a feat readily performed if done quick-

ly, and the plate instantly restored to a horizontal position. A
small quantity of the exciting bath (a 30 grs. solution of nitrate

of silver), from an eighth to a sixth of the volume of the solu-

tion that was poured from the plate into the measure, together

with a like proportion of the preservative syrup, should now be
added to the liquid in the measure and well mixed up; this is to

be poured on the plate and kept moving until the picture is suf-

ficiently intense, which can be carried to any degree if the ex-

posure has been proportionately prolonged. So intense can the

high lights be made, that a whole day's exposure to direct sun-

shine will not print through them. Of course I only mention
this to show what can be effected—not what is desirable.

When sufficiently developed, the picture is washed and fixed

as usual, either with hyposulphite of soda, or cyanide of potassi-

um as may be preferred.

The developing solution I usually adopt consists of 1 grain to

the ounce of water solution of pyrogallic acid, one-fourth of the

menstruum being the ordinary acetic acid of the druggists, or,

if glacial acetic acid is used, one-twelfth part is sufficient.

Having thus explained in detail the whole of the process as

now conducted by me, I feel it imperative upon me to refer to

a letter from Mr. F. Maxwell Lyte, which appeared iu the

December Number of the Journal of the Photographic Society
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recently issued. In the letter alluded to, Mr. Lyte appears to

claim by implication the promulgation of this preservative pro-

cess, and though he gives me credit for an independent discovery,

states that he was the first to publish it. This is upon the as-

sumption that his instantaneous process aud my preservative

one, are identical, because the same substance, honey, occurred

to us both simultaneously as a photographic agent, and was ap-

plied by each of us, to aid in the special objects we had respec-

tively in view. Now this supposed identity of the processes, I

can by no means admit, his being chiefly dependent on the addi-

tion of nitrate of silver to the syrup, while mine requires the re-

moval of all but a trace of it;—his object was, exaltation of sen-

sitiveness,—mine, a preservation only of what has already ac-

quired, but for an extended period.

That Mr. Lyte was the first to publish the fact of honey being

useful as a photographic agent, I am quite ready to admit; but

that he has used it at all with the object of i-etaining the sensibility

of an excited plate for a considerably protracted time, does not

at any rate appear from his published statement,—or even that

he had an idea it might be so applied. The honor offirst having

practically realized the preservation of excited plates is unques-

tionably due to Messrs. Spiller and Crookes, but it was a

problem I had been endeavoring to solve for more than twelve

months back, and it was with this special object that I had been

with all varieties of sugars and syrups in all manner of ways I

could think of.

It is not without considerable regret that I feel called upon

to put this protest on record ; but having done so, I have no in-

tention whatever of prolonging the controversy, should it unfor-

tunately appear likely to assume such a character. My grand

object being to promote the perfection of this seductive art, I

have no idea of attempting to uphold a formula because it is my
own, to the exclusion of a better one promulgated by another

—

provided I am convinced of the superiority; neither do I wish to

perpetuate a difference with any brother of the craft—more es-

pecially with so skillful an operator as the gentleman to whom
I have alluded.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

FOCUSING TUBE.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,—I send you a description of a very simple, portable and

effectual substitute for what I have always considered a great

inconvenience to photographers, viz. the focusing cloth. It con-

sists of a square tube of black pasteboard, made to fold in the

same way as the common folding-camera, the joints being formed

of black ribbon. A light frame with a flange is hinged in the

same way to the top of the tube, and when let down fits into

the end and keeps the tube extended; the outside of this frame

is covered with black velvet, which serves to exclude the light

when pressed against the ground glass. I have made my tube

G inches square and 9 long, which I find better than having it

the whole size of the gruond-glass, as the face being placed

close to the end of the tube excludes the light, which could not

be the case if the aperture were much larger; and as the tube

is readily shifted over every part of the glass, it answers every

purpose.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

B. Jones, Jun.

Woman's Fidelity.—Never shrink from a woman of strong

sense. If she becomes attached to you, it will be from seeing

and valuing similar qualities in yourself. You may trust her,

for she knows the value of your confidence. You may consult

her, for she is able to advise, and docs so at once with the firm-

ness of reason and the consideration of affection. Her love will

be lasting, for it will not have been lightly won; it will be strong

and ardent, for weak minds are not capable of the loftier grades

of passion.

personal anb Qlrt Intelligence.

— Owing to the continued bad state of the weather, and the

consequent impossibility of printing a sufficient number of crys-

talotypes in time, we are obliged to substitute an engraving in

this number for our usual illustration. We however hope that

hereafter we shall not only be able to furnish photographic pic-

tures but to obtain them of a more finished style. Our next
number will be illustrated by Messrs. M'Clees & Germon, or by
Mr. Richards to be followed by Messrs. Gurney & Fredericks,

Mr. Brady, Mr. Lawrence and others. In the meantime it is our
intention to prepare a photographic printery for the production of

our own illustrations. We expect by this measure to have it in our

power to furnish our readers with a greater variety of subjects and
more of them. We are quite aware that certain influences

have caused many daguerreotypists to think the subscrip-

tion to our Journal exorbitant. Now, none but the most
thoughtless, or wilfully ignorant will for a moment hold to such
an idea. If we leave entirely out of the question the thirty-two

beautifully printed pages, the twelve illustrations could not

be obtained in any other way for less than twelve dollars if pur-

chased singly. Now we will ask all who cavil at our price to

compare the quantity of matter in our Journal with that of

any other periodical of a similar character, the quality of the pa-

per and its typographical appearance, and then say if they can
that its price is more in proportion to its quality than any other

such publication. We do not affect that our Journal is as per-

fect in all its parts as it should be; but that is a mere question of

time, and it is our hope, and shall be our endeavors, to make it,

as speedily as possible, one of the most elegant periodicals in

America. We have been led to these remarks, by the queries

of one or two of our correspondents, and let us assure them that

there is not a word of truth in the allegations of that, "man who
appears to be our bitter enemy." And we may as well state

here for the last time that the animosity which dictates such

wilful perversions of the truth, and such bitter invectives in re-

gard to us are the fruits of no fault of ours; but that they are

the offsprings of a jealous and bad heart. But let us dismiss the

disagreeable subject; we fear not these attacks; we did not pro-

voke them, we are therefore content to allow him to grovel in

his own dirt—like base coin, these slanders will return to him
who issues them. Each week adds to onr list of subscribers; a

convincing proof that they do us no harm.

The subject of our illustration this month has made for him-

self a name too well known to the remotest parts of the earth to

need a word from us. The engraving is a very fine one, and al-

though not so recently executed and so original as we should

have liked, it is worthy of a wider spread circulation than it

has received.

— J. C, Ky., writes us
—

" I this day received by mail, a

circular from L. L. Hill, dated Westkill, Dec. 1th, 1854. I

don't know what to think of Mr. Hill. He talks like a man
in " the right," but somehow his circular has the ear marks of

Barnumism. He is either a great fact or a notorious humbug.
Are the wonders he advertises facts or fiction? I think the

fraternity demand that you notice this circular or the subjects

of which he talks so loudly. If they are facts let us know it;

if not let us know. I will not patronize him, at least till I know
more."

We have received other communications of a like nature We
have only to refer our readers to all we have heretofore published

in this Journal since its commencement, for our answer to the ques-

tion of " what we think of it." We have not changed our (/pin-

ions in the least. Among all the changes of opinion that have

taken place among daguerreans as to the truth or falsity of the

alleged discovery, there are none that can be attributed to us.

AVc have remained silent in regard to it for the last two years,

because we were willing to permit the author to sink into obliv-

ion calmly aud peacefully unless he could establish the fact of

the discovery by something more satisfactory than mere word of

mouth, or an inspection of the pictures at the vanishing point

distance. We are not a disbeliever in the possibility of produc-

ing daguerreotypes in the natural colors. If Mr. Hill has really

^:{SSg~-.^su.
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discovered an imperfect process for their production—and we can

believe nothing more, from the evidence before us—we repeat,

we do not think he has the ability to make that process perfect.

We do not by this assertion wish to convey reproach upon, or

to detract from, his talents or experience as a talented man.

We have not seen, read or heard sufficient of him to be a care-

ful judge in the matter; but we think that the process in ques-

tion is one of those phenomena of nature which cannot, and will

not, be solved by any one individual. It is because we believed

this that we said four years ago that Mr. Hill had not the abili-

ty to perfect his discovery. Then many opposed and became

personally inimical to us, solely on account of the stand we took,

who now acknowledge the accuracy of our views. Others who
professed to look with horror upon them, and made them the

source of misrepresentation to Mr. Hill, in order to curry favor

with him, and through him to injure the influence and circula-

tion of our Journal—were loudest in their assertions that he had

made the discovery that enabled him to take perfect Helichro-

matypes—suddenly became most severe in their denunciations

—

and why? simply because they could not mould Mr. Hill to

their will, and speculate upon him.

We gave Mr. Hill advice at that time which we considered

wholesome. We still consider that it was so, and we adhere to it.

Previous to the issue of the circular spoken of by our correspon-

dent, we received a letter from Mr. H. enclosing an advertisement.

From that letter we were led to believe that he was prepared

to publish , or sell, his secret in its imperfect state, in consequence

of circumstances, the nature of which we stated in our January

number. There were 'no pretensions that he had perfected it,

and we concluded he had at last resolved to adopt the advice

given by us and others at the start. We were therefore willing

to have him pursue the course indicated without comment or in-

terference other than calling attention to his advertisement.

We received his circular with surprise and read it with pain.

We consider it one of the most injudicious acts ever committed

by a sane man, and totally unworthy the cause and unnecessary

to the object. Notwithstanding our anxiety to see the full and

perfect development of the process, we could not, would not, and

will not, countenance such methods of procedure, and we cannot

recommend our readers to answer any call thus made upon them

—not even after being made aware that Mr. Hill has forwarded

specimens of his work to the Patent Office. It is too late to again

attempt this system upon which he started. There is but one

really honest course to pursue, in our estimation, and that we
have repeatedly indicated. Thus far his course has been unsat-

isfactory to all concerned. Almost any other would have result-

ed more to his honor. We think, however, that a few weeks

will settle the whole matter. As we hinted above, Mr. Hill has

forwarded a specimen to the Patent Office, undoubtedly for the

purpose of obtaining a patent, which we trust, if deserving, will

be speadily granted that no further barrier may exist to prevent

its prompt promulgation. Until that time, we advise all to be

perfectly quiet and let it rise or fall by its own value or worth-

lessness.

Since the above was written we have received the following

communication on the subject.

—

" To All whom it may Concern: Some year's since, I visited

Mr. L. L. Hill at his residence in Westkill, N. Y. He showed
me numerous beautiful specimens (mostly copies from colored

engravings) of daguerreotypes, taken, he said, in their natural

colors, with the daguerreotype instrument, and from the exami-

nation made of them I could but believe they were made by
natures' own hand. If anything would shake that belief, and
lead me to think I was deceived, it is the way in which he has

delt with the daguerrean community in relation to that and
other matters since the announcement of his discovery, which I

consider, to say the least, is anything but a straightforward,

manly course. Seeing in a circular issued by him, and addressed

to the daguerreotypists of the United States, my name rather

freely referred to as upholding certain statements of his, has led

me to make thus publicly the foregoing remarks, as due not only

to them, but also to myself. John A. Whipple.
Boston, February 26, 1855.

— B., Of Michigan, writes us: " When in Detroit I tried to

do the Journal some service, but could obtain the promise of

but one that he would send for it. Hall, who took the State
Fair Prize (by mistake, not merit), could not ' subscribe for a
Journal that was conducted by the Editor's wife!' I will say
a few words about the Detroit artists the next time I write.

Moses Sutton might do you a deal of good if he was to try

among his stock purchasers. He takes the best pictures in De-
troit." This Hall is another specimen of Doestick's particular

friend, and this remark is on a par with many other say-

ings and doings of his. The idea of the Journal's being edited

by Mrs, Snelling is purely ridiculous, and as we cannot give him
credit for originating an idea, we have no doubt it was manu-
factured in a Daguerreotype shop in this city, where many more
just such falsehoods have been concocted and sent flying on the

wings of the spirit of evil. Mrs. Snelling never wrote a single

word expressly for the Journal. We wish we could induce her

to do so. We have not the slightest doubt but that it would
add largely to our subscription list, and we know she could

teach such men a little more than they ever knew. We should

prize her contributions very much indeed. Every day develops

new phases in the conspiracy to destroy the Photographic and
Fine Art Journal. What a pity it is they are not more suc-

cessful, and that every attempt, no matter how secret, should

only add to its strength and circulation! Come, gentlemen,
" spread yourselves .'"

— A. F.

—

Holmes, Booth, and Hayden's cameras are not

equal, in any respect, to C. C. Harrison's. The authority you
quote is not competent to judge ; he is in the interest of that

firm. This can be easily proved, as well as many other matters

of personal interest, which are the cause of hostility toward Mr.
Harrison, not very reputable to him, and, we assure you, that

all who are acquainted with the merits of the two manufactories,

laugh at the assertion when repeated.

— Our old friend Fitzgibbon is in town, wearing the same
happy smile and healthy look with which we are always pleased

to meet him.— A friend, writing us from Illinois, says: "Not being able to

get along as I wished, I have compensated for my disappoint-

ment partially, if not wholly, by visiting, from day to day, the

Fine Art Gallery of A. Hesler, an establishment which cer-

tainly possesses merits of the highest order, and is a true index

throughout of the good taste, and enterprise, and artistic genius

of the proprietor. During my stay here I have been again and
again drawn, almost irresistibly, to this gallery, to feast my eyes

with the beautiful works of art that adorn its walls. You have
probably, ere this, had a full description of the general arrange-

ment, and I'll not go into details. To form a just conception

and appreciation of the gallery it must be seen!

Mr. H. has favored me with his agreeable company, as much
as his very limited time would permit. The calls upon him are

by no means few or far between. His stereoscopic pictures seem
to be much sought after and admired.

Of the lady who officiates in the reception room, Mrs. Fas-
sett, I cannot speak too highly. Her department must neces-

saly be one which requires a large share of patience and amia-

bility, but she seems fully equal to the task, and, by her plea-

sant manner, dissipates any apprehension that visitors might be

disposed to feel, that they were intruding. Mrs. F. is eminently

fitted for her office.

Mr. Whitney is here, (in Mr. H.'s gallery, ) engaged in the

very laudable enterprise of perfecting himself in the Art. He
is truly a worthy disciple of Daguerre. I'm in hopes to leave

here to-morrow. Will try."

— We place the following " on file" in our columns for future

reference. Without detracting from the merits of others, it is

true.

Dear Sir,—In looking over your February number, I read

with much interest a communication from M. A. R. of Philadel-

phia, ill which he has most ably reviewed and noted all the im-

provements of the past year in the Art of Photography. He
has meutioned each photographer of note, and given each his

merited praise, with but one exception. That is where he
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mentions the best photographer in this country, in connection

with those who are hut fair, as having taken the lead in this

art. Now, without wishing to detract from the merits of the

gentleman mentioned in connection with Mr. Turner, I must
say that there are no photographs now made in the United

States, (nor in Europe I believe,) that will compare favorably

with those of his, and I but repeat what some of the best judges

of this city have already said. The pictures made by the gen-

tleman mentioned with Mr. Mr. T., will no more compare with

his than a wood-cut with a fine steel engraving. I should not

deem it necessary to say anything if all the readers of the Jour-

nal could compare the pictures for themselves, but as they can-

not, I consider it would be an act of injustice to Mr. T. to bring

him down to the rank 'of others, when he alone stands at the

head of this Art. His pictures, unlike others, need not the

artist to give them the half-tints, nor does the drapery need de-

veloping with the brush; and now that Messrs. Gurney &
Fredericks have connected Mr. T. with their establishment,

they will stand unrivalled in plain photographs as they have
heretofore in colored.

Yours, truly, J. E. J.

— Messrs. Gurney & Fredericks have conquered us, and
we most humbly, with sincere congratulations, tender to them
the laurel wreath in the matter of photographic portraiture.

They have lately added to their establishment apparatus for

taking full length life size pictures, and we must accord to the

colored portraits now executed by them, the high merit they

deserve. They are certainly unsurpassed. They have also se-

cured the services of Mr. Turner, winch places them at the head
in the plain photographic department. Mr. Lawrence and Mr.
Brady are also executing fine work.

— Mr. Glosser has exhibited to us several very fine Pho-
tographs from Mr. S. Root's gallery, that prove the enconiums
bestowed upon this artist's work by our correspondent M. A. R.
are well deserved.

•— We have been favored with the following spicy correspon-

dence—it is too good to be lost.

Bank, Oswego, February 24, 1854.

Dear Sir,—Tour kindly flattering address,

to me as a " Daguerrean Artist,"

beg leave to plead not guilty to

h I entertain a high regard, for

if honorable it can

C. A. S., Esq.

covering a circular, directed

came duly to hand. I must
the soft impeachment, althou

those engaged in that honorable profession-

be called, where one is constantly engaged in making faces,

posing attitudes, and uttering counterfeits.

Our friends, it appears, also cherish a weakness for the title

of artists—by the shade of old Daguerre, who is himself now
but the shadow of a shade in the regions of Rhadamanthus, how
can they indulge in the folly? The title has become common
adnauscum. We have artists in oil—artists in wool—artists

in crayon—artists in hair-—artists in the circus-ring—artists in

the wood, the true professor of the saw buck.

Why not call themselves Photographers—or, if they want a

title patent to the world and English understood, and still re-

flecting honor on the genius who gave them
fame to Daguerre, and rejoice as Daguerreans.

I have looked over your list of articles carefully, and cannot

discover that there is any thing that will be of service to me.

In fact you Daguerreans are prospectively raising Cain with my
profession. You teach them too much. What are we to do
for a paper medium when you fellows snap it up wet from the

press, and present its duplicate over the counter, as like as two
peas, for redemption. We can never tell how much circulation

we have out if this goes on, and shall be obliged to apply to the

legislature for an anti-bilious act—hanging all Daguerreans to

prevent them being counterfeiters, and have a penalty for em-

ploying the sun in any labor, like the one for working children

under ten years old.

As for chemical agents and reagents, the legislature is our

analytical chemist. They care little for earthy salts, acids, or

alkalies, but they keep a good eye on our metallic basis.

bread, give the

Since I can discover no use to me of your circular, I will tell

you what I can do; hand it to my friend Nichols, the Daguer-
rean, and recommend it to his attentive perusal. He is a supe-

rior workman now, and withal ambitious of rising—being in the

upper story of the building—it may enable him by using some
of your superior compounds, to get a little nearer the sun with-

out getting upon the roof. Hoping this disposition of it will

please you, I remain yours, &c,
H. L. D.

'•New York, February 26, 1855..

H. L. D., Esq.: Dear Sir,—Your plea and evidence that

you are not guilty of our " soft impeachment," is just received

with favor. This court discharges you from the indictment.

I may not address you again, (much to my regret) as a Da-
guerrean Artist, or even a Daguerrean or Photographer. Yet,

although I may not publish you as an artist at all on my super-

scription, I shall certainly consider you one—in words—at least

in your dealings with me so far.

Many of our friends indeed do cherish a weakness for the title

of " Artist." Yet I cannot think it all weakness, nor is it al-

ways folly; for what is art in a picture maker or a statue build-

er but only getting permanent, natural expressions, positions,

and colors? Is it head work or hand work—either entirely,

that is to be provided? Why is there the lesser art, if instead

of the hammer and chisel, or brush, our frieud with his camera
and tripods, fitly arranging his screws, and by such insinuating

expressions as " head a little higher," "eyes on this spot," and
other cunning devices, gets the better effect? Does not our

friend need and use some of the same judgment and quick per-

ception—genius, in short—as the sculptor and painter? I

verily believe if we have any real, genuine artists among us, some
of them are Photographers.

But I address photographers on my business account, and if

it helps me more, I call them artists or anything else that pleases

them. It is a rule, you know, with business men, to greet their

customers with a smile. Some, Oh, Barnum! betray with a

kiss, beslavering their victims with flattery, and then swallow
them.

Most men, too, use insinuating titles whenever they can club

a man. Even you (who I doubt not are one of the best meu
of the earth—salt, so to speak,) address your friends with an
Esq., in a printed form.

The disposition you made of my circular pleases me. Should
I ever have an opportunity I will treat your friend Nichols with
greater consideration on your account.

It is a pity you could not find anything in my list which will

be of service to you. An interchange of our wares I assure

you would be extremely agreeably to me—for there is much in

your establishment that I could find use for.

And as to the disposition of your letter, (unless you forbid)

imitating your example, I can hand it to my friend Snelling,

and recommend it to his attentive perusal. He is an appre-

ciator and admirer of such things, being the editor of the Pho-
tographic and Fine Art Journal. May you live long.

I remain, truly, with great respect,

C. A. S.

— In this mammon-worshiping Age, it is rare to find a man
place his usefulness to the public, before his interest. During
a late visit to the " City of Spindles," we were presented by a
professional friend, to the celebrated Chemist, Dr. J. C. Ayer,
whose name is now perhaps, more familiar than any other, at

the bedside of sickness, in this country. Knowing the unpre-

cedented popularity of his medicines, and the immense sale of

them, we had expected to find him a millionare, and rolling in

wealth. But no, we found him in his laboratory, busy with his

laborers, among his crucibles, alembics, and retorts—giving his

best personal care to his compounds, on the virtues of which,

thousands hang for health. We learned, that notwithstanding

his vast business, and its prompt returns in cash, the Doctor is

not rich. The reason assigned is, that the material is costly,

and he persists in making his preparations so expensively, that

the nett profit is small.

—

American Farmer, Phil.

&
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here are few qualities that so much
contribute to render a work clas-

sical as subordination; and, con-

sistently with a very general rule,

touching tlics comparative rarity

of great excellence that would ap-

pear to pervade nature itself, as

well as everything derived from it,

there are very few works that pos-

sess it to any desirable extent.

A great many of us, as well as

of those who have proceeded us,

have missed the mark in the igno-

rance of such a tiling's existence.

A great many under the idea of

producing high impressions by an

accumulation of excellencies, have thought it to be incom-

patible with high force and power, and have modestly said,

" with my limited amount of facility, I cannot afford to

subordinate anything. Tell me how I may increase my effect,

and I will hold myself your debtor." To the unprofessional

world it will appear strange to assert, that many incomplete

and sketched works have it, while few of those which h ave suf-

fered elaboration have it not. This is, notwithstanding, notori-

ously the fact; as generally speaking, /'n the completion of a

work, every part in receiving its due finish with its ultimate

force, is gradually and laboriously finished and forced far away

from its first intention, the quality of all others most desirable

to preserve.

VVe all of us do this to some extent; and the result has been,

to create a large number of buyers and collectors of first inten-

tions, represented by so many sketches from nature and unfin-

ished pictures. This class of collectors possess the most correct

and classical tastes of all the picture buyers now in "the mar-

ket;" and they will only transfer their affections to more finish-

ed works, when these shall possess high subordination and intcn-

tionality, in addition to accomplished painting.

As an example of the most signal and ultimate success in

subordination, 1 would again instance a, picture to which J have

heretofore referred, "the Logos" of Leonardo da Vinci, in the

possession of Mr. Miles near Bristol.

To say that this picture stands at the head of its class, com-

pared with the paintings of other great, men of Italy who have

indulged in this species of work, is saying very little to the pur-

pose, as most, of such works must, be considered somewhat infe-

rior to their other productions in single figures, and in which the

heads of heroes, rulers, or statesmen form the subjects. Their

heads of the Saviour rise frequently to a high physical beauty,

deilied by a resignation tending on sublimity; while at the same-

time their heads of the Creator, instead of ascending from this

type, and shadowing forth the mighty intellectual energies of

primitive creation, sink generally below the demands for criti-

cism, and very seldom rise—as has been observed— to the same

amount of dignify "and power with their heroes, rulers, and

statesmen.

Leaving as it does the single heads of the other men at an

immeasurable distance, the juster mode would be to compare

"the Logos" with other heads of Leonardo himself. Even in

this comparison again if has no competitor, but rises as much
above his other great productions, as these do above the best

works of other painters.

The general impressions produced by this painting is that

of a sublime stillness. Carried through an excited assembly,

au&geen, if would produce a more perfect calm than would the

reading of a riot act; and, if calculated to make a sinner tremble,

VOL. VIII., NO. IV. 13

a painter might reasonably quail under a, commission to compete
with its wondrous grandeur and concentrated expression.

Napoleon, who had a strangely correct notion of the grand
in Art, and seized with his own hands the Jupiter gem, did

quite right in offering fifteen thousand guineas for this work,

and the merchant did equally right- in refusing that sum.

Conceded the merits accorded lo this work, it were fortunate

as offering first-rate grounds on which to institute inquiry as to

the causes of such signal success, and, being in itself of a, tran-

scendent simplicity, it has an advantage over more complicated

productions, inasmuch as any attempt to evade a difficulty in

the confusion necessarily hanging about undetermined complica-

tions, may the more easily be detected and refused.

The old mode of estimating the general excellence of a work
must, however, be discarded here entirely. This mode com-

pleted if not* invented by Richardson, one of the most honest

and sincere, though somewhat mistaken writers on Art, still con-

tinues to mislead the equally sincere student; and, though just

capable of leading him to estimate a particular quality, is total-

ly inadequate to enable him to determine upon the general or

total excellence of any one entire production.

Without immediate reference to Richardson, I cannot be

wry exact in a, description of his process, but it, was to be pur-

sued somewhat in this manner. A certain number, say ten, was

given as a representative of the maximum value of every picto-

rial constituent. Thus, a work in which composition, chiar'-os-

curo, color, drawing, invent ion, expression, character, harmony,

ideality, and grace, may each be rated at their highest stale of

perfection, and numbered ten, would necessarily stand as A. No.
1 in Art, as, added together, the full sum would reach 100,

being the highest possible amount to be reached by this process.

A work in which each constituent should be valued at 5, and

amount in the gross to 50, would rate as exactly mediocre ; and,

at any rating under this sum, would have to be pronounced as

more or less bail in its descent, through the, lower numbers.

Nothing can be more apparently straight-forward than this

mode, its only and great disadvantage being that it, does not

lead directly to the object: desired, but unfortunately so much
across it, that the further it be pursued, the more the judgment

will be led astray.

For instance. There are many constituents of very high

value in themselves, that, are but sparingly admissable in cer-

tain works, and others of equal respectability that are totally

inadmissible, the first requiring strict subordination, and the

last requiring expulsion altogether. It follows then, that to in-

troduce them at their highest, excellence, would be to damage a

work to the full amount of 10 each; or, at any rate, 5 each for

the first,, and 10 each for the second class.

It is indeed notoriously flu; impression of first-rate and classi-

cal critics, that high works depend upon few constituents, if it

may not bo added that the highest maintain their pre-eminence

on the fewest.

The picture-loving world of the present day may be neither

fit nor inclined to accept the latter proposition, but a few hun-

dred years will necessarily bring it to that conclusion, provided

that the facilities to the study and production of Fine Art ex-

perience no check from the present, auspicious time.

In returning to the "Logos," and summing up its aggregate

pretensions from the most careful and discriminating estimate of

its particulars, according to the process of Richardson, it would

present unavoidably a very small as well as a very erroneous

number, as indicative of its value.

It depends—-like most other great works—on a few, if not

the fewest constituents; but the few are of a high order, and

under a most masterly subordination to one ruling one.

They may be remembered thus, and rated in sequences accord-

ing to their precedence:

—

Expression, Ideality, Drawing and

Invention in no greater force than secondary, and as necessary

in realising the first two. Harmony, not as applicable to color,

but, in its wider sense as implying general agreement and union

in a whole work. The color may be very nearly termed achro-

matic negation. The chiar'-oscuro simple and obvious, and the

composition not more than respectable.

c<'mm*
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It will now be seen that, rating- expression at 10, ideality at

9, drawing and invention at 5, harmony at 8; with color and

composition at 5 each; the aggregate value would only reach 42;

somewhere below the point of mediocrity, 50.

It will also be seen that this mode of estimation, if applicable

at all in other instances, will not admit of being applied to works

of this calibre, while adducing- this instance of its unfitness, is of

itself only useful in first throwing the painter as well as the con-

noisseur off a decidedly wrong scent, preparatory to laying them

on a truer one.

The attempt to do this will lay me under the charge of high

egotism with many of my contemporaries, chiefly founded upon

the circumstance of being myself a painter, and not merely from

being a painter, but a landscape-painter, instead of dealing with

history and the subtleties of the human figure. To this charge

I must bow if required, if only by way of saving myself the time

requisite in an endeavor to justify myself ; a time in all similar

instances mostly mis-spent by those of too thin a skin to bear

their natural share of the world's rubs, and which generally

leaves doth the world and the pleader in the same state at the

end as they were at the beginning of the suit.

The fact, however, is that the mnjor portion of the critical

artistic writing which we have access to, is the work of men un-

connected with the art professionally, and it would be strange

if the circumstance of being a painter, should of itself iu anyway
disqualify a man from having any opinions of weight on painting.

If any previous hesitations have withheld these opinions, it

must not be attributed to the circumstance of being a painter,

nor from having any doubt as to their perfect soundness, but

from a natural hesitation to advance them at an earlier age.

And the same motives would have held their same weight in the

case of my having been a merchant or private gentleman.

Earlier in life I recollect feeling very much outraged that Sir

Joshua Reynolds should call the whole Yenetian school that of

the ornamental. He was perfectly right, however, although it

had been better perhaps to explain more clearly that which con-

stituted the ornamental, and more distinctly separated it from

the higher style, which has had two or three founders, only, with

an insufficient number of successful followers to be really called

a school.

The principal Yenitians, highly educated in the technical

portions of Art, rather threw away power than wanted it. They
revelled in that which was denied to most of the other schools,

and with more subordination to the higher points of practice,

they had risen to greater eminence. Half that consummate
subordination which characterises the " Logos" would have

doubly increased the value of the Yenetian school.

Subordination then is the one quality in this work, without

which the greater initiative qualities had been mutually able to

destroy themselves by equal and injudicious competition.

Expression reigns supreme. It is the imperial mark that

through the whole work burns sublime, waited upon by ideality,

as a military sovereign is waited upon by his general, glowing

with ardor to an ardor greater still. The rest is all subordina-

tion, still and subdued, without any amount of force in light,

shadow, or color; invention, composition, or execution. The
last of which, as it ranks the lowest, challenges the attention

less in this than any other well-known picture by the same
great man.

This work has been copied by some self-sufficient and arro-

gant hand, and the copy has been several times exhibited in this

country. The copy is a very singular work, and would appear

to have been determined on, and executed, under some strange

notion of the value of a work in which the component parts

should be each carried up to the highest possible amount of

force. The drawing is a respectable attempt to imitate the

original; the color is fresh and brilliant, the light and shade as

opposed and distinct as could be managed; indeed, every embel-

lishment within the power of the copyist has been profusedly

lavished on the production, and the result is so extravagantly

riiliculous that 1 did not recosrnise at first sight that it was a

copy from the celebrated picture, or, what is closer to the fact,

the repulsive appearance of so many qualities in one canvass all

fighting for supremacy, deterred me from its examination, by
which I lost the advantage of knowing that it was a copy, and
the very wide chance of feeling it to be anything like an im-

provement on the original.

It would afford one of the most useful lessons, not only to the

painter and the connoisseur, but to the general public, to place

these two pictures, original and copy, side by side in a national

gallery, as it would show, not merely the advantage, but the

absolute necessity of a quality (subordination) without which no
work can rise to great excellence.

As no time may be considered lost iu following out inquiries

on so essential a subject, it were well to notice a picture, con-

sidered generally as one of the most extraordinary productions

within the whole world of painting, called "II Servo," and
painted by certainly one of the most extraordinary painters in

the world, Jiacomo Robusti, called II Tintoretto.

The subject of the picture is furnished by an intended mar-
tyrdom by the Turks of a Venetian slave, who, invoking the

aid of his patron saint, St. Mark, and who miraculously appears

to protect him, the instruments of torture are broken in the

hands of his executioners.

This picture is the principal oue amongst those works in which
he made his greatest struggle to prove the compatibility of an
union of the Florentine and Yenetian modes, that is, the gran-

deur of outline which distinguishes more particularly the works
of Michael Augelo, and that transcendently fine color which
belongs more exclusively to Titian, as standing at the head of

the Yenetian school. It had been well if his power had allow-

ed him to go no further, but iu this picture he has emulated

also the force of chiar'-oscuro of the Lombardian Canavaggio, by
which, as it is carried to the same amount of force with his color,

throws a third new and equal competitor for attention into his

picture. With the exhibition of so much power, for power is

the sole and engrossing characteristic of this work, it would ap-

pear to be cavilling, jealous, and depreciating to the last ex-

treme, to deny it the character of a great work; and great and

extraordinary it is, though not one of a high order, and far is it

from having the least possible claim to being a classical

one.

Rather than being a complete picture, it is a painted cata-

logue of excellencies, each capable perhaps by itself of forming

an excellent painting, would the others but permit it. It is

like three eloquent divines in one pulpit, each preaching his

very best sermon, iu his very best voice and manner at the

same time; in which case, a congregation of the best disposed

persons, could not say more than, wonderful or extraordinary.

These are, consequently, the only exclamations that a set of the

very best disposed connoisseurs would find it in their hearts to

utter before this really extraordinary work.

With every due respect for those commonly received opinions,

amongst which is found the one, that "what all the world says

must be right," I find some considerable repugnance to write

thus far depreciatingly on a work of so much technical merit.

But where the full amount of the ultimate correct and forcible

impression, capable of being produced through technical agen-

cies alone is fallen short of, it is the duty of every one, who
either does or fancies he does see through the subject, to speak

out plainly; by which means only may he be able to reciprocate

with others in the advantage of approved canons affecting Fine

Art, or the nearly equal advantage of having them proved to

be mere notions affecting the minds of its too experimental

votaries.

Technical Art may be divided into two parts, comprising

high and low technics; and this being granted, it must have a

mean state, making a third.

Without attempting here much precision in the exact division

which shall be done in another paper devoted to the subject, it

will not be out of place to assign to low technics—execution,

manner &c, To mean technics, color, drawing, and light and

shade, and to high technics, expression, composition, beau-ideal

iu drawing, or ideality, and I would include subordination, with-

out which no work can be intrinsically great, as no state of so-

1
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eiety can challenge greatness without order, which implies sub-

ordination.

The whole of the resources of this work then of Tintoretto are

drawn from no higher a source than mean technics.

Whatever the great authorities have said—dazzled by the

splendor of its color, struck by the opposition of its light and

shade, and the impudent boldness of its execution—it is impos-

sible to find in it a single figure in which an approach to ideality

is realised, not a single head possessing expression enough to

carry it out of the sphere of ornamental painting. To descend

to lower drawing, in which the more obviously correct propor-

tions and foreshortening are required, it is still deficient. The
figure of the slave is prominent in this want.

The composition has some grandeur, and the invention limits

itself to the more dexterously occupying a canvasss with so many
figures, so as to destroy all void and appearance of poverty, a

power possessed by most of the Venetians, and in a most emi-

nent degree by Tintorreto himself, who had the credit of pos-

sessing a more fecund genius in invention, in this sense of the

term, than any other individual of his time.

The want of subordination forms the crying omission of the

work. Its merits, as far as they go, are many and great, and

quite sufficient, as has been before mentioned, for the wants of

three pictures, under three separate modes of subordination,

though all three destroying each other, as in their present form,

are insufficient to make one.

The color for instance*—as very truly said by many critics—is

equal to some of the higher flights of Titian himself; and sub-

ordinated to by light, and shade, and composition, is one.

The light and shade as regards actual impression, force, and
arrangement, are equally great; and these subordinated to by
color and composition are another.

The composition, though the weaker of the three is, notwith-

standing, of so prominent and striking a character, as to rank

itself dominant as regards general impression and force, and
would be of itself sufficient to take a first place in a work, if

duly subordinated to by the two first constituents.

If there were in this picture a single prominent figure posses-

sing expressions of a high order, or if, generally, a consistent

expression and passion pervaded the whole composition, it were
weak as well as mischievous to make the foregoing suggestions.

In this case it were only necessaiy to ally the mean technicals

in full tone of beauty and harmony—though under complete

subordination—to the particular mode of expression, and it had
been a high work. If there be still any doubts on the sound-

ness of these deductions, and on the existence—not at first all-

apparent—of these canons affecting Art, compare for an instant

the all-absorbing interest of those works having high and com-

plete subordination, with those which have it not. And if those

doubts should still remain, push an examination of the subject

through the best, along with the worst instances of Art, into the

mind of man itself, and it is more than probable, that from this

higher source, the same deductions insisted on here will again

occur to the new inquirer.

This inquiry may be simplified, by first taking the capabilities

and impossibilities of mind, and then as arising out of them, its

habits and affections; and if in leading off towards this most in-

teresting and important phase of the subject, there be too

much brevity, it is from the necessity to keep these papers with-

in certain clue grounds as regards length ; and, if few instances

be only indulged in, it is under the certain impression that they

are written for a class highly interested in the subject, of great

ingenuity, and whose minds are as much absorbed by whatever

may render the higher phases of Art familiar and distinct, in-

stead of dark and doubtful, as that of the writer himself, and
not from any paucity in the subject, nor from any doubts of the

grounds, nor from any indisposition to more fully carry them
out; although at the same time he would, rather than write

himself, have to read some treatment of the subject by a more
capable mind than his own. In the absence then of any such

treatment, he is induced to, thus, as it were, break the ground,

which he will be happy to see re-entered and more thoroughly

explored.

As regards the first point, the capability of mind it is already

settled for us as being capable only of entertaining one idea at a

time. Its electric rapidity of fr-ansitiou from idea to idea only

deceiving us into the notion—crude enough in itself—that we
are entertaining several at a time, a thing in itself as impossi-

ble as that the more material body may occupy two places at the

same instant. This is the impossibility no less of .body than
mind.

Growing out of this prime law of mind arises a habit of con-

tinual opposition to its first great trammel, which relieves itself

amongst the most commonplace and trivial organisms—forming

the larger number in human nature—in a constant transition

from one idea to another; while the more weighty intellects

among us are continually warring against this proneuess to

swerve, and nailing their ideas firmly to a single point, have
by such means only been able to achieve that which the great

mass have been merely dreaming of, while a few only amongst
them rise to the power of appreciation.

As the mind has but the power of entertaining one idea at one
time, so does its affections fasten on those works, which more
than any others embody one thought, represent one undisturbed

and dominant power, possess one intrinsic fulness of expression.

The mind in its affections, its abandonments, its ecstacies, is

more initiative than in its habits, but not until it had drank its

ectasies dry, and throws away with contempt, if not with dis-

gust, all hindrances foreign to its object.

The object of subordination is to keep veiled those hin-

drances.

It has been shown in noticing the treatment of the " Logos,"
to what an extent this has been done.

In the notice of "II Servo," by Tintoretto, it has been sug-

gested how it might have been done, and as general rules for

technical subordination

COLOR

May be subordinated by adopting a secondary or tertiary

harmony in lieu of a primary, with the oppositions kept as far

apart as may be allowable, consistent with the demands of the

more imperative costume.

LIGHT AND SHADE

Become subordinate when the higher lights are doubled on
the lesser lights, and the shadows on the middle tint, observing

that in no instance the darkest place itself on the lightest mass,

in ever so small a quantity. In a picture, too, where light and
shade is intended to be subordinate, neither the light nor the

shadow, in their lightest and darkest developments, should be
can ied as far asthe full force of the material pigments would allow.

Thus, the highest light should not rise higher than very light mid-

dle tint, and the deepest shadow should not descend lower than

very dark middle tint. The latter law, however, is not so impera-,,

tively necessary to be strictly observed as that regarding the

lowering of the ultimate light, which amounts to an imperious

necessity. The reason of this difference developes itself obvious-

ly enough, in considering the true and latent nature of the two
abstract qualities, light and dark.

The one being negative in itself and unobtrusive veils in its

own errors, while light, being positive and imitative, displays

by its own agency the slightest error in its placing or amount.

To be Continued.

Putting Forms for Things.—The man who anxiously avoids

the shadow of a granite post, but dashes against the post itself,

is not a whit more whitless than he who fears the appearance of

doing wrong, but is not afraid to do the wrong he thinks will

not appear. When Lord Chesterfield counseled hollow-hearted

politeness—advised the forms of courtesy and gracionsness in-

stead of the things themselves—he must have seemed to any
superior order of moral beings as silly as the ape, who puts a
wig upon his head and expects to be reverenced as a judge.

—

Horace Mann.
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For the Photographic anal Fine Art Journal.

CONSIDERATIONS ON THE VARIOUS THEORIES

BY WHICH THE IMAGE IS FORMED ON THE DAGUERREOTYPE PLATE BY
THE ACTION OF LIGHT, &C. &C.

BY N. G. BURGESS.

There have been various theories advanced with regard to the

manner in which the light acts upon the iodized plate; the sub-

ject has been often discussed by operators, and many scientific

persons have published their views upon this interesting topic;

all of which has tended to lead us into a labyrinth of conjecture;

and now I am not fully certain that any one can clearly eluci-

date any theory to the entire satisfaction of the enquiring

mind.

The numerous experiments have all determined that the ac-

tual polishing of the plate, acts a very important, and we may
add the most important part in the action of the light upon its

surface. For it is a well known fact that however correct the

coating may be, and if the exact time is allowed in the

camera, unless a perfectly clear and transparent surface is at-

tained on the silver tablet, the picture itself will lack all that

beauty which is so much desired.

The effect of nitric acid by some is supposed to soften the sur-

face of the silver, bringing it into a state, in which it is extreme-

ly susceptible of being either iodized or oxidized, according as

the circumstances may occur of exposure to the atmosphere or

iodine. Nitric acid therefore having the effect to greatly soften

the surface, it should claim a preference over any other substance

for polishing. The experience of those who have used the acid

and alcohol alternately will perhaps testify to the truth of the

foregoing.

Mr. Robert Hunt in his treatise on Photography has stated

that he discovered that all the rays of the prismatic spectrum

acts on the Daguerreotype plate except yellow and red and a

circle of light, of a peculiar and mysterious character which sur-

rounds the visible spectrum.

The light acting on the prepared plate decomposes the film of

the ioduret of silver to different depths, according to the order

of refrangibility of the rays ; the violet ray affecting perfect de-

composition ; whilst the red acts to a depth inappreciably

slight.

Thus it is, that the spectrum impressed on a Daguerreotype

plate reflects the natural colors, in the same manner as Sir

Isaac Newton has shown this film acts under other circumstances;

the thickness of each film of reduced silver, on the plate being

in exact proportions to the chemical agency of the colored ray

by which it was decomposed.

In the paper process, the decomposed argentine salts exist in

a state of oxide mixed in all probability with some revived metal

;

but in the silver plate the iodine is liberated from all parts on

which light acts, and pure silver in a state of extreme division

results. The depth to which the decomposition has been effect-

ed being in exact relation to the intensity and color of the light,

radiated from the object which we desire to copy; the mercuri-

al vapor unites with different proportions of silver, and thus are

formed the light and middle tints of the picture.

The shadows are produced by the unchanged silver from

which the ioduret is removed by the hyposulphite of soda solu-

tion.

Mr. Daguerre himself stated that in exposing the plate to the

mercurial vapors, that it should always be at an angle of 45°.

This perhaps may be the most convenient position, if it is desired

that the picture should be viewed during the formation of the

image. But later experience has taught us that it makes no
difference at what angle the plate may be placed, when receiving

the vapors of mercury. Indeed the horizontal position has been

adopted by many who practice the Art at the present day.

If we look at a Daguerreotype picture in such a position as

that the light is incident and reflected at a large angle, the

drawing will appear of a negative character, the silver in that

position appearing white, and the amalgam of mercury and sil-

ver a pale grey color. View the plate in any position which ad-

mits of but a small angle of reflection, and we then see the de-

sign in all its exquisite beauty, correct in the arrangement of

the lights and shades; the silver appearing black while the

amalgam by contact in part and partly in reality appears nearly

white.

A very ingenious idea has been advanced that the light crys-

talized the ioduret of silver, and that the mercury adheres to

one of the facets of each minute crystal. If this were true the

picture could only be seen in one light, whereas in many differ-

ent positions it is perfectly plain and visible.

There does not appear to be any more difficulty in explaining

why the mercurial amalgam should vary in its tint with the

change of position, than in explaining why a common mirror, or

a polished metal plate should appear white when viewed at one

angle and black when viewed at another.

Mr. A. Claudet of London who has been long engaged in the

profession and is a practical operator at the present time, has

published his theory, which differs somewhat from the others.

He says:

—

" The principal phenomena in the Daguerreotype process

which have not been satisfactorily explained are those referring

to the following points:—
1st. What is the action of the light on the sensitive coating?

2nd. How does the mercurial vapor produce the Daguerreo-

type image?

3rd. Which are the particular rays of light that impart to the

chemical surface the affinity of mercury?

'1th. What is the cause of the difference in achromatic lenses,

between the visible and photogenic loci ? Why do they con-

stantly vary?

5th. What are the means of measuring the photogenic rays

and of finding the focus at which they produce the image?
" In my experiments I have discovered that the decomposition

of the chemical surface of the Daguerreotype plate by the ac-

tion of certain rays of light produced on that surface a white

precipitate, insoluable in the hyposulphite of soda, which when
examined by the microscope had the appearance of crystals re-

flecting light, and which, when seen by the naked eye were the

cause of a positive Daguerreotype image. This fact had not been

observed before. The opinion of Daguerre himself and other writers

was, that the action of the lights on the iodide of silver had only

the effect of darkening the surface and producing a negative

image; but it escaped them that under the darkened iodide of

silver another action had taken place, and that the hyposulphite

of soda could disclose a positive image.
" I have proved this unexpected fact in obtaining by the action

of light only and without mercury, images having the same ap-

pearance as those developed under the action of mercurial

vapor. This direct and immediate effect of light is certainly re-

markable, but the Daguerreotype processis not founded on that

principle on account of the slowness of its action. It is fortu-

nate that long before light can produce the white coating I have

alluded to, it produces another affect, which is the wonderful

property of attracting vapors of mercury. This vapor is con-

densed in white powder, having also, when examined by the mi-

croscope, the appearance of reflecting crystals. The cause of the

Daguerreotype image is due to that property which was entirely

discovered by Daguerre.
" It is more probable that light exercises two actions on iodide

of silver, whether it is or is not combined with chlorine or

bromine.
" By one the iodide is decomposed, and the silver set free is pre-

cipitated on the surface in a white powder, or small crystals; by

the other which begins long before the former, the parts affect-

ed by light have been endowed with an affinity for mercurial

vapors."

Mr. Claudet has other theories, which are interesting, but all

are conjectures, which are subject to various objections and may
lead us into more obscurity by their investigations.

All these various theories have occupied the attention of

scientific men ever since the art was discovered and we fear that

we are now as far removed from the actual plan or correct ex-
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planation of the phenomena which takes place on the surface of

the iodized plate, as we were on the day when Daguerre first

made known his great discovery to the French Chamber of

Deputies.

And we shall probably remain in the same ignorance of the

philosophy of the action of that element we call light, in its most
wonderful delineation of the objects which are presented for its

ithurial wand to transmute into living pictures. Its pencil is so

minute, and its work is done so silently that all conjectures with

regard to the actual action it produces upon the silver plate will

most probably remain in the same warp which weaves out those

beautiful images we call Daguerreotypes.

Still all these theories are interesting as evincing the wonder-
derful genius of Daguerre who could perfect such a discovery,

and they may lead others who we trust will be'induced to search

for the true theory of this art, which certainly should command
the attention of the learned of all ages.

There is no course of experiments which may be followed to

trace out the philosophy of the action of the light upon the plate

as in most other discoveries. The plate may be examined by
the most powerful microscope, immediately after its removal
from the camera, provided it has remained there the requisite

time to produce an impression when submitted to the action of

the mercurial vapors and there is not to be seen the slightest

change. Yet when the mercurial vapors begin to affix them-
selves, we see the great change brought about by the action of

light, such a change as is not possible for any other substance to

produce (for light in truth has been found to be a substance)

;

for it has called forth a sleeping image whose resemblance to the

object on which it has acted is so exact that almost the very brea-

thing may be seen; at least the sparkling of the eye is visible and in

all but moving and speaking it is life itself. The effect ofmercury
upon the plate has no important agency in producing the picture,

for light alone is the all powerful worker of these trophies ofgenius.

For without that agent we could not produce those beautiful

creations which adorn our galleries. Its absence causes our la-

bors to cease, and its vivifying presence, which wakes up the
world once in every twenty-four hours, heralds the moments,
when we can catch the fleeting shadow as they pass, and to fix

them indelibly upon the metalic tablet, with such grace and
beauty as to outvie the poet in his wildest dreams of the imagina-

tion— or to rival the painter in the wonderful creations of his

genius.

From the London Art-Journal.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PATENT RIGHT.

[Although we have already published a report of this case,

we find so much of additional interest in the following, from the

Londou Art-Journal, that we have concluded to republish it.

—

Ed. Phot. & F. A. Jour.]

TALBOT VS. LAROCHE.

For a long period the progress of the beautiful art of photo-
graphy has been impeded by the uncertain interpretation
which has been given to the claims involved in the calotype
patent of Mr. Fox Talbot. Happily this question is now set-

tled, in the only way by which it could be satisfactorily deter-
mined—the verdict of an English jury. As this case involves
many important considerations, and is one which will be appeal-
ed to as a precedent hereafter, we are desirous of giving an ex-
act account of the positions sought to be sustained by the
plaintiff and defendant respectively—of recording the admirable
summing up of Lord Chief Justice Jervis, and the verdict of the
special Jury.

On a former occasion (Art-Journal 1854, pp. 235-8*) we
were at considerable trouble to show, by careful reference, the
dates, as established by publication, of the discovery or intro-

* Photographic and Fine Art Journal, p. 277, vol. vii. No. ix.

13*

duction of the various improvements which have been from time

to time introduced in the photographic Art. It is not a little

satisfactory to feel that the decision of the Art-Journal has been
now in every way confirmed by the legal decision which has just

been given.

Sir Frederick Thesiger—who, with Mr. Grove and Mr. Field,

appeared for Mr. Talbot—opened the case in a skilful speech,

in which he rapidly traced the progress of photographic dis-

covery, from Wedgwood and Davy in 1802, to the first publi-

cation of Mr. Talbot's process. In many of the scientific

statements made by Sir Frederick Thesiger there was much
want of accuracy, and it was evident that many of the manipu-
latory details were very imperfectly understood. Mr. Fox Tal-

bot's claims, under the specification of his patent of the 8th

February, 1841, were stated to be as follows, by Sir F. Thesi-

ger:
—"In order that they," the jury, "might uudei'stand per-

fectly the nature of the claim which Mr. Talbot made as dis-

coverer, it would be necessaiy for him to refer to the specifica-

tion which they were aware must be enrolled within six months
after obtaining a patent, in order that the public might be aware
of what was the invention patented. He did not lay claim to

rendering the paper sensitive to light, for that had been done
before, and made public by him; but he did claim the making
of prepared paper extremely sensitive to light. He also claimed

the operation by which invisible images lurking on the paper
were detected, and brought out and rendered visible, and the

practical result of which was that photographic portraits might
be taken on paper: and, what until then was perfectly impossi-

ble, fixing them with bromide of potassium, was also part of his

claim Mr. Talbot thus summed up his claims, an first, the

employment of gallic acid, or tincture of galls, to render paper
more sensitive to the actiou of light; secondly, the making visi-

ble images on paper, and strengthening them; thirdly, the ob-

taining pictures on paper; and fourthly, the employment of

bromide of potassium as a fixing agent." The learned counsel

then described the collodion process, and strongly contended
that the collodion (gun-cotton dissolved in ether) was but a

substitute for paper; and that the pyrogallic acid, used as the

developing agent in this process, was the same as the gallic acid,

which Mr. Talbot claims, in combination with nitrate of silver,

as his liquid for evoking the dormant images. " Pyrogallic

acid, when used," said the patentee in his examination, " was
the same as gallic acid, but was more rapid in action." These
statements were supported mainly by the testimony of the

patentee himself, and to a great extent by the evidence of Prof.

Brande and Dr. Miller, who conceived the sensitiveness of either

the calotype or collodion processes was due " to a compound of

iodide of silver with excess of nitrate of silver." Dr. William
Hoffman gave it as his opinion that pyrogallic acid differed from
gallic acid only in being a little stronger: but, on cross-examin-

ation by Mr. Serjeant Byles, he admitted that he had published

a statement to the effect that it was a new acid. Mr. Medlock
Mr. Crooks, Mr. Maskelyne, Mr Claudet, and Mr. Collins were
the principle evidences, in addition to those already named, for

the plaintiff.

The counsel for the defendant were Mr. Serjeant Byles, Mr.
Willes, and Mr. Hannen. Mr. Serjeant Byles in his opening

address to the jury, showed how little of the calotype process

was really due to Mr. Talbot; and in reference to the discover-

ies of Mr. Reade—to which we have particularly alluded in the

paper already referred to—he said:
—

" He would tell them, the

jury, what Mr. Reade did: he exposed his images to light: he
put them sometimes into a camera, and sometimes under a solar

microscope, and as the image was developing, he washed it with

a solution of tincture of galls, and the consequence was that the

images were fully developed. He would produce before them
the result of these labors, and, among other things, the original

image of a flea, magnified five hundred times its size, an object

which had been in the possession of a learned friend of theirs

Mr. Pollock, until recently, and they would find that object

taken on paper and developed by tincture of galls. He would
show them that the result of these experiments was produced at

a soiree of the Marquis of Northampton's in 1839, and the spe-
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cimens were exhibited at the Royal Society. Afterwards, the

process was communicated to a gentleman (Mr. Brayley), who
delivered a lecture upon the subject at the London Institution,

and afterwards at Walthamstow." With reference to the col-

lodion process, it was contended that collodion was not a sub-

stitute for paper, but was an important element in the process.

The learned Serjeant then proceeded to show how Mr. Fox Tal-

bot had impeded the progress of photography, by the unwar-
rantable manner in which he asserted his patent rights, and that

too over many things which it was evident by the patent laws

he possessed no claim to. Great stress had been laid upon Mr.
Fox Talbot's liberality in giving up his claims to the taking of

landscapes by photography, he being at the same time well aware
that every one was doing it, and that his patent here was useless.

He reserved to himself, therefore, the practising of portraiture

for sale, as being indeed the only portion of his patent which
was likely to prove commercially valuable. As far as portrai-

ture was concerned, the calotype was valueless; but the collodion

process answered so admirably that it was rapidly superceding

the daguerreotype. The Reverend Mr. Reade was examined,

and fully explained the processes which he employed in 1839,

involving the use of gallic acid and of iodide of silver. Mr.
Brayley proved the fact of publication in the delivery of a lecture

by himself, and the exhibition of specimens. Further facts of

publication were confirmed by Mr. Andrew Ross.

Mr. Robert Hunt gave it as his opinion that so far from
collodion being a substitute for paper, it was an essential agent

in producing the sensibility of the compound. As the result of

his experiments, he believed that some peculiar compound of

nitrogen and carbon was the cause of the remarkable sensibility.

This witness also stated that he had developed dormant images

by the use of corrosive sublimate in 1840, an account of his ex-

periments being published in the Transactions of the Royal
Society,

Dr. Alphonse Normandy, Mr. Charles Heish, Mr. T Taylor,

and Dr. Stenhouse were next examined on the differences be-

tween the gallic and pyrogallic acids, all of them pointing out

many remarkable points of chemical and physical differences,

aud Dr. Stenhouse in particular, who has been engaged in the

investigation, stating that pyrogallic acid was a misnomer, as it

was no acid at all; that the two no more resembled each other

than sugar resembled vinegar.

Mr. Elliott and Mr. Redmond were examined as to the ex-

treme sensibility of the collodion process. Mr. Serjeant Byles
having summed up the evidence which had been given on the

part of the defendant, and Sir Frederick Thesiger having address-

e 1 the jury on the whole case, the Chief Justice summed up.

This most lucid exposition of an involved case we give entire,

since it shows exactly how the photographic world stand in their

relations to Mr. H. Fox Talbot.

We have received, from an authentic source, a verbatim copy
of the charge delivered by the Chief Justice to the jury: its im-

portance justifies our printing it in extenso.

Chief Justice Jen-is: Gentlemen of the Jury,-—-I make no
apology to you for the length of this inquiry, because it is one

of great interest, and, as you will no doubt have felt throughout
the whole of the investigation, is one of infinite importance to

the parties concerned. There is no doubt that to gentlemen in

the position of Mr. Talbot and Mr. Reade, two gentlemen of

great learning and eminent science, it is of importance that it

should be ascertained who was the inventor: or whether, in

fact, as may well be consistently even with the plaintiff's case,

both may have been, unawares to the other, the inventors of

this process. It is of extreme importance that each of them
should have it known to the world, in reference to a discovery

of this nature, who is the inventor. Iu addition to that, it is of

great importance to Mr. Talbot in a pecuniary point of view:

for no doubt, cither by reason of the improvements in the art,

or otherwise, the practice of taking portraits by this system has
become so extensive, that if he were entitled by your verdict to

say that the collodion process is an infringement of his process,

aud cannot be practised without his license, no doubt it becomes
a very valuable, a most valuable, patent in his hands, and any-

body who takes a portrait by collodion would be obliged to take
a license from him, and pay him a remuneration commensurate
with the advantage derived. It is of importance, likewise, to

the trade. Sir F. Thesiger, has, very properly, made no com-
plaint of the way in which the case was defended. Numbers of

persons have embarked in this practice, adopting the collodion

system: and, if that is a violation of Mr. Talbot's system, al-

though they may go on obtaining licenses, and paying him some
reward for that indulgence, they cannot without his permission

practise that plan. It is of still further importance, though that

must not enter as an element into your consideration: in one
sense it is true that when matters are patented it does not stop

the progress of invention,—it frequently accelerates it,—but if

it is open to all the world, as the defendant contends, to prac-

tise the art, further experiments and further results may be ob-

tained more rapidly, possibly, than if the matter be protected by
patent. It is, therefore, in every point of view a case of the

deepest interest to the parties, and happily, as a reward for

your exertions, of great interest to yon.

Although necessarily, from the form of the proceedings, there

are various pleas aud objections presented by the defendant,

there are substantially now but two questions in this case.

Mr. Talbot substantially alleges that he obtained letters pa-

tent for his invention, which I will endeavor to explain presently,

and that the defendant has infringed that invention. The de-

fendant iu substance says,
—" You, Mr. Talbot, were not the

first and true inventor of the subject-matter of the patent in en-

tirety," that is the effect of the plea, " and if you were, the

course which I have pursued is no infringement of that patent."

That presents two questions that have been very properly

discussed, and certainly I cannot agree with the learned counsel,

iu any way inadequately discussed before you, but in every

possible view.

Now all the parties agree that, whether I am right or wrong,
in the construction I put upon it, it is my duty to tell you from
the printed paper before me what the claim in the patent is;

and for the purpose of the day, and for the purpose of the day
only, (because it may present many very difficult questious), I

have decided that the specification is good in all respects, and
shall present to you what I consider to be the meaning of the

claim, subject to these innervations.

It seems that early in the year 1802, Mr. Wedgwood and Sir

Humphrey Davy had prosecuted this enquiry, and had ascer-

tained that paper could be made sensitive so as to receive im-

pressions from light, but had not been able to develope or fix

the images, so that in truth it was but the mere commencement
of the scent which others, and particularly Mr. Talbot, have

successfully pursued. Mr. Talbot, a gentleman of great science

applied his mind to the subject, and having made many discov-

eries long before the patent, communicated to the world, in

papers to the Royal Society, the result of his investigations. In

that there may have been the discovery, or the commencement
of the discovery, of these proceedings, but that is not what he

claims. If he discovered this process, or that which led to the

perfection of it, aud published it to the world, he is, for the pur-

poses of the pateut, no more a discoverer than I am. He can-

not be the first and true inventor, because, having told the world

what he knew, there is an end of his claim upon the indulgence

of the public. A patent, if granted, is granted for this: the in-

ventor says
—"I have a secret; I will tell .you, the public, what

it is, if you will pay me the price of that discovery, viz: the mo-

nopoly for a certain number of years,"—and as the price of the

monopoly the public gets the present use of the invention, through

the means of the inventor, aud at the end of fourteen years the

means of doing it without qualification or restriction, by obtain-

ing from the specification a perfect explanation of what is to be

done. The law says, if it is not new there is no price paid for

the patent; or if it is not properly described, so that at the end

of fourteen years the public may be put in a position to practise

it, then the consideration has failed. The price of the monopoly

is the use of the invention through the agency of the patentee

for fourteen years, he obtaining a profit from that perfect undis-

guised disclosure of all he knows at that moment, that the pub-
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lie may use it at the end of that time; but there must be a

secret which nobody knows to be the subject of the patent.

AVheu I say "nobody," I shall explain what I mean immediately;

I will come to that presently. It must be not of a principle.

A man cannot say
—

" I will obtain a patent for the application

of steam;" it must be some means or manner of manufacture:

that is, some administrative mode of applying it. In illustra-

tion of that, if my learned brother's objection is good, the plain-

tiff for instance cannot say—'

' I will have a patent for taking-

all portraits." He may have a patent for taking portraits in a

particular way that he describes; but a principle, as a principle,

cannot be the subject of a patent.

With these few prefaratory observations, which are familiar to

every one, I will proceed to explain, as far as I can in a few

words, Avhat I deem to be the nature of this invention. I con-

fess I am afraid I do not understand it, because there are many
views which have occurred to me in considering it which have

escaped my learned brother and the other parties, and I do not

think, therefore, that I entirely understand the subject; but I

will endeavor, as far as I can, to ascertain whether I do. Mr.
Talbot, having applied his mind to the subject, has ascertained,

amongst other things, a sensitive paper. He calls it a paper

"scarcely seusitive;" we will call it a partially sensitive paper.

Now in his present patent he describes that, but does not

claim it. Having divided his specification and his claim into

paragraphs, he says, (just the same as if he had said; "I take

an ounce of Epsom salts") he takes a previously prepared paper,

which is well known to all the world, and he prepares that paper,

which is not claimed, and you will see, when you come to con-

sider the question of infringement, or not, that that is a most
important consideration. He says " the paper which I take I

do not claim as a patented paper, but I take it as if I were to

say: I take a white sheet of paper so prepared, and it may be
prepared by any one in this way:—Nitrate of silver dissolved in

distilled water, and iodide of potassium dissolved, with these I

cover my paper, that is the paper which I do not claim as part

of the patent.—In the order of time I will put the nitrate of

silver upon it and then the iodide of potassium." Whether you
put the iodide of potassium, or the nitrate of silver first, it seem-

ed to be, aud I presume is, perfectly unimportant. He puts the

two, one after the other, so as to have upon the paper, which
he does not claim as part of his patent, an iodide of silver. He
has a paper, therefore, which he says any one in the world may
make, which he does not claim, with iodide of silver. Now he

begins and starts his claim. He says:
—

" I want to render this

iodide of silver, which being upon paper is scarcely sensitive, I

want to make that more sensitive, and highly sensitive, and I do
it in this way I take again nitrate of silver, and dissolve it add-

ing acetic acid. I call that A, for the purpose of convenience.

I do nothing with that for the moment. I take gallic acid and
dissolve that, I call that B. I keep these different elements

separate. I am now going to make my picture. I take apiece

of the paper, which any one may make, that is the scarcely or

partially sensitive paper, which any one who chooses may make,
I do not claim it, aud I mix A and B together and I wash the

sensitive paper with A and B:—that makes the paper highly

sensitive. I put it into the camera and if it remains with a very

strong light there is an apparent image, but if it does not re-

main with a strong light (and for the purpose of my process I

prefer rather a subdued light) there is, I have discovered, an
invisible image, aud that invisible image I can produce by again

washing my common paper, rendered highly sensitive with gallo-

nitrate of silver. That produces it." Then, he says, " I fix

it." Now the fixing is not in discussion. " I fix it with a bro-

mide of potassium," upon which I must ask a question presently

which has not been asked. He says, " I fix it with bromide of

potassium, that produces a negative, because where it should be
light the sun has acted and the silver is deposited strongly, so

that it is dark, the other places are light, and it produces what
I call a negative, in fact it is reverse." He says you obviously

get a positive by superposition of the negative upon the positive

putting a board below and a glass above to let the light pass

through, screwing them tight together and letting them lie so.

He says in effect: " That may be got on simply iodized paper
or my second paper, highly sensitive; or it may be got (because
it does not matter how long it takes) upon protographic paper,

which I talked of in my proceedings at the Royal Society, be-

cause you may take as long as you please and it has a better

tint,"

That is the way in which he gets his positives from his nega-
tives. He then goes' on further to point out how by partial ex-

posure to the light and then by putting the paper partially thus

blackened and washed again into the camera, he can get a posi-

tive picture; but the positive pictures are not now in discussion,

and therefore you need not trouble yourselves with that. In
his claim he says, " I do not claim iodide of potassium, I am
aware that the use of iodide of potassium for obtaining photo-

graphs has been recommended by others and therefore I do not
claim it." He is obliged to say so. If he had claimed it, as it

has been used by others, everybody would agree with me that

the specification would be bad. He says, "I do not claim that,

I do not claim it by itself, but what I do claim is when iodide

of potassium is used with gallo-nitrate of silver."

That is what he claims and then he goes on to enumerate his

claims.

Now many persons who have drawn specifications have been
in the habit of winding up with what are called claims. I be-

lieve as a matter of drawing that practised draughtsmen do not

do it. Patent agents think it proper and convenient to do it,'

but practised draughtsmen do not do it, and it is safer not to

do it, much safer. Many intents have slipped through by a

liberal interpretation put upon them by the courts, and it is far

better, as was the case in Russell v. Ledsam, to let the court

ascertain the true intendment of the specification; the specifica-

tion of a claim has often destroyed a patent.

This gentleman says, "I do not claim iodide of potassium, I
claim it in connection with gallo-nitrate of silver." But saying

that he goes on to condescend upon his actual claims. He says,

" I claim first the employing gallic acid or tincture of galls,"

not alone, but "in conjunction with a solution of silver to render

paper, which has received a previous preparation, more sensitive

to the action of light," Therefore what he claims is first a
mixed solution of gallic acid and nitrate of silver for a particu-

lar purpose to make the paper more sensitive. He secondly

claims " the making visible photographic images upon paper and
the strengthening such images when already faintly or imper-

fectly visible by washing them with liquids which act upon those

parts of the paper which have been previously acted upon by
light.

Now there is a great deal to be said upon that part of the

claim no doubt, but for the purposes of the day I construe it to

be this, " I claim the use of gallo-nitrate or other liquids for

the purpose of developing latent images or strengthening them
when they are partially apparent." If it is that he claims all

liquids, that is claiming something like a principle, and the pa-

tent is bad; because a.man has no right to say " I claim every-

thing which will do it aud I leave you to speculate upon what
will do it." He is bound to state what will do it, and there-

fore the only way to make this a good claim is to say, " I claim,

secondly, the making visible photographic images upon paper,

and the strengthening such images when already faintly or im-

perfectly visible by washing them with the liquids herein before-

mentioned." For the purposes of the day I shall not hold that

to be the claim, treating it as we are bound to do, with reason-

able indulgence, because although men of science must explain

what men of science understand, they are not bound to the

strictest technicality of expression. I read it for the purposes

of the day in that way, "with the liquids herein before-mention-

ed, gallo-nitrate of silver or something equivalent to it."

Then the third claim is " the obtaining portraits from the life

by photographic means upon paper," That is, an unhappy
claim, I am afraid, because that claims, in general terms, the

obtaining of portraits by photographic means, and if that is the

claim in reality I am afraid it will turn out to be a bad claim.

But for the purposes of the day, I construe it to mean " the ob-

taining portraits by the photographic means hereinbefore de-
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scribed." I am bound to do that for the purpose of making it

a perfect claim ; in fact, I could not present the question to you

unless I put it in that way, that is to say, " by the process I

describe."

The fourth claim is, " the employing bromide of potassium or

some other soluble bromide for fixing the images obtained."

The plaintiff does not complain of the fixing with the hypo-

sulphite of soda, but he says:
—" I fix with bromide of potassium,

or some other soluble bromide." And the question I want to

ask is this, is hyposulphite of soda a bromide?
Sir Frederick Thcsiger: Certainly it is not.

Chief Justice Jervis: I ought to have that on my notes, be-

cause it is not already explained upon the evidence. Then the

fixture as claimed is not discussed or in dispute; the plaintiff

does not say " you have used my plan of fixing," and the defen-

dant does not say that plan of fixing is old, therefore you may
dismiss that, except in passing when we come to enter into the

history of the inquiry.

Now the first question which you will have to consider upon
this matter is, whether Mr. Reade before the year 1841—the

exact date is 8th February 1841—discovered and put into prac-

tise this, or any part of this invention. Because it is not neces-

sary for the defendant in order to succeed in defeating the pa-

tent that he should prove that Mr. Reade made more sensitive

— (because the first part is excluded from this question)—made
more sensitive a previously sensitive paper and fixed and devel-

oped. If he made sensitive, and that was a well-known thing

before, when Mr. Talbot came to claim the whole invention,

claiming the process to make more sensitive, he ought to have
said, as he has said in the other part of his specification, " with

reference to iodide of potassium that is well-known," because

the rule of the patent law is this—A man who specifies must say

what is new, and what is old, with this exception: that when he

patents a combination of old things and takes his patent for the

combination of old things, and you can so understand it upon
the specification, that is sufficiently defined. But if he professes

to say, " I have a new system," and as part of it takes an. old

system without saying—" that part which I am using as part of

the invention is well understood and known," that avoids the

patent. That is well settled; he must say either directly or in-

directly what is new and what is old. Now this part of the case

is not a matter which goes to much length; it depends, so far

as Mr. Talbot's case is concerned, upon the specification, and so

far as the defendant's case is concerned as to the novelty, upon
the evidence of Mr. Reade and Mr. Brayley, and a word or two
from Mr. Ross. The plan therefore, the patent plan of Mr.
Talbot is this—I take a paper which has upon it iodido]of silver,

I do not claim it, but it is the first step in my patent. I com-
pound a liquid which I call gallo-nitrate of silver—made of ni-

trate of silver dissolved with acetic acid, and gallic acid dissolved

in water. I call that, gallo-nitrate of silver. The paper I so

take I wash with that, that is, nitrate of silver and gallic acid,

and I have got upon the previous paper, which I do not claim

by the patent, an iodide of silver, because there is nitrate of sil-

ver and iodine there, I strengthen that by putting more nitrate

of silver in combination with gallic acid. The developing is still

with the gallo-nitrate of silver, that is gallic acid and nitrate of

silver.

That is what Mr. Talbot has got. Now what is Mr. Reade's

plan? Two questions will occur upon Mr. Reade's part of the

case upon his evidence. First is his plan substantially, not iu

the whole but substantially and in material parts of it, the same
as Mr. Talbot's? But that alone will not do. Was that plan

promulgated and known? Because the mere experiment of the

man of science in his laboratory, locked up as his secret, which
is known to no one is not public, cannot disentitle the patentee

from having a patent who makes the discovery himself. To dis-

entitle the patentee from his patent it must be a previous know-
ledge known or disclosed to the world either by the active use

of it, or by publication or disclosure, so that the public or some
of the public arc made acquainted with it. Telling one person,

consulting one person upon it, would not do; there must be that

general disclosure which makes the matter reasonably public.

First of all then, is the plan of Mr. Reade the same as the plan

of Mr. Talbot? Mr. Reade had two plans—he had a number
of plans, but he ultimately perfected two. He had made many
experiments. I do not go through the various steps after he
has explained it, but they substantially resulted in two plans

which he gives more in detail. Now then he gave them to Mr.
Brayley in his letter, on which without the slightest disparage-

ment to Mr. Reade I must make an observation before I con-

clude this part of the case. He says, " I had two plans—one

was this, I took chloride of silver and infusion of galls, that is

gallic acid." Is that the same? Is that the same as process

No. 2 of Mr. Talbot? Process No. 1, is that which he says he

does not claim—the iodized paper. Process No. 2 is the mix-

ture of nitrate of silver dissolved with acetic acid mixed with

gallic acid and washed upon the paper to make it highly sensi-

tive. I call that process No. 2. Is this plan of chloride of sil-

ver and infusion of galls the same as process No. 2? I asked Dr.

Normandy the question whether chloride of silver is the same as

nitrate of silver, and he says they are entirely different. There-

fore I think we may dismiss from the case that the mixture of

chloride of silver and gallic acid in process No. 1 is not the same

identically.

There is the use of gallic acid, but gallic acid in combination

with something else. There is this important distinction be-

tween this first plan of Mr. Talbot. Mr. Talbot applies his pro-

cess No. 2, that is his gallo-nitrate, washing it upon a piece ot

paper previously prepared and having upon it iodide of potassi-

um, which by a second washing increases the intensity of the

iodide of silver. In Mr. Reade's first plan, there is no iodine at

all; and therefore although gallic acid was used, and possibly

was the commencement of his further proceedings, I think his

first plan can scarcely (it is a question for you) be said to be the

same, subtantially the same, or the foundation of the same, as

Mr. Talbot's first process after he takes the iodized paper.

Then the second plan is very different. If Mr. Reade is now
speaking accurately in 1854 of what he discovered or put in

practice in 1839, although he was not aware that there was a

latent image, and unknowingly and unwittingly developed it,

without knowing it, by his constant wetting, he did in truth, if

he is correct, pursue almost identically the same plan. You will

judge of that. He got a glazed card that had carbonate of

lead upon it, washed that with acetic acid—that is, introductory

matter.

Now we come to the substance. He floated it upon iodide

of potassium; that impregnated it with iodine; he washed it with

nitrate of silver, and that gave the iodide of silver. He washed

that with infusion of galls, that gave the intensity, and then he

exposed it to light by superposition. It is true we are not now

upon his developing a latent image, but the question is, whether

iu that experiment No. 2, he did get what I call the process No.

2 of Mr. Talbot, viz., the same thing iu substance as gallo-nitrate

of silver acting upon a previous preparation of paper, or some-

thing which was iodized, that is the card; the card is iodized, it

is washed with nitrate of silver, it is washed with gallic acid. It

makes no difference whether you wash with one and then wash

with the other, except upon the intensity of the application: he

must mix the two. As Sir Frederick Thesiger said by the

collodion process, if you wash one upon the other you impreg-

nate one into the other, the pourous substance. Was that the

process that was used by Mr. Reade in 1839—not for the pur-

pose of developing, but for the purpose of preparing the paper

to receive the sun-pictures? What had he got? What has

Mr. Talbot got on his paper, which he calls calotype paper,

which receives the impression. Nitrate of silver, iodide of pot-

assium, and gallic acid. What had Mr. Reade upon his card?

Nitrate of silver, iodide of potassium, and gallic acid. That

will not alter it. But more than that, he has carbonate of lead

which he washes with acetic acid. That will not alter the ques-

tion, it is only a further combination. He uses all those. It

becomes therefore of extreme importance to know, first of all

whether Mr. Reade speaks correctly, now in 1854, of what he

did or knew of the state of his knowledge in 1839.

First of all to ascertain (because that will not at all decide
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the question) whether he had discovered it in his own mind.

Sir Frederick Thesiger says, with perfect truth, and that bears

upon both points, he first of all applying it to this part of the

case. If that was the state of Mr. Reade's discovery in 1839,

he undoubtedly did not, communicate that to Mr. Brayley, because

when he writes to Mr. Brayley in 1839, and when you would

suppose he was describing what he had discovered, he says
—"I

need not enter into the details," but gives a general outline.

When he writes to Mr. Brayley he does not describe the whole

of these matters: he describes some of them, and very important

ones. He says in his letter "it would be tedious," and so on.

Then he gives his first plan. "For plants, prints, &c, that the

ground may retain the precise tint which is received at first I

use, not common paper, but card-board" this is the very one

—

"coated with white-lead, and highly glazed. This surface is

washed with a weak solution of nitrate of silver, consisting of

from two to four grains in one drachm of distilled water. The
card is dried before the fire, and the design, after being procured

in the ordinary way, is fixed by immersing the card for a few

minutes in an ounce of distilled water, containing from ten to

twenty grains of hydriodate of potash. This paper is not re-

markably sensitive." Therefore on his card, as he describes it

to Mr. Brayley, which he has glazed with the carbonate of lead,

he uses nitrate of silver, but he does not use iodide of potassium.

Mr. Serjeant Byles; Yes he does, my lord; it is proved that

iodide of potassium and hydriodate of potash are precisely the

same thing.

Chief Justice Jervis: You are right brother.

Sir Frederick Thesiger: As a fixature.

Chief Justice Jervis: I am still right ; he does not use it for

the purpose of making the paper sensitive, as he describes it to

Mr. Brayley. That does not conclude the matter; he does not

use it for the purpose of making the paper sensitive, and I am
now upon the sensitive part of the case only, because it is plain

that the developing, as he says with truth, is entirely owing to

Mr. Talbot's discovery. I will come to that immediately; I am
now upon the first part of the patent process, the making more

sensitive. He says in his evidence—-"to make more sensitive I

use iodide of potassium, nitrate of silver, and gallic acid." In

his letter to Mr. Brayley he says
—

"to make it more sensitive I

use nitrate of silver upon a glazed card, with carbonate of lead,

and I fix with iodide of potassium." He omits the gallic acid

there altogether, he omits the iodide of potassium as an element

used for the purpose of making it more sensitive; obtaining in

fact, before it is put into the camera, or in superposition, the

iodide of silver, he goes on to the next process. "The more impor-

tant process, and, one, probably, different from any hitherto

employed, consists in washing good writing-paper with a strong

solution of nitrate of silver, containing not less than eight grains

to every drachm of distilled water. The paper thus prepared

is placed in the dark, and allowed to dry gradually; when per-

fectly dry, and just before it is used, I wash it with an infusion

of galls, prepared according to the pharmacopoeia." That is,

with gallic acid. Therefore, in 1839 he does say—"I do use

nitrate of silver and gallic acid." In fact, I do not suppose I am
at all prejudging the case by saying he uses what may be called

gallo-nitrate of silver; but then he uses that on a surface which
has not got previously upon it an iodine, so that there is not the

iodide of silver: and that will raise another most important legal

question, whether, in the use of a known element for the pur-

pose of making sensitive, the application of a known article

which makes it more sensitive ought not to be so described in

the patent, because Mr. Talbot uses, in truth what Mr. Reade
evidently in 1839 used—gallo nitrate of silver—because it is

nitrate of silver and gallic acid; but he uses it upon a paper pre-

viously prepared with iodine which gives an iodide of silver,

—

and that could not be in Mr. Reade's case, because there was
no iodine present. Then he goes on in the letter to say that he

fixes it with hyposulphite of soda, which is the way that the de-

fendant fixes it. There is therefore no question upon the letter

that Mr. Reade did use, for the purpose of making sensitive,

nitrate of silver and gallic acid in combination, because they

were equally spread upon the paper, and would so mix in the
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pores. But he used it on an unprcvionsly prepared paper—Mr.
Talbot uses it upon a prepared paper, with iodide of potassium.

The consequence is, that in Mi". Talbot's plan you form an
iodide of silver; in Mr. Reade's plan you cannot form that, be-

cause there is no iodine present, and it is made more sensitive by
gallic acid and nitrate of silver. Therefore, if this is a simple

claim, as it may possibly be read hereafter in court, to the use

of gallo-nitrate of silver, as the means of making sensitive, it is

the same as Mr. Reade did in 1839.

Sir Frederick Thesiger reads it thus: It is not simply that, but
it is the use of that upon an iodised paper which produces the fur-

ther effect of iodide of silver. But this is in the letter. This

makes out beyond the possibility of doubt that in 1839 Mr.
Reade did use, he did know of, the application of nitrate of sil-

ver in combination with gallic acid. If his evidence is correct

now, in addition to that he used iodide of potassium, because he

says
—

"I took a card glazed with carbonate of lead,—I washed
it with acetic acid—I floated that in a bath of iodide potassium,

—I washed that with nitrate of silver and gallic acid." So
that, if his evidence is correct now, he actually used the previous-

ly prepared paper with iodine upon it, and the application of

nitrate of silver with gallic acid upon a paper saturated with
iodine would produce the iodide of silver, and would be very

like the iodised paper further improved by the iodide of silver.

The question therefore first of all is whether without the

slightest disparagement of Mr. Reade, a gentleman of great

science, talent, and information, whose mind is devoted to this

subject, he may, not uunaturally, have trod ou imperceptibly in

the path of discovery without knowing the exact periods at

which he makes each step; and Sir Frederick Thesiger says (and
that is for you) that when Mr. Reade was communicating it to

Mr. Brayley for his lecture at the London Institution, and sub-

sequently at Walthamstow, he communicated all that he
then knew. Sir Frederick Thesiger does not at all impeach the

honor or integrity of Mr. Reade; he says the floatiug in the

bath of iodide of potassium was a subsequent step, possibly

taken from the discovery of Mr. Talbot, and not known before.

There is the paper which speaks for itself; it is true Mr. Reade
is not to be complained of as intending to misrepresent, but is

he correct in saying that before 1 841 he floated in a bath of iodide

of potassium? If he did, then you have au iodised card satu-

rated with gallic acid, and nitrate of silver, and that used in

1839; and when Mi\ Talbot says
—"I claim that as anew inven-

tion," he is claiming what another person used.

Mr. Serjeant Byles: If your lordship will forgive me, I think

it is also proved that Mr. Reade communicated this to another

of the witnesses, Mr. Ross.

Chief Justice Jervis: You did your part of your duty with
great talent, and assisted me amazingly, and I am altogether

indebted to you for the view I took of it; but I cannot put all the

points at once, I am more simply upon the fact whether he used

it. I have said so a dozen times. I have no doubt I shall omit

many things. Remind me of what I do omit, but do not re-

mind me of what I do not omit.

It is already sufficiently difficult to understand the subject,

particularly as you and I know nothing at all about it. I am
now (and I will endeavor to explain it) only upon the knowledge
of Mr. Reade. I told you another point was coming afterwards.

I am upon his knowledge. If he is correct in saying that he
used that, then it is plain that he used that matter; the things

which are in the prepared paper, the iodised paper, and the im-

proved paper with the nitrate of silver.

Again, Sir Frederick Thesiger very properly and strongly,

and forcibly, says it is likely that a man of science communicating

to a man of science who had no notion of making a profit by the

discovery, who was following it as the delight of his life, would
be anxious to communicate to Mr. Brayley everything that he

knew at the time.

Now my brother Byles says he communicated it to Mr. Ross,

but he is mistaken. He told Mr. Ross he had used gallic acid,

but not that he had used gallo-nitrate of silver. I know I am
right, I am sorry to say the case kept me awake all last night

—not that he had used the iodide of potassium but it was gallic

^O
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acid, the infusion of galls that had been used. Thai is the dis-

covery, thai is the poinl we have been talking about; but the

greal question is this; if it is simply the use of that gallic acid

: 1 1
1

1 1 nitrate of silver, which Mr. Reade knew, that niiscs the

question of law, and an important one, whether the claim of the

application of that to a paper which being iodised produces a

different effeel iso good or bad mode of stating the patent, but

in addition i<> that Mr. Reade used and knew of the iodide of

potassium il will gel rid of that question, because then there is

a partially sensitive paper with iodide of potassium improved by

nitrate of Hilver and gallic acid.

But then that alone will not do, The mere knowledge of the art

lucked in the bosom of Mr. Reade or addressed to Mr. Ross, is

mil. sufficient to disentitle Mr. Talbot to his patent, and though

he may have distributed among his friends thousands of sun-

pictures, that will noi have the effeel of disclosing the process;

it amuses the eye, but does not instruct the mind, the picture is

pleasing to those who have it, but how ii is made is not explain-

ed. Von cannot lake a patent for a sun-picture, you may take

a patent for the mode of making ii
, and it is the mode of making

il thai musl be disclosed to entitle the parly to a patent. This

letter then becomes important on the second part of the case,

and mosl important to Mr. Reade assuming he is correel in his

dales, that he is correct in his statemenl in other respects nobody
doubts fur a moment. Assuming that he is correct in his dates,

and that before isil he used iodine (I dismiss the carbonate of

lead and acetic acid), bu1 iodide of potassium, gallic acid, and

nitrate of silver, assuming he used those and kept it to himself

as a matter of experiment, that will not do to give a verdict, for

the defendant. Mr. Brayley's lectures will noi do alone as far

as the iodide of polassium is concerned, because Mr. Rravley

says, "I read the extracts from the letter at the London Insti-

tution and at Walthamstow, and of course I read what I found

written in it," aud inasmuch as it contains no iodide of polassium

ai all he could noi read ii, and therefore Mr. Brayley's publica-

tion except il is useful to show thai he published the nitrate of

silver and gallic acid, comes lo nothing, he did not publish

nitrate of silver in combination with gallic acid on an iodised

paper; and if may have been used, thai is, Mr. Reade may have
told people of il, bul he does not say he did. If he told people

of the plan it may b 3 sufficienl to disentitle the plaintiff to a

verdict. The publication by Mr. Brayley will not be sufficienl

unless ultimately the court shall lie of opinion (and that is more
a question of law than of fact) that the application of gallo-ni-

tl'ttte of silver when claimed in the specification as applied lo a

previously prepared paper ought lo have been guarded as being a
known process when used w i I lion I I ha I previous preparation. 1 1' it

OUghl lo have been so guarded, il is plain it was known before,

published before, and the patent would be bad, bul if il ought
not to be so guarded, and being in combination with iodine

would be a new process, then the communication by Mr. Bray-

ley did noi publish the iodine at all, because he did not know,
and Mi-. Reade does noi say he ever promulgated to (he world
thai he used iodide of potassium. Therefore upon Unit when
you come lo consider il the question is not so difficult. 1 think

it highly possible and probable thai Mr. Reade's account is per-

fectly correct, thai he did as lie. says he did, use iodide of polas-

sium, nilrale of silver, and gallic acid, but thai he published il

to the world I think is very doubtful. 1 flunk he may well sat-

isfy himself thai he was undoubtedly in the same line of pursuit

as Mr. Talbot, and though Mr. Talbot followed il up more suc-

cessfully and discovered what Mr. Reade says is a beautiful dis-

covery (which 1 will come lo immediately) namely the existence

of a latent image; yet thai he was actually in (he same road,

nay, unwittingly did (lie very same thing: because he vised chlo-

ride of silver, he went on welling with his gallic acid the paper
until the image was developed, lie did not know if was invisible,

he thought it was the process of making it sensitive. Hut 1

think though it may be very probable he was using these things,

vet it is plain the only publication was Mr. Brayley's publication.

aud as lie did mil know that the combination of the gallo-nitratc

ol silver with the iodide of potassium was iniportan! lo be used
with the previously iodised paper sous to make an iodide of sil-

ver, then there is no publication by him of Mr. Reade's plan,

and you cannot say Mr. Talbot was not the first and true inven-

tor, (hough both may be inventors, but not the first and true

inventor ill the meaning of the patent law, because (here are

many expressions in (he patent law, which are inconsistent until

explained ; there maybe two first and true inventors, both may
be running the race at the same lime, I he one may keep it secret

and the other give if to the public, and ihc: one who gives it to

the public and gels Ihc patent will have the benefit of il. There
is this further declaration of publication, namely, a declaration

Of Mr. ROSS that gallic acid was used; that comes to the same

thing, because the mere use ol gallic acid is not claimed, i1 is

claimed in combination with the nilrale of silver, and my brother

Byles Caunot blow hot and cold when he comes to (lie other

part of the case, when the combination, is important to say he

claims it in combination; he cannot say because gallic acid was

used at all that il ought to have been claimed as an old sub-

stance, it is a new substance as used. A screw, is an old thing,

but when you claim a steam engine or a rotary engine you do

not say, "lie il, understood thai I he screw with which it is fast-

ened is old," you claim the screw as part of the whole, il is the

arrangement, it is the combination that is the subject ol the

claim. Everything under the sun is old, bul when put together

like the wonderful notes of music which are few, they make in-

numerable combinations. I think gentlemen that is all 1 have

to say lo you upon the question of novelty; it is for you to say

whether Mr. Reade before February l*-ll practised, first of all

I will say knew of I he plan ol making his paper sensitive by iodide of

potassium, nitrate of silver ami gallic acid. I f he knew of it, and

used il , and disclosed if, that, will void I he patent ,
because (lie pal-

en I claims thai of the invention which consists of several things as

a, new invention and even although it may be that the same rule

which Sir Frederick Thesiger applied on the one hand is applic-

able on the other, supposing Mr. Reade had made the preparation,

audit Mr. Talbot had discovered I hat there was a.latent invisible

image which he could devclope, I hen he should have said
—"Take

Mr. Reade's plan of making the paper sensitive, put it in the

camera, thai makes an invisible image which 1 devclope by my
process." That is the same case: in this case the defendants

have improved upon (lie plan of Mr. Talbot, they cannot work

if without his licence, so if Mr. Talbot had discovered there was

a plan known originally by Mr. Reade, he should have said

—

"The mode of making the paper sensitive is well known, I take

that for Ihc image, and 1 devclope it as follows." That is all 1

have lo say upon the question of novelty, repeating (he simple

proposition, that if .Mr. Reade knew of the use before February

IStl, of iodide of potassium in combination with nitrate of silver

and infusion of galls, and made that knowledge known to the

world, Mr. Talbot is not the first and true inventor of that part

of his patent, and therefore is not the first and true inventor of

the whole, and therefore the patent is void; if he knew il only in

his own bosom, and did not publish it, thai will not avoid the

patent .

We now come, if you please, to the second part of the ques-

tion, which is of greater complexity, which deserves your most

serious consideration, and which I believe, unhappily, 1 am

afraid will raise and must raise not only before you questions of

fact, bul ultimately many questions and very difficult considera-

tions of law may arise upon it. I should simply say, with

reference to the first point, I do not ask you whether Mr. Reade

knew, in IS.'!'.), and published the use of gallic acid and nitrate

of silver, because that was lectured upon on two occasions from

thai paper, w6 may take thai for granted, and, therefore, any

poinl which arises upon that we need noi go into. I ask you

the combined point, did he know of iodide of potassium, and

nitrate of silver, and gallic acid? Did he publish those to the

world? If he knew and published (hose Mr. Talbot is not the

first and true inventor o\' that part, and therefore of none;

equally, if he knew and did not publish, Mr, Talbot is the first

and true inventor, if he did not know and did not publish, then

Ihc same result will follow.

Now, gentlemen, we come to the question of infringement,

and for that purpose we dismiss Mr. Reade's plan altogether,

I
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and come to another question. Now upon the plea of not guilty

you will have the evidence, and 1 <lo not think when the thing

is understood, that I hero is the least, or ;it any rate any great

contrariety in the evidence, at least as far as I understand it; I

am afraid I do not understand it upon that account. Vou will

have to compare the specified plan and the collodion plan, for-

give me for going again over the specified plan. I will not

trouble you now with the claims or any oilier matter, he says,

"I take an iodised paper, 1 do not claim it, that iodised paper,

however, is made thus, nitrate of silver dissolved in acetic acid,

iodide of potassium, each washed upon the paper, the paper is

pourous, it absorbs the two and forms an iodide of silver, it is

partially or scarcely sensitive, 1 wish to increase I he intensity of

tin- sensibility, I compound what I call gallo-nitrate of silver. J

was wrong in saying acetic acid in the first instance, gallic acid,

mix thrill as J use them, wash over; the absorption fakes place

and by the intensity 1 presume of iodide of silver with excess of

nil rate of silver the paper has become highly sensitive. I keep

it in the dark, if is dangerous to expose if to the light. I put

it in the camera, tin: camera is common to the whole world, any

one may use it, there is an invisible image, I develope it, by

washing if with the same substance, gallo-nitrate of silver I. fix

with chromide of potassium you may fix as you please." Now
no doubt if is a wonderful discovery of Mr. Talbot's that there

was a Intent image, louse the expression of the children in their

play, .Mr. Reade was getting hot, upon it. The same course or

the same clue which did no!, lend Mr. Kea.de to it led Mr. Tal-

bot lo if. Mr. I'eade dropf his paper and there was the image,

he ilid not follow if up, Mi'. Talbof did, he has tin; high merit

of it,, no doubt he is the discoverer of that great Secret, that

there was a latent image in the paper, invisible, undeveloped;

but that is no subject, of a, patent. He Cannot say I have dis-

covered invisible images, and I patent every mode of developing

invisible images; he may say, "I find there is an invisible image

and and I patent a. is. 0. i>. and E, f. as llic or a means of devel-

oping them," anil if he does that nobody can make use of a. is.

c, i). e. p. or anything chemically equivalent to it, but. if anybody

has x. which is an entirely different thine-, a different operation,

the fact, of Mr. Talbof having discovered the latent image will

not lock that up from the world, it is a principle, it is not, a

means or manner of manufacture or process. The subject of a

pa lent is not the principle but the means or manner of doing it,

and therefore the image floating invisible .or being invisible on

the paper which Mr. Talbof discovered, which was the means of

driving him to a, manner of exposition which may be the subject

of a patent, that wonderful discovery per St cannot be the sub-

ject of a patent. That is what he discovered, and he discover-

ed that that being there and in fact developing itself by length

of time, growing as it wen;, the seed being there, he found that

by cultivating it or watering with his gallo-nitrate he brought

if out at once or within a reasonable time. That, is his process,

"I fake the prepared paper, I make it, more intensely sensitive

by the gallo-nitrate of silver, i develope by gallo-nitrate of sil-

ver, I fix." Now what is the collodion ? First of all let, me see

what happens in this matter. Before \\\<. article which we will

call the calotype paper, which Mr. Talbof so calls, before the

calotype paper is put into the camera, if has got iodine, nitrate

of silver, gallic acid. That is what tins calotype paper has upon
if. Iodine and nitrate of silver, and iodine and gallic acid again,

two applications of nitrate, one of iodine, and one of gallic acid;

that is to say, what lie has got is iodine, nitrate of silver, and gallic

acid and in that state it is put into the camera to receive the im-

pression. Now in what state is the collodion put into the camera?
The collodion is not put into the camera to receive the impression

in this way. At the time the calotype paper is put into the came-

ra there is iodine, nitrate of silver, gallic acid; when the collo-

dion is put into the camera, there is iodine, nitrate of silver,

nothing else. I am coming presently to the preparation of col-

lodion. Now apply this state of things to the case of "Not
Guilty." The first paragrapli in the .specification says:

—"Paper
scarcely sensitive I do not claim—anybody may make it;" that

is no part of the patent. What does he use for that purpose?

Iodide of potassium, nitrate of silver. What is put on the col-

l

lodion the moment if goes into the camera? Jodide of potassi-

um, nitrate of silver, nothing else; therefore, the collodion, if if

is nothing more than the paper-—a vehicle— if has only got a
process a upon it, which is no part, of the patent, at the lime it

takes the picture. What he says is "I do not claim the paper
with iodide of potassium and nitrate of silver upon it

;
I renounce

that, to the world; anybody may have it." Then, if as I said,

the use of the patent article upon calico instead of paper would
infringe the patent, the converse of that, would follow, that, the

use of what is not claimed upon I he collodion would not, make
it, an infringement any more than if used with paper, lie says,

you may use paper with iodide of potassium ami nitrate of silver,

because the paper is scarcely sensitive. But what, is the fad,

with regard to the collodion? 1 1, is highly sensitive. Therefore,

there must, be something in the collodion which is an equivalent

for I he gallic acid : nobody knows what it is. The paper with the

iodide of potassium is scarcely sensitive; the collodion is highly

sensitive; they add nothing else to it what ever ; I hen I hat is most

important. I thought] was wrong; that is most important
when you count to consider if with reference, to I he

specification and the claims; he says:- "I do not claim paper
covered with iodine and nitrate of silver, you may use paper

covered in that way, or leather, or wood, or collodion, or any-

thing; that is not part of my claim; what I do claim, is I he cov-

ering the paper so prepared with gallo-nitrate of silver; that is,

nitrate of silver in combination with gallic acid." I do nol at

all say that is decisive of this part of the case. I am now
upon the point, of what, is the slate of the preparation when put
nto the camera. The collodion is, in fact, collodion prepared
as paper is prepared under the first paragraph of this

patent,, which he says is no part, of his patent, because covering

with a camel-hair brush paper, the pores of which absorb nitrate

of silver, and then covering if with iodide of pofasssium, the

pores again absorbing the iodide, and forming an iodide of silver,

is .just the same as dissolving; the iodide with I .lie collodion, which

is rendered necessary because there are no pores. Von must,

bring the common learning of chemistry to bear: dissolve the
collodion, mixing it,, because there are no pores to fake it, with

the iodine, and then immersing it, SO that it may soak in a, bath

of nitrate of silver: gallic acid is not, present, at, all. The first is

this; the paper which he uses, which he docs nol, claim, has an

iodide of silver, but is scarcely sensitive; the collodion by the

same preparation is highly sensitive, and is enough without, more
for obtaining the image. Now, upon that part, of the case,

therefore, there is not, the slightest contradiction in the world,

in lint evidence is plain ; if stands to reason, men may argue,
men may stale on matters of science what is their opinion one

way or the other; the proof ol the pudding in this case like

ot hers is in the eating. Paper with iodide of potassium and
nitrate of silver is scarcely sensitive; collodion with iodide of

potassium and nitrate of silver is highly sensitive; there must,

therefore, be something in the collodion which docs if. If can-

not, be a, mere vehicle; because, if if were a, mere vehicle like the

paper, the result, would be the same, and as you only get a faint

impression scarcely perceptible upon paper, so the result would
be the Same with collodion. There must be something more;

they cannot, explain if, but that, thai, must, be so is absolutely

certain; something which is equivalent to the use of gallic acid

which is dispensed with: gallic acid in this stage of the proceed-

ing is not required. Vou have, therefore, in the collodion ex-

actly what you have in the paper, in the unpatented part of the

specification.

Then comes the second question. I think if is almost plain,

from the examination of the transaction that, for tin: purpose of

preparing the article to receive the image the defendant, jails if

into the camera minus the gallic acid, and as the claim is for

employing gallic acid in conjunction with silver, and as no gallic

acid is used, and no equivalent for gallic acid is used, nothing like

it, it is entirely put out; and further, as the defendant only uses

the process which is not a patented process, he would have a per-

fect right; if there was no more than that,—that would be not

guilty, as it seems to me, but that is entirely with submission

to your better judgment.

i
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Then, gentlemen, in this collodion process the film is obtained'

iodised and bathed to form the iodide of silver, it is then put into

the camera. That process is common there is no complaint

about that. If it stays long enough it receives a sensible

image. Now comes the question, and an important one.

Whether they have used the same means or a chemical equiva-

lent to develope the invisible image? Because although they

may be perfectly right and have been guilty of no infringement in

having procured a cheaper, a better, more transparent and readi-

er means of getting a surface to receive the impression, being

latent, if they have, availing themselves of the discovery that

there was a latent impression, used the same manner or means,

or some equivalent to develope it, then, in point of law they

have been guilty of an infringement. Now if I were to read the

claim in this respect as a claim for all liquids, it clearly would
be bad; there is a proof of five liquids, taking them in combina-

tion, that will do it at present; five can do it; gallo-nitrate of

silver does it, that is the compound; gallic acid does it slowly;

pyrogallic acid does it rapidly; proto-sulphate of iron does it sat-

isfactorily, and proto-nitrate of iron does it as well. Therefore

if we were to read "liquids" as liquids generally, there being

many unspecified liquids which would lead people to speculate,

the specification would be bad and the claim bad; but I read it,

to support the specification rather than to defeat it, "the liquid

hereinbefore described" that is, gallo-nitrate of silver. If yon
read it, "gallic acid," that opens the claim and makes it bad; it

is "the liquid hereinbefore described," which is gallo-nitrate of

silver or nothing. To make the specification good you must
read it "wash it with gallo-nitrate of silver." Now comes the

question, how they do it? Mr. Talbot's plan, we are not to con-

sider what Mr. Talbot's plan is now as Sir Frederick Thesiger

says very properly they may go on improving, you must not

consider whether he now does it with one thing or another, but
you must consider what is the specified plan;—the specified plan

is gallo-nitrate of silver*, that is, nitrate of silver dissolved in

acetic acid mixed with gallic acid, that is the claim for develop-

ing the latent image. Mr. Laroche and those who practise the

collodion priuciple use generally pyrogallic acid or they may use

proto-sulphate of iron or proto-nitrate of iron. We will say

pyrogallic acid. Is that the same, or is it a chemical equiva-

lent for gallo-nitrate of silver? If it is the same or known to be
a chemical equivalent, he has no right to use it, it is an infringe-

ment; because no man has any more right to use that which in

chemistry is a known equivalent, (and I say known because it

will not do to speculate whether it is an eqvivalent or not), he
has no right to use a known equivalent fraudulently for the pur-

pose of getting rid of the patent; a man has no right to use a
crank for the purpose of avoiding a patented eccentric or a
screw and a lever. There are various mechanical equivalents

which would be analogous, and it is now settled I believe after a
difference of opinion, at least it is in the course of settlement, it

is going to another and better place, the House of Lords, that

the use of chemical equivalents cannot be allowed in patents.

That cause I originally was in, and took a great interest in it,

and have a strong feeling upon the subject having myself start-

ed the point. Chemical equivalents are infringements of patents

:

tire case is Heath v. Unwin, the majority of the judges being of

opinion in the Exchequer Chamber that chemical equivalents

are the same as the original article; the man who patented a
carburet of manganese, which you know is manganese and car-

bon made into the carburet by extreme heat, a man could not

use carbon and magncsc by putting it into the pot which by the

process of heating became carburet before acting on the steel.

The Exchequer Chamber held a by majority that that was a carbu-

ret of manganese before it acted on the steel, and therefore was a

violation, the elements being a chemical equivalent for the arti-

cle when formed into carburet. At present I hold and tell you,

if you think that pyrogallic acid which is used is a chemical

equivalent for gallo-nitrate of silver, then, as the defendant has
clearly used it to develope, he is guilty of this infringement.

>«'o\v upon that we must look at the evidence. I think there

has been a misunderstanding upon that with reference to Mr.
Tliornwaite; I think his experiment, when understood and ex-

plained, is not intended to apply to this part of the case at all

of developing, it applies to this part of the case to which I have
been applying myself, namely, the absence of gallic acid as a
receptacle in the collodion, because he developes in each case

afterwards with pyrogallic acid. He says this, that paper pre-

pared and collodion uniodiscd washed in a solution of nitrate of

silver without gallic acid produces no effect; paper prepared,

that is, iodised paper and iodised collodion washed with nitrate

of silver produces an effect on the collodion but none on the pa-

per, which shows this that Mr. Talbot is right in saying that his

principle or his patent, his specification, to make the paper sen-

sitive, depends upon his combination of gallic acid and nitrate

of silver, not to develope, that is not part of the experiment,

but to make it highly sensitive, and if that be of the essence, to

make it highly sensitive, there is nothing in it at all, it is no
violation at that stage. Therefore really Mr. Thornwaite's ex-

periments, though Sir Frederick Thesiger applied, them to the

other part of the case, in reality applied to that.

Now, with reference to whether pyrogallic and gallic acids are

chemical equivalents, it does not follow that they are because

they are in shape different; that is, what chemists call in shape;

their crystals are different; sulphur crystallises in various forms

—other substances are known to do so; therefore, as Dr. Nor-
mandy said, in fairness that should be stated; it makes no differ-

ence; it is no infallible test. Their action with reagents is dif-

ferent : various illustrations were given by Dr. Normandy.
Their chemical composition is different. Professor Liebig, as one

of the witnesses says, doubts whether pyrogallic acid is an acid

at all. Mr. Brande, Dr. Miller, gentlemen of high experience,

say it is ; but really that does not prove the question,-—that

does not decide it; because, if I can find a chemical equivalent,

which in every other property in its action is different, yet if it

be an equivalent in chemistry in regard to these matters, that

would be a violation ; but it is not a violation merely because it

happens to produce the same result; because proto-sulphate and

proto-nitrate of iron produce the same result, if they had been

used they would" not be said to be chemical equivalents. Pyro-

gallic acid produces the result instantaneously. You saw the

experiment of Dr. Normandy to show the action of them, al-

though he used it for another purpose—to show the impossibili-

ty of working the specification with pyrogallic instead of gallic

acid, which in truth was likewise the experiment of Mr. Crookes,

which is complained of by Sir Frederick Thesiger, which was to

show the impossibility of working it with the specification as re-

gards the fixing. The reason you cannot work it with the speci-

fication is, because pyrogallic is instantaneous in its operation,

because the working according to the specification would be this:

—You cannot mix nitrate of silver and pyrogallic acid practical-

ly to wash it upon paper, because, before you can wash it the

silver is deposited and it is all gone; if you mix the gallic acid, it

is so idle, so slothful in its operation, that you can seize it, and

gather it while it is in combustion in the solution, and wash with

it: the precipitate does not take place for a long time. Dr.

Normandy said, when he went home the day before yesterday,

he took two glass tubes and mixed pyrogallic acid and nitrate of

silver, and down it went; he mixed gallic acid and nitrate of sil-

ver and went to his lecture, and when he came back, three

hours afterwards, it had not deposited; therefore though it may
have the same operation ultimately, it is slothful. Mr. Talbot

says so: he does not say so in words, but he says so in affect.

He says, make a nitrate of silver, and acetic acid, make b; do

not mix them till you are going to use them ; and when you use

them it is gallo-nitrate of silver.

Mr. Grove: He says of course, because the mixture will not keep

good for a long period.

Chief Justice Jervis: No doubt that is the meaning of it. I

am now saying so. He says, if you mix them and put them by

in your cupboard, or on your shelf, when you go to get your so-

lution to rub over the paper yon will have something like black

paint at the bottom; it will not do; mix as you want it. Gallic

acid is slothful in its operation in depositing the metallic sub-

stance, and therefore it holds it in solution for some time. Py-

rogallic acid is instantaneous, and drops almost immediately as

W
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you pour it into the vessel; therefore, pyrogallic cannot be used

as the specification says. It may be used, as Mr. Heish said in

an answer to a question of Mr. Grove;—if, instead of mixing,

you wash the paper with nitrate of silver and pyro-gallic acid;

but then he said that will uot do perfectly. You cannot get a

good picture in that way, because the action of the deposit is too

rapid, so to speak; the iodide is forming too rapidly before the

light is received; it does not do; but all that is upon the first

part,—the preparing the paper or the article to receive the im-

pression. We are now upon the second part of it, or what in

the specification is the second claim, namely, the production, or

the development of the invisible image. That is done in the

one case by gallo-nitrate of silver, which is gallic acid with ni-

trate of silver dissolved in acetic acid. Is that a chemical

equivalent, or is pyrogallic acid a chemical equivalent for gallo-

nitric acid? I have looked over the evidence, and I do not find

one witness who says it is. I find witnesses who say this,—that

the use of pyrogallic acid is the same in effect as gallic acid to de-

velope; but then the claim is to the liquid, which is gallo-nitrate

of silver. The liquid, if it is gallic acid, is a bad claim; it is a

claim of the "liquid hereinbefore mentioned," or nothing. And,
therefore, in an examination of all the evidence you must con-

sider this,—whether the use of pyrogallic acid is a chemical

equivalent for the use of gallo-nitrate of silver. That is what is

claimed. Now, does not the nitrate of silver improve the oper-

ation? I do not know, and you do not know ; we have not heard.

Gallic acid will do it, per se, but is not claimed per se. Pyro-
gallic acid will do it better, than anything else, because it does

it more rapidly. That is the question really, when
you come to consider it as presented by my brother
Byles.

Mr. Serjeant Byles: No, it follows your lordship's reading of

the specification.

Chief Justice Jervis: I think I must do so. If I do not do so

according to my present impression I must say the claim is too

large; if the claim is for the "the liquid hereinbefore mentioned,"
it is gallo-nitrate of silver. If it is for all liquids it is bad, and
there are mauy cases; for instance, there was the cement casein
Exchequer where there were various claims, the party claimed all

stone to make a certain cement, that was held to be bad. Therefore
the real questions, as I am obliged to leave them to you for the pur-

pose of the day, narrowing the evidence, if you like I will read it

over to you. I shall not enlighten you by doing so ; my duty, I think
is more difficult than that of reading the evidence and
throwing it at heads of the jury. It is to endeavor if I can to

state the questions, taking on myself the responsibility of the

questions of law. The questions I leave to you are these:—first

of all upon the novelty. Did Mr. Reade know of the use of

nitrate of silver with gallic acid in connexion with iodide of pot-

assium? Knowing it alone will not do; if he had that know-
ledge before February, 1841, did he make that knowledge pub-
lic and known? If he did, then you must say that Mr. Talbot
is not, for the purposes of the patent, the first and true inventor,

because he claims the whole as new; the first process of prepar-
ing the paper not being new the whole would fall ; but you must
not, in the consideration of that question, forget that the letter

which Mr. Reade wrote to Mr. Brayley contains a portion only
of it, and makes it clear that in 1839 at least nitrate of silver

and gallic acid were known and published, without the iodine;

the question is, was it known with the iodine and published to
the world as the result of that knowledge? If it was, then Mr.
Talbot will not be the first and true inventor. Then comes the
second question on the plea of not guilty. Is the use of collodi-

on which is a film of a preparation of gun cotton steeped in nitric

acid, assisted with sulphuric acid, to make it highly inflammable
from the excessive presence of nitrogen, and that being steeped
in ether; it is the use of collodion simply with nitrate of silver

and iodide of potassium, which Mr. Talbot in the first part of the
specification says he does not claim as he uses it upon paper; is

that the same as the use of paper with nitrate of silver, iodide
of potassium, and gallic acid, gallic acid in the paper being part
of the essence of the proceeding, the gallic acid being absent al-

together in the case of the collodion? If so, if that is not the

same, why then as far as the preparation of the article to recieve

the image is concerned, it is not guilty, but that will not decide

the case. If the defendant has innocently, that is, innocently

with reference to the patent law, discovered a developing agent

for the latent image, has he been guilty of a violation by using a

chemical equivalent to that which Mr. Talbot does as a develop-

ing agent? That is a qeustion for you upon all the evidence of

the chemists. Is pyrogallic acid, though it may differ in its

shape, in its action with reagents, in its composition, is it or is it

not a chemical equivalent with gallo-nitrate of silver? If it is,

the defendant is guilty, if it is not, he is not guilty.

I have now, gentlemen, only to conclude my observations by
making a reference to the card last displayed by Sir Frederick

Thesiger in his address, for the purpose of showing you how I

understand that card. That card had iodised paper and collo-

dion with iodine upon it, and it was exposed to the operation of

and moistened with gallo-nitrate of silver, and they both acted.

Nobody says they will not. It is not because the addition of

gallic acid will not spoil the collodion, that therefore the collodion

system is the same as the other; the collodion system acts with-

out the gallic acid, and therefore if the gallic acid is necessary

with the paper, and is not necessary with the collodion and is

not missed, they are not the same; it is not spoilt by having gal-

lic acid upon it, but that does not prove it is the same. There-

fore in truth you must consider those questions. If you desire it

I will read the evidence, but I have endeavored to extract the

questions. I desire you in no respect to be influenced by any
view I may be supposed to take, for in truth, I take none. It

is a matter entirely for you. It is a most difficult question. I

have endeavored to explain it as well as I can, and it is a ques-

tion open I dare say to many difficult and serious objections

which I have no doubt will be taken advantage of hereafter by
the parties; and I hope they will do so. But for the purpose of

the day you must take it that I have explained to you as well as

I can, what the questions are, and you will apply your minds to

the questions I have put.

The Foreman: "We wish to retire.

Chief Justice Jervis: Do you wish the specification?

The Foreman: Yes.

Chief Justice Jervis: Remember this, that the first paragraph

of the specification is not claimed.

[ The Jury retireol.~\

Mr. Serjeant Byles: While the Jury is out I have only to ask

that all the points I presume are open to us in addition to the

one made by your lordship, not made by us, that the comparison

should be not between gallic acid and pyrogallic acid.

Chief Justice Jervis: I did mention it, but I was obliged to

construe the specification in that way.
Sir F. Thesiger: Your lordship will find on your note that

our witnesses stated that the pyrogallic acid in the collodion was
accompanied with an excess of nitrate of silver.

Chief Justice Jervis: Not without iodine.

Sir F. Thesiger: First of all it was iodised.

Chief Justice Jervis : Oh, yes, after it was iodised, no doubt.

Mr. Serjeant Byles: We shall have liberty to submit there is

no evidence as to that.

Chief Justice Jervis: It shall only be upon the construction of

the specification in that way.
Mr. Serjeant Byles: It is so ; it does not arise until your lord-

ship says, that "liquid" must mean the liquid before stated.

Chief Justice Jervis: It can be nothing else; if it means what
you say, you do not want to come again.

Mr. Serjeant Byles: Perhaps not.

Chief Justice Jervis: Certainly not. The question of the gen-

eral description was much discussed in a case in the Exchequer,

and in the House of Lords, the cement case. What is the name
of that case?

Sir F. Thesiger: Stevens v. Keating.

Chief Justice Jervis: All the objections to the generality of

the specification arose and were discussed.

Sir F. Thesiger: Yes all the questions arose.

[ The Jury returned into Court, having heen absent nearly one

hour
]
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Chief Justice Jervis: Now, I will ask you the questions. Do
you find that Mr. Talbot was the first and true inventor?

The Foreman: Yes, the publisher.

Chief Justice Jervis : That is within the meaning of the

Patent Laws; that is, the first person who disclosed it to the

public.

The Foreman: Yes.

Chief Justice Jervis: And you find that the defendant is not

guilty?

The Foreman: Yes.

Chief Justice Jervis: Under the Patent Law I will certify

that he is the first and true inventor.

Mr. Serjeant Byles: Yes, we have no wish to disturb his

patent.

Mr. Grove: We are in doubt whether we shall ask for the

costs of a special jury.

Chief Justice Jervis: I will certify.

[We observe that a subscription has been set on foot to meet
the expenses which the defendant in this action has incurred

;

they must have been considerable; and we hope the result will

be such as to prevent his being the victim in the contest he has

fought for others even more than for himself. Every professor

and amateur in the Art should be forthcoming to aid a party

whose public spirit has thus achieved a great public benefit.

W. H. Thorn thwaite, Hon. Sec, 122, Newgate Street, will re-

ceive such subscriptions, or supply printed documents on the

subject.]

CHEMISTRY OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ART.*

Chaptek. II.

CHEMICAL AFFINITY.

Of all the phenomena which the study of chemistry presents,

chemical affinity is the great cause to which they are referred.

Light, heat, electricity, cohesion and other causes modify its

action, but the details to which we shall attend in the examina-
tion of particular substances, are, almost exclusively, but the
effect of this principle. It is therefore necessary to become
familiar with the circumstances which modify its action, and
especially the laws which produce these modifications. Chem-
ical affinity is considered an attraction which acts only at insensi-

ble distances between particles of different kinds.

Chemical affinity, or chemical attraction, exerts its influence
between particles of an opposite nature, combines them together,
and forms a substance eutirely different from either of its com-
ponents. These may be exemplified by the union of powdered
silica and potash in the formation of glass; in the union of chro-

mic acid with potash; in the combination of iron with sulphur;
and numerous other instances characteristic of the very singular
difference which the resulting compounds bear to their original
components. It is at all times necessary that immediate contact
should take place between the particles of the opposite kinds of

matter before combination can follow, and if pulverized, great
assistance will be given to their union; and although not abso-
lutely essential, yet solution of the bodies will greatly facilitate

their combination.

Many important changes take place between bodies exposed
to the action of this powerful agent. Among the most con-
spicuous of these may be enumerated, change of color, form,
temperature and bulk. Thus, for example, a change of color,
very obvious and very beautiful will take place when a solution
of the prussiate of potash is added to a solution of sulphate of
iron—a blue precipitate will fall down, at first but pale, darken-
ing, however, very gradually, until a deep Prussian blue re-

sults.

_
A deep yellow, the chromate of lead, falls down when a solu-

tion of the acetate of lead is added to a solution of the chromate
of potassa.

* Continued from page 73, Vol. viii.,No. 3.

A beautiful grass-green colored precipitate is given when a
solution of the arsenite of potassa is added to a solution of the
sulphate of ammonia.
A splendid scarlet results from mixing together solutions of

the bichloride of mercury and hydriodate of potassa.

A black is produced by adding the hydrosulphuret of ammo-
nia to the acetate of lead.

A curdy white copious precipitate falls down when the ace-

tate of lead is added to the sulphate of zinc.

In all the above examples the chauges which take place to

produce the new compounds are so many instances of what is

known in chemical language by the name of double decomposi-
tion, double elective affinity, and double elective attraction,

which is easily explained by stating that the two acids of the

mixed substances change bases, or that the two bases change
their acids, they each having a greater predilection for the

others' acid than it had for its own, aud vice versa. This action

may be better understood by the following diagram. Thus,

solutions of sulphate of zinc and acetate of lead are mixed:

Composition. Composition.

Sulphate ( Sulphuric acid.x /Acetic acid.

of
]

X
X

zinc. ( Oxide of Zinc./ \Oxide of lead.

The result of this action being the sulphate of lead and the

acetate of zinc.

When muriate of baryta is added to water containing snl-

phuric acid, the baryta leaves the muriatic and unites with the

sulphuric acid, forming a new compound, the sulphate of baryta,

which is precipitated, leaving in solution the muriatic acid.

When oxalic acid is added to a solution of a soluble salt of

lime, an oxalate of lime is precipitated, and the other acid re-

mains in a free state with the water. These are two instances

of what is called single elective attraction, or in other words the

bases had a greater affinity for the acids added than they had
for the ones with which they were previously united. This affi-

nity differs from double elective attraction in there being only

three substances brought into action, whilst in the other case

there are four.

By chemical affinity bodies pass from solids into fluids, fluids

into solids, and gases into solids. For example, when crystal-

lized nitrate of ammonia and sulphate of soda are rubbed to-

gether iu a dry mortar, a liquid is the result of the action excited

between the two salts.

When carbonate of potassa and muriate of lime in a state of

strong solution are mixed together in a glass, and the mixture

stirred briskly with a spatula or glass rod, a solid compound,
the muriate of potassa and corbonate of lime, is produced.

When water is poured upon newly burnt quick lime it loses

its fluidity and becomes a solid body.

When muriatic acid gas is made to pass into a glass globe

containing ammonia in a state of vapor, a white powder is

formed; this results from the combination of the two gases.

If gold leaf, finely powdered arsenic, or antimony, be put into

a bottle containing chlorine gas, immediate combination ensues,

accompanied by a great increase of temperature and light.

If water and alcohol be mixed together, considerable heat is

evolved.

When sulphuric acid and water arc mixed, considerable heat

is produced, and a diminution iu the bulk of the bodies, or at

least in the bulk of the water added, is the consequence of their

combination.

That one substance has a stronger affinity for some than for

others cannot be doubted; but combination and decomposition

do not always depend upon the relative force of affinity alone.

The circumstances which modify the operation of this power are,

cohesion, elasticity, quantity of matter, gravity, and the imponder-

able agents.

In order that substances should combine with each other, it

is necessary that their particles should be in contact; but cohe-

sion holds together the particles of each substance, so that they

cannot freely intermingle. Cohesion must therefore be destroy-

ed to facilitate chemical action. This is effected in three ways,

msm*
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by pulverizing the substance to a powder, by solution, and by

heat, examples of which we have given.

Solution is effected, when a solid is put into a liquid, and en-

tirely disappears, leaving the liquid clear. The body which

thus disappears is termed soluble; the liquid is called the sol-

vent, and the compound liquid a solution. Water, alcohol,

ether, oils, alkalies, and acids, are the usual solvents. When a

solvent has dissolved as much of any substance as it can, it is

said to be saturated, and the solution is called a saturated solu-

tion. Solution should not be confounded with diffusion, which

is a mere mechanical mixture. The distinction can be seen by

mixing magnesia in water. The particles of magnesia are sus-

pended at first in the water, rendering it turbid, and they would

soon subside to the bottom; but if nitric acid be added, the

magnesia will be dissolved, and the water will become clear.

As most substances are more soluble in hot than cold water,

it results that, as a hot saturated solution cools, the water will

not be able to hold in solution all the substance that had been

dissolved, and it appears again in a solid state. The power of

cohesion has the ascendaucy over the affinity of the liquid for

the solid and forms the latter into crystals. Hence the pheno-

mena of crystallization are owing to the ascendancy of cohesion

over affinity.

By evaporation, also, the solid may be recovered from solu-

tion. In either case, the crystallization is confused, especially

when the process is rapid.

Insolubility has been found to exert a remarkable influence on

affinity, iu the case of an alkali with two acids, or an acid with

two alkalies, one of which will form with the alkali a soluble,

and the other an insoluble compound. The one which is insolu-

ble is always formed in preference to the soluble compound.
Fusion is the reduction of a solid to a liquid state by dieat,

and facilitates chemical action by enabling the particles to inter-

mingle and come within the sphere of each others' affinity. In

liquids a slight degree of cohesion remains, and hence heat is

applied to them with advantage. A hot liquid will act more
powerfully upon a solid than the same liquid when cold.

Cohesion, as we have seen, opposes chemical action by keep-

ing the particles out of the sphere of each others' iuiiuence.

Electricity, or the T^seous state is still more unfavorable, be-

cause the particle' are farther removed form each other, and
require greater attractive force. Hence most gases, though
possessing strong attraction for each other, will not combine

unless they are iu the nascent state, that is, when in the act of

assuming che gaseous form. In this way elasticity not only

prevents chemical union, but it favors decomposition. When
two highly elastic cases combine, forming a liquid or solid, the

compound will become decomposed by a very slight cause.

Generally all compounds which contain a volatile principle are

easily decomposed by a high temperature. Hence caloric some-

times favors chemical action by destroying cohesion, while at

others it prevents it, and favors decomposition by promoting
elasticity.

There are some gases, however, which readily combine at a

high temperature, as in the case of gaseous explosive mixtures,

thus oxygen and hydrogen gases require the heat of a flame to

effect their union.

Quantity of matter is another cause which effects chemical

affinity. Generally, when one substance combines with another

in several proportions, the affinity is stronger in the case of the

less than of the greater portions. In consequence of this influ-

ence of quantity of matter over chemical changes, chemists gen-

erally employ more of one substance than is necessary, to effect

the decomposition of another. On this principle also, when
a salt is dissolved in water, the first portions are dissolved more
rapidly than the last, and the force of affinity diminishes up to

the point of saturation, when it is overcome by the cohesion of

the solid.

The influence of gravity on chemical action is seen when sub-

stances of different specific gravities combine. As when two
liquids are put together, the heavier liquid will sink to the bot-

tom; or when salt is dissolved in water, the salt will remain at

the bottom, and prevent the particles of water from coming \J

into contact with those of the salt.

The influence of caloric over chemical phenomena as before

stated, favors chemical action in the case of solids, by destroying

cohesion, and opposes chemical action in the case of gases, by
increasing their elasticity. Common electricity is often employ-

ed for the combination of gases, and galvanism for decomposition,

but the same effects may be produced by either.

To be Continued.
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From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

COLORED PHOTOGRAPHS.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,—A new method of coloring Photographs has been no-

ticed in your Journal, and I shall feel greatly obliged if you will

find space for the few remarks I have to offer on the general

subject, but chiefly on the particular plan in question. Mr.
Minotto describes this plan in No. 21 of your Journal, and in

the following number you mention that Mr. Duppa has taken
out a patent for something very much like the same thing; re-

marking editorially, that the desire to monopolise inventions

appears, in this and other cases, to have transcended legitimate

bounds. Now I hope you will pardon my saying, that I think

the so-called discovery is really worth too little to quarrel over.

I certainly agree with you in considering that such a patent

must have been granted by an oversight; but I do not see much
cause to regret that the practice of " rendering paper photo-

graphs transparent, and coloring them behiud," has thus become
a monopoly.

The advantage supposed to belong to this process, is, I be-

lieve the advantage of facility; as any one, however ignorant of

art, may pursue the plan without much danger of altering the

outliue of the photograph. This, at least, is the only possible

advantage I can think of; while there appears to me to be the

one great disadvantage, that the photograph thereby is utterly

spoilt. The bare likeness may remain, but the dull, horny, mud-
dled look of the thing, quite deprives it of any pictorial value

above that of a diagram. The ouly effectual way of coloring a

photograph so as to improve its resemblance to nature, is, as

every one who known the commonest principles of painting will

admit, to apply the tints with a skilful and judicious hand to the

surface.

No invention (until some means of transferring natural colors

to the photographic tablet, in the actual process, may be per-

fected) will ever supersede the necessity of artistic skill in this

matter. By long experience I am convinced that the use of trans-

parent colors—not of powder, chalks, or oil—is alone conducive

to the proper object in view. A perfect photograph is of itself

a very beautiful thing, but its beauty is soon effaced by a few

daubs of opake color. The only way of finishing a Talbotype

so as to preserve its natural delicacy, is, as I said before, to

work carefully with transparent color; and this calls for the ut-

most refinement of tonch, accompanied incessantly by the exer-

cise of taste, and by and by an artistic respect for truth.

The object in coloring a photograph is to make it more like

nature, and not less so. Flesh should be like flesh, eyes like eyes,

satin like satin, and cloth like cloth.

By oiling or varnishing the photograph so as to give it the

transparency of horn or glue, and then coloring it behiud, all

truthfulness of light and shadow is impossible. Flesh and eyes,

satiu and cloth, all partake the dullness of the horn and glue

which the oiled paper resembles. It was an old German mode
of tinting inferior lithographs at a cheap rate, for the common
people, whose taste in those days was not very exacting.

Lithographs in Germany as iu England have long ceased to

be so tinted. The tastes of the people are improved, and they

will not have such rubbish now-a-days.

I am, Sir, yours very truly,

S. R. Lock.
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THE GREAT MASTERS OF ART.

NO. II.—NICHOLAS BERGHEM.

and imaginative,—qualities indispensible to the great artist,

—

should yet have produced so many that are entitled to rank as

such. Dutch poets and musical composers, of any distinction,

are, we believe, rarely to be found; it is, therefore, most singu-

lar that of the other sister Art, so large a number of followers,

and of such high merit, should have flourished' among the dykes

and mists of that fertile but unseductive land. The fact appears

to set at defiance the theory of those who argue that certain

natural gifts are dependent upon climate, situation, and other

local peculiarities.

Berghem's real name is supposed to have been Van Haerlem,

his father being Peter Van Haerlem, a painter of no great

merit; and an anecdote is related by Karel de Moor, a Dutch
writer, which accounts for the name of Berghem. The young
Nicholas's first master was John Van Goyen, and the father

Nicholas Berghem, or Berchem, for he signed his name both being one day angry with the youth for some real or faucied

ways was born at Haerlem, in 1624. We have sometimes I
irregularity of conduct, pursued him, for the purpose of chastis-

marvelled, while thinking over the long list of glorious painters
i

ing him, into the house of Van Goyen, who, desirous of shield-

forming the Dutch and Flemish Schools, how it is that a country ! ing his pupil from punishment, called out to his other scholars

and a people so constitutionally opposed to all that is poetical
I

" Berg-hem," which is the Dutch for " hide him," and from this

THE TRAVELLERS.

circumstance he acquired the name by which he is known, and
which he always used. Other writers, however, state that the

name of both father and son was Berchem, and that the former

was called Van Haerlem from being born in the town of Haer-

lem, (a practice which has repeatedly been applied to_ arti

and that De Moor's story is little else than a fable. " No one,'

9 I-
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says M. Charles Blanc, in the Histoins des Ptintns, from which

our engravings are taken, " had more masters than Bcrghem,
and no one perhaps had less need of them. He learned the

rudiments of his art in the studio of his father, a painter of

RUSTIC OCCUPATION-.

sweetmeats, fish, confectionery, and desserts: Van Goyen taught

him marine-painting; Peter Grabber, a painter of history and

portraits, instructed him how to group his figures and give them
expression; Nicholas Moyaert and John Willis, (whose daugh-

JLNCIEN'T POUT OF GHXOA.

{fr ter he married), taught him landscape-painting; and the exam-
|

pie of his uncle, John Baptist Weenix, inspired him with a taste w
*• * VOL. VIII., NO. IV. 15 %\4
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for representing sea-port towns, with all the bustle and excite-

ment of loading and unloading ships, with their frieghts of rich

merchandise."

la a notice of the life of John Both there is an allusion to a

contest between him and Berghem for the prize offered by the

burgomaster of Dordrecht, which terminated in the two artists

being equally rewarded, as it would seem neither could claim

superiority in the opinion of the judges. The fact, however, is

strong evidence of Berghem's talents as a landscape-painter.

The architectural ruins and picturesque groups of cattle with

which Berghem enriched his scenes, form very frequently, the most
attractive parts of his compositions; these compositions are

evidently made up of materials selected at different times and
from various sources, but they are so skilfully put together, and
with such an air of truth, as to have all the appearance of being

actual copies of nature. There is a beautiful luminous quality

in most of his pictures, especially in those seen under an early

morning or warm evening aspect, and this quality is recognisable

throughout every portion of the work, of whatever materials

composed. It has been well observed of this master, " that he

had an executive power which rarely missed its aim; his touch

is equally free and discriminating, whether expressing the breadth

and richness of masses of foliage, the lightness and buoyancy of

clouds, the solidity of rocks and buildings, or the transparency
of water; and his distances are graduated, both in relation to

lines and tints, with admirable truth ot perspective." His color-

ing is rich and brilliant, but harmonious, the depth and brillian-

cy being attained rather by broad masses of shadow than by
positive tints. He is said to have painted with wonderful rapid-

ity, yet his pictures betray no signs of negligence or want of

finish; while his industry was such that he was accustomed to

sit at his easel, even during the summer months, from sunrise to

sunset, and yet, with all his labor, he was unable to supply the

demands for his works. He died in 1683, at the age of fifty-

nine. His works are much esteemed in this country, and are

rather numerous here.

PHOTOGRAPHY ON PAPER.*

Translated for the P. Sf J>. A. J. from the French of E. Be Valicourt,

BY W. GRIGG, A. B.

Amphitype Photogenic paper.

By Mr. Herschell.

I published in 1842 a memoir on the action of the solar spec-
trum on vegetable colors, in which I mentioned a process for the
production of positives bearing a perfect resemblance to proofs
of engravings taken with ordinary printing ink; at that time, I

expected to be speedily enabled to improve this process, and to
reduce it to such a simple and well defined order of manipulations
as to insure success; but capricious as all photogenic process are
known to be; this has been eminently so. Owing to this, added
to the little time I have been able to devote to its study, I have
deemed it preferable to give merely a general description of it,

and the form in which it has generally perfectly succeeded with me,
rather than defer its publication to a later period in hopes of ma-
king improvements which may never be realized.

I have made this, publication, besides, not merely in view of
its results, which, however, are never wanting in interest and
beauty, but also to make known the curious and highly compli-
cated actions which iron, mercury and lead assume in this case-
in a word to render my tribute to the newly created science of
chemical action.

*

Paper suitable for the production of amphitype pictures may
be prepared cither with the ferro-tartrates or the ferro-citrate of
the proto-oxydc, or with photoxydc of lead, by employing the

* Continued from page 8G, Vol. viii.,No. 3.

creams of these salts, or by the successive applications of the
nitrates of the respective oxydes, either singly or mixed, to the
paper, alteratiug with solutions of ferro-tartrate or ferro-citrate

of ammonia (tartrate and ammonical citrate of iron) the latter

solutions being applied last, and in more or less excess.

I purposely avoid giving proportions, as I have as yet been
unable to fix upon any with the least chance of success.

Paper thus prepared and dried furnishes a negative impression
in a time varying from half an hour to five or six, hours accord-
ing to the intensity of the light; and the impression produced
varies in respect to tone, from a pale, faint and hardly percepti-

ble picture to one of the most wonderful richness and fulness, both
as to tint and detail, of a superb velvet brown color.

Tins extreme richness of effect, is never produced without the

presence of lead, either in the ingredients employed, or in the,

paper itself, and it is not as I at first supposed owing to the
presence of free tartaric acid.

Pictures in this state are not permanent; they fade in the

dark, though with different degrees of rapidity, some, (especially

if free tartaric or citric acid be present,) in a few days, whilst

others remain for entire weeks unchanged and even require

years to completely obliterate them. But though to all appear-

ance entirely vanished, the pictures are in reality merely dor-

mant and may be revived by changing their negative character

to positive, and their brown color to black (in the shades) by
means of the following process.

Prepare a bath by pouring a small quantity of a solution of

mercury into a large quantity of water, and allowing the sub-

nitrated precipitates to subside. In this liquid immerse the pic-

ture carefully (and repeatedly freed from the air bubbles which
form on its surface,) leaving it there until the picture (if still

visible) be entirely destroyed; or if faded, as long as previous

practice may have dictated; a term which is often marked by the

appearance of a feeble positive picture, which stands out on the

pale yellow ground of the paper.

Much time is often necessary (often several weeks) to attain

this end; but heat accelerates the action, and it is often complete

in a few hours.

In this state the picture should be thoroughly washed and
soaked in pure warm water, and then dried, a hot iron should

then be passed over it, heated so as not to injure the paper,

which may be placed, to avoid scorching, between smooth clean

white paper.

If the process has beeu successful, we will have a perfectly

black and well developed picture.

It commonly happens that the whole picture is so clingy and
spotted, that it is condemned as entirely spoiled and useless; but

by keeping it between the leaves of a book, and especially in a

moist atmosphere, these blemishes disappear by extremely slow

degrees, and the picture disengages itself, continually increasing

in sharpness and clearness, until it acquires the precise effect of

a paper proof of copper-plate engraving, more or less tinted with

a pale yellow. I will here remark that the most beautiful and
the most uniform proofs, which I have procured, have been on
paper previously washed with 'certain preparations of uric acid

which constitute one of the most remarkable and powerful photo-

graphic elements. The intensity of the original negative picture

is no indication of that which may be expected in the positive. It

is from the production, by one and the same action of the light, of

either a positive or a negative picture, according to subsequent

manipulations, that I have designated this process by the name of

amphitype, which was suggested to me by P. Talbot to whom I

communicated these results; and it is to this process, or this class

of processes, which I do not doubt, if pursued, will lead to some
brilliant result, that I propose to restrict the name in question,

though it applies even more appropriately to the following pro-

cesses, which appears to me extremely curious and remarkable,

in which silver plays a part. I have already announced a
method for producing by means of a solution of silver, combined
with ferro-tartaric acid, a dormant picture,—which is transform-

ed into a forcible negative, by the breath or moist air.

The solution then described, and which at that time was sev-

eral weeks old, has, I may incidentally remark, retained its

gm*sg~ >S3£|@I
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limpidity and photographic properties unchanged during the

whole year which has since elapsed, anr] is just as sensitive to-

day as ever, a quality which is extremely valuable, Now, when
a proof (a proof of an engraving for instance) is taken ou white

paper with this solution, there is no sign of a picture on its

back, whether that on its face be developed or not; but if, while

the actinic action is still fresh upon the face, that is as soon as

it is withdrawn from the light, the back is exposed for a few

minutes to the sun; and is theu removed to a dark place, a posi-

tive image slowly and gradually appears, the exact complement

of the negative on the opposite side, though wanting a little in

sharpness, especially if the paper be thick, in half an hour or an

hour the picture acquires considerable intensity.

The ferro-tataric acid in question may be prepared by precip-

itating the ferro-tartrate of ammonia by acetate of lead, and de-

composing the precipitate by dilute sulphuric acid.

Lastly, when lead is used in the preparation of amphitype pa-

per the parts ou which the light has acted, become in a very

high degree impermeable to water or moisture.

Section X.

—

Fluorotype of Mr. Hunt.

A sheet of paper is first washed with a solution of bromide of

potassium, and then with the fluate of soda or, better still, with

a mixed solution of the two salts, prepared beforehand in the

fowing proportions:

grains.

Bromide of potassium 1-5

Distilled water 32
Fluate of soda 0-35

Distilled water 32

Mix together a little of these solutions, at the moment of pre-

paring the papers, and begin by washing them completely with
the mixture, then, after having dried them, apply a solution of

nitrate of silver, 4 grains to 30 grains of distilled water. These
papers keep a number of weeks without deterioration, and pro-
duce beautiful pictures in the camera in about half a minute.
When the proof, however, is withdrawn from the camera, it is

not sufficiently strong to form a positive, but it may be made so

by a second operation.

The proof should be first soaked for a few minutes in water, it

is then placed on a china plate and covered by means of a brush
with a weak solution of proto-sulphate of iron, the picture im-
mediately acquires great intensity, and the operation should at
once terminate, otherwise the entire surface of the paper would
be blackened; it may be fixed by first moistening with water,
and then immersing it in a bath of hyposulphite of soda, and
lastly steeping again in water, as usual.

We consider it better to add a little acetic or sulphuric acid
to the proto-sulphate of iron, the blackening of the lights of the
picture is thus in a great measure prevented. It will be better
too not to prepare the paper long before employing it, which is

often the cause of the obscuration of the picture ou applying the
proto-sulphate.

i

Section XL

—

Cyanotype Process.

By J. Herschell.

_
Sir John Herschell has discovered a very interesting and cu-

rious process for bringing out pictures at first dormant, and
which may be developed by the breath or moisture. If a solu-
solution.of nitrate of silver of the specific gravity of 1.200 be add-
ed to ferro-tartaric acid of the>pecific gravity of 1.023, a precip-
itate is formed, which may be" almost entirely redissolved at a
moderate heat; a yellowish liquid is thus obtained, which no
longer precipitates by a subsequent addition of nitrate. When
the whole of the nitrate solution attains half the bulk of the fer-

ro-tataric acid employed, it is sufficient. The liquid thus pre-
pared does not change in the dark.

This solution is spread over the paper and exposed while
moist to the light of the sun (but if preferred in the shade) for

a few seconds, there seems at first to be no impression, but soon,

even out of the influence of the light, it develops in an instant,

and at last becomes very intense.

But if the paper has been thoroughly dried in the dark, it

posesses the singular property of receiving an impression imper-

ceptible to the eye, or invisible, for the production of which (if,

for instance it be an engraving to be copied) an exposition to

the sun of from 30 seconds to a minute is necessary. The ex-

position should not be longer continued as the effect produced is

not only less striking, but a picture which commences visibly to

develop spontaneously blackens when withdrawn. But if the

exposition be terminated before this effect is produced, the re-

sult will be an invisible impression. All that is necessary to de-

velop the latter, is to breath upon it; it then immediately ap-

pears and rapidly acquires, as if by magic, an extraordinary

vigor and intensity. Instead of the breath, the impression may
be submitted to the regular action of steam, by means of bibu-

lous paper a few sheets of which may be moistened by submit-

ting them to the vapor of hot water.

Section XII.

—

Positive Calotype of Mr. Grove.

At the second meeting of the British Association of York,
Professor Grove described a process by which positives might be
obtained at once, without being obliged to commence with a

negative. The common calotype paper having been acted upon
by the sun until it assumes a deep brown color, almost touching

on black, it is again immersed in the common solution of ioduret

of potassium, and dried. When used, wash with a dilute nitric

acid' solution; 1 part acid to 2| parts and a half of water. In
this state, the parts exposed to the light, rapidly whiten, while

the others do not change at all. The fixing is performed by
washing the proof with water, and afterwards with hyposulphite

of soda, or bromide of potassium.

Mr. Grove described at the same time another process which
promises to be of great practical utility: it is the conversion of a

negative calotype into a positive, in the following manner:
Take a common calotype picture or portrait and develop with

gallic acid; then cover the paper with a solution of ioduret of

potassium and dilute nitric acid, and expose to full light; whilst

the light is whitening the dark parts, it is reblackening the

freshly precipitated ioduret, even in the smallest details, and thus

the negative is converted into a positive.

Hm%t§r

Section XIII.

—

Catalissotype

By Dr. Woods.

Dr. Woods of Parsonstown (Ireland) has proposed a new
process for proofs on paper, worthy of publication in France.

Prepare a mixture of 36 grains of syrup of iodide of iron, the

same quantity of distilled water and 10 or 12 drops of the tinc-

ture of iodine; wash one side of good writing paper (not satin)

with this liquid, by means of a brush, let the sheet soak for two

or three minutes, and then absorb the excess with bibulous pa-

per; this done, wash the paper with a solution of nitrate of sil-

ver; 1 part of the salt to 8 parts of distilled water, then place

the paper wet in the camera frame. After washing with the

nitrate of silver, the paper should have a yellow canary tint.

This paper does not retain its sensitiveness, it should therefore

be used an hour or two after its preparation. The author states

that his paper is so sensitive to luminous action, that an exposi-

tion of 15 seconds is sufficient for a portrait in cloudy weather,

and 5 for a view. When the paper is withdrawn from the cam-

era, no indication of an impression is perceptible, but if it be

placed in total darkness, between sheets of moist bibulous paper,

the picture soon commences to form; it develops spontaneously,

the details may be brought out more rapidly by the combined

action of heat and moisture. To fix the proof, it is first neces-

sary to steep it in water in order to remove all soluble sub-

stances from the paper, it is then placed for two or three min-

utes in a solution of iodide of potassium 1 part of the f-alt to 50

of the water, and lastly, after washing plentifully with water it

is dried (it is best to employ hyposulphite of soda, in fixing the

£$
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same as for the calotype.) The pictures are negative, and posi-

tives are obtained by processes now well known. In the calo-

type, the picture is spontaneously developed when iodo-gallic pa-

per is employed. In the calotype process, the sulphate of iron

is substituted for gallic acid, the salt of iron gives greater

opaqueness to the blacks. Mr. Talbot very frequently employs

this modification. It is sufficient to wash a sheet of ioduretted

paper with a simple solution of nitrate of silver, and the paper

may be employed in the dry or wet state. When taken from

the camera, the picture is developed with a very weak solution

of proto-sulphate of iron; the grantees of Mr. Talbot's patent

preferred this salt to gallic acid. I ought to add that Dr.

Woods has denominated his process, catalissotype.

"The syrup of ioduret of iron may be prepared in the following

manner: Dry iodine, 200 parts,—thin iron wire 100 parts,—of re-

fined pulverized sugarcane, 1200 parts—distilled water 2,880

parts; boil the iodine, water and iron in a bottle together, begin

with a gentle heat to avoid the expulsion of the vapor of the

iodine, and gradually increase until the volume of the liquid be

reduced to two thirds; put the sugar in another bottle or flask

and filter the liquid upon it while warm ; when the sugar is dis-

solved, add a sufficient quantity of distilled water to make up
for the loss by evaporation. This syrup must be kept in a flask

with a ground glass stopper."

Section XIV. Mr. Guadin's Process.

Mr. Gaudin has proposed the following process, which appears

to be an improvement on that mentioned by Dr. Schaffhaeult,

and on the ferro-type of Mr. Hunt;—The paper is exposed a

minute to the vapor of hydrochloric acid ; after which a nearly

saturated solution of nitrate of silver is spread over its surface;

it is then allowed to dry. The sheet is then placed in the camera
in the dark. On withdrawing nothing is visible, but by moist-

ening the paper with an almost saturated solution of sulphate

of iron, slightly acidified by the addition of a few drops of sul-

phuric acid, the picture immediately develops. The necessary

time of exposition in the camera is the same as for the calotype.

To fix the picture which is negative, wash first with distilled

water, then with distilled water with the addition of ten per

cent of caustic ammonia. It is acknowledged that this paper war,

good to obtain positives from a negative picture; for this pur-

pose, however, there is no need of employing the sulphate of

iron. The paper should be exposed until the edges begin to

blacken.

SECOND PART.

Photography on intermediate papers.

We have just seen in the first part what was the state of

Photography towards the close of the year 1846; such a vast

number of formulas left for the most part in a theoretical state,

were calculated to throw doubt and discouragement on the mind
of the experimenter.

The experiments undertaken too at this period were not nu-

merous, neither were they satisfactory, always excepting the

proofs obtained by Mr. Talbot. Several persevering amateurs,

however, worked on in silence towards the improvement of the

new art; and the production of a method which, by facilitating

the experiments of the mass, would bring photography on paper
into general use, thus causing it to make immense progress to-

wards perfection. Here the name of Mr. Blanquart Evrard
naturally presents itself; his indefatigable labors, the success he

first obtained in France, and especially the generous and honor-

able character he evinced in publishing his processes as speedily

as possible, has incontestable entitled him to the gratitude of

photographic amateurs. It is true that the art should make re-

markable progress in the hands of M. M. Niepce De St. Victor,

Humbert de Molard, Lc Gray, Aubree and Mr. Blanquart him-

self, yet it must not be forgotten that the publication of the pro-

cess of Mr. Blanquart was the commencement of a new era for pa-

per Photography, and that it was only subsequent to this period

that it awoke as it were, from a long sleep and entered upon a

new flight, the termination of which it is at the present day dif-

ficult to calculate.

Admitted to a participation in the labors of Mr. Blanquart
and in his experiments made in the Colleges of France, I was
enabled to study carefully the details of all the manipulations,

which at that period ensured him such beautiful results. I then

published the result of our observations in the Technologist. I

have deemed it best to republish these investigations in this place

as they may be found somewhat useful even at the present day,

as the principles on which photography is based are here given,

and as the number of manipulations minutely described therein,

have been retained in the processes at present in use, it may
serve also as a document proving the state of photography in

1841, which has served as an intermediary between the old and
new processes.

CHAPTER FIRST

Of the Instruments and articles necessary for Photo-
graphy on Paper.

Let it not be expected that we shall here recommence with a

long dissertation on the construction, properties and use of the

camera, we leave the opticians themselves to describe the more
or less ingenious apparatus they have invented, with the termi-

nating eulogium on their respective merits. We suppose the

reader to be provided with a camera, and initiated into photo-

graphic manipulations, we shall have, therefore, merely to ex-

plain the slight alterations, which certain portions of the camera
must undergo to fit it for the requirements of paper photo-

graphy.

There is a point, however, to which we must especially call the

attention of the reader. Photographic amateurs are in general

but little familiarized with the laws of optics, and even among
those who have made it their particular study, we have seen

many too hastily adopt object glasses of defective construction,

and whose whole merit consisted in rapidity, to which every

other quality was sacrificed. The principle defect of these com-

binations consists in an unequal dessemination of light over the

surface upon which it is to act by impression; the result is a pic-

ture, very sharp it is true in the centre, but diffused and dark

towards the extremities. Hence arises the want of resemblance

with which certain photographic portraits are justly charged;

we find herein too the explanation of the disproportion and lack

of harmony which too often exist between the different parts of

the model. Such grave defects could not escape the practised

eye of the artist, and it is no wonder that the greater proportion

of them have shown but little favor to photography. These in-

conveniences which can scarcely be endured in ordinary daguer-

reotyping, became perfectly intolerable in the paper processes,

for, as we have already observed, a want of sufficient sharpness

is natural to this process, what will it then be, if further increas-

ed by the imperfections of the object glass?

Mr. Blanquart was therefore correct in making an indispen-

sable condition of success, the employment of irreproachable ob-

ject glasses, dessiminating the light equally over the entire sur-

face of the picture. *

The Vienna glasses, therefore, and all those generally which

centralize the light are totally unfit for photography on paper.

We have sufficiently explained in the course of this Manual
the qualities of a good object glass, we shall not here revert to

them, to uselessly swell out this chapter, but refer those of our

readers who may wish to study thoroughly the numerous and im-

portant questions connected with object glasses to the first divis-

ion of our work (Plate Daguerreotyping) f

* In the work published by M. de Chevalier pages 1 and 8 and lliat of

Lerebours page 20.

t See P. & F. A.Journal, vol., vii. No. ii, p. 43,
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We pass now to the alterations to be made in the common
camera shield, to render it suitable for the paper process.

It is well known that one of the essential requirements of the

process, is the even spreading of a damp sheet of paper, so that

it be without folds or puffs, so that, in a word, it presents a per-

fectly smooth surface. Numerous methods have been proposed

to attain this result.

Some have advised the ordinary shield making the photogen-

ic paper adhere thereto by another sheet previously moistened; but

it may easily be perceived that by the continual influence of

moisture, the wood must necessarily shrink and bend, and the

paper obeying the inflection of the wood, would present a curv-

ed surface. This is not the only disadvantage: the wood be-

comes impregnated with the solution of nitrate of silver, which

is difficult to prevent, and the back of the proof becomes infallibly

stained, which is a great defect.

Others have proposed a slate instead of wood, but they

have not considered that the pourous nature of this substance

produces the like absorption, and that it is very difficult to free

it entirely therefrom even with a careful washing. Thus a por-

tion of the disadvantage remarked in the wood, still exists in the

slate.

A third process consisted in the employment of a single piece

of glass upon which the photogenic paper was spread. This

was undoubtedly a great improvement, but still not perfection.

The partizans of these different systems, besides, acknowledge

themselves, that it is impossible to make use of any of these meth-

ods, when a certain time must elapse between the final preparation

of the paper and its transfer to the camera—because photogenic

paper, exposed to the air rapidly dries—becomes disengaged from

the wood, or becomes blotted. Recourse must therefore necessarily

be had to the ingenious method employed by Mr. Talbot during

four years, in the construction of all his apparatus in the manu-
factory of Mr. Ch. Chevalier. Without, having been at all ac-

quainted with the system of Mr. Talbot, Mr. Blanquart was led

by a fortuuate accident, as he himself says, to employ precisely

the same means as the skilful English photographer. In view

of these two authorities, so weighty on such a subject,

there is no longer room lor hesitation, and it would be ridiculous

obstinacy to reject the only method which can satisfy all the re-

quirements of the process.

The arrangement adopted by MM. Talbot and Blanquart is

of the simplest; it consists in enclosing the photogenic paper be-

tween two glasses, together with the sheet designed to retain

the moisture; the result is a very compact, affair, and is placed

in the groves of the shield adapted for the purpose, it is then

covered with a slide 'so as to intercept the light. Thus we find

the two-fold problem for keeping the paper well spread, and its

preservation for an indefinite period in that state of moisture

necessary to obtain a speedy result. Great attention must be

exercised towards keeping the point of junction between the two
glasses at precisely the same distance from the object glass as

the rough side of the ground glass; without this essential pre-

caution, the paper will not be in focus, and nothing but a confused

picture would result. In buying a camera, therefore, we must

be assured that this requirement has been strictly complied

with.

The glasses employed for this purpose should be rather thin

than thick; from r\ to T\- inch is a very suitable thickness. The
employment in this case of thick glass, which has been advised,

is wrong, the effect of which would be to uselessly retard the

operation.* Many objections have been made against the use

of glasses in paper photography. It is charged that they retard

the production of the proof, and that they are very difficult to

clean. Experience will at once show that the first objection has

no foundation, and that there is a scarcely appreciable differ-

ence in sensitiveuess between a paper exposed uncovered and
one enclosed between glasses. As to the difficulty of cleaning

it may be easily removed, by the use of a little rectified, alcohol

or ether.

There is especial need in paper photography of employing a

* The same is not the case with the glasses belonging to the copying
frame, which we shall presently describe.
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shield through which the feeblest ray of light cannot penetrate;

we cannot therefore uphold the slide system which has for some
time prevailed in the constructions of these frames, and we ad-

vise a return to the old flap or door construction, which possess-

es much greater security. The apparatus of MM. Talbot and
Blanquart are constructed on this principle, having learned by
experience that the penetration of the smallest ray, which in or-

dinary photography would not be detrimental, occasions disas-

trous consequences on photogenic paper. In fact, we here have
the general cause of blemishes which compromise the proof to a

greater or less extent, and which cannot be explained in any
other way.

Let us now direct our attention to the construction of the

copying frames, as the proof furnished by the camera merely

constitutes a negative or reverse picture, it being necessary to

have recourse to a second operation to obtain a positive or di-

rect picture. Imagine a frame of wood in which a groove has

been cut of sufficient depth to receive two pieces of thick glass,

together with a thin board for the purpose of a cover; add to

this frame a system of cogs or catches in which a bolt worked by
a screw plays, and you have a correct idea of a copying frame. 1

We purposely recommended thick glass in preference, as they

are less liable to break by the pressure which is required and to as-

sure perfect contact of the negative proof with the positive pa-

per. This requirement is essential, for the greater adherence

between the papers the greater sharpness of the picture. We
shall hereafter advert to the use of this frame.

A stand is necessary to hold the glasses during several opera-

tions which will shortly be described, f This support may be
constructed in the simplest manner. Take a piece of wood from
about 4 to 5 inches square and from a \ to | of an inch thick;

insert in this board three round headed wooden screws; from \\
to 11 inches long1

, and arranged in an equilateral triangle, these

screws serve the purpose of feet to the stand, and also to keep
it in a horizontal position, it is merely necessary to screw them
up or down, according to the indications of a water level which
is placed on the surface of the stand.

We have now given nearly all the instruments in use in paper
photography; a number of dishes are necessary however as well in

the preparation of the papers as in the fixing process. They
must be flat, and if possible of china, as the best earthen ware is

easily penetrated by the nitrate of silver solutions; this substance

(earthenware) is reduced in the form of black powder, and the

solutions afterwards poured into the dishes are subject to rapid

decomposition. 2

CHAPTER II.

Of the Chejiicals used in paper Photography and their

Combinations.

The substances necessary for the operations of paper photo-

graphy, may be reduced to a small number, and their preparation

presents no sort of difficulty.

We shall commence by giving a list of them, mentioning the

quanties necessary to make up an assortment sufficient for a

large number of experiments; we will describe the method of pre-

f See Chapter IV.

i . The pressure frame now in most general use is certainly preferable.

It consists of a frame (of any required size) with about 1| inches deep,

with two cross bars, equidistant from the ends, fastened in the frame at

one end by a hinge and at the other by a brass spring. Screws pass

through the bars for the purpose of giving the desired pressure their

points striking the back of a board which is lined on one side with india

rubber and made on two sections and hinged in the centre, the better to

watch the development of the positive, by raising one half at a time.

To use this frame the bars are thrown back and the board taken out; the

glass negative is then placed upon the rebbit face upwards; the prepared
paper is then placed upon the negative, the back board upon that and
the crossbars returned to their place and the papers and glass forced in

close contact by means of the screws. This pressure frame is manufac-
tured by E. Anthony 308 Broadway, N. Y.—Ed, P. <§r F A. J.

2. Gutta Percha is almost wholly used now for this purpose.

—

Ed.
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paring the solutions, most all of which may be prepared cold at

the moment of use

List of the Substances.

Distilled water 5 quatrs.

Nitrate of silver 900 grains.

Iodide of potassium " "

Bromide ' ; " " "

Gallic acid 360 "

Crystallizable acetic acid 1800 "

Pure chloride of sodium (sea salt) 900 "

Hyposulphite of soda 9000 "

Simple cyanide of potassium 3G0 *
;

The nitrate of silver, the salts of potassium and acetic acid

should be preserved in bottles with ground glass stoppers. That
containing the nitrate of silver, should also be covered with

black paper to prevent the entrance of the light.

Preparation of the Solutions.

The following formula are in the exact proportions as those

mentioned by M. Blanquart. The alterations we have allowed

ourselves to make do not affect the substance as to the doses, but

extend merely to the quantify of each solution, which we have

endeavored to proportion with regard to economy and the re-

quirements of the various operations.

Numerous innovators bolder than others have not scrupled to

overthrow all the proportions established by M. Blanquart,

and to substitute others, upon merit, as they have not received

the sanction of experience, that is at least contestable. Far be it

from us to wish to clog the way to further progress; the formu-

las besides of M. Blanquart do not appear so immutable to us

that they may not undergo numerous improvements. In fact it

is one of the advantages of paper photography that the rules

regulating quantities may (within certain limits) be departed

from, which is otherwise in the ordinary daguerreotype. But
when a process is still in its infancy, it would be imprudent to at

once abandon the course marked out by the inventors, especially

when his presciptions are verified by long experience and success.

We should therefore have considered it an act of rashness if we
had carelessly led our readers along an uncertain path of groping

experiments; it appears to us more sure and proper to strictly

conform to the directions laid down by M. Blanquart.

We have distinguished every solution by a certain name and
number, which it will be well to mark on the labels of the bottles.

All cause of confusion and mistake will thus be prevented, and
we will be enabled to make ourselves more easily understood, in

describing each of the operations of the process, we will state

that it is made with such or such a preparation.

No. 1. A weak solution of Nitrate of Silver.

Nitrate of silver 108 grains
Distilled water 3240 "

No. 2. Solution of iodide of potassium.

Iodide of potassium 225 grains
Bromide " " 9 "

Distilled water 5010 "

No. 3. Aceto-nitrate of silver.

Nitrate of silver 108 grains
Crystallizable acetic acid 19S "

Distilled water 1152 "

The preparation of this solution requires particular care. Be-
gin by dissolving the nitrate .of silver in half the quantity of

water mentioned, then pour in the acetic acid; after having let it

rest about au hour add the remainder of the water.

No. 4. Saturated solution of gallic acid.

Crystallized gallic acid 432 grains
Distilled water 5400 li

This preparation differing from the others, should be made in

advance. To saturate perfectly it will require at least twenty-
four hours at a temperature of 10° centig , at the expiration of

this period, the liquid is to be filtered to separate the gallic acid
which has not been dissolved,

No. 5. Solution of bromide of potassium.

Bromide of potassium 90 grains
Distilled water 3600 "

No. 6. Solution of chloride of sodium.

Distilled water saturated with chloride of sodium. .1080 grains
Distilled water 3600 "

No. 1. Concentrated solution of nitrate of silver.

Nitrate of silver 360 grains
Distilled water 1800 ••

No. 8. Solution of hyposulphite of soda.

Hyposulphite of soda 1800 grains
Distilled water 14,400 «

All the preparations containing nitrate cf silver should be
kept in bottles with ground glass stoppers and covered with black
paper; and to prevent the entrance of light, it will be well to add
the extra precaution of keeping them in a dark place. These
solutions are extremely sensitive, and causes seemingly harmless
are sufficient to lead to a partial precipitation of the silver,

which destroys their clearness. When this decomposition is

confined to a black powdery precipitate held in suspension in the
liquid,' its transparency may be restored by filtering through
clean bibulous paper; but if the white limpid color of the silver

bath be perceptibly affected by the solution of the black precipi-

tate of which we have spoken, it should be rejected; rather than
expose ones self to error by employing chemicals of a doubtful

quality.

One of the most common causes of the changes which the so-

lutions of silver experience, is the want of cleanness of the ves-

sels into which they are poured in preparing the paper; dishes

which have previously been used for hyposulphite or chloride of

sodium solutions must be avoided. The smallest quantity of

these substances remaining in them, even after they have been
thoroughly washed and wiped, would be enough to decompose
the silver bath. The contact of metallic substances will pro-

duce the like effect. When it is necessary to touch the bath,

in withdrawing the paper for instance, some inert body must be
used, as a glass rod or tooth pick etc. When the solutions of

silver have been a long time in the flasks, and partly decomposed,
the black powdery precipitate resulting from this decomposition
sometimes adheres to the bottom and sides of the flasks. Be-
fore putting a new bath in them, they must be carefully rinsed,

adding a little cyanide of potassium to the water to remove the

slightest trace of the precipitate, which would take away the

clearness of the new solution: then wash the flask with plenty

of water, and lastly rinse it with a little distilled water.

It is needless to add that the filters used for the silver solu-

tions should uot have been employed for any other substances,

and that they should only be used once.

The solution described under No. 3. is especially subject to

decomposition, and besides the causes of change in common with

other substances, there are those which belong properly to it

alone. Thus a few days after its preparation, a small white de-

posit is remarked in an efflorescent form, which commonly shows
itself on the surface. This may be removed by filtering through
clean linuen; but if it is perceived that the preparation has lost its

limpidity and is not restored by filtering, another solution is

necessary. #
It must be borne in mind that this preparation is the most

important of all, as it is this which gives to the paper its ex-

treme sensitiveness; now, this sensitiveness would no longer ex-

ist, if, by any cause whatever, the solution becomes decomposed.

To obviate this inconvenience, the aceto-nitrate of silver should

be prepared in small quantities at a time, and, if a large num-
ber of proofs are not to be taken in succession, the proportions

given under No. 3 may be reduced one half.

These remarks may appear rather minute, still we hope our
readers will take them in good part as they are only designed

to enable them to avoid all chances of failure, the cause of

which it is difficult to penetrate.

To be Continued,
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For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

THE STEREOSCOPE.

Glasgow, Scotland, FtVy. 28, 1855.

My Dear Sir,—In accordance with my promise to forward

to you any information relative to Photography, which might be

interesting to the readers of the Photographic and Fine Art

Journal, I send you the enclosed interesting paper on the Ste-

reoscope, which was read by Mr. C. J. Hughes, before the mem-

bers of the Glasgow Photographic Society at their February

meeting. By the kindness of Mr. Hughes, who permits me to

transcribe his paper, I am enabled to place the same in your

hands for the benefit of your Journal and its readers. The

reading of the paper was rendered much more interesting by

black-board illustrations and an exhibition of every variety of

stereoscopic effect. There were also exhibited a few very beau-

tiful photographs by Mr. Roger Fenton, duplicates of some of

those now on exhibition in London. The Glasgow Photogra-

phic Society, like most of those in Great Brittain, is composed

principally of amateurs, enthusiastic in the pursuit of the art to

which they have determined to devote much of their time and

money. The same spirit of devotion to the fascinating art is

evinced inlreland. In the city of Dublin a Society was organized

in December last, and in January appeared the first number of a

Journal. That is something like going a-head, is it not?

It was not till December that I delivered the letters which

you entrusted me with, to Messrs. Trubner and Cundall. I had

a long and boisterous voyage to England, and did not proceed

to London until I had somewhat refreshed myself by a sojourn

among my friends, after so long an absence. I am now in Glas-

gow, tilling a vacancy in Mr. Hughes' establishment, where it is

probable I shall remain until I have determined on again re-

turning to America. In the mean-time I shall be most happy

to acquaint you with all that is interesting relative to Photo-

graphy, of which I may become cognisant.

You misstated the time I left Meade Brothers employ. It

was January 1854, not August, as you stated; but it is not

worth while alluding to the subject in your Journal again.

—

Therefore, I have done, and shall not trouble myself to write on

the subject again. If they or I cannot contribute anything bet-

ter than petty dollar and cent squabbles, we had best not

write at all. I trust Mr. Hill will ere long put an end to the

necessity of using colors of any description. None will rejoice

more than myself when ray "occupation's gone."

With kind regards to yourself and all friends at 308 Broad-

way, I remain, dear Sir,

Yours, very truly,

To II. II. Swelling, Esq. Johnt Werge.

!3

The stereoscope is an instrument invented by Prof. Wheat-
stone for combining two slightly dissimilar images, so that out

of two flat pictures one apparently real or solid object is pro-

duced—having all the projections, concavatures, and other pe-

culiarities of the object itself, and standing out in all the strength

and solidity of an actual tangible object.

The reason why two flat images should produce the effect of

solidity, and a slight consideration of the best means of produc-

ing these flat pictures, so that they shall produce in the most

proper manner this extraordinary result, is what I propose to

your notice.

Ordinary vision may be considered under the two heads of

Monocular, or vision by one eye, and Binocular, or vision by
two eyes. If we look through a telescope, microscope, or sin-

gle opera-glass, or close one eye, we have monocular vision; and
by using two eyes, or spectacles, or double opera-glasses, we
have binocular vision.

Let us first consider monocular vision. If we close one eye

and look at objects we perceive them by their forms, sizes, co-

lors, and gradations of light and shade; and reason and expe-

rience tell us that these appearances vary as the objects are

near or distaut from us. We find that as objects recede they

become smaller, apparently, in size, and this decrease in size is

according to fixed laws, upon which perspective is based. Wc
also observe that light and shade are less marked, the colors

less brilliant, the details less clear, and the whole of the objects

less distinct; aud according to these changes do we estimate re-

lative distances. Upon this principle the artist, in his land-

scape, paints his distant objects small, vague, aud indistinct,

while the foreground is brought out strongly with abundance of

detail; and in proportion as this is done skilfully we admire it

as an imitation of nature. There is, also, another means of

judging of distance. The eye, like other optical instruments,

has constantly to change its focus, according to distauces to

which it is directed, and this change of focus is another means
of estimating distance.

These being the means that the eyes, singly or united, supply

to distinguish near from distant objects, the enquiry arises, iu

what respect is the man with two eyes superior to him who lias

but one? or, what is the use of two eyes? It is to see more ac-

curately. The theory of single vision, with a pair of eyes, is

that the image which each eye receives, falls on corresponding

parts of the two retinae, and thus simultaneously produce a
similar result, but this theory supposes that the two images on
the two retina? are both exactly similar- But very simple ex-

periments prove that these images are not exactly the same

—

in fact that they never are or ever can be—but must always

vary in a greater or less degree as the objects viewed are more
or less removed.

In the year 1838, Prof. Wheatstone, in his paper on binocu-

lar vision read before the Royal Society, gave out the true use

of two eyes, viz: that one might more clearly distinguish the

difference between the points in an object as to which are near-

est and which are fartherest from us. This difference being

produced by each eye taking simultaneously a survey of an ob-

ject from a slightly different point of view, and the variations of

these two surveys, show the nearness and distance in relation to

each other, of the parts of the object surveyed. " If this theory

be true," said Prof. Wheatstone, " it must follow as an infalli-

ble consequence, that if I take two drawings or images of the

same object, for instance of a cone or pyramid, as alternately

seen by the right and left eye, and place these differently drawn
images in a line, as though they proceeded from the solid, each

eye will except its own image as an actual view of the solid;

and then instead of two flat pictures I should have a represen-

tation the same as though I gazed on the solid object itself."

This test he specially put his theory to by means of his reflect-

ing stereoscope, and thus undeniably established the fact.

In March, 1839, Fcx Talbot gave out his calotype process,

and in July of the same year, Daguerre published his process.

Here then was a grand opportunity of testing the truthfulness

of this new theory. And Prof. Wheatstone, though deeply en-

gaged in the electric telegraph, lost little time in obtaining

Calotype views for his stereoscope, and then obtained his crown-

ing triumph. There might be some doubt as to his drawing,

but take the photographic views of the objects themselves, at

the proper angles and then true to every line beyond the pos-

sibility of doubt, there could be no gainsaying the result.

After establishing the theory of Binocular vision, the stereo-

scope appears to have accomplished its object, for we hear no-

thing of it till 1849, when Sir D. Brewster, at the meetings of

the British Association, revived the subject in a paper on various

binocular phenomena, and introduced the stereoscope in a neater

and more elegant form. Some time after this, Sir D. Brewster,

when in Paris, gave Dubosq Solid the model of this instrument,

and he was so much struck with the beauty of its application to

photography, that he constructed a number of these instruments,

and early in 1851, at one of the soirees of the Earl of Rosse in

London, some were exhibited with daguerreotypes. From
that time stereoscopic photography has been extensively prac-

tised, and by none more successfully, as applied to portraiture,

than by Mr. Claudet of London.

Now we can understand why a picture, though accurately

painted, docs not present the appearance of solidity, and why <t*f
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artists aud others close one eye or look through a tube while

examining a painting. The nsnal explanation is that it cuts off

all strong or superfluous light; all this may be true, bnt as the

picture is painted for monocular effect it is clear it is best judged

by monocular means. When both eyes are open the fact that

the picture is all on the plane is too evident, but close one eye

and look through a tube, and you will see the distance gradual-

ly retire and the foreground advance, and each part take its

place in relation to distance as the artist intended. Plat sur-

faces produce similar images for both eyes, and in proportion as

they become relieved so do they become dissimilar, and this

amonut of relief or distance between the several parts is always

shown by the amount of dissimilarity between the two images.

If the right eye look at an object and then the left, and there

is no dissimilarity between the two views obtained, then that

object is flat. If I look at a natural landscape, each of my eyes

has a different view of the several parts to a certain extent, and

they are constantly combining these dissimilar views, and thus

imforming my mind of the distance or relief of the objects I am
contemplating. Now they diverge, their visual axes, as they

regard yon distant farm house, and now they rapidly converge

to examine the objects in the foreground. Again they alter

their angles, aud the objects in the mid-distance are scanned,

and so I form my estimate of the distance of the several ob-

jects extending over a landscape of many miles, and this I know
not only by the alteration of size and distinctness of the several

parts, but also, by the continued convergence and divergence of

the visual axes of my eyes as they trace over the field. Now,
I turn to the landscape on canvas and still see the foreground

bright and clear, the mid-distance less so, and the distance small,

indistinct and hazy. But try as I may I still find it is not a

real view in nature, for my eyes cannot alter their axes, the same
angle does for the whole surface. The same holds good in rela-

tion to ordinary photographs taken by the camera, which is

monocular or one eyed. The image being produced on a flat

surface, true to the strictest perspective, though it be standing

in the same position as the painted canvas, and does not com-

ply with the conditions required to produce the sense of distance

or solidity. Two images are essentially necessary, each painted

or produced for each eye, in order to achieve the desired effect;

and then, as in the stereoscope, the eyes converge and diverge,

uniting and separating the various parts of the picture, for it

must be borne in mind that in looking at objects we only regard

a single point at a time, but then we are enabled to retain the

effect for a longer time than it takes to produce it. In using

the two eyes in the stereoscope the same thing takes place, the

two eyes are continually converging and diverging their angles,

now uniting this point, then that, and all by virtue of their won-
derful mechanism, that it appears as if we saw the whole at once.

If the pictures presented to the two eyes are not such as can

or might be seen simultaneously, then, though the most perfect

union be produced, there will be no sense of distance or relief,

only confusion, for the eyes will attempt to unite them, but as

there are no points corresponding to each other, it will only be

the union of two monocular images, each confusing the other.

Mr. Alfred Smee has proposed a curious mode of producing

stcrereoscopic effect on a plane surface, by making the monocu-
lar lens, while the picture is going on, traverse an sxna of 2|
inches, corresponding with the difference between the two eyes,

and thus hopes to produce relief; but the evidence of a skilful

photographer, Mr. Reeve, in a recent number of the London
Photographic Journal, is sufficient to satisfy us as to it imprac-

ticability.

Prom what I have already stated it will be seen that the

stereoscope solves one of the most difficult problems in optics;

explains to us the use of two eyes, and why having two eyes,

we see singly, as well as affording us much light upon dark and
doubtful points in art. The stereoscope is strictly speaking an

optical instrument, but as it has become almost indissolubly

connected with photography, I shall endeavor to explain the

law that regulates the production of stereoscopic pictures, and
lb.' true angular magnitude to produce natural as well as mon-
strous relief.

Stereoscopic pictures may be taken either 'with one or two
cameras. If the object be still-life, a statue or edifice, then one
camera will do better than two, for you may set your camera
at any point and work away until you produce a satisfactory

impression. Having obtained that, move your camera to the
other point of view, and again work until you have achieved
your object. But if you should have a picture of living objects

to take, it is very desirable to produce the two pictures simulta-

neously by two cameras, for taking a view of a street, for in-

stance, where figures are accidentally introduced, you might
have them in one picture and not in the other, or misplaced, un-

less you obtained both pictures at the same time. But for por-

traits, though it is desirable to take both impressions at once,

it is not necessary. When I began first I used only one camera.
I prepared my two plates, then set my camera, and took the

first impression. After giving my sitter strict injunctions not

so move in the slightest degree, I then shifted my camera to

the proper point and took the second impression. It would
sometimes happen that my sitter would look grave in one and
smiling in the other; this difference of expression, however, I

never found to be detrimental, sometimes advantageous, for a

happy medium was obtained in the stereoscope. But at other

times my sitter would be still in one and move in the other, and
owing to the length of time required to make the two adjust-

ments and take the two pictures, this was often the case. To
obviate this difficulty, it is best to take the two picture at one
sitting by two cameras of a similar character. And now comes
the important inquiry, how far removed should the cameras be
from each other in order so produce the best effeet? or, in other

words, how wide should the stereoscopic angle be? This is a

question often put, but not so easily answered. Strictly speak-

ing, the natural standard may easily be cited and an answer

based on it be given. The eyes are 2^ inches apart, and as

each camera is to represent an eye, the centres of the two leuses

should never be more than that separated. This is the strict

theoretical doctrine laid down by Sir D. Brewster, nevertheless

it is very seldom adopted in practise. I have already stated

that the more dissimilar the two stereoscopic images are, the

greater the relief. Now, dissimilarity of image is obtained by

the distance between the two cameras, and the

the width or angle the greater the relief. As the

stereoscope is chiefly valued for the production of this relief, the

generality of stereoscopic pictures have been aud are taken at

too wide an angle, so that monstrous instead of natural relief

is the result. If two pictures are taken at the same angle no

relief is obtained but that which is due to the magnifying power
of the lenses. Increase the angle a little, and still greater relief

is produced, increase the angle still more, and so on until you

have passed the angle that produces natural relief and reached

that which produces monstrosity. Or you may make the angle

so wide that the pictures will not combine but only produce

confusion. Some subjects will allow a greater angle than

others without any apparent violation of proportion; generally

the flatter the object the more the angle may be increased.

There are two ways to produce stereoscopic effect in portraiture:

either by taking the figure alone on a plain background, at a

wide angle, or by introducing accessories and reduce the angle,

the latter being the most artistic and natural. By the former

mode great relief of the several features will be obtained; the

nose will advance and the ear retire. The front of the coat will

stand out strongly, and the arms and legs will be in considerable

advance of the body. The effect is very striking but unnatural;

all the limbs stand out too much and false drawiug is produced.

By the latter, a more pleasing and natural relief is obtained.

Arrange in a skilful and artistic manner objects both before and

behind the sitter, so as to produce a great depth in the pictures,

and when examined in the stereoscope the effect will be most
agreeable, each object standing out alone, some before, others

behind, but all in their relative places and relative proportions.

Instead of surrounding the figure by local objects, the same
effect may be produced by a group of persons, placing some in

advance of the others. To get all in focus use a long focus in-

strument; make the figures small (and a group for the stereo-

f
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scope must necessarily be so) ; stop down as much as light and

circumstances will permit, and humor the focus a little by draw-

ing the best focus on the distant figures in one of the pictures,

and the near ones in the other. By a careful attention to the

above directions you cannot fail to produce pleasing stereoscopic

pictures. The same remarks apply to landscapes or buildings.

In taking a view of a street, don't take a flat view of one side,

but look down it; and in all cases reverse the old-fashioned pho-

tographic axiom of having everything on one plane. My general

instructions for taking stereoscopic pictures may be summed up

as follows:

Always avoid a great angle,"ever bearing in mind the naturai

angle of the eyes—2| inches. Using wide angles only for long

distances and comparatively flat objects. And pay particular

attention to the distribution of light and shade, which will ma-
terially aid you in producing natural, pleasing and artistic re-

lief. C. J. Hughes.

[We tender our warmest thanks to both Mr. Werge and

Mr. Hughes for the favor of this interesting communication, and

we shall be happy at all times to return the compliment.

—

Ed.

P. & F. A. Journal.]

SUIT FOR INSURANCE.

Utica March, 10, 1855.

Friend Snelling,—
Dear Sir:—I regret that I have not been able before now to

transmit to you (agreeable to your request) for publication a

report of my late suit with the Atlantic Fire and Marine Insu-

rance Co. of Providence, R. I. The old saying, that large

bodies move slow is fully varified in my case. The cause was
argued on the 22 nd ult. but no decision is as yet given, I would
delay any expression on the subject until the decision was given,

were it not for my promises to you and others, who have express-

ed a desire to know the valuation that witnesses put upon sun-

light paintings. My charges against the Insurance Company
for pictures were as follows.

For portraits of Senators, Congressmen, &c. of \ size includ-

ing ouef of Henry Clay, and many a sizes of Senators and other

distinguished persons. $5 00
Of Citizens \ size 3 00

" i " 5 00
" | " 10 00

These were charges fully sustained by Messrs. Gurney, Meade &
Brady, of New York; but on the other hand the defendants

were very successful in securiug the sympathy of Fifty cent men,
among whom stood most prominent those of Utica. These
gentlemen apparently felt no remorse in testifying that my pic-

tures were worth ouly the cost of the stock of which they were
made, but Mr. Johnson testifies that he sells the various sizes as

high and higher than I have charged for them, yet he will sell

out his collection for one half of the sum that I have charged.

Well he may do so for they were not worth one half as much as

mine were, and never cost him one-tenth part as much ; he has

never troubled himself to spend seven or eight months in Wash-
ington with an assistant for the purpose of collecting a gallery

of portraits. The only portraits of distinguished persons that

he ever possessed since I knew him were copies from my original

portraits. The Messrs. Johnson, Dunning and Everett praised

every article with which I had charged the company until their

was but a mere skeleton left. For example, my machine with
which I clip, crimp, clean, and buff my plates which cost me $175
(the Messrs. Gurney, Brady and Meade saw and admired it;)

or one like it, built since the fire these gentlemen invariably

stated worth but $10. The foregoing facts may be relied upon and
regarded as fair specimens of the testimony given by Utica
operators, all men of strict veracity and magnanimousjudgment,
but like a foud lover driven by his rival to the very brink of

an awful precipice with but two alternatives either turn and
fight or leap; they united as one man and prepared for fight. I

|
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have clearly expressed my views of the preponderousjudgment of
certain men, not particularly for my own satisfaction nor good, but
perhaps it is well for Daguerreans to post themselves in these mat-
ters for all are liable to loose as I have done, and may find men who
through jealousy under estimate their property. The suit was tried

before E. A. Wetmore, John Crocker, and John E. Hinmaii;
every possible effort was made by the defendants to depre^-

ciate the value of daguerreotype pictures, and to stigmatise the
art and artists; this effort was nobly sustained by my Utica
brethren. Many Daguerreans were called in by the defendants
from the country but were discharged and sent home by the
first train without being sworn, simply because they valued pic-

tures higher than the Utica Nobility. Fifteen days were occu-
pied in trying the suit, and the costs will nearly reach $2000.
When a decision is rendered I will endeavor to furnish you a
statement of the matter so far as will be of interest to the Fra-
ternity.

Respectfully yours,

D. D. T. Davie.

As this suit must be necessarily of importance to Daguerreans

generally we should like a full report.

—

Ed. P. & F. A. Jour.

From the Jour, of Pfwt. Soe.

DR. WOOD'S COLLODION.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,—Iu answer to Mr. Doyle's note in your last Number,
allow me to say, that the solution of salt precipitates only part

of the gun-cotton from the collodion, and that he should allow

the precipitate to subside; and, having poured off the clear part,

which is collodion saturated with salt, prepare it for use by put-

ting one part of the solution of iodide of iron to three parts of

clear collodion. If aether be added to the collodion in which
the gun-cotton is, until the latter is dissolved, it comes to the

same thing as pouring off the clear part, and the collodion thus

treated may be used with the iodide of iron in the same way.
I would also recommend that no more of the iodide and col-

lodion should be mixed than is sufficient to operate with at one

series of experiments, as the sooner the mixture is used after

having been made the better.

I prefer using the chloroform, as recommended in my second

paper, to the salt solution, as it does not thin the collodion so

much.

I do not now put any eether to the solution of iodide of iron. I

mix together 40 grains of protosulphate of iron, 24 grs. of iodide

of potassium, 6 grs. of common salt. 2 oz. of alcohol, and 3 drops

of strong water of ammonia. The salts are rubbed up together,

added to the alcohol and ammonia, and into the bottle holding

the mixture I put a few pieces of iron wire, so that the iodide

of iron is constantly kept iu the state of a prcto-s&lt. This con-

dition of proto-salt is essential to the well v orking of the pro-

cess; and as the aether causes the iron to assume the state of

sesqui-iodide very quickly, I do not now employ it. Indeed, I

think the iodide of iron acts more rapidly than the other iodides,

for this reason, that it combines easily with oxygen. When
iodide of potash is mixed with nitrate of silver, the result is

iodide of silver and nitrate of potash. If these are in contact

with a substance such as water, or, as the more complex the

substance the more easily is it decomposed, with animal or vege-

table matter capable of yielding hydrogen,—the last named
element, under the influence of light, reduces the silver by uniting

with the iodine. But if we substitute iodide of iron for the

iodide of potassium, instead of nitrate of potash, we get in the

result protonitrate of iron. This takes oxygen freely, from its

combinations; and thus, instead of having a single affinity at

work, as when the hydrogen attacks the iodide of silver iu the

presence of nitrate of potash, we have a double affinity, that is,

that of the hydrogen for the iodine, and the oxygen for the iron;

the latter allowing the former to satisfy itself more easily than

it could do unassisted.

A proto-salt of iron is therefore much more suited than any
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other for the process. Collodion very soon changes a proto.

into a per-salt of iron. Ferricyanide of potassium will hardly

affect a mixture of collodion and iodide of iron after forty-eight

hours. It is for this reason that the sooner the mixture is used

after having been made, the better. But if the mixture should

be kept until the iron is peroxidized, a drop of solution of proto-

chloride of tin brings it back to its original good condition, be-

cause it restores the iron to the state of a protosalt. I have

several times used a drop of solution of protochloride of tin in a

mixture of iodide of iron and collodion without the common salt

recommended above, and have obtained pictures as quickly as it

was possible to uncover and shut up the camera.

The pictures are positive, but, they become brownish after a

few days, and lose their brilliancy. If they were immediately

varnished, this change might possibly be prevented by excluding

the air; but this I have not tried.

To 1 part of the solution of iodide of iron in alcohol, I add 3

parts of collodion, and to each drachm of the mixture thus pre-

pared 3 or 4 drops of a saturated solution of common salt in

alcohol, or 1 or 2 drops of chloroform. If the solution of iodide

of iron or salt should precipitate any of the gun-cotton, add a

little rether to the collodion. The chloroform always precipi-

tates a small quantity of the gun-cotton, but it is quickly redis-

solved. I am quite sure the office of the collodion is not con-

fined to being a vehicle or good surface for the other materials.

It exerts a chemical action on them, and I have found that when
any substance such as salt or chloroform is mixed with it, so as

to go near causing or tend to, a deposition of the gun-cotton,

the rapidity of the process is greatly aided. It would seem as

if the weak chemical actious which take place are allowed to do

so more freely, by the ease with which the gun-cotton can be re-

moved from the aether. Whatever may be the theory, I have
found at least practically that such is the fact.

I have the honor to be your obedient servant,

Thomas Woods.

STEINHAUSEN'S HERO AND LEANDER.
(Sec Ulnstiation.)

BY F. D. B. R.

Charles Steixhausen, the sculptor, was born in Bremen; he
is now about forty years of age—his parents were every way
worthy of such a son. The occupation of his father was that of

a carver and gilder, and it is no doubt that in his shop, sur-

rounded as he was by works of creative art, that his genius was
brought into early activity, for we are told that at the age of

ten years he executed a bust of Olbcrs, the eminent astronomer,
who was born in Bremen. This early work evinced such extra-

ordinary power and excited so much interest, that a number of

the wealthy citizens took charge of his education, and after

some time spent in the high school of his native place, he was
placed under the celebrated sculptor Ranch, of Berlin, under
whose tuition he made such rapid progress that his master ad-

vised his going to Italy. He was quite young when he arrived

at Rome, where he established his studio, which was in the im-

mediate vicinity of Thorwaldsen, who took a lively interest in

his success, and aided him with his counsel. He was also much
benefitted by the contemplation of the works of this renowned
sculptor. His progress was very rapid, so much so, that while
still quite young he received an order from his native city to

execute a colossal statue of Olbcrs, and also a monument to

Goethe, to be erected at Berlin. From that time until the pre-

sent he has occupied a position amongst the first sculptors of

the age.

The first statue of Steinhausen's seen in this country belonged
to the late Edward L. Carey, so well-known for his liberality

towards artists, and his generous love of the Fine Arts. It
was denominated "The Shell Girl," and represents a young
maiden by the sea-shore, with her fishers basket at her side, one
hand holding her loose robe, the other holds a shell to her ear.

The attitude is one of perfect grace, the countenance beaming

with maidenly innocence and beauty, as she listens to the mur-
murings of the sea shell.

Mr. Carey having' ordered another statue from the same
artist, received " The Boy Playing Jack-stones," a fit compan-
ion for the " Shell Girl," a youth full of life and hope; the
whole attitude is one of motion, the body is bent forward, the
left leg thrown backwards, the right arm extended with the
marbles resting upon the back of the hand, ready to toss into

the air, while the face is expressive of deep earnestness in the
game.

There is also another work of Steinhausen's in the collection

of Mr. Carey; it is a cast known as the "Crawfish Catcher."
It represents a lad of about twelve years of age, entirely nudi

,

kneeling on one knee, one hand buried in the sea weed—and
you feci confident, from the success marked in his countenance,
that he has secured his prey. This is said to be his first origins t

composition. There is also in this city another cast of a work
by this artist, representing a fisher boy; besides which we have
a beautiful piece of sculpture, which the artist calls "Agues Dei-

Lamb of God." The infant Saviour leaning against a cross,

with one foot upon the head of a serpent—the marble seems to

breathe—the childs upraised face is a mirror of Heaven, and
the beholder feels his thoughts pass from earth to things eternal.

Beauty and originality are marked in every work that comes
from the hand of this talented artist. There is a figure of Psyche
which shows the power of his originality, it is the very perfec-

tion of grace and loveliness. I need not speak in its praise when
I say that it was purchased at the price of two thousand dollars.

There is in this country a colossal head of Christ, which shows
great power; it is iutended for a church. The last work re-

ceived here, and which the artist is most known by, is the

monumental group of the Burd family in St. Stephens Church in

this city, erected by Edward Shippen Burd, to the memory of

his three children. (You have a photograph of it in one of

your former numbers.) It is the most beautiful sepulchral monu-
ment in this country ; but we think if the cross had been omitted

it would have been more graceful, its severe straight lines give

a stiff appearance. The conception of the composition is beau-

tiful, the two sisters and brother have fallen asleep at the foot

of the cross, the angel, struck by the beauty of the group, pauses

ere she awakens them to immortality.*

The last we shall mention of Steinhausen's productions is his
" Hero and Leander," which is his master-piece. It is in the

possession of the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts (from

which the illustration for the present number was photographed^,

and we know of no work of sculpture that we have seen that

will compare with it in beauty and sentiment.

The story of Hero and Leander is familiar to most every one

through Schiller's beautiful poem, and the daring feat of Byron
in imitating Leander by swiming across the Hellespont, a dis-

tance of three miles. According to Schiller these lovers were

not only separated by the sea, but by parents more cruel; but

the power of love knew no bounds. Hero was accustomed to

guide Leander to their place of meeting by a beacon placed

upon the shore, but he perished at last after having accomplished

the adventure several times. His lifeless body was cast upon
the shore, upon beholding which Hero flung herself into the

waves and perished. But in this beautiful group the lovers live

again; the work is full of soul and feeling. The youth Leander

is represented as having just gained the rocky shore, exhausted

by the labor of swiming so far, yet from the expression of his

face all seems forgotten in the joy of meeting, as half sinking he

embraces his beloved Hero, whose attitude and expression is one

of deep felt love, while with one hand she smoothes the water

from his dripping locks, the other resting upon his shoulder. It

would be vain to attempt a description of this splendid produc-

tion of the sculptor: it must be seen to appreciate its manifold

beauties,—the grace of its lines, the delicate chiseling of the half

relaxed muscles, the graceful arrangement of the drapery of

nero, which falls in delicate folds, giving symetry to the form

beneath—all of which fill the mind of the beholder with admira- \

fir.m*m

" See page 190, Photographic and Fine Art Journal, Vol. vii.No. vi. $?
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tion. And how deeply must the heart be imbued with nature

and her workings, to produce such a sublime work—to give to

the cold and silent marble apparent life!

Philadelphia, March, 1855.

From the Jour, of the Franklin Institute.

REPORT ON J.F. MASCHER'S STEREOSCOPE.

MASCHEK S STEREOSCOPE CASE.

The Committee on Science and Arts, constituted by the Frank-
lin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania, for the promotion
of the Mechanic Arts, to whom was referred for examination
" an Improvement iu Stereoscopes," invented by Mr. J. F. Mas-
cher, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

—

Report:

That the instrument submitted by Mr. Mascher, consists of a

light lid or flap fitted into a case similar to those commonly used

for daguerreotype pictures, and containing two lenses of short

focus, and fitted to the view of any stereoscopic pictures fitted

permanently or temporarily into the case. The advantages
presented by this very neat apparatus of Mr. Mascher are; 1st,

That from its simplicity it can be made much more cheaply than
almost any other form of stereoscope; 2d, That when in action

it allows the light to fall upon the pictures at any required

angle, and in any -desirable quantity, there being no solid sides

to interfere with the arrangement of the light. In these two
respects it shares its advantages with a light and cheap form of

instrument which has been for several years in use. But, 3d,

Mr. Mascher's instrument is very compact, the bent frame fold-

ing down into the case, thus allowing a stereoscope daguerreo-

type to be kept with its proper lenses in the same case that is

used for ordinary pictures; and the mobility of the lens frame
by its rocking motion on its hinge, gives very greatly increasad

facility for the arrangement of the focal distance to suit any eyes,

and for the other adjustment of the lenses for distinct vision.

PATENT STEKEOSCOFE.

-^ In reference to the originality of the invention, it is sufficient

) to say that Mr. Mascher has obtained Letters Patent for his

f
invention, and of coui-se, the only proper coarse to attack him

on this point would be by taking means to obtain the decision

of a court of law upon the point.

As this matter is not within the scope of the examinations of

the Committee of Science and Arts iu such cases, they content

themselves with recommending to general use, the stereoscope

patented by Mr. Macher, as being a very neat, cheap, durable,

convenient, and easily adjusted instrument, superior, for ordinary

purposes, to those forms commonly in use.

By order of the Committee,

Wit. Hamilton, Actuary.

Philadelphia, Feb. 8th, 1855.

Since the adoption of the above report, Mr. Mascher has in-

vented and submitted to the inspection of the members of the

Institute, a stereoscope arranged in a locket of the usual form

and size. The arrangement is illustrated by the accompanying
wood-cut, and besides the convenience of the size and mode of

preserving the pictures, the lenses are made more powerful than

those of other stereoscopes, and the pictures are thus more highly

magnified.

—

Ed.

Claim.—" Constructing a medallion or locket with two sup-

plementary lids, containing each a lens, and arranged so as to

fold within the picture lids, and in such relation to the same
that upon being opened and properly adjusted, they shall cause

the lenses to stand opposite said lids, and thereby convert the

medallion into a stereoscope, said arrangement also rendering

the medallion useful as a microscope and sun glass."

GOLD STEREOSCOPIC MEDALLION.

This property of the stereoscope, of converting two flat pic-

tures into one raised, substantial, life-like statue, appears, as yet,

to be but little understood, and, consequently, but little appre-

ciated by the public; and we can assure our readers, that they

can form no adequate conception of the beauty of this invention,

uutil they have with their own eyes looked through the two
lenses at the two portraits opposite each lens. The resulting

picture looks no more like either of its component pictures than

a circle does like a globe. The medallion is made of gold, and
when folded up, it is impossible to distinguish it from the locket

commonly worn. When closed it measures one and three quar-

ter inch diameter, and three eights of an inch thick. The en-

graving represents a No. 9 medallion, which the inventor sells

for $12 each, but he has applied the same principle to No. 7

and 8, some of which he informs us he will shortly have on sale

at $10 and $11 each, respectively.

The medallion, with pictures, together with a handsome mo-
rocco case, in which it can be very safely kept when not in use,

weighs only three ounces, consequently it is admirably suited to

send by mail to distant friends or relatives.

This" locket exhibits the most extraordinary adaptation of

means to ends that we have ever witnessed. Every particle of

room is occupied, and is a most striking contrast to Professor

Wheatston's first, and even the most perfect foreign stereo-

scopes which are sometimes imported. Theirs are boxes occupy-

ing one-half of a cubic foot, this one-and-a-half inch; the best

imported ones magnify very little, whereas this magnifies four

times. Even the stereoscopic daguerreotype case, for which this

same inventor also obtained a patent iu 1853, is much superior

with respect to portability, magnifying power, easy manage-

ment, durability, and cheapness, to the best imported ones, but

J?
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this last invention is an improvement upon that. Mr. Mascher
has turned the tables upon the Europeans, for he informs us that

he exports large quantities to England, France, and the Spanish

possessions.

We see by the report of the judges of the Metropolitan Me-
chanics' Institute, at Washington, that they entertain the same
favorable opinions of this invention that we do, for they have

awarded to it the First Premium. A similar acknowledgment

was also made by the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, last

December, to the stereoscopic daguerreotype case, for they

awarded to it the first premium, besides recommending the in-

ventor to the Committee on Arts and Sciences, with a view to

a still more favorable report, a recommendation and award ex-

tended to no other depositor.

More information can be obtained by letter, by addressing J.

F. Mascher, No. 402 North Second Street, Philadelphia.

For the benefit of daguerreotypists who are not familiar with

this beautiful invention, we add the following directions, com-

mending this style of preserving the very image of one's friends,

to all who can afford this choice luxury. For, we repeat it, the

difference between this style of representation and the common
daguerreotype, is greater than between a common painting and
a correct statue: for in this is the appearance of life.

Directions to take and put up Pictures.

"Prepare two plates, of such size that the two, when pasted

together, will fit the size of case intended, ready for the camera, in

in the usual manner, and if you have two cameras of the same size

and quality, sctthem about two feet apart, and at equal distance

from the person or subject intended to be taken. Draw the

focus correctly in each, and take both pictures at the same
instant of time, finish them in the usual manner, and you will

find that they are not exactly alike, but each picture to look to

opposite sides of the plates, which is owing to the angle at

which they are taken. Cut the plates so that they fit the size-

border intended, and paste them together in such a manner that

both pictures look to the middle of the plate, taking care that

both pair of eyes are parallel with the sides of the glass and
border. For this purpose you must have a parallel ruler, which

you can purchase at the optician's for 37 1 ceuts. It is abso-

lutely necessary that the pictures be parallel, for if they are not,

you will invariably see two indistinct pictures.

Some artists turn out pictures in which one picture is at least

one quarter of an inch lower down than the other. How is it

possible to see snch pictures correctly?

If you have only one camera, prepare your two plates as

above, adjust the focus properly, and take one picture Let the

subject sit perfectly still until you move the camera about two
feet either to the right or left, re-adjust the focus, and take the

second. Finish and put them up as above.

Again, you can have a camera-stand made, having the table

of which, say two-and-a-half feet long, and as wide as your cam-
era is long, say ten inches. Provide this table with one set of

stops at each end for your camera to slide against. Now, pre-

vious to taking the picture, adjust the table in such a manner
that the camera will be perfectly in focus at each end of the ta-

ble. Make a slide for your plate-holder, with an opening in, so

that it will expose half of the plate to the action of the camera.

The camera is to be laid upon one of its sides, and both pictures

are taken on one plate.

Lay the camera on one end of the table, and take one picture;

put on the cap, and quickly move the camera over to the other

end of the table against the other stops; move the slide in the

holder, in the same direction you moved the camera, and the

other half of the plate will be exposed; take off the cap, and take
the other picture. This plan is in successful operation, and is

very convenient and good, but, it is belived, not so perfect as

taking them (pictures) with two cameras.
Lastly, you can take both pictures at one time, on one plate

with an ordinary camera, by means of two reflectors. Pictures
have been taker this way that are very good. This plan is very
good, cheap, and convenient. For full description of which, see

page 348, vol. XVI. Silliman's Journal."

THE COMBINATIONS OF COLOR.

BY DR. JAMES B. COOK.

If we investigate as to what color is, we fiud it to be decom-

posed light, of three-fold division, viz: yellow, red, and blue;

and from these three primary colors—yellow red and blue—in

various proportions, all other colors are composed. No natural

scene occurs in which we do not find their presence. To satisfy

the eye and produce harmony of colors the presence of all the

three primaries is required, either pure or in combination. Thus
red, when not supported by due quantities of yellow and blue,

is harmonised by green, a compound of blue and yellow. This

may be well illustrated by those who travel in noticing that

description of soil called red sandstone. The foliage in contrast

with the dark red earth assumes a deep, and gorgeous green.

As an example of the same principle, we may cite the common
artifice of landscape painters to place in the foreground of their

pictures a figure dressed in positive red—too ordinary a practice

not to have attracted the attention of every child who visits

any exhibition. The three primaries, then, are blue, red, and

yellow. Their mixture in certain proportions produces the sec-

ondary colors, orange, purple, and green. The mixture of the

secondary produces the tertiary or third division of colors.

These, though occupying a more extended area, are less known
than the primary colors. Orange and green produce a color

called " citrine," from a resemblance to the color of lemons.

Orange and purple produce russet—a warm grey, well-known

to any who love to gaze at the evening sky. The warm "russet"

means a reddish-grey, is common in the poets, and is a favorite

color with all great landscape painters. Green and purple pro-

duce " olive," a dark and most harmonious shade of green, such

as the foliage of the elm or oak produces when seen on a dark-

blue sky. This olive-green has a most lovely effect when we
have a contrast and juxtaposition with grey; it cannot be bet-

ter described than by the effect of ivy clambering over a bit of

ruinous stone wall, or the grey of the bark in an aged oak tree

harmonisina; with its dark leaves.

DAGUERREOTYPING ON THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

New York, March, 20 1855.

To H. H. Shelling Esq.

Dear Sir:—I am very sorry I am unable to respond to your

request for the particulars of my tour with Colonel J. C. Fre-

mont, in his late Exploring Expedition across the mountains, not

having taken any private notes. But this much I am at liberty

to say that I succeeded beyond my utmost expectations in pro-

ducing good results and effects by the Daguerreotype process,

on the summits of the highest peaks of the Rocky Mountains,

with the thermometer at times from 20 to 30° below zero,

often standing to my waist in snow, buffing, coating, and mercu-

lializing plates in the open air.—In nearly every instance Baro-

metrical, and Thermometrical observations were obtained at the

same moment, with the picture. The time given to each exam-

ample was also noticed and marked on the plate. I requested

permission from Col. Fremont who readily afforded the means to

make these observations, and they may account for the very

great difference of time, which it took to make pictures, under

apparently the same combination of circumstances. All these

observations have been carefully noted and will be published for

the benefit of the scientific world, in Col. Fremont's forthcoming

Journal, which these pictures will serve in some measure to illus-

trate.

I had considerable trouble with the iodine, which under ordi-

nary circumstances requires 80° Flit, before it will part with its

fumes. I had to use artificial heal in every instance, I found it

necessary to make up in quantity for the loss of temperature. I

generally employed Anthony's Anhydrous sensitive, and my boxe s

during a continual use of live months only required replenishin ;

four times, notwithstanding they were opened every time I ms de

a picture, to arrange it smoothly at the bottom. The coating

w
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boxes were made expressly for my vise on the Expedition by E. An-
thony Esq. and I cheerfully recommend the use of similar ones

for like purposes. Notwithstanding the earnest prognostica-

tions of yourself and my professionals friends, both in New York
and Philadelphia, that under the difficulties I was likely to en-

counter on the snow capped mountains,—I would fail, I am
happy to state that I found no such word in my vocabulary al-

though I had not much youthful, or physical strength to'briug into

the scale.

I am Dear Sir yours truly.

S. N. Carv.alho.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

ON NATURALLY COLORED PHOTOGRAPHS.

Sir,—In reflecting on the many different opinions advanced

in reference to the possibility of producing naturally colored pho-

tographs a testimony bearing evidence to a multitude of facts in

themselves so far practical, and certainly all but conclusive, may
be deemed acceptable at the present crisis of bold and unquali-

fied incredulity on the one hand, and confident affirmations on

the other. I believe that all the different photographic pro-

cesses as at present practised, so as to be professionally produc-

tive, are based upon one general principle, viz. the decomposition

commenced by a preliminary action of actinism, on the com-

pounds of haloid elements with silver, or salts of that metal.

In producing our impressions by aid of those bodies on all the

differeut media now is use, such as glass, silver, &c, the effect of

light is more or less precisely identical with the impressions pro-

duced on our retinae, so as to make us coguizantof form and dis-

tance only, altogether independent of color.

It is well known to every practitioner that in copying light

and shade only in the camera the result is in the highest degree

perfect, and as true to the original as may be; however, in at-

tempting a copy where we have the original clothed in all bril-

liancy of natural or artificial coloration, the result is, indeed,

strikingly inferior. Were we able at all times to produce a

faithful transcript, even in light and shade, where the intensity

of every color would not be unduly weakened or strengthened, as

we have them in almost every instance at present, I should con-

sider our ability to do this, as a strong presumption of the dis-

puted question of coloration iu the camera, were other and more
decisive proof wanting.

The chemistry of photography has suffered too much neglect

at the hands of those illustrious chemists, to whom the present

unparalled advances in chemical science are mainly due; and
thus it is that we have so many operators, all preferring their

own particular practice, to accomplish but one and the same re-

sult; and I apprehend, this is the reason why we have not

hitherto seen many pictures at all approaching to that perfection

so desirable. It is easy to see that the present empiric practice

adopted by photographers generally is a serious hindrance to the

art, and no one can for a moment doubt that a thoroughly

scientific knowledge of chemistry, is the only radical means by
which photography can be advanced to perfection. These de-

sultory remarks have resulted from the perusal of a paper* in

the November number of the Photographic Journal, wherein the

author very summarily disposes of the question of naturally col-

ored photographs. He seems to think it very absurd that any one

should desire the achievement of this desideratum. Simply be-

cause "they have overlooked the fact, that the force producing

actinic action is distinct and separate from that producing color,

as well as the kindred and associate force of heat." Then, in the

next sentence, "It is now generally admitted that at least three

distinct iorces coexist in the smallest pencil we are able to sepa-

rate from neutral sunlight, viz., the thermic or heat-producing,

the chromatic or color-producing, and the actinic, which produces

chemical disturbance in the condition of bodies susceptible of

change, consequent on their not being in the state of most stable

* "On the Probibility of Producing Actinopoly Chromic Pictures."'

—

See P. & F A. Joum. vol. viii. p. 53.

equilibrium; on this latter f«iceQhe^dpjfldt}3n QjafF^tEnic pic-

tures depends.
'

Here we have, first a reason why the expectation of our ever

seeing naturally-colored photographs may be considered as very
far from being realized, if not altogether visionary; and then we
have a statement, that the elementary knowledge of the very
principles necessary for such a result is generally understood and
admitted. Now the question whether those eminent physicists

(who have given us all that we really possess in this department
of photography) either overlooked, or did not give an unquali-

fied admission to all well-established scientific data at all bear-

ing on this important question, is, to say the least of it, at once
to cast discredit on their interesting labors, and^to betray an ig-

norance of the subject quite inadmissible in any one professing

himself an elucidator of any well-known scientific truth.

Then, again, this writer goes on to say, "It is almost superflu-

ous to say, that Avith no known body or process is any other
color produced than one, or, as commonly expressed, light and
shade." I apprehend his meaning to be, that no preparation

has ever been discovered capable of being impressed by colored

objects; and, consequently, that no colored copies have ever

been seen or circulated. This announcement so thoroughly be-

trays a wilful pertinacity, that a bare mention is almost more
than it deserves, were it not that it attempts to throw the most
important discoveries (second only to the prior discoveries of

Daguerre and Talbot) into worse than utter disrepute.

Our author's next statement is indeed a startling one; viz.

"The irndescent tints produced on the silver plate by Becquer-
el, are no evidence of the possibility of our ever being able to

produce actino-polychrome pictures, for such tints may be seen

by placing a small piece of iodine on any clean silver surface,

which will thence exhibit an annular series of such vivid colors;

but such can be as well produced m total darkness as in brilliant

sunshine, showing that the actinic force of the solar rays has had
no effect on their production."

Has Mr. Ross repeated Becquerel's experiments? I opine not,

and I should earnestly advise him to do so, and he will find his most
incipient experiment result in something very different from
irridescence; he will find there is not the most distant similitude

between the colors produced by thin films and Becquerel's helio-

chrome pictures. No doubt a piece of iodine on certain sur-

faces will produce iridescence with light, and how Mr. Ross as-

serts the same to be produced in darkness, is certainly rather

puzzling; as well might we expect the retinas of the eyes to be-

come impressed with images of objects in darkness.

After all, does it follow that a prepared surface, for which
light is the only reagent, will be equally affected in darkness?

Every known photographic process, those producing light and
shade as well as those iu color, are all more or less not produced
on the mere surface of the media, but are, as it were, bitten in

;

every one practising the daguerreotype knows this, and collodion

pictures show this in an eminent degree as well as albuminized

plates. I have seen collodion negatives resemble a beautifully-

etched copperplate; and this is more especially true of those

heliochromes produced by Becquerel, Niepce, and Mr. Camp-
bell of Ohio's processes; a moment's examidation of any one of

them will show this at once, an effect which irridescence could

never produce.

Newton's colored rings, or columns of thin fibres, are produced
by an infinitesimal attenuation of media proper for their exhibi-

tion, the refrangibility in every case determining the color, and
thus we have all the colors of the spectrum produced on an un-

equal surface. And so it is when light falls on the unequal sur-

face produced by the iodine, that we have all the different de-

grees of refrangibility, and of course as many different colors.

Now, how is it that these colors are produced in darkness, see-

ing that they compose the very agent whose decomposition alone

can produce them viz. light?

P. Henderson.

16*
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Let reason go before every enterprise, and counsel be-

fore every action.
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OX COPYING CRYSTALLIZATIONS BY PHOTOGRAPHY.

(Translation.)

To lite Photographic Society of London:

Honorable Society,—In the course of ray experiments in

photography with collodion, it has happened several times that

with a plate outwardly appearing in a proper condition, no re-

sults were obtained. One day I gently removed the surface of

the collodion, and beneath it I found a very elegant crystalliza-

tion, like the ice-flowers we see form upon the panes of windows
in winter. The weather was damp and cold, and I felt per-

suaded that this want of success in several experiments had been

caused by the cold and damp air, which had condensed upon the

cold and polished glasses. I recollected that it had already

been recommended to heat the glasses slightly in damp weather,

before submitting them to preparation, and I found the advice

very good.

I explain the formation of this crystallization of water on the

surface of the glass, by the evaporation of aether, which abstracts

the heat of the water, so as to cause it to assume the conditiou

of ice; and, on the other hand, the presence of the ice is the

cause why one cannot obtain the decomposition necessary for

the formation of the photographic image. For, before the

water melts, it does not leave enough heat for the chemical

action.

When the surface of the plate was removed, I heated it, and

the water of the crystallization passed off as a vapor, leaving

free the places on which it had formed crystals. But the iodo-

collodion kept its form,—the places where the water had been

had become transparent, and the iodo-collodion in which these

forms had remained being yellow, gave me the idea of placing

this glass, as a negative, upon positive paper, which would give

me a positive impression.

This led me to the idea that we might produce crystalliza-

tions of various bodies at pleasure upon glass surfaces, and print

them photographically, and thus acquire a new means of study-

in"- the characters of these bodies.

In this way the experiments might be extended, and the

crystallizations be exposed, during their formation upon the sur-

face of glass plates, to the iufluence of electric currents and pow-
erful magnets.

The influeuce of sound might also be tried, by a mechanical

contrivance to impart a constant tone to a glass plate, to see

how crystallizations from liquids form under those circumstan-

ces. Chladni's figures ought to be formed. These Chladni's

figures of sound might then be printed photographically. A
more intimate knowledge might be thus acquired of the rela-

tions between the formation of sounds and the movements and
forms of bodies.

Besides the interest attaching to this delicate phenomenon,
indicating the very obscure influences which may be sometimes

the causes of failure in photography, advantage may be derived

from it in the encouragement to make further inquiries of na-

ture, and photography will thus gratefully make some return to

the sciences from which it has received so many means of pro-

gress. I have the honor to be, &c,
Frederic Vogel.

Go out in the spring, when the sun is yet far distant, and you

can scarcely feel the infiuenc&of his beams, scattered, as they are,

over the wide face of creation ; but collect those beams to a focus,

and they kindle up a flame in an instant. So the man who
squanders his talents and his strength on many things, will fail

to make an impression with cither; but let him draw them to a

point—let him strike at a single object, and it will yield before

him.

Would you touch a nettle without being stung by it?—Take
hold of it stoutly. Do the same to other annoyances, and few

things will ever annoy you.

Great works are performed) not by strength, but by perse-

verance.

JJcrsonal anb QVrt Jntelligcncc.

— We must in the outset this month apologise for the brevi-
ty of our editorital remarks. We are much too ill to wear the
thinking cap at this present writing. We have, however, seve-
ral very excellent original articles in this number from favorite
writers that will make up for our delinquency.

— We find the following in the March number of the London
Art Journal. It will be seen that it is a confirmation of the
view we took of Mr. Hill's letter to us on the subject of the
Hillotype, and the letter here quoted must have been written
about the same time. It is strange that this statement should
have been sent so far for publication, and that a diametricallv
opposite course to that indicated should have been adopted by
the inventor here. We have no doubt Mr. Hill could receive
the remuneration he desires in one month's time by subscription,
if he will suspend -a frame containing a few samples of his pic-

tures, from -} to £ in the City Hall of New York, or any other
prominent public building where they can be seen, on the condi-
tiou that he publishes his process to the world. A gentleman
from his neighborhood remarked to us the other day, that Mr.
Hill's great desire was to give all an equal chance in" the benefits
of his discovery, as well as to secure himself a competency.
Now we would submit to Mr. Hill if the course we indicate is

not the only one by which he can arrive at this, to him,-—great
disideratnm; and if he is sincere on this point whether he is not
morally bound to pursue it? The Art Journal says

—

"It will be remembered by many of our readers that Mr. Hill
of the United States some time since announced the discovery of
a process by which colored radiations impressed themselves in
corresponding colors upon a metal tablet; in fact, the production
of Photogragphic pictures colored by the sunbeam itself. From
the circumstance that the process has never been published by Mr.
Hill it was almost forgotten. We have now before us, however,
a letter from the Rev. Mr. Clarke, of Westkill, Greene Co., in

which he states that ill health has been the cause of delay on the
part of Mr. Hill, who is, however, now desirous of publishing
his discovery, but he is anxious to secure some remuneration for

it, before he gives it to the public. Mr. Clarke states, the im-
pressions are taken in their natural colors upon the common da-
guerrotype plate, and they are of unfading beauty. Once fixed
upon the plate, any amount of ordinary rubbing has no effect

upon them, except it be to brighten thera and thus develop their

beauties more fully. In fact, they cannot be effaced from the
plate, but by the dissolving powers of chemical agents The
results have been the admiration of scientific men, photographers,
and all who have seen them, including a committe of the United
States Senate. Mr. Clarke continues, "Mr. Hill has finally con-
cluded to divulge to ike world the secrets by which he has obtained

results of such permanent beauty, so soon as he has taken the
proper precautions to secure for himself and family a due pro-
portion of the pecuniary benefits of a discovery, which has cost

him years of anxiety and labor, and in the pursuit of which he
has sacrified both his health and his means!" Mr. Hill proposes
to secure himself by pateut in this country, unless a certain sum
be obtained by subscription with which to reward him for his

labor."

— A. P. H. Asks—1st. "Is an ordinary camera the best for

views?

2nd. "Would you take views larger than the £ plate?

3rd. "Who will be the best persons to apply to for instruc-

tions?

4th. "What will be the expense of instructions?

5th. "And that of an outfit exclusive of camera? "

To which we reply

—

1st. There arc cameras made expressly for views that are bet-

ter for taking them than the ordinary portrait camera, princi-

pally because they cover a greater field. The portrait camera
answers better if you do not wish a larger picture than 6^ X Sc-

inches, as they work quicker.

I^V". * *-—->—
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2ad. If you mean daguerreotype views, we think the
J-
are suf-

ficiently large; but if you wish them on paper, the larger you

can get thexa, perfect, the better they will sell.

3rd. Of those who will teach the paper process we would re-

commend Me. Whipple of Boston, Mr. Prevost of New York
and Mr. Richards of Philadelphia, as we believe they have had
longer experience in the branch you wish to learn than any

others in this country.

4th. The terms of instruction are from fifty to one hundred

dollars according to the amount of tuition you will require.

6th. An outlit—exclusive of the camera would cost you about

fifty dollars.

The Peoria Republican thus speaks of our friend Cole of that

city
—"We were shown to-day, at the Daguerreau Gallery of R.

M. Cole, some of the most beautiful large-sized photographic

likenesses that we ever beheld. Among them we noticed the

phizzes of Henry Grove and John A. McCoy, which are taken

as true to life as the reflection of the originals in a mirror. Mr.
Cole has attained great perfection in the photographic art, and
is a worthy and successful rival of Alexander Hesler of Chicago,

whose pictures have obtained for him so much celebrity as au
artist. Mr. C. is now prepared to take likenesses on the largest

sized plate, we believe, that is used. These large pictures are

triumphs of art, such as, doubtless, were never dreamed of by the

immortal inventor of the photographic process. The countenance

may be taken on them, if desired, nearly as large as life. We re-

commend those who count themselves good judges to call at the

Daguerreau Gallery— (which, by the way, is fitted up with ele-

gance, reflecting credit on the taste of Mr. Cole's better half)

—

and inspect the large pictures recently taken.

We clip the following from the same source showing that Mr.
Cole can use his pen as well as his chemicals to advantage.

Messrs Editors: I observed in your issue of Friday last an

article giving some unsatisfactory reasons in reference to the im-

pression that a daguerreotype makes upon the mind of the be-

holder. Why is it, Messrs Editors, that pictures taken by this

art fail to give satisfaction? When we are viewing the daguer-

reotype of a frieud which is true to nature in every respect with

the exception of life and motion, may not the lack of those con-

ditions be that something wanting which the writer speaks of ?

With regard to the satisfaction that the portrait-painter is able

to give in transferring the beauties of the face and form to the

canvas, the writer says that a portrait is satisfactory in so far as

the painter has sympathy with his subject, and delightful to us

in proportion as the resemblance reflected by his sympathies is in

accordance with our own:—In the daguerreotype, he says, there

is no such medium, and the face comes before us without passing
through the human mind and brain to our apprehension.

—

Would the writer wish us to understand that the mind and
brain of the daguerreau artist is not exercised in transferring the

likeness of the human face to the metallic plate, or is it, in his

opinion, accomplished by some hocus-pocus, or put iuto a box and
ground out, like music out of a hand organ? Are we to believe

all of this?—No: the mind of the operator must be at work, and
it is in this that we see so great a contrast in daguerreotypes.

It is the mind of the artist operating upon matter that produces
such beautiful and accurate likenesses. But the writer says that
the daguerreotype is seldom satisfactory, and always leaves

something for the sympathies to desire. What is that some-
thing? It is this: when we are viewing some of those lifelike

pictures that are before us every day, we expect to hear them
speak or manifest some sign of recognition.

R. M. Cole.

As the daguerreau artists throughout the country do not give

us the opportunities for judging of the the merits of their work
persoually we have to be indebted to our contemporaries for in-

formation on the subject; but we are always pleased to fall back
upon these sources when their reports are favorable. We take
the two following notices from the Auburn (Ala) Gazette.

"We desire to direct the attention of our readers to the adver-

tisement of Mr. Parks, in to-day's issue. It will be seeu that he

i&ef^Jk^

proposes to establish au Institute in which young men can be

prepared for the successful practice of the beautiful Art, to which
Mr. P. has devoted himself for several years with gratifying re-

sults. Our opinion of his qualifications has been frequently ex-

pressed, and we are happy to sec that it has been endorsed by
the leading Daguerrean journal of the TJ. S. Mr. Parks studied

under Woodbridge, of Columbus—whose card we also publish

—

one of the most successful artists in the South, and the pupil al-

ready bids fair to rival his teacher. A better opportunity can
not be secured of learning an honorable and lucrative Art.

''While in Montgomery a few days ago we had the pleasure

of visiting the Daguerreau Gallery of Mr. Frear, and were de-

lighted to see the beautiful specimens of his art. We were
shown some photographs, the old style Talbotypes, colored in oil.

They were very pretty, and can be obtained at a less cost than

the Daguerreotype. Duplicate copies can be obtained to a
numberless extent, preserving the beauty and boldness of the

original picture. Mr. Frear is a good artist, and deserves

patronage."

"Something New.—The Art Progressing.—We have lately

been afforded an opportunity to inspect some Pictures from the

Gallery of Messrs. Murray & Jacobs, No. 341 Broadway, and
we must admit in the outset that we were gratified with
the specimen exhibited to us. They have a method of their own
which they claim to be entirely new in this country known only

to themselves, by which they are enabled to produce life size

(or indeed any size) photographs ou cauvas exactly resem-

bling the finest description of oil painting, equally durable and
imperishable, with the advantage however, that these new pic-

tures are truer likenesses than the others can be, and have a

more life like expression. But it is in the coloring that

Messrs. Murray & Jacobs excel and we must say that this

method produces the most beautiful results, it is deep toned,

mellow, and fine, and while preserving all the fidelity in

lines of a photographic likeness, makes the features stand out

from the canvas, soft, round, fleshy, and natural. Their process

is new to this country, and was, we believe, acquired by Mr.
Murray, when on a late tour in Italy, that land which has ever

been first in the art productions. We certainly recommend the

attention of the profession, and the public generally to Messrs.

Murray & Jacobs' pictures, and particularly to their new
Italian method of coloring, which we think must supercede all

others now in use, at least for the finer specimens of the Pho-
tographic Art."

— Mr. Hesler has as yet furnished us with but one chapter

of his contemplated work. We shall begin its publication so

soon as we feel assured he will be able to continue it uninter-

ruptedly. The duties of his Gallery have been as much as he

could possibly attend to since his promised contribution ; but we
hope he will soon resume the undertaking.

— Mr. Fitzgibbon has associated with him, in the Photogra-

phic department of his business, M. Penabert, formerly with

Messrs. Gurney & Fredericks of this city. Mr. Penabert is a

fine artist in paper photography, and we take pleasure in re-

commending him to the St. Louis public, as perfectly capable

of executing the finest Photographic portraits.

— A Photographic Exchange Society has been formed in

England.

— A fund is being raised in England to contest the claim

of Mr. Fox Talbot to the collodion process, which has been

carried up to a higher court. As any decision given there will

effect the photographers in this country equally with those of

England, we would suggest the propriety of making up a purse

here to be sent to the committee in London, in aid of the de-

fendants.

— Dr. Diamond is to receive from the Photographers of

England a splendid testimonial in acknowledgment of his emi-

nent services to the art.

— W. H. DeS., of Tenn, wishes to know if we cafflot say

something to the borrowers of the Journal, who frequent his

fr'^.'CfV
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Gallery and carry off his numbers, even before he can get an op-

portunity to read them himself. We no not believe there is much
use in saying any thing to such persons; they are invariably

too obtuse to take a hint; therefore, the best plan is, we think,

to give them a kick—out of the gallery whenever they enter it

—they will understand that.

— We would call attention to the advertisement of S. A.
Holmes. His " patent double action" camera boxes are really

worthy the attention of daguerreotypists who take stereoscopic

pictures, or who are pressed for time.

— The process for coloring photographs advertised—by cir-

cular—by Mr. Hill, of Westkill, is fully worth the money
charged for it—is easily acquired, and very pretty indeed in its

effects. It has no analogy to the Hillotype.

— We received a very impertinent note about a month ago

from one Ross, because we republished an article, written by
him, from the London Photographic Journal. Had we known
at the time how litttle the author was acquainted with the true

character of a gentleman, we certainly should not have pub-

lished it.

— We find the following in the Boston Daily Advertiser.

We have seen the Photographs of these gentlemen and can fully

endorse the opinion of the Advertiser, and even go farther, and

pronounce those we have seen as not only equal in chemical and

mechanical manipulation, but superior in artistic merit to any

we ever saw. There is more ease and grace in their positions

than generally given to photographic portraits:

" Photographic Portraits.—We have lately had an oppor-

tunity of examining some photographic portraits executed by

Messrs. Masury & Silsbee of this city, which are of so high a

degree of excellence as to leave nothing to be desired in this

line. We do not kuow of anything among the lesser convenien-

ces and pleasures of life, upon which the present age may be

more fairly congratulated, than for the facility with which pic-

tures of friends may be obtained by the photographic and da-

guerrean arts. In the first place there is the great saving in

expense. A few years ago a miniature was a costly luxury, not

to be had at the best for less than some price ranging from

twenty to two hundred dollars. An excellent photograph can-

not cost at most, half the former sum. Secondly, there is the

saving of time; for few persons could well spare the numerous

"hours" required for frequent "sittings" to their painters. A
photograph requires but a single sitting of a few minutes. Add
to this the absolute certainty of accuracy, or rather of identity

iu the likeness; together with the beautiful general effect pro-

duced by gentlemen as well skilled in their art as are Messrs.

Masury and Silsbee—and we think it cannot be doubted that

the present age has an advantage in this respect over our pre-

decessors of a few years ago. How much pleasure lies in the

possession of a portrait of a friend, is a point upon which we
need not enlarge.

" Messrs. Masury & Silsbee have a number of photographic

pictures for sale. Their rooms

street, up stairs."

The committee of the Portland, Me., Mechanic's Fair Exhi-

bition, appointed to award the premiums, report as follows:

" Of the new art of Photography, many beautiful specimens

were exhibited by Messrs. Masury & Silsbee, of Boston. Most

of them were colored with great skill, and truthfulness to the

originals. The committee award Messrs. Masury & Silsbee the

First Premium; a silver medal."

The article spoken of in the following communication was copied

from the New York Times for the information it contained in Fine

Art matters, and if our present correspondent will read the stric-

tures of most writers on the same subject he will find them all

more or less tinctured with sectarian feeling according to the

religious bias of the writer. We personally repudiate this

practice, but we are not willing to forego the pleasure of an

otherwise excellent article because it docs not agree with us in

religiofc principles, therefore our friend shall be heard.

are at No. 299| Washington-

London, C. W.March,2Z, 1855.

To the Editor of the Phot. §• F. A. Journal

:

Sir.- -Your Journal has ever been a source of pleasure and
profit since I became a subscriber to it. The amount of inter-

esting matter it's every number contains, not only to the practi-

cal Daguerreotypist, but to every lover of art, and the ability,

care and zeal, displayed by yourself in the original matter arid

in your selections, specially entitles you to the lasting gratitude
and admiration of every follower of our beautiful Art. With
these convictions, Mr. Editor, vou will not be surprised at my
feeling pained that anything should arise to shake these opinions
which I can assure you I am anxious to cherish.

The March number of the P. & F. A. J. contains an article

over the signature of "Dick Ti7ito" headed "The Art Treasures
of Italy." Now I am not going to enter into a controversy with
this writer, because, I think that the columns of the- P. & F. A.
J. is not the place for articles which assail the religious or polit-

ical principles of any man, but Sir, you must know, that if you
give insertion to articles of this character and tendency, you, to
be consistent, must give fair play and an open field by admitting
the other side of the picture. Then and not until then will I

feel justified in asking the use of your columns for this purpose.
The motives I am actuated by in noticing this article is not be-
cause it has given offence to me personally, for I would not wish
to be thought captious, but because I think the admission of such
articles into the Journal is not calculated' to promote the inter-

ests nor dignify the character of our calling. You will excuse
me for being so plai.i, Mr. Editor, but we Isolated Canadians
have respect for the prejudices of our fellow men, and would
scorn to have recourse to Jesuitical (if you like the term) means
to pander to popular opinion or make an instrument of ajournal
the very name of which indicates neutrality in matters foreign to
the object it is established to serve. How are your subscribers
benefitted by an article which bears on the face of it inconsist-

ency, bigotry and perversion of truth, and breathing the spirit

of Know-Nothingism throughout. The majority of Daguerreo-
typists may feel a sympathy for the views enunciated by "Dick
Tinto," if so they had better carry out the principle and restrict

their business to that peculiar class of people who have recent-
ly sprang into existence. I trust however Sir, that you have
but inadvertently admitted the article referred to, and I hope
most fervently, that you will not contaminate your beautiful
Journal again by inserting articles of a sectarian character.

I would have much pleasure in refuting the impressions made
by "Dick Tinto's," production, but the ground for combat would
be ill chosen—if he has committed the sin of sacrilege it is no
reason why I should.

I am Dear Sir. Yours sincerely,

James Egax.

Carlyle. Friend Ayer:—In this age of quacks, charlatans
and mere windy, gaseous pretenders to heal, who blow at every
corner, and in the face and ears of all men, their loud, blaring
Jerico trumpets and other noisy boisterous wind instruments of
marvelously twisted brass, in such a woefully sham-ridden epoch
as this, I say, it is comforting, nay even cheering to the earnest
well wisher of his race to know there has arrived in this world
a genuine Physician—to light once more upon something besides
mere Sangrados and Don Mercurial Jalapa, with their phlebot-
omies, poison and warm water.

Your Cathartic Pills and Cherry Pectoral, carry us forward
to Halcyon days—to millenial Pharmacopoeas, when Science,
deep diving down into the principles of things, shall, with infi-

nite, ennning, bring out the genuine Elixir Vitse: for of a truth
there is manifestly enough somewhat of that same Life Essence
in your subtle vegetable distillations and compounds.
You realize to us the visions of those paiufulest, smoke-dried

Alchymists—bootless seekers—dreamers among retorts and
crucibles, touching the Quinteseutial hidden Virtue of the Uni-
verse which should antidote distemper, and break for man the
Wheel of Time.
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From the London Art-Journal.

NOMENCLATURE OF PICTORIAL ART.*

BY J. B. PYNE.

whenever there occurs any want of

a necessary impression in a pic-

ture, the light and shadow of

which may be too far subordin-

ated, rather endeavor to rectify

that want by increasing the darks

in preference to the lights. ' The
last would be dangerous, and the

former comparatively safe. Shade
and ultimate darkness are not so

measurable as light; they do not,

like, their opponent, hold the

lantern to you while bejng meas-

ui'ed. Darkness is always, and

under every circumstance con-

nected with "painting, most diffi-

cult to compute; whenever it enters into color the pronouncing

that color becomes difficult. The primative blue itself, being

allied to dark, is somewhat difficult to judge of without other

blues to test it by, while yellow and red offer no difficulty.

The tertiaries are somewhat difficult to pronounce distinctly,

from the circumstance of blue or dark being a component of all

of them, while olive having the greater amount (fifty per cent.)

is the most difficult of the three. Apiongst the quadrates,

darker still than the tertiaries, the citrine russet is comparative-

ly easy to pronounce, being on the light side of the scale, while

it leaves the darker one russet olive, a perpetual chromatic pons

asinorum to puzzle the juvenile colorist.

These circumstances, apparently irrelevant in themselves, are

really useful, as they rise out of the nature of darkness, and

sanction the excess of shade in preference to light under the

foregoing dilemma.

DARK IN SUBORDINATION.

In carrying out still further this system of necessary subor-

dination, and not for the purpose of diminishing but increasing

pictorial impression, or force, let it be supposed that a picture

is required possessing a greater amount of light and brilliancy

than any one now in existence. It does not seem altogether

an insane thought that to do this it might be best to adopt for

the higher lights white itself, as being actually lighter than at-

tenuated color; but no light itself being composed of color, or

color being a decomposition of light, there is a necessity to use

some color in again producing it. And it will be found that an
harmonious combination of light tints, in about the proportions

of 3 yellow, 2 red, and 1 blue, all kept somewhat separate, with

imperceptible transitions, will produce an impression of more
light than a spread of the really higher white. The want of a
true harmony, however, in the process will rather produce an
impression of dullness than brilliancy. It follows then that a

certain amount of color is reproductive of light. This light

being once obtained it again almost amounts to an obviously

correct thought, that to secure and augment this light it were
only necessary to oppose it with the ultimate dark ; but no again.

The bringing together this light with an exactly similar amount
of dark, leaves light no longer master of the _field, which it

should be to create an impression of a picture " possessing a
greater amount of light and brilliancy than any one now in ex-

istence." In this instance then light having been set up
as dominant, dark should be in subordination, and descend in no
instance lower than very dark middle tint. In the greater num-
ber of failures in producing pictures of ultimate lightness, the
error lies in enlisting too much dark, producing a work of mere
force, to the exclusion of first intention, character, unity, and
harmony.

Opacity, again, being a characteristic of light, transparency

* Continued from page 99, Vol. viii.,No. 4.

VOL. VIII., no. v. n

should be kept equally subordinate, and not permitted to rise

to above two-thirds of its capabilities, quite enough for all the
purposes both force and opposition in a picture of ultimate light.

LIGHT IN SUBORDINATION.

In establishing dark as the dominant principle in a work, the
reverse of the above observations are only necessary. To the
ultimate depths accompanied by the ultimate transparency, sub-

ordinate light and opacity. That is, light should not be suffered

to rise to the top of the scale, and it should in its lightest parts
be somewhat transparent. Color should be kept so far subor-
dinated as to never rise above the tertiary, or at farthest secon-
dary harmonies. Consult Rembrandt as a first-rate magician
in this treatment, although some of his pictures may have sub-
sided into too dark a tone, even for dark pictures.

TECHNICAL ART.

Taking the old term " technical" with its first definition

"somewhat relating to Art or science," (thus we have "techni-

cal terms,") and its more indirect application to that poetry
devoted to the rules or precepts of any art as helps to memory,
it will hardly more than incorrectly help us to a true idea of

what is intended by the present term, " technical Art."
In the want of a term to represent and distinguish those

qualities which are now found to separate high from low, classi-

cal from ordinary, imaginative from crude and unimaginative
Art, it has been, perhaps, judiciously pressed into the service

in a lateral but not disjointed sense. But whether judicious or
not, the great arbiter of those things in a country without au
Academy, the public, has appropriated it, and to take it now
out of its hands would be as a war of a minute against eternity.

Technical Art now stands as antithesis to high Art.

Their two extremes would mark the greatest distance that

can ever occur between intellectual and mechanical Art.

There is another great difference between the intellectual and
technical as regards the Art. The first (in the present aggre-

gate state of human intelligence) may not be brought under any
generally intelligible or useful rules; while both precept and
practice may be made to bear very directly on the other. This
is, or ought to be, acquired by a student during his course thro'

a painting-room or an academy; while that, arriving but to a
few artistically intelligent organisms, results only from the men-
tal elaboration of a life, the first impulses and powers in which
mark an abounding thirst for truth, grace, and morally passion-

ate conception.

It would be well before proceeding much further than a de-

finition of the present subject, if it were possible to eradicate

some very prevalent general errors at present entertained, with

respect to the amount of executive perfection demanded by the

higher and lower styles in painting. It is too generally con-

sidered—maintained by some high authorities—that the higher

and sublimer flights in inventive, imaginative Art, may be con-

ducted on pinions of a heavy, lumbering, and uncertain power;

and it has ever been asserted and believed, that technical and
executive power are not only unnecessary, but that they can

find no appropriate place in the conduct of the higher order of

works. If by this it be meant that any great and ostentatious

display of the merely ornamental qualities may deteriorate, and
that most seriously, from the requisite engrossing impression of

one great object of a really great work, it must at once be con-

ceded as perfectly true. The article on subordination was
written to enforce this point. But if it be meant, on the con-

trary, that no, nor any great amount of executive and technical

power be wanted to carry out a great work, I feel obliged to

dissent from such an opinion,' and to give it an unqualified de-

nial. It seems to be the continual and abiding lot of man (in

his transition from error to truth) to be always "jumping out

of the frying-pan into the fire." It is natural enough; and forms

the grist of the adage, that a short jumper should only be able

in jumping out of one to get into the other. In this instance,

however, it is singular, that the length and not the shortness of

the jump has been the very means of placing him in the fire. It

must certainly be some other fire than that upon which rested

the frying-pan: and this turns out to be the case.

3@ ?&2$
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A work is discovered then in which the technical and merely

executive powers are carried on in so flagitiously impudent a

manner, as to mar some otherwise very high claims on the ad-

miration. Good sense no less than good taste are outraged;

and the too sensitive connoisseur, instead of taking objection to

this particular phase of executive display, votes—in his not al-

together inexcusable detulency—a power in color, light and
shade, drawing, and execution, as totally inadmissable in a high

class work.

It will, nevertheless, be found, that the particular phase of,

and not the things themselves, is in fault. And also, that no
really great work can be cited, in which there is not at the same
time high executive and other technical excellences.

It was at one time the prevailing opinion that Michael Angelo
had no color; at another that his color was diabolically bad.

Opinion at last found ground that it was at any rate appropri-

ate, and recently that no other color but that of the Last
Judgment could have been given by genius to a similar work.
This much may at any rate be said of that extraordinary pro-

duction, that if the color of the Last Judgment maybe wanting
in that particular quality, which, indulged in by other men, has

earned for them the character of great colorists, it has a manly
and imperious chromatic style of its own, that could not be
changed without greatly damaging the grandeur of the whole
work. This is no less true of the great picture, than that some
of his smaller works on the ceiling of the Sistine are of such an
appalling chromatic force and expression, as t.o successfully

challenge for him the reputation of being one of the first color-

ists hi the world, while their execution, and general technical

resources, though perfectly unobtrusive, are of a might, a gran-

deur, and an intensity bordering on the creative, raising a fur-

tive and indescribable impression of having been derived from
any other agency than that of man.

It is only necessary to go through a few of the leading works
of the few really leading men to find the same circumstance of

either completeness or great mastery, high elaboration, profound
knowledge or promptness and decision of application, pertaining

to each and all of them. If we are deceived into adopting the

contrary opinion, it is in consequence of mistaking a second for

a first-rate work, and wasting time over it in a greater amount
of consideration than it may be worth.

It is in this class of superior second-rate works, that exists the
wide, the almost boundless debatcable ground, on which the
battles of Art have been fought and refought to so little pur-

pose, and for such a length of time, unless alike in their results

both to Art and Art-producers.

But it is said, this class of Art has its high uses (high uses of
that which has no elevation in it?), and that from it may be
learnt all that may be had of technical instruction. It may be
less necessary to deny this than to assert, that the all to be found
in this class may be found in the highest; with this great ad-
vantage, that when there found, it is unaccompanied with that me-
retricious display, which at once constitutes its fascination and
its vice. A fascination not to be resisted by the light and flex-

ible tastes,— and a vice the more to be dreaded, as it is seldom
again shaken off by a person once contaminated: aud the dan-
ger to the Art-loving world, speaking of it generally, is, that
with them it stands in the stead, and usurps the place of all

that is true, natural, and great.

To place oneself as a student under the influence of this class

is to more than waste time; as you cannot come away from it

either clear-handed or clear-minded. It is worse than studying
Euclid; or indulging in an assoeiateship with the higher poets
over the counter of a gin-palace, as this may be an act of neces-

sity: but there exists no necessity for studying bad Art in order
to become a good painter.

You cannot indeed push the claims of this class of Art further
than high furniture. There arc masses of it in this kingdom
dispersed through country mansions, its most appropriate situa-

tion. There is too much of it in Germany, aud unfortunately in

public galleries; Holland is infested with it, and Italy is more
than full. If there is any circumstance connected with, our own
National Gallery, more felicitious than another, it is that it is

as yet not large enough to hold even its fair and just apportion-
ment of the contaminating material. It had even better be
still smaller, with a larger amouut of good works, than be double
the dimensions of any other gallery in Europe with its not more
than usual quota of intrinsic Art.

It is difficult to guard against becoming fascinated with the
finest instances of this second-rate class of paintings. In Italy,

the present great storehouse rather than the nursery of Art, the
instances are so numerous, and persistent, that one naturally,

before thoroughly tiring of them, begins to select the best from
among the bad, and to put it down as good. The occurrence
from time to time of some one transcendent production in a gal-

lery only disenthralls you from your declining and vitiating ten-

dencies. This one mighty achievement recalls at once the
errant judgment, and the mass of works around it sink again
into absolute and presumptuous furniture

;
you can readily im-

agine the rest of the collection to have been brought in through
the means of passages, staircases, and doorways, if not that the

retrieving creation had descended to its place by some other
means.

But to select a few more out of the whole mass of instances

in which accomplished aud high executive and technical power
goes hand in hand with first-rate conception and invention, if it

be possible to find an instance of the occurrence of one without
the other. What can be more masterly, impulsive, and certain

than the purely technical portions of the works of Raphael?
From his earliest crude time, to the latest, he is never found to

falter, or pronounce a single trait with distrust or hesitation.

From his finest heads, down through an infinite gradation of

object to furniture decoration and construction, he is equally at

home and a master. It is equally true that it never challenges

observation, nor thrusts itself forward of the personages of his

drama, while they themselves would appear to derive no advan-
tage from an adjunct of such high power.

Raphael's conceptions appear to have never lost in execution

one iota of their first intention. Their ultimate appearance on
canvas impresses you with the certainty of their being one and
the same with his original determination. He threw off with a
calm but dread certainty the persona? of his awful drama, in

giving to the world the highest moralities capable of receiving

illustration through Art in its sublimest phase. Such are the
" Ananias," " Paul preaching at Athens," the " Transfiguration"

in its primative state, and some of his frescoes still—though in

ruins—burning under a passionate harmony of colors, that give

a high and supernatural glow to the Raphael rooms of the

Vatican. With such results, such were the means of " the

divine Raphael," in contradistinction to that phrensy of power
which marks the execution of the other masters, in their descent

from high to low Art. One great point in demonstration of

the perfection as well as ultimate simplicity of the execution of

this greatest of painters, lies in the circumstance, that in travers-

ing the many galleries in which copying is permitted, you can-

not challenge the memory of such a question or doubt being

proposed by a tyro as " How is that done?"

Pass from Raphael to Leonardo da Vinci. With an execu-

tion more subtle than masterly, and an excess of minutias and
polish, he has more frequently than otherwise failed in realising

the dignity of his first conceptions. An opinion very naturally

arrived at, by comparing together, first his works in the mass;

then his hesitation to place on the refectory walls the head of

the Saviour; aud lastly, his crowning work of the Logos. I

must continue to think that the finest of the paintings of Leo-
nardo, are thus executed in his more purely Roman style, a little

dryer in color, and short of that ultimate minutiae and polish

which has always given a littleness and triteness to his other

attempts, great as they may be in other regards.

Amongst the sententious and involved language of Fuseli,

there is to be occasionally discovered some one plain, simple, and
unpretending assertion. Here is one of them,—" Aliuutiaj de-

stroys grandeur."

As far as a few words may help us, let this assertion be ex-

amined.

I have always had the greatest respect, not for the mode, but
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for the intrinsic weight aud value of the writings of Fuseli, and

although frequently dared to unravel some one of his stilted sen-

tences, and failing to do so, have on the contrary more frequent-

ly found others, which defying easy solution at a first glance,

have yielded ultimately a rich gleaning of high artistical mean-
ing aud import after a closer reading, though his writings, from

their too great complication and mystery, are such as might
have tempted the first American Emerson into pronouncing this

extraordinary sentence, regarding the obscurity under which some
high truths announce themselves: " One man shall not be able

to bury his meaniug so deep in a book, but time, and, like-

mfuded men shall discover it."

If then minutiae destroy grandeur, the reverse would be equal-

ly true, i. e., that breadth would produce it. Breadth of itself

could not certainly produce it, though it would as certainly aid

in its production, being one of its components, aud inseparable

from it in its highest developments. Conceded this point, it

follows then, that grandeur is decreased by minutiae, aud in-

creased by breadth.

Here is another perhaps more cogent i*eason still, for keeping

grandeur unalloyed with too much minutiae. By the aid of all

the laws affecting and producing harmony, grandeur and mere
minutiae will be found incompatible; totally opposed the one to

the other, utterly co-repulsive and incongruous. Grandeur will

uot be allowed by many to descend within even the range of

technicals; so much the more to our purpose: but allowing it

to do so, it most certainly must stand at the very head of the

column, while there is as certainly no one to dispute the place

of miuutias as standing—it should have been said lying—at the

base. *

Analogously with color, light aud shade, composition, &c, it

is allowed that no two qualities can be in harmony, unless the

one contain at least a per-centage of that which coustitutes the

other. Grandeur being, therefore, at the head of the scale, and
minutiae or detail at the base, it follows from these laws that

they are of themselves in perfect opposition; being thus in op-

position that they are mutually subversive of each other, until

one shall have resigned so much of its antagonism as to bring it

within the required proximity for harmony. As it would be as

much against the rules of common sense as of those of Art, to

sacrifice a greater to a lesser quality, it may be at once deter-

mined that the sacrifice of the lesser to the greater is impera-

tively demanded, by lowering minutiae to the superior claims of

grandeur:

Had Leonardo da Vinci been more grand with less minutiae?

And does not the mischief became augmented in the extra polish

of his manner?
In adducing further testimony, through other masters, in con-

firmation of the opinion that high executive power is not merely
admissable, but essentially requisite in carrying out the higher
works, it is easier to select single works from different masters
than to supply a series from one, as in the cases of Raphael and
Michael Angelo—as few men may be found so consistently

great in their productions as they are, or who have moved the

civilized world at large to pronounce on them so undivided an
opinion—on the one for his " gusto terribile," and on the other
for his dramatic aud natural force and expression: characteris-

tics assigned them by the Italians under the epithets "II diviuo,"

and " II terribile."

But are we to stop with the mention of these names only, oc-

curring at about the same period, spreading their lustre (^though

unfortunately, not much of their influence) over a space of more
than three hundred years? Is it humiliating to our artistic ar-

rogance to be obliged to say that it would be unsafe to extend
the list farther, in order to include the beauties of the next lower
styles? Or should we, on the contrary, more justly congratu-
late ourselves in having thus many?

It is no more from a disregard of the original, striking,

and independent masters who followed, that I wonld limit my-
self to the first-named three, (unequal as I may think even
these, with Raphael at the head)—than it is from any want of
admiration of the powers (and original powers, too) of the
writers before and after the time of Elizabeth, that I should

place Shakspear and Chaucer at the very head of the phalanx
of Euglish poets; and as regards the amount of excellence pro-

duced within the giveu time, it is analogous with all nature, and
as much as might be expected, though less thau might be hoped.

We should, therefore, rather consider ourselves fortunate, if

three more such arrive to us by the end of that time which of

itself shall obliterate all traces of walls and canvasses made
divine by Raphael, terrible by Michael Angelo, or sublime by
Da Vinci.

It will be asked, however, " Where are the Carracci, Dome-
nichiuo, Del Sarto?" " Where Titian, Veronese, and a hun-

dred others?" who, it must be confessed, hold estimable places

in the affections and estimation of the lovers of Art, but who,
not capable of lifting themselves to the point of the pyramid
where stand the immortal three, are to be found only on its

lower and wider terraces, gradually extending as they descend,

and furnishing exact accomodation for the higher numbers pro-

ducing lower Art.

It is difficult in a picture of a single figure to realise that

amouut of impression to be arrived at by a more dramatic ar-

rangement of some few, and only to be arrived at by taking

—

as the Greeks did—a personage representative of some particu-

lar noble, intellectual, or devotional character, of which it should

stand as the future embodied type. It strikes me that the gen-

tle and graceful Luini, a follower of Da Vinci (a master not

known in this country, and who, like his original, completed few
finished works has done this in a picture now in the tribune of

the Royal Gallery at Florence. For feminine grace, purity of

expression, and high devotional aspiration, it stands isolated

from all the female heads of this character now extaut. It has

far more of that beauty and grace (I think erroneously attribut-

ed to Raphael as his own crowning attribute) than any picture

of the Virgin, or other female character of Raphael's in exist-

ence. Its want of commanding subject only prevents its rank-

ing with the first pictures in the world, and is mentioned here

as another instance of this union of the very higher qualities

with first-rate executive and other technical unobtrusive power.
The picture has the very highest elaboration and finish, with

less particulars or detail than marks the general character of

the works of Da Vinci, and is altogether much rounder. The
Florentines have paid it a higher compliment by placing it in

this room, if it may not with equal justice be said that the room
receives a higher compliment by the presence of the picture.

For the rest, it is not much spoken about generally, and may be
considered as gently leaning in manner on the earlier Italian

style, without merging in it.

Iu descending one grade from works in which the sublime has
not been merely attempted but realised, it will most naturally

be imagined that the class will be furnished from pictures by
the immediate descendants from the first men uamed, and em-
brace subjects of a similar treatment aud tendency. Those,

however, are generally too far removed to sustain such a posi-

tion ; they wear merely the garb of greatness, have more atti-

tude than natural action, more bombast than real dignity, and,

to use a quaint simile, show too distinctly the ass beneath the

lion's skin.

The first works of so unapproachably high a character in-

evitably found imitators, imitation was not to be resisted, public

thirst and the Church called for more, more, aud impulsive me-

diocrity upon what rules were discoverable, or those handed
down to pupils and followers, did their best iu producing what
they may have bettered in some style more original and con-

genial to their several natural modes of reading nature.

The next high class of work is then to be found in the first

succeeding original thinkers, and in a style of a mixed charac-

ter, sufficiently removed from the great style to give an addition-

al poignancy to that very originality which constituted its charm,

and its intriusic worth. In the best instances of this class then,

as in the first, powerful technical resources are a general char-

acteristic. It may be said, from the frequency of the union,

that originality and invention challenge the presence at the

same time also of high technical resources.

Away then at once with the notion that high works may be
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achieved by low means; it is not found to be the case in any other

art or process of man, and may not be entertained but by either

a prostrate or perverted state of the reasoning faculties. If

enough has been said to shake the opinion that " the highest

technical powers are not compatible with the noblest line of sub-

jects, not adinissable, but on the contrary subversive:" and if

the grounds assigned be sufficient to warrant the coutrary con-

viction, that they are naturally demanded, naturally occur as

twin emanations of the same vigorous intellect that first con-

ceived such works, sufficient has been done: as the next and

descending class, being in themselves more or less technical,

more obviously call for the higher technic excellencies in sup-

port of their claims.

Such are a few of the finest instances of Nicolo Poussiu, with

the "Plague at Athens" as the crowning example; Titian, with

the " Entombment" now in the Louvre, and the "Martyrdom
of St. Peter," as standing at the head; the first as " A 1." and
the second as " A 2." These pictures being both in public, the

"Martyrdom" being in the marine church of San Georgio Mag-
giore, near Venice, have the power of challenging attention tor

themselves; though it requires some hardness of heart and more
resolution, to abstain from ringing out an earnest eulogy on the
" Entombment," as an instance of unapproachable chromatic

pathos, for while the judgment is forced to place it at the head
of a lower class, the taste no less than the affections would give

it rank with the first.

The case is, howevei*, different in aspect to " The Plague at

Athens," by Nicolo Poussiu, which, reposing on its own innate

grandeur, in an out-of-the-way corner of the world (that of Mr.
Miles, near Bristol), warrants the use of a few words to indicate

its pretensions to the rank assigned it.

It is very generally remarked of the Poussins, that Nicolo

—

if he be not so—would have made the finer landscape-painter of

the two. And to make that impression a conviction, it is only

requisite to see this picture; as that which may be called its

landscape portion is one of the finest things for grandeur and a

threatening impressiveness, that man has ever introduced to the

world, for the gratification of his fellow.

It is in the landscape portions of the works of Nicolo, that

he not only ceases to be a disagreeable colorist (which he un-

doubtedly is as regards the flesh in his nude subjects), but in

which he at once seems to emancipate himself from some unac-

countable chromatic thraldom, and enter a domain in which a

flood of power rushes to him as his own proper inheritance.

To be Continued.

From the Pharmaceutical Times.

PREPARATION OF IODIZED PAPERS BY ONE SOLUTION ONLY.

this, by placing the paper with the coated side downwards on a

surface of water. A few minutes suffice for its abstraction by
the water, from which it may be recovered, if desired, by filtra-

tion and evaporation.

The double iodide of silver and potassium is easily prepared.

Nitrate of silver is to be precipitated by iodide of potassium;
the iodide of silver thus formed, when washed and dissolved to

saturation in a strong solution of iodide of potassium, gives the

salt in question. A shorter process is the following:—Precipi-

tate the nitrate by the iodide, continuing its addition till the

precipitate is reclissolved. The precipitant should be added in

small quantities at a time, accompanied by stirring. Thus pre-

pared, the salt is contaminated by nitrate of potash, which, how-
ever, is no great detriment to its use. The solution of iodide of

potassium which I have employed to take up the silver contain-

ed about fifty grains to the ounce. The solution of the double
iodide cannot be diluted with water beyond a certain extent.

If excess of water be added to it, or used to dissolve its crystals,

decomposition ensues. When this occurs, evaporation will cause

the precipitate to be redissolved by concentrating the alkaline

iodide.

I find that the most perfect distribution of this and other solu-

tions over the paper is effected by using a glass stirring-rod or

tube. The paper being placed at the edge of a table, so that

the rod may project beyond it for convenient handling, a suffi-

cient quantity of the solution, taken up by a pipette, is made to

trickle over its surface, in a line towards the operator. The
rod, which should be perfectly straight, to touch the paper
throughout its length, is then applied in the same direction, and
the solution spread evenly by right and left movements with
some degree of pressure. If a tube be employed, of course the

pipette may be dispensed with, since ou dipping it into the liquid,

and closing the upper end, it may be made to withdraw the

quantity required. This plan is more economical than the use

of brushes, which, besides requiring frequent cleaning, are soon

more or less damaged by the various solutions employed, and
scatter their hair over the paper. A smooth glass rod will not

roughen the surface of the paper, but tend somewhat to an op-

posite effect. It permits, also, the application of a determinate
quantity of the liquid, which is a difficult matter with brushes,

from their power of retaining fluids. It should be as long as

one of the sides of the paper over which it is to be passed.

I am, Sir, yours obediently,

C J. Jordan.

Sir,—Eor a considerable length of time I have employed an
expeditious method of preparing iodized papers for the calotype

and other photogenic processes, to the advantage of which I

now take an opportunity of directing attention.

Having observed that the double iodide of silver and potas-

sium—one of a class of salts very slightly noticed by chemical
writers—is decomposed by water, with precipitation of the

iodide of silver, I anticipated a similar result with paper caused
to imbibe its solution. To ascertain this, a slip of paper, washed
over with a solution of the salt (yclept the argento-biniodide of

potassium), was dried and immersed in water. A beautiful

uniform surface of iodide of silver was immediately obtained, the

iodide of potassium being dissolved out by the water. We thus

possess a mode of procuring iodized papers by a single wash,
ready to be submitted to the intended operations.

In preparing the paper for use, after having received the wash,
it must be gently, but perfectly, dried before immersion in water,

to enable it to retain the deposited iodide, as this would plainly

be washed off, if its compound were presented in a fluid form.

Again, complete removal of the liberated iodide of potassium is

necessary; otherwise, on drying, it might acquire sufficient

strength to recombine with the precipitate. It is easy to avoid

m Irom the Sumit Beacon.

FUN IN MILLER'S DAGUERREAN GALLERY.

BY A LOAFER.

In all the various vocations of life, we find subjects of mirth

;

especially in the departments of new inventions. That daguer-

reotypes are taken, is known the world over, but the modus
operandi of the thing is still unknown to the non-subscriber of

the " back woods."

Being one of that peculiar class of persons denominated
"loafers," it is not marvellous that half-past one o'clock should

find me loitering on a pine box. As I cast my eyes lazily down
the street, I observed a queer looking specimen making towards
the box on which I was reclining, followed immediately by a
buxom looking lass of about eighteen summers. He brought
up before me with

—

" Du you belong in taun?"
" Yes, sir."

" Could you tell a feller where he could find the deg—deg

—

" Dagerrytype, you fool," said the female, who appeared to

be his sister.

" Yaas, could you tell a feller where he'd be apt to find the

deggerrytype-shop," said he, in a nasal tone, that he could not

be mistaken for any but a genuine specimen of a ' deoun caster.'

" Certainly," I replied, "I will show you the way," for I an-

ticipated some sport.

m
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Ou entering- the daguerrean room, which, by the way, is a

very beautiful apartment, being supplied with a sofa or lounge,

pictures innumerable cover the wall, the floor is richly carpeted

and graced by a beautiful centre stand, upon the top of which

is placed an octagon pyramid, decorated with the likenesses of

many of our citizens, and also many notable literary characters

—they were both taken aback, evidently expecting to be ush-

ered into some dirty, dusty looking shop, strewed with imple-

ments and instruments of every description ; at all events they

never dreamed of stepping into so splendid an apartment as the

one that now unfolded itself to their astonished vision. Jona-

than halted, and turning round asked me—with surprise stamp-

ed on every feature—if I was " sartin that was the shop?"
" Certainly, walk in," said I, and in he accordingly went.

Mr. Miller, who, by the way, is a very attentive little body, was
soon inquiring in his peculiar style, what he could do for them;
" would they like to have their pictures taken?" etc.

"Wal," said Jonathan, eyeing Miller from head to foot, "clu

you keep this ere shop?"

"Yes, sir."

" Wal, you see I kum to taun to-day, and herein' that you
could take a fellers picter jist about the slickest, I concluded

I'd cum up an' have mine tuk, jist tu show tu 'the old folks tu

home, bein' as how they never seed any deoun our way."

Mr. Miller said he could accommodate them, and immediate-

ly commenced preparing a plate for that purpose.

Jonathan was strolling around the room gazing at the pic-

tures, admiring his bran new coat, reflected in the mirror, and
wondering " how in the dragon 'twould look stuck into a frame!"

Sally, who was possessed of a more inquiring mind than Jona-

than, and had, withal, a good share of woman's curiosity, watch-

ed closely every movement of Miller. When he took the plate

from the box to buff it, the back of the plate being towards her

she discovered it to be copper. When Mr. Miller took it from

the roker she was not a little surprised, therfore, when she dis-

covered that it reflected her features as clearly and distinctly as

a mirror. As Miller re-commenced buffing the plates she called

to Jonathan.
" What on airth du yeou want?" asked he, striding across

the room at a pace that would have done honor to the league

boots of olden time.

" Du see here."
" I don't see nothin' you pesky critter."

" That man, a rubbin' thar."
" There aiut nothin' peculiar beout that are performance,"

"Why, he tuk a chunk o' copper outen that are box and
jest brushed it a little and I could see my face in it jest as plain

as day."
" Wal, I reckon if he ha breshed you with that are fixin' the

brass in your countenance would o' shone worse nor that cop-

per does!" and Jonathan strode back to the window, looking

particularly rantankerous.

In less time than I have been telling it, Miller had every

thing prepared. He told Jonathan to sit down; who accord-

ingly straddled a chair, with his back to the instrument, and
placed his forehead in the head-rest.

Miller kept his countenance, but I could discern a slight

commotion down in the vicinity of his shirt bosom.

"Turn round if you please," said Miller.

"Oh! you want to take the front sidefirst, dew ye?"
" Exactly," said Miller, biting his lips.

Having arranged every thing—after a good deal of mutter-

ing ou the part of our Yaukee friend, about the " tarnel hookety
thing" at the back of his head, and the " tother infernal fixin"

in front—Miller pulled out his watch and retired behind the

screen, so as not to disturb the sitting.

After waiting for the usual time to elapse for obtaining a
good picture, he advanced to place the cap on the instrument,

and judge of his surprise and consternation on beholding the

chair vacant, and his subject quietly looking out of the window
p]o into the street.

^ Jonathan heard him as he approached, and turning half

round—"What does she look like, Mister?"

11*

" Ha-ha-ha; ho-ho-ho," roared Miller.

"He-he-he; hi-hi-hi," yelled I.

" What in thunder are ye all laffin' at?" growled Jonathan.
"Why did you not sit still?" interrogated Miller.
" Why, drat it, I thought you'd got thru," simpered Jonathan.
" Well, never mind," said the accommodating artist, " eu-

deavor to keep your seat and I will try you again."

Sally, who had been all this time looking on in silence and
astonishment, now followed Miller to his little room to witness

the operation of " breshin another chunk of copper," and quietly

came to the conclusion that it " didut make a whit of difference

what Jonathan said, it was pesky queer, tenerate."

After getting things arranged again, he particularly caution-

ed Jonathan against leaving his seat, and retired as before be-
hind the screen. That time Jonathan stuck so his seat like a
major, but his head! oh, horrid! !

" Your tarnel machine is all out o' kilter," said Jonathan, as

he surveyed the spoiled picture.

" You should have sat perfectly still, and kept your eyes fixed

upon the instrument."

But that /lead! and them eyes!! Ha-ha-ha-he-he-he-hi-hi-hi!

and we both held our sides and laughed till we were fairly pur-
ple in the face.

Jonathan had moved his head two or three times and conse-
quently had two or three heads; and his eyes were all mixed up
with his face, and his whole appearance was enough to excite

the resibles of a monk.
"Now, sir," said the artist,

: 'you will oblige me by directing

your optics into the perforation of that instrument, and keep
them there until I give you liberty to take them away. Do you
understand?"

" You mean to say," said Jonathan, assuming a whittling at-

titude, " that I must look that tarnel fixin' rite in the eye, with-

out winkin' till you get ready to let me off?"

"Exactly."
" Wal, then, that's understood. You kin let'er whiz."

That time he obtained a pretty good likeness, but when Sal-

ly was called up to look at the picture, her first exclamation
was

—

" Why, Jonathan, you look as though you had been chawin'
crab-apples." But Jonathan concluded it would do, and handed
Miller his cotton nose wiper to " do her up and he'd tote."

Miller gave him to understand that it must be finished and
framed, which was soon accomplished, and the delighted Yankee
received the picture, declaring " he'd show it to Jerush the minit

he got tu hum."

From the London JLrl-Journal.

CRAWFORD AND HIS LAST WORK.

A visit to Crawford's studio always seems to me like a peep

into the grandest phase of American life,—a phase where her

moral energy and young untamed power are elevated and sub-

limated by the highest flights of genius. But a few months
back it was my pleasing duty to describe in this journal a colos-

sal monument of the noblest conception, dedicated to the memory
of Washington, about to be erected in the city of Richmond:
and now, ere five months more have passed over our heads, this

wonderful sculptor, as prolific in his powers as the rich Italian

nature in which he lives, is already finishing a second gigantic un-

dertaking. Such wonderful rapidity is too apt, in unskilful

hands, to degenerate into feeble mannerism, or to come, as Ham-
let says, " tardy off;" but in the present instance rapidity and
perfection are united, and all must appreciate the powers of a

master-mind capable of creating immortal works—works that

will be embalmed in the history of his country, that will form

themselves a chief feature in its artistic history—with a propriety

and correctness of design commensurate with the brilliant readi-

ness of their execution. Excellence, which is usually only at-

tained by years of weary labor, seems to rise spontaneously and
intuitively at Crawford's bidding. He hits off his marble epics

m
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as a poet would turn a graceful stanza ; lie calls forth a whole

generation of noble and idealised beings, as did Deucalion and

Pyrrha of old,—gathering and flinging down the stones that

lay beside them, and, by their inspired touch, creating a new
race. Yes, Crawford is a wonderful man, gifted with a genius

vigorous and ardent as his country's hopes; and the conscious-

ness of possessing such an artist—by turns fiery and poetic, do-

mestic and dramatic, ideal and natural, grasping every phase of

sentiment and of passion, and rendering all with equal truth and

fervor, sweeping through each changing harmony of fancy, and

drawing delicious melodies from all—cannot fail powerfully to

influence the present artistic aspect of America,—that large-

souled and loving mother, Avho cherishes all her various children,

arraying herself, so to say, in their individual renown.

In the early development of the destinies of that mighty land,

life, and the necessaries of life, were the first considerations.

Then came war, commerce, and agriculture. All the super-

abundant energy of the West was turned to the possession of

material and palpable greatness. But now that their essential

end has been attained, and America flourishes as one of the most

powerful nations in the world, she too turns to worship at the

shrine of art. There is a great artistic movement taking place

in the great continent; Americans are great travellers: they

love the sunny South, they are enlightened and prodigal patrons

of Art and artists, and carrying home with them across the

broad Atlantic the traditions of the elder sisters of the universe,

gathered amid the mighty capitals of the Old World;—they

also would deck their virgin soil with the finest productions of

native genius—an easy task, while they possess artists like

Crawford, who can execute a colossal monument sixty feet in

height in little more than a year. Many other works on a large

scale are in progress by various artists in different parts of the

States. An equestrian statue of Washington is preparing for

New York, and another large statue of the same hero is to be

placed in the garden of the Capitol at Washington. The Capi-

tol itself, one of the finest buildings in America, is about to be

considerably enlarged by the addition of two immense wings,

each provided with a grand facade on either side, the building

standing detached in the centre of a park or garden. Doors
in bronze, in the style of the Florentine baptistery—the gates of

paradise as Michael Angelo called them—are to be entered, of

which Crawford is to furnish the designs. Doubtless the Amer-
icans will avail themselves largely of his genius in carrying out

the whole of these important additions to their House of Repre-
sentatives. The last work on which he has been engaged is the

pediment of one of these new wings, the first erected: and I should

shrewdly " guess," that when his countrymen see how wonderfully

he has succeeded both in grandeur and propriety of composition,

they will allow no other hand to trace the history of the national

triumphs. The entire Capitol decorated by his chisel would be
a noble legacy for the nineteenth century to bequeath to future

ages.

I saw the pediment this day at his studio, the tympanum of

which is 12 feet in length, and 8 feet in height at the apex. In
the centre stands a figure of America, heroic size, a grand in-

spired looking form of noble features and majestic presence.

The head is thrown back as if " communing with the skies,"

—

she reads there the future glories of her name. She wears the

Phrygian cap of liberty: a loose tunic falls about her limbs in

easy folds; a star-sown mantle is lightly flung over her shoul-

ders; one hand is outstretched, the other bears two crowns, one
of civic, the other of military glory; her feet rest on a rock

against which the billows beat: an eagle stands beside her;

while the rising sun appears behind, a suggestive emblem of her

ever-growing and increasing power, a power which has not yet

seen its meridian. Dignified and solemn as is the action of this

figure, there is a feminine softness and beauty in the expression

and the features, very charming. It is the first idealized figure

of a country I ever could admire. Usually the artist appears
so overcome by the gravity of such a subject, that the emblem
of the soil, becomes as ponderous and heavy, as the soil itself,

the result generally produced being a kind of colossal horror.

America as an ideal figure Ls shaped according to classical

£f&H£g*

requirements, but the remainder of the work, consisting of twelve
figures, are appropriately represented "in their habit as they
lived;" yet is this habit so skilfully adapted to the exigencies of

sculpture as to leave nothing to be desired. There is no conven-
tionality in this work, but sufficient attention has been paid to

classical details, to render it perfectly statuesque. In this ar-

rangement the artist has shown consummate judgment, for in

unskilful hands, nothing certainly can be more odious than the

eccentricities of modern contnme. The subject of the sculpture,
" The Progress of Civilization in America," has however en-

abled Crawford to represent various studies of the nude, an
opportunity of displaying his artistic skill which he has seized

with the eye of a master, placing them in most happy contrast

with the draped figures.

To the right of America savage life is represented. First

in order stands the upright figure of a back-woodsman, stript to

the waist, cleaving the stump of a great tree. The play of limbs

and muscles in this powerfully conceived form is natural and
life-like. He raises the axe with so sure and ready an aim,

there is such a vivid and unmistakeable expression in the actiou

of the stalwart Pioneer, who gazes down earnestly on his work
the while,—that one positively looks to see where the next blow
will fall. A snake creeps out from the tree, hissing at the in-

truder, who drives him from his accustomed hole in the withered

old stump. This snake constitutes the link betwecu the back-

woodsman aud the Indian group beyond, for it is with them
that the poisonous reptile is about to take refuge against their

common enemy. The Indian group is full of a wild and fervid

poetry, the air of the primeval forest and the boundless prairie

breathes around them. There is an Indian boy, nude, bearing

on his shoulders the game he has killed, spitted on a rough stick

;

beside him reclines a hound on whose head his hand rests. The
air and step of this Indian boy are perfectly elastic, one sees him
in fancy cleaving the mountain, or penetrating the thickly mat-

ted forest, with the swiftness of a young roe; he is a real child

of the desert. As he passes along, treading so lightly as he
moves, he turns his head over his shoulder with a look of min-

gled indignation and curiosity towards the laboring woodsman.
What does he know of labor, that free-born prairie child, whose
home lies anywhere between the blue heavens above and the

green earth beneath?

Resting on a low mound is seated the Indian chief, also a
nude figure, excellently modelled. His head crowned with

tufted feathers, rests sadly on his hand
/
the weary chase of life

is over, he is dying—the Great Spirit waits to conduct him to

the far-off hunting-grounds, that dreamy land where souls re-

pose in boundless prairies. His tribe has disappeared, he is left

alone, the solitary off-shoot of a mighty race; like the tree stump
beside him he is old and withered, already the axe of the back-

woodsman disturbs his last hours; civilization, and art, and

agriculture—all mysteries to him incomprehensible—have de-

secrated his home; his hour is come, and the dark shadows of

the past gather him into their bosom ! On the extremity of the

mound is a squaw, nursing her little infant, a sweetly poetised

figure, where the Indian characteristics, admirably preserved,

are yet toned down and made subservient to feminine beauty.

The mother, with prophetic fear, grasps her infant to her bosom,

she reclines her cheek on its tiny face as though, in her great

love, she would shroud it from the inevitable fate awaiting its

race, its name, its very laud; a fate sadly imaged forth by a

heaped-up grave before her. This melancholy symbol termin-

ates the extreme point of the composition.

On the opposite side of the central figure appears the delinea-

tion of civilized life, as contrasted with the characteristic details

of an expiring race. First in order stands the soldier, a spirited

full-length figure, the very embodiment of martial ardor. With
an air of bold determination he draws his sword from the scab-

bard, aud seems as it were to challenge the whole world to

meet him then and there in deadly combat. If they will but

come he is ready! That figure appeared to me the concentra-

tion of American coinbativeness, young, fresh, and dauntless, fa
unbroken and uncurbed as yet by age or suffering, breathing the Q
essence of untamed valor, and going forth conquering and to

r*.
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conquer. Crawford has attired his young hero iu the national

uniform of the revolution; which as he himself remarked, is the

classical costume par excellence of America. The obvious diffi-

culties in the treatment of modern dress have been successfully

achieved. Contrasting with the warlike action of the soldier is

the merchant, who, seated on a bale of goods, turns over the

globe, which rests on another bale beside him,—a suggestive

emblem in these money-making clays. His outstretched, hand
spans with contemplative action the ocean dividing the Old and
the New World, indicating, together with au anchor lying on
the ground, that navigation and commerce have made them one.

Next to the merchant stand two youths returning from school,

linked arm in arm. Crawford, always happy in his children,

has been particularly successful in this conception. Those boys

are positively beautiful; they actually move along with a free-

dom and disinvoltura which reminds one of what Michael An-
gelo said to the Horse of the Capitol—" CaminaV Perhaps
the embarrassing details of modern dress have never been more
triumphantly surmounted than in those boys, who might be
Romans if we did not know they were Americans. Enthusiasm
and youthful ardor beam iu their up-turned faces as they advance,

their drapery flying in the breeze, the taller one pointing on-

wards with earnest and significant movement. Altogether those

boys charmed me, there is a " go-ahead" air about them, tem-
pered and chastenad to the exigencies of marble, full of charac-

teristic and energetic expression. A schoolmaster is seated next
teaching a little pupil, a difficult question has been proposed, the

child is fairly puzzled, and raises his hand to his head as he stands

by his master's side in a perfect maze of bewilderment.
Last in this division comes the mechanic, the emblem of ma-

terial as coutradistinguished to intellectual power. He reclines

on a wheel, the great engine of all artificial force. A burning
look of fiery energy darts from his eyes, cleaving in rapid gaze
the region of geometric thought, as he lies there resting on his

wonder-working tools. Like Archimedes that workman would
upheave the world itself, if he could poise himself iu air. This
figure is also full of individuality and admirably characterises the

fresh youug life in the fecund West. Contrasting with the sad
symbol of the Indian's grave, a heap of wheat-sheaves fill this

extremity of the pediment.

One can fancy the proud delight with which the arrival of

this work will be welcomed in America, as something similar to

the triumphant feelings of national gratification, with which the
early Florentines hailed the uncovering of Michael Augelo's im-
mortal statues in the Medicean chapel of the San Lorenzo, or

of Brunelleschi's dome in the Cathedral. America is young,
and enjoys the pleasures of her youth. The nineteenth century
may, if she knew how to use aright the talents of her native art-

ists, be to her a cinqioe-cento period of brilliant creation, on which
future generations may look back with national triumph,—

a

triumph in which the name of _Crawford will stand gloriously

preeminent.

Florentia.

From JVotes and Queries.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

FADING OF POSITIVES.

I am glad to see that Dr. Diamond's attention is directed to
the subject of the fading of positives. I have myself suffered
from the same annoyance. He justly remarks, that hyposulphite
of soda, not being sufficiently washed out, is a fertile source of
future decay. But I have often not only washed, but subjected
the positives to heavy pressure between blotting-paper, after
each washing, two or three times over, and the result has been
far from certain. Since I have discontinued the use of aumio-
nio-nitrate, and used simply nitrate of silver upon albumenized
paper, I have had greater success, so far as the period of time
has gone. Dr. Diamond's caution respecting paste should be

borne in mind.* I have generally found that positives fade at

those portions which come in contact with the card-board, before

the other parts which have not been touched by the paste: not so

with gum, which appears to be a perfectly safe substance; as

those which are mounted with it, which I have had an oppor-

tunity of observing, fade uniformly, without reference to the por-

tions which are gummed. Whether or not the bleaching chem-
icals alluded to by Dr. Diamond being used in the card-board

are a cause of decay to the positive, is an interesting and im-

portant inquiry. When positives are mounted by connecting

the entire back of the picture to the card-board, I can imagine

that it may be a cause of future fading; but I have always
mounted mine by merely gumming the edges to the card-boards,

and subjecting them to pressure, and yet am annoyed by the

same uncertainties. Any photographer who has experienced

continued and uniform success in the preservation of positives,

would be conferring a great benefit by stating what method has

been pursued to effect this desirable result. E. K.

BROMO-IODIDE OF SILVER.

Your correspondent Bromo-iodide, who commenced the chem-
ical debate last November, will be gratified to find that Mr.
Lyte and Mr. Leachmau admit his real existence, and that the

only practical question is how to throw him down. Mr. Leach-
man confirms my statement that the whole of the silver

in a solution of the double bromide and double iodide of

silver, is precipitated by water. Hence it is only necessary to

prove that in mixing these solutions the bromide of silver is not

converted into iodide. Now it is ascertained by experiment
that equal quantities of bromide and iodide of silver require the

same quantity of iodide of potassium to effect their perfect solu-

tion. Thus, 80 grains of each of the former are dissolved in 650
grains of the latter, and a less quantity is insufficient. But if

80 grains of the bromide are to be converted into the iodide, it

would require 14 grains of the iodide of potassium to supply the

requisite quantity of iodine ; and a perfect solution of the pre-

cipitate could not be effected without 124 grains of iodide of po-

tassium, which is contrary to experiment. Moreover, the con-

version would be farther proved by the change of the peculiar

whiteness of the bromide into the characteristic yellow tint of

the iodide, which again is contrary to experiment. The case of

the double bromide and double iodide is still stronger. For
here, if the former robbed the latter of 14 grains of iodide of

potassium, a large precipitate of iodide of silver would be im-

mediately formed on mixing these solutions. Experiment, there-

fore, appears to confirm both my theory and my facts, and prac-

tical men may attack red and green as readily as blue and white.

Mr. Leachmau is also in error in supposing that I compare
Dr. Diamond's solution with " ordinary calotype paper." He
will find, on reference to my note in Vol. x., p. 412, that I com-
pared it rigidly with " Mr. Talbot's calotype paper." The
former, as he is well aware, is well washed for at least four

hours in many changes of water; the latter, after remaining for

one or two minutes in a solution of iodide of potassium, is mere-

ly dipped into water, and consequently is very far from being-

free from that compound, which greatly impairs its sensibility.

In fact, there is as much difference between the well-washed

paper and the dip, as there is between a pint of brandy pure

and a pint of brandy mixed with a quart of water. I admit

that Dr. Diamond's paper is not superior to
'

' ordinary calotype

paper" in sensitiveness, but only and especially in its action on
those tints upon which pure iodide of silver can make no im-

pression.

J. B. Reade.

I have been very much pleased with reading the discussion

which has taken place in " N. & Q." relative to my recommen-

* This accords with the suggestions we made to Mr. Black and others

some time since. We feel confident that the acidity of paste (flour paste)

is often the cause of fading. Dextrine makes a much better adhesive
for mounting positives than any other substance yet employed.

—

Ed.
Phot. Sf F. A. Jour.
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dation of bromo-iodide of silver for negative calotype pictures;

and I trust even to your non-photographic readers that this

friendly controversy has not been useless. It may induce some

to undertake photographic views when they learn that the

greens of a landscape may be much more perfectly delineated

than formerly; for no doubt the indistinctness of delineation in

this respect has caused an indifference in many to attempt pho-

tographic productions. I will not say one word in addition to

what I conceive Mr. Reade has so ably urged, beyond bearing-

witness to the accuracy of the experiments which have been con-

ducted in elucidation of the question; but I appeal to the prac-

tical results. If I find the enclosed landscape has all the detail

in foliage which an artist would bestow or desire, aud that this

result is obtained on paper prepared as I have suggested with

bromine as well as iodine, and if I find contrary results when
iodine alone is used, I think the argument of imaginary decom-

position having taken place to be perfectly set aside.

Again, will you cast your eye on the inclosed portraits of a

well-known antiquary, taken in a few seconds on a dull Decem-
ber day; in one, the scarlet coat and dark trowsers, and in the

other the tabard, with all its various colors, are delineated with

all the proper gradation of tone. The collar of SS even is not

solarized, another benefit I attribute to bromine being the miti-

gation of the over-exposure of the high lights. It may not be

inappropriate here to make reference as to the difference between

actual practice, and mere scientific theory without it; for it has

been observed by some that a fractional part of a drop of nitric

acid added to the nitrate of silver bath, completely destroys its

power of producing rapidly good pictures; whereas the bath

used on this occasion was made with a sample of nitrate of sil-

ver so strong of nitric acid that the cork find leather with which

it was secured in the bottle were destroyed by the fumes of the

free acid.

Hugh W. Diamond.

[We have of course seen the photographs alluded to by Dr.

Diamond, and can bear testimony to the accuracy with which

that gentleman describes the peculiar characteristics which they

exhibit.—Ed. " N. & Q."]

Now I am quite aware of the advantage of the introduction

of bromine into the collodion, in rendering it more sensitive to

the green and red rays; and I do not doubt the fact, though I

cannot say that my own experience confirms it, that paper pre-

pared with Dr. Diamond's solution of bromide of silver in iodide

of potassium, is more sensitive to the same rays than paper pre-

pared with the ordinary double iodide solution, for there may be,

as Mr. Lyte has suggested, a difference in the molecular ar-

rangement of the deposited iodide of silver; but the question in

dispute between Mr. Reade and myself is, whether or not any

bromine in the shape of bromide or bromo-iodide of silver, is in-

troduced into the paper by the use of Dr. Diamond's prepara-

tion of bromide of silver. I deny that any is. When Dr. Dia-

mond first recommended his solution of bromide of silver iu

conjunction with the ordinary double iodide solution for prepar-

ing calotype paper, I thought otherwise; I believed in fact that

on the addition of water to it, bromide of silver was precipitated

along with the iodide, but was induced to believe that such

could not be the case from observing that paper which I had

prepared with it would bear exposure to light for almost any

length of time without injury, which I was aware it would not

if it contained any bromide of silver, as the latter, like the chlo-

ride of silver, is blackened by exposure to light; and in order

to determine the point more satisfactorily, I made the experi-

ments which I described in the first communication I sent you
on the subject. I have since made a rigid analysis of the pre-

cipitate, and have no hesitation whatever iu saying that it con-

sists simply of iodide of silver.

J. Leachman.

w

BROMO-IODIDE OF SILVER.

I beg to offer a few remarks in reply to the communications

of Mr. Reade and Dr. Diamond relative to this subject.

Mr. Reade, in order to prove that iu mixing a solution of the

double bromide of silver with a solution of the double iodide,

the bromide of silver is not converted into iodide, states that it is

ascertained by experiment that equal quantities of bromide and
iodide of silver require the same quantity of iodide of potassium

to effect their perfect solution; that 80 grains, for instance, of

each of the former are dissolved in 650 grains of the latter, and

a less quantity is insufficient; but that if the 80 grains of bro-

mide of silver are to be converted into iodide, it would require

14 grains of iodide of potassium to supply the requisite quantity

of iodine, and a perfect solution of the precipitate could not be

effected without 124- grains of iodide of potassium, which he says

is contrary to experiment.

Now I deny that a perfect solution of the precipitate could

not be effected without 124 grains of iodide of potassium, for

the 14 grains used iu the conversion of the 80 grains of bromide

of silver into iodide would be replaced by an equivalent propor-

tion of bromide of potassium, which would aid in effecting the

solution of the precipitate; so that in fact no more iodide of

potassium would be required to dissolve the latter, than would

be the case supposing the conversion of the bromide of silver

into iodide did not take place. Mr. Read's experiments, there-
' fore, prove nothing at all.

Dr. Diamond refers you to some portraits he has taken on

paper as confirming the opinion he entertains of the advantage
of the introduction of bromine into calotype paper. But these

portraits, or at least the negatives, were, I presume, taken on

collodion, for he says they were taken on a dull December day

in a few seconds.

PORTABILITY OF SENSITIZED COLLODION PLATES.

in vol. xi., p. 110, some inquiries as to the best

ceeping collodion plates sensitive, and at the same
As I see,

method of

time of combining portability, I send you my method, as it seems

to me to meet both these requisites. Iu the first place, I use a

camera with cloth sides and wooden ends; which, to avoid a

long description, I will merely say is the same as has long been

sold under the name of " Willatt's Improved Camera:" only that

it has the back closed by a sliding board, with a hinge iu it,

just like the front of an ordinary dark slide. So, when this is

raised, of course we can look in the camera from behind; while,

when shut down, it excludes all light. I have no dark slide;

but, as I will presently explain, I let the plate drop at once into

the camera from the box. The box is made as follows:—We
will suppose it to carry six sensitive plates. There is no cover;

but the interior is divided into seven compartments by divisions

of wood, so as to prevent the light from passing from one com-

partment to another. In the bottom of the box are cut seven

long openings the width of the box, corresponding to grooves

inside it; so that little light wooden frames, which slide in them,

and carry the plates, can, when let go, drop out through them,

aud pass into corresponding grooves in the back of the camera

—just as the dark slide drops into its place in an ordinary cam-

era. This box has a false top and a false bottom; the former

with holes in it through which strings are passed, by means of

which the plate may be drawn up again into its former position;

and the latter with a slit in it, and sliding across the bottom of

the box, so that this slit may be brought, by sliding it across,

to correspond with any one of those in the bottom of the box.

This slider has stamped on it the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1; so

that when the line corresponding to any one of these numbers

is brought to the edge of the box, the slit will correspond to the

slit in the bottom of the box, and the plate may be let to pass

out. I have seen little bolts in the side of the box which I draw

out so as to let the plate go. Having a small board on the top

of the camera, cushioned with black velvet so as to prevent

lHit entering, I first place the box on it, so that No. 1, which

is a frame containing a ground glass, shall fall into the camera;

having unhooked the little string from the frame, it drops into

the camera, and I open the door at the back, and put on a

black focussing-cloth, and put to the focus. I then draw up this

plate into its place by means of the string; and having brought

m&vmr--
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the slider in the bottom of the box to correspond with No. 2,

which is a prepared plate, I let that plate fall into the camera

—having of course previously shut the back slider. In due

course, this plate also is drawn up, and the same process is re-

peated as often as needed. The whole of this apparatus does

not weigh more than fifteen pounds, and the camera packs very

conveniently into a soldier's knapsack, and the box is carried in

the hand: in short, the instrument is most portable, and by no

means as clumsy as my description.

The frames to contain the prepared plates are made of wood,

and have a corner of silver wire to support the plates and little

bolts of the same at the back, to keep the plate in its place,

four in number, one on each side.

I think I can <nve Dr. Diamond a little valuable information

on the subject of printing positives; but as I am extremely hur-

ried to-day, must put off doing so till next week.

F. Maxwell Lyte.

CAMERA FOR SACCHARIZED PLATES, AND PERAMBULATING STAND FOR
FIELD PURPOSES.

In answer to Mr. Elliott's query as to the kind of arrange-

ment to be used for plates prepared by Mr. Lyte's or Shadbolt's

processes, I beg to communicate the method I have adopted.

The camera, &c, is a slight modification of that of Newton:
under the sliding-rod in the top of the camera, an aperture the

width of the plates is cut through the bottom, beneath which
slides a box having grooved slides, into which the prepared

plates are dropped: the top of this stock-box is closed by a

sliding lil. When the view has been focussed on the ground
glass, all but yellow light is excluded from the interior of the

camera, the lid of the plate-box is withdrawn, the rod pushed

down and clamped to the upper edge of the plate farthest from

the operator, then drawn up into focus, and the view taken;

the plate is then replaced in its groove, the lid of the plate-box

shut, and so on with as many plates as the box contains. I

may farther mention that I have mounted my camera on a pis-

ton-rod working through an axle, carrying a pair of light wheels,

about four feet in diameter; the handle, which is hinged on to

the axle, can be clamped at any angle, and, together with the

wheels, forms a tripod stand, which offers every motion de-

sired. The chemical and plate boxes are suspended on spring

supports beneath the axle: the whole runs so lightly that a child

might manage it, and thus renders one totally independent of

the aid of country louts, who are great friends to apparatus

dealers. This arrangement was privately suggested about this

time last year for the use of the photographers to be employed
at the seat of war, and was described in the chemical section at

the meeting of the British Association at Liverpool. I shall

take an early opportunity of bringing the instrument before the

notice of the Photographic Society, as I think it will be found

useful during the summer months.

Samuel Highlet.

feT4

COPYING PHOTOGRAPHS.

The Italian figure and medallion makers have an ingenious

and laudable mode of cheating one another. Signor Pilferini,

for instance, buys a set of casts from rare medals of Signor Fac-

torini, the first publisher. Signor Pilferini easily obtains sulphur

moulds from these casts after treating them with boiled oil. The
moulds yield new casts and enable Pilferini to undersell Facto-

rini. Of course the former employs some middle man (who is

unsuspected) to deal with the latter, and it is hard for the pur-

chaser to say which casts came from the original moulds.

Something of this sort is going on with praiseworthy imita-

tion among photographers. It is found that albumeuized paper
gives admirable negatives. I have seen such taken from natural

ferns by superposition. You have only therefore to get a good
positive—dismount it, copy it on albumenized paper, and you
have a negative which will give copies very nearly equal to the

original. I have been asked why I did not so copy some of the

pictures in my collection by one of our best photographers, by

18

way of a feeler, to know whether I would allow such as I possess
to be so copied. But I have been long deaf in one ear, and
choose to be deaf of the other. However, I know I am wrong;
for why should we allow ourselves to be outdone in rascality by
such a beggarly set as these Italians?

Anticopy.

ANCIENT LENS.

The following extract from The AtAenceum of 17th of Febru-
ary, is interesting as showing that it is by no means impossible
that photography may have been known to the ancients; and
therefore should find a record in that part of " N. & Q," which
is devoted to that interesting art.

" In the Museo Borbonico of Naples," writes a correspondent,
who has just returned from Italy, " and in the celebrated cham-
ber which contains the engraved gems—gold and jewelry

—

found at Pompeii, I observed a lens of greenish glass, double
convex, and of about three inches diameter. This, the custode
informed me, upon inquiry, had been discovered within the last

week or two in the new excavations at Pompeii (the street in

which stands the house of the musicians). A slight flakiness of

surface—the general manifestation of decay in glass—is remark-
able on this, I believe, unique relic of antiquity. One would
be, perhaps," inclined to suppose its use that of a burning-glass

rather than of an optical instrument. It is very lenticular in

section ; and I am not aware that any notices of optic glasses

have come down to us in classic literature." L. M. B.

FADING OF PHOTOGRAPHS.

The fading of photographs is, in my opinion, the most fatal

blow which misfortune has dealt to the art. Bad pictures are

not half so injurious. A purchaser has the means of exercising

his judgment of the value of a picture the moment he sees it;

but he has no means of testing its durability. I have an early

picture of Mr. Fox Talbot's, which has a faded border all round
where it was attached to the card-board. I have also had
melancholy proofs of the truth of what has been said about the

chemical action of some papers. Whether such papers be used
for mounting, or form the leaves of the book in which you put
your pictures, those pictures become partially bleached. A
friend of mine, who is not only a good photographer but an ex-

cellent chemist, is terribly afraid of paste. He says that he is

sure that his paste, though simply and carefully prepared, has
helped to destroy his pictures. He therefore betook himself to

clean gum arabic. Upon this representation, some time ago, I

tried the gum arabic, applying it all over the backs of the pic-

tures. It did not turn dark (as I had been told by some that

it would), and up to this time the pictures remain unchanged.

If the gum arabic be in itself innocent, surely it may be preser-

vative; that is, it may form a wall between the picture and the

mounting, so as to protect the former against chemical ingre-

dients that may exist in the latter. N.

BROMO-IODIDE OF SILVER.

I have not been able to write to you before this on the much-
contested subject of Mr. Reade's bromo-iodide of silver, on ac-

count cf several other engagements which have pressed on me
of late; and I find that Mr. Reade has inferred that by my
silence I tacitly admit his proof of the case, whereas on the con-

trary I find iu it no proof at all I do not see why Mr. Reade
should repudiate my theory that " the sensibility of the iodide

of silver thrown down from his solution differs only from that of

the ordinary precipitate from the double iodide, inasmuch as it

is possibly precipitated in an allotropic form," and should then

directly argue for a similar case, viz. that there are two bromo-

iodides, one made by my method, and partly soluble in ammo-
nia, and the other by his, and insoluble in that menstrum. But
I think I now come forward armed with most convincing proof

against him, and will ask him only to try the following experi-

ment. Make in a long test-tube his solution of bromide of sil-

ver in iodide of potassium, add some water to throw down the
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silver, and filter to separate the precipitate. Call this precipi-

tate No. 1. Then take the liquid and add to it cautiously, and

shaking it well after each addition, some nitrate of silver: this

throws down a precipitate, undistinguishable from the first, of

yellow iodide of silver; call this precipitate No. 2. But if care-

ful in the addition to let the precipitate settle each time, Mr.

Reade will find that on a sudden a different colored precipitate

will fall down, much lighter in color than the former, and solu-

ble in ammonia; whereas the precipitates No. 1 and No. 2, if

the experiment has been carefully performed, are almost com-

pletely insoluble, except perhaps the last portions of No. 2, which

may possibly carry down some portions of bromide, from their

not being enough iodide of potassium left in the liquid to de-

compose the last drop of nitrate. Separate then the liquid once

more by filtration, and wash the precipitate with distilled water

and having added the washings to the liquid, precipitate it com-

pletely with nitrate of silver. We thus obtain a precipitate

which has every property of, and which I assert to be, pure bro-

mide of silver, and if the experiment has been carefully per-

formed, will have almost the exact weight of the bromide first

added to the iodide of potassium.

In regard to the color produced on the paper, to which he

alludes in his last letter, that merely depends on the degree of

washing to which the iodized paper has been subjected; as, if

we wash only a little, the paper will be almost white when dry,

but if well washed it will be of a fine yellow color. I have also

a few words to say on the subject of positives in answer to Dr.

Diamond, with whom I quite agree in thinking that there is the

greatest probability that many owe their fading to salts con-

tained in the mounting card; but also I feel certain that there

are two very sure causes, viz. gases which act on the picture,

especially when their action is aided by a damp atmosphere, and

sulphur set free in the paper by the action of free acids on the

hyposulphite; and secondly, imperfect washing of the proof,

thereby leaving hyposulphite of soda and silver in the paper.

For the latter of these we have our remedy in simply well wash-

ing in many waters, and lastly in warm water; but for the oth-

ers I know of no sure process yet proposed, but I think perhaps

that one I can here give will meet the difficulty in many points.

It is a modification of the process of M. Le Gray. Take paper,

which we will suppose plain, salted with chloride of ammonium,
and sensitise it on a bath of nitrate of silver, 20 to 25 per cent.

Then print it very strongly, so that paying no attention to the

deep shades, which may without risk be allowed to become
green, the lightest parts of the picture are even twice or three

times as strong as they are wished to be ultimately. The proof

is now to be placed in pure water, where most of the nitrate

will dissolve out (this bath, after being used some time, may be

precipitated by some common salt to recover the silver as chlo-

ride). Then place the proof in a weak solution of common salt

say two per cent., and then place it iu the following bath.

Terchloride of gold 15 grs.

Hydrochloric acid 6 drs.

Distilled water 2 pints.

Here the proof must be carefully watched till the details of the

deep shades are well out, and it is then immediately to be taken

out to be placed in a bath of carbonate of soda, half an ounce

to the pint of distilled water. Bubbles will here appear at the

surface of the proof, and the acid will be neutralised. It is now
to be placed for a minute in a bath of clean water, and then

placed in a bath prepared as follows:

Hypo 5 ox.

Water 1 pint.

Liquor ammonia: k oz.

This bath should have a piece of glass kept over it to prevent
the ammonia from flying off. Here the whites of the proof be-

come beautifully transparent, while the details appear even in

the deepest shades. The proof is now to be placed in new 20
per cent, hypo., composed as before with ammonia: after re-

maining in the other bath till quite disgorged, and having re-

mained there at least a quarter of an hour, to be finally washed
in many waters, and lastly in tepid water. The operator must

not be frightened at the number of baths here proposed, as surely
the production of really beautiful, and quite stable, photographic:
positives, is a desideratum to be purchased at any trouble; and,
after all, if the baths be ranged one beside the other on a table,
I think no time is really lost. Having then washed and dried
the proof, cut it to the size wished, and then gum it at the back
with a thin solution of dextrine, and place it on a piece of draw-
ing paper; then polish it with a varnish made as follows:

Venice turpentine 1 part.
White wax 6 parts.

Melt these together, and add spirits of turpentine, so that when
cold the varnish shall have the consistence of thick cream. Take
some of this on a bit of flannel and rub it well into the face of
the proof, and after five minutes polish it with a bit of clean
flannel till it looks clear and well defined; then cut down the
paper to the size of the drawing, and mount it on a card.
By this means we first recover all the free nitrate, which by

the ordinary process is all wasted ; we next insure by the saline
bath the absence of nitrate of silver; we then color the proof with
the gold solution ; we then neutralise the acid, and then place the
proof in a strongly alkaline solution of hypo., which disgorges it

much more rapidly than ordinary hypo. : and lastly, in a second
bath of the same, which insures the complete removal of every
trace of the double hyposulphite of soda and silver which might
remain from the last bath; and then we inclose each fibre of the
paper in a case, as it were, of varnish, insoluble and impervious,
and which at the same time gives a beauty to the proofs which,
in my estimation, surpasses that of the albumen.

F. Maxwell Lyte.

DR. DIAMOND'S FORMULA.

I shall personally feel much obliged, if you (perhaps in "No-
tices to Correspondents") would acquaint me with the quanti-

ties of iodide and of bromide which Dr. Diamond recommends
to be used in the paper process I would not give this trouble,

but having looked over the whole of the numbers of " N. & Q."
from the communication he first made, " On the Simplicity of the

Calotype Process," and not having found it, and wishing to try

that plan, as it is said to give the various gradations in foliage,

so much to be desired, I should, as I have before said, be ex-

ceedingly obliged.

1 have tried a great many highly spoken of formulae for the

paper, wax-paper, &c, but have found Dr. Diamond's first the

best of all. Mr. Stewart's is very sensitive and beautiful in the

various details, but, in my hands, does not come up so pure as

is desirable, and indeed requisite. JF. L. Merritt.

[Having submitted this Query to Dr. Diamond, we have been
favored with the following reply

:

"If Mr. Merritt will mix 45 grains of nitrate of silver, dis-

solved iu a little distilled water, with 45 grains of iodide of po-

tassium similarly dissolved, he will obtain iodide of silver. Then,

in the like manner, let him dissolve separately 38 grains of ni-

trate of silver and 25 grains of bromide of potassium, and, mix-

ing the solutious, bromide of silver will be the result. Now",

having washed and mixed these two precipitates, put them to-

gether in a glass measure, and fill up to 4 ounces with distilled

water; and add iodide of potassium (about 600 grains or more
will be required) until a clear solution is produced. If he ap-

plies this with a camel-hair pencil (as 1 have before described),

I believe he will obtain most satisfactory results. Let this be

called bromo-iodide, or any other name more pleasing to those

who object to that term. I am sure that every one who uses it

with due caro must meet with general success.—H. W. D."]

A Simple Rule.—To ascertain the length of the day and
night at any time of the year, double the time of the sun's rising,

which gives the length of the night, and double the time of set-

ting, which gives the length of the day.

sM?
i
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Annual General Meeting.

Feb. 1st, 1855.

Sir W. J. Newton, Y. P, in the Chair.

The Chairman addressed a few remarks to the Meeting.

A report from the Council on the progress of the Society du-

ring the past year was read.

Proposed by Mr. Wilks, seconded by Mr. Mayall, that the

reports now read be received and printed in the Journal.

A draft of the laws proposed by the Council as those of the

Society was read.

Proposed by Mr. Marshall, seconded by Mr. Shadbolt, that

the rules and regulations as now read be printed and circulated

among the Members, that a Special Meeting be called at some
future period to pass them or such modifications of them as may
be agreed on at such Meeting.

Proposed in amendment by Mr. Mayall, seconded by Mr.
Williams, that the rules as read and proposed by the Council

be read seratim, and adopted this evening.

The amendment being put was not carried.

The original motion was then put and was carried.

Proposed by Mr. Pollock, seconded by Mr. Shadboxt, that

this Meeting do now adjourn, and that a Special General Meet-
ing be called at an early period to pass such laws as may be
deemed suitable for the Society.

The Meeting then adjourned.

Report of the Council.

In accordance with the practice adopted at the first Anniver-
sary Meeting, the Council have prepared, for the information of

the Members, a report of the progress of the Photographic So-

ciety during the last twelve months. The Council have great
satisfaction in the execution of this duty, since they are enabled

to present a most favorable account of the condition and pros-

pects of the Society.

The Monthly Meetings have fully maintained their interest

and popularity during the past and current session; many valu-

able papers have been presented; and so numerous and import-

ant were the communications offered to the Society last summer
that the Council were compelled to summon an Extraordinary
Meeting after the termination of the regular season. A high

value is placed by photographei-s on the opportunity for demon-
stration and practical illustrations of processes afforded by the

meetings of the Society. The Council have much gratification

in recalling to the recollection of the Members the services ren-

dered to the photographic public in this way during the past

year, especially by Sir W. J. Newton, Mr. Shadbolt, and Mr.
Mayall.

They are also glad to be able to refer to important progress
made in the "science" of Photography.

Mr. Hadow's investigations upon Collodion were most valu-

able,—perfectly explaining many facts which had previously ap-

peared to be anomalies, and pointing out a mode of always ob-

taining certain similar results in its manufacture.
The papers by which Mr. Hardwich upon the action of the

Hyposulphite Bath in coloring paper positives, were original

and interesting, enlightening us where we had scarcely any ac-

curate knowledge, and thus substituting reason for empiricism;
he is still engaged upon the subject, and will have another paper
ready for the next meeting.

Two entirely different methods have been brought before you,
of preserving Collodion plates in a sensitive state for a long pe-
riod, the one by Messrs. Spiller and Crookes, the other by Mr.
Shadbolt. The Council need not point out to you how desira-

ble an object this is to attain; but they would recommend you
to try carefully both plans, so as to ascertain which is the most
certain and simple.

It is from investigations such as these that Photography
must, in the main, expect advancement and improvement, and

in no sphere can the Society be more useful than in making them
public and encouraging their continuance; and those who turn

from the more alluring path of mere practical Photography,
from the delight of manufacturing faithful pictures of nature, to

the abstruse and difficult questions of science connected with the

art, deserve the gratitude of all of us.

The Council were enabled, during the recess to make arrange-

ments for the hire of a large Meeting-room and Council-room at-

tached, so that the Meetings are held, and all the business of the

Society is now transacted at one house, 21 Regent Street. This

arrangement may be regarded as a settlement, until such time

as the Society is enabled to become the permanent tenant or

owner of a Gallery available both for the Exhibitions and
Meetings.

The Exhibition opened by the Society in January 1854, and
unavoidably closed at the end of the following month, fulfilled

the highest expectations that could have been entertained, as re-

gards illustration of the position of Photography, and stimula-

ting the body of practitioners to increased effort; the results of

which are most evident in the choice productions contained in

the Exhibition now open. The necessity of giving up the ten-

ancy of the Gallery at the commencement of the London season,

prevented the Exhibition of last year becoming very profitable

to the Society in a pecuniary point of view ; at the same time,

notwithstanding the expense incurred by the two Soirees held,

in the rooms, there was a slight balance in favor of the Society.

And it is certain that the general effect of the Exhibition, in

showing the position and prospect of Photography to the pub-

lic, and diffusing a knowledge of and taste for the art, has con-

tributed greatly to the realization of the objects for which the

Society was founded.

Much difficulty was again met with in the attempts to obtain

a suitable Gallery for the Exhibition of the present year. It

was felt by the Council that the Exhibition ought not to be

closed so early in the spring, and thus a return to its former

locality was impossible; one or two other opportunities which

offered themselves were rendered unacceptable, partly by incon-

venient position, and partly by a demand for a high rent for a

term longer than the Society required. The situation of the

Gallery being a point of much importance, the Council at length

decided to take the Gallery now open in Pall Mall, although

they were even here compelled to commence proceedings in Jan-

uary in order to keep open the Exhibition for three months.

Some dissatisfaction has been expressed at the short notice given

to intending Exhibitors; but the Members of the Society are re-

minded, that the establishment of an Annual Exhibition has al-

ways been regarded by the Council as a prominent feature in

their list of duties.

The present Exhibition ought undoubtedly to secure and ex-

tend the hold which the Society has taken on the attention of

the public, and the Council have the pleasure of stating that

the receipts up to this time considerably exceed those of the

corresponding period last year.

The Journal of the Society has fully answered the expectations

which led the Council to establish it, and indeed the unexpected

success and the continual increase of the number of Subscribers,

have been the source of the only difficulty with which the Coun-

cil have had to deal.

The exercise of a rational caution led to the limitation of the

impressions of the earlier Numbers to numbers of copies which

subsequently proved far too small, and thus most of the earlier

Numbers have required to be reprinted; some of the very earli-

est even twice.

The incessant increase led the Council, about twelve months

ago, to provide against the probable necessities by printing 4000

copies, which was the extent of the impression for several months;

but the increase of the number required beginning to slacken, it

was resolved last summer to print but a few more copies than

were absolutely required at the time, and to stereotype the

Journal, so that any requisite number could be printed off as

demanded, at the mere expense of paper and press-work.

A balance sheet of the Expenditure on account of the Jour-

nal, drawn out in February last, showed that while the expense

w
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of Editing, Printing, and Advertising the Journal had amounted
to £415 Is. 9d., the Receipts by sale of Journal and Advertise-

ments £210 10*. %d., being a deficit of £204 lis. 6d.; against

which, however, were to be placed the value ot saleable stock

and good debts due for advertisements, £112 15s. &d , which
would reduce the deficiency to £92 2.?., while the value of the

Numbers of the Journal supplied gratis to the Members of the

Society amounted to £56 13s. hd.; and charging this to the
credit of the Journal, as against the general funds of the Society,

the loss was reduced to £35 8s. Id., which was something less

than the sum spent in advertising the Journal and distributing

copies of No. I. at the period of its establishment.

A statement has been drawn up of the Expenditure and Re-
ceipts on account of the Journal since its establishment. The
entire Expenditure for Editing, Printing, Advertisements, Post-
age Stamps, &c, for the two years, amounts to £881 15s. 3d.,

and the actual Receipts, clear of all commissions for Journal
and Advertisements, have been £630 lis. Sd., leaving a defi-

ciency of £251 3s. Id.

In reduction of this we have the outstanding credits for Ad-
vertisements, the stock of Journals (exclusive of Stereotype
Plates), together with the value of the Journals delivered gratis

to Members since February 1853 (amounting for the two years
to £149 19s. I0d.)

The nominal value of the Stock will perhaps not be wholly
realized, and therefore the condition of the Journal may be
stated as follows:—Deficit on the Cash account, £251 3s. Id.;

from which subtract £41 4s. due to the Journal for Advertise-
ments, and £149 19s. 10^., the price of the Journals delivered
gratis to Members, together £191 3s. 10cl; leaving the deficit

still at £59 19s. 9d., against which staudsthe sum of £181 12s.

3|c/., nominal value of the Stock.

The Journal has now a circulation 2150 numbers monthly,
and may now be regarded as upon a settled footing, at which it

will contribute a clear sum of from sixty to seventy pounds a
year to the funds of the Society—a result in every way satis-

factory.

The Council have to regret that they are deprived of the ser-

vices of their Honorary Secretary in preparing this Report,
since that gentleman's devotion to the extension'of the art has
led him to undertake the somewhat arduous task of photo-
graphing the heroes and the scenes of the Crimea, for which
place he is about to start immediately, and the neccessary pre-
parations have lately fully occupied his time. The Council feel

that the Members will all sympathize in their wishes for his safe

return, wishes not unaccompanied by fear, since unfortunately
two eminent Photographers have already fallen victims to the
war,—Major Halkett, whose ingenious camera was exhibited
at one of the early meetings of the Society, who was killed in
the gallaut charge at Balaklava, and Mr. Nicklin, who was lost

in the transport ship, the "Rip Van Winkle."
The Couucil must congratulate Professional Photographers

upon the great benefit which they have lately received in the
removal of the patent law restriction upon the use of Collodion

;

this will, no doubt, lead to a great increase in the number of
laborers, and we trust to a proportionate increase in good
results.

As evidence of the very general interest taken in Photo-
graphy, the Council allude with pleasure to the formation of lo-

cal Societies in various parts of the Kingdom ; there are now
several of considerable standing, both in England and Scotlaud,
and a new one has just been established at Dublin.
The Council regret very much that the dnties of their late

President are such as to prevent him from allowing himself to
be again proposed for re-election in accordance with the wish
expressed at the last Annual Meeting.

^

The Council having taken into consideration the laws of the
Society, they have felt it their duty to revise them and render
them more definite than they have hitherto been. They have
accordingly drawn up a code which they wish to lay before this

on Meeting. In doing this they have endeavored to meet the va-

^ rious exigencies that might arise, by defining the duties of$ the several officers of the Society
; the mode of admis.
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sion into the Society the payments of the Members; and the for-

mation and election of the Officers and Council. Upou con.'id-

ering the latter head, they found that in providing for a change
in their body by retirement from unfrequency of attendance, the

Country Members would be almost invariably those upon whom
the exclusion must of necessity fall, and consequently more than
their due proportion would retire. As, however, they consider-

ed it essentially necessary that the Society should be represent-

ed in various parts of the country by Members of Council they

have resolved to propose to the present Meeting that the ordina-

ry Members of Council shall be divided into Town and Country
Members, and as it is desirable that one-third of each should re-

tire in each year, they consider that fifteen Town and nine Coun-
try Members will sufficiently provide for this contingency; the

Country Members, retiring, not from unfrequency of attendance,

but from seniority of appointment, while the Town Members re-

tire partly from seniority , and partly from unfrequency of at-

tendance.

With regard to the Yice-Presidents also, it appeared desir-

able that their number should be increased to six, in order to

ensure one, at least, as Chairman, should the President be ab-

sent. One of these is also proposed to be selected from the

Country Members.
Should the plan now proposed meet with the approval of the

Society, the Election will proceed upon those principles, and
Balloting papers have accordingly been prepared. Should the

Society, however, think it best to keep to the old regulations,

Members are requested to strike out the names of such Candi-

dates they may think fit, and thus reduce the list to the original

number.

Address of Sir W. J. Newton.

I trust that I may be allowed this opportunity of congratu-

lating the Society on the rapid strides that Photography is

making, as displayed by the present Exhibition, the specimens

in which are mostly contributed by the Society.

It is impossible not to be impressed with the great and mani-

fest progress which has been made during the past year in every

department of this interesting science, and more especially in its

picturesque character, wherein tastefulness of form and arrange-

ment of composition have not only been attempted, but in many
cases successfully, and wherein, moreover, distant objects have

been much softened down, so as to give the aerial distances; in-

deed, it is difficult to imagine that photography can reach a

much higher point, with respect to the manipulation (which

some of the exhibitors clearly evince), until, by some chemical

or other agent, the true effect of color can be represented (I

mean the light and shade of color). Unless this can be accom-

plished, it is not to be expected that the real effect of nature

can be obtained by photographic means. And it appears to

me now to be of great importance that every exertion should be

made by chemists and others with a view to the attainment of

this desirable object.

In one of the early numbers of the Journal, it was suggested

by Sir John Herschel, that by the use of bromide of potassium

iustead of iodide of potassium, or both united, an advance might

be made in this direction. Since this I have made several ex-

periments from time to time, but as yet I cannot state anything

with sufficient confidence, so as to justify me in offering any de-

cided opinion in this respect; but, as I take all my positives by
the negative process, and as I use bromide of potassium instead

of iodide of potassium, I am inclined to think, from what I have

observed in this process, and also in the camera, that if this im-

portant object should ever lie attained, bromine will form an im-

portant agent. I wish, therefore, to direct the attention of all

scientific gentlemen to this subject.

I will now briefly advert to the fact that the free use of pho-

tography for professional objects, having lately been threaten-

ed with danger, which if realized, might have materially affected

the position of many of the members of the Society, I am happy

to inform the meeting, that not only has the law decided against

the pretension (which probably may be known to many), but

that the application for a renewal of the patent is entirely aban-

^m
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doned, and that it is given up in every other respect. The So-

ciety, however, must undoubtedly be aware that, although the

defendant gained a great public verdict, it is yet to him a large

pecuniary loss, and therefore I feel sure that the sense of the

meeting will be with me when I say that such a loss should not

entirely fall on one individual, but be borne to a considerable ex-

tent by those who practise photography as a profession, and also

aided by those who take an interest in the advancement of

photography. It would be but a small amount distributed over

the many, and I think it is hard that the individual who was
placed in front of the battle should be allowed to suffer for all

;

and, indeed, I think that it is to be lamented that the law of

England is in such a state that one man can bring an action

against another, and, although failing in the support of his claims,

he can nevertheless put the defendant to a large sacrifice.

I believe that the Society is aware that a committee has been
formed for the purpose of receiving subscriptions, I therefore now
leave the subject for the consideration of those who may feel

disposed to give their aid.

In conclusion, it may not be uninteresting to add, that du-

ring the very hot weather in September last I was iu the country,

and was surprised to find that I failed in everything I did for

three or four days, when practising my usual process. I tried

several experiments; and when I left out the gallic acid alto-

gether (my No. 2 in the first Journal) and substituted distilled

water (equal parts of Nos. 1 & 2), I succeeded as usual. The
conclusion, I have arrived at is, to leave out the gallic acid in ex-

citing for the camera during very hot weather, for the future.

W. J. Newton.

From La Litmiere

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOIREE.

A very agreeable assemblage of photographic artists took

place Friday evening, (February 9th.) at the house of Mr.
Ernest Lacan, principal editor of La Lumiere.

Notwithstanding the inclement weather and the great preva-

lence of colds, twenty-five gentlemen, amateurs and professional

photographic artists, numerous painters, sculptors and engravers

—among whom we uoticed Messrs. Leon Cogniet, Paul Huet,
Adam Solomon, Borry and a number of the literati, as also nu-

merous critics attached to the editorial department of the larger

journals—obeyed the call of our fellow laborer.

It were impossible for us to speak at length of all the remark-
able proofs brought under the inspection of the guests during

the course of the evening, and which made this reunion one of

the most interesting we have ever had occasion to describe; we
shall coutent ourselves with rapidly enumerating those which
attracted the greatest attention

Mr. Benjamin Delessert who might have produced from his

own portfolios proofs of the highest order, his Swiss views and
his recent reproductions of drawings, for instance, preferred giv-

ing his patronage to the works of an English artist, Mr. Robert-

son, which are but little known in Paris. The views of Con-
stantinople, by this artist form one of the most curious collec-

tions. Their dimension, the beauty of their execution, the hap-

py selection of causes, and effects, the purity of the details, the

immense space embraced by some make it one of the finest al-

bums that has ever resulted from the travels of any artist. It

is a book whose every page is radiant with the poetry and
sunlight of the East. Mr. Robertson has enlivened his views

with various characters, whose costumes harmonize with the pe-

culiar style of the monuments, and the nature of their situation,

and gives still another stamp of truth to his proofs. Here , a
number of Turkish officers with the fez on their head are repre-

sented walking among the cannons which protect the port, at

the foot of the mosque of Topana ; Here we have musselmen indo-

lently seated iu the oriental fashion in the porticoes of St. Sophia,
awaiting the hour of prayer; here a number of slaves, conversing

in groups near Sultan Selim's fountain, or before the gate of the

old seraglio.

But Mr. Robertson has not confined himself to these lively

views of Constantinople; he has collected in a series of separate
proofs, the costumes and symbols of the different classes of the
Byzantine population. He did not wish to leave his work in-

complete.

The landscapes of M. le Count Aguado had also their admi-
rers. The painters especially were long in their examination of
these exquisite pictures, and were struck with the glowing pros-
pects, the clear horizons, which our best landscape painters
could neither conceive or execute with greater skill. The emi-
nent amateur was congratulated on the fact of his having added
to his proofs skies skillfully adapted to the subjects, and which
give them much more life and truth.

Much time was also spent in the examination of the views of
Auvergne

j
by Mr. Baldus. This magnificent album will be

the object of a special article iu La Lumiere, as also those we
have just mentioned; we therefore confine ourselves to mention-
ing the impression it produced, which is told iu the one
often repeated word; admirable!
We will add that a number of proofs taken also in Auvergne

by an amateur as skilful as he is modest Mr. Petiot Groffier, a
pupil of Mr. Baldus, were confounded with the latter's and that
the pupil came in for a share of his master's success.

Mr. Le Gray brought in some fine studies for the artist, in
which the painter is revealed in the work of the photographer,
together with some gigantic proofs on waxed paper and collo-

dion, among others the group of the Triumphal arch, which will

immortalize the chisel of Rude. The talent of M. le Gray is so
well known that it is needless for us to say that his proofs are
wonderfully beautiful. This skilful artist who is not prevented
by his numerous labors from entering into interesting scientific

investigation, had also iu his portfolios proofs of various tints

obtained by coloring processes founded on the action of the
salts of copper. These plates are highly curious in a scientific

point of view, and give an idea of the varied effects which may
be produced by Photographic manipulations.

A distinguished lithographer, M. Bilordeaux has suddenly
raised himself to the first rank among photographers, by a
work which has met with tremendous and well deserved success,

the Crucifixion, from a bas-relief by Justin. M. Bilordeaux did
not stop here, and the proofs which he exhibited Friday evening-
are at least equal if they do not surpass this fine production. A
group from a young sculptor of merit, M. Chatrousse, represent-
ing Eloise and Abcllard with the Holy Ghost; an infant Bacchus
by the same, intended as adecoration'to the new Louvre; several
bas-reliefs from Justin, compose the portfolio of M. Bilordeaux.
They are remarkable for a depth of tone, and effect of relief

which it would be difficult to surpass. Although taken on
waxed paper they rival the finest productions of the same nature
on albumen, due to the taleut of Mr. Bayard.
The latter exhibited but three or four proofs, but they were

marked with that perfection which always distinguishes the
works of the skilful master.

We should have mentioned before in speaking of views, the
Panorama of Toledo by a well known English amateur, Mr.
Tenison—All crowded around this magnificient picture, which
canuot be less than 41X10 inches, and represents the entire

city, with its churches, its alcazar, its suburbs, its river, which
girts it like an immense silver belt, and the barren country in

the distance. The larger proofs composing this panorama have
been drawn with such an equality of tone, and such perfect ex-

actness, that one would suppose they were obtained from one
gigantic plate.

Another panorama, not so large but quite as remarkable, is

of the city of Paris from the bridge of Saint Peres and "embrac-
ing the city, both sides of the river and the whole view from
this point, which is without contradiction the finest in the city.

This panorama divided the general attention with that of the
Spanish city. It is a. chef'd'euvre. The author is M. Marville.

M. Le Secq chose the painting of Diaz in his reproductions of
modern pictures. It is impossible to oppose greater skill to

greater difficulties. We enjoyed the eulogiuras that were show-
ered upon this modest artist by an illustrious painter present on
the occasion, and which necessarily compelled M. Le Secq to

i
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understand that he was the only person who doubted his own
talent—

M. Bertsch, who much to our regret was absent, owing to a

painful indisposition, sent a number of very interesting proofs,

reproductions of engravings from Prud'hon, Greuye and Fragon-

ard. They are worthy of a place among the best productions

of this able photographer. M. Plunder, who has been very

successful in the use of his artistic screens, exhibited two female

portraits, and one male, of great perfection of model, and incom-

parable beauty of tone—we thought that M. Plunder could not

make any further progress, and that his portrait of M. Niepce

De Saint Victor, for instance, was what might have been con-

sidered, in a photographic point of view, as most perfect; he has

however proved that our judgment was too hasty.

Messrs Mayer & Bros., embarrassed doubtless in a choice

from their rich collections, sent in nothing. We consoled our-

selves, however, with admiring their portraits of the Emperor aud

Empress, of Marie Cobel and some others, and their negligence

was revenged by numerous eulogiums; which however were well

merited.

An artist (Painter) who has but recently entered upon Pho-

tographic studies, M. Laverdet, has made an excellent applica-

tion of photography to his peculiar art,—his specimens were

viewed with lively interest; these pictures are painted in full on

squares they are of brilliant coloring and great solidity of model,

and if, in examining them, we should endeavor to discover what
agency photography has exercised in their productions, we will

at least perceive the practised hand and taste of the ar-

tist. If we have correctly understood what M. Laverdet told

us the following is his process—He first takes a photographic

portrait on glass, which he copies with precision in oil on a square

of wood; he then applies the proof to his picture, and he thus

obtains a sort of fixe presenting a very agreeable appearance,

and possessing incontestable resemblance. *

M M. Thompson and Bingham exhibited some extremely re-

markable portraits. We have seen them in the hands of every

one; one of them particularly, we think of Marshall Magnan,
was the object of unanimous praise. It is impossible to obtain

greater delicacy, more transparence, finer model, or softer tones.

Many plates were examined during the course of the evening,

aud we think it would be difficult to find anymore beautiful; we
will only mention (as we have but little more space) a portrait

of M. Andrieux by himself-- this fine proof shows that if this ar-

tist was one of the first to apply the processes of Daguerre, he is

one of those who practise it with the greatest success.

Portraits, views and especially a fine reproduction from
an engraving les Willis of Lehman, by M. Millet. Never has
this artist, whose ability is well known exhibited finer, more pow-
erful, or more perfect productions. Lastly, three Daguerreotype
portraits by the Messrs Meade ofNew York. These plates are of

surprising effect, and can only be compared to that of the daguer-
reotypes of M. Claudet. By a peculiar arrangement of the light by
the care exercised in the polishing, by the artistic selection of the
pose, MM. Meade give a relief to their portraits, resembling the
effect of the stereoscope. After having seen these beautiful

proofs, we can understand the reputation these artists have
made in America, and the value attached to their produc-
tions.

Among the proofs which were most successful, were two posi-

tive portraits on glass by M. Disdcri. In the hands of this

skilful photographer this process has become an art. It is im-
possible to attain a more exact or more artistic reproduction
from nature. His positives resemble marvelous drawings pro-
duced by the hand of some great master. True in expression,
natural in the pose, simple in arrangement, they are destined to

make a lively impression upon all who may examine them. We
advise M. Disdcri to devote all his power and talent to this

particular process, although numerous portraits colored with ex-
quisite taste prove that he also successfully devotes himself to
this branch of the art.

We must also mention a magnificent plate portrait and studies

I
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* Oil Painting protected by glass.

from nature by M. Braquehais. La Lumiere has already de-
scribed the beautiful results obtained by this artist; the portraits
we saw the other evening denote still greater progress.

We will now say a few words relative to the stereoscopic
proofs.

Sometime since M. Ferrier returned from Italy. He had
passed the most beautiful months of the year in that country,
and brought back with him four albums containing many hun-
dred stereoscopic views. These albums were exhibited Friday
evening. It is well known that this artist employs albuminat-
ed glass; notwithstanding, however, the fragility of these plates
and the inevitable accidents of a long voyage, he has lost but a
few negatives. He has all Italy in his splendid albums. We
pass from Nice to Turin, from Turin to Genoa, from Genoa to

Florence; we travel over Rome, Venice, Padua and Pise; there
is not a single monument, a site, a ruin which has escaped the

eye of the enthusiastic aud laborious photographer.
The success these views met with (which are not yet publish-

ed) gave M. Ferrier an idea of the reception they will hereafter

receive from the public. We shall not wait till then to devote
to them a special article.

The portraits of M. Gouin were the subject of earnest dispute.

Results nearer perfection cannot certainly be obtained. These
faces live, the flesh appears to palpitate beneath the eye. It is

nature, nature taken in the fact by photography aud rendered
poetical by the talent of the painter.

M. Moulier has composed for the stereoscope a series ofproofs

very skilfully arranged ; they are small views well conceived and
executed. His views taken at Boulogne are very interesting.

There is one especially, representing a small vessel entering port

under full sail, which one cannot help examining. M. Moulier
is certainly one of the photographers who produce the most ; he

is also one of those who suc( eed the best.

It may be remembered that the death of Mr. Dickens, a dis-

tinguished English photographer, who was eugulphed with all his

property in the Black Sea during one of the violent hurricanes

which have of late caused so much disaster to the Allied Fleet,

was announced in La Lumiere.

This artist, being at Varna, took the portrait of the son of

M. Moulier, a young officer attached to the staff of an officer in

the Eastern army. M. Moulier had this portrait with him,

which was examined with lively interest. It is a proof on collo-

dion, the success of which causes us to regret that the author

was not enabled to carry out the mission with which he was
charged. We should have been indebted to him for many valu-

able documents, many useful pages in the history of the present

war.

M. Quinet brought many very excellent steroscopic proofs,

and the magnified reproduction of an engraving which proves

much in favor of his processes. Heliographic engraving is

making tremendous progress. La Lumiere has already given au

account of the labors of M. Riffaut. The portrait of Mrs.

Arsene Houssaye, which he has just finished, and which has been

presented to M. Lacan, indicates fresh and undeniable progress.

This reproduction of a painting of Lehman may be compared to

the most beautiful English engravings.

There is a sweetness, an inexpressible charm, in this charming

face. The soft contours are lightly formed on a dark ground,

the features are veiled by a transparent shade, the countenance,

(almost profile), is formed in the mezzotint; some kind of light

suddenly thrown upon it gives it a strong relief. It is difficult to

find more scrace or effect in any engraving;. The portrait is

slightly retouched. M. Riffaut received many congratulations

for this beautiful proof; we are happy publicly to echo them.

M. Charles Negre has not remained inactive. He has shown
us numerous large plates which yield nothing to those described

in La Lumiere. Laplace du Chatelet especially struck us. Mr.
Negre has completed his views by the addition of skilfully exe-

cuted skies, which give them great value, by removing from the

exterior lines a dryness which is disagreablc to the eye.

Speaking of the engravings of M. Negre we should mention

a reproduction in relief of his cloister of Saint Trophine, by M.
Gillot, the inventor of paniconography. This new experiment

i
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has succeeded in a very satisfactory manner. The plate of M.
Negre, transformed into a relieved plate by processes of which

we have published numerous specimens, has given proof iu the

printing press, a little less line it is true, but the exact represen-

tation of the original.

After the rapid enumeration of the photographic proofs

which gave so much interest to the occasion, we will be allowed

to present our thanks to the artists, painters, engravers and

sculptors, who assisted at this reunion. The satisfaction, we may
almost say enthusiasm displayed on viewing the remarkable

works submitted to them is an eloquent answer to the insinua-

tions of those who pretend that photography is not an art. It

was with great satisfaction, for instance, that we heard the illus-

trious painter M. Leon^Cogniet'who has produced such wonderful

c/tefsd'ewvre, the grand master who has formed so many scholars,

who in their turn have become celebrated, and who has so great-

ly contributed in keeping the French school iu the position it

now occupies; I say it was with great satisfaction that we heard

him say, while examining the portraits of M. Disderi, and the

portraits ofM. Gouin ''that art could not do better" and that not a

design however skilful its author, could be more suitable to in-

spire and guide a landscape painter than the views of M. Bal-

dus and the landscapes oi M. le Count Aguado.
To this high and powerful authority is added that of our first

landscape painters, M. Paul Huet. The latter added that pho-

tography had given greater value to the works of the modern
landscape school, by proving that this school was, more than all

others, nearer nature and truth.

What we have said we are very happy to have been enabled

to record, and we hold it as the most valuable encouragement to

photographic artists it has ever been our duty to publish.

Charles Gatjdin.

LIGHT.

[Read before the Second ordinary meeting of the N. Y. S. Daguerrean Association by
G. N. Barnard, Esq.]

The Committee who have the honor of an appointment from
your body, to prepare for this Association a paper on the sub-

ject of Light, conceiving, that, from the magnitude of the sub-

ject, and the absence of restriction to any particular points of it,

that this body intended, not a discussion"of the different theories

which have been proposed to account for its nature, properties
and effects, and which has so much divided the opinions of savans
and philosophers, have felt themselves at liberty to avoid high
scientific ground, judging that suggestions and ideas of a more
practical character would be equally acceptable. They there-

fore respectfully beg leave to offer the following pages as the re-

sult of their experience and study. They are aware that but
little of novelty or of moving interest can be exhibited. Yet
they trust that benefit may be derived from a comparison or cor-
roboration of experiences or that something suggestive may be
found.

There are few occupations which demand the combination of
art and scientific skill in a more intimate manner than that of the
Daguerrean, considering the delicacy of his operations and the
subtlety of his agents. Not the least in importance is an ac-

quaintance with the management of his Light.
There is a great deal which can only be learned from experi-

ence, and the most skilful operators often find themselves baffled
by impediments which are unaccountable. Still your Committee
are of the opinion that there is but little variation in the chemical
qualities of light one day with another, and that much has been
charged to this property for which it should not be accountable,
but that the difficulty should be sought for in the fluctuations of
chemicals and processes.

In the arrangements for light, the skylight is now generally
used and preferred although excellent pictures have been and
can be made with a side light with proper precaution.

In using the side light, the lower half of the window should
be darkened, and a white screen provided, to be used on the op-

posite side of the sitter, for reducing shades and throwing in re-

flected lights.

A white screen over-head, not too high is also useful in con-

centrating light on the sitter.

A sky light, when possible, should always face theNorth, and
should dip at an angle of 45 degrees, or about five feet in

ten.

One facing the East is next desirable, but one facing South or

West should not be used.

A sky-light should neither be too high, or too low, a suitable

medium in our judgement would be about eight feet from the

floor.

A frequent source of complaint in the use of the sky-light is

the difficulty in preventing it from leaking—this can be entirely

obviated by having the glass laid in putty composed of pure

white lead and oil, and in having the inside of the sash puttied.

The laps of the glass should be puttied to prevent the entrance

of dust ; or of water by capilliary attraction between the

panes.

The walls of an operating room should be of white or pale

blue, and in case of a too strong light an absorbing screen may
be used in place of a reflecting one.

The glass used for the skylight or operating window should be
achromatic or colorless; a very good quality of white glass is

now made in Boston at a cost very little above the ordinary

green tinged glass.

We are satisfied that the color in this glass has considerable

effect in making pictures, for in the experiments we have made,
we have found that in the same degree of light—about mid-day,

pictures taken through a white medium were taken in 35 seconds

with a blue 60 seconds, with pink, the same, with yellow 120

seconds, light green required 145 seconds and dark green 2|
minutes.

These experiments are perhaps not as delicate as some that

have been made, yet we are convinced that a green medium is

almost as retarding as yellow. We would therefore recommend
that green tinged glass should be avoided in a sky-light or oper-

ating window.
Dust, smoke and gas in the room also delay a picture. It

would be well if the labratory were furnished with an artificial

draft by means of a funnel or chimney under which to place the

vaporizing chemicals as Iodine, Bromiue and Mercury.

This would serve to carry off all dust, gas or vapor and pre-

vent the disagreeable odor peceived by visitors, besides keeping

the new plates from being affected.

No rule of universal application can be given for placing sitters

under a sky-light as much depends upon the discrimination of the

operator. They should however be placed nearly under one edge

of the sky-light and the degree of light brought to fall upon
them must be regulated by circumstances such as the complexion,

strength of the light, &c, but always in such a manner as to

preserve clearly defined and transparent shadows, and no artist

should so trifle with his own reputation, as to be prevailed upon

to let a picture go forth from his hands with no shades. This

quality is frequently desired by sitters, but iu a picture composed

entirely of light and shadow—of what value is it, if it contains

little or no shadows.

In developing a picture over the Mercury, it is desirable that

it should not be examined, but that operators should learn by
experience the time necessary.

If absolutely necessary to examine the picture iu this stage, it

should be done by the aid of a small taper only, as the least

day light, or too strong artificial light at this time materially

impairs its proper development.

As our pictures are taken through the operation of light on

sensitive surfaces, those circumstances which affect it in the

least merit the constant study and atteutiveness of the Daguer-

rean. Auything in the least affecting it should be observed and

recorded.

Matters of so much delicacy cannot be provided for by set

rules, and it is only by close attention to minute matters that he

can be able to account for the erratic performances and difficul-

ties in obtainiug good results at all times.

m
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Should such variations and effects be carefully noted aud

brought to the notice of this Association at its meetings much

good might result—in comparison of observation and experience,

and thus one of the principal ends of our organization be ad-

vanced.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

ON THE MANIPULATION OF SYRUPED COLLODION PLATES.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,—I receive so many inquiries on this subject, that I shall

feel greatly obliged by your inserting the following, which gives

the method I at present follow :

—

The merit of taking advantage of the hygrometric property

of honey for the preservation of excited collodion plates is due,

in my opinion, to Mr. Shadbolt, and to him photographers are

deeply indebted. By repeated experiments, I have endeavored

to improve the manipulation, which is now so extremely simple,

and its results so uniform, that I may truly say, failure can only

be the result of palpable carelessness. I would not make this

assertion were I not convinced, that any one who devotes com-

mon attention to this method, will, after a little experience, be

quite satisfied of its truth.

The plate having been carefully cleaned, and iodized as usual,

the subsequent manipulation resolves it self into three heads.

1st. To reduce the amount of free nitrate of silver on the

plate to nearly the minimum necessary for its sensitiveness in

the camera.

Having drained the plate, immerse it in a vertical bath of

distilled water for one or two minutes; take it out, and drain it

by resting one edge on blotting-paper. Another method is, to

pour on the plate, very gently, and not on one spot, as much dis-

tilled water as it will carry, leaving it on for two minutes. I

prefer the washing bath ; but the second method may be useful

on occasion.

Remarks.—The addition of nitrate of silver to the washing-

bath is superfluous; the capilarity of the villous surface of the

iodized film retains as much as is necessary. The bath of course

soon acquires nitrate of silver from the plates; but this is no

injury, till it becomes excessive. When the amount exceeds one

grain per ounce, the bath must be diluted.

2nd. To preserve the surface of the plate moist, and the free

nitrate of silver on it, from crystallizing, by means of a hygro-

metric coating of syrup.

Give the washed plate two doses of syrup, leaving each on

for about two minutes, with waving. I use syrup which has

done duty as the second dose of one plate, for the first dose of

the next plate, always finishing with fresh syrup. Oscilate the

plate from angle to angle, resting on blotting paper to obtain a

perfectly mirrored surface, and store away for use. The plates

will keep for a month or six weeks.

Remarks.—The syrup is made by taking, half and half, pure

honey and distilled water, and filtering; in fact, it ought to be
as dense as can pass through ordinary white filtering paper.

The greatest care should be taken to avoid the reduction of any
portion of the free nitrate of silver in long kept plates, by having

the hygrometric film as free from it as possible.

3rd. To remove the syrup perfectly from the plate before de-

veloping.

On this the perfection of the result mainly depends. The
syrup after it has been on the plate a short time, consists of two
layers; an outer one, which remains soft and hygrometric for a

long time, and is soluble in cold water; and an inner film, a

compound of syrup and nitrate of silver, which is insoluble in

colli water. This is easily proved by washing the plate in a

vertical glass bath, where this layer is seen separating in bran-

like scales, the water mechanically removing it. These scales

may also be collected on a filter and examined. This inner lay-

er (witli a mean temperature of 4f>° F., aud a mean degree of
humidity of -836), after about 150 hours, becomes adherent to
the collodion,—at first round the margins of the plate, and

then the whole surface, covering it as with a varnish, which no
amount of cold water will remove. This indurated syrup is so-

luble iu hot water; but it is far more effectually and safely got

rid of by steaming. Oil removing the plate from the dark slide,

immerse it in the washing-bath for five minutes, to remove the

outer syrup; drain it, then hold it, collodion downwards, over

the steam of boiling water, poured in a pan, for abont ten min-

utes (the water is to be renewed if the steam does not rise free-

ly), taking care to keep the plate four or five inches from the

surface of the water; the indurated syrup will be seen gradually

to dissolve, and, by inclining the plate, may be run off any angle

you choose. In the process of steaming, if any part of the sur-

face is disposed to dry, as will sometimes be the case, where the

coating of syrup happens to be thinner than elsewhere, it must

be kept wet by causing the fluid on the plate to run over it.

Allow the plate to drain, then remove the remaining syrup by
gently pouring over it, once or twice, distilled water. Drain

the plate, and pour on pyrogallic acid (no image whatever ap-

pears under this) ; after a minute or two, when the iodized film

has been well impregnated, pour off the pyro. into a glass con-

taining about an eighth of its volume of a 30 gr. nit. sil. solu-

tion, and immediately pour it over the plate. The image rapidly

comes out, and may be developed as usual to any extent.

Remarks.—The first washing-off of the outler layer of syrup

may be effected by pouring one or two waters on the plate,

leaving them on for a few minutes. I prefer the washing-bath,

and only mention this as a makeshift for travellers, who may
thus avoid the necessity of carrying one. The development is

so even, that on a 9X7 plate it is almost impossible to say

where it commences;—the uniform auastasis of the picture is

one of the most beautiful experiments that can be witnessed, it

rises up like an exhalation, and its perfection is exquisite. The
negative high lights are as transparent as glass, and the half-

tones and blacks all that can be desired. The steamed and

washed plate, before development, consists of a film of iodide of

silver, nearly pure,m a state of actinic tension, the free nitrate

of silver having been almost entirely removed; indeed, by re-

peating the steaming and washing, this can be done so perfectly,

that the plate may be exposed to diffused daylight without in-

jury. This is a remarkable experiment, which throws so much
light on the theory of this truly wonderful art, that it will am-

ply repay any one who has leisure and talent to follow it up.

The negatives obtained from plates that have been deprived of

their original free nitrate of silver, are equal in every respect to

others that have not been so treated.

In conclusion, steaming the plates cleans them so perfectly,

and gives us such complete mastery over this method, that I

now always steam my plates, whether kept a long or a short

time; the trouble is nothing, the result certain.

I remain, yours obediently,

Tuos. L. Maxsell.

DAGUERREOTYPES WITIIOUTA CAMERA,

Mr. Snellixo,—The accompanying stereoscopic pictures were

taken by me by means of a box ("to be described hereafter) that

contained neither lenses, reflectors, or in fact, any refracting or

reflecting medium of any kind.

I accidentally made the discovery thatjihotographic pictures

could be taken* in this manner, while prosecuting some experi-

ments relative to stereoscopic angles.

It is well known that two pictures taken with two ordinary

cameras, placed only 2h inches apart horizontally, will not, when

placed in the stereoscope, show proper or sufficient stereoscopic

relief; yet it is well known that the human eyes are only placed

21 inches apart, yet arc enabled to sec solid objects in their

proper solidity and relief, and to explain the why and where-

fore of these facts has challenged the attention of Prof. Wheat-

stone, Sir David Brewster, and a host of others; leading the

above named gentlemen into a very sharp controversy, leaving

the main question, the determination of the proper stereoscopic

0®S3©2
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angles, as far as practical results are concerned, in precisely the

same condition in which they found it.

Under these circumstances ice may be permitted to ask, why
is it that two pictures taken by two cameras, placed 1\ inches

apart do not show sufficient stereoscopic relief? Why is it that

we must place the cameras about ei-'ht times farther apart than

the human eyes are, in order to produce the proper relief? When
these questions first suggested themselves to me, the following

answer occurred to me without atthat time being able to prove it

to be the correct one, namely: because the lenses in the camera

(J size) are twelve times larger than the human lenses (eyes).

In order to ascertain whether this is the correct answer or

not, it was only necessary to take two pictures with two cam-

eras, having a diaphragm in each, the openings of which are |th

of au inch in diameter, that being the diameter of the diaphragm

of the human eye. In executing this experiment I was very

much surprised to find that the focal range of the cameras was
increased to an extraordinary extent. The cameras had been

foeussed for a house on the opposite side of the street, but the

moment the diaphragm was introduced, the sash in- the window,

which before was invisible, suddenly became as sharp and dis-

tinct as the house on which the focus had been previously drawn.

Subsequently, on removing the camera to an upper story of my
house, it was found that this increase in focal raage extended

not only from the house towards the camera, but also to an

equal extent beyond the house. After ascertaining these facts

it became desirable to find out the cause of them. With this

end in view, the lenses were removed from the tube, and only

the diaphragms remained in the same. You may well imagine

my astonishment at finding the pictures of houses and other ob-

jects in the street faithfully depicted upon the ground glass!

The letters of signs, &c, reversed, precisely as if lenses had been

used. The next step was to ascertain whether these pictures

possessed photogenic properties, which was soon clone by sub-

stituting a metal diaphragm with an aperture of Jg-th of au inch

in diameter, for the paper one of Ath of an inch in diameter,

putting in a coated plate, letting it remain fifteen minutes, coat-

ing it with mercury in the usual manner, and a beautiful picture

similar to the one herewith sent was the result.

It was self-evident now, that we had the means to do that

with one camera, for which two were before deemed indispensa-

ble, namely, taking two stereoscopic pictures, through two aper-

tures situated only 2^ inches apart; but as a \ size plate is

only i\ inches long, and as it was desirable to take the two
pictures on one plate, two apei'tures -^fa of an inch in diameter

were made in the metal plate above alluded to, only 2^ inches

apart, and after 20 minutes' exposure, the sun shining on the

house all the time, the accompanying pictures were the result,

thus demonstrating conclusively that two stereoscopic pictures

can be taken on one plate with one camera (or dark chamber
without lenses,) and simultaneously, without either- reflectors or

refractors of any kind whatsoever! It may here be remarked,

however, that the pictures thus taken on one plate are stereo-

scopic reverse, that is to say, the right picture is on the side

where the left one ought to be, and vice versa, which can how-

ever be very readily remedied by cutting the plate in-two and

pasting them together again properly. This stereoscopic reverse

was next attempted to be remedied by placing a reflector before

the apparatus, but the only effect produced by this device, was
the same as the same reflector produced upon pictures taken by
an ordinary camera, viz: makiug the pictures appear in their

natural position, so that letters on signs, &c, could be read cor-

rectly.

There is another advantage resulting from this camera; it is

this. You may make two, four, six, or more holes in the same
camera, either all of the same diameter, by which means you
will obtain an equal number of stereoscopic pictures with the

number of sets of holes, or you may make one set with apertures

2^„th of an inch, another T^-g-th of au inch, one set TL-th of an
inch, and still another of Jytk of an inch in diameter, where you
will be almost certain to obtain at least one set of pictures pro-

perly ' timed,' especially as the other pictures which are not

VOL. VIII., no. v. 19

properly timed can be rubbed out before gilding, thus saviugthe
plates.

So much for the actual experiments. Let us see what prac-

tical conclusions can be derived from them.
They teach us that a theoretical eye occupies no more room

than a mathematical 'point. 2ndly. The diaphragm in the human
eye is |th of an inch in diameter. 3rdly. That the lenses com-
monly employed in taking photographic pictures vary from 1\
to 6 inches in diameter.

What is the theoretical difference between these three kinds
of eyes? What the practical difference?

A board 5 feet distant before a theoretical eye will obscure or
eclipse a space of 516 square inches of a back ground situated

10 feet from this eye. The same board, under the same circum-
stances, placed before the human eye will obscure only 5G4
square inches ! Whereas if it be placed before the \ size camera,
under like conditions, it will only obscure 495 square inches! A
double whole size camera, with lenses 6 inches in diameter, will

merely obscure 324 square inches. From this it is apparent
that a picture taken with a camera with lenses larger

than the human eye will show more of the object than
what the human eye placed in the same position will be able to

see. A man can place one of his eyes in such a position that he
can see only one ear and the greatest portion of the face of a
person. A camera placed in precisely the same position, will

take a picture in which not only all the objects which the human
eye had previously seen, but also the other ear &c, will be clear-

ly delineated! Such pictures are anti-stereoscopic distortions;

disfigurations intolerable in proportion to what the lense, with
which it is taken, exceeds in diameter the size of the human eye.

Such pictures will do for owls to look at! The back and (to

the eye) invisible parts of an object are brought out by such
large lenses as prominent as the natural prominent portions of

such objects themselves, and producing by their contrast, flat

and inanimate pictures, giving us the face &c. of the subject a

broader, longer and fuller appearance than they appear to a sin-

gle human eye. We might with the same propriety call the

hide of an ox, when spread upon a flat surface, a portrait of that

animal, as to call a picture, taken in a camera with such large

lenses, a portrait of the "human face divine." Who has failed to

notice the immense difference between the large ("the splendid

gilt frames!") so called portraits, both on paper and plate, in

Broadway, Chestnut, Washington and Baltimore streets, and
the small miniature likenesses frequently met with in medallions,

Charms, Breast pins, &c. taken with a good small locket came-
ra? The one looks flat, distorted and inanimate; the other ap-

pears to stand and project right out from the plate, ready as it

were, at a moment's calling to leap into existence as a living

being. So much for single pictures. Let us now examine the

double or stereoscopic pictures.

From what has been said, it will be easy to understand how
it is that two pictures taken at an angle, no larger than that of

the human eyes, do not show sufficient relief; for if it be true

that each individual picture is more flat than the same object

appears to a single eye, then it is also true that the two pic-

tures when combined in the stereoscope will present less relief

than what two similar pictures would do, that were taken by
means of lenses only \ inch in diameter, or the same size of the

human eye.

In the human eye we find, as in all other parts of the body*
the most extraordinary wisdom displayed, and it is only the

hand of Omnipotence that could have designed and constructed

such a wonderful organ. Not only do we find a single eye per-

fect in all its parts, but we also find the two eyes arranged in

such a manner as to give the greatest possible amount of effect

to Binocular vision. Who can devise anything better? To im-

itate and equal it ought to challenge our undivided attention.

Who ever saw an animal with two eyes, each 6 inches in diame-

ter and 16 inches or two feet apart? Or, who, two small ones,

forming an angle with the horizon of 45°? My friends in Boston
will please forgive me, as I design them no intentional harm.
But what is the difference, it may be asked, if we can compen-
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sate, by simply moving the cameras a little farther apart, for

this deficient stereoscopic relief? To which I answer, that we
can indeed make such compensation, but it is always a little at

the expense of the truthfulness of the picture. Others will no doubt

have noticed, as I have done, the great apparent shift of posi-

tions of prominent objects in some modern stereoscopic pictures.

These prominent objects in the left picture will be found thrown,

as it were, to the right, whereas in the right picture they will be

found to the left, straining the eye, in some instances very much,

in endeavoring to coalesce them. This is especially true with

groves of trees &c. This difficulty is not experienced when

looking at the objects themselves, nor when looking at pictures of

such objects when taken, as the one above alluded to, through two

small apertures only %\ or 2| inches apart; and I have taken a

picture of a street in which the most prominent object was only

one foot from the camera (dark chamber) and the most distant

one (Christ Church) at least one mile distant, yet not only were

both in perfect focus (they could not be otherwise) but the eyes

could also see them, in the stereoscope, in their proper stereos-

copic relief without experiencing the least contortion or

fatigue.

In conclusion I may say that I think I have proven the supe-

riority of small over large lenses in Photography. We can now
see that we need not look to the increase in size of the lenses,

in our cameras, for the production of large photographic pic-

tures that will at all be entitled to be called correct portraits,

but that we must look to the perfection of small lenses, as well

as to the quality of the chemicals employed. We want chemi-

cals that will work instantaneously, even with small lenses. The
human eye produces instantaneous pictures.

I would suggest a mode of assisting the quick action of small

lenses. I would set the subject in the open air; take advantage

of all the light that can be obtained. Who will be the first to

build a sky-light room with the roof and walls removed?
J. F. Mascher.

Philadelphia April 1th. 1855.

For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

THE INFLUENCE OF ART.

As the spirit of reform advances, high inscribed in gilded

characters, upon the altar of Fame, we view the progress in the

world of Art ; constantly tracing some rare improvement—sim-

ple in being—but which for ages has lain shrouded by the funer-

al pall of darkness, to be called into existence by some mind of

brilliant power or superior conception. Progression, in its on-

ward march, with trumpet tones is ever heralding some new dis-

covery. The great harp sounds forth its notes, and the echoes

respond from the end of the earth; its music is borne across the

mighty seas, vibrating its harmony in foreign lands—rousing

the dormant energy of the people, and awakening their minds

to the investigation of some new principle. Thus, Art is rapid-

ly assuming a wider and higher state of perfection, until a lover

of the beautiful knows not which most to admire, the grand

works of nature or the skill displayed by the works of nature's

children. We gaze with more of awe and sublimity upon the

work of the great Creator, for we feel that His spirit animates

the silence, and His voice speaks from its depths. There is no

scene, however rough or wild, in which an admirer of nature does

not discover beauty
;
yet the great earth sometimes stands arrayed

in her richest garb, a scene of splendor too bright and beauti-

ful for any but the purest of her worshippers to contemplate.

—

And though the eye may never weary with its glorious sights,

yet we turn with equal pleasure to trace the works of Art. They
both teach lessons which elevate and refine the soul.

Who has not entered the Daguerrcan hall of our own little

city of Akron, with minds engrossed by the care of business, or

deadened by the dull spirit of ennui, and not felt the deepest emo-
tions stirred by this sudden entrance into—almost paradise?

One must indeed be cold and unimaginative to stand unmoved.

surrounded by the forms of the great, gifted, and beautiful, who
have passed from hence to higher realms of glory—to gaze up-
on some familiar face where the very soul seems to beam from
its draperied windows, and which the artist has rendered perfect
in all but speech. To look upon features that have once re-

plied to ours when all life and gayety—some being who has
sported even as the butterfly for a few brief years, as wild,

changing and indifferent—a perfect child of nature; thoughtless,

impulsive and impetuous 1

Then our attention is rivetted upon another whose beauty
seems almost brilliant, and the brightest hue of health is da-

guerreotyped upon the lovely face. But a cankering chain
bound that form which no power could remove, and we gradual-
ly watched its decay. No fascinating charm could sweep from
its proud resting place the beautiful bloom that tinged with
bright richness the glowing cheek. The destroyer had early

commenced his work, and the trump of death been sounded. We
here trace almost every varied expression of the countenance or

passion of the soul.—We read in some features the sparkling

gleams of the fount of genius—the deep spirit of poetry; in

others, the depth of crime. One moment our eye is arrested by
some statute of floating seraph form; then we gaze with cold

thrills of fear upon an agonized countenance, calling forth our
deepest sympathies. Next, we are treading o'er foreign shores,

viewing some proud wreck of decayed splendoi'—the pure rays
of moonlight illuming the distant sky, casting rich shadows on
the surface beneath, like a veil of silvery transparence shading the

face of beauty—while the sound of music ofteu peals forth, as if by
fairy hands, from within the walls of the castle. The hand of

time, or change may have passed over the original until not a

trace of its grandeur remains, but Art has preserved it iu all its

beauty, ^

"And bids the Past, to fancy's ardent eyes
From Time's dim sepulchre in glory rise."

And through all ages of the great to come, unborn generations

may gaze, wrapt in ecstacy, upon these beautiful memorials.

Combined with music, painting and sculpture is the fragrance

of rare exotics decked with blossoms dyed in nature's richest

tints, or more delicate shades; and in imagination we are carried

far, as it were, from earth to some brighter sphere.

Here may be found assembled every class of people—the ex-

tremes of wealth and poverty—the beautiful, gifted, and igno-

rant.—The fashionable belle may stand side by side with one

dressed in the pauper's garb; both viewing the same picture,

where, upon some childish countenance, the pleading haggard

look of want is expressed in every feature. The one in her gay-

ety seems to gaze with seeming indifference—to admire it, but

as a passing shadow or some kaliedosopic view that pleases for

an instant, then vanishes for ever. The cam-worn face beside

her gazes with tear-dimmed eye, feeding the fount of tenderness

with a deep and holy impression of its touching beauty—for she

reads in the panting of hearts bowed with grief, sorrow wilder

than her own.

The laborer enters from his toil, and in gazing forgeteth his

weariness. The man of leisure, tiring of all other pleasures,

though a daily visitor of this charmed resort, here finds change

of which the eye never tires; for he is ever discovering in the

most familiar sketch, new beauties—innumerable sources of

loveliness before unseen. Another, perchance, is flushed with

anger, but a glimpse of some sunny face dispels all vexation, and

the spirit is soothed into harmony.

No one can enter this little fairy-land without retiring with

purer and better feelings, for over most temperaments the lessons

taught by the silence of art, an influence is exerted no human
power can pi'oduce. And could all, from earliest childhood,

ever dwell amid such scenes, it would do more towards eleva-

ting and ennobling the character than all the spoken eloquence

of the pulpit.—Deeply hidden in every nature lies some finer, in-

describable feeling, felt to our inmost souls, which the voiceless

appeal of paiutiug and sculpture, the grand beauty of nature, or

the sweet tones of music aud poetry alone can stir!—J. S. M.

D€i3£Jeg*
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THE GREAT MASTERS OF ART.

NO. III.—DAVID TENIERS, THE YOUNGER.

Midway between the refinement of Metzn and Mien's and the

vulgarity of Ostade and Brouwer we would place the majo-
L

rity of pictures painted by David Terriers the Younger, an
artist whose works are deservedly held in the highest esti-

mation, and which, from their number, are to be found in

every collection worthy of being so called: " to display all

my pictures," he is reported to have said, " would require

a gallery two leagues in length." Teniers must have spoken
this jocularly; and yet, when we remember with what ra-

pidity he painted, and how industriously he worked for

more than half a century, during a life prolonged to four-

score years—some of his biographers say to eighty-four

—

the remark may not be considered as altogether prepos-

terous.

Mr. Smith, in his brief notice of the life of Teniers, pre-

fixed to the catalogue of the artist's works, observes in al-

lusion to the meagre biographical accounts left us of the
Dutch and Flemish artists, that, " the occupation of paint-

ing, when confined to easel pictures, almost precludes the
possibility of much variety of incident, sufficient to interest

by relation. The painter, confined to his studies, pursues

the noiseless tenor of his way; and the occurrences of one
year, generally speaking, are an epitome of the whole course

of his life. That he may be rich or poor, industrious or
indolent, are accidents that attach to all professions, and
only interest when a moral may be adduced from a man of

genius, who, by persevering industry, raises himself from a
lowly condition to distinction; or, on the contrary, debases
himself by indolence and vicious habits, from the rank his

talents would entitle him to hold."

The lives of most other distinguished men, in whatever
pursuit or profession they have become eminent, are those

of action and association; their histories are interwoven,

so to speak, with the histories of other men ; with great
political events; with deeds and matters that interest na-

tions and communities; or with discoveries that affect the

great sum of human happiness. Even the literary man
has, in this respect, an advantage over the artist; for, as

a general rule, he mixes far more with society at large,

Is

THE SMOKERS.

yt and bis "sayings and doings" become linked with those of his
|
friends and companions: but the artist's life is one of almost ?*»

4*
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solitary seclusion; lie must be self-dependent ; none can aid him
in his work, except with advice; he requires nothing but what
his own eye sees, and his own hand can help him to carry out;

lie is in the world, yet scarcely of it, but as an observer of na-

ture, nun, ami manners, of which he makes himself the silent

chronicler; while, as the authority to which we have just refer-

red appropriately remarks, " his pictures are the faithful mirrors

of his own prevailing tastes and indulgences."

Are we then to infer that because David Tcniers chose to

paint Flemish Boors carousing at an ale-house door, or a group
of monkeys playing at cards, with their glasses before them, that

he was an associate of the toper? by no means; but we are

rather inclined to think that his natural disposition inclined him
to the gay and humorous, whether in high or low life. Teniers

was, without doubt, a gentleman in the true sense of the word;
his countenance indicates this; besides, he was a man of wealth,

mixed in good society, as his biographers relate: attended the

village feasts with his wife and children,—a proof of his domes-

TUE TKMPT.VTION OP ST. ANTIIOXY.

era

sequent period; consequently, the latter could not have com-

menced his career under more favorable auspices. It has been

said that he was also instructed by Brouwer and Rubens; but

the best authorities consider this statement as very doubtful;

inasmuch as Brouwer was only two years his elder, and Rubens
was the master of his father: it is, however, probable that, as

lie was horn in Antwerp, in 1610; his father was an artist
]
Rubens and the elder Teniers were very intimate, the former

who bad acquired a position exceeded only by the son at a sub- may sometimes have assisted the youth with his advice, and

tic habits,—and kept an establishment which was the constant

resort of company of distinction. And if in his pictures we
sometimes see what would offend our notions of propriety, we
must recollect the times in which he lived, and the people among
whom he dwelt: taste and manners have since grown more re-

fined, if less natural and unaffected. m

i
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that the latter may occasionally have been admitted into the

studio of the great Flemish painter.

It is not always that the son of an eminent artist, who follows

in the precise steps of his father, attains the same position; he

is generally looked upon as a mere copyist, and takes rank ac-

cordingly. Whether or no this militated against the success of

THE PRODIGAL SON.

the younger Teniers we do not pretend to determine, but it is

quite certain that for a considerable time he met with very little

encouragement in comparison with some of his contemr era ies,

as Artois, the landscape painter, and the elder Tilburg, who

TiliS V1LLAUK FliTlS.

painted subjects similar to those of Teniers. At length the

Archduke Leopold William of Austria, who was then governor
19*

of the Low Countries, having seen and admired some of his pic- *p

tures, gave him a commission to paint several for his collection, to
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appointed him director of his gallery, and entrusted him with

the task of purchasing such works of the Italian and Dutch
schools as might be deemed worthy of being placed therein.

Many of these pictures Teniers copied so successfully that he

acquired the appellation of the Proteus of painting. He also

published, and dedicated to his patron, a folio volume of two
li n mired engravings from these copies, which is partially known
by the title of " Theatrum Pictorium," and by some as the

" Teniers' Gallery."* His powers of imitation were carried yet
further in the production of a variety of pictures called pasticci;

they were his own compositions, but executed so much in the
style of Titian, Tintoretto, Rubens and others, as scarcely to be
mistaken at that period for the original works of those artists.

The archduke was so pleased with the services of Teniers, that
he presented him with his portrait and a chain of gold; while
his reputation had now spread far and wide. He executed

THE UNWEI.UllME VISITOR.

several pictures for Christina, Queen of Sweden, who sent him
a medal, her portrait, and a chain of gold; and the King of

Spain is said to have been so greatly pleased with his works
that he built a gallery expressly for their reception. Another
of his royal patrons was the Elector Palatine, of whose estima-

tion of Teniers the gallery of Munich is evidence; in short he

was in universal favor, accumulating wealth and honors. "His

* In reference to this work, M. Charles Blanc, in his " Vies des Peiu-
tres," says

—

;
' It was first published in 1685, by Abraham Teniers, the

brother of David, who was a printseller at Antwerp. But the engrav-
ings having appeared in the first instance separately, the successor of
Abraham issued a collected edition, with the title of " Theatre des Pein-

DSg**s§-- -§5*$g^Q
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resideace was at the village of Perck, between Malines and Vil-

vorde; it was in this neighborhood that he studied his village

feasts and fairs, and it was here that he painted the greater

number of his best works. It was also at this place that Prince

John of Austria condescended to lay aside the punctilious eti-

quette of the German court, to become his scholar, and live with

him on terms of the utmost familiarity. The pursuit of his art

was rendered, by long practice, an agreeable amusement, which

he could follow with the same freedom and success in the midst

of company as when alone.* After a long life passed indus-

triously, Teniers died in 1690, at the age of eighty years.

The works of this highly esteemed painter are so well known
as scarcely to require a description: village fairs, festivals, and

rustic sports; iuteriors and exteriors of alehouses, with peasants

gambling, quarrelling, smoking, and drinking: ideal subjects of

diablerie, guard-rooms, &c, were his principal themes; and he

frequently painted landscapes, and sometimes mythological his-

tory, such as " The Death of Leander," " The Triumph of

Yenus," &c. The number of his pictures, considered as genu-

ine works, exceed, perhaps, those of any other painter; Smith's

Catalogue and Supplement describe nine hundred, of which

about twenty in the latter volume may be deducted as repeti-

tions of the writers former references. Add to these about one

hundred in the galleries at Schleissheim and Munich, sixty-five

mentioned by Cumberland as being in the royal collection at

Madrid, and nineteen spoken of by Descamps,| and we have a

total of 1.064. Stanley considers that there are at least five

hundred pictures ascribed to Teniers in existence, which are

copies, or the works of other hands. His pictures vary as much
in size as in subject, from a few inches to many feet: the largest,

we believe, is his, " Christ Betrayed," measuring fourteen feet

by eleven feet; it was once in the collection of Benjamin West,
and was bought by the author of the Catalogue referred to.

The early style of Teniers was founded on that of his father,

inclining to a somewhat monotonous brown tone; this he soon

exchanged, however, for one more silvery and sparkling: his

touch is remarkably free and vigorous, yet his pictures are by
no means destitute of finish.

PHOTOGRAPHY ON PAPER.*

Translated for the P. Sf J1
. A. J. from the French of E. Be Valicourt,

BY W. GEIGG, A. B.

CHAPTER III.

ON THE CHOICE AND PREPARATION OF THE PAPER.

As the success of the subsequent operations depends on the
quality and preparation of the paper, this chapter may be con-
sidered as the most important. We shall therefore endeavor to

describe the peculiarities by which the paper best suited to the
reproduction of proofs may be known. We shall then enter
upon the minute details of their preparation.

tres de David Teniers," appending to it a preface, of which some copies
were in French, others in Spanish, and a large number in Latin. Sub-
sequently, the pictures belonging to the Archduke having been sent to
Vienna, there was inserted in later editions an engraving of a perspec-
tive view of the Imperial Gallery, with the pictures ranged in it. The
last edition was issued in 1755." [We are at a loss to reconcile the
above statement with that of other writers; Bryan, whose authority has
not been questioned among us, says this book was first published in
1G60, at Brussels, and the time agrees with what M. Blanc says himself
in a foot-note to the paragraph just quoted, in allusion to the Latin
title, which bears the imprint ot Antwerp, and was published by H.
Ametsens. But we never heard that Abraham Teniers was a printsel-
ler; he was a painter of Femish festivals, &c. in the style of his bro-
ther, but far inferior to those of the latter. And again, it is scarcely to
be supposed that the publication of this book in a collected form was de-
layed till within a very few years of the death of Teniers.]

* Smith's "Catalogue Raisonue of the Works of Dutch, Flemish and
French Painters," Part 3.

t Stanley's Edition of " Bryan's Dictionary of Painters and Engrav-
ers."

X Continued from page 118, Vol. viii., No. 4.

Section First.—Choice of Paper.

To enable the reader to appreciate better the qualities which
should be sought for in photogenic paper, it is highly necessary
that we should lay open in a few words the theory of the paper
processes. When the effects which it is our aim to produce are
known, we will be enabled to use more judgment in the choice
of paper best adapted to the design in view. It has been long
known that the salts of silver possess the singular property of
blackening rapidly when exposed to bright light. This is the
fundamental principle of Photography on Paper.

If then, a sheet of paper impregnated with a solution of silver

is exposed to the focus of a camera-obscura, the rays proceeding
from outer objects are gathered by the object glass of this instru-

ment, and the object will be reproduced on the paper in inverse

proportion to their luminous intensities; that is to say, that the
most illuminated parts of these objects will blacken the salt of
silver to some depth, while the darkest parts will leave but a
slight impression upon the sensitive coating. A true represen
tation of the objects will thus be obtained, with the whole rela"

tive value of their various gradations; this image, however, will-

be in an inverse sense, or, according to the expression adopted,
negative, while the whites will be represented by the blacks, and
vice versa.

Now, suppose that this first proof be placed in contact with
another sheet of paper prepared in the same way and exposed
to the light; the clearest parts of the first picture will give easy
passage to the luminous rays, while the darkest tints will be
penetrated with more difficulty. A new picture will result,

which, this time, will be direct ov positive, as the objects will be
represented in the natural order of their tints.

This short description is sufficient to show that this double
operation—an idea of which we have just given—should be ex-

ecuted with papers of different quality. Thus, for a negative,
which is to preserve a . certain transparency, it is evident that
very thin paper should be employed; for the positive, on the
other hand, thick paper must be used ; for, as we shall hereafter

see, we can only obtain vigor in the picture in proportion to the
depth to which the chemical substances have penetrated the

substance of the paper.

Now that we are acquainted with the properties peculiar to

each kind of photogenic paper, let us examine the qualities which
are common to all. One of the most essential requirements of

the paper, whether positive or negative, is extreme fineness and
equality of grain; this is the only means by which we attain that

purity and sharpness in the lines which are requisite to both.

It is necessary, moreover, that the sizing of the paper be per-

fectly uniform, and that its texture be sufficiently close to pre-

vent its stretching or loosening during the various immersions it

has to undergo.

It is rather difficult to judge of these qualities by the eye, as

it is necessary that the paper employed in photography should

be previously glazed, and as the effect of this operation is to

conceal the grain for a time; but after being immersed in any
liquid, it again becomes apparent. It is therefore difficult to

judge of paper without a previous trial. Most of the paper met
with in the trade, however fine in appearance, is far from being

chemically pure; a large amount of foreign matter is found in-

timately mixed up in its composition , but so scattered about
that its presence escapes the most attentive examination. The
reagents employed in paper photography act in a very peculiar

manner on these extraneous substances, and the result is that

the picture is always covered with black spots extending over

the whole surface, to the great detriment of its transparency and
sharpness.

These sorts of paper should be rejected as totally unfit for

photographic purposes. In fine, the choice of paper is an ex-

tremely difficult and delicate affair, and such it will remain, until

some ingenious manufacturer, aided by the information of pho-
tographers, shall be enabled to give us paper possessing all the

qualities requisite to the design in view. In the meantime,
amateurs should obtain their paper of merchants who having

.been among the first occupied in this particular branch of trade,

8*
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are able to judge of the kinds of paper which produce the best

results.

Section Second.—The Preparation of the Paper.

Although the preparation of photogenic paper is divested o

those circumstantial precautions which are indispensable to the

polishing of metallic plates, yet there is a certain amount of at-

tention necessary to avert every cause which might effect the

whiteness and especially the purity of the paper. It should there-

fore be handled as little as possible, even before its preparation,

and when necessary, the hands should be perfectly clean and free

from grease; the omission of this precaution would produce an

inequality in the absorption of the chemical substances, and the

print of the texture of the skin would thus be reproduced upon

the paper.

In order that the paper may preserve the entire force of its

photogenic properties, it is essential that it be prepared in a

completely dark room, by the light of a candle or lamp. Mr.

Talbot, however, proposed covering the windows of the labora-

tory with yellow curtains, and he states that the light transmit-

ted by this kind of screen produces no detrimental effect upon

the sensitive coating of the paper. This method presents in fact

greater facility, but it does not appear to us so infallible that

we would advise its employment in cases where it may be dis-

pensed with. We think, therefore, that it is infinitely prefera-

ble to prepare the papers in the evening, using suitable light;

they may then be left to dry during the night; they must, how-

ever, early the next morning, before the appearance of the light,

be placed in tight, pasteboard boxes. If we have a dark cham-

ber at our disposal, there is nothing to hinder the paper from

being prepared during the day; but great care must be exercised

to prevent the penetration of the light on entering and going

out.

'Till now it was deemed sufficient to apply to the surface of

the photogenic paper, a light coating of the sensitive substance,

and therefrom resulted a purely superficial chemical reaction,

with proofs wanting vigor in the dark parts, and without form

in the mezzotints. It is doubtless to this cause, which has so

long been unknown, that we must attribute the non-progressive

state of photography on paper; for, the first results obtained,

we must say, were not worthy the attention of artists. We are

indebted for the removal of this principal defect to the persevering

researches of M. Blanquart, and thanks to his method of deep
impregnation of the papers, photographic pictures have acquired

the requisite relief and depth. We will say then with M. Blan-

quart that the most essential requirement in the preparation of

the paper, consists of a perfect penetration of the photogenic
substances, which should impregnate the substance of the tissue

and not be simply deposited upon the surface.

It is unnecessary, however, to push this system to the extreme
and prolong the immersion of the papers until the entire sub-

stance is soaked with the liquids; it is necessary, as we shall

presently see, that one of the surfaces of the paper be non-sensi-

tive to the light, during the whole course of the operations; but
while satisfying this requirement, the chemical preparations may
be made to penetrate as deep as possible into the tissue of the

paper.

Such are the general rules applicable to the preparation of

the positive and negative papers.

Section Third.—Preparation of the Negative Paper.

After having cut the paper into sheets of a size proportionate

to that of the proofs to be taken, and the dimensions of the

dishes, make a mark with a pencil on one side near the corner,

to denote the side which has received the preparation.* Then
pour into the dish, devoted especially to the silver bath, a quan-
tity of solution No. 1, (a weak solution of nil. rale of silver) sufii-

* If this precaution is forgotten, it would still be easy to distinguish
the side of the paper which has been prepared; for even when complete-
ly dry this side always presents a concave surface.

cient to cover the bottom of the dish at a height of from 2 to 3

millimetres. Take one of the sheets and lay it gently and even-

ly upon Ihe liquid, taking care to employ the side marked with
the pencil.

During the operation carefully lift up the corners of the pa-

per in alternate order, to ascertain whether any air bubbles are

enclosed between it and the liquid; if any be found, they must
be removed. Avoid as far as possible using the fingers in this

operation; the point of a tooth pick or the end of a glass tube,

are rather handy instruments, and may be employed advantage-
ously for this purpose. 'Bruxelles

1 covered on the end with glass

would be preferable; but in every case avoid the use of wooden
pinchers, although they have been much recommended. This

substance is of a nature to react upon the solution of silver,

and its contact would cause a decomposition of the bath or

blemishes upon the paper. In the whole of this operation, ex-

treme care must be exercised to keep the bath of silver from
encroaching upon the upper surface of the paper, as stains upon
the back of the proof would inevitably result.

We have been rather lengthy in these explanations because

they apply to all the after preparations in which the sheet is

laid upon the surface of a liquid; we have given them once for

all, and shall not hereafter revert to them.

After a minute or two the paper should be sufficiently impreg-

nated with the nitrate of silver. This limit, however, fixed by
M. Blanquart, is not strictly precise; it varies with the quality

and thickness of the paper; there are certain apparent signs, be-

sides, for determining whether there is sufficient absorption;

when the extreme edges of the sheet, which at the commence-
ment of the operation were straight; have completely sunk down,
and the pale white surface of the paper begins to assume a

slightly blueish tint, the preparation may be considered com-
plete.

Then take up the sheet by one of its corners, and let it thor-

oughly drain over the dish; then lay it evenly, the prepared side

uppermost, upon a horizontal and impermeable surface, such as

the top of some article of furniture (varnished), oil cloth, a pane
of glass, etc. If the surface on which the paper is deposited,

has been previously used for the same purpose, it must first be
washed and carefully dried, as some particles of crystallized ni-

trate of silver might be upon it, which would stain the back of

the paper.

We recommended laying the prepared sheet upon a horizon-

tal plane, for the following reasons :

We have insisted upon the necessity of deeply impregnating

the substance of the paper; now, if after having withdrawn it

from the bath, it be dried upou an inclined plane, as some have
wrongly advised, the liquid left upon the surface will drain off

towards the most inclined part, instead of being absorbed by the

paper, while drying, and would result in a superficial and un-

equal preparation.

Beware of drying the paper upon pasteboard, as advised, I

think, by M. Martens. It is well known that this kind of stuff

contains a large amount of foreign matter in its composition, as

plaster, iron, etc. By following this method, we should there-

fore expose ourselves to the danger of producing ineffaceable

stains on the photogenic paper.

When the negative paper is entirely dry, it is time to com-
mence the second operation wThich it is to undergo. It should

not be postponed, as the paper gradually turns red.

For this purpose pour into a rather deep dish the preparation

of iodide No. 2; immerse the paper completely therein, keeping

the prepared side uppermost, f After an immersion of from 80

to 150 seconds, according to temperature, % remove the paper,

holding it by two corners, and without letting go, immerse it

quickly into a vessel of distilled water; the design of this wash
is to remove the excess of iodide of potassium which , by re-

f The bath of iodide of potassium is a decisive proof by which it may
be known whether the paper is suitable for photograph ic purpose?.
When, during this immersion, it becomes covered with small violet points

more or less dark, it should be thrown aside, and another substituted of
better quality, unless, indeed, these blemishes are few in number and
but little marked.

% The colder it is, the longer should be the immersion. I
:-S3*!; pjV-
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bd maiaing on the paper, would form thereon a crystalline deposit,

tlieu bang the sheet by one of its corners to a piece of thread

suspended horizontally, and let it completely drain and dry.

Numerous methods have been proposed for fastening the

paper to the thread ; M. Blanqnart merely turns over one of the

corners, but this part of the sheet is then sacrificed, and is but

slightly sensitive to the action of the light. M. Mayer uses

split quills which hold the paper by two corners. This method

appears to us preferable. As for ourselves, we have employed

with success the following method:

A certain number of pieces of cork are run upon the twine or

thread used to suspend the paper and on these pieces of cork

the sheets are fastened by two corners with common pins, they

may then be placed at a suitable distance apart, so that they

may not touch. The paper experiences no change, and with the

exception of the small hole made by the pin, it has proved quite

as sensitive towards this poiut, as any other portion of the sur-

face.

When the paper is completely dry, it should be taken down
gently and enclosed in wood or pasteboard boxes where it will be

ouff of the influence of light. Be careful not to .thrust it in.

This paper may be used several months without losing any of its

primitive sensitiveness.

Section IV.

—

Preparation of the Positive Paper.

If all we have just said in regard to the negative paper has
been attentively followed, there will be no embarrassment in the

preparation of the positive, which is still more simple and easy.

Commence by dividing the paper into sheets of suitable size.

Then pour into a dish the solution of chloride of sodium No. 6

;

place the sheet upon the surface of this bath, until it lays per-

fectly even with the water, which requires from two to three

minutes, according to the thickuess of the paper. Then cautious-

ly remove the sheet, and examine it attentively by transparency.

If traces of a clearer or more transparent white in some parts
than the rest of the paper be perceived, it would be useless to

continue the operation, as the white points of which we have
spoken would infallibly show themselves upon the proof in the
shape of deep brownish red blemishes. It will be best to re-

commence the operation with a new sheet, rather than lose time
and weaken the bath of silver by a preparation, which is known
beforehand to be defective.

When on the contrary no defect is observed, place it in a case
of bibulous paper, exclusively devoted to this purpose, and pass
the hand, several times in every direction over the back of the
paper, using some force to press out the water. The bibulous
paper should be frequently renewed, until it exhibits no further

sign of moisture.

The paper is then placed on a dish, and the concentrated so-

lution of nitrate of silver No. 1 is poured thereon, and there left

until it is deemed sufficiently impregnated; for this purpose from
four to six minutes are necessary; but, in order that no time
may be lost, place, in the meantime, a second sheet of paper up-

on the solution of chloride of sodium, which will be prepared and
dried, when the first is removed from the bath of silver.

As soon as the sheet is withdrawn from the solution of silver,

let it drain well, then lay it fiat upon a horizontal plane, as we
recommended for the first preparation of the negative paper.

When the paper is perfectly dry
;
preserve it in a well closed

case, as it is extremely sensitive to the light; it will be well even
not to prepare it too long in advance, as it rapidly changes,

and becomes less fit for the production of proofs.

CHAPTER IV.

THE EXPOSURE IN THE CAMERA.— METHODS OF BRINGING
THE NEGATIVE PROOF AND FIXING.

OUT

<i?

Now that we have given all the explanations necessary for

the correct choice and preparation of the paper, it remains for

us to explain the manner in which they are employed.
After having undergone the two preparations above mention-

ed, the negative paper is yet far from possessing the sensitive-

VOL. VIII., no. v. 20

ness necessary for the production of a picture with the rapidity

required by photographic operations, especially in the case of

portraits.

It was therefore necessary to discover a method to augment
the sensitiveness to the highest possible degree. This was at-

tained by profiting by the property possessed by the nitrate of
silver, of blackening more rapidly in the moist state. For this

purpose, a third preparation, which should only take place a few
moments before taking the proof, is applied to the negative
paper.

We shall explain the way of proceeding in this operation,
mentioning the precautions to be taken to insure success.

We observed, in chapter first, that the photographic paper
should be enclosed between two glasses which are then placed
in the shield of the camera ; the first thing to be done, is to care-
fully wipe the glasses, for if there be any foreign matter upon
them, as grease, deposited thereon by contact with the fingers,

or the salts crystallized in the course of the previous experi-
ments, we may be assured beforehand that the proof will bear
traces thereof. These glasses should then be washed plentifully

with water, and dried, with clean linen; and in order to be more
certain of their being clean, pour upon both sides, a few drops
of rectified alcohol at 40° or sulphuric ether, and wipe again
with a piece of linen exclusively devoted to the purpose. Then
place one of the glasses upon the stand of which we spoke in
chapter first, and which should be previously placed on a perfect
level, by means of lowering screws also serving as feet. Pour
upon this glass aceto-nitrate of silver (preparation No. 3) suf-

ficient to moisten the whole surface, and spread the liquid with
a clean brush * or simply with a piece of paper, renewed after

every experiment. There is another method of spreading the
preparation more equally over the glass, by using a funnel cov-
ered with filtering paper, and letting the liquid fall drop by drop
upon the glass; the funnel may be placed in the flask when a
sufficient quantity has been obtained.

This method possesses the advantage of purifying the aceto-ni-
trate, and of separating therefrom a small whitish deposit, which
ordinarily forms on its surface, after being prepared a few
days.

_
Take then a sheet of negative paper, and place the prepared

side in contact with the surface of the glass, on which the solu-
tion of silver has been poured ; leave it a minute or two to
moisten and expand, and if any wrinkles form, they may be re-

moved by breathing upon the paper; if this be ineffectual, the
paper must be gently lifted up by one of its corners, and again
dropped upon the glass, until it is perfectly even. In all

these manipulations, care must be taken not to allow the least
drop of aceto-nitrate of silver to get upon .the back of the paper,
and if this accident should occur, it must hastily be removed with
a small piece of bibulous paper; for, if this precaution be neglect-
ed; stains on the back of the negative picture would be the re-

sult, and the transparence necessary to this proof would be com-
promised. For the same reason, avoid as far as possible, touch-
ing the paper with the fingers especially when in the course of
the preceding operations it has become impregnated with the
nitrate of silver or gallic acid.

When the negative paper has been well spread upon the glass,

and it adheres thereto without any wrinkles or air bubbles, take
some thick_drawing paper, f of the same size as the proof, and
which has been previously steeped in distilled water; f the addi-
tion of this paper saturated with water, is to keep up the mois-
ture of the negative paper, during its exposition to the light; it

is particularly useful when a certain time must elapse between
the preparation of the paper and its exposition to the camera, as,

for instance, in taking outside views. This paper is to be placed
evenly upon the negative paper—and they are made to adhere,
by passing the hand over them several times in every direction.

* A glass would be better for the purpose.

t The pasteboard usually employed for visiting cards will be very con-
venient tor this purpose.

J It is very essential to employ for this purpose perfectly distilled

water, otherwise there is danger of producing a general want of trans-
parency on the back of the proof.
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To render the contact of the papers more perfect, the upper

piece of glass, the edges of which have been ground down, may
be passed over them, but not too violently; this last operation is

analogous to the mode in which cabinet makers use their scrapers

;

The chief design of it is to free the papers from the excess of

liquid they contain. After having wiped the glass used for this

purpose it is placed upon the papers, which are thus compressed

between the two glasses, and the whole is enclosed in the shield,

which is covered with its slide.

Before proceeding to expose to the light, there is a final pre-

caution which must never be ueglected, and which moreover is

very important.

In all the operations"which pi*ecede this, it is very difficult to

keep the exterior surface of the glass, which is to transmit the light

to the paper, from becoming sullied with traces of moisture: the

flap of the shield should then be opened, and the glass should

be thoroughly wiped with a piece of clean linen wet with a few

drops of alcohol or ether.

It is to be understood, that all the preparations just described,

should be made in the dark; by the light of a candle, as it is

very essential that photogenic paper does not receive the least

ray of light, before the moment when the cap is removed from

the object glass of the camera. For this reason we cannot too

strongly recommend the use of shields so closed that they are

impenetrable to the light: and if any doubt be experienced on

this head, it would be well to cover the shield with black velvet,

until the very moment of use.

The choice of the site or the monument to be reproduced, or

the more or less correct pose of the sitter to be adopted,

are questions of art or taste foreign to the nature of the plan we
have marked out for ourselves. We can therefore only refer our

readers to the general ideas we have given in this respect in the

course of our manual.

The obtaining of a perfect focus requires perhaps a still more
strict exactitude than in common photography; for, in the pro-

cess which we are describing, we must strive to lose nothing of

the sharpness of the picture.

It will therefore be better at the risk of losing a little light

and prolonging the pose, to adjust a diaphragm of small size to

the object glass; a diameter of from |f of an inch to 1 Tiw in-

ches, seems to us to be a maximum aperture, which should never

be exceeded.

M. Blanquart has in this way obtained with the compound ob-

ject glass for the large size plate of M. Charles Chevalier,* per-

fectly well brought out proofs in from ten to twenty minutes in

the sun. Although the length of photographic seconds has be-

come somewhat proverbial, our own experience authorizes us in

affirming that the assertion of M. Blanquart is rather on this

side of the truth, and that a still greater rapidity may be ob-

tained, when circumstances are favorable. Among the first of

these circumstances may be placed, the intensity of the light;

but the temperature must also be taken into account, a high

temperature contributing in a remarkable manner to the rapid

formation of the picture, by favoring the accomplishment of the

chemical reactions which produce it. The difficult problem of

the duration of the pose, moreover, in common photography, is

of much less importance in the paper processes. The endeavor

to obtain a precision which is not strictly necessary in this case,

should be a secondary consideration, since, as we shall presently

see, we possess the means of arresting the operation when it has

reached the proper point, on bringing out with the gallic acid.

We shall use particular care also in pointing out the character-

istic signs by which we can ascertain whether a proof is suffi-

ciently developed or whether it has passed the proper point; so

that the cause of failure in one operation may serve as a guide ami
correction to the subsequent experiments.

The exposition over, close the shield and carry it into a dark
place, arranged for the preparations; then [dace a pane of glass

upon the stand, of a somewhat larger size than the proof, which
has previously been carefully cleaned; wet the surface of this

fh glass by means of a brush; then separate the two shield glasses,

^ first remove the thick sheet of paper which served to keep up
W * Sec the notiocofM. Blanquart, published by this optician.

the moisture; * lastly cautiously remove the proof, adherent to

the glass, and lay it on the pane of glass the impressioued side

uppermost. The paper should be smoothly spread upon the

glass without any wrinkles or puffs, as the action of the gallic

acid would be irregular in these parts. These arrangements
made, pour upon the proof a small quantity of the solution of

gallic acid, (No. 4) sufficient however to cover the entire surface.

To facilitate a prompt and equal dissemination of this solution

over the paper, give the glass different inclinations until the

body of the liquid is disseminated; this precaution is very impor-

tant, for the parts of the proof which have not from the first

been impregnated by the gallic acid, will be behindhand during

the remainder of the operation. Immediately after contact with

the gallic acid, the picture will appear, and if the operation has

been successful, it will first show itself by a beautiful red tint,

which will gradually grow darker and darker till it attains an
intense black.

At this point we must redouble our vigilance and attention

and follow the progress of the proof without losing sight of it for

a single moment. We should ascertain from time to time, by
looking underneath the glass which may be lifted from the

stand, whether the paper keeps perfectly white; and as soon as

the picture appears to have attained its maximum intensity; that

is to say when the blacks are very deep, without the whites hav-

ing lost any of their brilliancy, the action of the gallic acid

should be at once arrested, by pouring an abundance of water
upon the proof. It is needless for this purpose to remove it

from the glass, as the prolonged action of the gallic acid, during

the time employed in this manoeuvre, might affect the whites of

the picture.

The proof should then be placed in a dish, and a quantity of

the solution of bromide of potassium (No. 5) sufficient to cover

the paper, poured upon it. The effect of this last bath is to fix the

picture, so that it cannot thereafter be changed by the light. The
proof should remain in this bath from 15 to 20 minutes, preserv-

ing it from the light until completely fixed. On withdrawal
from this bath, the proof, for the last time, should be washed
plentifully with water, and then dried between a number of

sheets of bibulous paper.

In order not to interrupt the description of the operations

which are to take place in successive order, we have taken it for

granted, that the requirements of the process have been strictly

conformed to, and that success has thus far been obtained.

We shall now point out the imperfections which may show
themselves under the action of gallic acid

;
and we will en-

deavor to get at the cause of them, so that they may hereafter

be avoided.

Let us first consider the characters by which it may be ascer-

tained whether a proof has been exposed a sufficient length of

time to the light.

When the picture is perfectly formed in the camera, it will

promptly appear under the action of the gallic acid, with that-

red tint of which we have just spoken. This color will rapidly

pass to a dark gray, then to an intense black, without however,

the clearest parts having lost any of their whiteness; all the

mezzo-tints are very decided, and the most minute details per-

fectly brought out. But if the exposition has been prolonged

beyond bounds, the action of the gallic acid, would be of such

rapidity, that it would soon overrun the whites of the picture,

before it could be arrested, and, what is more important, the

back of the proof would be discolored by a general greyish

tint, which woidd take from the paper a great portion of its

transparency, This latter effect might also be produced, if the

action of the gallic acid be not arrested in time, or if the proof

were exposed to the lights before being perfectly fixed with the

bromide of potassium. If, on the other hand it has not been suf-

ficient, the proof will bear signs totally at variance with those

we have just examined. Thus, instead" of the red tint, which is

the sign of a successful proof, it will at the very commencement,
take a greyish tint; the action of the gallic acid will be slow,

* Tins paper should not, in any case, be used more than once.
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unequal and incomplete; the picture, vague and uncertain, in its

outlines, will be deprived of vigor, mezzo-tint and detail ; if it be

examined by transparency, it will present a dotted appearance,

instead of ample liquid shades, which.it ought to have. Lastly,

if in order to remedy these defects, we endeavor to prolong the

action of the gallic acid beyond the ordinary limits, we may end

in giving a black tint to the proof, but if this tint, forced so to

speak, be uniform, it will extend the entire depth of the paper

and destroy its transparency.

Of the two extremes of which we have just spoken, a too long

exposure should be preferred, as we are always able to arrest

the action of the gallic acid in time, provided great attention be

exercised in the operation.

As has been previously seen, the extreme prolongation of the

pose, the lengthed action of the gallic acid, the employment of

badly distilled water, and defects in fixing, ordinarily produce a

general opaqueness upon the back of the picture; but sometimes

this want of transparency is only partial, and it then proceeds

from other causes, which it is important to study

We have already recommended more than once, to carefully

prevent the smallest drop of the silver solutions from getting up-

on the back of the positive and negative papers at the time of

their preparation. At the risk of repetition, we dwell a little

longer on this point, as the omission of this precaution is the

common causes of the stains often remarked on the verso of the

negative pictures. Very particular attention must also be paid

to the cleanliness of the surface upon which the papers are laid to

dry, otherwise they may become soiled.

The cleanliness of the fingers is also a strict requirement, for

if they contained any greasy substance, salts of silver, gallic acid

or hyposulphite, they would infallibly leave their print upon the

paper, and this, at first invisible, would become revealed by the

gallic acid. The greater part of the blemishes, observed on
negatives, are occasioned by small crystals of the salt of silver or

gallic acid, which adhere either to the shield the glasses, or the

glass upon which the paper is laid to submit it to the action of

the gallic acid; too much care cannot therefore be exercised in

washing and drying the glasses, as we have already said. The
slightest introduction of light into the shield while the paper is

enclosed therein, would cause stains of an intense black upon the

proof or upon the back of the paper, the extent of which will be

proportionate to the rays introduced. We must therefore assure

ourselves that the shields close tightly, and it would be wise to

interpose a piece of some black stuff between the flap of the

shield and the upper glass to intercept the entrance of light from
this quarter. When the stains on the back of the proof are few
and of small extent, they may sometimes be removed with a weak
solution of simple cyanide of potassium. But this means must
only be employed with the greatest circumspection, and after

having previously waxed the proof. The paper should then be
immediately plunged into a vessel filled with water to arrest the
action of the cyanide in time, which would otherwise penetrate
the entire thickness of the paper and partially destroy the pic-

ture.

When the negative proof has been washed and dried as we
have said, there remains a final preparation which it has to un-
dergo to augment its transparency, and fender it fitter for the
reproduction of positive proofs. This is done by coating with
wax; for this purpose, spread the proof upon several sheets of

white paper, grate upon it a certain quantity of pure wax, cover
it with a few other sheets of paper, then with a moderately heat-

ed smoothing iron, melt the wax so as to cause it to penetrate
the whole thickness and substance of the negative paper; use
fresh paper to absorb the excess of wax, to prevent it from
forming any deposit upon the surface of the proof. If the iron

is too hot, it would greatly and unalterably change the blacks of

the proof; it should therefore be only sufficiently hot to melt the

has appeared preferable to wax, and we think it will be well to

hold to this latter substance.

We will not terminate this chapter without explaining to our

readers the method of removing the stains which blackens the

skin to a great depth by repeated contact with the solutions of

silver and gallic acid, in the various operations just described.

The like annoyance effects the linen used for wiping the glasses,

dishes, etc., and these stains are so obstinate that they resist the

best washing. On cleansing the hands, after having finished our

experiments, begin by steeping the hands in water, then rub the

blackened parts with a piece of cyanide of potassium (do not al-

low this substance to remain long upon the skin as it would oc-

casion great irritation). Then wash with plenty of water, to

remove all traces of cyanide. It is well known that this is a

very violent poison, which might act by simple absorption. This

method should therefore be employed with much discretion and
reserve.

A concentrated solution of iodide of potassium would be far

preferable, as it presents no danger, but it acts more slowly.

A strong solution of hyposulphite of soda might also be em-
ployed, as hot as the hands can bear. This solution would then

be charged with salt of silver, and might be used for fixing posi-

tives.

As for the liuen, they may be easily removed therefrom by a

solution of 2 drachms of cyanide of potassium in 3 ounces of

water. This liquid does not affect the tissue in the least. If

on the clothes, a much weaker solution must be employed, and
they must immediately be washed with plenty of water, so as

not to change the colors.

wax.

We have endeavored to discover whether other substances
are not equally calculated to give transparency to the negative
proof, and we have experimented successively upon stearin,

spermaciti, oil, essence of turpentine and varnish; but nothing

CHAPTER V.

PRINTING POSITIVES.

After having described everything relating to the production

of the negative picture, it remains for us to examine the method
of changing it into a positive, and this operation is not the least

interesting, since it enables us to multiply to infinity the copies

of the design obtained. No serious difficulty need be expected,

moreover; this part of the process is extremely easy, and a few

words will suffice to demonstrate the entire theory.

The shield used for copying the proofs, has been sufficiently

described in Chapter 1st. it is unnecessary to revert to it. The
first care is to perfectly clean the glasses which form a part of

this shield, so that nothing may affect its transparency, and es-

pecially to destroy every trace of the nitrate of silver which
might adhere to the glass in the course of the preceeding exper-

ments. This is a very essential requisite, as the smallest crystals

of the salt of silver upon the glasses would occasion deep and
irreparable stains upon the negative proof, and render it totally

unfit for further reproductions. *

For the same reason, it will be well to conform to the advice

of M. Mayer; he recommends carefully wiping the prepared sur-

face of the positive paper before putting it in contact with the

negative proof with a peice of very clean linen, in order to re-

move the smallest crystals of silver, which might have formed
while the paper was drying.

After having made these preliminary arrangement, place the

impressioned side of the negative paper in contact with the pre-

pared surface of the positive paper, place them between the two
glasses, and enclose the whole in the shield, and cover it with

the back; screw down tight (by means of the press screws) to

prevent any displacement of the papers, and to assure perfect

contact.

It is understood that the papers should be so arranged that

the lights may strike the back of the negative picture. Lastly,

it will be well to let the positive paper lap a little over the neg-

* It would hardly be believed how obstinately the crystallizations of
the nitrate of silver adhere to the glass. We have often washed the
glasses of the camera shield, even with alcohol, and when they appeared
perfectly clear and transparent, by breathing upon them, we have re-

marked traces of crystallized silver. To remove them, we must have
recourse to another wash with a weak solution of cyanide of potas-

sium.
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ative sheet, more or less; the different tints which these edges

exposed to direct light will darken and will serve as a standard of

comparison from which to judge of the progress of the proof.

The frame is then exposed to the sun, with such an inclina-

tion that the rays of this luminary strike the paper perpendicu-

larly. In a strict sense, the transformation of the proof may be

effected in diffused light, but, besides great length of exposition,

it has been observed that pictures thus obtained present less vigor

and sharpness than those formed beneath the influence of strong-

light.

It would be difficult to assign precise limits to the duration of

this operation. It is understood that it should be more or less

prolonged, according to the different requirements under which

it is accomplished. Thus, the greater or less transparency of

the negative proof, the difference in the intensity of the light,

the greater or less elevation of temperature, are so many causes

which may retard or accelerate the formation of the positive pic-

ture. As a general position, the exposition to full sun may
vary from 15 to 20 minutes, but in diffused light from ten to

twenty times as much time will be necessary to obtain a Suffi-

cient impression. In every case, nothing will be risked by pro-

longing the exposition to its extreme limits, that is to say to

the point where the bright light of the positive picture, commence
to change. In fact, we shall see in the following chapter, that

we are always able to reduce a positive picture which has passed

the proper point of development; but that we possess no means
of giving vigor to a design which has not been sufficiently affect-

ed by the light.

Experience is therefore the best guide that can be followed to

enable us to determine the time of exposition necessary to the

transformation of the picture, and this is still the case when
the incorrect data of a first experiment are employed to rectify

subsequent experiments. We should not however neglect ex-

amining certain exterior and apparent evidences, which may
serve to verify approximatively the progress of the operation.

Thus, we recommended that the positive paper should lap over a

little; the portions of this paper which are not covered by the

negative picture, will successively assume the following tints;

rose, deep lilac, violet, intense black, deep olive green, and light-

er olive green. When this latter shade is observed, there is

every reason to believe that the positive proof has reached the

proper point. This in' every case is only a probability, and the

method proposed by M. Mayer, seems to offer the most certain-

ty. In his system, the frame of the copying shield is furnished

with a door which may be opened at pleasure, to ascertain the

progress of the operation without disturbing either the glasses

or paper. When the picture has penetrated the whole thickness

of the positive paper, we may be assured that the picture is suf-

ficiently developed, and when it begins to become apparent on the

back of this paper. The idea of M. Mayer appears to us to be
good, and we advise our readers to have their copying frame
constructed on this principle.

The exposition ended, carry the frame into the dark closet,

remove the proof, let it lay from 10 to 20 minutes, according to

its intensity, in a vessel of pure river water. If there is little

decision about the picture, this bath may be dispensed with, and
we may pass on to the fixing operation with the hyposulphite,

described in the following chapter.

To be Continued.

CHEMISTRY OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ART.*

Chapter II.

—

Continued.

CHEMICAL AFFINITY.

Since some substances have a stronger affinity than some
others, attempts have been made to measure its different degrees

of force. It was formerly supposed that its relative strength

could be ascertained by the order of decomposition.

If to sulphuric acid, united willi magnesia, which forms the

sulphate of magnesia, ammonia be added, the acid will leave

the magnesia and unite with the ammonia, forming the

* Continued from page 111, Vol. viii., No. 4.

sulphate of ammonia. Add lime to this and the ammonia will

be deserted by the acid for the lime; and lime in its turn

will be relinquished for soda, and the soda again for baryta.

—

Hence sulphuric acid has the strongest affinity for baryta, and
the force is in the order in which the several substances are men-
tioned. The practical chemist, therefore, when he wishes to

decompose any compound, is enabled to decide upon the sub-

stance which will produce that effect. The circumstances, how-
ever, which modify the action of chemical affinity are so numer-
ous, that the order of decomposition is not, in every case, the

measure of affiuity. To determine the relative force of affinity

in doubtful cases, observe the tendency of several substances to

unite with the same, under similar circumstances, and then no-

tice the apparent facility of decomposition when these compounds
are exposed to the same decomposing agent.

The changes which accompany the action -of affinity, arc

changes of chemical properties, of color, of form, temperature,
and specific gravity.

It is one of the most remarkable facts in chemistry, that when
two bodies combine chemically, the resultant compound gener-
ally possesses none of the properties of its component parts.

For instance, pour sulphuric acid upon magnesia and the com-
pound will be Epsom salts, entirely unlike either.

There are some cases in which affinity produces compounds
without much change of properties, as in case of solution, the

force of affinity in such cases being very feeble. Good exam-
ples of this kind of compound, is the solution of salt in water,
and camphor in alcohol.

Change of color is also an effect of affinity, as evinced by the
union of a solution of nitrate of lead with a few drops of hydri-

odic acid, from which results a beautiful yellow pigment.
Change of form is another result of affinity, or chemical com-

bination, as illustrated by the explosion of oxygen and hydrogen
gasses, which forms water. Pour into a solution of chloride of

calcium, sulphuric acid, and a solid sulphate of lime is thrown
down. Rub nitrate of ammonia and sulphate of soda together
in a mortar and they will become liquid. Explode gun powder
and it becomes gas. Thus we see solids form liquids, and liquids

solids; and both form gases; while gasses form both liquids and
solids.

The heat arising from the combustion of fuel, is owing to

chemical action, as exemplified by wetting a piece of paper with

spirits of turpentine and sulphuric acid, and then throwing on it

a few grains of chlorate of potassa; the paper will instantly take

fire.

In changes of gases into liquids or solids, or of the latter into

the former, there is a great change of density; but where there

is no change of form there is more or less of this. This is ex-

emplified by mixing 100 measures of strong sulphuric acid with

100 of water. The mixture will be less than 200 measures.

The laws wdiich regulate the action of affinity, constitute the

most important part of the whole subject, for they are the foun-

dation of modern chemistry. As they arc expressed mathema-
tically, they have imparted to it a high degree of accuracy, and
greatly elevated its rank as a science. Most substances are

found to unite in definite proportions, and with such the laws of

affinity are chiefly concerned; but there are numerous instances

of apparent indefinite proportions. Por illustration of this sub-

ject of combining proportions, see Chapter I., Equivalents.

The cause of chemical affinity is probably electricity. In
those cases where the electrical state of substances can be as-

certained, they arc always found to be oppositely electrified,

when combination takes place. Yoltaic electricity is the most
powerful decomposing agent, and the whole phenomena of elec-

tro-chemical decomposition seems to prove the identity of affi-

nity and electricity. This view accords best with the simplicity

everywhere observed in the laws of nature.

Chatter III.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
mBy specific gravity is meant the relative weight of different ©

substances, compared with some standard. In the case of solids v»»
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and liquids, the weight of the body is compared with water as

unit)*; that is, if a given quantity of water by measure be

weighed, and that weight represented by one, the weight of an

equal quantity by measure of any other substance is compared

with it. In the case of gases, air is taken for the standard of

comparison, or for unity, and an equal quantity of any other gas

is weighed, and compared with it.

The density or specific weight of solid bodies differ very much,

as may be seeu by weighing equal bulks of different metals or

other substances, &c.

When liquids are to be weighed, take a bottle, weigh it, empty

aud note the amount, then fill it with distilled water and weigh

again with great accuracy; pour out the water and dry the

bottle well, weigh it again to see that it is as in the first in-

stance, after which fill it with the fluid whose weight is to be

ascertained. The following proportions will give its specific

gravity: as for example, if the distilled water weighs 100 grs.,

and the liquid 150, the following is the proportion we must

make use of:

100 : 150 : : 1- : T5

A very convenient instrument, named an achrometre, is em-

ployed for ascertaining the specific gravity of liquids: it con-

sists of a long straight stem, regularly graduated, and on which

numbers are marked showing the points to which the instrument

sinks in liquids of specific gravities, to which these points refer.

In distilled water, for instance, the instrument will sink to No.

1., aud will be stationary at 1'5 in uitric acid. Other instru-

ments are also used; for instance, small beads or hollow glass

balls which have numbers marked on them that indicate the

gravity of the fluids, in which they neither have a tendency to

sink, or rise on the top. If the ball floats on the surface the

liquid has a specific gravity greater than the number marked
upon it, but if it sinks at all in it, then the reverse is the case.

Solid bodies are weighed in the following manner: weigh the

substance first in the air, then suspend it to the beam of a bal-

lance by a fine hair, and weigh it in a glass full of water, a quan-

tity of water equal to the bulk of the solid will be displaced, and
the following proportion will give the specific gravity in relation

to water : thus, as the weight of the water equal in bulk to that

of the solid is to that of the solid itself, so is the specific gravi-

ty of water to the specific gravity of the solid ; for instance, if a

solid, weigh 200 grains in air and 150 grains in water, then

200=150 or 50 : 200 : : 1- : 4. The specific gravity of the

solid is consequently 4, compared with that of water.

When a solid body to be weighed is lighter than water a

weight sufficient to sink the lighter body in water must he at-

tached to it. Having previously weighed the heavier solid in

water, and each in air, they are next to be weighed together in

water, and from the difference between their weight in air sub-

stract the difference between the weight of the hevier solid in

air and its weight in water, the remainder will show the weight
of a quantity of water equal in bulk to the light body; hence

we can find its specific gravity in the manner directed above

—

thus,

If the weight of the light solid be 10, and of the heavy solid

20 ; and if the heavy solid in water be 14, and the two together

6, then

—

From their weight in air 10-)-20-=30

Substract their weight in water, 1

And from this substract 20—14-=
23

6

11

This last number (11) will express the weight of a quantity of

water equal in bulk to the light solid, and the following propor-

tions will give us the specific gravity.

11 : 10 : : 1. : .588236 the specific gravity of the lighter

body.

If the solid body should be soluble in water, some other fluid

in which it is insoluble must be employed, such as alcohol, ether,

or a saturated solution of the substance itself. The specific

gravity of the fluid itself being first ascertained and used as a

20*

standard of comparison, and making the number representing

its specific gravity the third term in the proportion, in the same
manner as when water is used, and then by simple proportion

reduce the product to the stanclard of water. Thus, if the spe-

cific gravity of the fluid be 1*2, and the specific gravity of the
body be 1*8, it will stand thus 12 : 18 : : 1". 15.

To be Continued.

OBITUARY.—MRS. L, L. HILL.

Mrs. Hill, the wife of the Rev. L. L. Hill, is no more. She
departed this life on Friday, March 23d. Her loss has been
deeply felt, not only by her husband, but by all those who have
shared her hospitality, or been honored by her friendship. Mrs.
Hill was a remarkable woman—with deep, strong energies, a
mind enured to all the trials of life, and an able friend and as-

sistant to her husband. Many of our readers who have visited

her at Westkill will remember the friendly smile with which she
was wont to greet them. They will remember the deep interest

she exhibited in matters pertaining to photography. To her
Mr. Hill was much indebted for his success in Heliochromy.
So far as her domestic duties permitted, she aided him by her
suggestions, and on many an occasion of perplexity has he been
relieved by her manipulations; such as woman only can perform
who is skillful and comprehensive in an eminent degree. She
was a companion, a friend, a councillor and a guide in all his

toils, and her loss he feels as a severe blow not only to his hap-
piness, but to his scientific experiments. Her last words to the
husband of her heart were, " keep up good courage ; battle man-
fully with every difficulty, persevere in your great work—the
colors—and live a life of dependence on Him in whose grace I

trust."

The following lines, written by a lady upon hearing of Mrs.
Hill's death, may not be amiss here, as they show how much
she was esteemed.

We loved when summer suns were shining,
When earth was strewed, with flowers;

We loved when summer was declining,
No romance dream was ours!

She was to me of life a part

—

Companion true—a wife;
She cheered me with her loving heart
In manhoods' bitter strife.

" Bear on! bear nobly on!" she said,
" The goal may yet be won;
" By adverse storms be not dismayed,
" What has been may be done.

" I know thy heart, I know thy mind

—

" I know thy purpose true.
" By shadows only now defined

—

" Yet keep the end in view."

And she did cheer—and she did aid-
That voice no more I hear!
In the cold earth that form is laid

—

Which made this earth so dear!

Bear with me friends, if for awhile
I falter in my course;

And change to tears, the wonted smile,

Which had from her its source.

The time may come when all may own
What I have striven to prove.

In glowing colors will be known,
And earth to wonder move.

Then bear with me a little space,

For solitude and tears:

And on earths tablet I will trace

The full result of years.

Thus speaks the man of many woes.

May gentle hearts incline:

To trust his promise—and his foes

If such—no more repine.

Truth hidden long, will come to light,

And if the heart is pure

—

The purpose good—it shines more bright,

If for a time obscure.

— If your are afflicted with any complaint which requires a

Purgative Medicine, try Ayer's New Pills—they are worth

trying.— Concord Mercury, N. C.
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Read before the Third ordinary meeting of the N. Y. P. Daguerrean Association by
(i. N. BAKNARD, Esq.

Gentlemen:—It was with a degree of surprise and regret

that I observed about a fortnight since in the Photographic Art
Journal that I had been named to prepare a paper to be offered

to this Honorable body.

Regret that in the formation of your committee you had not

substituted some abler person in conjunction with my worthy

coadjutors in the consideration and preparation of a document on

a subject of so much importance. I therefore throw myself upon

your indulgence while I offer some remarks not so much on the

detail of the subject as views of a general character.

Realising as I do the necessity of elevating the standard of our

profession—that Photography has passed the first blush of

novelty, and has taken its rank among the necessary arts—as

much so as painting and sculpture, I deem that the time has

arrived when it should be rescued from the hands of quacks and

charlatans, and made to stand upon its intrinsic merits, when in-

stead of novices from all sides rushing into the ranks of Daguer-

reans—urged thither by curiosity or the desire of gain by ped-

dling it as a novelty in art—it has become firmly established as

a philosophic and scientific pursuit, ministering to the necessities

of mankind and that none but the really learned and enlightened

in its ranks will or can command attention.

To be a true Daguerreotypist requires talents of no ordinary

character—he should unite virtues and gifts, seldom attainable

in their highest rank in the same person, he should be a skilful

chemist, profound in natural philosophy, at least that portion

embracing the laws of light and the theory of color, and last but

not least he should be a cultivated artist. All and each quali-

ties of a high order and requiring a peculiar meutal composition.

Prom the time of the discovery of the art until a late period

the attention of all talented and educated Daguerreans has been

almost exclusively engaged in pushing the invention to perfec-

tion, and compai*atively little attention has been paid to the con-

sideration of Photography in the higher lights of artistic merit.

And well has the assiduity of our Photographist been rewarded.

The art owes scarcely less to the artists of America than to the

inventors Messrs Daguerre and Neipce; for what they conceived

in the incipient germ has been cultivated and perfected in Ameri-
ca, until American pictures have obtained renown as far as any
knowledge of the art extends. Something may be claimed for

the natural advantages of our country but their chief excellence

must be attributed to the perfection attained by the high skill

and superior knowledge of American genius.

And with what brighter rays will American genius emblazon

the hallo of glory which surrounds the genius of Daguerre, when
the sun gilded pictures, glowing in all the tints and hues of

nature, are exhibited to the world; caught living from the sun-

beam, and fastened in immoveable loveliness upon the artist's

plate.

This perfection of manipulatory skill being attained, it is

time that Photographists should turn their attention to the

knowledge and cultivation of the principles of artistic science,

and thus elevate their profession above the merely chemical or

philosophical art.

And it is here that I have reason to regret the selection of

your reader on this subject, for, while, as in the case of your

other committees on Light and Chemistry, the investigators arc

subject to and controlled by, certain philosophical or natural cir-

cumscription which arc attainable by study or acquirable by ex-

periment, your committee, of which I have the honor to form

a part are thrust forth upon the boundless regions of Taste.

After distinctness or clearness the chief beauty of a picture

depends upon the skilful arrangement of the drapery, the taste-

ful introduction of adjuncts, or the artistic disposition of the sit-

ter, or the grouping. And these additional charms are not the

production of accident, but the result of the application of fixed

principles; and the attainment of a knowledge of these princi-

ples 0:1 which arc founded a correct taste and artistic skill.

Nor would I have an artist undervalue the amount of study

necessary to this end. It requires as much patient investigation,

study, and experience as the more fully developed laws of

Chemistry or Natural Philosophy.

Without the attainment of this knowledge the Photographist

is left to the guidance of his own uncultivated, or perhaps per-

verted ideas, or falls a victim to the Juggernaut of vitiated

public taste.

"Public Taste," says Ruskiu "as far as it is the encourager

and supporter of Art has been the same in all ages. A fitful and
vascilating current of vague impression, perpetually liable to

change, subject to epidemic desires and agitated by
infectious passion, the slave of fashion and the fool of

fancy, but yet always distinguishing with singular clear sighted-

ness between that which is best, and that which is worst of the

particular class of food which its morbid appetite may call for;

never failing to distinguish that which is produced by intellect

and that which is not, though it may be intellect degraded by
administering to its misguided will."

Still fluctuating as taste is, varied though it may be by
national education, physical inequalities or in different ages

there are certain well defined laws, which, if correctly understood

and strictly adhered to, give to the work an intrinsic excellence

recognized in all ages, and the violation of which sink the high

minded artist into the mere mechanical slave.

And it is these laws which I would have the Photographist

make his unceasing care and study ; the practice of them lie ail

along his path, and in every picture evidence may be given of

something nobler than the mere copyist of the intellectual, culti-

vated, artistic operator.

Nor do I mention the consideration of these duties to dis-

courage the zealous, energetic operator, who may perhaps have
already to complain that his struggle has been sufficiently ardu-

ous, but would encourage him in view of the difficulties already

surmounted to persevere and place our art upon that high and
ennobling position, when a true Daguerreotypist shall be con-

sidered by the world—not as he now is, merely the mechanical

operator with the camera—but the talented artist and the educat-

ed and devoted man of science.

How little, alas! does the world know of the toil, the study,

the self devotion, the high scientific attainments already expend-

ed and now enlisted in the ranks of the Daguerreans. The
patient investigation, the devotion, the tireless energy which in

any other profession would have made the name of the zealot

world renowned, is as it were buried from public appreciation

by its very utility to the same public; by rendering the results

of its labors so cheap and accessible, nor will it be revealed until

some champions step forward aud asserts their claims, and de-

mands the exalted meed of praise so justly their due.

What immense aid has not the art of painting aud engraving

received from the Dagucrrean process? How has the multipli-

cation of pictures among the people increased owing to its inter-

vention?

What life-like, striking views of the Crystal Palace and its

contents—which otherwise could not have been taken, are ex-

hibited to the world. No human patience or skill could have

produced such pictures, and stamped as they are, by its name,

pass current in the world as the very embodiment of truthfulness,

carrying on their face the impress of faith and confidence.

How much does the multiplication of pictures tend to enlight-

en and unite the Human family! Read and understood by the

infant and the aged; scattered from the hovel of the poor to

the palace of the great, it extends a humanizing influence where-

ever it goes.

Aud how much of that influence is due to the perfectors of

the process, for without its perfection it was of little worth, and

how much of credit is due to those noble souls who in de-

voting their lives and energies have succeeded so perfectly in

their undertaking.

Still the Dagucrrean must not be satisfied while it yet re-

mains to him to perfect himself in the acquisition of a correct

standard of Taste. The acquisition of the graces which unite

the True with the Harmonious and Beautiful. And which final
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acquisition will raise him to the position to which ho is so equit-

ably entitled.

It is true that the field for the exhibition of this ^developed

taste in portraiture of the smaller sizes is difficult, and that often

the operator is debarred from the exercise of his own judgement

in the position, arrangement or details, of a picture by the way-

wardness or the headstrong pcrverseness of his client; still occa-

sions like these furnish him with examples of comparison by
which he can examine and instruct himself, by judging of the im-

provement which would have been made had he pursued the

dictates of his own taste.

Yet the introduction of larger plates now affords "ample

scope and verge enough" in which to show himself and the metal

he is made of. All desirable pictures are now made on the larg-

er sized plates and these are those which are mostly valued

and preserved and by which the merit of the operator is

judged. Here he can show something more thau the trick of

making a clear and well defined picture; he can exhibit indica-

tions of a good judgement and cultivated taste combined with

scientific knowledge.

Pictures of this kind have an intrinsic value even after the

name and history is lost. There is a portrait of Martin Engel-

brecht, by Van Dyck in the Dresden gallery, of whose history

and character everything is lost, and as the beholder stands and

admires that noble and almost breathing face he sighs to learn

that all that is known is the name upon the back and the signa-

ture of the artist. Why is that picture so valuable, so much
admired, deprived as it is of all collateral subjects of interest?

Solely on account of its owu merits; by the soul of intellect

stamped upon the canvass by the genius of the Master.

Such genius would I introduce into the art of photography;

a genius which discriminates to the mind of the observer between

the cultivated aud the uncultivated Daguerrean.
In portraiture this cultivation is shewn in the depth and power

of light and shade; in placing the sitter in the most judicious

position, relieving sharp features, emboldening round ones, re-

vealing with exquisite grace the beauties of the elegant form,

hiding with adroit skill the inelegancies of the clumsier; varying

the light with various complexions, subduing, emboldening,

changeful as the sunbeams, but as beautiful in all.

Are these results attainable by every vulgar mind, or does

not the art of the Daguerrean receive an additional lustre from

the skill aud cultivation which enables him to produce such

pleasiug pictures at will. Some one remarked to Gilbert Stuart

that he thought the prices for his portraits enormous, consider-

ing the limited time it took to make them. "Consider my dear

sir," said the artist, "that I have been thirty years in learning

how to do it."

Snch is the spirit I would hope to see diffused among our ar-

tists; the desire not only of grasping the great truths of science

and by their agency fastening the shadows as they fall upon the

polished plate. But I would see science wedded to Art, with
Truth and Beauty as their Handmaids and our profession soar-

ing above the merely mechanical position which it now holds, as-

pire to a place among the higher branches of employment and
the Daguerrean ranked as he deserves among the noble, intel-

lectual and humanizing employments of the age.

Personal anD %vt Jfntcllicjcncc.

— The rapid strides photography has made in the United
States within the last few mouths and the scientific and artistic

developments that are constantly being made, renders some sys-

tem of unity among those engaged in it more and more necessa-

ry. It is absolute folly for men engaged in such a pursuit to

croak about the unprofitableness or uselessness of an organized
body for the diffusion of knowledge among those engaged in it;

and it is equal folly in any one to suppose that by keeping any
peculiar process or invention a secret he can command the en-

tire profits of the business or art in which he may be engaged.
We have on many former occasions shown that this extreme

degree of selfishness can never be of any great utility to the one
who practices it, and our object now is to call the photographer
to the more worthy, noble and profitable course of free inter-

communication through the Journals devoted to^the Art, and
through a well organised society. Of all enlightened countries

in the world, the United States is most given to this selfish se-

crecy, and the consequence is that she has continually to follow
in the footsteps of those of Europe and very seldom originates
any great principle, or effects any great improvements in either

art or science. In photography is this especially the case. All
the most important improvements have originated in Europe, and
in even those cases where patents have been obtained their basis

can be found in some published account of European invention.

The Yankees are proverbial for their go-a-headitiveness, and to

improve upon the suggestions if others they cannot be beat; but
we do not like to see—nor can we admire—this subserviency to
others. We desire to see them lead and not follow, and we
must repeat our oft expressed opinion that were they to rely

more upon their own inventive genius in the arts arid sciences as

well as in the make and use of money and the "getting up of out-

landish washing machines, churning machines, rat-traps, clothes
pins, and sundry other minor articles of merchandise, not to

mention quack medicines, it would be all the better for them.
In ninety-nine cases out of the hundred, where we have inves-

tigated the claims to inventions in photography in this country
we have discovered them to be in the main but slight modifica-
tions of published processes—modifications which do not entitle

the manipulator to any consideration as an inventor, and the in-

evitable consequence is that he is set down by his fellow men as

a "great blower" and entitled to very little credence.

Of what benefit to the individual daguerreotypist in any one
instance has been all his assertions or advertisements that he
was possessed of some secret for making a "superlative quick"
an "extraordinary patent gilding," or an "entire new arrange-
ment of light?" He may have gathered in a small harvest of
dollars among the verdant mushrooms who have sprung up
around him, but in doing this he has lost what should be much
more precious to him—a good character, and he becomes the
scoff and ridicule of all who know him. His pretended secrets

gradually leak out and are invariably found to be composed of
very gaseous substances, more the evolutions of his disordered
lungs than the labor of his brains. Such pests are found in

every community; there is but one way to get rid of them.
True talent and genius never stoop to such degrading means

of livelihood. They labor incessantly for improvement, they in-

vestigate closely every cause and effect, and when any new dis-

covery is made they either give it freely to the world, or in case

of necessity for a consideration, but they do not in any case hide

their light under a bushel. In science and art this course has
always proved the most lucrative to the individual, because it

not only begets confidence in his ability among the masses but
gives him a world wide reputation—a standing in his particular

profession or business that is world wide. Among those who
are engaged in the photographic art in this country, we assert

without fear of contradiction, that those who are the most suc-

cessful in a pecuniary point of view, are the men who have been
most liberal towards their co-workers in the art. There are

one or two exceptions it is true, but what is the principle of

their success, but that which the pocket commands over the "free,

liberal and impartial (?) press;" a principal that costs more
money to maintain one year than all the experiments that have

been made in photography during the last ten. It is true there

are two classes of individuals in eveiy community; one that looks

only to dollar and cent results, the other for honor, and an un-

dying name; the one cares only to be considered as "ivell to do

in the world" while the other considers a fair fame, and future

praise paramount. Which are to be most envied we leave to the

lofty mind or grovelling spirit to decide as may suit his taste.

The Photographic is not only a most beautiful, and useful but

to the true lover, fascinating Art, and should command the high-

est consideration from those who practise it. Here money
should not alone guide man in his manipulations, but its improve-

ment and elevation should be his constant study. No angle
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man, however, is capable of accomplishing all its requirements,

for in nothing is the "multitude of council" more necessary than

in this. We never had the old adage "three heads are better than

one" more prominently brought before us than in the relations of

this art, nor has it ever been more practically illustrated than in

an incident which occurred recently under our own observation,

when we saw two old heads in the business most beneficially in-

structed by a younger one. The same case also proved the

truthfulness of our reasoning upon the utility of an interchange

of knowledge among photographers; each one of this trio were

enabled to impart something that was valuable and new to the

others. Our friends^must remember that man did not know how
to obtain the meal in the cocoanut without losing the milk until

taught by a monkey. That man never yet lived who could not

be taught something, even by those professedly his inferiors in

education. A painter was once made to blush for his ignorance

of his art, by a shoemaker, and we once saw a learned bishop

in a quandary and made to feel his insignificance, and that

by the question of an old woman, who could not even

read, but who gave a proper answer when he declai'ed his

inability. We therefore see the dependence of man upon man,

and the necessity of cultivating free intercourse iu every relation

of life. We also learn, that by this free intercourse we have no-

thing to lose, but everything to gain, and that by an association

of ideas gathered together from all grades of intellect the indi-

vidual mind must be improved.

We do not wish to be considered as opposing the principle

that "something must not be given for nothing;" on the contrary

our argument is based upon and fully sustains it. If each ex-

perimentalist imparts to his neighbor any new discovery he may
have made, or knowledge gained, he entitles himself to

whatever new that neighbor iu his turn might acquire and thus

receive a full remuneration more valuable than money. We
believe that every inventor, or originator, should be amply repaid

for his hours of toil and study, but we do not consider that dol-

lars and cents are the only remuneration of most value, or the

ouly incentives to action.

We wish we could fully impress upon the mind of our photo-

graphers, who seem to be generally very obtruse on this subject,

the full and intrinsic value of this principle, and their duty to

one another. We wish we could hold the mirror of their selfish-

ness up to their eyes and show it in all its hideousness; we should

not then much longer be pained by witnessing its depressing and

baneful influence upon the art.

Sooner or later these views will be carried out by the forma-

of a permanent Photographic Society, and the sooner it is done

the better.

— We present our readers this month with a photographic

portrait of Mr. A. A. Turner, whose reputation as an artist

deservedly stands among the highest in this couutry. Mr.
Turner commenced the practice of photography upon the first

introduction of the Talbotype, receiving his first practical instrioc-

tions from Mr. Whipple of Boston, but his present style of ma-

nipulation has been acquired by long and patient study and ex-

periment in his own laboratory, and to those experiments only

is he indebted for that success and reputation he now enjoys.

Mr. Turner daily improves in every phase of his process, and

will undoubtedly continue to maintain the rank he has acquired.

The negatives of this illustration were taken, and the whole

number necessary for the Journal printed by him, assisted by
Mr. Josliu, in three days. Our readers can require no better

evidence of his skill.

— We give our readers in this number a very interestiug pa-

per by Mr. Masciier, on taking photographs without lenses,

and on stereoscopic pictures. The stereoscope daguerreotypes

sent witli this communication, are remarkable productions in

view of the process by which they were taken. They arc sharp,

well toned and clear—in fact all that he claims for them.
— Mr. BRixcivERnoFP informs us that we should have in-

cluded him as a teacher of the Photographic Art, iu our answer

to A. P. II., in our last. We can recommend him as a most
capable instructor.

J

— Mr. E. IIuyler, of 165 Eight Avenue, has shown us

a perfect gem of photographic portraiture, and has most
agreeably disappointed us in the estimation we had formed of

his ability to practice the paper processes. The portrait—of a
lady—is perfect grace in position, the tone is exquisitely fine and
transparent, the lights and shades perfectly marked, and the

gradations admirably preserved; the drapery is well arranged,
and the whole effect very fine, the figure being well relieved by
a most delicate and appropriate background.
— Mr. Whitney of Rochester, gave us the pleasure of a visit

since our last, and has returned with a full knowledge of the

paper process. The specimens he exhibited to us evince great

success, and will undoubtedly secure him the patronage of the

good people of that city.— Messrs. Cutting & Rhen, of Philadelphia, have shown us

some very fine specimens of " Ambrotype" pictures, which gave
us much satisfaction. The ability of these gentlemen has been
fully set forth in two of our former numbers, which we fully

endorse. Mr. Cutting says we did him injustice in our remarks
on patent rights, and promised us full explanation, but up to

the present time we have not received it.

— We have also seen some very fine specimens by M'Clees
& Geriion, of the same city, which fully sustain our former

praise of their work. We are happy to hear that they have
recovered from the disastrous fire that destroyed all their pro-

perty, and are again successfully engaged in their labors.— Mr. J. E. Joslin is shortly to take his departure for

Chicago, where he will work the paper processes in connection

with Mr. Hesler. We bespeak for him a kind reception and
successful career in the new path he has chosen.

— We would call attention to the advertisement of Mr. See-

ly on our cover. His chemicals are highly recommended, and
will sustain their reputation. They can be obtained direct from
him or through Mr. Anthony, with whom he has made arrange-

ments for their sale at his own prices. Mr. Seely is not only an
excellent chemist, but a practical photographer.

— Mr. Hill's affliction in the loss of his wife, he requests us

to state, will delay the publication of his discovery sometime
longer, and he claims the indulgence of the daguerrean com-
munity.

— A. B. Hutchings has removed his gallery to 373 Broad-
way, where he finds better accommodations, and is enabled to

enlarge his field of operations, and will now be abundantly capa-

ble of meeting the demands upon him.
-— We paid a flying visit to Mr. S. Root's gallery a few days

since, and were highly gratified with his colored and retouched

photographs. The large colored heads were very good, but the

smaller retouched portraits were exceedingly fine, particularly the

one of Lord Elgin, which alone will repay a visit to the gallery.

It is most exquisitely done.
— Mr. Meade, of this city, who is still in Paris, informs us

that he has secured the services of Mr. Bingham, one of the

most successful Photographers in Europe, as a regular corres-

pondent to the Photographic and Fine Art Journal, from that

city. We feel assured that our subscribers will be pleased to

hear this, as no better or more able pen could have been employ-

ed, and Mr. Bingham is already well and favorably known in

this country through his already published works. We shall

receive occasional original papers from "A. C"., of London, and

Mr. Hughes, of Glasgow, Scotland, on all new and interesting-

subjects connected with the Art. We shall also receive, we
hope iu time for publication in our June number, the advance

sheets of a new work on Photography by Mr. Sutton, of Lon-

don, which our correspondent says, " contains very much that

is entirely new and valuable." All these arrangements require

considerable outlay of money, and we trust the " real friends of

the Journal" will assist in extending its circulation iu quarters

where it may best advance the interests of the Art. We have

no doubt that many of those not engaged in the practice of

photography would subscribe if only asked by those who take it.

— The office of the Photographic and Fine Art Journal is

removed to No. 324 Broadway 3rd Story; in connection with

which will be kept a Photographic Repository and Book Storej

All works on this Art For Sale or procured to order.
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From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

ON THE ALBUMEN PROCESS.

BY MR. XEGRETTI.

t may seem to be presumptuous

in me to attempt a description

of the albumen process, after

its having been recently so

beautifully illustrated and pro-

foundly investigated by one of

your most -talented photogra-

phers, and you .might naturally

ask, why I should take up your

valuable time this evening on

the same subject? I assure yon,

gentlemen, that it is anything

but presumption on my part,

and my position is anything

but a pleasant or an easy one;

but your question is an impor-

tant one, and it admits of two distinct answers.

The first reason is, when collodion was as little known as, I

may say, albumen is at present,—that process was described in

a score of different ways and by as many persons; and the result

of that is, that the collodion process may now be said to have

reached the highest state of perfection. Why then should not

the albumen be susceptible of further improvements? And what
better mode of arriving at such a desideratum than by investi-

gation? I feel persuaded that in the hands of such photograph-

ers as this country can boast of, the albumen process may yet

prove to be one of the best means of obtaining photographic

pictures: that it stands unrivalled for definition and artistic ef-

fect, no one, 1 should suppose, would feel inclined for an instant

to deny. If therefore in these important points it is acknowledged

to be superior to all others, why should it not deserve a little at-

tention from photographers.

My other reason (and I am certain you will deem it a valid

one) is this, that when I read in the •' Photographic Journal" a

description of the mode of operating, as demonstrated by the

highly talented gentleman above referred to on the occasion of

his lecture, I found the process so entirely dissimilar to my own
or at least from that employed by the firm of which I am a mem-
ber, that I thought I should not be doing my duty were I not

to attempt a description of our process.

That albumen should be so little in use in this country is a

circumstance very much to be regretted, for had this process

been as well known aud practised in England as it is in Prance
or in Italy, your splendid collection of photographs now exhibit-

ing, might have been further enriched by some of those charming-

bits of English scenery which I have had the pleasure of seeing

during my residence in this country, and which cannot have full

justice done to them by any other method than by the albumen,

except with great trouble or cumbrous apparatus. For the

traveller or tourist it is undoubtedly the most convenient as

well as the most economical; in fact, I may say that it is the only

one, in my opinion, that can with certainty be reckoned upon; for

I believe sheet glass is now to be obtained in almost any country,

and eggs are certainly obtainable in all countries; whereas col-

lodion, or the materials for making it, are not always to be had.

The paper process also is liable to failures, so that upon the

whole I think we may safely put albumen (provided it is in the

hands of a person tolerably conversant with its manipulation) as

standing first on the list, (without mentioning its eminent keep-

ing properties, both before and after exposure, which are no
slight boon to any one on a journey). Certain it is that I do
not believe any person could have obtained by any other process,

in little more than a two months' tour, 270 stereoscopic and, I
believe, 90 views, 9X7, as my friend and tutor Mods. Ferrier did,

on his journey through Italy as far as Rome and back, via Pied-

mont. When I mention the name of Ferrier, no one will feel

disposed to doubt but that the negatives he brought home were
first-rate. I am certain that most of you, gentlemen, have seen
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the positives from them, if not under the name cf Ferrier, very

likely as Duboscq's pictures for the Stereoscope (which are in

reality all taken by Mons. Ferrier), and you must have pro-

nounced them exquisitely beautiful. If this albumen process,

therefore is capable of such results, why should it not deserve

and command attention from photographers. Surely those gen-

tlemen who have brought the collodion to what it now is, those

who have reduced its time of exposure to the fractional part of

a second, will pay some attention to this so long-neglected pro-

cess; and doubtless they would have done so long ago, but for

the fact that the albumen process was always made a great mys-
tery of; and whenever it was described there was so much ap-

paratus required, and the process was stated to require so long

a time, especially for developing the picture, that photographers
gave it up before they ever tried it (if I may so express myself)

;

and so it has remained. But I assure you, gentlemen, that the

albumen process is anything but a difficult or slow one; it is not
so formidable as you believe it to be, but, on the contrary, it is

as easy, if not easier than some of the others which you use with
such success; and my feeble endeavors this evening shall be di-

rected towards bearing out these assertions.

I believe, gentlemen, you will feel inclined to say, that I, like

most foreigners, am apt to place the cart before the horse, for I

am going to attempt developing some pictures before I describe

the manner of preparing the plates or taking them; but time
this evening being an important object, and wishing to have
some pictures fully developed before you leave, I think it best to

begin with these plates, which have been exposed in the camera,
one of them twenty-four days ago. The chemical means I em-
ploy to bring out the image, I will explain in the proper place.

Having now spread the solutions on these plates, I shall cover
them with this yellow cover, and leave them for the present.

The Glasses.—The first thing we have to do is, to provide
some good clear glasses. The glasses employed for the albumen
process must be exceedingly clean, or your albumen will not
spread well in pouring, therefore have your glasses particularly

clean. We find cotton wool the best, as well as the most eco-

nomical for cleaning glasses; the manner of cleaning is so well

known to photographers, that I need not trouble you on that

score. We use tripoli and alcohol.

The Albumen.—The manner of making albumen is very simple.

You provide a rather large basin—I would recommend a Berlin

evaporating basin with a small lip; you then procure a wooden
fork, which is to be bought at most fancy bazaars; but a silver

one is as good. You now get some good large eggs, all of a
size, if possible. We reckon a large egg to contain thirty

grammes of albumen, and we very seldom make more than 300
grammes of albumen at a time, for which purpose we employ
ten eggs. We always prefer having, or making, it fresh. You
break the eggs one by one on the edge of a cup, and you sepa-

rate the yelk from the albumen by using the shells themselves
for the purpose. Care must be taken not to leave any of the
germ in the albumen. You first throw the produce of one egg
into the basin, and then break all the others one by one on the

edge of the cup, and after each operation empty into the basin.

Into the albumen put 1 per cent, of iodide of ammonium or pot-

assium, and 20 per cent of distilled water. I mostly mix the iodide

and distilled water in a glass vessel graduated into grammes, pre-

vious to putting it into the albumen ; but either plan will answer.

Now with the fork you beat the albumen into a thick froth. This

will take about quarter of an hour. The froth must be so thick

and hard, that when you stick the fork into it you may pull up
a piece bodily. We prefer using iodide of ammonium, for we
have found that iodide of potassium has sometimes caused the

blacks in our negatives to become full of minute holes. Our
albumen having been beaten a sufficient time, we cover the ba-

sin with a clean sheet of paper and put it away somewhere out

of the dust. Many persous decant the albumen off from the

basin, but I prefer using it out of the basin itself, because the

albumen, after it has subsided, leaves a thick crust on the top,

and in order to pour it on the plate it has to force itself through

this crust, consequently it filters itself at the same time.

The Drying Box.—The box for drying the plates must be
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well made. It lias a number of grooves running parallel to

each other, and the exact width of your glasses. In each alter-

nate groove we have a board, made so as not to twist easily by

being heated, and sliding freely in the grooves; the box must also

have an arrangement for rendering it perfectly level. This box,

previous to its being used, must be well dusted inside, the boards

also must be well cleaned, and each well dried and heated—if in

summer, in the sun, or in winter, before a fire. If your box and

boards are not thoroughly desiccated and rendered absorbent,

your plates will not dry easily. Having now your box, glasses

and albumen ready, you carry all these tilings at once into your

albuminizing room. I say, at once, for if you go in an out of

your room you will create such a dust that it will not be possible

for you to cover your plates nicely and cleanly.

Your room should be prepared some two or three hours before

you want to use it; you should have it well watered and swept,

and if there are any shelves, or other places likely to harbor

dust, they should be well wiped with a wet sponge ; for it must

be borne in mind that dust is your great enemy in the albumen

process.

Plate-holder.—To albuminize the glassses you must provide a

plate-holder. The one I recommend is a round stick, about half

an inch in diameter and eight or nine inches long, tapering at

one end; it has at the other end a small cup, about one inch or

mora in diameter. Round the edge of the cup, which is about

about a quarter of an inch thick, is melted some gutta-percha.

This makes the best holder I have yet tried.

Spreading the Albumen.—You now get a sheet of clean pa-

per and spread it on a table before you; also light a spirit-lamp,

and have a small glass rod and a fine camel's hair pencil on the

same table. Then take one of the glasses, which should be

marked with a small adhesive label to indicate the side you do

not intend to albuminize. Place this glass with its best side flat

on the sheet of paper; then take the plate-holder and warm
the gutta-percha gently over the spirit-lamp. Upon placing

the warm part on the back of the glass, you will find that

in a few seconds you will be enabled to lift the glass,

and handle it, or turn it as you wish. The albumen

is now poured on the glass, precisely as you would collodion.

Should it not spread evenly, the little glass rod will enable you to

guide the albumen wherever you like. The albumen is allowed

to drain off first at one corner and then at the other. Turning

it over, we allow it to descend to the bottom, and that will be

the second time the albumen has gone over the glass. It is

then turned back again, and allowed to go half-way. At this

stage a rotatory motion is imparted to the glass by means of the

holder, which is continued for about seven or eight seconds; then

the holder is takeu hold of close under the glass, and the plate

forced off the gutta-percha. The glass is then placed in one of the

grooves of the drying-box, and the box shut close until you are

ready with the next plate. Of course the operation must not

take so long a time to perform as I have taken to describe it.

The small camel's-hair pencil serves to pick off any dust that

might accidentally fall on the plate during the time you are

spreading the albumen; you draw the pencil between your lips

and use the point thus made for that purpose. After remaining

in the drying-box a few hours your plates will be hard enough

for the next operation, which is—
Making the Plates sensitive—The bath we use for this pur-

pose is a horizontal one; it is a flat dish made with a piece of

plate-glass, having tight wooden sides like a shallow box, the

plate-glass forming a nice flat bottom. The dish should be

about one-third longer than your plates. The solution is com-

posed of distilled water, nitrate of silver and glacial acetic acid,

in the proportion of ten of nitrate of silver and ten of acetic

acid to every hundred of water. The quantity required is of

course according to the size of your plate. This solution is to

be poured, say a quarter of an inch deep, into the dish, one end

of which is raised as much as you can without spilling the solu-

tion; the albuminized plate is then placed face upwards in the

upper or empty part of the dish; then, by a little dexterous

movement, you suddenly, by bringing the dish level, cause the

solution to flow quickly and evenly over the plate, which is left

w@e?tsg-

in the bath about 40 seconds. It is as well to raise the plate

up several times and otherwise agitate the bath: for this pur-

pose you use a small piece of silver wire flattened and bent at

right angles at one end. The flat part is inserted between the

glass and the dish, and the plate lifted by it. You must be
very particular in rendering your plate sensitive, for if you do
not get your solution quickly and evenly over the plate, you will

have a sharp and clear outline wherever you have stopped, pre-

cisely as if the negative had been cracked. The plate is now
taken out of the bath, and will present a nice light-blue tint. It

is immmediately well washed with distilled or rain water, and
must be washed back and front, especial care being taken that

not any of the aceto-nitrate is left on the plate, or your picture

will at that spot turn black. The water must flow evenly over

the plate, and no greasy streaks be perceptible: until that takes

place, your plate is not washed enough. The plate is now
placed in a large box having some blotting-paper at the bottom
to facilitate draining, and is then ready for

Exposure in the Camera.—If your object is near, your plate

will be more sensitive if used wet at once; but for keeping it is

best to let the water dry off previously to the plate being placed

in the slide.

The time of exposure depends of course on the light, the ob-

ject you have to take, and on the focal length of your lens, but

in summer we have, at the Crystal Palace, taken a good nega-

tive with ten minutes' exposure. At this time of the year we
give half-an-hour and more, with a lens 2| diameter and 18 inch

focus. Mr. Delamotte's celebrated large 'Interior of the Crys-

tal Palace,' taken with Thomas's Collodion was exposed 11 min-

utes. I was present at the time, and Mr. Delamotte is now in

the room and can confirm the fact. We took last September
(a month later, and three hours later in the afternoon, an exte-

rior, the same size as Mr. Delamotte's picture (viz. 22X17 \),
and the time we exposed it was 35 minutes. In France or in

Italy good albumen negatives are taken in three or four minutes.

A little practice, however, will soon determine the proper time

of exposure required.

Developing the Image.—Having arrived at this stage, we may
as well examine the plates, which you will remember, I covered

over about three-quarters of an hour ago. Bear in mind, gen-

tlemen, that the proper mode of developing pictures is not to

spread the solution on them, and leave them to their fate; the

pictures must be watched, for on looking at one of them, I find

that it is black all over:—but from the total absence of any-

thing like a picture, I am positive that by some mistake, I have
brought a plate that has seen the light, and has not been ex-

posed in the camera at all. Another of these plates is not

equally developed all over, but that is a mere trifle, for by ta-

king this spirit lamp and passing the flame under the weak part

for a few seconds, it will be set right. Now you see the picture

is a very excellent one, the half-tints being singularly beautiful.

The other pictures are all right; in fact one of them is, if any-

thing, over-developed. The time occupied, you will remember,

was about three-quarters of an hour. I have now another plate

by me which I shall at once begin to develope, carefully watch-

ing it, and I will warrant that I shall not detain you very long.

I take a saturated solution of gallic acid, and a solution of

nitrate of silver of two per cent., viz. 2 grammes of nitrate to 100
of distilled water. I get a uice soft brush or pencil, with hair

about | or 1 inch long After placing the plate on a level de-

veloping stand, I warm my gallic acid to a temperature of about
80° Fahr., and pour on the plate enough to cover it, using the

brush to spread it over the plate rapidly (you need not have the

least fear in using the brush, for it will almost require a knife to

injure the albumen). After allowing the gallic acid to remain

one or two minutes, I pour part of it off and add to it some of

the nitrate solution, the brush being instantly at work in mixing

the two solutions together, forming a gallo-nitrate. The mix-

ing on the plate must be instantaneous; in fact I usually pour

the nitrate on the brush, which I rest on the plate. My picture

begins now to appear. Should I find, after a little time, that

the image does not show itself, which would be the case if the

plate were under-exposed, I throw off this solution and begin <tf»
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again with tlie warm gallic acid, adding nitrate &c, and I should

repeat the operation again and again, until my picture was fully

developed. By these means, by repeatedly re-changing the

bath, you are enabled to coax into a very good picture a plate

that you have not been enabled to expose sufficiently, either by

reason of some one having accidentally moved your camera, or

by being obliged to leave the spot, and which would thus, in any

other process, have been a failure.

The same rule holds good, if, whilst developing, you find you

have not sufficient time to finish your picture. You have mere-

ly to well wash off the solutions, put the plate away in the dark,

and you can resume the development at your leisure, a week af-

ter if you wish ;—I assure you, albumen is very accommodating.

It is now ten minutes since I began developing this plate, and
it is fully developed; the lights and shades, you may see, are very

excellent.

(The pictures were handed round. The large one, a 9X7, was
very fine, the half-tints most perfect.)

We do not always succeed in developing our pictures so quick-

ly, but by attention and care negatives should never take more
than from half-an-hour to three quarters; it is not imperative to

warm the gallic acid, but by so doing you greatly accelerate the

development. The picture is now washed and ready for

Firing.—This is done with hyposulphite of soda, just in the

same way as in fixing a collodion negative; but remember, no
cyanide must be used, for that will take off your albumen.

Positive pictures on glass are generally printed on plates ex-

tra thinly albuminized for the purpose, which is effected simply

by rotating the plate more rapidly and for a longer time. These
also must be developed as quickly as possible; but do not be
tempted to use stronger nitrate solution for that purpose, or you
will spoil your pictures. The great fault of the albumen posi-

tives I have seen produced in England, is that it has evidently

taken such a long time to develope them that they have looked

opaque, like bad daguerreotypes, haviug a metallic deposit on
them which is disagreeable to the eye, and renders them any-

thing but transparent.

I have now nothing further to say, gentlemen, and I leave

you to take up the process. You n\\\ be able to investigate it

more than either my partner or myself have time to do. It has

been only by a kind of tour de force, that we have taken up the

albumen ; and if you fancy we have succeeded, we can only tell

you that it has been with comparatively little trouble.

Mr. Mayall. I should like to ask Mr. Negretti, how many
failures he would expect to meet in taking 100 negatives?

Mr. Negretti.—I have never practised on such an extensive

scale, consequently have not taken many hundred pictures, but
still, out of a dozen, I should expect at least ten good ones. I

am not one of those fortunate photographers who never have a

failure; we have had failures, and hope to live long enough to

have more, but all our failures we have been able to trace either

to dusty plates or to the use ot iodide of potassium.

Mr. Mayall.—I have practised this process for a consider-

able time and with some success, and I must certainly compli-

ment Mr. Negretti upon the very liberal manner in which he has

treated the process, though in one of its features it differs some-
what from that which I presented in January.

The use of the large plates is an improvement, and the mode
of spreading is much more perfect thau the one I exhibited. I

thiuk, perhaps, he errs a little in taking it for granted that eggs
eight or ten days old are quite as good as those that are new.
My experience has always been in favor of new eggs, for one or

two reasons. I think I explained before, that when the eggs
are five or six days old, the phosphorus and sulphur they con-

tain change to phosphuret and sulphuret, and consequently are

liable to produce some of those spots which Mr. Negretti attri-

butes to iodide of potassium. It may also arise from Mr. Ne-
gretti not quite adjusting the chemicals to the albumen, for we
all know that iodide of potassium is very spariugly soluble in al-

bumen, and, consequently, excess of this salt contained in the al-

bumen will crystallize in it, and, wherever that is the case, there

will be a small hole in the albumen before the picture is de-

& veloped. This I think is attributable to the iodide of potassium

being used in excess; but it may also be attributed to the phos-

phorus having become phosphorus acid, and in some measure
combiued with the potassium, forming a salt which is easily

washed out of the albumen. I have no doubt that iodide of

ammonium is better.

I think also his mode of silvering the plates, particularly the

large ones, is very well adapted to the purpose. It is the very

plan that I adopted when I first began; I afterwards adopted

the plan of the vertical baths, from the fact that I thought I

could silver twice as many plates in an hour as I could by that

process, and with a certainty that each plate would be in the

same condition. I believe the vertical bath is advisable for

small plates, but for large plates the horizontal bath is proba-

bly an improvement.

I do not quite agree with Mr. Negretti in his mode of de-

veloping the pictures so quickly as he does, more especially as

regards the negatives, and particularly for beginners. The mode
I recommended was, that you should have a certain quantity of

aceto-nitrate, eight or ten drops, mixed with the bath. I have

developed some in an hour or an hour and a half; and I think

the horizontal developing bath I recommended would, in warm
weather, develope almost as quickly as the plan that Mr. Ne-
gretti has shown us. But I would not adopt that, for this rea-

son, that when you adopt any very quick process of developing a

negative, it generally injures the semi-tints.

Mr. Negretti's mode of developing the positive pictures is un-

questionably superior to anything I have yet seen. I am quite

certain he is right in developing them quickly, because he is

sure to get more contrast of light and shade, for the iodide of

silver has not the chance of running into its decomposition so

quickly.

I thiuk he has lost sight of one very important feature which I

introduced, which I think is of great value, and that is that the

plate shall have an excess of iodine on it before it goes in the sil-

ver bath. He might also adopt with advantage the addition of

the solution of gallic acid. I have taken objects in thirty seconds

of time, with an inch opening, when I have adopted this plan.

I could have brought portraits that I took two or three days

ago, for the stereoscope, by the albumen process. I am quite

certain the albumen process can be easily made use of for por-

traits; but I think the whole of this process is very soon to be

superseded by another, which I am sure we shall all of us hail

with a great deal of pleasure, viz. the dry collodion process. I

have succeeded in the use of dry collodion without any difficulty

at all. It is my intention to communicate this process to the

Secretary, and I hope to have the honor of presenting a paper

for publication in the Journal for the next month. At all events

we are certain of one thing, that this process has very many ad-

vantages for travellers. I am certain I could prepare 500 plates,

and go off to the Crimea, and bring back 480 perfect impressions,

Once get over the Rubicon, and I am sure you will succeed

with this as with any other process.

I may say, in conclusion, I sincerely thank Mr. Negretti, be-

cause he has given us many valuable hints.

Mr. Shadbolt.—I am happy to hear that Mr. Mayall is able

to bring under control the process for using dry collodion. I

think it is about four months since that the first hint was given,

that dry collodion was nearly as sensitive as that which was first

prepared by Mr. Maconochie of Glasgow. Many of us have,

since that intimation, tried the use of dry collodion. Every one

who has tried it has succeeded more or less. The principal fault

we have found is, that it will not develope evenly; and secondly,

that you cannot get up that intensity of the picture that is de-

sirable; but that it is capable of being brought to that extent,

I have no doubt whatever. I look forward with very great in-

terest to Mr. Mayall's communication.

Mr. Mayall.—I may remark that I perfectly succeeded

three months ago; then I tumbled into a series of difficulties,

and was not able again to succeed until a week ago. Por all

purposes of copying, the dry collodion is invaluable, for it can

be kept any length of time. The whole is very much more sim-

ple than the wet collodion process.

Mr. H. Pollock made a few observations on the advantage
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offered to travellers by the albumen process described by Messrs.

Mayall and Negretti.

Mr. Mayall.—I receive so many applications from Members,

and from gentlemen in different parts of the country, about the

albumen process, that I shall be happy to teach any six gentle-

men the process, on condition that they shall, each of them, teach

six more. I offer this to relieve myself from the irksome neces-

sity of writing some lifty answers every day.

The Chairman.—We have listened to a very interesting dis-

cussion this evening, and it shows that the system of manipula-

ting before the Society is one of great importance.

PHOTOGRAPHY ON PAPER.*

Translated for the P. 8f If. A. J. from the French of E. Be Valicourt;

BY W. GRIGG, A. B.

CHAPTER VI.

OF THE METHODS OF FIXING THE POSITIVE PICTURE AND OF GIVING

IT DIFFERENT TINTS.

It was undoubtedly a great conquest when we succeeded in fix-

ing the fugitive shadows of the camera upon the paper, but

there was every reason to fear it would change to defeat, and

that these admirable designs would end in becoming totally de-

stroyed by the influence of the very agent that produced them.

It was therefore requisite to find some chemical substance cal-

culated to preserve them from all further action of the light,

that is to say a substance which should thenceforth render the

non-impressioned portion of the nitrate of silver dead to the lumi-

nous action, without, however, injuring the picture already ob-

tained.

We have seen (Chapter IV.) that the negative picture form-

ed by a true iodide of silver may be properly fixed by immersion

in a bath of bromide of potassium. The same result was now
to be obtained for the positive which, it is known, is produced
on paper impregnated with the chloride of silver. M. Tabot was
the first to give a satisfactory solution to this problem, by re-

commending as a fixing solution hyposulphite of soda in which
the positive proof is immersed for a certain length of time. We
have been thus enabled to obtain pictures which cannot be
changed by exposure to the light; but by confining ourselves to

the system marked out by M. Talbot, the pictures would pre-

sent a uniform and but slight artistic coloring, to which the

name of bistre has been applied; but which would be much easier

recognized by that of c/iocolatc shade.

A deeper investigation of the propensities of the hyposulphite

bath was reserved to M. Blanquart. He persevcringly follow-

ed the series of phenomena which are then developed, and form-

ed from his observations a certain method of giving to the pic-

tures the richest and most varied tints. We need not therefore

confine ourselves hereafter to that unavoidable chocolate tint

which characterizes the proof of Mr. Talbot, but we may run
through the whole scale of brown and bistre tones, and attain the

beautiful black tint of aqua fortis engravings. The operator
will always have it in his own power to arrest the operation at

the required tint, this advantage cannot be appreciated, since

with the same negative proof, Ave may obtain copies jn'esenting

different tones.

It may be seen by what we have just said, that this part of
the process is far from being purely mechanical, and that on the
contrary, it is requisite that it be conducted with skill and intel-

ligence, in order properly to manage the effects we wish to pro-
duce. We shall therefore endeavor to describe with minuteness
the mode of conducting the hyposulphite bath, mentioning all

the resources it is capable of. We know that this operation
lias been the dangerous rock of many amateurs, who have de-
voted themselves to experiments in paper photography, and we

* Concluded from page 15G.
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shall therefore strive to give such clear and precise explanations,
that all cause of failure may for the future be avoided.
The solution of hyposulphite of soda the formula for which

we have given in the first chapter, (No 6) is not immediately
ready for producing the various effects of which we have just
spoken. When newly prepared, and when it has yet only been
used for a few experiments, it's dissolving action acts with too
great energy on the nitrate of silver, and" after a certain length
of immersion, the proof, instead of attaining the beautiful black
tone, which is the most desirable, it gradually diminishes, and
ends by disappearing altogether. To obtain good effects,' the
hyposulphite must be in a manner saturated with the nitrate of
silver, which it has gathered from successive proofs, it then be-
comes, so to speak, less eager for this substance, and it's action,
'till then destructive, is confined to modifying the tone of the
pictures, at the same time fixing them permanently. We should
not throw away the hyposulphite already used, but on the con-
trary preserve it with care; we need not heed the disturbed ap-
pearance it presents, or the abundant black precipitate formed
therein. It is even unnecessary to filter it; we may however add
thereto from time to time a small quantity of a fresh solution,
to take the place of the liquid which has been evaporated or
lost during the immersion of the proofs, and to keep the liquid
under nearly the same regulations of saturation with nitrate of
silver.

The disadvantages attached to the employment of a too fresh
solution of hyposulphite would be of a nature to discourage be-
ginners, had not M. Blanquart, in a subsequent note, communi-
cated to the Academy, shown us a method of giving at once to
this solution qualities it ordinarily acquires only by"the effect of
long use. For this purpose it is sufficient to add some crystals
of nitrate of silver or a few drops of a concentrated solution of
this salt, to the hyposulphite solution.

The greater or less dissolving properties of the hyposulphite
bath, at its different degrees of saturation with nitrate of silver,

may be put to some use by an intelligent artist, and various ef-

fects drawn therefrom. Thus, a positive which has become ex-
ceedingly clammy oil account of long exposition to the light,

may be first submitted to a fresh and powerful hyposulphite bath,
and when this bath has in a manner removed this superficial

coating of glutuious matter, and made the smallest details of
the proof apparent, immerse it in another bath of hyposulphite
more highly charged with silver, which will shortly communicate
to it the different tints we have mentioned. On this and simi-

lar occasions, the hyposulphite will act in almost the same man-
ner a the mordant of aqua fortis engravers, who so well know
how to regulate the action, according to the design proposed.

After having made known the qualities which the hyposul-
phite solution should possess, let us examine a little more inde-
tail, the phenomena which takes place during the immersion of
the proof; we shall gather therefrom useful instructions for the
management of the operation, and to determine the point where it

is necessary to arrest it, according to the tint to be obtained.
When the positive proof appears to have been sufficiently ex-

posed to the light, we have recommended, at the close of the prece-
ding chapter, steeping it for a few minutes in a bath of soft wa-
ter. On withdrawal from this bath it is plunged in the hypo-
sulphite solution, and its progress may then be followed in the
light. The picture will then be seen to gradually free itself

from the thick coating which seems to envellop it; the picture,
hitherto confused and clouded, will gradually gain in sharpness,
the slightest details will become apparent, the mezzo-tints will

gradually gain in sharpness, the slightest details will become ap-
parent, the mezzotints will become clear, and the vigor of the
extreme tones will become more and more intense. The color
of the proof, at first of a reddish and uniform color, will then
pass to the chocolate shade, which it preserves for a certain length
of time; it will at last grow gradually darker and darker, then
after having run through the entire scale of brown and bistre tints,

it will pass to a deep violet, then lastly to a black of increasing
intensity. At this point the immersion should end; if however
it be still further prolonged, new effects will be obtained, and
the proof will seem to have been drawn with a black and white

I
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pencil on yellow paper; beyond a certain limit the proof pro-

gressively diminishes and ends by taking a greenish yellow tone

which gradually becomes uniform.

It would be difficult to assign the proper time to be given to the

hyposulphite bath, since numerous and variable circumstances

may accelerate or retard the formation of the desired tint. It

may be taken however as a general position that the minium im-

mersion should at least be two hours, and if before this time the

picture has arrived at that period when it commences to dimin-

ish in tone, this would be a proof that it has not been sufficient-

ly acted upon by the light, and there would be cause to fear that

it would not be permanently fixed. We have oftea prolonged

the bath of hyposulphite for eight to ten hours, to bring the

proof to the tint that we required; as the operation may moreover

be followed with the eyes, we can always arrest it at the point and

tint desired, when we have once observed the series of colors

which succeed each other. We ought to remark that the

proofs, when in the bath, always appear paler than they really

are after having been dried. This circumstance must be noted

in judging of the tint we are to obtain.

Before terminating we shall present in a few words a review

of the phenomena which take place in the hyposulphite bath.

We distinguish therein three distinct periods; in the first the

picture, in the state of a rough sketch, frees itself from

the thick coating of nitrate of silver, under which it is in a man-
ner buried, and becomes aparent even in the most minute details;

the second may be regarded as the coloring period, it is that in

which the proof progressively attains from the pale brown, the

deepest black; the third period then takes place, in which

the picture, after having attained its maximum coloration,

gradually diminishes and would be entirely destroyed, if the im-

mersion were not prolonged to its utmost limits.

The proof having been withdrawn from the hyposulphite bath,

dip it in a vessel of common water, and there leave it from eight

to twelve hours, to remove the slightest trace of the hyposulphite

then dry with bibulous paper, and it will be completely finish ed

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

GOLD VERSUS OLD HYPO.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

Sir,—The following is the printing process to which I alluded

in my letter which appeared in your last number, under the title

of "Gold v. Old Hypo."
In one pint of serum of milk dissolve one ounce of muriate of

ammonia. Cut the positive papers to the proper size, aud float

them on this solution for five minutes, then hang up by one cor-

ner to dry.

To prepare the serum, take a quart of pure fresh milk; curdle

it by means of a piece of rennet, then filter through a cloth to

separate the caseine; then add the white of one egg; stir up and
boil the solution in an earthenware pipkin; then filter through a
cloth, add the muriate of ammonia, aud when dissolved filter

again through blotting-paper. This last filtration is a long af-

fair, requiring a very large funnel. If commenced at night, it

will be found completed on the following morning. The solution

will then be as limpid and colorless as water.

The effect of the serum in giving depth and richness of tint is

very remarkable; but a similar effect may be realized to some ex-

tent by the substitution of sugar of milk or clarified sugar-candy,

—in proportion of half an ounce to the pint of distilled

water.

As much of the success depends on the perfect penetration of

the paper by the chemicals, one half of the serum may be re-

placed by alcohol, and the papers may be immersed one at a
time for a couple of minutes in this solution. If the papers are

perfectly dry and crisp when first put in. the solution will pene-

trate them instantly, and they will have a semi-transparent ap-

pearance like ground glass. But if they are damp, white

blotches and clouds will remain, showing that the penetrability

of the paper is diminished by dampness. I must confess, there is
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some obscurity in the reason of this, but the fact may be easily

verified.

Your readers must not think I am joking when I say that

good stiff brandy aud water (old Weller's half-and-half) well

sugared, and with 5 per cent, of salt added (an unpalatable ad-

dition), would make a very tolerable salting solution. In fact,

this is another application of that once-celebrated panacea, "Bran-
dy and Salt." When dry, no traces of the alcohol will be visi-

ble. The papers will recover their opacity, and the size will

remain as hard as before.

To render them sensitive, they must first be dried before the

fire, and then floated for five minutes on a nitrate bath, contain-

ing 15 per cent, of nitrate of silver. After this they may be
kept for three or four days, without serious injury.

I have added ammonia to the above solution, in the usual

way, and have employed this bath without diminishing the quan-

tity of salt in the salting solution. I find that Mr. Hardwich
bears me out in these proportions. Whenever I have tried the

itsual formulas for amraonio-nitrate, I have failed in obtaining a
really rich, fine result, on plain paper.

Ammonia-nitrated papers must be employed as soon as they

are dry, since they become discolored in the course of five or six

hours. I cannot affirm positively that this bath is superior to

the other.

Half the water in the first nitrate bath may be replaced by
alcohol, and with the same results as I have described before.

These papers are very sensitive; the margin, outside the ne-

gative, becomes bronzed in the sun in a minute or two; and on
removing the positive from the pressure frame, the shadows will

be found to be of a rich deep purple tint. Unless the print looks

well in this stage, no after-process will be of any use. The printing

must not be arrested until the shadows are in the state which
immediately precedes the bronzing. A negative that will not

stand this treatment, I look upon as worthless. The picture

should also be strongly marked in the back of the paper, other-

wise its impregnation by the chemicals will have been incom-

plete. When papers are albumenized the case is different, the

albumen forming the medium in which the reactions take place;

but when the paper itself is the medium, deep and thorough im-

pregnation is an essential condition of success. By unmounting
the corner of any of M. Blanquart-Evrard's best prints, and ex-

amining the back, this will be found to be a part of the secret.

If the print looks well on removal from the pressure-frame,

the coloring and fixing, which are distinct processes, are per-

fectly easy and certain.

When sufficiently printed, put the prints into a large pan of

rain-water, face downwards and all together, until ready for the

coloring. In this pan they may remain for many hours screened

from the light: (when they have all been removed, throw in

some salt, which will precipitate the chloride of silver; this may
be preserved, and resonverted into nitrate, when a sufficient

quantity shall have been obtained).

After removing a print from the pan, rinse it in a little rain-

water, and then immerse it in a bath of ammonia of the follow-

ing strength, viz: one drachm of ammonia to one pint of water.

Let it remain in this weak solution for three or ftnvr minutes,

and then wash it thoroughly in rain-water, changed often. Then
place it in the following coloring bath.

Distilled water 30 oz.

Sel d'or {not chloride of gold) . . . 15j grains.

Pure hydrochloric acid 1 drachm.

The action of this bath, when fresh, is very rapid. In from

three to ten minutes, the shadows of the print (which the am-

monia may have slightly reddened) will assume a rich and fine

purple, while the lights will become of that charming tint, which

you, Mr. Editor, were kind enough to describe as " very beau-

tiful" in the specimen that I sent you.

When sufficiently colored (which can be only ascertained by
experience) wash the print well in several waters, and place it

in the fixing bath, which is composed of one part of hyposulphite

of soda to four parts of water. Leave it in this for ten minutes,

and then wash, as usual, to remove the hypo. The color is but

little affected by this bath.

m «
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The quantity of coloring bath which I have indicated will be

sufficient for a considerable number of prints. The use of the

hydrochloric acid is to preserve the tone of the lights. With a

bath of sel d' or alone, the lights assume a deep cheese color, be-

fore the shadows have had time to deepen sufficiently to resist

the hypo. The use of the weak ammonia bath is to prevent

the formation of a yellow precipitate in the coloring bath when
the print is put into it.

When the print shall have been sufficiently steeped in water

to remove the last traces of hyposulphite, the chemistry of the

process may be considered as completed.

Take the print from the water, and press it between blotting

paper until its surface is dry. Then brush over it, albumen di-

luted with an equal bulk of water. This will soak into the

damp paper, and preserve much of that richness and depth

which might otherwise be lost in drying. The albumen applied

in this way imparts no glaze whatever to the paper.

Hang up to dry; when dry the print is ready for mounting.

With respect to the merits of this process, as compared with

that by old hypo, the experience of four years has proved to me
that the results are permanent, and I find it very certain and
uniform in its action; the only difficulties being those which oc-

cur in the salting of the paper. It has occurred to me that pa-

per might be made expressly, so as to save the photographer

much trouble. The whey and salt might be introduced in the

process of manufacture, by dissolving the size in whey instead of

water, and then adding 5 per cent, by weight of salt or muriate

of ammonia (I scarcely know which is best). This would en-

sure the penetration of the paper by the salt, which is a great

point. In cheese-making counties, whey is given to the pigs by
wholesale, and might be obtained at a cheap rate. I employ
Canson's positive paper sized with starch. Could a similar

fabric be made in England, sized in the way that I have de-

scribed? I have no doubt whatever that something of the sort

has been achieved by Blanquart-Evrard for his printing estab-

lishment at Lille. Papers are advertised that require no salt-

ing, but these contain only that small medium of salt which is

thought necessary for the ammonia-nitrate process, and which
small dose should, I think, be multiplied by twenty to give a

fine result. It is the chloride of silver that we want in the pa-

per, not the nitrate.

In Mr. Hennah's translation of Le Gray's treatise, he gives

a coloring bath similar to mine, but in which chloride of gold is

substituted for sel (V or. There must be some mistake here, for

whenever I have tried it, the print has been rapidly demolished,

to obviate which, I suppose, Le Gray recommends that the

printing should be carried on to a prodigious intensity. Mr.
Hennah's remark is, that that process is one of extreme difficulty

and uncertainty; and in the last edition of Le Gray's work, it

dues not appear at all. He falls back again upon the old hypo.

1 may observe that Blanquart-Evrard was the discoverer of the

coloring qualities of old hypo, and that his treatise of 1850 is

quite practical on this subject. The discoverer, however, almost

immediately afterwards abandoned it for gold. This fact is sig-

nilicant.

I have now described, minutely and precisely, the process by
which I printed the positive that I enclosed for your criticism,

accompanied by another from the same negative by M. B. Ev-

rard. It appeared to me that they resembled each other ex-

tremely, particularly in the lights. I hope that this process

will excite some attention and discussion amongst your chemical

readers. If I understand aright the action of old or acid hypo
baths, they contain an acid (the trithionic or tetrathionic) in

which a larger amount of sulphur is present than in the hypo-

sulphuric acid, and which is very unstable and ready to part with

this excess of sulphur to the silver of the positive proof, so that

in this way a dark sulplmret of silver is formed in the shadows.

Now the sulphurct of silver (as well as the sulphurcts of most
oilier metals) has been proved to be itself unstable, and sure to

be converted, sooner or later, into the oxide, by the action of

air and light. Hence arises the perishability of positives colored

by this method, no matter what amount of washing they may
have undergone. The rationale of the gold process appears to

1

be, that the hyposulphuric acid of the sel cV or unites with some
of the silver of the proof, with which it forms a soluble salt,

thereby liberating the gold, which is precipitated, and gives the
color.

This communication is somewhat lengthy, but I have a good
apology, in the necessity for being minute and exact in the de-

scription of a process. The sketchy mode of dealing with these

details is highly reprehensible. Besides, the importance of the

printing process cannot be over-rated. If, after all our labors,

we can only produce a work which is to fade away sooner or

later, we are much to be pitied. I would call the serious at-

tention of your readers to the following extracts from Mr. Hard-
wich's papers on this subject.

' Photographic Journal,' page 80, line 29 from top: " although
the sulphuret of silver, or a body of similar'; composition, is the

ultimate, result." ,

Page 37, line 7 from bottom: "No doubt the hyposulphite

of gold, as long as it remains in the liquid, modifies the result

more or less, by reducing the picture and substituting gold for
silver."

In the process that I have described, the entire coloring action

is due to this substitution, and the only question becomes, is the

gold deposit permanent; does it undergo any subsequent change?
It is an established fact that sulphuret of silver does undergo a

change. It is therefore v/MScientific, wrong, and I had almost

said, scarcely honest to employ it. The chairman at your last

meeting said he always prints with gallic acid, and his motives
are intelligible. To blacken the sky of a negative, and to print

with old hypo, are, in my opinion the two immoralities of photo-

graphy. Let us endeavor to emancipate ourselves from these

vices, particularly the latter.

I am, Sir, yours very obediently,

Thomas Sutton.

From JVotes § Queries.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

BROMO-IODIDE OF SILVER.

When I wrote my last note on this subject, I said to Dr.
Diamond, " If Mr. Leachman is not a chemist, I have given

him an opportunity of jumping to a conclusion." He makes the

jump, and, as I now have him " in the narrow straits of advan-

tage," I will tell him a fact or two and bid him farewell.

1. The 74 grains of iodide of potassium, used in his theoreti-

cal conversion of 80 grains of bromide of silver into the iodide,

would not be replaced by 14 grains of bromide of potassium,

but by 50 grains only, a smaller quantity in the proportion of

about 2 to 3; for, neglecting tenths of grains, 33 grains of bro-

mine derived from the supposed decomposition of 80 grains of

bromide of silver, would combine with IT grains of potassium

set at liberty by the supposed decomposition of 14 grains of

iodide of potassium.

2. But bromide of potassium cannot be made to do duty for

iodide of potassium in dissolving iodide of silver, a fatal fact for

Mr. Leachman's theory; and Mr. Leachman ought to have as-

certained this fact before asserting that my experiments prove

nothing at all. But having made the mistake, he goes right at

it, and not only says that his equivalent proportion of bromide
of potassium, viz. 50 grains, will effect the solution of the pre-

cipitate of iodide of silver, which his theory and not my experi-

ment forms, but also that its solvent power over this precipitate

is superior to that of iodide of potassium in the proportion of

about 3 to 2; since 50 grains of his theoretical solvent is to do
the work of 14 grains of my practical one. By assertions of this

kind, unsupported by experiment, Mr. Leachman's unscientific

readers will think that he proves everything; but he must dis-

pose in some better manner of my double-double solution before

lie can cry quits.

3. Bromide of silver " in a moist state acquires a grey tint on
exposure to light." (Brande.) This is a fact well known to

chemists. But Mr. Leachman not only expects that in a dry

aj
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state it will be similarly acted upon, but that bromo-iodide of

silver will be blackened like the chloride. I appeal to experi-

ment. The slips of paper which I send you are washed with

bromo-iodide of silver, bromide of silver thrown down upon the

iodide, and pure bromide. These have been exposed for many
hours to direct sunlight without any trace of change. The bro-

mide of silver exposed in a moist state has aloue acquired a de-

licate grey tint.

4. Mr. Leachmau has made one happy hit in presuming that

the portrait by Dr. Diamond was taken on collodion, because

taken on a dull December day (the bath, says Dr. Diamond, had
" an acid reaction") ; and therefore he properly refuses to admit

it as evidence of " the advantage of the introduction of bromine

into calotype paper."

But Dr. Diamond fights with a two-edged sword. He not

only hands in a December portrait as an illustration of sensitive

collodion, but also by his summer landscape, which an artist's

eye might love to dwell upon, he cuts away all theoretical ob-

jections to the use of bromine on paper.

In conclusion I thank Mr. Leachman for directing my atten-

tion to this subject, and I trust he will spend many happy hours

in the prosecution of his favorite art.

J. B. Reade.

FADING OF POSITIVES.

For more than a year I have been uniformly successful in

printing unfading positives. I have used many descriptions of

baths, new and old, with and without chloride of gold, or chlo-

ride and iodide of silver, and with and without a final bath of

simple hyposulphite, always with the same result. I always use

albumenized paper, and simple nitrate of silver, never ammouio-
nitrate. I steep the prints for at least twenty-four hours in

water frequently changed, and stick them to my book or card-

board with india-rubber cement, procured at the mackintosh
shop in Cockspur Street, near Charing Cross.

A friend of mine sent me a print which he assured me had
been thoroughly washed. After a month or two I found it

fading slightly at one side, and the opposite leaf in the book on
which it is pasted was tinged with a brownish-yellow at the

place where the faded part came in contact with it; and this

stain has at length gone through the leaf, thick rolled cartridge

paper.

I find it more economical and equally effective, to mix a little

chloride of gold with my salted albumen, instead of putting it

into the bath. I dissolve fifteen grains in half an ounce of dis-

tilled water, and pour two or three drops into each ounce of the

salt solution. H. E. N.

[The following article is translated from La Lumiere of

March 24th; M. Lacan, the editor of that Journal, speaks in

the highest terras of the specimen which accompanied the com-
munication. The writer, M. Claudet, is the son of the eminent
photographer of that name.]

PHOTOGRAPHY AT SEA: INSTANTANEOUS POSITIVE PAPER.

I send you the copy of a small view of the deck of the Belle-

assise, with her passengers. The ship was going about seven

miles an hour, being about 26° north latitude. 1 fancy that

few persons have dreamed of practising photography on board
a vessel at sea. The collodion which I use I prepare myself.

It is composed' as follows:—For the gun cotton,

—

Nitrate of potash 46-00 gram.
Sulphuric acid 35-00 "

Cotton 2-56 "

Leave the cotton in the acid about three seconds, stirring it

with two glass rods; at the expiration of thirty seconds it forms
a very thick paste, which I plunge immediately into water; I

wash with from fourteen to sixteen waters, of which two at

least are distilled. For the collodion,

—

Gun cotton -45 gram.
Rectified ether 31-00 "
Alcohol 1-80 "

When this is properly made, it does not leave the slightest resi-

due, and may be used to the last drop. To sensitize the collo-

dion,

—

Iodide of potassium -25 gram.
Alcohol of 36a 7-10 "

Collodion 21-30 "

Bromo-iodide of silver 10 drops.

The bromo-iodide of silver is dissolved in very dilute alcohol,

and I use ten drops of the saturated solution. This collodion is

extremely sensitive. I have taken views at New Orleans with
a landscape lens on the entire plate, with a diaphragm of 2|
inches opening, in two minutes, and this was in winter. The
view which I send you was instantaneous, and taken with a dia-

phragm of 2 inches.

I develop in the usual manner with pyrogallic acid, and I fix

with cyanide of potassium. I have found sea water, distilled as

it is on board ship, very good for all these processes, and I have
always used it with success.

Instantaneous Positive Paper prepared with Chloride of Mer-
cury and Nitrate of Silver.—1 make a saturated solution of

chloride of mercury, 31 grammes for example; I add 21 grammes
of this to half a litre of distilled water, I prepare the paper
by floating it on this solution in a flat dish. When the paper
is dry, I sensitize it with a solution of nitrate of silver in dis-

tilled water (38'40 grammes of nitrate of silver to 31 grammes
of water). It is necessary to conduct this last process in a dark
room, having only a candle, the flame of which is covered with
a yellow glass. I expose the paper from 2 to 10 seconds in

summer, and about a minute in winter. In order that this may
be successful, it is necessary to place the negative on the pre-

pared paper in the pressure frame in yellow light, and to cover

the frame with a black cloth, and on arriving at the place where
the paper is to be exposed to the light, to place the pressure

frame so that the rays of light shall fall as perpendicularly upon
it as possible; the black cloth is then removed and the frame
covered again as soon as the paper has been exposed long

enough. The picture appears very feeble when the paper is

taken out of the pressure frame, but it is completely developed

by means of a solution of protosulphate of iron ( 1 gramme to

31 of distilled water, and 1'10 of glacial acetic acid). It is ne-

cessary to watch carefully, so as to stop the development in time.

I wash immediately with several waters, and I fix with a solu-

tion of hyposulphite of soda; this takes about fifteen minutes.

I thus obtain a beautiful neutral black. Unfortunately, I have
not sufficient time to continue my experiments; but I send you
an account of what I have done in the hopes that it may be of

service at some future time to those who are obliged to print

positives in winter, and who are, so to speak, stopped by the

bad weather.

Henri Claudet,

Captain in the Merchant Service.

AMBROTYPE LIKENESSES.

The Boston Atlas states that a most valuable improvement

in the art of producing likenesses has been recently introduced

by Messrs. Cutting and Bowdwin, of that city. The picture is

taken upon plate glass, after which a similar glass is placed over

it, and the two are cemented together by an indestructible gum*
rendering the picture entirely impervious to atmospheric influ-

ence, and securing to it the most perfect durability. The great

superiority of this new process is manifest, as by it the most per-

fect, minute, and life-like delineations are produced, either in

miniature or of full size, and capable of retaining a perpetual

brilliancy. The pictures are not reversed, as in the ordinary

daguerreotype process, and they are immediately perceptible in

any light without the necessity of change of position. Mr. Cut-

ting, the senior partner, is the inventor of this process, and pa-

tents have already been secured in the United States, Great

Britain, and France. It may with perfect truth be urged that

this is the most important discovery in the art of photography

that has yet been made. W. W.

* Balsam of fir.

—
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hardwich's manual of photographic chemistry."

It is with great satisfaction that we find that the want which

has so long been experienced, more especially by amateur pho-

tographers, of a volume which should put them in possession of

such a knowledge of chemistry as would show them on the one

hand how to work with success, and on the other to what
causes their failures are to be attributed, has been produced by

a gentleman so competent to the task as Mr. Hardwich has

shown himself to be. His Manual of Photographic Chemistry,

including the Practice of the Collodion Process, will, we have no
doubt, fully accomplish one of the objects for which it was un-

dertaken, namely, that of enabling beginners, by its preliminary

study, " to remove those numerous causes of failure which have

hitherto perplexed them." The whole work will well repay the

intending photographer for the time spent in its perusal ; while

those who have already made some progress in the art, may
surely look for a still greater advance by attention to Mr.
Hardwich's clear, yet thoroughly scientific, directions. The
section which treats "of the fogging of collodion plates," and
those which are devoted to the " classification of imperfections

in collodion photography, with directions for their removal,"

are those which will probably be looked to with much interest;

while the chapters upon photographic printing, which contain

much original matter, and more explicit directions for the prac-

tical carrying out of the process than have yet appeared in print,

will be those most looked to, by all who, having secured good
plates, are desirous of multiplying good impressions of them.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

THE ALBUMEN PROCESS ON GLASS.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Society:

Sir,—The following version of the albumen process on glass

was communicated to me two years ago, when in Rome, by a

photographer of some eminence in that city. It was then very

much in fashion, and was practised as I have described by two
or three professionals, whose works have, I dare say, rendered

the ruins of the eternal city familiar to many of your readers.

The present formula originated with the venerable " padre,"

whose enthusiasm for the art occasioned his expulsion from his

order. I have never seen it in print. If you think it will in-

terest any of your readers, it is quite at their service. The
novelty consists in the addition of certain substances to the al-

bumen, in order to render the spreading of it more easy; and in

the mode of iodizing.

It was not communicated to me as a secret, for my friend was
one of those liberal spirits who scorn the idea of secrets in pho-

tography; in which I believe we are all now pretty much agreed.

In fact, where the art to become ever so easy and certain, there

would still remain sufficient scope for the exercise of taste and
judgment, in the selection of the view, and the arrangement of

the model, to render the possessor of these qualities superior to

the mere mechanical copyist.

I have sent you my friend's MS., verbatim; the gaps are only

such as may be filled up from other sources.

I may remark that the fixing by hyposulphite is said by MM.
Jules Couppier and Blanquart-Evrard to be the reason, and the

only reason, of the wiry hardness sometimes observable in this

process. These gentlemen recommend bromide of potassium as

the fixing agent.

The Albumen Process on Glass.—Put the whites of three eggs

\\ oz. of distilled water into an evaporat-into a basin ; then put

ing dish, and dissolve therein by heat

14 grains isinglass,

14 grains clarified sugar-candy,

15 grains dextrine.

the whites of

In a few hours

Filter these through a silk handkerchief into

egg, mix well, and whip it up to a stiff froth,

decant the clear liquid for use.

Coat the glass as in the collodion process, let it drain for a

w

few seconds, and then place it truly horizontal, on a shelf of the Y
drying box, to dry, screened from dust.

When dry (which will occupy a day or two) expose it face
downwards over the vapor of iodine, until it assumes a ruby
color. This will occur in from ten minutes to half an hour.
The iodine is to be prepared thus:—Put into a stoppered

bottle

6 ounces water,

1 ounce iodine,

1 drachm iron filings;

and allow the mixture to stand 48 hours.

As soon as the plate has been coated with iodine (which nay
be done in the light;, heat it over a spirit lamp iu order to co-
agulate the albumen, and when cool, give it a coating of silver
in a bath of the following strength

—

1 ounce nitrate of silver,

2 ounces glacial acetic acid,

11 ounces distilled water.

Leave it in the solution until it becomes opaque, then wash it

well with distilled water, and set it up to dry. When dry, it

will be ready for the camera.
On removal from the camera, place it in distilled water, face

upwards, for a few seconds, then put it on the levelling stand,
and pour upon it a saturated solution of gallie acid, to every
ounce of which add 4 drops of aceto-nitrate.

The development will occupy several hours.
When developed, wash with distilled water, changing often;

after which fix with hyposulphite in the usual manner, and wash
well with spring water, changing often.

Lastly, pour off the water, and immediately pour over it a hot

Place it on a level to dry, screened fromsolution of isinglass.

dust. When dry, it is finished and ready to be printed from.

Mr. Mayall in his account of this process alludes to the form-
ation of crystals, in consequence of using too much iodide or
bromide of potassium. These crystals may possibly be nitrate
of potass, and if so, the risk is avoided by'iodizing as I have
described.

Those who have faith in the use of bromine or chlorine, might
submit the plate to the fumes of bromide of lime or the Hunga-
rian solution, as in the daguerreotype, after iodizing.

Every photographer ought to be charmed with the minute-
ness observed by Mr. Mayall in his version of this story. And
those who work in tents with collodion will do well to bear in
mind that gentleman's assertion, that with one hundred plates
he obtains 1 00 good negatives.

I am, Sir, yours very obediently,

Thomas Suttox.

From the London Pract. Mechanics' Jour.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTURES ON STONE FOR LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING.

In France, the fascinating art of photography lias for some
time been applied in the process of multiplication by printing
on stone, and hence its industrial value has been increased by
one great step beyond what we have achieved here. Messrs.
Lemercier & Co., of Paris, who have carried this art to great
perfection, give the following instructions for practising it. To
obtain a photographic picture on stone, in a manner" suitable
for lithography, a substance must be had which can be placed
upon a stone in a regular and uniform film, and which can be
acted upon by the light in such a manner that the lights of the
picture may be dissolved away and the half tints "separated,
whilst it must adhere to the stone sufficiently to prevent its be-
ing removed either by the solvent or by the subsequent printing
process, it being, of course, capable of taking the lithographic
ink. The bitumen of Judea, first employed by Niepce, is con-
sidered to possess all the requisite properties. It is, however,
necessary to select the bitumen very carefully, as some samples
are far more susceptible to the action of the light than others.
A small quantity of the bitumen, reduced to a fine powder is

1
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dissolved in ether, the solution being so made that when it is

spread upon the stone it will lie in a very thin film, not, how-

ever, like a varnish, but having a fine grain, and so that on be-

ing examined with a magnifying glass the bare stone will be

seen in the interstices of the grain. The fineness and regularity

of this graining, upon which the excellence of the result mate-

rially depends, is obtained by a careful adjustment of the heat

of the stone, which should be such as to cause a rapid evapora-

tion of the ether—and by nicety in the preparation of the solu-

tion. Whilst the bituminous film is being put upon the stone,

it is necessary to avoid all motion of the atmosphere, as caused

by the breath or by quick movements of the person, as anything

of this kind will make the thickness of the film unequal. When
ready, the prepared stone is placed behind a photographic nega-

tive on albumenized or collodionized glass, aud is then exposed

to the light, the duration of this exposure being only ascertain-

able by practice. If the exposure has been too short, the pic-

ture ou the stone will be too faint and wanting in the half tints,

whilst if the stone is exposed too long a time, the picture will

be heavy and devoid of all sharpness and effect. After

this, the soluble portions of the bituminous film are washed
away by ether, which must be used in excess, otherwise it is

very apt to form spots and marks which cannot be got rid of.

When the washing or development of the picture is complet-

ed and the stone dried, it is treated in exactly the same man-
ner as a crayon drawing on the stone, that is to say, with an

acidulous gummy solution, to clear the whites and increase the

transparency of the picture. After this, it is well washed with

pure water and essence of turpentine, and it is finally inked with

common lithographic ink. If the stone is well prepared it

should take the ink at once without any retouching being re-

quired, and it will print like a common lithographic stone, the

impressions improving as the printing goes on, and the stone

will give as many impressions as a common lithographic stone.

From the Journal of the Phot. Soc,

PRACTICAL HINTS,

Mr. W. Manning Fellows sends us some useful scraps of

practical information, but as he elucidates them by pen-and-ink

sketches, we must paraphrase from his note.

BATH FOR NITRATE SOLUTION.

No "dipper" need be used, if the bath be made with a kind of

dish at the top, sufficiently large to hold the liquid overflowing

through displacement, without raising the level much. If this

dished top has a spout at one end, the pouring into a stock-bot-

tle is more easily affected. All this is easily done with a gut-

ta-percha bath.*

DEVELOPING BATH.

An oblong piece of gutta-percha is taken, somewhat wider
and more than twice as long as the glass plates used for the

positives. This slab of gutta-percha is bent at an angle of about
45° in the middle, in its smaller diameter, and sides and ends

added. In this way we get a kind of dish, with the two parts

bearing the same relative positions as the seat and inclined back
of a reclining chair. The developing solution is poured into

the part corresponding to the scat, the glass plate is laid face

upwards against the slanting part (retained a little way above
the angle by a ledge). By tilting the whole apparatus, so that
the slanting "back" becomes the horizontal part, liquid is caused
to flow over the glass plate, and it may be made to flow back
again at any requisite instant by re-tilting the dish.

Mr. H. Brown sends us a sketch of another contrivance of a

developing bath for large plates. It consists of a square dish

with a deep gutter or well at one end, on the principles of meat-
dishes having a "gravy-well," or of the common iron mercurial

pneumatic troughs; the well is separated by a slightly raised

* This style of bath is made, and sold by E. Anthony, No. 308 Broad-w way, N. Y.
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ridge. When the plate is laid flat in the dish, on tilting up the

whole by raising the well-end, the liquid (previously poured into

the well,) is made to overflow the ridge and pass smoothly over

the face of the plate. There should be a plug by which to draw
off the liquid.

SUBSTITUTE FOR SYRUP IN THE COLLODION PROCESS.

Sir,—I beg to offer the following hint to photogrophers, re-

specting an article that I think is well worth a trial, and which

I have never yet seen mentioned. I allude to an extract of

malt, usually called "sweet wort." Now, from a rough experi-

ment or two which I tried, and which, if time permitted, I

should follow up, I think it might, by concentration, prove a

good syrup (if I may so call it) in the processes both of Mr.
Lyte aud Mr. Shadbolt, aud, by dilution instead of concentra-

tion, in some of the paper processes.

If you think this hint worth anything, print it; if not, burn

it. Either way, believe me to be,

Sir,

Your most respectful servant,

I. J. H.

BACKING POSITIVES.

Sir,—In last number of the Journal a correspondent, "W. P."

describes a plan of varnishing and backing collodion positives

which I fully described ten months ago in a letter to you, insert-

ed in the Journal. And whether I was the first to use two var-

nishes for obtaining a perfect backing, I was undoubtedly the

first to publish the plan. I use any transparent varnish first;

then a black, which "will not dissolve the gum of the previously

applied transparent one." As I stated before, I generally use a

black varnish prepared aud sold for renewing the polish of ladies

boots (made by Carr & Co., blacking manufacturers, London
Wall). It is a water varnish, washes off a picture, leaving the

transparent varnish surface uninjured. To prevent the possibil-

ty of mistake, I may mention that I have not written this note

because I placed a high value on a perfect backing for collodion

positives, or indeed aught about them ; at best they are but the

ghost of a good photograph, and can never be compared with a

good daguerreotype with which they directly compete; while,

when the collodion is used to print from, impressions are

obtained possessing qualities which the daguerreotype can make
no pretension to. And, if well prepared albuminized paper be

used and carefully printed from, as fine delineation may be ob-

tained as in most daguerreotypes, and much finer than in the

true "soot and whitewash" things yclept "glass pictures," "patent

glass photographs," &c, with which every photographer, whose

taste is not corrupted by the prevailing mania, is disgusted.

As I have referred to albuminized paper, I may mention what

seems a mistake in regard to the true use of albumen in positive

printing. Several correspondents have written as if the gloss was

the quality sought. And Mr. Sutton promises to describe a

plan of mounting "positives behind a glass to which they are

permanently attached. **** rendering the use of albuminized

paper superfluous for framed pictures." Now, if I apprehend

Mr. Sutton's meaning, this is a fallacy: albumen is applied to

the positive paper because it gives a perfectly even, highly sus-

cestible photographic surface, which the finest paper never gives;

it being the object of every artist to get rid of the gloss as far

as possible consistent with securing the minuteness of detail alone

found in albuminized positives. A very popular manual of pho-

tography even blunders so far as to recommend albuminizing af-

ter printing, thus securing all the disadvantage and none of the

benefit.*

I am, Sir,

Yours respectfully,

John Cramb.

honey. lenses.

Sir,—Now that the use of honey has been rendered simple as

regards the preservation of the sensibility of collodion plates, it

' desirable that researches be directed to the application of

* See Mr. Sutton's paper in the present Number, page, 165. •
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that substance to the exaltation of the sensibility; for if they

shall result in placing within the easy reach of all, such saccha-

riue material as enables Mr. Heilmand to take "portraits of half

the size of life" with "a landscape lens of long focus," it is plain

that a new impulse will be given to the use of collodion.

Apropos to the discussion of lenses, an extraordinary subject

was broached at the meeting of the British Association, 22nd
Sept. 1854; the use of cylindrical lenses having been advocated

by Sturm of Vienna, as being incomparably superior for all pur-

poses to the lenses in use; drawings being at the same time ex-

hibited of a machine by which cylindrical lenses could be rapid-

ly manufactured of perfect figure. And the remarkable state-

ment of the cylindrical to the spherical lenses appears not

(Athenaeum report) to have elicited challenge. The matter is

at least curious.

I am, Sir,

Yours very obediently,

P. C.

NEGATIVES BY GAS LIGHT.

Memphis, Term., May, 1855.

Friend Snelling:—
Dear Sir,—I herewith send you a simple process for produc-

ing negatives on glass by gaslight; which you can publish if

you think it worthy of a place in your valuable Journal. To

5 grains bromide of potassium,

5 grains iodide of potassium,

10 grains chloride of sodium,

add pure water just sufficient to take it up. Then add

1 oz. collodion,

10 drops hydrofluoric acid,

3 drops bromine;

shake well and let settle. Coat the plate as usual. Then
plunge it into a bath formed of 40 grains nitrate of silver to 1

oz. water. Let it remain in this bath until the greasy appear-

ance disappears—it is then ready for the camera. I develop

with the protosulphate of iron.

By the above process I have produced some very fair nega-

tives by ordinary gas light in fifteen minutes.

W. H. De Shong.

Wax is often run over pin, locket, and ring pictures by being

slightly warmed, as all daguerreans use it in securing the pic-

tures in them. It may be easily removed by placing the plate

for a few moments in sulphuric ether, which will dissolve the wax
and leave the picture as brilliant as it ever was. W. H. DeS.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

SOLUBLE COTTON.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—If you think that the subject of Soluble Cotton is uot

quite exhausted, perhaps the following experiments may be of

use to beginners, and others who do not consider themselves as

quite belonging to that class. They originated in the uncertain-

ty which accompanied my preparation of a perfectly soluble cot-

ton.

Having a considerable quantity of cotton which was only in

part soluble, I tried the plan recommended by Mr. Clark, and
the result was, that, with the utmost expedition, at least three-

fourths of the cotton was destroyed, and the remainder not per-

fectly soluble.

I then, to give Mr. Hadow's plan a trial, made some nitric

acid, which turned out to be above 1'5 in strength, and as he
says "not lower than 14," concluded this should answer. Hav-
ing diluted the mixed acids until the test cotton, after a short

immersion, dissolved, and then having added the remaining sul-

phuric acid as directed, the result was that much of the cotton

was dissolved, and the remainder of course injured, and not per-

fectly soluble. A similar result was experienced when the nitric

acid was reduced to 1*4 before measuring out; and the same com-
plaint has been made to me by others who tried this plan. I

succeded perfectly, however, wheu only about one-half the speci-

fied quantity of water was added. Thereafter I found by trial,

that taking two ounces by measure of oil of vitroil, and one
ounce of nitric acid of strength 1-31, at a temperature of 130°,
and immersing 100 grains of cotton for ten minutes, the result

was 90 grains of perfectly soluble cotton. By every other pro-
portion the cotton was not perfectly soluble, and, if the acid was
weaker, very much wasted, the little remaining being very short
in texture; consequently I imagine the film produced by such
runst also be inferior, although this wants confirmation.

When more than 100 grains of cotton were used to the above
quantities of acid, there was a tendency to become fired by im-
perfect wetting. I have used the above formula repeatedly, and
never failed. The only other point to be particularly attended
to is, that the cotton be finally washed as quickly as possible, to
prevent its being injured by the action of the acid when it be-

comes diluted by the water on immersion.

I may mention that when, to get nitric acid of sufficient

strength, it is found necessary to make it on a small scale by a

retort, it will be found advantageous to reduce the strength of
the acid thus obtained,—the quantity of which is generally small,

—by adding commercial acid instead of water, as thereby one
ounce of the distilled acid may bring up five or six ounces of the

commercial acid to the necessary strength, 131.
I am,

Yours respectfully,

James Blackwood, Jun.

P.S.—I have twice made collodion as recommended by your
correspondent, A. W. Maconochie, for being the best; and, al-

though it works not amiss, is not by any means the best, and
certainly not so sensitive by one-half as some other formulae.

This shows more and more - the necessity of what I recommended
in my last.

From La Lvmiere.

PHOTOGRAPHY, AND ITS VARIOUS APPLICATIONS TO THE FINE ARTS
AND SCIENCES.

TRANSLATED BY W. GRIGG, A. B.

At this particular period, when the Exhibition of the Indus-
try of all Nations is being prepared, it may not be uninteresting

to review the entire progress thus far realized by photography in

its applications to the Fine Arts and Sciences, and to designate

along with the results obtained, those men who have more espe-

cially contributed to this progress by their unremitting and im-

portant labors.

This I shall endeavor to do, and shall omit as far as possible

the use of definitions and technical terms. My object is to com-
pose a rough sketch, not to write a treatise.

I.

When the invention of Nicephorc Niepce, improved and reduc-

ed to practice by Daguerre, was delivered to the public, the first

idea which presented itself to the minds of all, was the applica-

tion of the resources of this wonderful process to portrait tak-

ing. Galleries were opened, where, according to the belief at

first entertained by the masses, and which existed for some time

after, the transient reflection of the mirror was fixed. This was
a miracle not to be explained, but in which implicit belief was
to be placed; and as things the least susceptible of explanation

are those which are most successful, the daguerreotype soou ac-

quired immense popularity. A new avenue for industry was

opened. Notwithstanding the imperfections of the results ob-

tained, it made great headway. Improvements, moreover, were

rapidly made; the operations at first slow were accelerated;

greater sharpness was obtained—the daguerrean plates attained
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greater brilliancy. MM. Fizcau, Claudet, of London, and other

learned and skilful men, already improved upon the work of

Niepce and Daguerre. Tlie processes were made more simple

and certain, and consequently the popularity of the daguerreo-

type became still more general.

But while improving the processes their circle of application

was enlarged. M. le Baron Gros, a man of taste, and an artist

at heart, who would have made a painter of the first order, had
he not been a distinguished diplomatist, at his departure on a

mission to Greece, took with him a camera-obscura, silvered

plates and chemicals, thinking that the luxuriant sun of the East

must necessarily be favorable to photographic operations, which

he had studied with enthusiasm. These were his portfolio and
pencils; the sunlight of Greece and the soul of the artist were

to do the rest. When his official business allowed him a few

hours of leisure, he retired with his apparatus to the shore of

that sea, famous in poetry; and if a coquettishly rigged bark

appeared upon the water at any distance from the shore, he re-

produced it upon his magic plate, with the foamiug surge on its

wake, the white clouds above it and the horizon melting away
in the distance ; or else he stationed himself before some stupen-

dous ruin, and the valuable picture was delineated in all its de-

tails, and with its eternal beauty. The admirable representa-

tions of the Propylaea of Athens, the bas-reliefs, the capitals, the

broken columns of the Parthenon, the inscriptions, half effaced

by the hand of time—the silvered plate reproduced all. The
enthusiastic traveler passed alternately from chefs d'eeuvres of

art to those of nature; from the statues of Phidias to the land-

scapes of God. On his return to France he brought back his

travels with him, and if we desire to behold Greece, we have
only to cast our eye over his rich collection of proofs.

The example of this eminent amateur was followed by others.

The application of the daguerreotype to the taking of views by
tourists was too important to leave Baron Gros without his

imitators. We will mention among others M. Tiffereau, who,

at a somewhat later period, brought some highly interesting

views from Mexico—Indian huts and tents of banana leaves;

which shelter the wandering family until an earthquake or vol-

canic eruption breaks up the soil or covers it with burning lava

—groups of Mexicans in their grotesque costume, assembled in

some market-place; views taken in the Cordilleras; panoramas
of fanciful cities cut in the sides of calcined rocks; monuments
which terrestial convulsions have swallowed up, as the Cathedral

of San Juan and Los Lagos, for instance, which only exist on
the silver plate of the tourist, are among his proofs.

But the application of 'the daguerreotype to this purpose pre-

sented more than one difficulty of execution, and did not satisfy

the great requirement of the age, which is generalization. In

the first place the transport of a considerable number of silvered

plates on a long journey was embarrassing and expensive; the

proofs brought back, moreover, were single views, an admirable
private collection might be composed therefrom ; but with these

interesting views, obtained at such a great distance and at such

expense and fatigue, the public generally could not become ac-

quainted. Fortunately investigating minds were at work for

the purpose of remedying these disadvantages, and new processes

soou added immense resources to those of the daguerreotype. I

mean photography on paper and glass.

II.

By substituting paper for metal, by producing a photo-

graphic plate* and by giving us the means of reproducing this

prototype, Mr. Talbot opened an immense field for the appli-

cation of photography. He rendered possible the generallization

of the works produced; instead of one proof a thousand might
now be drawn from the same subject; instead of one collection

a volume might be published. As in the daguerreotype, improve-
ment succeeded improvement with incredible rapidity. By wax-
ing or gelatinating the paper, M. le Gray and M. Baldus gave
more transparency and more delicacy to the negative proof or

plate; by creating photography on glass, M. Niepce de St. Yic-

* As an'engraving plate.

tor completed the work by increasing the beauty of the results

obtained to a degree bordering on perfection.

It is from this epoch that the era of photography actually

dates, which by lending itself everyday to new applications, has

become a powerful auxiliary to the Sciences and Arts. It has

descended gradually from the gallery of the portrait maker to

the studio of the painter, to the laboratory of the scientific, to

the cabinets of men of the world, and even to the boudoirs of

our exquisites. It has traversed the seas, crossed mountains,

travelled the continents: there are photographers at Bombay,
at Madagascar, at Valparaiso: it has gone, moreover, with the

artist and tourist, each applying it according to his taste or need

;

into museums, cathedrals; into the depths of the silent woods,

to the steep summits of the Alps or Pryenees; it has accompa-
nied the scientific man into valuable collections of science;

—

the physician into the hospitals; the magistrate into the prisons;

the mechanic into his manufactories; it has become necessary

everywhere, and everywhere it has fulfilled more than it prom-
ised.

III.

You are in your workroom, leaning on your window sill. It

is summer. Your eye endeavors to discover over the tops of the

houses which surround you on all sides, the little corner of blue

sky which is your entire horizon; and you begin to dream that

beneath this same sky, a fragment of which you can only behold,

there are joyous fields where the eye loses itself in distant pros-

pects, where the bosom gladdens, where the thoughts become
changed and chastened, where the soul is plunged in deep rever-

ies as the eyes in the luminous atmosphere. You think you
could be there instead of here. You dream of dark forests, di-

versified plains, picturesque valleys, of villages laying like nests

on the sides of roads, of majestic mountains, of seas of azure or of

foam, of the Alps, of the Mediterranean, of Italy, of Spain, of the

East! And you begin to curse the chain which confines you to

your narrow dwelling, when all this exists,—and you would be

so happy to enjoy it. Hold! Is not photography there? Open this

album—You love the sun, the poetry of thought? Here is the

Nile, with its sands strewed with ruins, its rivers desolate, its

sky of fire—here is the temple of Jupiter at Baalbeck, look well,

you will see at the foot of the gigantic column, at the side of

its capital which fell ten centuries ago, the peice of granite but

yesterday detached from the fallen arch—here is Jerusalem,

with its giant olives, its desert places, its temples bereft of their

God, solemn as a mighty city of the dead; here are the temples

of Ipsamboul, the temple of Philoa, the propylaea of Medinet;

Habon at Thebes; take a lens and you will read the inscriptions

which generations, thousands of years extinct, have left upon
these monuments, as though to defy science through ages. This

is Egypt, Palestine, Nubia, that you now have your eyes upon,

which pass beneath your view as in a romance. M. Maxime du

Camp, or M. Thenard are the magicians. Would you like to

have Spain? Here is Toledo, laid out upon a hill like a crown
upon a block of marble; cross the river, mouut up into the city,

stop before the Alcazar; go near the church of San Juan De los

Reyes, and there, behind the monument, do you see those chains

hanging symmetrically from the wall? Those chains were used

to bind the christians in the Moorish prisons, who were deliver-

ed by Ferdinand and Isabella at the time of their conquest;

count them, not one is wanting. See this court of Moorish ar-

cades, with its huge orange trees like oaks! this is the court of

the cathedral of Cordova. Rest awhile before these beautiful

trees, and there, while you are dreaming, the church will greet you

with its chants, the sky with its sun, and the orange trees with

their intoxicating perfumes. But it is the Alhambra you are

looking for in this magic voyage, where your thoughts have but

to wish, that your eye may be satisfied ; the Alhambra, of which

every poet has sung, at the name of which alone all the felicities

of the earth fall to dreaming. Here it is—enter beneath its

light and graceful arcades, touch those pillars sculptured like

ivory jewels, fatigue your gaze in following the thousand con-

tours of those arabesques, which cross, divide, entwine and are

confounded with each other like wonderful lace-work. Banquet-
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ing life, motion, have withdrawn from this voluptuous place,

but how many souvenirs thereof still live 1 You can thus

travel over the whole of Spain and rest where you like; M. M.
le 'Vicompte Vigier, Denison and le Vicompte de Dax will be

your cicerones.

Would you like to wander over Switzerland? You will find it

entire in the rich portfolios of M. Martens. The lake of Gene-
va is there, and Lausanne, and the Chateau de Chillon; if you
would like to attempt an ascent, there are the glaciers of

Mount Rose. Your mind is inclined torevery
;
you like German

ballads, you have a predilection for the middle ages, you are

passionately interested in the fair lady whom the legend shows
you awaiting from the battlements of her tower the return of her

lord and master, while the pages are whispering around her and

the archer stands guard at the massive gate of the Donjon?
Open the albums of MM le Vicompte de Dax, Marville and
Ferrier, you will there find the banks of the Rhine, with their

dismantled burgs, Drakenfels, Rhinebeck, Schomberg, Stolsein-

fels, and all the pretty villages which have burst forth in the

midst of these ruins like pereunial plants that grow over tombs,

and which remind the passer-by of the pleasing realities of time.

You may even push your travels to the heart of Russia, which
is not without a certain interest at the present time; photo-

graphy, in the hands of Mr. Roger Fentou, an English amateur,

will open wide to you, to whatever nation you may belong, the

gates of Kiev, St. Petersburg and Moscow. You may view at

leisure, with your glass in your eye, and your hands in your
pockets, without fear of a Russian soldier demanding of you
your passport, the three cathedrals of Kremlin, with their gild-

ed domes and eastern crescents, the monastery of Andreoski, or

the new bridge over the Neva.
"

M. Edward Delessert will conduct you to Sardinia. MM. Bre-
soliu, Piot and Constant, to Italy.

But, without going so far, travel over our own beautiful

country of France; M. le Count Aguado, to whom this new art

is indebted for many valuable productions, and artists for a
generous patronage, will do you the honors of the Berry. He
will conduct you into the midst of the most magnificent land-

scapes. There, is a farm on the roadside divided by a sparkling-

stream. It is harvest time, a wagon loaded with fragrant corn,

drawn by four red oxen are at this moment crossing the magic
bridge, while the washing girls are stretching the wet linen up-
on the grass. It is a picture full of life, light and motion, and
one with which Berghein or Van Ostade would have liked to have
joined their names. Fifty of the same kind are contained in the
album of this noble artist. There is also a picture of an old
country church of former times, whose peaceful shade extends
over the humble wooden crosses of the graveyard, like divine
pity over the inhabitants of the tomb. What a study for the
painter! What lessons do we not receive from these landscapes
impressed upon the paper by the sun, which illuminates, animates,
and adorns them with their mysterious beauty!

If you are a poet, if you love the glorious aspect of nature,
the noise of torrents rushing over dead lava, the stillness of
Alpine solitudes; if you listen with religious emotion to the
hymn which the earth sends up to God, follow M. Baldus thro'
his grand views of Auvergne. He is a painter and knows how
to choose the finest points of view and rule your admiration.
Each of his proofs is a poem in itself, now wild, imposing and
fanciful, like a page of Ossian ; now calm, melancholy, and har-
monious, like a revcry of Lamartiue. He conducts you to the
bottom of deep gorges, where the waters from the mountain
roll with horrible din from masses of rock, which the united
strength of a hundred men could not move. The bushes which
you see in the distance at the foot of those granite walls, are
gigantic firs; this massive and ill shapen bridge, is the bridge of
the saint whom the legends of the country have rendered famous.
This gloomy place is inhabited, according to popular supersti-
tion, by dark and dismal shapes. You, yourself, imagine you
see the shade of King Lear appearing, or the fleshless visages of
the witches of Macbeth. Turn over the page; you are on the
summit of one of the highest mountains in France, a few paces
from the chateau de Murolles. Any higher, you could not

breathe. Do you see, too, how dry and short is the grass along
the path, how that cabin cowers beneath its thickly thatched
roof, fearful that the wind from the high regions may sweep over
it. There the noise of the world ends, vegetation ceases, life

stops. But on viewing this proof, this truthful picture, the poet
dreams and the painter admires.

You who are interested in archcelogy, who examine ruins to
discover relics, stop a moment before what remains of the cha-
teau of Bouzols. Feudalism had placed it upon a gigantic hill

of basaltic rock, between the volcano and the lightning. The
lightning struck but did not destroy it, the volcano respected it;

but religious wars came, and men made a ruin of it. These
shapeless and blackened stones, which are confounded with the
black rock on which they lie, and at the foot of which the
Borne quietly glides, are the only remains of the chateau d'

Espailly. It was there that one autumn evening in 1422,
Charles VII., while yet dauphin, first heard of the death of his

unfortunate father, and received that title of king for which he
was to pay by so much anxiety and contention. All was then
motion and animation in this feudal abode. Now the snake
glides beneath the arches which sheltered Tanneguy du Chatel,

Xantrailles, and Dunnois , and the night bird reposes gloomily,

under its high windows, which like the framing of a picture,

encompassed the sweet and melancholy countenance of Marie
d'Anjou.

What achcelogist has not desired to behold the chateau of

Polignac, so famous in its legends, and by the history of the il-

lustrious family who built it. There it is on its granite pedes-
tal—knock at the lodge placed like a sentinel at the entrance of

the lane which winds along by a thousand curves, 'till it reaches
the foot of the old walls; question the peasant who lives there;

he will tell you how at an epoch lost in the dark vista of time, a
God spoke from the depths of this massive rock, to pilgrims who
thither congregated to consult him; he will show you the place
where they breathed their wishes and deposited their offerings,

and the colossal head of the God, whose lips of stone are parted
as though to answer.

This precious relic, like so many others, is crumbling stone by
stoue; soon it will disappear like the generations whose abode
it formed; but thanks to photography, it will ever remain such
as it yet is, in its representation by the agency of light. All
these ancient relics of a by-gone age are valuable to the acheolo-

gist, the historian, the painter and the poet, photography col-

lects them and endows them with immortality. Let time, civil

revolutions, terrestrial convulsions destroy them even to the last

stone, they now live in the portfolios of our photographers.

But while showing what photography has accomplished by
its applications to travels in distant countries, I have considered

it in only one aspect, that which is more particularly directed to

the fancy ; I now come to its application to matters of art, pro-

perly so called.

IV.

The historic age, the grand epochs of art have left us cathe-

drals, palaces and monuments, which serve as symbols for the

serious study of the beautiful in its most perfect form, architec-

ture. But a short time ago, to study these celebrated monu-
ments, it was necessary to go to the very place itself, or else to

refer to imperfect and unsatisfactory drawings, whatever might
have been the talent of the artist. Now photography gives them
to you entire, in its admirable reproductions. The most minute
detail docs not escape it. With equal facility it reproduces the

angel, symbolical of prayer, spreading his wings for flight from
the loftiest steeple, and the saint who receives you at the

entrance of the portal, wrapt in his mantle of stone. What
beauty, what wonders before unperceived are revealed in the

splendid reproductions of the cathedrals of Strasbourg, Reims,

Beauvai, Chartres, and Poitiers, by MM. LeSacq, Marville and
Le Gray; of the chapel of the cloister of St.Trophyme at Aries;

of the Palace of the Popes at Avignon; of the Magne Tower,

the Maison Carree, the arenas at Nimes, by MM. Baldus and
Ncgre; the Chateau de Blois, by MM. Bisson, Fortier and Fer-

rier. How interesting, forcible, and truthful! What subjects
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of study! Collect these proofs together, class the monuments

according to the different epochs, and with what facility you

will be able to follow in the direction of the large lines, in the

change of proportions, in the character of the sculpturing,

and in the choice of causes, the various transformations of art.

The Committee on historical monuments was aware of the

services which photography could render, and three years ago it

entrusted numerous distinguished photographers with various

missions. The views they have obtained have fulfilled their ex-

pectations. Since this period, what progress these artists have

made, and what wonderful works they have produced I I have

now in my hand a proof taken scarcely three days since, repre-

senting the new pavillion de Rohan, by M. Baldus. Nothing is

more beautiful than this proof. It renders all the delicacy of

its coquettish architecture, which does so much honor to the

talent and good taste of M. Sefuel, a worthy successor of Vis-

conti. The graceful figures of the pediment, the beautiful

statue of France, due to the poetic chisel of M. Diebolt; the

delicate frieze work which surrounds the cornices, the capitals,

the chaplets, the rose work, chiseled with such purity that it

has the appearance as it were of iron lace. All the details of

this rich embellishment are reproduced with a precision that

shows the power of photography in its application to monumen-
tal art. It would be a desirable thing to have each particular

part of the new Louvre, as it is finished, taken in this manner,

in order that the inhabitants of the provinces and strangers

may both know and admire the wonderful beauties of the gigan-

tic structure, which will be the collective chef d'eeuvre of the first

artists of our time, inspired with the patriotic and enlarged ideas

which preside over their labors.

There is no need of dwelling further on the importance of the

application of photography to the study of architecture. I de-

sire to touch upon another branch of the subject—the reproduc-

tion of chefs d'auvres of statuary and painting.

V.

Illustrious masters have left us works in marble, on canvass,

and on paper, which characterize the epochs of art, and which

are carefully preserved in our museums as models for our study,

and to inspire talent. The treasures of photography, the art of

arts in reproduction, have been laid open, in order that its riches

might be spread abroad and shared in by all.

M. Baldus, whose name is attached to every beautiful photo-

graphic production, and M. Marville, both painters of merit,

have collected in a series of pictures of the first order, the finest

sculpturing of the Louvre and Versailles. M. Bayard, who, at

the time Daguerre was publishing his processes, and Mr. Talbot

was completing his, obtained direct proofs on paper—M. Bay-
ard, one of the greatest masters in the photographic art, has

also applied his attention to reproductions of the same nature.

By a wise arrangement of the lights, he has been able to produce

such powerful effect of relief, that the eye allows itself to be de-

ceived, so that in examining one of his copies of la Venus a la

Coqwille, by Jean Goujon, or la Venus de Milo, or some of the

animated bas reliefs of Clodion, one would imagine he had the

marble or plaster itself beneath his hand, and would feel tempt-

ed to touch them and follow with his finger the soft contours.

M. Bilordeaux has adopted the same sort; his Calvary is &

chef d'eeuvre.

M. Bayard had already made, in conjunction with M. Renard,
his pulpil and competitor, reproductions of a different nature,

but of equally great importance in poiut of art. I mean photo-

graphic copies of old and valuable engravings, such as the Sept

Sacrenients of Pesme, from le Pessin, the celebrated Wille plates

after the Flemish school, etc., etc. These proofs obtained im-

mense success

A distinguished amateur, belonging to a family whose name
is found in every great and generous enterprize, M. Benjamin
Delessert, saw, in this application of photography, the means
of renderiug immense service to artists. Among the engravings

of the old masters, those of Marc Antoine Raimondi are the

most prized, the rarest, and consequently the most costly. M.
Delessert has a large number of them among his rich collection,

22*

he procured from the museums, from libraries and from particu-

lar galleries, those which he had not himself; he then made iden-

tical copies of them, showing the experienced photographer.

These he classed together in numbers and delivered them to the

public at a price acceptible to every purse. Thanks to these ad-

mirable productions, the poorest artist may now procure the

complete works of the celebrated Bolognese engraver. He may
collect together in his gallery la Vierg an.runes, la Descen/e de

croix,le Massacre des Innocents, la Sainlc Cecile, les Deux femmes
<m- Zodiaque, and all those chefs cVanvres created by the genius

of Raphael, and transferred to the copper by the skilful hand of

Marc Antoine, with that simplicity of workmanship, that fine-

ness of design, that grandeur of character, which Albert Durer's

graver could alone equal.

By publishing this magnificent work, M. Delessert not only

rendered an important service to artists, but he opened still an-

other road for the application of photography. The success he

obtained encouraged others to follow his example. Trade seized

upon the idea, and intelligent editors gave to the public the

works of Rembrandt, reproduced with remarkable talent by
skilful photographers, MM. Bisson Bro. MM. Baldus and
Charles Negre copied the finest plates of Le Panthe. But pho-

tography, which renders with such perfection works of architec-

ture, statuary, and engraving, can it not also spread abroad
with the like profusion, the riches heaped together in our gal-

leries of painting? This question was long undecided. In the

first experiments which were attempted, the tone of the origi-

nals lost much of their value—their fullness disappeared ; no-

thing was obtained but spiritless and confused copies. Luckily

photographers did not allow themselves to be so easily discour-

aged. They improved the processes, shortened the operations,

in order that the dark parts, to which diffused light does not

give a proportionate transparency, as in nature, might have

time to perfect and become completely formed on the paper be-

fore the lighter portions, which are first reproduced, should be
burnt— this was the great difficulty of this species of reproduc-

tion; in fine, they succeeded so well that at the present day the

copying of paintiugs is one of the finest attributes of photogra-

phy. MM. Bayard and Baldus are the two artists who excel

in this branch. The copies of numerous pictures by Guet and
other painters, by the former; the Mort de Saint Francois d1

Assise of Leon Beuonville, the Buveur de Here of Meissonier,

several of the fine paintings of Brascassat, and an excellent

landscape of M. de Mercey, by the latter, are productions which
rival the best engravings. In the publications undertaken by
M. Blanquart-Evrard, of Lille, we find also, among specimens

of every species of photogrophy, copies of paintings taken for the

most part from the Flemish school, which are remarkably suc-

cessful. M. Le Secq has also very recently published a series

of proofs, in which he has skilfully reproduced the most highly

prized pictures of our modem painters.

When the student has studied, among the works of the great

masters, engravers, sculptors or painters, the principles of the

art, and his taste has thereby become purified, at the same time

that his hand has become accustomed to the difficulties of prac-

tice, he has yet to study a far more serious and difficult subject,

animated nature. When the painter has conceived his picture

and is about giving form to his conception, some model is ne-

cessary in which he may find the soft outlines of the flesh, the

play of the muscles, motion, life. Here photography comes

forward with its rich resources and presents them to the artist.

He may collect together in his portfolio, casts showing every

attitude, every character, every variety of nature; M. Goin (a

pupil of Girodet) M. Monlin, and M. Braquehais have taken

enough for every gallery in Paris to have a numerous collection.

In Germany, M. Lsecherer excels in this branch. There can

be obtained at the present day, special models, male and female,

for photographers; they are not sufficient, however, to keep up

with the activity of those who employ them, nor to supply'the

demands of artists who purchase these valuable studies. I think

I have shown in this rapid expose the services rendered by pho-

tography in its application to the fine arts; let us now enter the

realms of science.— To be Continued.
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A MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY

INCLUDING THE PRACTICE OF THE COLLODION PROCESS.

BY T. FRKIIKUK'K hardwicii.

INTRODUCTION.

In attempting to impart knowledge to another on any parti-

cular subject, it is not sufficient that the writer should be him-

self acquainted with what he professes to teach. Eveu supposing

that to be the case, yet much of the success of his effort must
always depend upon the manner, in which the information is

conveyed. It is important to know what to say, and what to

leave unsaid; for as, on the one hand, a system of extreme bre-

vity always fails of its object, so, on the other, a mere compila-

tion of facts imperfectly explained must tend only to puzzle the

reader.

Therefore it is best perhaps, if possible, to steer an interme-

diate course between these two extremes; that is to say, to

select those points which are of fundamental and primary im-

portance, and to enter into them with considerable minuteness,

leaving others of less consequence to be dealt with after a more
summary manner, or to be altogether omitted.

But independently of observations such as these, which ap-

ply to educational instruction on any subject, it may be. remark-

ed, that there are sometimes difficulties of a more formidable

description to be overcome. For instance, in treating of any

science, such as that of " Photography," which may be said to

be comparatively new and unexplored, how great a danger ex-

ists of erroneously attributing effects to their wrong causes!

Perhaps none but he who has himself worked in the same de-

partment can estimate this point in its proper light. In an ex-

periment where the quantities of material acted upon are iufini-

tesimally small, and the chemical changes involved of a most

refined and subtle description, it is soon discovered that the

slightest variation in the usual conditions will suffice to alter

the whole face of things.

Nevertheless " Photography" is truly a science, and the re-

sults which it yields are obtained according to fixed and unal-

terable laws. As our knowledge of the subject increases, we
may fairly hope that all uncertainty will cease, and the same
precision be attained as that with which chemical reactions are

usually performed.

One means of advancing in this respect is the careful perform-

ance of accurate experiments with pure materials, and afterwards,

the repetition of the same with addition of those bodies which
are liable under ordinary circumstances to be met with as con-

taminations: no matter how they are introduced, whether pur-

posely or otherwise, if there is a chance of their being present

the effects they produce should be noted.

All needless complexity of ingredients in the preparation of

solutions, etc., ought to be avoided, and in every case the for-

mulae, if possible, reduced to its simplest expression.

If points like these are not attended to, the operator, although

he may himself be at times successful iu producing the most
brilliant pictures, will never be able to put others in the way of

doing so likewise.

The intention of the author, in writing this work, has been
mainly to impart a thorough knowledge of what may be termed
the "First Principles of Photography," in order that the ama-
teur may arm himself with a theoretical acquaintance with his

subject before proceeding to the practice of it. In this way
it is hoped that much loss of time and grevious disappointment

from failures will be avoided.

In almost every case a reason will be given for the plan re-

commended: or, if that cannot be done, special mention of such

an omission will be made.
The impurities of chemicals will be pointed out as far as is

possible, and special directions given for their removal.

Amongst the variety of photographic processes which have
been devised, those only will be selected which are correct on
theoretical grounds, and which are found in practice to succeed.

As the work is supposed to be addressed to one ignorant alike

of Chemistry and of Photography, pains will be taken to avoid
the employment of all technical terms of which an explanation

has not previously been given.

SKETCH OF THE MAIN DIVISIONS TO BE ADOPTED, WITH THE PRINCI-

PAL SUBJECT-MATTER OF EACH.

The title given to the work is " A Manual of Photographic
Chemistry,"—by which is meant, a familiar explanation of the

nature of the various chemical agents employed in the Art of

Photography, with the rationale of the manner in which they

may be supposed to act.

The main division adopted is three-fold:

—

Part I. is the theory of Photographic processes minutely en-

tered into; Part II., the practice of Photography upon Collo-

dion; Part III., a simple statement of the main laws of Chem-
istry, and of the properties of the various substances, elementary
and otherwise, with which Photographers have to deal.

Part I., or "the Science of Photography," includes a full de-

scription of the chemical action of Light upon the various salts

of Silver, and of the application of it which has been made to

artistic purposes; all mention however of manipulatory details

and of quantities of ingredients, is purposely omitted.

This part is divided into twelve chapters, the principal sub-

ject-matter of which is as follows:

—

Chapter I. [This we omit.

—

Ed.]
Chapter II. contains the " Chemistry" of the salts of silver

usually employed by Photographers, with the rationale of the

processes by which they are obtained, and their principal pro-

perties.

In Chapter III. the same subject is continued; the phenomena
of the action of Light upon Silver Salts are stated, with some of

the circumstances which tend to increase or diminish the effect.

Chapter IV. leads us on a step further—the production of a
latent image upon a sensitive surface, and the development or

bringing out to view of the same by means of chemical reagents.

This, being a point of elementary importance, is carefully de-

scribed; the general nature of reduction of metallic oxides, with
the properties of the bodies employed to reduce, are minutely
entered upon. The exact nature of the action of the

however, in impressing the invisible ima
of comprehension, is postponed to a future chapter

Chapter V. is " the fixing" of Photographic impressions, so

as to render them indestructible by diffused light.

Chapter VI., the Optics of Photography—the general nature

of Light, and its decomposition into elementary colored rays

—

the refraction of Light, construction of Lenses, and principles of

the Photographic Camera, examined at length.

Chapters VII. and VIII. embrace a more minute description

of the chemical changes involved in the highly sensitive Photo-
graphic processes upon Collodion, etc. The former of the two
chapters contains an account of the " Chemistry" of all the solu-

tions employed in the formation of a sensitive layer of Collodio-

lodide of Silver, with the physical characters of the film itself

in a complete state; the latter, "the Photographic properties"

of the same film, both as regards peculiarities in the action of

Light and in the use of the developing agents. Great care has

been expended upon the construction of these two chapters, not

only in stating the facts in such a way as to render them the

more ^easily comprehensible, but also in ascertaining, as far as

could be done by systematic preliminary investigations, the ex-

act part which each constituent of the sensitive film is called

upon to fulfil.

Chapter IX. is a continuation of the subjects examined in the

two previous ones; it contains the classification of Collodion

Photographs under two heads, " Positives" and " Negatives,"

with the main differences between them; also the modifications

of development, etc., required in each case, with the proper

means of carrying them out.

Chapter X. treats of the production of Positive Photographs
upon paper, or of prints from Negatives. The chemistry of this

subject being somewhat difficult, care has been taken to simplify

it as must as possible.

Light,

being more difficult
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Chapters XI. and XII. are supplementary to the others, and
a very short notice of them will suffice. Chapter XL discusses

the proposal which has been made to substitute Bromides for the

Iodides, either partially or entirely, in the Photographic pro-

cesses. Chapter XII. is a sketch of the theory of the " Daguer-
reotype," pointing out the main peculiarities of this branch of

the Photographic Art, but not entering upon them at sufficient

length to enable the reader to practice the manipulatory details

without further instruction.

Of Parts II. and III. it is not necessary to say much in ad-

dition to what has already been given; their titles sufficiently

explain the objects they are intended to fulfil. Attention how-
ever is particularly called to the fourth chapter of Part II., in

which a classification has been attempted of the principal imper-

fections commonly seen in Collodion Photographs, with short

directions for their removal. This chapter consists essentially

of a recapitulation of facts alluded to in other parts of the work

;

but it is hoped that the bringing them together into a short

compass may be of service.

Now on reading over such a sketch as that which is above
given of the plan intended to be pursued, many perhaps will be

inclined to complain that too much stress is laid upon the Collo-

dion process, and that, the title of the work being of a general

character, the Calotype and Albumen processes should have

been included as well. In reply to this objection, the author

ventures to urge that the general theory of every Photographic

process indifferently is described, and also the properties and
preparation of the chemicals concerned; the omission therefore

only relates to the manipulatory details involved in those pro-

cesses, which he hesitated to include simply from a feeling that

it would be better not to meddle with anything with which he

was not practically as well as theoretically acquainted.

Another objection, urged by some perhaps, may be directed

against the system of minute division adopted throughout the

work, in consequence of which it is necessarily impossible to find

everything which is said upon any subject under one heading.

It is true that this, as far as it goes, is a disadvantage ; but it

is thought that by the majority the plan of dividing and sub-

dividing will be approved of; and especially so, as affording an
aid to the memory in recollecting facts, and also as enabling

the reader to see at a glance how much he has mastered, and
what remains yet to be done. The difficult points of the sub-

ject are also in that way brought before him gradually, by little

and little, as he is able to learn them ; whilst, by the aid of a

comprehensive Index, he can review at any time all that has

been said, and retrace his steps in those parts which he finds

the most difficult to bear in mind.

CHAPTER I.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

[We omit this chapter as we shall continue our own sketch,

on the " Rise and Progress of Photograuhy," which is more in

detail—Ed. P. & F. A. J.]

CHAPTER II.

CHEMISTRY OF THE VARIOUS SALTS OF SILVER EMPLOYED IN

PHOTOGRAPHY.

By the term " Salt of Silver," we understand that the com-
pound in question contains Silver, but not in its elementary form

;

it is silver combined with other bodies in a peculiar manner, so

that its physical properties are completely masked. Silver is

familiarly known to us as a white metal, susceptible of a bril-

liant metallic lustre, but a Salt of Silver possesses no properties
whatever of that kind. If any metallic substance is present in

the Salt, it is plainly associated with other elements in such a
way that its original characters are not discerned.

Silver is not the only metal which forms " Salts;" there are
Salts of Lead, Salts of Copper, Salts of Iron, etc. " Sugar of

Lead" is a familiar instance of a Salt of Lead. This substance
is a white crystalline body, easily soluble in water, the solution

possessing an intensely sweet taste; chemical tests prove that it

contains Lead, although no suspicion of such a fact could have
been entertained from a consideration of its external properties.

" Common Salt," or Chloride of Sodium, which is the type of

these bodies, also possesses a similar composition; that is to say,

it contains a metallic substance, the characters of which are

masked, and lie hid in the compound.
The principal Salts of Silver which are employed in the Pho-

tographic processes are four in number, viz. Nitrate of Silver,

Chloride of Silver, Iodide of Silver, and Bromide of Silver.

A. CHEMISTRY OF THE NITRATE OF SILVER.

Properties of the Nitrate of Silver.—Nitrate of Silver, when
pure, occurs in the form of white crystalline plates, which are

very heavy, and dissolve in water with great readiness. The
solution)s perfectly neutral in every sense of the term, and does

not change the color ot blue litmus-paper.

Sometimes the Nitrate of Silver is sold in small cylindrical

sticks, which are obtained by melting the salt, and running it,

whilst in the fluid state, into a mould; it is then termed " lunar

caustic," being employed for cauterizing wounds, and other sur-

gical purposes.

Preparation of Nitrate of Silver.—Nitrate of Silver is pre-

pared by dissolving metallic Silver in Nitric acid or Aquafortis.

This Nitric Acid is a powerfully acid and corrosive liquid, con-

taining two elementary bodies united together in certain propor-

tions. These bodies are Nitrogen and Oxygen, the Oxygen
being present in by far the larger quantity of the two. Nitric

Acid then contains much Oxygen; but what we notice particu-

larly now is, that this Oxygen is not only large in amount, but

also loosely combined with the other element, that is, with the Ni-

trogen. If such were not the case the Nitric Acid would not

possess that extraordinary energy in dissolving metals which it

is found to do. Supposing a small piece of silver foil, or a sil-

ver coin, be placed in each of two test-tubes, one of which con-

tains Sulphuric Acid, and the other Nitric Acid; on the appli-

cation of heat a violent action soon commences in the latter, but

the former is uuaffected. Now Sulphuric Acid, or Oil of Vitriol,

is an exceedingly powerful acid,—equally or perhaps more so in

some respects than the Nitric,—and it also contains much
Oxygen, but yet it does not dissolve the silver; and why? because

this Oxygen is retained with great force by the Sulphur, and is

not loosely combined with it, as it was with Nitrogen in the Nitric

Acid.

Difference, between "Solution" and "Chemical Combination."

—In order to demonstrate to the student, the importance of

this difference in the two cases, it is necessary to inform him,

that when any metallic substance dissolves in an acid, it does not

do so in the same way that salt or sugar dissolves in water. If

you take a solution of salt in water, and boil it down until the

whole of the water has evaporated, you obtain the salt back
again in a state no way different from what it was before; but

if a similar experiment is performed with a Solution of Silver in

Nitric Acid, the result is not the same: in that case you do not

get metallic Silver on evaporation, but Silver combined with

Oxygen and Nitric Acid, both of which are tightly retained,

being in fact in a state of chemical combination with the metal.

This then is the distinction between "mere solution" and

"chemical combination;" and the action of acids upon metals be-

longs to the latter class.

If then we closely examine into the effects produced by treat-

ing Silver with Nitric Acid, we shall find them to be of the

following nature:—first, a certain amount of Oxygen is imparted

to the metal, so as to form an "Oxide," and afterwards this

Oxide dissolves in another portion of the Nitric Acid, producing

Nitrate of the Oxide, or, as it is shortly termed, Nitrate of

Silver.

We can now therefore see why it is that the Nitric Acid suc-

ceeds better than the Sulphuric in the experiment of dissolving

Silver. It is essential Oxygen should be yielded up to the metal

before it becomes capable of solution, and the Sulphuric Acid
refuses to do this. Nitrogen and Oxygen have scarcely any af-

finity for each other, and hence, in the compound substance

—

the Nitric Acid—they are held together lightly. On the other
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hand, Sulphur and Oxygen join more firmly, and are not so

quickly forced asunder.

Nitric Acid stands high in the list of "oxidizing substances,"

from this fact of its instability; and the student will find, in the

course of his Photographic experiments, that it is continually

being brought before his notice.

Mode of obtaining the solid Nitrate, from solution of the metal

in Nitric Arid.—After the metallic Silver has been dissolved in

Nitric Acid, in the preparation of Nitrate of Silver, the solu-

tion is boiled down nearly to dryness, in order to drive off the

excess of Nitric Acid, and is then set aside to crystallize. The
crystals however procured in this way are still strongly acid to

test-paper; and this is, usually speaking, their condition when sold

in the shops. By heating them carefully to a point some few

degrees above the temperature of boiling water, they may be

rendered perfectly neutral.

B. THE CHLORIDE OF SILVER.

Properties of Chloride of Silver.—The Chloride of Silver af-

fords us further illustration of the nature of Salts. It is never

met with in crystals like the Nitrate, but as a soft white pow-

der resembling common chalk or whiting in appearance. It

does not dissolve iu water, and is comparatively unaffected by
boiling with the strongest acids. How different in these respects

from the Nitrate! and yet both are Salts of Silver: the one is an

oxide of Silver combined with Nitric Acid, the other is metallic

Silver combined with Chlorine.

Preparation of Chloride of Silver.—The Chloride of Silver

may be prepared in two ways, which are of a very distinct nature;

the first is, by the direct action of Chlorine upon metallic Silver;

the second, by double decomposition between two salts adapted

for the purpose.

First plan, by direct, action of Chlorine topon metallic Silver.—
The properties of Chlorine Gas are more fully described in the

third division of this work. It is there shown to be an elemen-

tary substance possessing most energetic chemical affinities which

affinities are principally directed towards the metals. Chlorine is

in many respects not unlike Oxygen; and as this element com-

bines with bodies, forming Oxides so does Chlorine with the

same bodies, forming Chlorides.

If a plate of polished silver be exposed to a current of Chlo-

rine Gas, it becomes after a short time coated on the surface

with a white powder, which, when it reaches a sufficient degree

of thickness can be scraped off and collected. This powder is

the Chloride of Silver, and it contains the two elements Chlorine

and Silver intimately united.

Second plan, by double decomposition between the two Salts.—In

order that any two salts when mixed together in solution should

give rise to the production of Chloride of Silver, nothing more
is necessary than that they should both dissolve in water, and
that the one should be a salt of Silver, and the other a salt

containing Chlorine. Under such circumstances we may pre-

dict for a certainty, that the Chloride of Silver will be formed;

the reason being that this salt is insoluble in water.

In order to illustrate a case of double decomposition resulting

in the formation of Chloride of Silver, take a solution in water

of the Chloride of Sodium, or common salt, and mix it with

another solution containing the Nitrate of Silver; immediately

a dense, curdy, white precipitate falls, which is the substance in

question.

Now in this reaction, all the elements, so to speak, change

places; the Chlorine leaves the Sodium with which it was pre-

viously combined, and crosses over to the Silver; the Oxygen
and Nitric Acid are released from the Silver, and unite with

the Sodium; thus

Chloride of Sodium plus Nitrate of Silver

equals Chloride of Silver plus Nitrate of Soda.

This reaction is an instance of what chemists term "double

decomposition," and the student will find further illustrations of

the same in Part III. At present it is sufficient to remark,

that only those salts which are insoluble, in water can be pre-

pared by double decomposition, interchange of elements which
constitutes such a process not taking place uuder different con.

ditions. It has already been mentioned, that the essential re- 4

quirements in two salts intended for the preparation of Chloride
of Silver by this method, are simply that the first should con-
tain Chlorine, the second Silver, aud that both should be soluble

in water; hence, the Chlorides of Potassium and Ammonium
succeed equally well with Chloride of Sodium, and the Sulphate
or Acetate of Silver as well as the Nitrate.

Purification of the Chloride of Silver after the double decom-
position is complete.—After the double decomposition between
the two salts has properly taken place, the Chloride of Silver,

as before said sinks to the bottom; the liquid above contains the
Nitrate of Soda, the other product of the change; and it is ne-

cessary to remove this, by pouring off and washing the white
curds several times with distilled water. After this is done,
the product is in a pure state, and may be dried, etc., iu the
usual way.

C. THE IODIDE OF SILVER.

For a description of the properties and general nature of the
elementary substance "Iodine," the reader is refered to the third

division of the work. At present we observe only that it close-

ly resembles Chlorine in its chemical properties; and hence, as

might have been anticipated, their Silver Salts are similar

also.

Properties of the Iodide of Silver.—The Iodide of Silver is a
soft impalpable powder, like the Chloride; but it is different

from it in color, being of a light straw-yellow tint. It is also, as

was the case with the Chloride, perfectly insoluble iu water, and
even in strong acids.

Preparation of the Iodide of Silver.—All that has been al-

ready said of the preparation of Chloride of Silver, applies essen-

tially to the Iodide, substituting in every case the word "Iodine"
for "Chlorine." Thus Iodide of Silver is prepared by the direct

action of the vapor of Iodine upon metallic Silver, and also by
double decomposition between the Iodide of Potassium or Sodi-
um and the Nitrate of Silver; in both cases, the same rules ap-
ply with regard to the purification of the salt, etc., as those al-

ready given.

D. THE BROMIDE OF SILVER.

It is not intended to detain the student with an account of

the properties and preparation of this salt. By reference to

Part III., it will be found that the element Bromine is closely

analgous both to Chlorine and Iodine; it stands on the list in-

termediately between the two.

The Bromide of Silver is a yellowish powder, resembling the

Chloride and Iodide in its preparation and properties.

ON THE SOLUBILITY OF CHLORIDE, BROMIDE, AND IODIDE OF SILVER

IN CERTAIN CHEMICAL REAGENTS.

The Nitrate of Silver, as has been shown, dissolves very

readily in water, but the Chloride, Bromide, and Iodide are all

exceedingly insoluble; no effect whatever is produced upon them
by boiling in water, or even in the strongest Nitric Acid.

As far as Photography is concerned, it is most important, and
indeed essential, that we should possess means of dissolving these

salts; and hence the whole subject will be fully treated of in

Chapter V., " On the Fixing of Photographic Proofs:" at pre-

sent we confine ourselves to a simple enumeration of the solvents

of the " insoluble" Salts of Silver.

1. Chlorides, Bromides, and Iodides of the Alkalies.—By the
" alkaline" elements, we means Potassium and Sodium, also

Ammonium, which, although compound in its nature, reacts like

an element. A Chloride of either of these possesses the proper-

ty of dissolving a portion of Chloride, Bromide, or Iodide of

Silver. An Iodide of an alkali does the same, so also does an
alkaline Bromide. In all the cases it is something more than

mere solution which takes place, and it can be shown to be so iu

this way: if you take a strong solution of Iodide of Potassium,

and add Iodide of Silver to it, a portion of this substance dis-

solves, and, on evaporation, crystals are obtained, which are

compound in their nature. They are, strictly speaking, " a double

I
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Iodide of Potassium aud of Silver," and they contain both of

these salts, combined together chemically.

The same remark also applies to the Chloride of Silver dis-

solved in an Alkaline Chloride; or to the Bromide, under similar

circumstances.

2. Ammonia (see Part III.).—Chloride of Silver is freely so-

luble in the alkali Ammonia, although not so in Potash or Soda.

Iodide of Silver however is uot soluble in Ammonia, and in this

way the two salts may easily be separated.

3. Solution of Nitrate of Silver.—A strong solution of Ni-

trate of Silver dissolves the Iodide of Silver sparingly. This

fact does not appear to have been noticed in the chemical works

previous to its discovery by practical Photographers; it will be

again alluded to as we proceed.

4. Hyposulphite of Soda.—This is a remarkable salt, the

chemistry of which is described in Part III., aud also iu Chap-
ters V. and X. It is a most active solvent for all the Salts

above alluded to. It will be shown, as we proceed, that the so-

lution of the Chloride, Iodide, etc., of Silver in Hyposulphite of

Soda, is strictly a case of chemical decomposition. The salts

first are converted into " Hyposulphite," and then dissolved; so

that the liquid really contains a Hyposulphite of Silver, and not

a Chloride or Iodide of Silver as the case might be.

5. Cyanide of Potassium,—This salt is fully described in

Chapter V. and Part III. Although it is now placed last upon
the list of solvents, it is nevertheless perhaps more energetic

than any other, even than the Hyposulphites. In this case, as

before, the salts are first decomposed, and then dissolved; a Cya-
nide of Silver is formed by interchange of elements, and this

Cyanide is taken up by the alkaline Cyanide.

CHAPTER ni.

ON THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTION OF THE SALTS OF SILVER.

Besides those Salts of Silver which have just been described,

there are many others well known to chemists, as, for instance,

the Acetate of Silver, the Sulphate, the Oxalate, etc. Some
of these are met with in crystals which are soluble in water,

whilst others are pulverulent and insoluble.

As a general rule, the Salts of Silver are white, or nearly so,

when first prepared, and they remain white if kept in a dark
place ; but they possess the remarkable peculiarity of changing
in color and becoming black by exposure to the action of Light.

Now the salts of other metals are not in general affected in

this way: whatever may have been their color when first pre-

pared, such they remain, without exhibiting much tendency to

change. The decomposition by Light then, with a few excep-

tions, is a peculiarity of the salts of Silver, and it is the founda-

tion of all the Photographic processes in common use.

In treating this subject, the action of Light upon the various

Salts of Silver will first be described; this will constitute the

subject-matter of Section I. Section II. explains the theory

of the preparation of a surface in a condition the most favorable

for being impressed by the luminous rays.

SECTION I.

Phenomena of Reduction of Salts of Silver by Light.

This Section is subdivided into three parts.-—A. The phenom-
ena of the action of Light upon the Nitrate of Silver.—B. Upon
the Chloride and Iodide of Silver.—C. The nature of the change
which takes place.

A. ACTION OF LIGHT UPON THE NITRATE OF SILVER.

The Nitrate of silver is perhaps a more permanent salt than
almost any other of the silver compounds. It may be preserved
unchanged in the crystalline form, or in solution in distilled

water, for an indefinite length of time, even when constantly ex-
'. posed to the diffused light of day.

fThe reason of the comparative permanence of the Nitrate of

Silver, must be attributed to the nature of the acid with which
the Oxide of Silver is associated in that salt. It will be shown

hereafter, that the Nitric Acid tends to operate in a manner
directly opposed to the effect produced by the Light; and hence

the stability of the salt is maintained under circumstances which
would otherwise speedily destroy it.

Conditions which accelerate or increase the Action of Light upon
Nitrate of Silver.—Nitrate of Silver, although not usually speak-

ing susceptible to the influence of Light, may be rendered so by
adding to its solution in distilled water a portion of what chem-
ists term " organic matter," that is to say, matter of a vegetable

or animal origin. ( Vide Part III).

The phenomena produced by addition of organic matter, may
well be illustrated by dipping a pledget of cotton-wool, or a
sheet of white paper, in solution of Nitrate of Silver, and ex-

posing it for a few minutes to the direct rays of the sun; it soon
begins to darken, and continues to do so, until it is perfectly

black.

The stains upon the skin produced by handling Nitrate of Sil-

ver are caused in the same way: the organic matter and Light
operating together perform what neither of them could do sepa-

rately.

The comparative permanence of the pure Nitrate of Silver

has just been attributed to the protecting influence of the pow-
erful oxidizing acid it contains; now the action of the organic

matter is to neutralize this effect, and to restore the conditions

more nearly to what they would be if no acid, or an acid of

a weaker power, were present.

Some kinds of organic matter facilitate the blackening of

Nitrate of Silver more decidedly than others. Without antici-

pating our subject by •entering at all deeply into the matter, we
may observe, that the accelerating effect is usually proportioned

to the degree of attraction for Oxygen which the organic substance

possesses. As the Nitric Acid contained in the Salt hinders the

action by tending to yield up Oxygen, so those bodies which
are most ready to absorb Oxygen operate best in restoring the

equilibrium.

B. ACTION OF LIGHT UPON CHLORIDE, BROMIDE, AND IODIDE OF
SILVER.

These three salts are classed together, not that they are in

themselves of minor importance, but because, as far as we are

at present concerned, the differences between them are slight.

It has already been shown that the Nitrate of Silver is not

sensitive to Light except it be combined with organic matter;

and even when it is so combined, it is not sufficiently rapid in

actiou to be well adapted for Photographic purposes.

The Chloride, Iodide, and Bromide of Silver are all of them
more sensitive preparations, but they are not seen to be so if

employed in a pure and isolated state. They change, it is true,

under any circumstances, but they change slowly; in this case,

as before, it is necessary to make use of certain accelerating

agents, if we wish to observe the characteristic effects in the

most marked degree.

These accelerating conditions are as follows:—1. The presence

of moisture. If the salts are thoroughly and completely dried

by chemical means, the change iu color by action of Light does

not take place, or, at all events, not to an appreciable extent.

2. Of moisture and organic matter combined.—The remarks

already made when speaking of the Nitrate of Silver will apply

equally well to the Chloride. Organic matter of all kinds pro-

duces the effect, but especially that variety of organic matter

which tends to absorb Oxygen.
3. Presence of an excess of Nitrate of Silver.—The addition of

a portion of Nitrate of Silver to the pure Chloride, Iodide, or

Bromide of Silver, wonderfully accelerates the action of Light;

under such circumstances the blackening commences quickly,

and proceeds to a far greater extent than before. The student

will understand the reason of this more perfectly when the sub-

ject is fully explained, as it will be in the next Chapter.

C. NATURE OF THE CHANGE PRODUCED BY THE DIRECT ACTION OF
LIGHT UPON THE SALTS OF SILVER.

The change produced by Light upon the salts of Silver may

VOL. VIII. NO. VI. 23
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conveniently be studied by suspending a portion of pure Chlo-

ride of Silver in distilled water, and exposing to the sun's rays

for several days. When the process of darkening has proceeded

to a considerable extent, if the supernatent liquid be examined

by litmus-paper, it will be found to be no longer neutral, but to

have acquired an acid reaction.

On applying the proper chemical tests, the acidity is found to

be due to some substance dissolved which contains chlorine; but

as the chloride of silver is not soluble in water, it is clear that

the Chlorine must in some way have been separated from its

union with that metal.

Another proof that such separation has in reality taken place,

is found in the fact that the " blackened" Chloride of Silver is

different in properties from the white Chloride. The latter is

soluble in Hyposulphite of Soda, the former is not, and this

change of properties no doubt implies a change in composition

likewise.

Putting these two facts together,- -viz, the after-presence of

Chlorine in the supernatant liquid, and the change in properties

of the black deposit,—we say that the effect of the Light

upon the Chloride of Silver has been to remove from it either a

portion or the whole of its Chlorine. The affinity of Chlorine

for Silver is strong, but, in some mysterious way which we can-

not comprehend, the luminous rays are enabled to destroy it.

In the same manner, if the pure Iodide of Silver be exposed

for a long time to a powerful light, although it does not become
black, yet it changes in properties more or less, so as to become
insoluble in the solution before employed, viz. the Hyposulphite

of Soda; the probability is, that a portion of Iodine is removed
in this case, just as chlorine was iu the last.

Chemical composition of the chloride of silver darkened by Light.

—This will, for particular reasons, be explained more at length

iu a subsequent chapter; at present we may say, that, usually

speaking, the whole of the Chlorine is not separated, but only a

portion of it,—the darkened salt still containing Chlorine, but

in less quantity than the white salt.

If we call the first a Protochlovide of Silver, then the second

is a iSti&chloride: thus,

Protochloride of Silver = As: CI.

Subchloride of Silver Ag2 Cl.

In this case however, as in others relating to difficult points

of Photographic Chemistry, we are compelled in great measure
to confess our ignorance. The compounds of Chlorine and of

Iodine with metallic Silver need further investigation; and
there is much reason to think that they are more numerous than
is generally supposed.

SECTION II.

On the Preparation of Sensitive Surfaces.

In the performance of his earlier experiments on the decom-
position of Silver Salts by Light, the student may conveniently

make use of ordinary " test-tubes," in which small quantities of

the two solutions necessary for the double decomposition may
be mixed together.

Such a plan of proceeding however can never, from the nature
of it, be available for purposes of art; since the salt, whether it

be the Chloride or Iodide of Silver, is under those circumstances

precipitated in a state highly unfavorable to the operation of

the luminous rays. When strong solutions of Chloride or Io-

dide of Sodium and of Nitrate of Silver are brought into con-

tact with each other, the insoluble Silver Salt falls to the bot-

tom in dense and clotted masses. These clots, when exposed
to the sun's rays, quickly blacken on the exterior, but the inside

is perfectly protected, and remains white.

Therefore it is of the first importance, as far as Photography
is concerned, that the sensitive material should exist iu the form
of a surface, in order that the various particles of which it is

composed may each one individually be brought into relation

with the disturbing force.

The object of the present Section is to describe briefly the

W theory of the general methods by which Sensitive Surfaces are

OSB&*se-- —

prepared; and to detail a few simple experiments illustrative of
their decomposition by the chemical rays of Light.

The observations to be made may be included under the fol-

lowing heads:—A. Similarity of the various Photographic pro-

cesses commonly employed.—B. Preparation of a sensitive layer

of Chloride of Silver upon paper.-—C. Simple experiments illus-

trative of the Action of Light upon Chloride of Silver.—D.
Superficial character of the decomposition producing the dark-
ened surface.

A. POINTS OF SIMILARITY IN THE VARIOUS PHOTOGRAPHIC PRO-

CESSES COMMONLY EMPLOYED.

In all Photographic processes which are in common use the
sensitive agent consists of either Chloride, Bromide, or Iodide
of Silver.

The differences between them are to be found, not in the nature

of the material employed to receive the luminous impression, but
in the manner in which a finely divided layer of this material is

exposed to the decomposing agency.

In the Daguerreotype the Iodide of Silver is supported upon
a metallic plate.

The Talbotype, with its modifications, embraces all those

processes where paper is used for the same purpose.

In the Albumen process a plate of glass is employed, coated
on the surface with a layer of Albumen, or white of egg.

The Collodion process has a thin film of the peculiar organic

substance termed Collodiou spread upon glass, and this film re-

tains the Iodide of Silver, and prevents it from falling away and
being lost.

At the present time we confine ourselves to a description of

the preparation of the simplest form of sensitive surface, viz.

that of a Chloride of Silver upon paper.

B. MODE OF PREPARING A SENSITIVE LAYER OF CHLORIDE OF SILVER

UPON PAPER.

In the last Chapter two different methods of preparing the
Chloride of Silver were described: the first, by the direct action

of the Chlorine gas upon metellic Silver; the second, by double
decomposition between a soluble Chloride and a soluble Silver

salt.

Now the latter of these two methods, being the most con-

venient, is in practice universally adopted.

Two solutions are prepared—the one of Chloride of Sodium,
the other of Nitrate of Silver; the strength of each being ad-

justed after certain general rules.

A sheet of porous paper is then partially saturated with one
of these liquids, and afterwards allowed to imbibe a certain por-

tion of the other; on coming in contact within the substance of

the paper, the two solutions mutually decompose each other and
produce chloride of silver, which lies loose and iu a fine state of

division amongst the fibres.

At the same time also, from the nature of the reaction, an
equivalent portion of Nitrate of Silver is formed. This salt how-
ever, being soluble in water, is not deposited, and exercises no
influence whatever upon the ultimate result.

A little reflection will show, that it is not a matter of indif-

ference in what order the two solutions above given are applied.

If the silver were used first and the " salt" afterwards, the pro-

bability is that there would be an ultimate excess of salt upon
the paper. At all events, supposing the action to be continued

sufficiently long, there would certainly be no excess of Silver.

But it has been before shown that an excess of Nitrate of Silver

iu coutact with the particles of Chloride of Silver, is essentially

required for the perfection of the blackening process by Light;

and therefore the rule is, always to apply the Chloride of Sodium
first, and afterwards the Nitrate of Silver.

Sensitive papers prepared iu this way with Chloride of Silver

exhibit no visible indications of the presence of that salt until

they arc brought out to the light. The Chloride, being devoid

of color, is not seen amongst the surrounding tissue of the paper.

Iodide of Silver sensitive papers however are usually of a v

I
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lemou-yellow tint, the characteristic color of the salt beiug

discernible.

C. SIMPLE EXPERIMENTS ILLUSTRATING THE ACTION OF LIGHT UPON
CHLORIDE OF SILVER.

The various formula) which are found convenient for the pre-

paration of tbe solutions, required in the practice of the Photo-
graphic Art, are given, as a general rule, in the second
division of this work. Iu order however to save the reader any
trouble which he might find in referring to that part at the pre-

sent time, the followiug simple directions for the preparation of

sensitive paper are appended.

Take of Chloride of Sodium, or Common Salt, 125 grains;

distilled or rain water, 5 fluid ounces. Dissolve to form solu-

tion No. I.

Take of Nitrate of Silver 200 grains; distilled or rain water,

4 fluid ounces. Dissolve for solution No. II.

Cut a few squares of paper of the kind manufactured express-

ly for Photographic purposes, of about four inches in the

side.

Pour the two solutions into separate plates to the depth of

half an inch.

Place each square of paper upon the surface of solution No.
I. for three minutes, taking care that one side only is wetted; at

the expiration, of that time, remove and blot off with bibulous

paper.

Then lay it upon the surface of solution No. II. in like man-
ner, but for a longer time, viz. for five minutes; afterwards re-

move, and blot off as before.

Sensitive papers prepared in this way can be preserved for

two or three days between the leaves of a book, and they will

be found useful as we proceed in illustrating the various remarks
which are made.
At the present the following simple experiments may be per-

formed with them, the idea being to convey a general notion of

the susceptibility of the Chloride of Silver to receive the lumi-

nous impression.

Experiment No. I.—Place a square of the sensitive paper in

the direct rays of the sun, and observe the gradual process of

darkening which takes place; the surface passes through a varie-

ty of changes in color until it becomes of a deep chocolate-brown.

If the Light is tolerably intense, the brown shades are probably
reached in from three to five minutes ; however, the sensibility of

the paper, and also the nature of the tints, vary much with the

character of the organic matter present.

Experiment No. II—Lay "a cross" or any other device cut

from black paper upon a sheet of the sensitive paper, and com-
press the two together by means of a sheet of glass. After a
proper length of exposure the figure will be exactly copied, the
tint however beiug reversed; the black cross protecting the sen-

sitive Chloride beneath, of course produces a similar one white

upon a dark ground.

Experiment No. III.—Repeat the last experiment, substi-

tuting a piece of lace or gauze-wire for the paper device. This
is intended to show the minuteness with which objects can be
copied, since the smallest filament will be distinctly represented.

Experiment No, IV.—Take an engraving of any kind iu which
the contrast of light and shade is tolerably well marked, and
having rendered it transparent by means of a heated Italian-

iron rubbed with white wax, place it in contact with the sensi-

tive paper, and expose as before. This experiment is meant to

show that not only i.s the Chloride of Silver darkened by light,

but that it is susceptible of darkening in different degrees propor-
tionate to the intensity of the light, so that the half shadows of
the engraving are accurately maintained, and a pleasing grada-
of tone thereby produced.

D. ON THE SUPERFICIAL CHARACTER OF THE DECOMPOSITION OF THE
SENSITIVE SURFACE BY LIGHT.

The amateur Photographer, whom we suppose to have been
previously unacquainted with the nature of the changes pro-
duced upon the Chloride and Iodide of Silver by Light, will

probably, at this stage of our inquiry, have conceived an errone-

ous notion as to the extent of material involved in those changes.

This error, if allowed to remain, may operate injuriously in a
practical point of view, and therefore it will be desirable per-

haps at once to dispel it.

Sensitive papers, prepared with the chloride of Silver in the

manner above directed, will naturally contain a considerable

quantity of this salt, distributed not only upon the surface but
also in the substance of the paper. It must not however be im-

agined that the whole of this Chloride, or indeed anything ap-

proaching therto, is affected by the luminous radiations. The
darkening which takes place is exceedingly superficial, and al-

though the black color may be intense, yet the amount of re-

duced Silver which goes to form it is so small that it cannot
conveniently be estimated by chemical reagents.

Now a knowledge of the almost infinitesimal nature of the

changes which take place in Photography is practically useful,

because it leads us to pay more attention to the condition of

the surface of the sensitive salt, in contradistinction to the layer

which lies immediately beneath.

It is particularly important to bear such a fact in mind in the

preparation of the more sensitive papers containing the Iodide

of Silver, and intended to be used in conjunction with a "de-

veloper" (vide next chapter), but it is also useful in the case of

the ordinary Chloride of Silver paper just described.

For instance, if in preparing such paper the sheet be allowed

to remain upon the salt solution until it is thoroughly saturated

in every part, and then it be hung up by means of a pin to dry,

the superficial stratum of liquid does not sink into the substance

of the paper, but evaporates and leaves behind a layer of saline

particles, which are certainly not favorably situated for subse-

quent photographic action.

On the other hand, if the sheet be removed at a somewhat
earlier period, this same stratum of liquid is absorbed more or

less completely, and the formation of a crust is avoided.

The kind of surface which it is desirable to obtain is just such

an one as would be left after "blotting off" between sheets of

bibulous paper, that is to say, a surface neither wet nor dry,

but in an intermediate state; moist at first, and afterwards, when
the evaporation is complete, leaving the particles in a fine state

of division, and each one in contact with organic matter.

*®^

CHAPTER IV.

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INVISIBLE IMAGE BY MEANS OF A RE-

DUCING AGENT.

It was shown in the last chapter that a prepared surface,

either of Chloride, Bromide, or Iodide of Silver, in contact with

excess of nitrate of silver was susceptible of a peculiar change un-

der the influence of Light, in virtue of which it became altered

in color and also in composition and properties.

Allusion is now to be made to another effect, produced upon
these salts also by the agency of light, but differing from the

former inasmuch as no visible change is brought about in conse-

quence of it. The surface is in appearance precisely the same as

before, but nevertheless it has undergone a modification of pro-

perties, which is shown by the fact that it becomes blackened

when placed in contact with certain chemical reagents previous-

ly incapable of affeeting it.

If sensitive paper, prepared with the Iodide of Silver in place of

Chloride,* be exposed to the luminous rays for a period of time

insufficient to produce any visible decomposition, and then—being

transferred to a room from which the light of day has been care-

fully excluded—be brushed over with a solution of a substance

known amongst chemists as Gallic Acid, it will be seen in a

very short time to darken and change in color until it becomes

nearly black. On the other hand, papers which have not been

exposed to the light, are unaffected by the Gallic Acid, so that

* The Chloride of Silver is not so well adapted for employment in con-

junction with a reducing agent as the Iodide of Silver. Although theo-

retically the nature of the change which takes place is the same in both

instances, yet the Iodide possesses advantages over the other salt which

cause it in practice to be universally adopted.
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it is evident that the action of light is concerned in the produc-

tion of the phenomenon.

In order to demonstrate this still more clearly, let a number

of prepared sheets be shielded in certain parts by any opaque

substance, and then, after the requisite exposure, treated with

the Gallic Acid as before; in this case the protected parts re-

main white, whilst the others darken to a greater or less ex-

tent.

In the same way, copies of various objects, such as lace,

leaves, etc., may be made, very much resembling those which

result from the prolonged action of light alone. Hence we see

that the object gained by the employment of the Galic Acid is

principally a saving of time;—the same effect as before is pro-

duced by a shorter exposure to light. A good idea of the sur-

prising difference in the length of exposure required when a de-

velloper is used, may be obtained by a inference to some experi-

ments conducted by M. Claudet. It was shown by him that in

case of a sensitive layer of the Bromo-Iodide of Silver the image

was produced by an intensity of light three thousand times less,

when the invisible image was developed by mercurial vapor,

than if the light were allowed to act alone. Although with the

pure Iodide of Silver the difference is probably less than this, it

is still sufficiently remarkable.

To economize time by increasing the sensitiveness of the

preparations, is a point of the utmost consequence with Photo-

graphers. Indeed, so far as the use of the Camera is concerned

—

from the low intensity of the luminous image formed in that in-

strument—no other plan than the one above described would be

practicable. Hence the advancement, and indeed the very ori-

gin, of the Photographic Art may be dated from the first dis-

covery of a process for bringing out to view an invisible image

by means of a developer.

The division of this chapter will be into three Sections : the

first is the general nature of the reduction of metallic oxides; the

second, the chemical properties of the substances usually em-

ployed as reducing agents; the third, a more minute account of

the process of reduction applied to the Salts of Silver.

SECTION I.

The General Nature of Reduction of Metallic Oxides.

"Development" is essentially a process ofreduction. Light alone

reduces various Salts of Silver more or less completely to the me-

tallic state. A developer does the same, but with greater rapidity

and perfection; hence the composition of the deposit is more
uniform than before, consisting probably in all cases of pure me-

tallic Silver.

Reduction is opposed to oxidation. If we take a certain metal,

we can by means of Nitric Acid impart oxygen to it, so that it

becomes first an oxide, and afterwards, by solution of that oxide,

in the excess of acid, "a salt." After this salt is formed, by
a series of chemical operations, the reverse of the former, it

may be deprived of all its oxygen, and the metallic element

again isolated as before.

Now the degree of facity with which "oxidation" as well as

"reduction" is performed, depends much upon the affinity which
the particular metal under treatment has for oxygen.

There is considerable difference in this respect. Some metals

combine with oxygen most eagerly, and are in consequence re-

duced with proportionate difficulty, whilst with others the re-

verse is the case.

As an illustration take the two well-known metals, Iron and
Gold; how speedily does the first become tarnished and covered

with rust, whilst the other remains bright even in the fire! How-
ever, it is possible by a careful process to form "oxide of Gold;"
but it retains its oxygen so loosely that a slight application of

heat is sufficient to drive it off, and leave again metallic Gold.

Properties of the Noble Metals.—The various metallic ele-

ments are usually arranged in distinct classes according to the

affinity they possess for oxygen, and to those having the least

affinity the name of "noble metals" is given. They have ac-

quired this honorable title from the capability they possess of

preserving a bright metallic surface under the most unfavorable

conditions. This property gives them a value superior to other
metals which are more prone to rust and oxidation.

Silver, Gold, and Platinum are all noble metals, and their

oxides are in consequence unstable. Any body which tends to
absorb oxygen when brought into contact with these oxides, re-

duces them at once to the metallic state.

The substances employed by the Photographer, then, to as-

sist the reducing action of the light, and so to develope the pic-

ture are bodies which tend to absorb oxygen. They reduce the
sensitive Salt of Silver to the condition of metal in the parts
touched by light, and in that way produce an opaque deposit
which forms the image.*

SECTION II.

Chemistry of the various Substances employed as Developers.

The most important of these bodies employed by the Photo-
grapher to develope the latent image are as follows:—Gallic
Acid, Pyrogallic Acid, and the Protos&its of Iron.

CHEMISTRY OF THE GALLIC AND PYROGALLIC ACIDS.

&. Of the Gallic Acid.—Gallic Acid is obtained from "Gall
Nuts," which are peculiar excrescences formed upon the branches
and shoots of the Qnercus infccloria by the puncture of a cer-
tain species of insect. The best kind is imported from Turkey,
and sold in commerce as "Aleppo Galls." Gall Nuts do not
contain Gallic Acid ready formed, but an analogous chemical
principle termed "Tannic Acid," well known for its astringent
properties and employment in the process of tanning raw
hides.

Gallic Acid is produced by decomposition and oxidation of
Tannic Acid when the powdered galls are exposed for a long
time in a moist state to the action of the air. Being only' spar-
ingly soluble in cold water, the acid is easily purified by crys-
tallization. Gallic Acid is a very feebly acid substance; it is

usually sold in the form of long silky needles of an astringent
taste, which dissolve readily in boiling water, but are only
sparingly soluble in the cold.

b. Pyrogallic Acid.—The term "pyro" prefixed to the Gallic
Acid signifies that the new substance is obtained by the action

of heat upon that body. At a temperature of about 410° Fahr.,
Gallic Acid is decomposed, and a white sublimate forms, which
condenses in lamellar crystals; this is Pyrogallic Acid. Pyro-
gallic Acid is far more soluble in cold water thau the Gallic,

and absorbs Oxygen with greater avidity, consequently it forms
a more powerful developer. Although it is termed an acid, it

may for all practical purposes be looked upon as a neutral sub-
stance, since it neither reddens litmus-paper nor forms salts with
the alkaline bases.

The nature of the compound formed by the union of Gallic
aud Pyrogallic Acids with oxygen has not been determined.

CHEMISTRY OF THE TROTOSALTS OF IRON.

The combinations of Iron with Oxygen are somewhat numer-
ous. There are two distinct oxides each of which forms a class

of Salts, viz. the Protoxide of Iron, containing an atom of oxy-
gen to one of metal; and the Peroxide, with an atom and a half of
oxygen to one of metal. As half atoms however arc not spoken
of in chemical language, it is usual to say that the Peroxide ofIron
contains three equivalents of oxygen to two of metallic Iron.

Expressed in symbols, the composition of the two is as

follows:

—

Protoxide of Iron,

Peroxide of Iron, Fc
FeO.

O.

Now both of these oxides, as before said, form a class of salts

with the various acids; but these salts do not all resemble each

other in their physical and chemical properties. The Protosalts

are, usually speaking, of an apple-green color, and form a solu-

tion in water which is almost colorless if not very highly con-

* These remarks do not apply to the vapor of Mercury employed as a
developing agent in the Daguerreotype. The chemistry of that process

will be treated of iu a separate chapter.
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centrated. The Persalts, on the other hand, are dark, and give

a yellow or even blood-red solution.

As Photographers we have to deal only with the Proto-salts

of Iron, but it is quite essential that we should understand the

properties of both; therefore, in order to illustrate what has

been said, let the student take a crystal of Protosulphate of

Iron, or Green Vitriol as it is termed in commerce, and, having

reduced it to a powder, pour a little Nitric Acid upon it in a

test-tube. On the application of heat, abundance of fumes will

be immediately given off, and a red solution will be obtained.

The liquid contains no longer a Protosulphate but a Persulphate

of Iron: the Nitric Acid, as usual, has acted as an oxidizing

agent.

Here then we have another distinctive peculiarity of the Pro-

tosalts of Iron—they tend to absorb oxygen and pass into the

condition of Persalts. This tendency it is which gives them their

value as reducing agents.

There are two different Protosalts of Iron commonly employ-

ed by Photographers: these are the Protosulphate and thePro-

tonitrate of Iron.

a. Protosulphate of Iron.—This is the Copperas or Green

Titriol of commerce, a most abundant substance, and used for a

variety of purposes in the arts. Commercial Sulphate of Iron

however, being prepared on a large scale, mostly requires re-

crystallizing in order to render it sufficiently pure for Photo-

graphic purposes.

Pure Sulphate of Iron is met with in the form of large transpa-

rent, prismatic crystals, ofa delicate green color ; by exposure to the

air they gradually absorb Oxygen and become rusty on the surface.

Solution of Sulphate of Iron, colorless at first, afterwards

changes to a red tint, and deposits a brown powder; this powder
is a basic Persulphate of Iron, that is to say, a Persulphate con-

taining an excess of the oxide, or "base." By adding Sulphur-

ic Acid to the solution of Protosulphite of Iron, the formation

of a deposit is prevented, but the decomposition goes on slowly

as before.

b. Protonitrate of Iron.—This salt does not occur in commerce,

but is prepared by double decomposition between Nitrate of Lead
and Protosulphate of Iron. (See Part II. of this work.)

Protonitrate of Iron is too unstable to be crystallized without

great difficulty; its aqueous solution is pale green at first, but

very prone to decomposition, even more so than the correspond-

ing Sulphate.

SECTION HI.

The Reduction of the Salts of Silver.

Having given a general sketch of the reduction of metallic

oxides, and of the main properties of the principal substances

employed to develop the latent image, we are in a condition to

enter more minutely into the exact nature of the process.

First, the reduction of the Oxide of Silver will be described,

as the most simple illustration; then that of Salts of Silver con-

taining Oxygen-acids; and lastly, the Salts of Silver with Chlo-

rine, Iodine, or Bromine.

A. REDUCTION OF OXIDE OF SILVER.

In order to illustrate this properly, it is necessary that the

Oxide of Silver should be in a state of solution. Now Oxide of

Silver does not dissolve to any great extent in water, but it is

abundantly soluble in Ammonia, and the liquid known amongst
chemists as the " Ammonio-Nitrate of Silver" is a solution of

that kind.

Therefore , if a little of this Ammonio-Nitrate of Silver be
placed in a test-tube, and Pyrogallic Acid be added to it, very

shortly the whole becomes discolored, and a deposit settles to

the bottom.

This deposit is metallic Silver, and it is formed by the re-

moval of the oxygen previously combined with silver in the form
of Oxide. Although the Oxide of Silver is soluble in Ammonia,
metallic Silver is not, and therefore it immediately subsides in

the form of a precipitate.

23*

B. REDUCTION OF THE OXYACID SALTS OF SILVER.

By the term Oxyacid Salts, is signified those salts which con-

tain the oxide of Silver intimately combined with oxygen-acids;

as e. g. the Nitrate of Silver, the Sulphate, the Acetate of Sil-

ver, etc.

Now all such salts are reduced by developers in the same
manner as the Oxide of Silver alone; but what we notice now
is, that they are reduced with proportionate difficulty.

The developer having no affinity for t/ie acid, but only for the

Oxygen contaiued in the base of the salt, the presence of this

acid is always a hindrance, and the process of reduction pro-

ceeds more slowly than before.

The degree to which the retarding effect is noticed, depends
upon the strength of the acid contained in the salt. Nitric Acid
is a very powerful body. Acitic Acid is feeble; hence the Ni-
trate of Silver requires a more active reducing agent to cause a
deposit of metal from it in a certain time, than the acetate of

Silver does.

C. REDUCTION OF THE HYDRACID SALTS OF SILVER.

By the term " Hydracid" is meant those Salts of Silver which
do not contain oxygen, or oxygon-acids, but simply elements

like Chlorine or Iodine combined with silver. These same ele-

ments are characterized by forming acids with Hydrogen, which
acids are hence called " Hydracids." Hydrochloric Acid (H
CI) is an example; so also is Hydriodic Acid (HI). Now the

reduction of the Hydracid Salts requires to be discussed sepa-

rately from the last, because it will no doubt occur at once to

the mind of the reader that the mode of action must in their

case be somewhat different from that already described.

The reducing agent tends to absorb Oxygen, but here is no

oxygen to be absorbed! On the other hand, it has no attrac-

tion for Chlorine or Iodine, by which elements the Oxygen is

replaced in these Hydracid Salts.

The explanation of this apparent difficulty is as follows:—

When a Chloride or Iodide of a noble metal is reduced by a

developer, an atom of water may be supposed to take a part in

the reaction. This atom of water consists of Oxygen and Hy-
drogen: the former of which elements passes to the developer,

the latter to the Chlorine or Iodine, as the case may be.

By a reference to Part III. it will be seen that the class of

elementary substances to which Chlorine belongs are character-

ized by having a strong affinity for Hydrogen as well as for the

metals; therefore the decomposition of a Chloride or Iodide of

Silver in the reaction we have now explained is facilitated by
the fact of this atom of Hydrogen being at hand, ready to com-
bine with the Chlorine or Iodine immediately on their separa-

tion from the Silver.

Perhaps the following simple diagram may assist the compre-

hension of the change.

Compound Atom Compound Atom Atom of

of Iodide of Silver. of Water. Gallic Acid.

The letter S stands for Silver, I for Iodine, H for Hydrogen,

and for Oxygen.
Observe that the molecules H and separate from each

other and pass in opposite directions; O unites with the Gallic

Acid; H meets I, and forms with it an atom of Hydriodic Acid;

whilst S, the atom of Silver, is left alone.

On the Presence of a soluble salt of Silver as favoring the reduc-

tion of Chloride and Iodide of Silver.-—There is no reason what-

ever, upon theoretical grounds, why the Iodide of Silver plus an

atom of water should not suffer reduction upon the application

of a developer. The Chloride of Gold, which is a corresponding

salt of a noble metal allied to Silver, very quickly deposits metal-
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lie Gold wlicn mixed with Gallic Acid, and the supernatant

liquid is found to contain free Hydrochloric Acid (HOI).
Nevertheless a sensitive layer of Iodide of Silver does not

blacken by Gallic Acid eveu in the open light of day. The only

way of accounting for the fact is, to suppose that the insolubility

of the Iodide is an impediment to its reduction. The Chloride

of Gold in the above experiment, being in a state of solution, is

brought more perfectly into contact with the reducing agent,

whereas in the case of the Iodide of Silver the Gallic Acid
is unable to reach the particles, and therefore the process can-

not be established.

Now if the same layer of Iodide of Silver, which when in a

pure state was found to resist the action of the developer, be
dipped for a moment in a solution of Nitrate, or Acetate, or, iu

fact, in any soluble Salt of Silver, and then in the open daylight

be again treated with Gallic Acid, immediately it blackens in-

tensely. Therefore either one of two things must have happen-
ed: the soluble Silver Salt has in some way been the means of

facilitating the reduction of the Iodide, or it has been itself re-

duced, the Iodide remaining as before.

Both of these views have their respective supporters, and will

be again alluded to in the 8th Chapter, when we speak of the
action of Light upon the sensitive film. At present we treat

only of the former hypothesis, viz. that the presence of soluble

Nitrate of Silver facilitates the reduction of Iodide of Silver.

It may be supposed to do so exactly in the same way as that

before attributed to " the atom of water," viz. by furnishing an
elementary basis with which the separated Iodine may recom-
bine. The atom of water offers a molecule of Hydrogen; the

Nitrate, a molecule of Silver. Now Iodine has an attraction

for Hydrogen, but it has a greater attraction still for Silver,

consequently the Nitrate prevails and determines the reduction

by the developer; whereas, from the impediment caused by the
insolubility of the Iodide, the atom of water failed to do so.

The following diagram, closely corresponding to the last, will

illustrate what is meant.

Compound Atom Compound Atom Atom of

of Iodide of Silver. Nitrate of Silver. Gallic Acid.

S stands for Silver as before, and N for Nitric Acid. Observe
that the compound atom of Nitrate of Silver contains a molecule

of Oxygen for the developer, a molecule of Silver for the sepa-

rated Iodiue, and an atom of Nitric Acid, which is liberated,

and takes no further part in the change.

From a consideration of this diagram it will also be seen how
impossible it must be for the chemist to decide, without further

investigation, as to which of the two compound atoms furnishes

the Silver of the image; since, even supposing the Iodide of

Silver to be decomposed, the separated Iodine immediately re-

forms it by combining again with Silver derived from the Nitrate.

D. OX THE ACTION OF LIGHT AS DETERMINING THE REDUCTION OF

SALTS OF SILVER BY A DEVELOPER.

The reader is already aware that the agency of light alone,

without any developer, reduces the salts of Silver by degrees to

the metallic state, and that this is especially the case when
Organic matter and free Nitrate of Silrer are present, iu con-

junction with the Chloride of Iodide. Such reduction however
can only take place by a comparatively prolonged exposure, and
therefore it is at once contradistinguished from another effect to

which allusion also has been made, and which may be termed
the instantaneous agency of light, in accelerating the process of

reduction.

The sensitive surface of Iodide of Silver, even when in contact
with a due proportion of Nitrate of Silver, is not readily affected

by the developer in the dark. A preliminary exposure to light

i
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however, even although it be comparatively momentary, entirely

alters the whole state of things, and the reduction then proceeds
with rapidity.

Plainly the nature of the action of light is such as to produce
a disturbance of some kind upon the surface of the Iodide of
Silver, which causes that Salt to behave towards the reducing
agent in a manner different from what it otherwise would have
done.

At the present time we content ourselves with distinguishing

carefully between this effect of " light" as favoring reduction by
a developer, and the direct actiou of light alone. In a future

chapter the subject will be entered into more deeply, and hypo-
theses will be brought forward tending as far as possible to

assist the comprehension of the phenomena.

E. OX THE VARIED APPEARANCES PRESENTED BY METALLIC SUB-

STANCES WHEN IN A STATE OF FINE DIVISION.

In conducting various experiments intended to illustrate the
reduction of metallic Silver from solutions of the Oxide and of

its Salts, the amateur will probably be often surprised at the

tint assumed by the deposit.

Sometimes it appears to be blacli; occasionally yelloicish; of-

ten white and sparkling.

These differences in color do not depend, as might be supposed,
upon differences in composition, but simply upon a slight variation

in the molecular arrangement of the particles. Other metals
exhibit the same peculiarity. Platinum and Iron, which are

both susceptible of a high polish and lustre, are dull and inten-

sely black when in the state of fine powder. Gold is purplish-

brown. Mercury a dirty grey. The varieties observed in the

appearance of the reduced Silver, depend much upon the nature
of the agent selected for the precipitation. Gallic and Pyro-
gallic Acid often give a dense black powder. The Salts of Iron,

on the other hand, especially when Nitric Acid is added, pro-

duce a sparkling deposit resembling what is termed frosted Silver.

The manner in which the deposit is viewed also modifies its

appearance: if laid in contact with a sheet of white paper, it

appears dark by contrast, but when backed up with black velvet

assumes a lighter tone.

These remarks are sufficient for our present purpose. They
are given with the idea of preventiug a slight degree of confusiou

which might perhaps otherwise arise.

RECAPITULATION OF MAIN FACTS STATED IN THIS CHAPTER.

The development of a latent image is produced by a reduction

of metallic Silver taking place at those parts of the plate which
appear to be blackened.

The developing agent causes the reduction by absorbing Ox-
ygen previously in combination with Silver. The Protosalts of

Iron are thus converted into red Persalts, and the Gallic and
Pyrogallic Acids form more highly oxidized compounds, the nature

of which has not been determined.

There is no theoretical difficulty iu an Iodide of Silver being

reduced if we associate with it an atom of water to furnish the

Oxygen for the developer, but practically speaking we are unable

to get evidences of reduction unless some soluble salt of Silver is

also present. This soluble salt probably acts in the same way
as the atom of water would do, but with more energy: it sup-

plies the developer with Oxygen, and the separated Iodine with

another atom of Silver iu place of the one it had lost.

Lastly, that the action ofLight plays a very important part in

the reduction, by a developer of Iodide of Silver phis soluble Ni-

trate of Silver; that it affects the Iodide in a peculiar way, so as

to produce a marvellous acceleration of the blackening process;

and that for this a comparatively instantaneous exposure only is

required.

To be Continued.

W

"The gravest beast is an ass; the gravest bird an owl;

the gravest lish is an oyster; and the gravest man a fool."

—

Joe Miller.
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THE GREAT MASTERS OF ART

NO. IV.—ALBERT DURER.

'c^s&rcffi °Q^t6*

The stability of the German character,

its indisposition to travel far out of the

old and beaten tracts, its averseness to in-

novation in every shape and form, are

evident in all things appertaining to the

country; and in no one matter more so

than in what belongs to the world of Art.

Allowing for the progress of civijlization,

a greater refinement in taste, and a more
extended knowledge of the end and object

of Art, the German artist of our own time

differs little from him who lived three cen-

turies ago. We see in each the same pe-

culiarity which distinguishes their works
from those of all foreign contemporaries;

a severity and hardness, if the latter term
may be allowed, of treatment nowhere else

to be met with ; a whimsical and fantastic

feeling, totally different from the classic

of the Italian school, the brilliant coloring

and masterly composition of the Flemish

and Dutch schools, the vivacity of the

French—-and the purity of the English.

It would be idle to deny to them a vigor

of conception and power of technical ex-

ecution equal, in all respects, to the pro-

ductions of any age or country; but the

romantic and ideal too frequently stand in

place of realities, and the mysticisms of

thought and expression offer an effectual

barrier to their perfect independence of

the trammels under which they are born
and educated.

There cannot be a question as to the
vast influence which the works of Albert
Durer have had in perpetuating the char-

acter of the German school, both of paint-

ers and engravers; among whom he is

still regarded as their great founder, and
followed with all due veneration. Tracing
their origin, from about the tenth cen-

tury, to the Byzantines who imparted to

the Germans much of their technical

skill, we will find towards the close of
the fourteenth century the school of Co-
logne rising into reputation. The two
Van Eycks and Hemling advanced it still

higher in the next century; and Schoen
of Colmar, and Hans Holbein the elder,

of Augsburgh, sustained the arts of Ger-
many in their respective cities; but it dis-

played its full powers in the early part of

the fifteenth century, chiefly at Nurem-
berg, where Michael Wohlgemuth, the
master of Durer, practised painting with
a success which was eclipsed by his pupil

alone.

Albert Durer was born at Nuremberg
on the 20th of May, 1441; his father was
a goldsmith in that city, and is said to

have possessed more than ordinary skill

in his profession, and also to have been
an excellent exgraver. During his early

years the elder Durer had worked in the

Low Countries, where he acquired the
delicate and truthful style of ornamenta-
tion for which the goldsmiths of Bruges
had become renowned: but, in 1445, he
quitted Flanders and made his way into

Germany, establishing himself at Nurem-
berg, where, in his twenty-eighth year he
married a young female of that city,

named Barbara Hellerin, who was the

mother of Albert. The latter received

that sound education which the opulent

citizens of the free towns of Germany
were accustomed to afford their children;

and in all branches of instruction that

were open to him he made great progress,

especially in the practice of his father's

profession, for which he was intended.

There is no doubt that he soon commenc-

ed to assist his father in the work of

metal chasing, but the burin, or graving

tool, had his decided preference. Several

writers, and among them K. Van Man-
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der, assert that lie was taught engraving by Sehoen of Colmar;
but this cannot be correct, as Sehoen died in 1486, when Durer
was only in his fifteenth year. Moreover, in the autobiography

from his own pen, which Sandrart preserved, he makes no allu-

sion to this circumstance, but writes thus:
—

" After having learnt

to make pretty objects of jewellery, I find my inclination tends

more to painting than to the work of a goldsmith. I have men-
tioned this to my father who is grieved at it, for he laments the
loss of time expended in the acquisition of an art which I have
no desire to follow. However, he acceded to my request; and,
in the year 148G (the year it will be seen as stated above when
Sehoen died), on St. Andrew's day, my father sent me, on pro-

TUE MARRIAGE OF JOSEPH AND MARY.

r ,7

bation, to Michael Wohlgemuth for three years." Wohlgemuth
was a man of quiet and retired habits, working in an humble
atelier, caring little for the glory his art conferred on him as an
individual, a constant reader of "the Bible, studying nature, and
working at his profession as if to fulfil a moral obligation: such

89

was the master to whom Albert Durer served his apprenticeship;

and there is no doubt of the pupil having imbibed some portion

of the mental character of his preceptor with the art-lessons he

learned.

His apprenticeship being terminated, Durer quitted his mas-'

"...
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ter and travelled through Germany, Holland, and Italy. On
his journey, we are told that he painted portraits and other pic-

tures, which were highly admired. Improved by experience

and with increased reputatiou, he returned home in 1494, and
soon after executed his master-piece, a drawing of Orpheus.

The term " masterpiece" is not used here to denote the most

celebrated work of the artist, but to designate a picture execut-

ed under the following circumstances:—It was the custom of

the period when Durer lived, for a painter, in order to be re-

ceived and acknowledged as a master, to execute a piece to be

submitted for the approval of his teacher and the other accre-

dited disciples of art. If the work obtained their approbation,

KELANCHOLT.

he received a kind of diploma, entitling him to all the honors
and privileges of a master. This report of Durer's artistic pro-

gress during his first travels abroad differs considerably from
that afforded by the author of the Histoire des Peintres, M.
Charles Blanc, who says—" We know very little concerning this

*r» vol. viii. no. vi. 24

journey made at the age of nineteen years, and which should

have had an important influence on his mind. One matter, how-

ever, on his return affected very decidedly his future, and that

was his marriage. 'I went out.' writes the artist himself, 'after

Easter in 1490, and I returned after the Penticost in 1494,
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when I found that Hans Frey had agreed with my father to

give mo his daughter Agnes for a wife, with a portion of two

hundred florins.' To please his father the offer was accepted,

but as we shall hereafter lind oeeason to remark, it turned out

a most unhappy union. If the portrait which Albert Purer
made, and which is still in existence, offers a correct resemblance
of his wife, she possessed extraordinary personal attractions, hut
her beauty had an expression of disquietude and severity. IRr

ft

1
m

'
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THE COAT OF ARMS WITH TUE DEATH 's HEAD.

young husband looked upon her with a sort of fatal presenti-
ment, regarding her as one of those unlucky personages whom
the pythoness of old surrounded with the most brilliant appear-
ance, but he submitted to his fate.

It is at all times difficult to reconcile conflicting authorities

with regard to dates, especially after the lapse of some two or

three centuries, and where the history of facts is at best exceed-

ingly obscure. Thus we fiud M. Blanc stating in one place that

6^?:^S
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w the most ancient picture by Duver is a portrait of himself now
in the gallery of Florence, and painted in 149S; and in another

place he speaks of a portrait of the Elder Durer, painted by the

sou in 1490, also in the same gallery. The periods of his visit-

ing foreign countries are likewise established with as little cer-

tainty, yet there seems to be no doubt of his having again visited

Italy at the commencement of the sixteenth century, where he

painted some of his best pictures, such as the "Martyrdom of

St. Bartholomew," for the church of St. Mark, and "Adam and
Eve," for the German church, both in Venice. In Bologna he

met with Raffaelle, who had heard a favorable report of his Ger-
man contemporary, and received him with all the respect due to

his genius. In token of friendship the two artists exchanged
portraits with each other, and Durer returned home in 1501,

with the reputation of being the first painter of his country.

Vasari remarks, that " if this diligent, industrious, and universal

man had been a native of Tuscany, and if he could have studied

as we have done in Rome, he would certainly have been the

best painter in our country, as he was the most celebrated that

Germany ever had."

But we must, for the present, forego our slight biographical

sketch, and pass on to notice the engravings here introduced

from his works. Several writers upon wood-eugraving have ex-

pressed strong doubts whether Albert Durer ever exercise! this

art; considering that he only put the drawings of his designs on
the blocks, leaving them to be executed by other hands. With
respect to his engraving on copper, no such doubt exists, and we
will assume now he worked on wood also, leaving our arguments
for and agaiust the supposition to a future opportunity. The
first subject on the commencing page of this article, is from one
of the very many small woodcuts which he designed; the subject

is not very clearly expressed, and, indeed, not a few of his de-

signs would require an interpreter to explain their meaning.
On the same page there follow his various monograms, and a

fac-simile of his seal. The large cut on the second page is one
of his series of twenty woodcuts, illustrating the " Life of the

Virgin," the scene here represented being The Marriage of

Joseph and Mary. The combination of delicacy and power in

this composition is most remarkable, and considering the appa-
rent infancy of the art at that period, the effect produced is

most extraordinary; the admirable arrangement of light and
shade is worthy of that great master of chiaroscuro, Rembrandt.
The subject on the third page, entitled Melancholy, was en-

graved on copper, and is regarded by connoiseurs among the

finest of his works, but it is quite impossible to analyze it with
and certainty of arriving at the truth of its meaning; critics

have been greatly puzzled to give it anything like a reasonable
translation. That which seems the most appropriate version of

the story is to suppose it indicative of the tendency of abstruse

sciences, when too closely followed up, to induce fits of melan-
choly, or, as Solomon says, " Too much study is a weariness to

the flesh." The figure is that of a female wearing a chaplet of

leaves, and having wings,—the latter may be typical of the
rapidity of thought; her right arm rests on a book, and the hand
holds a pair of compasses ; scattered around are scientific instru-

ments and mechanical tools, a crucible, hammer, carpenter's plane

and saw, nails, pincers, &c. ; and above her are a pair of scales,

an hour-glass, and a sort of calendar; a dog rests at her feet,

probably to signify vigilance, and above this is a large irregular

formed cubical block, behind which a ladder rests against the

house. The time is night, indicated by the bat, which refers to

the hours the studious man devotes to his labors, when others

are asleep. There is one portion of the composition that seems
to have nothing in common, so far as we can see, with this ex-

planation of the design, and that is the winged child sitting on
the grindstone; but, indeed, the whole work is so fantastic,

that as we before remarked, all interpretation must be purely
speculative. Some writers upon Durer's works have supposed
this print to be a satire on his ill-tempered wife, whose irritating

conduct was a source of constant annoyance and vexation to him,

and, at length, it has been affirmed, brought him to an untimely

end.

But the woodcut, well known among collectors by the title of

Death's Coat of Arms, is, perhaps, still more singular than that

we have just noticed; and certainly in none of Durer's works has

critical ingenuity been more industriously and acutely exercised

to comprehend this pictorial allegory. It seems to be one of

those fanciful " moralities," not uncommon to artists of the early

German School, the result of some peculiar thought which can

be explained by no critical conjectures. The design represents

a savage, or satyr stepping forward and embracing a lady habited

in the rich and fashionable costume of Durer's period: both the

figures serve as supporters to a shield, whereon a skull is em-
blazoned. The treatment of the mantling which surrounds this

shield is singularly happy, and the engraving, as a whole, is con-

sidered one of the artist's finest productions. The most reason-

able interpretation given to the subject is, that it is emblamati-

cal of human life, or a moralization upon mortality, according

with the sentiments of the Germans of the middle ages. Durer
himself left no record of his inteutions respecting it; it has, con-

sequently, come down to us, with some others equally celebrat-

ed, as a legacy to the curious inquirer.

To he Continued.

A MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHY—THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

BY CHARLES A. SEELY, A. M.

INTRODUCTION.

In the year 1839 the startling announcement was made of a
process by which the wonderful pictures of the Camera Obscura

might be fixed and made durable. The problem which had engaged

the research of many a well skilled philosopher was now fairly

solved. As if by acclimation it was decided that the name of

the inventor should share the immortality of his art. In a short

time, the Daguerreotype was studied and practised iu all parts

of the civilized globe. Hitherto the camera obscura had been

only a plaything —now it becomes the most useful of optical

instruments.

The Daguerreotype soon attained to the perfected and certain

process that we find it at present After the introduction of

accelerating substances and the gilding of M. Fizeau no im-

provements have been made except in the the minor details of

the process.

For the Daguerreotype we are chiefly indebted to France.

The French government paid the inventor for his art and then

presented it to the world.

At the same time and independent of Daguerre—Henry Fox
Talbot, in England, was successfully pursuing the same end. In-

stead of metallic plates Talbot used paper upon which to receive

the picture. But owing chiefly to the imperfections of paper at

that time the Talbotype could not claim that attention which

the Daguerreotype received from the first. The quality of pa-

per was improved—the use of Albumen and Collodion was dis-

covered and it has happened that within the past year or two
the paper pictures are rivaling the Daguerreotypes. The pro-

cesses with paper and glass, are not yet in a settled state; im-

provements or variations are constantly being announced. Yet
the results that may be obtained with the knowledge we have,

are so admirable and certain that no doubt can be entertained

of the present practicability of the Art and its bright prospect

for the future.

It has become my lot, as well as I am able, to describe these

arts of Photography. As a preparation for this task I have

consulted all the written authorities within my reach, in English

French, and German. The processes described in this book

are indorsed by my own practice. The statements of others

have been verified or refuted by actual experiment. I shall aim

rather to give the most certain and best methods, than to make
a voluminous treatise.

But I shall not strive to introduce original matter except as

I may deem it useful to my readers. The excellent treatises of

Le Gray, Marten and Hardwich will be freely used as well as the

various Photographic Journals.

The Daguerreotype will claim little of my attention. This art

i
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is so well known—and so many excellent descriptions of it bave

been given, that I shall only introduce it in order to make the

other Photographic processes more plain.

I shall also presume that my readers are acquainted with the

construction and use of the camera.

I shall describe finally the various applications of Photogra-

phy to the arts and sciences.

CHAPTER I.

DEFINITIONS AND THEORETICAL EXPLANATIONS.

The word Photography is derived from the Greek and signi-

fies writing or drawing by light. Photography is the art of

making permanent the images or pictures of objects by means of

the chemical action of light.

Photographic images or pictures may be produced on any sur-

face (metal, glass, paper, porcelain, &c.) which is suitable for

receiving the sensitive substance.

Pictures on metallic surfaces are called Daguerreotypes.

Those on paper by the process of Mr. Talbot, are called Talbo-

types. For the other kinds of photographic pictures no common
name has been agreed upon. Paper pictures generally however

are often distinguished as Photographs.

The sensitive substance employed in nearly all photographic

processes is some combination of silver.

The general theory of Photography is easily explained.

If a sheet of white paper is brushed over with a solution of

Nitrate of Silver and then exposed to sunlight it gradually

darkens till it becomes nearly black. If a part of the sensitive

sheet is protected from the action of the light by some opaque

object being laid upon it, this part will remain wjiite. The im-

age of the object will remain white upon a dark ground. A
piece of lace, or a leaf or an engraving may be beautifully drawn

by this simple process. The Nitrate of Silver is too little

sensitive for practical purposes—the operation is too slow. But
if the paper is first brushed over with a weak solution of common
salt and then with Nitrate of Silver, so as to form the chloride

of silver upon its surface a picture may be obtained in a few

minutes.

This is the Photograpiiic Printing Process.

But there is an actiou of light upon other salts of silver wliich

does not directly give a visible picture. Wash the paper first

with a solution of Iodide of Potassium, and then with

a solution of Nitrate of Silver. Iodide of Silver is formed

on the surface of the paper. If this paper is used in the same

way as that prepared with chloride of silver, only very feeble or

no traces of a picture can be seen. Yet the light has made a

great change, which becomes apparent when the surface is wash-

ed with Gallic Acid or Sulphate of Iron. With this process

the images of the camera obscura can be fixed in a few seconds.

This is the Talbotype.

If the paper is saturated with melted wax and then treated as

in the Talbotype we have the waxed paper process.

If the Iodide of Silver is formed on the surface of glass in a

film of Albumen or Collodion, pictures may be obtained precise-

ly as by the Talbotypes, making allowance for the necessary dif-

ference in manipulation. These are the Albumen and Collo-

dion Processes.

When the Iodide of Silver is spread upon a surface of metallic

silver and the picture developed by the vapor of mercury, the

process is called the Daguerreotype.

The chemical changes involved in these processes may be easily

understood.

The salts of silver used in Photography are colorless, or near-

ly so. They are easily decomposed by light. The Nitrate of

Silver under the action of light is seperated into its elements, Ni-

tric Acid and Oxide of Silver, which is of a dark color and opaque.

The oxide of silver forms the shades in the pictures by the

printing process described above.

In the Talbotype and its modifications (Waxed Paper, Albu-
rn 211 and Collodion Processes) the sensitive substances employed
are the Iodide and Bromide of Silver. The light does not im-

mediately separate the elements of these compounds. But the

affinity is so weakened by the exposure to light, that the develop-
er easily completes the separation already commenced. The
Iodine and Bromine are taken away, and silver is left. Hence the
substance of a Talbotype or Collodion picture is metallic silver.

In the Daguerreotype the developer (Mercury) combines with
the silver which was a part of the Iodide of Silver affected by
the light. This silver, being in fine particles, forms with the
mercury a body which makes up the lights of the pictures.

In the brief description of Photographic processes above, one
very essential proceeding has been omitted. It is evident that
any of the sensitive substance unchanged remaining on the pic-

ture should be removed, as by exposure to light the picture
might be destroyed. The problem is to find some substance
which will remove the remaining salts of silver without injuring

the picture. This substance is the Hyposulphite of Soda.
It readily appears that the kind and quality of surface upon

which the sensitive is spread is of the highest importance. I

shall therefore devote the next chapter to some general consid-

erations on the subject of Paper, Glass &c.

CHAPTER II.

the receiving surface.

In the study of Photography, the sensitive should be consider-

ed apart from the body upou wliich it is laid. The qualities and
office of the two are quite different. The chemical properties

of the one, and the mechanical properties of the other are chiefly

to be kept in view. From the one comes the picture for wliich

the other is only the ground or support.

The desirable qualities of the receiving surface are easily ap-

parent. Hardness, smoothness, and the proper color, and the

uniformity and permanence of these are the most essential. The
surface should be of such close and even texture, that the finest

details of the picture are not obliterated or confused. If the

picture is formed by the blackening of the sensitive preparations

as in the printing process, the surface should be white. But if

the sensitive is whitened as in the Daguerreotype and Collodion

positive process, the ground of the picture must be dark.

For many reasons paper is preferred for the receiving surface.

Its lightness, uuchangeableness, and cheapness, give it a prece-

dence before all other materials. Many imperfections which or-

dinary paper has, are removed by greater care in the manufac-
ture. The pourous texture of paper admirably fits it for receiv-

ing substances in solution. But in the early days of the Tal-

botype the best paper wliich could be procured, was so poorly

suited to Photographic purposes, that paper photographs could

never have attained the renown which they enjoy at present had
not improvements been introduced into its manufacture.

Some of the most serious objections to common paper are the

want of uniformity in thickues and texture, so that the exciting

liquids are unequally absorbed on different parts of the surface;

and foreign matter accidentally or designedly introduced, so

that the sensitive is changed or decomposed. These bad quali-

ties invariably produce unsightly spots and stains.

The best paper at present prepared for photographic purposes

is manufactured by Cansons Freres of France. Yet this paper

is not so perfect, that care in selecting the sheets is to be ne-

glected. Each sheet should be held up to the light and ex-

amined for specks, spots and unevenness in texture and thickness.

The surface wliich is to be used must also be very carefully in-

spected. If the above imperfections are found the sheet must be

rejected.

No attempt has yet been made to manufacture photographic

paper in the United States. This is to be attributed only to the

comparatively small demand hitherto. We have here good ma-

terial enough—skill—and all other facilities for the most success-

ful manufacture,—and there is little doubt, that some of our en-

terprising manufacturers will soon build up an enviable reputa-

tion in this branch of their business.

The advantages of metallic surfaces for photographic pictures

are the purity, evenness, and hardness, which are easily obtained

—

but the disagreeable metallic reflection almost counterbalances

all their good qualities. This objection may some time be

f
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overcome—although hitherto all attempts have proved unsuc-

cessful. Yet, the clearness, and, sharpness of detail of

Daguerreotypes is so perfect that they will always be admired

and demanded.
Glass has some advantages over all other substances for the

receiviug surface. Its transparency fits it perfectly for photo-

graphic copying, and for pictures to be viewed by transmitted

light. For hardness, evenness of surface and durability, glass is

not surpassed by any other substance. Plate glass should'be chosen

for photographic purposes, but crown glass, free from bubbles

and specks, even in thickness and a plaue surface is quite as

good.

Paper, metal, and glass, are the substances which are most in

use, yet there are many others which are suitable under peculiar

circumstances for the receiving surface. Porcelain, Mica, Silk,

Linen, Artist's Cauvass, vulcanized Rubber, and Gutta-Percha;

and generally any substance which has no injurious chemical ef-

fect on the sensitive and is of an uniform texture may be used

with success.

To be Continued.

CHEMISTRYOFTHEPHOTOGRAPHIGART,*
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Chapter III.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY. CONTINUED.

When the specific gravity of a substance in the state of pow-
der is to be ascertained, the following method must be adopted.

Take a glass tube three feet in length, and open at both ends.

One end being enlarged for about \ the length to T\ of an inch

hi diameter—the smaller portion being T
2
„

; the two parts com-
municating with each other by a, very narrow aperture, which
will permit air to pass but prevent any powder from going
through. The upper, or larger end is to be ground on the edges

so that it can be accurately closed by a glass plate. The sub-

stance whose specific gravity is to be determined is put into the

wide part of the tube, after which it is placed in a wider tube,

containing mercury, making it descend until the fluid metal shall

have reached the aperture connecting the two portions of the

tube. Then fix the cover, making it air tight with a little lard,

and lift it perpendicularly out of the mercury, till the small

aperture shall have been raised above the surface of the mer-
cury in the tube to a height exactly equal to half the height of

the barometer at the time the experiment is made, and mark the
point at which the smaller tube is cut by the fluid. The air

within that part of the tube in which the powder has been
placed being now subjected to the pressure of only half an at-

mosphere, expands to double its former volume, one half still re-

mains in the larger portion of the tube while the rest occupies

the space in the smaller portion left vacant by the mercury, the

spaces it includes representing therefore the total bulk of air in-

cluded along with the powder in the larger portion. The pow-
der is now withdrawn, and the process repeated with the larger

portion filled with air only, when it is obvious that the mercury
will not stand so high in the small tube as before, and supposing
it to rise only half way, its former position being two-thirds,

then the other half will contain a quantity ot expanded air,

equal in bulk exactly to what would be contained before lifting

up the tube. This then represents a space exactly equal to the

space contained in the expanded portion, and therefore an equal
volume of air when the powder was in it—the difference, then,

between them now and the former position of the mercury, shows
the space occupied by the powder when it was in the largest

part. In this manner, therefore, we are enabled to find out a
space exactly equal in bulk to that of the solid matter in the

powder; and if the stem is graduated so as to express in grains

the quantity of water which it can contain, we have only to

weigh the powder in air and compare its weight with that of

an equal bulk of water to ascertain its specific gravity.

The specific gravities of gases are ascertained by the following

means. Atmospheric air is taken as the standard of comparison,

24*

and is represented by the number 1. The specific gravity is

found out by comparing the weight of equal bulks of them and
of the substance which is taken as a standard of comparison. A
flask, furnished with a stop-cock, is accurately weighed, and at-

tached to an air pump and deprived of the air it contains; then

the stop-cock is turned and the flask weighed again, to ascer-

tain the quantity of air extracted. It is then to be screwed on
ajar placed over a pneumatic trough which contains the gas to

be weighed ; on opening the stop-cock the flask will be filled by
the gas forced into it by the pressure of the atmosphere upon
the surface of the water in the trough. The flask must then be

detached from the jar, first securing its contents by means of the

stop-cock, and weighing it. By this means we find out the

exact weight of a measure of gas equal to that of the air whose
weight was found out by the first part of the process.

In all cases where experiments upon gases are made in order

to find their specific gravities, considerable attention must be

paid to temperature, as it is well known that their volume ex-

pands according to the degree of heat to which they are ex-

posed. It is also necessary to attend to the pressure of the at-

mosphere, and their state of moisture, or the quantity of watery

vapor they contain, hence the state of the barometer must be

carefully studied.

[Note.—The further continuation of these articles are rendered nuga-
tory by the re-publication of Mr. Hardwich's work, commenced in this

number.

—

Ed.]

THE FAIR MOUNT WATERWORKS.

(See Photographic illustration by J. W. M'Clees.)

The Fairmount Waterworks, from which a large portion of

the city of Philadelphia is supplied with water, is situated on the

Schuylkill river, about six miles above its mouth. The power
first used for raising the water was two steam engines of large

size, placed in the tall building represented upon the right hand
side of the photograph. These works were started September

1, 1815, and were used to supply the city until the water power
works now employed were erected and put in operation, which was
April 28, 1822.

The water power is obtained by a dam of timber and stone,

erected diagonally across the river, having an overfall of eleven

hundred and forty-eight feet in length, the structure being

thirty-two feet high in the deepest part of the river.

The mill buildings, so well represented in the picture, are of

stone, two hundred and thirty-eight feet long. The lower part

is divided into chambers, and contains eight water wheels and
pumps. One of the wheels is fifteen feet in diameter. Three

are sixteen feet, and four are eighteen feet diameter, all of them
fifteen feet wide on the buckets.

There is also a turbine wheel between the old engine house

and the mill buildings; they all drive double acting forcing

pumps sixteen inches in diameter, varying in stroke from four

and a half to six feet. All the pumps together are capable of

raising about 13 - 901,184 standard gallons per twenty-four hours.

The water is raised ninety-six feet high, into four reservoirs

placed upon the top of the hill; they are all twelve feet deep,

and contain together when full to that depth, 26,896,636 stan-

dard gallons.

The same pumps also fill a reservoir situated some four thou-

sand feet from Fairmount, near Girard College, which is sixteen

feet higher than those at Fairmount. For the convenience of

filling it a stand pipe of cast iron, four feet diameter and fifty

feet high is used, which is surrounded by the tower, half way up

the hill, shown in the picture. This latter reservoir contains,

when filled to a depth of sixteen feet, 20,321,392 gallons, mak-

ing the capacity for storing water with the reservoirs at Fair-

mount, about 41,218,028 standard gallons, which is equal to

about six days of the average supply furnished in the year 1854.

The grounds about the works are neatly laid out, and are favor-

ite resorts of the citizens.

The steam and water-power works at Fairmount were both
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entirely designed and executed by the late Frederick Graff,

—

in commemoration of which service a monument has been erect-

ed in the grounds attached to the works.

For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

AMUSING INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A DAGUERREAN ARTIST.

BY N. G. BURGESS.

f
!

The experience of all those who follow the Daguerrean Art,

as a profession, will show many amusing and laughable incidents

which have been noted down from time to time. For the bene-

fit of the readers of the Journal I will transcribe a few, which
may amuse at least if not instruct them.

Persons who sat for pictures, in the eai'ly stage of the Art,

were of course ignorant of the modus operandi, and they not un-

frequently moved during the sitting, although the Artist may
have given full directions to the contrary.

An elderly lady was once seated in front of the camera, and
was informed that for two minutes she must be in a perfectly

passive mood and watch the glasses of the camera. On returning

to the camera, the Artist was surprised to find her standing by
the window viewing the passers-by in Broadway. She remarked
that while she was waiting for the picture to come out of the

box, she thought, there would be no harm in looking out of the

window, as she expected her son to call for her about that time

and she was wondering why he did not come.

Another Artist, was called upon to take the likeness of a lady

dressed in deep mourning, who when seated in the chair, and the

focus of the camera drawn accurately upon the ground glass,

aud just as he was about to place the plate-holder in the Box,
she called upon him to wait a moment, for her to request him to

represent her in the picture, as holding in her lap a dear little

child whom she had but a few days before laid in the cold

grave.

But a most amusing and laughable anecdote is related of an
Artist who was called upon by a volunteer in the late Mexican
War. He was just starting for the battle-fields of glory, when,
he bethought himself of his Daguerreotype, that he would leave

with his lady-love. He had imprudently, imbibed too much of

those strong drinks repudiated by the Prohibitory Law, and the

day beiug rather cloudy, it required at least three or four min-

utes sitting. When the time expired, our hero the volunteer,

was found to be a sleeper at his post. The Artist however did

not disturb him, but quietly removing the plate, he proceeded to

bring it out over the mercury bath, when it was found to be
very dark, and withal, rather sleepy in appearance. The light

was not sufficiently strong for another picture, aud it was finish-

ed, and the sleeper awakened to receive his image on silver which
was deemed rather dark and misty. But the Artist assured him,

when the weather became clear and his head also the picture

would assume a clearness not then discernable, which fully

satisfied the soldier, and he departed for Mexico.

A traveling artist was quite amused by a call from a young
man in a country town, late in the afternoon, just as the sun was
sinking behind the western hills; when it was too late to pro-

duce auy impression on the plate. The young man was rather

verdant; nor had he seen the wonderful process of Daguerre,

much less any paraphen alia of a Daguerrean artist. He was
very anxious to obtain his portrait that very evening, as he was
just starting for the west. The Artist assured him it was too

late to produce a good one, as his labors ceased at dusk. But
the youth was incredulous, and insisted on his likeness being then

taken. He would be satisfied with anything, if not so good a

likeness. The Artist was reluctant to comply, but he bethought
himself of some old specimens in his plate-box, that might answer
for a likeness and he requested the young man to be seated, in

front of the camera, when he drew the focus aud required him
to remain still until he returned which would be at least five or
ten minutes. He repaired to his plate box, and found a picture-

that bore the only resemblance to the young man, in the fact

that it was taken for another young man in the city of New
York. The likeness was sealed up and put into a case—and
then carefully laid in the Camera-box—when five minutes had
expired the artist, withdrew the picture from the box, and im-
mediately opened it to the astonished gaze of the sitter. There
were several of the artists friends and acquaintances in the
room during the occurrence, all anxiously watching the scene,
and of course highly amused at the wonder expressed by the sub-
ject of their levity. He was quite surprised to learn that he made
so good a likeness, and still more so that the artist had given
him such a fine suit of clothes; remarking that the coat' had
more buttons than his, and in fact was a very much better pic-

ture than he thought he would make. The artist very com-
placently informed him that he knew it would please him the
more to show his likeness in an improved dress and he accord-
ingly added a few more buttons, aud withal put on an entire
new suit throughout as he sadly needed one. The youth was
much obliged to him, he took the picture and paid his dollar and
left for the west.

It may be questioned here whether the conduct of-the Artist,
on this occasion was strictly correct. But many pictures are
delivered daily that do not bear so strong a likeness to the one
intended, as this one in question, being executed by those who
have no skill or knowledge of any of the rules of Art.
An instance of forgetfulness was mentioned as occurring many

years ago, when it required five or ten minutes sitting. A sitter

was requested to await the return of the artist who thoughtless
ly went to his dinner, and actually forgot that he had a sitter in

his chair. When at least half an hour had expired the sitter's

patience became exhausted, he left the seat, and sought in vain,

for the Artist and it was several minutes before he returned
when he humbly demanded pardon, for his forgetfulness, and
proceeded to take another, which he presented him gratis; for

his long forbearance and forgiving disposition.

"KNOW THYSELF."

Mr. Editor,—I have a few—very few—comments to make
upon the responses called forth in your Journal by my "Report"
in your February number.

First of all, I will address a word to "Philo-Photos"—whose
caption, borrowed from one of the old "Wise Seven," tops this

page.

Apparently (and, as I am quite ready to believe, really, he is

a good-natured, genial person, who, cherishing kindly regards

toward all of us, desires, like our lamented "Harry of the West,"
an equitable

ucompromise" between conflicting parties. In truth,

I cannot help suspecting that (if not one of the very judges in

question) he is, at least, the self-same gentleman, who positive-

ly informed me, that some of said judges, having selected the best

specimens from other collections and carefully compared them
with those of M. A. Root, frankly acknowledged the former to

be, in all respects, inferior to the latter, in beauty of finish, artis-

tic merit &c. &c. And yet the majority of these judges con-

cluded to pass in silence the heliography of M. A. Root (these

not being so elegantly framed this year, as usual,) and award the

medal to the largest of the others in "gilt frames!"

Well, to "Philo" I would say, that if I "know myself," I pen-

ned the article alluded to by him, from no impulsion of lacerated

self-esteem or excoriated vanity, but from a stern, though reluct-

antly—expressed sense of duty to that Art, which, at vast ex-

penditure of time, toil and money, I have cultivated for many
years; and which, moreover, "Philo" may, ere long, behold me
cultivating in branches different from those, in which I have
hitherto appeared before the Public. The "old foggyism," oc-

casionaly thrown out against me, I take to be identical with Mr.
Calhoun's "masterly inactivity." I accept and glory in the impu-

tation. To forbear moving ahead till you see a path clear be-

fore you; to abstain from acting till you discern why, how and
to what end you should act, I hold to be the part of wisdom.

Enough, however, of this for the present.

Severity or harshness, as all those knowing me will testify, is.

s
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not "in my vein." Judge, then " friend Philo," how
much of uncomfortable feeling it must have cost me to produce

the article you refer to!

As you justly intimate, it was not necessary to the repu-

tation of one, who had already won sixteen several prizes, to

gain a single additional prize. Aud yet, as it seemed to my
poor judgment, the previous acquisition of sixteen prizes authen-

ticated my title to comment on these Exhibitions, the mode of

conducting them, and the quality of the decisions made. And
to the enjoyment and exercise of this same privilege consider

myself fairly entitled for the future, as I certainly shall watch
future Exhibitions with an interested eye.

As regards the justness of my criticisms upon the specimens

exhibited at the Exhibitions in question, as well as upon the de-

cisions of the judges, it is a consolation to know that my in-

dividual convictions are fortified by the assurance, that I have

expressed the almost unanimous opinions of uninterested practical

daguerreau artists of the highest rank, as well as the universal

sentiment of that portion of the disinterested Public, who are

competent to appreciate the beautiful, and to discriminate be-

tween the worthy and the worthless in Heliographic productions,

without reference to the mere frames, in which such productions

are set.

"On that hint I spoke," and all I have to say further to my
well-wishing friend, "Philo," is something like this;—in the light

of the foregoing remarks, be equitable enough to reconsider, re-

view, and judge impartially your article in the Journal.

M. A. R.
22nd. May, 1855. Chesnut Street, Phila.,

COMMUNICATION

Louisville, May, *lih. 1855.

Mr. Snelung.—Dear Sir,—Your very unique aud excellent

Journal has again made its ever welcome, aiid always eagerly

looked for, monthly appearance, and although we do not believe

in an excessive use of that commodity—so much coveted by the

simple, and yet so disgusting to real worth—called Flattery,

still we feel like expressing our entire satisfaction, with the price,

the management, aud the contents of the P. & F. A. Journal.

In the first place, no man possessed of sufficient enterprise and
talent to get up so creditable a work, could be expected to do
it for nothing, and we will make an even bet of two to one, that

there is not in the whole Fraternity a single individual who
would do the amount of mental and physical labor required to

produce such a work, for twice the amount of that realised by
Mr. Snelling, for that labor. And we candidly believe that the

only individuals who have ever made the price of the Journal an
objection, are among those poor Machine Artists, who infest al-

most every community "now-a-days," and claim the name, but
are in reality no more Daguerreau Artists, than the "Land-Lub-
ber" who draws a seine and catches fish for manure, is a whale-

man.

In the second place, those individuals who don't like the
management of the Journal, must remember that the position of

an Editor is a very trying one, and if he cannot suit the taste of

every one, in every particular, 'tis not to be wondered at, for no
two can agree upon every subject, and we are equally astonish-

ed at the quibbling fault-finding spirit manifested by some few
outsiders, (evidently) aud that the Editor should pay them any
attention. You know a modern critic is an individual possessed

of a remarkable faculty for finding fault.

As for the contents of the Journal, we are satisfied that we
at least could never fill its pages half so acceptably, even to our-

selves, and it matters not to us who is the author or selector of

its contents, for if we don't like the article, we pass it over,

somebody may like it; and as for the chap who wouldn't sub-

scribe for the Journal because 'twas (so he had understood) un-

der the management of a woman, Mrs. Snelling, why we wish to

inform Mr. Pickflaw of the fact, that the lady in question has
been, and is now ranked among our very first female writers.

Tf We had read some of the emanations of her pen, with deep in-

1

terest, long before we dreamed of the connection which she sus-

tained to the Editor of the Journal, and we know her to be a
lady of perfect refinement and polished education and manners,
and we think the person who would make so ridiculous an objec-

tion, quite too iusignifficant to deserve any notice; his early edu-

cation has either been sadly neglected or else his female associa-

tions have been of such an order as to depreciate the capabilities

and attributes of the sex, in his estimation.

And finally Mr. Editor, we will draw this scrawl to a close,

having extended our remarks just four times as long as we in-

tended, and our only excuse for so doing was that we didn't

know just where to stop, and what we have said is based upon oc-

casional remarks of your own in the Journal, indicating some lit-

tle irritation from the attacks of a species of vermin which al-

ways strives to fasten themselves upon the most conspicuous object

as the only means of getting into notice.

We had intended in connection with these remarks, to add a

few more in regard to the proper management of our own busi-

ness, but having already wearied your patience, we will not
trespass upon your good nature farther at present.

Enclosed you will find a few of our attempts at Photograph-
ing. We do not send them expecting that they will compare with
Eastern Pictures, but they are a fair average of our own work
and will serve to show you what we are doing.

Yours, truly

Webster & Brother.

Personal ana &rt Intelligence.

— As the Photographic art progresses, we daily find new
features developed in its manipulations to admire, and wonder
at. Its applicability to the numerous and various arts and
sciences daily increases it value, not only as a means of ' perpet-

uating the remembrances of the human face and form, but in il-

lustrating by a rapid process the handiworks of man. In our

present number we give a translation of a paper by M. Ernest

Lacan on the capabilities of the art. This paper is not only

highly interesting to the Photographer but to every business

man, or connoisseur of the Arts and Sciences in the land. It

gives a glowing—but not too highly colored—statement of the

value of Photography and why it should receive the support of

all classes. We cannot add one word to the praise, most justly,

lavished upon it, but shall content ourselves with the hope that

it will be the means of adding something to the estimation it is

rapidly acquiring in the public mind. The collodion and paper

processes of Photographic art also possess such alluring attrac-

tions to the men of taste and leisure that their practice, unlike

the Daguerreotype, will not be confined to practical operators-

—

in other words to those who pursue it as a means of living—

but amateurs of every grade will spring up in every part of the

country—in fact are now daily springing up—who will exert a

powerful influence for its advancement and improvement, and at

the same time create an appreciating taste, and a corresponding

demand for the exquisite results it is capable of producing.

AVe do not think that we can be charged with self flattery in

attributing much of the interest felt by the public mind in the

progress of the Photographic art, to the publication of the Pho-

tographic and Fine Art Journal. It early took a stand in favor

of the paper processes, as superior to that of the Daguerreotype,

and early predicted their ultimate course as the most intrinsically

valuable. We always met the assertions, that they could never

rival the Daguerreotype in softness, roundness, beauty and artistic

merit, by the counter argument that it was susceptible of even

greater perfection in all these respects and that a very few

years would prove it so. We even went so far as to fix the time

when these improvements would be effected and our opponents

would be made to acknowledge the accuracy of our opinion. We
can now confidently call upon those very men to sustain us in the

predictions made two and a half years ago. As inferior as most of

the Photographic illustrations in the Journal have been, they

m
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enabled the man of taste and discernment to judge accurately of

what might be done by the art in proper hands, and the conse-

quence has been that a very large number of our Daguerrean

Artists are most successfully practising it, and that all of any

note whatever in the latter branch are, as the methodist's say at

camp-meeting, "anxious enquirers" concerning it. This anxiety

is not alone expressed by the practical Daguerrean—Professors

of our colleges, officers of our Army, Physicians, Clergymen,

merchants, lawyers, and painters, as well as gentlemen of leisure,

have become enthusiastic in its practice, while the admirable re-

sults of our Whipple, our Turner, our Black, our Fredericks, our

Root, our Richards, our M'Clees, Brinckerhoff, Harrison, Web-
ster, Fitzgibbon, Long and many others, have filled the public

mind with due appreciation of its importance. Accurate por-

traits the size of life—and even of the full length figure—exe-

cuted in colors in quite masterly styles are by means of this Art
brought within the reach of all. The millionaire is not now the

only one who can hang his walls with beautiful mementos of

friends and relatives, and ere maiiy more months have elapsed,

the ruins of the old world, and all the notable places of every

country, will be brought within the most limited means, with an

accuracy, a minuteness of detail, surpassed only by the objects

themselves. This accuracy, and minutness of detail in the re-

presentation of objects of every description constitutes one of

the greatest charms of Photography, and renders it of decided

advantage over any other species of pictorial Art. The pencil

and the brush, can, at the most, give but a rough outline of the

object copied—as seen from the point of view—it being impossi-

ble for the artist to observe all those minute, delicate chiselings

in architecture, or the equally minute and beautiful creations of

nature, and introduce them into his picture; whereas the camera
fixes even those points of beauty invisible to the naked eye, but

which can be brought fully before the wondering and delighted

sight by means of the magnifying glass. This is not all; each

stone as it lies in the stately building, or crumbling ruin, each

bar and bolt, each, column and arch, even to the very nails and
seams as they exist in the original can be counted in the photo-

graph. So also in a landscape; not a blade of grass, not a leaf-

let, not a fibre, nor a pebble, nor the slightest ripple upon the

water but is faithfully copied, and may be distinctly brought to

view—eveu the very texture of the substance can be discerned

—

the very transparency of an object fully indicated. Notwithstand-

ing all these present advantages of photography it would be folly

to suppose that the art had arrived anywhere near the attainment

of its capabilities. There are discoveries and improvements yet

to be made that will produce as much astonishment in the pub-
lic mind as the first announcement of Daguerre. We can see

in the future, results of this new art that will be more marvellous

than any production that has yet issued from the bauds of the pho-

tographer. We shall see it used iu the measurement of distances,

in the study of astronomy, iu the investigations into natural his-

tory, and for many other purposes connected with science and
art not yet dreamed of. It is yet but iu its infancy—we already

see what it has accomplished, and we can place no limit to its

area of usefulness.

— Our columus this month are so well filled with valuable

matter, and the improvements and opinions of more practical

men crowd so upon our consideration that we shall take up as

little space as possible with our usual editorial, feeling confident

that it will be more to the advantage of subscribers to be pre-

sented with the experience of those who have better opportuni-

ties for acquiring information and imparting instruction. We
have commenced in the present number the re-publication of Mr.
Hardwich's "Manual of Photographic Chemistry." We shall

devote an unusual space in each number to it in order to get it

wholly before our readers in the shortest possible time, as it is a
work of intriusic value to every one who intends to pursue the
Photographic Art.

— We have received some very fine photographic portraits

from Messrs Webster & Brother, of Louisville, Ky. They are

Becond only to those of Mr. Turner, and Mr. Whipple, and at

the rate of improvement they have already made, it cannot be
long before they will be ranked among the first.

— Mr. Penabert—now with Mr. Fitzgibboxs of St. Louis
Mo., showed us, while on a visit to this city, a perfect gem of a
colored photographic portrait. Such productions, we doubt
not, will astonish the good people of St. Louis.

— Mr. G. Harrison of Brooklyn L. I. is progressing admir-
ably in the collodion process, and has already produced some of

the finest results—both in plain and colored portraits. We shall

present our readers with specimens of his work in our August,
September, and October numbers, and we can promise them in

advance a rich treat. These three illustrations will be entirely

different from anything we have yet introduced, as they are de-

signed to illustrate an accompanying sketch, entitled "the Ar-
tists Dream" and although ideal, will be produced from natural

objects, which will give full scope for the display of Mr. Har-
risons fine artistic taste.

— Our July number will be illustrated with a portrait of the

venerable Dr. Mott, President of Union College, by Messrs.

Lawrence and Brinkerhoff.

— M. M.—Will find a notice of the Ambrotype in the present

number. We have answered your questions by letter.

— R. S.-—Thank you for your interest in the Journal. There

is not a week passes that we do not add to our subcription list.

— The American Journal of Photography—Edited by Dr.
Charles A. Seely, was issued on the first of May, and will take

the place of the Daguerrean Journal. We are pleased to re-

commend it to the patronage of the public. It is the only one

now published at one dollar a year—and there is no one more
capable of fulfilling the task he has undertaken than Dr. Seely.

We will here take occasion to say that neither editorially or

pecuniarily have we anything to do with the American Journal
of Photography. Those, therefore, who wish to subscribe for it

must address Mr. Seely, not us. The statement of another party
as to our being the real proprietor is a falsehood, worthy only

of the source from which it eminated and is on a par with many
other assertions regarding us from the same "particular friend of

Doesticks."

Mr. F. D. B. Richards sailed for Europe on the 22nd of

May. Mr. Masury preceded him in the steamer of the 1st. we
think. They have our best wishes for a pleasant trip and safe

return.

J. M.

—

We do not believe that the bank-notes in question

were printed photographically in the three colors at either one,

two, or three operations. We venture to say that the red and
blue were applied with a pencil after fixing, or in some other

mechanical way. This will reuder photographic counterfeits as

easy of detection as any others.

— Those of our subscribers who have not sent us their sub-

scriptions for the present year will oblige us by doing so as soon

as possible.

Extract from a letter by the Rev. Mr. Churchill, of Boston,

who is now travelling for his health in the East.

"It gives one an ever present idea of the expansive enterprise

of his countrymen, to find their commodities of commerce con-

tinually in his path wherever he goes. I have not visited any
considerable city of Turkey, where I did not fiud the Medicines
of my country represented by Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. In
Smyrna, Aleppo, Jaffa, Serusalem and Constantinople, we see

in each, on the door post of some bazaar, the peculiarly Ameri-
can looking Iron card, of Dr. Ayer, saying in a language which
not one in a thousand of the passers by can read, 'Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral for Cough's Colds and Consumption, Sold Here.'

On a shelf behind the cross-legged mussulman, are seen

the bottles with their English , Spanish French and German
faces turned towards the crowd, and on enquiring we are told

that foreigners are not the only purchasers, but the true believ-

ers themselves waive their trust in fate to try this product of

American skill, when we fiud there is no other cure for

them."

— Those of our subscribers who have not received the title

page and table of contents to Yol. 1, will please notify us.

¥
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i MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.*

INCLUDING THE PRACTICE OF THE COLLODION PROCESS.

BY T. FREDERICK HARDWICH.
. w

CHAPTER V.

ON " FIXING" THE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE.

H|t is easily seeu, from a very slight

consideration of the circumstances

of the case, that a sensitive layer

of Chloride or Iodide of Silver, on

which an image has been formed

either with or without the aid of

a developing agent, must require

to pass through some further

treatment in order to render it

indestructable by diffused light.

It is true that the image itself is

sufficiently permanent, and therefore cannot be said in correct

language, to need any fixing- but the unchanged Silver Salt

which surrounds it, being still sensitive to light, tends of course

to be decomposed in its turn, and in that way to obliterate the

effect.

Therefore we may, if we wish it, speak of " disengaging'' the

image, instead of fixing it; but whichever term be employed,

the important point to be remembered is—that it is necessary to

remove the unaltered Chloride or Iodide of Silver which sur-

rounds the image, in order to render the proof permanent and
unalterable either by time or light.

The removal of these Salts is effected by the use of some chem-

ical agent which possesses the property of dissolving them. The
list of solvents of Chloride and Iodide of Silver has already been

given in Chapter II., but it does not follow that a selection of

either of these may be made indifferently. In order that any

body may be employed with success as a " fixing" agent, it is

necessary not only that it should dissolve unchanged Chloride or

Iodide of Silver, but also that it should produce no injurious effect

upon the same salts reduced by light.

This solvent action upon the image, as well as upon the parts

which surround it, is most liable to happen when the agency of

light alone, without any developer, has been employed. In that

case the composition of the darkened parts is less different from

the others; they are reduced somewhat, but they are not reduced

perfectly to the metallic state; hence a portion of their old solubi-

lity remains.

The student will invariably find, that iu fixing the proofs upon
Chloride of Silver paper, he is obliged to be more cautious than
usual, and to abstain from the employment of the most energetic

solvents, lest a portion of the darkened Chloride should be dis-

solved away.

CHEMISTRY OF THE VARIOUS FIXING AGENTS, WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE

PECULIARITIES OF OPERATION.

The following will be mentioned:—-Ammonia-— Alkaline

Chlorides—Alkaline Iodides—Alkaline Hyposulphites—Alka-

line Cyanides.

A. AMMONIA.

For a sketch of the chemistry of this liquid the student is re-

ferred to Part III. Ammonia dissolves Chloride, of Silver

readily, but it does not dissolve Iodide of Silver; hence, if em-
ployed at all, its use must necessarily be confined to the paper
proofs upon Chloride of Silver. It is not found however to be

well adapted even for these, the solvent action being too ener-

getic, and the dark tones in consequence being injured.

B. ALKALINE CHLORIDES.

The Chlorides of Potassium, Ammonium, and Sodium (see

* Continued from page 182, No. vi.

VOL. Till. NO. VII. 25

Part III.) all dissolve a small portion of Chloride of Silver if

they are used in a concentrated state.

The earlier Photographers employed a saturated solution of

common Salt, Chloride of Sodium, for fixing paper prints; but

they did so simply because they were unacquainted with other

substances Which Would succeed better. The fixing action of

the Alkaline Chlorides is always slow and imperfect, and their

use may now be said to be obsolete.

C. ALKALINE IODIDES AND BROMIDES.

The Iodide and Bromide of Potassium have both been em-

ployed as fixing agents; but they are too expensive for general

use, and especially as the same result can be obtained by means
of other salts which are cheaper and more readily pvocured.

Peculiarities of the Alkaline Iodides used as Fixing Agfnts.—
There are some points worthy of comment in the solution of Io-

dide of Silver by these salts, viz. that the amount dissolved is

not in proportion to the quantity of the Iodide or Bromide of

Potassjum, but rather to the degree of concentration of their

aqueous solutions.

This is not by any means common with solvents which act by
entering into chemical combination with the substance dissolved.

Usually speaking, in such a case, a given weight of the one salt

dissolves a given weight of the other, independently of the

amount of water which is present. The peculiarity in the action

of Iodide of Potassium depends upon the fact that the double

salt formed, viz. the Iodide of Potassium and Silver, is not sol-

uble in, but rather decomposed by, a large quantity of water.

This is well seen in the preparation of the ordinary Calotype

sensitive paper. The sheet is first soaked in a strong solution

of the double Iodide compound, and then transferred to a vessel

of water. The effect of this is to dissolve out the alkaline Io-

dide completely, and to leave the Iodide of silver in the fibres

of the paper. It is necessary then, in using the alkaline Iodides

or Bromides as fixiug agents, to bear in mind that strong solu-

tions of the- salts are alone adapted for the purpose; the same
remark also applying to the Chloride of Silver dissolved in

Chloride of Sodium.

D. ALKALINE HYPOSULPHITES.

The discovery of the peculiar properties possessed by the Hy-
posulphites forms quite an era in the history of Photography.

At present we speak of them only as " fixing agents," but in

a future chapter it will be shown that they are useful also in im-

parting agreeable tones to the paper Photographs upon Chloride

of Silver.

Chemistry of the Hyposulphites.—Hyposulphurous Acid is one

of the Oxides of Sulphur. It is, as its name implies, of an acid

nature, and takes its place upon the list immediately below the

"Sulphurous" Acid (" upo," under).

The Hyposulphite of Soda, as commonly found in commerce,

is a neutral combination of Hyposulphurous Acid with the alkali

Soda. Hyposulphite of Potash or of Ammonia would succeed

equally well with the Hyposulphite of Soda, but the latter is

chosen as being the most economical salt in the preparation.

Hyposulphite of Soda occurs in the form of large translucent

groups of crystals; these crystals are soluble in water almost to

any extent, and their solution is attended with the production of

cold; they have a nauseous and bitter taste.

Chloride and Iodide of Silver both dissolve in solution of Hy-
posulphite of Soda, but not to the same exteut. The former

salt is the more soluble of the two. The nature of the resulting

solution is not what it would at first seem to an experienced

chemist. We cannot speak of it correctly as Chloride of Silver

dissolved in Hyposulphite of Soda, since a chemical decomposi-

tion takes place during the process of solution.

The action of Hyposulphite of Soda upon Chloride of Silver

is thus represented (of course that with the Iodide is similar) :

—

Hyposulphite of Soda in excess plus Chloride of Silver

equals Double Hyposulphite of Soda and Silver

and Chloride of Sodium.

or, in symbols:

—

3NaOS
2 2+AgCl=2NaOS 2 2 ,AgOS 2 2 -rNaCl.
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Observe—that tlic atom of Chloriue has taken to itself an

atom of Sodium, and exists in combination with it as Chloride

of Sodium, or common Salt. The Silver in the solution is not

present in the state of Chloride, but as Hyposulphite of Silver,

which forms a soluble double Salt with two atoms of Hyposul-

phite of Soda. This soluble double Salt can be crystallized out

by carefully evaporating the solution. It is a substance possess-

ing a most intensely sweet taste, which is sufficiently remarkable,

seeing that both Hyposulphite of Soda and Nitrate of Silver

are disgustingly nauseous and bitter.

Sir John Hersehel has pointed out the existence of another

double Hyposulphite of Soda and Silver, which differs in com-

position from the former, in containing only one atom of Hypo-
sulphite of Soda instead of two. It is produced by the addition

of Chloride or Nitrate of Silver to a solution of Hyposulphite of

Soda already nearly saturated with Silver Salts. It is insoluble

in water.

Peculiarities of Hyposulphites as Fixing Agents.- -Hyposul-
phite of Soda is employed for fixing all kinds of Photographic
pictures, the solution of it kept for that purpose being techni-

cally termed " The Hypo Bath." For fixing paper proofs upon
Chloride of Silver the Hypo Bath must not be allowed to become
saturated, otherwise the Silver Salt will be converted into the

insoluble double Hyposulphite instead of being dissolved.

It appears, according to the observations of Dr. E. W. Davy
in the ' Photographic Journal/ vol. i. p. 158, that the difference

between the solubility of the Iodide and Chloride of Silver in

Hyposulphite of Soda is accounted for in this way:—duriug the

solution of the former Salt, Iodide of Sodium is formed, and this

alkaline Iodide exercises a prejudicial effect upon the continu-

ance of the process.

Alkaline Chlorides have not the same action; neither have
alkaline Bromides; consequently the Silver compounds corres-

ponding to them dissolve with greater facility.

E. ALKALINE CYANIDES.

The Chemistry of Cyanogen and Cyanides is described in Part
III.

No doubt the reader is familiar with the properties of the

fluid sold under the name of Prussic Acid. Now Prussic Acid
is a Cyanide of Hydrogen, and the fixing agent used by Photo-
graphers is a Cyanide of Potassium; consequently, as might
have been expected, the two substances are in their nature very
similar. It is most important to bear this in mind, as suggest-

ing the necessity of extreme caution in the employment of the

Cyanide of Potassium, on account of the highly poisonous quali-

ties it possesses.

Properties of the Cyanide of Potassium.—Cyanide of Potas-
sium is not often met with in commerce in the form of crystals,

but rather in lumps of considerable size, which have evidently

undergone fusion. In this state it is commonly associated with
a large percentage of the Carbonate of Potash; and this is the

reason why operators are not more nearly agreed as to the

quantity of the salt which should be taken for dissolving.

Cyanide of Potassium is a deliquescent salt, and very soluble

in water; the solution is always more or less subject to decom-
position, and in a very short time begins to evolve the odor of

Prussic Acid.

Peculiarities of the Cyanide as a Fixing Agent.—The Cyanide
is a most energetic agent for dissolving the insoluble silver salts;

far more so, in proportion to the quantity used, than even the

Hyposulphite of Soda. The Salts are in all cases converted
into Cyanides, and exist in the solution in the form of soluble

doable Salts. Cyanide of Potassium is not adapted for fixing

positive proofs upon Chloride of Silver; and even when a devel-

oper has been used, unless the solution of Cyanide is tolerably

dilute, it is apt to attack the image and dissolve away portions

of it more or less.

CHAPTER VI.

ON THE NATURE AND PROPERTIES OF LIGHT.

The student would find it to be a constant source of embarass-

ment to him in the prosecution of his experiments, if he were to

neglect to acquaint himself beforehand with some of the more
remarkable properties of Light. It is therefore intended to de-

vote the following chapter to a discussion of that subject, the
object being to select the most prominent points, and to state

them as clearly as possible, referring, for information of a more
complete kind, to acknowledged works on the subject of Optics.

The chapter will be divided into three Sections;—first, the

compound nature of Light and the means whereby it may be
demonstrated; second, the laws of refraction of Light; and
third, the construction of Lenses and of the Photographic
Camera.

SECTION I.

The Compound Nature of Light.

This section includes the following subdivisions:—A. The de-

composition of white light into elementary colored rays.—B.
Division of the elementary rays into luminous, heat-producing

and chemical rays.—C. The practical importance of such a

division.

A. THE DECOMPOSITION OF WHITE LIGHT INTO ELEMENTARY COLORED
RAYS.

The ideas which were entertained on the subject of Light,

previously to the time of Sir Isaac Newton, were of the most
vague and unsatisfactory nature. It was shown however by
that eminent philosopher, that a ray of sun-light was not, as

had been supposed, of a homogeneous nature, but in reality con-

sisted of several rays of different vivid colors, united together

and intermingled. This can be demonstrated by throwing a
pencil of Sunlight upon one angle of a " prism," and receiving

the oblong image, so formed, upon a white screen.

The space illuminated and colored by a pencil of rays analy-

sed in this way is called " the Solar Spectrum." Without in-

quiring at present into the cause of the decomposition, which
will be explained as we proceed, we notice that seven principal

colors may be distinguished in the Solar Spectrum, viz. red,

orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. It was imagined
by Sir Isaac Newton that these were in reality the primary
colors of white Light; but Sir David Brewster has shown more
recently that such is not the case,—that the primary colors are

only three in number, viz. red, yellow, and blue, and that the

others are produced by two or more of these overlapping each
other: thus the red and yellow spaces intermingled constitute

orange; the yellow and blue spaces, green; and so with the rest.

The composition of white light from the seven prismatic co-

lors may be roughly proved by painting them upon the face of

a wheel, and causing it to rotate rapidly; they then appear as

if blended together, and a sort of greyish-white is the result.

The white is imperfect, because the colors employed cannot pos-

sibly be obtained of the proper tints or laid on in the exact pro-

portions.

Other Means of Decomposing White Light.—The decomposi-
tion of light may be effected in many ways besides by passing
it through a prism.

First, by reflection from the surfaces of " colored" bodies. All
substances throw off rays of light in greater or less quantity

from their surfaces, which rays impinge upon the retina of the

m
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eye and produce the phenomena of vision. Color is caused by
a portion only, and not the whole of the elementary rays, being

projected in this way. Surfaces which are termed " white" re-

flect all the rays alike; colored surfaces absorb some and reflect

others: thus " red" substances reflect only red rays, " yellow"

substances, yellow rays, etc , the ray which is reflected in all

cases deciding the color of the substance. Why this should be,

or to what peculiar molecular coudition the difference is to be
attributed, it is not possible to say.

Secondly, light may be decomposed by transmission through
certain " media" which are transparent to some rays but opaque
to others.

" White" glass allows all the rays constituting white light to

pass. By the addition of certain metallic oxides, however, its

properties are modified in such a way as to interfere with the
passage of particular rays, whilst to others no impediment is

offered. Hence the varieties of " colored glass"—the observed
color being in all cases the one which is transmitted.

B. DIVISION OF THE ELEMENTARY RAYS INTO LUMINOUS, HEAT-PRO-

DUCING, AND CHEMICAL RAYS.

Independently of any hypothesis which may be entertained
upon the nature of Light, it is clear that it produces a variety
of distinct effects upon the bodies which surround us. These
effects may be classed together as " the properties of light."

They consist of three kinds—first, the phenomena of color and
vision; second, of heat; and third of chemical action.

Without entering deeply into the subject, we observe at pre-
sent that these various properties are not possessed by all the
elementary rays in common, but that each one belongs exclu-
sively to a particular ray iu preference to the rest. Taking the
three primary colors, blue, yellow, and red, we assign to each
its respective peculiarity of action.

The yellow is decidedly the most luminous ray, and the pheno-
mena of vision are due to it. On examining the Solar Spectrum,
it is seen that the brightest part is that occupied by the yellow
ray, and that the light diminishes rapidly on either side. So
also apartments, etc., glazed with yellow glass, always appear
abundantly illuminated, whilst the effect of red or blue glass is

dark and sombre.

The heating properties of the sunlight reside principally in the
red ray, as is shown by the expansion of a mercurial thermome-
ter placed at that part of the Spectrum.

Lastly, the third distinctive property of light, viz. its chemical
action, is associated with the blue ray in preference to either the
red or the yellow.

As it is important to impress upon the mind the differences
in chemical power possessed by colored rays of light, the follow-
ing experiments may be performed for that purpose.*

.Experiment No. I.—Expose a layer of Iodide of Silver to the
prismatic Spectrum for a short time, and then proceed to bring
out the effect produced, by means of a developing agent. It will
be seen that the darkening is the most decided in the Indigo and
Violet spaces, and that it extends upwards to a considerable
distance, even beyond the visible spectrum. If traced in the op-
posite direction, it is found to diminish rapidly in intensity until
it reaches the green-colored space, and then to cease entirely.

The following diagrams are intended to illustrate this.

Violet.

Indigo. Si
Blue. fc-v

Green.

Yellow.
Orange.

Red.

"VISIBLE SPECTRUM. CHEMICAL SPECTRUM.

m
* Probably the last of these experiments (No. III.) is the only one

Experiment No. II.—Select a vase of flowers of different

shades of scarlet, bine, and yellow, and make a photographic

copy of them upon Iodide of Silver. The blue tints will be found

to act most violently upon the sensitive compound, whilst the

reds and yellows are scarcely visible, probably they would not

be seen upon the plate at all were it not that it is difficult to

procure in nature pure and homogeneous tints which are free

from admixture with other colors.

Experiment No. III.—This experiment is extremely simple,

and perhaps more convincing than either of the others. Take
a sheet of sensitive paper prepared with Chloride of Silver, and
lay upon it strips of blue, yellow, and red glass. On exposure

to the sun's rays for a few minutes, the part beneath the blue

glass darkens rapidly, whilst that covered by the red and yellow

glass is perfectly protected. This result is the more striking

from the extreme transparency of the yellow glass, giving the

idea that the Chloride would certainly be blackened first at that

point. On the other hand, the blue glass appears very dark,

and effectually conceals the tissue of the paper from view.

C. THE PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE OF DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN VISUAL

AND CHEMICAL RAYS OF LIGHT.

The distinction between visual and chemical rays of light is

important to the Photographer in many ways. AVere the force

producing " actinic," or chemical change, the same in all respects

as that appertaining to vision, it would be difficult and indeed

almost impossible to make any use whatever of the more sensi-

tive chemical preparations. How could they be prepared be-

forehand, being so delicately sensible to the influence of light?

All the details of manipulation must under such circumstances

be conducted absolutely in the dark! It is true that Photogra-

phers now make use of a dark room for preparing the plates;

but it is dark only in a chemical sense: in other words it is illu-

minated by means of a homogeneous yellow light, which, at the

same time that it enables the operator to see the progress of the

work, produces no injurious effect upon the sensitive surfaces.

Another point connected with the same subject and worthy

of note is—the extent to which the seusibility of the Photogra-

phic compounds is influenced by atmospheric conditions not

visibly interfering with the brightness of the light. It is natural

at first to suppose that those days on which the sun's rays are

most powerful would be the best for rapid impressions, but that

is not by any means the case. If the light is at all of a yellow

cast, however bright it may be, its " actinic" powers will be very

small.

The artist will frequently have occasion to notice, whilst pro-

longing his labors until the evening, that a sudden diminution

of the sensibility of the plates begins to take place at the time

when perhaps but little difference can be detected in the brillian-

cy of the light. The setting sun has sunk behind a golden cloud,

and all chemical action is soon at an end.

In the same manner is to be explained the difficulty of obtain-

ing Photographs in the glowing light of tropical climates—the

superiority in this respect of the early months of spring over

those of the midsummer—of the morning sun to that of the af-

ternoon, etc.

Also, by establishing a strict distinction between chemical and

luminous influence, many terms now constantly in use are found

to be inaccurate. The word "Photography," for instance, sig-

nifies the taking of pictures by means of Light, whereas it is in

reality not light which produces the change. In every science

similar examples of inaccurate nomenclature may be found, but

it is never desirable to attempt to discard a term which has been

familiarized to us by long use.

SECTION II.

The Refraction of Light.

The subdivisions of this section are five in number:—A. The
phenomena of simple refraction by parallel and inclined surfaces.

which will be practicable to the student at this early stage of his in-

quiries; but he may return to the others with advantage after having
completed the study of the chapters which follow.
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B. Refraction from curved surfaces.—C. Explanation of the

decomposition of white light by prisms and lenses.— L\ The foci

of lenses.—E. The formation of a luminous image by a lens.

A. PHENOMENA OF SIMPLE REFRACTION BY PARALLEL AND INCLINED

SURFACES.

A ray of light, in its passage through any transparent medium,
always travels in a straight line as long as the density of the

medium continues unchanged. But if the density varies, be-

coming either greater or less, then the ray is " refracted," or

bent out of the course which it originally pursued. The degree

to which the refraction or bending takes place depends much
upon the nature of the new medium, and in particular upon its

density as compared with that of the medium which the ray had
previously traversed. Hence water refracts light more power-

fully than air, and glass more so than water. The following

diagram illustrates the refraction of a ray of light.

i 7

The dotted line is drawn perpendicularly to the surface, and

it is seen that the ray of light on entering is bent towards this line.

On emerging, on the other hand, it is bent to an equal extent

away from the perpendicular, so that it proceeds in a course

parallel to, but not coincident with, its original direction. If

we suppose the new medium, in place of being more dense than

the old, to be less dense, then the conditions are exactly reversed,

the ray is bent away from the perpendicular on entering, and

towards it on leaving.

It must be observed that the laws of refraction apply only to

rays of light which fall upon the medium at an angle; if they en-

ter perpendicularly—in the direction of the dotted lines in the

last figure—they pass straight through without suffering any

refraction.

Notice also, that it is a t the surface of bodies that the deflect-

ing power acts. The ray is bent on entering, and bent again

on leaving; but whilst it is within the medium it continues in a

straight line. Hence it is evident that by variously modifying

the surfaces of refractive media the rays of light may be diverted

almost at pleasure. This perhaps will be made more clear by a

few simple diagrams.

Fiai. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Fig.

placed

2 is termed "a prism;" fig. 3 consists of two prisms

with their bases in contact, and fig. 4, of two prisms

placed edge to edge. In accordance with the usual law a prism
such as fig. 2 bends the ray permanently to one side; two prisms
placed base to base cause rays before parallel to meet in a point;

and conversely, prisms placed edge to edge divert them further

asunder.

B. ON THE VARIOUS FORMS OF LENSES.

The phenomena of the refraction of light are seen in the case
of curved surfaces, as well as with those which are plane.

Glasses ground of a curvilinear form are termed " Lenses."
The following are examples.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Eig. 1 is a "biconvex" lens; fig. 2, a "biconcave," and fig. 3
a " concavo-convex" or "meniscus" lens.

As far as their refractive powers are concerned, these figures
may equally well be represented by others boundjby straight
lines, thus:

—

It is seen at once, from observations already made, that a bi-

convex lens must tend to condense rays of light to a point, and
a biconcave to scatter them. A meniscus combines both actions,
the ultimate effect depending apon the ratio which the radii of
the two curves bear to each other.

C. EXPLANATION OF THE DECOMPOSITION OF WHITE LIGHT BY PRISMS

AND LENSES.

It was stated in the first section of this chapter that white
Light might be decomposed into its elementary colored rays by
passing it through the outside edge of a prism. We are now in

a conditiou to understand the rationale of this. All the colored
rays are refrangible, but they are not all refrangible to the same
extent. Of the three primary colors the Blue is the most so, and
the Red the least, consequently the blue occupies the highest
space in the_spectrum.

Blue.

Yellow.

Red.

A little reflection will serve to show that if, as just stated, the
colored rays are unequally refrangible, white light must, as a

consequence, be invariably decomposed on entering any dense

medium. This is indeed the case; but if the surfaces of that

medium a re parallel to each other, the effect is not seen, because
the rays again recombine on their emergence, being bent to the

same extent in the opposite direction. When however the sur-

faces are not parallel, but inclined to each other at an angle, the

original divergence being increased, the decomphsition becomes
permanent. The following figures will show what is meant.

0C3r*©B~-: >§3*f@Q
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tli
erration. The biconvex part of the Lens is the crown-glass; the

biconcave, the flint-glass. Of the two the bicouvex part is the

most powerful, so as to overcome the other, and produce a total

of refraction to the required extent.

C. ON THE USE OF " STOPS" IN LENSES.

As it has been shown that both chromatic and spherical ab-

erration reside principally in the outside or circumferential por-

tion of Lenses, the simplest remedy appears to be to cut off the

outside and use only the central part of the Lens.

Now this is precisely what is effected by " a stop," which is

a movable diaphragm, with a circular aperture, intended to be

placed in front of the Lens in order to intercept that portion of

the light which would otherwise have fallen upon the edge of

the Lens.

The following diagram gives a sectional view of a Lens with

a stop fixed in front of it. It is seen that certain rays, proceed-

ing from the arrow, are intercepted by the stop and proceed no

further.

Km
4?

The employment of a stop is always attended with the disad-

vantage of cutting off a very large portion of the light, and so

of diminishing the brilliancy of the image; it is never resorted

to therefore in cases where a rapid action is desired; but when
time of exposure is no object, a better result in very many ways

is secured by the use of a stop.

Even supposing the Lens to be so carefully ground—which

however it rarely is—that the spherical aberration is perfectly

corrected, yet the definition or sharpness of outline of the image

is improved. The various rays proceeding from the object, being

confined to the centre portion of the Lens, interfere with and

confuse each other less than they would otherwise do. They

are made to fall upon the Lens at a higher and more equal an-

gle, and therefore the distinctness of focus and flatness of field

are proportionably improved.

From the same cause also it happens that when a stop of

comparatively small diameter is used, a variety of objects, situ-

ated at different distances from the Lens, are all in focus at the

same time; whereas, with the full aperture of the Lens, objects

near at hand cannot be rendered distinct at the same time with

distinct objects, or vice versa.

D. ON THE DOUBLE OR PORTRAIT COMBINATION OF ACHROMATIC

LENSES.

The brightness of illumination of any image formed by means

of a Lens is always in proportion to the diameter of the Lens,

that is, to the size of the aperture by which the Light is ad-

mitted.

The clearness or distinctness of outline of the same image how-

ever is independent of the diameter, and indeed, as has just been

shown, is, usually speaking, inversely proportioned to it.

The use of a " stop" gives a distinct image, but feebly illumi-

nated: whereas what the Photographer requires is an image

combining both qualifications, that is, which shall be clear and

bright at the same time.

The " double or portrait combination" effects this, and it is

always employed when living objects, liable to move, are to be

copied.

The following diagram is intended to explain the principle

upon which the portrait combination is constructed.

Observe in this figure that two Lenses are employed, the

second of which takes up the rays after their passage through

the first, and refracts them still further. The dotted image
marks the point at which the arrow would have been brought to

a focus by the first Lens alone, and it is seen that the image
actually formed is smaller and nearer to the Lens through the

employment of the second glass. Now when an image is con-

densed and made smaller in this way, it is not only more bright

in illumination, but it is also for the same reason very much
sharper in the outline, so that the same effect as that resulting

from use of a stop is obtained, although in another way.

The manufacture of Portrait Lenses is a point of great diffi-

culty, and the glasses require to be ground with extreme care,

in order to avoid distortion of the image. As the full aperture

of both Lenses is employed, there is also much tendency to

spherical aberration, and consequent want of flatness in the

field of the camera. The liability to both of these evils neces-

sarily increases with the diameter of the Lenses, and the amount
of condensation of the image, or shortness of the focus; hence

the most rapid Portrait Lenses which are sold entail an amount
of expense on the purchaser which few are able to encounter.

E. ON THE VARIATION BETWEEN THE VISUAL AND CHEMICAL FOCI IN

CHROMATIC LENSES.

The same causes which produce chromatic aberration in a
Lens, also tend to separate the chemical focus of the Lens from
the visual focus.

The 6/?te-colored ray is more strongly bent in than the yellow,

and still more so than the red; consequently the focus for each
of those colors is necessarily at a different point. The following

diagram shows this.

B represents the focus of the blue ray, Y of the yellow, and

R of the red.

Now as the chemical action corresponds more to the blue,

the most marked actinic effect would be found at B (or a little

nearer to the Lens, the chemical rays being even more refrangi-

ble than the visible rays,). The luminous portion of the spec-

trum however is not the blue, but the yellow, consequently the

visual focus would be at Y.
Photographers have long recognized this point; and there-

fore, with ordinary chromatic Lenses—that is to say, Lenses

which have not been corrected for color—rules are laid down
as to the exact distance which the sensitive plate should be

shifted away from the visual focus, in order to obtain the great-

est amount of distinctness of outline in the image impressed by
chemical action.

These rules do not apply to the Achromatic Leuses recently

described. The colored rays being in that case bent together

again and caused to reunite; the two foci also, nearly or quite,

correspond.

It must be confessed however that our knowledge on this sub-

ject is at present incomplete, since it is not agreed by all as to

whether the most rapid effects are produced by a Lens in which

the actinic and luminous rays coincide, or whether the latter
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rays should be thrown slightly out of focus at the time of im-

pression of the image; in other words, it is doubtful whether the

luminous rays are simply negative in their action, or whether they

exert a positive retarding effect upon the result. It is certain,

at all events, that some Lenses are much quicker in action than

others,—even independently of their focal length,—and that the

cause of the difference in such cases cannot always be explained-

RECAPITULATION OF MAIN FACTS STATED IN THIS CHAPTER-

There are three principal ways in which white light may be
decomposed into its elementary colored rays, viz. by passing it

through transparent bodies which are termed "colored"; second,

by reflection from the surfaces of opaque colored bodies; third,

by refraction through the angle of a prism.

Seven principal colors may be distinguished in the Solar

Spectrum, but they are all reducible to three, viz. blue, yellow,

and red, the others being produced by the overlapping and in-

termingling of these.

The properties possessed by White Light may be divided into

three classes—luminous, chemical, and heat-producing ; each of

these is associated with one of the primary colors in preference

to the others: the blue is the chemical ray; the yellow, the ray
producing vision; the red, the heating ray.

A Biconvex Lens condenses rays of light to a focus—a Bi-

concave Lens scatters them further asunder—a Meniscus com-
bines both actions, the ultimate result depending upon the

degree of curvature of the two surfaces.

Chromatic Aberration is caused by the Lens decomposing
white light in the manner of a prism. It is corrected by cement-

ing together lenses of opposite focal lengths and cut from dis-

tinct kinds of glass which vary in their dispersive power.
Spherical Aberration is a property possessed by Lenses cut

from spheres, of refracting rays more powerfully at the circum-

ferential than at the central part. It is corrected by substi-

tuting the " Meniscus" for the Biconvex Lens, and grinding the

two surfaces according to certain fixed rules.

A Stop diminishes both chromatic and spherical aberration,

by cutting off the outside portion of the Lens. It lessens the

brilliancy of the image, but improves the distinctness by pre-

venting various rays from interfering with and confusing each

other; it also causes a variety of objects at different distances to

be in focus at the same time.

A double combination of Lenses gives a highly condensed
image, combining both brilliancy and distinctness; the Field of

the Camera, however, is proportionably small, and usually de-

ficient in flatness: distant objects and near objects cannot be
focusscd at the same time. The rapidity of action of the Lens
increases with the diameter of the glasses and the shortness of

the focus.

The visual and chemical foci usually correspond in an Achro-
matic Lens; but in an ordinary Lens not corrected for color the

latter is shorter than the former, id est, nearer to the Lens.

Lastly, the condition of light best fitted for photographic ac-

tion cannot always be judged of by the apparent brightness of

the atmosphere. The open sky is less favorable for reflecting

light than a sky in which many thin fleeting clouds of a silvery

hue are seen. In particular, certain invisible vapors in the up-

per regions of the atmosphere, by imparting a yellow tint to the

light, often interfere with the actinic effect.

CHAPTER VII.

IODIDE OF SILVER UPON COLLODION. CHEMISTRY OF THE SOLUTIONS

CONCERNED IN ITS PRODUCTION.

In the preceding part of this work the physical and chemical

properties of both Chloride and Iodide of Silver have been de-

scribed, and the changes they experience by the action of Light
sufficiently dwelt upon. Little or nothing, however, has been
said of the importance of the surface intended to support these

salts, and expose them in a finely divided state to the influence

of the chemical radiations. This omission therefore will now
be supplied, and Collodion, as a vehicle for Iodide of Silver, be

introduced to the notice of the reader. The present chapter
will include all that is known of the chemistry of the various
solntions concerned in the production of the " Collodio-Iodide;"
and the one which is to follow, its application to Photographic
purposes.

The subdivisions of the chapter are four in number, viz.—I.

The Chemistry of Plain Collodion; II. Of Iodized Collodion;
III. Of the Nitrate Bath; IV. Of the Collolio-Iodide film

complete.

SECTION I.

Plain Collodion.

Collodion, so named from a Greek word, which signifies to

stick, is a glutinous, transparent fluid, procured—as generally
said—by dissolving Gun Cotton in Ether. It was originally
intended to be used for surgical purposes only, being smeared
over wounds and raw surfaces, in order to preserve them from
contact with the air by the tough film which it leaves on evapo-
tion. Photographers employ it to support a delicate film of
Iodide of Silver upon the surface of a smooth glass plate.

Chemistry of Collodion.—Two elements enter into the com-
position of Collodion: first, the Gun Cotton; second, the fluids

used to dissolve it. Each of these will be treated of in order.

A. CHEMISTRY OF PYROXYLINE.

Gun Cotton, or " Pyroxyline," as it will in future be termed'
is Cotton or Paper which has been altered in composition and
properties by treatment with strong acids.

Both Cotton and Paper are, chemically speaking the same.
The microscope reveals fibres which are found on analysis to
have a constant composition. They contain three elementary
bodies, Carbon, Hydrogen, and Oxygen, united together in
fixed proportions; and to this combination the term " Lignine"
(from lignum, wood) has been applied.

Properties of Lignine.—Cotton fibre, or Lignine, is a definite
chemical compound, in the same sense as Starch or Sugar, and
consequently, when treated with various reagents, it exhibits
properties peculiar to itself. It is insoluble in most liqnids,

such as Water, Alcohol, Ether, etc., and also in dilute acids;
but when acted upon by Nitric Acid of a certain strength it

liquefies and dissolves,

It has been already shown, that when a body dissolves in
Nitric Acid the solution is not, usually speaking, of the same
nature as an aqueous solution would be; and so it happens in

this case. The Nitric Acid does not take up the Lignine as
Lignine, but it imparts Oxygen first, and afterwards dissolves it.

Preparation of Pyroxyline.—If, instead of treating Lignine
with Nitric Acid, a mixture of Nitric and Sulphuric acids in

certain proportions be used, the effect is peculiar. The fibres con-
tract slightly, but undergo no other visible change. Hence we
are at first disposed to think that the mixed Acids are ineffect-

ual. This idea however is not correct, since on making the ex-
periment we find that the properties of the cotton are widely dif-

ferent from what they were before. Its weight has increased
by more than one-half: it has become soluble in various liquids,

such as Acetic Ether, Ether and Alcohol, etc., and, what is

most remarkable of all, it no longer burns in the air quietly, but
explodes on the application of flame with greater or less violence.

This change of properties clearly shows, that although the
fibrous structure of the Cotton is unaffected, it is no longer the
same substance as at first, and consequently chemists have as-

signed to it a different name—that of " Pyroxline."
Part played by each of the tiro Acids employed in the prepara-

tion of Pyroxyline.—To produce the peculiar change by which
Lignine is converted in Pyroxyline both Nitric and Sulphuric
Acids are, as a rule, required; but the distinctive part played
by each of the two respectively is widely different. The former
is by far the most important. On analysing Pyroxyline, Nitric
Acid, or a body akin to it, is detected in considerable quantity,
but not Sulphuric Acid. The Sulphuric Acid, in fact, serves
but a temporary purpose, viz. to prevent the Nitric Acidfrom dis-

solving the Pyroxyline, which it would do if employed alone.

®-zm$B* "S5Sa&%»^>^jV '
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D. ON THE FOCI OF LENSES.

It has already been shown that convex lenses tend to condense

rays of light and bring them together to a point. This point is

termed " the focus" of the Lens.

The following law as regards the focus may be laid down.

That rays of light which are pursuing a parallel course at the

time they enter the Lens are brought to a focus at a point nearer

to the Lens than others.

That divergent rays, on the other hand, do not meet so speed-

ily,—their focus is longer.

Now " parallel rays" are rays proceeding from distant ob-

jects, and " diverging rays" are rays from objects near at hand.

The Sun's rays are always " parallel," and the divergence of the

others becomes greater as the distance from the Lens is less.

The focus of a Lens for parallel rays is always termed the
" principal focus," and it is not subject to variation When the

rays are not parallel, but diverge from a point, then that point

is associated with the focus, and the two together are termed

"conjugate foci."

In the above diagram A is the principal focus, and B and C
are conjugate foci. Any object placed at B has its focus at C,

and conversely when placed at C it is in focus at B.
Therefore, although the principal focus of a Lens (as cleter-

mined by the degree of its convexity) is always the same, yet

the focus for objects near at hand constantly varies, being long-

er as they are brought closer to the Lens.

E. FORMATION OF A LUMINOUS IMAGE BY MEANS OF A LENS.

As the rays of light proceeding from a point are brought to

a focus by means of a Lens, so are they when they proceed from

an object, and in that case an image of the object is the result.

^3=-

The above figure illustrates this. The arrow is reduced in

size in proportion to its distance from the Lens; it is also in-

verted, as it necessarily must be, in obedience to the laws already

laid down. In order that the reader may be able to see at a

25*

glance the course taken by the various pencils of rays as they

fall upon the Lens, the lines from the barb of the arrow are

dotted; observe particularly that all those rays which traverse

the central point of the Lens, or the centre of the " axis" as it

is termed, are not refracted, but pursue their original course as

in the case of refracting media with parallel surfaces.

SECTION III.

The Photographic Camera.

The Photographic Camera, although from motives of utility

and convenience, its complexity is, usually speaking, somewhat
increased, is in its essential nature an extremely simple instru-

ment. It consists merely of a dark chamber of any kind, having

an aperture in front in which a lens is inserted. The object of

the dark chamber is to cut off all extraneous rays of light, which
would confuse the image.

The accompanying figure shows the simplest form of Camera.

The body is represented as consisting of two portions, which
slide within each other; but the same object of lengthening out

or shortening the focal distance may be attained by making the

Lens itself movable. A luminous image of any object placed in

front of the Camera is formed by means of the Lens, and re-

ceived upon a surface of ground glass at the back part of the

instrument. When the Camera is required for use, the object

is first focussed upon the ground glass, which is then removed,
and a slide containing the sensitive layer inserted in its place.

The Field of the Camera.-—The luminous image, formed upon
the ground glass, is termed by Photographers " the Field of the

Camera," and is spoken of as being flat or curved, sharp or in-

distinct, etc. All these peculiarities depend upon the nature

and construction of the Lens which is employed to form the

image. They will be treated of under the following heads:—A.
Chromatic aberration.—B. Spherical aberration.—C. The use

of stops.—D. Of the double combination lenses.—E. Varia-
tions between the chemical and visual focus in Lenses not cor-

rected for color.

A. CHROMATIC ABERRATION.

By examining the field of a Camera, it is often seen that the

image is not uniform in appearance, but exhibits fringes of pris-

matic colors which are plainly produced by a certain amount of

decomposition of white light having taken place.

The outside of a biconvex lens is strictly comparable with the

sharp edge of a prism, and therefore it must of necessity pro-

duce a certain amount of the " chromatic aberration.

Now it occurred at once to the acute mind of Sir Isaac New-
ton, on first investigating this subject, that the chromatic aber-

ration of lenses would be very difficult to overcome; and there-

fore he advised, in the construction of powerful telescopes, that

the use of refracting media should be altogether discarded, and
the image be formed by reflection from the surface of concave

mirrors. Since then, however, facts have been brought to light

which have entirely altered the views of opticians on this point.

The physical fact of " Irrationality of Dispersion" explained in

its application to the construction of Achromatic Lenses.—If we
cut prisms from a variety of transparent substances of different

refracting powers, the solar spectra which are produced by them
will of course vary in length ; the colored spaces being most

widely separated, and the whole spectrum being longest in the

case of those prisms which refract the light the most powerfully.
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The general rule is, that the more dense in structure, the strong-

er the refracting power of the medium. Other circumstances,

however, independent of density, greatly affect the result; but

these need not at the present time be alluded to.

The diagrams given below (fig. 1) show the appearance of

two spectra produced by hollow prisms filled respectively with

Oil of Cassia and Sulphuric Acid, the former liquid being re-

markable for its refractive power.

Fig. 1.

Blue.

Yellow.

Red.
Blue.
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Red.
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sulph
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Fig. 2.
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By a careful examination of these two spectra, however, it

will be seen that a difference exists between them, altogether

independent of their comparative lengths, and of which nothing

has yet been said. T/ie ratio between the spaces occupied by the

elementary colored rays is not the same in both. The superior

length of the Oil of Cassia spectrum seems to depend upon an

abnormal extension of the blue-colored space, whilst with the

Sulphuric Acid the reverse obtains, and the red and yellow

colors occupy more space in proportion to the total length than

is usual.

In order that this irrationality of dispersion, as it is termed,

may be fully understood, the two spectra have, in the second

figure, been reduced to the same length, and it is at once seen

that if they were applied to each other, face to face, the result

would be to recombine the colored rays, and so to produce again

white light.

Means of constructing an Achromatic Lens.—The principle

upon which an Achromatic Lens is formed is to combine two
lenses, cut from varieties of glass which differ in their power of

dispersing the colored rays. These are the dense flint glass,

containing much oxide of lead, and the light crown glass. Of
the two lenses the one is biconvex and the other biconcave, so that

when fitted together they produce a compound lens, which is a
" meniscus."

In their passage through the biconvex portion of the lens the

rays arc strongly refracted, and in the biconcave they arc bent

asunder again ; consequently on their emergence the complemen-

tary colors unite to a certain extent and reproduce white light.

The reader however is not to suppose that the difference in

dispersive power between any two kinds of glass is at all to be

compared with that shown in the diagram of the Oil of Cassia

and Sulphuric Acid. So far from being so, it is very slight in-

deed: but practically it is sufficient for the purpose, a tolerably

perfect coincidence of the complementary colors being all that

is required.

B. SPHERICAL ABERRATION. .

The various objects situate in the different parts of the field

of a Camera cannot always be brought into perfect focus at the

same time. If the centre part of the field is clear and distinct,

then the outside is misty; whilst by moving the ground glass a

little nearer to the Lens, so as to define the outside portion

sharply, then the centre is found to be indistinct. Opticians ex-

press this by saying that there is want of proper " flatness of

field." This want of flatness is attributable in part to the

"spherical aberration" of lenses,* that is, to the tendency ob-

served in lenses which are segments of spheres to produce a
curved image which does not admit of being received distinct in

every part upon a flat surface. The following diagram will il-

lustrate the formation of a curved image by a biconvex lcns.f

Observe that the rays which fall upon the circumference

of the Lens are brought to a focus at a point nearer to the

Lens than those passing through the centre. The cause of this

is the same as that already shown to increase the chromatic ab-

erration, viz. the greater inclination of the two surfaces of the
Lens at the circumference than at any other part; hence, as it

is at the surfaces of bodies that the deflecting power acts, it

follows that the circumferential rays are more powerfully bent
in than the central rays.

On the influence exerted on Spherical Aberration by the form of
Curvature of the two surfaces of tlve Lens.—Spherical aberration

of Lenses is overcome in a manner very different from chromatic
aberration. Much in this respect depends upon the /cm of the

lens, and it can be shown upon mathematical data that a lens

similar to that given in the following diagram—one surface of

which is a section of an ellipse, and the other of a circle struck

from the furthest of the two foci of that ellipse—produces no
aberration.

\
\

/

At the earliest period of the employment of the Camera ob-

scura, a Biconvex Lens was used to produce the image ; but this

form was soon abandoned, on account of the spherical aberra-

tion so caused. Lenses for the Photographic Camera are now
always ground of a concavo-convex form, or " meniscus," which
corresponds more nearly to the above diagram.

The following figure shows the general form of outline of a

Compound Achromatic Meniscus Lens.

-^=-

Observe also in this figure the divisiou of the Lens into two
distinct portions, for the purpose of obviating the chromatic ab-

* Curvature of the image is also caused by the oblique incidence of
certain rays of light proceeding from the object, that is, from the fact of
their not falling upon the lens parallel to, but obliquely with regard to

the axis.

f This diagram is intended simply to illustrate the fact that the dif-

ferent portions of the lens possesses different refractive powers; but it

must not be taken to imply that the rays proceeding from the extremi-

ties of the arrow would correspond only to the outside of the lens, since

it has already been shown in a previous diagram that such is not the

case— that rays of light from every part of the object fall upon the whole
circumference of the lens.

«*£©<
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The Sulphuric Acid seems to prevent the solution by removing

water from the Nitric Acid, and so producing a higher degree

of concentration ; the Pyroxyline, although it is soluble in a

dilute, is not so in the strong acid, and hence it is preserved.

Illustration of the attraction for toater possessed by Sulphuric

Acid.—The property possessed by Oil of Vitriol of removing

water from other bodies is one with which it is well to be ac-

quainted. A simple experiment will serve to illustrate it. Let

a small vessel of any kind be filled to about two-thirds with Oil

of Yitriol, and set aside for a few days; at the end of that time,

and especially so if the atmosphere be damp, it will have ab-

sorbed sufficient moisture to cause it to flow over the edge.

Now even the strongest reagents employed in chemistry con-

tain, almost invariably, water in greater or lesser quantity.

Pure Anhydrous Nitric Acid is a white , solid substance; Hy-
drochloric Acid is a gas; and hence the liquids sold under those

names are merely solutions. The effect then of mixing strong

Oil of Yitriol with aqueous Nitric Acid is to remove water in

proportion to the amount used, and to produce a liquid con-

taining Nitric Acid in a high state of concentration, and Sul-

phuric Acid more or less diluted. This liquid is the " Nitro-

Sulphuric Acid," as it is termed, usually employed in the prepa-

ration of Pyroxyline.

Various Forms of Pyroxyline.—Very soon after the first an-

nouncement of the discovery of Pyroxyline, most animated dis-

cussions arose amongst chemists with regard to its solubility and

general properties. Some spoke of a " solution of Gun Cotton

in Ether," whilst others denied its solubility in that menstruum;

a third class again, by following the process described, obtained

a substance which was not explosive, and therefore could scarce-

ly be termed Gun-Cotton at all.

On further investigations some of these anomalies were cleared

up, and it was found that there were varieties of Pyroxyline,

depending mainly upon the degree of strength of the Nitro-Sul-

phuric Acid employed in the preparation. Still the subject was

obscure and encompassed with difficulty, until the publication of

some researches by Mr. E. A. Hadow, of Bristol. These re-

searches were conducted in the Laboratory of Kings's College,

London, and afterwards communicated to the Journal of the

Chemical Society. Constant reference will be made to them in

the following remarks.

We notice

—

first, the chemical constitution of Pyroxyline;

secondly, its varieties; and third, the means adopted to procure

a Nitro-Sulphuric Acid of the proper strength.

a. Constitution of Pyroxyline.—It has been already said that

Pyroxyline is found on analysis to contain Nitric Acid, or a

substance akin to it. That such would be the case might have

been imagined from the great increase of weight it was proved

to have experienced. Is Pyroxyline then a salt of Nitric Acid
—a " Nitrate of Lignine"?—for proper reasons chemists decide

that it is not. Mr. Hadow proves, in the first place, that the

substance present is not exactly Nitric Acid, but rather the Per-

oxide of Nitrogen, which, although it is sometimes termed Nitrotbs

Acid, does not in reality possess any acid properties whatever,

and is incapable of forming salts. Peroxide of Nitrogen has a

composition similar to that of Nitric Acid minus one atom of

Oxygen; it is N0 4
instead of NO

s
. Pyroxyline then contains

N0
4 , or Peroxide of Nitrogen; but in order to understand pro-

perly in what state this body is combined with Lignine, it will

be necessary to digress for a short time.

Law of Substitution.—By the careful study of the. action of

Chlorine, and of Nitric Acid, upon various organic substances,

a remarkable series of compounds has been discovered containing

a portion of Chlorine or of Peroxide of Nitrogen in the place of

Hydrogen. The peculiarity of these substances is, that they

strongly resemble the originals in their physical, and often in

their chemical properties. It might have been supposed that

agents of such active chemical affinities as Chlorine and Oxide

of Nitrogen would, by their mere presence in a body, produce a

marked effect; yet it is not so in the case before us. The prim-

tive type or constitution of the substance modified remains

much the same, even the crystalline form being often unaffected.

It seems as if the body by which the Hydrogen had been dis-

YOL. VIII. NO. VII. 26

Lignine or -

Pyroxyline or

or Nitric Acid

j Hydrogen
( Oxygen

or Water

placed had stepped in quietly and taken up its position in the

framework of the whole without disturbance. Many compounds
of this kind are known; they are termed by chemists " substitu-

tion compounds." The law invariably observed is, that the sub-

stitution takes place in equal atoms: a single atom of Chlorine,

for instance, displaces one of Hydrogen, and no more. But
there are successive steps in the change, and hence a variety of

products, each one containing less Hydrogen and more of the

replacing body than the last.

In illustration of these remarks, take the following instances:

Acetic Acid contains Carbon, Hydrogen, and Oxygen; by the

action of Chlorine the whole of this Hydrogen may be removed
in the form of Hydrochloric Acid, aud an equal number of atoms
of Chlorine be made to take its place. In this way a new sub-

stance is formed, termed " Chloracetic Acid," resembling in many
important particulars the Acetic Acid itself. Notice particular-

ly that the peculiar properties characteristic of Chlorine are com-
pletely masked in the substitution body, and no indication of its

presence is obtained by the usual tests! A soluble chloride al-

ways gives with Nitrate of Silver a white precipitate of Chloride

of Silver unaffected by acids, but the Chloracetic Acid does no-

thing of the kind; hence it is plain that the Chlorine exists in it

in a peculiar and intimate state of combination different from
what is usual.

The substance we have been previously considering, viz. Py-
roxyline, affords another illustration of the Law of Substitution.

Omitting, tor the sake of simplicity, the number of atoms con-

cerned in the change, the action of concentrated Nitric Acid
upon Lignine may be thus explained:

—

Carbon
Hydrogen , j Nitrogen

Hydrogen ( Oxygen
Oxygen

equals
' Carbon
Hydrogen i

1 Peroxide Nitrogen

[ Oxygen
In the case of the Chloracetic Acid the whole of the Hydro-

gen is displaced, but in the Pyroxyline a part always remains.

It will be seen, by a reference to the formula, that the fifth

atom of Oxygen contained in the Nitric Acid takes one of Hy-
drogen, and forms an atom of Water; the N0

4
then steps in,

to fill the gap which the atom of Hydrogen has left. All this

is done quietly and with so little disturbance that even the fi-

brous structure of the Cotton remains as before.

b. Chemical Composition of the Varieties of Pyroxyline—Mr.
Hadow has succeeded in establishing four different substitution

compounds, which, as no distinctive nomenclature has been at

present proposed, may be termed compounds A, B, C, and D.
Compound A is the most explosive Gun Cotton, and contains

the largest amount of the Peroxide of Nitrogen. It dissolves

only in Acetic Ether, and is left on evaporation as a white pow-

der. It is produced by the strongest Nitro-Sulphuric Acid
which can be manufactured.

Compounds B and C, either separate or in a state of mix-

ture, form " the soluble cotton" of the Photographer. They
both dissolve in Acetic Ether, and also in a mixture of Ether

and Alcohol. The latter, viz. C, also dissolves in glacial Ace-
tic Acid. They are produced by a Nitro-Sulphuric Acid slight-

ly weaker than the last, and contain a smaller amount of Perox-

ide of Nitrogen.

Compound D, resembles what has been termed " Xyloidine,"

that is to say, the substance produced by acting with Nitric

Acid upon Starch. It contaius less Peroxide of Nitrogen than

either of the others, and dissolves not only in Ether and Alco-

hol, but also in Acetic Acid. It is scarcely explosive.

By bearing in mind the peculiar properties of these several

compounds, most of the anomalies complained of in the manufac-

ture of Gun Cotton will disappear. If the Nitro-Sulphuric

Acid employed is too strong, the product will be insoluble;

whilst if it is too weak, the fibres will become matted together,

gelatinized, and partly dissolved.

*§3t$^«
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c. Means adopted to procure a Nitro- Sulphuric Acid of the re-

quisite strength for preparing Pyroxyline.—This is a poiut of

more difficulty than it would at first appear. It is easy to de-

termine an exact formula for the mixture, but not so easy to hit

upon the proper proportions of the acids required to produce that

formula; and a very slight departure from them will altogether

modify the result. The main difficulty is found in the uncertain

strength of commercial nitric acid. Oil of Vitriol is more to be

depended upon, and has a tolerably uniform Sp. Gr. of 1'83G;

but Nitric Acid is constantly liable to variation ; hence it be-

comes necessary to make a preliminary determination of its real

strength, which is done either by taking the specific gravity and
referring to tables, or, better still, by a direct analysis. As each

atom of Sulphuric Acid removes so much water and no more, it

follows that the weaker the Nitric Acid, the larger the amount
of Sulphuric which will be required in order to bring it up to the

proper degree of concentration. Now in order to avoid the

trouble necessarily attendant upon these preliminary operations,

it is found convenient in many cases to substitute for the Nitric

Acid itself one of the salts formed by the combination of nitric

acid with an alkaline base. The composition of these salts, pro-

vided they are pure and nicely crystallized, can be depended

upon for a certainty.

Nitrate of Potash, or Saltpetre, contains a single atom of

Nitric Acid united with one of Potash. It is what is termed
an anhydrous salt, that is to say, it has no water of crystalliza-

tion. Now when strong Sulphuric Acid is poured upon this

Nitrate of Potash in a state of fine powder, in virtue of its su-

perior chemical affinities it appropriates to itself the Alkali and
liberates the Nitric Acid. If care be taken to add a sufficient

excess of the Sulphuric Acid, a solution is obtained containing

Sulphate of Potash dissolved in Sulphuric Acid and free Nitric

Acid. The presence of the Bisulphate of Potash does not in

any way interfere with the result, and therefore the effect is

precisely the same as if the mixed acids themselves had been

used.

The reaction may thus be represented :

—

Nitrate of Potash plus Sulphuric Acid in excess

=Bisulphate Potash plus Nitro-Sulphuric Acid.

Recapitulation.—The chemistry of Pyroxyline, and of the ma-
terials employed to form it, having been sufficiently explained,

we proceed to speak of its solution in the proper solvents. Be-
fore doing so, however, perhaps it will be well to insist once

more on the fact, already stated, that Pyroxyline is, strictly

speaking, a neutral substance; although it contains an element

of such activity as the Peroxide of Nitrogen, yet nevertheless,

being a substitution compound, its properties are masked and
concealed. It is true that when heated, a violent explosion en-

sues, the compound being broken up, aud the elements reuniting

to form simpler bodies; but at common temperatures, Peroxy-
line is very stable. As far as relates to its application to Pho-
tography, in the present state of our knowledge, we must attri-

bute the advantages gained rather to its physical properties

than to its chemical composition.

To be Continued.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

DRY COLLODION PROCESS.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—Observing that much interest prevails at present rela-

tive to dry collodion, I beg to forward you the details of a pro-
cess which in my hands has proved extremely successful.

Take a dozen or more glasses, and having roughened their

edges well with emery paper to the extent of one-sixteenth or
oue-cighth of an inch, and cleaned them in the usual way, pour
on the collodion, prepared according to the following formula:

—

Rectified svther 5 tlrms.
Absolute alcohol 3 drms.
Soluble cotton 5 grs.
Iodide of potassium 5 grs.

G£3±m

Dissolve the iodide in 5 drops of water, aud add it to the collo-

dion; now immerse the coated plate for five minutes in a 36-gr.

solution of nitrate of silver, perfectly saturated with iodide of

silver; wash well for ten minutes in a bath of distilled water,

and rear up on blotting-paper in nearly a vertical position, with
the collodion side outwards, to dry. The drying is best con-

ducted in a dark drawer, or box free from dust.

For negatives, a slight variation is required; instead of drying
straight away from the distilled water, drain and pour over the

plate the ordinary pyrogallic acid developing mixture; then set

up to dry as before; when dry, put the plates in a plate box till

required. The exposure in the camera varies from five seconds

to a minute. To develop the negative, immerse it for a
few seconds in a weak bath of pyrogallic acid till the surface

is damped; wash slightly with distilled water, and then pour
over it a small quantity of the 36-gr. solution of nitrate of sil-

ver; very little will suffice if the plate is well damped: the re-

sult will be an intense negative. If positives are desired, the

plates must be dried from the distilled water, aud after exposure
returned again for three minutes to the 36-gr. bath of nitrate of

silver, and then developed in the usual way by pyrogallic acid

or sulphate of iron. But the most beautiful positives are ob-

tained as follows:—Prepare a collodion containing 5 drs. of

aether, 3 of alcohol, 4 grs. of soluble cotton, and 4 grs. of iodide

of cadmium; immerse the plate coated with this collodiou into a
twenty-gram nitrate of silver bath, saturated with iodide of sil-

ver; allow it to remain fifteen minutes; wash well and dry.

After exposing in the camera, return the plate for five minutes
to the 20-gr. solution of silver, and then dip it for thirty seconds

in the 36-gr. solution of silver. Develop with pyrogallic acid

solution, to every ounce of which 2 drops of nitric acid has been
added,—or with the iron solutions, which, in my opinion, should

be much weaker than those usually employed, say 8 grs. to the

ounce of water.

In the course of my recent experiments upon dry collodion, I

have observed the following curious phenomena.
A washed and dried collodion plate was exposed to the vapor

of mercury with apparently no result, but upon dissolving out

the iodide of silver with hyposulphite of soda, a faint picture of

metallic mercury was visible upon the plate. Auother plate

was exposed to mercury for ten minutes, at the end of which
time no trace of a picture being visible, it was taken out and
immersed in the silver bath ; the picture immediately made its

appearance and was fixed in the usual manner.

I am, Sir, yours truly,

Hill Norms.

From La Lumiere.

PHOTOGRAPHY, AND ITS VARIOUS APPLICATIONS TO THE FINE ARTS
AND SCIENCES.*

TRANSLATED BY W. GRIGG, A. B.

VI.

Considering the exactness of photographic reproductions and
the beauty of the results, it would naturally occur to the minds
of the scientific to employ this powerful agent for the require-

ments of science. What assistance to the geologist, the botan-

ist, the lover of natural history!

Besides this visible world, with wliick we are connected by
our senses, there is au invisible world around us, which lives

and moves, is transformed and continually renewed; a multitude

of well organized beings are born, live, multiply aud die in the

water we drink, in the very air which gives us life. We know
that this world exists, because science has told us so; but that

is all. The Savant, whose mission is to explore the unknown
and reveal its mysteries to the world, takes a microscope, sepa-

rates these impalpable beings in order to study their structure,

their habits aud the laws of their existence. But this tedious

* Continued from page 173.
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process is wearisome to the eye; and here then Photography

offers him its valuable aid. He adjusts his microscope to a

-camera, Photography does the work, and the animalculse, mag-
nified some hundreds of times in diameter, take their place in

his albums and form part of his collections.

Nothing is more curious and interesting than the examination

of the microscopic proofs obtained in this manner by M. Bertsch,

who was the first in France who realized this important im-

provement. We perceive the soft down, imperceptible to the

naked eye, with which the feet of a flea is covered, we can

count the divisions of the complex eye of the fly. In England,

Messrs. Kingsley, Delves, and Highley have entered with equal

success upon experiments of the like nature.

By the side of these productions are naturally classed the

works of M. Louis Rousseau, frcparatcur au Jardin des Plantes.

By obtaining types of different species from the valuable col-

lections of the museums of natural history, and reproducing them
by means of Photography, M. Rousseau, with the aid of two
skilful practicians, was enabled to commence a publication of

incalculable scientific value. Previous to this period, works of

this nature, whatever the talent of the artist, gave put imper-

fect satisfaction to the experienced eye of the naturalist. The
distinctive character of the animals represented were very often

either neglected or altered by the artist. Now it is the animal

itself we find in the Zoological Photography of M. Rousseau: he

places the collections of the Museum within the reach of all. If

Photography takes these treasures from the Museum of Natural

History, and distributes them to the people, it may add to its

galleries in exchange, numerous valuable specimens. The study

of the human race is one of the most interesting of scientific

studies. How many specimens may the poorest portrait photo-

grapher collect in his portfolio! Photography, as we have said,

is practiced evei"ywhere. Portraits taken in India, in Africa,

in America, in Russia, and in other parts of the world, would
form an ample collection of types of the living races, supposing

that no proofs were taken especially for the purpose. As to

races which have disappeared, M. Rousseau obtained proofs of

skulls which he found in the possession of our authropologists.

But Photography extends its power still further, and, along

with types of the various human races, it gives us different zoolo-

gical specimens. The admirable proofs obtained at London by
M. le count de Moutizon, from living animals in the Zoological

Garden, and those taken some months since by MM. Disderi

and Baldus, at the agricultural exhibition in the Champs de

Mars, have demonstrated that Photography possesses processes

sufficiently rapid to produce proofs of animals in motion, of in-

credible perfection, and that it seizes not only upon the most
minute details of their formation, but of the physiognomy and
particular attitude.

VII.

I said that Photography had accompanied the magistrate into

prisons; that it returned from thence with the impress of the

condemned. If the system practised in certain establishments

in England, were adopted in France, what prisoner could escape

^the vigilance of the police? Should he escape the walls where
his punishment awaits him, he places himself under the ban
which denies him a home, his portrait is in the hands of the

authorities; he cannot escape; he will be forced himself tore-

cognize the accusing likeness. How much to study, too, as

regards physiognomy, in these collections in which the nature of

the crime is found written on the features of the criminal! How
well we could read the history of human passions in this book,

every face of which would be a page, and every feature an elo-

quent line! What a philosophical treatise, what a thrilling

poem, which the light alone can compose.
If we pass from the diseases of the soul to those of the body,

we find Photography equally prepared to play au important

part. I have now in my hand a collection of fourteen portraits

of females, of different ages. Some have a smiling expression,

others appear to be dreaming, all have something strange in

their physiognomy, this is observed at the first glance. If we
examine them more attentively, a feeling of sadness will come

over us in spite of ourselves; all these faces have extraordi-

nary expressions, which do not look altogether right. One
word will explain all, they are lunatics. These portrits form
part of the collections of Dr. Diamond, of the Surrey County
Asylum near London. For the interests of his art, and in order

to aid the study of mental distempers, Mr. Diamond, who is one

of the most skillful photographic amateurs, had the courage to

reproduce the features of the unfortunate beings confided to his

care. With a mournful interest we follow in these portraits the

various phases of the malady, taken at different periods. One
of these poor women, suffering under puerperal madness, is re-

presented four times. First, on entering the establishment, she

is calm; the disease however is evident; her contracted features

deformed by suffering, her rough, bristling, disordered hair, show
it too plainly. Another represents her in a delirium, with her

discordant laugh—another convalescent; the countenance re-

assumes a tranquil aspect, the features become smoothe and take

their place again—another, cured. If we take this last portrait

and compare it with the first, we will be able to judge of the

various changes which madness produces in the human counte-

nance. These four proofs speak more than a volume. Others
represent different kinds of mental alienation, such as nympho-
mania, incurable madness, madness accompanied with epilepsy,

the monomania of the suicide. The last, perhaps the most
curious, is the portrait of an old woman who has remained dur-

iug five months in a complete state of catalepsy. Mr. Diamond
has represented her seated in an arm chair, the legs extended,

the arms elevated, the head erect, the eyes convulsively closed;

with the stiffness, the immobility of death.

If the example of Dr. Diamond is followed, as we hope it will

be, what valuable collections will thus be formed, and what
scientific riches will be added to those of our Museums and our

Acadamies of Medicine.

VIII.

Since I have been lead to speak of portraits, let me be al-

lowed to mention some of the advantages which result from the

advancement of this branch of photography.

Every evening in our theatres, our concert halls, our gay
assemblies, we applaud artists who either interest and charm us,

or excite our mirth. By their talents they belong to the litera-

ry or musical history of our time, or at least of our pleasures.

M. Plumier, one of our most distinguished portrait photograph-

ers, conceived the idea of forming a collection of great interest

and incalculable value to the observer and biographer, by col-

lecting in a special album the portraits of the most celebrated

artists.

The albums of MM. Desderi and Pierson will complete that

of M. Plumier.

Some days ago we were shown a portrait of Marshall St.

Arnaud, by MM. Mayer Bros., photographers to the Emperor.

Where can we find, at the present day, the features, the look,

the attitude of him who now reposes in the tomb, better express-

ed than in this proof? This portrait produces a painful impres-

sion. There is something in the face of the Marshall which an-

nounces the first approach of death. The countenance, hollowed

by sickness, partly anxious to , view the working of the muscles

beneath the tightly contracted skin; the glassy eye, with its

fixed and anxious look ; the desperateness of the strife between

the soul and body; of an iron will struggling with pain, is writ-

ten on these sharp features, which seem to be under the effect

of galvanism. We recognize the soldier who has passed through

the first hours of his agony on his battle horse, and has forced

Death to mount up with him into the saddle. This portrait

is at once a biography and a funeral oration. Many similar

are to be found in the albums of portrait photographers. How
immense is their value to the historian! They form historical

galleries where may be found all the great names of our time;

politicians, generals, poets, artists, savants, and all who will oc-

cupy a place in history are there, living, in the ray of light which

reproduced them. But Photography does not only give the

historian portraits, but it reproduces for him also great national

events, which painting can only imitate. Each of our public

kfieiiSS-
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feasts of late years has been a subject of numerous proofs.

—

Sometimes an amateur, like M.le Paron Gros, sometimes artists

like MM. Plumier, Pertscb, Le Gray, Millet, and Desderi, have

fixed upon the silver plate, or paper, these transcient and im-

posing scenes, where a whole nation is in motion, the peculiar

appearance of which can be rendered by Photography alone.

IX.

In enumerating the various applications of Photography to

the Fine Arts and Sciences, I have been obliged, owing to the

proposed limits of the work, to confine myself to mentioning the

most striking facts, and to dispense with all that was not of

paramount importance. It was also necessary for me to make

a choice of artists, and I was obliged to pass over in silence the

names I would have wished to have mentioned. As principal

editor of a Journal specially devoted to Photography, my mission

being to study everything new that presents itself, and having

been some years in connection or correspondence with most of

the photographers of France, England, Germany, and America,

there is one thing that has struck me with great force, the zeal

which each exercises for the improvement of his art; and I

might say that MM. Niepce de St. Victor, Talbot, Bayard,

Claudet, Fizeau, and Marc Antoine Gaudin, have, by their

scientific researches brought photography to the point we now

find it; every photographer, from the humblest to the most skil-

ful, have powerfully seconded them by incessantly improving by

their practice the given processes.

I have confined myself strictly to the statement of what Pho-

tography has thus far realized; I am silent on what it promises

in the future ; the revelation properly belongs to the coming ex-

hibition. Photography has "done its work gloriously; it has

grown up between Science and Art, to the former of which it

owed its birth, but whose productions of right belonged to the

latter; it has made itself useful, indispensable to both. It has

done more, it has given birth to a new art, heliographic engrav-

ing. Thanks to the laborious and learned investigations of M.
Niepce de St. Victor, heliographic engraving, but a few months

old, has already made rapid progress. Now it has not merely

photographic proofs that compose the work of M. Louis Rous-

seau, under the title of Zoological Photography, which we have

before mentioned, but steel plates engraved by the light. No
longer on paper does M. Negre take his beautiful views of the

Midi de la France, his monuments of Paris; M. Baldus his

Sepantre plates, but on steel. M. Riffaut, a distinguished art-

ist, no longer uses the graver in copyiug a picture or design, but

a ray of light.

The imperial printery at Vienna, celebrated on account of its

important operations, and which is conducted with much skill

and zeal by M. le consellor Atier, had already adopted photo-

graphy as one of its most powerful accessories. It employed it

with success in most of the applications which have just been

mentioned, thus adding incalculable resources to those furnished

by the different processes thus far known. What new services it

it going to render, by laying hold of the processes of Niepce de

St. Victor, Heliographic engraving has proved that it could do

all that photography has realized, and it possesses, moreover,

the immense advantage of adapting itself to the printing pro-

cess, the great method of generalization.

This then is the actual state of photography. This is what
this discovery has accomplished, which Nicephore Niepce in

1833 doubted himself, when laying on his death bed, unknown,

ruined and without resources; he asked himself in that hour of

final examination whether he had not wasted his talents, his

fortune, and his life, in pursuit of a chimera.

Ernest Lacan.

Yellow and blue are the fundamental types of color iu flow-

ers, and those colors are antagonistic, mutually excluding each

other. Yellow by culture may be changed into red or white,

but never into blue. On the other hand, blue will pass into red,

but never into yellow.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

£onbonSI]otogropl)it Society.

ORDINARY MEETING.

April bth, 1855.

The Right Hon. Sir Frederick Pollock, Lord Chief Baron,
President, in the Chair.

The Chairman opened the business of the evening with the
following observations:

—

" On taking the Chair on this occasion, it is my first duty to

return thanks to the Society for the honor they have done me
in electing me their President. I wish also to address to the

Meeting a word or two upon the subject which collects us to-

gether.

"I consider that the pursuit which we are engaged in (I

mean Photography) is one of the most important, as undoubt-
edly it is one of the most interesting subjects that occupy the

genius and the labor of man,
" Viewed as a science, connected as it is with Chemistry and

Optics, or viewed as an Art, rendering assistance to so many
of the inquiring and industrial pursuits of mankind, I believe it

yields in point of interest and importance to none of those at

present forming special objects of cultivation, by persons who
have a love for whatever promotes in any manner that spirit of

discovery and that love of knowledge which characterize the

present day. I think that we may fairly expect that the per-

severance, the energy, and the enterprise of the Members of

this Society will, through their discoveries, produce illustrations

of much that is now obscure. I allude to the subject of Light,

of Heat, and those matters which are called (possibly incorrect-

ly) imponderable substances, which have for many ages been a
puzzle to philosophers. While, however, we may perchance re-

move some difficulties, it may also happen to us to raise other

difficulties, hills over hills and alps ou alps. The varied objects

to which Photography can address itself, its power of rendering

permanent that which appears to be as fleeting as the shadows
that go across the dial, the power that it possesses of giving

fixedness to instantaneous objects, are for purposes of history

(not only the history of one particular branch of Iranian indus-

try, but the history of everything that belongs to man and the

whole globe that he inhabits) a matter of the deepest impor-

tance. It is not too much to say that no individual—not

merely individual man, but no individual substance, no in-

dividual matter, nothing that is extraordinary in art, that is

celebrated in architecture, that is calculated to excite the ad-

miration of those who behold it, need now perish; but may be

rendered immortal by the assistance of Photography.
" We cannot conceive a more perfect history of everything

that belongs to man than Photography is able to record; and
not merely of what belongs to man himself, but of everything

that can occupy his attention; in short, everything that can be

the subject of visual observation is rendered permanent, so that

whatever is noticed now may be noticed by all the world for

ever.
" That is what probably, ages hence, may render the present

era one of the most important that ever presented itself to the

attention of mankind in the history of science.

" Gentlemen, I am quite aware how unfit this occasion is to

enter at large into the subject to which I have shortly adverted,

and I have no intention at present to do so. But every person

of experience in society must be aware how much Photography
is calculated to give facilities to geography, to architecture, to

the arts in general iu every direction, to botany, and to every

pursuit in which it is important that whatever is sensible to the

eye should be recorded.

Knowing how little I can add to the practical part of the

business which collects ns together, I wish that you should un-

derstand how deeply I feel the importance of the science we are

assembled to promote. Whatever is in my power to promote
the objects of the Photographic Society, I can assure you I

shall be most happy to do."

The minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.
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Two presents were announced, and the thanks of the Society

voted to the donors.

Certificates in favor of George Goldsmid, Esq., 108 Piccadilly,

and W. F. Pollock, Esq., 59 Montague Square, were read, and

ordered to be suspended in the Meeting-room.

W. H. Palmer, Esq., Mr. T. Ottewill, J. Lucas, Esq., R.

A. Slater, Esq., Mr. F. Deacon, and E. Stodart, Esq., were

balloted for and duly elected.

Mr. Pollock, Hon. Sec. pro temp., called the attention of the

Meeting to the Amsterdam Exhibition of Photographs, and

gave the following information:
—"In the last Number of the

Society's Journal there was an announcement of an intended

Exhibition of Photographs at Amsterdam. I have received a

number of circulars, which will be placed on the table for dis-

tribution. The Council decided that there was not time for us

as a body to send photographs to that Exhibition. For the

information of individuals wishing to do so, I may state that

specimens will be received from foreigners until the 20th of

April."

Mr. Hardwich read to the Meeting a paper on the use of

gold in photographic printing. ( See below.)

The thanks of the Meeting were accorded to Mr. Hardwich
for his communication.

The Meeting was adjourned until May 3d, when a paper will

be read by Mr. Mayall on " The Use of Dry Collodion.

ON TEE USE OF SALTS OF GOLD IN PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING.

BY T. F. HARDWICH.

In a series of papers which I had the honor of communicating

to your Society a few mouths since, I endeavored to explain the

chemical changes which take place in solution of hyposulphite

of soda, when, by continued use in fixiug the positive proofs, it

acquires a certain amount of coloring properties; they are due,

as I suppose, to a decomposition of hyposulphite of soda; for by
examining the formulae, it will be seen that one atom of hypo-

sulphite of silver plus one of hyposulphite of soda, contain the

elements of one of sulphuret of silver and one of trithionate

of soda. Having decided this point, and ascertained by experi-

ments that the addition of alkaline tetrathionate to a strong so-

lution of hyposulphite produced, after a few hours, the unstable

conditions requisite for coloring the print, it appeared desirable

to investigate also the nature of the fixing solutions prepared

with chloride of gold, in order if possible to associate their ac-

tion to some extent with that of those recently described.

The addition of chloride of gold to solution of hyposulphite

of soda, is stated to produce a mixture of three distinct salts,

viz. hyposulphite of gold, tetrathionate of soda, and chloride of

sodium. If the solution of hyposulphite of soda is concentrated,

and the chloride of gold neutral, you have also a portion of

tetrathionate of gold and of hyposulphite of peroxide of gold.

Now it has been shown that the photogenic application of this

liquid in the Daguerreotype process, depends essentially upon

the presence of hyposulphite of gold, and that the crystallized

sel d'or, which is a double hyposulphite of gold and soda, can

be advantageously substituted for the extemporaneous mixture

above described. But is this the case also with the coloring

process now under discussion? I hope to be able to prove to

you that it is not, and that the use of gold salts in photographic

printing is different in many essential particulars from their

gilding action in the Daguerreotype.
In conducting these experiments, a strong solution of hypo-

sulphite of soda, one part to two of water, was prepared, and
being divided into three portions, to the first was added crystal-

lized sel d'or (proved by analysis to contain the theoretical

quantity of gold) ; to the second an equivalent proportion of

chloride of gold, freed, or nearly so, from excess of hydrochloric

acid ; and to the third, a small quantity, less than of the others,

of the compound of peroxide of gold with ammonia, known as

fulminating gold. The use of this latter substance was recom-

mended some time since by a German chemist, whose name I

cannot now remember.

26*

On immersing in each of these baths a strip of darkened pa-

per, previously washed to remove the nitrate of silver, the re-

sults were interesting; speaking in round numbers, it may be
said that more coloring effect was obtained in the second bath
in ten minutes than could be reached in several hours by the

first; whilst in the case of the third, viz. the fulminating gold
bath, the action was by far the most energetic of all, an intense

black being attainable even upon albumenized paper in from
fifteen to twenty minutes.

It seems therefore, (which, I confess, was not the ideal had
previously entertained) that the quantity of gold present in the
bath is of minor consequence, as compared with the state in which
it is associated with the other elements, and that the hyposul-

phite of gold is not the salt upon which the efficiency of the so-

lution principally depends.

Using therefore the chloride of gold in preference to the sel

d'or, I prepared a coloring bath by the usual formula, and com-
pared its action with that of one to which theperchloride of iron

had been added. The similarity in action between the two is

remarkable, although they differ in some particulars. In both
cases there is a regular sequence of tints, but the gold bath ap-

pears to go further than the other and to give a darker tone

;

it is also comparatively free from that solvent action on the light

shades and tendency to injure the whites, which I attribute to

an acid principle distinct from that producing the color.

It is certain that all the rules for working the old hypo-bath
apply also to the bath prepared with gold. You increase the

energy of the process by raising the temperature a few degrees,

or by adding acetic acid ; whei'eas by washing off the nitrate of

silver from the surface of the print before immersing it, or by
adding a portion of any iodide, a depressing effect is produced.

I notice these points minutely, because it appears to be of

importance to ascertain whether the gold coloring bath really

communicates any sulphur in the same manner as the tetrathio-

nate, and old hypo-solutions generally.

In the last Number of the Society's Journal, page 133, a new
modification of the coloring process with gold salts is described

by Mr. Sutton, who mentions it as having been communicated
to him by M. Blanquart-Evrard. As far as I have had the op-

portunity of judging, it appears to give very perfect results, and
to possess many advantages, if the additional trouble involved

in the use of so many baths is not objected to.

Mr. Suttou's bath is prepared by adding hydrochloric acid to

a dilute aqueous solution of sel d'or. The prints are first freed

from soluble nitrate of silver, then colored in the bath, and sub-

sequently fixed in plain; hyposulphite of soda. The question is,

how is the color produced? and is it due entirely to a deposition

of metallic gold without any formation of sulphuret of silver?

In attempting to determine this point, the idea which first

suggested itself was to operate on a large scale, and to perform

a regular quantitative analysis of the blackened surface. I am
sony to say, however, that this plan, although it was satisfacto-

ry in determining the presence of metallic gold, was not equally

so as regards the sulphur.

I found it impossible to pass so large a surface through solu-

tion of hyposulphite of soda, without producing a certain amount
of accidental decomposition, and hence it became necessary to

establish a correction in the shape of a second sheet of sensitized

but unexposed paper, the sulphur obtained from which was de-

ducted from the first. It is true that the colored sheet yielded

an excess of sulphur over the other, and quite as much as theo-

retically it should have done; but the quantities being excessive-

ly small, this might have been the result of accident, and I lay

no stress upon it. Omitting, therefore, the estimation of the

sulphur, the weight of silver and gold obtained from a blacken-

ed sheet measuring 22| inches by 17| was as follows:

—

Metallic silver "42 grain.

" gold -05 "

—•41 gr,

Of the presence of gold in minute quantity there can be no
doubt, since a repetition of the experiment gave the same re-

sults; whereas the white sheet of sensitive paper immersed for a

similar time yielded not a trace of gold.
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The following experiments, however, will, I conceive, tend to

show that the element sulphur is concerned in the process of

coloration equally with gold.

For the 15£ grains of sel d'or recommended in Mr. Sutton's

formula, substitute 8 grains of hyposulphite of soda (this being

about the quantity which would be contained in the advised pro-

portion of the crystallized double salt), and add the hydrochlo-

ric acid to it as usual. In that way you obtain immediately a

coloring liquid of moderate energy. The action of mineral acids

upon hyposulphites is to liberate free hyposulphurous acid, which,

in contact with reduced chloride of silver, forms sulphuret of

silver and sulphurous acid, or sulphuric acid if another atom of

oxygen is attainable. Therefore, since all the elements neces-

sary to produce sulphuret of silver are present in this process, it

is difficult to conceive that no formation of that substance takes

place.

Another interesting experiment is as follows:—In place of

15| grains of sel d'or dissolved in 30 ounces of water, take the

theoretical propartions of neutral chloride of gold and hyposul-

phite of soda required to produce that quantity. In this case

the solution will work well without any immediate addition of

hydrochloric acid, thus clearly showing that the crystallized salt

is deficient in some coloring principle which the extemporaneous

mixture of the ingredients possesses.

The use of the hydrochloric acid in the process, I suppose to

be, to confer instability, by liberating from the sel d'or the ele-

ments of hyposulphurous acid; and the explanation I would
suggest of the rationale of the action which takes place, is this

—

an unstable salt of gold containing sulphur is placed in contact

with reduced chloride of silver, which has an affinity for sulphur:

under those circumstances the structure of the compound is

broken up, and sulphuret of silver, sulphuric acid, and metallic

gold are the result. In symbols

—

Au O. S 4 5 -f 2Ag= 2AgS + 2S0
3 + Au.

That the gold is present in the shape of metal, is inferred

from the fact of a slight sediment forming in the bath during

use, which examined by the microscope is seen to consist of yel-

low particles of metallic gold.

It is a curious fact, that if a print is immersed first in a mix-

ture of acid and hyposulphite of soda until it reaches a purple-

brown, and then transferred to the acid aud sel d'or, the color-

ation does not proceed further, to the violet stage, as might have
been expected. The explanation which I offer of this is, that

the affinity for sulphur having been satisfied in the first bath,

the power of decomposing the gold salt is lost.

In comparing the process of which I have now been speaking

with that of Le Gray, where chloride of gold and hydrochloric

acid are used, it is at once seen, that although the two appear
at first to resemble each other somewhat, they are essentially

different as far as the chemical action is concerned. Indeed I

have no hesitation in saying that the former is by far the best

process, and the one most easily carried out. The chloride of

gold, by imparting chlorine, reduces the intensity of the print

to such an extent, that an amount of overprinting is required,

fatal in many cases to the general character of the subject.

With these remarks I may close my paper. The object I

have had in view throughout has been to prove that the various

processes of coloring the photographic proofs are analogous in

their mode of operation; that although a deposition of metallic

gold may modify the tint, it is not the sole cause of its produc-

tion. It is said that the sulphuret of silver fades by gradual

absorption of oxygen, and that therefore it is absolutely neces-

sary to color in other ways. If it could be shown that the com-
position of the deposit is identical with aproto sulphuret of silver,

this argument might possess more weight; but it is evident that

this is not the case, that the coloring matter consists principally

of reduced chloride of silver, with a mere film of gold or sulphur,

or both. The analysis indicates more than four-tenths of a grain

of silver, but only five-hundredths of a grain of metallic gold.

Also, if this theory of the cause of fading were correct, it is

evident that the proofs should invariably fade, whereas it seems
that some of thein are lasting, whilst others are not. The whole
question is one of practical interest, and if it be found by ex-

perience that prints colored in a certain way are more perma-
nent than others, no doubt that process will eventually be pre-

ferred, whatever may be the theory of the change. In conclu-

sion, I would recommend those members of the Society who
employ gold to try Mr. Sutton's formula; and in this I think

that Mr. Pollock, in conjunction with whom I performed the

experiments, will bear me out.

Sir W. J. Newton.—I should like to ask Mr. Hardwich
whether he ever used gallic acid in combination with nitrate of

silver in pursuing the positive process? It appears to me, that

by adding gallic acid to the nitrate of silver, the effect would be
greater aud more perfect. At present we all know that posi-

tives taken by the usual positive mode almost invariably fade in

course of time. It has occurred to me, that the use of gallic

acid with nitrate of silver would have very much effect in ren-

dering them permanent.

Mr. Shadbolt.—I think there is one bar to the use of gallic

acid with the chloride papers generally used. The chloride pa-

per does not appear to be rendered more sensitive or more per-

manent by the use of gallic acid, but that prepared with bromide
and iodide does appear to be so.

An observation was made by Mr. Hardwich just now, at the

conclusion of his paper, which I think is of great importance,

and should be borne in mind by all who are printing from nega-

tives:—the process, advised by Le Gray, of using hydrochloric

acid in combination with perchloride of gold, requires that the

printing should be carried to such an excessive extent in order

to compensate for the partial destruction of the effect produced,

that we can never look upon it as a perfect mode of printing.

The type of perfection in printing I take to be that which, so

far as the details are concerned, will look precisely the same
after it has undergone the fixing process as before. If we are

to make allowance for a partial destruction of the print, we can-

not tell how many of the finer details are to be carried away
together with the superfluous part of the shadows.—There is one

other observation I desire to make connected with this subject:

a great many of our operators are in the habit of throwing aside

their proofs that have been overdone, simply because they look

like black patches, and with all the exposure to the hyposulphite

bath they are unable to make them presentable pictures. An
instance of this was very forcibly brought to my notice at the

last Exhibition of Photographs of the Society. A gentleman

present had a great desire to possess a copy of Fenton's cele-

brated picture. There was but one copy in the room, and he

was doubtful whether he should take it, because it had on the

surface a most beautiful green tint, produced by the metallic

silver or gold. That proof might have been rendered nearly, if

not quite as good, as if it had been printed in the ordinary way.

The mode I am going to point out to you docs not do away with

the defect I have been alluding to, and which Mr. Hardwich
mentioned. It does not remedy the necessity for overprinting

according to Le Gray's method. But it does away with a

great deal of difficulty arising from overprinting pictures that

are fixed by the other methods. The darkness and intensity of

shadow, and the injury to the details, appear to be occasioned

principally by the metallic silver being reduced in the lights al-

most as much as the shadows. By adding to the picture in a

moistened state a small quantity of solution of bromine in water,

the action chemically set up is that of produciug a soft surface

of bromide of silver, the shadows being due to the reduced sil-

ver, which combines directly with bromine or iodine, certainly

in the presence of water if not without. Bromine is soluble but

to a very small extent in water; hence a saturated solution of

bromine in water is capable of being applied almost in an infi-

nitesimal quantity. After you have applied the bromine water

to the picture, a gradual lightening of the picture takes place

uniformly over the whole. It is then to be placed again in the

hyposulphite bath. 1 have managed by this means to restore

several pictures that otherwise were altogether gone, and in no
instance did it fail to produce the effect I expected.

With regard to the fading of positive pictures produced by the

chloride process, it has been alleged (and I think with very

great reason) that many of the pictures fade in consequence of
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the gradual acidification of the paste with which they are

mounted on the paper. A few weeks ago, by the kindness of

Mr. Marshall of the Bank of England, I was introduced to Mr-

Cole, the chief of the stationery department, who showed me a

mode of mounting which I believe obviates that, namely, by
spreading upon the positive proof an exceedingly thin film of

the ordinary solution of india-rubber, that is, india-rubber dis-

solved in naphtha. It has two or three advantages over the

ordinary mode of mounting. First, there is no tendency to

acidity; next, there is no tendency to any sort of mouldiness;

in the third place it produces no roughness in the paper. With
any paper but that prepared with the starch, the moment you
apply the paste it wrinkles up in the most troublesome way.

The india-rubber solution has no effect of that kind; the paper

lies as flat as before. As another inducement: alter your pic-

ture is placed upon a cardboard and allowed to remain half an

hour or so, all the superfluous india-rubber is squeezed out along

the edges, and is thus capable of being removed with the most

perfect cleanliness with a small piece of india-rubber. It strikes

me that a great deal of the fault complained of by Sir William

Newton as to the fading qualities of chloride paper, might be

remedied by the use of india-rubber, and I am satisfied there is

nothing in the positive proofs produced by chloride that renders

it impracticable.

Sir W. J. Newton.—Will not alum combined with the paste

protect the paper?

Mr. Shadbolt.— Yes, but it leaves it quite as liable to

mould.

Mr. Pollock.—Mr. Hardwich has alluded to me as having

been associated with him in the trials of Mr. Sutton's process.

I have tried it on three occasions, using Mr. Sutton's formula

exactly as given in the Journal, and varying it.

Having been a great advocate for Old Hypo, I feel rather

bound to say that Mr. Sutton's process certainly possesses some
decided advantages over the ordinary process of printing with

an old bath. You may, as he states, take all your prints, put

them into water, and at your leisure, with twenty minutes' care-

ful attention, you may color and fix and finish a very large num-
ber of positives, as I have myself found.

But I recommend those who are going to try it not to use

hyposulphite of gold, as Mr. Sutton recommends. I have found

that the chloride of gold answers as well as hyposulphite of

gold, if used properly. One part by weight of dry crystallized

chloride of gold should be mixed with three parts by weight of

crystallized hypo, having considerably diluted the solution of

each before mixing; the gold must be added to the hypo, and
not the hypo to the gold: a clear colorless liquid will then be

formed containing sel d'or, tetrathionate of gold, chloride of

sodium, and probably other salts. This solution colors at least

as rapidly as one of sel d'or, and is much more economical. The
tint obtained is perfectly uniform, and there is not the variety

that you can get in the old hypo-bath. I have no intention

therefore of throwing away my hypo-bath.

Ope of the most interesting papers that could be prepared

would be upon the question of whether positives fade. I have

for some time had in contemplation the preparation of such a

paper; but I have been met on the threshold with this difficul-

ty, that there is an absence of evidence, there are no facts. I

appeal to photographers to produce specimens of printed photo-

graphs that have been exposed for a long period to sunlight. I

have specimens that have been in my room for two years, and
I cannot perceive the slightest variation in them from the day
they were printed. I know of others that have actually been

exposed to the light of the sky, the light of the sun, and I know
of no photograph of mine that has been so exposed, that has not

faded perceptibly. The other day, at the Crystal Palace, I

did not perceive a single photograph that had been fairly ex-

posed, with nothing but the light of heaven above, for a long

time, that had not faded. I have never met with a photograph
so treated that has not faded to a certain extent.

If we could be informed of any photographs which, under

those circumstances, had not faded, and then could ascertain the

mode in which they had been treated, more might be done, in a

practical sense, for photography, than has ever yet been done.

I have no doubt that many gentleman here can speak to photo-

graphs having been so exposed.

Mr. Shadbolt says that the paste may destroy the photo-

graph. With my early photographs I always used paste, at

the recommendation of one of our best hands, Mr. Hennah,
soaking the photograph itself in hot paste, and fixing it; but I

do not know whether Mr. Hennah continues to use that. I

find, however, that another substance is much more convenient,

viz. glue mixed with sugar. You may put the glue on the back

of the photograph and fix it on to the paper, and it requires no

pressure at all. I have now photographs that have been fixed

with fresh paste and with glue, and I perceive no difference.

Mr. Hennah,—I have exposed some to the sun nine months,

and they have not faded, but they were pasted on with paste so

thick that it could not penetrate the photograph itself. If it

penetrates at all, I think it will cause the picture to fade.

Mr. Harding.—The fixing of photographic prints is a very

important process, which appears to be attended with a great

many difficulties, and I rise to suggest a plan that might help

us through them.

Mr. Shadbolt truly says, that it is a difficult thing to obtain

a very good positive, because of the necessity of printing very

much darker than you require your print to be, taking your

chance afterwards of the tone that may come out when it has

passed through the hyposulphite bath. It appears that those

positives fade. It is very important that those prints should be
permanent, and it strikes me, that any member of the Society

investigating this might arrive at a satisfactory result by taking

any number, say four or five, or half a dozen prints, as nearly

like each other as possible,—keeping one in a drawer which no
light or air can reach, and then mounting another, exposing an-

other to the ordinary light of the room, and another to the

sun; and by comparing them afterwards, with the aid of some
explanation from the individual as to the way in which they had
been treated, we might possibly arrive at some idea of whether
they had faded or not, and in what degree.

Mr. Hennah.—I may mention, with reference to those I be-

fore referred to, that upon taking them out of the frames, a po-

sitive was presented on the glass, almost as perfect as the pho-

tograph itself.

A Member.—That is not a result confined to photographs
alone, but it may be observed with regard to prints and draw-
ings that have been framed for a long time.

Mr. Shadbolt.—Any two bodies coming in contact, leave an
impression one upon the other.—If you place a coin upon a piece

of glass, the same result will follow.

Mr. Pollock.—I can mention a more extraordinary circum-

stance. In one case, a gentleman took a collodion picture,

wiped it out, breathed upon the glass, and again got a perfect

representation of the picture taken. I have heard of another

instance in which the developing solution was poured on to a

plate, and the first thing that appeared was a former picture

that had been shortly before wiped out.

Mr. Hennah.—I can speak to instances of that also.

A Member.—I know of a daguerreotype image being rubbed
off a plate, and when the second image was taken, the two ap-

peared opposite to each other.

A Member.—There is one thing I was about to suggest;

that those gentlemen who have an opportunity of making many
experiments in photography might do well to turn their atten-

tion to finding a substance which should have the same effect as

hyposulphite of soda, without affecting the color of the print or

reducing it in any manner. There is no reason why other salts

capable of application should not be found.

Sir W. J. Newton.—I believe cyanide of potassium will

equally fix, but I doubt whether a negative so fixed would not

in the course of time, fade. I think the cyanide of potassium is

a very dangerous thing to use.

Mr. Pollock.—About three weeks ago I had a number of

positives that were spoilt from overprinting. I put them in a

very weak solution of cyanide of potassium , and I found that it

reduced the color evenly and gradually. I then put them into
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the hypo-bath until they assumed good tones, and washed them

carefully, and up to the present time I have not perceived the

slightest symptom of fading. No one would know that they

had been treated with cyanide of potassium. I ought to men-

tion that it is only three weeks ago, which is hardly a sufficient

time to test it.

Mr. Hennah.—I think that by means of the chloride of gold

effects can be procured that will not follow the use of hyposul-

phite of gold: that is, by using it after fixing the print in hypo-

sulphite of soda and washing.

By then immersing in the chloride of gold with the hydro-

chloric acid, the print is reduced, and at the same time black-

ened, and a degree of permanency attained, not to be found with

any other method; although this is contradicted by Mr. Sutton.

Mr. Vignoles.—Will Mr. Shadbolt be kind enough to tell

us in what the mode of fixing is applied at the Bank?
Mr. Shadbolt.—For binding books and for mounting any

cards and prints they require.

Mr. Vignoles.—I have used powdered gum-arabic dissolved.

What Mr. Shadbolt has stated is very interesting and quite

novel to me, and the results are so happy that I think it might
safely be introduced for mounting photographic pictures.

Sir W. J. Newton.—The only objection I have to the use of

the material mentioned by Mr. Shadbolt is the smell, which- is

very disagreeable.

Mr. Shadbolt.—There is one other advantage, that it occurs

to me may be derived from mounting a picture in this way. A
few weeks ago it was mentioned by a gentleman in 'Notes and
Queries,' that some one had attempted to take negatives from

his positives. Any one entertaining an objection to the taking

of negatives from his positive prints, could effectually prevent it

by the use of the india-rubber solution for mounting. The print

could not be removed from the card, or, if it were removed, it

would be perfectly impervious.

Mr. Vignoles.—I think it would be very churlish in any

gentleman to object to the taking of negatives from his positive

proofs.

Sir W. J. Newton.—A gentleman called upon me some time

ago, and said that he had spoilt a negative that was on glass.

He had given me only a tolerable positive, but I said I thought

I could make a negative from that. I did make a very good
one by superposition, aDd I made some positives from that.

They were not quite so good and so sharp as the original, but

they were very fair indeed.

Mr. Vignoles.—Whilst we are upon that subject, I may take

the liberty of mentioning that a professional gentleman has suc-

ceeded in making for me, from some old positives that he
brought from Russia, some negatives upon glass with collodion.

They are some of the most beautiful things of the sort that I

have seen. They were taken in the camera; it was not done
by superposition.

Mr. Pollock.—Amongst the photographs sent to Paris there

were two of the moon. The original was taken in America.
The details were not very clear, but with a magnifying glass a
good deal was to be made out. The daguerreotype was for

some time in the custody of Mr. Piazzi Smith, the astronomer

of Edinburgh. He got it copied, a little enlarged, on another

silver plate, also by the daguerreotype process, and the copy
was not merely equal to the original, but far superior to it. It

was brilliant in color, and the details, which were difficult to

make out in the original, were perfectly distinct in the copy.

The original belonged to the Rev. W. Reeve. It is very re-

markable that the copy should be so far superior to the original.

Mr. Shadbolt.—I think there is a mistake in fancying that

there is anything remarkable in that. It has occurred to a
great many who have tried to copy, and have made good copies

from pictures that were slightly overdone. A picture that is

slightly over-produced has all the details, but the shadows are
brought out so prominently that they kill the lights. By a ju-

dicious management of the time in copying the picture, you can
get your lights and not allow time for the shadows to become
as deep as in the original.

From La Lumiere

COLLODION DEVELOPED WITH GALLIC ACID.

W

BY SI. JULIEN BLOT.

Persiit me to communicate an article relative to impres-
sions on collodion, concerning more particularly the sensitizing

bath of nitrate of silver. Before speaking of the result of my
experiments, I must first pay homage to a distinguished chemist,

M. Laborde, Professor in the College of Mans, who was the first

to advise the employment of nitrate and acetate of lead in pho-
tography. M. Laborde conceived the happy idea of adding to
the ordinary nitrate of silver bath for collodion, a small quantity
of nitrate of lead, the presence of which, in this sensitizing bath,

would permit the development of the image by the aid of a satu-

rated solution of gallic acid (Phot. Journal, vol. i. p. 208).
After various trials it appeared to me that the blacks of the im-
pression were not so uniform as was desirable, especially in the
skies of landscapes. I always found them streaked. I believe

I have obviated this inconvenience by adding to the sensitizing

bath two different substances, which not only give the image
regular black tints, but cause great economy in the employment
of the nitrate of silver. The following is the formula I have
used with considerable success. In 200 cubic centimetres (about
7 fluid ouuees) of distilled water, I first dissolve 3 decigrammes
(about 5 grs.) of acetate of lead; when the solution is complete
I add successively 6 grammes (about 95 grs.) of nitrate of sil-

ver, 9 grammes (about 140 grs.) of nitrate of zinc, and 4 deci-

grammes (6 grs.) of nitrate of lead. The employment of nitrate

of zinc in the above formula not only contributes to preserve the
lights of the negative, but economizes the nitrate of silver.

It may happen after a certain time that the impressions ex-

hibit little transparent spots, especially visible in the blacks. I

suppose these can only be attributed to the formation of a new
salt of lead, which, remaining suspended in the sensitizing bath,

attaches itself to the collodiouized surface of the glass. It struck

me that by again adding to my bath a very small quantity of ni-

trate of lead, I should rid myself of these spots. This method
succeeded perfectly.

This bath, although weakly charged with nitrate of silver, will

furnish a considerable number of impressions without being re-

inforced; it allows of the development of the impressions by gal-

lic acid; it gives images which rival those obtained on albumin-

ized glass, except that they have not the same durability.

For developing the impression, I spread over the collodionized

film a small quantity of water half-saturated with gallic acid, to

which I add a few drops of aceto-nitrate of silver, composed of

—distilled water, 100 cubic centim.=3| fluid ounces; nitrate of

silver, 3 grammes=46 grs.; crystallizable acetic acid, 5 cubic

centim.=l| fluid drachm.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc:

Sir,—Some months ago I observed, in one of my stereoscopic

pictures, a very remarkable effect produced by changing the

relative positions of the two pictures ; i. e. putting the left-hand

one to the right, &c. This is the only pair of the pictures I

made last summer which, so far as I have yet observed, will bear
this reversing; and it, when reversed, makes the objects which
are the most distant in nature appear to be in front.

I sent the specimen to a friend, a photographer, who soon
found that some of his produced similar effects. His remarks I

shall give in his own words:

—

"Try this stereoscopic of the church. Tou will see the right

way of placing them easily by the position of the tree and spire,

and you'll find, that putting them icrong makes the whole ap-

pear strongly stereoscopic, with marked distances and relief;

putting them right, not so; and, in some positions and lights,

sends the tree away a mile behind the spire."
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Again: "Here is another, a group of figures; a bad photo-

graph, yet stereoscopes very well, but does much better when

put in wrong than right."

Again: "I send you a stereoscopic which resembles yours,

but is equally remarkable for another thing; i. e. put properly,

it is cither very imperfectly, or, iu some positions, reversely ster-

eoscopic; whilst put on wrong, it makes a forcible and admirable

stereoscopic, with everything in its proper position. The dis-

tance of the cameras was by guess, aud may be too much or too

little. Would this do it?"

I shall be very glad to have information on this subject; and

if you think it worth space in your Journal, you may make use

of the above.

I may mention, that I use for all distances the rule given at

p. 66, No. 5, of the Journal, not knowing any better. It is

evidently not in accordance with many of the fine French ster-

escopics. Further information on the taking of views for the

stereoscope would be very desirable.

I am, Sir, Your humble servant,

J. W. M.

ALBUMEN PROCESS.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—If you have space in your valuable Journal for a few

words on the Albumen Process, I shall feel obliged by the inser-

tion of these remarks on this process compared to that of collo-

dion.

In the first place, the gradation of tone procurable by albu-

men is perfect; it is even superior to that of collodion, except-

ing only some of the most successful efforts lately seen at our

Photographic Exhibition.

This beautiful gradation applies equally to buildings, still life,

and landscape. Albumen, though not so rapid as collodion, yet

seems to possess greater capability of seizing the minute details

of the objects to be depicted.

In sharpness, gradation, and depth it appears to be quite

equal to collodion. It is more eertain in its results ; for if the

manipulation of albumen be conducted with ordinary care, fail-

ures are seldom found, and it is not liable to the numerous little

influences which affect collodion.

The plates can be coated at any time suiting the convenience

of the experimenter. They can be left, and developed at night

or any time, after the exposure, which may be most couvenieut.

In regard to time of exposure, the difference between collodion

and albumen is one which presents but little practical advantage

in favor of collodion.

I do not speak of small portraits or small pictures, which by
a double combination of lenses can be rapidly, instantaneously

obtained ; the difficulty arises when pictures of a large size are

required, such as the views of the Imperial Library at Paris;

the view in Vienna, exhibited lately; the interior of the Crystal

Palace by Mr. Delamotte, and the exterior of the same by Mr.
Negretti. Pictures so large as these require a lens of so great

a focal length, that in our present state of information respect-

ing sensitive surfaces, rapidity is impossible ; therefore, whether

the time of exposure be seventeen minutes for the collodion pic-

ture by Mr. Delamotte, or thirty-five for the large albumen one

by Mr. Negretti, it is but of little importance. The power of

depicting objects in motion belongs only to the instantaneous

process, and, as far as we know at present, must be confined to

small pictures.

In both processes on a large plate objects in motion must be

sacrificed. On the subject of expense, albumen possesses immense
advantages over collodion. The cost of coating any large-sized

plates with albumen is a mere trifle compared with the cost of

collodion, as the experimenter will soon discover. Albumen on

large surfaces is also entirely under control; it flows readily, can

be floated freely over the surface, and by tilting the plate can

be passed repeatedly over the different parts without any diffi-

culty, or causing that nervous annoyance which accompanies the

act of pouring collodion over a large surface, when the greatest

nicety is required to obtain an even film. To cover a plate, say
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30 by 22 inches, or 18 inches by 15, is an expensive operation;

for the evaporation which takes place causes the collodion which
may be returned to the bottle to be considerably deteriorated;

and supposing any failures in laying the ground take place, the

quantity of collodion spoilt, wasted and used, becomes a serious

matter, unless in very skilful and certain hands.

Most experimenters in photography, and artists especially,

after satisfying themselves by taking small pictures, aim at in-

crease of size: in fact, to be really useful to the artist, the pic-

ture should be larger than those usually taken ; but a small in-

crease of size largely increases the cost of lenses, of washing
dishes, of chemicals, &c, so that a serious current expense for

collodion, added to the previous outlay, causes them either to

return to the paper process, or to give up photography alto-

gether.

It was in consequence of this feeling, and knowing the great

capabilities of albumen, that I ventured in a letter to the Jour-

nal signed " Albumen," to direct the attention of English pho-

tographers to a medium which had been so successfully employed
by our French friends, aud also by Messrs. Ross and Thompson
of Ediuburgh.

It has afforded me much gratification to find that the appeal

has been so liberally responded to by Mr. Mayall and by Mr.
Negretti, and I have no doubt that by such assistance the Eng-
lish school of photographers will make rapid advances in the use

of the beautiful and inexpensive medium, albumen.

Supposing collodion to be equally easy to manipulate, wet or

dry, the advantage of albumen over collodion for large pictures

still remains.

Air-bubbles, specks of dust, and the entire limpidity of the

albumen are the only obstacles in the way of the experimenter;

but by adopting the means recommended by Messrs. Mayall and
Negretti, successful results may almost be ensured, and a larger

field be opened, both literally and figuratively, for our photo-

graphers, than has hitherto existed.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

R. W. Buss.

Translatedfrom Lumiere.

HELIOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING AND PANICONOGRAPHY.

In discussing the success of M. Chas. Negre in his attempts

at Heliographic engraving, we have alluded to the Porch of

St. Trophimus, as among his best plates. In our present issue,

by means of the Paniconograph of M. Gillot, we have the plea-

sure of presenting it to our readers.

The engraving is the result of a triple operation. M. Negre
has first made a photographic negative from nature; the posi-

tive impression was taken by himself on steel, after the process

of M. Niepce de St. Victor; finally, M. Gillot, by the aid of a

proof from this engraving, has made a copy in relief, suitable

for printing with a typographic press.

If we take into account the inevitable imperfections of a large

edition with letter press, upon paper unsized and unglazed, and
when the difficulties are considered which are presented by the

nature of the work of the plate, where the grain is almost in-

visible, some idea may be formed of the service which Panico-

nography may render in its application to photography.

The Porch of St. Trophimus is the first subject of heliographic

engraving after nature which has been reproduced by M. Gil-

lot; it is then only under the title of an experiment that we
present it. But we do not doubt that the intelligent inventor

will be able still more to perfect his process. The progress that

he has achieved the past few months sufficiently justifies this

hope.

As to M. Negre, we would wish to describe the fine results

that he has recently obtained, but as the greater part of his

new proofs will figure in the Exhibition, we think it our duty

to wait till the opening of the Crystal Palace to give an account

of them. It is the same reserve which has kept us silent upon
a large number of remarkable works of which we had desired

to speak. We await the 15th of May with great impatience.

E. L.
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THE GREAT MASTERS OF ART.*

NO. IV.—ALBERT DURER,

Before resuming our notice of the life and works of this great

master of German Art, we consider it necessary to repeat tl e

announcement made at the beginning of this series of biographi-

cal sketches, to the effect th it the engravings have been sup-

plied to us by M. Armengand, from his interesting publication,

" Histoire des Feiutres;" and fiat the text which accompanies

these illustrations in our Journal, though not a translation off

the French work written by M. Charles Blanc, draws very

largely upon that source. M. Blanc has evinced great research f

in the incidents he adduces in connexion with these histories, and
it is only right he should have all the credit to which he is there-

by entitled, notwithstanding some inaccuracies and discrepancies

which hare fomid their way into his notices. It is also incum-

bent on us to correct an error inadvertantly made in our former
notice respecting the year of Purer's birth, which should have
been 1471, instead of 1441, as there given.

We left Albert Purer at his home in Nuremberg, after mak-
ing a tour through several of the continental states. The cele-

brated Italian engraver, Marc Antonio, of Bologna, was in

Venice at, or about, the time when Purer had reached the
" city of the Seaf and, meeting with a s*t of the engravings on
wood by the latter, representing the " Life and Passion of

T1IK (iKKAT 110. ISE.

Christ," he was particularly struck with their boldness of design

and masterly execution upon the wood, and immediately set to

work to reproduce them upon copper, substituting at the same
time, so says M. Blanc, his own monogram for that of Purer's.
Now, it is only reasonable to presume that Antonio's object in

re-producing these works was to ilispose of them as the original

• Continued from ]>age 187.

engravings and if so, he would scarcely hare affixed to them his

own signature, which would at once have made public the pla-

giarism. Tasari states that Marc Antonio copied Purer's mono-

gram at the very first, and that the latter, on discovering it, ap-

plied to the Venetian authorities to prevent the forgery; but

the only redress he obtained was that Antonio should put his

own name to all future copies of the works of tho German art-

ist. But Yasari would seem to have been led iuto error on this

*m*t^*
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subject, and to have mistaken the engravings of the " Life of

our Saviour " for those of the " Life of the Virgin," which An-
tonio also copied and signed with Durer's name, and not the

former. It is singular how so great a misconception could have
arisen, as there are but seventeen of the " Virgin" plates, while

there are thirty-six of the others.

We have spoken of a picture which Durer painted in Venice,
for the German Church established in that city. When it was

finished, and fixed iu its destined place, the Doge and the Patri-

arch of the city went to see it; everybody was in raptures with

it; all the great artists of Italy acknowledged the genius of the

stranger. Giovanni Bellini commended the work most highly,

and Andrea Mantegna, who resided then at Mantua, was most

solicitious of an introduction to the " Gothic" painter. Durer
set out to pay him a visit, but reached Mantua only in time to

learn the death of its great artist.

=5.
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THE KNIGHT AND THE LADY.

The fame he acquired when in Venice roused the jealousy of
many of the Venetians; but the artist possessed, in a remarkable
degree, those qualities of heart and mind which go so far to
banish ill-will and to disarm envy. He exercised kindness to-

wards all men ; his conversation was agreeable and profitable,

not only on matters connected with Art, bnt on the natural and

physical sciences, on geometry and architecture, with all of

which his acquaintance was nrore than superficial. These ac-

quirements, combined with dignified manners and a prepossess-

ing person, made his society much sought after by the titled and
noble. Ferdinand, King of Bohemia, and Maximilian, Emperor
of Germany, received him with distinction, and treated him with

O^SHSg- :-®H8g-<
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marked familiarity; the latter, especially, held Durer in high

esteem, retaining him among his court, and giving him commis-

sions both for engravings and for pictures. An anecdote is on

record that Maximilian was one day present when the artist was
about to mount a wall for the purpose of making a sketch of

some object of magnitude; the ladder by which he desired to

ascend was somewhat too short, and the emperor requested one

of the crowd of nobles who surrounded him, to hold the end of

it, to insure the safety of the artist. The official considered
such a request an insult, and refused to obey. " You are noble
by birth," said the angry monarch, addressing him, " but my
painter is noble by genius," and, as if to show that it is easier

to confer a title than to make a great artist, Maximilian enno-
bled Durer, and gave him for his coat of arms three shields on
a field of azure, two en chef and one en pointe. This device, at
a later period was adopted by all the societies of painters.

TUB VIRGIN AND CHILD.

At the age of forty-nine, Albert Durer was desirous of revisit-

ing the Netherlands; unfortunately, his wife followed him thither.
Antwerp was then the most important city of the Low Coun-
tries, and the focus of their commerce, and it was the first place
which the travellers reached together. The evening of their
arrival, the director of the leading banking establishment, that

$4

of Fugger, the Rothschild of his day, invited them to a splendid

supper; the following days Durer was honorably escorted in his

walks through the city; he was also invited to a public dinner
,

given by the artists of Antwerp, in their own hall. A report fi

of this entertainment Durer has left recorded in his published U

journal of his visit to Netherlands:—" There was no sparing of $
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expense," he writes; " the banquet was served on silver, and all

the painters attended with their wives. Wheu I entered with

mine, they ranged themselves on each side for me to pass through,

as they would for some great lord. The most distinguished per-

sons there saluted me reverentially, and expressed the most
earnest desire to pay me all respect, and to make the entertain-

ment as agreeable to me as I could wish. When I had taken

my place, the Sieur Rathporth offered me, in the name of the

guild, four pints of wine, in token of their good-will and esteem.

I thanked them, and expressed my gratitude. After having

wmw
iffl
In

V v been most pleasantly and hospitably entertained till late in the
» night, they conducted us home by torchlight, and renewed their

\$ expressions of regard during the journey."

W 2t*

At Ghent and at Bruges, Durer was equally well received ; ml

entertainments were got up in his honor, and every evening he «p

was conducted to his lodgings amid the blaze of flambeaux. It m
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was rare, even in those days, when men delighted to manifest

their estimation of genius by open acts of courtesy and respect,

to see such homage rendered to it. And how strong and la-

mentable a contrast is afforded by comparing what used to be

practised in those semi-barbarous ages, as we tire accustomed to

think them, with what is done now. True it is, public entertain-

ments are abundant enough in our own time and country, but

the recipients of them are seldom the men who have raised them-

selves above their fellows in the arts and in literature; these are

rarely the guests of the noble, where rank gives nobility, nor are

they accustomed to sit in high places as those with whom it is

an honor to associate. Wealth is the polar star of our time, to

which all look, and " reverence as they gaze."

On reaching Brussels, Margaret of Austria, regent of the

Netherlands for Charles V., dispatched an officer of the court

and commissioned him to assure Durer of the favor of the regent

and of the emperor. In return for this act of kind consideration,

the engraver of Nuremberg offered Margaret some of his choic-

est prints, among them his " St. Jerome seated," engraved upon

copper with marvellous delicacy, and still reckoned among his

finest works; and a set of his " Passion" prints, to which he add-

ed two subjects drawn on parchment with much labor and care,

and which he valued at thirty florins. But intrigue and envy

were early at work to lower him in the estimation of his fair

patroness; and Margaret was not long ere she showed an entire

change in her conduct towards him. Durer had painted a por-

trait of the emperor; he showed it to the regent, who received

it with so indifferent, or, rather, so contemptuous an air, that the

painter carried back his picture in silence. A clay or two fol-

lowing, in order to ascertain whether it was towards himself or

his work that such conduct was directed, he asked Margaret for

a small book containing some admirable miniatures by James
Cornelesz, a distinguished Dutch painter of that period; but she

sharply replied that she had already promised it to her own
painter, Bernard Van Orlcy; and thus terminated their mutual
acquaintance. There were other grievances, too, besides the neg-

lect of the Austrian regent, of which Durer had just ground of

complaint, for even in past days patrons did not always deal honor-

ably with those they employed. Six individuals in Brussels, whose
portraits Durer had painted, received the pictures but neglected

to pay him. In his Diary, dated from Antwerp, he says—" I have
made a large number of drawings, portraits, and other works,

one way or another, but the majority of them have produced me
nothing." Notwithstanding his industry and his economical
habits, he found himself much straightened in his circumstances,

and felt most accutely the contrast exhibited in his early recep-

tion with that which followed; it induced him to insert the fol-

lowing remark, written in large letters, iu the account-book he
carried with him during his journey:—"In all my transactions

while travelling through the Netherlands; in all my expenses,

sales, aud other matters; in all my dealings both with the higher

and the lower classes, I have been unjustly treated, but especial

ly by Madame Margaret, who has given me nothing in exchange
for my presents and my pictures." It is to be feared that Durer,

like many other men of genius, was little acquainted with com-
mercial policy, or in other words, knew not how to make his art

a sure matter of pounds and pence; for it is reported he was
compelled to exchange his portrait of Charles Y., for a white

handkerchief of English manufacture. At thisjuncture, a citizen

of Antwerp, Alexander Imhoff, agreed to lend him one hundred
florins, for which Durer gave his acceptance payable at Nurem-
berg. This timely aid released the painter from his present dif-

ficulties, and he began to make arrangements for returning home-
wards; but, on the eve of his departure, Christian II., King of

Denmark, arrived at Antwerp, and learning that Durer was still

in the city, immediately sent for him to paint his portrait; con-

sidering that the opportunity of having the picture from an art-

ist whose fame had even then reached the courts of Northern
Europe, should not be allowed to pass by. The portrait was
painted, and Durer was paid for it iu a manner worthy of a liberal

patron, and that patron a monarch. Flattered by the present
of some of his engravings, which Durer gave to Christian, the
latter invited him to a grand banquet, where he met the Em-

peror, Margaret, and the King of Spain; but neither of the lat-

ler personages condescended to address the untitled guest of the
Danish sovereign, who felt himself more honored by the presence
of the German artist, than of the crowned heads who feasted at

his side. Durer soon after quitted the Netherlands, bearing with
him many bitter remembrances, which only served, however, to
make his native Germany more welcome than ever.

Still, his travels, by the opportunities they afforded him of

studying men aud manners, and, more than all, of making him-
self acquainted with the works of the Flemish school of art, were
not without a beneficial influence on his mind; they in a great
measure operated to change his ideas of the object and end of

Art. The letters of his friend Melancthou, but, more especially

his own works, testify that towards the end of his career his

style had undergone a very considerable modification; instead of

aiming at redundancy of material iu his subjects, and elaborate-

ness of detail, he sought chiefly after simplicity and harmony.
Observation and experience had taught him that the face of Na-
ture was not composed of crude and disjointed elements, that

hard and laborious variety he had essayed to give his earlier

productions,—but, on the contrary, it was fair, and exquisitely

proportioned, and symmetrically formed, and harmoniously put

together; in short, that it was a world of beauty, aud not of de-

formity—of order, and not of incongruity—of life and intelli-

gence, and not of inactivity aud dulness. But this knowledge
was attained when it was too late to apply it to much good pur-

pose, and his regret was excessive when he recollected that so

large a portion of his time had been passed in following a style

which he now found it necessary, although difficult, to change.

Yet he nevertheless persevered in the task, and succeeded, not

only in improving the technicalities of his works, but their gen-

eral character as well. The best examples of this latter pro-

gress are, perhaps, to be found in the noble figures of "The
Apostles," now in Munich.

But a period was rapidly approaching which was to terminate

both his labors and his hopes. Durer was ill able to bear, at

one and the same time, the twofold trial of unremitting toil and
great mental vexation. It has already been stated that his

marriage with Agnes Frey promised to him little peace, aud far

less pleasure; her disposition was of that querulous and peevish

nature as to entirely banish everything like harmony from their

dwelling; and as the ill-matched pair advanced in years, so their

domestic disquietudes increased with them. Everyday his wife

became more morose and irritating. Iu a house where, above
most others, silence and peace should be found to preside, the

demon of anger and passion was let loose. Pertulant and ava-

ricious, tortured by a constant apprehension of impending pover-

ty, Agnes, like another Xautippe, was an incessant disturber of

her husband's peace, and an habitual torment. Durer bore his

hard lot with no little patience for a long time; but such cease-

less annoyance became ultimately too great for one naturally of

a meek and gentle disposition, and he insensibly abandoned him-

self to despair, and at length was released from his life of vexa-

tion and disappointment, on the 10th of April, 1528. The
senate of Nuremberg decreed him a public funeral, which was
celebrated with great pomp and solemuity; and it is reported

that, although exceedingly liberal, he left a tolerable fortune to

his wife. They still show at Nuremberg, in the cemetary of St

John, the place where this great genius was laid. " It is im-

possible," says a modern French writer, M. Alfred Michiels, "to

imagine a more unworthy resting-place for a painter; it is not

one of those verdant enclosures which Nature decorates with

poetry; no weeping willow hangs there its long pendant branch-

es—no cypress lifts its head to the sky,—neither wreaths nor
garlands, those pious remembrances of the living which give

honor to the dead, are to be found therein. The tombs, ranged
in long rows, like beds in a hospital, are but stones covering the

graves of the departed." On the tomb of Albert Durer is this

simple inscription:

—

Mi. Al. Du.
Quidquid Alberti Dukeri mortale fuit,

Sub hoc conditur tumtlo,

Emigravit VIII. idus Afrilis, MDXXYIII.

S~
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To this brief sentence Willibald Perckheimer, the tried and
faithful friend of the great painter, added an account of his ex-

celliencies, and an expression of the general regret at his loss.

It was only right he should engrave on the marble that covered

Dnrer, the last testimony to his worth, for he had consoled and
strengthened him while living. Fortune seemed, in the end, to

respect their old mutual attachment, for they both rest near

each other in the same burial-ground.

Having thus briefly glauced at the principal events in the life

of Albert Durer, we pass on to notice some of those works which
have rendered his name immortal. We have already remarked
that to this day the German schools of painting and engraving-

feel the influence which his peculiar genius originated ; its mys-

ticisms, its vagueness, its eccentricity, its severity of thought and
expression. Among the earliest engravings on wood, executed

about the same time as his oldest known picture, that is, in 1498,

is a series derived from the Book of Revelations. Such a choice

as this indicates at once the mental character of the artist, who,
while yet a young man, had still the daring to measure his

strength against a subject so profound, so unearthly, and so

sublime—" to place Death on the pale horse, and to ride with

him into the interminable regions of a strange and unknown
world."

Durer designed more than fifteen sheets full of those spectres

which appeared to the solitary dweller in Patmos; men and
horses grouped together in marvellous combination; spirits, yet

allied to earth, because partaking of those passions and natures

which are the common lot of humanity. Of this series the most
remarkable, perhaps, is the eighth, wherein the angel of the

river Euphrates is let loose to destroy the third part of mankind;
the messengers of destruction are mounted upon beasts having

the bodies of horses and heads of lions, emitting flames of fire.

Beneath them are crowds of royal personages, mendicant friars,

bishops, nuns, and monks, in introducing which the artist con-

fesses his Protestant principles; or, as M. Blanc observes, "One
recognizes that the burin here has been guided by the hand of

his friend Melancthon, the disciple of Luther."

None can fail to remark that all the pictures and engravings

by Durer are imbued with a kink of vague spiritualism, are char-

acterized by a laborious execution, and carried almost to the ex-

treme of finish. The engraving of the Geeat Horse, on the

first page, is an evidence of this remark ; we admire the great
delicacy of his graver in delineating the roundness of the form
and muscles, and in the rendering of the accessories; but if you
seek to penetrate into the meaning of the composition upon
which so much patient toil has been expended, you discern no-

thing more than an armed warrior holding his horse by a bridle,

and standing at the doorway of a ruined chateau.
The Knight and the Lady is another of his most strange

compositions, which may be classed among the allegorical. The
pair, habited in the costume of the period, are walking together.

The Subject of their conversation it is impossible to divine, so

different is the expression in the countenance of each; but, be-

hind the tree, so formal and naked, stands Death, with an hour-

glass on his head, watching the movements of the knight and his

companion, as if prepared, at no far distant time, to claim one
or the other as his own. This subject was executed on copper
by Durer, and is considered one of his most delicately-finished

engravings.

The Yirgin and Child, with the monkey, may be also quoted
as another example of the eccentric genius of this artist. What
possible connection can be supposed to exist between these three

figures we do not pretend to divine
;
yet how exquisitely is the

picture wrought, what marvellous finish is discernable in every
part of the composition, and how varied yet natural are the
flowing lines of drapery, free, full, and vigorous in the masses.
It is greatly to be deplored that Durer did not leave behind him
some explanatory descriptions of his works that might have
served as an index to his meaning.

Samson Slaying the Lion is not reckoned by collectors
among the most important of his engravings, but it is a curious
and most masterly production

; executed originally on wood, we
believe, for it is not specified in the catalogue of his works. The

great foe of the Philistines is bestriding the infuriated animal,

and is tearing its jaws asunder with amazing energy ; the strength

of Samson is powerfully developed in the complete mastery he
seems to have attained over the animal, which writhes under his

giant grasp. But one cannot help being struck with the ana-

chronism of which Durer has been guilty here, as in most of his

compositions, in the introduction into his landscape of buildings

of his own time and country, instead of such as would be in some
degree appropriate to the subject.

The last of our examples is Christ Bidding Farewell to
his Mother, one of the series from the " Life of the Virgin ;"

it exhibits all the excellence of his graver, while it has less of

that singularity of composition observable in the majority of his

designs.

Bartsch is of opinion, in which he is followed bv M. Blanc,
that Durer himself never engraved on wood, making only the
designs, which were cut by other hands; other authorities, how-
ever, as Heinecke, Young,_ Ottley, 'and Heller, affirm the con-

trary. We will not venture an opiuion upon the matter, for

which both parties think they have sufficient evidence to de-

termine.

We have left but little space for criticism upon the produc-

tions of this "Great Master of Art;" and, indeed, criticism

would seem almost superfluous where genius has been recognised

and appreciated through centuries. His paintings exhibit fer-

tile invention, accuracy of drawing, good colouring and high
finish; but they want a certain gracefulness which seems indis-

pensable to make them truly agreeable; perhaps had he lived a

century later he would have attained this also. His inattention

to costume is another defect that mars the beauty of his works.

His engravings were carried to a degree of perfection which has

not been surpassed at any subsequent period in the annals of

Art: while his literary labors have no slight claim on the con-

sideration of the scholar.

PREPARATION OF IODIZED PAPER BY ONE SOLUTION ONLY.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—My attention has been only this day directed to the re-

print in your Journal for January * under the above title, of a

letter to the "Pharmaceutical Times" of August 1848, from Mr.

C. J. Jordan, in which the discovery of the method of preparing

iodized paper by the single wash, is claimed by that gentleman.

Now, I beg to state, through the medium of your journal also,

that so far back as seven years prior to the date of Mr. Jordan's

paper, viz. in 1841, I had discovered and published the same

process. I was at that time resident in St. Andrews, and show-

ed my process to Sir David Brewster, through whom I commu-
nicated it to the Literary and Philosophical Society of St. An-
drews, in a brief memoir which was afterwards printed in their

Transactions.

Were it necessary, I could send you my original formnla and
method of preparing the paper by the double iodide of silver and
potassium ; but these are almost identical with the process recom-

mended by your correspondent X, with the exception of the ad-

dition of bromide of silver, which I tried, but found useless. An
abstract of my paper, however, with its date, will be found in

"Chamber's Instuction for the People," under the head of "Pho-

tography—the Calotype," as also I believe in some works upon

photography.

The question of "Paper versus Collodion," now attracting so

much attention, having again brought the truly beautiful calo-

type process into well-deserved requisition, I trust you will re-

cognize the justice of my claiming, through your journal, which

is the organ of photographers, such merit as belongs to the

discovery of a process now almost exclusively employed in the

preparation of the iodized paper, and by the U6e of which, the

calotypist has been enabled to accomplish a grand desideratum

—the preparation of iodized paper of uniform quality, with ra-

pidity and certainty.

* See Phot. & F. A. J. p. 132 Vol. viii. No. v.
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In the course of a few weeks I purpose sending you a few re-

marks upon the calotype, which, perhaps from old friendship, is

certainly my favorite process, and I hope to suggest a plan,

which, with your co-operation, would have a direct tendency to-

wards the improvement of the manipulation as at present

practised.

I am, Sir, Your obedient Servant,

W. Holland Furlong.

From the ' Cosmos.''

NEW DRY COLLODION PROCESS,

Captain Caron of the French Artillery has addressed to the

Socicte d' Encouragement the description of the following pro-

cess of Photography upon dry collodion.

The manipulations in the employment of dry collodion are the

same as for the moist ; the difference lies in the substitution of

chlorides for the iodides, which, without exception, lose their

sensibility by drying. The chloride of silver is as sensitive in

the dry state as when moist; and although its sensibility is not

equal to that of moist iodized collodion, it nevertheless remains

superior to that of collodion preserved by sugar, honey, mucil-

ages, or salts, which besides have the inconvenience of becoming

soiled by dust. The following are M. Carou's preparations:—
Take of pure collodion 3^ fluid ounces, add 10, 12 or 15 drops

of chloride of iodine, as an average 12; spread on the glass;

plunge in a bath of fused nitrate of silver, ("an 15 e" *) wash

with common water; let the glass drain, and dry it. From the

dampness of the weather, M. Caron has always "dried rapidly at

the fire; he is not sure whether this is indispensable.

Take the impression in the camera or behind a negative. Re-

dip the plate in the bath of nitrate of silver for several seconds

;

develop the image with pyrogallic acid, as for moist collodion;

pyrogallic acid 15i grains, water 10 ounces, acetic acid 2|
drachms: with the following bath, pyrogallic acid 15 \ grains,

water l\ pint (imperial), acetic acid 2^ drachms, the image

comes out more slowly, but better. Fix with cyanide of potas-

sium of j oV oth ("au cinq millieme") ; wash, dry.

The following fact will give an idea of the duration of the ex-

posure:-—On a dull day, to print through a negative on collo-

dion, required an exposure of two to three seconds. So long as

the image does not acquire a red color with pyrogallic acid, the

exposure has not been sufficient.

This process is evidently exceedingly simple; audit gives good
impressions, it will be generally adopted. M. Caron says no-

thing respecting the quality of those he has obtained; it is true

we are in the midst of winter.

MM. Duboscq and Tavernier have tried this process and their

results promise much. The collodion applied in this way has the

advantages of albumen, and the drying by the fire appears of

great utility.

From the Journal of the Phot. Soc.

COLLODION PROCESS.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Society:

Sir,—In the Number of the Photographic Journal for De-
cember last, Mr. Doyle asked me a question about the quantity

of the gun-cotton which is precipitated by the solution of salt I

recommended to be added to the collodion to prepare it for my
process. I sent an answer to the succeeding Number of the

Journal, but I was not aware at that time how much I ought to

have explained. Questions since put to me on the same subject

caused me to read over carefully the paper originally sent to the

Philosophical Magazine of July last, and I find I have in it

made an omission, which no doubt has caused the process to be
unsuccessful. When I recommended a saturated solution of

salt to be used, I meant the solution to be made with alcohol,

f* We presume this indicates the density of the ha
"Beaume." If so, it is 1,116, taking water at 1,000; aW nitrate to the ounce of water.

th iu degrees of

About 50 grains of

not with water. If made with the latter, it not only would pre-
cipitate too largely, but otherwise destroy the mixture; and I
am afraid such has been the case with the operators who have
tried the process. As my experience of the process with the
iodide of iron has quite answered my own expectations, and,
when the proper solutions have been used, in the hands of others
the promises I have made for it, I am tempted to rewrite the
formula I use, exactly as it should be, at the risk of occupying
too much space by a repetition. It may not, however, be with-
out its value just now, as the season is becoming more favorable
for photographic operations, and I know of no process more sen-

sitive or certain than that I describe. Take of

Sulphate of iron 40 grs.

Iodide of potassium 24 grs.

Chloride of sodium (common salt) 6 grs.

Alcohol 2 ozs.

Strong water of ammonia 3 drops.

Mix the powdered salts together and add them to the alcohol,
then the water of ammonia. A few pieces of iron wire must be
kept in the mixture to prevent the iron becoming peroxidized.

One part of this mixture is to be added to three parts of col-

lodion holding in solution an alcoholic solution of common salt in

the proportion of one fluid drachm of salt to 4 ozs. of collodion.

Or, neglecting the salt solution, 5 drops of chloroform may be
added to 1 drachm of the solution of iodide of iron and 3 drachms
of plain collodion. The mixture of collodion and iodide of iron
ought to be used shortly after having been made, as the iron be-
comes peroxized and spoilt by a prolonged contact with the col-

lodion.

The nitrate of silver solution for exciting the plate should be
of the strength of 30 grs. to the ounce of water.

The developing solution may be either the ordinary sulphate
of iron one, or the pyrogallic acid.

With a good lens and good light an almost instantaneous pic-

ture may be produced by this process.

A little water of ammonia added to the hyposulphite bath
brings out the picture more fully when a very short exposure is

given.

Sometimes the common table salt contains a little carbonate

of soda ; if such be used iu the process it causes cloudiness.

Your obedient Servant,

Thomas Woods.

From the Jour, of the Phot, Soc.

WAXED-PAPER PROCESS,

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal,

Sir,—Being merely an amateur in the photographic art, I

venture upon an incognito appearance in your pages with great

diffidence, as I feel that what I have to say is most probably
already known to all experienced professors in it. But as by
chance some of your numerous readers may be thankful for a

hint calculated to save them some trouble and expense, you will

perhaps allow me a short space in your columns.

I have found that it is quite unnecessary to employ a solution

of greater strength than 4 or 6 grains of nitrate of silver to the

ounce of water for the sensitizing of waxed-paper, and that with

a solution of this strength, no washing of the paper is at all re-

quisite. The way I proceed, is to prepare a bath of, say 5 or

6 grains of nitrate of silver to the ounce of common clean water,

adding a little pure acetic acid, or what is quite as good, or per-

haps better, about the same quantity of tartaric acid, and filter

the compound solution through a little animal charcoal. This

filtered solution is to be poured to a sufficient depth, say \ of an
inch in a flat glass dish : and the number of sheets required for

a day's work, or more if need be, that is to say, from 6 to 8,

are immersed in the usual way in it. By the time the last sheet

of 6 is immersed, nearly five minutes will have elapsed; then the

mass of sheets should be turned up, and the one first immersed
taken out, after having been moved about a little in the fluid,

and laid on a sheet of blotting-paper, and covered with a second;

upon this a second sensitized sheet is to be laid in the same way,

*§es$slN
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and so on till all are removed from the bath. The whole are

then to be carefully pressed uniformly all over, and the sheets of

waxed-paper may be at once placed in the holders and are ready

for use. It might be thought that paper thus prepared would
not keep, but I do not find this to be the case: they will keep,

even with 10 grains to the ounce, perfectly well for five or six

days, and I dare say much longer if the holder be not only

light-tight, but also, as nearly as may be, air-tight.

I develop in the usual way, by immersion in a saturated solu-

tion of gallic acid, which will not require the addition of nitrate

of silver.

Thus it will be seen, that, with a little attention, no appara-

tus is required beyond a single glass dish, and two or three

phials containing nitrate of silver, animal charcoal, and tartaric

acid. If the nitrate of silver is weighed out in separate papers,

say 30 grs. in each (enough for 6 fluid ounces of water), and the

tartaric acid in like quantities, the operator will be independent

of everything else but clean water and plenty of blotting-paper.

On a tour there is no necessity of course to remove the iodide of

silver with hyposulphite of soda, for if the developed sheets are

thoroughly washed, that process may be gone through at any

convenient time.

It may be as well to mention, in addition, that I pi'epare the

waxed-paper according to M. Heisch's formula, which I think

is perhaps the best yet promulgated ; and that if common water

be used for the gallic acid, the solution should be filtered through

pure animal charcoal. If rain-water be used, it should also be

filtered and slightly acidulated with acetic or tartaric acid.

Your obedient Servant,

A

DRY COLLODION

I subjoin a new process, which I have just completed, for

using collodion dry. The subject may not be uninteresting to

your scientific readers. The usual plain collodion is excited

with

(No. 1.) 3 grains iodide of cadmium,

1

1

grain chloride of zinc,

oz. collodion,

Dissolve the chemicals in

collodion:

or (No

| oz. alcohol.

the alcohol, and then mix with the

2.)

or (No. 3.)

3 grains iodide of zinc,

1 grain bromide of cadmium:
2 grains iodide of cadmium
1 grain bromide of cadmium

aV grain bromide of iron

2*o grain bromide of calcium.

In th£ last it will be necessary to dissolve 1 grain of bromide of

iron in 1 drachm of alcohol, and use 1 fluid grain of the solution.

Similarly 3 grains of bromide of calcium must be dissolved in

1 drachm of alcohol, and use 1 fluid grain. The excited collo-

dion will require to stand a few days to completely settle. De-
cant into a dry bottle to avoid sediment. Spread as usual.

Bath of albuminate of silver.

16 ounces distilled water

1 ounce albumen

1J ounce nitrate of silver (neutral)

1^ ounce glacial acetic acid

2 grains iodide of potassium.

The albumen and water must be well mixed first, then the

glacial acetic acid added; shake up and stand three hours, then
add the nitrate of silver in crystals, shake and filter, stand twenty-
four hours, then add the iodide of potassium, filter again ready
for use. Coat the plate as usual with collodion, and use the al-

buminate of silver bath as an ordinary silver bath; wash in an-

other bath of distilled water five minutes, then wash the back
of the plate with common water, the front with distilled; set

the plate aside to dry, vertical position, in a place free from
dust. It will keep three weeks. Expose in the camera as

usual, from two minutes to ten, according to the light, diaph-

VOL. VIII. no. vn. 28

Wash,

ragm, &c. Pass into the silvering bath again three minutes.
Develop with

6 grains proto-sulphate of iron

1 ounce distilled water
1 drachm glacial acetic acid,

and fix with

1 cyanide of potassium
20 water.

It is about as quick as albumen in the camera. The albuminate
of silver bath must on no account be exposed to daylight, nor
the developing solution. Potassium and ammonium salts will

do to excite the collodion; but it will not keep so long as with
the metallic iodides. Yours, &c.

J. E. Mayall.

A MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHY—THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL.'

BY CHARLES A. SEELY, A. M.

CHAPTER in.

THE SENSITIVE,

photographic

The salts of

The sensitive substance employed in nearly all

processes is some combination or Salt of Silver,

silver most approved for such purposes are the Chloride, Iodide,

and Bromide (Haloid Salts). The Nitrate of Silver is also

commonly used, but rather as the adjunct than as the necessary

and essential material. From the Nitrate other Salts of Silver

are most easily prepared.

The haloid Salts of Silver are prepared either by the direct

combination of their elements, as in the Daguerreotype, where
metallic silver is exposed to the vapor of Iodine and Bromine,
or by double decomposition, as in the Talbotype and Collodion

processes. This last method is well illustrated by a few simple

experiments.

Take three wine glasses or test tubes, pour into the first a
weak solution of common salt, (Chloride of Sodium); into the

second a solution of Iodide of Potassium, and into the third a
solution of Bromide of Potassium. These solutions are colorless

and appear like plain water. But if a solution of Nitrate of

Silver be added to each, they instantly become turbid, and in

the course of a few minutes a quantity of heavy powder will have
subsided. The powder in the first glass is Chloride of Silver,

in the second, Iodide of Silver, and in the third Bromide of Sil-

ver. The Chloride and Bromide are white, the Iodide sulphur-

yellow. The solutions floating above these are, in the first, Nitrate

of Soda, in the second and third, Nitrate of Potash. The Nitric

Acid has abandoned the silver to the Chlorine, Iodine and
Bromine of the Chloride of Sodium, Iodide of Potassium, and
Bromide of Potassium.

The photogenic effects of the Haloid Salts of Silver are quite

similar, so that either may be substituted for the other. When
in a state of purity they are apparently little effected by light.

But if they are moist and a small quantity of organic matter is

present, and especially free Nitrate of Silver, they are promptly

darkened and otherwise changed. They are solid substances,

and entirely insoluble in water, but readily soluble in Cyanide
of Potassium, Hypo-sulphite of Soda, and slightly in Nitrate of

Silver.

It is plainly of the highest importance that the sensitive be
evenly spread over the receiving surface. How this is accom-

plished in the Daguerreotype is well known, and the experiments

described above will readily suggest other practicable methods.

The decomposition of Nitrate of Silver is directly effected on the

receiving surface. If paper is used it is first saturated with a

solution of Chloride of Sodium, Iodide of Potassium, or Bromide
of Potassium; dried, and then floated upon a solution of Nitrate

of Silver. By this method, a uniform layer of the sensitive is

easily secured.

When the receiving surface is glass, a somewhat different

proceeding is necessary. The Salts of Silver in the state of

Continued from page 189, No. vL
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powder would not adhere to the surface. The Iodide or Bro-

mide of Potassium is first dissolved in Collodion or a solution of

Albumen—which is poured upon the glass and then exposed to

a bath of Nitrate of Silver, whereby the Iodide or Bromide

of Silver is formed upon aud through the film of Collodion or

Albumen.

In the preceding chapters some general notions of Photo-

graphic operations have been given. The outlines of the whole

subject have been sketched, and it now remains to carefully

fill in the details. The student will be much facilitated in his

labor if he strives constantly to keep in view the reason and

theory for what he is doing. He should accept no formula or

process which does not harmonize with these.

The Printing Process will first claim our attention, although

in actual working it is the last. The reason of this order of

presenting the subject will be given in the next chapter.

CHAPTER IV.

THE PRINTING PROCESS.

The picture in which the lights and shades are reversed is

called a Negative. When they are in their natural relation the

picture is called a Positive. The impression taken in the camera

is usually a negative, to change which into a positive the Print-

ing Process is resorted to. There are many methods of obtain-

ing negatives, to all of which the same Printing Process is

applicable. The manipulations of Photographic Printing are

more easily understood than those of the Talbotype and other

processes, and therefore may serve as a proper introduction to

what is more difficult. Yet in printing nothing is to be slighted

;

for in working it will be found simple and easy only as it is

thoroughly comprehended. The operator will have many vex-

atious failures unless he observes the greatest carefulness. The

chemicals employed must be pure, and the vessels in which they

are used be kept scrupulously clean—each one being reserved

for its particular purpose. Solutions when not in use should be

preserved in closely stoppered bottles. Solutions of Silver must

be carefully excluded from light. No success can be expected

unless these directions are followed.

The chemicals of the greatest importance in printing are

—

Nitrate of Silver,

Chloride of Ammonium,
Chloride of Sodium,

Ammonia,
Hypo-Sulphite of Soda.

Besides these others will be named, which are useful under

peculiar circumstances.

The articles of apparatus required are,

—

Two or three trays of gutta-percha or porcelain,

Scales aud weights,

Printing frame.

The different steps in printing are,

—

First.—Salting the Paper.

Second.—Sensitizing with Nitrate of Silver.

Third.—Exposure to light in the printing frame.

Fourth.—Fixing and toning.

Fifth.—Washing and drying.

Photographic chemicals are always employed in solution.

There are three methods in use for applying these solutions to

paper, viz. brushing, floating and immersion. The first two are

used when it is desirable to wet only one side of the paper. The

most convenient brush is a tuft of cotton loosely bound on the

end of a glass tube or rod by a thread or fine silver wire. Such

brushes are called Buckle's brushes. Floating the paper on the

solution is the method generally preferred for securing an uni-

form distribution of the chemical substance.

To be Continued.

" A Disclaimer" was received too late for this number.

V will appear in our next.

It

From J\~otes Sf Queries.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES,

MR. LYTE'S COLLODION.

May I be permitted through your Journal to ask your valua-

ble contributor Mr. Lyte (who I am certain will with his usual

kindness oblige me) for an explanation of the (to me) following

difficulty.

In his paper on sensitive collodion which appears in Vol. ix.,

p. 151, of your Journal, Mr. Lyte directs half an ounce of iodide

of potassium in powder to be put into a six-ounce bottle: he

calls this No. 1. The same quantity of bromide of potassium is

to be put into another six-ounce bottle, and called No. 2. Bot-
tle No. 1 is to be filled with absolute alcohol, which after being
in for two hours is to be decanted into No. 2, and left for two
more hours, and then decanted into a third bottle for use; of

this prepared liquid add one part to three of collodion.

The one ounce or 480 grains of iodide and bromide hereby
dissolved in the five ounces and a half of alcohol is in the pro-

portion of eighty-seven grains of iodide and bromide to the ounce
of alcohol; and if it is added to the collodion in the proportion

above stated, namely, one to three, it will be eighty-seven grains

of iodide and bromide in one ounce of alcohol to three ounces of

collodion, or twenty-nine grains to the ounce.

Now this cannot be, for the largest proportion usually used
for negative collodion is only five grains to the ounce, and for

positive collodion less than that. How does Mr. Lyte explain

it? I am no chemist myself, but I should say that the alcohol

does not dissolve the whole ounce of the sensitive compounds,
for I believe they are only very sparingly soluble in alcohol; but
if only a portion is dissolved on the first occasion, does Mr. Lyte
replace that portion by more the next time he iodizes? If so,

what quautity? Or does he use them until they are quite dis-

solved (without adding any in the meantime) and then begin
afresh with another half ounce of each?

Dr. Diamond, in his paper in the same number, recommends
spirits of wine to be used in sensitising in combination with dis-

tilled water, whilst Mr. Lyte recommends alcohol, but which
Dr. Diamond opposes: pray, sir, what is the difference between
the two?* I always thought they were the same, but under
different names.

Perhaps at the same time Mr. Lyte will do us the favor to

inform us whether he has made any farther improvement in his

collodion.

Nineteen.

HOW ON PRINTING POSITIVES.

Mr. How, whose waxed-paper process is held in such great
estimation by all the advocates of that branch of photography,
has just issued another little work—the substance of a paper
read by him before The Chemical Discussion Society. Its ob-

ject is pretty fully described by its title, On the Production of
Positive Proofs from Waxed-paper, Collodion, and. other Nega-
tives1; and as it enters into very minute details on the selection

of paper—albumenizing, salting, and exciting it—its exposure

—

the preparation of coloring baths—the fixing the pictures, aud
the best method of mounting and displaying them—there is

little doubt that the work will have a rapid and extensive sale.

MR. MERRIT'S CAMERA WITH ROLLER.

I trouble you with this, merely to assure you that I, last year,

invented a means almost precisely similar to that explained in

"N. & Q." No. 286, by Captain Barr, but, as I believe, some-
what more simple, inasmuch as I use a roller which by one turn

winds off the entire picture, and brings another into its place.

By this you will see that the work is more simply performed,

and the strip of calico not needed. I send this, believing that

* Pure anhydrous alcohol at C0° is -794, whereas the specific gravity
of ordinary rectified spirits of wine is usually about -S40, and it con-
tains from 80 to 83 per cent, of absolute alcohol.

—

Ed. " N. <fc Q."

fa
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should any one desire this form, mine might save some trouble,

as it is certainly more convenient, and, by less rolling, less like-

ly to injure the picture.

T. E. Merritt.

SOLUTION TO PRESERVE POSITIVE IMPRESSIONS. (FROM LA LUMIERE.)

An English amateur, who has lately arrived from Italy, Mr.
Gotch Hepburn, a member of the Photographic Society of Lon-

don, has been kind enough to give us the following process,

which has been communicated to him, as producing excellent

results, by Mr. Anderson, to whom we owe a series of admira-

ble views of Rome. Although this process is without doubt

already known to some of our readers, we think it useful to pub-

lish it, to induce photographers to make use of it.

" Make, with the aid of heat, a saturated solution with white

wax in spirits of turpentine; let it cool, when a certain quantity

of wax will be precipitated, and pour off the clear part for use.

" After the picture has been fixed by the ordinary means, dry

it perfectly at the fire, otherwise it will not absorb equally;

then spread the solution on it with a large paint brush, using

plenty of the liquid. When the paper is well impregnated

(that is to say, at the end of one or two minutes), remove the

excess of the liquid with a dry brush, and let the picture dry,

laid fiat for several hours. When the picture is dry, suspend it,

to get rid of the smell of tui'peutine. Mr. Anderson, of Rome,
who practised this process with success, thinks that alcohol does

not dissolve enough wax; but all other liquids which will dis-

solve a great quantity of wax may be substituted for turpentine.

The only disadvantage of this method is, that it is obliged to

be kept several days that the odor may completely disperse."

HOW TO DEEPEN A POSITIVE COLLODION PICTDRE INTO A GOOD

PRINTING NEGATIVE.

Having frequently been asked the above question, will you
allow me to reply through " N. & Q." that I use the following

mode with general success. I put two drachms of bichloride of

mercury into a stoppered bottle, with the same weight of chlo-

ride of ammonia, and add ten ounces of water. It soon dis-

solves, and may be kept any length of time for use. Then, after

a picture is thoroughly washed from the hypo-sulph. of soda, I

pour some of this fluid rapidly over the whole surface, beginning

at one corner, so that it may flow evenly and without auy hesi-

tation off at the opposite diagonal corner; and immediately wash
it perfectly with water. If allowed to remain, a white picture

will be the result; which must be afterwards blackened with

weak hypo, as recommended by Mr. Archer: but it is far more
convenient to use the solution I have described, as it acts most
perfectly, and there is little danger of its destroying the collodion

film, which is often done when more powerful agents are used.

The naif-tones are in no measure injured by this process. Paper
negatives acquire intensity by very quick manipulation in the

same way.

Hugh W. Diamond.

MR. SISSON ON ACETATE AND NITRATE OF LEAD.

La Lumiere of April 7 publishes the following extract from

a letter addressed to the editor by Mr. J. Lawson Sisson, upon
the employment of acetate and nitrate of lead in photography.

Mr. Sisson remarks, " that in his recent communication to La
Lumiere, M. Julien Blot mentions M. Laborde as being the first

who employed nitrate and acetate of lead in photography. In

1851 M. Muller (of Patna, in the East Indies) made use

of a solution of nitrate of lead to wash the negative paper

before iodizing it. The iodide of lead being completely

soluble in the solution of nitrate of silver, he thought that it

would furnish a very useful photographic agent. His process

was published in The Athenmum, with a note in which the author

said that this process appeared to him applicable to albumen
and collodion. Having made some experiments with nitrate of

i

lead, I have found that it gives excellent results in the prepara-

tion of proto-nitrate of iron for collodion positives. It will keep

an indefinite time (this is a very remarkable fact), and never

injures the picture if it is poured on it with care ; it produces
also very brilliant tones, if the manipulations are properly done.

The formula which I employ is this:

Protosulphate of iron 6 grammes.
Common water 248
When it is dissolved, add nitrate of lead . . 3-90

Stir it well, till the decomposition is complete; let it settle; de-

cant or filter it; then add to the clear liquid:

Acetic acid 12 grammes.
Or bromic acid ditto.

Lawson Sisson.

NEW PROCESS FOR BITING IN, IN HELIOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING.

!
^(Communicated by M. Niepce de St. Victor to " La Lumiere.")

" Since the publication of my last memoir, I have been en-

gaged in investigations having for their object the replacing the

aqua fortis used in heliographic engraving on steel.

" The fumigations that 1 mentioned are certainly a great as-

sistance, but their employment is difficult. They often give too

much or too little resistance to varnish, so that it has become
necessary to seek for another mordant than aqua fortis, which
will act upon the metal without attacking the varnish. Amongst
a great number of experiments that I have made on this sub-

ject, I have found nothing better than water saturated with

iodine, at a temperature of 10 to 15 O, or more (50° to 59°

Fahrenheit) ; so that it has a golden-yellow color, not passing

to orange-red.
" The biting in is commenced by covering the plate with the

iodized water; then, after ten minutes or a quarter of an hour,

the iodized water is renewed, for the first water will no longer

contain any iodine: a part will have combined with the steel,

forming iodide of iron, and the rest will have volatilized; so that

it is important to change the iodized water two or three times,

that is to say, until the plate appears to be sufficiently bitten in.

" The biting in proceeds slowly, and it will never be sufficient-

ly deep unless we finish by using water slightly acidulated with

nitric acid. It then acts sufficiently to bite in the metal deep-

er than the iodine, without attacking the varnish. The appli-

cation of this process has given M. Riffaut, engraver, excellent

results.

" Niepce de St. Victor."

sutton's calotype process.

There should now be no lack of good photographers, for many
and excellent are the treatises upon the art which have from

time to time been published. To those already issued may now
be added, one very clear and minute in its details, and which

will be found to contain many hints which even practised hands

will be the better for. The work to which we refer is entitled,

T/ie Calotype Process, a Handbook to Photography on Paper, by
Thomas Sutton, B.A., Caius College, Cambridge; and those

who, with the old proverb, prefer practice to precept, may be

glad to learn that Mr. Sutton gives lessons on the calotype pro-

cess at the Photographic Institution, New Bond Street.

never throw away your collodion.

Being rather fond of testing by experiment the truth of the re-

sults given by many photographers as to the superior character of

their respective collodions, I have from time to time followed the

various formulas given ; some I have found to work well and up

to their character, others have fallen far short ofthe mark, and

some almost useless. Being unwilling last autumn to throw away
the remains of the various samples, consisting ofsome small quanti-

ties of Home's, Bland and Long's, Thomas and Hockiu's, to-

gether with all those prepared by myself from the formulae of

Dr. Diamond, Lyte, Wood, &c, amounting to nearly fourteen

ounces, I jumbled the whole together, and gave it good and re-

peated shakings; and I must confess that now, after nearly six
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months' rest, it proves the best negative collodion that I have

ever met with. M. P. M.

AMBER VARNISH.

Last summer I made an ounce cf amber varnish, according to

Dr. Diamond's formulae in the Photographic Journal, and a most
exquisite sample it proved to be; a few weeks since it was per-

fectly useless, although securely kept during the interval; and

I have again tried with new samples of chloroform, and the same
quality amber, to manufacture more, and cannot succeed. After

three days' maceration, and good shaking at intervals, the chlo-

roform does not appear to have dissolved any portion of the

resinous qualities of the amber. The amber was of good quality,

and consisted of the broken mouth-pieces of meershaum pipes.

Pray will any of your friends explain the why and the where-

fore. M. P. M.

MODIFICATION IN THE COMPOSITION OF COLLODION TO SUIT DIFFER-

ENT TEMPERATURE'S.

La Lumiere, in noticing the treatise upon Photography which

has recently been published by M. Van Monkhoven, a Belgian

amateur, observes that difference of temperature is a frequent

cause of failure, and that " M. Van Monkhoven has compre-

hended the importance of these changes, and has furnished the

means of avoiding their consequences.
" Accordingly, he gives different formula? suited to the sea-

sou during which one may be working. In winter, with a tem-

perature from—4° to + 4° C. (24'8° to 392° Fahrenheit),

according to his experiments, the collodion should be composed

of—
Ether (anhydrous) 80 cubic centimetres.

Alcohol (99°) 70 ditto.

Thick collodion 90 ditto.

With a temperature of about 4° to 16° C. (39'2° to 60-80°

Fahrenheit),

—

Ether (60° to 64°) 70 cubic centimetres.

Alcohol (94« to 98°) 80 ditto.

Thick collodion... 90 ditto.

In summer, with a temperature of 16° to 32° C. (608° to
89-6° Fahrenheit),—

Ether (58«) 60 cubic centimetres.
Alcohol (90°) 90 ditto.

Thick collodion 90 ditto.

" It will be seen that accordingly as the temperature rises,

and the evaporation becomes more easy and quicker, M. Van
Monkhoven reduces the quantity of ether in the solution. The
proportion of ether to alcohol is at first 6 to 3, then 5 to 3, and
at last 4 to 3. He recommends- also amongst other things that

the collodion should be perfectly anhydrous in winter, in order

to avoid the picture being covered with holes.

" Up to the present time M. Van Monkhaven is the first

writer who has devoted so much care to this important question."

FADING OF PHOTOGRAPHS.

We had already announced that the Photographic Society

had appointed a Committee to consider and report upon the

question of the fading of paper printed photographs. The Com-
mittee have now issued a circular, from which the following is

an extract:
" 1st. For any information which you can give them with re-

gard to photographs, which to your knowledge have been print-

ed for more than five years, and whether, supposing them to be
your own property, you will allow the Committee to have them
in their possession for a limited period?

"2nd. The Committee having determined to actually test the

durability of the photographs of numerous skilled manipulators,

whether you will be kind enough to aid them by sending to them
four unmounted copies—from some one negative, printed by you
on paper—all being prepared at the same time, in the manner
which you consider to be the best.

" And, in order that a knowledge of the result produced by

time upon the photographs which you send may lead to some
useful practical results, I have to request that you will have the
kindness to state:

" 1st. The date at which they were printed.
" 2nd. The kind of paper used—whether French or English—the maker's name—and the age of it when used.
" 3rd. The process, including the salting, exciting, printing

fixing, toning, and washing—giving the full details of each.
" 4th. If any of the photographs are mounted, the kind of

adhesive medium used.
" 5th. The circumstances under which the photographs have

been kept since they were produced—whether exposed to the
sunlight—diffused daylight—or kept in the dark—and whether
exposed to the air, &c. &c.

" 6th. In the case of the photographs which have been print-
ed for more than five years—whether you consider that they
have at all changed since they were produced.

" In many instances, it will no doubt be impossible to give all

the information asked for with respect to old photographs, and
yet it may be of much service to the Committee for them to in-

spect such pictures; hence, they will be very glad if you can
enable them to see old photographs, although you may not be
able to give the full history of them."

Replies and communications are to be addressed to the Hon.
See, Henry Pollock, Esq., 28 George-St., Hanover Square.

COLLODION PROCESS.—AMBR0TYPE.

Philadelphia,, 20th June, 1855.

To the Editor of Phot. Sf Fine Art Journnl:

Dear Sir,—Having frequently been applied to by Heliogra-
phers in different parts of the country, for some account of the

origin and development of the Collodion process j more especial-

ly as employed in producing the glass pictures entitled " Ambro-
types," I have concluded that the most effectual and ready
method of answering these applications would be to write out

for your Journal a brief detail of all I know, at present, con-

cerning the points in question.

As all kuow, collodion is made chiefly of gun-cotton, though
it may be, and not unfrequently is, prepared from " Swiss blot-

ting paper." But who was the discoverer of gun-cotton?

According to an English authority lying before me, it was
Schonbein, of Switzerland, in 1841, and who, according to the

same authority, first made Collodion.

This statement, however, does not pass unchallenged, for both
the French and the English, after a quite common usage of

theirs, affirm emphatically, that with them gun-cotton originated.

And I dare say, that by examining the scientific Journals of

the Germans, we should find other claimants preferring the same
pretensions, Says the poet

—

Seven cities claimed the birth of Homer, dead,
Through which the living Homer begged his bread.

a claim, which is not even yet settled.

Whether the discoverer of gun-cotton will ultimately be in-

cluded in the same category with the Father of the Epopee, it

is of course impossible to decide. But it is clear enough, that

in the existing state of our knowledge the honor of the discovery

must needs lie iu obeyance.

Much of the same uncertainty hangs over the discovery and
earliest production of Collodion. The probabilities are strong

that this discovery was made in Boston, Massachusetts, early

in 1848, by cither Dr. Parker Maynard, Dr. Curtis, or Dr.

Palmer. The American scientific Journals, for the most part,

pronounce in favor of Dr. Maynard. It was named " Collodion"

by Dr. Palmer. It should be mentioned, that the French
Journals of Science announce the same discovery as having been

made by a Frenchmau iu May or June (or nigh that date) of

1848, cotemporaneously with the discovery of the Boston doc-

tors. I know not that we have any grouud for believing or sus-

pecting that either of these borrowed from any other. It is not

an unheard of, or a very rare thing for the same discovery or
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invention to start into existence at the same date, in different

and wide-asuuder quarters of the globe.

It is, I presume, generally known, that the first use made of

collodion was its application to wounds and fractures, as a sub-

stitute for bandages. But who first applied it, or discovered its

applicability to the purposes of Photography?

I know it to be a fact, that Dr. Charles Rand, of Philadel-

phia, in 1818, suggested to Langenheim—then in the front rank

of the Heliographic profession—to make trial of collodion in

lieu of albumen. Langeuheim consenting, the Doctor prepared

some collodion, which was tried by the artist, but unsuccessfully.

The cause of this failure was probably the too great thickness of

the material employed, it being precisely in the same state as

when applied to surgical purposes.

(And here, by-the-way, it may be well enough to mention,

that Dr. Charles Cresson, of Philadelphia, is supposed to have

been the first to use Bromide of Potassium as a photographic

excitant.)

Why Langenheim did not again experiment under more favor-

able conditions, I am not apprised. At any rate, Mr. Archer,

of England, is now generally accredited as the first to use col-

lodion successfully.

Dr. Charles Cresson, named above, operating merely as an

investigating amateur, was I believe the first to produce suc-

cessful specimens of collodion portraits from life in this country,

which he did early in 1850 or 1851; and the best portrait now
extant, of the late John Price Wetherell, Esq., of Philadelphia,

was taken by Dr. Cresson at this date by the collodion process.

I have also several other of his portraits, then taken, in my
possession.

The next person who introduced bromide of potassa as an

excitant, and executed portraits successfully by this process, was

James A. Cutting, of Boston, Mass. His most eminent success

in the employment of this process was in the production of pic-

tures on glass, to which was given the name of " Ambrotypes,"

a derivative from the Greek " Ambrotos," signifying '• immor-

tal," "imperishable," &c. For certain improvements in the

making of these glass pictures, Mr. Cutting has procured patents.

He does not pretend to be the first to make pictures of this class,

but he claims to be the first to use habitually in the line of his

professional practice, bromide of potassium in combination with

collodion in addition to the iodine, which previously had alnne

been used in this combination. In other words he employs

bromo-iodized collodion, instead of merely iodized collodion.

The improvements for which he claimed and obtained patents,

July 11th, 1854, arc—
1st. The displacing of water from the cotton with strong al-

cohol. He does not assume to be the first to employ alcohol as

a desiccating agent, but he does claim to have first applied it in

the particular way and to the special purpose above named.

2nd. The employment, (as I have before intimated) of bro-

mide qf potassium in combination with iodized collodion.

Now, whether these improvements were discovered and ap-

plied by others in different parts of this country, or of the

world, prior to or cotemporary with Mr. Cutting's discovery, it

may not be possible to ascertain. But certain it is, that Mr.
Cutting was perfectly original in his seeking and finding, and

perfectly successful, knowing nothing of what might have been

done or might be doing by others in reference to the same

point. When, therefore, he made certain discoveries, they were

his own absolutely, neither borrowed nor stolen, but self-evolved

though a hundred others had, at the same moment, arrived at

the same result; and when he applied for a patent for these dis-

coveries, and found the ground unoccupied, the patent he obtain-

ed, was, and must be, valid and impregnable. He infringed no

ones' vested rights, and how then can he be assailed?

In the petition for another patent for " Improvement in Pho-

tographic pictures on glass," named Ambrotypes, which he ob-

tained also July 11th, 1854, he sets forth his claim as follows:

" I am aware of the previous use of Balsam for the cement-

ing of lenses, and the securing of microscopic objects, and other

like purposes, and do not, therefore, extend my claim to any of

these uses; but what I claim as my invention, and desire to

28*

secure by letters patent, is the combination of Balsam with

Photographic pictures on glass, and with the additional glass

(by which Balsam the two glasses are hermetically sealed) as

described in the specifications, and for the purposes therein set

forth, and for no other."

The method of cementing the two glass plates is the following:

When the picture is completed, put upon it a few drops of

balsam, and then lay upon it a second glass plate, causing the

balsam to flow evenly over the surface and to exclude the air

entirely from between the plates—thus protecting the picture

from air and moisture and other corroding influences, and ren-

dering it as unchangeable and not less enduring than the glass

itself.

This process, too, is original with Mr. Cutting. Whether
others may have discovered and put it in practice is nothing to

him. He borrowed it from no other, nor does he know of the

existence of such other. He found this ground also unoccupied;
he obtained a patent, which covers it; and that patent is as

valid and stable as the Government which issued it.

That the Ambrotype is a beautiful, pleasing, and enduring
species of picture—especially its portraits and miniatures-—is, I

believe, universally conceded. When thoroughly understood,

its process is controlled with more certainty than that of the

daguerreotype. For taking likenesses of children, or operating

in cloudy or dark weather, this process is vastly superior to any
and every other, since it works in less than one half the time of

the quickest daguerreotype process, while the expense of the

picture is somewhat less. Moreover, it can be taken, completed,

colored and encased as rapidly as a daguerreotype.

For stereoscopic portraits, the Ambrotype is truthful and
beautiful beyond all parallel. It may, in fact, be pronounced
absolutely perfect, being free from all those disfigurements which
so often mar the silver surface of the daguerreotype plate; such
as the presence of mercury, the "haziness" produced by the

polishing lines, &c., &c.

Let me, therefore, counsel those who have fumed, and talked

loudly, and pronounced ex parte decisions, and proclaimed em-
phatically what they would do, in defiance of invalid patents, to

"cool down"—" to possess their souls in patience"—to put not
their fingers in the fire, lest they be burned-—to withhold their

heads from the interior of the lions mouth, lest the jaws close,

to the discomfort and possibly damage of such heads, &c., &c.
This advice is gratis.

M. A. R.
140| Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.

N. B. Before sealing this letter, I would earnestly recom-
mend to all daguerrean or photographic artists who may wish
to enjoy the benefits of this novel and exquisite kind of picture,

to apply to Mr. Cutting in Boston for the right; to learn the

process and take advantage of the vast popularity, coupled with
the intrinsic value of this " immortal" Child of the Sun.

[We cannot agree with the writer, in his N. B.
;
principally

on account of the exhorbitant price Mr. Cutting puts upon his

rights. $1000 for a place like Syracuse is not only exhorbitant

but extortionate. We do not deny Mr. Cutting the right to

his patent, but in view of this extortion, and the fact that other

processes exist equally good, we say purchase not unless at a

fair price. We shall speak further on this subject in our

next.

—

Ed.]

The World's Fair of All Nations.—Among the noticeable

things on exhibition at the Crystal Palace, we saw the contribu-

tion of New Pills, from the laboratory of Dr. J. C. Ayer, the

author of the widely known and valued Cherry Pectoral. As
it is against the express regulations of the Palace to admit any
quack medicines, this fact shows that his remedies are not placed

in that category by the authorities. Indeed, we have before

known that his Pectoral was highly appreciated by scientific men,
and have seen lately that his Pills are held in great estimation

by those deeply learned in the healing art.'— True Reformer.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE CLUB.

[We solicit the careful perusal of the following communica-

tion by every subscriber to the Journal. The writer is not only

a distinguished amateur of the photographic art, but one of

Pennsylvania's brightest ornaments to her legal profession, and

his suggestions are worthy of the most liberal consideration. We
will speak further on this subject in our editorial department.]

Philadelphia, June, 1855.

Mr. Snelling—Sir,—So much has been said as to the im-

portant influences which Photographic Exchange Clubs must

exert in improving the art, that it seems to be full time we were

doing sometime. It is time to stop talking and to begin acting.

If you think with me, I will venture upon making the first move
in this desirable game, and hope that you will through your

columns present an appeal to photographers, professional and

amateurs (why should not all pull together?) for the establish-

ment of exchange Associations. By way of putting the ball in

motion, I am prepared to hand in the names and address of at

least five gentlemen who will enter into the following agreement:
" We hereby form a Photographic Exchange Club limited to

(say 20 or 25) members: each member to send a positive pho-

tographic print on paper to each other member, between the

first and third of each month. For New York members the

prints are to be sent to the office of the P. & F. A. Journal, each

member calling there for those he is to receive. For Philadel-

phia members the prints may be left by New York contributors

at the same place, under address to me, (name and reference

left at the office). On each print the member sending it must

write the name of the person for whom it is intended."

Now, Photographers, step up to the editor's office and re-

cord your names. Instead of putting away your negatives after

one or two impressions, strike off twenty-five, and by so doing

add twenty-four other prints to your portfolios.

I will engage to receive from you, Mr. Editor, the packages

deposited with you for this city, and to deliver them to the mem-
bers here—also to deliver at your desk the Philadelphia con-

tributions, all free of every cost.

The object of writing the address upon each print is to dispell

all idea of any selection by one member to the detriment of an-

other. The limited number of members will prevent the opera-

tion being any appreciable tax on time or means.

I am but an amateur—but hope by the study of the good
works of my amateur and professional co-members, to improve

in my workmanship. I send yon herewith a couple of specimens,

not as being anything remarkable, but simply as a voucher that

my proofs will not disgrace the portfolio of an artist, or the

centre-table of his " beloved partner."

I presume that as a matter of course, the editor of the Journal

is ex gratia a member (honorary?) and to be furnished with a

copy of each print, by way of some slight return for his public

starting of the enterprize, and for receiving copies, &c, &c.

C. G

Translated from Lumiere.

ON SEVERAL POINTS CONNECTED WITH PHOTOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS.

Among the many details met with in treatises on photogra-

phy, and photographic chemistry, there are a great number to

which, generally, little attention is paid, though not by any
means unimportant. To have misread or interpreted a single

word, often exposes one to the risk of failure; we often complain

of the want of clearness of an author, and even accuse him of

concealing an important point in his process, and various other

things besides. Now, allowing that unfortunately we are some-
times in the right, still we will find that the greatest blame at-

taches to ourselves. We will endeavor to demonstrate this in

a few words.

A single example is sufficient for the purpose.
We sometimes meet with the words, neutral solution, acid so-

lution, basic solution. The auUior making use of such phrases,

had manifestly some intention. These expressions are as valua-

ble to him as any other parts of his process; we consider them
useless, the eye reads them, but the mind of the operator attach-

es no importance thereto. M. M. A. Gaudin, our learned co-

laborer, has particularly called the attention of the readers of

La Lumiere to the benefits accruing from the employment of

certain methods in photography by which the exact state of the

chemical solutions employed may be made known on the instant.

In fact, throughout the vast number of experiments with which
he has enriched photography, he seems, with great reason, to

be ever aiming to discover whether the substances he employs
are neutral, alkaline or acid, towards the reagents. He shows
in his experiments, what influence the neutral acid, or alkaline

state, has upon the results obtained. We shall, therefore, under
a more general point of view, review the principles connected

with these facts, and endeavor as far as possible to complete the

observations of our distinguished savant. We will thus demon-
strate what we advanced above, and will endeavor besides, to

fix with precision the part which colored reagents are to fill in

the laboratory of the photographer.

What is understood by the words alkalinity, acidity, and neu-

trality ?

One indistinctive characteristics of the soluble acids, as is

well known, is that of changing turnsol and the syrup of violets

to a red color, it is also known that the distinctive characteris-

tics of the alkalies is that of changing turnsol previously redden-

ed by an acid to a blue color, the syrup of violets to a green,

and the coloring matter of blood-wood (hematite) to a blue tint.

On the other hand, experience shows, that by combining strong

acids, in certain kuown proportions, with powerful bases, we
thus form certain salts which are denominated neutral, for the

single reason that their solutions have no effect on the colored

vegetable tinctures. But experience also shows that by combi-
ning weak acids with powerful bases, and vice versa, following

the same rules as in the formation of the neutral, we obtain salts

undeprived of reactions. Thus, for instance, sulphuric acid and
potash give a neutral salt; the same acid and the oxyde of cop-

per give a salt of acid reaction ; soda and phosphoric acid give

a salt of alkaline re-action. To make these facts agree, we must
understand in what the reaction presented by the colored vege-

table reagents consists. We will simply consider what takes

place in employing the tincture of turnsol. If the foreign mat-

ter which is joined with it be removed, commercial turnsol is a-

salt whose acid, although red in the free state, gives, however,

blue salts. Turnsol may be called liniuate of lime, as its acid

bears the name of lininic acid. Let us now see what takes

place when an acid is put in contact with this salt; the lininic

acid will be freed, and as it is red, the entire mass will assume
that color; it is simply an acid which expels another less pow-
erful than itself. If a soluble base be placed in contact with li-

ninic acid, (reddened turnsol) the free acid will combine with

that base, and form a blue salt. When a neutral salt, sulphate

of potash for instance, is put in contact with lininate of lime,

(common turnsol) nothing noticeable should occur, for even ad-

mitting there was an exchange between the elements of the two
salts, the color would experience no further alteration, as the

liniuate of potash is as blue as that of lime; in like manner, the

sulphate of potash would produce no change on the reddened
turnsol, that is to say in the lininic acid, as the latter, being a
weak acid, cannot take up the potash from the sulphuric acid.

But supposing that a colored vegetable acid, capable of acting

in the same manner as lininic acid, was more powerful thau sul-

phuric acid, it is evident that the sulphate of potash, far from
being neutral in relation to this new reagent, would have an al-

kaline reaction. Neutrality, therefore, as is seen, is not an ab-

solute property; so true is this that we find many bodies that

give contrary reaction, according to circumstances. Thus, boric

acid reddens turnsol, and blues blood-wood. With the first it

.

acts as an acid, with the second as a base. We may now speak

of the salts which exercise an action on the colored vegetable re-

agents. Let it first be remembered that salts of acid reaction

always contain weak bases, and on the other hand, that weak

D®4*£g~-: *m*t&lM' t^aV'U
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acids contain salts of alkaline reaction. The first, we remark

also have a tendency to pass to the state of salts with excess of

base, while the latter gradually attain the state of salts with

excess of acid. This granted, what takes place when a salt of

acid reaction, as for instance the sulphate of copper, is put in

contact with the lininate of lime, (turnsol)? A portion of the

sulphuric acid feebly retained by the oxyde of copper, will seize

on some strong base such as lime, which is but feebly held itself

by the liniuic acid. Then, sulphate of lime will be formed on

one hand, and sulphate of copper on the other, while the portion

of the liuinic acid, which has been freed, will communicate a red

color to the entire mass. If a salt of alkaline reaction, such as

borate of potash, is put in contact with lininic acid, (red turn-

sol) the powerful base will partly combine with it, because it is

feebly retaiued by its acid, and a super-salt and lininic acid will

be formed, which will give a blue color to the mass. If, in the

first case, the lime had been a weaker base than the oxyde of

copper, and if, in the second case, the lininic acid had been much
weaker than the basic acid, no reaction would have taken place:

the salts really active would have become neutral.

From all these facts it results that the colored vegetable re-

agents give place only to relative phenomena, as acidity, alkali-

nity, and neutrality, being merely accidental qualities, and can-

not be used in determining the true saturation of the acids. It

would seem useless, therefore, to have dwelt on the characteris-

tics above pointed out. This would doubtless have been the

case, were we dealing with general facts; but in photographic

operations, we have only essentially to do with particular and
individual facts. This being the case, the conditions of the che-

mical state, alkalinity, acidity, or neutrality, may merely be ex-

amined, in fact, should be so, and should be thoroughly under-

stood by every skilful practitioner.

In Photography, however, proofs are necessary: we will se-

lect one among a thousand.

Suppose, for instance, a bath of nitrate of silver (for paper

positives) which shows a strong acid reaction. What takes

place when a sheet of paper, after having been rendered sensi-

tive in this bath, dried and exposed to the light, is plunged in

the bath of hyposulphite of soda ? The paper has continually

maintained an acid reaction, and consequently it will cause a

slight disturbance in the hyposulphite of soda, which is owing

to the freeing of a certain quantity of sulphur. Then com-

mences a series of phenomena disastrous to the proofs, well

known to photographers. These phenomena are summed up in

two words; sulphuration of the coating of silver, before the

chloride of silver, which is to be removed from the paper, is

completely dissolved—interposition of sulphur in the body of

the paper, etc., etc. When the same bath has thus been em-

ployed for a long time, the phenomena gradually increase in

strength, we become discouraged, we endeavor to discover the

cause of the evil—it is exceedingly simple, as we have seen.

From these few lines, our readers will see that it is to our

interest to attach importance to things which seem in reality to

be useless; it costs but little to put ourselves in the right course.

But, what am I saying; has not the skill of photographers ren-

dered null and void every cause of failure ? This is a fact

which none can verify with greater pleasure^than ourselves.

Ernest Conduche.

JDersonal anb &rt Intelligence.

§

— In order to give place to an unusual quantity of valuable

Photographic information that presses upon our consideration

this month, we shall omit our quantum of general remarks.

There are several matters which we desired to touch upon; but
must defer them till our next issue.

We will take occasion, however, to call the attention of Pho-
tographers to the communication signed C. G., in the present

number. The gentleman who makes the suggestion is a distin-

guished amateur of Philadelphia, whose productions are unex-

celled by any photographer in this country, if by any in the

world, and he is eminently qualified to carry out the design in-

dicated in his communication. It is scarcely necessary for us to

say that we will undertake the part he assigns to us cheerfully,

and will execute it to the best of our ability. We shall open a

record book immediately, at the office of the P. & F. A. Jour-

nal, for the insertion of the names of such photographers who
may feel disposed to form themselves into an Exchange Society.

They can either call and record their own names, or address us

for that purpose. The office of the Journal (No. 324 Broadway,
NY.) will always be found open to the visits of members
of the art generally.

— G. N. B. Syracuse.—Positive pictures on glass, or, as they

are called in this country, Ambrotypes, are not the invention of

Mr. Cutting, but were made several years ago in Europe; you
have, therefore, so far as the process for taking these pictures

is concerned, a perfect right to make and sell them, provided you
adopt any of the published processes, and do not follow the mo-
difications of Mr. Cutting, which are not in themselves material

to the production of perfect proofs. We saw pictures two years

ago, taken in France, equal to any we have seen since. Mr.
Cutting's method of sealing them is undoubtedly original with

him, although the use of Balsam of fir for cementing glass is of

very old origin. However, its adaptation in the manner speci-

fied in his patent is due to him, and you have no right to use it

in that way without his consent. There are other methods of

securing the picture which have been found to answer the pur-

pose quite as well. We can see no utility in the two pieces of

glass. If the black varnish is well put on, and over it a piece

of woolen cloth or leather, pasted and secured by a preserver,

we think the picture will be permanently secured. The other

portions of your letter are fully answered in the following com-
munication, and that of Mr. Root in another part of this number.

Marshall, Mich., June IT, 1855.

Mr. Snelling:—Dear Sir,—In the notice of the Ambrotype,
in the June number of the P- & F. A. Journal, it is stated

"The picture is taken on plate glass, after which a similar glass

is placed over it, and the two are cemented together," &c.

I have been taking collodion positives on glass for some time

back, and much to the satisfaction of my customers for whom
they were taken. I take a picture developed by the protoni-

trate of iron, and fixed with the cyanide of potassium, and after

it is well dried I pour over the plate a thick clear varnish of gum
copal or gum Damar, such as is made for the use of carriage

painters, and after the same is well dried, back it up with the

black Japan varnish used by harness and trunk makers. It re-

quires three or four coats, and when dry paste fancy paper to

the back with gum Tragacanth; the edges of the paper extend

over the front of the glass to about the same extent as would be

covered with a mat. According to my experience, I find it ad-

visable to use a larger proportion of alcohol for positives than

negatives. The pictures finished as above seem to stand well.

I have some that have been finished over two months, in which
no change has as yet taken place. They have not that pure

white of the daguerreotype, but in every other respect I think

them superior. I have no doubt but some operators may pro-

duce them with a perfect white tone, but I have not been able

to as yet. I find it requires great care in washing off all the

developing agent, (when the salts of iron are used), before pour-

ing on the cyanide, as it is very apt to cause a redness of tone

that cannot be got rid of afterwards. When a failure takes

place, I find it's cause, twice out of three times, to result from

not paying sufficient attention to the cleaning of the glass.

Much benefit would result if the Editor of the P. & F. A. Jour-

nal would ask and receive " more light" on the subject.

J. J. B.

— T. J. B.— Columbia, Tenn. The portrait of Mr. Turner

in the May number, was upon collodion from life. Five hun-

dred and over were printed and mounted in three days by two
persons, and during this time they both had other duties to per-

form. Mr. Lawrence of this city is now engaged in executing

orders to the number of GO,000 portraits for collegiate graduating

classes. Mr. Prevost is illustrating a scientific periodical with
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his celebrated photographs of the eclipse of the snn of last sum-

mer. You will perceive by this that the subserviency of the

paper processes to various applications will make it of greater

interest to the community at large than the daguerreotype. The
subscription list to the Journal is continually, on the increase.

— We clip the following from a Cincinnati paper. We can

cheerfully endorse that relating to Mr. Paris, as we have seen

some of his work.

Paris' Photographs at the Fair.—One of the most noticable

features of the Industrial Exhibition now in progress at the

Mechanics' Institute, is the large and superb display of colored

and plain Photographs, from the celebrated gallery of friend

Faris, in theMelodeon. Mr. F. has long been favorably known
as one of the first artists in daguerreotype, and has but recently

added to his business other brauches of the photographic art on

paper, glass, &c. Judging from the number and excellence of

the pictures on exhibition, he has well employed his time. We
would particularly call the attention of visitors to the Fair, to

the portraits of Dr. Yattier, Rev. E. W. Sehon, Judge John-

son, and W. R. Morris, Esq., which for perfection of finish and
truthfulness cannot be excelled. There is also a cabinet size

portrait of the accomplished actress Mrs. Gladstane, worthy of

particular notice. These pictures, we learn, (as were most of

the finished portraits in the collection) were colored by Mr.
Winter, a young Cincinnati artist, who bids fair not only to

rival but surpass his older brethren of the pallet and brush.

The life size portraits in this collection are peculiarly fine, not-

withstanding Mr. F. for want of time to have them finished in

colors, was compelled to place them on exhibition as plain Pho-

tographs, yet they will compare favorably with anything of the

kind that has fallen under our notice.

A beautiful Mezzographic likeness of Mrs. Gladstane now on

exhibition in Fourth street, attracts considerable attention. This

style of portraits will soon entirely supercede the old mode, as

they are as life-like as a mirror would be, and are in all respects

faultless. Our citizens should be proud of the fact that in this

new effort of genius, our artists are in advance of all the world.

Nowhere out of Cincinnati are such excellent pictures taken in

this style, as by Mr. Porter, Mr. Faris or Mr. Hawkins of our

city. At the late Fair these pictures were much commended
for their wonderful fidelity, their striking effect, and the fine

manner in which they were colored by those skilful artists Mil-

ler, Watkins, Duucanson and Winter.

— Here is another just tribute to artistic worth:

Life from the Dead.—We have been shown a daguerreotype

likeness of a little boy, the son of Thomas Dorwin, taken after

his decease, by Mr. Barnard, of the firm of Barnard & Nichols.

It has not the slightest expression of suffering, and nothing of

that ghastliuess and rigity of outline and feature, which usually

render likeuesses taken in sickness or after death so painfully

revolting as to make them decidedly undesirable. On the other

baud it has all the freshness and vivacity of a picture from a

living original—the sweet composure—the serene and happy
look of childhood. Even the eyes, incredible as it may seem,

are not expressionless, but so natural that no one would imagine

it could be a post mortem execution. This is another triumph

of this wonderful art. How sublime the thought that man, by
a simple process, can constrain the light of heaven to catch and
fix the fleeting shadow of life, even as it lingers upon the pallid

features of death.

Hail glorious light that thus can timely save
The beauty of our loved ones from the grave!

— J. H. F.

—

St. Louis. You must not suppose that we
have forgotten you. We gave the pictures you sent to Mr.
Black to copy, and it is entirely owing to want of time on his

part, that they have not been done. Now that you have
adopted the paper process, why not scud us some of your own
work ?

— Mr. Senter, of Auburn, and Mr. Benedict, of Syracuse,
have paid us visits during the last week: also Mr. Wiiitxey,
of St. Pauls.. They all give favorable accounts of their business

prosperity, on which we congratulate them, for they are three
of our most enterprising daguerreans.— Mr. Hughes, of Nashville, Tenn,—has been taking les-

sons of Mr. Brinckerhoff, in the Collodion process, during the
last three weeks. Before he left for home, we had the pleasure
of inspecting his work, and we take pleasure in saying that he
has rendered himself worthy of his teacher. With such an art-

ist among them, the good people of Nashville will not have to

come to New York for their photographic portraits.— Messrs. Beckers & Piard, of this city, manufacture a
very beautiful stereoscopic box, for the exhibition of stereoscope

pictures, which is peculiarly adapted to Daguerreau Galleries.— In answer to the various inquiries on the subject, we
would state that we are ready to receive consignments of pho-
tographic pictures of all kinds, on sale. Photographers who
favor us with their commissions will please address their boxes
or parcels to J. R. Sawyer, No. 324 Broadway, New York,
office of Phot, and F. A. Journal, enclosing bill of retail and
wholesale price, with commissions allowed for selling named.
We have opened a regular Photographic book publishing and
selling establishment at the above number. We are also pre-

pared to print books, or pamphlets for Photographers, at the

most reasonable rates.

— Simon.—Your communication is too much of the same
character as one we have already published, to be admissa-

ble.

Mr. Bailey, of Columbia, has sent us a very excellent speci-

men of his experiments in the paper process. He needs no
other instructor than his own genius to succeed perfectly.— Quick. The statement is false in every particular. The
American Compound made by Mr. Anthony, is from Mr. Gur-
ney's original receipts furnished by himself, and is recommend-
ed by him over his own name upon each bottle. The only ana-

logy between it and Mr. Anthony's Anhydrous Sensitive, is

that they both contain bromine and lime—the other ingredients

are essentially dissimilar, and they produce pictures of entirely

different tones. The author of the willful falsehood you refer to

is becoming notorious daily for this kind of dirty work, but we
can answer for Mr. Anthony that " black mail" cannot be le-

vied upon him. We ask the pardon of our subscribers for in-

troducing such a paragraph as this in our columns, but as the

vilest can inflict an injury in some cases, we deem it necessary

to answer our correspondent Quick. We have a rod in pickle,

and if obliged we shall not handle it with gloves. There is a
point where patience ceases to become a virtue.

—
• We copy the following from a Dubuque, Iowa, paper.

Messrs. Corey & Pickerill succeed Mr. W. H. White. We
wish them prosperity in their new enterprise:

Corey & Pickerill's Daguerreotypes.—We feel that we
owe something of an apology to the above gentlemen, inasmuch

as we have never noticed the superior excellence of their pic-

tures, and the tasteful elegance of their rooms, as they deserve.

Amongst all the operators in this line of business, who have vi-

sited Dubuque, it is doing them but simple justice to say, that

they have never been surpassed in the tone, superior finish, and

uniform excellence of their daguerreotypes. Their rooms are

most conveniently and tastelully arranged, and they have a large

collection of specimen plates, embracing many of our prominent

citizens, and our most interesting and beautiful ladies. Their

operating room combines the advantages of both sky and side

lights, with apparatus for directing it at the will of the opera-

tor. The public will find themselves warmly welcomed by the

gentlemanly proprietors, and we consider a visit to Messrs.

Corey & Pickerill's " National Daguerrean rooms," as one of

the chief attractions of the city.

— Wc have been obliged to wait several days in order to as-

certain what illustration was to accompany this number, and
now at the very last moment, when we can wait no longer, we
are still in doubt, wc cannot therefore give any description.

We thought to have made sure of this mouth, by having two
artists engaged, but, if between the two we should be entirely

disappointed, our subscribers will have to be contented with an
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A MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.*

INCLUDING THE PRACTICE OF TEE COLLODION PROCESS.

BY T. FREDERICK llARDWICH.

B. CHEMISTRY OF THE SOLUTION OF PYROXYLINE IN ETHER AND

ALCOHOL, OR " COLLODION" PROPERLY SO

CALLED.

jhe substitution compounds B and

C, already alluded to as forming

the Soluble Cotton of Photogra-

phers, are both abundantly soluble

in Acetic Ether. This liquid how-

ever is not adapted for the pur-

pose required, inasmuch as on

evaporation it leaves the Pyroxy-

line in the form of a white powder, and not as a transparent

layer.

The rectified Ether of commerce has been found to answer

better than any other liquid as a solvent for Pyroxyline.

This " Sulphuric Ether," as it is called, always contains a

small portion of Alcohol, which appears to be necessary; the

solution scarcely taking place at all with absolutely pure Ether.

When treated, then, with this rectified Ether, the cotton, if

properly prepared, begins almost immediately to gelatinize, and

is soon completely dissolved. In this state it forms a slimy

solution, which, when poured out upon a glass plate, speedily

dries up into a horny transparent layer.

Collodion therefore is a solution of one or more of the varie-

ties of Pyroxyline in a mixture of Ether and Alcohol.

Now in making use of Collodion for photographic purposes,

we soon find that its physical properties are liable to considera-

ble variation. Sometimes it appears to be very thin and fluid,

flowing over the glass almost like water, whilst at others it is

thick and glutinous. The causes of these differences will now
engage our attention. They may be divided into two classes

—

first, those relating to the soluble cotton; second, to the solvents

employed.

a. Variation in properties ohservable in different sample of

Soluble Cotton.—Pyroxyline appears in some cases to be an

exception to the usual chemical law, that when two bodies are

the same in composition, they are the same in properties also.

"We can understand what has already been stated with regard

to the compounds A, B, C, and D. Each of these contains a

different amount of the replacing body, Peroxide of Nitrogen,

and therefore we are not surprised to find that some are more

explosive and insoluble than others; but it often happens in the

preparation of soluble cotton that a definite Nitro-Sulphuric

Acid will yield in two different experiments products varying in

their solubility.

A practical Photographer, who has had much experience in

the preparation of Pyroxyline, will probably have noticed that

there are two principal modifications of that substance, possess-

ing the following general characteristics.

The first dissolves in a mixture of Ether and Alcohol to a

considerable extent, and forms a very fluid solution. When
poured on a glass plate it quickly spreads out into a beautifully

smooth and glassy surface, in which no ridges or inequalities of

any kind can be detected.

The second variety dissolves in the Ether as readily as the

first, but the solution when formed is of a different nature: it is

thick and glutinous, and not fluid as before. When poured out

it flows along in a slimy manner, and soon sets into numerous

small waves and cellular spaces. On adding more Ether, or

Alcohol, or both, for the purpose of thinning it down, the evil is

lessened, but not altogether removed, so that at length the ope-

rator is compelled to lay it aside in despair.

The description here given applies to the extremes in each case,

and oftentimes compounds result which possess intermediate

properties.

* Continued from page 202, No. vii.

VOL. VIII. NO. VIII. 29

Explanation of the Causes of these differences, so far as they

have been ascertained.—It has already been stated that the

variation in properties is independent in great measure of chem-

ical composition,—that two samples may differ much in these

minor points, which agree perfectly on analysis.

Mr. Hadow has pointed out clearly one cause of the difference,

viz. the temperature of the Nitro-Sulphuric Acid at the time of

immersing the cotton. The first or soluble variety is produced

by warm acids; the second, or " glutinous," by the same acids

employed cold. The best temperature appears to be about 130°

or 140° Fahrenheit, and if it rises much beyond that point the

acids soon act upon and dissolve the cotton. The practical in-

convenience resulting from a previous lack of information on this

point had been the less felt, because the mere mixture of the two
acids, or of the Sulphuric Acid and Nitre, will often produce
the requisite degree of heat.

However, there are beyond doubt other causes, besides the

one just mentioned, and which still remain to be investigated.

Even a warm mixture of acids will occasionally produce a glutin-

ous product. It seems also that Pyroxyline obtained from the

Swedish filteriug paper is less liable to vary in solubility than
that prepared from cotton wool; also there is reason to think

that a very prolonged digestion in the acid mixture, in the case

of cotton wool, is apt to injure the resulting Pyroxyline, as far

as ready-flowing qualities of the solution are concerned.*

b. Physical properties of Collodion as affected by the Condi-

tion of the Solvents employed.—Collodion wool, as before said, is

not soluble either in Ether, or in Alcohol, employed alone; but
it dissolves readily in a mixture of the two fluids. The charac-

ters of the resulting solution differ somewhat according to the

relative proportions of Ether and Alcohol employed, and also

with the presence or absence of " water " in one or both of these

liquids.

1. Relative Proportions of the Solvents.—Supposing both sol-

vents to be perfectly pure, the Pyroxyline dissolves freely until

the proportions reach to about equal parts of Ether and Alco-

hol. The further addition of Alcohol, after that point, renders

the fluid somewhat thick and glutinous.

The physical properties of a collodion however differ in some
respects according to the relative proportions of the Ether and
Alcohol.

When the Ether is in large excess the film is strong and tough,

so much so that it can often be raised by one corner and lifted

completely off the plate without tearing. Also it is very contrac-

tile, so that if a portion of the Collodion be poured on the hand
it draws together and puckers the skin as it dries. If it is

spread upon a glass plate in the usual way, the same property of

contractility often causes it to retract and separate from the

sides of the glass.

These then are the properties of the film caused by Ether in

excess; on addition of Alcohol in some quantity they disappear

entirely. The transparent layer is now soft and easily torn,

possessing but little coherency. It adheres to the surface of

the glass very firmly, and exhibits no tendency to contract and
separate from the sides. All these qualities are favorable to

its employment by the Photographer.

2. Physical properties of the Collodion affected by the presence

of Water in the Solvents.—If a few drops of water be purposely

added to a sample of collodion, the effect is seen to be to pre-

cipitate the Pyroxyline in flakes to the bottom of the bottle.

There are many substances known in chemistry which are solu-

ble in spirituous liquids, but behave in the same manner as Py-

roxyline in this respect.

The manner in which water is apt to gain entrance in the

Photographic collodion is, usually speaking, by the employment
of Alcohol or Spirits of Wine which has not been sufficiently

* Since the above was written the author has tried the effect of
" Chloroform" in removing the glutinosity of some samples of Collodion

as suggested by Mr. Shadbolt, and finds it to succeed. That it should do
so is the more remarkable, because Chloroform does not dissolve Pyroxy-
line, and the first effect of adding it to the Collodion is to precipitate a
portion of that substance in the form of jelly-like masses. These how-
ever redissolve on shaking, and the solution eventually becomes more
fluid than before.
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highly rectified. Spirit and water mix in all proportions, and
the object of rectification is to strengthen the spirit by the sepa-

ration of water.

The injurious effects produced by water when present only in

small quantify are not very evident. The collodion is somewhat
thicker, and flows less readily than it would have done if the

alcohol had been stronger. A further addition however is fol-

lowed by worse results: the texture of the film left upon evapora-

tion is injured.. It is no longer homogeneous and transparent,

but semi-opaque and reticulated; made up entirely of a network
of small fibres enclosing spaces, and so rotten that a stream of

water projected upon the plate washes it away.
These effects are to be attributed not to the alcohol, but to

the water which was introduced with the alcohol; and the

remedy is to procure a stronger spirit, or, if that cannot be done,

to increase the proportion of ether in the collodion.

SECTION n.

Iodized Collodion.

In a former chapter, whilst speaking of the development of a

latent image by means of a reducing agent, it was shown that

the iodide of silver was better adapted to the purpose than the

chloride, not only as being a more sensitive preparation, but

also as withstanding the action of the developer better in those

parts not exposed to light; consequently the Collodio-Iodide of

Silver will at present alone engage our attention. The present

section treats of all that relates to the iodized collodion; and
the one which follows, to the nitrate of silver solution.

In order to produce the Collodio-Iodide of Silver, the plan

always adopted is to select an iodide of some kind which is so-

luble in a mixture of alcohol and ether, and to add a portion of

this to plain collodion. Afterwards a plate of glass is coated

with a layer of the " iodized-collodion," and whilst it is "set-

ting"—in a state neither wet nor dry—it is immersed in a solu-

tion of nitrate of silver, and allowed to remain until the decom-
position is complete.

The points of interest are these—the nature of the iodide best

adapted to the purpose, and the chemical changes which iodized

collodion undergoes by keeping.

A. NATURE OF IODIDE BEST FITTED FOR IODIZING COLLODION.

The Iodides of Potassium, Ammonium, and Cadmium have all

been employed for the purpose of iodizing collodion, and each
one has had its respective advocates. Theoretically speaking,

it seems a matter of indifference which is preferred.* In each

case Iodide of Silver is alike produced, with a portion of neu-

tral salt, Nitrate of Potash or Nitrate of Ammonia, and there

is no reason to suppose that this neutral salt in any way affects

the result. The author found by experiment that if the iodides

used were chemically pure and the collodion new and colorless,

no difference could be detected either in sensitiveness or perfec-

tion of half-tones.

Iodide of Potassium.—This salt is more sparingly soluble than
the others, and indeed the quantity considered by many to be
requisite cannot be made to dissolve in ether and alcohol per-

fectly free from water. However, as iodide of potassium is

easily obtained pure, and is a comparatively stable substance, it

forms a good basis for iodizing."}"

Iodide of Ammonium.—This dissolves in the ethereal mixture
more readily than the potassium salt, but it has the disadvant-

age of being exceedingly apt to decompose by keeping. It be-

comes brown from liberation of free iodine, and is then unfit for

use.

Iodide of Cadmium.—This is a beautifully crystalline and
very stable salt, easily obtained in a state of purity, and very
soluble in alcohol and ether. Iodide of cadmium possesses some
peculiarities -as an " iodizer" which distinguish it from the alka-

* For some remarks tending to qualify this statement, sec Part II.

Chapter II. Section I.—foot-note to formula for Collodion.

t For the preparation, etc., of Iodides used in the manufacture of
Collodion, sec Part II. Chapter I.

line iodides; they will be alluded to more fully in the latter part
of this section.

Double Iodide of Potassium and Silver.—The general nature

of this compound salt has been sketched on a previous page. It

is however, at the present time, but rarely employed iu iodizing

collodion.

B. CHEMICAL CHANGES EXPERIENCED BY IODIZED COLLODION ON

KEEPING.

Iodized collodion, when first prepared, is perfectly colorless if

the materials employed were pure. It does not however long

remain so, but begins to change by degrees to a lemon-yellow

color, afterwards to an orange yellow, and finally to a dark red.

These effects are due to the liberation of free iodine, which,

usually speaking, can be detected in the solution by its appro-

priate tests.|

This liberation of iodine is produced by the ether rather than

by the other constituents of the collodion. Not that this fluid

produces any such result when perfectly pure, but that it is lia-

ble to have its properties changed by gradual decomposition.

It is common amongst Photographers to say that the effect

is due to slight acidity of the Ether: the simple fact of acidity

however does not altogether explain the phenomenon. The
tendency of ordinary acid placed in contact with iodide of an

alkali is to set free, not iodine, but Hydriodic Acid—that is to

say, iodine in combination with hydrogen (HI); and although

hydriodic acid is an unstable substance and soon becomes de-

composed, yet it does not do so sufficiently quickly to strike an

immediate color.

There are iudeed certain acids which eliminate iodine exceed-

ingly rapidly from the iodide of potassium, viz. those which con-

tain oxygen loosely combined, as for instance the nitric acid, or,

better still, the same saturated with the red vapors of peroxide

of nitrogen. Peroxide of nitrogen and hydriodic acid instantly

react upon each other with formation of water and free iodine,

thus:

—

HI+N0
4
=HO+I-t-N0 3 .

Some have thought that the coloration of iodized collodion is

in all cases to be explained in this way—that a portion of the

Pyroxyline suffers decomposition, aud that peroxide of nitrogen

is set free.

This may be the case possibly to a certain extent, but it does

not altogether explain the facts, because the same coloration

takes place, although more slowly, in- a solution from which the

Pyroxyline is omitted.

No investigations appear to have been made upon the pre-

cise nature of this peculiar compound existing in ether, but it is

produced in either of the following ways:

—

a. By exposing Ether to the joint action of air and Light.—
After a time the fluid assumes a distinct acid reaction, which is

probably due to acetic acid.

b. By long keeping.—A portion of ether, which was original-

ly free from it, acquired the property of liberating iodine, after

having been kept for six months. In this case the action of air

aud light had been excluded, but the change, although delayed,

was not thereby altogether prevented.

c. By introducing a red-hot wire into a bottle containing the

vapor of Ether mixed with air.—In this case a considerable de-

velopment of the principle takes place; the rapidity of the oxi-

dation is probably hastened by the elevation of temperature.

Mode in which Ether may be freed from this peculiar princi-

ple—Mere washing with water does not sulBce, but redistillation

from a caustic alkali appears to answer the purpose effectually.

The coloration of Iodized Collodion as affected by the nature

of the Iodide employed.—Some iodides are decomposed by ether

more easily than others; iodide of ammonium, for instance, colors

more quickly than iodide of potassium, whilst the iodide of cad-

X The author finds that the delicacy of the " starch test" is much in-

terfered with by the presence of alcohol, and that a quantity of iodine,

which in solution iu water strikes a deep blue, cannot be detected when
dissolved in spirit.
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mium scarcely colors at all. This fact was first pointed out by
Mr. Hadow, who does not however attempt to explain it.

Further changes in the composition of the Collodion caused by

the gradual reaction of the Iodine upon the Ether.—This subject

requires to be further studied. Collodion only slightly tinted

with iodine regains its original properties if the iodine be remov-

ed; but it is doubtful how far this is the case when the colora-

tion has been extensive, and time allowed for further changes to

ensue.

Lowig has examined the effects of " Bromine" upon Ether,

and finds the fluid is decomposed gradually with production of

Hydrobromic Acid, Hydrobromic Ether, Bromal and Formic
Acid. Possibly in the case of Iodine the change may be ana-

logous, but less strongly marked, the chemical affinities of that

element being weaker than those of Bromine.

Simple process for removing the liberated Iodine.—The amount
of free Iodine required to produce a lemon-yellow color is so ex-

cessively small, that it can scarcely be said to produce an appre-

ciable effect in a Photographic point of view. When the tint

however reaches to an orange or red color, it may be desirable

to remove it. This may be done by adding a small portion of a

caustic alkali, such as Potash or Ammonia, but better still by
the simple and ingenious plan proposed by Mr. Crookes.—plac-

ing a piece of silver foil in a bottle containing the Collodion, and
allowing it to remain as long as required. Iodide of silver is

first formed, which afterwards dissolves in the alkaline Iodide.

A strip of metallic Zinc likewise produces the same effect of de-

colorizing Collodion.

SECTION in.

The Nitrate Bath.

The solution of Nitrate of Silver in which the plate coated

with iodised Collodion is dipped, in order to form the layer of

Iodide of Silver, is known technically as " the Nitrate Bath."

The proper management of it is one part of the knowledge re-

quired in a practical Photographer. At present we notice the

following points connected with the Chemistry of the Bath, viz.

—A, its property of dissolving a certain portion of Iodide of

Silver; B, the changes it undergoes by exposure to the light;

C, acidity of the Nitrate Bath; D, alkalinity of the Nitrate

Bath.

A. PROPERTY POSSESSED BY NITRATE OF SILVER OF DISSOLVING IO-

DIDE OF SILVER.

Nitrate of Silver was mentioned in the Second Chapter in

the list of solvents of the Iodide of Silver. The proportion dis-

solved is in all cases very small, but it increases with the

strength of the solution. If no attention were paid to this

point, and the precaution of previously saturating the Nitrate

Bath with Iodide of Silver neglected, although the film would
be produced equally well at first, yet it would be liable to be

afterwards attacked and dissolved away.
This solvent power of Nitrate of Silver on the Iodide of Sil-

ver is well shown by takiug the excited Collodion film out of

the Bath, and allowing it to dry spontaneously. The layer of

Nitrate on the surface becomes concentrated by evaporation,

aud eats away the film in parts, so as to produce a transparent,

spotted appearance.

In the solution of Iodide of Silver by Nitrate of Silver a dou-

ble salt is formed, which corresponds somewhat in properties to

the double Iodide of Potassium and Silver, that is to say, it is

decomposed on the addition of water. Consequently, in order to

saturate a Bath with Iodide of Silver, nothing more is necessary

than to dissolve the total weight of Nitrate of Silver in a small

bulk of water, and to add to it a few grains of Iodide of Silver.

Perfect solution takes place, and on subsequent dilution with

the full amount of water, the excess is precipitated in the form
of a milky deposit.

B. CHEMICAL CHANGES IN THE BATH PRODUCED BY EXPOSURE TO

LIGHT.

Pure solution of Nitrate of Silver is not affected by the ac-

tion of light. The Nitrate Bath, however, although pure at

first, does not long continue to be so. Each time a coated

plate is dipped, organic matter in the shape of Alcohol and
Ether is introduced. This organic matter, in conjunction with

the light, soon reacts upon the Nitrate of Silver, and causes a

brown deposit which settles in small quantity at the bottom.

The deposit is metallic Silver, and it is produced by a regular

process of reduction, Oxygen being separated, and combining

with the reducing agent in the usual manner. If a careful ana-

lysis of the bath be made after a certain time, probably Acetate

and Nitrite of Silver will be detected. The former is produced

by the oxidation of alcohol or ether into acetic acid, and the

latter is the first stage of reduction of Nitrate of Silver.*

The properties of the solution, as will be hereafter seen, are

materially affected by these changes in its composition, and hence

it is necessary to bear in mind that the Nitrate Bath must be

kept carefully excludedfrom the light.

Probably there are other effects besides those above mention-

ed, produced by the continued action of Light upon the bath.

Some time since a bath was placed in the hands of the author

for analysis, which yielded on distillation a volatile organic sub-

stance possessing curious properties. It had a peculiar smell

distinct from that of either of the constituents of Collodion, and
when added to a pure solution of Nitrate of Silver, caused a

universal decomposition of the film of Iodide of Silver under the

influence of the developing agent.

C. ACIDITY OF THE BATH.

The Photographic properties possessed by a Nitrate Bath
vary much accordingly as the solution is in an acid or neutral

state. At present we confine ourselves to an explanation of

the manner in which acidity of the bath is caused, leaving its

photographic peculiarities until another occasion. Pure Nitrate

of Silver is neutral to test-paper, but the nitrate sold in the

shops has mostly an acid reaction. This arises from the fact

that the crystals have been imperfectly drained from the acid

mother-liquor in which they were formed. Hence, in making a

new bath it is necessary not only to saturate it with Iodide of

Silver, but to neutralize the free acid it contains.

Supposing the Nitrate Bath however to have been perfectly

neutral when recently prepared, it very shortly becomes acid by

continual use. The acidity in this case is caused by the employ-

ment of Collodion containing free Iodine, in which case a por-

tion of Nitric Acid is liberated each time the plate is immersed

in the bath, thus:

—

Nitrate of Silver -f" Iodine

= Iodide of Silver -f- Nitric Acid -f- Oxygen

:

or in symbols,

AgO N0
5
+L=AgIfN0

5
+0.

Observe that not only Nitric Acid but also an atom of Oxy-

gen is set free by the Iodine. How far this influences the re-

sult, it is not easy to say; but probably, being in the nascent

state, it immediately combines with organic matter and is re-

moved out of the way. Practically speaking, it is useful to

bear in mind that free Iodine in the Collodion is equivalent to

free Nitric Acid in the bath, and that the effect of constant use

will be to render the solution more and more contaminated with

Nitric Acid, unless care is taken to remove it.f

D. ALKALINITY OF THE BATH.

By alkalinity of the Bath is meant a condition in which the

blue tint is restored to reddened litmus-paper. Such a fact in-

dicates that a metallic Oxide of some kind is present in solution,

* A Nitrate Bath containing Aloohol, having been exposed for a long

time to the diffused light of day, deposited long needle-crystals precise-

ly resembling Nitrite of Silver in appearance, whilst at the same time

it began to yield very sensitive films of Iodide of Silver. (For the Ni-

trites, see Part III.)

f These remarks do not apply if Acetate of Silver has been added to

the Bath, as will by-and-by be recommended. In that case free Iodine

in the Collodion corresponds to free Acetic Acid after dipping the plate.

--^mm?
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which, by combining with the acid in the reddened paper, neu-

tralizes it and removes the red color.

If a small portion of caustic Potash or Soda be added to a

strong solution of Nitrate of Silver, it speedily produces a brown
precipitate, which is the oxide of silver. The solution, however,

from which the precipitate has separated, is not left in a neu-

tral state after such addition, but possesses an alkaline reaction.

This effect is caused by a minute quantity of Oxide of Silver,

which is displaced by the stronger oxide, Potash, dissolving in

the liquid. For all practical purposes Oxide of Silver may be
said to be insoluble in water; but after precipitation a trace

always remains, and probably the quantity dissolved becomes
larger if the water holds Nitrate of Silver in solution.

Oxide of Silver and Carbonate of Silver are also abundantly

soluble in water containing Nitrate of Ammonia; and as this

salt is continually accumulating in the Bath, when compounds
of Ammonium are used for iodizing, it is well to bear such a
fact in mind.

The production of Nitrate of Ammonia by use of Collodion

containing Iodide of Ammonium is thus shown.

Iodide of Ammonium -fNitrate of Silver.

= Nitrate of Ammonia -f- Iodide of Silver.

Now Alkalinity of the Bath is a most pernicious condition,

photographically considered; and therefore it will be well to

lay down the following rules in order to avoid it.

1st. Never employ a Collodion containing free Ammonia or

Carbonate of Ammonia. If such is done, Oxide and Carbonate
of Silver are formed at every dip of the plate, and after a time

a distinct alkaline reaction is produced.
2nd. In attempting to neutralize a Bath which contains free

Nitric Acid,—after the addition of the Carbonate of Soda

—

which perhaps is as good an agent for the purpose as any other

—to test for alkalinity, and if any is discovered, to add a single

drop of Acetic Acid, and then test again : the fact of one drop
of Acetic Acid (glacial) often sufficing to neutralize the whole
of the Carbonate of Silver dissolved in a Bath of perhaps eight

ounces or more, shows how sparing is the solubility of this salt;

nevertheless even that minute quantity is enough to produce in-

jurious effects.

The alkalinity of a Nitrate Bath has been sometimes erro-

neously attributed to the presence of small quantities of Potash
or Ammonia, but it is contrary to all the received laws of chem-
istry that this should be the case. Both Potash and Ammonia
are more powerful in their chemical affinities than Oxide of Sil-

ver, and therefore on coming in contact with Nitrate of Silver

they displace that substance ; thus

—

Ammonia -f- Nitrate of Silver

= Oxide of Silver -f Nitrate of Ammonia.

SECTION TV.

The Collodio-Iodide Film complete.

Having explained the chemistry of the solutions required to
form Collodio-Iodide of Silver, as far as is at present necessary,
we proceed to the physical properties of the film itself, as pre-
pared ready for the camera.
Now there are a variety of circumstances which modify the

appearance and general characters of this film, some of which
are as follows:—the strength of the solutions employed in its

formation; the time allowed to elapse before and during immer-
sion in the Bath, etc. etc.

A. RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE QUANTITIES OP ALKALINE IODIDE AND
OF NITRATE OF SILVER.

A proper relation should always be observed between the
proportion of Alkaline Iodide in the Collodion, and of Nitrate
of Silver in the Bath. If the latter salt fall below a certain
point in reference to the first, the decomposition will be incom-
plete, the liquid imbibed by the porous film not containing
enough Silver for the purpose.

Supposing however the relative proportions to be correct, yet
much depends upon the absolute quantities of both salts;—in
other words, the appearance of the Collodio-Iodide film varies

in accordance with the amount of Iodide of Silver it contains.

As these differences much affect the photographic peculiarities,

they will be described somewhat minutely.

When the proportion of Iodide of Silver is small, the film will

be found on immersion in the Bath to assume by degrees a pah
Hue opalescent tint, which on inspection is found to be transpa-

rent to such an extent that the letters of a newspaper can be
read through it at a distance of some inches with facility.

By slightly increasing the quantities, the blue film is found to

have changed to a silver-grey, still transparent, but less so than
before.

The next stage is a tendency to yellow, with comparative
opacity; and higher still, a decided creamy, yellow, and opaque
film.

"When this point is reached, no further alteration in appear-
ance is produced by adding more Iodide; but eventually it is

found that flakes of Iodide of Silver burst out upon the surface

of the film and fall away into the Bath. When this is the case,

the Collodion is decidedly over-iodized, and the result will be
inferior in every respect.

B. TIME ALLOWED TO ELAPSE BETWEEN COATING THE PLATE WITH

COLLODION AND IMMERSING IT IN THE BATH.

It has already been said that a Collodion layer when poured
on the glass plate is not to be allowed to become perfectly dry
before it is immersed in the solution of Nitrate of Silver.

After exposure to the air for a short time, the greater part
of the Ether evaporates, and leaves the Pyroxyline in a state in

which it is neither wet nor dry, but receives the impression of

the finger without adhering to it. Photographers term this
" setting," and when it takes place it is a sign that the proper
time has come for submitting to the action of the Bath.

If the film is lowered into the Nitrate before it has set, the

effect is somewhat the same as that already described as pro-

duced by adding Water to Collodion. The Pyroxyline is pre-

cepitated more or less, and consequently the after-structure of

the film is not homogeneous. On the other hand, if it is allow-

ed to become too dry, the Iodide of Silver does not form per-

fectly, and the film, on being washed and brought out to the

light, exhibits a peculiar iridescent appearance, and is paler in

some parts than in others.

No rule can possibly be given as to the exact time which
ought to elapse: it varies with the temperature of the atmo-

sphere, and with the proportions of Ether, and of Pyroxyline.

C. TIME OF IMMERSION IN THE BATH.

After the plate has been lowered into the Bath, it must be
allowed to remain until the conversion of the Alkaline Iodide

into Iodide of Silver is complete.

The principal impediment in this part of the process lies in

the difficulty with which Ether and Water mix together; this

causes the Collodion surface on its first immersion to appear oily

and covered with streaks. By gentle motion the Ether is soon

washed away, and a smooth and homogeneous layer obtained.

D. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A PERFECT FILM.

It is never advisable to employ a sample of Collodion without

having previously examined the physical structure of the film of

Iodide of Silver which it yields. In this way we are able to

judge of its Photographic qualities with tolerable accuracy, and
also frequently to save subsequent disappointment by detecting

causes of failure at an early period.

The characteristics of a perfect film—as seen after washing
with water and bringing out to the lijrht—are these:

—

DO O
It presents a very smooth and uniform appearance, both by

reflected and transmitted light, being of equal thickness in every

part; there are no wavy lines or spaces such as would be caused

by a glutinous Pyroxyline; no opaque dots from small particles

of dust or Iodide of Silver in suspension in the Collodion.

The evidences of a loo rapid immersion in the Bath are to be
sought for on the side of the plate from which the Collodion was
poured off. This part necessarily remains wet longer than the

'<*T-*vl
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other, and hence it always suffers the most; horizontal cracks

or marks resembling vegetation are seen, each one of which

would cause an irregular action of the developing fluid used in

the after processes. On the other hand, the upper part of the

plate, and not the lower, is the place to examine for signs of the

tilui having beeu permitted to become too dry before immersion,

since the Collodion film is thinner at that point than at any

other.

CHAPTER VIII.

IODIDE OF SILVER UPON COLLODION, CONTINUED. PHOTOGRAPHIC

PROPERTIES OF THE COLLODIO-IODIDE.

It is intended to establish a division of this Chapter into six

Sections. The first of these will treat of the causes influencing

the sensitiveness of the Collodio-Iodideof Silver; and the second

of the development of the latent image. Afterwards, some gen-

eral remarks will be made relating to both of these subjects

combined, which will form the contents of the four remaining

Sections.

Now there can be no doubt but that the action of the light

and that of the developing fluid are, as far as all practical pur-

poses are concerned, very closely associated; and on taking a

finished Photograph in the hand, it requires considerable ex-

perience to enable us to say immediately how much of the effect

was produced by each of the two agents separately, or, if there

is a fault, to which it is to be attributed.

Nevertheless it is thought that by a careful study of the va-

rious reactions involved in the process, much may be done, and

that with care the impression of the image by the light may be

distinguished, to a certain extent, from its subsequent develop-

ment.

Two terms will be made use of so frequently, that it is essen-

tial to begin by laying down the sense in which they are to be

understood.

These terms are " Sensitiveness" and " Intensity." By "sen-

sitiveness" is meant a facility of receiving impression from very

feeble rays of light, or of receiving it quickly from more energe-

tic rays.

Intensity, on the other hand, relates to the appearance of the

finished Photograph, independently of the time taken to pro-

duce it; to the degree of opacity of the reduced Silver, and the

extent to which it obstructs transmitted light.

Now with the intensity of a picture, as will be seen by-and-

by, the developing fluid is largely concerned; but with "sensi-

tiveness" it has but little to do, since the most powerful reduc-

ing agent cannot be made to bring out an image the details of

which have \not been properly impressed by Light.

Causes influencing

SECTION I.

the Sensitiveness of the Collodio-Iodide of

Silver.

The student is already acquainted with the principal pheno-

mena of the production of a latent image, and with the chemical

changes concerned in its subsequent development by means of a

reducing agent.

No attempt however has been made to explain minutely the

action of the light, which can only be done by degrees, as our

knowledge of the subject increases.

Probably the idea at first conceived, from observation of ex-

periments made upon paper, would be that the light and the de-

veloping agent worked together: the latter continuing the

action begun by the former, and bringing it to a more rapid

conclusion.

This however is not altogether the case, as will soon be

seen.

If the nature of the effect produced by the developer were

the same in kind as that of the Light, and differed from it only

in degree, it is obvious that either could be made to take the

place of the other indifferently,—that, for instance, a picture

2 9*

exposed unusually long, and therefore in which the reduction by
light was carried further, would be developed with unusual ease.

So far from this theory being true, it can be shown that the

effect of prolonged exposure is injurious rather than otherwise;

that the light, after a certain time, attains its maximum, and
proceeds no further.

At present, then, we bear in mind that the action of light

upon the film is a definite action of some kind peculiar to itself,

and not admitting of comparison beyond a certain point with
that of the developer.*

Some of the causes which affect the sensitiveness of the Col-

lodio-Iodide of Silver are as follows:—A. The proportions of

Ether and Alcohol in the Collodion employed.—B. Free acid

in the film.—C. P^xcess of Nitrate of Silver in contact with the

Iodide of Silver.—D. Proportion of Iodide of Silver contained
in the film.—E. Addition of bodies in a state of change and
tending to absorb oxygen.—F. Temperature and other causes

imperfectly studied.

Many of these same conditions however also produce other

effects upon the film, besides modifying its sensitiveness; but as

these involve the nrocess of development as well as the action of

the
"
lght, they will treated of in separate Sections.

A. RELATIVE PROPORTIONS OF ETHER AND ALCOHOL EMPLOYED IN

THE COLLODION.

This has already beeu alluded to, as far as the physical pro-

perties of the solution are concerned. It has been shown that

an increase in the amount of Alcohol lessens the contractility of

the film, causes it to adhere more firmly to the glass, and facili-

tates the production of the sensitive layer of Iodide in the Bath.
As the physical qualities of the film are altered by addition of

Alcohol, so also are its Photographic qualities. It is rendered

far more sensitive to the influence of light, the image being im-

pressed in a shorter time than before. Therefore the rule has
always been to add as much Alcohol to the Collodion as it will

bear, the exact quantity depending upon the strength of the

spirit, that is to say, its freedom from dilution with water.

The good effects produced by Alcohol must be referred main-
ly, not to a chemical, but to a mechanical cause. The structure

of the film is opened out, as it were, and being less dense and
compact the Iodide is better acted upon by the Light.

B. FREE ACID IN THE FILM DURING EXPOSURE TO LIGHT.

This retarding cause is placed early on the list on account of

its importance.

When we speak of " Collodion-Iodide of Silver," we suppose
all the conditions to be chemically neutral; neutral Iodide of

Silver in contact with neutral Nitrate of Silver. In practice

however this perfect neutrality is very seldom obtained ; either

the Nitrate Bath is faintly acid, or the Collodion is brown from
free Iodine, both of which causes tend to produce an acid film.

There are certain advantages—as far as clearness of image is

concerned—in using an acid film, but of these we do not now
speak; what we notice at present is that acids of all kinds

diminish the sensibility, and render necessary a longer exposure

to light.

Some acids produce this effect in a much greater degree than

others; especially so acids possessing oxidizing powers; thus

Nitric Acid is a powerful retarding agent, whilst acetic acid,

being a more feeble body, is less injurious in that respect.

The structure of the film is another point to which attention

must be paid. The less the quantity of Iodide of Silver, and
the more slight and transparent the film, the greater the injury

caused by the free acid.

* The further consideration of this subject is postponed to Section
III. The arguments to be adduced in favor of certain hypotheses pre-
suppose a knowledge of the developing process, which has not as yet
been explained. For the same reason a separate Section (viz. Section
IV.) is devoted to a discussion of the most probable causes of the exces-
sive sensitiveness of the Collodio-iodide of Silver.
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C. EXCESS OF NITRATE OF SILVER IX COMTACT WITH THE PARTICLES

OF IODIDE OF SILVER.

When the sensitive plate is lifted out of the bath, the Iodide

of Silver is of course iu contact with excess of Nitrate of Silver.

The presence of this Nitrate is not essential during the exposure

to light, since, if it be carefully removed by washing in distilled

water, the image may still be impressed. In that case however

the action is very much slower than before,—twice, or perhaps

three times the usual exposure being required,—so that the Ni-

trate may be said to produce an accelerating effect.

This accelerating influence however is not in proportion to

the quantity of the soluble Nitrate present; what is required is

merely that there shonld be a decided excess, and when that is

established nothing is gained by increasing it.

It appears that some of the soluble Salts of Silver accelerate

more strongly than others, and this is precisely what we should

have anticipated upon theoretical grounds.

In the Nitrate of Silver, it is the base and not the arid of the

salt which is required. Supposing the acid to exert an influ-

ence, it would be iu the opposite direction; and hence an Oxide

of Silver in the film accelerates much more powerfully than a

Nitrate of the Oxide—or the Nitrate of Silver, as we term it.

In this way, it is conceived that the excessive sensitiveness

obtained by using strongly fused Nitrate of Silver may be ex-

plained; in that state it contains Oxide of Silver, and yields an

alkaline bath. Besides oxide, Nitrite of Silver is also present;

but this salt does not accelerate to an equal extent with the

former.

D. THE PROPORTION OF IODIDE OF SILVER CONTAINED IN THE FILM

Other circumstances being equal, there is a difference in sen-

sitiveness between various films depending upon the amount of
Iodide of Silver which they contain; although not great, yet it

is sufficiently distinct to be worthy of notice.

By the performance of careful experiments many times re-

peated, it was found that, provided the Nitrate Bath was neu-

tral, thcpale opalescent films received the impression of a feeble

ray of light somewhat more readily than the dense and creamy
films.

That such would be the case might have been anticipated.

The more dilute the solution from which Chloride or Iodide of

Silver is precipitated, the more gradual the precipitation, and
the more finely divided will the particles of the precipitate be.

Hence it is easy to understand that they would be more sensi-

tive to the influence of light. The difference in the two cases

however being but slight, is alluded to simply to remove an im-

pression which would otherwise most probably occur to the

mind of the reader, that the most rapid effects would be ob-

tained by increasing the amount of Iodide.

Practically speaking, this idea would lead to wrong conclu-

sions. A dense film of Iodide, as will be shown by-aud-by in the
following Sections, gives a more marked image in a case where
the light is very intense and the exposure prolonged; but ordi-

narily speaking, a comparatively transparent film produces a
picture equally well with the other, if the presence of acids

—

which have been shown to be especially injurious to weak films

—is excluded.

E. ADDITION TO THE FILM OF BODIES IN A STATE OF CHANGE AND
TENDING TO ABSORB OXYGEN.

The effect of adding substances to the film which possess a
very strong attraction for oxygen, such as Gallic and Pyrogallic
Acids, is to augment the effect produced by the actinic rays in

a very marked degree. The action however is too violent under
such circumstances, and cannot be restrained within proper
limits: so that the hopes which were at one time entertained of
combining the development and the impression of the image in
one operation, and so producing a picture visible on removal
from the Camera, do not appear at present likely to meet with
their fulfilment.*

The association of Gallic Acid with the Iodide of Silver is employed

There are however certain chemical agents which may be em-
ployed as " accelerators," the characteristic property of which
is, that they possess a certain amount of attraction for oxygen,

although not sufficient to entitle them to rank amongst the list

of " developers."

The principal of these are as follows:—Iodide of Iron, Ni-

trous Acid aud its salts, Grape Sugar, and the various essential

oils, as oil of Cloves, etc.

Iodide of Iron added to Collodion is represented in the film by
Protonitrate of Iron thus:

—

Iodide of Iron + Nitrate of Silver

== Iodide of Silver -j- Nitrate of Iron.

The quantity of Protanitrate formed is exceedingly small;

otherwise probably in a neutral film the same universal decom-
position as that following the use of Gallic and Pyrogallic

Acids would result.

The accelerating powers of the Nitrites were pointed out by
the Abbe Laborde and by Mr. Hadow in papers published

shortly since, and as nearly as possible at the same time.

An important remark on the use of accelerators, and one
worthy of note is this,—that their effects are by far the most
marked when the film is not in a neutral condition; in other

words, that a great part of their operation consists in counter-

acting the retarding effect offree Nitric Acid.

The author found that the addition of Iodide of Iron in mod-
erate proportion, increased the sensitiveness of an opalescent

neutral film by no more than one-sixth of the total exposure; a
comparatively insignificant effect to what is commonly noticed.

In the case of the Essential Oils no difference at all could be
observed; and yet it has been shown that they accelerate strong-

ly when brown Collodion and an acid Bath are employed.

F. DEPRESSION OF TEMPERATURE AND OTHER CAUSES NOT YET
THOROUGHLY EXPLAINED.

A few words will suffice for this head. The influence of tem-

perature upon Photographic processes is seen most evidently

perhaps during the development of the latent image, and there-

fore it will be alluded to again in the next Section; but inde-

pendent of this, there is reason to think that the sensitiveness of
the plate to light is interfered with more or less by a reduction of

atmospheric temperature below a certain point. To obviate it

many practical operators advise to stand the bottle containing

the Nitrate Bath in warm water for a short time if the mercurial

thermometer sinks below 40 degrees

Various retarding caiuses, the nature of which has not yet been

explained.—The most experienced Photographers occasionally

complain that a particular sample of Collodion, prepared in the

usual way, and with all the proper precautions, has disappointed

their expectations. "Without possessing any obvious external

peculiarity, it proves to be highly insensitive to light and gives a

faint image wanting in intensity. The author has never himself

met with anything of the kind, and he attributes his exemption to

the fact of the Ether employed by him having always been pre-

viously rectified from caustic alkali. It is probable that some im-

purities may occasionally find their way into commercial Ether,

and that the insensitiveuess is so explained. Nevertheless this

cause of failure is under any circumstances a very rare one, and
especially so if common pains be taken in selecting the sample

of Ether. The amateur need not be discouraged by the men-

tion of it, from prosecuting his experiments with vigor.

SECTION II.

Conditions which effect the development of the latent Image.

The general theory of the development of a latent image by
means of a reducing agent having been already given, the sub-

ject will now be entered into more fully as far as regards its ap-

plication to the Collodio-Iodide of Silver. In the remarks about

to be made, it is intended to speak of the development, discon-

in the Calotype process in order to increase the sensibility, a portion of

Acetic Acid being added at the same time, to preserve the clearness of

the whites under the influence of the developer.
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nected as far as possible from the action of light, leaving until

afterwards the discussion of those phenomena in which both

processes are more immediately concerned.

The following circumstances will be treated of in order, as

influencing the development of the image.—A. The presence of

free Nitrate of Silver upon the surface of the film.—B. The ac-

tivity of the developing agent.—C. The presence of free acid.

—

D. Of easily reducible salts, or of oxide of Silver in the film.

—

E. The temperature of the solutions employed to develop.

A. PRESENCE OF FREE NITRATE OF SILVER ON THE SURFACE OF THE

FILM DURING THE REDUCING PROCESS.

This, as being the most important of all, is placed first, and
it is intended to lay great stress upon it. We have already

seen, that as far as the action of light is concerned, free Nitrate

of Silver is not actually required, and that a film of Collodio-

Iodide of Silver is capable of receiving the radiant impression

in the Camera, even if it have been previously washed with care.

It is not however immediately seen that such is the case, since

on removing the plate to the dark room and covering it with a

reducing agent, no image is brought out. If however it be dip-

ped for au instant in the Bath, in order to restore the Nitrate

of Silver which had been washed away, then the picture devel-

opes very well. Therefore the soluble Silver Salt, useful before

only as an accelerator, is in the development essentially re-

quired.

The same thing is shown more completely by further experi-

ments. The ultimate intensity of the image is regulated entire-

ly by the supply of Nitrate of Silver; if too little of that salt is

added, then the image is feeble or altogether imperfect in parts;

if, on the other hand, too much is used, and the action continued,

perfect opacity and destruction of half tones is the result.

These facts refer to the presence of Nitrate of Silver upon the

film during the development, independently of the manner in

which it was added, whether by the use of a strong Bath or by
subsequent addition to the developing solution.

B. STRENGTH OF THE DEVELOPING AGENT.

No increase of power in the developer will suffice to bring out

an image either when insufficiently impressed by Light, or when
the proportion of Nitrate of Silver is too small. The advantage
gained' by the use of a strong developing agent may be said to

be principally in point of time. A weak developer takes a
longer time to act, but produces the same effect in the end.

Gallic acid is not usually employed to develope the Collodion
pictures, because it reduces so slowly that there is a danger of
pouring it off before the action is completed, and in that case
the half tones ot the picture would be deficient. Pyrogallic
acid, Protos^ulphate and Protonitrate of Iron act more quickly,

but there is a marked difference between the three in this re-

spect. As far as relates to the number of grains required to
produce a given effect, Pyrogallic acid is at least four times as

strong as the crystallized Protosulphate of Iron, and twenty
times more so than the Protonitrate of Iron. The comparative
feebleness of the Protonitrate of Iron is probably attributable

to the oxidizing nature of the acid it contains. It is the pro-
toxide of Iron, or base of the salt, which acts as<the reducing
agent, and the association of an acid like the Nitric with this

base impedes the effect. It will be seen, as we proceed, that
the employment of the Protonitrate of Iron has reference to a
peculiar modification in the color of the image produced by the
Nitric acid in the salt.

Pyrogallic Acid, so called, being a strictly neutral substance,
is in that respect favorably constituted for a reducing agent;
indeed in practice it is found to be too violent in action, and to

produce universal decomposition, unless a portion of weak acid
like acetic is added to it.

C. FREE ACID IN THE FILM DURING REDUCTION.

All acids tend to retard the reduction of the image, as well
as to increase the length of the exposure to light. Nitric acid

W

especially does so, doubtless from the powerful oxidizing proper-

ties it possesses. Acetic acid acts much more feebly in this re-

spect, and indeed it is usual to add a portion of acetic acid to

Sulphate of Iron to enable it to flow more readily over the plate

and to develope more evenly. Also, as has been shown, the Py-
rogallic acid does not admit of being used without acetic or some
other acid to moderate its violence.

The evils of Nitric acid in the developing process are espe-

cially seen when the proportion of Iodide of Silver in the film,

and also of excess of Nitrate of Silver, is small; in that case the

deposition of metallic silver is oftentimes altogether prevented
in parts of the plate.

It will be seen, as we proceed, that Nitric acid, added to the

developer, possesses a property of brightening the surface of the

reduced metal. It is therefore often used by Photographers,
but always with caution, from the facts above stated.

If we compare together the retarding effects of free acid upon
the action of Light and upon the development, we see that the

former is by far the most marked—that is to say, that a small

quantity' of acid produces a more decided influence upon the im-

pression of the image in the camera than it does upon the bring-

ing out of that image by means of a reducing agent.

D. PRESENCE OF NITRITE OR OF OXIDE OF SILVER IN THE FILM.

Both Nitrite of Silver and Oxide of Silver are present in Ni-
trate of Silver which has been very strongly fused. Hence, if

the fused Nitrate is employed for making a Bath, these substan-

ces find their way into the film.

It was shown in the last Section that Nitrite and Oxide of

Silver both act as accelerators to the luminous ageucy; but in-

dependently of this, they produce a curious change also in the

process of development.

The image comes out almost instantaneously and with great

force, so that the operator is inclined to think that he has mis-

taken the proportions, and that his developer is too strong.

It is stated by the Abbe Laborde, that when the Bath con-

tains Nitrites, even Gallic acid, a comparatively feeble agent,

will suffice to bring out the image very rapidly.*

The cause of these peculiarities is easily explained. As strong

acids are opposed to reduction, so of course their removal, or

their substitution by others of a weaker nature, facilitates re-

duction. Thus acid Nitrate of Silver is more difficult to reduce

than neutral Nitrate,—Nitrate of Silver more so than Nitrite,—
and Nitrite more so than the Oxide of Silver.

E. TEMPERATURE OF THE SOLUTIONS.

All that is important on this head may be said in a few
words.

Reduction of the oxides of noble metals always proceeds more
rapidly in proportion as the temperature rises. Photographers
avail themselves occasionally of a knowledge of this fact by
slightly warming the solutions if the mercurial thermometer is

found to fall below a certain point.

It may happen sometimes, when the heat of the atmosphere
is excessive, that a developer of the usual strength is found to

be too violent in action ; in this case it will be necessary to re-

duce the proportions slightly.

SECTION III.

Hypotheses on the nature of the change produced on Iodide of
Silver by the action of Light.

The student will remember that it has already been laid down
in Section I. , that the change produced, whatever be its nature,

is a positive change, and not the mere commencemeut of a re-

ducing process afterwards to be completed by other means.

The effect of over-exposing a plate to the luminous image of

the Camera, is not to increase the facility of the subsequent de-

* The reader is referred to Part III. for an explanation of the Chem-
istry of the Nitrites. Nitrous Acid, which is the acid of those salts, con-
trasts strongly in its properties with Nitric Acid. It is a very feebly

acid substance, even more so than Acetic Acid.
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veloping process, but to break up and destroy the integrity of

the image. The " high lights" act violently at first, until ap-

parently the Iodide of Silver on which they fall is not easily

susceptible of further change, and then remain quiescent. The

half shadows, on the other hand, progress steadily, so that event-

ually they overtake the others; the consequence of this is, that

on developing, no picture at all makes its. appearance, or at

least a very ill-defined one, and the whole plate is covered with

a veil of metallic silver.

A maximum of effect then is always attained after a time; but

still the degree of this maximum varies much in different cases.

The rule is, that the more powerful the light and the longer it

is intended it should act, the greater must be the quantity of

Iodide in the film. A transparent film receives the impression

of a feeble ray as speedily, and perhaps more so, than a creamy

film, and it gives under those circumstances an equal amount of

intensity on the application of the developer. Rut if the light

is unusually strong—such, for instance, as the diffused light of

the sky—then in that case the intensity is greatest with the

more dense film.

All this seems to show that a molecular change of some kind

is set up which proceeds to a greater or less extent in propor-

tion to the number of the particles.

What then, it may be asked, is this molecular change? Clear-

ly it is not of such a nature as to alter, to any material degree,

either the composition or the properties of the salt. No Iodine

leaves the surface!—if so, there would be a difference in the ap-

pearance of the film, or in its solubility in Hyposulphite of Soda.

The following diagrams may perhaps be useful in assisting to

form a notion of what is meant by a " molecular change."

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 represents a compound molecule of Iodide of Silver,

the component atoms of which are associated closely together.

Fig. 2. The same after the action of a disturbing force. The
simple molecules have not altogether separated from each other,

but they are prepared to do so, touching only at a single point.

Now the effect produced on such a combination by a develop-

er is understood, if we suppose that in the first case the affinity

of the Iodine for Silver is too great to allow of its separation

;

but io the second, this affinity having been loosened, the struc-

ture gives way, and metallic silver is the result.

This hypothesis has at all events the merit of simplicity, but

we have no security whatever that it is really the correct ex-

planation. The fact of no development being attainable withont

the presence of free Nitrate of Silver, renders it exceedingly dif-

ficult for us to trace out the exact source of the metallic deposit.

(See page 182, No. vi.)

Second Hypothesis, that the Iodide of Silver does not suffer re-

duction, but that the image is formed from the soluble Nitrate of
Silver.—In this case, as the last, a molecular change is suppos-

ed, but not of such a nature as to cause the ultimate separation

of the Iodine and Silver under the influence of the developer.

The relation of the component particles of the Iodide of Silver

towards each other is modified in such a way, that the reduction

of the Nitrate in contact with those particles is facilitated, and the

deposit of metal so formed is caused to adhere*

Lest it should be thought that the idea of the particles of re-

* This view of the production of the Photographic imago was origin-
ally suggested to the author by Mr. E. A. Iladow. It is well illustrated

by the fact familiar to Chemists, that a saturated solution of any salt

about to crystallize, when poured ovev a glass plate, deposits the crys-
tals first on the excited lines previously formed by rubbing with a dry
cloth, or by subsequent stirring with a glass rod. ( Vide ' Photographic
Journal,' vol. ii. p. 71, for an interesting communication by Mr. Ross,
architect, of New York.)

duced silver " being caused to adhere to the plate by a molecu-
lar change on the surface where they were deposited," is strange
and far-fetched, the reader is invited to give his attention to the
following statement of facts.

—

If, during the process of the ordinary development of a Col-
lodion Photograph, the action be stopped as soon as the picture

has fully appeared, and the plate be then washed and treated
with Cyanide of Potassium, or Hyposulphite of Soda, until the
whole of the Iodide of Silver has been removed,—an image will

be obtained which is perfect in every part, but very pale by trans-

mitted light. This pale image is then to be taken back again
into the dark room and treated with a fresh dose of Pyrogallic
acid, to which Nitrate of Silver has been added. Immediately
it becomes very much blacker, and continues to do so even to

complete opacity if the supply of Nitrate be kept up.

Here then is direct proof of a deposit formed from the Ni-
trate, and not from the Iodide of Silver, since the whole of that
substance had been previously removed; but the peculiarity most
worthy of notice is this

—

that the depositforms only upon the image,

and not at all iipon the other parts of the plate. Even if the Io-

nide, untouched by light, be allowed to remain, the same rule

holds good ;—the Pyrogallic acid and Nitrate ofSilver react upon
each other and produce a metallic deposit, but this deposit seems
to have no affinity for the unaltered Iodide on the part of the

plate corresponding to the shadows, but settles down in prefer-

ence on the Iodide already blackened by the developer.

Now in instituting a comparison between the respective merits

of these two hypotheses, we are brought at last to the conclu-

sion that it is really a matter of small consequence which is pre-

ferred. One point however is of importance, and it is necessary

that we should bear it in mind, viz. that under either supposi-

tion there can be no doubt but that by far the greater portion

of every Photographic image, of any intensity, is certainly de-

rived from a decomposition of the Nitrate and not from the Io-

dide of Silver. If the student should attempt to increase the

intensity of the Photograph by adding to the quantity of the

Iodide, he will in general be working in the wrong direction;

whereas by viewing the Iodide in the light, as it were, of a

foundation surface on which the metallic particles derived from
the Nitrate are to be laid down in regular order,—the thickness

of the image being formed by the superposition of such particles,

—he will, however he stand with regard to theory, be correct

as far as practical considerations are concerned.

A close observation of facts cannot fail to lead us eventually

to the conclusion that the action of light upon Iodide of Silver

is in all cases a surface action, and that the image is entirely

superficial and not at all in the substance of the film. Indeed,

by operating in a particular manner, such can actually be de-

monstated to be the case, since, after fixing with the Cyanide,

the image may be wiped away with a pledget of cotton-wool,

leaving the film below perfectly intact.

SECTION rv.

On the most probable causes of the superior sensitiveness of the

Collodio-Iodide of Silver.

The present Chapter would be incomplete without the intro-

duction of arfew remarks upon this subject.

The sensibility of Iodide of Silver upon Collodion is certainly

greatly superior to that of the same salt employed in conjunction

with any other vehicle at present known. Hence the Collodio-

Iodide film will certainly supercede the paper processes in all

cases where objects liable to move are to be copied.

The causes of this superior sensitiveness may be arranged un-

der two heads—mechanical and chemical.

A. MECHANICAL CAUSES.

The state of loose coagulation of a Collodion film.—This is

peculiarly favorable to the perfect exposure of every particle of

the Iodide in a state of the finest division to the action of the

light; the component molecules not being strongly imprisoned,

the play of cocmical affinities is thereby promoted.

r^v^TXJS
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2. Its employment in a moist state.—It was noticed in an early

part of the work, that all salts of Silver were more sensitive to

light when moist than they would have been if previously dried.

A Collodion film may be washed and dried without its proper-

ties being actually destroyed, but by such a course of procedure

most of the advantages attending its employment are lost.

B. CHEMICAL CAUSES.

It is not probable that any chemical decomposition of the

Pyroxyline takes place during the exposure to light. On the

contrary, there is reason to think that the peculiar photographic

properties of this substance depend entirely upon mechanical

conditions. There arc however certain causes which increase

the sensitiveuess of a Collodion film, which are strictly chemical

in their nature.

1. The comparatively neutral condition in which such films are

employed.—In the various paper processes it is usual to add much
acetic acid in sensitizing the paper, in order to promote clear-

ness of the image, and this of course diminishes the sensibility to

light.

2. The influence of the organic matters present.—Both alcohol

and ether are bodies possessing a tendency to the absorption of

oxygen, and hence they may be supposed to act in some degree

as accelerators to the luminous agency.

Estimate of the amount of Sensitiveness ordinarily attainable

with the Collodio:Iodide of Silver.—The film of Iodide of Silver

upon Collodion, although affording us the most sensitive photo-

graphic surface at present known, or rather the most sensitive

which has been perfected and made available for common use,

can yet scarcely be said to be instantaneous in its impressibility

by the luminous image of the Camera. An exposure of a frac-

tion of a second for distant objects brightly illuminated, and a

single second for portraits and objects close at hand, is the ut-

most degree of sensitiveness which the author has been able to

obtain, consistently with a regard to "gradation of tone" in the

image ; and he has invariably found that if by the use of power-

ful accelerators the sensitiveness were increased much beyond
this point, that the representation of the lighter parts of the ob-

ject was unduly magnified.

To It Continued.

From the Journal of the Phot. Soc,

MOUNTING PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc:

Sir.—At the April meeting of the Photographic Society, re-

ported in the last number of the Journal, a conversation took

place on the best method of mounting photographs to prevent

their fading. The following simple process is iu common use

among photographers of Rome and Florence, but perhaps may
not be generally known here.

The photograph after being carefully washed as usual, is

thoroughly dried: this is absolutely essential to the success of

the process, and is best performed by artificial heat.

It is then brushed over with a cold saturated solution of white

wax dissolved in turpentine, every part being thoroughly soaked
through.

It is then laid flat to dry, and afterwards hung up for a day
or two in a current of air, to remove the smell of the turpentine*

If any excess of wax appear on the surface, it can be easily

removed by a piece of cotton wool dipped in pure turpentine

;

but usually the appearance is not in the least altered.

In mounting, common starch is used instead of paste, care

being taken to avoid lumps in the solution.

The solution of wax can be applied to photographs after they

are mounted, without danger of soiling the mounting board, as

the turpentine wholly evaporates and leaves no stain.

Some time must elapse before this process can be said to be

thoroughly proved, but it has stopped any further change in

proofs which were actually fading at the time it was applied to

them. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

J. Gutch Hepburn.

m VOL. VIII. NO. VIII. 30

THE WAXED-PAPER PROCESS.

Mr. Snelling—Dear Sir: I often read in your valuable

Photographic & Fine Art Journal, descriptions of new waxed-
paper processes, iu which the serum of milk is recommended as

a good sizing, giving more sensitiveness than those usually

employed. I shall remark that the application of this serum to

the photographic art is due to M. Reuvion de Lille, and the

first publication (1848) to M. Blanquart-Evrard, who has
brought out so many improvements in our art. The serum is

obtained in making the milk curdle when it boils by addition of

a few drops of acetic acid, filtering, and adding to every seven-

teen ounces the white of an egg. To precipitate the solid part,

boil the milk again: by filtration a clear liquid is obtained, which
is the serum.

I have used for five years the serum in various processes, and
particularly with the negative paper process as follows:

Serum of milk (cold) 47 fluid ounces.
Iodide of potassium lj ounce.
Bromide of potassium i ounce.

I suppress the starch of rice, the isinglass, the gelatine,

and the sugar of milk which is held in the serum. The single

improvement that I make sometimes is to add the albu-

men of ten eggs to this cold solution, for obtaining more fine-

ness and sharpness.

I suppress also all the cyanide, fluoride and chloride, not

having found any advantage in the usage, either for rapidity

or beauty of the proof, which is not so harmonious, and as often

producing accidents. I do not deny the great sensitiveness of

compounds of these chemicals with the silver, but I think that,

except in some special processes like those of M. Laborde, the

quantity employed does not increase sensibly the quickness;

that the whites of the negative proof are more rapidly attacked

by the gallic acid solution, and that a greater sensitiveness is

often obtained to the detriment of the harmony.
The manipulations of my process are the same as those of the

other processes.

1. I immerse the waxed-paper, (which originated with Mr.
Fabre de Romans) in the cold iodized solution during ten or

fifteen minutes (if the paper is not waxed three minutes are

sufficient) and dry by suspending by one or two corners with
pins.

2. I make the dry iodized paper equally sensitive by immer-
sion of five minutes in the following bath:

Distilled water 3£ fluid ounces.
Crystallizable acetic acid J fluid ounce.
Neutral azotate of silver 130 grains.

Neutral azotate of zinc 60 grains.

(The azotate of silver and zinc ought to be dissolved in the

distilled water before adding the acetic acid).

3. Immediately after sensitizing I wash very carefully the

paper first in distilled rain water and afterwards in a second

water for taking away the excess of azotate of silver which pre-

vents the paper from saturating itself.

4. I drain the paper with strong blotting-paper, and let it dry

between some sheets of the same paper, in which it must be

kept until the moment of using it.

This paper can retain its sensitiveness for fifteen or twenty

days, perhaps more.

5. For developing I immerse the proof in a sufficient quantity

of a solution of gallic acid thus composed:

Distilled water 3i fluid ounces.

Gallic acid 15 grains.

Acetic acid, No. 8 1 fluid drachm.

(To dissolve the gallic acid in the distilled water by heating,

and when the solution is become cold to add the acetic acid).

When the proof has remained about ten minutes in the con-

tinutor solution, I add 1 fluid drachm of the exciting bath, and,

if the image is too long in developing, I add some more of the

solution of silver. But, for the beauty, the harmony of the proof,

I recommend to develop slowly, and with the smallest quantity of
azotate of silver possible.

-~@3££g££:
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G. Before fixing- I wash the negative proof in water, where it

ought to remain during three quarters of an hour. The fixing

solution is

—

Water 3 fluid ounces.

Hyposulphite of soda 180 grains.

Acetic acid 4 drops, (no more).

I give this simple process as a good and sure one for views,

and I use it with equal success for the 'photographic pantograph

and as an instantaneous positive paper.

For using the paper wet I suppress the washing, etc., after

the sensitization, aud instead of iodide and bromide of potassium

I substitute those of ammonium ; my silver and gallic acid baths

are also modified as follows:

1st.—Distilled water". 3i fluid ounces.

Crystallizable acetic acid 50 minims, (drops.)

Neutral azotate of silver 180 grains.

Neutral azotate of zinc 40 grains.

2nd.—Distilled water 3i fluid ounces.

Gallic acid 15 grains.

Fluid acetate of ammonia 45 minims, (drops.)

I remain, Sir, very truly yours,

C. Duchochois-Maquingham.
25 Hotel Street, Utica, N. Y.

disposed of his patent rights, who could answer for the forbear-

ance of the buyer?

I am sure, Sir, that if those who practise this delightful art

would but give a few minutes' consideration to the subject, they
would see that all ought to assist and roll away the reproach
that would otherwise rest upon them.

Those who can spare pounds should give them; and those to

whom such means are out of the question, should not withhold
their half crowns or shillings.

I need only advert to the name of the gentleman who acts as

Treasurer, Matthew Marshall, Esq., of the Bank of England,
in order to remove any doubt as to the proper appropriation of

the money.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

FOX TALBOT V. LAROCHE.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal.

Sir,—Will you allow me, through the medium of the Photo-

graphic Journal, to express my surprise at the aparent apathy

of the photographic world with respect to the pecuniary conse-

quences of the above trial.

Some months ago au advertisement appeared in your columns
announcing that a subscription had been opened for the pur-

pose of defraying the heavy expenses to which the defendant

had been put, and it was reasonably hoped that the amount
would have been readily obtained. This I find by inquiry is

not the case, and that a very large sum is still deficient.

I think, Sir, this can only arise from a great misconception

on the part of photographers generally respecting the scope and
influence of a patent.

I fancy that many suppose that a patent is not influential ex-

cepting it is used in the way of trade; and therefore so long as

they practised for their amusement or the amusement of their

friends, that they could not be interfered with.

If my supposition be correct, I can readily understand that

amateurs would say that it is unreasonable to suppose that they
should contribute to a fund, in the results of which they are not
interested; and that it is those who pursue the art profession-

ally that should bear the whole burden.

This idea is altogether without foundation. I will not trou-

ble you with a legal opinion on the case, but will mention the

fact that the proprietor of the Daguerreotype patent did pre-

pare licenses for amateurs and disposed of a large number; and
he regretted to me, as one of the consequences of the protracted
litigation with Egerton, that the sale of those licenses was
destroyed.

There is not the least shadow of a doubt that a patent gives

to the holder of it the exclusive right to the use of the subject

of the patent, and therefore all who practise photography are
liable to the claims of any who may hold patents for the same.

It should not be forgotteu that Fox Talbot had applied for a
renewal of his patent, and had he succeeded in gaining a ver-

dict, in all probability he would have obtained it.

If photographers will for a moment consider that an amateur's
license would necessarily be clogged with restrictions and limi-

tations that would be perpetually annoying, they would feel

that a debt of no small amount is due to him who stood fight

for the general boon.
Persons have said to me that Fox Talbot would not interfere

with amateurs: he might, or he might not; but suppose he had

I beg to enclose my card, and remain, yours, &c,
E. G. W.

From the American Journal of Photography.

NEW TOMNG-BATHS.

BY CHARLES A. SEELY, A. M.

8*

m

Simple Hyposulphite of Soda rapidly fixes a photograph, but
leaves it of a disagreeable color. In order to secure pleasing
tints of light aud shade, it is necessary that the Hyposulphite
be decomposed, so that the sulphur which it contains may be
more easily given up to the silver of the picture. Acids and
metallic salts generally, effect such a decomposition. Acids
are, however, fouud to be objectionable, and the only metallic
salts heretofore commonly used, are those of silver and gold.
In the old Hypo-bath the decomposition has been effected by
the gradual addition of chloride and nitrate of silver. The
gold bath besides producing the effects of an old hypo bath
gives a peculiarly rich tone to the finished picture, which is much
admired. The chloride of gold after being put into the hypo
bath, brings about the decomposition alluded to above, and
becomes changed into a salt of gold, which is reduced on the
silver of the picture.

It occurred to me some time since that other salts might be
substituted for those of gold, with possibly the same or a bet-

ter effect, and a few experiments that I have made seem to
promise a realization of such an expectation. Yet the test re-

quires so much care and time in comparison of effects, that I

am not able to assert with the greatest positiveness the appa-
rent result.

As stated above, I have found that metallic salts generally

produce that chemical change in Hyposulphite of Soda which
favors the blackening or sulphuration of the silver. But, be-

fore the silver becomes a sulphuret, some of the metal of the

metallic salt is reduced, which becomes a sulphuret at the same
time with the silver, and the picture is darkened, or otherwise

modified according to the color, and the proportion of the sul-

phurets. Upon this basis I commenced my experiments.

The first trial made was with bi-chlonde of mercury. (I

have used only chlorides for the reason that the chloride of so-

dium formed has no effect; moreover, I have preferred pcr-chlo-

rides, as with these the hyposulphite is always properly decom-
posed.) A salt of mercury was first suggested, because mercu-

ry is easily reduced from solution, and its sulphurets have some
peculiarities.

Hypo Bath 1 pint

Bi-chloridc of Mercury 30 grains.

The Bi-chloride of mercury should be dissolved in a few

ounces of water, and then added to the Hypo bath. This bath

gives a peculiarly warm bistre tint. The proof before being

put into the bath should be well rinsed in water, otherwise the

whites will become grey owing to a deposit of mercury over

the surface. The redness of the tone is owing I suppose to the

fact that bi-sulphuret of mercury is produced which is red. On
account of the instability of mercury compounds, I do not think

that the mercury toning bath can be of any practical utility.

s
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The next salt tried was the bi-chloride of copper.

Hypo Bath 1 pint

Bi-chloride of Copper 30 grains.

This bath gives nearly the effect of the gold bath—and espe-

cially in view of its cheapness it seems to offer a useful substi-

tute

Chloride of lead was used.

Chloride of lead 30 grains.

Hyposulphite of soda 2 ounces
Water 4 "

Old Hypo bath 1 pint.

The first three are mixed, and when the] solution is effected

it is added to the last.

This bath tones very promptly, and produces a great depth

in the blacks.

Trials of other salts were made, and with results that are easily

anticipated by any one who understands the theory of toning,

and has some knowledge of the properties of the various sul-

phurets. Enough has been given above to direct the enquiring

photographer to a new path of research. Should anything

transpire in the continuation of my experiments worthy of note,

it will be promptly given to the profession.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

£o n 00 n$)l) olographic Society.
ORDINARY MEETING.

May 3, 1855.

Sir W. J. Newton, V. P., in the Chair.

The minutes of the preceeding Meeting were read and con-

firmed.

George Goldsiiid, Esq., 103 Piccadilly, and W. F. Pollock,
Esq., 59 Montague Square, were ballotted for and duly elected

Members of the Society.

A paper by Mr. Edwards, describing a portable Camera was
read, and the Camera was also exhibited.

A paper by Mr. Mayall on the Dry Collodion Process was
read, and practically illustrated.

The discussion of this paper was adjourned until the next
meeting.

Resolved—That the thanks of the Society be given to Mr.
Mayall for this valuable communication.
Some new Clips for suspending papers were exhibited from

Mr. Hammond of Ripon.

The Meeting was then adjourned until June 1th.

DESCRIPTION OF MR. EDWARD'S " POCKET" CAMERA.

The camera which I have now the pleasure of submitting to

the Photographic Society, partakes generally of the arrange-

ment of that constructed by me in 1853, and described in No.
3 of the Journal. It has, however, several improvements, which
reduce its bulk and weight so considerably as to entitle it fairly

to be called a "pocket" camera: it weighs less than 21b. 6 oz.

This camera consists, as before, of a metallic horizontal rod,

a tube \ inch square, which sustains at one end the plate-box,

and at the other the lens with its appurtenances ; four wires con-
nect the " plate-box" with the lens, and also support the cover-

ing of black cloth. This covering is attached to the lens frame,

but is only held in its place arouud the plate-box by means of

an elastic border, which falls into a groove around the edge of
the plate-box.

The lens has a rectaugular outline, by which means I get rid

of the weight and bulk of that part which in a circular lens is

exterior to the inscribed parallelogram of the picture, which is

worse than useless as admitting fight into the camera, which
though it cannot fall usefully upon the plate, may be reflected

thereon from its sides. This form of lens should also, I imagine,
ultimately reduce the cost of lenses, from the economy both in

weight and form of the material from which they are constructed.

In this camera I also get rid of the weight, bulk, and liabili-

ty to fracture, of the ground glass for focusing. The sides of

the box which hold the " preserved plates," for which this cam-
era is more especially intended, are painted on the outside a dead
white, and on this surface is received the picture. An opening
in the upper part of the camera, after the fashion of that in the

old pyramidal drawing camera, admits of this picture being-

viewed by the operator leaning over the camera, and applying

his face close to the apertwe, so as to shut out the light. This
movement is more readily executed from the legs of the camera
being only the length of a walking-stick (into which form, in-

deed, they close up, containing within them the brass tube and
the wires which form the frame of the camera). The picture

thus viewed is not inverted. The white surface not being coin-

cident with the prepared surface, it is necessai'y to correct the

focus by a quantity equal to their difference, which may readily

be done by the use of a scale of small divisions upon the horizon-

tal bar of the camera, by which the movement of the lens may
be observed.

Another mode, and which is better for most purposes, is by
previous experiment to ascertain the value of the divisions of

the scale with respect to the distance of the object to be photo-

graphed, which at the same time corrects the difference, if any,

between the luminous and actinic foci of the lens. A small

amount of experience will educate the eye to estimate very near-

ly the distance of the object. The lens may thus be at once set

to the correct focus, and the picture on the white surface is only

required to adjust the view. The aperture is closed by a small

flap of cloth. One picture being obtained, the wires are releas-

ed, the plate-box reversed, the wires connected, the cover drawn
over, and the second picture obtained. The black cloth cover,

as already stated, is attached to the lens frame, and folds up
around it, completely protecting the lens, and forms a little bun-

dle convenient for the pocket. The brass slides which secure

the box and lens to their respective places are carried in a leather

case adapted for a smaller pocket.

The plate-box, barely *I inches square and 1 thick, will go
into a good-sized pocket; but if not, may be conveniently car-

ried in a suitable wallet or bag, from a strap round the shoulder

and under the coat, affording additional security against a stray

ray of light.

The size of the glass plates is Tin X 5^: the weight of the

camera and plate-box, 21bs. 5| oz. ; that of the legs, 2 lbs. 3 oz.

;

two glass plates, 9 oz. So that with a total weight of 5 lbs.

2 oz., the major part in the convenient shape of a walking-stick,

the photographer may sally forth as little burdened as the artist

with his sketch-book and camp-stool. Those who prefer the

paper process may do with half a pound less.

If greater height of legs is preferred, the inspecting aperture

may be on one side, or, in very large cameras of this construc-

tion, may be conveniently made in the bottom, the operator put-

ting the upper part of his head through the cloth, and being

seated, if desired, on a stool.

Geo. Edwards.

MR. MAYALL ON A DRY COLLODION PROCESS.

It is not my intention to detain you for any great length of

time, but it would ill become me, a humble disciple and follower

of the man who discovered this beautiful process, if I allowed

myself for a single moment to embark upon a subject like this

without tendering my feeble meed of praise to Mr. Archer.

What I am about to say may be considered as perfectly dis-

interested, for the fact is, I do not recollect that I ever met Mr.
Archer in my life, and should not know him if I were to see him

;

but I cannot pass over his name in silence when I contemplate

the proud position in which photography stands in this country.

One of the humblest votaries of science, unknown until his pro-

cess was published in March 1851, he has sent forth a discovery

that is destined ere long to supercede every process, positive

and negative, with which we are acquainted; in fact, almost to

uproot and eradicate every other, from its extreme simplicity,

its great beauty, and from the easy manner in which it can be

manipulated, even by women and children.
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The Times said, the other day, in relation to another dis-

coverer, "that the pioneers of science, like the pioneers of civil-

ization, rarely profit themselves by the discoveries they make.

They lay out the path and shape the career that others follow

with more advantage. But we affect," says the Times, " to be

better than our forefathers in this respect. Let us but be made
aware of the real merits and claims of men who have rendered

eminent service to their country and adorned their age with

great scientific discoveries, and if they cannot help themselves,

they shall not remain without fitting reward."

Gentlemen, I know that a great discovery like this cannot

take place in this country again; and therefore, in reiterating

the claims of this noble man, I simply do it upon a principle of

justice. I could not permit myself to continue the exercise of

this beautiful process unless I saw some adequate means provi-

ded, or some adequate steps taken by this Society and by the

whole photographic community, to make the future career of

Mr. Archer free from the cankering cares of business, leaving

his mind at liberty to work out further discoveries.

The object of this paper is to explaiu a process by which col-

lodion can be used dry. It may be well, before describing the

mere process, if we endeavor to comprehend somewhat of the

chemical action which is necessary to the production of a good

collodion, and to explain the law of substitution, upon which the

reactions of this highly complex organic compound may be said

to depend.

It is well known to chemists that there are a number of

organic substances which when treated with chlorine gas take

up a number of measures of that gas, equal to the number of

measures of hydrogen that are taken from it by another portion

of the chlorine. Gay-Lussac was the first to observe this phe-

nomenon, and Dumas afterwards remarked the same change in

oil of turpentine, and founded upon it his " theory of substitu-

tion."

Example:—Acetic acid, C 4
H

4 4 , is converted by the action

of chlorine into chloracetic acid, C 4
HC1 3 4 , without altering

the form or appearance of the original acid.

This latter product forms with oxide of silver a soluble salt,

without any precipitation of chloride of silver, whereas chlorine, in

all the inorganic compounds in which it forms the electro-nega-

tive element, yields with silver solutions a precipitate of chlo-

ride of silver.

Again, ether may be taken as oxide of ethyl, C
4
H

5 0, ethy-

lene being the primary nucleus, C
4
H

4-f-H0; by the successive

action of chlorine it may be converted as follows:

—

Oxide of ethyl C
4
H

5
O

By action of chlorine becomes C
4
H

4
C10

C
4
H

3
C12

C
4
C1

5

It will be observed that the chlorine displaces an atom of

hydrogen, and this action continues until hydrogen vanishes from
the series.

Now, although chlorine was the first electro-negative element
that was observed to have this property of substitution, more
recent investigation has shown that iodine, bromine, and even
fluorine and some of the metals, have the property also, and form
with ether:

—

(Examples)
Oxide of ethyl C

4
H

5

Iodide of ethyl C
4
H

5
I

Bromide of ethyl C
4
H

5
Br.

Chloride of ethyl C
4
E

Zincethyl C
4

CI.

H
s
Zn.

And the metal ethyls again form iodides, bromides, &c.
Now these ethyls on a first glance should be analogous to the

true iodides, chlorides, bromides, and should immediately yield

precipitates with the usual tests employed for their detection

;

but they do no such tiling; they are completely masked, and do
not exhibit any of their usual characteristics. If with Berzelius
we regard them (binary theory) as compounds of chlorine,

iodine, and the radical ethyl C
4
H

S , they do not precipitate sil-

ver solutions. The chlorine, iodine, bromine, exist in their con-
stitution in a totally different manner.

Similarly, marsh gas C2H 4
produces Chloroform C

2H CI
Bromoform C,H Br
Iodoform C"HI

Laurent and Gerhardt, in the French school, have greatly
expanded this subject, and in the opinion of chemists, too far to
accord with well-established views in chemistry. Much remains
for the experimentalist before the true limits of substitution can
be properly defined.

One thing, however, is established without fear of controver-
sy; that is, that oxide of ethyl when brought into contact with
chlorine, first loses its hydrogen, and is transformed into a chlor-
ethyl, and eventually every atom of its hydrogen is abstracted.

Iodine produces a similar effect, until at last the iodide of ethyl
has completely replaced the original ether, and has produced
that decomposition which it is the province of the light to effect.

Hence a collodion that has undergone this change is no longer,
or only feebly, sensitive to the electro-negative ray of light, and
this will account for the deterioration of excited collodion.

Now, as every excited collodion becomes deteriorated by keep-
ing, the question has strongly impressed me,—is it possible to
impregnate the ether with any substance rich in hydrogen that
would repair the waste going on in the excited collodion? And,
after trying various substances, I have found four that do
actually repair, or rather give off their hydrogen first, and so
keep the ether intact. These are

—

Benzine C 14H 5 2
Napthaline C2 ,H „

Hellenin C 1SH 8

Terpenole C28H 17 .

Very small quantities of these substances added to the ether
prevent it running into iodides, bromides, and chlorides of the
ethyls, still leaving in the collodion sufficient of electro-positive

elements to enable the light to push the iodide of silver out of
its feeble combination.

What Liebig calls the eremecausis of organic bodies, that is,

the slow decomposition by the absorption of oxygen, is one of
the leading characteristics of highly complex organic forms rich

in hydrogen, analogous to putrefaction of nitrogenized substan-

ces- In the instances above quoted there are two affinities in

action ; first, the affiuity of nitrogen for hydrogen, and of carbon
for oxygen, and both facilitate the disruption of the elements of

the complex organic form ; decay and utter annihilation of or-

ganism takes place; the elements are again restored to the in-

organic world. Those who wish to pursue the inquiry as a pure-

ly chemical investigation, I refer to Liebig f
3 ' Vegetable Phy-

siology.'

The chemistry of this process is somewhat obscure. How-
ever, some of our ablest photographic chemists are now inves-

tigating it, and no doubt from their labors much may be ex-

pected.

The usual plain collodion is excited with

—

(No. 1.) 3 grains iodide of cadmium,

1 grain chloride of zinc,

1 oz. collodion,

\ oz. alcohol.

Dissolve the chemicals in the alcohol, and then mix with the

collodion:

or (No. 2.) 3 grain iodide of zinc,

1 grain bromide of cadmium:

or (No. 3.) 2 grains iodide of cadmium
1 grain bromide of cadmium

^\ grain bromide of iron

fa grain bromide of calcium.

In the last it will be necessary to dissolve 1 grain of bromide of

iron in 1 drachm of alcohol, and used 1 fluid grain of the solution.

Similarly 3 grains of bromide of calcium must be dissolved in

1 drachm of alcohol, and use 1 fluid grain. The excited collo-

m
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dion will require to stand a few days to settle completely. De-

cant into a dry bottle to avoid sediment. Spread as usual.

Bath,—which for distinction sake we will call albuminate of

silver.

16 ounces distilled water

1 ounce albumen

1^ ounce nitrate of silver (neutral)

1J ounce glacial acetic acid

2 grains iodide of potassium.

The albumen and water must be well mixed first, then the

glacial acetic acid added; shake up and let stand three hours, then

add the nitrate of silver in crystals, shake and filter, stand twenty-

four hours, then add the iodide of potassium, filter again ready

'for use. Coat the plate as usual with collodion, and use the al-

buminate of silver bath as an ordinary silver bath; wash in an-

other bath of distilled water five minutes, then wash the back

of the plate with common water, the front with distilled; set

the plate aside to dry, in a vertical position, in a place free from

dust. It will keep three weeks. Expose in the camera as

usual, from two minutes to ten, according to the light, dia-

phragm, &c. Pass into the silvering bath again three minutes

Develop with

6 to 8 grains proto-sulphate of iron

1 ounce distilled water

1 drachm glacial acetic acid.

Wash, and fix with

1 cyanide of potassium

20 water.

It is about as quick as albumen in the camera. The albuminate

of silver bath must on no account be exposed to daylight, nor

the developing solution. Potassium and ammonium salts will

do to excite the collodion; but it will not keep so long as with

the metallic iodides.

A MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHY—THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL.*

BY CHARLES A. SEELY, A. M.

A DISCLAIMER.

Mr. Editor,—Through the politeness of Dr. W. H. Pike,

and Prof. Geo. W. Smith, both of this city, I have had pointed

out to me an article on page 121, Vol. 15th, of ' Silliman's

Journal' for 1853, from Sir David Brewster, on Photographic

pictures taken with different sized lenses, in which that gentle-

man points out the true cause of the distortions noticeable in

pictures taken with lenses larger than the human eye. And as

I have no desire of appropriating to myself the laurels of others.

I cheerfully disclaim so much of my article on page 145 of your

Journal as relates to the distortions of pictures, and I can as-

sure you that it affords me much pleasure to make this disclaim-

er, inasmuch as that article, being from the highest authority of

the present^ age, corroborates the truthfulness of my deductions,

not only in respect to the distortions of pictures, but also, in-

directly, the balance of my article on page 146 of your Journal

I say corroborates, because it will be self-evident to any one

reading the article of Sir David Brewster, that he arrived at

the same conclusions, precisely, in this respect, with myself, al-

though starting from entirely different premises.

It has been long ago noticed by artists, that pictures taken

through small diaphragms were sharper than those taken through

large lenses without a diaphragm, but who ever pointed out the

cause, before Sir David Brewster did two years ago, and the

additional facts (independent of stereoscopic angles, &c.) con-

tained in my article alluded to? The fact has always been ex-

plained to me by artists upon the principle of a profusion of

light—somewhat similar to what takes place when looking at

objects through a microscope, in which the light is admitted

through a large aperture or diaphragm, but it will be seen by

the articles alluded to that this explanation is not correct.

In conclusion, I would earnestly recommend all those interest-

ed, to give the article of Sir David Brewster a careful perusal,

assuring them that they will be amply rewarded for their time.

J. F. Mascher.
Philadelphia, June 25, 1855.

30*
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CHAPTER V.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING. SALTING THE PAPER.

For salting the paper any soluble chloride may be used.

But preference is generally given to the chlorides of sodium and
ammonium. With chloride of ammonium a deeper black is ob-

tained: and the paper is somewhat more sensitive.

The salting solution is composed of

—

Water 1 pint.

Chloride of Ammonium (or Sodium) 1 ounce.

This solution is to be poured into a shallow gutta percha or

porcelain tray, when it is ready for use. After the paper is

selected and cut of the desired size, and a pencil mark made on
the side which is not to be used, take a sheet by the two ends,

and carefully place it upon the solution, so that no air bubbles

are enclosed. This manipulation requires a little dexterity, that

is, however, easily acquired. The sheet should be slightly bent,

so that the liquid shall first wet the middle. If any air bub-
bles are noticed the sheet must be taken up, and the opera-

tion repeated.

When the sheet has floated about two minute, it is taken
up and pinned by one corner to the edge of a shelf, or is attach-

ed to a patent clothes pin strung upon a line. Some Photo-
graphers prefer to float the paper from two to four minutes,

supposing that thereby it is more thoroughly and uniformly im-

pregnated with the salt solution. In this case after the sheet

is taken off, it is allowed to drain a few seconds, and then is

pressed between sheets of thick blotting paper.

Salting the paper by floating, is recommended in preference

to immersion. The latter method is quite as effective, yet some-

what more troublesome, and consumes more time. A conveni-

ent number of sheets are sunk in the solution, one at a time,

carefully excluding air bubbles, and allowed to soak till tho-

roughly penetrated by the liquid, which will require about two
minutes. They are then removed, allowed to drain, pressed in

blotting paper, and hung up to dry as before.

When the paper is thoroughly dry it should be laid away in

a drawer or portfolio, till required for use. Salted paper may
be kept any length of time without deterioration.

CHAPTER VI.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING. SENSITIZING THE PAPER.

The sensitizing must be performed in a darkened room. It

will generally be found most convenient to do this in the even-

ing. The yellowish light of a candle or lamp will not interfere

with the operation.

The nitrate of silver solution is composed of

—

Water 1 ounce.

Nitrate of silver 60 grs.

Sufficient of such a solution is poured into a gutta percha or

porcelain tray, so as to cover the bottom to the depth of a quar-

ter of an inch or more. The salted paper is now floated with all

the precautions directed hi the last chapter. The time requir-

ed for floating is from two to six minutes. The longer floating

will give a deeper black to the fiuished picture. When the

paper is dry it is ready for use in the printing frame. It may
be kept, however, without deterioration if carefully excluded from

light, about one week, after which time it gradually changes in

the dark.

The silver solution is sometimes spread on the paper by
means of a Buckle's brush, or a glass rod. But these methods

require a considerable dexterity, and are rather more trouble-

some and expensive than floating. The method of immersion is

very seldom used.

General Remarks.—A great many formulae have been

* Continued from page 218, No. vii.
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given for preparing the printing paper, differing apparently

widely from each other, and still giving the same results. Yet
a little observation will make it evident that there is no incon-

sistency, and that they are all in effect the same thing.

The salting solution fdls the pores of the paper with chloride

of sodium or ammonium, which when it comes in contact with

the nitrate of silver, a double decomposition ensues;—so that

from
Chloride of sodium and
Nitrate of silver,

are produced

—

Chloride of silver and
Nitrate of soda.

The chloride of silver is insoluble, and remains upon the sur-

face, and in the pores of the paper. The nitrate of soda being
soluble, is partly removed by the solution of nitrate of silver,

and a part remains to modify the tone of the finished picture.

It is found by experience that it is not only necessary that all

the chloride of sodium be decomposed, but also that there be
an excess of nitrate of silver above what is necessary for that

purpose. Moreover, the amount of fluid absorbed by the paper
will be proportioned to the length of time in floating. It hence
appears that the amouut of salt and nitrate of silver may be
varied by proportioning the length of time of floating, so as to

correspond to the variation. With dilute solutions a long time

must be taken, with concentrated a short time.

The time of floating also depends much upon the quality of

the paper. The porosity or absorbing power of the paper of

different manufacturers, varies greatly, and even samples from
the same factory. But this fact does not present any serious

difficulty. A trial or two will enable one to know what is best

to be done.

The printing paper prepared as above, is quite extensively

used, and will answer very well the purposes of the artist.

There are other methods, however, of preparation, and modifica-

tions of the simple process, which will now claim our attention.

CHAPTER VII.

SENSITIVE PAPERS.

Amjionio-Nitrate Paper.—The ammonio-nitrate paper is re-

commended for the simplicity of its preparation, and its great
sensitiveness.

Salting Solution.

Chloride of Ammonium 40 grains
Water 1 pint.

Float about two minutes, and dry.

Sensitizing Solution.

Nitrate of Silver 40 grains
Water 1 ounce
Concentrated Ammonia q. s.

The nitrate of silver must be dissolved in the water, and the
ammonia added drop by drop, until the dark colored precipitate
which is at first formed, is just re-dissolved. Care must be
taken to add no more ammonia than is necessary.

Float the salted paper on the bath of ammouio-uitrate of sil-

ver from three to five minutes. This paper should be used
within twenty-four hours after its preparation. If kept longer
it rapidly changes in the dark.

Albumenized Paper.—This paper is generally prefered in

Europe. In the United States its merits are not appreciated.
It is not, however, useful for pictures which are designed to be
colored.

Salting Solution.

White of Eggs 10 ounces.
Chloride of Ammonium 1 ounce,
Water 10 "

This mixture is made in a convenient basin of earthen or tin
ware. Beat the mass with a wooden spoon, till it becomes a
uniform and thick froth. Then set the basin in a cool place to

rest, protected from dust, for at least twelve hours. At the
end of this time if the solution has settled sufficiently, carefully

decant the clear liquid into the gutta percha tray. If this is

impracticable, filter through fine muslin, previously damped
with water. If any bubbles are seen on the surface, remove
them. Float about two minutes. Dry as with the simple
printing paper. When the sheet is perfectly dry, place it be-
tween two thin sheets of glazed paper, and pass over the surface

with a smoothing iron, heated to about the temperature of

boiling water. This last operation may, however, be omitted.

Float about two minutes.

Sensitizing Solution.

Water 1 ounce.
Nitrate of Silver 60 grs.

Float at least five minutes. The silver solution on being in

use some time, becomes discolored by the formation of sulphuret

of silver. The liquid may be made white and clear by filtering

through auimal charcoal, or the discoloration may be prevented
by keeping in the bottle which contains the solution about one
ounce of Kaolin to the pint, pouring off the clear liquid into the

tray, as it is needed for use.

Albumen paper may be kept about three days.

Gelatine Paper.—The chief advantage of Gelatine is in fill-

ing the pores of the paper, so that the solutions are confined to

the surface. It has much less effect than albumen upon the

tone of the picture.

Salting Solution.

Water 1 pint
Gelatine 40 grs.

Chloride of Ammonium 1 ounce.

Float two minutes.

Sensitizing Solution.

Water 1 ounce
Nitrate of Silver 60 grs.

Float five minutes.

This paper retains its useful properties about one week.

Besides albumen and gelatine, other substances have been
recommended; in combination with the simple salting solution.

The object of these additions is to fill the pores of the paper, to

secure a more even distribution of the chemical substances, to

obviate some of the defects of paper, and to obtain a more
pleasing tone in the finished picture. By the use of the proper

size, in order to form a homogeneous surface, linen, artist's can-

vass, silk, ordinary paper, &c, may be successfully employed in

printing. The use of sizing materials is generally economical,

for the silver solution is confined to the surface, and none is

wasted by absorption into the paper.

Besides albumen and gelatiue, the following have been recom-

mended:

—

Starch, Nitrate of Zinc,

Dextrine, Sugar,

Sugar of milk, Rice water, &c.

To be Continued.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

FOGGING ON POSITIVE PLATES.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—In practising the collodion process for positives, I have
occasionally, and recently to a very annoying extent, met with a

difficulty which I know not how to obviate, and for a solution

of which, and for the means of prevention, I should feel greatly

obliged to you or any of your readers. It might be called fog-

ging, but it differs from most imperfections so called, in the fact

that the reduced silver is on the picture, not in it, and can

readily be removed by gently rubbing with the finger, leaving

the picture perfectly clear, though at the same time the film is

almost sure to get scratched or torn. In order to the detection

of the cause, it is requisite to know the exact materials employ-

w
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ed. My collodion is made by the process given in 'Home's
Guide,' pp. 63, 64. It is iodized by Mr. Berwick's bromo-iodide

of silver, (Photographic Journal, vol. i. p. 186). The bath is

a 30-grain one of crystallized nitrate of silver. The developing

solution I use is: sulphate of iron 18 grains to the ounce of

water, 20 minims glacial acetic acid, and 20 of alcohol; and I

fix with cyanide of potassium. It having been suggested to me
that alkalinity of the bath was probably the cause, I added
drops of a very dilute nitric acid to the bath, trying a picture

after each addition, till the acid had reached 1 drop of strong

acid to 12 oz. solution, but without the slightest diminution of

the deposit. I then tried what the addition of nitric acid to the

developing liquid would do, but though I went as far as 9 drops

to the ounce , it was useless. I then tried the mixture of pyro-

gallicacid solution (3 grains to the ounce) with the sulphate of

iron solution. This was better, but still far from clear; but with

the pyrogallic alone, I got a perfectly clear picture.

I ought to state that this deposit generally occurs with me if

the developing solutian (of sulphate of iron) is allowed to stay

on at all longer than is required to develope the picture. At
the same time, I am much less plagued with it in an old bath
than in a new one; but if I add fresh nitrate of silver to my
bath, or make a new one, then I am sure to get it in full.

I remain, your obedient servant,

W. L. Notcutt.

[The account given by your correspondent appears obscure,

but it may be that the acetic acid used is impure. When there

is any tendency to fogging, sulphate of iron as a developer al-

ways brings it out more than pyrogallic acid. I recommend
that a fresh sample of sulphate of iron should be taken, and the

addition of alcohol to it omitted ; if this does not succeed, pro-

bably the fault is in the nitrate of silver used for the bath.

T. F. Hardwich.]

From the London Art-Journal.

EOMENCLATARE OF PICTORIAL ART.*

BY J. B. PTNE.

TECHNICAL ART.

It is in the landscape portions of the works of Nicolo, as was
remarked in the preceding article, that he not only ceases to be
a disagreeable colorist, (which he assuredly is, as regards the
flesh, in his nude subjects), but in which he at once seems to

emancipate himself from some unaccountable chromotic thral-

dom, and enter a domain in which a flood of power rushes to
him as an inheretance. This power he has lavished on this par-
ticular work with all the impulse resulting from a newly-derived
wealth; not With a profligate, but with a liberal and unsparing-

hand. To such works as these—if many may be found—must
be accorded the self-competent power of maintaining the honors
of a secondary style in art, and not to the products of men whose
time, energies, talents, and life have been consumed in consum-
mating mental prostrations before the shrines of the few great
painters who first by superior, fearless, and original genius,

again raised art from its barren lethargy and sleep. The mov-
ing drama of the work, though, herhaps, not intended to be so,

is secondary to what might have been projected as accessory.

The scene is conducted -in a public square, partly occupied by
figures, while the immediate front is composed of a dense mass
of people, of all ages and conditions, standing, moving, kneeling,

lying: living, dying, and dead: with the usual frequent repeti-

tion of stopping of noses by the uninfected, and the repulsive

blackness of mouths in the infected. There is little indeed in

the figures to raise our wonder, considering the reputation of

Nicolo as a figure painter. Perhaps that which was absolutely
and obviously demanded by the subject is there: your own dili-

gence, however, is required to extricate from the mass those few
instances of natural interest to make them of much avail.

Continued from page 132, No. v.

But who may describe the landscape! Yet is not the refusal

to do so another reading of the hidden face of Jephtha?

Though stern and simple, it has an imaginativeness and in-

vention that invests the whole with an interest and meaning at

once separated from and above the interest and meaning natur-

ally belonging to the things of themselves. The buildings and
palace are not merely a palace and buildings: they range along

a background, and project themselves at uncertain and ominous
intervals athwart a sky: but these, again, are not simply a back-

ground and sky, but a region oppressed, lowering and lurid,

while the structures leap from it strong, defined, and threaten-

ing, an awful screen of forcibly defined mystery and dread, with
not so much relation to a palette of colors as the growling thun-

der has to a sunny day. The palace, or monastery, or town
hall, or whatever it may be that assumes in the background so

startling a presence, alternately bars out and admits the super-

natural lividness of the sky; a windowed spectre, whose eye-

like apertures glow like a living thing, an architectural monster,

born of plague.

Thus much for the purely aesthetic and imaginative portion of

the work, a portion that rises it more than do the figures from
all common-place associations, and at the same time places it so

high in imaginative elevation as to defy any one to disturb its

pretensions by their lofties flights in the same direction.

Poussin, always admirable in landscape, is here more than
himself ; or, what would be truer, is here closer to himself than
in any other work. The difficulties that always more or less

intervene between conception realisation, appear to have been in

this picture vanquished at a bound; though, again, technical

power has furnished the scaffolding by which he has raised him-

self to this height, where lay the congenial idealism of his own
peculiar mind.

In descending we are now trenching on the limits of a line of

art which must be considered altogether more or less technical

in its general phrase; not but that it has for its sustaining ele-

ment invention and other high adjuncts, but that these, though
they occur frequently, and lift the work in which they present

themselves towards the head of its class, are still short of that

invention and idealism which more particularly attach to the

class of art we are leaving, and without which they wonld not

be that which they are, but descend to an inferior rank, and
take it amongst those constituting the class we are approaching.

As regards invention, that amount of it which is necessary

to the making a packing-case or bellows, as well as it may gen-

erally be made, does not mark the minimum of those qualities as

existing in the lower instances of our mental organism, and yet

we cannot call them acts either of ingenuity or invention; and
there is a large quantity of art-work produced, which, though
requiring much more of the two qualities than might be required

in the manufacture of packing-cases and bellows, neither possess

the utility of either one or the other, nor earns for the producers

a claim to the character of inventive.

Some simple-minded person, with a taste sufficient to make
him disclaim all admiration of art in this low state, but still per-

haps incapable of estimating it in its highest mould, very natu-

rally asks " What becomes of all this sorry stuff ?" He does

not, berhaps, feel the full truth and extent of the fact, that man
is not so much individually, as he is in the aggregate, an epitome

of the world; that there are individuals amongst us who sepa-

rately stand as human representatives of every individual quality

to be found in it; that one mentally from birth—representatives

of ugliness—draws to him and assimilates, like a chemical affini-

ty, all that is ugly, and quarrels with, dislikes, and rejects every

thing beautiful. These are the depositaries of what is ugly in

art: while the higher tasteful organisms, representatives of

those things which are beautiful, search for their like, assimilate

it, become polished and classical, and are at the same time the

depositaries of the ideal and inventive in art. Those minds, the

indigenous growth of the intervening spaces on the great mental

gradient of nature, are representative of all qualities found gra-

duating between the highest and lowest, and are the producers,

when active, and the consumers, when passive, of all the art-
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work that is ever brought into the world, varying between the

beau-ideal aud the grovelling.

Invention, or that quality which, if analysed, would be found

to consist of selection and combination, and which has produced

the beau-ideal, the sublime, the grand, and beautiful, ranks

justly at the very head of all art, and is considered widely sepa-

rated from the technical. Painting and sculpture, however,

like poetry, have their conventional niceties, separating the true

from the fictitious; and, as all rhyme is not allowed to be poet-

ry, so all that is new in the other arts is not allowed to be

invention.

Giving wings, fins, or wheels to a human body, adding a pair

of horns to a man, or a peacock's tail to a woman, are essenti-

ally acts of invention ; though we do not acknowledge it as a

presence until, rising beyond these more obvious states, it shall

be able to associate itself with a previous state of things, be, as

it were, requisite, fill a gap in a gradation, be demanded and

acknowledged. Amongst the more successful of these obvious

inventions is the Centaur, indebted mainly for its acceptation

to the mistaken idea that the equine portion of the animal would

be able to carry its human half untired to its goal. To indulge

to the fullest extent in the luxury of this fallacy, the absurdity

must be swallowed of an animal with two stomachs and two
bodies, with no extra arrangement for the additional weight of

forepart. But when fiction is once introduced, it requires a

whole new world to accompany it, and in this instance it admir-

ably suited the state of things to which it was introduced.

There is, however, more genuine inventiveness to be displayed

in treating the every-day circumstances of our own actual life,

than in these equivocal and discrepant flights. And it requires

only an exquisitely fine adaptation of mind to perceive, and a

most straightforward mode of treatment, to enable a person,

painter, sculptor, or poet, to be continually and unconsciously

committing spontaneous inventions. Witness the bye-play of

the actress Malibran, by which she endeared herself to her

audience more than by the set parts of her role.

That it is difficult to be natural, might appear to us to be a

strange thing, but it is much truer than strange; so that genius

may be said to always present itself along with a natural man,
and invention itself would—in our own art more especially

—

appear to be the power of determing what would take place

under any given circumstance of persons, situations, and motives.

The few last thursts aimed at Richmond by the mortally struck

Richard, as given by Kean, were so many nicely graduated acts

of nature, of genius, and of invention, and to prove their worth,

may be now repeated by the commonest tragedian to the end of

time without becoming tiresome. As it is in the drama, so it is

in painting, which is the drama in colors.

By a proneness of the English mind to the contemplation of

familiar life, have the painters of this essentially familiar life

country raised this walk of art from comparatively nothing to

absolute greatness; aud if it may not be thought invidious to

instance a work by a living painter, I would mention one which

would do to place at the very head of all works of a similar

character. The picture is one of a mother in the act of high

aud ecstatic cuddle with her infant, painted by Leslie, R.A.,

and would do as a pictorial pendant to Kean's few last thrusts.

A single look at it every morning "would do to turn a man out

natural and good-natured for the day.

Another picture of this class appeared in 1854, in the exhibi-

tion at the Piazza del Popolo, in Rome. It was by a Russian

painter. The subject—rendered with a naturalness quite intense

—was of a mother, intently, and at arm's-length, admiring the

child she had just bathed, still radiant and sparkling from the

water, but with an expression so perfect, so devoid of conven-

tionality, and a drawing so fine, as to entitle it to the highest

place. "The Wish," a single head by the late Hoist, is another

work of a dissimilar character, but perfect in the intensity of an
ardent wish, perfectly releived from the commonplace of upturn-

ed eyes, clasped hands, or the slightest trace of lascivious

expression, which belong as a matter of tradition to nearly all

heads of this class, and render them to the mass sufficiently

equivocal hi morals and meretricious to be admired. The head

of Hoist, however, had qualities which might set these general
allurements at a discount. It was the head of all others that
could wish up to the verge of faith ; was stern, though of a wo-
man, and beautiful.

What constitutes the absolute and intrinsic value of these
three works ? At first glance, their subjects would appear to
be in each instance of the least possible importance

; affairs of
every-day life, occurring by thousands in every country, in every
city and village. And, again, the actors: what might they be ?

The idea that the subjects are of no importance is a most im-
portant mistake. On the instinctive, ever-enduring meternal
ardour, the whole social tone of human relations is based and
sustained. It is the culminating point of the affections from
which all its other grades may be measured downwards. The
twro first named pictures are most admirably chosen illustrations

of pleasurable instances of this passion of passions, and both of
them represent nicely discriminated degrees of maternal ecstacy,

flowing from the possession of another and a dearer self. The
Russian mother awake, and in .full possession of her senses, if a
mother can be said to be so while indulging in a raptuve of this

nature. The English mother, lost, and overwhelmed in one of

those wild abandonments to the pbrenzy of affection, in which it

is the wonder of everyone not a mother, that the child should
ever come out of the encounter alive. It was a picture alto-

gether joyous, innocent, aud intense,—the sunny side of life up
to the dazzling point; which, to look at sufficiently unmoved,
seemed to repuire that the mind should be protected by darkened
glasses.

Then, as to Hoist's "Wish." As to subject, what is more
universal ? To wish and to will constitute the grand prelude to

all the initiative of life—to act is only left. The wish and the
will are perfect in themselves, and constitute more of the real

character of individuals than the act, which is a mere experi-

ment.

Each of the three pictures, therefore, have for its basis a great
thought of universal interest, masked only by the circumstance
of its daily occurrence ; which, like the rising of the sun, would,
if announced for a first time, call together the whole world as a
witness.

As great thoughts, they were greatly sustained, though in

different degrees. I would with the greatest deference suggest,

that the picture of the Russian possess a little too much of ac-

cessory, that that of Hoist should have been enshrined in a
background of equal simplicity and grandeur with the subject,

and that the cards should have been discarded. In that by
Leslie, the thought alone was pronounced, and is, consequently,

more complete thau it otherwise would have been.

Pictures of this character, embodying some universal and ab-
sorbing thought, cannot be considered technical, and must take
their rank amongst classical and inventive works, when carried

out with a high hand, and can only become equivocal when inju-

diciously ornamented by an undue display of technical accessory

and dexterity.

As for the technical limits of this art, they are a field whose
dimensions extend as the art itself progresses. The index which
marks on the dial-plate of art, the limits of its technical portion,

ascends day by day, bearing to the whole of art a larger propor-

tion as it advances, and will, in all probability, include—by the

time the art itself shall arrive at its maximum of excellence

—

most of its higher attributes, and much even of what is now as-

signed to invention.

In the commencement, its best, though really humble efforts

were ascribed to nothing short of high genius. Of this, a better

illustration cannot be offered, thau the writings contemporary
with an early art itself, in which works, which would not now
stand the test of a moderate criticism, are described as miracles

of genius, &c. An eulogy is laid at the feet of the painter who
first emancipated the human head from the barber's-block type;

and a second to the one who achieved its roundness; panegyric
is repeated on every new turn of a face, and a grand rhapsody
launched upon the astounding novelty of an open mouth.
The technical portion of the earlier works consisted in merely

the drawing, and the light and shade, both equally obvious and

:—gSSSageQ
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easy, and the coloring obvious also, though more difficult. As
art advanced, technism advanced with it, and took higher

ground; while every new phase of thought and operation formed

another page of the book in which Emerson has said, " No man
shall be able to bury his secret so deep," &c Michael Angelo,

of like mind with the ancient sculptor, found out the secret which

the author of the celebrated Torso had buried so deep in that

marble book, and derived from it his whole future style. To
him—Michael Angelo—the entire range of thought and concep-

tion of the author of the Torso was afterwards an open volume,

and the expression of it became a piece of straightforward tech-

nism, and might have been conveyed again in ten minutes com-

munication with any other like-minded man.

Where technism commences has just been indicated, where it

ceases depends altogether on the weight of the individual who
pursues the art, for what is technical to one is invention to an-

other. So, when and where art commence, is of easy solution,

as it was never extinct, but in its lowest state always maintained

some flickering light, sufficient to warrant the existence of its

germ. But, whether its full and complete development occupy

a one or a ten centuries depends entirely on the fortuitous or-

ganism of individuals occuring duriug the supposed periods.

Art, notwithstanding, is most essentially derivative; and,

Michael Angelo and Giotto occurring at inverse dates, would, in

all probability, have changed characteristicts; for, in the bun-

gling mode of Giotto, there is a naturalness and grandeur, or

rather breadth of manner, which might, with the advantages of

the sixteenth century, have resulted in something equally great

with the works of the terrible Florentine.

The Elgin Theseus is of itself sufficient to create—to recreate

a style equally great, if not greater, than that of Michael An-
gelo, if we had one as great or greater than Michael Angelo to

receive its full benefits; the book is unclosed to all readers; the

unpatented invention is open to the whole artistic world,—the

common property of all comers. To one not great enough to

derive an equally high type from its more direct source—nature

—the thing itself is offered gratuitously. A hand-book to the

Sublime. When the right reader turns up, the execution or

reproduction will become a matter of mere technism. Works
of equal greatness will spontaneously roll off like periods from a

practised orator.

It may be asked, why should a landscape-painter draw all his

inferences on art from historical and familiar life-subjects, or that

style which originates from the mixtures of the two ? But
there are many motives to do this. One principal inducement
is that, in referring to works of this class by the elder men, and
amongst which is found little landscape, you address yourself to

the world at large instead of one portion of it. Your inferences

are derived from a mass of works, amongst which occur not only

the universally acknowledged, but the actually classical instan-

ces of high art: you avoid the most distant chance of the charge
of either favoritism or jealousy; and, on the other hand, the

principles and precepts of art itself are universal, and apply in

common to all styles, from history down to still life. The tests

by which to assign a value to one or the other are the same,

even up to the points of expression and invention, of which last

there frequently occurs more in landscape than in the other
styles,

Reynolds has erroneously said that landscape is not amenable
to the same principles as history. Reynolds was a genius in his

way, but not a universal one even in art; he was great in his

own walk, and, like many other limited geniuses, little out of it.

He thought it, perhaps, necessary that he should appear to

know something of all art: and, in his dislike or jealousy of

landscape-painters, endeavored to lower landscape painting.

If it may be said that the bulk of what is done in landscape
is not capable of sustaining itself at the height I would place it,

it is saying nothing, as the same may be said of all the other

styles.

Under the general term landscape I would include all out-of-

door scenes ; and if any one say that this picture is indebted to

the figures for its interest, I say of another—Poussin's " Plague "

for instance—this is indebted to the landscape.
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The general all-pervading love of landscape and out-of-door

life is derived from purely animal instincts; is universal, like

all instincts, as in the presence of landscape alone is it possible

to obtain the atmosphere on which we live in its greatest puri-

ty. This instinctive love of out-of-doors, like most instincts,

may be undefinable, but possessed by all. The love of high
landscape, on the contrary, is definable, and felt intensely, but
by a few, and is derived from the higher and poetical instincts.

Topography in colors is quite sufficient for the first large class

of individuals. The second and limited number demand high
genius to satisfy them, if they be ever satisfied at all, as written

language is altogether more suggestive of the higher beauties,

grandeurs, and terrors of the possibilities of landscape, than the

more palpable cloth and colors of the greatest landscape genius
that ever painted. This must ahvays remain the case, as paint-

ing cannot draw largely on association. Language, therefore,

will, first of all terrestrial things become perfect amongst the
complicated efforts of man. After that, form, as being the most
simple phase of art, will attain perfection, and most likely in

sculpture. But the complications besetting painting at every

point, may defer its full accomplishment to the end of time, but
creating in its difficult and varied course a sufficient number of

phases, in the hands of varied genius, to iuterest, amuse, instruct,

and gratify the whole world during its progress.

Language, however, must keep her vantage ground, if from
the admissibility alone of associative accompaniment; and Brown-
ing's description of a morning, Byron's storm in the Alps, Spen-
ser's closer scenes, and the associative out-of-doors pictures of

such men as Dickens, will never be reached by mortal painter.

The nearest approach to this power occurs in the " Stoue-

henge" of Turner; and the melancholy and sedate, monk-like,

detached fragment, apparently leaving the scene of the storm,

disturbed though grand, is an instance of inventive genius that

must burn on like an eternal beacon through all viscissitudes of

art, to light its votaries when it shall waver. The other figures

of dead shepherd and sheep, are as nothing when estimated in

comparison with this spectral fragment ; they are not inventive,

but merely obvious accessories to such a scene, a violent appeal

to the sympathies, and resisted in proportion to its violence.

It is with landscape, as with history and familiar life, that the

higher strokes of invention are oftener educed from circumstan-

ces of every-day occurrence than from any far-fetched effort of the

imagination, or any novel or complicated combination of an
either mental or material character. The great art in the rep-

resentation of the drama and history, and familiar life, is to

promptly and powerfully give what the soul itself would do,

modified by individual temperament. The great art in the rea-

lization of landscape passion is to fuse into its broad treatment

nothing short of, and nothing besides those elements, which each

particular instance is not only most susceptible of, but which it

may be said—of all others—to demand. To do this with a
scene of the lowest possible pretensions, is to effect that great

difference which separates landscape, as a noble style of art,

from mere topography in colors. The Stonehenge just alluded

to is a noble instance in this direction, and created out of a scene

which, under the ordinary circumstances of " a fine day for

sketching." and a drive across Salisbury Plain, leaves the tour-

ist's mind—if a common-place one—under an uncomfortable

sensation of having seen nothing more than a few not very large

fragments of stone on a very flat piece of uninteresting country.

The next essential in high landscape is to avoid any attempt to

mix, and, accordingly, attenuate the three distinct natural divi-

sions of the style—the simple, the beautiful and the grand or

sublime. There is, in external nature, a continual occurrence of

the elements which constitute these three states, each easy sepa-

rable, and often disengaging themselves distinctly the one from
the other ; and all unequivocally great works, which have stood

the test of any considerable lapse of time, are referable for their

greatness to this management.
It has often struck me in reading the " Odyssey," that the

sublime of that work is a result of the unmitigated blackguard-

ism and impulse of its heroes, in most instances huge depositions

of animal force and irresponsibility; and that a similar source of
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the sublime on a larger scale exists in the inimical phenomena^

of terrestrial and atmospheric nature, made grander still by the

absence of motive, and occurring totally irrespective of human
affairs, I have the strongest conviction that when landscape

shall rise superior to the technism of the style that at present

distinguishes it, it will be in treading a walk to be found not

only amongst the storms, but by a stormy mind. A Michael

Angelo in landscape can scarcely yet be said to have appeared;

the nearest approach occurs in Salvator, but who is altogether

too picturesque to realise the possibilities of nature in her wild-

est state as well as her wildest mood. No one as yet has more
than just pricked through the margin of this region ; its vortex

has never been approached. I again imagine that when the

right organism turn up for the task, he will achieve it without

figures or human incident. That if the present admirers of art

do not hang this class of work, it is that they do not carry him

far enough, prick his imagination deep enough, and that the in-

troduction of the figure tends much to weaken the hold on the

mind, which the scene itself, sufficiently realised, would have.

The present state of things is only to be reversed by the painter,

and we must wait for him. But when he occurs, we shall as

frequently have attached to galleries the " Room of Storms,"

as the " Salon de la Beante."

Translatedfrom Lumiere.

OPENING OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

Thursday last, 15th of May, 1855, took place the opening of

the Exhibition. The daily journals gave an account of the cere-

mony and pomp of the occasion ; they have reproduced the in-

augural discourse pronounced by the Prince President of the

Imperial Commission, and the response of the Emperor. We
have for our part only to say a few words about that which may
interest the French and foreign photographers whose works are

or ought to be seen in the palace of the exhibition.

For nearly a month we have seen with lively interest the

localities reserved for photographic productions crowded with
boxes; and we had hoped that all the places would be occupied

by the day of opening; unfortunately it could not be so. In
spite of the activity displayed by the exhibitors, and the zeal

displayed by many of our Parisian artists, among others M. M.
Martens and Baldus, whom we saw on the evening before the

inaugeration, employed till the last moment in arranging the

works of their brother artists, some places are still empty. Noth-
is yet to be seen in the space reserved for American photogra-
phers. We have seen no photographs from Germany. A large

number of specimens sent from Italy are already on exhibition.

As to the English contribution, with the exception of a few
drawbacks, it is complete and admirable, which is in a great de-

gree owing to the judgment and the untiring zeal of Mr. Thurs-
ton Thompson, the commissioner for arranging the products of

industry and art, whom we have seen at work himself in order
to hasten the labor of the workmen.

The specimens sent by the Belgian photographers, few in

number to be sure, were arranged long before the 15th of May.
As to the situations in which these different collections are

found, the least favorable is allotted to the French artists, in

one of the lateral galleries on the ground floor receiving only a
distant and insufficient light; their works are in a situation little

in accordance with their iucontestible merits. However, we
may be assured that they will not attract less attention of the
visitors on this account.

It is with great satifaction that we behold the day arrived
when we may give an account of the photographic treasures
which arc displayed in the palace of the Exhibition. AVu shall

fulfill this mission with the more assurance and joy while confin-

ing ourselves within the limits of an impartiality which can alone
give to our labor authority and fruit, as we shall find in the
comparison of processes employed and results obtained, subjects
of study and precious instruction for the progress of our art.

Folly and Malice go hand in hand together.

From the Journal of the Phot. Soc,

ON THE QUALITY OF PAPER REQUIRED FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PURPOSES,

MORE PARTICULARLY FOR THE WAXED-PAPER PROCESS.

BY MR. FREDERICK TOWNSEND.*

One of the most frequent objections raised against the wax-
paper process, has been the great difficulty of getting uniform

sharpness, delicacy and evenness, in the negatives; to describe

which, such terms as gravelly, sandy, granular, cribriform, grit-

ty, &c. have been applied. The peculiar appearance exhibited

by a negative which is designated by any of these unpleasant

terms, has been variously laid to the presence of the wax, which
is said to cause an unequal distribution of the ingredients and
unequal decomposition, to the quality of the paper, to the man-
agement of the nitrate bath, and to the temperature, &c. The
same appearance is not unfamiliar to those who practise the or-

dinary calotype process, and many calotype negatives on What-
man's paper exhibit it strongly. I have for some months past

beeu making experiments in order to discover the merits of these

various opinions, and those who are in the habit of making such

kind of experiments, know the labor required and the difficulty

of arriving at any certain and practical results; but I venture

to lay before photographers the conclusions to which I have been

lead, in hopes that they may clear away some of the cobwebs
of the wax-paper process, and guide others to still further dis-

covery respecting the paper required for the negative process.

I have at different times fancied I had discovered in the

method of waxing, in the proper management of the nitrate-

bath, &c, the elements of failure or success; these opinions,

however, I have outlived, and come to the unqualified opinion

that all depends upon the chai'acter and quality of the paper.

The papers I have experimented upon are papier Rive, various

samples of Canson, papier Saxe, Marion's papers ^supplied a

year ago, and those at present in the market), two kinds of

German papers procured in Germany, the makers name unknown
to me, Turner's papers, and paper of another English make.

De Canson's paper I have found to vary much as regards

sharpness and delicacy; some is excellent, other abominable;

but it always keeps well after being made sensitive, and remains

clean in the gallic acid bath. Papier Saxe I have found more
uniform in quality, and good; but I can only speak of one batch

which I procured last year. Papier Rive is also good, and very

equal in its results; it is always fairly sharp, and it keeps well.

Marion's positive paper, supplied a year ago, gives very good

results, keeps remarkably well, and exhibits great clearness and

sharpness; the same paper now sold is tolerably good, though I

think not equal to the old, but I have not tried it sufficiently as

yet; the negative papers sold as negative by the same maker do

not satisfy me in their results. The German papers, spoken of

above, gave only moderate results (they were sized with starch).

Turner's paper gives uniformly greater delicacy, sharpness, and

evenness than any of the foreign papers, and keeps perfectly in

the gallic acid bath; the other English papers spoken of exhibits

similar characters. Hence the English papers are more to be

depended upon than the foreign, and the question naturally

follows, should they not then be universally used in preference?

It is known that one great difference between the foreign and

English papers is
:
that the former are sized with starch, the

latter with gelatine'. Now starch receives the wax more readi-

ly, and the paper is capable of beiug rendered more sensitive

when thus sized; gelatine resists the wax, and renders the paper

less sensitive. I have frequently used the papers of various

makers unwaxed, and found them to answer well if used soon;

but there are disadvantages, as they will not keep so loug sen-

sitive, the paper becomes very tender, rendering the manipula-

tion more difficult, and there is not uuiformly the same delicacy

and sharpuess. I have succeeded in waxing the large-sized pa-

per of Turner and the other English paper I spoke of, but with

some difficulty, by soaking it in wax for 20 minutes or half an

* Communicated by the author, with some alterations since it appear-

ed in the Liverpool Photographic Journal.
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hour, kept at the temperature of boiling water; an effectual

method is to soak the paper in hot water and hang it up to dry,

after which it will take the wax more readily ; but there is a

danger of injuring the paper, as it becomes very tender. Mr.
Higgin, whose paper was read at the last meeting but one of

the Liverpool Photographic Society, says he has found Turner's

paper, when unwaxed, keep well three days sensitive; I have

found both the French and English papers keep as long, and

probably, as Mr. Higgin suggests, it may keep still longer. The
results obtained by the process I have published are so certain,

that, providing the waxing can be as well effected before as af-

ter the negative is taken, I should certainly always prefer using

it waxed.

I will now venture a few remarks on the difference between
the foreign and English make of papers. If examined by a mag-
nifier or microscope of moderate power, the negatives taken on

foreign paper frequently exhibit in their texture long coarse

fibres, while I have not remarked these in the English paper;

these fibres are more easily seen in a negative which has be-

come dirty in the gallic acid.

The foreign paper is undoubtedly made of coarser and longer

fibres, and I have found this coarseness in some degree rectified

and the paper kept cleaner in developing, when it was soaked in

a solution of gelatine previously to being iodized ; and it would

be interesting to take the size wholly out of a piece of English

paper, and imprint a negative upon it, either sized again with

starch or altogether unsized. I have not as yet chemically tested

papers, but I cannot help thinking some foreign substances may
be introduced into the French papers which impair their use for

photographic purposes. I hope still greater attention may be

given to this subject by photographers, and I trust these re-

marks may call forth further inquiry.

Before concluding, I beg leave to address a few words to the

practical photographer who may ask what practical conclusions

may be drawn from the above for his especial benefit. My an-

swer is, if you have foreign paper, decidedly use it waxed, and
papier Rive, papier Saxe, and perhaps Marion's thick positive

paper, are more to be depended upon than Canson's, though
some of the latter is excellent. If you require certain and great

delicacy, use English paper. Turner's is always to be depended
upon ; if required to keep long, wax it, if possible ; if to be used

in two or three days (it may or it may not keep so long in hot

weather), it may be used unwaxed: of course if used unwaxed
it will be necessary to wax it when the negative is finished, and
before printing.

To those who practise experimentally, and also to paper-man-

ufacturers, I would urge an accurate inquiry as to what consti-

tutes the difference in quality and mode of preparation between
foreign and English papers sold for photographic purposes, as I

am inclined to suspect it is the character of the paper rather

than of the size, upon which photographic excellence depends.

ON THE PREPARATION OF PAPER FOR NEGATIVES BY THE WAX-PAPER

PROCESS.

It is to me a source of great pleasure and satisfaction to be

able to say, after the experience of another year, that the pro-

cess given in my paper " On the Wax-paper Process," published

in the London Photographic Journal, has continued to furnish

me most satisfactory results ; and, as I have both heard aud
witnessed, in other hands it has proved equally successful. .The

peculiar qualities which I advocated for it last year I can again

most confidently assert to belong to the process; such are, great

delicacy and brilliancy, good half-tones, sensitiveness, good keep-

ing qualities, non-solarization, sensitiveness to the green rays,

and, with care, absolute certainty. I have repeated many of my
former experiments, and made several others, all of which con-

vince me that good paper, whether English or foreign, the sim-

ple ingredients—distilled water, iodide and bromide of 'potassium,

and free iodine—produce the best results; and that no advant-

age is obtained by the use of any other ingredients frequently

added. The only alteration which I have myself adopted is the

reducing of the proportions generally. In the use of what I call,

for brevity's sake, the COO grain solution for iodizing (viz. that

given in my published paper), I have often found the blacks of

the negative too intense, and I have lately been using either a

400 or even a 300-grain solution, the other ingredients being

reduced in proportion. Using the bath thus weak, there is more
harmony, and, as yet, I have discovered no tendency to solariza-

tion; the paper also keeps longer, and developes cleaner. I

have always found two hours quite sufficient for soakiug the pa-

pers in iodizing, provided the wax be pure; block wax should

be used, and it may be procured very excellent in quality at

Brecknell and Turner's in the Haymarket. Mr. Berry of Liver-

pool has advised three or four hours' soaking, but should there

be any fear of greasiness of surface, the smallest quantity of so-

lution of gelatine added to the iodizing bath will prove an effi-

cient remedy. I have found it quite sufficient to soak a piece

or two of Turner's paper at the same time that other papers are

soaking, and this done once will ensure a good working condi-

tion of the bath.

The exciting solution may also be reduced in strength, and a

30-graiu, a 20-grain, or even a 15-grain solution be used, as best

suits the intentions of the photographer. The weaker the solu-

tions the longer the paper keeps, and the less intense the nega-

tives as a general rule. Where much brilliancy is required,

strong solutions may be used ; but where the contrasts of the

picture are great, weaker solutions are better adapted. If the

paper is required to be kept very long, the acetic acid may be

even doubled, i. e. if a 20-grain solution is used, the formula

would be—nitrate of silver 20 grains; glacial acetic acid 40

minims; distilled water 2 ounce; the paper thus prepared re-

quired a longer exposure in the camera. The plan I now usu-

ally adopt as the most expeditious and certain method of excit-

ing is as follows:—Take two dishes, one containing the exciting

solution, and the other the distilled water; sensitize two pieces

of paper together at the same time in the bath, letting them
soak eight minutes, taking care the papers float freely in the so-

lution and are well covered with it; after the lapse of eight

minutes place them in the second bath containing distilled water,

and leave them while you proceed to excite two more; when
these are also excited, place them in the bath with distilled

water with the others, and so on in succession with the rest of

the papers to be rendered sensitive, until all are found together

in the distilled water: now eight or ten minutes after the last

papers have been transferred to the distilled water, pour off the

latter, and pour in fresh, shake the papers about in the dish in

order to separate them perfectly, and allow the water to pass

freely among them, and let them soak in this fresh water during

ten minutes or a quarter of an hour, when they may be taken

out and blotted off for use; pursuing this plan, much time is

saved, and two dishes only are required; but for beginners, the

preparation of each paper separately, and the use of three baths

are more certain. If they are to be kept beyond three days,

give them a third washing with fresh distilled water. I think

the plan adopted by Mr. Berry of exciting several papers to-

gether at the same time in the exciting solution, though excel-

lent for small papers, and when only a few are to be prepared,

would be rather a dangerous one to adopt universally, as there

is a great danger, when there are many papers, and these are

of a large size, of an unequal chemical action. The two points

to be borne in mind, both in the exciting and after-washing, are,

that the whole area of the paper shall be sufficiently and equally

acted upon ; and it is better to ensure this, for I find there is no

danger of over-exciting or over-washing, a fact which I mention-

ed in my former paper, and which I have never seen mentioned

in any work on photography, the contrary being usually stated.

The rationale is, that owing to the large quantity of iodide and

bromide of potassium contained in each paper, the exciting bath

soon becomes saturated with iodide and bromide of silver, without

affecting the papers sufficiently to be detrimental. In the case of

the collodion plate it is different in using a new bath, for the film

contains so small a portion of iodide or bromide of potassium

that the whole iodide or bromide of silver formed is not suffi-

cient, or anything like it, to saturate the bath.
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It has often been asked whether so large a quantity of aceto-

nitrate as 1 drachm to the 4 oz. of solution of gallic acid is ne-

cessary. For the beginner, it is generally better to give exact

proportions and methods of proceeding, that he may not be-

come bewildered by having too great a liberty of choice, or too

much to attend to at a time; for, after working with exact

formula? for a while, experience will soon suggest the necessary

modifications; but those who are adepts know that if perfection

is aimed at, it is necessary frequently to diverge from the beaten

track, and to suit the method of proceeding to the character of

the subject and the effect desired; thus the formula of 1 drachm

of aceto-nitrate to the 4 oz. of gallic acid solution is a good

medium proportion, but it is by no means necessary to
#
adhere

strictly to this quantity at all times; half will frequently produce

a better result; it is also better to add it in two or three small

doses at intervals, instead of mixing the whole together in the

first instance. The paper should never be put into the gallic

acid until some aceto-nitrate is added. Whenever any marbling

appears on the negative, it may be considered certain that it is

derived from a film floating on the surface of the developing

liquid: decomposition sometimes commences so rapidly that it

may exist imperceptibly before the negative has been placed in

the bath, and to ensure its being kept free from stains or mar-

bling, it is prudent to draw a strip of blotting-paper over the

surface of the bath (or lay a piece the size of the bath flat on

the surface and remove it again) before the negative is placed

in it, and repeat the process whenever the negative has lain some

time in the bath, and requires to be lifted out for examination.

I will conclude by alluding to the use of other bromides in the

place of bromide of potassium. There is a difficulty in procur-

ing the bromide of potassium pure, and out of five or six samples

I have received from different shops only one proved free from

all alkalinity. This led me to the determination some months

back of trying other bromides; but Mr. Higgin of Liverpool

has been before me, and speaks of bromide of calcium. I do

not know whether it is the opinion of that gentleman that it is

superior to bromide of potassium, but such seemed to be the

opinion of some: and I must express my conviction, that though

bromide of calcium will produce good results, yet bromide of

potassium produces negatives quite equal in delicacy and quality;

and paper prepared with it has the advantage of keeping, which

I have not found to be the case if bromide of calcium is used. I

have lately taken very excellent negatives upon paper kept a

month sensitive. I am convinced that the delicacy and sharp-

ness of negatives taken on good paper containing bromide of

potassium cannot be surpassed, and my own experience leads me
still to advocate its use.

Since writing the above, I have made the following experi-

ment, which further persuades me that the excellence of paper
for photographic purposes depends as much on the preparation

and quality of the fibre, as on the size contained. I took a

sheet of Turner's paper, and extracted as much of the size as

possible, by pouring upon the paper and soaking it in boiling

water; I then halved this paper, took one half, and also apiece

of thin hot-pressed blotting-paper, and sized them both with

starch (not strong) and iodized them; I simply iodized the

other half of Turner's paper together with another piece of blot-

ting-paper ; the four papers were then rendered sensitive and ex-

posed together in the camera, and the result was that Turner's

paper had lost little if anything in delicacy or sharpness by the

extraction of the size, nor was there any superiority in the piece

sized with starch. The piece of blotting-paper which had been

sized was very slightly superior to the unsized piece, and neither

was impressed with a picture exhibiting any delicacy or sharp-

ness. I am sorry I did not gelatinize a piece of blotting-paper.

P. S. April 16th.—I have within the last few days taken a
first rate negative upon a piece of Turner's unwaxed paper,
which had been kept sensitive in a warm room for the space of

ten days; and I am pretty certain, from the character of the
negative, that Turner's paper thus prepared would keep very
much longer.

The paper was iodized with an iodizing solution containing
iodide of potassium 300 grains, bromide ditto 100 grains, iodine

«rj->

2 grains, water 40 ounces, and was excited with a 30-grain

aceto-nitrate solution, and washed twice.

It must uot be forgotten, that when the iodizing solutions are

used thus weak a longer exposure in the camera is necessary,

and the English papers which contain gelatine are slower than
the French papers which contain starch.

Being anxious lately to test the quantity of nitrate of silver

in an exciting bath which I had used several times, I did so, and
found that it contained barely 8 grains to the ounce of solution,

the solution when first made being a 30-grain aceto-nitrate.

The papers I had excited with the bath on the same day that

I tested it, gave me some excellent negatives, as good as those

prepared with the bath wheu fresh made.

HEL10GRAPHY—DAGUERREOTYPES— PHOTOGRAPHY—AMBR0TYPE AND

HELI0CHARTS.

Mr. Editor :—Tour experience long taught you, (I may take

for granted,) that in all professions and pursuits there are

quacks, charlatans, &c, and these in superabundance. A cer-

tain proverb says, " exceptions establish a rule." A second
quasi proverb says in substance that, counterfeits would bear no
value, nor even meaning, unless genuine bank notes and mint-

stricken coins were also in circulation. My aim in these prefa-

ritories, your penetration has already caught.

The Heliographic profession is, I think, too much infested

with charlatanry. Quite a multitude of persons, alike the

young and the middle-aged, who found the mastery of Sir Wil-
liam Curtis's " three R's"—i. e. " reading, riting and rithmetic"

—a "tax" so intolerably oppressive, that they got up an imi-

tation " Fourth of July" upon the grievance ; and who found,

moreover, that manual labor on the farm, or in the workship,

was too hard and too nngenteel, rushed into the Daguerreotype
room under the impression that " Phoebus-Apollo." would ac-

commodatingly perform nearly the whole of the work required,

and so leave them in a comparative state of gentlemanly easel

To this cause, Mr. Editor, I suppose must mainly be attribu-

ted the net, stolid, leaden and wooden sun-sketches that aunoy
us along every street, as also the advertisements so prodigally

showered abroad, proclaiming that " first rate, artistically fin-

ished pictures may here be had at the rate of 37| and 25 cents,"

&c, &c. However, neither quackery, charlatanry, nor countcr-

fesance can, in the long run, hold the master of truth and ex-

cellence.

But what is Heliography ? Let us endeavor settle this ques-

tion. And here, at the very outset I must perforce " table" a

complaint. The battle of " Breed's Hill" got stamped as the

battle of " Bunker Hill" by an inexplicable blunder, which has

already lasted nigh eighty years, and will, I fear, live as long

as American History itself. So it threatens to be with at least

one class of our sun-paintings.
" Daguerreotype" marks sufficiently well one species, as

wearing the name of the most able, early operator upon the sil-

vered plates. Most richly does that eminent artist deserve that

his name should be thus consigned to undying remembrance.

But passing from silvered copper to paper, we are " all

afloat." And for this simple reason:—Originally it was sup-

posed that light was the agency in sun-painting. Therefore,

upon the paper pictures was imposed the title of " Photographs"
—'.' light impressions"—as upon the art, as a total, the name of
" Photography."

Subsequently, however, it was discovered that Light was not

the imprinting power, but, in its stead, a chemical someichat, to

which, in stress of names, was given the absurd appellative,

" Actinism." But what is the literal meaning of " Actinism?"

Simply and solely " ray power," or " the power of the sun-

beam." Now as the sun-beam has an indefinite number of pow-

ers besides this single one of making sketches—light and heat

being obvious examples—" Actinism" alias " ray power," is no
discriminative name at all. And as snn-pictures, whether upon
metal, paper or glass, are undeniably produced by some proper-

ty in the sunbeam, (be it what it may,) it is certainly safe giv-

m
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ing them a name, which recognizes the authorship of the sun.

To call, therefore, a sun-limned picture, on whatever material,

a " Heliograph," as to name the entire art " Heliography," is

at all events safe, because accurate to the letter. Coming
then to the particulars, " Daguerreotype," as already remarked,

very properly designates the plate-picture. Not less appropri-

ately the newly-coined pleasant word " Ambrotype," which

recalls the " ambrosial" festivities of Olympian Jove and his

choir, marks the glass-picture.

But how shall we rightly distinguish the sun's impresses upon
paper ? To call them " Photographs," I repeat, is not naming
them at all, since a veritable name defines or describes the thing

to which it is applied.

Let me, therefore, suggest to my professional brethren—as

matter at least for consideration—the name " Heliocharts."

It is, I grant, a mongrel name, from the Greek " Helios" Sun
—and tlie Latin " Charta"—paper. But so are myriads of our

Botanical, Chemical, and other scientific names. To make one

addition to the number were but casting a drop into the ocean.

Is not the topic worth pondering ?

In this preliminary article, Mr. Editor, I have been miscella-

neous and desultory, rather than consecutive. I have, however,

done this deliberately, and for reasons you will readily fathom.

I alluded, at the outset, to the infestation of our Profession by
quacks, imbeciles, ignoramuses, &c, &c. Your own eyes, sir,

attest this six days out of the seven, at the least. Some of the

principal causes of this fact I have already stated. I will as-

sign but a single other for the present. It is this :

Because the sun-beam holds the place and performs the work
of the camel's hair pencil; and because, a Camera being put in

certain local relations to the Sitter some sort of image is im-

pressed upon the prepared surface,

—

therefore, it is inferred by
these wiseacres, a veritable, genuine portrait is produced ! Ex-
pression, intelligence, soul in the face,—the necessity of these is

undreamed of and not comprehended! Hence their portraits

(so miscalled) bear the same analogy to a proper portrait, as a

dead face to a living, mind-illumined one.

Hereafter I shall attempt to illustrate this subject in some
detail, and to vindicate the claim of Heliography to an honora-

ble standing among the Fine Arts ; as demanding, for true pro-

ficiency therein, the self-same genius and culture, which make
immortal the Painter and the Sculptor, the Architect and the

Musical Composer. M. A. R.
Philadelphia, July 1855.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

ON A SIMPLE METHOD OF OBTAINING STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES WITH A

SINGLE CAMERA.

H

BY ROBERT DICKSON, M.R.C.S.E.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

I would call attention to the following method of obtaining

stereoscopic pictures with a single camera, which, in consequence
of its simplicity, and the correctness of its results, will, I trust,

succeed in enabling those who consider that these pictures can-

not be obtained without much trouble and difficulty, to produce
for themselves a series of the most interesting of all photogra-
phic subjects.

It is scarcely necessary to repeat here that stereoscopic pic-

tures represent views of the same objects as seen by either eye
singly, and that the stereoscope combines these two different

pictures in the same way that the two eyes do when viewing
what these pictures represent. The principle, therefore, of ob-

taining stereoscopic pictures is very simple, and in practice it is

merely necessary to take a picture, first in one line so as to re-

present what is seen with one eye, and then to take a second
picture in another line so as to represent what is seen with the

other eye. All the methods hitherto advanced for this purpose
are objectionable, either on the ground of inapplicability in cer-

tain situations, or from the fact that cumbrous apparatus is ne-

31*

cessary for adjustment. Even two cameras made purposely for

taking stereoscopic views, besides being possessed by few ama-
teurs, have also the objection that they cannot be used in every

situation. Now, the mode which I have practised for some time

back has the advantage of being serviceable in every situation,

and it is moreover so simple as to be successfully practised by
any one who will take the trouble to attend to the following

directions.

The camera is placed upon the brass pin on the flat top of the

stand in the usual way, on which it may be revolved as on a
pivot. If a slow rotatory motion be given to the camera, it will

be observed that not only do the objects shift their position upon
the ground glass, but also shift their relative position to each
other. If the rotation be carried so far as to change the posi-

tion of the objects on the ground glass, say 3 or 4 inches from
that which they first occupied upon it, the relative position of

the various objects of the picture will be found to have changed
to a considerable extent; the more so if some of the objects are

near and others distant. Near objects shift their relative posi-

tions more rapidly than distant ones, and if the camera has an
extensive focussing field a remarkable change is perceptible.

For instance, if a group of houses or trees, some being near and
others distant, are focussed at one side of the field, and then a
gentle rotatory motion given to the camera till they arrive at

the other side, the relative changes in the positions of the ob-

jects can easily be watched. Now it is remarkable, that if a pic-

ture be taken, a particular object of which is focussed only half

an inch on one side of a line drawn down the middle of the

ground glass, and then another picture taken of the same view,

which is obtained by moving the camera round till the same
principal object is half an inch on the other side of the mesial

line, we obtain a set of views, which, when combined by the

stereoscope, show a slight stereoscopic effect. To obtain per-

fectly correct stereoscopic pictures, however, it is necessary that

the chaDge in the relative positions of the objects of the pic-

tures should be neither too slight nor too great, but should, in

fact, be as near as possible to that existing between the views

as seen with either eye singly. Hence a kind of calculation is

necessary to determine this point, and that kind whieh I adopt
requires only the powers of observation to be called into action.

Let the camera be placed with its sides parallel to those of the

flat state of the stand on which it rests, and let the person ob-

serve what object of view occupies the mesial line on the ground
glass (it should be a nearobject if possible). Let him then look

over the top of his instrument at this same object, and observe

the relation it bears to a distant object nearly on the same line

with it. Keeping his head steady, let him shut one eye, say

the right, and he will observe that this object has apparently

moved a certain way to the right hand, and gone nearer to the

distant object than it was when viewed with both eyes. It will

also be observed that a portion of the distant view situated to

the right of the near object has become covered by it, and thus

lost to sight. If again he shuts his left eye, he will observe that

similar changes are evident on the left side of the object. While
I only take notice of the changes occurring in the particular ob-

jects referred to, it is to be borne in mind that a relative change
takes place in every portion, it matters not how minute, of the

scene presented to the gaze; the most apparent change, how-
ever, being visible in those objects near at hand. Now these

simple acts of the observing faculties are all that are required

to determine the amount of rotation necessary to be given to the

instrument to produce true stereoscopic pictures. The applica-

tion is easy. Turn the camera gradually to the right side until

the near image is found to bear the same relative position to the

distant one that it did when viewed with the right eye. This

point should be marked by a pencil line, and the space which

the camera has travelled over on the flat stage of the stand

should also be marked upon the latter. As the camera is turned

round to the right side, the view will shift to the left side of the

mesial line. For the other view, or that seen by the left eye,

the camera is turned to the left hand, and the view is seen on

the right side of the mesial line. The exact distance of these

determined points from each other will vary according to the

W
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focal power of the lens; but it is probable that from 2 to 4

inches will be the extremes, so that very small cameras will be

able to take the views in question. The ground glass of the

camera should be carefully pencilled with straight lines; one

running down the middle, another bisecting it at right angles,

then two vertical lines, one on either side, running parallel to

the mesial line, so as to show the centre of each stereoscopic

picture. Dotted lines may also be added to mark out the size

of the glass plates, and thus determine what objects will be in-

cluded in the view. It is of importance to remember, that for

the common stereoscope, pictures ought not to be more than 3

inches broad at most; 2 \ inches being perhaps the size most

suitable. Plates of glass %\ by 3 inches will be found very con-

venient for the purpose.

Various kinds of frames may be used for adapting the glass

plates to the change made in the position of the objects. After

trying many, I find the following contrivance the most con-

venient. The ordinary slide is divided into two compartments

by a central partition, which, like the slide, has its sides groov-

ed. The lifting slide in front is also cut in two, and made to

slip easily up and down in the grooves. To fit these divisions

frames are made with openings to correspond with the size of the

glass plates, the centres of which should be in the same line as

the vertical side lines on the ground glass. The advantage of

this contrivance is, that both prepared plates can be placed in

their separate compartments at the same time, and exposed the

one after the other. The mode of proceeding is now evident.

The principal object of the view being focussed in the mesial

line of the ground glass, this latter is removed from the camera,

aud the slide containing the two prepared plates slipped into its

place. The camera is now rotated to the right hand, as far as

the mark previously made on the state of the stand. This will

bring the view into its left-hand position. The left slide is then

pulled up, and the plate is impressed. This gives the view as

seen by the right eye. The slide is then pushed down, and the

camera turned to the left as far as the mark on that side of the

stage. The right-hand slide is then drawn up and the plate ex-

posed This gives the view as seen by the left eye. The pic-

ture being obtained and ready for fitting up, that view which
represents what is seen by the right eye is placed on the right

side of the other, and the centres of each about 2| inches apart.

But where a stereoscope is not at hand, it may be useful to know
that every individual possessing a healthy pair of eyes has in

these organs a far more powerful and delicate stereoscope than
any yet invented. Instead of placing the two pictures as above
stated, let them be reversed, i. e. let the picture representing

what is seen by the one eye be placed uuder the opposite eye.

Place the pictures close together, and about a foot or so from
the eyes. Look at the inner edges of the two views, and squint

just so far as to form three pictures. If a particular part of

this middle picture is firmly gazed at, the slight confusion caused
by the squinting passes away, and the whole is observed to be-

come exquisitely and perfectly stersoscopic, aud a little less than
the original pictures. I have met with very few people who
tried the experiment at my request who could not easily per-

ceive the striking result. After the stereoscopic effect begins,

aud which it does almost instantly after a few trials, no difficulty

is experienced in looking for any length of time at the picture.

But I have known one or two individuals who felt a confused
kind of headache for a short time afterwards; and it may be
that too much ocular exertion of this kind may tend to some un-

pleasant consequences.

I may further state, that the pictures to be viewed by this

natural stereoscope may be widely separated from each other,

it being quite possible by a stretch of converging squinting to

combine the two pictures and produce the desired effect. In
this case, however, the picture should be much more distant

from the eyes. Pictures framed for the stereoscope, and viewed
as above, have a very curious appearance in consequence of a
more or less reversed condition of the objects being visible, i. e.

anterior objects seem to retire, and posterior objects stand out
in front of them. The same thing is seen through the stereo-
scope if the pictures are reversed.

For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

A TRIP TO BOSTON.—BOSTON ARTISTS.

The Boston Daguerreotypists and Photographers, as a body,
probably occupy a higher place of intelligence, energy and per-

sonal reputation, than those of any other city in the United
States. Already they have done, aud they are now doing much
for the elevation of Heliography and its professors, in the pub-
lic esteem. Even the " twenty-five," " fifty cents," and " one
dollar" operators are more skilful, and produce better results

than many of the " first class" elsewhere.

But the profession, even here, is degraded by some of the

same class, who have wrought so much mischief in other sec-

tions of our country. To such narrow-minded " Rats" in the

vocation, (to borrow an epithet from the printers,) we say,
" Shame—shame,"—for thus debasing in the public estimation an
Art at once so beautiful and so rich in valuable uses !

One of the oldest practitioners in the United States, and
probably the very oldest in Boston, is Albert Southworth, now,
and for several years past of the firm of Southworth & Hawes,
Tremont Row. To their honor be it said, they have never lowered
the dignity of their Art or their profession by reducing their

prices, but their fixed aim and undeviatiug rule has been to pro-

duce the finest specimens, of which they were capable,—the

finest in everyTespect, artistic, mechanical, and chemical; grace-

ful, pleasing in posture and arrangement, and exact in portrait-

ure. Their style, indeed, is peculiar to themselves; presenting

beautiful effects of light and shade, and giving depth and round-

ness together with a wonderful softness or mellowness. These
traits have achieved for them a high reputation with all true

artists aud connoisseurs.

Their plates, too, have an exquisitely pure, fine, level surface,

being resilvered and polished on their " patent swinging plate

vice;" and are entirely free from waves, bends and dents,—in

short, as nearly perfect, as is perhaps possible. And yet,

strange to say, their pictures seem to me to be fully appreciat-

ed neither by the majority of Heliographers nor by the pub-
lic.

This firm have devoted their time chiefly to daguerreotypes,

and have paid but little attention to photography on paper.

I noticed, however, in their Gallery, a photographic copy of

Gilbert Stuart's original portrait of Washington, full size, aud
decidedly the best photographic copy of that celebrated portrait

I have ever seen. Saving the color, it is as perfect as one

could wish.

They have also invented and patented a beautiful instrument,

by which 24 or 48, or even more (stereoscopic) pictures—taken
either upon plate, or paper, or glass,—are exhibited stereosco-

pically: and so perfect is the illusion, as to impress the beholder

with the belief, that the picture is nature itself

!

Mr. Southworth explained the wonders of the stereoscope

very clearly, and he takes his pictures of this class without dis-

tortion or exaggeration. I thiuk his principle correct, for his

specimens were stereoscopically beautiful, and exempt from the

many faults witnessed in those of others. I hope his theory,

with instructions for its use, may be published.

At our friend Whipple's, (now " Whipple & Black,") Wash-
ington street, all was in active movement,—steam puffing; en-

gine whizzing; shafts, buff-wheels, and even the miniature
" sun-sign" above the door, revolving. These things, with the

busy motions of the several assistants, male and female, impart-

ed to the whole establishment an aspect of great iudustry and
prosperity.

Whipple & Black have ever been, and still are " hard-work-

ing" young men, and have now the advantage, in some points,

of all other Boston Heliographers. Competitors, however, are

pressing them closely, and may, unless they are vigilant, outstrip

them.

Their daguerreotypes are like the majority taken by others.

Their collodion photographs struck me as, generally, a little

inferior to some others, taken in Boston atid elsewhere. And
yet a few of the cabinet size were remarkable for clearness and

depth, boldness, force aud brilliancy. Mauy, however, on exhi-

9
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bition lacked roundness, softness, fineness, and other properties

essential to good portraiture.

The crystalotypes, or albumen pictures, contrast strongly

with the collodion pictures recently produced, both at Whip-
ple's and several other Boston establishments. Except for

views and copies (for which it is admirably fitted) the albumen

must give way to the collodion process. For portraiture on

paper or glass, the latter process, in the hands of several Ameri-

can artists, infinitely transcends at present all other modes of

taking Heliographs.

The Ambrotype Patent being reserved exclusively by J. A.
Cutting & Co., in Boston, others have had little encouragement

to experiment in this beautiful style of Heliopraphic portrait-

ure. Yet I saw, taken by Mr. Black, a specimen likeness of a

gentleman, which in delicacy and beauty was not only vastly

superior to the finest daguerreotypes, but was what an enthusi-

astic virtuoso would pronounce " a miracle of art

"

In truth, all enthusistic daguerreotypists who succeed in pro-

ducing good photographic or ambrotype portraits by the collo-

dion process, will probably lose—for a time at least—much of

their attachment for the daguerreotype process: so much more

pleasing, and easily handled by the skilful artist, is the former

than the latter.

And here I would earnestly urge on Messrs. Cutting & Co.

the propriety of sending to all located daguerreotypists who may
desire to make these pictures, the right of so doing, at rates, so

moderate, as to inflict upon them no injustice,—offering the same

to all, and permitting the most skilful to "lead the field."

In the Gallery of Massury & Silsbee, Boston, I witnessed spe-

cimens, which, artistically considered; i. e. for fine delineation,

clear development and perfect " relief' from the background,

coupled with beauty of finish, are, I think, rarely surpassed in

this country. Mr. Silsbee is an artist, and himself colors many
of his pictures.

In most specimens observed by me, he has selected the best

position of the person and of the face; his shadows are beauti-

fully disposed, and, for the most part, soft and harmonious; and

the expression of the sitter has evidently been caught more hap-

pily, than by most artists. The lights and blacks in these pho-

tographs are rich, clear, and brilliant, and the collection, as a
whole, exhibits much uniformity of tone and excellence.

Mr. Cahill, in Washington street, has taken a position in the

front rank of excellence. His photographs are quite equal to

the best I have seen without retouching or coloring, and some
are exquisitely beautiful, of both small and life size. There is

a uniformity of excellence in his specimens, not often surpassed

by the ablest Boston professors.

I ought not, in concluding these notices, to omit mentioning

Mr. Hale, of Washington street, who has confined himself

hitherto to daguerreotypes. His establishment is a perfect

bijou in all ^ts arrangements and appointments, from the front-

door show-case through its whole interior. Everywhere neat-

ness, taste, elegance,—everywhere cheering and enlivening

agencies, of which the sight and the song of rare-plumed and
musical birds, are not the least. The Artist himself is a human
bijou, and his pictures are very creditable specimens of the art.

Of Mr. Ives and Mr. Chase, both also located in Washing-
ton street, aud both devoting their attention to daguerreotypes

exclusively, I can speak in terms of high commendation. By
their many beautiful productions they have shown themselves

able proficients in their art, while by their character and man-
ners they do honor to their profession,

M. A. R.,

Philadelphia, cor. Chestnut and Fifth sts.

— The American Institute open their next Annual Ex-
hibition early in October in the Crystal Palace. The managers
will make ample arrangements for the exhibition of Daguerreo-
type and Photographic Pictures. We trust we shall see a bet-

ter display this fall than usual.

From Notes 8f Queries.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

HORIZONTAL BATH FOR NITRATE OF SILVER.

I see Mr. Manning Fellows has described in the Photographic
Journal a horizontal cradle bath for nitrate of silver, a form
which I showed to several people in London last year; it is ex-

cellent, but Mr. Heilmann of this place was the first person to

make one, and he exhibited it before our Photographic Society

here more than a year ago, and it is recorded in the Bulletin of

the Society. However, I have altered the form for the sake of

portability, and the one I use is made as follows. An ordinary

horizontal gutta percha bath, a little longer than the plate, and
the same width, is covered in at one end with a slip of gutta

percha, so as that when the bath is placed upright on this end,

the covered-in part shall form a well, which holds enough nitrate

solution to cover the bottom of the bath when let down horizon-

tally to the depth of a quarter of an inch. The bath is placed

upright, the collodionized plate laid on the bottom, and the bath
being let down again into a horizontal position, the liquid flows

over the plate.

F. Maxwell Ltte.

RECOVERY OF SILVER FROM WASTE HYPO.

I have to tell you of a method I have found of recovering the

silver from the waste hypo. The process given by Monsieur
Davanne, in the ' Bulletin de la Societe Franchise Photogra-
phie,' which consists in the addition of pentasulphide of potas-

sium, has the very serious objection of causing a large precipi-

tate of sulphur, which falls with the sulphide of silver, and is

very annoying in the after-treatment; but the method I give is

most simple and rapid, and has not the same objection. Take
the old hypo., place it in a capsule, or china-lined saucepan, and
heat it to boiling. Then add some liquor potassse to the liquid

(caustic soda answers just as well), and boil it for a minute or

two. At the end of the time take out a sample of the liquid,

filter it, and placing it in another capsule, heat it again, and add
a little more of the caustic solution. If the liquid again gives

a precipitate, the whole quantity in the saucepan requires liquor

potassae: and when a sample thus tried gives no more precipi-

tate, the process is finished, and the precipitate being separated

by filtration, and washed on the filter, is pure sulphide of silver,

and by being fused with a little carbonate of potass and nitrate

of potass mixed gives a button of pure silver, or being treated

with aqua regia it gives pure chloride of silver, which may be

treated as usual. The rationale of the process is best seen in

the following equation:

Na O S2~ 02 + Ag S2 02 + K =Na O S2 02 + Ag
S -+- K S 03, or hyposulphite of silver is converted into sul-

phide of silver and sulphate of potash. The quantity of potass

must obviously be proportionate to the quantity of silver in the

hypo. I doubt not that by exposing hypo, thus treated to the

atmosphere, to let the caustic alkali become converted into car-

bonate, the solution may be used over again as hypo.

F. Maxwell Lyte.

REMOVAL OF HYPO. FROM POSITIVES.

At a time when so much attention is turned towards the

means of securing the permanency of positives—and when it is

felt that their fading is in many, if not in all cases, to be attri-

buted to the presence of unremoved hypo.—our readers may be

glad to learn that that accomplished photographer M. Bayard
has succeeded in completely expelling all hypo, from his posi-

tives, by submitting them to the pressure of a glass rod. M.
Bayard showed how ineffectual all washings are compared with

this merely mechanical operation, by soaking a sheet of paper

in a solution of carmine, and then endeavoring to remove the

carmine by long and repeated soaking. This entirely failed, but

the operation of the glass rod removed every trace of color.
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From Notes &f Queries.

MR. LYTE'S C0LL0DI01V PROCESS.

Having been requested by several friends to give a complete

description of the collodion process, as I employ it, I again take

advantage of your usual kindness to ask you to give it publication

for me. The process naturally divides itself into three heads.

First. The production, of a sensitive surface of collodion;

(A.) by the ordinary process, (B.) by the instantaneous pro-

cess, (C.) by the preservative process.

Second. The exposure and development of the latent image,

with the fixing, varnishing, &c, &c.

Third. The formation of the positive picture; (A.) on ordina-

ry paper, (B.) on albumen, (C.) on albumenized.

Fourth. Sundry practical hints, and a glance at the chemis-

try of the above processes.

The first of these parts will be a mere dry description of the

process in the fewest possible words; and the fourth will con-

tain any remarks and explanations of the nature of the substan-

ces employed. If I mention the methods given by others for

certain preparations, I hope it will not be thought that I wish

to claim them as my own, but only that, finding them good, I

adopt them.

To make Collodion.—Take equal parts of nitric and hydrated

sulphuric acids of the greatest concentration, which ought to be

of sp. gr. 1-50 (or 48° Beaume) and T80 (66° Beaume) res-

pectively; mix these together in a capsule of porcelain, and hav-

ing plunged a thermometer in the mixture, add water till the

temperature rises to 140° Fahr.; then, with a couple of glass

rods to assist you, plunge, separately and leaf by leaf, some fine

Swedish filtering-paper, or, what is the same thing, some finely-

combed flax, into the mixture, and sink it below the surface with

the glass rods: see that each piece is well immersed before add-

ing another. When as much paper has been put in as the acids

can cover, turn all the leaves over in the liquid with the glass

rods, and seeing them again well immersed, cover the capsule

with a piece of glass. The operation is tei"minated at the end

of an hour, if the temperature and other conditions are attended

to; any how, alter not less than that time of their standing to-

gether, take the capsule, pour off the excess of acid, and throw

the whole into a bucket of water, and wash it well, repeatedly

changing the water; and last of all, wash it a long time in a

runuiug stream to remove the last traces of acid, which may be

detected by the taste of the drops which fall from the paper, or

better by trying them with a slip of the litmus paper. Sepa-

rate the leaves, and lay them out to dry spontaneously. This

paper may be kept for any length of time if it be well washed;

but if any acid be left in it, it causes a change, and I have'even

known samples which have undergone a sort of slow combustion

months after being made, I suppose from this cause.

Of this paper, when well dried (which must not be done near

the fire, on account of the inflammability of the material), take

250 grains, and having placed it in a bottle containing a quart

imperial of the best washed ether, add three ounces of alcohol

at 96 to 98 p. c, and shake the bottle constantly till the paper

is completely dissolved. Should the preparation of the paper

not have been quite correctly done, or should an inferior quali-

ty of paper have been employed in the first instance, the solu-

tion may be perhaps only partial in such a case. Having let

the liquid stand for two or three days, pour off the clear liquid

from the sediment, and then by adding to it more of the paper

we may hope to produce a collodion of the requisite thickness;

but I can of course give no exact rule, as the quantity added

will of course be proportionate to the quantity first taken up by

the ether. The best plan is to prepare a fresh lot of paper,

and if sufficiently careful about the strength of the acids, the

temperature of the liquid, and the quality of the paper, you may
depend on succeeding.

The collodion thus prepared must be allowed to stand, in

order to let any little hairs or other substances settle to the bot-

tom ot the bottle; it is then to be poured off into another bot-

tle, in which has been placed half an ounce of carbonate of pot-

ash, pure and dry and in powder. This being shaken up in the

collodion, is to be allowed to settle again, and in a day or so the

collodion should be poured off into the stock bottle. Of course,

in giving these proportions, I do not say it is absolutely neces-

sary to employ a collodion of this thickuess, but only that this

is the proportion of paper to ether which I employ; others may
prefer it thinner, and perhaps for positives on glass it may be
even better. Therefore, within certain limits, the operator may
be guided by his own judgment as to the proportion of paper
he adds to ether. The collodion so prepared may be kept an
unlimited time, providing it to be placed in a stoppered bottle;

and indeed it rather improves, and becomes clearer by keeping.

The next preparation to be made is the iodizer, as it is some-
times called, which is a solution of iodide and bromide of am-
monium in alcohol. Mix bromide and iodide of ammonium in

the proportion of one part of the former to four parts of the

latter; and of this compound dissolve 250 grains in one pint of

alcohol of 95 p. c. This mixture will keep well separately, but
should not be added to the collodion except when the latter is

about to be used: when added, take one part of the mixture to

three of collodion. The collodion thus iodized will keep for a
month, but after that time begins to deteriorate; indeed it

should be employed soon after being made. A curious fact,

aud one for which I can hardly account, is, that this collodion

when iodized becomes red at first; but after standing some time,

spontaneously gets nearly white. The next thing to be prepar-

ed is the nitrate bath ; which is made by dissolving seven parts

of nitrate of silver in fifty parts of distilled water, adding a lit-

tle of the iodizer above mentioned, say half an ounce for half a
pint of the liquid; well shaking the bottle, and then adding fifty

parts more of water, and filtering. A mixture of Tripoli pow-
der is also to be made in a wide-mouthed stoppered bottle, with
some alcohol: and now all the chemicals are prepared for the

first part of the process. The bath I use is a horizontal one,

which I prefer to the vertical ; and is very simple to make and
to use. It is an ordinary gutta percha tray, the same width as

my plate, and a little longer than the plate; one end is covered
in, so that when the bath is placed vertically, this end forms a
kind of trough, holding just enough liquid to cover the plate

when it lies flat in the bottom of the bath. The plates should

be made of thin plate glass, and the edges ground all round,

and the corners in the least degree rounded; and they should

be well cleaned, first with pure water, and next with a bit of

cotton-wool and the Tripoli and alcohol above mentioned.

When I wish to sensitise a plate, I wipe it with a clean linen

cloth; and lastly, brush it with a small flat brush, which should

be kept for the purpose, and free from dust, as I find it serves

best to remove any hairs which may adhere to the plate from

the cloth with which it is wiped. Then hold it in the left hand
by one corner, or, better still, fix it on one of the pneumatic
plate-holders; and keeping it in a horizontal position, pour ou
its face some of the iodized collodion, make it flow to all the sides

of the plate by inclining the latter in various directions; and
lastly, pour it off by one corner into the bottle, and be very

careful to keep the plate continually oscillating from side to

side in the neck of the bottle, so that in the streaks of collodi-

on, which forms as it runs off, may run one into the other. If

this be well done, the surface will look so fine, as to make it dif-

ficult to say which is the collodion side. As soon as the collo-

dion begins to get firm by the evaporation of the ether, the bath

is to be lifted up by the end which is not covered in, so as to

cause the nitrate solution to flow into the well at the end; and
the plate is to be placed flat against the bottom of the bath
(there should be two little bits fixed in the bottom of the bath,

so that when the plate is placed in it, and while the bath is still

in a vertical position, the plate may be kept up towards the end
by which the bath is held, and away from the well). The bath
is then let down into its horizontal position, and the liquid flows

instantly and evenly out of the well over the surface of the

plate.

This operation of sensitizing the plate must be conducted in

a room lighted only by a yellow light; and for the purpose

nothing more'is wanted than to nail a piece of yellow calico

,

double folded, against the window. Having then thus immers-

Sgesfss*
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ed the plate, I now move the bath up and down, in order to

wash the surface well with the liquid; and after a few minutes

of such treatment, it will be fouud that the plate, which at first

seemed to repel the liquid as if greasy, becomes wetted evenly

all over; when this occurs the plate is to be raised from the

bath, which may be done by placing the latter upright, so that

the liquid flows back into the well, and then lifting the plate

out.

The plate is now ready for the dark slide, in which it may be

placed for exposure ; or, as I am about to describe it, may be

rendered more sensitive by pouring over it a prepared syrup; or

it may be preserved for a considerable period by a process which

I will also give.

F. Maxwell Lyte.

Bagneres de Bigorre, Basses-Pyrenees.

( To be continued.
)

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

MOUNTING PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS.

To the. Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc:

SiR)—Observing in your report of the last meeting of the

Photographic Society, that Sir W. J. Newton objected to

mounting photogrophs with india-rubber, on account of their

retaining a disagreeable smell, I shall feel obliged if you will

allow me, through the medium of your Journal, to make known

a method of using india-rubber by which this objection is entire-

ly removed.

The method in question I learned some six years ago from an

india-rubber bookbinder, and I have used it ever since, not only

for mounting photographs, but for diagrams and drawings of all

kinds.

The india-rubber paste is to be made a little thinner than that

which is sold at the Macintosh shops, and spread as thinly as

possible on the back of the drawing and on the mounting board.

I find the best way of doing this is to put it roughly on, and

then draw over the surface the edge of a piece of plate glass

ground smooth, which pushes all superfluous paste before it, and

leaves the paper with little more than a stain upon it. Both
the drawing and board are now to be dried at the fire until all

smell of the naphtha or turpentine used to dissolve the caout-

chouc has gone off. When quite cold the two fresh surfaces of

caoutchouc are brought together and adhere perfectly, much
more so indeed than if brought together moist. Any superflu-

ous caoutchouc is now rubbed off the edges of the drawing,

either with the finger or a clean piece of india-rubber.

Besides the advantage of the drawings having no disagreeable

odor (whicl^ they retain for weeks if mounted without previous

drying), this method enables the operator to finish the mounting

at once, instead of having to wait while the caoutchouc dries,

which it does but slowly when enclosed moist between the draw-

ing and the mounting-board.

The only disadvantage that I know of in this mode of pro-

ceeding is, that if the drawing be not put down in its right place,

it cannot be lifted up and shifted with the same ease as if put

down moist. Should such an accident occur, the whole draw-

ing must be moistened with rectified naphtha, taken off the

board, dried at the fire, and again put down. Photographs al-

bumenized or otherwise will bear this perfectly well.

The best solvent for the caoutchouc is a mixture of two-thirds

naphtha and one-third camphine, or any highly rectified turpen-

tine. Naphtha alone dries so quickly that it is difficult to cover

a large surface smoothly.

Having mounted a great many photographs in this way, I

may mention that I find them much less liable to fade than

those mounted with paste, or even than unmounted pictures. I

believe this may be attributed to the caoutchouc preventing the

absorption of moisture,—a fertile source of the fading of photo-

graphs, especially if kept in the dark. I think a moderate light

tends to preserve a photograph, for I have known pictures,

which have remained perfect as long as they were exposed on a

VOL. VIII. NO. VIII. 32

table, fade rapidly when placed in a portfolio. Damp and dark-

ness I believe are the two things most to be dreaded.

Trusting you will excuse the length of this communication,

I remain, your obedient servant,

Chas. Heisch.

From the London Art-Journal.

ON THE FADING OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTURES.

Photography has arrived to such a point of excellence, and
is now applied to so many very useful purposes, that it is to be

regretted that any question upon the permanence of the pictures

should have arisen. Certain, however, it is, that many of the

best photographs which have been produced within the last two
or three years, have either entirely disappeared, or are rapidly

fading out. Many of the photographic publications, of the con-

tinent especially, some of which I have in my possession, quickly

gave indications of decay, which is certainly increasing; and
some of the works of our best photographers, show by the loss

of well-defined sharp lines, that the evil is at work, and that

shortly a blank sheet alone will remain of the charming pictures

which were originally produced. An inquiry as to the cause of

this has been instituted, at the instigation of H.R.H. Prince Al-

bert, by the Photographic Society, and with a liberality which
shows his devotion to the photographic art; his Royal High-
ness has placed fifty pounds at the disposal of the committee to

whom this inquiry has been entrusted. It is well known that

her Majesty . and the Prince are much devoted to the Art of

photography. Not merely are they purchasers of the best pho-

tographs, but his Royal Highness is himself a photographer.

Having observed that many of the pictures in the extensive col-

lection in the palace are fading out, Prince Albert at once de-

termined on investigating the cause of this, and on enlisting a

committee of practised photographers to examine the subject.

The committee appointed consist of Dr. Percy and Dr. Diamond,
with Messrs. Delamotte, Hardwich, Pollock, and Shadbolt.

This committee have very properly issued a circular requesting

information and specimens from all those who may have prac-

tised photography for any time. Thus, they will be enabled to

arrive at some valuable results, which could not otherwise have
been obtained for many years. Having heard fears expressed

as to the permanence of photographic pictures, and having learn-

ed that the sale of these productions has been seriously affected,

by an increasing opinion that they are not capable of being ren-

dered quite permanent, I am induced to offer a few remarks on
this subject, the result of fourteen years' experience, with the

hope of checking a prejudice which must, if not corrected, act

most prejudicially on photography. At once and decidedly, I

must express my opinion,—-that when properly prepared, a pho-

togeaph will never fade. The fading of a photograph only

marks the want of care on the part of the photographer.

This assertion depends upon hundreds of experiments, made
with productions which were amongst the earliest examples of

fixing with the hyposulphite of soda, the personal gifts of Sir

John Herschel, and of others, by Hill & Adamsonof Edinburg.

Mr. John Fox Talbot's photographs fixed with common salt, the

bromide of potassium, and the hyposulphite of soda, have also

been the subjects of observation. Photographs prepared by Mr.
Towson and myself in 1841 and 1842, with the works of Mr.
Owen and many of those gentlemen who were practising the art

eight and ten years since, have been tested in various ways. The
experiments consisted in suspending the photograph with and
without glass, in a room exposed to the full influence of sunshine,

and under the effects, at one period, of the humid and saline

atmosphere of Plymouth and Falmouth, and subsequenty to that

of the metropolis, a similar set being preserved in portfolios. In

some examples the pictures rapidly disappeared, in others they

resisted all the influences of light and moisture for years. But
few of the actual pictures on which the experiments were made
exist, as most of them were very inferior productions, compared
with those with which we are now familiar. Some of Mr. Tal-

bot's, of Mr. Owen's earliest works, of Hill & Adamson's pic-
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tures made in 1844, and a few others, however, now before me,

have endured full exposure for many years, without any change

in their original degrees of iuteusity. Everything depending on

the chemical condition of the material on the paper forming the

picture, a few remarks on this subject will be necessary.

Scheele* determined by excellent experiments that nitrate and

chloride of silver became when darkened, pure metallic silver in

a state of fine division. I have long sincef recorded my convic-

tion, and given the experimental evidence upon which that con-

viction was founded, to the same effect. Some chemists of emi-

nence have disputed this, and are disposed to regard the darkened

salt as a sub-chloride of silver. J
The following experiment of Scheele, upon which I have found-

ed many others, appears convincing on this point.

" I mixed so much of distilled water with well edulcorated

horn silver as would just cover this powder. The half of this

mixture I poured iuto a white crystal phial, exposed it to the

beams of the sun, and shook it several times each day; the other

half I set by in a dark place. After having exposed the one

mixture during the space of two weeks, I filtered the water

standing over the luna comua grown already black; I let some

of this water fall by drops into a solution of silver, which was
immediately precipitated into horn silver."

In the last edition of my " Researches on Light " I have

placed in the clearest manner of which I am capable, all the ex-

periments on this subject before the reader, and to these I would

refer the chemical photographer. One or two experiments con-

firmatory of that of Scheele I am, however, disposed to quote.

"Pure chloride of silver was prepared with great care, well

washed with boiling distilled water, until neither nitrate of silver

nor muriatic acid produced any precipitate, and then dried. Five

grains of the salt were put into a long test tube full of distilled

water, and placed in the sunshine to darken, the powder being

frequently moved that every part might be acted upon by the

sun's rays. It was found even after an exposure of a few min-

utes that the water contained chlorine; it became opaque on the

addition of nitrate of silver, and this very gradually increased as

the chloride darkened. The darkening process was continued

for several hours, after which the solution was filtered to free it

from chloride of silver, and nitrate of silver added to the filtered

solution; this precipitated chloride of silver, which, when collec-

ted, dried, and weighed, gave 1*4 grains on one occasion; 1 grain

on another; and l
-

5 on a third trial. From this it is evident

that chlorine is liberated during the process of darkening.
" The exposure in water was in another case continued for

several days; no greater degree of darkening occurred, but a cu-

rious fact was noticed. It was found that during the night near-

ly all the chlorine which had been liberated during the day was
recombined, and that the darkened powder became lighter.

" In these experiments the presence of organic matter had
been carefully avoided. It now became necessary to inquire

into the condition of the chloride of silver darkened by the solar

rays on paper. Bath post paper, highly glazed, was coated
with chloride of silver in the usual way, all free nitrate of silver

being washed off. The paper was exposed to sunshine for forty-

eight hours, in which time it had passed to a fine olive brown
metallic colour. The paper was now cut iuto pieces; some
parts were immersed in very dilute nitric acid, which produced
no change; others in ammonia, which had not the slightest ef-

fect upon them: therefore it was evident that no oxide of silver

was present. On putting fragments of the paper into nitric acid

diluted with equal parts of water, all the darkened portion was
rapidly dissolved off, and the paper was left of a lilac color.

Hence we have very satisfactory proof that metallic silver is

eventually formed on the surface of the chloridated photographic
papers, and that the under sensitive surface is preserved in the

condition of a sub-chloride of silver by the opacity of the super-
ficial coat."

—

Researches on Light, pp. 18-80, 2ud edition.

The liberation of iodine from the iodide of silver has been

* "Chemical Observations and Experiments on Air and Fire," by
Charles William Scheele.*' Ed. 1780. f "Researches on Light," 1st
ed., 18 1

1 ;
and 2nd ed., 1854. t Consult Mr. Hardwick's excellent little

work, "A Manual of Photographic Chemistry."

proved by similar sets of experiments to those on the chloride.

Whether the experiments have been made on the daguerreotype
plate, on the calotype paper, or on the ordinary chloridated

paper, the results have proved the same; in all cases, chlorine,

iodine, bromine, have been liberated. It is quite true that after

a brief exposure to sunshine, ammonia will remove the darkened
surface of paper, showing that the first change is the formation
of an oxide of silver, the oxygen substituting the chlorine, as it

has been shown it will do by M. Dumas. This oxide of silver is

rapidly reduced:—even precipitated oxide of silver soon parts
with its oxygen, under the powerful agency of the solar rays.

The fading of pictures has reference to the positive pictures,

it rarely happens that the negatives suffer. Now, on the posi-

tive picture we have the images formed by finely divided metal-

lic silver, and, of course, before the picture is fixed, there is

much undecomposed chloride of silver on the ] taper. Sir John
Herschel taught us in 1849 to employ the hyposulphite of soda
as the only really permanent fixing agent. "The use of the
liquid hyposulphite for fixing the photographic impression, in

virtue of the property which they possess, and which was I be-

lieve, first pointed out in my paper on those salts in ' Brewster's
Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine' (1819-1820), of readily

dissolving the chloride and other combinations of silver insoluble

in the generality of meustrua."

—

Herschel.

If photographers had attended faithfully to the first directions

of Sir John Herschel we should not now be hearing of fading
photographs. It is therefore of moment to give in his own
words the directions of him who did so much for the philosophy
of photography, as to make us regret that he so soon abandoned
the investigation.

" If the paper be muriated or prepared with other insoluble

argentine compounds—it is to be washed in water containing a
little salt, which is beneficial by removing the silver (free nitrate

of silver) as fast as abstracted from the paper. The first wash-
ing greatly diminishes the sensitiveness of the photograph to
further impressions of light, and if merely nitrated, destroys it

entirely if the paper be thin. If otherwise, it may be considered
as half fixed, and may be preserved, and occasionally inspected

in feeble lights, till convenient to fix it completely. To do this

it must he thoroughly dried , and then brushed over very quickly with

aflat camel-hair brush dipped in the saturated solution of the hypo-

sulphite, first on the face and then on the back. This, having re-

mained on it till the paper is completely penetrated with it, must
be washed off with repeated and copious effusions of water aided
by a soft sponge, with a dabbing motion, often turning the pic-

ture until the liquid comes off without the slightest sweetness.

The photograph is then fixed, and may be dried and put by;
but to make it secure it is best to repeat the process, and if thepaper
be thick even a third time."

This is the essential process for rendering the photographs
perfectly permanent. There is, however, another paragraph,
which, although it applies especially to negatives, has a most im-

portant bearing upon the perfection and permanence of positive

photographs.
" The hyposulphite of soda and silver being liable to sponta-

neous decomposition, accompanied with separation of silver in

the state of sulphuret, it is necessary to be very careful in wash-
ing away the very last traces of this salt, especially if it be in-

tended to use the photograph for re-trausfcrs, in which case a
deposition of sulphuret within its pores is fatal, since it renders
the paper unequally opaque. It is for this reason we recom-
mend to apply the hyposulphite concentrated and quickly; since if

it be not in excess at every point of the paper, the deposit of

sulphuret takes place at the first contact, and can uever be got
rid of."—Philosophical Trans. 1840.

It is usual, at present, to soak the pictures for many hours in

a large quantity of water, the water being several times changed.
The water is to dissolve out the soluble hyposulphite of soda and
silver. Of course the first water removes the most, and each
successive portion removes less and less from the paper, but still

some; and even the last portion may be regarded as a very di-

lute solution of these salts. From this the photograph is taken

and dried, with some hyposulphite adhering. This and this

t
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only is the cause of the fading of photographs. Too little atten-

tion has been given to the fact that paper, like linen, has the

power of holding, by the exercise of a force peculiarly energetic

in all porous bodies, salts in solution with a remarkable tenacity.

Mere soaking in water is insufficient. Mr. Fox Talbot uses and
recommended the application of boiling water, to overcome this.

Mr. Malone called in, with much effect, the aid of a chemical

agent, caustic potash, to remove the last portions; but nothing-

answers so thoroughly as the dabbing motion of a sponge, as

recommended by Herschel. Iu my " Popular Treatise on the

Art of Photography," published in 1841, 1 have especially insist-

ed that the photograph should be placed upon an inclined plane,

adown which a small stream of water has been allowed to flow,

and that the sponge, as recommended, should be applied. The
mechanical actiou thoroughly frees the salt from the paper, and

the water carries it at once away. When this plan is adopted,

a photograph is rendered as permanent as a print from an en-

graver's plate, and I believe the records of to-day might thus be

handed down to those who will succeed us upon this earth of ours.

It should not be forgotten that a photograph made by intense

sunlight, although not darker than one produced by long expo-

sure in dull weather, appears to have penetrated more thorough-

ly into the paper, the chemical change has gone on to a greater

depth, and consequently the picture is actually, to a certain

extent, self-lixed. This may be proved by the action of corro-

sive sublimate. In one case it will scarcely attack the photo-

graph, in the other it readily removes the picture.

The phenomena attendant on the fading of photographs are

curious, and have not yet been thoroughly investigated. All

pictures begin to fade by the giving way of the edges of the

darker objects, and especially of those which are near the bor-

ders of the paper. The cause of this, in all cases, I conceive to

be the presence of minute quantities of the hyposulphites, or

sulphites, both which are liable, if present, to act slowly but

surely upon the pictures, especially when assisted by the com-
bined influences of atmospheric moisture and light. In using old

hyposulphite of soda, containing as it does silver in solution, a

pleasing color is produced by the formation of a sulphuret of sil-

ver, which is, in combination with the metallic silver of the pic-

ture, liable to quick decomposition. Hence we find that nearly

all pictures which have the peculiar tone which is due to this

practice are very liable to fade. Concentrated and fresh hypo-

sulphite of soda alone should be employed. If a picture which
has a tendency to fade be placed in the sunshine, covered with

three differently colored media, such as red, blue, and yellow

glasses, it will generally be found to darken under the yellow,

and bleach under the blue glass. With many pictures very
decided indications of coloi1

, corresponding with the colors of the

menia respectively through which the solar radiations have per-

meated, will be found upon the paper; the yellow being produced
by the formation of a metallic bronzy surface after the darkening
has reached its maximum; the red results from a similar action.

In both these cases it appears that the rays act to produce the

revival of the metal more perfectly than is effected by the first

action of the sunshine in producing the photograph. That the

molecular arrangement should be such as to impart the power of

reflecting differently colored rays is not a little remarkable. It

is only at a certain point that blue is produced upon the paper;

the first action is to change the ordinary brown color of the pho-

tograph to a peculiar iron black, which soon changes to an
indigo or blue color, and then speedily gives way, fading rapidly

until all is obliterated.

Many of these slow changes, which take place in photographs
imperfectly fixed, are well worthy the study of all who are inter-

ested in the science of the subject. Amongst the most remark-
able are the changes which a peculiar kind of picture, produced
by a process of my discovery, to which I gave the name of " the

chromotype," undergoes. The chromotype picture is obtained

by preparing salt of chromium and of copper, which is, after the

image is fixed upon it, washed over with a solution of nitrate of

silver. There is great difficulty in giving permanence to these

pictures; indeed, it can scarcely be said that they admit of ab-

jg
solute fixation, since the chromate of silver fades under the ordi-

I

nary atmospheric influences, but it fades to revive again by
penetrating the paper and appearing on the back. Usually the

face of the photograph becomes covered with a fine film of

metallic silver, and then the image slowly redevelopes itself on

the back, becoming more and more perfect with time. Having
redeveloped itself strongly, the face begins again to clear itself

up, and eventually a picture appears on either side of the paper,

of tolerably uniform intensity, which is, I believe, permanent. I

have some pictures which I have kept for many years without

change. Unfortunately, iu this slow chemical action, influences

which would otherwise have lain dormant in the paper are devel-

oped, and peculiar spots and irregularities are formed which dis-

figure the image.

It is to be hoped that some of these phenomena will now be
investigated by the committee of the Photographic Society. That
society has not hitherto engaged in any scientific investigation.

There is no doubt but its exhibitions and its meetings have

materially tended to the improvement of photography as an Art:

but the Science of the subject has now for some years lain dor-

mant. Let us hope that the liberal and enlightened act of the

Prince Albert may turn the attention of the society to a set of

investigations of the utmost importance, and of the highest inter-

est to all. Photography is now made available to many impor-

tant ends, but its usefulness is still capable of much extension,

when its physical phenomena are properly examined. Depend
upon it, there is, to use a French form of expression, a future

for photography, which far exceeds the dreams of its sanguine

admirers. Robert Hunt.

From JVotes 8f Queries.

PREPARATION OF ALBUMENIZED GLASS.

BY M. FORTIER.

(Read before the Societe Frangais de Photographic)

egg into" Preparation of the Albumen.—Pour the white of

a glass, and for every hundred cubic centimetres add one

gramme of iodide of potassium, prepared in a flask containing a

few grains of iodine, so that the latter shall have been in excess.

In this way the black spots so disheartening to photographers

are avoided.
" Decant the white of egg into a dish and beat them up to a

froth. At the end of twenty-four hours the liquid fit for use

will have been deposited at the bottom of the dish.

" Cleaning the Glass.—Take whiting, made into a paste suffi-

ciently thick that it shall not run; cover the glass and allow it

to dry; then, with a piece of clean linen or tissue-paper, rub it

until all the whiting has disappeared.
" Albuminizing the Glass.—Provide yourself with the four

implements following, namely, two pipettes, a glass spatula, and

a small bodkin with a sharp point. Place the glass upon an

inclined plane, and having the precaution to lay apiece of white

paper under the glass, in order that you may see better what

you are about, remove with a badger-brush the atoms of dust

which remain after the cleaning; then take the pipette No. 1.,

and inhale so as to fill two-thirds of the tube with the prepared

albumen. You will not have a single bubble of air. Move the

pipette over the glass, beginning at the top, from left to right,

returning from right to left, and then from left to right again,

and so on over three quarters of the plate. The white paper

placed below will enable you to see what is covered and what is

not. Then with the glass spatula cover the glass with the al-

bumen already spread. If yon observe either a minute bubble,

almost imperceptible, or an impurity remove it with the bodkin.

At the end of the operation the albumen will have formed a

swelling at the bottom of the glass. Then take the pipette No.

2., (be careful not to use the pipette No. 1, otherwise you will

inevitably have bubbles of air), suck up the excess of albumen

which forms the swelling, and the operation will be finished.

Nothing remains but to place the glass in a perfectly horizontal

position, and to leave it to dry in a place protected from dust.

" The closed boxes hitherto used for drying the albumeuized
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glasses arc faulty, as they exclude the air, which is indispensable.

Several glasses may be placed one over the other in a frame

constructed for the purpose, taking care to place them at a pro-

per distance, according to their size. The distance of one glass

from another should be five centimetres for glasses of twenty-

seven by twenty-one; it should be double for glasses of twice

the size; the maximum temperature of the place where they are

dried should not exceed eighteen degrees centigrade (65
-

2 Fah-

renheit). At this temperature the glasses are dried in about

twelve hours. They may be prepared in the evening for use on

the following day.
" Silver Bath.—

Distilled water 100 grammes.
Nitrate of silver 10 grammes.
Acetic acid 10 grammes.

Proceed as for collodion. The albumenized glass should re-

main one minute in the bath. It is then placed in a trough

filled with distilled or rain water, where it is left until another

glass has been treated in the nitrate-of-silver bath. It is then

placed on a stand and washed with distilled or rain water.
" The glasses after preparation in the nitrate-of-silver bath,

will keep for a fortnight in summer. In order to keep them
longer one must be laid upon another, the albumenized sides

touching, and a slip of paper pasted at the edges, to prevent the

action of the air.

" Exposure in the Camera.—The exposure should be regulated

by the length of the focus of the lens, in sunlight one minute for

every inch of focus; it should be at least twice as long in the

shade.
" Developing the image.—Pour upon the glass a solution of

concentrated gallic acid. As soon as the image appears throw

this solution away, and pour on a fresh one containing a small

quantity of nitrate of silver, but no acetic acid, and the image
will be developed in half an hour. If the time of exposure has

been properly calculated it will appear immediately, but if the

exposure has been too short it will not appear in less. Instead

of half to three quarters of an hour, it sometimes requires twelve

or fifteen hours. It is washed with common water before fix-

ing.

" Fixing the Picture.—Merely washing with 100 grammes of

water, containing ten grammes of hyposulphite of soda, suffices

to fix it.

" In answer to a question , M. Fortier stated that he dissolv-

ed the iodide of potassium in pure albumen ; nevertheless the

solution may be hastened by adding a small quantity of water.

He deprecated the use of cyanide of potassium for fixing, as it

detaches the albumen from the glass. This fact can be made
use of in cleaning the albumenized glasses. The plate is cover-

ed with a solution of cyanide of potassium : after a minute the

glass is thrown into water, and the albumen is removed.
" Upon a question being put to him as to accelerating sub-

stances, M. Fortier said that honey, as well as syrup of honey,

added to the silver bath, augments the sensibility, but rapidly

undergoes alteration. As to fluoride of potassium, it gives great

sensibility. Its employment admits also of portraits being taken

on albumen; but \\\ drying the glass the albumen detaches it-

self, curling up in spirals. With regard to the time of expos-

ure within which the image may be developed, M. Fortier said

that he had never deferred it more than a day, but that this

delay was not productive of any inconvenience."

DAGUERREOTYPING ON THE MISSISSIPPI.

Dear Editor

:

—As you expi'essed a desire that I should give

you an account of my experience during the past twelve months,
I now retire a few minutes from business for that purpose.

In the first place, I must inform you that my business now, is

wholly conducted on the River. I have run two floating gal-

leries down, and am now fitting out another, and expect to start

down in a few weeks.

This kind of Gallery, I suppose, is rather new to most of your
eastern operators; however, it is becoming quite popular in the
west.

Last year I fitted one up at this city, which I took down as

far as Bayon Goula, on the sugar coast, one hundred miles
above New Orleans. We have our boats fitted out with every
convenience for taking likenesses. In front of all, is the recep-
tion room ; back of that, the sitting room ; still further back, the
chemical room. In our sitting room we have a large side and
sky light that enables us to operate in from five to ten seconds in

fair weather. The dampness does not affect our operation half
so much as a person would imagine that it would on the river.

Notwithstanding, we have to guard against it continually.

There is something about a Fiat-Boat Gallery that savors very
much of the romantic; however, it is not half so romantic as

convenient. I am almost induced to think that there cannot be
a more convenient plan devised for travelling operators than a
Floating Gallery. As soon as the boat is landed we are ready
for operations, without all that extra trouble that travelling

arsists usually experience in unpacking and setting up ready for

operating. And there is no lack of conveyance ; as soon as we
are ready to leave, we untie our lines, spring upon deck, catch
hold of our oars, and are off for another " port." Besides, we
are entirely independent. If business is good, we can remain, if

dull we can leave; we are tied to one particular place. When
we are not employed, we can fish or hunt, as best suits our
fancy, as the rivers are thronged with ducks and wild geese.

While we are floating along, we are not uufrequently amused
by the inhabitants along the shore. Their houses, customs, &c,
in many places are very peculiar. And, then, there is that uni-

versal annoyance that every boatman must endure, of answer-
ing the foolish questions that are asked on shore, mostly by the
" colored population," such as, " What's yer loadin?" " What
ye got to sell?" or " Where ye gwine to lay to-night; got any
whiskey?" and so many other such foolish questions, that you
may imagine that persons with an artistic craft like our Magic
No. 3, would not at all times feel disposed to return them cor-

rect, or even satisfactory answers. In this respect, we amused
ourselves in proportion to the annoyance.

However, it is not to be wondered at, that they should take
us to be traders, there being such a large number of that class

of boats on the river. Indeed, there is no kind of business that

does not find its way on the river. There are merchants, gro-

cers, carpenters, cabinet-makers, blacksmiths, tinners, coop-

ers, painters, shoe-makers, wagon-makers, plough-makers,
(and I should have said likeness makers), saddlers, jewellers,

pottei's, glass-blowers, doctors, dentists, showmen, ventrilo-

quists, machinists, jugglers, Barnums, black-legs, gamblers,

thieves, humbugs, museums, concerts, circuses, menageries,

Tom Thumbs and baby shows, " till you can't rest." Indeed
you could not name any business from the quack doctor to the

Bar tender, that is not represented on the western rivers.

And the bosom of the " Mighty Father of Waters" may truly

be compared to the streets of a great city, where motley
crowds from every nation are flocking to find sale for their mer-
chandise, produce and manufactures. A full description of this

river, with its trades and traffics, would be very interesting to

those unacquainted with it. Those who have never navigated
this river can have no conception of its vastness, nor of the

amount of trade that is carried on along its shores, and on its

surface. In a good stage of water, I suppose, that in regard to

depth, velocity, and amount of water that flows down this

stream, it is not surpassed in the world.

Last year I left New Albany, on the first of March; stopped
at about fifty landings, took something near one thousand like-

nesses, travelled (by water,) near fourteen hundred miles, arriv-

ing, as before stated, upon the sugar coast, where the French
language is universally spoken. Here the weather became ra-

ther too warm for my northern blood, at a season of the year,

(June) bordering so close upon that of the yellow fever, and I
did not find it practicable to remain longer; so I boxed up, sold

the Boat, ^or rather gave it away,) and boarded the fine steam-

er Belle Sheridan, for home, where I arrived in something less

than six days.

Thus ends last year's experience. As I am on the eve of

making a similar " Trip," if you desire that I should give you

n
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an account of all that is interesting, yon will please let it be

known. In the mean time if there are any points that I have

not touched upon, connected with my business,—maimer of tra-

velling, &c, that you would like to be enlightened upon, please

let me know, and I will give you all the information I can.

For the present, I remain yours, &c,
New Albany, July 18th, 1855. Sam. F. Simpson.

A little more of the " lay of the land, and the looks of the

people," as daguerreotyped from day to day, would interest.

—

Ed.

OUR ILLUSTRATION.
Portrait of Dr. EupaALET Norr, President of Union College; by M. M. Lawrence, and

J. De Witt Brinckerhoff.

The illustration which we present our readers, with this num-

ber, is a striking and fine portrait of that remarkable man, Pre-

sident Nott, of Union College. As to the merits of the Photo-

graph, both as an artistic and well executed portrait, it is un-

necessary for us to say anything. In speaks for itself, and none

will deny it that praise it justly deserves.

The history of Dr. Nott and Union College, is yet to be writ-

ten, we believe, and its records will be rich in brilliant incidents,

and noble traits, in the life of the remarkable man who for fifty

years presided over its affairs, and by the persevering and asidu-

ous workings of his own will, raised it from a common district

school to the proud eminence to which it has attained in the

world of learning. In the absence of other data upon which to

prepare a suitable memoir of this celebrated and truly great

man, we make a short extract from the Hon. W. W. Campbell's
" Historical address, before the Alumni of Union College;" July

25th, 1854.
" As far back as 1831, in a report made on the finances of the

College, by Silas Wright and William James, of Albany,

(than, whom, perhaps two more searching and careful men could

not be found in the State,) mention is made of the exertions of

the President in the following terms:
" ' This is not the occasion, neither is it the intention of the

signers, to eulogize individuals who are in the full enjoyment and
exercise of high and distinguished faculties, and from whom so

much good to the College is yet hoped for and expected; when
that time shall arrive an ample source for commendation will be

found in reviewing the exertions with the wise and well-directed

force of talent and influence that procured the greater part of

the funds which your committee have been examining.'

"

" Not only were the original grants secured, but to them con-

siderable additions were made under the careful management of

the President." And the same committee, in alluding to this

in another part of the report, remark: "Indeed, these results

are of a character which nearly defy credulity."
" What would Silas Wright and William James say, if they

were present to-day and were told of an additional endowment
from the same source, of more than six hundred thousand dol-

lars ? Passing over the ex-parte reports and examinations of

those hostile to the College and its President, and which is not

necessary on this occasion to take time in showing to have been
groundless, I shall simply call attention to the concluding para-

graph of the report of the Committee of the Senate, made in

January of the present year, and which it may be observed was
the only report made when the President and Trustees had an
opportunity of being fully heard. It may be considered the

first judgment in the controversy:
' " That in all these transactions the purposes of Dr. Nott have

been pure and benevolent, and his whole conduct marked with

the strictest integrity, is most satisfactorily established by the

evidence before us, the results of which we have given in this

report. But we should do injustice to him and to our own
feelings, if we were to omit the declaration, that in our judg-

ment, not only the great prosperity of Union College, but its

very existence during periods of great calamity, are owing almost

exclusively to his life-long efforts, sacrifices and hazards in its

behalf. He has been and is a public benefactor in promoting
the great cause of education, on which our institutions, our pro-

perty, our security and our liberty depend. Such a noble ex-

32*

ample should not be deprived of the merit to which it is entitled,

or of its just influence upon others, by unworthy suspicious,

founded upon partial views of the facts, or by individual hostility

seeking its gratification by misrepresentations. And we, who
have been required by official duty and upon our high responsi-

bilities to scrutinize the conduct of the individual who has fur-

nished such an example, may not shrink from the obligation of

manfully avowing our disinterested and conscientious convic-

tion."

" The fifty years of Dr. Nott's Presidency has ended. Dur-
ing that period he has been at the head of the government and
of the educational department of the College, and has personally

instructed more than three thousand men, whose influence is now
felt in all professions and in all branches of art and science in

this broad land. He has sustained in all respects his early

reputation as a most effective and eloquent preacher of the Gos-

pel. Few men in the country have made as many useful and
important improvements, especially in the applications of heat

and steam. Poor himself, he came to the college in its poverty.

He may present it to-day endowed with more than a million of

dollars, the fruits of his individual skill and industry. Let the

world offer a perallel, if it can.
" The Semi-Centennial Anniversary of this College was cele-

brated in 1845. At the close of auother fifty years from that

time, our children and their children may assemble here on

the day which shall terminate the first hundred years. But
neither to us nor to them, in all human probability, will another

event like the present call together the children of this Institu-

tion. But it will not be forgotten. The great endowment will

be an ever-living and constant memorial. This College will

stand an ever abiding monument of the wisdom and generosity

of him who has been its benefactor and virtual founder. Here
in future years successive generations of youth shall come.

Grateful for the provisions made for their liberal education,

they shall gather round the sacred spot which may contain the

ashes of him to whose princely generosity they will be indebted;

and his name and his deeds will be embalmed in the memories

of men long after his calumniators shall have passed away and

be forgotten.
" At the conclusion of Judge Campbell's Address, an appropri-

ate Ode was sung, and Dr. Nott entered the Church, in compli-

ance with the request of the next speaker. His appearance on

the platform was received with intense excitement and enthusi-

asm amono; the Alumni."

PHOTOGRAPHY IN PARIS.

Paris, April 24th, 1855.

Mr. H. H. Spelling.—Dear Sir—Since my last they have

been introducing very large pictures, positives on glass and on
paper. Mr. Thompson has, I believe, the largest apparatus in

France, and intends making life size pictures. The size is enor-

mous. The diameter of lens 13 inches, length of tube 3 feet,

length of camera box 12 feet. The box is made like our Bel-

lows boxes, and runs on a small rail road, which he has laid on
the floor.

I saw quite a novelty in our line, on the Boulevard the other

day. A man has a Portable Castle, with port holes, out of

which may be seen protruding the tubes of stereoscopic instru-

ments, with a sign " The views of Paris to be seen."

I have been making some views of Paris, expressly for the Pho-

cographic and Fine Art Journal. I should have liked to make
them on a larger scale, but as your book will not admit of it, I have

contented myself by making small ones. I went to the trouble

of fixing up a place in one of the Towers of Notre Dame, and it

was my intention to have made a panoramic view of Paris.

The first day I made some five or six views, and after that I tried

three successive days without being able to make any more, on

account of the wind, which blew a gale for four days, and, of

course, being on such a height, it was felt much more sensibly.

I tried putting iron weights on the camera box, and other contri-

vances, but all my pictures came out like a person who had
moved. I continued day after day, hoping that the wind might

gsiss^a
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abate, but every day the same result. On the fourth day get-

ting rather sick of the job, I had my apparatus removed, and I

fitted up a room in a house opposite Notre Dame, and made

some good clichets, but of their quality I will leave your readers

to be the judge, when they appear in the Photographic and

Fine Art Journal. I should like to be able to make you still

more, but I fear that I shall have no further time to do so.

We have at last the Exhibition open, and as all your readers

have read a description, I will not trouble them with a repiti-

tion. I presume, however, they have not had a description of

the Daguerreotypes and Photographs. The English depart-

ment were the first to exhibit in this line, and I will commence

here. Mr. Roger Fenton ^exhibits a number of very fine pic-

tures made by the collodion process;—four views of Fountain

Abbey, 8X7 inches; a beautiful view of the Yalley of the

Wharf, 10 X 12 inches, and some pretty scenes taken on the

River Wye, of men fishing, boating, &c. Mr. Sherlock exhi-

bits some pictures on paper, taken by the collodion process,

from insects magnified, which attract some attention ; also some

rustic groups, such as birds nest, sheep grazing in* the field. Sir

William Newton exhibits twelve views on paper, taken by the ca-

lotype process, of the Burnham Beeches. Above these hang two

large views of a Suspension Bridge, which may be considered

only fair for the size, as I have seen much superior in the

French department since. The best and most distinct in the

British department, in my humble judgment, are some views

taken near Aberdeen, Scotland, by John Lamb, and some views

taken by Maxwell Lyte, which for the size and choice of sub-

ject, excel anything in the English department, and perhaps in

the exhibition. Several of Mr. J. Lamb's views are of the River

Don. Mr. H. White exhibits two fine pictures, one called the

Mill Stream, with two men sitting on the bank, and their fig-

ures are reflected in the water. Also the Corn Field, with

sheaves stacked. A fine view of Eton, from Windsor Castle,

by Thurston Thompson. There are lots of other exhibitors, but

I notice nothing about them that it would make it at all worth

while to give your readers an account of them. To-day I pass-

ed through the English department again, in company with

Niepce St. Yictor, and we examined the Photographs very

closely together. Mr. Niepce pointed out a number of pictures

which were turniug yellow, that he said he would give one

month exposed as they are to the sun, and that by that time

there would be very little left of them. It is caused, of course,

by the pictures not being sufficiently washed after coming out of

the hyposulphite bath, a warning that all young beginners should

profit by. Mr. Robertson exhibits a lot of views of Constanti-

nople, which give a fine idea of the place, but they are inferior

in point of execution to many others. Mr. sends a col-

lection of pictures on paper, by the collodion process, of wild

animals taken at the Zoological Gardens. They are about half

size plates and very well done, and give a fine idea of the " na-

tives of the forest wild.'' There have also been added some
views of the Palace at Sydenham, taken from the commence-
ment, showing the various stages, and appearance of the build-

ing, while it was in the course of erection. A Photograph of

the Moon, by Mr. J. B. Reade. Mr. Davizielli, artist at Rome,
exhibits twelve views which do him great credit. Mr. Artis,

from Florence, exhibits a lot of half plates, mostly of

animals, taken instantaneously, some of which are very

good, particularly the one of a dog carrying his master's dinner

tied up in a handkerchief. In the French department there is

a splendid collection of pictures, both in views and in portraits,

which show a decided advancement in the Art. What attracts

more attention than anything else is the enormous size of the

pictures, some of which measure one metre, or a little over a

yard. I cannot commence with any better persons than Bisson-

frers. One large picture of the Louvre measuring 1 metre; a
general view of Paris, taken near the Pont-Neuf; this is taken

on two clichets, and very nicely joined together, the tone of the

two pictures being very much the same. View of the Facade
of Palais du l'Industrie, the principal entrance to Notre Dame,
and some two or three others which most of your readers have
seen copies of in America. Next to Besson comes Baldus.

These, the negatives are made by the paper process. He has

two very large views; one of a lake, and the other some ruins

near Paris j^one large picture of the Arch of Triumph, and one
of the LouvTe. These would appear the very perfection of the

art, had you not seen the others by Bisson, but compared with
pictures taken by the collodion, they are flat, and have not
that relief. Messrs. Thompson & Bingham exhibit three life

sized portraits, taken with their big instrument, one measuring
one metre, making the head the size of life, and making a picture

showing the hands. They have also a fine collection of re-

touched, and sans retouched. Mayer & Pierson have a very

large collection of retouched pictures, beautifully done, mostly

in color. Yictor Plumier exhibits about twelve very fine re-

touched Photographs, and sans retouche; also six half plate da-

guerreotypes. Count Aguado, and Niepce St. Yictor, exhibit

a few very fine specimens; those of Niepce are transferred and
taken from steel plates. Mr. Belloc exhibits some fine speci-

mens sans retouche. Mr. Disderi has two very large positives

on glass, and a few colored specimens on paper, which are

good, as has also Mr. Rutliuger. There are abundance of pic-

tures from different artist for the stereoscope, and a variety of

other things.

In the American department there are no Photographs ex-

hibited, but some fine Daguerreotypes, which, when I tell you
are superior to anything in the Exhibition, don't think I am
boasting. Mr. J. Gurney exhibits some sixteen pictures, five of

which are on the large plates. Meade Brothers exhibit about
thirty four in all, five largest size, and the rest taken on whole,

half, and two-third. I made application through the President

of the American commission to obtain the right to make photo-

graphs in the building, which was finally obtained, but not

without great difficulty. The right was sold to one person who
gave 15,000 francs to the Company. The Company maintain

that no other person has a right but the person that they sold

to, and there is now a large suit going on between them and the

Imperial commission, I believe, about it. However, in spite of

all this, I obtained permission to make general views, and was
told I could make views in detail, by obtaining permission of the

Imperial commission, and of the person that the object belonged

to. I have made several interior views, and three exterior

views, some of which will measure 13|X16 inches. I have also

made the Arch de Triumph. I think in all I have about twen-

ty clichets, and if I do not have bad luck in getting them home,

I hope to be able to print some good positives. There is one

great disadvantage in that I am obliged to varnish all of them,

and as some of the interior views are rather undertoned, var-

nishing don't improve them; however I shall have some good
ones of the interior. I had an amusing time in the Palais. In the

first place having a small work-room built in the American de-

partment, and persons passing in the morning would stop. I

could hear them while I was busy preparing my glasses. They
would say what a smell of Ether there is in the building. The
guard also arrested me twice, but on sending for the Brigadier

and my showing my written authority with the seal of V. S. on
it, my camera was handed over to me, and I was allowed to pro

ceed. All this was occasioned by the strict orders given to pre-

vent any person from making views of the building. I received

a call a few days ago from Mr. Richards of Philadelphia, who
arrived in good health. He made but a short stay in Paris

—

only four clays, and he is now on his road to Italy. I took him
to some of the principal establishments, all of which he was very

much pleased with. He returns in about a month to Paris. I

have also seen Mr. Massury, who I met one evening quite late

on the Boulevard. I was in company with Mr. Thompson, and
he called out my name as I passed. I was glad to hear news
from home, as he had seen my brother a few days before start-

ing. He returns in the same steamer with me on the 21st. I

have been absent very near a year from America, and I trust

the time and money that I have spent, to learn all that was new
and useful in Photography, has not been lost, and I not only

hope to receive benefit iu a pecuniary point of view, but I hope
the art in America will derive some benefit. This, for the time

I have passed here, will be the last letter you will receive from
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me, but as soon I leave, Mr. Bingham will continue to cor-'

respond for your Journal. Hoping my endeavors to make your

Journal interesting, by procuring a correspondent in Paris, will

meet with your approbation,

I remain yours truly,

Charles R. Meade.

COLLODION BLUNDERS,

To the Editor of the London Photographic Journal:

Sir,—If you consider the following lines of any practical im-

portance, you may insert them in your next number.

The phenomenon that Mr. Notcutt thinks " might be called

fogging," is not caused by an alkaline bath, but simply by too

much light in the dark room or slide. His statements are strictly

and truly put forth, to my own experience, because in every town
or village I travel to I am visited by the same annoyance, until

I get every hole made impervious to our best friend and worst

enemy; and by using a candle with a sheet or two of yellow pa-

per round it, all the troublesome deposit will vanish. I may
also suggest that Mr. Hardwich has given an explicit answer to
" Alpha," viz. a slightly acid bath; but I find it in general to

be the case with all amateurs' pictures, that they are badly

managed at the developing stage, and often streaky with not

being half-washed before applying the fixing agent. Let " Al-

pha" try the dipping when he developes; but unless his devel-

oping agent contains enough of spii'its of wine or acetic acid to

make it flow evenly, streaks will be in attendance. I may men-
tion a developer that I have used nearly a year now, which an-

swers either to dip or to flow evenly when poured on; and'for

clearness and delicacy, I have found none that pleases me bet-

ter:

—

Rain-water 8 ounces.
Protosulphate of Iron 240 grains.

Nitric acid | drachm.
Spirits of wine 8 "

" Zeno" wishes to know the mode of colloring collodion por-

traits I varnish them before I apply the Daguerreotype co-

lors, with a sable-hair pencil; but I must say that I am not

satisfied with the colors we get, as they are too fresh if not

deadened for some of the tints. Yours, &c,
John Patrick.

Personal arib &ri Intelligence.

— The suggestion of our correspondent G., in our last num-
ber, in regard to the formation of Photographic Exchange
Clubs, has met with general approbation, and much interest ap-

pears to be felt in the success of the measure. Important Pho-
tographic matter crowds so upon us this month, that we have
not the space to devote to the subject that we at first intended.

We shall take occasion in our next to present our views in re-

lation to the importance and advantages of clubs of this kind.

We have long cherished the wish to see a stable and useful Pho-
tographic Society organized in this country, and we hope that

the club now formed will be the nucleus of a great and noble
institution.

The following gentleman have sent in their names as mem-
bers of the American Photographic Exchange Club, No. 1

B. Betts, Philadelphia, Pa. M. M. Lawrence, New York
S. Broadbent,

W. Brown, "

C. Ehrmann, "

W. L. Germon, "

C. Guilloii,

F. Langenheim, "

J. E. M'Clees,

F. D. B. Richards, "

C. C. Schoonmaker, Albany.

De Witt Brinckerhoff,

Mr. Holt,

R. Lewis, "

H. H. Snelling,

G. Harrison, Brooklyn, L. I.

A. Faris, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Webster Bros., Louisville, Ky.
A. Hesler, Chicago, 111.

G. N. Barnard, Syracuse, N. Y,

It now requires but five more subscribers to make up the com
pliment of the first Photographic Club. The five names first

received after the publication of this number will be placed in

the list with the above. If more than that number are received

they will go to the formation of Exchange Club No. 2, or if

thought advisable by the Club will be included in the first or-

ganization. The future government of the Society will be ar-

ranged and conducted by the membei*s. In order to its proper

organization we invite the gentlemen composing the Club to meet

at our residence—No. 91 Seventh street (Decatur Place)—on

the evening of the first Tuesday in September. Mr. Schoon-

maker suggests that descriptions of the manipulations observed

for their production, accompany each photograph; but this, as

well as other subjects of a kindred nature, which have been men-

tioned to us, can be discussed and arranged at the primary

meeting.

— We have been favored with the following letter, and as it

explains, in part, Mr. Cutting's views in regard to his Ambro-
type patent, we are permitted to publish it. In regard to our

remarks in a former number, on the Ambrotype, they were based

upon the information we received from Mr. Barnard, but we
find on looking over his letter again, that Oswego was included

in the price charged ($1,000), and we make this correction in

favor of the patentee; still we think the price too high. Mr.
Howes misapprehends our remarks in regard to the patent. We
have never denied that the method of sealing the picture claimed

is a good one, or that Mr. Cutting is entitled to a patent for his

originality, and our remarks can only be distorted into such an

interpretation as given by Mr. Howes; but we think there are

other methods quite as good, and that it is folly for a man to pay
anything like the prices charged for this peculiar process when
such is the case Our duty as a conseiwator to the interests of

the Daguerrean public requires an impartial judgment on all

matters affecting their interests, and we have no personal feelings

otherwise in this matter. Few men deserve more credit for

their enterprise than Mr. Cutting, and when we can do so

conscientiously he will find no warmer advocate than ourselves.

Boston, July *lth, 1855.

Mr. G. N. Barnard: Sir,—There seems to be a misappre-

hension in your vicinity with regard to Mr. Cutting's prices for

Ambrotype rights. Mr. Appleby, of Rochester, informs me
that he learned from you that $1,000 was demanded for the

right in Syracuse, and Mr. Snelling seems to have heard the

same reports, ai.d is quite severe in his remarks upon exhorbi-

tancy and extortion. Now, sir, with respect to Syracuse, there

has no one been authorized yet to offer it at any price. And if

any person has set the above price, he has done it without Mr.
Cutting's knowledge and without the least shadow of authority.

Mr. Cutting's prices are founded upon this basis—he says that

5000 inhabitants compactly situated ought to afford good sup-

port for one Daguerrean Artist, and in his opinion any artist

having such support, ought not to refuse $100 for a right. So

the prices paid in New England have not varied much from $100
to 5000 inhabitants. Of course some modification is necessary

in large cities and among people who do not appreciate the fine

arts. We prefer to sell county rights if we can do so, and for

this purpose are willing to abate the price somewhat. Mr. Snell-

ing seems to have changed his miud with regard to the worth

of the patent. He now thinks that artists need not fear to buy

it if they can get it at a fair price, but advises them not to buy

at an exorbitant price as " there are other things as good.'_'

—

Now we do not wish any one to buy at an exhorbitant price,

and if any person feels satisfied that there are other things as

good, we think he would be foolish to buy at all. If any one

considers it more for his interest to spend his time in bothering

with gum tragaeanth and rag plasters, and thereby producing

second rate pictures, than to purchase a right at the above

named rate, why we have no sort of objection, and heartily wish

him God speed. Mr. Cutting has had long experience in pho-

tographic experiments, and feels confident that he knows as much
of Glass Pictures as Mr. Snelling or his correspondent in Mich-

igan, and he is very well satisfied to trust the election to the

sober common sense of artists and the public. The disposal of

your county is in my hands at present, and I assure you that

any good artist who may wish to purchase shall find me disposed
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to do all that they can ask in fairness, and I should much pre-

fer to sell to a resident artist rather than let the county go into

the hands of speculators.

Please excuse me for trespassing so far upon your time, and

I shall be happy to give you any further information if you should

feel so much interested as to address,

Yours obedient servant,

W. R. Howes,
Mattapoisett, Mass.

P.S. From what we have been able to learn of Onondaga
County we think it worth $800. W. R. H.

— A London paper furnishes us with the following well de-

served compliment:

Photography.—A new exhibition of photographs and sun

pictures of eminent individuals has been arranged at the gallery

of Mr. Mayall, the eminent photographer, of Agyll-place, Re-
gent-street. The collection is an exceedingly interesting one,

as it contains specimens of every branch of photography, and
each style of its application. Yiews, panoramas, fine art pic-

tures, stereoscopic objects, &c, show the capabilities of the pro-

cess, while its more immediate value is displayed by a great

number of portraits of eminent individuals, many of which are

life-size. The latter are mostly upon paper, and exhibit a new
treatment of the photographic art. During the past few days,

Mr. Mayall has been honored by sittings from a great number
of noble and distinguished persons, among whose names may be
mentioned the Duke of Argyll, the Duke of Newcastle, Yiscount
Palmerston, the Marquis of Lansdowne, Earl Granville, Lord
John Russell, Yiscount Barrington, the Earl of Aberdeen, Lord
Riversdale, the Earl of Clarendon, the Earl of Harrowby, Sir

Charles Wood (the First Lord of the Admiralty), Lord Robert
Clinton, Lord Cranworth (the Lord High Chancellor), Lieut.-

General Sir De Lacy Evans, Lord Lucan, Sir William Moles-
worth, Lord James Stuart, Sir George Grey, Sir James Graham,
Major Reed, M. P., Mr. Sidnev Herbert, M. P., Mr. Gladstone,
M. P., the Earl of Wicklow, Sir W. Ousley, General Sir Wil-
liam Herries, Sir David Brewster, Sir W. Newton, Lieut.-Col-

onel Maitland, Major Tipping, Major Maude, General Cunning-
liame, General Dunstable, Colonel Yicars, Admiral Sharpe, Mr.
Scholefield, M. P., Mr. Chas. Dickens, Mr. Alfred Tennyson,
D. C. L., Lady Campbell, Lady Frances Hope, Lady Frances
Ryder, Lady Neville, &c, &c.

— Webster & Bro , of Louisville, Ky., have shown us some
very fine Photographic portraits lately. We have had occasion

before to speak of the excellence of these young artists' work,
and we are pleased to state that these last specimens confirm

all we have said. They have made decided improvement. All
they require is to obtain a slight degree more delicacy of light

and shade to place them in the front rank.

— Messrs. Southworth and Hawes, of Boston, have patented
an instrument in which to exhibit stereoscopic pictures which we
have heard highly spoken of. They claim, " Giving to pictures

of a sterescope or other analogous instrument a panoramic mo-
tion, into and out of the field of vision, by means of mechanism,"
as described in their specification. Not having seen one of the

instruments, all we can do is to announce it.

" The University Portraits—A Great Mistake.—We are

disposed to regard the proposed execution of the Photographic
portraits of the Faculty and students of the University, a fail-

ure. A valuation for the money advanced has not been given.

The production of some 2000 portraits, is of an importance suffi-

cient to demand caution in securing the conditions of an honor-

able fulfilment of the contract.—But the professors, students,

and others who are interested in this matter, are now left with-

out redress for having themselves so illy represented in a series

of Photographic representations, which possess not the slightest

artistic merit. Offers were received from Whipple, of Boston,
Root, of New York, and Kelscy & Hovey, of Rochester, and
all agreeing as to the price at which they could be well executed.

The subsequent offer made by Mr. Lawrence, an unsuccessful
Photographer of New York, was some two or three cents less

on 'each picture. The Photographs now seen are therefore of |
his production. It is generally considered economy in whatever
investment in trade, to pay a reasonable price, and get some-
thing valuable for the money invested. Especially is this so in

matters of Art, for a picture without fidelity is worthless. This )

fact is now being realized by many who are dissatisfied. These
pictures do not fairly represent the process by which they were
taken, and designed to injure public confidence in that style.

Beautiful productions, even to the life size, are now made in this

way, which possess rare merit, and challenge our admiration.

It is against this late transaction, and non-fulfilment on the part
of this inefficient foreign artist, that we would earnestly protest,

which protest we make in behalf of the Photographic Art."

• We clip the above from a Rochester paper, and must say that

a more unjust, and wilfully malicious article could not have been
published. It must have been written by some disappointed

aspirant, with more egotism than taste, and more malice than
brains. We have taken considerable interest in these portraits

of Mr. Lawrence, because whatever success he might obtain in

their production, would establish a fact interesting to every Pho-
tographer. We know the difficulties under which he has labored

—and the asiduous devotion he has bestowed upon them-—fre-

quently sitting up all night mounting and finishing them—in

order to deliver them at the proper time. We doubt whether
the writer of this libel could have taken the necessary inexpe-

rienced minds Mr. Lawrence has and taught them—in the brief

time he has—to produce results anything equal to those he con-

demns. Mr. Lawrence has accomplished much more than we
should have expected of him, and he richly deserves praise, not

censure, as these heads, considering the difficulties under which

he labored, are unusually fine.

— Mr. Faris, of Cincinnati, has been with us, and we have

seen some of the exquisite gems which he executes. To say that

he is unsurpassed by any artist in paper Photography is giving

but a faint idea of the beauties of his work. Of his skill it is

only necessary [for us to state that he produces cabinet and life

size photographs, equal in tone, sharpness and delicacy of light

and shade, to any of the smaller pictures we have ever seen.

In this particular he has outstripped all competitors so far as

we have seen. With his permission we will give in our next his

method of executing these pictures.

Marshall, 'July 11th, 1855.

Mr. Snelling.—Dear Sir—I would call your attention to

the property possessed by carbon in reducing the per-nitrate of

iron into the proto-nitrate ; also some of the per-sulphates and

per-chlorides into the proto-salts. Would it not be a valuable

agent in preventing a solution of the proto-nitrate from turning

into the pro-nitrate where the same is made in greater quanti-

ties than is wanted for immediate use. Never having seeu the

same in print, (when commonly got at) it is well to call atten-

tion to the subject, that experiments may be made by those in-

terested. J- J- R
" A Card" published in the usual underhand style of the au-

thor, is a tissue offalsehoods from beginning to end, as also seve-

ral other scurrilous paragraphs in the same Journal.

Hardwich's Manual of Photographic
_
Chemistry; first

American Edition, by the author's sanction. Price, Fifty

cents. See advertisement.

The Poetry of Physic.—Doses have always been associated

in our minds with wry faces, and medicine has seemed from the

days of childhoood, another word for nausea and disgust. Its

remedies were the worst part of sickness, and pain was not so

hard to bear as the revolting portions we are compelled to swal-

low for its relief. Dr. Ayer's preparations herald another era.

His Cherry Pectoral is like honey on the tongue, and healing

balm on the stomach. His Pills 1 Try them—they are sweet

morsels to the taste, and glide sugar-shod over the palate, but

their energy although wrapped up, is there, and strikes with

telling force to the very foundations of disease.-— Cincinnati

Citizen, O.
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A MAN UAL OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY,*

INCLUDING THE PRACTICE OF THE COLLODION PROCESS.

BY T. FREDERICK HARDWICH. j

SECTION V.

On the Gradation of Tone in the finished Photograph, and 'the

circumstances affecting it.

ll persons who are in the habit of examining the

productions of the Photographic Art, are well

aware that there is oftentimes to be seen in

them a tendency to exaggeration in the lighter

parts of the picture, and a heavy, unnatural

darkness about the shadows. Now no doubt

much of this depends upon the fact already

stated, that the chemical rays of light abound
in blue and in white colors, and are, compara-

tively speaking, deficient in those of a darker and more sombre

hue. But independently of this, the nature of the sensitive sur-

face employed has much to do with the result, and it is not al-

together the Light which is in fault in such cases. A Photogra-

pher who is desirous of attaining to anything like excellence in

the practice of his art, must study this subject carefully, and

learn not only to develope the picture well, but also how to pre-

pare the surface of Iodide of Silver in the most efficient state for
being impressed by the chemical radiations.

Now Iodide of Silver, although in all cases the same substance

chemically speaking, admits of much variety in the ease and

rapidity with which its component molecules are disturbed. Not
only is one film more sensitive than another, which would be a

point of comparatively small importance," but there is also a great

difference in the gradation of tone of the resulting image, and

this, too, independent of the process of development, and sup-

posing it to have been conducted with care.

The best kind of sensitive surface is the one on the molecular

structure of which every chemical ray produces a definite effect

and in proportion to its intensity.

On the other hand, that film is to be avoided where the

change produced by the actinic rays is slow in commencing,

but proceeds afterwards in a tumultuous and irregular man-
ner.

In treating the subject, the following points will be brought

forward.—A. The condition of film best adapted to produce

gradation of tone under strictly neutral conditions.—B. Modifi-

cations produced by the addition of acid.—C. By the use of

accelerating agents.

A. STRUCTURE OF FILM BEST UNDER NEUTRAL CONDITIONS.

The Author has made experiments on this subjest with con-

siderable care.

The plan pursued was to arrange together a number of ob-

jects, contrasting as strongly as possible in their powers of re-

flecting light, and to test the films upon the combination. Per-

haps, however, nothing can be better in this respect than a

portrait from the life, and especially one in which the drapery

includes both black and white.

In order furthur to ensure the accuracy of the result, it is

necessary that the Nitrate Bath should consist of pure Nitrate

of Silver, free from Nitrite, and that the Collodion should be
colorless or nearly so.

By comparing various films of Iodide of Silver of different

thickness, it was found that the smaller the proportion of

Iodide they contained, down to a certain point, the better the

result.

The exact effect of diminishing the number of particles seemed

to be, to assist the action of the feeble rays somewhat, but in an

especial manner to curb the violence of the more extreme rays;

hence a better correspondence between them was established,

and the image was perfect in every part without being " over-

done " in the high lights. In consequence of this, the pictures

* Continued from page 233.

VOL. Till. NO. IX. 33

were more stereoscopic,—appearing as it were to stand out from

the glass.

In the case of the dense and creamy films, the same result

could not be attained; either the lights were good and the sha-

ows unnaturally dark, or if the exposure was prolonged, then

the shadows came out well, but the lights were lost.

The creamy films therefore are not considered to be adapted
to yield the finest effects when employed in a neutral state.

B. ALTERATION PRODUCED BY THE PRESENCE IN THE FILM OF BO-

DIES ACTING AS RETARDING AGENTS.

Having ascertained the particular structure of film which ap-

peared to answer best under neutral conditions, it was important

to examine whether the same rules would apply in cases where
an acid of any kind was present.

To preserve a solution of Nitrate of Silver intended for use as

a Bath in a chemically neutral condition is always a more or less

troublesome task. The free Iodine contained in the Collodion

liberates acid in minute quantity at every dip of the plate, and
thus tends to reproduce the condition which it had been our

object previously to remove. It is therefore more practically

useful to determine the best structure of sensitive film adapted
for a faintly acid Bath.

The acid which exercises so powerful a retarding influence

upon the action of the actinic rays is the Nitric Acid. Acetic

Acid is far less injurious even when present in larger quantity.

The experiments therefore alluded to in the last division were
repeated with a Bath containing a few drops of nitric acid, and the

result proved that the presence of acid produced a material change.

The. transparent films were much injured. The shading was
very imperfect, nothing being seen but the highest lights, and
those only in patches. In the case of a portrait, the dark por-

tions of the drapery ceased to produce any impression upon the

film, the part of the image corresponding to them being repre-

sented by the transparent glass without any deposit of metallic

silver whatever.*

The opaque and creamy films, on the other hand, seemed but
little affected by the acid: the sensitiveness was diminished, but

by a longer exposure a good picture could be obtained.

On repeatiug experiments like these many times, the conclu-

sion arrived at was as follows—viz: that in order to ensure gra-

dation of tone the physical structure of the Iodide film should

be adapted to the uature and to the amount of the acid which
existed in the Bath. If Acetic Acid, and in moderate quantity, a

tolerable transparent film succeeded better than an opaque film.

If Nitric Acid, then the amount of Iodide to be increased in

proportion to the quantity of this acid present.

The gradation of tone probably affected by other retarding

agents, not possessing the character of Acids.—The above experi-

ments on the qualities of different films for yielding gradation of

tone were couducted under circumstances the most favorable

which can be conceived for sensitiveness to actinic influence

—

the temperature of the atmosphere tolerably high—the time of

the year, viz. the spring months, the best adapted for rapid im-

pression—the Collodion very pure and with much Alcohol—the

Bath chemically neutral. Under these circumstances it may be

conceived that the mobility, so to speak, of the particles was at

its maximum, and in consequenee it was found almost impossible

to reduce the amount of Iodide too far. Even when the struc-

ture of the film became so slight that scarcely anything could

be seen upon the glass, the most vigorous impressions were pro-

duced. In this state the sensitive layer might be said to rival

the Daguerreotype for slightness and delicacy.

It is very possible however—and on this subject further ex-

periments are required—that if even with a neutral Bath the

film had been constructed in such a way as to be less easily im-

pressed by light,—that is to say, if it had contained a much

* The strength of the Nitrate Bath, as representing the pioportion of
free Nitrate of Silver upon the surface of the image during the process

of development, also affects the result when free Nitric Acid is added.
By increasing the amount of soluble Silver Salt, we succeed oftentimes

in bringing out the half-tones of the image under very unfavorable
conditions. This fact has already been alluded to in the second Sec-
tion.

n?m%m"~--
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larger proportion of Ether, or if any impurity of a retarding na-

ture had been present in the Collodion,—under those circum-

stances the same reduction of Iodide would not have been admis-

sible. In other words, as the transparent films were more
injured by free acid than the opaque films, so would they also

be by other retarding causes independent of acidity.

If this view of the subject be correct, then it will be well to

take these causes into account, and to regulate the condition of

film by the proportion of Alcohol in the Collodion,—by the

temperature of the atmosphere, etc.

Practically speaking, however, the presence of acid in the

Bath and of Iodine in the Collodion are of the most importance,

and especially so, if no meaus of converting Nitric Acid into

Acetic—such as the addition of Acetate of Silver to the Bath,
presently to be recommended—have been taken.

C. MODIFICATION OF EFFECT RESULTING FROM USE OF ACCELERA-

TORS.

By comparing the effects produced by acids with those which
result from the use of "accelerators," it is soon seen that these

two agents are exactly opposite to each other in their nature.

Acids retard the action of Light, accelerators assist it. Acids
impede development, accelerators hasten it. And so in the case

before us we may say—that as acids diminish the " polarity
"

induced in the particles of Iodide of Silver by Light, so, on the

other hand, that accelerators heighten it.

It is important to be noticed, as far as the use of these sub-

stances is concerned, that although they produce a picture in a

shorter time than before, the gradation of tone in such a picture

is often inferior. The exaggeration of the light parts, which
we were so anxious to avoid, is present usually in a marked de-

gree. If such is not the case, probably the accelerating agent
was employed in conjunction with a weak film of Iodide, or much
acid was present, the effect of the accelerator being, in that case,

expended upon the acid alone.

RECAPITULATION OF FACTS STATED IN THIS SECTION.

That uniformity of action, as far as possible, between feeble
and energetic rays of light, is necessary to produce a perfect
Photograph, and that this uniformity is promoted by all causes
which help forward the former, and restrain the latter.

That a diminution in the proportion of Iodide of Silver in the
film is an affectual means of restraining the violence of the ex-
treme rays; but that the extent to which this can safely be car-
ried, without producing absolute insensibility to half-tones,
varies with the retarding influences which are at work.

Lastly, that rapidity of impression being of small consequence
as compared with perfection of image, accelerating agents
should be employed with caution, and their effects carefully
watched.

SECTION VI.

On the Fogging of Collodion Plates.

The characteristics of the proper development of a latent im-
age, as already laid down in more places than one, are these:

—

that the action of the reducing agent should cause a blackening
of those parts which had been exposed to light, but produce no
effect whatever upon others which had been shielded from it.

It is impossible however to make many experiments in Photo-
graphy without becoming aware of the fact, that there is a con-
stant liability to failure in this respect; that oftentimes the plate
begins, shortly after the application of the developer, to change
in color to a greater or less extent over its whole surface.

This state of things is generally termed " fogging," because
the metallic silver having a grey appearance by reflected light,
the picture seems, on looking down upon it, as if it were veiled
behind a dense fog.

There are two main causes which produce fogging, and they
are of a totally distinct kind;—the first is due to irregularity in
the action of the light;—the second to impurity in the chemicals
employed.

First, to irregularity in the action of the Light.—The lumin-
ous image of the Camera is circumscribed—some parts are in

shadow whilst others are illuminated; if any defect however
exist in the construction of the instrument, then a portion of

diffused light gains entrance. Diffused white light necessarily

produces fogging by affecting the Iodide more or less universally.

There are many ways beside the one mentioned in which diffused

light may gain entrance into the Camera, but these will be allu-

ded to in the second division of the work.
Even supposing that the absence of all diffused light is

secured, yet fogging may still be produced by simply exposing

the plate to the influence of light for too long a time. In that

case, when the developer is poured on, a faint image first appears

and then immediately afterwards a general decomposition. This

is caused by the action of the light having ceased to be circum-

scribed, and the particles of Iodide having become modified in

every part of the plate.

Secondly, to impurity of the Chemicals.—When the solutions

employed to form the film of Collodio-Iodide are in fault, a uni-

versal fogging often takes place on the application of the devel-

oper, without the plate having been previously exposed to light.

The following are some of the causes of this kind which produce
fogging:—
A. The use of Pyrogallic Acid alone without Acetic Acid.

B. The presence of Oxide of Silver in the film, or of oxide as-

sociated with weak acids. (See Section II. of this Chapter.)

—

In this case the fogging is not so marked as in the last, but still

sufficient to spoil the appearance of the picture. A Nitrate

Bath can be employed perfectly neutral if it is pure;—in other

words, it is not the Nitrate of Silver which causes fogging, but
the Nitrate contaminated with Oxide, Nitrite, or Acetate of

Silver.

C. Presence of organic matter of certain kinds.—It is probable

that substances are formed occasionally as a result of the slow

decomposition of the Nitrate Bath, which render it impossible

to use the solution in an accurately neutral state. Reference is

particularly made at this time to a volatile organic liquid of

peculiar smell and neutral reaction, obtained by the Author on
distilling an old Nitrate Bath which had probably been exposed
to light. This liquid caused fogging to a considerable degree

when added to a solution of pure Nitrate of Silver, previously

free from this peculiarity.

Remedies for Fogging.—Whatever tends to diminish the sen-

sitiveness of the plate, also lessens the tendency to fogging. The
rule is, that those films, the molecular structure of which is

easiest disturbed, are the most liable to be affected by causes

producing fogging. Hence the opalescent films employed neu-

tral require an amount of care which would not be necessary in

the case of more dense films slightly acid.

The remedies for fogging vary of course with the causes which
produced it. The first is to secure the absence of all diffused

white light; the second, to purify the chemicals afresh, or to

lessen the sensitiveness of the plates by addition of free acid in

small quantity.

The addition of acid is a sovereign and most potent remedy
for fogging, and when there are not other circumstances which

forbid its use, it is the simplest and best to adopt. A weak
acid, such as Acetic, will in general be found sufficient.

Ultimate causes of Fogging.—It may be desirable to say a
few words as to the manner in which impurity of the chemicals

may probably act in producing fogging. There is no reason to

suppose that it causes the Iodide of Silver to be reduced in that

part, but simply alters the state of things in such a way that the

deposit of metallic silver formed as the result of the action of

the developer upon the Nitrate, adheres not only to the Iodide

changed by Light, but also to the unchanged Iodide in a certain

measure. Fogging, when it depends upon the chemicals, is al-

ways slight, and the deposit can usually be wiped away with fa-

cility. On the other hand, that caused by diffused light is more
marked, and adheres with greater firmuess.

CHAPTER IX.

fi
The terms " Positive " and " Negative " occur so frequently &

in all works and conversations upon the subject of Photography, $!
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that it will be impossible for the student to make any progress

without thoroughly understanding their meaning,

In attempting to give a clear and simple explanation, the

words will be taken in their usual sense, without reference to

peculiar varieties of Photographs; such as "transparencies"
for the Stereoscope or Magic Lantern, etc.

A Positive may be defined to be a Photograph which gives a

natural representation of an object, as it appears to the eye.

A Negative Photograph, on the other hand, is one which has
the lights and shadows reversed, so that the appearance of the

object is changed or negatived.

Now, the first question obviously suggesting itself on reading
this definition for the first time would be,—as to wherein the

advantage consisted, of thus misrepresenting objects by a Nega-
tive Photograph. To this, reply is made as follows :

—

That in Photographs taken upon a layer of Chloride of Sil-

ver, either in the Camera or by superposition, the effect must
necessarily be Negative; the Chloride being darkened by lumin-

ous rays, of course the lights are represented by shadows.
The following simple diagrams will make this obvious :

—

Fiffl. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Ef.

Fig. 1 is an opaque image drawn upon a transparent ground

;

fig. 2 represents the effect that would be produced by placing it

in contact with a layer of sensitive Chloride and exposing to

light; and fig. 3 is the rssult of copying this negative again on

Chloride of Silver.

Fig. 3 therefore is a Positive copy of Fig. 1, obtained by
means of a negative. By the first operation the tints are re-

versed; by the second, being reversed again, they are made to

correspond to the original.

In this way Negatives are useful;—they enable as to obtain,

by a process somewhat analogous to printing, Positive copies,

indefinite in number, and all precisely similar in appearance.

This capability of multiplying impressions is of the utmost im-

portance, and it has rendered the production of good Negative
Photographs of greater consequence than any other branch of

the art.

The character of a Photograph influenced by the manner in

which it is viewed.—The same Photograph may often be made to

show either as a Positive or as a Negative indifferently. For
instance,—supposing a piece of silver leaf to be cut into the

shape of a cross and pasted on a square of glass, the appearance
presented by it would depend entirely upon the manner in which
it was viewed.

Fig. 2.

1
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Fig. 1 represents it placed on a layer of black velvet; fig. 2

as held up to the light. If we term it Positive in the first case, id

est, by reflected light, then it is Negative in the second, that is,

by transmitted light. The explanation is obvious.

Therefore, if we wish to carry our original definition of Posi-

tives and Negatives a little further, we may say, that the former
are usually viewed by reflected, and the latter by transmitted,

light.

All Photographs however cannot be made to represent both
Positives and Negatives. In order to possess this capability, it

is necessary that a part of the image should be transparent, and

the other opaque but with a bright surface. These conditions

are fulfilled when the Collodio-Iodide of Silver is employed in

conjunction with a developing agent.

Every Collodion picture is to a certain extent both Negative

and Positive, and it will simplify matters to take this view of

the subject. The question is often put by a beginner, How do

you obtain the Negatives ? To which the natural reply is,

—

in the same manner as we obtain Positives, the nature of the

two being alike.

Although however the general characters of both varieties of

Photographs may be combined in a single proof; yet the excel-

lences of both cannot be. A surface which appears perfectly

opaque when looked down upon, becomes somewhat translucent

on being held up to the light. Consequently, in order to give

the same effect, the deposit of metal in a Negative must be pro-

portionably thicker than in the case of a Positive. If it is not

so, all the minor details of the image will be invisible,—they do

not obstruct the light sufficiently, and hence are not seen.

With these preliminary remarks, we are prepared to investi-

gate more closely the rationale of the processes for obtaining

Collodion Positives and Negatives. All that refers to paper

Positives upon Chloride of Silver will be treated of in a subse-

quent chapter.

SECTION I.

On Collodion Positives.

Collodion Positives are sometimes termed "direct," because

they are obtained by a single operation. The Chloride of Sil-

ver, acted upon by light alone, is not adapted to yield direct Posi-

tives, the reduced surface being dark and therefore incapable of

representing the lights of a picture. Hence a developing agent

is necessarily employed, and the Iodide of Silver substituted for

the Chloride, for reasons already given. Collodion Positives are

closely allied in their nature to Daguerreotypes. The difference

between the two consist principally in the surface used to sustain

the sensitive layer, and the nature of the substance by which the

invisible image is developed.

In a Collodion Positive the lights are formed by the bright

surface af the reduced metal, and the shadows by a black back-

ground showing through the transparent portions of the plate.

Two main points are to be attended to iu the production of

these Photographs.

First, to obtain an image distinct in every part, but of com-

paratively small intensity. If the deposit of reduced metal is too

thick, the dark background is not seen to a sufficient extent, and

the picture is in consequence deficient in shadow.

Secondly, to whiten the surface of the reduced metal as much
as possible, in order to produce a sufficient contrast to the dark

background. Iodide of Silver developed in the usual way pre-

sents a dull yellow appearance which is sombre and unpleasing.

The theory of this subject may be fully treated of under the

following heads.—A. The time of exposure to light.—B. The
structure of film best adapted for the purpose.— C. Modification

of the developer in order to brighten the tint.—D. Peculiarities

of Pyrogallic Acid and the Protosalts of Iron employed to de-

velope Collodion Positives.—E. The purity of the tint affected

by Nitrite and Oxide of Silver in the film.—F. Processes for

whitening glass Posititives by a subsequent chemical action in-

dependent of the development.

A. THE TIME OF EXPOSURE TO LIGHT REQUIRED FOR COLLODION

POSITIVES.

The rule to be followed is—to expose the plate for such a

length of time that, after developing, the darkest shadows are

distinctly seen by reflected light. If the film is in good condition

(and the plate has not been over-developed) the highest lights

will be scarcely, or not at all, overdone by the time that this

takes place; but if, on the other hand, the film is not adapted

for taking Positives, then the operator must be content to sacri-

fice the shadows to a certain extent, and to regulate the expo-

sure by the appearance of the lights. In that way perhaps a

®
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tolerable picture may be obtaiued, although somewhat sombre

in the dark parts.

The exposure required for a Collodion Positive is never more
than half as much as that necessary for obtaining a negative

with the same film.

B. THE STRUCTURE OF FILM BEST ADAPTED FOR COLLODION POSI-

TIVES.

This subject has already been treated of in the fifth Section

of the preceding chapter. By keeping in view the nature of

our requirements, it is easy to construct a film fitted for taking
Collodion Positives.

The principal points to be attended to are two in number,
viz.—to restrain the violence of the actinic rays—and to keep
the development of the image within proper bounds. The first

of these is accomplished by reducing the amount of Iodide of

Silver in the film, and the second, by lessening the quantity of

free Nitrate of Silver upon its surface, or, in other words, by
diminishing the strength of the Bath.
Under these circumstances, however, it is necessary that ac-

tive retarding agents, such as powerful acids, etc., should be
excluded. If free acid is present in the film, and it is not thought
desirable to remove it, then the amount of Iodide of Silver must
be regulated according to the nature of the acid and also to its

quantity. The excess of Nitrate of Silver too upon the surface

of the film must be greater than if no acid had been present.

C. MODIFICATION OF THE DEVELOPING PROCESS IN ORDER TO BRIGHT-

EN THE IMAGE.

Although the Photographic image developed by the usual

reagents may be said to consist in all cases probably of metallic

Silver, yet the appearance presented by it varies much with the

nature of the developer. This subject has already been alluded

to at page 41, but it will be necessary to examine it a little

further.

There are two principal varieties of metallic deposit common-
ly to be noticed in the reduced silver forming the lights of a

Collodion Positive. They differ from each other in appearance,

one possesses metallic lustre, the other does not.

The first is a surface bright and sparkling like frosted silver,

very white when produced in perfection, but with occasionally a
grayish or tin-foil hue.

The second is of a pure white tint or of a white slightly inclin-

ing to yellow or gray; it has no appearance of a metal, the color

being dead like that of a piece of chalk.

These varieties require exactly opposite conditions of devel-

oper to produce them.

The first is obtained by means of a reducing agent, checked as

it were in its action by the presence of a strong acid; consequently
the development is modified, and the particles of Silver are large
and crystaline. The second, on the other hand, results when the
actiou of the developer is sudden and violent, no impediment
being offered by the presence of acid, except in minute quanti-

ty;* the particles of metallic Silver are here smaller than before

and being comparatively amorphous they reflect light in a differ-

ent manner.

D. PECULIARITIES OF PYROGALLIC ACID AND OF THE PROTOSALTS OF
IRON, EMPLOYED AS DEVELOPERS FOR COLLODION POSITIVES.

a. Pyrogallic Acid.—This substance, when used with Acetic
Acid, as is usual for negative pictures, produces a surface which
is dull and yellow. Mr. Home first proposed to obviate this by
substituting Nitric Acid in small quantity for the Acetic. The
surface produced by Pyrogallic with Nitric Acid is lustreless,

* The extent to which the color of the image is affected by the rapidi-
ty of deposition of its particles is shown by the fact that in any Collodion
Photograph the metallic Silver first formed upon the application of the
developer, id est, that reduced from the Iodide itself, or precipitated im-
mediately in contact with the changed Iodide, is considerably whiter

I
than the subsequent portion obtained by prolonging the development.

I
The latter forms more slowly, and has a dull grey or yellow color. With

> care it may sometimes be wiped away, and the while substratum ex-
;

posed to view.

J
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but very white, if the solution is used of the proper strength.

On attempting to increase the amount of Nitric Acid the deposit

becomes more metallic, but the half tones of the picture are in-

jured. Pyrogallic Acid, although an active developer, does not

allow of the addition of mineral acid to the same extent as the

Salts of Iron. It requires, too, a fair proportion of Nitrate of

Silver on the film, or the development will be imperfect in parts

of the plate.

b. Sulphate of Iron.—This salt is a most energetic develop-

er, and often brings out a picture in cases where others would
fail. To produce by means of it the tint which has been char-

acterized as a dead white with absence of metallic lustre, it

should be used of such a strength that the picture comes out al-

most instantaneously in all its details. There is no danger, as

may at first seem, of injuring the gradation of tone by this ap-

parently violent method of proceeding, if the proportion of Ni-
trate of Silver be kept low and the solution poured off tolerably

quickly.

For the bright sparkling surface a considerable addition of

acid, and best of all of Nitric Acid, will be required. Too much
however of this substance must not be used, or the reduction

will be irregular. The Nitrate Bath is to be employed some-

what more concentrated than before, in order to compensate for

the retarding effect of Nitric Acid upon the development. The
pale and transparent films of Iodide of Silver, with small excess

of free Nitrate, are not adapted for Positives to be developed in

this way. They are injured by the acid, and the development

of the image is imperfect.

c. Protonitrale of Iron.—This was first employed as a devel-

oping agent for Collodion Positives by Dr. Diamond. It is re-

markable as giving a surface of brilliant metallic lustre without

any additiou of free acid. Theoretically speaking, it may be

considered as closely corresponding to the Sulphate of Iron

with Nitric Acid. There are however slight practical differ-

ences between them, which are perhaps in favor of the Protoni-

trate.

It was shown in the second Section of the previous Chapter,

that the reducing powers of the Protoxide of Iron were in in-

verse ratio to the strength of the acid with which it was associ-

ated. Hence the Nitrate is by far the most feeble developer of

all the Protosalts of Iron.

The rules already given for the use of Sulphate of Iron acidi-

fied with Nitric Acid, apply also to the Nitrate of Iron;—the

proportion of free Nitrate of Silver upon the film must be large,

and the Iodide of Silver not too transparent.

The greatest objection to the Nitrate of Iron is the difficulty

of obtaining it in the solid form; hence it is necessary to prepare

it in small portions at a time, as required.

E. THE TINT OF A COLLODION POSITIVE AFFECTED BY THE PRESENCE

OF NITRITE AND OXIDE OF SILVER IN THE FILM.

It has been shown in Chapter VIII. that the Nitrite and the

Oxide of Silver, as occurring in Nitrate of Silver which has been

strongly fused, exercise an important influence upon the impres-

sion of the image in the Camera, and also upon its subsequent

development by a reducing agent. We notice now certain other

effects produced by the presence of these bodies.

If the Nitrate Bath contain even a small portion of Nitrite

or of Oxide of Silver, a peculiar and unpleasant tint, which has

been sometimes termed l
' solarization," is seen upon those parts

of the plate corresponding to the highest lights. There is rea-

son also to think that the presence of Acetate or of any other

easily reducible salt of Silver in the film, injures the purity of

the white color in the parts most acted upon by the light. The
Nitrite and the Oxide of Silver however are, practically speak-

ing, the most remarkable in this respect.

Ovcr-e.rposure of the plate in the Camera also influences the

tint to some extent, even when the Bath is pure; if the Light

has been allowed to act for too long a time, the deposit is inva-

riable less bright than usual.

F. ON CERTAIN PROCESSES FOR WHITENING THE IMAGE BY THE USE m\

OF CHEMICAL REAGENTS SUBSEQUENT TO THE DEVELOPMENT. W
In place of producing a bright deposit by modifying the con- Xk

Ml
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dition of the reducing agent, it has been proposed to develope

the Positive image in the usual way, such as is common for Neg-
atives, and to whiten subsequently by the use of chemical re-

agents.

Two modes of effecting this will be described. The first is

taken from an anonymous communication in the ' Photographic
Journal,' vol. i. p. 230; it is as follows:

—

The metallic surface is converted entirely into Iodide of Silver

by exposing it to the fumes of Iodine at a slightly elevated tem-

perature. It is then exposed to a strong light,—if possible, to

the direct rays of the suu,—until it is changed to a white, and
amorphous poicdcr.

This conversion of Iodide of Silver into a white substance, in-

soluble in solution of Hyposulphite of Soda, has long been famil-

liar to Daguerreotypists, but the exact composition of the pow-
der has not been ascertained. Plainly, Iodine leaves the surface

under the powerful influence of the Light, and this in itself is

most interesting, theoretically considered.

Second plan, by Bichloride of Mercury.—The whitening pro-

cess by Bichloride of Mercury was originally introduced by Mr.
Archer. The image is first developed in the usual manner,

fixed, and washed. It is theu treated with the solution of Bi-

chloride, the effect of which is to produce almost immediately an
interesting series of changes in color. The surface first darkens

considerably, until it becomes an ash-grey, approaching to black;

it does not however remain at this stage, but in a very few min-

utes begins to get lighter, and gradually assumes a pure white

tint, or a white slightly inclining to blue. It is then seen, on
examination, that the whole substance of the deposit is entirely

converted into this white powder.

The rationale of the reaction of Bichloride of Mercury upon
metallic silver in a finely divided state appears to be as follows:

The Chlorine contained in the mercurial salt becomes divided

between the Mercury and the Silver, a portion of it passing to

the latter metal and converting it into a Protochloride: this

Protochloride afterwards unites itself with the Protochloride of

Mercury resulting from the reduction of the Bichloride, and
forms with it a double Chloride of Mercury and Silver, thus:

—

HgCl2XAg=HgCl AgCl.*
The white powder therefore is no longer a metal, but a compound
salt ; and the effects produced on treating it with various reagents

fully justify this view of its composition.

It is not easy to account for the preliminary blackening of the

surface on first pouring on the solution, but probably it is caused

by the Bichloride giving up the whole instead of a part only of

its Chlorine, and forming either Oxide of Mercury or Amalgam
of Mercury and Silver.

It may be useful to remark, that the whitening process by
Bichloride of Mercury always produces the effect of lessening

the intensity
N
of the image to a slight extent, so that the black

background is more readily seen than before. This is accounted

for by the fact of the porous and spongy texture of the double

salt which forms the white powder diminishing the resistance to

the passage of rays of light and hence increasing the translu-

cency.

Another point worthy of notice is, that the color of the whi-

tened surface is not always precisely the same. Occasionally it

has a bluish tint, which is particularly objectionable. As far as

could be gathered from a few experiments made to determine

the cause of this, the blueness depended somewhat upon the

structure of the Iodide film, being most marked in the transpa-

rent varieties.

RECAPITULATION OF MAIN FACTS CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION.

Before passing on to the next Section, we pause for a moment
to condense in a few words what has been said on the subject of

the various tints obtainable in Class Positives.

The artist is to be guided in his selection of a developer by
the structure and condition of the film employed. If it is com-

* The writer has not been able to ascertain whether any exact analyses
have been made of this salt ; but he presumes that the nature of the
change must be somewhat as here represented.

33*

paratively dense and acid, and yet he wishes to obtain an ima g
free from metallic lustre, it will be advisable to employ either

Pyrogaliic Acid with minute quantity of Nitric Acid, or to

whiten subsequently by the Bichloride of Mercury. Under such

circumstances however, it is more easy to develope a sparkling

and metallic image by the Sulphate of Iron and Nitric Acid, or

by the Nitrate of Iron. If the film, in place of being dense and
acid, is translucent and neutral, it is not well adapted for the

metallic variety of deposit, but it will give excellent results with

strong solution of Sulphate of Iron free from Nitric Acid, the

image being of a dead white and lustreless.

SECTION II.

On Collodion Negatives.

As in the case of a direct Positive we require an image which

is feeble though distinct, so, on the other hand, for a Negative

it is necessary to obtain one of considerable intensity. In the

Chapter which immediately follows the present it will be shown
that in printing glass Negatives—or in producing from them
Positive copies, upon Chloride of Silver paper—a good result

cannot be secured unless the Negative is sufficiently dark to ob-

struct light strongly.

The various steps in the process of obtaining Collodion Nega-
tives may be included under the following heads:-—-A. The ex-

posure to light.—B. The structure of film best adapted for Neg-
atives.—C. The means by which the intensity is increased.—D.

The color of Negtives as influencing their opacity to chemical

rays.—E. Peculiarities of Pyrogaliic Acid and the Protosalts

of Iron employed to develope negatives.—F. The conversion of

finished Positives into Negatives.

A. THE EXPOSURE TO LIGHT REQUIRED FOR NEGATIVES.

The same rule may be applied as that already given for Posi-

tives, viz. to expose until the feeblest radiations have had time

to impress themselves. The number of seconds required for a

picture to be viewed as a Negative by transmitted light, will be
at least double that taken for a Positive seen by reflected light.

The appearance of the dark shadows is a better guide to the

proper time of exposure than the intensity of the lights. By
bearing this fact in mind, the operator will be likely to avoid

the error of under-exposing, so commonly committed in the case

of glass Negatives.

B. THE STRUCTURE OF FILM BEST FITTED FOR NEGATIVES.

The proportion of Iodide of Silver in the film intended for

Negatives cannot conveniently be reduced beyond a certain

point. Not that the blue transparent films give too little inten-

sity, as sometimes stated—for with a stronger developer and
more Nitrate of Silver added, any amount of blackness can be

produced with the weakest Iodide film—but that they do not ad-

mit of being exposed in the Camera for the requisite length of time

without a certain amount offogging taking place, under the subse-

quent influence of the developer. This subject has been already

alluded to when speaking of the hypothesis on the nature of the

action of light;—it was shown that the amount of Iodide of

Silver in the fim should be proportioned to the energy of the

rays and to the length of time they were allowed to to act. Hence
the effects of over-exposure are seen more quickly in the case of

transparent films, than with others more dense in structure.

There is reason however to think that the films employed by
many Photographers are more dense and creamy than is really re-

quired
;
and if so, the gradation of tone would probably in most

cases be improved by diminishing the amount of Iodide.

The author invariably finds that, with chemicals perfectly

pure, a film one degree removed from the " blue opalescent,"

and possessing a silver-grey color with moderate translucericy,

contains abundance of Iodide of Silver for Negative Portraits;

but in the case of Landscapes, where the light of the sky is more

powerful, it might be requisite to increase it somewhat.

m
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C. MEANS OF INCREASING THE INTENSITY OF THE IMAGE IN COLLO-

DION NEGATIVES.

To produce intensity in Negatives, we look more to the pro-

per management of the developing process than to any modifi-

cation in the structure of the film.

For the sake of clearness, we may establish two stages in the

development of a Collodion Negative ;— first, the development pro-

per, or bringing out of an image distinct in all its details by trans-

mitted light, but pale and comparatively translucent; second,

the thickening of this image, so as to make it darker and more
opaque than before. The second stage of the development is

the one with which we have now to deal.

The strengthening of a feeble image is effected by pouring

over the plate a mixture of Pyrogallic Acid and Nitrate of

Silver. These two substances decompose each other even with-

out the aid of light, and a deposit of metallic Silver is formed

which settles down upon the image and adheres to it. This fact has

already been noticed in the third Section of the previous Chap-
ter. It is a remarkable circumstance—for which we are not

able to account—that the unaltered Iodide of Silver should be

unaffected (if the materials are pure), and that the deposit of

metallic Silver should adhere only to the image.

The addition of fresh Silver to the image in order to increase

its intensity, is what Photographers term " pushing the devel-

opment;" and it is curious and beautiful that it can be done in so

uniform and perfect a manner, layer after layer of metallic par-

ticles being laid down without destruction to the gradation of

tones in the Photograph.

The Collodion Iodide film, therefore, intended for Negatives,

must be supplied with a proper amount of Nitrate of Silver dur-

ing the development of the image. If this material falls short,

no increased strength of reducing agent will add to the effect.

There are two ways in which the required quantity of Nitrate

may be added ;—by increasing the strength of the Bath, or by
mixing a few drops of Nitrate solution with the developing agent
immediately before using it.

Partial substitution of Acetate for Nitrate of Silver.—Mr.
Hennah, of Brighton, whose Photographs are allowed by all to

be of a superior description, attributes much of his success to the

association of Acetate of Silver with the Nitrate. This might
be supposed to act in two ways;—first, by ensuring the absence

of free Nitric Acid, even when Collodion strongly tinted with

Iodine was employed; and second, by facilitating the process of

development, Acetate of Silver being more easily reduced than
Nitrate.

It is certainly an advautage in the production of Negatives
to remove all free Nitric Acid, not only from its retarding effects

upon the exposure to light, but also on account of the injurious

influence which it exerts on the opacity of the image. The ad-

dition of Acetate of Silver to the Bath substitutes free Acetic

Acid for Nitric Acid, thus:

—

Acetate of Silver -f- Nitric Acid.

=Nitrate of Silver -+- Acetic Acid.

Nitrite of Silver has also been recommended as well as Ace
tate, and it is probably due to the presence of one or both of

these salts that a superior intensity is sometimes attributed to

the use of " an old Nitrate Bath."

D. ON THE COLOR OF NEGATIVES BY TRANSMITTED LIGHT AS INFLU-

ENCING THEIR OPACITY TO THE CHEMICAL RAYS.

It is not by any means a safe plan to judge of the real inten-

sity of a Negative Photograph, that is, of its opacity to chemical

rays,—by the appearance it presents when held up to the light.

Such a course of procedure has probably in many cases led to
the condemnation of a good Negative, which, if it had been
tried, would have yielded the most brilliant Positive proofs.

Negatives obtained in a neutral Bath, and with a small portion
only of the Acetic Acid added to the Pyrogallic Acid, are of a
brown-yellow color by transmitted light, and comparatively trans-
lucent. On the other hand, those procured from a Bath con-
taining Acetate of Silver, or with a large quantity of Acetic
Acid added to the developer, appear of a dark bluish-black and

considerably more intense than before. The difference however
in the two cases is far more apparent than real, since the time
taken in the subsequent printing process corresponds closely in

each.

In a Bath containing Acetate of Silver, the color of the Neg-
ative varies much with the length of time it has been exposed to

light. The under-exposed proofs are jet black, the over-exposed

of a dark ruby red. Probably, with the Nitrite and Oxide of

Silver in the film a similar peculiarity would be observed.

Further illustrations of the above remarks.—In employing solu-

tion of Chloride of Gold in order to strengthen Negative im-

pressions,—although a deposit of metallic Gold immediately

forms and destroys the Positive appearance of the image, yet

the apparent intensity by transmitted light is not greater than
before. At the same time that Gold is deposited, an equivalent

quantity of Silver is dissolved, so that the real thickness of the

image remains unaltered. Nevertheless, as a change of color

to a greenish-yellow follows the deposition of the Gold, it is very

possible that the chemical radiations may be obstructed to a

greater extent than before.

The process of Professor Donny, preseutly to be described,

affords a further illustration of the efficacy -of brown-yellow tints

in absorbing the actinic rays, as also does the Negative process

of Mr. Maxwell Lyte, in which the image is converted into a

yellow salt by treating it first with Bichloride of Mercury and
afterwards with Iodide of Potassium.

E. ON THE PECULIARITIES OF PYROGALLIC ACID AND OF THE PROTO.

SALTS OF IRON EMPLOYED TO DEVELOPE NEGATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS.

Independently of a difference in strength or energy of action

between the various developers, which was treated of in the last

Chapter, there are other peculiarities of each still remaining

to be noticed.

The characteristic of development by Pyrogallic Acid is that

it takes place in a continuous manner, the image becoming more
and more intense by degrees, as long as the supply of Nitrate of

Silver is kept up.

The Sulphate of Iron, on the other hand, although it is capa-

ble of bringing out the impression under the most unfavorable

circumstances in respect of acid and of Nitrate of Silver, does

not so easily admit of the intensity being gradually increased in

the way before described. It produces its full effect quickly and
at once.

Probably these, as well as other differences, depend in great

measure upon the nature of the acid, the Sulphuric, associated

in the salt with the real developing agent, which is the Protox-

ide of Iron.

Mr. Hadow has indicated what appears to hold good both on

theoretical and practical grounds, viz. that if any Protosalt of

Iron is to take the place of Pyrogallic Acid in the development

of Negative pictures, it will be the Acetate, in which the strong

mineral acid is replaced by a weaker acid of vegetable origin.

F. ON THE MEANS EMPLOYED TO STRENGTHEN A FINISHED IMPRES-

SION WHICH IS TOO FEEBLE TO BE USED AS A NEGATIVE.

The ordinary plan of pushing the development cannot be ap-

plied with advantage after the picture has been washed and

dried. In that case, if it is found to be too feeble to print well,

its intensity may be increased by one of the following methods.

It must be premised, however, that the same degree of excel-

lence is not to be expected in a Negative Photograph which

has been improperly developed in the first instance, and more

especially so if the exposure to the light was too short. Any " in-

stantaneous Positive" may be rendered sufficiently intense for a

Negative, but in that case the shadows are almost invariably

imperfect. It is not in our power to lay down any lines or details

which have not been properly impressed by light, and therefore

we must be content to sacrifice a certain amount of gradation in

tone.

1. Treatment of the image with Sulphuretted Hydrogen or

Ilijdrosulphatc of Ammonia.—The object is to convert the -me-

tallic Silver into Sulphuret of Silver, and if this could be done

m
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it would probably be of service. The Author finds however
that the mere application of au Alkaline Sulphuret has little

effect upon the image, excepting to darken its surface and des-

troy the Positive appearance by reflected light;

—

the structure of
the metallic deposit is too dense to admit of the Sulphur reaching

its interior.

Professor Douny (vol. i., 'Photographic Journal') proposes

to obviate this by first converting the image into double Chlo-

ride of Mercury and Silver by the application of Bichloride of

Mercury, and afterwards treating the white powder so formed
with ' solution of Sulphuretted Hydrogen or Hydrosulphate of

Ammonia. The structure of the double salt being spongy, re-

ceives the Sulphur well. Negatives produced in this way are of

a brown-yellow color by transmitted light, and opaque to chem-
ical rays to an extent which would not, a priori, have been an-

ticipated.

2. MM. Barreswil and Davanne's process.—The image is con-

verted into Iodide of Silver by treating it with a saturated

solution of Iodine in water. It is then washed, to remove the

excess of Iodine—exposed to the light—and a portion of the

ordinary developing solution, mixed with Nitrate of Silver,

poured over it. The changes which ensue are precisely the same
as those already described; the whole object of the process

being

—

to bring the metallic surface back again into the condition

of Iodide of Silver modified by light, that the developing action

may be commenced afresh, and more Silver deposited from the

Nitrate in the usual way.

3. The process with Bichloride of Mercury and Ammonia.—
Although this plan can scarcely be recommended as a very ef-

ficient one, yet as it involves some peculiar chemical changes, it

may be well to decribe it. The image is first converted into the

usual white double Salt of Mercury and Silver by the applica-

tion of a solution of the Corrosive Sublimate. It is then treat-

ed with Ammonia, the effect of which is to blacken it most
intensely. Probably the alkali acts by converting the Chloride

of Mercury into the black Oxide of Mercury in the usual way.
In place of Ammonia, a dilute solution of Hyposulphite of Soda
may be used, with very similar results.

CHAPTER X.

ON THE THEORY OF POSITIVE PRINTING.

The subject of Collodion Negatives having, it is hoped, been
explained to the satisfaction of the inquirer, we proceed to show
how, by means of them, an indefinite number of copies may be
obtained, with the lights and shadows no longer reversed, but
correct, as in nature.

Such copies are termed " Positives," or sometimes, " Paper
Positives," to distinguish them from direct Positives upon Col-

lodion.

In general terms, we may say that there are two distinct

modes of obtaining these Paper Positives;—first, by what is

called the " Negative process," in which a layer of Iodide of Sil-

ver is employed, and the invisible image developed by Gallic

Acid ; and second, by the direct action of the light upon a sur-

face of Chloride of Silver, no developer of any kind being used.

The latter plan, as being the one commonly followed, will alone

be alluded to.

The action of light upon Chloride of Silver was treated of in

Chapter III. It was shown that a gradual process of darken-

ing took place, and that the salt became reduced more or less

completely to the metallic state,—that the strong affinity natu-

rally existing between the two elements was broken up, and a

separation of Chlorine resulted. At the same time it was also

shown, that the rapidity and perfection of the change was much
influenced by the presence of excess of Nitrate of Silver, and of

various organic matters, such as Starch, Lignine, etc., etc.

We have now to suppose that a " sensitive paper " has been
prepared in this way, and that, a Negative having been laid in

contact with it, the combination has been exposed to the agency
of light for a sufficient length of time. Under these circumstan-

ces, on removing the glass, a Positive representation of the ob-

ject is found below, of great beauty and detail. Now if this im-

age were in its nature fixed and permanent, or if there were means
of making it so without injury to the tint, the Production of Paper

Positives would certainly be the most simple department of the

Photographic Art; for it will be found that with almost any

Negative, and with sensitive paper however prepared, the pic-

ture will look well on its first removal from the printing-frame.

The misfortune however lies here,—that the processes of fixing

which we are compelled to adopt in order to render the proof

permanent, at the same time that they remove the unaltered

Chloride and Nitrate of Silver, affect so much the appearance of

the Photograph that its character is completely altered. The
purple and violet tints, on which its beauty depended, at once

disappear, and a dull, uniform brick-red takes their place.

It becomes necessary therefore to establish a fresh series of

chemical operations in order to restore the brilliancy of the tint,

and hence the consideration of the whole subject naturally di-

vides itself into two parts; first, the means by which the paper
is rendered sensitive, and the image impressed upon it; and sec-

ondly, the subsequent fixing and " coloring," as it is termed, of

the proof. This latter divisiou will be treated of first, the usual

plan being adopted of describing the Chemistry before the Pho-
tographic action. Section I., therefore, is the Chemistry of the

fixing and coloring Bath ; Section II., its Photographic action

;

and Section III., the preparation of the sensitive paper.

SECTION I.

Chemistry of the Fixing and Coloring Bath.

By " the coloring" of the Positive proof, is meant simply

—

the imparting to it such tints as can be produced by the metals Gold

and Silver, either alone or combined with Sulphur.

The object has been, mostly, to find some solution which

would both fix and color at the same time. Plain Hyposulphite

of Soda is not sufficient for this. It fixes the picture quickly and

well, but, as before stated, leaves reddish tones which are not

approved of.

M. Le Grey appears to have been the first to notice that the

solution of Hyposulphite of Soda employed in fixing Positive

proofs acquired a certain amount of coloring power by constant

use, and that after the lapse of some time respectable purple

and dark tints could be obtained. He attributed the improve-

ment to the gradual accumulation in the Bath, of Salts of Sil-

ver dissolved out of the various proofs which had been fixed by

it. Since then it has been usual to direct that in preparing a

new Bath, Chloride of Silver should be added in convenient

proportion.

Those however who adopted this plan, never found that it

was immediately sucessful, and "an old Bath" has in conse-

quence still been sought after as giving the best results.

The researches of the Author have, it is hoped, removed many
of the difficulties which previously surrounded this part of the

subject, and established the theory of the various changes which

take place upon a more certain basis. It appears that, in order

to construct a solution of the kind required, there exists a neces-

sity for some chemical substance of a more unstable nature than

the Hyposulphite of Soda, and this substance is supposed to act

by imparting Sulphur to the proofs. The Sulphuret of Silver

is much darker in color than the Subchloride, and hence the

tint is changed to black or some shade of brown more pleasing

to the eye than the simple reduced Chloride.

This unstable substauce, to which reference is made, is one of

the members of the interesting series of the compounds of Sul-

phur with Oxygen, to which the term " Polythionic series " has

been applied by Berzelius.

A fixing and coloring Bath then consists essentially of two

distiuct parts; first, the Hyposulphite of Soda; second, the Te-

trathionate of Soda. To these a third may be added, although

it is theoretically of minor importance, viz. the Hyposulphite of

Silver . Each of these three constituents will be discussed sep-

arately, and afterwards the changes which ensue on mixing them

together—or the Chemistry of the Bath in its complete state.

^easi*
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A. CHEMISTRY OP HYPOSULPHITE OF SODA.

This has already been treated of to a certain extent in Chap-

ter V. There are however some few particulars not mentioned

at that time which it will be useful to know.
One of these is, the milkiness which is immediately produced

in Solution of Hyposulphite of Soda by the addition of any acid.

Even the weaker vegetable acids, such as the Acetic, suffice to

produce the effect. The explanation is as follows. Hyposul-

phurous Acid, which in combination with Soda forms the Hypo-
sulphite of Soda, is an extremely feeble acid substance; hence

when an ordinary acid is added to a solution of its salts, it is

immediately displaced, the stronger acid taking to itself the base

and uniting with it. The first effect then of adding " Acetic

Acid " for iustance to the Hypo solution is to form Acetate of

Soda and free Hyposulphurous Acid, both of which remain in

solution.

But Hyposulphurous Acid is not only a body wanting in

chemical energy, but it is also a very unstable substance. By
its being unstable is meant that it is prone to spontaneous de-

composition, its elements not haviug the power, so to speak, to

hold themselves together; heuce on being liberated from its

combination with Soda, it does not remain in the liquid in a free

state, but begins spontaneously to decompose and to pass into

simpler and more stable combinations. Now the composition of

Hyposulphurous Acid is represented thus:

—

Sulphur 2 atoms; Oxygen 2 atoms.

Or in symbols

—

S2 2

Hence it is exactly equivalent to Sulphurous Acid, SO„, and
Sulphur, S.

The milkiness then which is produced by the addition of an

acid to a Hypo solution is due to Sulphur m a finely divided

state; and the odour similar to the fumes of burning Sulphur,

perceived at the same time, is the Sulphurous Acid, both of

these substances being products of the decomposition of Hypo-
sulphurous Acid.

The mode of preparation usually adopted for Hyposulphite
of Soda likewise illustrates the above fact. A Sulphite or com-
bination of Sulphuroios Acid and Soda is first formed, and af-

terwards the solution in water of this Sulphite is boiled with

flowers of Sulphur until it is converted into a (Hypo)sulphite.

S0 2 dissolves S and becomes S
2 2 .

Hyposulphurous Acid, although it is unstable when isolated,

is comparatively fixed when combined with strong bases in the

form of salt. It is important to bear this in mind, because we
shall almost immediately have to speak of bodies in which the

reverse is the case.

B. CHEMISTRY OF THE POLYTHIONIC ACIDS AND THEIR SALTS.

The definite compounds of Sulphur and Oxygeu were formerly

considered to be h\\t four in number, viz:

—

Formulae.

Hyposulphurous Acid . . S
2 2

Sulphurous Acid . . . . S 2

Hyposulphuric Acid . . . S2 5

Sulphuric Acid S 3

Of late years however three more have been discovered, which
from the strong analogy in composition which they bear to the

Hyposulphuric Acid, it was at first proposed to name Sulphur-

etted Hyposulphuric, Bisulphurettcd Hyposulphuric, etc. After-

wards a less complicated nomenclature was adopted, and they

were arranged together in a series, under the title of the " Poly-

thionic Series" of Acids.

There are now therefore two distinct classes of Sulphur Acids:

the one including the Hyposulphurous, the Sulphurous, and the

Sulphuric; the other the Hyposulphuric and the acids of recent

discovery.

a. Composition of the Polythionic Acids.—It is thus represented

:

Sulphur. Oxygen.
Dithionic or Hyposulphuric

"

Acid
Trithionic Acid .

Tetrathionic Acid
Pentathionic Acid

2 atoms 5 atoms

3

4

5

5

5

5

i

Formula1
.

s
2
o

5

s. o,
s, o.
B, o

5

The amount of Oxygen in all is the same, that of the other ele-

ment increases progressively; hence it is at once evident, from a
consideration of the formula;, that the highest member of the

series might by losing Sulphur descend by degrees until it reach-

ed the condition of the lowest.

b. Instability of these Acids.—All the Polythionic Acids are

unstable, with the exception of the Dithionic Acid. Their in-

stability however varies much according to circumstances; in

the case of the Hyposulphurous Acid we found that the acid it-

self was easily decomposed, but that when combined with an
Alkali, as in the Hyposulphite of Soda, it was rendered compar-
atively permanent. With the Polythionic Acids however the
reverse holds good, the acids themselves being invariably more
stable than their salts. Not only so, but the stronger the base
with which the acid is combined, the greater the instability;

and a Polythionate of Lead—Oxide of Lead being a feeble base
—will last a very much longer time than a Polythionate of Pot-
ash or Soda.

To illustrate further the foregoing remarks, it may be observed
--that a solution of pure Tetrathionic Acid may be kept for a
long time perfectly clear and transparent (and especially so if a
little free acid of any kind, such for instance as the Acetic, be
added to it), but if this Tetrathionic Acid be neutralized by ad-

dition of Carbonate of Soda, so as to convert it into the Tetra-
thionate of Soda, it begins after a few days to become milky
from deposit of Sulphur, and when tested is found to contain a

portion of TVithiouate, and even eventually of Dithionate of

Soda.

c. The acid reaction of Polythionaies.—In chemical language
a salt is always termed a neutral salt when it contains one atom
of acid to one of base; the Polythionates are therefore neutral

salts, because they fulfil these conditions. But although neu-

tral chemically speaking, they are not neutral to test paper. A
piece of Litmus paper immersed in solution of Hyposulphite of

soda remains unaffected, but if it is dipped in Tetrathionate of

Soda, the blue color is changed to red. There are many other

salts besides the Polythionates, which possess the same peculi-

arity, but it is not necessary at the present time to allude to

them.

d. The action of Alkalies, or the Carbonates of Alkalies, upon
the Polythionates.—By a careful examination of the formula? it

will be seen, that a Polythionate contains the elements of a
Hyposulphite of the same base, and in addition, those of an atom
of Sulphuric Acid. Now the action of a strong alkali upon a

Polythionate is to cause a resolution of the salt into these two
constituent parts, thus:

—

Trithionate of Soda -\- Potash
= Hyposulphite of Soda -f- Sulphate of Potash.

The student will find it useful to bear this reaction in mind,

as facilitating the comprehension of the effects produced by ad-

dition of the caustic alkali to the coloring Bath.

e. Theory of the various modes in which Polythionates may
beprepared.—The Tetrathionic Acid is certainly the most avail-

able for Photographic purposes, and therefore we direct our at-

tention mainly to it in preference to the others. It may be pre-

pared in the following ways:

—

First, By reaction of Sulphurous Acid upon Hyposulphite of
Soda.—Sulphurous Acid is that invisible gaseous substance of

suffocating odour which results when Sulphur is burnt in air or

oxygen. If this gas be conducted by means of a tube into a

strong solution of Hyposulphite of Soda, it is rapidly absorbed,

and its peculiar smell is communicated to the liquid. After stand-

ing however for twenty-four hours, the odour entirely disappears,

showing that some decomposition has taken place. It is neces-

sary that the Hopo solution should be concentrated, or the re-

sult does not follow.

The nature of the change may be stated thus:—
2 atoms Hyposulphite -\- 3 atoms Sulphurous Acid

= 1 atom Te/?-«thionate -f- 1 atom TVithiouate.

Second, By reaction of Chloride of Gold, or Pcrchloride of
Iron, upon Hyposulphite of Soda.—When Chloride of Gold is

added to Hyposulphite of Soda, a solution is produced which

>get£@Q
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contains M«e distinct salts, viz. Tetrathionate of Soda, Hypo-
sulphite of Gold, and Chloride of Sodium, or common Salt. The
presence of the Hyposulphite of Gold in addition to the Poly-

thionate, modifies the Photographic effect considerably, and
hence it will be asraiu alluded to.

Perchloride of Iron added to solution of Hyposulphite of Soda
produces Tetrathionate of Soda and Profoehloride of Iron.

Fourth, By action of Iodine upon Hyposulphites.—This ele-

mentary substance dissolves freely in solution of Hyposulphite

of Soda without production of color. It is not however a case

of mere solution, but of chemical decomposition. The Iodine

removes an atom of Sodium, and by so doing it converts the

Hyposulphite entirely into Tetrathionate: symbolically repre-

sented, the change is as follows:

—

2 NaO S2 2
+I=-Na0 S^O.-f-ffal.

By examining this formula it is seen that two equivalents of

any Hyposulphite contain the elements of one of Tetrathionate,

plus an atom of metal; the Iodine unites with this metal, form-

ing with it, in the case above given, Iodide of Sodium.

C. CHEMISTRY OF HYPOSULPHITE AND TETRATHIONATE OF SILVER.

Having discussed the Hyposulphite and Tetrathionate of

Soda, it is necessary to say a few words on the nature of the

corresponding salts of the same acids, with Oxide of Silver in

the place of the Oxide of Sodium, or Soda.

It was shown in Chapter V. that when Chloride, Iodide, or

Nitrate of Silver was dissolved in solution of Hyposulphite of

Soda, the action was of a different kind from a common solution

such as that of salt in water,—that a decomposition invariably

took place, in virtue of which the Silver Salt, whatever its na-

ture, was first converted into Hyposulphite of Silver, this Hypo-
sulphite afterwards dissolving in the excess of Hyposulphite of

Soda.

A solution of Hypo " containing Silver Salts" is therefore a

solution of Hyposulphite of Silver in Hyposulphite of Soda. If

this distinction is not borne in mind, it will be impossible to

understand the changes which take place in such a solution, and
to which reference is shortly to be made.
The Hyposulphite of Silver, if no excess of Hyposulphite of

Soda is present, appears in the form of a white powder, which,

being insoluble in water, precipitates to the bottom of the ves-

sel.

a. Instability of Hyposulphite of Silver.—Hyposulphite of

Silver is a white pulverulent substance when first formed, but it

does not usually remain long in this state. It is liable to spon-

taneous decomposition, in the same manner as Hyposulphurous
Acid and the Alkaline Polythionates. This decomposition

sometimes takes place so rapidly that we see the whole process

from beginning to end, even whilst the vessel containing the salt

is still in the hand.

In order that the Student should bear this change in mind,

he is recommended to perform the following experiment.

Let him take the Nitrate of Silver and Hyposulphite of Soda
in equivalent proportions,—that is, about 21 grains of the form-

er salt and 16 grains of the later,—dissolving each, in separate

vessels, in half of a fluid ounce of rain or distilled water.

These two solutions are to be mixed together rapidly and well

agitated. Immediately a dense precipitate forms, which is Hy-
posulphite of Silver. At this point the curious series of changes

commences. The precipitate, which is at first white and curdy,

after a short time becomes canary yellow, then of a rich orange

yellow color, afterwards liver color, and finally black. The ra-

tionale of these changes is explained to a certain extent by
studying the composition of the Hyposulphite of Silver.

The formula for this substance is as follows:

—

AgOS 2 2 .

But AgO S 2 2 plainly equals AgS, or Sulphuret of Silver, and
SO 3

or Sulphuric Acid.

The black substance therefore into which the white Hypo-
sulphite is eventually converted, is the Sulphuret of Silver. But
what, it may be asked, is the nature of the yellow or orange yel-

34

low compound which is formed before the Hyposulphite becomes
perfectly black? To this query no satisfactory reply can be given;

the subject has not been examined so thoroughly as could be
desired, and therefore we are constrained to be content with
terming the yellow color " the first stage of the decomposition
of Hyposulphite of Silver."

b. Circumstances which affect the stability of Hyposulphite of
Silver.—These are, practically speaking, of importance.

First, It may be said that the pemanence of Hyposulphite of

Silver is much increased by dissolving it in Hyposulphite of Soda.
A solution of this kind may be kept for a very long time with-

out any change in it being perceptible, although there is a ten-

dency eventually to the production of a black precipitate, which
is Sulphuret of Silver. The black Sulphuret of Silver does not
dissolve in the Hyposulphite of Soda, and therefore as it forms
it settles to the bottom of the bottle.

Secondly, The instability of Hyposulphite of Soda is increased

by employing a soluble salt of Silver, like the Nitrate, in its pre-

paration, in place of an insoluble salt, as the Chloride or Iodide.

Nitrate of Silver and Hyposulphite of Soda seldom react upon
each without some decomposition of the product; but Chloride
of Silver is soluble to any extent without formation of black
sulphuret.

Third, Concentration of both solutions concerned in its produc-
tion favors the instability of Hyposulphite of Silver. If the Ni-
trate of Silver and Hyposulphite of Soda are very dilute, the
white salt first formed dissolves in the excess without change of

color.

Fourth, Increase of temperature facilitates the decomposition.
A very slight application of heat causes the blackening process
to go on with rapidity.

c. The Tetrathionate of Silver.—This salt so strongly resem-
bles the corresponding Hyposulphite, that it is not thought
necessary to devote a separate division to the consideration of

it.

Everything which has been said of the one may be appliel al-

so to the other. The Tetrathionate of Silver however, in pass-

ing into sulphuret, necessarily, from its composition, liberates

twice the amount of Sulphuric Acid which the Hyposulphite

does.

D. CHEMISTRY OF THE FIXING AND COLORING BATH COMPLETE.

It may perhaps be thought that having discussed the Chem-
istry of each of the elements of the Bath taken separately, we
are necessarily acquainted with its properties as a whole; such

however is not the case, since there are changes which ensue on

mixing the various ingredients together, and of these some notice

must be taken.

a. Change produced by mixing a Polythionate with solution of
Hyposulphite of Soda.—The Polythionates are all unstable salts,

and easily decomposed by mixture with other reagents. If a

small portion of Tetrathionate of Soda be ponied into a solution

of Hyposulphite of Soda, after the lapse of a short time a milki-

ness and deposit of Sulphur takes place. The rapidity with

which this is effected depends entirely upon the degree of concen-

tration of the Hypo solution; if it is strong and nearly satura-

ted, the change is speedy, and on the other hand, it is slower in

proportion as the liquid is more dilute.

Judging from a previous knowledge of the properties of the

Polythiouates, we might be inclined to suppose that this slow

and gradual precipitation of Sulphur, which continues for many
days or even weeks, was due to a descent of some of the higher

members of the Polythionic series to the condition of the lower,

that the Te^athionate was losing Sulphur and becoming Tri-

thionate, or the Trithionate passing by degrees to the state of

D^thionate.

The reaction however is in reality more complicated than this,

and it is seen to be so in the fact of an acid substance of some
kind being formed.

Under the head of " Properties of Hyposulphites " it was
mentioned that ordinary acids, such as Acetic, Sulphuric Acid,

etc., could not long exist in solution of Hyposulphite of Soda,

VOL. VIII. NO. IX.
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but that they tended to liberate Hyposulphurous Acid, and so

to cause a milkiness of Sulphur, after which the liquid reassumed

its neutral condition.

This acid, however, formed by the reaction of Polythionates

and Hyposulphite of Soda, whatever may be its nature, is cer-

tainly capably of existing for a long time in the liquid without

causing any milkiness, and "an old Hypo solution" becomes at

last permanently acid to test paper.

b. Changes produced in a solution of Hyposulphite of Silver in

Hyposulphite of Soda.—It has already been mentioned that the

solution of Hyposulphite of Silver in Hyposulphite of Soda is

comparatively permanent, and that the decomposition into Sul-

phuret does not take place under those circumstances with the

usual rapidity.

Nevertheless, after the expiration of some days or weeks a

scanty deposit ot black matter is found to have taken place

which is Sulphuret of Silver.

At present we have to notice—that supposing such a decom-
position to have occurred either spontaneously or otherwise—
with the separation of black matter is found also a change in the

properties of the supernatant liquid. It contains a portion of

Sulphate of Soda; but besides this it also contains the same pecu-

liar acid before noticed as resulting from the mutual reaction of

Tetrathionate and Hyposulphite of Soda.

Therefore we say that the decomposition of Tetrathionate of

Soda, and of Hyposulphite of Silver, in contact with Hyposul-

phite of Soda, is probably of a similar kind, and that whatever
is formed in the one case is also formed in the other.

If the student wishes to satisfy himself of the correctness of

these observations, he may do so by proceeding in the same
manner as before directed for the illustration of the changes in

color in decomposing Hyposulphite of Silver, with this addition

—that when the compound has reached the orange-yellow stage,

half an ounce by weight of Hyposulphite of Soda, previously

dissolved in half an ounce of water, is to be added, and the

whole stirred and filtered.

The effect of this addition will be to dissolve a portion of the

decomposing mass and to leave the rest in the state of black

sulphuret. The solution becomes permanently acid to test pa-

per, and is found on trial to possess coloring properties in the

same manner as if Tetrathionate had been added.

c. Changes in a solution containing Tetrathionate of Soda,

Hyposulphite of Silver, and Hyposulphite of Soda.—A liquid

containing these three ingredients is the coloring Bath complete,

and the changes which take place in it are a combination of

those recently described.

A considerable deposition of Sulphur first takes place, which
is most marked soon after mixing, the acid reaction to test-paper

manifesting itself at the same time.

After the expiration of some days or weeks, a slow formation of

Sulphuret of Silver begins to be discerned, which adheres to the

sides of the bottle in dense shining lamina?.

Eventually all deposition of any kind ceases, and the solution

becomes useless until renewed by the addition of fresh Tetra-

thionate.

Experiment seems to show that the deposition of Sulphuret of

Silver and also of free Sulphur takes place with greater rapidity

when the solution is preserved neutral to test-paper. Therefore

it is of importance, if it is intended to set aside the coloring

Bath for some days or weeks, to render it slightly acid before

doing so. A neutralized Bath however possesses the property

of spontaneously regaining its original acid reaction, in process of

time, by continued decomposition and formation of free acid.*

* Mr. Pollock states, that the deposition of Sulphur and Sulphuret of
Silver, which results in the destruction of the coloring powers of the Bath
is much facilitated by the action of light, and that the solution should
always be kept in a dark place when not required for use.

(
To he continued.)

Kertch is said to be the place where Csesar penned his pithy

tr dispatch
—

" Yeni, vidi, vici !"

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.
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ORDINARY MEETING.

June 1, 1855.

Sir W. J. Newton, V. P., in the Chair.
The minutes of the last Ordinary Meeting were read and con-

firmed.

The Chairman addressed to the Society some observations on
Positive printing.

Mr. Pollock read a letter from Mr. Maxwell Lyte.
Dr. Percy made a brief report from the Committee on Posi-

tive Printing:—" The Society will be glad to know, perhaps,
that the Committee which has been appointed to investigate the

very important question in respect to photography, that of the
fading of positives, and the cause of fading, has been actively

engaged, and that three meetings have been held; and I am
happy to say there is the best promise of successful results. It

would not become me on the present occasion to expatiate at

length upon this subject, though my own conviction, and I be-

lieve the conviction of those acting with me, is, that there is no
reason whatever, if certain precautions be taken, why positives

should fade. That, however, remains to be seen, and the Com-
mittee will be extremely glad to receive from any gentlemen, or
persons connected with the Society or not connected with it,

any positives they may have in their possession, and which have
faded, in order that we may submit them to a most rigid and
scrutinizing examination. I shall content myself on the present
occasion with these few remarks, having made this announce-
ment to show that the intention of the Society is being fully

carried out."

Mr. Malone requested and obtained permission to address a
few words to the Society on the same subject.

ON POSITIVE PRINTING.

(Communication made to the Society by Sir W. J. Newton, June 7th.)

Gentlemen,—In connexion with the inquiry which has been
instituted by the Council of the Photographic Society in regard
to the fading of positives, I beg to offer a few remarks to pho-
tographers with a view to assist in this important investigation,

and thereby to enable the Committee to make a more compre-
hensive and satisfactory report.

In the first place, my opinion is that the great secret lies in

the addition of gallic acid in the usual positive process, and I

will endeavor to point out how it may be applied ; viz. float your
albumenized (or salted) paper over a weak solution of gallic

acid for five minutes (one drachm of saturated solution of gallic

acid to each ounce of distilled water), and when dry float it

over your usual strength of nitrate of silver, and then proceed
in all respects the same as you have been accustomed to do.

The second mode is, to take 10 ounces of a saturated solution

of camphor in distilled water, 10 grains of bromide of calcium,

10 drachms of saturated solution of gallic acid, 100 grains of

chloride of sodium, and two or three lumps of white sugar; shake
it up well and then filter; brush your papers over very carefully

with the above mixture, and lay them flat to dry. Excite with
about GO grains of nitrate of silver, and proceed in your usual
manner.

The third mode is, to make a compound like the foregoing,

but to omit altogether the chloride of sodium. Brush your paper
over as above described. Excite with 12 grains of aceto-nitratc

of silver, and blot off; expose to the light (not sun) in the print-

ing frame, until a slight change takes place in the color of the
margin, from half a minute upwards, according to the light; a
very little experience will, however, regulate this point;; after

which, develope, by immersion in gallic acid (of course in a yel-

low light), 10 grains to 10 ounces of distilled water, in a fiat

dish, as many as ten or a dozen at a time, always finishing with
aceto-nitrate of silver; or, during the process of developing, a
small quantity of aceto-nitrate may be added, occasionally gently

agitating at the same time. When finished, immerse in hypo-

*H8@U
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sulphite for about two or three minutes, then in alum water for

half an hour, and change the water entirely two or three times.

There is one advantage in this mode of printing, viz. that it

cau be done in a moderate light, and at any time of the year.

Besides which, I feel perfectly assured the picture will be per-

manently fixed, if properly cleansed from all the redundant

chemicals.

In addition to a compliance with the request contained in the

Circular from the Committee, I would recommend every photo-

grapher to expose a positive taken by enckprocess (and carefully

noted) as much as possible to the sun during the remainder of

the year, and to keep positives from the same negatives care-

fully excluded from the light during the same period. This, I

think, will be a fair test of their durability.

N.B. Unless Canson's paper be albumenized, it will not an-

swer the object. If, however, it be albumenized, it should be

floated over the different solutions. I do not like the French
paper, but much prefer Whatman's; the best I know of is to be
obtained of Mr. Halifax, Oxford Street, near Regent Street,

and of Mr. Thomas, Pall Mall.

Yours truly,

William J. Newton.

RECOVERY OF WASTE SILVER.

Pau, May 25, 1855.

To the Secretary of the Photographic Society of London:

Sir,—There is some talk, I see, of the best way of extracting

the silver from old hypo., and a method is given by M. Davanne
for this purpose, which consists of adding liver of sulphur—pen-

tasulphide of potassium—to the solution, which causes a preci-

pitate of sulphide of silver. A much better method, however,
is to add to the old hypo some aqua potassas, and boil it, when
the silver all precipitates as sulphide, as is exemplified by the

following formula:

—

NaO S 2 2+AgOS2 3+K0=Na0 S
2 2+AgS+K0S0 3 .

Thus the hyposulphite of silver is converted in the presence of

potassa into sulphide of silver and sulphate of potash. A little

bit of sugar added to the liquid seems to assist the operation.

The method of M. Davanne produces a precipitate of free

sulphur mixed with the silver.

The sulphide of silver so produced, after being well washed,
may be treated by any of the usual methods—either by treating

it with aqua regia, which at once converts it into chloride of

silver, or by roasting it, or fusing it with nitre and borax, and a

little carbonate of potash.

In regard to the fading of positives, I have a number of diff-

erent specimens to send to the Commission charged with the in-

vestigation, and will accompany them with some remarks there-

on, so I will not trouble you with any further details on the

matter for the present.

I remain, Yours obediently,

F. Maxwell Lyte.

P.S.—May I beg that, as I am not able to be present my-
self, this letter may be communicated to the Society at the next
meeting:.

MR. MALONE'S COMMUNICATION ON POSITIVE PHOTOGRAPHS.

I wish to state briefly that I have given a great deal of at-

tention, as most of you know, for ten or twelve years to the
subject of photography. I was one of the first who became
sceptical as to the permanency of these pictures. I was opposed
upon that point, but I still adhered to my opinion. From the
loug time that I have been connected with photography, and
from the numerous experiments I have made, I must necessarily

be acquainted with a vast number of facts, which I am willing

to lay before the Society most fully and unreservedly; and there-

fore I felt, that before you separated for two or three months,
I might, without the smallest egotism, give you the benefit of
my experience in the matter, so as to enable you to test my
process during the vacation.

m

I have been long convinced that the usual manner of treating

positives is insufficient. It is sufficient in a vast number of cases,

and this will bear out the remark made by Dr. Percy, that un-

der certain circumstances we require nothing more for fixing

the photograph than the use of hyposulphite of soda, and the

removal of that from the fibre of the paper. But there are

many other circumstances attendant upon the process that have
been overlooked. Some of the most difficult of those I think I

am able to solve, or to suggest means for solving them. I sug-

gest that you should treat the positive photograph, fixed in the

ordinary way, with a strong solution of caustic potash heated to

about 180° Fahrenheit; and after carefully washing out the

potash, and if necessary neutralizing it chemically, it will be
found that that picture will be as secure as the one I have be-

fore me, which was taken seven or eight years since, and which
has not changed in the least. It has not, however, received the

treatment of caustic potash, but the ordinary treatment only;

again justifying Dr. Percy's remark. But I have others that

have faded after the most careful treatment with hyposulphite

of soda, and other means; and therefore the subject is involved

in perplexity. If you find that caustic potash, from its known
energetic character, can decompose sulphur compounds, or chlo-

rine compounds, so as to bring them into such a condition that

they shall not any longer act upon the picture, you have gained
a great step in the inquiry. Having removed everything but
the pure vegetable fibre of the paper and the silver, in whatever
condition it may be,—that image upon pure paper, I say again,

under some circumstances will fade, even though it has been
treated with caustic potash. I have pictures before me that

have been submitted to the vapor of sulphide of ammonium (hy-

drosulphate of ammonia), a substance given off by putrefying

and other matters, especially in large towns ; it acts upon our

daguerreotypes and silver plates, and it will act upon our pho-

tographs and convert this red-looking picture into a black one.

Let the action go on, and it will destroy even the blackest pho-

tograph; and I contend that the fading often seen at the edge
of photographs is produced by the air getting into your port-

folios, loaded with sulphuretted compounds.

I have several suggestions to make, which I will not go into

now; but I may say generally, that I treat the pictures with

caustic potash, to rem ove certain sulphur and chlorine compounds
present, as you will find it advised in Fownes' ' Manual of

Chemistry,' page 10 of the last edition, edited by Drs. Hoffman
and Bence Jones. In the same manual you will find that you
must carefully exclude the finished picture from sulphuretted

vapors, which have the power of destroying the positive photo-

graph. We must devise the means of protecting photographs

from the possible access of sulphuretted vapors. I have seen

pictures preserved with simple gum-paper. That is not suffi-

cient. The fact is so far recognized, that I believe the Society

of Arts gave some reward to Mr. Ross for means of completely

sealing the daguerreotype in Canada balsam.

These are views that I have already offered to the public,

but they have been disregarded. I however still have faith in

them, and you will find it stated in page 441 of the first volume,

under Class 10, of the " Illustrated Catalogue of the Great Ex-
hibition," that at that time photographs were treated by me
with caustic potash, and a lead salt, so as to produce an agree-

able tint of color, and to render more secure their fixation.

—

Partly from ill-health at that time, and partly from other causes,

I have allowed the matter to rest. Now I wish to explain to

the Society the object of that lead salt. Suppose we take the

case of the daguerreotype or the photographic picture, which

you shut up in a covered case: if you place a coating of a mate-

rial which shall contain lead, so that the sulphuretted atmo-

sphere shall pass through the lead compound, and shall leave

the sulphur with the lead, you will then be able to retain your

picture on pure paper-fibre, unchanged either as to tint or in-

tensity.

I say, you must fix around your cases or portfolios a lead

plaster or cement, just as you might put a coating of gutta

percha or india-rubber, with this advantage, that lead will ab-

sorb the sulphur which might pass other cements or textures.
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I suggest also that you apply a lead salt with albumen or other

glaze or varnish to the card-paper or picture, so that the

lead may act as a tell-tale on the presence of sulphuretted va-

pors. We may expect that the sulphuretted hydrogen will act

upon the surface of that lead compound as it acts upon cards

glazed with carbonate of lead. That is my suggestion. As a

proof that something of the kind is not far wide of the mark, I

may mention that I have lately been informed that Dr. Fara-

day applied the same principle to the preservation of some very

delicate silver work. I was not aware of it at the time I made
my suggestion. He had a lead compound placed so as to ex-

clude the action of sulphur. My merit is therefore simply in

the application of it to photographs. With regard to the pot-

ash, I am not aware that any one has ever suggested that but

myself.

You will find, I believe, that what I have suggested will solve

the difficulty; but do not let it be forgotten that I agree with

Dr. Percy, that under certain circumstances pictures fixed in the

ordinary way do not fade.

With these few remarks I cannot do better than conclude,

thanking you for your attention.

Dr. Percy.—I am sorry to say that in some respects I am
not able to agree with Mr. Malone. I shall be able to bring

forth indubitable proof that the results of experiments with re-

gard to the action of sulphuretted hydrogen do not coincide, in

certain respects, with Mr. Malone's opinions. I shall be able

to show to the Society specimens of photographs converted ex-

pressly into sulphide of silver. I have made experiments also

with regard to the sulphide of silver. I have prepared it and
have kept it exposed to the action of the air both in light and
dark without its in the smallest degree fading.

I am aware that, in certain conditions, an excess of sulphu-

retted hydrogen will cause fading.

Mr. Malone.—That is my point.

Dr. Percy.—It is very curious that it should do so; and that

is one of the points which the committee intend to investigate.

Mr. Malone has asserted that this consists in the conversion of

the metallic compound into sulphide of silver. But why should

that cause the fading?

The sulphide of silver is a metallic compound. Upon that

point Mr. Malone has given us no evidence whatever.

Mr. Malone.—To show that I quite understand the point, it

will be found that I have recommended the application of sul-

phuretted hydrogen after the potash.

That cannot be considered a contradiction, when you bear in

mind that I do not acknowledge that mere sulphuretted hydro-

gen or sulphide of ammonium will fade the picture. There must

be an excess. I admit that we do uot understand the matter

altogether. I admit that there is some other agent present

which must work together with the sulphuretted hydrogen, and

it is that poiut to which attention should be directed.

You will see that, by my recommending the sulphuretted hy-

drogen after the potash, I am fully alive to the fact that that

alone is not the cause of the fading.

I would rather leave this process in the hands of the Society,

and will develope my views at greater length hereafter.

From JYotes fy Queries.

MR. LYTE'S COLLODION PROCESS.*

If we desire to give the coating of collodion an extra degree

of sensibility, we must proceed as follows: Take of fine old and

white crystallised honey, 6 ounces; distilled water, 6 ounces;

nitrate of silver (completely neutral), 300 grains; alcohol, 8

drachms. Dissolve the nitrate in the water and alcohol, and

then add the honey. When the whole is completely dissolved,

pass it through a filter, exposing it to daylight during the ope-

ration. The light acts on the syrup, and turns it a dark red

brown color. Put then some animal charcoal into another fil

ter, and pass the liquid through it; and from this it will drip

* Continued from page 249.

quite colorless. Should it, on exposure to light, again change
color, it must again be passed through the animal charcoal; and
when the light no longer seems to affect it, it is ready for nse.

This syrup is to be poured on to the plate as it comes out of the
bath, or, what is better, is to make a bath of the syrup itself,

into which to plunge the plate just as it was plunged into the
ordinary nitrate bath . which I have already described. Any-
how the surface of the plate must be well washed with the syrup,

so as completely to replace the nitrate solution which before ad-
hered to it, by the syrup. The plate is thus rendered exquisite-

ly sensitive, so that even with a landscape lens, if a diaphragm
of not less than half an inch be used, instantaneous pictures may
be produced, as may be seen by some specimens done by this

process and lately exhibited in London. I must remark here,

however, that the operator must be most careful in his prepara-
tion of the syrup. 1st. That it be not exposed to too high a
temperature, e. g. not left in the sun any length of time. 2nd.
That the nitrate of silver be not the least acid (for this purpose,
therefore, fused nitrate is preferable). 3rd. That the honey be
old and crystallised, and of good quality, as all kinds of honey
cannot be used indiscriminately; indeed, so great is the difficulty

of getting good honey, that after I had first discovered this pro-

cess, and when 1 had used up the little stock of good honey I
had by me, I was at least two months experimenting on various

samples procured from all sources, till at last I got some from
Toulouse, which answered my purpose. I doubt not but a
method may be found of purifying all honey from the substance
contained in it which is thus injurious, but up to the present

time I have not discovered what that substance is. One thing

I am almost sure of, which is, that whatever the substance may
be, it is one which oxidises on exposure to air, as exposure seems
to beneficially affect the crude honey before mixing. The syrup
keeps well, but after some time it seems to lose its extreme sen-

sibility, and to become perceptibly slower in its action, though
at the same time a plate prepared with it is more stable.

The next process we come to is the preservative process; for

although by the former process the plate may be preserved, in

cool weather, for several hours, and even in summer, if not too
hot, for at least one hour, yet it is much more liable to deterio-

rate than when treated by the following modification, which I

now give. To preserve the plate sensitive for a long time, take
of glucose, or sucre de raisin, or siicre de fecule, as it is some-
times called, 6 ounces; distilled water, 1 ounces; alcohol, 8

drachms; mix and filter. (The process for making glucose I

will describe at the end; I only here remark that should it be
purchased, and should its solution give a cloudiness on the ad-

dition of nitrate of silver, it may be considered bad; neither

should its solution be precipitated by alcohol, or colored by the

addition of iodine water.) Then, in two other bottles, make a
solution of 5 grains nitrate of silver to 1 pint of distilled water,

and in another small bottle make a solution of 10 grains of

nitrate per ounce of water: filter all these. The collodion plate

having been taken from the nitrate bath, is to be placed in a
similar bath of one of the bottles of distilled water above men-
tioned; and here it is to be well washed by moving the bath

up and down, as in the first instance. At the end of five min-

utes' careful washing, it is to be taken out and let to drip; then'

having added 1 drop of the 10-grain solution of nitrate of silver

to 1 ounce of the syrup, the plate is to be well washed with this

till all the surface is well covered with it; it may then be put
into the dark slide to be kept for use. Care must be taken also

in this case that the plate be kept cool as possible, and free

from dust or noxious gasses. Of these last ammonia is complete-

ly destructive to it, and sulphuretted hydrogen equally so; also

chlorine and all acid vapors. The plate thus prepared may be
exposed in the camera at once, or, if the operator chooses, may
be kept at his will, providing it be placed in a cool and dark
situation. It is advisable, however, to employ it before the ex-

piration of many days; indeed the sooner the better, as if kept

long it is always subject to casualities, such as dust, gases, and
lastly, the hardening of the syrup, as shown by Dr. Mansell, al-

though I dissent entirely from his remedy for this (steaming),

which in my hands has proved a complete failure, though I think
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I may feel confidence in my experience ia such-like manipula-

tions.

The plate then being exposed in the camera for the same

time as is usually given iu the ordinary process, is to be taken

into a dark room to be developed; and the first part of this ope-

ration consists in disengaging from the plate all the syrup by

long soaking in a weak nitrate bath of about 5 to 10 grains of

nitrate to the pint of distilled water (cold, not hot). This bath

should be frequently renewed, and the infinitesimal quantity of

silver therein contained may be taken out by the addition of

comtaou salt. (See remarks at the end, the treatment of resi-

dues, &c.) It should lie in this bath not less than four hours,

being constantly moved about, and taken in and out of the bath;

or if the horizontal bath before described be used, it is to be

frequently tilted up and down to well wash the surface of the

plate. Here the three processes again unite in one: for the

first case, with ordinary collodion, the plate is best developed

at once on leaving the camera, by the instantaneous process

likewise, though if the honey be not of the very best quality it is

possible that the use of the weak washing bath of 10 grains to

the ounce may be beneficial in removing the syrup before devel-

oping. Next the glucosed plate, on coming from this last bath,

is also fit to' be developed. The plate is now to be placed on a

levelling-stand, and there is to be poured over it the following

mixture: Pyrogallic acid, 2 grains; water, 1 ounce; acetic acid,

(glacial), 40 minims. Pour enough of this ou the plate to well

cover it all over (do not be sparing of it), and then keep moving
the plate by lifting alternately each corner of it till the image
is well up. In the case of the instantaneous and ordinary pro-

cesses, should the exposure, &c, have been well conducted be-

forehand, the first quantity poured ou will bring the negative

up to the correct intensity ; but in the case of the preservative

process the picture requires to be darkened, as, although the

whole details are apparent, they are not dark enough through

the want of a sufficiency of nitrate of silver being present. A
similar effect is produced by over exposure, which seems to pro-

duce the same effect practically as too little exposure, and pro-

duces a negative which is red and transparent in the parts which
should be opaque. When this is the case, pour off the first por-

tion of developing liquid, and having put an equal portion into

a glass, add to it about 10 drops of a solution of nitrate of sil-

ver of 10 per cent., and treat the negative with this, with the

same precautions before described. This will be found imme-
diately to darken all the dark parts of the picture, and to con-

vert what might before have been styled a bad negative into a

fine and intense one. The picture is now to be washed under

a tap of water, or a stream of water to be poured on it, the

plate being held in a slanting position to the stream: the devel-

oping liquid is thus removed. The negative may now be dried

and kept till we wish to fix it, which process consists in the tak-

ing out "from its surface the iodide and bromide of silver which

the light has not affected, and which being yellow, while that re-

duced by the photographic agency is black, we are sure to know
when this is done, by the removal of all the yellow color from

the negative. To do this, take 1 pint of water, and in it dissolve

100 grains of cyanide of potassium (commercial), and add 10

grains of iodide of silver and 5 of nitrate. This is to be poured

on to the negative, to remove the iodide of silver as I before

said ; and when the operation is terminated, the liquid is to be

returned into the bottle, as it rather improves than spoils by use;

and when once made, all we have to do is to keep the bottle al-

ways full, by adding water, in which is dissolved a proportionate

quantity of cyanide of potassium. The removal of the iodide

may be known by the clearing up of the picture and the disap-

pearance of the yellow color, which latter will be more easily

seen on turning over the plate and looking at the back of it,

when the undissolved iodide will be perceived as primrose-color-

ed spots. I may add that, for the convenience of the operator

in enabling him to see this more plainly, that this part of the pro-

cess is as well conducted in full daylight, as the plate is no longer

sensitive. The plate is now at once to be subjected to a stream

of water, as before, so as to completely remove all the cyanide,

and when considered sufficiently washed, to be stood up on one
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corner to dry; when dry it maybe varnished. The best varnish

I know is that recommended by Dr. Diamond, and sold by
Hockin and Williams; and the operator will do best to buy
some of it, as he cannot make it as cheaply as he can buy it.

But a very good varnish is made by dissolving about 15 parts

of shellac in 100 parts of absolute alcohol by the aid of heat,

standing the bottle loosely corked in some hot water and con-

stantly shaking it till dissolved, and then filtering it, while hot,

through a flannel, which is covered with a slip of glass to pre-

vent evaporation. The negative may now be considered finished.

F. Maxwell Lyte.
Bagneres de Bigorre, Basses-Pyrenees.

From the Journal of the Phot. Soc,

ON THE ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE PRINTS.

BY M. DAVANNE.

(Abstract from the Bulletin de la Societe Francaise de Photographie, March, 1855.)

Much attention has been paid to ascertaining the proportions

of the different substances entering into the composition of

baths, and forming sensitive surfaces and photographic pictures,

but little anxiety has manifested itself to learn by the help of

analysis and the balance the exact modifications which the sen-

sitive surfaces produce in the baths. M. Davanne conceived

that some interesting facts, either for practical application or

the theoretical explanation, would result from such an inquiry,

and his first experiments have proved this to be true.

As the various processes for obtaining positive prints on pa-

per agree with each other more nearly than those used for ob-

taining negative images, the investigation was first directed to

the former branch of Photography.

It may be said that there is but one process generally in use

for positive printing, viz.

—

1

.

Impregnation of the sheet of paper with a layer of soluble

chloride.

2. Conversion of this soluble chloride into sensitive chloride

of silver by a solution of Nitrate of Silver.

3. Exposure of the print.

4. Fixing the print in a bath of hyposulphite: washing and
drying it.

The first question to be answered would naturally be as fol-

lows, in an ordinary operation:

—

1. How much of the soluble chloride does the paper take

up?

2. How much chloride of silver and nitrate in excess?

3. When the print is finished, how much silver remains on the

surface?

1st Question.—As soluble chlorides, chloride of sodium or

chloride of ammonium are usually employed, iu the proportions

of from 2| to 4 parts to 100 of water, the sheet of paper being
left upon the surface of this bath long enough to become uni-

formly impregnated, commonly four or five minutes.

Analyses of papers thus prepared gave the following results:

Sheets with 2| grammes to 100 grammes water gave 0"131

gramme (1*972 grain) of chloride of sodium.

Sheets with 3 grammes to 100 grammes water gave 0*153

gramme (2*371 grains) of chloride of sodium.

Sheets with 4 grammes to 100 grammes water gave 0*213

gramme (3'401 grains) of chloride of sodium.

The quantity of chloride of sodium ought naturally to increase

in proportion to the richness of the bath; and, theoretically, if a

2| gramme bath leaves 0*131 of the salt,

A 3-gramme bath should leave 0*156 gramme (2*418).

A 4-gramme bath should leave 0'208 gramme (3*224).

The numbers found were respectively 0'153 and 0'213 (2*371,

3*401), differing only by a few thousandths of a gramme; a min-

ute error attributable fairly to inevitable deviations from un-

equal thickness, or more or less rapid drying of the paper, &c.

As the quantity of salt absorbed by the sheets was propor-

tional to the strength of the bath, it became evident that these

U
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sheets liad taken up equal quantities of liquid; it was found in-

deed that

0131 gramme of salt corresponded to 5'2 cubic centims.

0153 gramme of salt corresponded to 5'3 cubic centims.
-213 gramme of salt corresponded to 51 cubic centims.

It may be stated generally then, that an ordinary positive

sheet 044 X 057 centimetres (171X221 inches) takes up from

the bath 5'2 cubic centims. of water, and that after evaporation

there remains on the sheet the quantity of salt contained in

these, 5 -

2 (1^ fluid drachm).

To ascertain this quantity the operation is most simple,

especially if the fraction is disregarded, which will lead to no

inconvenience. The weight of salt in 100 cubic centims of wa-

ter is divided by 10, and the half of this taken*.

For a bath of 2'5 grammes it is 012.
For a bath of 3'0 grammes it is 0'15.

i

For a bath of 4-0 grammes it is 0'20.

The knowledge of the quantity of salt contained in each sheet is

quite indispeusible to the photograper who, wishing to have

uniform preparations, desires to correct in the nitrate bath the

impoverishment occasioned by each positive sheet.

2nd Question.—The answer here is complex; it will take more
silver in proportion as

1. The paper is more strongly charged with soluble chloride;

2. The bath of nitrate of silver is more concentrated.

The papers operated on were furnished by MM. Bisson, so

that ordinary photographic preparations might be tested. In

general the sheets they presented were prepared in a bath of

2\ per cent of salt (10 graius to the ounce), followed by a bath

of nitrate of silver varying from 12 to 14 per cent. (50 to 60

grains to the ounce).

The analyses of these sheets indicated some variations, which

are not surprising, since the composition of the silver bath itself

changes continually. Seven analyses gave as a mean result a

quantity equal to 1'967 (30
-38 grains), or say 2 grammes (31

grains) of nitrate of silver for each sheet; each sheet therefore

removed from the bath about 2 grammes of nitrate. At the

same time an important distinction must be observed between

the diminution of the volume of the bath by the mere fact of the

liquid adhering to the sheet, and the impoverishment of the

bath resulting from the chemical action exerted to produce the

chloride of silver.

The bath is not impoverished to the extent of 2 grammes (31

grains) for every sheet prepared fan error into which some pho-

tographers have fallen) ; the quantity of liquid is consumed rap-

idly, but the remaining liquid is only impoverished in silver pro-

portionately to the quantity of chloride of silver formed on the

paper, that is the positive law of chemical equivalents.

What then is the quantity of chloride of silver formed on the

paper? This is easily determinable, since the quantity of salt

contained in the sheets is known.

The sheets were prepared in a bath of 2| percent. (10 grains

to the fluid ounce). They contained, according to what is

shown above, 0'131 gramme (2'030 grains) of chloride of so-

dium. 0130 gramme (2'015 grains) of chloride of sodium cor-

respond to
-321 (4'975 grains) of chloride of silver, or

-380

(5
-89 grains) of nitrate of silver.

Thus of the two grammes (31 grains) of nitrate of silver ta-

ken from the bath

—

038 (,5-89 grains) only are transformed into chloride.

1*62 (25-11 graius) remain in the state of nitrate of silverf.

Thus each sheet salted at 2\ per cent, deprived the bath of

038 gramme=5'89 grains.

* With English formulae it may be ascertained aproximatively by ta-

king one-fifth of the number of grains to the fluid ounce of water. For
example, using the above quantities : a positive sheet of paper 17 A by
22| absorbs from the bath about li fluid drachm of liquid, which, when
evaporated, leaves with a bath ot

10 grains of salt to the ounce about 2 graius.
12 grains of salt to the ounce about 2.} grains.
1C grains of salt to the ounce about 3 grains.

t A new question arises here, what purpose is served by the 25 grains
of nitrate of silver remaining on the positive sheet'? M. Davanne says
bis experiments lead him to affirm that this excess of nitrate is at least
as useful lor ihe formation of the image as the chloride of silver itself.

Each sheet salted at 3 per cent, deprived the bath of 0'45

=6 - 97 grains.

Up

Each sheet salted at 4 per cent, deprived the bath of 062
gramme=9'61 graius.

Now, therefore, it will be easy for every photographer to

keep his bath of nitrate of silver for positives at a tolerably con-

stant strength, by adding for every ten sheets (17^X22| inches)

a quantity of nitrate equal to the chloride formed.

At the same time the volume of the bath will be sensibly di-

minished about 11 cubic centims. (rather more than 3 fl.

drachms) per sheet, say 111 cubic centims. (about 4 fl. ounces)

for the ten sheets; these 111 cubic centims, may be replaced by
pouring into the bath this quantity of a solution of silver at the

original strength
J, to which is added

—

For 10 sheets at 2\ per cent, of salt, 3
-

8 grammes (60 grains)

of nitrate of silver.

For 10 sheets at 3 per cent, of salt, 4'5 grammes (70 grains)

of nitrate of silver.

For 10 sheets at 4 per cent, of salt, 6'2 grammes (90 grains)

of nitrate of silver.

SrdQueslion.—Knowing now what silver a positive sheet takes

in its preparation, M. Devanne became curious to ascertain how
much remained on the finished positive print, fixed, washed, &c;
in a word, ready for sale. MM. Bisson furnished positive pic-

tures covering entire sheets, and these three sheets presented
the following results, which would naturally vary according to

the extent of the sky, the strength of the impression, &c.
1st. 019 gramme (0'294 of a grain) of silver corresponding

to
-031 gramme (0'480 grain) of nitrate of silver.

2nd. 0'027 gramme (0'4418 grain) of silver corresponding
to 0'043 gramme (0

- 666 grain) of nitrate of silver.

3rd. 0024 gramme (0.372 grain) of silver corresponding to
0-037 gramme (0'573 grain) of nitrate of silver.

Thus of 2 grammes (31 grains) of nitrate of silver removed
by the sheet, there remained at most 43 milligrammes (tWo of

a grain) and T957 gramme (30'23 grains), that is, nearly 98
per cent, remained in the washing and fixing baths!

M. Davanne remarks, that he expected to find the greater

part of the silver go into the fixing baths, but did not imagine the

loss to be so considerable; he tried to obtain forced results, as

it were, and desired MM. Bisson to prepare some sheets com-
pletely black, so as thus to obtain the maximum of silver that

would remain on a positive print.

After an identical fixation and washing, he analysed three

sheets and found—
1st print, 0059 gramme (0

- 914 grain Vsilver=^0 - 093 gramme
(1'441 grain) nitrate of silver.

2nd print, 0-060 gramme (0
- 93 grain) siIver=0 - 094 gramme

(1'457 grain) nitrate of silver.

3rd print, 0'066 gramme (T02 grain) silver=0'096 gramme
(T488 grain) nitrate ot silver. Or, on an average, '094 gramme
(about 1\ grain).

Thus the sheets which contained 2 grammes (31 grains) of

nitrate of silver, only retained when completely blackened 94
milligrammes (about 1£ grain) and 1906 milligrammes (29|
grains), that is to say, 95 per cent, had passed into the wash
waters.

To take this in another form: of £5 laid out, one 55. is use-

fully employed, and £i 15s. passes into the refuse, and most fre-

quently into the sewer.

Conclusion.—1. An eutire ordinary sheet of positive paper
044X0-57 (l7iX22i) takes from the salt bath 5'2 cubic ceu-

tims. (about fl. 5iss.) of liquid, and retains on its surface the

quantity of salt contained in this.

2. In the silver bath is formed a quantity of chloride of silver

equivalent to the weight of salt above named, and in order to

maintain this bath at a constant composition, the equivalent of

the salt in nitrate of silver must be added (the quantities are

given above).

Jit seems strange at first that the sheets take up on the nitrate of silver

bath double the quantity of liquid they do in the salt bath ; but this is

evidently due to the layer of chloride ol silver formed, which acts as a
sponge, and thus doubles the impregnated surface.

()
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3. Five per cent, at most of the silver employed remains fixed

on the prints, and 95 per cent should be collected from the hy-

posulphites and washing waters.

In presence of these facts, demonstated by the balance, it is

no longer necessary to insist on the importance of reducing the

residues. For this purpose M. Davanne suggests an exceeding-

ly simple method, by sulphuret of potassium, roasting the sul-

phuret of silver, and reducing it with nitre. See " Treatment
of Residual Liquids containing Silver," page 2T4 P. & F. A.
Journal.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN LOUISVILLE, KY.

Louisville, Aug. 3d, 1855.

Mr. Snelling: Dear Sir,—What will interest you? any-

thing we can say about our city? or must we confine ourselves

to photography. Perhaps the two combined will make quite

an interesting letter, and if you could be here to write it your-

self, the interest would be "doubly felt;" but as it is, and busi-

ness being dull these hot summer days, perhaps you would not

object to receiving a few lines from " our house," so here goes

"for better for being worse."

We are now in the midst of " hot weather," and as a matter

of course we have but little to do, and that little must be done

in a hurry. Ladies are very scarce, and the greater portion of

our sitters are " weather beaten men," and smilling or crying

babies. Of course we must submit to the ordeal, and try our

best to make fine, soft-toned pictures of them. The " babies"

won't keep still, and the men look Hack. " Mr. Webster, you

must try again." " All right, madam, with the greatest of

pleasure,"—aside, how provoking.
—

" I wish it taken alone,

and standing." " Oh, yes; but aint the child rather young for

that?" In great surprise, the mother says, " why, Willie is

nearly fifteen months old, and stands alone with somebody, or by

a chair, at home, and I am sure you ought to be able to take a

likeness of him in that way." " Yery well, we will try our best

to make a picture to please you." (Now for another trial).

" There, Madam, is a picture nearly perfect, there is but one

thing wrong,"—wait, she'll find it,
—

" Oh! what a horrid look-

ing thing; don't look a bit like Willie." "Why, madam, look

again; did you ever see a childs' picture better taken than that?

See how finely his little features are brought out." (Another

suspense). " Look now, Mr. W. and see where he has moved
his hand," (she has found it.) " I know that there is just a

slight moving of that hand, but the likeness is so perfect that

you ought to overlook that. Let's try agaiu, all right." Go
at it again, and work another hour, at the end of that time we
have two very good pictures, but as the likeness is not as good

as the one in which the hand is moved, they are not satisfactory.

We refuse to take any more. The mother flirts on her bonnet

and shawl, and flirts out, saying, " I will go to some one that is

more accommodating," never once saying she feels under any

obligation to us for our efforts to get a likeness of her " darling

Willie." We of course do not feel much Mattered by her con-

duct, but we have the consolation in knowing that we have got

a customer who we think cannot bother us so much, so we turn

to our gentleman that has been so long neglected and expect to

wait upon him; but, lo! where is he? no where to be found; he

could, or would, at all events he did not, wait for us to get thro'

with the babe. So it goes. Who would be a picture maker

when you are always expected to make a pretty one.

How is it with Photographs? say you. Well, that is a worse

thing than the other; nobody likes them plain, because they are

not pretty; all cannot afford to have them colored, and the con-

sequence is, that very few of them are sold, comparatively, nor

will they be sold very fast until they can be furnished in colors

for from ten to fifteen dollars for fth size, and other sizes in pro-

portion. To say that they are not made well in our gallery

would be preposterous, for you can speak of them as being-

worthy of note, and we know that there are none made in this

city that can compare with them; bat still the cry is Iwould not

have those black things. This is calculated to discourage us, but

0@$*E§<

still we love the busiuess, and whenever we get an opportunity

we make a Photographic sitting. We are working with very

fine success, meeting with but few obstacles in making good
negatives every sitting; our only hope is to overcome the objec-

tion of the masses to these pictures, keeping continually before

them fine specimens of that branch of the Art. Excelsior is

our motto.

Ambrotyping is now attracting considerable attention in our

city. A gentleman by the name of Troxel came here some two
or three months ago, fully persuaded that he could, like some
" Southern Belle," bring crowds of admirers to his feet, in less

than three months. He claims to be one of the wondrous three

who originated the ambrotype in this country. He was going
to close up all the Daguerrean Galleries in the city by the time

six mouths had rolled round, from his advent among us. How
well he succeeds in gulling the people of our city into the belief

that he is the only one that makes ambrotypes here, we can't

say, but this thing we do kuow, that long before he was ever

heard of in connection with Photographing in this (or any other

city, outside two squares), we have had ambrotypes hanging up in

our gallery that he nor any one else can beat. What is the

necessity of a man claiming to invent a thing that he could not

help making ? Why cannot we claim the invention as well as

he or they ? The first one we ever sa,w,wemade. What if they

do claim a patent ? Will any man that understands Photogra-
phy be such a block-head as to buy it ? How many times has

the Photographer been discouraged by making a positive instead

of a negative, and never once claiming a patent on such a mis-

hap. But not to get too far off the track we will come back
to the representative of this " wonderful trio," sent to our city

with his lungs inflated to their utmost capacity, by being in

possession of some half a dozen really beautiful pictures made at

Mr. Rhen's gallery in Philadelphia. We assert that we
made them and can and will make them here all the time. Now
what reason have we to believe that the whole thing is not a fabri-

cation! Why simply because they have never made one picture

here that can in any respect compare with those they brought
with them; what are we to think of such things? Does it re-

quire much thought to look back to the time when a daguerreo-

typer would come to your town aud throw out his bills, sayiug

that he was prepared to make daguerreotypes of " superior

quality," and invite you to see his specimens? You call and are

delighted with the specimens, and conclude to have one taken.

How well does your picture compare with the specimens; are you
convinced after getting your likeness taken that the man that

took it is one of the inventors of this process? How many times

now we fit out " Country Operators " with specimens ? How
many times will Rhen fit out men with ambrotypes? But we do
not war with the ambrotype, but with the effort to get money
on the patent for making them, and the manner in which they

are introduced among us. Now we claim to have a right to

make and sell ambrotypes, aud shall do so until it \& proved th&b

we have not that right. That devolves upon the patentee, and
among so many claimants to that honor, we would be happy to

have some one point out the " rightful heir." All that has

been written upon the subject gives Mr. Cutting the credit (?)
of being the man, while Mr. Troxel claims that Mr. Rhen and
himself are the men. We really hope that part of the question

will be settled before the suit is brought, for in the event that

we are beaten we think it would be hard to be obliged to pay
damages to all of them. Who would have supposed that M.
A. R. would advocate the purchasing of " rights" to make and
sell ambrot3rpes, when there can be no doubt but he made them
long before a patent could have been obtained. Look in all the

books on photography and in every one of them you will find a

method for backing up " positives on glass." Are these paten-

ted ? No. Of what great utility is the double glass ? It on-

ly makes the picture double the weight it ought to be ? Why
not seal up looking glasses in the same manner? Why don't C.

C. Harrison infringe on the patent in making lenses ? Why the

fact is the patent is all moonshine; we do not want the patent

nor will we infringe on it; but be assured that in the event of

one of our visitors expressing a desire to have an ambrotype ta-

i
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ken, we shall make and sell one if we can. The daguerreotype

process has been open to every one that could collect a few dol-

lars, and the man that made the best work has been the most

successful, so it ought to be with the ambrotype.

Oh ! what glorious weather for " crops;" corn stalks about

in open day with ears erect listening to hear the apples, pears,

and peaches crying out for " more room." Water melons are

plenty and cheap, while potatoes are of the very finest quality,

but "rather high;" blackberries have come and gone, and are

numbered among the things that have been ; cabbage, squashes,

and all kinds of vegetables are cheap, and the way we are en-

joying them is a caution to cholera, dyspepsia, and numerous
ailments, while old Genl. Debility looks aghast at the patent med-

ieiues, fully convinced that they are what makes our city so "dis-

tressingly healthy."

Hoping you are enjoying a thousand blessings,

We remain yours as ever,

Webster & Brother.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

ON POSITIVE PRINTING.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal;

Sir,—May I venture to offer a few more remarks on the sub-

ject of positive printing?

I was much interested iu the last paper by Mr. Hardwich on
this subject, in which he discusses the merits of gold as a color-

ing agent. He has done me the kindness to speak favorably of

my formula as given iu your number for March, and he has also

investigated by direct analysis the nature of the colored surface

when that formula is employed. In taking this opportunity of

thanking him for this service, I would nevertheless beg here to

differ with him in the conclusions at which he has arrived with

respect to the presence of sulphur in the colored print; and in

doing so, I would suggest to him the following experiment, from
which it would appear, I think, that the entire coloring action of

my bath of sel d'or and hydrochloric acid is due to the presence

of gold, and not at all to that of liberated sulphur.

Salt a piece of paper in the usual way, and then sensitize it on
the ammonio-nitrate. Print the positive on this, and then wash
it well in rain water. The print will now contain the reduced
and the unreduced chloride of silver, together with possibly a
minute quantity of ammoniacal oxide. In fact it will contain no
elements ivhatever, which, on being added to afresh solution of

hyposulphite, would produce coloring properties in it; for Mr.
Hardwich has himself shown that a hyposulphite bath may con-

tain chloride of silver to saturation without possessing any color-

ing properties whatever, and that the addition ot chloride of

silver (whether blackened or not) to hyposulphite, as originally

suggested by Le Gray, has been all along a mistake.

Now place the print in my solution of sel d'or, without the

hydrochloric acid. It will be found to color very rapidly; the
shadows will speedily assume a deep purple, and the lights a
deep cheese color, and in the course of a very few minutes the
print will be spoilt from the energetic action of the bath, which,
without the acid, is entirely beyond control.

Now, if the salts of silver contained in the proof have com-
municated no coloring properties to the small quantity of hypo-
sulphite of soda contained in the sel d'or, to what are we to

attribute the rapid coloration of the print but to the deposition

of gold from the hyposulphite of gold?

The use of the acid, as I mentioned in my former paper, is

not to produce coloring properties iu a bath previously devoid of

them, but to reduce within bounds the energy with which the
bath would act without it; and to prevent the formation of that
deep cheese color on the lights to which I have alluded.

I would also suggest, that if the minute quantity of hyposul-
phite of soda which is associated with the hoposulphite of gold
in the sel d'or were decomposed by the addition of the hydro-
chloric acid, it is probable, nay I think certain, that the solution
would immediately become milky, and that sulphurous acid

fumes would be evolved; whereas in fact no such effects occur;
and it is somewhat singular that they do not.

I trust therefore that Mr. Hardwich will do me the favor to

make this experiment, and then I am not without hopes that he
will reconsider the explanation he has given of the action of my
bath.

I may mention that I use the weak ammonia bath before the
gold bath when plain nitrate of silver has been employed for

sensitizing, for the following reason. I find, on adding a few
drops of a solution of nitrate of silver to a solution of sel d'or,

that metallic gold is abundantly precipitated in the form of a
reddish powder; but that on repeating the experiment with the

ammonio-nitrate, little or no precipitation takes place. It is

important, therefore, that any free nitrate of silver which may
remain in the proof after washing, should be converted into the

ammoniacal oxide before its immersion in the gold bath, or a
sediment will form in the bath, and gold will be wasted. I am
rather inclined to recommend the ammonio-nitrate in preference

to the plain nitrate bath, for sensitizing.

It is gratifying to find from Mr. Hardwich's analysis of the
colored surface, that so small a quantity of the precious metal
is concerned in producing such strongly marked results; fori
really believe it will appear sooner or later, that the gold is the

principal agent concerned in the matter, when my bath is em-
ployed.

Mr. Pollock has suggested a modification of my coloring bath,

but I beg to say that I have long since tried his method, and on
the whole I prefer my own. One great charm ofmy process is,

the agreeable tone that it imparts to the lights of the picture,

particularly when compared with the green yellow tint that is

obtained when other methods are employed in which hypo, ap-

pears in any excess. I believe that the less we have to say to

hypo., except as & fixing agent, the better. The fact is, there

is a sentiment in certain colors. Take for instance a statuette -in

Parian ; who would like to paint it yellow and then albumenize

it? It may be affectation, or perhaps prejudice in me, but there

is, in my opinion, a vulgarity about an albumenized print. On
the contrary, what can be more satisfactory in an artistic point

of view, than a dead black on India paper; unless it be the pecu-

liar tint of some of the best prints by Blanquart-Evrard. I

would recommend to every photographer, as the first step to-

wards a new era in positive printing, to purchase one, at least,

of a series of prints by that gentleman which have appeared

lately under the title of " Melanges Photographiques." They
are only two shillings each, and have been printed with unusual

care from first-rate photographic copies of engravings from the

old masters. They may be purchased of Mr. Camus, 10 Charles

Street, Middlesex Hospital. I have no earthly interest in re-

commending this to my brother photographers, beyond a desire

for the general good; nor do I expect any douceur from my
talented friend B. E.; who would be astonished, no doubt, at

the extraordinary impulse suddenly given to his printing opera-

tions at Lille, were my advice extensively adopted. The only

reward I might reasonably expect from him under such circum-

stances would possibly be, a peculiarly French salute when we
next meet.

I may mention, by the way, that the formula I have given

was by no means communicatee! to me by him. It is entirely my
own. Whenever I have ventured to put direct queries to him

on the subject of printing, by letter, his answer has been delay-

ed, and then something else has invariably formed the topic of

his reply, and my queries have been unaccountably forgotten.

But in some of my happiest efforts by the formula that I have

given, I have matched his results exactly.

I now leave the salts of gold for Mr. Hardwich's further con-

sideration, and I do venture to hope that future experiments

may considerably modify the opinions that he has recently ex-

pressed with respect to them.

Those who may invest a couple of shillings in the way that I

have recommended, must bear one thing in mind, viz. that in

order thoroughly to appreciate that style of printing, it must be

compared, not so much with other calotypes, as with really chaste

works of art. Artists are aware how much a certain unobtru-
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sive style of painting- looses by exhibition in a gallery where it

is surrounded by works of a gaudy and inferior style. It is just

the same in photography. A lady friend of mine the other day,

in looking over a portfolio of B. E.'s prints, exclaimed quite in-

nocently, "How beautiful these are: they are not like calotypes;

I should have mistaken them for engravings!"

With respect to the fading of positives when colored by old

hypo- baths, I may possibly be wrong in attributing this to the

oxidation of the sulphuret of silver (a process more likely to go

on ,iu the dark than in daylight), but, from some cause or oilier,

experience has I think taught us all, that positives colored in

old baths do very frequently, if not invariably fade. On this

subject we cannot attach too much importance to well-establish-

ed facts; and I will venture now to suggest one, in order that

we may all have our attention fixed on it, and not allow it to

escape unrecorded.

A few months ago there appeared a very extraordinary pho-

tograph from a las relief of the Crucifixion, by Justin. This

took us all by surprise, from the marvellous effect of solidity that

had been realized by the artist; and it pleased the public and

had a great sale. I dare say many of your readers have a copy

in their possession. There can scarcely be a doubt that these

prints have all been colored in an old bath, and that the colored

surface contains a quantity of sulphur. Let us therefore observe

and record the ultimate fate of these celebrated prints; and if

they should fade, let us take warning and avoid that style of

printing in future. Every print that I have ever done myself

in that style has gone in less than two years, although I have

invariably washed them most carefully.

I have lately found a very good substitute for paste, for

mounting positives on cardboard; it is, undiluted albumen. This

must be beaten up in the usual way and then allowed to settle.

Spread it on the back of the print with a brush, and then as

quickly as possible (for it dries very soon) apply the print to the

cardboard. The cardboard will not "cockle up'' or change its

form in auy way, but will lie just as flat after the print has been

mounted on it, as it did before; and the albumen forms a most

tenacious, and, I imagine, a very safe cement. Another advan-

tage is, that it is entirely free from those minute gritty parti-

cles which occasion little lumps on the face of the proof. I re-

commend it strongly.

I am, Sir, yours very obediently,

Thomas Sutton.

From La Lumiere.

PROCESS FOR OBTAINING POSITIVES ON COLLODION, MAGNIFIED OR

REDUCED.

x BYM. A. MOITESSIER.

Before giving to our readers the communication addressed by

M. Moitessier to the Academy of Science, at the meeting of

Monday the 14th, we will give a few remarks made by M. M.
A. Graudin, in which the author exposes a principle which has

been enlarged upon by the skilful Montpellier photographer.

They refer to the production oi positives by means of a negative

by transmitted light, without juxtaposition, and at a more or

less considerable distance. By placing the sensitive glass, which

is to produce the positive, in the camera, M. Moitessier extends

the principle of M. Gruadin; by this application we have the ad-

vantage of producing proofs larger or smaller than the original.

We will give first the extract from the uote of M. M. A.
Graudin:

—

By placing a negative in a parallel position before a sensitive

plate of glass, only separated from the negative by a piece of

pasteboard, the back of the sensitive plate being turned towards

some dark background, we may throw the direct light of the

sun by means of a mirror upon the surface of the negative glass,

which should be exposed only the fraction of a second. We
may thus obtain positives of extreme delicacy, on finishing

with the pyrogallic acid. It is understood that the frame con-
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taining the two glasses should be placed in some dark recess to

prevent the diffused light from affecting the collodion.

By transferring these proofs to white waxed cauvass, or any
other body coated with white varnish, proofs may be obtained

of incomparable beauty.

If paper is used instead, avoid varnishes containing grease, the

oily principle of which, by penetrating into the surface, would
destroy its lustre.

Now for the communication of M. Moitessier:—

•

I employ the camera for copying the negative. The latter

is placed in such a manner in front of the camera as to prevent

all but the transmitted light from reaching the object glass. It

should be exposed as far as possible to the solar light, especially

if it be strong; dispose the camera behind the negative, in the

same manner as in copying an engraving by transparency.

It is evident that if, after having adjusted the focus and ta-

ken the usual precautions, a sensitive collodion plate be placed

in the apparatus, we would obtain a positive proof, possessing all

the properties of a negative, that is to say, of extreme delicacy

and softness in the shades and mezzo-tints. Positives of all

sizes may thus be obtained, and even by enlarging the positives

four or five times, less sharpness is lost than by its reproduction

on paper by the ordinary process, and the proofs present greater

delicacy; I have obtained even with very small object glasses,

life size portraits which possess sufficient sharpness. I must say

however, that this is more especially applicable to small proofs,

as those are produced in the highest state of perfection.

The preparation of the glasses does not essentially differ from
that employed for the negatives; the collodion should be rich in

gun cotton, especially if the proofs are to be transferred to paper.

To develope I use a weak solution of pyrogallic acid, and I

avoid, as much as possible, the addition of nitrate of silver. The
exposure should be continued long enough to cause the immediate

appearance of the picture in all its details. Eight or ten seconds

should be sufficient for a complete clevelopement; as to the

duration of the expose, it varies from twenty seconds to thirty

minutes, according to the intensity of the light, and the relative

size of the negative and positive we desire to obtain.

The proof is then fixed as usual, with the hyposulphite of

soda, or, better still, with the cyanide of potassium. After fix-

ing, the picture presents an extremely beautiful appearance by
transparency; and, to keep it in this state it is sufficient to wash
and dry. We thus obtain transparencies which produce a very

beautiful effect.

But, seen by reflection, the picture is of a disagreeable grey-

ish tone, arising from a tendency of the proof to become aniphi-

type, this effect may be easily destroyed in the following man-
ner: pour upon the glass a solution of bichloride of mercury,

the picture at first becomes black, then white; when it has ac-

quired a perfectly uniform tint, wet it with a weak solution of

cyanide or hyposulphite. The latter substance seems to be pre-

ferable on account of the regularity of its action; the picture

then takes a very intense black tone, which grows somewhat pale

however on drying.

A coat of white (prepared for oil painting) should then be
applied to the collodion, which is to serve as the base of the

proof. The simplest way of performing this operation is to mix
the white with copal varnish and colas bensoin, in order to ren-

der it perfectly liquid; then spread it upon the glass in the

same manner as the collodion. A very even coating is thus

obtained, and it dries rapidly.

The proof may be kept in this state, and is very effective, but

it is preferable to transfer it to paper, it gains much thereby,

and the embarrassment of preserving a large number of glasses

is removed, this operation, which seems to be of much delicacy,

may be performed in a very simple and sure manner: it is suffi-

cient to paste a sheet of white paper over the color, and allow

it to become perfectly dry; then lift up the whole, and the col-

lodion detaches without difficulty. The picture then presents

much greater brilliancy, and seems to have been covered with

a coating of gelatin. If a piece of polished glass be used, and
not the common glass, the process in infallible.

M. Moitessier has joined example to precept by practising
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with great skill the processes which he points out. The beauti-

ful proofs which he has brought under the inspection of the

members of the academy are perfectly successful, and superior to

everything which has thus far been produced by analogous pro-

cesses. Two handsome portraits of a young man, taken from a

single negative, are of different proportions, one larger (magni-

fied) and the other smaller (reduced) than the original, their

collodion positives are of remarkable delicacy of model, and

great vigor of tone. M. Moitessier announces that he has also

obtained very fine life size portraits by the same process.

The negatives, on waxed paper, of a view of the Arenas of

Nimes, 17| inches by 13|, and of the Rotunda Coffee House at

the Palaise Royal, 9| by 7, have served as models for the re-

production of two fine proofs of 4| by 3\. It is really impossi-

ble to obtain such delicacy and sharpness on paper. These ad-

mirable productions rival in perfection the finest daguerrean

plates. They possess great advantage even over the latter, in

that they do not fatigue the eye by reflection, while they receive

from the uniform and vitreous coating of varnish, produced by

collodion, a brilliant tone, which gives them great depth and

transparency,

We would be happy to be often enable to give our readers

communications as important as that due to the researches of

M. Moitessier, of whose zeal and skill we have already had oc-

casion to speak. a. t. l.

TREATMENT OF RESIDUAL LIQUIDS CONTAINING SILVER.

BY M. DAVANNE.

[From the Bulletin de la Societe FrancaUe de Photographic, March, 1855.]

Sulphide (sulphuret) of silver being insoluble in the hyposul-

phites and cyanides, and other solutions used in fixing photogra-

phic pictures, silver contained in them, if brought into the state

of sulphide, may be readily collected for reduction into the me-

tallic condition. M. Davanne recommends the following as a

simple and convenient apparatus for this purpose. Two vessels

of equal size, from a quart to a hogshead, according to the scale

upon which photography is practised, are each fitted with a cock

at about one-third or one-fourth from the bottom. They are

placed on a stand so arranged that the cock of the upper may
discharge into the lower, while the lower is sufficiently elevated

to allow any suitable vessel being placed beneath its tap to re-

ceive the water let out Irom it.

All waste liquids containing silver, whether as hyposulphite,

cyanide, nitrate, wash-water, &c, in fact all water used in the

laboratory likely to contain traces of silver, are to be poured as

they occur in the upper vessel, without any care as to the reac-

tions which may take place there. When the upper vessel is

nearly full, a solution of liver of sulphur (pentasulphide of po-

tassium) is to be added in small quantities, agitating after each

dose. This solution should be of the strength of 1 part by
weight to 3 parts of water, and is best filtered.

A precipitate of sulphide of silver will immediately fall, and

the solution should be added until this ceases. If the liquids

contain free acids, such as acetic acid or others, the end of the

operation will easily be perceived, by the water becoming milky

from a separation of sulphur; an odour of sulphuretted hydrogen

will be emitted at the same time; hence it is best to operate out

of doors.

The whole is then left to rest for half an hour or more; the

whole of the sulphide falls to the bottom, and when the cock is

turned, the water flows almost clear into the second vessel,

where the last traces of sulphide will settle. It may be ascer-

tained whether the precipitation is complete, by adding a few
drops more of the solution of the pentasulphide to the liquid in

the second vessel; if a new black precipitate appears, a slight

excess of the sulphide must be added, and the whole left to set-

tle; then the liquid drawn off by the second cock will contain

no appreciable trace of silver.

The same operation may be repeated until the quantity of

precipitate accumulated reaches nearly up to the cock. The
precipitate is then to be collected with an iron scoop or similar

instrument, and placed on a linen filter, either stretched on a
wooden frame or placed in a large glass funnel: it is allowed to

drain, and then stored up until it is convenient to reduce it into

metallic silver.

The precipitate consists of sulphite of silver mixed with free

sulphur and water. It must first be dried, by heating it in an
iron pot, or on a plate of iron and clay, up to the point when
the sulphur begins to burn, stirring it to accelerate the opera-

tion; this must be done under a chimney with a good draught.

After this, the black residue is taken in portions and heated to

a dull reel heat, when the sulphur burns off. The mass must be
stirred and broken down during the roasting, with an iron in-

strument. It is very important that the substance should be roast-

ed long enough to burn off the whole of the excess of sulphur; it

should be at a dull red heat, and give off no odour of sulphurous

acid.

When it has been all roasted, portion by portion, it must be

powdered, and intimately mixed with an equal proportion of

powdered saltpetre. Meanwhile a crucible is placed to heat to

redness in a melting furnace. When the crucible is red-hot, the

mixture must be taken up in ladelfuls, with an iron ladle, and
introduced into the furnace, taking care to add each portion af-

ter the preceding is completely fused, to avoid frothing or ex-

plosions. When the crucible is full, a strong heat must be ap-

plied for half an hour, so that the mass may become very fluid.

The silver accumulates at the bottom. If the whole stock has

been reduced, the tire may be allowed to go out; if any remains,

a portion of the flux must be removed with the ladle, and a new
portion of the mixture added.

When the whole is reduced, the fire is slackened and the cru-

cible allowed to cool very gently to avoid accidents. It is then

broken to extract the button of silver. If care is taken to use

only iron instuments in the above operations, the silver will be

pure enough for immediate use in making nitrate of silver. A
little silex and dry carbonate of soda should be added from time

to time to the flux, to take up the oxide of iron arising from

the instruments.

From La Lumiere.

RAISING SPIRITS.

A celebrated English physician, A. L. Wigan, was acquaint-

ed with a portrait painter of great talent, who never took less

than three hundred portraits, large and small, in the course of

a year. His customers never sat to him more than half an hour;

his portraits, which were remarkable in resemblance and finish,

were continued aud completed in the absence of the model.

This extraordinary artist became mad. He was confined thirty

years in an asylum. When he recovered his reason, Wigan en-

quired the secret of this wonderfnl power with which he was

gifted. The painter's answer was as follows: " When a model

was presented, I examined it attentively for the space of half

an hour, sketching from time to time upon my canvass; I had

no need of a longer sitting. I removed the canvass and passed

on to another person. Then on returning to the same portrait,

I called up the model to my mind, placed it in the chair, and

saw it with as much distinctness as though it were really present,

save perhaps that the outlines were better defined and the colors

more lively. From time to time I examined the fanciful image,

and went on painting. I suspended my work to observe the

position exactly as though the original were really before me;

and every time I cast my eyes upon the chair, I saw the mo-

del.

"This method made me very popular, and as I always caught

the resemblance, customers thronged to me, enchanted at getting

rid of the irksomeness of numerous sittings, to which other pain-

ters forcibly compelled their models. I made a great deal of

money, which I knew enough to preserve for my children. But
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gradually, I could no longer distinguish between the fanciful

image and the real being. I often had the idea that persons

whom I had not seen for several days had sat to me the day be-

fore. This confusion in my mind euded by being permanent. I

suppose my customers took the alarm. I remember no more."

What is not less astonishing than the rest is that on assuming
his brush, after a rest of thirty years, all his talent came back
to him. His imagination was still full of vivacity, and Wigan
relates having seeu him take in eight days a minature portrait of

marvellous resemblance after two sittings of half an hour each;

the latter sitting being merely devoted to the dress and eye-

brows, which he had not been able to remember.
This extraordinary man had then practised from instinct, and

by means of special gift, this mental picture, the theory and
practice of which one of our most skillful professors, M. H. Le-
coy De Boisbandrand, has of late years found and regulated;

and which, thanks to him, has taken a place in the standard his-

tory of design.

(The friend of the Science,)

Victor Mennier.

SUIT FOR INSURANCE—REPORT OF REFEREES.

Utica, June 29th, 1855..

Freind Snelling :

Dear Sir,—I noticed in the April number of your Journal an

article headed, "Suit for Insurance," and signed D. D. T. Davie;

I have been waiting for his report of the trial which he then

promised you for publication, but it appeal's he does not furnish

the article. Consequently, I have taken it upon myself to fur-

nish you with a review of the trial together with the report of

the Referees, which I think will be a satisfactory answer to Mr.
Davie's communications; your readers will be able to judge how
much weight may be placed upon his misstatements.

Very respectfully yours,

D. B. Johnson.

Supreme Court.—Daniel D. T. Davie against The Atlantic

Fire and Marine Insurance Company.—This was an action upon
a policy of insurance issued to the plaintiff by the defendants on
the 6th day of March, 1854, insuring his daguerreotype stock

raw, wrought and in process, pictures, frames, statuary and ap-

paratus contained in plaintiff's rooms in the Devereux Block in

Utica, in the sum of $1,600, and his furniture and fixtures con-

tained in the same rooms in the further sum of $400; making
iu all $2,000.

On the 11th day of March, 1854, and five days after the said

insurance was effected, a fire occurred in the Devereux Block,

and a portion of the property insured was destroyed, and other

portion thereof damaged to the injury of the assured of $4,961,
as he claimed in his preliminary proof of such loss and damage,
which proofs were verified by his oath.

The plaintiff claimed in this action to recover of the defend-

ants $2,000 and interest from June 12th, 1854, and the action

was commenced early in August succeeding. The plaintiff had
on the same property a policy of $2,000 in the Home Insurance

Company of the City of New York, which latter policy was is-

sued February 9th, 1854, and a suit had been commenced, and
is still pending, to recover of the underwriters therein the

amount insured with interest; making in all $4,000 and interest,

which was claimed by the plaintiff against the two companies,

and which he averred did not indemnify him for his loss by with-

in nearly $1,000.

The defendants in this action, in their answer and upon the

trial of the cause, presented and insisted upon their seperate de-

fences to the claim of the plaintiff, which defences were in sub-

stance as follows:

—

First, That the plaintiff induced the defendants to issue said

1 policy of insurance by a false and fraudulent over-valuation of

rJQ the subject insured, pretending and representing said property

y to be of the value of nine thousand dollars and upward, when in

•n? fact it was not of any greater value than $2,000.

Second, That in the making of his preliminary proofs the

plaintiff had been guilty of fraud and false swearing in his state-

ment to the amount, quality and value of the property destroyed,

and in his account of the origin of the fire. That he claimed to

have lost by said fire a very large amount of property which he

knew was not in his rooms at the time of the fire, and could not

therefore have been burned. That he falsely and fraudulently

over estimated and exaggerated the value of the property which

was destroyed. And that his account of the origin of the fire

was untrue.

Third, That the fire mentioned in the plaintiffs complaint

was designedly set, or caused by the plaintiff, with intent to

cheat and defraud the underwriters.

The cause was referred by consent of the parties thereto to

John E. Hinman, Edmund A. Witmore and John G. Crocker,

Esquires, of the City of Utica, before whom it was tried. More
than fifty witnesses were sworn" and testified on the trial, and

thirteen days were consumed in the taking of evidence and the

arguments of counsel.

The arguments in the case were finally closed on the 24th day

of February, 1855. And on the 19th day of April, 1855, the

Referees delivered to the counsel of the defendants their written

report in the following words and figures:

Supreme Court.—Daniel D. T. Davie against Atlantic Fire

and Marine Insurance Company.—To the Supreme Court of the

State of New York:—The undersigned, the Referees appointed

to hear and determine this action, having heard the proof and
allegations of the parties therein, and having deliberated there-

on, do find and report that the plaintiff is not entitled to have

and maintain this action against the defendants, but that the

defendant is entitled to judgment against the said plaintiff for

the costs in this action to be taxed.

Dated, April 19th, 1855.

John E. Hinman. )

E. A. Witmore. >- Referees.

John G. Crocker. )

Referees fees, $180, paid.

On this report, a judgment was entered against the plaintiff

for the costs and expenses of the defendant on the 28th day of

May, 1855, from which judgment there has been no appeal.

Translated from La Lumiere.

ON ANEW APPLICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

If photography marches onward, every day investigating and
creating fresh wonders, every day too is its domain extended.

Science, Art, trade, every branch of human knowledge, have

made it an indispensable auxiliary, and he who is called upon to

admire its progress, and to point out its applications of every

nature, experiences therefrom a veritable pleasure. One of

many very recent applications has given to writers on the form-

ation of the globe a very important means of investigation. Dr.

Unger, known by his discoveries in connection with the natural

sciences, has just undertaken the publication of a work in which

he proposes to collect together the representations of the prin-

cipal physical revolutions of the globe, with the animals who
have existed at the different epochs of its formation.

To the naturalist, who is often obliged to compare one kind of

earth which he is studying with another at a great distance,

described parcel by parcel in long and minute descriptions, these

pictures will be of incalculable value. What trouble, labor and

fatigue will be spared the geologist! In England and Germany
also, this application has already obtained a genuine triumph.

It could not be otherwise. The photographic image, in fact,

rendering with mathematical precision, details of every nature,

it will be easy, by an inspection of a proof, to specify almost

with perfect exactness, the nature of the earth ; we will be able

to measure with all the care desirable, the inclinations of the

stratified beds, to specify their depth, to give with precision

their different relations; in a word, we will be enabled to do in

a few minutes on a proof, what ofteu requires whole weeks on

the ground itself. Various recent publications made in France,

»gS&£
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and in foreign countries, prove more powerfully than we can do

the importance of the work we have mentioned. The investi-

gations of the Schlagintweit Brothers, on the geology of the

Alps, were examined in this Journal.

Photography, as is known, took an important part in their

researches; it is understood they are about to continue in Hin-

doostan what they so favorable commenced in Europe. M.
Martens, in the course of last year, gave a panorama of Mount

Blanc and its environs, which will be an excellent guide to the

geologist in studying the progress and motions of the glaciers.

M. Baldus very lately published a series of views of Auvergne,

whjch incontestably throw light upon the geological history of

this country, rocked by so many volcanic revolutions.

M. j'iffereau is in possession of various proofs, taken a long

time since in Mexico, representing the working of the silver

mines of La Luz, San-Miguel au Ascension. Besides the prac-

tical details in the extraction of the minerals which are repre-

sented on these proofs, all the details of the beds in which the

metal lies, are fully brought out, and may be made useful in de-

scribing precisely the miuutias of this beautiful operation. All

this proves to us that if science greeted photography with plea-

sure, that if it has encouraged her and brought her to the posi-

tion we find her at the present day, she, on her side, renders in

return numerous benefits.

The work undertaken by Dr. linger will doubtless have its imi-

tators. Every one, according to his ability, will desire to asso-

ciate himself with a work which can produce such benefits; we

think we have done sufficient therefore by merely mentioning it,

to give all a desire to add a few valuable pages to it on his own

account. For ourselves, endeavoring to be useful to those who

may wish to take hold of this question, we shall point out the

conditions which photographic proofs must unite to render them

useful to geological purposes.

Ernest Conduche.

From the Journal of the Phot. Soc,

MR. SBADBOLTS PROCESS.

Your correspondent " Middle Tints " complains of unequal

development in some plates 9X7 prepared by my process, and

used about twelve hours after exciting, and attributes this de-

fect to the insolubility of the compound formed by the honey

and nitrate of silver.

In this opinion I am satisfied he is in error; aud though Dr.

Mansell has most accurately described the formation of a hard-

ened compound insoluble in cold water, this does not occur until

after the lapse of from /cm?- to five days from the time of prepa-

ration; and when it does occur, if not removed by heat, gives

rise to a peculiar mottled appearance, quite unlike the clouded

patches described by your correspondent.

I have already, in ' Notes and Queries,- expressed my thanks

to Dr. Mansell for his admirable suggestion of steaming the pre-

served plates, aud signified my unqualified approval of this pro-

ceeding- I do not, however, consider that it is necessary if the

plates are not kept above three days, and certainly not if used

within forty-eight hours. I will, however, endeavor to account

for the disappointment experienced by the gentlemen who has

drawn attention to the subject, and at the same time give

some further details of manipulation as improvements on former

operations, partly arising from additional experience, and partly

in reply to other inquiries in consequence of misapprehension of

the reasons for all the proceedings recommended.

First, then, the glass must be most scrupulously cleaned, or

any defilement will assuredly tell a tale during the development

The plate on its removal from the nitrate bath should be im-

mersed a sufficient time in the washing bath, to let the liquid

flow off the plate without streaks on its removal, which will oc-

cupy from two to five minutes for soaking in the latter bath;

the variation in time depending very much on the nature of the

'$ collodion film employed. The liquid should be drained off as

^,. closely as possible; aud the best way of effecting this operation,

ii

is to attach to the back, as near to the centre as possible, a

pneumatic plate-holder (sold by all dealers in photographic ma-
terials), and bringing each angle in succession downwards, as-

sisting the drainage by a slip of clean blotting-paper being ap-

plied for a moment. This will occupy, say a couple of minutes;

the plate must not be allowed absolutely to dry, but all that can
be drained o^" should be got rid of; and the plate is then to be
held nearly horizontally; one angle being very slightly depressed

and the syrup poured on as close to one of the edges of the plate

as the operator can manage, the object being to cover the plate

quickly by an even and unarrested flow of syrup, which is seen to

drive before it, as it were, the slight remaining portion of the
washing bath, the latter not l'eadily mingling with the syrup;

and when this uncombined portion has all been driven to the

lowest angle, it can be easily abstracted by touching the said

angle with the inside of the glass measure used to distribute the

syrup.

As soon as this small remnant of the washing bath has been
displaced, the plate should be restored to its horizontal position

and the syrup allowed to remain on until the tendency to run
into streaks, &c. has disappeared, when all that can be drained
off should be so treated, assisting with clean blotting-paper at

the various angles as before directed; and finally, the plate

should be stood up perpendicularly until it appears as a polished

mirror

;

The cloudiness complained of by your correspondent, in all

probability arises from an unequal commingling of the syrup with

the remains of the washing bath, and this may occur either from
the repellant nature of the collodion employed, or from want of

dexterity in the manipulation; the former defect can be rectified

by the addition of a small quantity (say one-eighth) of alcohol

to the syrup, the latter by a little practice.

I scarcely think that Dr. Mansell intends to be understood as

asserting that it is indispensable to get rid of all the syrup be-

fore development of the image, as this is an error which so acute

an observer is not likely to fall into; and in fact, though he and
I may differ in our mode of expressing it, our doctrine is identi-

cal. It is absolutely requisite that any hardened syrup should

be softened, and, for effecting this, no better plan than steaming

according to Dr. ManselFs suggestion, can well be devised; but
soaking in the washing bath alone has always been successful

with me, if the plates have not been kept above four or five days,

and very often when weeks have elapsed; the trouble of steaming

(if trouble it can be called) is so infinitesimal that it might as

well be always resorted to, and is far preferable to the trouble

of heating the washing bath; nevertheless immersion in the cold

washing bath alone will answer, provided time enough be al-

lowed for soaking; aud this fact I have recently tested under
very unfavorable circumstances, viz. upon a plate prepared with

syrup, but without the washing, after it had been kept for three

days, and upon a washed plate after the lapse of seven days. I

may as well mention here, that if I intend to expose a plate

within twenty-four hours after preparation, I usually omit the

washing, and use a syrup with the alcohol; but if I want a plate

to keep indefinitely, I wash the plate and cover with a syrup

without alcohol, excepting in the case of a collodion that is na-

turally repellent iu its character. The unwashed plate is quite

as rapid in action as one fresh from the nitrate bath; the wash-

ed requires an exposure of from two to three times as long as a
fresh plate.

To develope the picture I now proceed as follows: viz. having
steamed the plate, or not, according to circumstauces, I immerse
it in the washing bath, whether it has been there previously or

not, and, while soaking, mix together a sufficiency of the same
syrup that was used to prepare the plate (generally the identi-

cal portion that has been on the plate), with an equal bulk of

the pyrogallic acid developing solution, pouring it on the plate

and draining it nearly all off as in preserving the plate, placing

the latter in a horizontal position, and allowing the development

to proceed quietly and slowly ; this may be from five to fifteen

minutes, and does not harm if left for an hour. Wheu the whole

of the details arc out, I allow a stream of water to flow over,

and clear the picture with a weak solution of cyanide of potas-

:—getipt/^
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sium; it then appears almost washed out, it is so very faint; but

by covering it while still moist with some fresh pyrogallic solu-

tion, with from 10 to 20 minims of the nitrate bath added, any

degree of intensity may be attained without danger of deposits

ou the shadows. The plate should then be washed thoroughly,

and dried.

The pyrogallic acid solution I use is made thus:

—

Distilled water 5 oz.

Pyrogallic acid 16 grs.

Acetic acid (common) 3 oz.

This contains 2 grs. to each fluid oz., and when mixed with an

equal bulk of syrup there is but 1 gr. to the ounce.

With ordiuary care the process is extremely certain.

Gr. Shabbolt.

HEL10GRAPHY.

Some years ago, " striking coincidences" were words in very

extensive circulation. They, in fact, constituted a "hobby,"

which, like all hobbies, was ridden well nigh to death. How-
ever, they were, in their day, very significative terms, and after

their long rest may properly be brought again into use.

I would, then, ask my reader whether an unusual number of

" striking coincidences" did not meet in the age that witnessed

the discovery of sun-painting? The important minerals Iodine

and Bromine, with numberless others which I omit naming;
gun-cotton, with its marvellous progeny, Collodion, Caoutchouc

and Gutta Perch, the latter of which used in Heliography, those

marvellous gums, which seem susceptible of endless appliances;

now afford to the whole body an impenetrable shield against

elementary inclemencies,—now fashioned into a boat or a bridge

—or shoeing a horse, or a carriage wheel,—now serving to pave

a street, or wall a house, or to constitute the various articles of

furniture and the embellishments of such house,—all these came
forward in not distant proximity to the Magnetic Telegraph,

conveying intelligence with thought, rapid celerity, whether

through the air or along the ocean's bed; to the myriad im-

provements in steam locomotivity, which have issued in bearing

man, with " bag and baggage," across the earth's surface with

a speed inferior only to the flashings of imagination's self
;
such

were some of the striking coincidences that harbingered and at-

tended the advent of the Heliographic art.

So I have ever held, as I now hold, that this art is quite wor-

thy of an accompaniement so profuse and splendid. Worthy, in

the first place, from its very nature and process.

Thus the processes of painting and sulpture, even for the high-

est and best trained genius, are protracted and sometime diffi-

cult. And not less protracted and difficult are these processes

for the veriest charlatan in these arts.

But the heliographic processes, whether for the genius or the

mechanic, are few, simple, and brief in duration. To the out-

ward appearance, a few mechanical preliminaries—the placing

of the sitter before an instrument—a few after items—and lo!

an image appears, which reproduces face and form with an abso-

lute exactitude, which no length of study and practice would
enable the weilder of the camel's hair to reach! The glittering

sun-pencil can never be matched by pencil held in human hands.

Very marvellous all this, yet let me not be misapprehended.

Apollo, the patron of genius, could alone guide the solar car.

And none, save the favored of that patron, can co-operate effi-

ciently with him. That is a Raphael, a Rubens, a Hogarth,
devoted to heliographic portaiture, before submitting a sitter's

face to the solar action, would have employed the same efforts

and means to call into such face the expression which constitutes

a portrait's individuality and value, which they did employ before

transcribing it with the pencil. The uninspired heliograper will

produce a lifeless, expressionless face precisely as will an unin-

spired painter.

The results of this act, too, promise in their own way to match
those of the other great cotemporary inventions and discoveries.

They promise to educate the whole community to an appreciate

35*

and employment of universal beauty and grandeur. The won-
ders of nature and art, in all countries and time, may be repic-

turcd so faithfully, that we may virtually traverse earth and
time, and behold what they present, without quitting our fire-

sides, as effectually as though we spent years in locomotion!

Who then shall deny, than the sun-picture is a worthy accom-
paniment of the telegraph and its compeers?

The rapidity with which the Heliographic Art has progressed
from the date of its discovery is truly marvellous. It is, now
only about seventeen years from the time, when an imperfect

image was impressed by Daguerre upon a tablet of silvered cop-

per by a ten or fifteen or twenty minutes exposure to the sun

beams.

And what has been achieved in the art during these few in-

tervening years ?

Philosophers of deservedly high repute, like Sir John Her-
schell, the illustrious son of an illustrious Sire, and like that Sire
" uuwinding the eternal dances of the sky;" amateurs of high
social state and great opulence, like Henry Fox Talbot; skilful,

theoretic and practical chemists and manipulators, like Robert
Hunt, who wields the pen not less ably than the retort, not to

specify a host of coUaborateurs in sunny France, the primal home
of the sun picture, so strictly typical of itself, have unstintiugly

lavished their time, their gold and their endeavors upon this

exquisite art, until, in various forms and upon diverse materials,

it would seem to have approximated as nearly to perfection as

mortal things can be.

On this point, however, we are slow to pronounce definitive

judgment.

The very discovery of this remarkable art in these, our days,

strikes us as one most important link in that stupendous chain of

providential events, which would seem to be preparing the way
for the uplifting of our long depressed race, to a higher plane,

intellectual, moral and social, than that on which it has hitherto

stood or stands even now. For, with certain obvious reserva-

tions and exceptions Knowledge is power, wisdom and goodness.

Now, kind readers, consider for one moment, what and how
much this Heliographic art is competent to do for you and for

ourselves!

As thus. Our affairs or our means may not permit us to
" plow the briny deep," till, treading the soil of the antique

world, we may view the treasures of art, in the shapes of paint-

ing, sculpture and architecture, which have there been accumu-
lated by the successive labors of myraids of the "sons of genius"

through thousands of years.

Thus a mammoth newspaper, like the London Illustrated

News, or the Paris Moniteur, dispatches the ablest Heliograph-

ers to all quarters of the globe to take and bring back whatever
they may encounter worth beholding Through the instrumen-

tality of that faithful sun, which, unlike that camel's hair brush,

never falsifies in its delineations, these emissaries come home
with " presentiments," done to the very life, of whatever can in-

struct, charm or refine in the scenes of alien lands.

Thus Sevastopol, with its Gibraltar-like fortifications and ar-

maments—the luckless Allied forces surrounding and battering

it to so little purpose—the terrible conflicts of Balaklava and
Inkermann, with the cannon and musket smoke, the fierce gallop

of the battle-chargers, and the infuriate cut of the dragoon-sa-

bres—are all set before our eyes as accurately and vividly, as

though " we had been there to see."

Better still, however. Rome's mighty coliseum, and the St.

Peter's, embodying the genius of Michal Angelo—the Parthe-

non, the " Marbled Steep of Sunium," the immortal plain of

Marathon, and the Pass of Thermopylae, the " honied Hymet-
tus," and the god inhabited Olympus; Byzantium, now desecrated

by barbarian Tartars, though pronounced, by one of the great-

est of modern sages, the preordained metropolis of our globe—in

a word, whatever of beauty and sublimity, of glory and wonder,

whether in nature or in art, the elder, earlier-inhabited, and far

off lands contain, are stricken upon the silver tablet, the paper,

or the " immortal" glass by the condescendeut sun, in copart-

nery with the skilful Heliographic artist. So that, sitting by
our own hearth-stones, we may look upon and feast our minds
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and hearts with the rarest and noblest creations alike of God
and of man.

When we say, then, that knowledge, acting normally, is pow-

er, wisdom and goodness, judge, gentle reader, how inestimable

must be our indebtedness to that wondrous, magnificent art,

which flings wide open for us the portals of such a divine museum

!

Judge, if we were not right in the suggestion, that this was veri-

tably a providential discovery, and destined to rank high among
the instrumentalities, by which the infinite Disposer is preparing

the way for the reintegration and elevation of our hapless race!

But we shall have somewhat further to say upon this theme

hereafter.

M. A. R.
Philadelphia, July, 1855.

SACRED RELICS; OR, THE ANTIQUARIAN FAMILY.

BY FALCONBRIDGE.

During a recent visit to the chivalrous old pioneer State of

Kentucky, we chanced to form a bar-room, fireside acquaintance

with what may be truly considered a very curious customer,

—

indeed a pair of them, two brother elderly men, whom we shall

call old Bourbons, or as we say out here, Burbins. Our atten-

tion was first attracted to the eldest, by his closely applied care

and consideration of a large, antique looking metal button upon

his left sleeve.

" 1 declare,'' said the old man, "it's too bad, how I'm spilin'

things; here I've got Old Wayne wet as a duck, gettiu' black

as a feller's hat." And again the old man applied the frictiou of

his opposite cuff to the big button.
" Seem to prize that button, sir?" said we.

"Prize it?" echoes the old man. " It was a prize ; I stood

along side of Old Mad Anthony in a fight, stranger, whar no

fooliu' wer done. You see it wer a scrimmage wher every fel-

ler wer expected to make his mark. Ingins wer thick about us,

and things looked sort o' dubious. One whoppin' red whelp

wer doin' a heap of fightin' on his own hook, most on us got a

sight of the varmint, and he'd topple us over, give a yell and
show his grinders, and then duke out o' sight spry as a wild cat.

Old Wayne sort of got mad at last, he jerks up a rifle and was
rushin' into the fight as savage as a painter (panther), and I

could not think of seeing the old war-boss throwin' himself awav
in no such a scrimmage-—I hollered out, general, hold yourself

into yer moccasons, thai* comes that red devil and I've got him;

the red skin up's and fired plum at the general, his bullet knock-

ed off the only button on Mad Antony's coat breast, and I

knocked a very considerable bit of the top of the red skin's

gourd off. I had him," said the old sharp shooter, leisurely

drawiug a venerable stone pipe from his pocket, and commenc-
ing the operation of filling it with tobacco.

" And that," said we, venturing to more closely examine the

relic, "I suppose is the last button upon General Wayne's
coat?"

" It ar; the bullet nigh on to took the general's wind, the

button flew agin a saplin', I can hear the music it made now.
Tlio general concluded to gin me an appointment iu the army
for that shot, but I axed for the button, got it—ther it is, and
ther's uot goold enough in the United States to buy it!"

" Consarn it, how it rains," said a duplicate of the old man,
coming up towards the fire.

" Jeems, I've got the Mill Boy wet as sin—there'll be a

mighty pooty fuss at home about it."

" Too bad, too bad," mournfully responded Jeems. " How
careless we're gettiu', Jonas."

" Why don't you bring your boy in?" we asked.
" 0, he's yer," said the old man, holding up a chubby, old

fashioned drover or plantation whip. " You may think uscur'us,

stranger," says Jeems, " but we've a heap o' feeling for many
cur'us things we've got in the family. Now you see this yer
whip is a mighty old affair,—that whip, stranger, is the identi-

cal whip poor old Henry Clay used when he wer mill boy of the

slashes."

"Is it possible?" said we.
" It ar," said both of the old men. We examined the whip

with much care.

" Well," we continued, " it is really a relic."

" Relic?" rejoined Jeems. " Stranger, if you've any idee of

the valy of such things to some people, you'd better git in the

wagon with Jonas and I, arter it stops off rainin' and go over

to our place, 'taint but seven miles, and we've got what Old
Governor Crittenden calls—a rale queer 'rosity shop."

" Stranger, you must go over with us," said Jonas.

We promised to go, and immediately after Jeems proposed

that Jonas and we should " take somethin'" with him.
" Ah-h-h," said the old man, as he drained the dingy glass of

ardent, "Jonas, this aint sich stuff as we'll stir up the stranger

with. We've got nigh on to a half bar'l of the fust, rale, old

genovine burbin, ever invented."
" Is it possible?" said we.
" It ar," said Jouas, " and it's in a bar'l we call Old Pike—

it was brought out by General Pike, the first trip he ever made
out to Kaintucky."

" Here's the pipe Pike smoked with the fust Ingins he met,"

added Jeems, exhibiting his stone merscham.
" That's a fact, stranger, and here's the very fust jack-knife I

ever see in the country; I bought it," said Jonas, "from this

man (the landlord, who was present), here, Mr. Robbins, who
was the first white man to pack goods on his back to this State,

sixty years ago."
" That ar true," said the landlord, who, after exhibiting a

variety of rara, avises of his own,—such as an axe and quart jug,

formerly the property of Daniel Boone, a bridle bit found forty

feet beneath the primitive soil of Kentucky, Indian trophies

taken in the Kentucky wars by himself and friends—he once

more produced his ' big bellied bottle' which we were somewhat
tempted to inquire had it any relation to that owned aud so

much eulogized in the song of " Old Rosin the Bow."
The rain held up, we got into the wagon with the antiqua-

rians, and were well entertained along the rough road by a

budget of yarns and stories, hair breadth escapes, and personal

adventures of Jeems and Jonas. The off horse was Old Hick-

ory, and the near one Old Sally Pike, in honor, we suppose, of

the late general's lady. Jonas assured us, that the wagon itself

was of mark. It had on one occasion carried Mrs. Henry Clay

and children to a camp-meeting; one governor, a dozen live

generals, majors and senators to barbecues; had once carried a

celebrated son of Kentucky dead from the field of ' a free fight,'

to Frankfort, besides having freighted more Kentucky beauty

fun, chivalry and other produce, than any other wagon known
to natural history.

Finally, we arrived at " the place," a smart, active, bright

negro boy came running and grinning to open the gate—he ap-

pealed to "feel his oats" exceedingly.
" Come, Mike, you sarpint yon, none o' your high shines,"

said Jeems; " out yer and take hold o' the general, ungear him,

let Sally Pike stand and go and git Nancy Dawson and hitch

up with Sally, and fetch in a load o' wood; you hear?"
" Yes sah!" bawls the darkey. " I'sc around."

" That's a great nigger," said Jonas, as we got out; "his

grandfather was won at a shootin' match by Mike Fink—spose

you've hearn of of Mike? (we nodded assent), and his mother

can kill, cut up, dress and cook anything from an ox to a par-

tridge, a leetle better, quicker and cleaner than any gal I ever

see or heard of. We used to call her Blossom, but some of our

women folks have gin her a new name—Jenny Lind, arter a fast

crectur, you have out ther on the Ohio some wher; I've heard

Jenny's a rouser, stranger, and that boy, Mike, well—there's

no telling what he'll make yet."

We acknowledged that they were truly pumpkins of value and

promise, and during our brief stay at the homestead of the anti-

quarians, the opinion was fully verified. The family consisted

of the two old men, the venerable wife of Jeems, one sister of

Jeems and Jonas, two or three grandchildren, and a patriarchal

'-it.-*±m =-*m*t&
I
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specimen of "the first settlers," in the person of Grandad
Sharpskin, a soubriquet he had won, and ever since worn, upon
his first arrival on the frontier, by being possessed of few speci-

mens of that ancient currency of the men of the wilderness. The
whole group were fit and worthy associates, all great believers

in and possessors of relics of strauge eventful history of the past.

We were seated at table in a chair made by the hands of a

mechanic, who afterwards became governor of the State. Mrs.
Jeenis Bourbon assured us, that the pewter plate before us,

upon which reclined smoking, sweet potatoes, was once the pro-

perty of General Braddock, presented to General Washington,
and finally was a present to her. And alike curiosities were all

over the table and house.

Jonas had Daniel Boone's rifle; Jeems a watch, once the pro-

perty of General Jessup ; a pair of moccasons hung over the fire-

place which Colonel Johnson took from Tecumseh; with the first

bowie knife ever used in a Kentucky mutual muss, was a wam-
pum belt worn by Crockett, while a stump speaker. Our head
aches with bare recollections of what we there saw and heard,

and to be candid, we had a strong penchant for well water from
a famed gourd, and quite a rosy appearance next morning from
the inspection we gave with Jo.ias, Jeems and the grandad

—

" Old Pike,'' and the "fust burbin invented," during a friendly

game of eucre with a pack of cards with which " Harry of the

West," and other great ones gone, had done the same. Sally

Pike and Nancy Dawson trotted us back to town.

From Notes &f Queries.

PHOTOGAAPHIC NOTES.

DOES THUNDER AFFECT PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS?

Can you or any of your correspondents account for the fol-

lowing failures? I have two silver baths, the one of gutta per-

cha, and the other of glass, which are kept together, and each
is covered with a paper cover to keep out dust; they were in

good order on Friday morning, the 13th inst., and a good re-

sult was obtained with the same collodion and developer as used
on the following day, Saturday, when, as soon as the image
showed itself under the action of the developer, the plate began
to stain all over; and the same result has followed upon every
subsequent trial, and with plates excited in either bath, both
with and without exposure in the camera. Fresh collodion and
fresh developing solution has been tried in vain.

The stains are of a brownish-yellow color by reflected, and
purplish by transmitted light, and in some cases are only seen
upon that part of the image which is black in the original; in

the cas^of a black dress the stain accurately follows the outline

of the figure, and a figure in a light-colored dress is free from
the stain and fog which covers almost all the dark background.
In two cases the reduced silver has the appearance of a plate

whitened by bichloride of mercury, and these plates are free

from this yellowish deposit. When the plate has not been ex-

posed to light, the stain first appears at the end of from thirty-

five to sixty seconds after pouring on the developer, and almost
immediately after extends over the whole plate. The collodion

was iodized with 1 drachm of iodide and 1 of bromide of silver,

each dissolved in two ouuces of absolute alcohol ; and the solu-

tions used in the proportion of 1J drachm of iodide to \ drachm
of bromide, with collodion added to complete the ounce. The
developer is a l-grain pyrogallic solution with a drachm of acetic

and \ a drachm of formic acid to every 3 ounces.

The baths are 30-grain silver solutions and have been in use
about two months. The glass plates were cleaned first with
ordinary liquor potassse, and upon the stains appearing, secondly,
with dilute nitric acid and tripoli, and left in the acid for eight
hours.

There was a violent thunder storm on Saturday morning;
could it have affected the bath? P.

PHOTOGRAPHIC COPIES OF OIL PAINTINGS.

I shall feel greatly obliged if any photograper who has suc-

cessfully practised the copying of oil paintings, either by the

glass or paper process, will communicate the details of his mode
of manipulation through the medium of " N. & Q."

I saw recently at Antwerp some exquisite photographs taken

from landscapes in oil, which had been taken by the collodion

process. Unfortunately I was unable to learn the particulars

of manipulation. Gallo-Nitrate.

PHOTOGRAPHY APPLIED TO ARCHOZLOGY.

It will be remembered by our photographic, as well as our
non-photographic readers, that we were led to introduce the

subject of that Art into our columns by our strong conviction of

its utility to antiquaries;—:we might have added, seeing how
easily accurate copies of manuscripts may be made by it, to men
of letters also. The point which we urged has now been made
the subject of a distinct pamphlet by the Rev. F. A S. Mar-
shall, M. A., of Peterborough, to which we recommend their at-

tention. It is entitled Photography, the Importance of its Appli-

cation in preserving Pictorial Records of History and Art, with

an Appendix containing a practical Description of the Talbotype

Process as adopted and practised by the Author during the last

Seven Years: and is an earnest and eloquent appeal in favor of

an Art to the practical utility of which we really see no limits.

RECOVERY OF SILVER FROM WASTED HYPO.

I beg to add to what I last wrote on the recovery of the sil-

ver from waste hypo., an improved mode of proceeding by which

complete precipitation is always ensured.

Take the old hypo., put it in a pan or capsule of porcelain,

and heat it to boiling; then add some liquor potassae, and boil

up for some minutes; then add to the boiling liquid some syrup

of glucose or of honey, no matter which,—and immediately all

the silver precipitates out. If we omit this latter addition, we
are not sure of precipitating all the silver. The liquid had bet-

ter be boiled up for a few minutes more, before being filtered.

Filter when hot, as it passes more easily, and wash the residue

on the filter; then, by treatment with aqua regia, it is convert-

ed into chloride of silver ; and this is treated as usual, and con-

verted into nitrate of silver.

F. Maxwell Lyte.

Maison Ramonet, Bagneres de Bigorre, June 20, 1855.

LARGE and small lenses,

" The discussion on this subject," observes the editor of the

Liverpool Photographic Journal in his July number, " continues,

with more courtesy than it commenced, between Mr. Sutton

and Mr. Grubb. Mr. Mascher of Philadelphia, in a paper read

before the Franklin Institute in that city, fancies he has inci-

dentally set the question at rest in favor of small lenses, by the

results of some experiments upon the distances which should be

preserved between the two points of view for a stereoscope.

Considering that this required to be more than the real distance

between the two eyes, because the eyes of the camera, the len-

ses, were so much larger than human eyes, and that there must
be a relative proportion between the size of the eyes and the

distance between them, he began to reduce the aperture of his

diaphragm, and finding certain advantages .arise in sharpness

and distinctness, he tried two holes one-sixtieth of an inch in

diameter, and two and a half inches apart, and in twenty min-

utes during sunshine he obtained without lenses two stereoscopic

views of a house of very satisfactory character, on the same plate,

without moviug the camera. He refers to the distortion occa-

sioned in small objects by viewing them with such monstrous

eyes as lenses six inches in diameter, and the flatness given by
thus assuming a power of seeing round a corner; and states that

in one of his views—a street,—taken without a lens, but through

a minute aperture, the most prominent (nearest) object was
only one foot from the camera, and the most distant a mile off,
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yet both equally in perfect focus. In conclusion, he suggests

that we ' should look to the perfection of small lenses, and

chemicals that will work instantaneously even with them. The

human eye produces instantaneous pictures.' The parallel is

daring and plausible, but we fear scarcely logical. The pictures

produced by the human eye have no chemical effect to produce

on the retina, but are as instantaneously effaced by closing the

lids or turning away the eyes. But they are active and thought-

ful photographers in America, and what secrets they may extort

or coax from nature no one can predict."

WHO MADE THE FIRST DAGUERREOTYPE IN THIS COUNTRY?

— Mr Root, having addressed a note to Prof. Morse on the

Subject of "who made the first Daguerreotype portrait," a mooted

point, received the following reply.

Po'keepsie, Feb. 10, 1855.

My Dear Sir,—Yours of the 30th of January I found on my

table on my return from New York, after an absence of some

days. I have been much occupied, and am still, but will endea-

vor to give you as satisfactory answers as I can to your ques-

tions.

To question 1st, I answer: that I was in Paris at the time

that Daguerre's discovery was announced, in the winter of

1838-9. Early in the spring of 1839, 1 had the gratification to

be invited by Daguerre to see his results in private. He had

not then shown them, except to the Royal family, to Arago,

and to a few others. His process was then secret, awaiting the

action of the government respecting the pension to be granted

him, in case he would publish his process. My letter announc-

ing the discovery, and my examination of the results, was written

to° my brothers, the editors of the N, Y. Observer, about the

first week in March, 1839, and was published by them, I think,

in April following. This was the first knowledge of the discov-

ery obtained by the American public. In July or August, of

the same year, I think, Daguerre received his pension, and the

process was published. Some copies of the work were imme-

diately sent to this country, one of which I received the latter

part of August or September, and immediately I had made for

me the apparatus from the description in the book. This, I

find, answers questions 1st and 2d.

To question 3d, I reply, that as soon as the apparatus was

made, I commenced experimenting with it. The greatest ob-

stacle I had to encounter was in the quality of the plates. I ob-

tained the common plated copper in coils at the hardware shops,

which of course was very thinly coated with silver, and that im-

pure. Still I was enabled to verify the truth of Daguerre's

revelations. The first experiment crowned with any success was

a view of the Unitarian Church from the window on the stair-

case, from the third story of the New York City University.

This, of course, was before the building of the N. Y. Hotel. It

was in September, 1839. The time, if I recollect, in which the

plate was exposed to the action of light in the camera, was

about fifteen minutes. The instruments, chemicals, &c, were

strictly in accordance with the directions in Daguerre's first

book.

To question 4th I answer: that there were several persons

who immediately commenced experimenting. An English gen-

tleman, whose name at present escapes me, but who is, I believe

now living in Mexico, obtained a copy of Daguerre's book about

the same time with myself. He commenced experimenting also.

But an American, of the name of Walcott, was very successful

with a modifiation of Daguerre's apparatus, substituting a me-

tallic reflector for the lens. Previous, however, to Walcott's ex-

periments, or rather results, my friend and colleague, Prof. John

W. Draper, of the N. Y. City University, was very successful

in his investigations, and with him I was engaged, for a time,

in attempting portraits.

In regard to the taking of portraits, in answer to your 5th

question, I would say, that in my intercourse with Daguerre, I

specially conversed with him in regard to the practicability of

taking portraits of living persons. I well remember that he ex-

pressed himself somewhat skeptical as to its practicability, only

in consequence of the time necessary for the person to remain

immovable. The time for taking an out-door view was from

fifteen to twenty minutes, and this he considered too long a time

for any one to remain sufficiently still for a successful result. No
sooner, however, had I mastered the process of Daguerre, than

I commenced to experiment with a view to accomplish this de-

sirable result. I have now the results of three experiments,

taken in September, or beginning of October, 1839. They are

full-length portraits of my daughter, single, and also in group

with some of her young friends. They were taken out of doors,

on the roof of a building, in the full sunlight, and with the eyes

closed. The time was from ten to twenty minutes.

About the same time Prof. Draper was successful in taking

portraits, though whether he or myself took the first portrait

successfully I cannot say. Soon after we commenced together

to take portraits, causing a glass building to be constructed for

that purpose on the roof of the University. As our experi-

ments had caused us considerable expense, we made a charge to

those that sat to us to defray this expense, This answers your

6th question.

To the 1th question the foregoing is, to some extent, an an-

swer. But Prof. Draper's other duties calling him away from

his experiments, except as to their bearing on some philosophi-

cal investigations which he pursued with great ingenuity and
success, i" was left to pursue the artistic results of the process,

as more in accordance with my own profession. My expenses

had been great, and for some time, five or six months, I pursued

the taking of portraits by the Daguerreotype, as a means of re-

imbursing these expenses.

After this object had been attained, I abandoned the practice

to give my exclusive attention to the telegraph, which required

all my time.

I have thus given you a hasty reminiscence, hoping it may
gratify you. Respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

Saul. F. B. Morse.
M. A, Root, Esq., Philadelphia.

PRINTING POSITIVES ON GLASS,

BY CHARLES A. SEELY, A. II.

I am not aware that anyone hitherto has used glass for print-

ing pictures to be viewed by reflected light. It occurred to me
that as the collodion film is vastly more eveu in structure than

paper, the proofs taken upon it should be correspondingly more
perfect. The trial has perfectly realized my expectations, and
convinced me that glass may often be advantageously substituted

for paper.

My manner of proceeding is briefly this. I take the negative

produced in the usual way, fasten on the corners (of the collo-

dion side) a small pieces of thin card board, then lay this upon a

glass sensitized with collodion, and expose to light. A printing

frame is not necessary, as the time of exposure is very short,

one or two seconds being sufficient in a weak light. It is ad-

visable to print with lamp light, or otherwise reduce the

light so that 15 or 20 seconds may be used. The print is de-

veloped in the usual way and may be colored or toned by varia-

tions in the developing, or afterwards by chloride of gold or bi-

chloride of mercury. This coloring will generally be found

necessary, as the developer does not leave the shadows dark

enough. After the picture is toned and dried it should be var-

nished with any transparent negative varnish, and finally back-

ed up with something white (paper, paint, &c.)

The collodion used in printing must leave a perfectly trans-

parent film when dry, and should be made somewhat thinner

than for negatives. I would suggest chloride of ammonium
as the sensitizer for the reason that the collodion may then be
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used dry, and so permit a closer contact of the two plates, and

that it is not so sensitive as ordinary collodion. Some of the

advantages of these pictures over paper photographs are that

they are more perfect in detail and tone, the middle tints are

more easily secured, and they may be made in so short a time

that the sitter may wait till his likeness is finished.

A WALK THROUGH THE STUDIOS OF ROME,

GERMAN AND AMERICAN ART AT ROME.

The majestic Palazzo di Venezia, dark, gloomy, and solemn,

the only "bit" of gothic architecture in all Rome, with its

heavy machicolated front and massive castellations, had always

attracted my admiration. There it stands alone in its glory, a

suggestive and eloquent memorial of feudal times;—times when
Venice ruled the azure main as Britannia does in these modern
days,—when the Doge espoused his fickle bride, and yearly

dropped the emblematic ring into the surging Adriatic,—when
proud galliots bearing rich argosies rode forth from its tide-

swept streets to war and to conquer in the remotest corners of

the East,—when Othello woo'd and won the gentle Desdemona
—and the old Foscari was driven forth down the golden stairs,

through the richly sculptured gallery out by the great portal,

—

where the gondolas wafted stalwart warriors " for knightly

jousts and fierce encounters fit," within the shade of dark cur-

tains, to their Ladye Loves,—and music, soft and gentle as the

complainings ot love, mingled with the lusty sounds of war and
commerce, in the scented gales that swept those deep-blue waves.

Such and much more are the suggestive memories clinging to

the stately walls of the old feudal pile—half fortress, half pal-

ace, that so proudly repels the advance of modern encroachment,

repulsing as it were the surrounding buildings,—the gilded halls

of the Torlonio, the Buonapartes, and the Doria, with a noli

me tangere look, actually articulate so far as architectural lan-

guage can speak.

But I must clip the wings t)f my Pegasus, who has fairly ran
off in praise of that dear old palace,—and in good jog-trot prose

go on to tell how one sunny morning, turning from out the busy
streets in the most crowded part of Rome, where all is life, ani-

mation, and Italian noise, I was suddenly transported into a
lonely scene of silent beauty—a scene which had one observed
it as the background of a picture, would have enforced admira-
tion by reason of its expressive picturesqueness. Around the

richly-tinted old building, warmed by the suns of centuries, runs
a lofty arched colonnade, resting on massive pillars; in the cen-

tre a luxurient grass-plot where a fountain shoots upwards in a
pillar of silvery spray. Bordering the marble basin, waves a
grove of lofty plane-trees. Solitude and silence reign supreme,
not a sound penetrates from the surrounding streets, nothing
moves, ,save now and then some grey pigeons nestling among the

capitals of the columns. In one corner the galleried tower
of the church of San Marco, attached to the palace, brown and
sun-burnt, cuts the azure sky ; further on a dark mass of build-

ing, the Jesuits' church, rises out of a luxuriant grove or shrub-

bery, entirely shading that portion of the ample cortile. In one
corner there is a steep winding-stair leading up to a tower,

which I ascended, holding on by a rope, a certain distance, half-

way perhaps, and came out of a low door on a stone balcony,

where trailing plants wreathed the outer walls, where there

were birds and sunshine, and the balmy scent of flowers. In
the midst of this inexpressibly picturesque entourage is a studio

—a regular Roman studio, in itself a study and a picture—(with

the solemn pillared cortile below, the whispering trees, their

branches bending low as in amorous embrace over the echoing

fountain, the gay plumage of the birds, and the brilliant hues of

the many-colored flowers tinted with various shades like the

wings of Iris)—and within—now reader, what was there within

that wide door?—A gem of the first water, a noble picture, one

of the best modern historical paintings at this moment in Rome.
I only wish I could describe it as it deserves, and place it before

your distant glances as it met mine I

VOL. VIII. NO. ix. 36

The subject of the picture, of sufficient size to fill one side in

any of the great halls within the adjoining palace, is an incident

which occurred in the commencement of the Thirty-Years' War,
and which may indeed be considered as the ostensible cause of

that famous conflict. Ferdinand II, Emperor of Germany, had
began his reign under the most unfavorable auspices; religious

disputes between the catholics and the protcstants divided the

empire—the Austrian states not only refused the oaths of alle-

giance, but Count Tliurn, the boldest of the malcontents, actual-

ly beseiged Vienna, the protestant citizens rising en masse to

support the rebellion. Ferdinand found himself a prisoner with-

in his palace walls. No alternative remained but instant flight

or a prison; yet although all human help seemed vain, he firmly

resisted, in the entire belief that in defending Catholicism he was
defending God, and that lie would deliver him in this his great

uecessity. Already the balls pointed by the insurgents pene-

trate the imperial Hoffburg, already the shouts of an exulting

enemy harshly salute his ears, already sixteen rebel nobles, hav-

ing forced their way into the palace, suddenly appear and inso-

lently insist upon his placing himself at the head of their confed-

eration.

The painter has chosen this drmatic moment as the subject of

his composition. Ferdinand stands alone somewhat to the right

in the foreground, repulsing with calm yet haughty determina-

tion, the obtrusive advances of the protestant deputation who,

with insolent and impetuous eagerness is resolved by threats and

violence to force him to sign the Augsburgh Confession which

one holds in his hands. The Emperor knows his danger, anxie-

ty clouds his lofty brow, but his resolution is unshaken, he will

rather die than yield. The deputation occupying the fore-

ground, forms a really magnificent group—obstinacy, rage, im-

patience, apprehension, are variously expressed in each of the

three figures immediately in front,—they are assaulting their

sovereign, and they tremble. In front a vulger hard-faced dem-

ocrat, a kind of German " Praise God Bare-bones " with furious

gesture presses on the Emperor, holding a pen in his outstretch-

ed hand ; one almost hears him speak so life-like is the action.

Couut Thurn, a commanding figure, in the act of rushing for-

wards, turns his fine countenance in profile. Opposed to this

stormy tide stands the royally apparelled monarch,
—

" every

inch a king," his extended arms and questioning expression,

seeming to interrogate with dignified expostulation the presump-

tion of his rebellious nobles. At his back is an altar surmount-

ed by a crucifix; lofty gothic arches rise beyond, while behind,

under the shadow of the massive sculptured walls, a desperate

fight is going forward. The outward and visible demonstration

of the noble rebels, about to commit criminal violence on their

sovereign, is but a phase of the drama; they had come armed
to the palace, but at the very moment chosen by the painter, the

royal party, unexpectedly reinforced by the troops of General

Bongnoi, has triumphed, and an attendant advances with des-

perate staring haste to apprise the hardly-pressed monarch that

he is free.

This admirably expressed dramatic incident is echoed, so to

say, in the background of the picture, where a crowded assem-

blage of protestant courtiers, nobles, and priests, are escaping

in pell-mell confusion up a broad flight of stairs into the interior

recesses of the palace, opening in gorgeous perspective beyond.

Nothing can exceed the finely conceived confusion of those fly-

ing figures; it is a rare specimen of composition. Many have

their backs turned, some are looking round with a terrified

glance at the hostile issue of the struggle in the court below,

one stands quite still as if transfixed by the withering aspect of

indignant majesty. It is a glorious sauve qui peut; rage, and

spite, and chagrin, are expressed in the very backs of those re-

treating figures.

After this description I need scarcely add that the composi-

tion throughout is bold and masterly. The costumes are admir-

ably appropriate and picturesque, each figure wears its particu-

lar dress as if it really belonged to a living being, not like stray

rags placed on a lay figure. The coloring is excellent, vivid,

and telling, yet perfectly harmonious and free from glare. The
different gradations are admirably balanced; one sees the same

f
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greens, the same blues and yellows, occurring all over the pic-

ture, producing a most soothing and agreeable effect. The figure

of the King attired in a rich golden yellow robe which has caught

in its folds the living radiance of the sunshine, admirably blends

with the robe of the principal conspirator—he of the pen—who
wears a velvety buff suit; while the deep red of the Count de

Thurn who stands next, tends to heighten the effect of both.

The architectural details are grandly appropriate, and at the

same time novel iu treatment: one bit of the palace wall seen

in perspective, broken with colored marbles, pillars, rich hang-

ings and radiant pictures, is quite a study.

In style Wurzinger, the painter of this work, may be consid-

ered a follower of De la Roche, whose historic-dramatic treat-

ment he closely imitates. Two years have beeu occupied in the

completion of this picture which now appears a perfect work,

proudly contradictory of any surmises as to the decline of histor-

ical painting within the walls of the western capital.

Among the many plans for the encouragement of German
art which have originated with the King of Prussia, that of

erecting a protestant cathedral at Berlin is the most important.

The building is yet in embryo, but happily for the present gen-

eration, the great Cornelius was called on to adorn it by his

genius. He has executed various designs, European in their

celebrity, for the Campo Santo to be attached to the cathedral;

and he is now engaged on a drawing for the fresco intended to

occupy the tribune. This is one of the most important works

of modern times. Cornelius before commencing requested and
obtained permission to execute the desigu at Rome, where he

might renew and refresh his fancy by the contemplation of the

greatest works of ancient and modern times. When I visited

his studio I was delighted with the man himself, there is much
of the simplicity of genius in his conversation and manners, joined

to a hearty unaffected friendliness thoroughly German. His
great work stood on an easel before him, and he explained to

us the symbolical portions with the utmost good nature.

Christ occupies the centre of the composition, a majestic fig-

ure full of solemn dignity—now appearing to the world as a

Judge, no longer as a Saviour. He is upheld by the mystic

symbols of the Evangelists—the Lion, the Ox, the Eagle, and
the Angel. Bearing up the Nimbus that surrounds him, augels

and cherubims hover. In the uppermost portion of the picture

five graceful angels display the insignia of the Passion. Christ

is thus represented in his divine and human character. The
moment has arrived when he himself appears to evidence the

truth of his warnings; the Judgment-day is come, but sentence

is not yet pronounced. He pauses, and during the awful mo-
ment earth and heaven lie prostrate expectant before his throne.

The Baptist, stern to the last, the implacable preacher of repen-

tance, stands at his right hand; he has yet time to point to him

as the Messiah he announced, and the Virgin, the incarnation

of womanly sympathy, may yet call on him to have mercy. With
downcast looks and upraised hands she stands to the left of

Christ, supported on a cloud
—"a most sweet saint," bending

with persuasive grace, as if deprecating the divine wrath. On
either hand, in attitudes of almost passionate adoration, stand

the righteous in white garments, and the four-and-twenty elders,

bowed to the earth as they offer their crowns to the Beloved.

Lower down, in a half-circle on either side of the Saviour, ap-

pear the Apostles and holy Fathers of the first covenant, as

well as the Martyrs, their successors in suffering
—

" they who
have come out of great tribulation,"—holding palms of eternal

victory iu their hands. In the midst, dividing the witnesses of

Christ, are the celestial messengers grouped together, bearing

the terrible trumpets about to echo to the end of space. As
with the holy apostles and martyrs the visible and miraculous

evidence of the divine mission ends—from that period all things

returning into the established course of nature—so in the lower

portion of the picture architectural severity and symmetrical

regularity is no longer observed, and the artist allows himself

to follow more freely the promptings of his imagination. The
heavenly messengers are grouped with the utmost dramatic
power, every face turned towards Christ in varied attitudes of

adoration and expectation. Iu the centre lies one bearing a

book, the Book of Life—the chronicle of the sons of men—and
as the awful record is yet closed, the head of him who bears it

is mysteriously vieled. Michael Angelo himself could have con-

ceived nothing grander than these figures.

At this part, the centre of the composition, the fathers and
teachers of the first centuries are ranged across the picture, not

in severe regular order as the Apostles and Martyrs above, but
as on each teacher individual responsibility rests, so each appears
separate, complete iu himself. As a representation of the eccle-

siastical aspect of the middle ages this portion is powerfully and
justly conceived. Amongst these venerable fathers appears

Gregory of Nazianzen, not in his episcopal robes, or with the

evidences of priestly or worldly dignity—but reposing on the

ground in a loose garment. Near him are St. Jerome and Ori-

gen, Cyrill with uplifted hands, Ignatius and Gregory the Great.

The upper and spiritual division is linked with earth by two lad-

ders occupying the extreme right and left of the picture, on one
side the angelic messengers descend to earth, on the other the

souls of the blessed, and the incense of prayer and praise ascend
to heaven. On the upper step to the right rests Michael the
executor of the Almighty's will, clothed in armor, a celestial

knight superb in beauty; but before he enters on his awful mis-

sion he awaits the sentence of Justice, who, seated ou a step

lower, holds the world-scale in her hand. Lower down appear
numerous figures and groups of blessed ones, bearers of rewards
and punishments. Three angellic figures in particular are of

extreme beauty, one bearing the laurel of glory, the others the

palm of peace, and the crown of thorns, intended for those who
in pain and suffering have proved their love to God. These
three Christian Graces, light and shadowy as the cloudy vapor
that supports them, are perhaps the most poetic and tender
feature in the whole composition. Words cannot convey the

charming elegance of their attitudes.

As the dispensers of the heavenly gifts descends on one side,

on the opposite ladder earth communicates with heaven. Here
an angel holds a vessel of incense, whose rich perfume mounts
towards God, emblematic of the supplications of men; a second
bears up a drooping form, symbolising a lost soul saved: among
a group of other angels one appears as the protector of inno-

cence, in the form of a child attacked by a serpent; while an-

other bears a vessel wherein lie men's good and bad works, and
a third the palm of victory. In the centre of the lower portion

of the picture an altar appears, surmounted by a cross, around
which the Prussian monarch and his family kneel, grouped with
the utmost grace, on a graduated platform.

There is a young English artist at Rome, Gatley by name,
who possesses a remarkable talent for basso rilievo. He has a
very poetic conception of his subject, as well as considerable fa-

cility in carry out his ideas. The destruction of the Egyptians
in the Red Sea—a most difficult subject to execute in sculpture

—has afforded him an excellent opportunity for displaying his

abilities. The proud monarch who mocked at the Jewish Jeho-
vah, standing in his war-chariot, is about to be overwhelmed by
the surging billows steadily advancing to engulph him. Al-
ready every wave is crested by an Egyptian corpse,—horses and
their riders are strewed around him, yet he drives on, urging his

fiery steeds still deeper into the watery chaos. There is a move-
ment and an action about the composition highly to be recom-
mended. Another basso rilievo, called "The Poet's Dream,"
pleased me exceedingly. A youth lies sleeping in the foreground
beyond is a vague expanse—the infinite, with here and there a
turret or a wall, the time, night—being indicated by the rising

moon, while far above, " iu spangled sheen," a fairy queen and
her attendant sprite, seated iu a car, glide onwards, borne ou
the ambient air. The reins lie motionless in her hands, the

magic car is impelled by the force of her will, its rapid motion
expressed by the violent action of the horses, who tear and rend

the clouds as they rush onwards. There is much skill in the

complicated forms of those four horses, prancing, plunging, bound-
ing forwards, forming a perfect mystery of limbs, where every

nerve and muscle are marked. This violent action, contrasted

with tlie dreamy character of the composition, has a strange un-

reality about it exceedingly expressive of the wildly coutradic-
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tory incidents called up by the imaginatiou during sleep. An
unfinished sketch of " Miram going out with the Jewish Women
to meet their victorious Brethren," strongly reminded me of

some of Flaxman's designs. The women are gracefully grouped
in various attitudes of triumphant rejoicing; some dance in "Ly-
dian measures," others with their hands high above their heads

make joyful music, while Miriam in the centre, bearing the tim-

brel in her hand, seems in a burst of enthusiasm about to exclaim
" Sing ye to the Lord, for he has triumphed gloriously, the horse

and his rider has he thrown into the sea." Various other bassi

relievi of classical subject attest the variety of Mr Gatley'spow-
£11*0 sK ;jc sjc Jf*

I have cursorily mentioned the name of Rudolf Leheman in

a former chapter. A late visit to his studio has enabled me to

form some judgment of his talent as an artist, and, in particular,

the happy art he possesses of imparting an individual character

—sometimes romantic, sometimes historic—to his poetic read-

ings of every-day Itallian life. This linking together the rich

and suggestive details of southern scenery with great names of

world-wide fame, around whose forms mighty fancies gather, is

a pictorial faculty worthy of a master hand. It bespeaks at once

a poetic imagination, and an earnest and faithful love and ob-

servation of the varying phases of the many-hued nature in this

lovely land. Leheman has lately completed a large picture,

which now occupies a conspicuous position at the French Expo-
sition. The subject is taken from an episode in Lamartine's
" Confidences," and occurred during his wild lazzaroni life in the

island of Procida. It is impossible to do justice to this roman-
tic tale, or the charming picture which records it, without read-

ing the French poet's glowing description.

He and his friend, in company with an old fisherman, whose
fortunes they have followed during an entire summer, after un-

dergoing all the terrors of impending death during a tremendous
storm, land in safety on the shores of the island of Procida,

which lies like an emerald flower enclosed by the blue waves of

the ever-beautiful Bay of Naples. The fisherman possesses a

little vine-trellised hut on the shore; he has an old wife, and a

lovely motherless grand-daughter, Graziella by name, who with

her little brother, Beppo, is supported by the old man. Grazi-

ella, awaked by their arrival, looks out of the wiudovv; the

scented breeze sighs through the orange groves, her raven hair

hangs like a night-cloud about her face. She looks out of the

window to greet her grandsire, whom she believes alone, and
shrinks back on beholding his guest; but Lamar tine has seen

her, or rather, as he believes, the Spirit of the Night, clad in

mortal mould of ineffable loveliness. He has seen her,—that is

enough.

Those who desire to follow the pathetic phases of this first

and innocent love, must seek it out for themselves. I can only

act as the interpreter to the picture, which represents Lamar-
tine seated on the roof or astrico of the house, reading aloud
" Paul and Virginia" to the peasant family. They are wrapt in

the deepest attention; the old man has forgotten to draw the
smoke from his pipe, which has gone out; his wife sits with her

hands clasped on her knees, the very attitude in which the igno-

rant poor crouch on the marble floors of rich and honored
shrines to listen to the word of God; Beppo, the boy, a Neapoli-
tan girello, various and erratic as the ever-flitting lizards on his

native rock, has thrown aside his guitar; his hand rests softly

on the cords, lest the evening breeze should interrupt the read-

er's voice by the faintest echo; that wild child of the fiery south

is subdued; he listens with his glowing eyes. Lamartine him-
self is seated on a wall, somewhat above his auditory, one hand
is outstretched as though lending force to the tale, whilst with
the other he holds the book. There is a simple quiet dignity

about the face and attitude of the young poet, an earnest loving

expression in his handsome face, that lends an uncommon truth-

fulness to the whole composition. It is evident that he is as

much enraptured with the book, as much robbed from himself

as the breathless peasants around him. But there nestles one
close beside him, also seated on that sunburnt wall, whose whole
soul has passed into her eyes, which are rivetted upon him.

Graziella, attired in the picturesque costume of her native is-

land, borrowed from the classic Greeks, whose descendants in-

habit it, sits a little lower than her lover, leaning on her hand

in the precise attitude of the Dying Gladiator, so that her love-

ly eyes, melting with love and overflowing with tears as the sad

climax of the tale draws on, gaze with unutterable fondness upon

him, drinking in each word of the soft Italian that flows from

those loved lips. The others think of the book,—she dreams

but of him, the bright stranger who has come like a stray star

from an unknown firmament, shedding light, and poetry, and

love across the lonely solitude of her path. Poor Grazieila?

there is a world of eloquent love breathing from the depths of

those tell-tale eyes. All honor to the artist who has so cunning-

ly rendered the incipient dawnings of a life-long passion, a pas-

sion fated to consume and shiver that fagile form ere the moral

be reached. This is painting with ideas as well as forms truly.

Beyond, the eye ranges over an imaginai'y and unreal world,

darkening in the rapid twilight of an Italian eveniug, gathering

over piled-up masses of distant mountain-tops, grey and sad.

The moon is just rising out of the all-encircling sea that clasps

the poetic group in its cold embrace. It is the Bay of Baia,

and beyond, in the pale distance, is the Cape of Miseuum stretch-

ing out into the deep mystery around. This dreamy, hazy back-

ground, heavy with the mists of evening, is admirably suited to

the poetic abstraction of the figures in the foreground. No rude

remainder of the real is there to call one back from the loving

fancies invoked by the scene, and the low tone of color and ex-

treme simplicity of the composition assists the mind in its con-

templation of the old-new tale of woman's love and man's heart-

less treachery. I can only say of the artistic merits of this pic-

ture that the sentiment goes so directly to the heart, criticism,

were it necessary, must be mute; Graziella's burning tears are

all but contagious.

There are many other charming specimens of Leheman's pow-

er, less painfully truthful, around the walls of his studio, many of

which have been engraved, and are universally admired. There

are some excellent cartoons of Abruzzi peasants; and a little

Roman beggar-girl, so bright, and arch, and glowing, her eyes

actually seem starting from the canvas. This has been four

times repeated, and Leheman swears he will paint it no more.

There are also some admirable portraits.

The studio is a picture too in its way. It consists of a delight-

ful suite of rooms at the very top of a palazzo in the Ripetta;

an open balcony or galleria,, where the sun always shines—

a

most romantic, lover-like galleria, suggesting midnight meetings,

music, moonlight, rope-ladders, and all the paraphernalia of

Italian intrigue. Beneath runs the sullen current of the turbid

Tiber, rushing onwards to the Ausonian strand; beyond lies the

verdant expanse of what once were the Quintillian meadows,

stretching upwards to where Monte Mario, with its funeral cor-

onet of cypress, cleaves the turquoise sky. Opposite, glorious

and radiant as the mystic bride descended from on high " in her

raiment of needlework," stands in its sublime leugth and breadth

its broad columned and cupolaed magnificence, St. Peter's back-

ed by the stately Vatican, with such incredible lines of halls,

and corriders, and galleries, that one rubs one's eyes, and asks,

like the princess in the fairy tale, whether we were not bewitch-

ed by some naughty sprite, and seeing double.

People at Rome and in England have a very mistaken appre-

ciation of the development of art among the Americaus. They
are generally supposed to be of too positive and practical a turn

of mind, too much engrossed with the stern realities of life to

waste the precious hours in worshipping at the shrine of art; yet

this is a great mistake, whether arising from prejudice or ignor-

ance I cannot say, but at all events utterly false. The Ameri-

can school of Art, as developed at Rome, evinces both excel-

lence, earnestness, and true feeling for art; it is a school of

promise, bidding fair to take its place, and hold its head aloft in

the great artistic republic. Consistently carrying out their na-

tional views, or, rather, more properly speaking, founding their

impressions on the same broad basis on which rest their religious

and political creeds, the American artists are essentially electic.

Uutrammeled by the dogmatism of any particular school, rang-

ing at pleasure through the accumulated treasures of bye-gone

m ^r
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centuries, spread before them in the wondrous galleries of Italy,

they faithfully and earnestly propose to imitate all that is beau-

tiful, without considering whence it comes or wither it may lead

them. They surrender up their souls to the guidance of their

artistic conscience, and, like true republicans, refuse to bow
down before any graven images of conventional tyrranny. The

gods of Greece are to them no gods at all, unless they lead them

towards an ideal heaven, where their imagination may revel in

contemplation of unalloyed natural beauty. There is something

grand and elevating, as well as fresh and enthusiastic, in this sim-

ple worship of art for its own sake, contradistinguished to the

dogmatic subjection of prescribed rules enforced by antagonistic

schools. But they must beware, however, as a body, of pushing

this realistic tendency too far, and take example by the gross

mannerism into which the eclectic teaching of the Caracci fell,

when it degenerated into the purely naturalistic treatment, in-

stead of ripening into rich and varied style, combining the ex-

cellences of the classical schools with a more accurate attention

of simple nature. If they avoid this fatal error they may suc-

ceed in founding a school of their own, as original and progres-

sive, as vital and cosmopolite, as their own political constitution.

American artists, with their natural gifts, and their ardent love

and eager search of the Beautiful and True wherever it exists,

may solve the artistic problem as successfully as their rulers have
already done the political one, and display to the world the

same all-embracing universality in art as their country has

achieved in the formation of its government, appropriating and
incorporating what is proved to be excellent, while it rejects the

worn-out traditions of fallen or decaying systems. All success

to the imperial athlete, strong and vigorous with young life;

may her artistic progression go hand in hand with her glorious

political freedom. Such names as Crawford and Power are an
earnest of success. No one, indeed, can acquaint himself

with the American studios of Rome and Florence without augur-
ing a brilliant future for her artists; if they will only be content
to lay a firm foundation of academic study, their very residence

in these cities must be accepted as an evidence of their desire

to purify their taste, and to draw truth and knowledge from the

fountain head.

These remarks on the school of art have been elicited by visits

to various American studios at Rome, studios known and valued
by their countrymen, but, with one or two exceptions, strangely
overlooked by English visitors to the great city. Of Crawford,
Page, Mozier, Freeman and Rogers, I have spoken; to these
names I may add several.

Mr. Terry is an historical painter of acknowledged eminence;
in general harmony and simplicity, and in the arrangement of

details he somewhat reminded me of Maclise, who possesses the
art of combining the most incongruous elements into a whole so
fascinating to the eye, one must dessect each separate portion of

the picture to become aware of the difficulties he has surmount-
ed. Terry has lately painted a large picture of Columbus ap-
pearing before Ferdinand and Isabella, the scene laid in a grand
hall supported by rich Saracenic columns within the palace of

Barcelona. To the left are seated the King and Queen under
a canopy of state, around them appear all the pomp and cir-

cumstance of a court—lovely women, grey haired counsellors,

dignified nobles, dainty pages, stern ecclesiastics, admirably
grouped round the steps of the throne. In the foreground stands
Columbus, finely niched, as it were, between the overarching
pillars. He is recounting his adventures, and his whole figure

breathes the glowing enthusiasm, the gratified excitement, which
animate his soul at the proud moment when he greets his royal
patrons on his successful return. Yet there is a tempered dig-

nity in his attitude—a rising " all gently " as Hamlet has it,

that imparts force and power to his expressive features. His
white hair falls in long curls about his open neck, his face turn-

ed in profile has a look of iron determination, his eye gleams with
a hidden fire, as he tells of the various countries, the unknown
islands, the fruitfulness of the soil, the beauty of their hidden
valleys, the precious metals bursting forth among primeval for-

ests which he has seen. As he proceeds, the color has mounted
to his pale cheek, his eyes have acquired a deeper glow, for now,

passing from these baser and more worldly details, he bursts

forth into an enthusiastic peroration touching the noble field af-

forded for Christian zeal in converting these unknown races from
the worship of idols to a belief in the true God. As he speaks
one hand is upraised, as if appealing to the invisible in solemn
confirmation of his words. The Queeu, eminent for her sincere

piety, is touched by his elequence ;—she echoes his enthusiasm,
and with upturned eyes, and clasped hands, listens with pious
joy to the mighty plans for Christian enterprise which unfold be-

fore her imagination.

Behind Columbus is an admirable group of Indians, tall, bold,

and stalwart, their ample limbs adorned with barbaric gold and
gems, bearing the savage weapous of their native land,—the

deadly arrow and the fatal spear. Columbus, the great pioneer,

stands as the link between the old and the new world, allied to

both by his sympathies, by his intellect, by his energy, by his

courage. These Indians, strange elements in a court circle,

—

rude, rugged barbarians, gazing round with looks of mingled
defiance and wonder,—are xhe living witnesses of his half-fabu-

lous recital, disastrous chances, hair-breadth escapes, and "mov-
ing accidents by flood and field."

The low tone of color iu which the picture is painted adds
effect to its dramatic treatment. I am glad to observe that the

American painters generally, from a sincere desire of imitating

the old masters, have adopted this style of coloring. This judi-

cious avoidance of all that is glaring or trickery in style, is indi-

cative of a sound judgment in art, specially commendable in

painters who have no artistic traditions of national and admitted
excellence to guide them; they have read the great masters for

themselves, and they have read them well.

As an historical painter Mr. Edwin White deserves honorable

mention. Several excellent pictures evidence his talent, one in

particular, " Columbus receiving the Sacrament before his De-
parture," pleased me extremely ; it has a fine gothic interior, and
there is an old monk looking on at the ceremony and at the bold

adventurer about to depart, with ignorant and stolid mockery

—

that is admirable. I regret that space will not allow me to de-

tail more fully his works. Tilteu and Brown are excellent land-

scape painters, who have quite revelled in the pictorial beauties

around them.

Before concluding my brief survey of American Art at Rome,
I must not forget Mr. Ives, whose works are distinguished by
much feeling for domestic sentiment. His "Pandora" is one

of the prettiest and most entrannait statues I have seen for many
a day. It possesses that delicate and sympathetic expression

which at once lays violent hold on the fancy; the anima is so

charming that it fairly captivates the imagination, and one gazes

on under the kind of spell with which we repeat the cadence of

some old song with a soft harmonious rhythm. Pandora is rep-

resented in the first blush of womanhood, slight, delicate, refined;

there is rather the promise of beauty than its actual develop-

ment. The pagan Eve, so aptly prefiguring the Christian myth
of the presence of evil veiled under the fascinations of beauty

—

created as a punishment and a temptation for Prometheus who
had dared to steal the celestial fire from heaven,—was present-

ed to the assembled gods by Jupiter himself. Mineva arrayed

her in a robe of dazzling whiteness, and covered her head with

a viel on which rested a garland of flowers and a golden crown.

So transcendent was her beauty that the gods themselves were

moved, and all desired to endow the new creation with some

attribute. Minerva taught her the arts of female housewifery,

—a significant hint worthy of the suggestive wisdom of pagan
philosophy—as teaching that a woman effectually to subjugate

the opposite sex must be supremely useful, as well as eminently

ornamental; Venice invested her with the unutterable fascina-

tions of desire and love; the graces and the goddess of persua-

sion decked her neck and breast with golden chains, and Mercu-

ry endowed her with the art of elequent insinuation. When all

the gods had exhausted their treasures on the fair nympth, she

received the name of Pandora, and was sent down to earth,

" blending a celestial with a human heart," to shed light and

sunshine on the abodes of men. But Jupiter before her depart-

ure prcseuted her with a box—whereby hangs a tale.
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It is this most graceful myth Ives has rendered in a type of

ideal womanhood so coy, so inviting, so enticing, that I cannot

hope to describe it. A joyous smile, wicked yet bewitching,

plays about her delicate mouth as she contemplates the fatal box

containing all the ills of life, which she holds in one hand, while

the other plays coquettishly about the lid where a serpent is

sculptured, a very appropriate association of the Pagan with the

Christian legend. The figure is almost nude, the attitude ex-

tremely simple; the veil has fallen to one side, and skilfully con-

trasts in its statuesque folds with the delicate moulding of the

limbs. If, according to the accepted axiom,the combination of two

things are requisite to form a fine work, on appropriate concep-

tion of the subject, and a perfect execution of that conception,

the Pandora of Mr. Ives is a fine work. Hyper-criticism could

only suggest a more careful handling of the extremities.

Bartholomew is another American sculptor of great merit.

He has just executed an " Eve" which has won for him golden

opinions.

If these hasty remarks on schools of American Art at Rome
should lead the English public to a more just appreciation of the

great merits of these artists, I shall indeed rejoice to have been

the means of removing a prejudice, as unjust as it is unmerited.

Seeing what they have already accomplished, it may fairly be

argued America will soon take as high a position in art as she

already does in other matters. Flokentia.

A MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHY—THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL.*

BY CHARLES A. SEELY, A. M.

CHAPTER VIII.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING. EXPOSURE TO LIGHT.

The sensitive paper, as described in the preceeding chapters,

is now ready for the exposure to light, for
a
which purpose

Printing Frames are needed. Some of the most approved
forms of these are represented in the wood cuts.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. a, I, is a frame of wood, in the bottom of which is

fitted a sheet of plate glass. Upon this glass is placed the

picture or object to be copied; over this the sheet of prepared
paper; lastly, upon the paper the board d is laid, and the re-

quisite pressure is secured by means of the cross piece and thumb
screw e. A slider c is sometimes used in order to protect the

prepared paper until the frame is placed in a proper position for

exposure.

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Continued from page 238.

Figs. 2 and 3 represent a very simple form, fig. 2 showing

the front as exposed to light, and fig. 3 the back, with a metal-

lic spring bar to secure the pressure. This frame is quite similar

to the common camera shield, which may itself be used quite

conveniently.

Fi-. 4.

One of the newest forms of printing frames is represented in

Fig. 4. The peculiarity of this consists in the wooden shutter

being made in two parts united by hinges. This contrivance

enables the operator to examine the progress of the printing by
raising one half of the back while the other confines the paper

to its proper position.

But the simplest and perhaps the best frame, is composed of

two boards hiDged like a chess board with a button at the back

to keep it firmly open, and metallic springs attached to the

corners in front to secure the necessary pressure of the glass

plate. The chief advantage of this frame consists in its permit-

ting glasses of various sizes to be used.

Should nothing better be at hand an ordinary chess board

will make a very convenient printing machine. The pressure

may be effected by clothes pins.

The manner of using the various frames is nearly the same,

and will be easily understood by a description of the method of

using the one represented by fig. 4.

Having the frame before you, as in the figure, place the glass

picture (supposing such is to be copied), on the bottom of the

frame, impressioned side upwards; upon this the prepared paper,

sensitive side downwards; upon the paper a piece of black cloth

or velvet; finally, put in the shutter and confine it by the cross

bar. This whole operation may be performed in a room mode-

rately lighted. The apparatus is now ready for exposure to

light.

The duration of the exposure to light will depend upon the

intensity of the light, the sensitiveness of the paper, and the

traeslucency of the object to be copied. The reasonable range

is between three minutes and one hour. The progress of the

printing may be observed through the glass of the frame, and

towards the close of the operation the shutter should be remov-

ed and the impression inspected. As a rule the picture should

be over printed, that is, it should be allowed to become much
darker than is desired for the finished picture, for the reason

that it is more or less dissolved or bleached in the fixing and

toning baths. The albumenized paper requires deeper printing

than other sensitive papers. How far the printing should be

carried the operator may learn from experience.

The beauty of the finished positive picture will depend chiefly

upon the character of the negative. Supposing the details of

the negative are good as to sharpness and evenness of develop-

ment, if it lacks intensity the positive can only be weak and flat.

And if the intensity is too great, the positive will be hard and

stiff. The best general rule as to intensity is that it will permit

the deepest shadows to become a bronze color when the brightest

lights are not much affected.

To be Continued.

g@T If you are afflicted with any complaint which requires a

purgative medicine, try Ayer's new pills—they are worth trying.
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Translated from La Lumiere.

NOTES ON PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.

OF THE PRODUCTION OF ALCOHOL BY MEANS OF THE BICAKBURET OF
HYDROGEN.

Alcohol, as is known, is a compound of carbon, hydrogen and
oxygen; its formulae is C

4
H O,, when mixed with sulphuric

acid and heated, it separates itself into two parts, water and a
gas known by the name of bicarbonated hydrogen or oleageuous
gas; we have C

4
H

6 2=C 4
H

4 -f"2 HO. A young chemist, al-

ready noted for his scientific researches and oily substances, Mr.
Berthelot, has just taken hold of this fact, handling it in a re-

verse sense. Instead of analysing, by separating the alcohol
into bicarbonated hydrogen and water, he takes bicarbonated
hydrogen and water and forms alcohol. Synthesis comes again
to the aid of analysis. Iu this fact alone there is a series of

discoveries which will probably appear before long, for science

and trade await them with impatience. M. Berthelot should be
happy in having opened so fruitful a road to experiment. We
should merely have mentioned this communication had it

not given us occasion to speak of the carburets of hydrogen,
their congenerous substances and several bodies which should
occupy the attention of photographers. We shall therefore
first speak of the bicarburet of hydrogen. We canuot however,
pass in silence the experiments of M. Berthelot, as they throw
light upon the results we have mentioned by treating of the sub-
stances which form, or may form, iu the different^collodions and
in the bath of silver.

M. Berthelot prepared about 32 quarts of pure oleaginous
gas, C

4
H

4 ;
again, he took about 3 pounds of pure concentrated

sulphuric acid; he put the oleaginous gas into a vessel and
caused the sulphuric acid to absorb about 30 quarts of this gas.
The two quarts which could not be absorbed preserved their
properties; the mass was diluted with water. By a series of
careful distillations, the experimenter succeeded in collecting
936 grains of alcohol, representing 810 grains of anhydrous al-

cohol
;
to sura up, the three quarters of the oleaginous gas were

combined with the water to form alcohol, the remainder was lost
in the operation.

On examining this alcohol it was found to possess all the pro-
perties of common alcohol. This alcohol, itself submitted to the
action of sulphuric acid, separated into bicarbonated hydrogen
and water. Bicarbonated hydrogen, treated as above, again
gave alcohol; thus, by a series of successive decompositions and
recompositions, the same alcohol, the same bicarbonated hydro-
gen- and water were obtained, and all by decomposing by means
of sulphuric acid, and recomposing by the same acid.

We will now speak of bicarbonated hydrogen. We know
generally how it is prepared from what we have above. Let
sulphuric acid act on alcohol and heat; bicarbonated hydrogen
is freed; there are also accessory formations, but we cannot
speak of them here. It is a colorless gas, having a weak odor
of ether. It is but little soluble in water, more so in alcohol
and ether; it burns with a brilliant flame; oueof the distinctive
peculiarities of this gas is that of combining directly with chlo-
rine, thus forming a mass of an oily nature, heavier than water.
To demonstrate this we have the following experiment:—intro-
duce into a vessel, inverted over water, equal quantities of bicar-
bonated hydrogen and ehlorine; very soon the water will rise up
into the vessel and there form an oil which will fall evenly in the
form of heavy drops. It is this property which caused the name
of oleaginous gas to be given to bicarbonated hydrogen; the oil

which it forms by combining with chlorine is called Holland oil.

Bicarbonated hydrogen may successively change its hydrogen
for an equivalent quantity of chlorine, this is the important ques-
tion for us; we shall therefore study iu the next place the mode
of action of this body in presence of substances essentially phot-
ographic, chlorine, bromine and iodine.

OF CYANOGEN AND THE CYANIDES.

The combinations which carbon forms with the substances
generally employed in photography, will form the subject of our
investigations. We have already in the preceding number

amiss3—

shown the importance of these compounds iu the view we took;

we also spoke of bicarbonated hydrogen which will hereafter

serve as a foundation for the theoretical explanation of several

facts. The employment of combinations of halogenous substan-

ces (chlorine, bromine and iodine) with carbon, has perhaps un-

til the present day been too much neglected; for our part we
think this was wrong. Carbon, in fact, is essentially a reducing

substance, the manipulation of its compounds is generally easy;

we shall endeavor to recall the attentiou of the friends of photo-

graphy to this point.

For the present we shall content ourselves with announcing
our intentions, and shall speak of another class of compounds of

carbon, those which this body forms with azote. In this we are

authorized by the employment of the cyanides of potassium and
silver in photography.

Cyanogen was discovered in 1814 by Gay Lussac, its formu-

lae is C 2 Az, and its symbol Cy. It contaii.s 46"15 parts of car-

bon, and 53"85 of azote in weight of 100 parts. It is prepared
in the following manner:—-A current of azote is passed through
a red hot tube containing a mixture of carbonate of potash and
charcoal, a disengagement of oxide of carbon takes place, and
in place of the carbonate of potash, the tube contains cyanide

of potassium. The latter is dissolved warm and concentrated;

another solution of nitrate of mercury is mixed with this which
is also concentrated and warm. A cyanide of mercury it form-

ed, which on cooling deposits in the form of crystals. This new
compound, heated in a small retort, separates into mercury and
cyanogen gas.

Cyanogen is a colorless gas of a penetrating odor difficult to

define; it liquifies under a pressure of 3 or 4 columns of air, and
uuder a temperature of 20" below zero; it solidifies by the

double action of a very low temperature and high pressure; it

burns with a purple flame, and is transformed into azotate and
carbonic acid; it is soluble in water aud alcohol, it is always

prepared also uuder mercury.

This substance is one of the most remarkable in chemistry,

because, notwithstanding its compound nature, it nevertheless

plays the part of a simple substance; many chemists therefore

confound its history with that of chlorine. In fact, from the

manner in which it acts with hydrogen, and with all the metals,

it cannot be separated from the series of wide composable sub-

stances of which chlorine is the type.

By combining in equal quantities with hydrogen, cyanogen
forms cyanhydric acid (Prussic acid). To obtain this acid, sul-

phydric acid is made to act on cyanide of mercury contained in

a horizontal tube; the extremity of this tube communicates with

a tube in the form of a U, surrounded by a refrigerating com-
pound, aud iu which it condeuses iu a liquid form. This acid is

colorless, very volatile, and has the smell of bitter almonds. It

resembles the hydracids of the halogenous group (chlorhydric,

iodhydric and bromhydric acids) as much in its constitution as

iu its chemical properties. If put in contact with the metallic

oxydes, it gives water and the cyanides, as chlorhydric acid for

instance, gives water and the chlorides. Again, the chlorides

and cyanides, put in contact with an acid reproduces chlorhy-

dric and cyanhydric acids.

It is known that this is a most powerful poison; happily it is

very difficult to keep. Cyanogen dissolved in water gradually

assimilates its elements, decomposes and gives birth to a product

of a very peculiar nature; this fact evidently brings it nearer to

organic substances which, as is well known, are generally very

unstable. With the metals, however, cyanogen forms very solid

compounds. It may be said in a general way that the more
permanent the combinations which it forms with the metals, the

less so arc those which it forms with the metalloids; if the cy-

anhydric acid is very unstable, the organic acid is not the less so.

It is sufficient to put it in contact with water, in order to trans-

form it into bicarbonate of ammouia.

There is another oxygenated acid combination, pulmiuic acid.

The latter is so unstable that it cannot exist in an isolated state.

It is only known associated with the metallic oxydes, in the salts

called fulminating salts, on account of the facility with which

they explode.

m
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With cliloriae, cyanogen produces somewhat more permanent
compounds; three chlorides of cyanogen are known: one gase-

ous, one liquid, the other solid.

As to the cyanides employed in photography, we have noth-

ing to add to what we have previously said. As the best of re-

ducing agents, the cyanide of potassium in particular plays an
important part in the fixing of proofs; again, as a reducing

agent, it might be employed in a very minute quantity in collo-

dion, of which use is to be made a short time after being prepar-

ed. This too is a thing in which French operators have made
but little advancement, and yet it was in France that the intro-

duction of a reducing agent into collodion was for the first time

thought of. We have either got tired of this method or have

mistrusted it. I don't know which. To leave a collodion too

long in contact with a reducing agent is to cause it to lose some
of its useful properties; but to prepare only the quantity to be
employed during the clay gives the operator also greater facility,

more numerous results and less failures.

To be Continued.

\$cxsonal axib &rt Jntellifjenc*.

— Being called suddenly out of town, we have not time to

devote that space to editorial matter which we promised our-

selves and the reader last month. The anxiety for the health

of a beloved brother deprives us of the gift of thought, and must
be our excuse. We must therefore defer to another month the

remarks we designed to make upon the formation of Photogra-
phic Clubs, and other subjects. While among our most promi-

nent photographers the paper processes have claimed attention,

the Ambrotype and Chemitype have assumed an importance al-

most paramount to the daguerreotype among daguerreans. These
are both positive pictures upon glass, and produce the most
pleasing results. Their advantages over the daguerreotype are

the ease with which they are colored in water or oil colors, and
in the absence of that disagreeable reflection which prevents a

clear and distinct view of the latter in all positives. We owe
the successful introduction—at least the agitation of the inter-

est it commands—of the Ambrotype to Messrs. Cutting and Rhen
but not its introduction. For the energy they have used to

place it favorably before the public they deserve our warmest
thanks, as months may have rolled by before others would have
been spiritted enough to devote so much time and money to that

end ; but while we give them credit for this part of their exer-

tions, we must deprecate the method they have employed to re-

munerate themselves for the outlay. But we have said all on
this subject that we deem necessary, except, en parentkese, we
shall never be found to dispute the right of a man to sell and
make money out of an article which is truly and bona-fide his in-

vention, originating from his own brain, with the exception of

the sealing two plates of glass together as specified in Mr. Cut-

ting's patent; the ambrotype is of foreign origin, older, in fact,

than the collodion process. For this reason have we been led

to make our former remarks on this subject. Therefore, if after

what we have said, any one chooses to purchase the patented

process at the prices charged, we shall not only not quarrel with

them, but congratulate Mr. Cutting in having found so many
vegetating customers. This is not the first case of the kind on
record. We know of several daguerreans who refused to sub-

scribe to the journals devoted to their interests, from the bright

idea that nothing was to be learned from books, who in one year
paid sufficient for receipts taken from those very journals to pay
for three and five years subscription to the most costly. While
so many very green vegetables grow in the garden of Daguerre,
what else can be expected. Big fists will always prey upon lit-

tle ones, and it almost seems their natural right. Badinage
apart we have reason to believe that a plan will be shortly pre-

sented to the photographic community by and through which
those truly deserving will meet with ample remuneration for

whatever they may originate in the art, and while those who
choose to follow rather than lead, will receive the benefits of

such inventions at a fair price.— We have the pleasure to announce that Photographic Ex-

chage Club No. 1 is now fully made up; the following gentle-

added their names:—E. P. Sentcr, of Auburn, N.men having

Y.; Julian Vannerson, of Washington City, D. C; N. G. Bur-

gess, of New York City; J. A. Whipple, of Boston, Mass.; E.

T. Whitney, of Rochester, N. Y. We shall look for these gen-

tlemen on the evening of the second Tuesday in this month, at

our residence, No. 97 Seventh Street (Decatur Place).

— Our friend Baruaby, it will be seen by the following ex-

tract, is winning laurels in Dayton, and they are richly deserved.

We have had the pleasure of examining some of his skilful deli-

neations, and can speak of them in the highest terms:

—

" Barnaby's Daguerreotypes.—We have recently seen some
specimens in the Daguerrean art, from the rooms of this opera-

tor, that surpass any we ever saw before. There is something

peculiar in the character of the pictures taken by Barnaby, that

cannot fail of being noticed; their superiority consisting in the

combination of a soft and mellow tone with great strength and

boldness of expression. In the pictures of which we speak, the

superiority exists in the clear and natural expression of the eye,

the accuracy of the drapery, the soft and delicate blending of

the lights and shades and the extreme faithfulness of the like-

ness.

An hour may be passed most pleasantly at his Rooms, in ex-

amining the many beautiful specimens, in every branch of the

art, which are there displayed. We are pleased to see that his

efforts to perfect the art and give satisfaction to the public are

being fully appreciated, and that his rooms are constantly

thronged with those who, knowing of the excellence of his ' life

pictures,' are anxious to have him ' secure the shadow ere the

substance fade.'

Mr. B. is constantly employing his leisure time in making new
experiments in the art, and is daily improving the style of his

pictures. Being a natural genius, and possessing a determined

spirit that "conquors all things," it is not surprising that he

should excel all his competitors. He deserves success, and we
are pleased to note that he is meeting with it. Call and see his

specimens. All sizes and styles of pictures will be taken and

put up in any form at prices almost incredulously low."

— Hesler, of Chicago, also comes before us again in a well-

timed and deserved article in one of the Chicago papers. Mr.

Joslin seems to have made an excellent impression, and the

specimens of his work, which we have seen, gives us bright hopes

for the future:

—

" The Metropolitan Art Gallery.—Whenever we drop in

at Hesler's, and we do so not unfrequently, we are sure to find

some feature of attraction, new and added since our last visit,

until his splended rooms have come to include in their appoint-

ments, a rare and choice collection of art gems, such as is sur-

passed by no similar establishment in the country. It is so wor-

thy to be ranked among the prominent objects of interest in our

city that the number of visitors amounts to hundreds daily,

drawn thither by the fame of our amiable friend Hesler and his

assistants. We noticed a few weeks since that Mr. E. Joslin

has arrived to take charge of the department for producing pho-

tographs on paper and glass. He brings to this city an envia-

ble reputation among his fellow artists of New York city as one

who has few superiors, which fame has already been increased

by the success which has attended his earlier efforts here. Al-

ready we notice that many of our first citizens are giving pre-

ference and patronage to this style of pictures and they are well

worth the encomiums they receive. For wall pictures they are

far superior to the plate daguerreotypes, inasmuch as the fact

there is no reflection from a polished surface, allows the picture

to be seen at any angle or in any light, as distinctly as an engra-

ving. We would advise our readers whether they are in quest

of pictures or not, to drop in and see for themselves the high

perfection attained in the several branches of the art, and par-

ticularly to examine the beautiful French and American photo-

graphs on paper, which adorn the walls, and are marvels of

beauty and finish. There are a large variety of fine French

landscapes of striking beauty which is greatly increased by

subjecting them to the stereoscope, and several large sized views

of public buildings of note, which surpass any thing of the kind

•vrtSgm
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we have ever seen. In short we do not know of a place in the

Garden City where residents and strangers can pass a more

agreeable hour than in the Metropolitan Art Gallery where,

whether in the purposes of business or curiosity they are sure to

be well received, and they cannot fail to be amply repaid.

— We have at last caught a glimpse of what those skilful

daguerreans of Detroit, Mich., Messrs. Sutton and Bro., are

doing in the way of photography. We have not seen any of

their productions since Mr. Moses Sutton, the senior partner, re-

turned home from this city, but we saw sufficient while he was
here to enable us to cheerfully endorse the following from a

Detroit paper:

—

" Fine Painting.—At the invitation of Messrs. Sutton &
Bro., the gentlemanly proprietors of the celebrated Excelsior

Photograph and Daguerrean Gallery, on Jefferson Avenue, we
paid their establishment a visit yesterday, to examine some speci-

mens of their skill. The great feature of their exhibition room,

at the present time, is a magnificent picture, containing the full

length portraits of Capt. E. B. Ward and his two sons, taken

by the Photographic process, by the Messrs. Sutton, and color-

ed in oil by Mr. Highwood, a finished and excellent portrait

painter. The picture represents Capt. Ward and his sons gath-

ered round a table near an open window, whence can be seen, in

the back ground, Lake Superior in all the grandeur of a storm,

with its rock-bound coast, and the steamer Planet buffetting the

waves like a thing of life. The artist has been exceedingly hap-

py in his selection of " surroundings." Most portrait painters,

even those most faithful in their delineations of the human face,

are lost, when the head is finished, and the body, hands, &c,
have a stiff, unnatural appearance. In the picture before us, all

these faults are happily avoided, and in the true development of

the bodies the easy and graceful position of the hands, as well as

the life-like appearance of the faces, Mr. Highwood has proved
himself a true artist of rare merit. We understand the picture,

which is elegantly framed, will remain at the exhibition room
for a few days only, and we earnestly hope the opportunity will

not be neglected by those who delight in examining beautiful

specimens of artistic skill. We also noticed in the room, sever-

al portraits in oil, taken by the photographic process, of several

of our well-known citizens, which are also true and life-like.

—

For their enterprise, the Messrs. Sutton deserve well at the

hands of our citizens, and we have no doubt their euergy and
fine pictures will be appreciated by all. At any rate, whether
you want a picture or not, visit their gallery. Our word for it,

an hour can be profitably spent there."

This picture is the largest ever taken by the photographic art,

being eight feet by six. Messrs. Gurney & Fredericks, of this

city, have taken a splendid full length life-size portrait, but its

dimensions are not equal to this of the Messrs. Sutton. Detroit

is therefore ahead of all other cities in this respect. We also

hear from other sources that the gallery of the Messrs. Sutton
is furnished in the most beautiful and artistic style for surpassing

any other in that city. May they ever prosper as such enter-

prise deserves.— Mr. Vannerson of Washington city has sent us a copy of

a very remarkable photograph; remarkable for its subject and
for its execution. It is no less than a group of those remarkable
old men, the " Veterans of the War of 1812," who lately met
at Washington to lay their claims before Congress. We count-

ed in this picture eighty distinct heads, the features of which can
easily be distinguished and recognised,

— M. A. Root of Philadelphia, has aroused himself from
his "masterly inactivity" thrown aside his " old prejudices" and
stepped forth boldly into the ranks of Photography, a perfect

chieftain in the art. Like the hare, he has slumbered with both
eyes open, and surprised us lately with some of the most artistic

pictures we have yet seen.

— The Webster's of Louisville, skilful and sprightly with
the pencil of rays as they are witli their pens, but it takes the
literati of their " location " to justly appreciate them. Hear
what " one of them" says:

—

" Alf. Burnett, the wit and poet of the Cincinnati Home Jour-
nal, recently passed a day or two in this city, and he has given

a sprightly sketch of what he saw and heard and thought and
felt. Here is what he says of Webster's Gallery:

We had occasion to drop in upon Webster, the famed da-

guerreotypist and photograph artist. We profess to be posted

in these matters, and have seen, in Europe, and throughout the

United States, many specimens, but we have yet to sec the su-

perior of Mr. W. in the art of photographing. This is no idle

puff—we do not know the gentleman—never saw him before,

and may never see him again; but his pictures are without a
blemish—they need no artist to finish them. They are finished

in themselves.

This is no more than true. No finer daguerreotypes and pho-

tographs are taken in the United States than at Webser's Gal-

lery. We hope that Alf. B. has left bis handsome picture there

for the gratification of bis numerous admirers."

They spread their web in Louisville fonr years ago, and we
are not at all surprised that all who are caught in it, should

make such a stirr about it. Unlike the web of the spider, its

entanglement gives pleasure, not pain, and every attempt to

hew it down has failed

— That clever artist, J. Werge, who sojourned a short time

among us, has established himself in Glasgow, Scotland, and
opened a handsome suite of rooms, at 61 Buchanan-st. He has

our best wishes for his prosperity.

— Mr. Charles R. Meade has returned from Paris, bring-

ing with him many fine photographic views of French scenery,

and a thorough knowledge of the art. Our October number
will be illustrated by one of his productions.— The Chemitype, which we mentioned in the first part of

this editorial, is somewhat new in the art. A short article des-

criptive of it, will be found in the present number. Since that

was written Mr. Seely, the inventer of the process thus particu-

larly described, has made some modifications by which he is

enabled to take these pictures in from three to five seconds in

diffused light, and in from ten to twenty by candlelight. They
can be beautifully colored, and recommend themselves to the

daguerrean on account of the simplicity of the process and the

ease with which they can be colored. Mr. Seely will send full

instructions for manipulating and coloring by circulars for ten

dollars, or will give instructions at his room for fifteen dollars,

we believe. They are worthy attention.

— Mr. Holt of this city showed us the other day a finely oil

colored Ambrotype, not after the patent. This style of picture

must become very popular, and Mr. Holt is just the artist to

execute them well. He is with Mr. Richard Lewis, No. 142
Chatham st., New York city.

— Mr. Cook of Charleston, S. O, is busily engaged at the

east in teaching the disciples of Daguerre how to please the la-

dies by letting them into the secrets of ambrotype making, after

the anti-balsam plan. Thus far he has been very successful, and

must be in high favor with the Yankee girls, who don't like

those ugly Mack streaks the daguerreotype gives their pretty

faces, but admire the bright blue, or black eyes, and rosy cheeks

to be seen in the glass picture, which, in their opiuions—bless

their sweet hearts!—reflects their sweet faces "just like life,"

and seems as if they were looking at themselves in a tiny mirror

of the ancient magician.
— The man who would not take our Journal because it was

edited by our wife, we are authentically informed, reads it month-

ly although he does not pay for it. Just as might be expected.

— J. + Q.—The man utters a deliberate falsehood. Our
subscription has steadily increased siuce the first number was
issued. True a subscriber occasionally drops off, but we assure

you for every one we have so lost, we gain six others. If you
believe all he says, you will be travelling very wide of the truth.

Interesting Invention—the Zographoscope.—Mr. Simons,

of Richmond, whose daguerreotypes have attracted so much ad-

miration, has showu us an invention for which he is about to

apply for a patent under the name of the Zographoscope. This

new invention, highly creditable to the ingenuity of the distin-

guished artist, is constructed on such a principle, that it can be

applied to any daguerreotype, or auy number of daguerreotypes,

and produces at once an image as large as life. It is a capital idea.

l
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A MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY,'

II

INCLUDING THE PRACTICE OF THE COLLODION

PROCESS.

BY T. FREDERICK n.lRDVnCH.

SECTION II.

Photographic action of the fixing

coloring Bath.

and

his subject may conveniently be divided

as follows:—A. The ordinary phenome-

na of fixing and coloring a Positive

proof.—B. The circumstances which af-

fect the rapidity and perfection of the

process.—C. Hypothesis on the exact nature of the change

which takes place.—D. Explanation of the manner in which

the efficiency of the Bath is maintained by the simple im-

mersion of proofs.—E. On the use of Chloride of Gold in color-

ing Photographs.—F. On a peculiar effect produced by the

presence of Alkaline Iodides in the Bath.—G. On coloring by

means of Hyposulphurous Acid.

A. THE ORDINARY PHENOMENA OF COLORING A POSITIVE PROOF.

It was mentioned in the early part of this Chapter that the

tint of the Positive proof, as seen on its removal from the print-

ing frame, was warm and pleasing, but that this brilliancy, being

of an evanescent character, immediately disappeared on immer-
sion in the Hypo Bath.
The first effect produced by the coloring Bath is to dissolve

away the free Nitrate of Silver, upon the surface of the print,

and also that portion of the Chloride of Silver which has not

been acted upon by the Light. The tint of the picture at this

early stage of this process varies much according to the manner
in which the sensitive paper has been prepared, but the chemi-

cal composition of the surface may for practical purposes be con-

sidered to be always the same, viz. a Snbchloride of Silver—
that is, a salt containing less Chlorine than the ordinary Chlo-

ride of Silver. After the action of the Bath has been allowed

to continue for a certain time, the coloring process is seen to

commence; the reddish tints disappear by degrees, and various

shades of purple take their place; eventually the color becomes
a sepia-brown, or even of a pure black, and the process is at an
end.

The chemical composition of the print after the coloration is

complete, is different from what it was before; it is now a Sul-
phuret of Silver, or at all events a compound more or less ap-

proaching to Sulphuret in its characters.

Observe that during the whole process of coloring a gradual
solvent action takes place upon the lighter shades of the proof.

In consequence of this it is always necessary to print the picture

some shades darker than it is intended to remain. The stu-

dent will naturally suppose, from his acquaintance with the
peculiar properties of the Hyposulphite of Soda, that the solvent

action is due to the influence of this salt. Such a view however
is not altogether a correct one, since it will be found on trial

that a plain solution of Hyposulphite of Soda of equal strength
does not produce the effect to a similar extent. The solvent
action is caused by the Hyposulphite and the coloring salt to-

gether, rather than by either of the two alone.

When the tint of the Photograph has reached a certain point,

it does not improve, but rather deteriorates by prolonging the
immersion in the Bath. It becomes of a dirty green hue, and
the white portions of the image are changed to yellow. These
facts are susceptible of being explained to a certain extent, and
with that view they will again be brought before our notice.

B. CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH AFFECT THE RAPIDITY AND PERFECTION
OF THE COLORING PROCESS.

The coloring of a Positive Photograph proceeds in a gradual
manner until it attains to a maximum. The amount of time

* Continued from page 266.

VOL. VIII. no. x.

however which is required to accomplish the change, and also

the intensity of the color when produced, varies much in differ-

ent cases. The following circumstances will be mentioned as

influencing the result:—acidity of the Bath—presence of Nitrate

of Silver upon the surface of the proof—proportions of Hyposul-
phite and Tetrathionate—temperature of the solution^presence
of Hyposulphite of Silver in the coloring Bath.

a. Acidity of the Bath.—A coloring Bath prepared with the

Tetrathionates, is invariably acid to test-paper. It was shown
in the last Section that the exact nature of the acid is not known
but that we are acquainted with the manner in which it is pro-

duced, viz. by the decomposition of Tetrathionate of Soda, or of

Hyposulphite of Silver, or of both combined, in solution of Hy-
posulphite of Soda.

We notice now that if the acidity is carefully removed by the

addition of Alkali in small proportion, taking care not to add
an excess, the Photographic properties of the solution are modi-
fied thereby.

The Bath still produces coloration of the print, but it is more
slow and gradual than before. There are however many advan-
tages attending the employment of a neutral Bath. The tints,

although lighter, are more warm and pleasing, and they are less

apt to lose their brilliancy during the subsequent processes of

washing and drying. The acid Bath also dissolves away the

lighter shades of the print to a far greater extent than the neu-

tral Bath, and hence the gradation of tone in the finished Pho-
tograph is iuferior.

Thirdly, the neutral bath allows of the print being immersed
immediately on removal from the frame; whereas with the acid

Bath, unless a portion of the free Nitrate of Silver is first re-

moved, there is danger of a decomposition of Hyposulphite of

Silver, and consequent yellow color in the white portions of the
proof.*

b. Presence offree Nitrate of Silver upon the surface of the

proof at the time of immersion in the Coloring Bath.—The excess

of Nitrate of Silver upon the surface of the proof when removed
from the frame, greatly accelerates the rapidity and ultimate

perfection of the coloring process. If the print is first soaked
in salt and water in order to convert the Nitrate into Chloride

of Silver, although it will still color, yet the coloration takes

place slowly and with difficulty. Photographers usually employ
a much larger proportion of Nitrate of Silver in sensitizing paper
than is actually required, and they do so because they find by
experience that the excess assists the action of the coloring

Bath, and produces dark tones in the print. The employment
of very strong solutions of Nitrate of Silver however rhas the

disadvantage of accelerating the change to a certain extent upou
every part of the surface. Hence, at the same time that the

dark parts are darker than before, the light parts are apt to

be changed to yellow. If this yellow tint is objected to, the

means of obviating it are threefold,—to keep the solution neu-

tral to test-paper,—to remove the print from the Bath immedi-
ately the coloration is complete,—and third, to see that the

solution contains a portion of Hyposulphite of Silver. The
beneficial effects produced by the presence of a Salt of Silver in

the coloring Bath will be again alluded to.

c. Relative proportions of Hyposulphite and Tetrathionate used

in preparing the Bath.—A coloring Bath consists of a mixture
of Hyposulphite of Soda and Tetrathionate of Soda, but the

former salt is added in by far the larger quantity of the two.

Experiments show that the rapidity of coloration increases up
to a certain point with the strength of the solution of Hyposul-
phite of Soda which is employed.

On the other hand, the amount of Tetrathionate required is

comparatively small.

The rule is, that the coloring powers of the solution are im-

proved by adding more Tetrathionate only when a longer time is

alloived to elapse before the mixed solution is used. If the color-

ing Bath is to be employed within twelve hours after its first

manufacture, probably it will not work in any way more quickly

* The yellowness does not invariably happen under the above circum-
stances even with an acid Bath, but the liability to it is decidedly in-

creased.
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from an increase in the usual quantity of Tetrathionate having

been made.*
d. Temperature of the solution.—This is practically important

;

in very cold weather the Bath always works more slowly than

usual, whereas in the height of summer, and especially in hot

climates, it occasionally becomes quite unmanageable, from the

rapidity and violence with which the various changes take

place.

e. Addition of Hyposulphite of Silver to the Bath.—The es-

sential elements of a coloring Bath include only Hyposulphite of

Soda and Tetrathionate of Soda. The addition of a little Chlo-

ride or Nitrate of Silver however, so as to form Hyposulphite of

Silver, is an improvement. The coloration is rather slower than

before, but the tones are more decidedly purple and les of a grey

color than when no Silver is present. The tint of the proof

does not suffer so much by prolonged immersion when the Bath
contains Hyposulphite of Silver; also the clearness of the white

parts is better preserved. No explanation of these facts is at-

tempted; but they have been so frequently observed, that it is

impossible to doubt their accuracy.

C. HYPOTHESES ON THE EXACT NATURE OF THE CHANGE WHICH
TAKES PLACE IN THE COLORING PROCESS, AND ON THE CHEMICAL

COMPOSITION OF THE COLORED SURFACE.

It has already been stated in general terms, that the process

of coloring a Photographic proof consists essentially in impart-

ing to it the element Sulphur, so as to form a Sulphuret of Sil-

ver, or a substance analogous to it in composition.

The Tetrathionates are all unstable bodies, tending continual-

ly to lose Sulphur, and to pass into the condition of TVithion-

ates. Nevertheless we can scarcely suppose that this is the

rationale of the action of the coloring Bath, since there is reason

to think that Tetrathionates are decomposed on mixing with

Hyposulphites, and that the solution, when ready for use, con-

tains a new principal distinct from any Polythionate. The most
characteristic property of this principle is no doubt instability,

and a tendency to deposit Sulphur, in which respect it closely re-

sembles the Tetrathionates, if not identical with them in compo-
sition.

Mode in which the Sulphur is imparted to the proof.—It is not

easy to say whether the formation of Sulphuret of Silver takes

place directly—that is, by the element being yielded at once to

the reduced metal; or indirectly—by a prelimiuary formation

and subsequent decomposition of a Hyposulphite, or a corres-

ponding salt of Silver. There are arguments on both sides of

the question, for as, on the one hand, it is found that the color-

ation of the print is facilitated by all those causes which hasten

the decomposition of Hyposulphite of Silver; so, on the other,

it is evident that a principle exists in the solution containing

much Sulphur loosely combined.

This is well shown by taking a coloring Bath prepared with

the Perchloride of Iron, and adding to it a small quantity of

Ammouia. Immediately a black precipitate forms, which is the

Sulphuret of Iron. This fact is interesting, theoretically con-

sidered, because the tendency of Alkalies is to displace metallic

oxides, and not metallic sulphurets.

If theu we suppose that the darkened surface of reduced
Chloride decomposes the uustable Sulphur compound existing

in the Bath, in the same manner as the Ammonia and Iron

Salt conjoined, the production of Sulphuret of Silver is at once
explained.

Hypothesis on the Chemical Composition of the colored surfaces.

—Nothing can be stated with certainty on this point. It is

however probable that the Sulphuret of Silver first formed af-

terwards combines chemically with the remaiuiug Chloride, so

as to form a double salt of the Chloride and Sulphuret of Silver.

It has been shown that a Chloro-sulphurct of Mercury exists, of

a color different from either of the simple salts; and such being
the case, it may be also with Silver.

The Author, in exq)erimenting roughly, succeeded in obtaining

a substance of a brick-red color, and possessing the following

* This rule does not apply to the Hyposulphite of Gold, employed as
n coloring agent.

general characters: unaffected by. warm Nitric Acid, bladcned

by Ammonia and Hyposulphite of Soda; the Ammoniacal solu-

tion, on being tested, was found to contain Chloride of Silver,

and the black powder proved to be Sulphuret of Silver. This

therefore may have been a true double salt; but more accurate

experiments are needed to establish such a fact beyond dispute.

D. ON THE MODE IN WHICH THE EFFICIENCY OF A COLORING BATH

IS MAINTAINED BY THE SIMPLE IMMERSION OF PROOFS, AND WITH-

OUT FRESH ADDITION OF TETRATHIONATE.

When a coloring Bath has been properly prepared, if it be

kept in constant use, it will seldom be necessary to make any

further addition of Tetrathionate. The solution contains with-

in itself, to a certain extent, the means of its own renewal.

It was shown in the last Section that, whatever may be the

precise nature of the substance possessing the coloring proper-

ties, it is certainly formed, amongst other methods, by the decom-

position of Hyposulphite of Silver in contact with Hyposnlphite

of Soda.

Now each proof, on its immersion in the Hypo Bath, carries

with it a layer of dried Nitrate of Silver upon the surface, and
this Nitrate, in contact with the coloring solution, causes a cer-

tain amount of decomposition. The quantity decomposed is of

course small, but it is sufficient for the purpose required, and
serves amply to prevent the powers of the liquid from becoming

exhausted.

If the plan of removing the free Nitrate by a preliminary im-

mersion in plain Hyposulphite of Soda is adopted, then, in that

case, the coloring Bath must be kept at a constant strength by
occasional addition of fresh Tetrathionate. So also, if the Bath
be laid altogether aside for many weeks, until complete decom-

position has taken place, the same artificial renewal will neces-

sarily be required.

E. ON THE USE OF THE HYPOSULPHITE OF GOLD IN COLORING PHO-

TOGRAPHIC PROOFS.

The addition of the Chloride of Gold to Hyposulphite of Soda
produces, as before shown, both Tetrathionate of Soda and Hy-
posulphite of Gold.

There is reason however to think that the latter of these two
salts exercises the most important influence in modifying the

tints. The quantity of Chloride of Gold used is always small,

and would scarcely produce sufficient Tetrathionate to have
much effect. Also it is found that the crystalized Sel d'Or,

which is a double Hyposulphite of Gold and Soda freed from
Tetrathionate, can be substituted for the Chloride without des-

troying the coloring properties.

The explanation of the action of Hyposulphite of Gold may
be as follows:

Metallic Gold holds a position on the list of " chemical affini-

ties" lower than that occupied by metallic Silver; that is, the

latter metal has the greater attraction for Oxygen. In conse-

quence of this superior affinity, Silver displaces Gold from its

solutions in the same manner as it is itself displaced by other

more oxidizable metals.

If you dip the polished blade of a knife in solution of Nitrate

of Silver, a black deposit of metallic Silver is produced, and an
equivalent quantity of Iron dissolved. So in the same way, a
solution of Chloride of Gold poured upon a surface of pure Sil-

ver, deposits a crust of metallic Gold and takes up Silver iu its

place. It is couceived, then, that upon immersing a print in a
Bath of Hyposulphite of Soda, containing Hyposulphite of Gold
a substitution of the one metal for the other takes place to a

certain extent.

In experimenting iu order to ascertain the capabilities of Hy-
posulphite of Gold of depositing metallic Gold upon a silvered

surface, it was found to be much less energetic iu that respect

thau the Chloride of Gold. A Collodion Photograph, treated

with both in succession, became immediately covered with a
grey crust in the latter case, but experienced no change until

heated in the former. So agaiu, a positive priut immersed iu

dilute solutiou of Chloride of Gold is at once affected, but in

m
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Hyposulphite of Gold the change iu color may be deferred for

many hours.

If we grant therefore that Gold is actually deposited, it be-

comes a question whether it remains in the condition of metal,

or is subsequently converted into Sulphuret of Gold. The phe-

nomena produced by immersing a print first in neutral Chloride

of Gold and afterwards in Hyposulphite of Soda, are decidedly

in favor of the latter view. The Hyposulphite of Soda, in that

case, modifies the tint and makes it darker than before.

The greatest objection to the use of the Salts of Gold as col-

oring agents is the rapidity with which the Hyposulphite of

Gold decomposes into Sulphuret. This Sulphuret of Gold, being
insoluble in the Hypo solution, separates in shining scales, some-
what resembling the Sulphuret of Silver, but lighter in color.

Hence the quantity of Gold lost by decomposition is probably
greater than that consumed in coloring prints.

Observe also the manner in which a coloring bath prepared
with Chloride of Gold may by degrees alter its character com-
pletely, so as eventually to become identical with one prepared
with the Tetrathionate. By a continued immersion of proofs,

the products of decomposing Hyposulphite of Silver gradually

accumulate, whilst at the same time the amount of Gold dimin-

ishes. Hence, after a time, the coloration is carried on by con-

version of the reduced Chloride into Sulphuret of Silver in the

usual way, and is completed probably without any assistance

from the Gold salt.

These changes in the general mode of action of the Bath take

place more quickly in proportion to the number of proofs im-

mersed and to the degree of concentration of the Hypo solution.

It has already been shown that a strong solution of Hyposul-
phite of Soda reacts upon Nitrate of Silver and prduces a color-

ing liquid far more quickly than a dilute solution. Hence in the

formulae given for preparing coloring Baths in Part II., the
quantity of Hyposulphite of Soda directed to be used for a Gold
Bath is less than that required for the Tetrathionate, the object

being to retard as much as possible the generation of the sulphu-

retted coloring principle.

F. ON A PECULIAR INFLUENCE EXERTED BY ALKALINE IODIDES IN

THE COLORING BATH.

It was shown at an early period in the history of the Photo-
graphic Art, that the Iodides of the Alkalies, such as Iodide of

Potassium or Ammonium, exerted a peculiar action upon the
Chloride of Silver darkened by light ;—that they tended, under
certain circumstances, to bleech and remove the color, and most
probably so by supplying Iodine in place of the Chlorine which
had been lost, and afterwards dissolving the neutral Iodide of

Silver so formed in the excess of Alkaline Iodide.

A knowledge of these facts made it reasonable to suppose
that an Iodide of a similar kind in the Hypo coloring Bath
might be injurious, and accordingly experiments were made to

determine whether such was the case. The results showed that
a large, excess of Iodide of Potassium or Sodium had the effect

of dissolving the image completely away, and that a smaller

quantity, whilst interfering slightly with the rapidity of colora-

tion, tended also to cause a yellow deposit of Iodide of Silver in

the lights.

These observations may be of service in suggesting the pro-

priety of taking measures to remove the Iodide of Sodium al-

ways formed when Tetrathionates are produced by the action of
Iodine upon Hyposulphite of Soda. In the practical directions

for the preparation of coloring Baths this will be borne in mind,
and directions given how to avoid the entrance of the Iodide in-

to the Bath.

G. ON COLORING POSITIVE PROOFS BY MEANS OF HYPOSULPHUROUS
ACID.

The few remarks which it is proposed to offer under this head
are not suggested with the idea of confusing the reader by need-
lessly multiplying facts, but simply to explain certain phenomena
which he will probably meet with in the course of his experi-
ments.

Photographers have long observed, that if a few drops of Ace-

tic or Hydrochloric Acid be added to an old coloring solution

which has become inactive, its energies are immediately restored

to a considerable extent. This effect is not to be attributed to

the acid itself, but rather to a decomposition set up by it in the

liquid.

The Acetic Acid, on its addition, displaces an equivalent quan-

tity of Hyposulphurous Acid, as was shown in the last Section,

and this Hyposulphurous Acid immediately begins to split up
iuto Sulphurous Acid and Sulphur. The decomposition, although

it commences at once, is not thoroughly completed for some
hours, and as long as it lasts, the coloring powers of the liquid

continue.

This process with Hyposulphurous Acid is not in practice

found to succeed so well as the other, but theoretically speaking

it admits of comparison with it.

In employing the Perchloride of Iron or the Chloride of Gold
in the preparation of Baths, the student will constantly find

these remarks illustrated; both the Iron and Gold Salts, as they

are usually sold, contain an excess of free Hydrochloric Acid,

which produces a milkiness in the Hypo solution more quickly

than would result from employment of pure Tetrathionate.

The addition of a larger quantity of any acid, such for in-

stance as the Sulphuric, to Hypo solution, produces a more per-

manent coloring effect ; but in this case probably Tetrathionates

or the products of their decomposition are formed ; the Sulphu-

ric Acid sets free Hyposulphurous Acid; the Hyposulphurous

splits into Sulphurous Acid and Sulphur; the Sulphurous Acid
reacting upon the excess of Hyposulphite of Soda, forms a mix-

ture of Trithionate and Tetrathionate of Soda.

SECTION III.

Preparation of the Sensitive Paper.

It is not necessary to speak at the present time of the general

theory of the preparation of a sensitive surface of Chloride of

Silver, that subject having been already discussed iu the Fourth
Chapter of this work.

There are some particulars however which relate to the con-

dition of the surface of darkened Chloride, as affecting the rapid-

ity and intensity of coloration, which it will be well to discuss.

Too much pains cannot be expended in the preparation of

the sensitive paper, if rich and agreeable tones are desired in

the resulting positive. The best of coloring Baths will only

succeed well when the reduced salt is in the proper condition

for undergoing the change. Remarks may be made upon the

following subjects:—A. The color of the print affected by the

degree of reduction of the surface.—B. By the proportions of

Chloride of Sodium and Nitrate of Silver used in sensitizing.

—

C. The use of Ammonio-Nitrate of Silver.—D. Of organic mat-

ters, Albumen and Gelatine.

A. THE COLOR OF THE PRINT AFFECTED BY THE DEGREE OF REDUC-

TION OF THE SURFACE.

When we say that the darkened surface which forms the pos-

itive image is a sub-chloride of Silver, it is not intended to assert

that the composition of it is in all cases precisely the same. So
far from that being the case, there are no doubt stages in the

reduction of this salt; the Chlorine separating by degrees, and
leaving a surface the composition of which is continually vary-

ing.

In like manner, as the chemical composition of darkened
Chloride of Silver varies with the time of exposure to light, so

also does the color of the reduced surface. In order that the

amateur may study these differences, he is to prepare a sheet of

sensitive paper according to directions given in the Second Part
of this work, and having cut it up into slips of a few inches

square, to expose these slips to the bright sunlight for varying

periods of time. At every visible change of color, a slip is to

be removed and laid aside in a dark place; eventually all are to

be subjected to the action of the coloring Bath. The sequence

of tints obtained by the simple action of Light will be as follows:

Pale violet, violet blue, slate blue, brown, chocolate brown,

^^i
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bronze, or copper-color. On each of these the Hypo solution

will produce a different effect.

The lightest shades dissolve away more or less completely.

The intermediate ones first become lighter, and afterwards dark-

en. The "bronze," or coppery metallic surface, the last stage

of reduction of all, is very little affected; it neither dissolves,

nor, for a long time, does it darken.

It is said that the intermediate shades darken; they do not

however all do so to the same extent.— The greatest depth and
richness of color is found with those lohich approach most nearly

to the " coppery" stage.

All this is important. As the solubility in Hypo diminishes

so up to a certain point, does the depth and richness of color

increase. This point may be termed " the stage of complete

reduction," when the deposit becomes metallic, and the whole

or the greater part of the Chlorine is supposed to be separated.

With these facts befoi'e us, it is easy to understand that the

tint of a Positive Photograph would be much influenced by the

density of the Negative matrix from which it was produced.

Pale and feeble Negatives cannot, by the most superior mani-

pulation, be made to print well. The proofs are wanting in

vigor, and have a flat and indistinct appearance. The reason of

this is obvious:—The combination cannot be exposed to light

for a sufficient length of time to bring about the requisite degree

of reduction of the Chloride of Silver. Hence the deepest sha-

dows of the resulting Positive are not sufficiently dark, and there

is a want of contrast which is fatal to the effect.

A good Negative should be so opaque as to preserve the

lights of the image beneath tolerably clear, until the darkest

shades were about to pass into the bronze or coppery condition. If

the amount of intensity is less than this, the finest tints procur-

able can scarcely be expected.

B. THE EFFECTS PRODUCED BY VARYING THE PROPORTIONS OF SALTS

USED IN SENSITIZING.

It might seem at first that the quantities of both salts requir-

ed for sensitising could be easily deduced from a simple calcula-

tion,—that the atomic weight of Nitrate of Silver being about
three times as great as that of Chloride of Sodium, therefore

three times the strength of Nitrate would necessarily be required

;

this however is not altogether the case. Much depends upon
the length of time that the salted paper is allowed to remain in

contact with the Silver solutiou, and by a prolonged action the

decomposition is complete even with a weak Bath of Nitrate.

Nevertheless there are certain proportions both of salt and of

Nitrate of Silver, which are found in practice to succeed better

than others.

a. Of Salt.—As a general rule, it may be said that the sen-

sibility of the paper is regulated up to a certain point by the

amount of salt used in the preparation. The quantity of alka-

line Chloride determines the amount of Chloride of Silver, and
papers are more sensitive in proportion as they contain more Chlo-

ride of Silver.

Highly sensitized papers darken rapidly, and pass at length

very completely into the coppery stage.

Weakly sensitized papers, on the other hand, darken more
slowly, and are less apt to become coppery, even under the in-

fluence of a powerful light.

In practice it is found advisable to restrain the amount of

Chloride of Silver within moderate limits, as the most sensitive

papers are apt spontaneously to change color, even in the

dark.

b. Proportion of Nitrate of Silver required.—Provided the

whole of the Chloride of Sodium be properly converted into

Chloride of Silver, the sensibility of the paper is much the same
whether the solution of Nitrate employed is strong or weak. It

is necessary that an excess of Nitrate of Silver should be present

to accelerate the action of light upon the Chloride of Silver;

but when that excess is once established, nothing is gained by
increasing it.

_
However, the employment of strong solutions of Nitrate of

Silver in sensitizing Positive paper is usually recommended in

Photographic works, from the superior richness of tone of the

gfSg"-:

resulting proof. A surface of Chloride of Silver with a bare ex-

cess of Nitrate, such as would be produced by brushing a strong-

ly salted paper with a Silver solution of moderate concentration,

gives in the coloring Bath a cold and flat tint, much wanting in

depth and brilliancy. This subject has been sufficiently explain-

ed in the last Section.

C. THE USE OF THE AMMONIO-NITRATE OF SILVER.

The association of an alkali like Ammonia with Nitrate of

Silver tends most powerfully to assist the reduction by light. It

has been seen that the decomposition of the Chloride or Iodide
of Silver with excess of Nitrate is attended with the liberation of
acid. This acid forms an impediment to the further continuance

of the process, and the Alkali acts by neutralizing it.

Chemistry of Ammonio-Nitrate of Silver.—Ammonio-Nitrate
of Silver may be looked upon as a solution of the Oxide of Sil-

ver in Ammonia. It is produced by dissolving Nitrate of Sil-

ver in water, and dropping in Ammonia, until the brown precip-

itate first formed is taken up again. In a former Chapter,

Oxide of Silver dissolved in Nitrate of Ammonia, was spoken of;

this however is not the same compound as the one we are now
considering. Although Nitrate of Ammonia is necessarily

formed during the ordinary process of preparation of the Am-
moniacal Oxide, yet its presence is not in any way necessary to

the constitution of that substance, which is strictly speaking a

solution of Oxide, not in a salt of Ammonia, but in Amonia it-

self.

In the process of sensitizing salted paper by the Ammonio-
Nitrate of Silver, free Ammonia is necessarily formed. When
plain Nitrate of Silver is used , either Nitrate of Soda, or of

Ammonia, is produced, both of which salts are neutral, and do
not affect the result; but Ammonia, being a solvent for Chloride

of Silver, must necessarily dissolve away a portion of the sensi-

tive surface. Therefore, after the same solution of Ammonio-
Nitrate of Silver had been employed many times, it would no
doubt contain not only Oxide of Silver, but also Chloride of Sil-

ver dissolved in Ammonia.
The following equation illustrates the difference in the two

cases:

—

Chloride of Ammonium + Nitrate of Silver

Chloride of Silver + Nitrate of Ammonia.

Chloride of Ammonium -|- Oxide Silver in Ammonia
—.Chloride of Silver -j- Ammonia + Water.

By the action of very strong solution of Ammonia upon Oxide
of Silver, a black substance is obtained, termed " fulminating

Silver," which possesses the most dangerous explosive properties.

Its composition has not been accurately ascertained; but it is

supposed by some to be a Nitride of Silver—id est, a compound
of Nitrogen gas with metallic Silver. The question has been

raised, whether the ordinary solution of Ammonio-Nitrate of

Silver might not possibly form this substance by spontaneous

evaporation ; but there is no reason to suppose that it would do so.

Photographic action of the Ammonio-Nitrate of Silver.—The
first advantage gained by the employment of Ammonio-Nitrate

is the same as that attributed to increased strength of the ordi-

nary sensitizing solutions, viz. a more rapid and complete reduc-

tion under the influence of light.

But independent of this, it has other claims to our notice.

The color afterwards obtained in the Hypo Bath is peculiarly

dark and rich with pictures prepared in this way. A velvety

black in the shadows, and perfect integrity in the light portions

of the proof, is certainly characteristic of Ammonia-Nitrate of

Silver when properly employed.

Nevertheless it is most desirable, for reasons already given, to

find a substitute for this preparation, and there can be but little

doubt that the same effect might be produced by associating

other substances—possibly of an organic origin—with the plain

Nitrate of Silver ordinarily used in sensitizing.

D. THE EMPLOYMENT OF ORGANIC MATTERS, SUCH AS ALBUMEN, GEL-

ATINE, ETC.

Albumen has of late been much used in preparing Positive w
I
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paper;—not so much for the sake of any advantage to be deriv-

ed from it in the early part of the process or exposure to light,

as for the improvement in appearance of the finished picture.

It gives an agreeable gloss, and brings out the shadows and
minor details with great distinctness.

Albumen pictures color slowly in the Hypo Bath, and do not

easily reach the darkest tints. A variety of pulple and bown
shades however may be obtained, very suitable for some sub-

jects.

In Part III. of this work will be found a more detailed ac-

count of the nature of pure Albumen. From the account there

given, it will be seen that it does not admit of the substitution

of Ammonio-Nitrate for the ordinary Nitrate of Silver used in

sensitizing.

Gelatine (see also Part III.) does not impart a gloss like

Albumen, but it is useful in assisting to keep the solutions prin-

cipally at the surface of the paper.

Dark tints may be obtained by Gelatine paper with or with-

out Ammonio-Nitrate, and there is less tendency in the

whites to become yellow than with Albumen.

CHAPTER XL

ON THE PROPOSED SUBSTITUTION OF BROMIDES FOR IODIDES IN PHO-

TOGRAPHIC PROCESSES.

In the Daguerreotype process both Iodine and Bromine are
employed conjointly, and in that way a greater degree of sensi-

tiveness is obtained, than by the use of either of the two alone.

It does not however follow that the same rule should apply
to the Collodion film, since the two cases differ from each other
so widely that they do not admit of comparison.
The observations which it is intended to make, may conveni-

ently be inculded under the following heads:—A. The relative

sensitiveness of Bromide and Iodide of Silver to white Light.

—

B. Superior sensibility of the former to colored Light.—C. Di-
vision of the chemical rays of Light into two classes by means
of Sulphate of Quinine.—D. Mode in which colored objects are
copied upon Iodide of Silver.

A. RELATIVE SENSITIVENESS OF BROMIDE AND IODIDE OF SILVER TO

WHITE LIGHT.

It has long been a question with Photographers, whether the
Bromide or the Iodide of Silver is the most sensitive to the in-

fluence of white Light. The general impression however ap-
pears to be in favor of the former. No doubt much depends
upon the physical structure of the films submitted to examina-
tion, and to the presence or absence of free Iodine in the Iodized
Collodion employed. Bromized Collodion does not suffer the
same decomposition by keeping as the Iodized, and hence it re-

tains its sensitiveness for a longer period.

According to experiments roughly performed by the author,
it appeared that an opalescent neutral film of Collodio-Iodide of
Silver was slightly more sensitive than any Bromide film which
could be prepared. The difference however was not sufficiently

great to make it a point of importance.

B, SUPERIOR SENSIBILITY OF BROMIDE OF SILVER TO COLORED RAYS
OF LIGHT.

It has already been stated that the peculiar properties of
white Light are associated each one with certain of the elemen-
tary colored rays in preference to the others,—that the Blue, or
the most refrangable, is the chemical ray, the Yellow the lumi-
nous, and the Red the heat-producing ray. Therefore, when
the solar spectrum is allowed to impinge upon a prepared sensi-

tive surface, the darkening characteristic of chemical action
takes place only in the upper portions of the spectrum ; the low-
er, or least refrangible part, being unaffected.

Observe however that there is a difference in this respect be-
tween a sensitive surface prepared with the Iodide, and one pre-
pared with the Bromide of Silver.

3?*

The latter salt is affected more extensively, that is, to a point

lower in the spectrum, than the former. In the case of the

Iodide of Silver, the action ceases with the Blue space; but witli

the Bromide it reaches some way into the Green. The least

refrangible colors—that is, the Yellow and Red—produce no
effect either upon the Bromide or Iodide of Silver, at least none
that it is necessary to take account of at present. The accom-
panying diagrams are intended to illustrate this.

Violet.

Indigo.

Blue.

-

Green.

Yellow

Red.

Green.

Yellow

Orange

Red.

Yellow

Orange

Red

VISIBLE

SrECTRUM.

SPECTRUM ON SPECTRUM ON
IODIDE OF SILVER. BROMIDE OF SILVER.

Now it might appear at first that this superior sensibility of

the Bromide of Silver to green rays of light must be a great

advantage to the Photographer, seeing that tints of that kind
are so abundant in Nature.

The author however has not been successful in the use of

Bromide of Silver upon Collodion, and he believes that the opin-

ion of the most eminent operators of the day is opposed to it. It

can be shown too that even upon theoretical grouud we are not

justified in expecting to derive that amount of benefit from the

employment of Bromides which they might at first appear to

promise; and for this reason—that the rays with which Photo-
graphers at -present work are not the. colored rays, but rather those

near to or beyond the limits of the visible spectrum.

The bearing which this statement has upon the question at is-

sue, will be seen on reading what is immediately to follow.

C. SEPARATION OF THE CHEMICAL RAYS OF LIGHT INTO TWO CLASSES

BY SOLUTION OF SULPHATE OF QUININE.

This must be looked upon as an arbitrary division, intended

simply to facilitate the comprehension of the subject.

If the student will examiue the two diagrams in the last page
representing the action of the spectrum upon Iodide and Bro-
mide of Silver, he will see that the darkening in both cases is

by far the most decided at the upper part of the violet space

and immediately beyond it; the chemical action is there exceed-

ingly intense, and will produce a given effect in a very much
shorter space of time than at any point lower down.

There are therefore, so to speak, in the solar spectrum certain

actinic rays which are not associated with any visible color,

being more highly refrangible than ail, and it is with these rays

principally that Photographers work.

In order to gain a correct notion of the Photographic value

of the " invisible" chemical rays, as compared with those which
are associated with the upper colored spaces, a simple plan is to

select some medium which posses the property of absorbing one
set of rays and of permitting the other to pass; so that having

sifted them out, as it were, the one from the other, we may be
able to deal with each separately. Such a medium is distilled

water holding in solution a large per centage of the Sulphate

of Quinine,

A solution of the Sulphate of Quinine immediately strikes the

most casual observer as being in some way different from ordi-

nary liquids. It is perfectly colorless and transparent, like wa-
ter, but has a peculiarly silvery and blue tinge when held in cer-

tain positions; hence it is easy to imagine that rays of white

light are modified by passing through it. The nature of this

modification is as follows:—the elementary colored rays are all

transmitted, consequently the fluid appears colorless, but the most

refrangible chemical rays are absorbed. The white light which
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passes still possesses a certain amount of chemical action, but

it is of that feeble kind which belongs more exclusively to the

visible rays.

In the ' Journal of the Photographic Society,' vol. i., pages

86 and 100, will be found a detailed account of experiments on

this subject, performed by Mr. William Crookes, to which the

reader is referred for further information. At present it is in-

tended to extract a statement which will illustrate the relative

value of the visible and invisible actinic rays.

It was found that a picture upon Bromized Collodion required

when the Light was previously sifted by solution of Sulphate of

Quinine, an exposure offorty minutes; upon Iodized Collodion,

without the Quinine, four minutes. Therefore (supposing the

sensibility of the two samples of Collodion to have been equal)

by the employment of all the rays the image was formed in ex-

actly a tenth part of the time required when only the colored

rays were used;—in other words, the invisible highly refrangible

rays which affect both Bromide and Iodide of Silver alike,

proved to be ten times more energentic than the colored chemi-

cal rays which decompose the Bromide of Silver proportionably

more.

To apply this argument then to the case originally supposed,

viz. that of copying landscape scenery, where radiations of all

kinds are present at the same time—what, it may be asked,

would be the amount of effect produced by the green color of the

foliage, as compared with that of the other rays of white light?

In point of fact, the picture might be taken ten times over, or

somewhere thereabout, by all the rays conjoined, before these

colored rays would have time to impress themselves.

It is therefore probable that any advantage attendant on the

use of Bromide of Silver—if such exists—is to be attributed to

other peculiarities possessed by their salt, and not to its superior

sensibility to colored light. If we could increase the sensitive-

ness of our chemical preparations to such an extent as to ena-

ble us to employ the Sulphate of Quinine Bath constantly for

eliminating the more highly refrangible rays—then the state of

the case would be entirely altered; but at present it is to these

rays, and not to the others, that we must look for the impres-

sion of the image.

D. EXPLANATION OF THE MANNER IN WHICH DARK COLORED OBJECTS

IMPRESS IODIDE OF SILVER.

The following query may perhaps have occurred to the mind
of the reader—If the colored rays proceeding from natural ob-

jects produce no effect upon the sensitive surfaces, or so little

that, practically speaking, it may be disregarded, how are these

objects to be copied? To this the reply is, that they are deli-

neated by means of the few and scattered rays of white light

which are projected in some measure from the surfaces of all

bodies, independent of their color. Pure hymogeneous tints are

seldom found in nature, and even the darkest colors throw off a

small proportion of the highly refrangible rays. The extent to

which this takes place depends much upon the power of reflect-

ing light possessed by the surface; and the amateur would soon

discover this, even if not previously informed of it.

Hence it is that some kinds of foliage (as for instance the

Ivy, with its smooth and polished leaf) are more easily copied

than others. So again with regard to drapery—the color of

the material is not in any way more important than the nature

of its surface; and a comparison in this respect between silks

and satin on the one hand,. and velvets and course stuffs on the

other, will abundantly demonstrate this to be the case.

CHAPTER XII.

ON THE CHEMISTRY OF THE DAGUERREOTYPE PROCESS.

It was not the intention of the Author, in writing the pres-

ent work, to include any description of the Dagurreotype pro-
cess.

The Daguerreotype is a branch of the Photographic art, so
distiuct from the others that, at least as far as manipulatory de-

tails are concerned, it can scarcely be said to bear any analogy
to them. Still it is conceived that a slight sketch of the theory
of this process may not be unacceptible to the amateur, who
would naturally desire, whilst practising one department of the

art, to escape from the imputation of being altogether ignorant
ot the outlines of another.

All necessary remarks to be made will fall under three heads:

—A. The nature of the Daguerreotype film.—B. The means by
which the latent image is developed.—C. The strengthening of

the image by means of Hyposulphite of Gold.

A. THE NATURE OF THE DAGUERREOTYPE FILM.

The sensitive film of the Daguerreotypist is in mauy respects

different from that of the Calotype or Collodiotype. The latter

may be termed wet -processes, in contradistinction to the former
where aqueous solutions are not employed. The Daguerreotype
film is a pure and isolated Iodide of Silver, formed by the direct

action of Iodine upon the metal. Hence it lacks one element of

sensitiveness possessed by the others, viz. the presence of the
Nitrate or other scluble salt of Silver.

Details of the Process.—A copper plate of moderate thickness

is coated upon the surface with a layer of pure silver, either by
the electrotype or any other convenient manner. It is then
polished with great care, until the surface assumes a most bril-

liant metallic lustre This preliminary operation of polishing is

oue of great practical importance, and the troublesome details

attending it constitute one of the main difficulties to be over-

come.

After the polishing is complete, the plate is ready for " the
Iodine box," as it is termed,—that is, it is prepared to receive

the sensitive coating. Now, to witness for the first time the
process of iodizing a Daguerreotype plate cannot fail to prove
to the amateur a most interesting event. He is perhaps suffi-

ciently acquainted with chemistry to be aware, that the vapour
of Iodine possesses a most magnificent purple color, and there-

fore he expects to see the Iodine box under the application of a
gentle heat, and filled with this beautiful vapour. Nothing of

the kind however meets his eye,—he is shown a simple piece of
cardboard, which appears discolored, and has a peculiar smell

from having been previously soaked in tincture of Iodine. This,

he is told, is the source of the Iodine vapour, and immediately
the operator proceeds to illustrate the fact by laying the card-

board upon a glass plate, and placing the silver tablet immedi-
ately above, the two surfaces facing each other, and separated
by a very slight interval of about an eighth of an inch. After
remaining for a short time, the plate is raised, and is found to

have acquired a pale violet hue. The amount of Iodine which
produces this tint is so iufinitesimally small, that it is probable
if the plate were laid in a balance, no difference in weight before

and after would be detected.

The violet tint however is not what is desired, and conse-

quently the silvered surface is again exposed for a short time

to the action of the Iodine. The changes of color which ensue
under these circumstances are surprising and beautiful; they ad-

mit of comparison with nothing but the prismatic tints produced
by the decomposition of white light by thin plates of mica, or

by the surface of mother-of-pearl. From violet the plate be-

comes of a straw-yellow—next rose-color—and afterwards steel

grey. By continuing the exposure still further, the same se-

quence of tints is repeated; the steel grey color disappears, and
the violet, yellow, and rose colors again recur. Of course, the
deposit of Iodide of Silver gradually increases in thickness dur-

ing these changes; but even to the end it remains excessively

thin and delicate. In this respect it contrasts strongly with the
dense aud creamy layer often employed in the Collodion process,

and shows clearly that a large proportion of the Iodide of Sil-

ver must in such a case be supcrlluous, as far as any influence

produced by the light is concerned. We see at once, by look-

iug at a Daguerreotype film, the microscopic nature of the ac-

tinic changes involved in the Photographic Art, and the lesson

thereby learnt is a useful one to bear in mind.
Increase of sensibility obtained by combining the joint action of

Bromine and Iodine.—The original process of Daguerre was

a
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conducted with the vapour of Iodine only; but in the year 1840
it was discovered by Mr. John Goddard that a mixed Iodide and
Bromide of Silver was far more sensitive than the pure Iodide

of Silver alone. It is therefore usual at the present time to ex-

pose the plate to both vapours—to the Iodine and to the Bro-

mine in succession,—the proper time for each being regulated

according to the tint assumed by the plate.

The composition of this Bromo-Iodide of Silver, so called, is

uncertain, and has not been proved to bear any analogy to that

of the mixed salt obtained by decomposing a solution of Iodide

and Bromide of Potassium with Nitrate of Silver. Observe

also that the Bromo-Iodide of Silver is more sensitive than the

simple Iodide only when the vapor of Mercury is employed as a
developer. M. Claudet proves that if the image be formed by
direct action of light aloue, the usual condition is reversed, and
that the use of Bromine under such circumstances retards the

effect.

The Daguerreotype and Collodion films compared with regard

to sensitiveness.—There is reason to think that the Collodion pro-

cess has slightly the advantage over the Daguerreotype in point

of sensitiveness,—that a Positive image can be obtained upon a

transparent neutral surface of Collodio-Iodide of Silver in a less

time than would be occupied by the metal plate, even when the

accelerating vapor of Bromine is employed.

B. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LATENT IMAGE IN THE DAGUERREOTYPE
PROCESS.

The latent image of the Daguerreotype is developed iu a man-
ner altogether different from that of the humid processes gener-

ally—viz. by the action of Mercurial- vapour. Mercury or

Quicksilver is a metallic fluid which boils at 662 9 Fahrenheit.

We are not however to suppose that the iodized plate is sub-

jected to the vapour of Mercury at a temperture at all approach-

ing to 662°. The cup containing the Quicksilver is previously

heated by means of a spirit-lamp to about 140°, which is some-

what the degree of temperature easily borne by the hand, in

most cases, without inconvenience.

The amount of vapour which rises from the surface of Mercu-

ry at 140° is of course small, but it is sufficient for the purpose,

and after continuing the action for a few minutes the image is

found to be perfectly developed.

Hypotheses on the chemical composition of the Daguerreotype im-

age.—There are few questions which have given rise to greater

discussion among chemists than the nature of the Daguerreotype

image. Unfortunately, the quantity of material to be operated

on is so small that it becomes almost impossible to ascertain its

composition by direct analysis. There appears however but

little doubt that it consists neither of metallic Silver nor of Mercu-

ry alone, but of both metals combined in the form of a mercurial

amalgam. M. Claudet has shown that, by the application of a

strong heat, Mercury can actually be votalized from the image

in sufficient quantity to develope a second impression immediate-

ly superimposed.

Therefore we may suppose that when the plate is placed in

the developing box, the vapour of the Mercury attacks those

portions which have been touched by light, and enters into com-

bination with metallic Silver. The separated Iodine may per-

haps again unite with a lower surface of the plate, but this is

uncertain.

M. Claudel's discovery of the formation of a positive Daguer-

reotype image by the long-continued action of light alone without a
developer.—It is a remarkable fact that an image more or less

resembling that developed by Mercury can be obtained by the

prolonged action of light alone upon the iodized plate. The sub-

stance so formed is a white powder, insoluble in solution of Hy-
posulphite of Soda; amorphous to the eye, but presenting the

appearance of minute reflecting crystals when highly magnified.

It may consist of pure metallic Silver, or of a Subiodide. This

white salt cannot, apparently, be obtained by exposing the Col-

lodio-iodide of Silver (previousy washed to remove the Soluble

Nitrate) to light; and it is well known that Calotype papers

are absolutely insensitive until excited with a solution of Nitrate

of Silver. These facts, at the same time that they indicate pecu-

liarities of some kind in the composition of the Iodized plate,

also show the urgent need of further investigations on this intri-

cate and difficult subject.

For all practical purposes the production of the Daguerreo-
type image by light alone is useless, on account of the length of

time required to effect it. This was alluded to in the Fourth
Chapter, where it was shown that in the case of the Bromo-Io-
dide of Silver an intensity of light 3000 times greater was re-

quired, if the use of the mercurial vapour was omitted.

M. Ed. Bccquerel's discovery of the continuing action of rays

of yellow light.—Pure homogenous yellow light has ordinarily

no action upon a surface .of Iodide of Silver; but if the Iodide is

first exposed to white light for a sufficient time to impress a
latent image, and then afterwards to the yellow light, the ac-

tion already commenced is continued, and even at length to such
an extent as to form the peculiar white deposit, insoluble iu Hy-
posulphite of Soda, already alluded to.

Yellow light may therefore in this sense be spoken of as a
developing agent, since it produces the same effect as the Mercu-
rial vapour in bringing out to view the latent image.

A singular anomaly however requires notice, viz. that if the

plate is prepared with the mixed vapours of Bromine and Iodine

in place of Iodine alone, then the yellow light cannot be made
to develope the image. In fact, the same colored rays which
continues the action of white light upon a surface of Iodide of

Silver, actually destroys it and restores the particles to their

original condition with a surface of U/omo-Ioclide of Silver.

These facts, although not of great practical importance, are

interesting in illustration of the delicate and complex nature of

the chemical changes produced by light.

C. THE STRENGTHENING OF THE DAGUERREOTYPE IMAGE BY MEANS
OF HYPOSULPHITE OF GOLD.

The use of the Hyposulphite of Gold to whiten the Daguerre-
otype image, and render it more lasting and indestructible, was
introduced by M. Fizeau, subsequent to the original discovery

of the process.

After the removal of the unaltered Iodide of Silver by means
of Hyposulphite of Soda in the usual way, the plate is placed

upon a levelling stand and covered with a solution of Hyposul-

phite of Gold, containing about one part of the salt dissolved in

500 parts of water. The flame of a spirit-lamp is then applied

until the liquid begins to boil. Very shortly a change is seen to

take place in the appearance of the image. It becomes whiter

than before, and acquires great force. This fact seems to prove

conclusively that metallic Mercury enters into its composition,

since a surface of pure Silver—such, for instance, as that of the

Collodion image—is darkened by Hyposulphite of Gold, as be-

fore shown at page 131.

Also the difference in the action of the Hyposulphite solution

upon the image and the pure silver surrounding it illustrates the

same fact. This Silver, which appears of a dark color, and forms

the shadows of the image, is rendered still darker by the gilding

process. A very delicate crust of metallic gold gradually forms

upon it, whereas with the image the whitening effect is immediate

and striking. Therefore it is reasonable to suppose that the

finished image, after the gilding is complete, is a Mercurial

Amalgam, containing both Gold and Silver.

PART II.

Practical Details of the Collodion Process.

CHAPTER I.

PREPARATION OF THE MATERIALS REQUIRED IN THE COLLODION

PROCESS.

In this Chapter it is intended to give the general details of

the preparation of Collodion, and of the Nitrate Bath, etc.,

leaving the exact formulas for the solutions until Chapter II.

All that relates to the subject of Photographic Printing, will

be treated separately in Chapter V.

fc'W
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The division adopted may be as follows:—Section I. The Col-

lodion.—Section II. The Nitrate Bath.—Section III. Develop-

ing and Fixing Liquids, etc.

SECTION I.

The Collodion.

This includes A. The soluble Cotton.—B. The Alcohol and

Ether.—C. The iodizing compounds.

A. THE SOLUBLE COTTON.

Pyroxyline may be prepared either from cotton wool or from

Swedish filtering-paper. A strong feeling has existed of late

in the minds of many in favor of the latter substance, and there

is no doubt but that it gives a product of very constant solubili-

ty, and yielding a fluid solution.* The cotton wool however is

better adapted for use with the Sulphuric Acid and Nitre, since

the paper, from its closeness of texture, requires a much longer

immersion in the mixture.

Preparation of Nitro-sulphuric Acid of the proper strength.—
There are two modes of preparing the Nitro-Sulphuric acid:

first, by mixing the acids themselves; second, by the Oil of

Yitriol and Nitre process. The use of the mixed acids is de-

cidedly advisable in all cases where large quantities of the ma-

terial are operated on at once; but when a small portion of

soluble cotton is required, it can be made with less trouble by

Sulphuric Acid and Nitrate of Potash.

PREPARATION OF NITRO-SULPHURIC ACID BY THE MIXED ACIDS.

The operator may proceed in either one of two ways: first,

by taking the strength of each sample of acid, and mixing ac-

cording to fixed rule ; second, by a more ready but less certain

plan, which may be used when the exact strength of the acids

is not known. Each of these will he described in succession.

a. Directions for mixing according to fixed rule.—The formulae

lor a definite Nitro-Sulphuric Acid of the proper strength for

making the soluble Pyroxyline may be stated thus:

—

Atoms. Atomic weight. 2
'

Nitric Acid 1

Sulphuric Acid .... 2

Water 6|

54
80
58

192

In constructing such a formula, the first point is to ascertain

accurately the specific gravity of both acids. Before perform-

ing this operation, it is necessary to observe that the temperature

of the acid be accurately at 60° Fahrenheit, as the density of

Sulphuric Acid, especially, is from its small specific heat greatly

influenced by a change of temperature.

Having found the specific gravity of the acids, refer to proper

tables (vide appendix) for the percentage of real acid which is

present. The following calculation will then give the relative

weights of the ingredients required to produce the formula:

—

a = percentage of real Nitric Acid,

b = " Sulphuric Acid,

then 5400
= quantity of Nitric Acid,

Let

5400

a
8000

b

8000
192

Sulphuric Acid,

Water.
a b

Observe that the numbers in the calculation correspond to the

atomic weights recently given, and that the amount of water
is derived from the total atomic weight, viz. 192 minus the sum
of the weights of both acids.

Hence if the samples of acid employed are too weak for the

* Swedish filtering-paper may be procured at the operative chemists,
at about five shillings the quire. Each half-sheet has the water-mark
" J. H. Munktcll." It is said that the " papier Joseph" also succeeds
well in the manufacture of soluble Pyroxyline.

purpose, this is at once rendered evident by the formula for the
water giving a negative quantity.

The weight of mixed acids produced by the formula is 192
grains, which would measure somewhere about two fluid drachms.
Therefore ten times this quantity produces a convenient bulk of

liquid, in which about 60 or 80 grains of paper may be im-
mersed.

This calculation is deduced from Mr. Hadow's original paper
in the ' Quarterly Journal of the Chemical Society,' vol. vii., p.

201. The writer has seen it tried many times, and with inva-

riable success, provided the materials were pure. It is possible

however that in certain cases a mixture prepared by such a
formula might be found to be too weak. This would result from
the real strength of the two acids not corresponding accurately

with the specific gravities. Oil of Vitriol commonly contains

Sulphate of Lead (known by its becoming milky on dilution),

and sometimes Bisulphate of Potash, both of which tend to raise

the specific gravity. Nitric Acid is often strongly charged with
the brown Peroxide of Nitrogen, and when such is the case the

real strength of the acid is lower than is indicated. The com-
bined effects of these impurities might perhaps produce an error

equivalent to about four drops of water in the formula, or forty

drops in the same multiplied ten times, as directed. The addi-

tion of three or four extra fluid drachms of Oil of Vitriol would
probably restore the balance.

In weighing out corrosive liquids, such as Sulphuric and Ni-

tric Acids, the operator is first to counterbalance a small glass

in the scalepan, and then to pour in the acid carefully. If too

much is added, the excess can be removed by a glass rod or by
" the pipette" commonly employed for such a purpose.

If it is preferred to measure the acids, in place of ascertaining

their weights in a balance, the following formula will give the

number of fluid drachms required:

—

j , J a = specific gravity of the acid,

{ b — its weight in grains,

b

then = number of fluid drachms;
54-1 Xa

54'7 grains representing the weight of a fluid drachm of distill-

ed water.

The following example of a calculation similar to the above

may be given :

—

Specific gravity of the Oil of Vitriol, at 60° Fahr., 1-833.

Specific gravity of the Nitric Acid, at 60° Fahr., 1-448.

By a reference to Dr. Ure's Table of the Strength of Acids,

these numbers are found to correspond to—
76-65 per cent, real Sulphuric Acid.
65-4 " real Nitric Acid.

8000
therefore = 104 - 3 grains of Oil of Vitriol.

16-65

5400
= 82-5

65-4

192—104-3—82-5=5-2

Nitric Acid.

Water.

Multiplying these weights ten times, we have-

Oil of Vitriol . . . 1043 g
Nitric Acid 825

Water 52

Total weight of the Nitro-
J 192Q

Sulphuric Acid . . )
°

Then, to reduce the weights in grains to fluid drachms

1043
= 104 drachms of Oil of Vitriol.

54-7X1833
825

547X1-448
52

= 103

= 1

Nitric Acid.

Water.
547

AT--
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Having prepared the acid mixture of a definite strength by

the above formula, the operator may proceed to immerse the

paper according to directions given at page 325.

b. Plan for making Nitro- Sulphuric Acid, the specific gravity

of the two acids not having been previously determined.—Take a

sample of Nitric Acid, as'strong as can be obtained, and mix it

with Oil of Vitriol as follows:

—

Sulphuric Acid
Nitric Acid .

10 fluid drachms,

10

Then immerse a small tuft of cotton wool, and stir it in the mix-

ture for five minutes. Remove with a glass rod, and wash with

water for ten minutes, until no acid taste can be perceived.

If the tuft of wool becomes matted, and gelatinizes slightly on

its first immersion, or if, in the subsequent washing, the fibres

appear to adhere aud to be disintegrated by the action of the

water, the Nitro- Sulphuric Acid is too weak. In that case add

to the acid mixture

Oil of Vitriol, 3 drachms.

If the cotton was actually dissolved in the first trial, an addi-

tion of as much as half of a fluid ounce of Oil of Vitriol may be

required.

Supposing the cotton not to be gelatinized and to wash well,

then wring it out very dry, pull out the fibres and treat it in a

test-tube with rectified Ether, to which a few drops of Alcohol

have been added. If it is insoluble, dry it by a gentle heat and

apply a flame,—a brisk explosion indicates that the Nitro-Sul-

phuric Acid employed is too strong. In that case, add to the

twenty drachms of mixed acids,

Water, 1 drachm,

or even 1^ drachm if the compound was very highly explosive.

There is a third condition, somewhat different from either of

the above, which is very puzzling to a beginner. It is this:

—

the fibres of the cotton mat together very slightly on immersion,

but the washing proceeds tolerably well,—the compound formed

is scarcely explosive, and dissolves imperfectly in Ether, leaving

little nodules or hard lumps, which are probably unaltered cot-

ton. The ethereal solution yields, on evaporation, a film which

is opaque instead of transparent. In this case, the acid mixture

was slightly too weak, and the compound formed is Xyloidine,

or analogous to it.

When the acid mixture has been brought to the proper

strength by a few preliminary trials, proceed according to the

directions given a few pages in advance.

(Continued on page 325.

J

METHOD OF OBTAINING SEVERAL OF THE NATURAL COLORS

IN PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTURES, BY M. TESTDD DE BEAUREGARD.

Conmunicated to the " Societe Frangaise de PhotograpMe,"
By M. Durieu.

M. Durieu exhibited several colored photographs by M. Tes-

tud de Beauregard, and observed that they form a series of

colored images, one set uniformly blue, yellow, and rose color,

the other having different colors corresponding with the natural

colors. Amongst the latter, one represents a female figure cov-

ered with a veil, and holding a basket of leaves: the figure is

flesh-color, the veil violet, and the leaves green. The other is

the portrait of a woman, of which the face and hands are flesh-

color, the eyes blue, the hair flaxen, and the dress green, the

collar and cuffs white; and lastly, the portrait of a child, which,

besides the flesh color of the face, hands, and legs, exhibits a

dress striped with green and yellow, black boots, white linen,

and a chair, of which the wood is black, and the cushion of cha-

mois leather.

A small landscape was also shown, with the effect of the set-

ting sun varied with several colors.

In his investigations, M. Testud de Beauregard commenced
with the fact, acknowledged for a long time, that there exist

certain salts which are differently colored by the action of light;

VOL. VIII. no. x. 38

Testud de Beauregard that a neces-

that this difference of coloration is due not only to the nature

of the salt itself, but also, in the same salt, to the duration of

the action of the light, or, in other words, to its intensity.

Starting from this point, M. Testud de Beauregard consider-

ed whether, by combining several salts, either in the same bath,

or on the paper itself, by means of successive immersions in dif-

ferent baths, it might not be possible to obtain sheets of paper,

which, when exposed to the action of light, would show different

colors, more or less varied, according to the nature of the salt

and the intensity of the light.

It did not appear to M.
sary relation should exist between the action of each colored

ray, and the production of the particular color by that ray. It

was only necessary to obtain on the same paper colors whose
difference was due to the nature of the salt acted upon by white

light, having regard at the same time to the modification result-

ing from the intensity of the action of the light.

M. de Beauregard's process does not consist in applying

the colors as it is done in dyeing; but, except the fixing and
final development of the picture, the coloration is produced by
a single impression of light.

M. de Beauregard's first idea was to investigate the means of

producing photographic pictures at a low cost, and with this

view he endeavored to substitute other substances for the salts

of silver. He first tried ferricyanide of potassium (red prussiate

of potash). This it is which, when a nearly-concentrated solu-

tion is employed, gives to the pictures the uniformly blue tone

seen in the picture exhibited. It affords a considerable range

of tones, from the lightest to the deepest, according to the dura-

tion of the action of the light.

The paper is prepared by floating it for a few minutes on the

bath, and allowing it to dry. When it "is sufficiently impressed

by the light passing through the collodionized plate to be print-

ed, it is fixed by immersing it for some time in pure water, and
afterwards plunging it into into a rather concentrated solution

of alum, which intensifies the picture in a remarkable manner.

The proof thus treated is unalterable by light. The yellow co-

lor is obtained by impregnating the paper with a solution of bi-

chromate of potash. A prolonged exposure to the light causes

this color to pass to green. The image is fixed by washing it in

common water, and then immersing it in a solution of alum.

Bichromate of potash can be employed to produce a black

tone, which may be carried to a very considerable intensity,

without any salt of silver being employed. The mode of treat-

ment is as follows: after removal from the pressure frame, the

paper is plunged for a few minutes into pure water, and then

passed into a solution of proto-sulphate of iron. It is then

washed a second time, which causes it to lose nearly all trace of

the picture. But on immersing it in a bath of gallic acid, the

picture developes and becomes of a blue black, the intensity of

which may be increased by employing a solution of logwood. A
saturated solution of bichromate of potash is used, and the paper

soaked in it, and dried in the dark. Two seconds' exposure in

the pressure frame is sufficient ; if it is exposed too long the pic-

ture becomes grey.

The process by which M. de Beauregard obtains a variety of

color by a single exposure to the light in the pressure frame con-

sists in impregnating the paper successively with two mixtures,

taking care to dry the paper after the employment of each mix-

ture. The first is composed of a solution of permanganate of

potash with the addition of tincture of litmus. The second con-

sists of ferricyanide of potassium acidulated with sulphuric acid.

The paper thus prepared is floated on a bath of nitrate of sil-

ver. When the picture has appeared, first wash the paper with

pure water; then immerse it in a weak bath of hyposulphite of

soda; aud lastly, after a second washing, the colors are streng-

thened in a bath of neutral gallate of ammonia.

M. Testud de Beauregard's theory is, that the different rays

of light act upon the collodionized glass (he has not yet experi-

mented on paper negatives) according to their color, so as to

produce different degrees of opacity, and that these are precisely

analogous to the relative intensity of light proper to produce, by
his process, the corresponding natural colors.
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H E L I G R A P H Y .*

Ill my last I endeavored to demonstrate the fact, that Heli-

ograph)' is justly entitled to rank as one of the Fine Arts, and

that to excel in its practice requires genius quite as imperatively

as excellence in painting or sculpture, architecture or music. I

suggested that, without such genius an operator, how skillful

soever in the merely mechanical accessories of his profession,

could never be higher or other than a simple mechanic therein

—

that is, however handsomely finished his pictures might be, they

must ever want that life-likeness, as well as that expression which

enounces the individuality aud personal identity of their origi-

nals.

Let me not, however, be understood as under-prizing great

care and skill, coupled with the utmost attainable finish in the

accessories above named. On the contrary, I have always

strongly insisted on these, and in my own practice have ever

given to them the strictest, most heedful attention. According

to the familiar adage, a complete man should have " a souud

mind in a sound body." Not less imperatively should a perfect

heliograph combine a vivid expression of the sitter's soul with

the utmost finish in the representation of his person.

I regret to say that numerous Heliographic operators are ex-

ceedingly defective in the mechanical appliances of the Art, as

well as in a point more important still. How, in fact, could it

be otherwise, when from the urgent press of competition, the
" cheap system" has intruded into this, as well as into all other

vocations, " sacred or profane ?"

The " go ahead," hurry-scurry movement of our American
life is bitterly hostile to high excellence, here, as well as every-

where else. For it is, manifestly, impossible to expend much
care and time—even where ability and skill are not wanting

—

upon pictures, which are vended for twenty-five, or fifty, or even

more numerous coppers.

The public—it should be frankly and boldly stated—are very

culpable in this regard. Precisely so long as they prefer, and
insist upon having cheap wares, such cheap wares will be prompt-

ly furnished to their order, but their intrinsic value will invaria-

bly keep even pace with their cheapness. In order to procure

a first-rate article, whatever its kind, a liberal pecuniary com-

pensation must be paid, since, by a sad but inexorable necessity,

artists are absolutely compelled to eat and drink, to wear and
house, exactly like the " rest of mankind!"

Enough on this topic.

Let me remark, however, with the utmost emphasis, that

however important may be the mechanical " getting up" of a

picture, there is one thing more important still—so important,

indeed, that where it is lacking, a portrait is virtually, no por-

trait at all of a living creature, but to say the very best of it,

the bald representation of the corpse of such being.

In the " one thing" above mentioned, I allude of course to

what I have named " expression," a term whose significance is

so well known to my readers, that they need no explanation of

it from me.

As I intimated above to communicate this " expression,"

whether produced by the sun-pencil, or any of other pencil, to a

portrait, be it of man or be it of nature, genius is indispensable.

Does my reader ask what I mean by this term "genius?"

My inevitable reply is, that I—however it may be with the

wiser sort—am wholly incapable of confiniug that subtle essence

within the boundaries of a, verbal definition. Its effects, however,

I, like all others, can recognise at a single glance. So far as I

can comprehend it, it would seem to be a faculty originally be-

stowed by the All-Creator—susceptible, indeed, of being devel-

oped, improved and exalted immeasurably—but by no possibility

to be acquired by one in whom its germs were not implanted at

the first. It acts iu ways and towards issues which not even its

favored possesor can explaiu to others, or even to himself. As
simple matter of fact, however, he is qualified to perform, by a
seeming intuition and on the instant, what those, otherwise or-

ganised, are unable to do by the most laborious and protracted
effort.

* Continued from page 277.
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It is the Divine agent, universally, in discoveries and inven-

tions in all spheres.

In theFine Arts, however, its agency is absolutely indispen-

sable. Without its unmistakable presence, they are not Fine
Arts, but Coarse Arts.

All, therefore, who are not vividly conscious of possessing this

magic gift—be their general abilities and talents as ample and
various as they may—would act most wisely in eschewing all

endeavors to master and practice these arts.

Not for a moment, however, would I counsel them to let such

abilities and talents lie idle. Thus to act were treason to their

own endowments, to say nothing of ingratitude to the munificent

giver of the same.

But surely they may readily find innumerable spheres in this

topsy-turvy world, to which their peculiar powers are specially

adapted, aud by laboring in which they may acquire a grand
and spotless fame for themselves, while they render essential ser-

vice to their race. Iu this sphere, however, they are, most as-

suredly, " not at home."
I have thought it might be expedient to furnish the commu-

nity a few items of practical information, of which, my expe-

rience has taught me, the majority of persons are, naturally

enough, ignorant.

For example, it is not unusual for dageurreotypes after a few

years, to become discolored, dim, and seemingly in danger of

being totally obliterated. The scientific causes of this phenome-
non, I may, perhaps, explain hereafter, when the result of cer-

tain chemical experiments shall have been attained.

For the present, however, it may suffice to inform those pos-

sessing such portraits, that these portraits may be restored to

their original clearness, brightness, and beauty. And I would
apprise all who will bring their pictures to my rooms, that I

will engage in all save exceptional cases, to return them their

sun sketches as distinct and fair in appearance as when first

taken. On those produced in my own gallery this restorative

process is performed gratis. On such as are made by other art-

ists, the price is so inconsiderable as to be little more than nom-
inal. But though it would hardly compensate the lime spent in

the work, I am willing to do this in behalf of the art, to which
I have been earnestly devoted so long.

I certainly hope, and cannot but believe, that this information

may prove grateful to those who in years long foregone have

procured portraits of kindred or friends, young, middle-aged or

old, who may now be separated from them, either by material

distance, or by that spiritual distance which is measured by the

dark, deep, cold River of Death!

A second item of informatiou'is, that these old daguerreotypes

may either be handsomely copied, or that from them may be

made, according to the possessor's election, the Heliochart, or

paper picture, in numbers illimitable, or the Ambrotype, the
" immortal" glass picture—both of which latter threaten, for

the time at least, to cast our old favorite, the daguerreotype,

into the shade. Not, however, with all persons, for, as accord-

ing to the proverb, " there is no disputing about tastes," so there

will ever be some who, in preference to all else, will cling to the

plate of silvered copper, on which the inventive genius of Da-

guerre first stamped his own immortality. And this is all well,

since it is desirable that all diversities of preference should be

satisfied.

I would, moreover, remark that from these old, apparently

vanishing daguerreotypes, may be produced, either on silvered

copper, or on paper, or on collodionised glass, pictures either of

the original or of any other size, smaller or greater, even up to

the size of life.

Thus much on these iuformatory points. A few suggestions

on a different theme will complete the present article.

Reader! has death, or returnlcss distance ever snatched from

you a relative? say a mother, or a father; a wife, or a husband;

a child, or a sister, or a brother, one aud all as dear to you as

" The ruddy drops which visit your sad heart;"

or a friend who was
" Grappled to you as 'twere with hooks of steel?"

Has it been so?
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And have you life-like, speaking portraits of such kindred and
friends—visible images, which seem to place them bodily and
spiritually before you, and give you ail-but the impression that,

after all, they are not gone beyond wide lands and oceans, or
the dreaded stream of death, but are still present with you, for

your delight, and solace, and support?

If you possess not these momorials, do you feel no regret in

this regard? I know you must. Why not, then, ere it is too
late, hasten to the Heliographer's rooms, and procure such por-

traits—thus putting it beyond the reach of mere casualty to rob
you entirely of your heart's choicest treasures? And let me sug-

gest that you go to the masters of the art.

One item more, though perhaps of less moment. Would not
you, now an adult, stalwart man, or perhaps an old man, with
head covered with the " white blossom's of the grave," like to-

see what was your aspect when an infant in arms, or a school
t>oy

;

"with shining morning face,

Creeping like snail, unwillingly to school,"

or hurrying thither with the ardor of young ambition. Unde-
niably you would.

Ye then, who are parents, why not to all the other claims of
gratitude on the hearts of your children, add this one, so little

troublesome or costly to yourselves; that is, to procure life-like

portraits of them, at one or both these periods of life? Rely
upon it, you would be amply remunerated! for so doing, in more
ways than you now dream of.

M. A. R.
Chesnut and Fifth streets.

Phila., August. 1855.

MR. LYTE'S COLLODION PROCESS.*

W

Having then produced a good negative on glass, it now re-

mains to reproduce it on paper. Two objects are to be here ar-

rived at: first and most essential is the fixity, that the impres-
sion once produced may never fade; and second, fine tone of

coloring, by which the artistic effect is heightened. I always
use either " Papier de Saxe, grand format," or the positive paper
of Canson freres, which, though perhaps not quite so good in

quality, it being frequently necessary to reject some of the sheets

has the recommendation of being much cheaper. Cut the paper
into squares about half an inch larger than the glass negative
each way; lay these squares together, so that the face of the
paper is always turned one way; and make a mark on each
sheet by which you may know which is the back and which the
front of the paper. To know which is the right side is rather
difficult at first, but after a little practice the operator will be
able to tell at the first glance. The mark of the wrong side

of the paper is the impression of the metallic cloth on which it

is dried, and which is generally the less distinguishable the finer

the quality of the paper.

The first preparation is the salting, as it is called: make a
solution of either 5 per cent, of chloride of Ammonium, or 10
per cent, of chloride of barium (the latter gives perhaps more of

a sepia tint than the former), and put it in one of the square
dishes sold for the purpose at all photographic chemists. Take
the sheet of paper in both hands by opposite corners, and with
its face downwards, and bring one end of it in contact with the
liquid, and then, bending the sheet backwards, let it gradually
down on the surface. By this, when properly done, we prevent
the possibility of air-bubbles between the liquid and the paper,
and at the same time wet only the face of the paper; when it

lies flat on the liquid, and ceases to curl up, which will be in about
three minutes, it is to be lifted off and hung up by one corner to

dry. Many people may prefer to use albumen, and I myself
now always employ it, as by more or less dilution with water we
can heighten or lessen to almost any degree the lustre it produ-
ces on paper. A good proportion for general purposes will be
found to be 40 parts of albumen and 60 of water, to which is

added 7 parts of chloride of ammonium. The paper is to be
treated with this just as with the simple saline solution before

* Continued from page 269.

mentioned, only that it should lie on the surface of the liquid

just about twice as long. These papers when dry may be put

aside for use, only that it is necessary they should be kept in a

dry place, and out of the way of all acid vapors.

When we wish to sensitize the paper, which should not be
done more than twenty-four hours before it is required for use,

we take it, and, observiug the same precautions as before, lay it

on the surface of a bath composed of 100 parts of water, and 20

of nitrate of silver, and 1 part of sugar of milk; after laying on

this bath for not less than five minutes, it is to be taken off and
hung up as before to dry. I may here remark, that it is better

to put a little scrap of botting-paper on the corner of each pa-

per, when hanging up to dry, whichever bath it may have come
from, as this carries off the last drop: also, that when we nitrate

the papers, each one draws a certain amount of nitrate from

the liquid, and it is therefore necessary to add 1 drachm of solid

nitrate of silver for every large sheet of the paper which is sen-

sitized, or as many small sheets as would form a large one, and

to fill the bottle in which the bath is kept always to the same
height with water, to replace what the paper has imbibed; also,

that the bath becomes colored when albumen paper is employed

to prevent which a little auimal charcoal should be kept in the

bottle into which the bath is returned, to decolorise it, the bath
being filtered each time before using.

The paper, when dry, will be fit for exposure in the pressure

frame, which, I think, I need scarcely describe, the procsss being

so well known to all photographers; all I will remark is, that

the picture should be printed twice as dark as it is ultimately

intended to be, or at any rate considerably darker. Being then

taken out of the pressure frame, we now proceed to fix the proof

and with this object we lay it in a bath of clean water, to soak

out as much as possible of the nitrate of silver employed, which

is now no longer of any use ; it next is put into a bath of salt

and water, the strength of which is of no great moment ; here

any remaining nitrate of silver is decomposed after it has lain

for five or six minutes, and it is now ready for the coloring bath,

which is made as follows: Take 15 grains of ter-chloride of gold,

and having dissolved it in a little water, add, very carefully and
by degrees, some diluted liquid ammonia ; the gold solution will

suddenly seem to turn from light yellow to a darker color. Then
having made a solution of three ouuces of hyposulphite of soda

and sixty grains of chloride of Silver, pour the gold solution into

the hyposulphite, stirring rapidly all the time. Let the liquid

stand six or seven hours, and then filter it. The proof being

taken from the salt solution, and plunged into this, is to be left

there for about a quarter of an hour. No change will take place

in the color while it is in this solution, unless perhaps a slight

shade of brown may pass over it; but it will still look fiery red.

Taking it now from this bath, place it in one composed of 100

parts of water, 20 parts of hyposulphite of soda, and -

5 carbo-

nate of soda; here it will be seen to change color rapidly until

it comes down to a fine sepia tone; it is then to be changed

from this bath iuto another of the same composition, and having

lain in it for about a quarter of an hour, is to be passed into

one of pure water. This bath of pure water having been three

times changed, and the proof well moved about during a space

of at least six hours, it is to be again changed, and the proof

well moved about during a space of at least six hours, it is' to

be again changed for one in which has been mixed one ounce to

a gallon of water of the concentrated solution of chloride of

lime; it should not be left long in this bath, but in a few minutes

be passed into one of pure water, which must be constantly

changed during twenty-four hours, the last washing being with

tepid water. I must here add, that if the first three washings

have not been done with great care, the chloride of lime will

have a very injurious effect on the proof; I only employ it as a

sort of guarrautee of the complete extermination of all sulphur

or hyposulphite in the proof.

In conclusion, I will offer a few remarks on the choice of viewp,

and the posing of persons for portraits. First, be careful not to

have the view lighted by a full light glaring directly upon it, as

is the case when the sun is behind the camera, but rather pre-

fer a side light, by which shadows being cast, more variety is

given to the picture, and the effect of the perspective is height-
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cned. Next, choose generally a good rough foreground, so long

as in so doing you can maintain the character of your landscape:

prefer rather too long than too short a pose, as it will often be

found absolutely necessary, in order to obtain the details of the

deep shades, that the intensity of the sky must be sacrificed.

This will be found particularly the case where the sky is very

bright—as in this climate—and suowy mountainsjform the back-

ground, while we have often dark masses of trees in front. Take
care to place the principal object in the view as near the centre

as possible; never incline the camera upwards or downwards, as

that destroys the effect of perspective, but rather have the front of

it made, as most cameras are, with a moveable front: rectangu-

lar lines drawn across the back of the ground glass will assist

in placing the camera straight. Be careful not to expose the

plate to too high a temperature during any part of the operation.

In taking portraits I find a side light always preferable to hav-

ing the light coming from the top.

F. Maxwell Lyte.
Bagneeres de Bigorre, Hautes-Pyrenees.

NATURALLY COLORED PHOTOGRAPHS.

(From the " Bulletin de la Societe Frangaise de Photographic")

At the last (July) Meeting of the French Photographic So-

ciety, M. Durieu brought forward some additional impressions

obtained by M. T. de Beauregard, possessing still more interest

than the first, and which have caused him to modify his original

ideas. M. de Beauregard at first thought that it was the in-

tensity of the negative especially which caused the production

of the different colors on a more or less prolonged exposure to

light. More recently he has recognised that the light exercises

au influence on the negative itself, so that the different colored

rays produce in it colors analogous to those presented by the

positives.

In support of this opinion, M. Durieu placed before the So-

ciety various impressions which exhibited coloring of the nega-

tive and of the positive. The President (M. Regnault) said,

that according to this theory the negative image should itself

receive a colored impression complementary to the natural co-

lor, so that by a fresh change, the positive print, taking the com-
plementaries of the negative, would assume the true coloring of

the object. There is here an essential point to be established:

it must be ascertained whether the coloring thus produced is the

natural, or that complementary to the object represented; to

settle this the subject should not be studied in its complex state,

that is, by operating on natural objects, which send off very few
colored rays in proportion to the sum of the rays of white light

they emit. A perforated black screen should be taken and
placed over properly prepared paper, the holes of the screen

covered with negatives of intense color, for example, plates of

colored glass or gelatine, and when this was exposed to light the

results of the experiment would be most conclusive.

If the theory is correct, each image will give its complemen-
tary on the positive print. In M. Becquerel's experiments the

contrary result was obtaiucd; he placed upon a plate of chlor-

ized silver, as negatives, figures colored with flat and briliiaut

tints,—the common colored prints of soldiers. When the plate

thus covered was exposed to light, the red trovvsers, for example,

were reproduced in red, the blue coats in blue, &c; the impres-

sion therefore gave the natural and not the complementary co-

lors of the objects.

Another no less important experiment to be made would be
to take a photographic image of the solar spectrum, in the cam-
era. Natural objects, flowers for example, give a very complex
light, and their white light acts photographically in a direct

manner, while the colored light only produces tints of variable

intensity; in operating with the simple rays of the spectrum
there would be no white light, and the simple colored rays alone

would act photographically. It would be curious to see the
impression obtained on the collodion under these circumstances,
and to ascertain whether the positive would reproduce the co-

lors of the spectrum.

*f?

If it should happen that a red ray of the spectrum gave, with
a certain time of exposure, red, but after another period of time,
blue, we must almost despair of ever obtaining an " ensemble"
of colored objects, since the reproduction of each color would re-
quire a time varying according to its nature.

M. Silbermanu observed, that in all the negatives submitted
to him by M. Testud de Beauregard, he thought he could detect
that the light obtained by reflection gave the natural color of
objects, and consequently that the negatives normally presented
the complementaries.

M. Durieu dwelt upon the necessity of the experiments indi-

cated by the President. M. de Beauregard had not yet made
enough negatives to be at present in a position to establish a
theory. Analytical experiments made in the circumstauces in-

dicated by M. Regnault, with a prismatic apparatus, are indis-

pensable,' and will clearly settle the value of this discovery. M.
Silbermanu placed at the disposal of the committee charged with
the examination of M. de Beauregard's process, the requisite
apparatus, and promised to direct the experiments himself at the
Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers. The Society voted thanks to
M. Silbermann.

M. Durieu then made a communication on the collodion em-
ployed by M. Testud de Beauregard.

" M. T. de Beauregard imagines that the peculiar nature of
the collodion he employs is one of the causes influencing the co-

loring he obtains; he has commissioned me to communicate the
formulae to the Society.

" As soon as the cotton is attacked by the nitric acid, he
plunges it in pure hydrochloric acid, in the proportion of 1 \ oz.

avoir, of cotton to 5|- ozs. avoir, of acid, leaviug it in this, tak-

ing care to stir it from time to time, until nitrous acid appears,
when the whole is plunged into a non-metallic vessel filled with
pure water, washed and agitated, then treated for two hours in

an apparatus of displacement (allowing water to filter through
it). The cotton when dry is dissolved in

sp. gr.

21 ozs. (by weisrht) of ether 0T36 ) .

9 ozs. (by weight) of alcohol Cr828 j

ia summer -

30 ozs. (by weight) of ether 0-136 { .

5| ozs. (by weight) of alcohol 0'828 j"
m winter-

The collodion thus obtained is submitted to a current of chlorine

gas until it has acquired a bluish tint.

"The iodizing is effected in the following proportions:

—

Normal collodion (as above) 1| pint.

Iodide of ammonium 124 grains.

Iodide of zinc 62 grains.

Bromide of ammonium lb\ grains.

When the solution is quite complete, two drops of pure liquid

ammonia are added to neutralize the acid which may have been
set free.

" The collodion thus prepared should be preserved in a cool

place, protected from too bright a light; it may be used in about
five or six days; it is red at first, but becomes golden-yellow,

crystalline and very clear.

" The excitation is effected in a bath of nitrate of silver, 6

parts to the 100, to which is added, for every 3-£ fluid ounces of

water, 10 drops of the following solution:

—

Distilled water Z\ ounces.

Iodide of zinc 15| grains.

Nitrate of silver lb\ grains.

Liquid ammonia 2 drops.

Chloride of bromine 1 drop.

"To develope the image the following solution is employed:

Crystallizable acetic acid 279 grains.

Crystallized citric acid 31 grains.

Acetate of zinc 15| grains.

Pyrogallic acid 15^ grains.

Distilled water 10£ ounces.

G£3Hs§~ >g3t|gle«
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" When this solution is made, two drops of the following mix-

ture are added to it:

—

Chloride of gold 15| grains.

Distilled water 1 ounces.

The whole being agitated, left to rest for two days, and filtered.

" When the impressions are too weak, they may be strength-

ened, even after fixing, by a solution of

Distilled water 3^ ounces.

Solution of chloride of gold (as

above) 1 fluid drachms.

Nitrate of zinc 310 grains.

Nitrate of iron 15| grains.

This mixture will not keep long in a liquid state.*
" The fixing is performed by means of the following solu-

tion:

Cyanide of silver 124 grains.

Cyanide of potassium 155 grains.

Cyanide of zinc 15| grains.

Distilled water lt| ounces.

This solution filtered may be used immediately."

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

ON THE CHEMISTRY OF MR, SUTTON'S PRINTING PROCESS.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—If you can find room in your next Number for a few
words on the chemistry of the printing process, that you were
kind enough to insert for me in your last, I shall be sincerely

obliged to you.

To begin with the serum of milk, or whey.
Milk is composed of three elements—butter, cheese and whey.
The butter is contained in little bags or globules of albumen,

which being specifically lighter than the fluid, rise to the surface,

when it is allowed to remain at rest, and may be removed by a
skimmer; or the fluid may be drawn off by a siphon. The me-
chanical act of churning breaks these little bags and liberates

the butter.

The cheese, or casein, is an element resembling albumen in

some of its propeties. Like this latter, it is soluble in an alkali,

and the milk, which has au alkaline reaction, holds it in solu-

tion. When a piece of rennet, or an infusion of rennet (which
is the stomach of the calf) is added to milk, at a temperature of
120° Fahr., lactic acid is generated by its action on the sugar
iu the whey, and a large portion of the casein is thereby precip-

itated in the form of curd. If fresh milk has been so treated,

the card will contain a good deal of the butter.

Casein may be coagulated by the addition of acetic acid to the
milk, but this plan must not be employed by the photographer,
as the whey, which has a strongly acid reaction, does not entire-

ly answer the purpose for which it is intended, as I shall explain

presently.

The whey, or serum, is the liquid that remains after the butter
and the cheese have been removed. It contains milk-sugar,

some soluble salts (earthy phosphates and alkaline carbonates),
a slight trace of iron, a portion of casein still held in solution by
an alkali, and some fat which has undergone saponification.

The milk-sugar, casein, and fat are substances which have an
affinity for oxygen ; and their presence in the paper, in contact
with nitrate of silver, assists in the reduction of that metal when
exposed to light.

The small portion of casein that I have italicized is an impor-
tant ingredient in the whey. It is coagulated by the acetic acid

of the nitrate bath, and gives a richness to the surface of the

* M. T. de Beauregard preserves this mixture for an indefinite period
by reducing it to a solid form, dissolving only a little as he requires it.

He prepares in the same manner, in a solid state, the different baths of
which the composition is given above, and the collodion itself, so that
they may be easily carried about, and preserved unchanged until the
moment when they are to be used.

$ 38*

print. It has also the effect of modifying the color of the proof,

by neutralizing the raw violet tone which it might assume, with

a tinge of green.

Serum of milk was first used in photogrophy by Blanquart-

Everard, and I believe he still employs it in printing. Foreign
papers that have been immersed iu serum lose a portion of their

size, and that gentleman's prints, when tested by the tongue,

appear to have done so; but a similar effect may be produced
by a weak solution of caustic alkali, employed either before the

serum or after the hypo.

Serum of milk has also been employed by Le Gray and his

followers, who sometimes add to their iodiziug solution a strange

medley of organic substances, some of which I believe to be not

only useless, but absolutely injurious to the proof. Gelatine, for

instance, should only be introduced in small quantities, say 4 or

5 grains to the pint of fluid, in order to overcome the greasiness

of the wax; and that homoeopathic dose will be found quite suffi-

cient.

Papers prepared simply with serum appear to me to be suffi-

ciently sensitive for my printing operations, without the addition

of any of the usual salts. But their sensitiveness may be con-

siderably increased by means of bromide of potassium. Five
grains of this salt added to every ounce of whey will produce a
paper, so highly sensitive, that an instantaneous exposure to sun-

shine is sufficient for purposes of after-development. But the

very same paper would require an exposure in the camera, of

some minutes, when placed in the focus of a No. 3 view lens

with a half inch stop in front. And this little fact shows us

how much stronger is diffused daylight than the light which
forms the image on the ground glass. Let any one attempt to

get an image of the window by means of a view lens with a small

stop, on the opposite wall of a room lighted by another window,
and he will find that image scarcely visible. In fact, diffused

daylight is many hundred times stronger than the light in the

focus of a view lens; how unreasonable therefore are those ama-
teur photographers who admit straggling white light into their

operating room! My sensitive printing papers, if allowed to

dry in the light that I have sometimes observed in what is called

the dark room, would infallibly brown all over under the action

of the gallic acid.

The action of the developing agent has been so well explained

in Mr. Hardwich's ' Manual of Photographic Chemistry,' that

I need not recapitulate here.

When the developed print has been washed in salt and water,

as I have recommended, it is safely fixeff. The shadows are

formed by metallic silver and gallate of silver, and it is my belief

that the lights of the picture contain a salt of silver insensible to

light, and insoluble in hypo., and which remains iu the finished

picture. What the precise nature of this salt may be I cannot
say, but its presence may be detected by the hydrosulphate of

ammonia, or by the gold in the coloring bath. For instance,

let one half of a piece of paper be treated in the usual way, and
the other half not touched by the chemicals. Fix and finish the

print on the half sheet, but do not use any coloring bath, merely
fresh and strong hj7po. ; which remove by washing as usual.

Then place the whole sheet of paper in an extremely dilute solu-

tion of hydrosulphate of ammonia. In a few minutes the lights

of the picture will turn yellow, while the portion of the paper
that has not been treated with the chemicals will remain un-

changed. This I think proves the existence of the salt of silver

to which I have alluded.

My coloring bath of sel d'or acts by the partial substitution

of gold for silver in the proof. This deposit of gold imparts a
violet tint to the shadows alid a cream-color to the lights. I

do not believe that any sulphuret of silver is produced by these

changes; but merely a soluble hyposulphite, which is removed
by washing.

Metallic gold is a substance extremely unlikely to be acted

on by ordinary external influences. There are few substances

in nature so stable as gold. It is scarcely possible to imagine
any work on paper more permanent than a photograph from
which all the redundant chemicals have been removed, and
which has been colored by gold. It seems an especial providence

w
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that gold should possess a property so valuable to photography.

It has been the salvation of the daguerreotype process, and I

believe it will also prove to be the salvation of positive printing.

All honor to M. Fizeau, who first discovered the valuable pro-

perties of the hyposulphite of gold.

If the gold coloring bath is composed of sel d'or (or hyposul-

phite of gold), as I have recommended, it must be employed be-

fore the hypo, bath, and not after it. A print which has been

previously fixed in hypo., may be left for a week in sel d'or with-

out undergoing much change. On the contrary, if chloride of

gold is employed as a coloring bath (and I do not recommend
it by any means), it must come after the hypo. If used before

it will entirely demolish the print in two minutes. The objec-

tions to the use of chloride of gold are these: a second fixing is

necessary, and the operation of coloring must be conducted in a

yellow light, which is deceitful. On the other hand, it possesses

no advantages, not even that of economy. When the print has

been already fixed in hypo., there is of course no option in the

matter.

There are three methods of coloring a print, by whatever

means produced. It may not be waste of time or valuable space

to review them.

1st. The print may be sulphuretted; that is, the red metallic

silver which forms the shadows may be converted into the dark

sulphuret by means of the following methods, viz.:—By immer-

sion in a bath containing hydrosulphate of ammonia, or in a hypo,

bath to which an acid, or iodine, or acetate of lead, or chloride

of iron, or nitrate of silver, have been added.

Sulphuretted prints very frequently fade, in spite of all at-

tempts to remove the redundant chemicals by washing. The
recent experiments of MM. Davanne and Girard seem to render

it probable that they fade through oxidation in a moist atmo-

sphere; but the matter is 'still involved in obscurity. Three

months ago I stated this to be my belief iu a letter to your

valuable Journal Time will show whether that suspicion was
well or ill founded. Ozone has probably something to do with

the matter.

2ndly. A print may be colored by a process of sulphuration

going on simultaneously with the deposition of gold. This is ef-

fected by immersing it in a bath of hypo, to which chloride of

gold has been added. The chlorine liberates the sulphur neces-

sary to sulphuret the proof, and the gold replaces some of the

silver. That is a brief statement of a very complicated series of

decompositions.

In these prints, that portion of the color that is due to the

sulphur will probably fade, while that due to the gold will be
permanent.

In both these methods of coloring, the shadows have at first

a very agreeable tone, but the lights are of a green-yellowish

tint, which is highly objectionable in an artistic point of view,

and not at all a color which an artist would willingly select for

the ground of his picture.

Fancy a portrait with flesh the exact color of brimstone, and
glazed with white of egg

!

As the picture fades away, the shadows become paler, and
this sickly hue overspreads the whole.

3rdly. The print may be colored entirely with gold in the way
that I have described on two occasions in your Journal, and in

my recent pamphlet on printing.

A print so colored will, I believe, be permanent. The lights

will have a particularly agreeable tone, and the shadows will be

very rich and fine, if the precautions I have pointed out in the

first proposition of the paper are observed. They may otherwise

be inky and disagreeable in effect.

I believe I have fairly stated this question, and, if so, can any
reasonable man doubt which of the three methods is the best?

I may be wrong in my criticism of photographs as works
of art, but if I am right in my chemistry, then the very existence

of positive printing as an art, and of the negative processes that

depend upon it, is involved in the abandonment of old methods,
and the adoption of the one that I recommend in their stead.

We now come to the fixing process.

By my method of printing a very small quantity of chloride

of silver may remain in the paper; this must be removed by a
weak solution of hyposulphite of soda. The hypo, has then to be
removed from the print by copious washing.

Mr. Hunt, in a recent letter to the ' Art Journal,' has been
very good on this topic. The alum bath recommended by Sir
William Newton is also a useful suggestion. The alum forms
with the hypo, a double salt (soda-alum), which is highly soluble
iu water, and I imagine comparatively innocent.
With respect, however, to Mr. Hunt's letter: he merely shows

that an uncolored proof may be rendered permanent; but that is

not the question in dispute. A print must be colored by some
means or other; it is otherwise untrue to nature from the ab-
sence of deep shades.

I fear, Mr. Editor, that this is a very lengthy communication,
but it is the last with which I shall trouble you for some time
on this subject, unless a controversy should arise which might
render a reply necessary. On a future occasion I hope to be
permitted to offer a few more remarks on lenses; and I may
take this opportunity of thanking Mr. Grubb for his last very
courteous letter.

The first edition of my little pamphlet on printing has been
already transmitted by post to the four corners of the land. I
have received many most kind and flattering letters, principally
from readers of your Journal. They have been too numerous
to acknowledge in detail. I now beg leave to say, how thorough-
ly I appreciate and desire to reciprocate the kind feeling that
has been so bountifully expressed.

One word more to those who may be inclined to try my print-
ing process by development. They will remember that they
have only to add bromide of potassium to the whey, and they
have a very good negative paper, observing in all other matters
my directions until they come to the gold bath, which may either

be omitted altogether, or used very sparingly, as the intensity of

the negative may seem to require.

I am, Sir, yours very faithfully,

Thomas Sutton.

For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

A NEW STEREOSCOPE.

H. H. Snelxing, Esq,—Dear Sir:

I have just seen for the first time a stereoscope of a remark-
ably simple construction, brought from London by a photogra-

phic friend, purchased there from W. E. and F. Newton, No. 3

Fleet Street. It is possible that it may be nothing new, but
believing that many of your subscribers may be as much in the

dark as I was, and thinking that the instrument is a desirable

acquisition, I enclose a brief description, sufficient I trust to

enable any one. of your readers to provide himself with a cheap
substitute for the ordinary stereoscope.

The instrument consists of a piece of thin wood (say one-fifth

of an inch thick, such for example as that of which stout segar

boxes are made,) ground out so as to accommodate the nose

during the examination of the pictures.

(naif the actual size.)

Two holes are bored at the usual distance (2£ inches apart
from centre to centre), with the proper flanges for receiving and
securing the lenses: it is held to the eyes by the handle to the
right. A very little practice will enable a person to find"the

proper distance at which to hold the instrument from the slide,

and to move the handle up or down so as to briug the two pic-

tures into oue.

Several considerations have struck me in regard to this instru-

ment. 1st. The facility of construction by any one at hardly
any cost beyond that of the lens. 2nd, The light is not shut

out as it is by the box form of the ordinary stereoscope, but falls

full on the picture. 3rd. The cheapness and facility of construe-
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tion and use will place it within the means of all to have a num-
ber of these instruments at the centre-table where each of the

family or guests can examine the slides in rotation—all doing so

at once. 4th. The facility of transportation, enabling a person
to carry his stereoscope in his vest pocket. In view of these I

submit this sketch to my photographic brethren and the pub-
lic. C. G.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF INVISIBLE IMAGES.

BY MR. HARDWICH.

Many phenomena of an obscure kind which are of constant

occuiTence in the collodion process, receive a satisfactory eluci-

dation when certaiu facts first stated by M. Ludwig Moser are

considered.

Without attempting to pronounce any opinion on the various

theories advanced by that observer, I take this opportunity of

referring to some of his experiments, and of showing how, with

a little modification, they may be made to explain the develop-

ment of the invisible image, not only in the daguerreotype, but

also in the calotype and collodion processes.*

A plate of mirror glass is exposed in the camera to a bright

and intense light; it is then removed and breathed upon, when
an image, before invisible, will be developed, the breath settling

most strongly upon the parts where the light has acted. A plate

of pure polished silver may, if required, be substituted for the

glass, and in place of developing by the breath, the vapor of

mercury may be used; it condenses upon the parts touched by

light and produces a positive image. If the plate of silver be

previously iodized, it is rendered infinitely more sensitive and re-

ceives a very sharp and perfect impression under the action of

the mercury : this is the daguerreotype process as ordinarily fol-

lowed.

Here then we have illustrations of invisible images formed on

various bodies by the action of light. But this modification of

surface, in virtue of which vapors are condensed in a peculiar

manner, may be imitated to seme extent by the mere contact of

solid substances. Take a thin plate of metal having characters

excised; warm it gently and lay it upon the surface of a clean

mirror glass for a few minutes ; then remove, allow to cool, and
breathe upon the glass, when the outlines of the device will be

distinctly seen. A plate of polished silver may in this case, as

before, be used instead of glass, the vapor of water or of mer-

cury being employed to develop the image. Also an iodized da-

guerreotype plate will receive a very distinct impression of a solid

body laid in contact with it, the image being invisible until

brought out by mercurial vapor. In the two last cases, and to

some extent in the former, the assistance of heat is not required,

and light has nothing to do with the phenomena, which are

produced even in total darkness.

The next assertion of M. Moser is remarkable, and seems to

tally well with facts commonly observed in photographic proces-

ses; it is this:—The contact of a solid body or the action of

light impresses an invisible image which is developed by the con-

densation of a vapor, but there is no certain rule as to the manner
in which this deposition will take place; sometimes it is more and
sometimes less on the touched parts than on the untouched. " If

light acts on iodide of silver, it imparts to it the power of con-

densing mercurial vapors; but if it acts beyond a certain time,

it then diminishes this power, and at length takes it away alto-

gether." The action, whatever be its nature, is of an alternating

kind, first giving an affinity for a deposit and then removing it.

So far then for the experiments of M. Moser; and now to

show their practical application to the phenomena often observed

in developing the collodion image. In this process the picture

is not rendered visible by the condensation of a vapor, but, as

we may suppose, by the precipitation of a deposit of metallic

* The experiments are not quoted literally, but condensed from the
original paper as translated in Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, vol. iii. p.
422.

silver on the parts touched by light. If you mix together solu-

tions of tartaric acid and chloride of potassium, and pour them
over a glass plate on which invisible lines have been drawn by a
rod, small crystals of bitartrate of potash are quickly formed on
the excited lines; and so by taking an exposed plate of iodide of

silver, and covering it with a mixture of pyrogallic acid and ni-

trate of silver, the black deposit of metallic silver which, under
any circumstances, would shortly be formed, precipitates_/i?-.s£ on
the parts touched by light.

It is certain that there is a condition of surface at those parts

favorable to the rapid crystallization of metallic silver, as the

image becomes blacker and blacker by continuing the action.

If the plate be exposed too long in the camera, we see evi-

dences of what M. Moser terms the alternating action of light,

since the intensity of the image is lessened. If the film is a
slight one so as to retain but little free nitrate on the surface,

the highest lights often show only a thin and transparent deposit

of silver, which has a bluish tinge by reflected light, and hence,

if you are copying a landscape, the sky appears to be of the nat-

ural color.

A curious perversion of the developing process is also occa-

sionally met with when the image is positive by transmitted

light. In this case the usual condition is reversed, the deposi-

tion of metallic silver taking place upon the shadows and not

upon the lights. It is difficult to explain this on the theory that

light imparts to iodide of silver a tendency to be reduced by the

developer, but it becomes more comprehensible on the other

view. In the single instance in which it has occurred in my own
experience, I was able to trace it to over-exposure of a film pre-

viously disposed to fogging ; and I have found it to be the same
in cases given by other observers. Either the nitrate bath is

out of order, or the collodion contains chloride as well as iodide,

which always gives more or less of metallic deposit on the sha-

dows. Adopting M. Moser's view, then, we might conceive

that a strong ray of light acting on such a film for too long a

time had destroyed the affinity for deposited silver, and hence on
applying the developer, the reduction is transferred to the part

of the plate corresponding to the shadows.
Again, as the contact of solid bodies affects the manner in

which vapor of mercm-y is condensed upon the daguerreotype

plate, so it does the deposition of metallic silver in the humid
processes; by touching the film with the finger, an intense black-

ness radiating in all directions is often instantaneously produced.

The effect of using dirty glasses to receive the sensitive collo-

dion film is a still better illustration of the analogy between the

condensation of vapors and the deposit of metallic silver. You
breathe upon the glass, and if any spot is seen where the breath

rests either more or less than on the surrounding parts, be sure

that a transparent or opake mark will be produced in the de-

veloping. In fact, you have in such a case an invisible image

already upon the glass before exposing in the camera, and this

image will almost certainly be brought out at the same time with

the other. I suppose this to be the explanations of those curi-

ous cases where the photographer on developing the image sees

to his surprise the outlines of a previous failure of which he

thought all traces had disappeared; the luminous rays no doubt

impress an image, not only upon the sensitive film, but also less

perfectly upon the glass which supports it, and in some cases

this secondary image can be rendered visible by breathing even

after the glass has been washed and dried.

In conclusion, I may observe that the received theory of the

production of the image in the humid processes, viz. : that the

actinic rays determine the commencement of a reducing process

which is afterwards continued by the developer, is likely, if

pressed too far, to be a stumbling block rather than an assist-

ance to the practical inquirer.

— Weak motives are sufficient for weak minds. Whenever
we see a mind which we believed a stronger than our own,

moved habitually by what appears inadequate, we may be cer-

tain that there is, to bring a metaphor from the forest, more top

than root.

—

Landor.
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From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

ON THE USE OF SALTS OF GOLD IN PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING.

BY MR. HARDWICH.

9E

Sir:—There are some points in the chemistry of M. Le Gray's

process with chloride of gold which my experiments of late have

enabled me to clear up.

It is well known that in toning positives by this method the

print becomes very much reduced in intensity on its first immers-

ion in the chloride of gold, aud assumes a bluish tone; it is then

carefully washed and treated with hyposulphite of soda, which

changes the blue to black, and at the same time fixes the print.

The impression which I had entertained before examining the

subject was, that the blue tone might be caused by a deposit of

metallic gold, and the black by the conversion of this gold into

sulphuret in the fixing-bath. This view, however, caunot be sub-

stantiated, since experiment shows that the first change is due

to an action of the chlorine contained in the gold salt, and not to

the other element.

To prove this, proceed as follows:—Take a positive which has

been strongly overprinted, and wash it in distilled water to re-

move the free nitrate of silver; then divide it into two portions,

placing one in dilute chlorine water and the other in solution of

chloride of gold; each becomes at once reduced in intensity, and

the bronzed appearance of the shadows is removed; at the same

time the tone alters to a violet-blue, or a purple of some shade.

At this stage the two halves are indistinguishable, aud might, if

pasted together, be passed as one print.

They are then to be carefully washed in distilled water, and

subsequently fixed iu hyposulphite of soda. The action of the

fixing-bath discloses a difference not at first perceptible. The
violet-blue tint is unstable, and dissolves away, leaving the sur-

face of a light brown shade in the half-print tinted with chlorine

alone, but of a blue-black, approaching to a pure black in the

other, where the chloride of gold was employed.

An aqueous solution ol bromine also, whilst reducing the in-

tensity of the print, gives it a purple shade in the same manner

as chlorine, but less perfectly.

Evidently there is a salt of chlorine and silver of unknown
composition which has a violet or purple tint, such as is seen on

a print when first removed from the frame; but this color will

not stand the action of a fixing agent, and it would be useless to

attempt to find a substitute for hyposulphite of soda in order to

preserve it, as some have proposed.

The bath of chloride of gold employed in Le Gray's process

may be said, therefore, to act in this way: first, it communicates

chloride, which bleaches the lightest shades of the print by re-

converting them into white chloride of silver, and changes the

more reduced parts to aviolet one; secondly, it deposits metallic

gold on the shadows, and produces a permament coloring effect,

from the insolubility of the gold in the fixing-bath.

In all cases probably where solutions of gold are employed in

toning positives, a portion of the change produced is due to the

other elements with which the gold was previously associated,

and this should not be lost sight of. Both sulphur and chlorine

can be shown, as far as mere production of color is concerned,

to be quite as active as metallic gold. Mr. Sutton supposes his

process to act by means of the gold alone, but I cannot agree

with him in this idea. If you place hyposulphite of gold in con-

tact with reduced chloride of silver, and suppose a deposit of

metallic gold, what then becomes^of the hyposulphurous acid and
oxygen? Evidently, as there is no excess of hyposulphite of

soda present, it would not form hyposulphite of silver, which can-

not exist in an isolated state, but would split up into sulphuret

of silver and sulphuric acid, as I have already shown. Experi-

ment will prove this. If you prepare a dilute solution of hypo-

sulphurous acid, and immerse a print, it becomes tinted more or

less, and is then unaffected by the bath of hyposulphite of gold.

Iu toning any print by a salt of gold, it is necessary, as I sup-

pose, to bring some new affinity into play, in order to cause a

decomposition of the existing gold salt. In Le Gray's process,

it is the affinity of chlorine for silver, in virtue of which it leaves

the gold with which it was previously associated; and this metal
being free and uncombined, is deposited upon the print. So in

Mr. Sutton's process it is the affinity of silver for sulphur; aud
hence, if the proof is previously colored in old hypo, no effect is

produced by afterwards placing it in the acid and gold. I un-
derstand this to be an ascertained fact—that you may have a
toning bath prepared with gold and hyposulphite, which is very
effectual on a new print, but it does not enable you to improve
the condition of one which has already been tinted to the utmost
in a bath containing no gold. If such is the case, it seems to

me to prove that the affinity of silver for sulphur is the de-

termining cause of the decomposition, aud that when this is pre-

viously satisfied, the usual action does not take place.

In practically carrying out the process of Le Gray, I find it

necessary to pay unusual attention to the mode of preparing the

paper. It is better not albuminized, and should be rendered
sensitive on a strong bath of nitrate of silver. When the pro-

portion of salt iu the paper is too great with regard to the ni-

trate, the reduction by light proceeds much as usual up to a cer-

taiu point, but then stops short without bronzing. In this case,

by fixing and toning in a bath ol old hypo, or of hypo and gold,

a tolerable picture, although rather hard and deficient in warmth,
might be obtained, but by immersion in the chloride of gold the

color is changed at once to a disagreeable shade of pink or vio-

let, and the picture is spoiled.

Also, unless the negative possess an abundance of intensity, it

will be difficult to secure a good result by using chloride of gold

in the tinting.

I have tried the modification of this process proposed lay Mr.
Hennah, of immersing the print in chloride of gold after the fix-

ing; the unpleasant blue tint is obviated by it to some extent,

but if the hypo-bath employed in fixing is not quite new and re-

cently prepared, the composition of the deposit forming the

print is altered to a certain extent, and it is less reduced in inten-

sity by the subsequent action of the chlorine, for which allow-

ance must be made. Also, the compound of chlorine and silver

formed simultaneously with the deposit of gold will of course re-

main in the substance of the paper, if the print is not subjected

anew to the action of hyposulphite of soda.

W

From J\"otcs 8.- Queries.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

PHOTOGRAPHIC TESTS.

Can any of your chemical correspondents suggest any tests of

simple application for the discovery of the following, viz.

:

1. The existence of nitric acid in the silver bath; acid reac-

tion to test paper may be caused by acetic acid.

2. The existence of pyrogallic acid.

3. Of hypo, in the silver bath; and the remedies, if any, to be

applied.

I believe the existence of uitric acid iu aqueous compounds is

not easily determined. The fogging complained of by your cor-

respondent P. may have been caused by the stopper of a bottle

containing nitric, sulphuric, or hydrochloric acid becoming loos-

ened, aud the fumes of the acid contaminating the chemicals. I

was for some days annoyed by the constant fogging of my plates

which I have every reason to believe was caused by the fumes

from a bottle of hydrochloric acid, the stopper of which had got

loosened.- How is the presence of hydrochloric acid in the sil-

ver bath to be detected? J. H. P.

G

ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF C'OLLODIONIZED PAPER BY M. A. FESTEAU,

COMMUNICATED BY THE SOCIETE FRANCAISE DE PHOTOGRArHIE.

M. Festeau takes two plates of glass, perfectly cleaned with

tripoli aud alcohol, and a piece of waxed paper, from which the

surplus wax has not been so completely removed as is usually

done; upon the first plate of glass he pours a sufficient quantity

of alcohol to cover it completely; he places upon this the waxed Rm

paper, which adheres perfectly and without any bubble of air. j$

The waxed paper should be a few millimetres smaller than the $/

i— -^^«g?^
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glass plate. He holds the plate with the paper upon it iu

left hand, and coders it with collodion in the ordinary way.

Having detached the collodionized paper from the glass,

his

he

places it gently, but without pausing, ou the surface of a solu-

tion of 9 grammes of fused nitrate of silver iu 150 grammes of

distilled water; after it has remained in this position a few sec-

onds, he plunges it completely into the liquid, and agitates it

until the veins which are always produced disappear.

When it is sensitized, he places it while wet upon the second

plate of glass, to which it adheres perfectly.

It' is then exposed in the camera the same time as in the case

of collodion on glass.

On removal from the camera he immerses it, with the collodi-

onized surface upwards, in the following solution:

Distilled water 1000 grammes
Pyrogallic acid ------- 2 do
Pyroligneous acid *75 do

and allows the image to develope; as soon as it has arrived at a

sufficient degree of intensity, he washes it well in a trough, and
then soaks it in a solution of cyanide of potassium of 2 per cent,

or hyposulphite of soda 50 per cent.

As soon as all the iodide of silver, which has not been acted

on by the light, is dissolved, it is carefully washed with plenty of

water. It is then dried by stretching it with a pin at each of the

four corners upon a piece of cardboard, and afterwards varnish-

ed. The negatives can be preserved between sheets of blotting-

paper. M. Festeau stated that the softness and finish of the

pictures obtained in this way is admirable, that they are quite

as quick as collodion, and that whilst the collodion is very apt

to become detached from the glass during the washing, on the

waxed paper it will stand a considerable washing without any
alteration.

These hints are thrown out with the wish that they may at-

tract the attention of some practical optician who will give the
matter a fair trial; and with this view I beg you will give them
an early insertion in your journal.

George Norman.

NOVEL METHOD OF TAKING STEREOSCOPES.

In making some recent experiments I have hit upon quite a
novel method of taking stereoscopic pictures, which (with the

alterations to be afterwards suggested by those experienced in

optics) will, I think, prove of great interest to photographers.

Hitherto, I believe, all stereoscopic views have been in pairs,

taken at different angles, and afterwards viewed through lenses,

or by means of the reflecting instrument of Prof. Wheatstone.
With the method now about to be described I think that, after

some improvements have been made in the instrument, we shall

be enabled to obtain at once, with the camera, single pictures,

which will possess all the magic effects of double vision. The
experiment being hitherto merely a rough one, and performed
with au ordinary camera and lens, must necessarily be imperfect
in its works; still I have every belief that when a lens is made
specially for the purpose, the suggestions can be carried out
with perfect success. The method is exceedingly simple, and
the experiment may be easily performed with an ordinary cam-
era and lens. My lens (an ordinary three-inch landscape one
by Ross) has as usual two or more diaphragms in the tube.

These'diaphragms I removed entirely, and substituted in their

place a temperary one of thin wood, having two small apertures,

one at each side and about two inches and a half apart. On
screwing the tube to the camera the picture represented on the
screen will be confused and indistinct, owing to the various ob-
jects composing the view being double in all parts. On sliding

the tube backwards and forwards the double lines approach or
recede from one another as the case may be; when the focus is

obtained, however, the said pictures coincide, and the view is

stereoscopic to a wonderful extent. With a lens constructed
for ordinary purposes the effect is not so satisfactory as might
be desired; but, as before stated, I have little doubt but that
a properly constructed one will soon be made for the purpose.

I should imagine the effect would be much heightened if two
lenses of the same focal length were placed at such a distance

apart, so as to produce to some extent an exaggeration similar

to that which is found necessary in taking ordinary views for

the stereoscope, but so arranged that the two pictures should
coincide on the screen.

DEEPENING OR INTENSIFYING COLLODION NEGATIVES.

The following method I have worked out very successfully
during the manipulation of some of my preserved plates, which
had suffered iu intensity from over-exposure or from using too
strong a solution of cyanide of potassium for cleaning the plate,
viz. while the collodion is still moist (that is, previously to its

being dried), wash it with distilled water, and drain for a few
seconds; then cover it rapidly with some fresh pyrogallic acid
developing solution, to which a small quantity of nitrate of silver
has been added, and carry on the development; which will pro-
ceed just as if the iodide of silver had not been removed, with
the advantage that there is no chance of staining the transpar-
ent part. The strength of solutions used are as follows:

Water 5 drachms.
Pyrogallic acid 2 grains.

Acetic acid (common) 3 drachms.
(or, glacial acid .

.

'.
i drachm.

)

Mix.
'

Of the above I take one volume, and add it to three volumes
of water; and to each ounce of the mixture add ten minims of a
30-grain solution of nitrate of silver.

When the intensity of the negative is sufficient, wash copious-
ly with common filtered water.

If the plate has once Iten dried, it is much more difficult to
operate upon, and only a small increase of the intensity can be
obtained by the above method; but if the course of proceeding
indicated be adopted, almost any amount of intensity may be
produced.

Geo. Shadbolt.

From the Journal of the Phot Soc.

METHYLIC C0LL0DI0M.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot, Soc:

Sir:—Allow me, through the medium of your Journal, to call

attention to the use of pyroligneous spirit ( wood-naptha, methy-
lic alcohol) as a solvent for various purposes in photography.

During some experiments on the preparation of varnishes for

collodion negatives, I was incidentally led to the discovery of the

property possessed by wood-spirit of dissolving gun-cotton in

large quantity; and this induced me to try its application to the

manufacture of collodion. The results, although not at present

completely satisfactory, may still be interesting as indicating the

possibility of employing a cheaper substitute for ether in this all-

important photographic agent.

Gun-cotton, or explosive paper, dissolves readily in wood-
naptha, producing a solution of the same general properties as

ordinary collodion, and which, like it, may be iodized by the ad-

dition of iodide of ammonium. When poured on a glass surface

it evaporates, but more slowly, owing to the less volatile nature

of the solvent, and leaves a film, which, after a short time, or by
the application of heat, becomes tough and coherent. In this

particular I was disappointed in my earlier trials, being uuable
to obtain a coating of sufficient tenacity to resist the action of

the nitrate of silver bath; or in one or two instances, after hav-

ing developed the image, the film became detached during the

subsequent fixing process when it was found that very tolerable

positive pictures were imprinted on the glass itself.

These failures were at once attributed to the presence of wa-
ter in the sample of commercial wood-naptha employed for dis-

solving the gun-cotton; and on preparing myself a pefectly an-

hydrous specimen (by distillation from fused chloride of calcium,

caustic potash, or lime) , I succeeded in producing a collodion,

which, after being allowed to dry in the air, exhibited but a

VOL. VIII. NO. X. 39
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slight tendency to separate from the glass during immersion in

the silver hath, or if previously heated slightly, face downwards,

showed no greater weakness than ordinary collodion.

With regard to sensitiveness, I find the methylic collodion

fully equal to that prepared in the usual way; the same may be

said also of its capability of producing intense negatives, but for

positives it is scarcely well adapted, as in my hands it has usual-

ly left a slightly opalescent film. Its great drawback, however,

is the disagreeable smell attending its use; this will, I expect,

limit its application to cases where, from the large surface to be

covered, economy is a more serious item than in the ordinary

practice of the art; and in communicating these experiments,

my object has been rather to call attention to the possibility of

finding other solvents for gun-cotton, in the hope of leading to

further results in that direction, than to confine myself to the

narration of stated formula? in the present instance.

Before concluding, let me recommend the use of wood-spirit

for cleaning off indifferent collodion pictures: it matters not

whether they have been varnished or even coated with Bruns-

wick black; being a solvent for these substances, they are

quickly removed by washing the plates with a tuft of cotton wool

clipped in the spirit.

Its employment for the cleansing of bottles from collodion res-

idues will suggest it when the occasion requires.

I am, Sir,

Yours very respectfully,

John Spiller.

1

From La Lumiere.

NOTES OIV PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY.

OF THE COMBINATIONS OF CHLORINE, HYDROGEN AND CARBON ON

THE CHLORIDES OF CARBON.

While studying the chemical history of collodion, and the bath

of silver, we dwelt specially upon the molecular change experi-

enced by the substances which compose them. We arrived at

several general conclusions which explain certain facts observed

in practice, and which at the present day we think may be ac-

counted for. We saw, for instance, that at a given moment nat-

ural products are formed, which give to these agents their maxi-

mum effect, as rapidity and sharpness, from that time we could

say by analogy, such a substance is useful for such a result; it

forms naturally at the expiration of a certain time; introduce it

before it has formed and the same end is attained. Men were

too prone to consider collodion as a vehicle, now it is known
that it is quite the contrary, and for our part, we are happy

that illustrious chemists have brought in fresh proofs in aid of

our conclusion.

That conclusion, it may be remembered, was based upon the

facts of transformation presented by alcohol. In fact, it is known
that alcohol, C

4
H

8 2 , by losing two molecules of hydrogen

may form C 4
H

4 2
or aldehyde, and that this latter body, by

uniting with oxygen taking two molecules of oxygen, forms, C
4

H,,0
4 , or acetic acid.

All these chemical facts once admitted, their connection with

collodion remained to be proved; this we have endeavored to do

to the best of our ability. We have not concealed from our-

selves the incompleteness of this investigation ; we took up the

study at various times in the course of observations which were

made to us; for this reason we revert to the subject to-day.

There is another point upon which we but little insisted, but

which we have however mentioned several times; the change

which the iodurets experience when exposed to the light. We
say. the ioduret of silver is not the only one of all the iodides

sensitive to light; if it possesses the property of producing the

subiodides under the influence of the luminous rays, all congene-

rous substances are influenced in the same way under the same
circumstances; in a word, proofs more or less visible maybe ob-

tained with the iodide of potassium, the iodide of zinc, the iodide

iron, etc., etc. Mr. R. Hunt it is known, a scientific English

operator, published a long time ago an excellent article on this

subject. In the questions we are now about to enter upon we
must necessarily keep an account of these facts; if we are obliged

to resume this study our readers will pardon us on account of its

material difficulties; we shall besides be better understood.

We saw in a proceeding article that alcohol was reconstituted

by M. Berthelot by means of water aud bicarbonated hydrogen;
that consequently it may be considered as resulting from the

union of these two bodies. M. M. Dumas, and Boullay in their

theory consider alcohol as a bihydrate of bicarbonated hydrogen.
Whether the theory be true or false, the fact exists. All this

naturally leads us to speak more in detail, as we promised, of

bicarbonated hydrogen, in its relations to the substances employ-

ed in Photography, such as chlorine, bromine and iodine.

We are already acquainted with the remarkable manner in

which chlorine acts in presence of bicarbonated hydrogen.

When these two gases are put in contact with each other they

combine aud give birth to what is called Holland oil, whose
formula is C

4
H

4
C1 2 . From the composition of this substance,

one would say that the two gases are directly combined; but if

this oil be boiled with an alcoholic solution of potash, chloride of

potassium and a new gaseous body, resembling bicarbonated hy-

drogen of which one molecule of hydrogen has been replaced by
one molecule of chlorine. This is now chlorated bicarbonated

hydrogen. The true composition of Holland oil is C
4
H

3
CI

HC1.

ON THE COMBINATIONS OF CHLORINE, HYDROGEN AND CARBON OF

THE CHLORIDE OF CARBON.

Monochlorated bicarbonated hydrogen, itself submitted to the

action of chlorine, acts precisely like bicarbonated hydrogen,

that is to say that it seems to absorb chlorine unconditionally;

while in reality a molecule of chlorine is substituted for one of

its molecules of hydrogen; at the same time associated

with chlorine, it remains in the new compound. In a word,- it

is Holland oil richer in chlorine, or bichlorated Holland oil,

(C
4
H

2
Cl

2
HC1). This new substance treated with potash

would set free the bichlorated, bicarbonated hydrogen. Under
the action of chlorine, the bichlorated bicarbonated hydrogen

becomes trichlorated Holland oil C
4
HC1

2 , HC1, which by
the action of potash becomes trichlorated bicarbonated hydro-

gen, C
4
HC1

3 .

Lastly, by exhausting the action of chlorine upon all these

substances, we obtain a crystallized body, the sesquichloride

of carbon of Farraday C
4

CI, Cl
2 , which hastily distilled,

gives chloride of carbon, C
4
Cl

4 , that is to say, bicarbonated

hydrogen, of which all the hydrogen has been replaced by chlo-

rine.

In bringing all these facts together, it is seen that bicarbon-

ated hydrogen submitted to the action of chlorine loses succes-

sively all its hydrogen, and that each new product remains as-

sociated with the elements of a molecule of chlorhydric acid; and

if we keep account of the action of the potash, we also perceive

that the bicarbonated hydrogen, by experiencing alternately the

two actions, may give birth to eight different products, of which

the following is the list:

C
4
H

4
or bicarbonated hydrogen.

C
4
H

3
CI HC1 by potash gives C

4
H

3
C1.

C
4
H

2
C12 ,HC1 do C

4
H

2
Cl 3

C
4
HC1 3 , HC1 do C

4
HC1

3

C
4

Cl
4 , Cl

2 by heat do C 4
Cl

4 .

This formula gives us much information, and it enables the

mind especially to accouut for the phenomena known by the

name of substitution. Chlorine really seemed to be substituted

for the hydrogen, without any radical change in the molecular

arrangement by the substance in which the phenomena occurs:

By attributing in the mind, some form or other to a system of

chemical molecules, we perceive that by way of substitution we

may replace many of these molecules by others of a different na-

ture, without the primitive form of the general system being

changed. In chemistry we meet every instant with like facts

and many relate to points which affect photography particularly.

But what most concerns us in our investigations, is not so
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much the phenomenon of substitution in itself, but the substances

we have just pointed out, and where they are produced; they

bring in fresh aid to photography; at the present time we
have merely given the preliminaries indispensable in studying the

compounds of chlorine, iodine, bromine and carbon. In a suc-

ceeding article we shall describe these substances, and shall ex

amine them in special relation to photography.

Ernest Conduche.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER.—POSITIVE PRINTING.

To the Editor of the. Photographic Journal:

Sir,—A correspondent in your last number wishes to know
where I procure the Turner's paper which I have referred to.

I get it from Mr. Sanford, in Paternoster Row, who informs me
that he still has some of the same lot. At the same time, I

think that ninety-nine spots out of a hundred are produced by
faults in mauipulation. I have seen photographers produce ne-

gatives covered with spots while using some of the same lot of

paper with which I can make spotless negatives; and on seeing

their mode of manipulation, I have at once been able to point

out to them numerous causes of failure. The fact is, that unless

a person is naturally neat in everything he does, has the use of

his fingers, and plenty of that rather rare thing common sense,

I dont think he can ever become a successful photographer. In

addition to these requisites, a small quantity of sound know-
ledge of chemistry, and especially of chemical manipulation, is

almost indispensable.

With regard to the fading of positives, I really think this, too,

is greatly owing to careless washing. I am afraid I cannot
show any positives printed five years since, for photography was
then I think a science hardly known to amateurs, at least in its

present form, but I have many about three years old; and with

the exception of some which I did not care at the time to be-

stow any trouble upon, I have no instances of fading or altera-

tion in any way. I will describe what I call washing a picture,

and leave others to say whether their faded pictures were simi-

larly treated. Take the picture out of the hyposulphite, put it

into a small dish, turn a tap of water over it to wash away all

dirt, throw away all the water, fill up with clean; let this stand

five minutes; clean water again, let it stand a quarter of an
hour; the same repeated, standing half an hour; now put it

into a large pan, such as a foot-tin, with a large quantity of

water; there let it be, agitating it occasionally for two hours,

then two hours more with more clean water. Finally, if on pa-

per not albumenized, two washings of five minutes each, with
boiling water; or, if albumenized, a quarter of an hour's wash-
ing with cold water. I don't think this picture will fade. The
general rules for washing are these:—" Wash the proof several

times in water," or "in several waters;" then soak "for three

or four hours in a large quantity of water, and hang up to dry."

Now, sucji a picture is undoubtedly dried with hyposulphite still

in it; for, if the last bath is doing any good at all, of course it

is by dissolving out the hypo, left after the first washing; con-

sequently the picture is for the last few hours in a weak bath of

hyposulphite—very weak, no doubt, but still there must be
hypo, in the bath. Now, unless it is well rinsed in clean water
after coming out of this bath, it is, as I said, dried with hypo, in

it. Now I expect that ninety pictures or more out of every
hundred are washed in this way, or in a still more careless way;
so this may, I think, be put down as one great cause, if not the
principal, of fading in positives. Apologizing for my lengthy
communication,

I am, Sir, yours obediently,

M.

PS — The prosperity of man lies in this word "education.''

Convey humanity to this fountain of happiness and you bestow
everything: all means of power and greatness.

—

Kozlay.

ALTERATION OF POSITIVES.

Connmnicated to the " Societe Frangaise de Photographie,"
By M. Davanne.

M. Davanne announced that, in conjunction with M. Girard,
he had undertaken a series of experiments directed precisely to

the end indicated by M. Balard. These experiments embrace
the whole theory of the alteration of positive prints.

He considered that the first point to be attended to is the
modifications which the chloride of silver, which is formed on
the surface of the paper, undergoes in the different baths. In
fact, if we once knew exactly what substance we had to deal
with, it would be easier to find out the causes which alter that
substance, and so occasion the destruction of the prints. If we
consider the paper at the moment when it is placed in the pres-

sure-frame (we are speaking, of course, of paper prepared with
chloride of silver), it darkens under the influence of light; and
if, after a preliminary washing to take away the excess of nitrate

of silver^ it is passed through fresh hyposulphite of soda, the
chloride of silver is dissolved, and there remains on the surface

a reddish substance which forms the picture.

After divers reactions it seems that this substance is silver in

a finely-divided state, and no longer united to the chlorine, al-

though analysis always gives a certain quantity of chlorine

which cannot be removed by the fixing and washing. As this

same quantity of chlorine has been found in paper not prepared,
as well as in that prepared with chloride of silver and fixed by
hyposulphite of soda before exposure to the light, it would seem
that it combines with the organic matter of the paper at the
time of the bleaching of the pulp.

He stated that he should hereafter explain on what experi-

ments he had founded the idea that the image fixed by a bath
of fresh hyposulphite is formed by the silver alone, and does not
still retain the chloride or the subchloride of silver.

It was necessary to determine whether, when the print is

properly washed, it retains any hyposulphite of soda, or sulphur
combined in any other manner. This analysis, often repeated,
always gave a negative result ; the print fixed in fresh and pure
hyposulphite of soda properly employed has not the injurious

properties that have been attributed to it; it is not that which
is the cause of the deterioration of the prints: and this accords
with experience, for amongst the prints fixed by hyposulphite of

soda, there are some very well preserved until now; others, on
the contrary, have faded rapidly, and it cannot be supposed that

the same agent employed in the same manner preserves some
and deteriorates others. It is not then fresh hyposulphite
of soda that deteriorates the prints. Continuing the series of

experiments, the red prints have been changed to a black tone
by plunging them in old hyposulphite. These prints, properly
washed and analysed, show a very perceptible quantity of sul-

phur. The silver has become black because it has combined
with sulphur. Old hyposulphite of soda, or at least the mix-
ture which is usually called so, has then an action quite different

to the fresh hyposulphite. It owes these new properties to a
substance which is produced by the action of acids or different

metallic salts on the hyposulphite of soda; and this may be
proved by the following experiments: Take pure hyposulphite of

soda not having been used before, employ it to fix a print ; and
add chloride of silver to this hyposulphite, and fix immediately a
second print, it will preserve sensibly the same red tint as the
first; the fresh hyposulphite and the hyposulphite charged with
chloride of silver have then the same action. But at the end
of some time, when the reaction of the chloride of silver on the

hyposulphite of soda is accomplished, a deposit of black sulphide

of silver will be observed on the sides of the vessel. If you fix

a third print, yon can make it take all the variety of tones that

the old hyposulphites give. It is not, then, only to the presence
of metallic salts that the old hyposulphite of soda owes its

coloring properties, but to a new substance that the metallic

salts have given birth to. It is this new composition (probably
tetrathionate of soda, Na 0, S

4 5 ) which sulphurises the
prints

; and it appears that the cause of their deterioration is that
sulphuration, whether it is in the old hyposulphites of soda, or
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in the new hyposulphites mixed with acids, which disengage sul-

phur hydrosulphuric acid. In fact these sulphurised prints, left

in water in contact with the air for a very short time, become

rapidly yellow, and finish by disappearing, whilst the print not

changed, placed in the- same conditions, does not stir. If the

print is only partially plunged in water, or if there are bubbles

of air interposed, it may be remarked that the alteration goes

on with extreme rapidity at that part of the paper which has

been at the same time in contact with the air and the water.

The prints then deteriorate much quicker when they are most

exposed to moisture, and perhaps would keep very well in a per-

fectly dry air. This is a very simple explanation of this fact,

that certain prints fade rapidly when they are pasted, whilst

others, prepared by the same process, keep very well in portfo-

lios. Sometimes the same print will only fade in the parts past-

ed ; it is because the paste attracts the dampness of the air, and

the print becomes in the conditions above described.

The conditions under which this determination takes place

indicate evidently the oxidising action of the air; nevertheless

we cannot be certain that there is a change from sulphide of

silver to sulphate. The sulphate of silver, in fact, becomes black

by the action of alkaline sulphides, whilst the faded prints, in-

stead of becoming black in a sulphurous solution, fade more and

more.

MM. Davanne and Grirard regretted that they had not yet

fully investigated the subject, but they proposed to continue

their experiments, and hoped soon to present to the Society the

complete theory of the preservation of positive photographs.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

PRINTING BY THE NEGATIVE PROCESS.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—I have read Mr. Sutton's " new method" of taking posi-

tives, contained in the last Journal, and I confess that I am a

little surprised that the process should be described as " new,"

for it is in all respects by the negative mode, and such as I have

invariably practised since the year 1841, and which I have de-

scribed in the first number of the Journal at page 7. Iu the

Journal (No. 18) I have also described the process, and there

I stated that I had adopted the use of bromide of potassium

instead of iodide of potassium ; and in No. 21, at page 119, I

have stated again the same fact.

I now proceed to notice the curious and sudden light which

appears to have shone into Mr. Sutton's mind as to the printing

of positives, for by reference to the Journal, No. 31, it will be

perceived that there is a long statement by him on this subject,

which applies only to the usual mode of printing, while there is

not a word about gallic acid or the negative process. It will be

seen also, that in this same Number I have described my present

manner of preparing the paper, and the mode I have always em-

ployed in producing my positives, viz. by developing with gallic

acid and acetonitrate of silver ; in short, in all respects as if I

was developing a negative.

In the following Number (32), as far as Mr. Sutton has de-

scribed his " new process," it is identical with my own (as regards

the result), as stated in the third mode pointed out by me in the

Number 31, except that I prefer for my own practice the nega-

tive mode of developing with gallic acid and aceto-nitrate acting

together, and spread over with the glass rod, instead of by immer-

sion iu a weaker solution of gallic acid. I pointed out this mode,

thinking that it might be quicker and more convenient for com-

mercial purposes, by producing a greater number in a given time;

this, however, can be ascertained by experience.

I will now describe my reason for adopting camphor-water
and sugar to be combined with the chemicals in preparing the

positive paper. It appeared to me about four months ago, that

as camphor partakes of the nature of essential oil, that it would
assist in carrying the chemicals into the paper, and when com-
bined with sugar or honey (for I have used both), it would have
the effect of closing vp the pores of the. paper, so as to give richer

and better results ; and all my subsequent experience has proved .

that 1 was right in my calculation, the subject being invariably\ paper

in the paper, and, in many instances, when the exposure to the
light in the printing frame has been three or more minutes (the

usual time being from fifteen to twenty seconds in a broad light

if the negative be transparent), it is quite through the paper
;

this I attribute to the camphor and sugar, or honey.

Mr. Sutton, at page 198, states, that he will "hasten to com-
municate his present mode of proceeding without reserve ;" he
then states, that he uses gallic acid as a developing agent (not
" new ")

; and further on he states, that he " modifies the mode of
proceeding in the early stages of the work '' (the mode not stated),

and that he does " not employ salt or any substitute for it, but
merely an organic substance" (not named). Mr. Sutton then

proceeds to state, that he excites the prepared paper (how pre-

pared not named) " by immersion in a bath containing 3 per

cent, of silver, which is nearly the quantity I have named in my
last paper (viz. 12 grains to 1 ounce of distilled water), but he
does not state for how long a time nor how he then proceeds,

whether to blot off and let dry, or any other mode. Now, sure-

ly in sending any communication to the Journal there should be
no " reserve," but all the facts stated fully, for that is one great

use of the Journal,—not to be obliged to buy a book, in order

to ascertain all the particulars of any discovery,—I mean if the

Journal be employed otherwise than by a paid advertisement.

I will now describe with greater clearness my mode of pro-

ceeding, for those who may be disposed to try it, and, when once

acquired, 1 feel assured that it will be pursued ; for not only do
I consider the result to be quite permanent in its character, but

more artistic effects are certainly produced by the negative mode
{and better color), because the development is entirely under

your control.

When you have exposed to the light, begin by pouring over

the gallic acid, and spread it well with the glass rod ; then pour

over 40 minims of aceto-nitrate (the same quantity and strength

as the paper has been excited with (12 grains) for 9 by 1 inches:

this I find to be the right quantity) ; mix well together with the

glass rod, and after a little while (if necessary) add more gallic

acid only, and keep spreading it occasionally until the picture is

entirely developed to the strength and color you want (I prefer

the color of a print); but a rich warm color may be obtained by
longer exposure to the light in the printing frame, taking care

that this is not acquired at the expense of making the shadows
dull and heavy, or by losing the aerial perspective.

My reason for developing with gallic acid and nitrate of sil-

ver

—

acting together during the whole oj the process—is, that it

prevents a tendency to a reddish hue, and therefore, I get the

color I wish without the gold bath, besides which, it assists ma-
terially in securing permanency. When it is sufficiently devel-

oped, hold it up over a large pan and pour water on it, and then

immerse in hyposulphite of soda for about a minute or two ; in-

deed, I generally let it remain for only half a minute, merely to

fix it. I then immerse it in a strongish solution of alum-water

for half an hour, which removes all the hyposulphite and any

other impurities there may be in the paper or otherwise ; it also

acts as a further fixing agent.

It will be observed from my last communication that the pro-

portions for preparing the paper are,—3 grains of bromide of

calcium, 3 drachms of a saturated solution of gallic acid, and 3

ozs. of camphor-water and sugar (or honey), to which I now
add 1 grain of common salt ; if kept for a day or two, it had
better be then thrown away.

The above quantity is enough for about sixty pieces of paper,

9 by 1 inches ; it is better not to mix more than you want for

present use, because the fresher the better ; but when the paper

is prepared it will keep for a considerable time ; still it is better

to make it as you want it.

The foregoing subject has occupied much of my attention for

some years, and I have no doubt but that I shall make further

advances in this direction, and if I do, I will immediately com-

municate the result to the Journal without any " reserve."

Yours truly AV. J. Newton.

P.S.—On the whole, I prefer the purest clarified honey to

sugar. Be careful always to filter just before you prepare your
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EXPERIMENTS ON ACIDS CAPABLE OF REPLACING ACETIC ACID,

AS AN ADDITION TO PYHOGALLIC ACID IN REDUCING SOLUTIONS.

BY MM. GIRARD AND DAVANNE.

8

(From the ' Bulletin de la Societe Franchise de Photographie.')

Acids may exercise different influences in a photographic

point of view.

1. May possess no action on pyrogallic acid, which then com-

pletely blackens the proof.

2. May and its developing action, so that the impression does

not appear.

3. May moderate its action and permit the image to develope

more or less completely, or more or less rapidly.

1. The acids without influence on the pyrogallic solution are

not numerous; they are,

—

Carbonic,

Boric, and
Tannic acid.

2. The acids which completely obstruct the development of

the image are much more numerous, and experience has shown

us that all those which give an insoluble precipitate, when ad-

ded to nitrate of silver, must be brought into this category;

they are,

—

Hydrochloric.

Hydrobromic.
Hydriodic.

1 These two are men-

Hydrotelluric.
J

tionecl from memory;
Hydroselenic. j we have not been

J
able to try them.

Prussic or Hydrocyanic.

Hydrosulphuric. (This immediately

forms a black sulphide of silver.)

Phosphoric.

Arsenic.

Oxalic.

Sulphurous.

Iodic (which is immediately decomposed by pyrogallic acid),

chromic and bromic acids are decomposed too rapidly to allow

of our answering for their action.

We may remark, in passing, that in these experiments there

always existed, on the one hand a surface of iodide of silver,

impressed by light, on the other an energetic developing agent,

pyrogallic acid; however, the addition of a body, which, with-

out decomposing either, took possession of all the free nitrate of

silver remaining on the surface of the glass, always sufficed to

destroy all trace of the image. This fact, corroborated by so

many others already known, would seem to indicate that devel-

oping agents only have power in presence of free nitrate of sil-

ver, however minute the quantity.

3. Acids which when mixed with pyrogallic acid moderate its

action, at the same time allowing the image to appear more or

less rapidly and more or less clearly.

Among the mineral acids may be cited,

—

Sulphuric. ) These acids have only

Nitric. >- given us gray proofs,

Perchloric. ) deficient in strength.

Arsenious acid, added even in very small quantity, rapidly

gives an intense general black color, after having developed the

image.

Among the organic acids we may cite,

—

Acetic. Succinic,

Citric. Formic.

Malic. Tartaric.

Benzoic.

Camphoric.

Gallic.

The first six succeeded best.

Acetic, malic, and succinic acids appear to have the same ac-

tion; the proportion may be varied in a very strong degree

without any very notable difference in the results.

39*

Citric acid, on the contrary, developes the image the more
slowly, for the same exposure, in proportion as the amount of

acid is more considerable, and we imagine photographers may
derive an excellent advantage from this property; for often, es-

pecially in summer, the action of pyrogallic acid mixed with

acetic acid is so energetic, that there is scarcely time to restrain

the development of the image, while with citric acid, the image
is developed more slowly and more equably at all points, and it

is more easy to arrest the operation at will.

The time of exposure should be rather diminished than in-

creased. Finally, the citric acid extending itself in perfectly

uniform layers, wetting the glass better, there is not the same
danger of the streaks which acetic acid often gives; the image
formed remains negative, and does not turn positive.

The proportion of citric acid may be varied according to the

result desired, from 1 grain to 10 grains to 2 fluid ounces of

(saturated) solution of pyrogallic acid.*

The trials with tartaric acid gave vigorous proofs, but they

appeared to have less clearness.

Malic acid, tried in the proportion of 2, 4, 8 and 15 grains

to 1 fluid ounce of pyrogallic solution, behaved, as we have said,

like acetic acid; the fragments of a glass plate cut up into four,

were developed with equal rapidity ; the malate of silver being

but slightly soluble, there forms in the liquid a precipitata which

is more abundant in proportion as the quantity of the malic acid

is greater; the excess of acid thus becomes neutralized, and it is

not surprising that the results should be much the same.

Succinic acid, used in the proportion of 1 , 2, 4 and 8 grains

to 1 fluid ounce of pyrogallic acid, made the images appear very

rapidly and perfectly defined; when fixed, these images have a

great tendency to turn to positives.

Formic acid gave us results inferior to the above acids; more-

over, its disagreeable odor would be sufficient to prevent its use.

The object of the present paper is not to add a new formula

to the already too numerous lists possessed by photography, and
above all the collodion process, but to class the acids in a kind

of summary, to facilitate further researches.

In the discussion upon this paper at the meeting of the

French Photographic Society, the president (M. Regnault)
spoke in favor of the use of citric acid. M. Davanne said, per-

haps the only objection to it was its slowness, but this might be

considered by many as an advantage, allowing the development
to be watched. Another point is, that the citric acid produced

permanent negatives, not turning to positives. M. P. Girard, in

answer to some observations by M. Regnault, said that he had
used citric acid in paper processes, but not so successfully as

with collodion. M. Regnault spoke against the addition of ni-

trate of silver to developing solutions, as rendering the pictures

unnaturally hard. M. Durieu said, he had always found that

the addition of nitrate of silver to gallic acid gave damp paper
a granular marking.

From La Lumiere.

INSTANTANEOUS POSITIVE PAPER.

BY MR. H. CLAUDET.

I first make a saturated solution of bichloride of mercury
(corrosive sublimate), for example 1 ouuee, two-thirds of which
I mix with about 1 pint of distilled water. I prepare the paper
in this solution by pouring the latter into a flat dish and floating

the paper over it. When the paper is dry, I render it sensitive

by means of a solution of nitrate of silver in distilled water (38
grains to the ounce). The last preparation must be made in a

dark place, with the light of a candle alone, the flame of which
is covered by a yellow glass. This paper I expose for about 2

to 10 seconds in summer, and about 1 minute in winter. To
effect this operation satisfactorily, it is requisite to place the

negative on the prepared paper in the frame, by the aid of the

yellow light, to cover the frame with a black cloth, and when it

* These quantities are given in round numbers.

—

{Trans.)
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is brought into the place of exposure, to arrange the frame so

that the rays may fall as nearly as possible perpendicularly upon

it ; then to remove the black cloth, which is replaced as soon as

the time of exposure has expired. The image appears very

feebly when the paper is taken from the frame, but it is fully

developed by means of a solution of sulphate of iron, 15 grains

to the ounce of distilled water, to which about 25 grains of

glacial acetic acid are added. This development must be watch-

ed, and arrested at the proper moment. The positive is then

immediately washed, and fixed with hyposulphite of soda. This

operation occupies about 15 minutes. By this process I obtain

a fine neutral black tint. Unfortunately, I have not time at

disposal to continue these experiments, but I communicate what

I have done, hoping that this may be of service to those who are

obliged to copy in winter, and are stopped, as it were, by bad

weather.

From Notes 8f Queries.

ALCOHOLIZED PAPER.

M. Lespiault has communicated the following process to La
Lumiere ; he conceives it to possess some advantages over the

wax-paper process

:

" The papers, prepared as I have indicated, do not, it is true,

keep very long in this season ; however, if they are sensitised in

the morning, or even overnight, they will keep the whole day if

care is taken to wash them in three waters. I am speaking of the

papiers Saxe, the only sort that I habitually use. Turner's

keeps much better, but is only half as rapid, This is the formu-

la for the preparation of the iodide :

Eau de vie, from 18° to 20| 500 grammes.
Sugar of milk to saturation.

Iodide of zinc 10 grammes.
Bromide of zinc 2 grammes.

"The quantities of iodide and bromide indicated above may
also be dissolved in 250 grammes of distilled water ; saturated

with sugar of milk ; and 250 grammes of alcohol added to this

solution.

" The papiers Saxe immersed in this liquid for four or five

minutes take a very even rose tint in drying. The paper can be
kept in longer without any bad effect.

" These papers, once dry, will keep indefinitely
; when it is

wished to sensitise them, float them on a bath of aceto-nitrate

of silver of five per cent., with the addition of from seven to

eight per cent, of glacial acetic acid.

" The paper becomes little by little very white ; at the end of

four or five minutes, when the tint is very even, it is taken out,

and immersed in a bath of distilled water : this should be re-

newed three times, allowing a quarter of an hour between each
time, and dried afterwards with blotting-paper, and the opera-

tions continued the same as with the wax-paper.
" If the bath of aceto-nitrate were more concentrated, ten per

cent, for example, the paper would not keep, and the print would
want delicacy; if it were weaker, it would be liable to unsensi-

tised patches, or it would be necessary to keep the paper much
longer in the liquid. This observation applies, I believe, to all

negative papers, and above all to those which are not waxed.
" Using a lens of three inches in diameter, fifty centimetres

of focal length, with a diaphragm of fifteen millimetres, a quar-

ter of an hour's exposare, instead of thirty-five minutes, is suffi-

cient for photographing an old building or a street. Trees can
be taken in the same space of time, if a diaphragm with a large

opening is employed ; but, with the same diaphragm, it takes
forty minutes. It takes an hour and a half with waxed or al-

bumenised paper. I attribute this enormous difference in rapid-

ity to two causes : first, to the different bases of the iodides; and
secondly, to the absence of any fatty substance, such as wax,
which retards more or less the formation of the image. If the
paper has not been altered by the heat, and the remains of the

nitrate which has not been removed by the washing, the whites
can be preserved two hours in the bath of gallic acid. The
prints so obtained are delicate, and without roughness; and the
blacks are always sufficient when the time of exposure has been
suitable.

"M. Lespiault."

THE CAL0TYPE PROCESS.—A HAND BOOK TO PHOTOGRAPHY ON PAPER.

BY THOMAS SUTTON, B. A.

PREFACE.

The following pages have been written under the strong con-

viction, that in the present state of photographic literature, it

is utterly useless to multiply works of this class, unless the

author resolves, in the first place, to describe his own particular

process, and that only; and, secondly, to deal with that so faith-

fully and minutely, as that he may be followed by his reader

with nearly the same degree of certainty as though he had been
seen at work at it himself. For the difference between success

and failure seems now to consist in attention to minutioz and to

the niceties of manipulation, rather than in any diversity of the

materials employed, or any striking novelty in the mode of using

them.

I am at present but little known to the photographic world,

but the name of my publisher, who has himself witnessed the

process in all its stages, will, I trust, be a sufficient guarantee
for the truth of the following assertions in its favor.

In the first place, I maintain, that if the manipulator will

carefully attend to the directions hereafter given, he will find

the process, if not absolutely unfailing, at all events very nearly

a certain one. And this certainty arises from the fact, that

the time of exposure in the camera is not in this that critical

feature of the operation that it is in the collodion and the wax-
ed-paper processes; for here, provided the picture be but exposed
long enough for the complete rendering of the work in the

shadows, it may then be exposed to a considerable extent beyond

this point, without necessarily reddening the blacks, or em-
browning the whites; since the mode of development which fol-

lows can be adapted to the aspect of the picture when taken

from the slide, and in this way, good blacks and clean whites

may always be obtained.

Secondly, that it is a process peculiarly adapted to the
tourist, since it requires but little apparatus, and involves the

least possible amount of disorder or untidiuess at inns; for I

assume the bed-room of a hotel or lodging-house to be the scene

of the greater part of the processes, and I adapt my description

of them to meet the inconveniences of this sort of manipulating

room.

And, finally, that by this process, and, as I think, by this

exclusively, an enlarged field of action becomes open to the

successful amateur, in the ready means which it affords for the

production of grand and imposing pictures, such as may repre-

sent faithfully, and artistically, the finest objects and scenery in

the world, and of such a size and quality as may render them
worthy to become fellow-occupants, on the walls of our rooms

and galleries, with the best engravings and paintings. For the

manipulation of these large works is exactly similar to that of

the small oues, and involves no increased risk of failure what-

ever.

Such are the merits of this process. It is a dry one upon

paper not previously waxed, and it resembles in all its main points

the original " Calotype" process, modified by certain slight, and

perhaps apparently trivial, differences of manipulation; but, as

I have said before, it is exactly through attention to these little

matters that success and certainty are to be obtained, and I

therefore desire to lay great stress upon them.

I have throughout assumed no previous photographic know-

ledge whatever on the part of the reader, and when the theory

of any operation under discussion can be satisfactorily made out,

I have given it to the best of my ability.
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Not to interrupt too frequently the thread of the description,

I have adopted the plan of giving references to Notes at the

end.

Should this process, as I have described it, appear to the

reader, at first sight, to be somewhat tedious and difficult, I must
beg of him to bear in mind, that the attempt to convey an ac-

curate idea, by words, of eveu the simplest manual operation, will

be found by no means a brief or an easy one ; what then is like-

ly to be the case with such a subject as the present? I can as-

sure him, honestly, that this process is, in fact, when once it

shall have become familiar, an exceedingly easy and simple one.

In describing the Printing process, I have given, in addition

to the usual formula for albumenized paper, the method of ob-

taining the rich dark violet tones of the French photographers

without the aid of old lryposulphite; and also, a new and very

effective mode of mounting positives, which secures to them all

the transparency which they may possess when in water.

In conclusion, I may add, that I have taken the utmost pains

to avoid the omission of anything which might conduce, in other

hands, to the enjoyment of the same certainty that, I am happy
to say, I have of late experienced myself. In return, it will be

but fair in others to withhold their condemnation till they have

made an honest trial of the process, as it stands recorded here,

in every particular.

Thomas Sutton.

INTRODUCTION.

The finished photograph on paper, which is usually mounted
on cardboard, and thus offered for inspection and criticism, is

called, in common parlance amongst photographers, a "Positive

print," or simply a "Print." It should represent objects faith-

fully, and without distortion, in the same manner as an engrav-

ing or a drawing,—that is to say, the lights and shadows should

be true to nature, the objects in their proper places (and not

reversed), and the conditions imposed by the laws of plane per-

spective rigorously fulfilled.

Our aim, therefore, in all our operations, is to obtain finally

this Positive photograph, or Print.

The Positive, however, is not, in the paper process, obtained

at once fas in the daguerreotype) from the objects as they stand,

but through the medium of another photograph of the same ob-

jects previously obtained, and called the "Negative;" and by a

process termed "Printing," which may either be executed at

home by the amateur himself, or in printing establishments de-

voted to that particular branch of the art.

The negative, therefore, must first be taken, and that by
means of apparatus conveyed to the spot. In it the lights and
shadows are all reversed,—the sky and high lights of the objects

being rendered by blacks, the deepest shadows by lights, and the

intermediate shades by the corresponding intermediate gradations

of tint. The position, also, of the objects, as regards right and
left, is reversed; and to judge of the merits of a negative it be-

comes necessary to view it by transparency, and with its back to

the eye.

There are, therefore, in photography on paper, two distinct

operations,

—

1. The production of the Negative.

2. The printing of the Positive.

Both operations are equally important; for although with a

feeble and imperfect negative it is impossible to produce a rich

and good positive, yet even with a good negative it is perfectly

possible to produce a very inferior and bad positive. Both must
be equally well done to ensure the reward for which the photo-

grapher has to encounter no inconsiderable amount of trouble

and difficulty.

An unlimited number of prints may be taken from one single

negative, and in this power of reproducing positives ad infinitum

a great advantage is gained over the daguerreotype process.

Hence it becomes evident that no amount of pains or trouble

should be spared in the production of a good negative,—a work
not to be undertaken hastily, or carelessly, or by the dozen, but,

on the contrary, one requiring considerable thought and study,

as regards the artistic composition of the picture, the proper

effect of light and shade, &c. &c. So that, to attempt to avoid

any part of the necessary mechanical trouble, and thereby to in-

troduce the risk of failure, or the certainty of some inferiority

in the result, would be unworthy and puerile in the extreme.

Under this conviction, and at the risk of being thought some-

times unnecessarily prolix, I shall not hesitate to describe most

minutely all matters connected with this important part of the

subject, which I consider to be worthy of attention as conducing

to a satisfactory result, and this quite irrespective of any addi-

tional trouble in the manipulation.

To proceed, then, in the proper order of work, we commence
with the Neirative Process.

THE NEGATIVE PROCESS.

This process involves six distinct operations, viz.

—

1. To iodize the paper.

2. To render it sensitive to light.

3. To expose it in the camera.

4. To develope the picture.

5. To fix the picture.

6. To wax, trim, &c, the finished picture.

The first of these processes may be done at home and at

leisure. The iodized papers may be preserved for an indefinite

time, and a stock of them should always be kept on hand. The
second, third, fourth and fifth processes are performed " en

route;" and the sixth at home, at any convenient opportunity.

CHEMICALS.

The chemicals required in the negative process are the follow-

ing:

Nitrate of silver, crystallized or fused (Note 1).

Iodide of potassium.

Gallic acid.

Glacial acetic acid (Note 2).

Hyposulphite of soda.

Distilled water.

These chemicals may be obtained of sufficient purity, from all

respectable photographic chemists.

The first three should be kept in wiVie-inouthed stoppered

bottles, the acetic acid in a small-monthed stoppered bottle, the

hyposulphite in a wide-mouthed bottle with a cork, or in a large

earthern jar with a lid, and the distilled water in a half-gallon

bottle with a glass stopper.

One ounce of nitrate of silver, one ounce of iodide of potas-

sium, one ounce of acetic acid, half-an-ounce of gallic acid, and

one pound of hyposulphite of soda, will suffice for several ex-

periments.

The chemicals should be kept in a dry and cool place.

APPARATUS, &c.

The apparatus, and other articles required in the negative

process, are

—

1.—To accompany the Tourist.

The lens (Note 3).

The camera (Note 4).

The stand (Note 5).

The focussing screen (Note 6).

The dark slide (Note 7).

A small spirit-level.

Two dark Macintosh cloths, of different sizes.

A box of scales and weights.

Glass developing-slab.

Deal board.

Portfolio, containing blotting-paper, &c. &c.

Two zinc dishes; one with a thiu removable gutta-percha

lining.

Magnifying glass (Note 19).

Wooden paper-clips (Note 11).

Glass tubes (Note 12).

Cotton wool, chemically clean.
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All these articles, and certain chemicals besides, will be re-

quired "era route." It may seem to be, at the first glance, a

somewhat lengthy catalogue; but, in fact, they will all be found

to pack together very easily, and to form by no means a cum-

brous parcel.

2.

—

At Home.

Several dishes, made either of earthenware, or of zinc with

gutta-percha linings: in which to wash iodized papers.

A zinc apparatus for waxing negatives.

An iodizing brush, of camel's hair, bound with silver wire.

A graduated bottle for double iodide.

A funnel and stand for the same.

A oue-ouuce-glass measure.

A porcelain capsule and stand.

A spirit-lamp.

A glass mortar and pestle.

The three last-mentioned articles will only be required, when it

is thought advisable to fuse the nitrate of silver.

FIRST OPERATION.

To Iodize the Paper.

The whole of this process may be performed by daylight; and

it consists in the impregnation of the paper with the yellow io-

dide of silver.

The following is a preliminary sketch of it:

—

The yellow iodide of silver is a powder, insoluble in water,

aud in order to apply it to the paper it is first dissolved in a

strong solution of iodide of potassium, forming what is called

" double iodide." This solution is then applied in the usual way,

either by brushing, or floatation upon a bath ; aud the paper

hung up to dry. When dry, it is placed in water for some hours,

aud the iodide of potassium dissolved out, leaving the yellow

iodide of silver upon the surface, and in the pores of the paper,

which is then dried again, and preserved iu a portfolio until re-

quired for use.

Such is a brief sketch of the iodizing process, and the ration-

ale of it. The mode of obtaining the double iodide is given at

considerable length in Note 8 ; and I proceed now to describe

more minutely the two different modes of applying it to the

paper.

1.

—

By Floatation.

This is an excellent plan when papers are to be iodized for
commerce, and in large quantities; but it will be found a some-

what costly one for the amateur, since a considerable quantity

of expensive material is required in the first instance to fill a

bath of large size.

Proceed thus,

First, cut the requisite quantity of Paper (see Note 9) to the

proper size of each sheet, aud make a pencil mark upon the back
of each sheet at one extreme corner. The sheets should be

equal in width, and half an inch longer than the glass of the

dark slide.

Place a shallow bath of plate-glass (Note 10), (which should

he set apart for this purpose evclusivdy), upon a table, in perfect-

ly horizontal position between yourself and the window; and
about breast-high, if possible;- and having seen previously, that

it is not only clean, but dry (for if at all wet, it would render

the solution turbid), pour the filtered double iodide into it, to a

depth of about three-sixteenths of an inch, aud clear the surface

from all air-bubbler. Then float the face of the paper upon it

in the following manner:—Fold back a quarter of an inch at

the narrow end of the paper, in such a manner that it shall not
be wetted by the solution, then take an end corner in each hand,
and suspend the paper vertically, with its lower edge upon the
fluid, at a distance of an inch or two from that end of the bath
which is nearest to you. Then gradually depress it upon the
fluid, pushing the edge first in contact along the surface, until

it reaches the farther end of the bath; then allow the upper edge
of the paper to drop geutly on to the liquid.

In performing this operation, take great care that the back of
the paper be not wetted; also, that no dry spots occur, untouched
by the solution.

Allow the papers to remain upon the bath for two or three

minutes, then drain them into it for an instant, and hang them
up to dry, attachiug a narrow strip of blotting-paper to the
lower corner, to facilitate the draining off of the superfluous

fluid. They may be suspended, either by means of pins, or

needles with sealing-wax heads, or better still, by wooden clips

(Note 11) When pins are used, it is absolutely necessary that

the chemicals should not touch them, as this would occasion a stain,

which might extend for some distance down the paper. To
guard against this danger, pass the pins through the dry band
which was folded back. Small papers may be suspended by one
corner, but large ones will require to be suspended by the

whole of the dry band, with three or four pins or clips.

The neatest way of removing a paper from the bath is to raise

one corner by means of a strip of glass held in the left hand
aud to seize that corner by a clip held iu the other. When
three or four clips are necessary, proceed thus:—Attach them
all at the proper points before removing the paper, and allow,

them to hang over the edge of the bath ; then pass a rod of

wood like a yard-measure through all the loops, and raise the

paper by it, holding it in the middle. In this way the assistance

of a second person will be unnecessary. The rod with the paper
hanging from it may be supported upon two round hooks screw-

ed into the under side of a bar of wood. It is obvious that for

this manoeuvre the loops and clips should be all ol the same
length.

The bath must be replenished as occasion may require; and
never allowed to get too low.

Wheu dry, the papers will have a reddish tint. They may be
put away in a portfolio, until it is found conveninent to wash
them.

2.

—

By Brushing.

This is"the plan which I recommend to the amateur. It an-

swers perfectly well when managed with a little dexterity, which
is soon acquired by practice. The brush should be a large

round one, of camel's hair, bound with silver wire, and set apart

for this purpose exclusively.

Take a soft pine board, a little larger than the paper,—upon
this lay a sheet of clean white blotting-paper, aud upon that the

sheet of negative paper to be iodized, face upwards, having pre-

viously made a pencil-mark upon its bach, and at one corner.

Pin it to the board by the two upper corners. Then pour the

double iodide into a clean and dry wine-glass, aud let the brush

be perfectly dry when first dipped in, or it will render the solu-

tion turbid. Hold the board in the left hand, between yourself

and the light, and inclining it gently, apply the solution with a

full brush, copiously and fearlessly,— first, longitudinally all over,

and then transversely all over, precisely in the same manner as if

laying on a broad sky wash in water-colors, and always keeping a

flowing edge. Take care not to let the solution run beyond the

edge of the paper, or touch the pins. This done, hang up to

dry as before, either by pins or clips.

The iodizing being now effected either by floating or brush-

ing, aud the papers being dry, the next operation will be

To Wash the Iodized Papers,

in order to remove the whole of the iodide of potassium, and

to deposit the yellow iodide of silver upon, aud in the pores of

the paper. And it is of the utmost importance that the whole of
this iodide of potassium should be removed. It has merely served

as the vehicle for the conveyance of the iodide of silver to the

paper; and if allowed to remain, it would instantly decompose

the sensitive solution to be afterwards applied, and would render

that part of the paper insensible to light, leaving there a while

blotch, waich would be ruinous to the picture. The importance,

therefore, of the thorough washing, which I am about to des-

cribe, cannot be too much insisted on; as, if imperfectly and

carelessly done, success iu the after stages of the work will be

impossible.

TO

Hi
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The iodized papers, when of small size, may be washed in

earthenware dishes, kept for this purpose, and never used for

any other; or, when of large size, in dishes made of zinc, about

two inches deep, and furnished with a removable thin gutta-

percha lining. The sides of these dishes, of whatever material,

should be upright (or very slightly inclined outwards), and

should by no means have lips at the corners, which, I think, a

great mistake; as, on agitating the contents of the dish, the

fluid is very likely to run over at one or all of these lips, unless

excessive, care be taken to prevent it. The dishes should be suf-

ficiently large to allow the paper to be entirely and constantly

submerged.

Fill the dish completely with common water, and first, place

the paper face downwards upon it. Let it remain a minute;

then remove it, and place it face upwards. Now, with a long

feather, or with the iodizing brush previously washed, remove most

carefully all air-bubbles from the face, and wet it in every part.

Then turn it over, and do the same to the back, leaving it back

upwards in the water. It a few minutes the back will be seen,

in all probability, covered with minute air bubbles; brush these

off as before; and change the water in about half an hour, re-

moving the air bubbles a second time, if necessary, as these would

occasion small white spots in the negative. Allow the paper to

remain face downwards in the water for twenty-four hours; agi-

tate it occasionally, and change the water for the last time just

before taking the paper out. Dry it by suspension, as described

before; and when dry, put it away carefully in a seperate port-

portfolio, which keep always in a dry place.

The following are the changes of color which the paper un-

dergoes. Before washing, it is of a reddish tint, on immersion,

it speedily changes to a blue or grey; and, in the course of an

hour or so, to a yellow, which is its final color.

The washing should uot be attempted in very cold , frosty

weather; nor should more than one paper be placed in a dish at a

time. The number of papers which may be washed in one day,

will therefore depend upon the number of dishes devoted to this

purpose.

Better definition is, I find, obtainable upon papers which have

been in water for twenty-four hours than upon those which have

only been immersed for ten or twelve; very possibly in conse-

quence of the iodide of potassium having been more thoroughly

and completely removed, in the former case, from the minutest

pores of the paper.

As I have before remarked, the yellow iodized papers may be

preserved indefinitely; and now assuming the first process, viz.

that of iodizing, to have been thoroughly understood, and accom-
plished at home, and a good stock of papers to have been pro-

cured, I shall imagine the scene of operations transferred to the

room of an inn or a house in the neighborhood of the views to

be taken, and shall proceed to the second operation, viz., to

render the iodized papers sensitive to light.

SECOND OPERATION.

To RENDER THE IODIZED PAPER SENSITIVE TO LlGHT.

The process of iodizing has been performed in ordinary day-

light, the iodized papers not being sensitive to light; but in the

sensitizing of them, it is obvious that we must manipulate in a
light which is not " actinic" (or, in other words, which is not

capable of producing a chemical change on a sensitive surface).

A yellow light has, happily for our present purpose, this advan-
tage (otherwise the unfortunate photographer would be con-

demned to work in total darkness, guided only by the sense of

touch); and we may, therefore, avail ourselves of the yellow

light of a candle; or of daylight, admitted in moderation, through
a double or triple thickness of yellow calico, placed in the window.
This being the case, any room may be quickly rendered availa-

ble for photographic purposes.

Sensitive papers generally retain their color and good quali-

ties for twenty-four hours, and sometimes even for several days.

The sensitizing for the following day may, therefore, be effected

over night, and by the light of a candle; but it is safer to defer
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it until the morning of the day on which the views are to be ta-

ken, as we are then more certain of the weather; and in that case

recourse must be had to the screen of yellow calico before the

window.

Choose, therefore, if possible, a room with only one window.
Pin before it ! inside the room) a large dark macintosh cloth, in

such a way as to leave about four square feet uncovered, and in

front of the opening, pin a double or triple thickness of yellow

calico. Drawing-pins, with flat brass heads, are better for this

purpose than common pins, as they are much stronger, and may
be carried in a flat piece of cork.

The dark cloth should be composed of two layers of stuff, with

india-rubber cement between them; and it will also be found
useful for other purposes described hereafter.

Should the window be small, the yellow calico will suffice

without the cloth.

The room being now darkened, the door should be secured

against any sudden intrusion, and the sensitizing of the paper
proceeded with.

All the chemicals which I have detailed as necessary to the

negative process must accompany the tourist, with the exception

of the iodide of potassium. In addition to these, there should

be a one-ounce stoppered bottle in a wooden case, contaiDg a

solution called " aceto-nitrate of silver;" a pint stoppered bot-

tle, containing " a saturated solution of gallic acid in distilled

water;" and a bottle of strong solution of gum arabic, with a

small brush to apply it with.

To make Aceto-Nitrate of Silver.

First scratch two marks upon the bottle which is to contain

it; one at the level of six-and-a-half drachms of fluid, the other

at the level of one ounce. Fill the bottle accurately to the lower

mark with distilled water, and add 50 grains of nitrate of sil-

ver; when dissolved, add glacial acetic acid until the mixture
rises to the level of the upper mark; then shake well together.

This solution is called aceto-nitrate of silver, and should be kept
in darkness.

To make a Saturated Solution of Gallic Acid.

To one pint (or twenty ounces) of distilled water add one
quarter of an ounce of gallic acid. Let the bottle, containing

this solution, stand for half an hour in a jug of hot water; near-

ly the whole of the acid will then be dissolved. On the follow-

ing day filter it, and it is ready for use. In the course of some
few days the solution 'will become discolored; and in this state

it is better not to employ it, as it would certainly communicate
a brown tinge to the paper, which is objectionable, although not

absolutely fatal to the picture. A smaller quantity of gallic

ac d may be mixed, if preferred.

The Sensitive Solution.

Into a scrupulously clean wine-glass (Note 14), previously

rinsed with distilled water, put

1 ounce Distilled water

20 drops Aceto-nitrate of silver

20 drops Saturated solution of gallic acid.

This is the sensitive solution ; and it is called weak " gallo-ni-

trate of silver." (Note 13.)

In order to count the drops easily, and at the same time to

filter them, make two little paper funnels (one for each solution)

with pieces of thin white blotting-paper, two inches square, and

pour half a thimble-full of the solution to be measured into each.

The gallo-nitrate is an exceedingly unstable compound, and
very ready to decompose and turn brown. It must, therefore,

be used promptly, and the surplus immediately thrown away. It

should also never be exposed to a ray of white light; and the

glass which has once contained it should not be employed again for
the same purpose, until it has undergone the thorough washing des-

cribed in Note 14.

To Apply the Sensitive Solution.

Place a sheet of clean white blotting-paper upon a deal board,

m
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anil upon this the iodized paper face upwards. Piu down the

two upper corners, and apply the solution very copiously with

a Buckle's brush (Note 12), first longitudinally, and then trans-

versely, precisely in the maner described for the double iodide.

Then raise the paper dexterously by one corner, and holding it

over a basin, allow the superfluous liquid to run off;—this done,

replace it on the board, and blot off the remaining moisture

from the surface with two or three sheets of clean blotting-pa-

per; not rubbing too hard, but passing the hand rapidly and gen-

tly over the surface, as long as any wet or shining patches ap-

pear.

The next operation is to attach the sensitive paper to the glass

of the dark slide, which is a very simple matter, occupying only

a minute or two, and is thus performed:

—

With a small camel's-hair brush apply a thin and narrow edg-

ing of strong gum arabic all round the glass plate, and then lay

the paper with its back upon it, pressing down the edges with

the thumb, to make them adhere fiinly. Then trim the over-

lap of the edges with a pair of scissors, and place the glass in

the slide, with the sensitive paper next to the front shutter.

Shut it up securely, and let it lie in a horizontal position, and

face upwards, until ready to be packed and conveyed to its des-

tination.

The paper will dry in a few minutes, and then lie as flat as the

glass itself; and when exposed in the camera, nothing will inter-

vene between it and the lens, either to disturb the focus, or ab-

sorb the light; but I have discussed the advantages of this

method so fully in Note 1, that it is unnecessary to recapitulate

them here.

All is now ready for the third operation.

THIRD OPERATION.

The Exposure in the Camera.

The point of view having been selected (if possible, on some
previous day), and the proper hour for taking the picture ascer-

tained, the following articles must be conveyed to the spot:

—

The folding portion of the camera.

The front of the camera.

The ground-glass screen.

The dark slides.

The lens.

The stand.

The first three may form one parcel; they should be wrapped
up (the glass screen between the other two) in the large macin-

tosh cloth, and secured by leather straps with buckles.

The dark slides should form another parcel; and should be
wrapped up in the small macintosh cloth, and secured by straps

with buckles.

The lens should be carried in a leather case.

The stand should form another independent article.

On arriving at the intendeuded locality, do not unadvisedly

adopt the first spot that offers itself, but carefully reconnoitre

the whole vicinity, and choose that point of view which seems

to give the most artistic picture. It is obvious that, in some
cases, a single yard to the right or left may make or mar the

whole work. I invariably adopt the plan, now, of taking dupli-

cates of the view;—not from the same point, but from different

points, a few feet apart, and on the same level. When both

pictures turn out well, they are adapted to the stereoscope, which

is a great advantage. (Note 15.)

The camera should not be placed nearer to any object that it

is intended to include than double its height or breadth.

The selection of the point of view, and of the picture to be
taken, must necessarily be so much a matter of taste, that it is

impossible to lay down any rules upon this subject. The ama-
teur will at first, no doubt, commit many blunders; and will find

a long "pratique" necessary, before his eye and taste shall have
become tutored to the requirements of this particular branch of

art. He should lose no opportunity of visitingf galleries of pho-
tographs, and of comparing closely his own efforts with those of
others. In particular, the general effects of opposing masses of
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light and shadow, and of gradations of distance, should be care-

fully studied. Also the weak point3 of photography,—such as

the monotony of the skies, and the absence of life-like figures,

and of color, should be carefully borne in mind, no less than its

strong ones,—such as its marvellous truthfulness and minute de-

tail, artistic rendering of foregrounds, rock, foliage, &c. And
he will doubtless find, after a long and cultivated experience,

that not merely grand ruins, or mountain passes, or fantastic

oddities, truthfully delineated, make good photographs; but
that nature has been bountiful to nearly every locality, and that

many a charming " little bit" of rustic simplicity, which he may
have passed by in his novitiate as too common-place, may really

have been well worthy of his attention.

When the view is decided upon, plant the stand firmly upon
the ground—for if it should move but a single hair's breadth,

whilst the camera is at work, the picture will be spoiled. Never
trust to grass, or soft earth, or a damp sandy beach; but thurst

the legs firmly into solid ground, or find three fiat stones to place

underneath them.

Having firmly planted the staud, put the camera together and
mount it in its place; then, by means of a small pocket spirit-

level, make the top truly horizontal. Next wipe the lens, if

necessary, with a cambric handkerchief (not a silk one), and
screw it on; then put the ground glass into its place, and throw-

ing the large macintosh cloth over the camera and your own
head and shoulders, proceed to adjust the instrument and to fo-

cus the view as accurately as possible, with the help, if necessa-

ry, of a small magnifying glass. Should there be too much fore-

ground, raise the slide which carries the lens to a suitable

height; or if too much sky, depress it. You should never elevate

or depress the camera itself, if it be possible to avoid doing so;

—

since, in the former case, all the vertical lines of the picture

would tend to a vanishing point above, and in the latter to one

beneath it, instead of being exactly perpendicular; which gives to

buildings a very unsightly appearance. Now, remrve the ground

glass screen; give the thumbscrew, which secures the camera to

the stand, an extra turn, to ensure perfect steadiness; place the

cap on the lens; and, having satisfied yourself that no light can

enter the instrument through any crevices, put the dark slide

into its place; raise the shutter; and throw the large macintosh

cloth over the top of the camera, fastening it underneath by means
of the straps, if there should be much wind.

All is now ready for exposure.

Remove the cap from the lens, and note the exact time by

your watch.

The Time of Exposure.

Photography has not yet arrived at perfection ; and we are

unable, at present, to take views instantaneously with certainty

;

some definite time of exposure is necessary, to enable the light

sufficiently to impress the sensitive surface. In the daguerreo-

type, the collodion, and the waxed-paper processes, this time of

exposure is a matter of great nicety; for a picture taken by any

of these methods, when under-exposed, is defective in the details

of the shadows; and when over-exposed, is solarized, or enfee-

bled and reddeued. But in the process which I am advocating

here, greater latitude is allowable, since a considerable amount of

over-exposure may occur without necessarily ruining the picture; as

will be understood when I say, that in the processes just before

alluded to, the mode of development is invariable, be the expo-

sure long or short; while in this it can be so modified as to suit

the visible state of the picture when removed from the slide; and

a strong negative may always be obtained.

When the photographer has ascertained by experiment the

time of exposure for a particular lens and diaphragm under cer-

tain conditions of light, he may then calculate at once the ne-

cessary time for a different leus and diaphragm, at work under

similar conditions, by bearing in mind the following facts:

The time of exposure will depend on the intensity of the light

in the image, and it will be inversely proportional to that inten-

sity; that is to say, the greater the intensity the less the time.

Now, first, this intensity of light in the image will be exactly

—— -§^?£&a
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proportional (ceteris paribus) to the size of the diaphragm,

—

that is, to the square of its diameter. (For a circle of one inch

diameter is four times as large as another of half-au-inch diame-

ter, and so on.

)

It follows, therefore, that with the same lens the time of ex-

posure will vary intensely as the square of the diameter of the

diaphragm employed.

For example, it* a certain lens with a diaphragm of one inch

in diameter will take a picture in one minute, then with a dia-

phragm of half-an-inch it would require an exposure of four min-

utes; or with a three inch aperture, the view would be taken in

seven seconds.

Secondly, the intensity of light in the image will depend upon
the focal length of the lens; and the rule is, that this intensity

(ca-teris paribus) will vary inversely as the square of the focal

length.

For example: two lenses of equal aperture, and at work at

the same time upon the same subject, have focal lengths respec-

tively, of eighteen inches and six inches, the time of exposure
required for the first will be nine times that for the second.

For different lenses and diaphragms, the rule will be that

—

The time of exposure will vary directly as the square of the
focal length, and inversely as the square of the diameter of the
diaphragm, or aperture.

For example: two lenses—one of three inches aperture and
six inches focal length, the other of half au inch aperture and
eighteen inches focal length—are at work together; then the
ratio of their time of exposure will be that of 32-1 to 1. So
that if a picture could be taken by the first in one second, it

would require five minutes and twenty-four seconds by the other,

a difference which could never have been guessed a priori, and
which will show the importance of rules.

But we may occasionally depart from exact rules, and adopt
approximations to them without any practical disadvantage; and
the following will be found at times a very useful guide, although
not strictly correct in all cases.

The time of exposure with different view lenses, having the same
sized aperture, will be proportional to the size of the picture taken
by them (or very nearly so.

Suppose, for instance, that three lenses of the same aperture
are at work together ; that the first takes a picture twelve in-

ches by ten inches, the second nine inches by seven inches, and the
third four inches by three inches. Then the times of exposure
for the first, second, and third, will be as 20 to 63 to 12,—that
is, the first picture will require twice as long an exposure as the
second, and ten times as long as the third.

A picture, nine inches by seven inches, with a half-inch dia-
phragm, and without difficult masses of shadow, would require,
in full sunshine, an average exposure of about four minutes; and
with an inch diaphragm, of about one minute.
The most favorable circumstances of light under which a pic-

ture can be taken are, when cloud and sunshine alterate; for
when sunshine prevails duriug the whole of the. exposure, the con-
trasts are frequently too violent to be pleasing.

Figures in motion across the view produce little or no effect
;

but should one remain still, during any considerable part of the
exposure, and then move off, this will certainly occasion a ble-
mish.

The picture having been exposed for the time deemed neces-
sary for the perfect rendering of the objects in shadow, replace the
cap on the lens, shut the slide, and pack up as before.

FOURTH OPERATION.

To Develope the Latent Picture.

This must be done either in a room darkened as before de-
scribed for sensitizing, or in the evening by caudle-light. In the
latter case, the candle should be either a" rushlight or a small
dip, not a composite oraw•ax-candle; and it should not be brought
within a yard of the sensitive paper. The camera tripod may
be conveniently used as a stand for the candle.

Cover the table upon which you are about to work with one
of the dark maeintosh cloths, and upon the floor, close at hand,

place a zinc dish, having a thin gutta-percha lining, half filled

with common water.

Upon the table place the other zinc dish (which should be

larger than the developing slab), and across the top of this, two
bars of wood, on which to lay the glass developing slab (which

should be quite clean) . Then, by means of the spirit-level, level

the slab exactly, by putting pieces of paper, or little wedges,

under the zinc dish. Any of the developing fluid which may
run over the edge of the slab will then be caught in the dish be-

neath, and perfect cleanliness be ensured.

Lay a sheet of clean white blotting-paper upon the deal-board,

and then remove the glass from the dark slide. When the pic-

ture is of very large size, this should be done thus :—Take out

the back, and place the slide upon the floor, leaning against the

leg of a table or chair, the glass outwards, then, with the right

hand against the glass incline the slide gradually towards it with

the left until the plate falls fairly out by its own weight upon
the right baud. In doing this, be careful on no account to touch

the sensitive paper with the fingers.

Remove the paper from the glass by means of a sharp penknife

passed all around beneath it, then pin it to the deal-board face

upwards, and shelter it from the light, whilst making

The Developing Solution.

This is gallo-nitrate of silver, much stronger than that pre"

viously used for sensitizing, in which the proportions to be observed

between the aceto-nitrate and the gallic acid will depend upon the

aspect of the picture when taken from the slide.

Should no trace whatever of the picture be visible, mix aceto-

nitrate of silver and saturated solution of gallic acid in equal

proportions.

Should the sky and high lights of the picture be slightly

browned, add two parts of aceto-nitrate to three parts of gallic

acid.

Should the sky and high lights be very strongly out, through

great over-exposure, add one part of aceto-nitrate to three parts

of gallic acid.

The developing mixture should be made quickly in a clean

wine-glass (Note 14), and as nearly as possible by guess, since

the exact proportions to a great nicity are not material. It will

require a whole glass full to cover a picture twenty-four inches

by twenty inches.

Apply it rapidly with a clean Buckle's brush (Note 14) in

the usual manner, keeping a flowing edged, and not passing over

the same place twice, but bringing the solution gradually down
the paper like an advancing tide. Begin with the sky. Always
use a full brush, and be careful to leave no dry spots untouched
by the solution.

The whole picture should be covered in less than a minute.

Wait a minute or two, until the development commences, and
then repeat the process in precisely the same manner with gallic

acid alone. Use the same glass and the same brush, and ap-

ply the gallic acid copiously, first longitudinally, and then trans-

versely.

Next,

Pour some gallic acid copiously upon the middle of the slab

(which should be a little larger than the picture), and spread it

all over by means of the brush just in use. Now remove the

picture from the board, and with some dexterity, dain it upon
the slab, and then lay it, face downioards, upon it. It will soon

become perfectly flat.

The development, which ought now to be advancing rapidly,

must be carefully watched. When the dark parts oi the picture

begin to appear through, at the back of the paper, it will be
time to lift up the corners and examine the front. The develop-

ment should not be arrested until the details in the deepest shadows
are fully out. It may be hastened by pouring hot water into

the zinc dish beneath, but I do not recommend this as a rule.

Be very careful not to wet the back of the negative with the de-

veloping solution, since the stains upon the back would show in

printing quite as much as those upon the face.

The development being completed (the time will vary from
ten minutes to an hour), drain the paper for an instant, and lay

mi%m
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it, face upwards, upon tlie board as before ;
remoTe all the sur-

face moisture by blotting-paper (Note 16), and then place it face

downwards, upon the water in the zinc dish,—afterwards face

upwards; wash it well by agitating the dish ; then change the

water and wash it again.

It is now ready for the fifth operation.

FIFTH OPERATION.

To Fix the Picture .

The object of the fixing process is, to remove from the paper

all that remains of the developing solution, and the whole of the

iodide of silver. The picture will then be no longer sensitive to

light.

To effect this, make a solution of hyposulphite of soda in com-

mon water; the strength is not material; about one ounce of hypo

to six ounces of water will be very rapid in its action. Put enough

of this to cover the paper completely into a zinc dish lined with

gutta percha ; then submerge the paper in this solution, and

leave it there until the whole, of the yellow iodide shall be dis-

solved out ; which can only be ascertained with certainty by

daylight.

Finally, wash the picture in abundance of common water, to

remove all traces of the hyposulphite, which if left in would even-

tually destroy it ; change the water at least six or eight times
;

leave it to soak in water for several hours, and then hang it up

to dry.

When the hyposulphite solution (which may be used several

times) gets weak and discolored, it should be thrown away, as

of no further use cither for negatives or positives.

There is no absolute necessity for fixing the negatives immedi-

ately after their development, and whilst en route, although this

is the safer plan. They may be kept for days, or even weeks,

screened from the light, in a portfolio, without much risk, and may
be fixed at a convenient opportunity, several at a time. If this

plan be adopted, then all the paraphernalia of the fixing process

may, in general, be left at home. In this case the unfixed nega-

tives should be well washed in water, and dried in the dark, or

in a feeble light, before being put away.
The negative is now fiuishcd, and tolerable prints might be

obtained from it in its present state ; but it would be greatly

improved if rendered more transparent ; and this is readily ac-

complished by saturating the substance of paper with white wax;
as will be described in the next operation.

SIXTH OPERATION.

To Wax, etc. the Finished Picture.

First, trim the edges with a sharp knife, upon a thick board
either of poplar or sycamore, having two adjacent sides accu-

rately straight and at right angles. For this, select if possible,

some prominent vertical line in the picture; and by the help of a

carpenter's square cut the sides parallel to that, and afterwards

the top and bottom, at right angels to them.

Some judgment and taste will be necessary in dctermiug the

best proportions for the picture ;
for we must not by any means

invariably retain all that we have got, but balance the objects

properly.

To wax the pictures (when not of the largest size), procure

the following apparatus :—An earthenware dish, with upright

sides, sufficiently large to receive them, and which is to stand in

a zinc dish, supported, at about a quarter of au inch from the

bottom, by diagonal strips of zinc in the corners. The whole is

to stand upon two blocks of wood about four inches thick.

Pour boiling water into the zinc dish, up to the proper level,

and keep it at a boiling heat by means of a spirit-lamp placed

uudcrncath. Put the earthenware dish into its place, and rub

a cake of clean white wax (which speedily melts ) all over the

bottom
; lay the negative, face downwards upon this, and then

rub the wax all over the back of it ; turn it over and do the

same to the face. In this way many negatives may receive a
coating of wax in a few minutes, and the heat will cause the
wax to penetrate thoroughly the pores of the paper.

Dry the negatives well before the fire previously to waxing them,

or they will not imbibe the wax equally. Also, take care that

no water finds its way into the earthenware dish with the wax.
Finish, by ironing the negatives between sheets of blotting-

paper (Note 17), with a moderately hot smoothing-iron, until

no shining patches of wax remain on either side. And in doing

this be careful not to crease them, as it would be impossible to re-

move these marks entirely by any subsequent treatment.

The blotting-paper should be renewed when it becomes satu-

rated with wax.

They will now be very transparent, and when held up to the

light may be thoroughly examined.

Very large pictures must be waxed differently in consequence

of the difficulty of obtaining an earthenware dish of sufficient

size. The best plan for these will be, to melt the wax in a jar,

placed in a saucepan of boiling water, and to apply it to both

sides of the negative with a new and clean paint-brush. Then
hold the negative before a good fire, turning it repeatedly, and
allowing the superfluous wax to run off by one corner into the

jar again. Afterwards iron as before.

Should a negative require to be retouched in any part, this

should be done after waxing, with Indian ink, ground on a plate

in the usual way, and to which a few drops of albumen, or a lit-

tle ox-gall, have been added.

The process for negatives is now completed. They should be

very carefully preserved in a portfolio, and when in use handled

with much caution ; as if tumbled, or stained with chemicals,

they will be irretrievably ruiued.

N. B.—Every requisite for the practice of this art, as de-

scribed by the author, and of guaranteed quality, may be ob-

tained at the establishment of E. Anthony, 308 Broadway,
New York.

CAUSES OF FAILURE.

The most frequent causes of failure in the negative process

are

—

1. Insufficient or careless washing of the iodized papers, which

will occasion innumerable small white spots, or large white

blotches in the negative.

2. Dirty glasses and tubes, in the washing of which the direc-

tions given in Note 14 have not been rigorously atteuded to,

and which will occasion all sorts of dirty stains and streaks.

3. Too strong a light upon the sensitive papers during the

processes of sensitizing or development, which will produce gen-

eral discoloration.

4. Too short an exposure in the camera, in consequence of

which the due development of the shadows will not be attained,

and the picture be defective in the half tones.

5. The employment of the same vessels for several different

purposes, is an untidiness and want of method in the work which,

will be sure to iuvolve many a severe penalty, in the way of

failures and misfortunes, particularly when hyposulphite has been

allowed to come in contact with other chemicals.

Excessive cleanliness, and strict attention to directions, will in

general ensure success ; for the process is, I believe, as certain,

when fairly carried out, as any thing of this nature can possibly

be expected to be, and far more certain, than any other with which

I am acquainted ; and I am sufficiently familiar with them all,

to be able, I hope, to form a fair estimate of their comparative

merits.

With respect to the use of the Buckle's brush, which I have

recommended for laying on the gallo-nitrate, and which may be

seriously objected to by some, it must be observed, that the

mode of applying the solution with this useful little article is not

by any means that of random mopping or daubing, but that con-

siderable method is to be observed in the use of it ; for when
properly handled, and the board gently inclined, the solution pro-

ceeds steadily downicards in an advancing tide, and the paper

becomes wetted quite
k
as uniformly and evenly as if a glass

m
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rod had been employed to spread it, or as if it had been gradu-

ally depressed upon the surface of a bath. And this may be

easily proved by applying a flat wash of some water color to the

paper by the three different methods, and comparing the results

when dry.

The use of the blotting-paper for removing the surplus sensi-

tive solution is also considered by some as highly objectionable
;

but I am inclined to suspect that, if the truth could be exactly

ascertained, in many failures the real cause would turn out to

be, not the unfortunate blotting-paper (which, when clean, must

be perfectly harmless,) but a far more serious evil, viz. that of

placing the sensitive side of the paper in contact with the dirty

glass of the common slide. For my own part I have never ex-

perienced any failures which I could fairly attribute to the use

of clean white blotting-paper.

On the occurrence of failures, amateurs are but too ready to

call in question the purity of the chemicals employed ; but when
these have been purchased of a respectable firm, they may be

tolerably certain that the fault is rather their own. When every

care has been taken apparently, in every stage of the manipula-

tion, and the work, nevertheless, prove a failure, it will be well

to make a fresh solution of aceto-nitrate ; for should the propor-

tions of the sensitizing solution have been exactly correct, the

paper will either brown all over, through the presence of too little

acid ; or have lost its sensitiveness, through an excess of it.

(To be Continued).

PROCESS FOR PURIFYING PAPERS FROM METALLIC SPOTS, GREASE, &C,

(From M. S. Geaffray's Traite pratique pour 1' Emploi des Papiers

du Commerce.)

We have noticed among the troublesome consequences of the

present mode of manufacturing and finishing paper, stains of

rust, of metallic spots, and grease. * * Spots of iron are most

annoying, especially on positives; they form black isolated points,

sometimes shining, which cannot be removed without destroying

the color or lines around them. Spots of copper are less trou-

blesome, their color being always lighter ; moreover, they are

more easily dissolved : the acid bath of chloride of gold often

sufficiently removes them. Zinc does not stain in spots, it only

a little deranges the vigor of the blacks, sometimes rendering

the prints gray in places.

These defects become manifest under the influence of the de-

veloping baths, sometimes even in the operation of fixing.

Greasy substances interfere with the permeability of the paper,

preventing a homogeneous sizing and destroying the uniformity

of the sensitive coating ; they may even influence the latter

chemically. * *

It has been advised, to purge papers of their metallic impuri-

ties, to use hydrochloric acid, 10 parts to 100 of water, or oxalic

acid, 5 parts to 100 of water. I carefully avoid these methods,

for in curing the evil in question we may produce effects much
more mischievous. Hydrochloric acid softens the paper to such

an extent that it loses all tenacity in the washings which must

immediately follow. It is never sufficiently neutralized to pre-

vent its subsequent action on the print, which it soon affects.

On the other hand, oxalic acid, even in the binoxalate of potash

(salt of sorrel), has fatal effects. It is an energetic reducer
;

prints under its influence very quickly becomes spotted ; the ox-

alate of lime which it may form in the substance of the paper
is not a less reducing agent than the acetate of lime, and thus

may produce a general reduction, which prevents any image

from appearing, or a partial reduction, which renders this im-

perfect.

Suspected papers should be treated in the following manner :

—Dissolve 20 parts of citric acid in 200 parts of distilled water.

Pour the solution into an earthen or porcelain dish (the bath

should be abundant, so that the paper may swim freely in it
;

the action is hastened by the application of a gentle heat) : allow

several sheets to remain in it for an hour or two, then remove
them, and place them on another dish, containing water rendered

40*

alkaline by 5 per cent, of ammonia; washing finally in pure water.

Removed from this, suspend the papers by one corner, and allow

them to dry thoroughly, protected from the dust. [It is impos-

sible to take too much precaution against dust. Those who do
not operate in albumen or collodion are not aware of all the

mischief which it produces; of all spots those arising from dust

are the least remediable.]

Pictures obtained on papers prepared as above, will be ex-

empt from the spots which too often stain, more or less exten-

sively, negatives otherwise well prepared, and from those black
points which frequently destroy very beautiful positive prints,

and render useless negatives which in all other respects are per-

fect.

OUR ILLUSTRA TI0NS.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY MEADE BROTHERS.

NOTRE DAME.

Few of the historic edifices of Europe are so rich in eventful

story as the Cathedral of Notre Dame, in the most ancient part

of the city of Paris; its oldest edifice—and its architecture

dating from the commencement of the eleventh to the middle of

the thirteenth century. It may be considered as among the

boldest and the most successful existing specimens of Gothic
architecture. The west front, the portion represented by our

illustration, was finished by Bishop Maurice de Cully, in 1223,
during the reign of Philip Augustus. This is at once the finest

and most remarkable feature. Three ample portals lead into

the nave and aisles. Each forms a series of retiring arches, with

angels, saints, &c, iu the intermediate mouldings. The portals

are bisected by square pillars: that of the central one was re-

moved on Jan. 1, 1852, on the occasion of the thanksgivings

for the renewal of the President's powers, but has since been
replaced. The tympana of the three ogives are richly sculptur-

ed. The same style exists in all three portals, and also those of

the transepts : the central portion of the western front was
spoiled by Soufflot, in 1160, who formed it into a pointed arch;

but it has just been restored to its original form, according to

the designs of it, which were preserved. The subjects of the

sculpture which adorns these portals, are vividly treated in

Victor Hugo's " Notre Dame de Paris," wherein the stupendous

fabric is sketched in one of the most picturesque specimens of

descriptive writing extant.

The ogive of the middle doorway represents the Last Judg-
ment, in three parts. Among the sculptures of the arch are

figures of Moses and Aaron; the Saviour treading beneath his

feet the wicked, whom Satan is dragging to hell; the rider on
the red horse, at the opening of the second seal; the blessedness

of saints, &c. The sides of this entrance have twenty-four bas-

reliefs: twelve virtues and as many vices. Beyond these are

four other bas-reliefs, illustrations of the lives of Abraham and
Job. On the doors are carved, Christ bearing his cross, and
the Virgin as the veiled mother of sorrows. The statues of the

twelve Apostles, which filled the niches of this portal, and were
destroyed in the Revolution, in 1193, have just been replaced

by new ones, copied from the original drawings: the Patriarchs

and Kings of the Old Testament, that adorned the other two
portals, were also replaced. We have not space to detail the

several Scriptural sculptures which adorn the front. Among
the most interesting are bas-reliefs of the twelve Signs of the

Zodiac: the agricultural labors of the twelve months of the

year: and the Life of Man in six stages, from youth to decrepi-

tude. The two lateral doors are ornameuted with much ad-

mired iron-work, executed by Biscornette, about 1680. The
butresses on each side of the doors have each a niche, in which

were statues of Religion, Faith, St. Denis, and St. Stephen.

Immediately above the three doors is a gallery of small pillars,

supporting trefoils, called the Galerie des Bois, which formerly

contained twenty-eight statues of the Kings of Judah, ancestors

of the Virgin. All these—executed in the thirteenth century

—

were destroyed in 1193, but are to be replaced. A second, but
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weighing 25000
were eight bells of

open, gallery is called Galcrie de la Vierge, from having formerly

had a colossal statue of the Virgin. Above this gallery is the

large rose-window between the towers: and in each of the latter

are°poiuted arches, over which runs a lofty gallery of slender

shafts, called the Galerie des Colonnes, and continued round the

sides;' above rises the last division of the towers, each side oc-

cupied with coupled windows, and rich buttresses at the angles

crowned by an open-worked battlement of quatrefoils. They are

ascended by a staircase of 389 steps from the Rue du Cloitre.

The Cathedral formerly possessed a fine peal of bells, of which

one only remains, in the southern tower: it was baptised Em-
maimel-Louise-Therese. It is called the bourdon, weighs 32,000

lb., and the clapper 916 lb. The other bell, named Marie,

lb, was broken and melted down in 1192, as

the northern tower In the latter tower

three bells for the clock were placed in 1812; they are now in

the southern one, and their place in the northern tower is to be

occupied by a new bell, weighing 64,000 lb. The mechanism of

the clock is very curions.

The towers of Notre Dame afford one of the finest views of

Paris that can be imagined, and the Cathedral is much visited

for the enjoyment of this imposing scene. The height of the

western tower is 204 feet.

Our second illustration, also taken by the Messrs. Meade, is-

a view of the Cirque de Vimperatrice, the fashionable resort of

the Prenck Metropolis.

It will be perceived that we have adopted a new method

of printing, by which the trouble and expense of mounting is

avoided. The pressure frames are made the size of our page,

and are supplied with movable diaphragms with various sized

and shaped openings.

is formed by a solution of permanganate of potash with the ad-

dition of tincture of tournesol. The second mixture is formed
of ferrocyanide of potassium acidulated with sulphuric acid. The
paper thus prepared must lastly be subjected to a bath of nitrate

of silver. After the impression has been obtained, the paper is

first washed in pure water, then immersed in a weak bath of

hyposulphite of soda ; finally, after a fresh washing, the colors

are brought out vividly in a bath of neutral gallate of ammonia."
M. Durien oddly enough says, " We leave to M. de Beauregard
the responsibility as well as the honor of the processes of which
we faithfully reported the description."

We are told by M. Durien that he saw " prints obtained on
papers prepared in our presence, developed with their colors in

the printing frame, behind collodion negatives." That is a color-

less negative produces a colored positive. We have given the

statement of "this presumed discovery as we find it. To us, how-
ever, it appears in the highest degree problematical. We shall

watch this matter with some curiosity, and should anything of

interest arise, we shall at once communicate it to our readers.

From the London Art-Journal.

PHOTOGRAPHS IN NATURAL COLORS.

A paragraph has been going the round of the papers to the

effect that M. Testud de Beauregard has succeeded in obtaining

colored photographs by the agency of light.* This has naturally

enough excited considerable attention, although, if it is eventu-

ally proved, that M. de Beauregard has discovered such a pro-

cess as will enable him to fix images in colors, it it must not be

forgotten that M. E. Becquerel and M. Niepce de St. Victor

and some others have done the same thing before him. The
facts of the case are these ; M. Durien, on June, 15, at a

meeting of the " Societe Frangaise de Photogrophie " exhibited

a number of colored prints, which had been produced by photo-

graphic action. The bulletin of the society says, "The prints

form a series of colored images, some uniformly blue, yellow or

rose." These were nothing more than examples of the cyanotype

of Sir John Herchel, the process of Mr. Mungo Ponton in which

the bi-chromate of potash is employed, and the chromatype of

Mr. Robert Hunt. Then comes a statement far more remark-

able : "Others were exhibited professing the different tints in re-

lation to natural colors on the same sheet of paper. Among the

latter, one represents the head of a woman draped with a trans-

parent veil, and bearing a basket of foliage. The flesh is of the

natural color, the veil violet, and the foliage green. Another is

a portrait of a woman, whose face and hands are flesh colored,

the eyes blue, the hair light brown, the dress green and the col-

lar and sleeves white. Lastly, a portrait of a child, which, be-

sides the flesh-color of the face, hands, and legs, presents a dress

striped with green and yellow, black boots, white linen, and a

couch of black wood with chamois cushion." This statement is

clear enough. The process by which all these effects are obtain-

ed is given—M. Durien says—
" The process by which he obtained these varied colors, which

he has succeeded in producing, on the same paper, by a single

exposure to light in the printing frame, consists (and here we
copy literally the words of M. de Beauregard) in impregnating

paper with two mixtures successively, taking care to dry the

paper after the employment of each mixture. The first mixture

* See page 297 of the present number.

From JVotes Sf Queries.

A HINT ON PRINTING,—DEEPENING COLLODION NEGATIVES.

Being desirous of printing from two or three negatives, while

in the country, with only one pressure frame, and that one in

use, I thought I would try how far the paper slides of my came-
ra would answer the purpose. I accordingly treated them as if

they had been pressure frames, placed my negative and excited

paper in them in the usual way, and having by three or four

thicknesses of blotting-paper secured a sufficient pressure, I suc-

ceeded in procuring very good positive pictures. Of course the
idea is a very obvious one ; but as I find, upon mentioning it- to

several photographic friends, that it is one which, to the best of

their knowledge, has not before been adopted, or, if used, has
not been published, I have thought it well to bring it under the
notice of your photographic readers.

William J. Thomas.

In answer to the inquiry of M. P. M., in a recent Number,
relative to my recommendation of the iodide of cadmium for

deepening collodion negatives, I beg to say that I have entirely

discarded the use of the protosulphate of iron as a developer,

and that I now always use porogallic acid, with which I never
fail to get negatives of sufficient intensity to print from. I never,

therefore, now have any occasion to deepen my negatives; but I

know of no better method of increasing the opacity of a very

weak negative, than that which I recommended. I may how-
ever observe, that it is useless to attempt to increase the inten-

sity of a negative which is very weak from having been much
over-exposed.

It is quite immaterial what strength of solution of iodide of

cadmium is used, and I may add that a solution of the iodide of

zinc will answer equally as well.

Should M. P. M. wish to ask me any more questions on this

subject, I shall be happy to communicate with him privately.

J. Leachman.

©SESHSg*

Removal of Silver Stains from the Hands, Linen, Etc.—
The black stains upon the hands caused by Nitrate of Silver

may readily be removed by moistening them and rubbing with a
lump of Cyanide of Potassium. As this salt however is highly

poisonous, many may prefer the following plan:—wet the spot

with a saturated solution of Iodide of Potassium, and afterwards

with Nitric Acid; the strong Nitric Acid acts upon the skin and
turns it yellow, it must therefore be diluted with two parts of

water before use.

Stains upon white linen may be easily removed by brushing
them with a solution of Iodine in Iodide of Potassium, and after-

wards washing with water and soaking in Hyposulphite of Soda
or Cyanide of Potassium, until the yellow Iodide of Silver is dis-

solved out; the Bichloride of Mercury (neutral solution) also

answers well in many cases.

w
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— The Photographic Exchange Club may now be considered

a fixed fact. The gentlemen comprising it enter into it with

that energy and interest which must ultimately ensure its success,

and render it of inestimable value not only to themselves, but to

the Art and artists generally throughout this country. In fact

there is no estimating the amount of good it may accomplish.

It is not so much to the pleasure to be derived from the inter-

change of Photographic pictures that we are to look for bene-

ficial results as to the kindly feelings, the spirit of emulation,

and to the free scope to intercommunion of thought, discoveries

and experimental manipulations ; to the fields of operation that

will be opened by these intercommunications, and the confidence

that may obtain in the public mind favorable to Photography
as an art by the published proceedings of such substantial men
as now compose this society.

Circumstances of a painful nature deprived us of the antici-

pated pleasure of meeting the members as appointed, and we
beg them to receive an apology for thus disappointing them.

We left New York on the 22nd of August for Cincinnati to at-

tend the sick bed of a beloved brother expecting to return on

the day appointed for the meeting; but his death and burial and

the illness of other members of the family, with a second death

prevented our return until the 23rd of September. Although
our absence was thus owing to circumstances beyond our control

we regret that the members of the club were put to the expense

and trouble of the visit to New York ; regret it more because

we are convinced that the contemplated meeting would have

stamped the society with a character at once intellectual and
favorable.

We may as well here state the objects of the Society fully,

that the members, as well as photographers generally, may un-

derstand the influeuce and power it is calculated to exert for

the promotion and improvement of the Art.

First, an exchange of Photographic pictures, which will enable

each member to ascertain the degree of excellence to which his

fellow members have attained, in the general effect produced, in

the skill of manipulation and in the accuracy of detail, and as it

is not possible that the pictures of any one distribution can as-

similate in any one of these respeects, or in style, the ideas of all

will be enlarged on all the points necessary to create accomplished

and truthful artists.

In the second place, these differences in the various photogra-

phic prints, will promote inquiry more effectually than any other

course that might be pursued. One artist may obtain a degree

of excellence in one particular point in which another has entire-

ly failed; another point may be perfected by a third in which a

fourth has been unsuccessful, and these second and fourth persons

may accomplish results unattainable by the first and third

persons. Now who can deny that the discussion of these various

points will be advantageous to all parties.

It appears to us, therefore that it should be the aim,—and

such we understand it to be—of the Society, not only to ex-

change photographs, but ideas, theories, experiments and im-

provements.

We have only to look at the results of similar efforts of the

Societies of Europe to judge of the incalculable advantage it will

be, not only to each artist, but to the art itself. We need—or

should need—no other incentive to foster this society with the

greatest care to insure its usefulness, and to increase its field of

operations.

It is now proposed that the Society should be increased to

fifty members, and that the distribution of photographs should

take place every other month, instead of monthly. We think

this a very good suggestion as it will not only give greater

variety to the pictures distributed but render the chances of im-

portant discoveries more certain. In view of this change in the

organization each member is requested to give his opinion on

the subject before the issue of our next number, as there are

several who desire to become members, and object to forming a

second club.

The Society now consists of the following gentlemen.

C. Guillou, J. E. M'Clees, B. Betts, S. Broadbent ,J. W.
Brown, C. Ehrmann, W. L. Germon, F. Langenheim, F. D. B.

Richards, C. C. Schoonmaker, M. M. Lawrence, C. Holt. R.
Lewis, G. Harrison, A. Faris, Webster Bros, A. Hesler,

G. N. Barnard, D. W. C. Brinckerhoff, H. H. Snelling, J.

A. Whipple, J. Vannerson, N. G. Burgess, E. P. Senter, E.

T. Whitney.

Photographs for exchange have been received from Messrs
M'Clees, Ehrmann, Germon, and Brown, of Philadelphia. These
pictures particularly the portraits are very fine. These gentle-

men have also done us the honor of presenting us with a number
of portraits and views of decided merit; some of them indeed are

exquisite.

— During our stay in Cincinnati we visited the principal gal-

leries of that city. We were sorry to find that Mr. Faris'

facilities for manipulation were not so good as they should be.

His gallery is well and tastefully furnished, and filled with gems
of the Art in daguerreotypes, photographs, and ambrotypes, but
his operating rooms are too small, and the wonder is how he can
manage to produce the fine results he does. There are no finer

specimens of the art anywhere in daguerreotypes and ambro-
types, and his photographs both colored and plain, are truly ex-

cellent. Mr. Faris is about to improve his facilities to meet
the increasing demands of his business. No one who visits his

rooms can doubt that his artistic tastes and talent are of a high

order, and that he does himself great injustice by remaining in

such circumscribed quarters.

— We were agreeably disappointed in our visit to the rooms
of Mr. Porter. His modesty keeps him very quiet, and we had
heard very little of him previous to our visit, we were therefore

taken by surprise when on entering his unassuming gallery we
found it so well stored with some of the finest portraits and
landscapes we ever saw, both daguerreotypes and photographs.

He is peculiarly happy in his colored portraits of children and
old men, and we do not think we have seen better executed por-

traits anywhere, and they deserve the highest praise.

— We called twice upon Mr. Hawkins but did not see him,

and as he had recently removed into his present establishment

and appeared to be still unsettled, we had little opportunity of

judging of his work. With the exception of a few daguerreo-

types we saw nothing of which we can give a decidedly favora-

bly opinion. We are sorry we did not see him, for he appears

to stand high in public estimation, and we should have been

pleased to have seen those results upon which his fame rests.

— Mr Ball, of Fourth St. (for there are two Balls in Cin-

cinnati), executes as fine daguerreotypes as any to be found in

this Union. His gallery is the most commodious in the city,

and is handsomely and artistically arranged. His operating-

room is well appointed and convenient. We were pleased to

see that his talents were duly appreciated. He is fitting up
rooms for the prosecution of the photographic processes. He
truly deserves all the succes he desires.

— J. J. Woodbridge is taking 25 cent daguerreotypes there;

all they are worth.

— We saw very excellent specimens of daguerreotypes at

Ball's & Bishop's on Fifth street.

— Before taking leave of the Queen City of the West, we
must not forget our particular friend Mr. Peter Smith, the

heaviest dealer in daguerreotype material west of New York.
His popularity is well deserved, for he is a gentlemen of the old

school, and richly deserves the liberal support of the daguerreo-

typists of the West.

— On our return we had only time to visit the rooms of

McDonald & Bro. and Mr. Evans of Buffalo. We found them
both quite busy, and we were much pleased not only with the

excellence of their daguerreotypes, but the general arrangement
of their establishments. Our visit was necessarily a flying one,

which prevented us from taking a critical survey of their pictures.

f£B
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Mr. Sutton, of Detroit, has sent us a capital photographic

portrait of the Hon. Lewis Cass, for which he has our thanks.

" Daguerreotyping has been brought to extraordinary per-

fection both as an art, and in its various mechanical operations.

To take a good picture, requires not only the necessary phara-

phernalia of chemicals, plates, etc., but they must be manipulated

peculiarly and skillfully, or something will be done or left un-

done to either spoil a good picture, or make a bad one.

" We were more than ever impressed on Saturday last, at

Corey & Pickerell's establishment, with the necessity of having

everything done right in taking a daguerreotype, from the bur-

nishing of the plate to the casing of the picture. We watched

the whole operation and witnessed the effect of skillful manipu-

lation upon the chemicals, plates and subjects to be daguerreo-

typed. Out of seven attempts to take pictures, two of them

being of groups of persons old and young, and three of quite

young persons, there was not only no failure, but the pictures

one and all were among the best taken we ever saw, and either

of them was a credit to the art and to the artists."

—

Dubuque
Express Herald.

— Mr. J. E. Joslin has sent us a very good view of the ship-

ping in Chicago harbor. We arc happy to know by this that

his success is beyond dispute. His portraits are quite up to the

degree of excellence attained by others within the time he has

been devoted to this branch of the art.

— Mr. M. A. Root quite took us by surprise a few days since

by exhibiting to us some of the most delicate, round, soft, and

clear photographic portraits we have ever seen. They were

not quite strong enough in color to suit our taste exactly, but in

every other respect they are the best we have seen of plain pic-

tures.

— C. C. S.—Azotate and Nitrate are identically the same.

Mr. Faris' method of enlarging his portraits is done simply by
substituting an extra £ Harison Camera for the single achroma-

tic lens in his pantograph, which is made sufficiently large for

the purpose.

— A Southern daguerrean thus writes us in regard to Hill's

coloring process. It answers several questions put to us of late:

" By-the-bye, I lately received Hill's 'Chromatint' process, and

I feel aggrieved. Some months back when he sent me his circular,

I remitted him the money, and wrote him saying I was acquain-

ted with the French method of coloring in oil lithographs, prints

etc., having practised it twenty-live years ago. In his answer

he told me his process was entirely different, etc. Judge of my
chagrin and sorrow to find it precisely the French method, with

some slight variation in the varnishing

—

i. e., making the print

or photograph transparent by means of any kind of varnish and

painting on the back in oil. Children practice it in France and
England. I was chagrined at having allowed myself to encour-

age hopes of practical results, and sorry to have my faith in

Mr. Hill so much shaken."

— A St. Louis paper thus speaks of our friend Fitzgibbons'

efforts in the Art:

" Fitzgibbons, who has spent a great deal of time, labor and
money in the cultivation and improvement of the photographic

art, advertises that he will furnish all sizes and descriptions of

photographs, plain or colored, and that he will, from the minia-

ture of dead relatives, reproduce for the survivors, copies as large

as life, and colored to nature.

"We have examined Fitzgibbon's portraits, of which he has

collected a handsome gallery, executed in various styles, with the

strictest fidelity to nature, and in the most beautiful style of art,

and we would advise all who desire to preserve excellent like-

nesses of themselves or friends, to give him a call."

— A. P. Hart, of Elmira, N. Y., has lately adopted the pa-

per process and has sent us a specimen of his earliest attempt,

which gives evidence of future excellence.

— To Mr. Gillman and Mr. Ehrmann, wc present our thanks,

for the beautiful and highly artistic collection of Photographs

with which they have presented us. Nothing shows more truly,
the rapid strides the paper processes have made during the last
six months than these pictures; they are indeed very fine.

— Mr. Gillman proposes that a fund be raised in this
country to assist in sustaining Mr. La Roche, in his suit with
Mr. Talbot We will take charge of aud forward such sums
as may be sent us for that purpose. Mr. Gillman will give $5,
and Mr. Ehrmann $2. The object is a good one and we hope
the suggestion will be acted upon.

— Mr. W. R. Lawrence will please accept our thanks for

the copy of the " Report of the Connecticut State Fair." Had
we received it soon enough we should have been pleased to re-

publish his interesting report on the Daguerreotype and Fine
Art portion of the exhibition.

— The Ambrotype is absorbing the attention of Daguerreans
generally, and is becoming very popular among the people. It
justly deserves much of the attention it inspires, and will un-

doubtedly be a very prominent feature in photographic manipu-
lation. We receive almost daily inquiries regarding the rights

of certain parties to teach this art; in reply to which, we again
state that there is no fear that prosecution for the violation of

a patent will result from the practice of any of the processes for

taking positive pictures (photographs on paper or glass called

by Mr. Cutting Ambrotypes) on glass, and backing them up with
black or white varnish or paint, provided " two plates of glass ce-

mented together with balsam offir or other analogous substance"

is not employed. Positive photographs on glass were taken in

England and France months prior to any taken in this country,

and therefore no patent for that process can be sustained here.

— GEO. PURRINGTON.—We put this things name in

capital letters that our readers may not fail to see it. We do this

to hold him up to the scorn of every honest man, for we have
been informed by Mr. S. D. Humphrey, of this city, and Mr.
Follett of Columbus, Ohio, that he has stated that the daguer-

reotypists of the city of New York paid us twenty-five dollars—
it is a wonder that the raising of such an enormous sum did not

break every daguerrean who contributed—for writing against

Mr. Cutting's Ambrotype patent. We would therefore caution

all those who come in contact with him to be careful what re-

liance they place upon his assertions, for a man who will tell

such a deliberate and wilful lie to injure one he never saw or

who never injured him, is totally unworthy of belief in any mat-

ter where his interests are concerned.

— A few subscribers still owe us for this years' subscription.

They will oblige by making immediate payment. We hope we
shall not have to call on them again.

— As many of our daguerreotype friends like to make their

rooms cheerful with music, we would recommend adorning them
with such instruments as those furnished by Mr. Holmes, No.
20 Sixth-Street, New York. His pianos are not to be surpassed

in excellence—both of action aud tone. As we have one in our

possession at present, and have had it well tested, wc do not

scruple to recommend them, and are very sure that all who try

them will agree with us. If they wish any farther proofs, call

aud sec the instruments at 20 Sixth-st.

— Few are aware how frequently Publishers are compelled

to insert among their advertisements, statements which they can

neither sanction or believe.

A pleasant exception to this disagreeable necessity are the

advertisements of Dr. J. C. Ayer's Cherry Pectoral and Pills,

which will be found in our columns. We have published for him
before, and always with the feeling that in so doing we in no

wise lend ourselves to deceive or mislead the public, for we have

had indisputable proof that his words are strictly true, with

abundant reason to believe that his medicines will do all they

promise, and all that can be reasonably expected from any

medicine. His Cherry Pectoral is too well known in this com-

munity to need any commendation from us, and his Pills we are

credibly informed are not inferior to his Pectoral.

—

Providence

Mirror, R. I.
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From La Lumiere.

NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS ON DRY ALBUMENIZED COLLODION.

BY DR. J. M. TAUPENOT.

ALBUMEN VARNISH.

efore explaining this new process, I

shall in the first place speak of an

,
application of albumen likely to

\

prove useful to photographers, and
which led me into course of experi-

ments terminating in my obtaining

on dry plates, prepared the evening

j

before use, all that is secured by the

employment of the most rapid col-

lodion at the moment of its prepara-

tion.

Collodion negatives, as every one

knows, require varnishing to enable

them to bear positive printiug. The

varnishes hitherto employed are all more or less expensive; they

cannot always be obtained just when wanted, and moreover

their employment demands precaution and a certain amount of

skill. Finally, they always to some extent thicken and obscure

the negative, or as photographers say, lower it. Albumen has

none of these inconveniences. It is capable of giving the nega-

tives great solidity without interfering with the transparency or

the purity of the lines. It may always be prepared when requir-

ed for use, or, still better, a store may be kept. For keeping,

certain quantity should be fermented with honey, in the propor-

tion of 10 parts of honey to 100 of albumen, adding a little yeast

and 1| part of iodide of potassium. After the fermentation the

lsquid must be filtered, and stored in bottles containing only

from 3 to 6 fluid ounces, to avoid long exposure to air of bottles

opened for use. In this way provision may be made for a year

or more: this albumeu filters as quickly as water, and it may al-

ways be had free from dust at the moment of employing it. If

it be preferred, fresh albumen may be used, prepared in the or-

dinary way, and also iodized in the proportion of \\ per cent.

Both the fresh and the old albumen are used as varnish in the

following manner:

—

Upon the fixed and washed collodion negative is poured a

little albumen, taking care to cover the former, and it is allowed

to drain dry, standing upon its edge and leaning against a wall,

the picture turned towards the wall to avoid dust. It is then

passed through the ordinary aceto-nitrate bath, washed, and im-

mediately passed through the hyposulphite bath. A final wash-

ing concludes the operation. Were it not for the time required

for drying the albumen, which indeed is very short because the

coat is thin, the operation would not occupy a minute. Coagu-

lated by this double bath, the albumen becomes resistant and

very adherent. It perfectly protects the image, and negatives

prepared in this way have borne a great number of printings,

have been carried about without special precautions between two

sheets of paper, and have passed from hand to hand among a

great number of persons without suffering the least injury. Ne-

gatives which have been stained with nitrate of silver in the

operation of printing, have been completely restored by a pro-

longed exposure to the action of a concentrated hyposulphite

bath, which dissolved all the nitrate without attacking the image

of the negative, perfectly protected by the pellicle of albumen,

although this was so thin, that, as I have said above, it did not

at all affect the transparency or the purity ot the lines.

Pure albumen, coagulated simply by dilute acetic acid, might

be used ; but the adhesion is not so strong and bubbles may form.

Besides the operation is scarcely more simple than that above

described.

PHOTOGRAPHY ON ALBUMENIZED COLLODION.

Having obtained so good a result from a thin film of albumen

employed as a varnish for the collodion, it occured to me that
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this film might preserve the sensibility of collodion After vari-

ous experiments I have arrived at the following process, which
enables me to obtain with dry plates all that we can get with

moist and recently prepared collodion. Having collodionized

the plate, dipped it in the silver bath, and washed it with dis-

tilled water, pour on it, as if for varnishing a negative, albumen
iodized in the proportion of 1 1 percent., either fresh or old;

then let it drain and dry. The plate may be preserved in this

state for several days. When about to be used it must be dip-

ped in a bath of aceto-nitrate (10 parts of nitrate of silver and
10 parts of acetic acid to 100 parts of distilled water) ; the plate

must be left in this bath for 10 or 20 seconds, and the bath
should be carefully filtered at the moment of using it, especially

if pyrogallic acid is to be used subsequently for the development
of the image. The plate is then washed in distilled water, and
may be used immediately, while still moist, at any time of the
day on which it is prepared, or even on the following day. In
all my experiments I have found the sensibility invariably pre-

served, and equal to that of the collodion I used when I employ-
ed this alone and moist in the ordinary manner. It is not requi-

site to develope the image immediately. This may be put off

until the next day if necessary.

Gallic acid in saturated solution, with the addition of a few
drops of fresh aceto-nitrate, developes the image perfectly, but
slowly, requiring a quarter of an hour, half an hour, a day, or

even threedays, according to the time of exposure and the quan-
tity of aceto-nitrate added to the gallic acid.

Negatives developed in this way are always harder than those

obtained by pyrogallic acid. I employ the latter in different

proportions, according to the effect desired. Ordinarily, the
solution contains one-half per cent, of pyrogallic acid and six

per cent, of acetic acid. I mix it with an equal volume of a so-

lution containing two per cent, of nitrate of silver, and before

pouring it on the picture I moisten the latter with distilled wa-
ter to prevent the marking arising from the developing solution

not spreading quickly. The mixture should be poured back in-

to the measure, then upon the plate again, and so on until the

image is sufficiently developed, or the mixture begins to grow
muddy, which latter happens very soon if the measure, the plate

and the hands are not perfectly clean, and above all, if they

bear any traces of hyposulphite. Under favorable conditions

the mixture of pyrogallic acid and nitrate of silver is very slowly

affected, and it is unnecessary to renew it to finish the develop-

ment, which it most ceses requires from five to ten minutes,

sometimes not more than one or two.

Lastly, the iron bath may also be employed. M. Disderi,

photographer of the Exposition Universelle, with whom I have
had occasion to work, has employed it in my presence with per-

fect success. The image was developed almost instantaneously,

and it seemed to me that this bath would give more rapidity

than either gallic or pyrogallic acid. However this may be, we
may operate very quickly with these last. I have taken, for ex-

ample, on dry plates prepared the evening before, in times

varying from six seconds to a minute, groups and views with nu-

merous persons; for instance, several views of the procession of the

Fete-Dieu, in the Cour oVhonneur and the park of the Prytanee
imjperiah millitaire; pupils at work in the Gymnast; the grand
state review; groups of players at bowls, &c.

Photographers, especial those who travel, will appreciate this

new process, which will enable them to have their plates always
ready to take "flying" a remarkable site, a bit of landscape, a
tree, a costume, or an illustration of manners and customs. This

new process might perhaps be employed usefully in military re-

connaissances, and even, (with this facility of taking impressions

on as many plates, successfully, as may be desired,) for preserving

the features of all the evolutions of a great manoeuvre, in fact of a
battle, which would be a remarkable application of photography,

furnishing iacontestiblc historical documents such as processes hith-

erto known could not afford. But it is principally for reproduc-
tions of badly-lighted interiors, and of pictures in galleries, that

this process will prove of service. It will be unnecessary to es-

tablish one's laboiatory in the vicinity of the objects to be re-

produced, which indeed is not always possible, especially in pic-
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ture "-alleries. Moreover, it will be understood that a sensitive

plate°wbich may be exposed for a whole day will give results

unattainable by ordinary means. I will cite, in reference to this

a view of the high alter of the Prytanee, the Bibliotheque, &c.

In publishing this process and laying it open to all, therefore, I

believe I have done a good and useful deed. I hope that pho-

tographers who use it will obtain the results I have myself at-

tained, results which were presented too late for exhibition at

the Exposition universelle, but which have received the high ap-

probation of the Academy of Sciences, and of all the competent

persons to whom they have been submitted.

(Second Notice.)

The favorable reception given to the photographic procoses

on albumenized collodion, published in your last Number and in

the Comptes Rendas of the Academy, makes it a duty for me to

add, to the main features, a few details which may be useful to

photographers, desirous of trying and improving their processes.

I may say first of all, to answer a question addressed to me
several times in reference to the sensibility acquired by the albu-

men, laid over the collodion,—that I attribute this sensibility to

the foundation of compact iodide of silver over which the albu-

men is spread, instead of resting upon an inert surface of glass,

as in the primitive process of M. Niepce de St. Victor. The

ima^e is developed, in fact, at the surface of the albumen, and

not upon the collodion, as was proved by various pictures sub-

mitted by me to the Academy, in which I had succeded in effac-

ing the image at certain points with wetted cotton, without at-

tacking the him of albumen, still less the subjacent collodion.

The image is then entirely in the albumen; it has therefore al-

most all the delicacy which this usually gives, without its hard-

ness, if, be it observed, certain precautions are taken which I

shall presently indicate. The process should therefore be char-

acterized by the expression of " albumen upon collodion," rath-

er than as " albumenized collodion;" and I regard it as an ira-

provent of the process of M. Niepce, giving to albumen that

sensibility the absence of which has been its reproach. The

prints and negatives now exhibiting in the transept of the Ex-

position*, demonstrate that we gain, by following this process,

not only sensibility but much detail, especially in trees, on ac-

count of the depth of the sensitive coat, notwithstanding that,

I say again, the image is only superficial. The principal en-

couragement to photographers to try this new system must be

the promptitude and facility with which the plates may be pre-

pared, and the convenience of having plates which may wait in

the camera both before and after the exposure. Thus when ta-

king a negative of a landscape, if a puff of wind or two bright a

light becomes troublesome, the operator may wait for a more

favorable moment; or if the weather suddenly becomes unfavor-

able during the exposure, if an interfering movement, or traverse

of objects occurs, the objective may be closed and the exposure

continued after the perturbatory influence has been removed. In

this manner I have succeeded in operating in many cases, in spite

of the wind, and taken good impressions of trees, by utilizing the

short intervals when the leaves remained at rest.

With regard to the facility of preparing the plates, I may re-

peat, that after the washed collodiou has been coated with albu-

men, the plates need not be placed in a horizontal position, but

supported hrinly in an almost vertical position, to allow them to

dry. In this way the coat of albumen becomes so thin that it

does not require for its desiccation more than half an hour, or

at most an hour, iustead of twenty-four; and there is no difficul-

ty in preparing fifteen or twenty plates in a portion of oue's

evening, ready for the next day, and this without grooved box
or any other simple apparatus, which is certainly a valuable

simplification, especially for travellers.

If time presses, the plates may be dried over a spirit-lamp, or

• Admitted in the interval between the publication of two the notices

here given.

a furnace, as I have often done, without observing any diminu-
tion of the sensibility in the delicacy of the negative. This arti-

ficial desiccation is even useful sometimes, to avoid bubbles or

partial uprising of the albumen, wich is produced, I think, when
the white of egg has become mixed with yolk in the prepara-

tion. With reference to the necessity of preserving in darkness

the collodion plates albumenized but not yet plunged into the

last bath, I will mention a curious experiment I made in conse-

quence of an error which had led me to use for a portrait a plate

which had not received its last bath of aceto-nitrate. I exposed
a similar plate for half an hour to the sun, then gave it its last

bath, and I obtained a proof which did not differ from that ob-

tained under the ordinary conditions. Not having had sufficient

time to make enough experiments to establish the necessity of

preserving in the dark collodiodized albumenized plates which
have not received the last bath, 1 offer the fact to photograph-
ers who will make researches to clear up the question,—one not
without interest in relation to the management of plates on a
journey.

On the subject of the employment of gallic and pyrogallic acid

it may be observed that the former offers, as I have said already,

much more opposition, and is suitable when operating in dull

weather for bringing out the lights and breaking the uniformity

of the illumination. If, on the contrary, the exposure takes

place in bright sunshine, with strong contrasts, pyrogallic acid,

with the addition of a strong dose of acetic acid, will suit better,

By exposing rather long, so as to have the blacks burnt and red,

and consequently transparent, as they may be seen in the nega-

tive of the " Game at Bowls" in the Exposition, one may ope-

rate under the most unfavorable conditions, and always obtain

the desired harmony between the lights and shadows.

Finally, in reference to rapidity, I will repeat what I have
said already, viz. that I have always had as much as with the

simple collodion which I made myself with iodide of ammonium
alone, which required for a portrait, with a French objective of

Lerebours, at least a minute, in moderate light. I have seen

others operate since, with collodions far more rapid than mine,

and I do not know whether the albumenized collodion would be

as sensitive. However that may be, considering the different

groups I have obtained in times varying from ten seconds to one
minute, and the proofs of landscapes, interiors, &c, which nei-

ther collodion alone nor albumen could give me, I hope this new
process, which seems to me to combine the advantages of two
known processes, will justify the favor with which it has been
received by all photographers.

From JVotes &i Queries.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

PHOTOGRAPHY ON ENAMEL.

A recent number of La Lumiere coutains a notice of a pro-

cess for photographing on enamel, invented and patented by

MM. Bulot and Cat tin, of the firm of Touruachon and Com-
pany. The object is taken as a positive on collodion, which is

afterwards detached from the glass and laid upon a plate of

metal (silver, copper, iron, steel, &c), covered with enamel of

the color that the dark parts of the picture are intended to be;

this is heated to redness, the enamel softens, and the picture

becomes incorporated with the vitrified coating of the metal.

This process, though very simple, requires several precautions;

it is particularly necessary that the plate should be heated with

great care, otherwise the enamel will crack, and the picture be

destroyed.

The inventors have executed some portraits in this manner,

which exhibit a remarkable finish. It is peculiarly applicable

to jewelry; several small portraits may be formed into bracelets

or separately they may be used for studs, buttons, &c. It may
also be applied to terra cotta, porcelain, and glass, as well as

metals.

It is very rapid, the whole process not occupying more than a
quarter of an hour, however unfavorable the state of the atmo-
sphere may be. M
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CORPORATION RECORDS: APPLICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN

COPYING MSS.

The value and importance of photography cannot be better

appreciated than in its adaptation to the copying of ancient

manuscripts. We have just seen a beautiful specimen of the

art in a copy of King John's Charter to Great Yarmouth, as a

frontispiece to a privately-circulated repertory of the records of

the corporation of that town, printed at the expense of the Town
Council. It suggests to us what may be done in making photo-

graphy universally useful in our municipal institutions; and we
take the occasion of offering a recommendation to other corpo-

rate bodies, to take the same liberal views as the corporation of

Yarmouth have done, by printing a list of their charters and

records: and where manuscripts are, from their antiquity or

other adventitious circumstances, worthy of being effectually

saved from the ruthless hand of Time, multiplied copies may be

taken of them for illutration.

NOVEL METHOD OF TAKING STEREOSCOPES.

Though I am an ardent photographer, I content myself with

profiting by your photographic correspondence, without filling

your columns with myouw numerous difficulties. I cannot however

sit quietly by while Mr. Geo. Norman is playing off upon credu-

lous photographers his " Novel Method." I beg to warn those

of your correspondents who have not, as I have, studied the

theory of the stereoscope, that this " Novel Method" is a pure

delusion. It is simply impossible to get a stereoscopic picture

without two diverse perspectives; and it is equally impossible to

make two diverse perspectives coincide without a binocular ap-

paratus. The " Novel Method," moreover, is not altogether

new. Dr. Anthony of Birmingham mentioned to me nearly a

year ago his attempts to produce a single stereoscopic photo-

graph, and I then told him, as I now tell Mr. Norman, that the

thiug is impossible.

G. Mansfield Ingleby.

Mr. Norman's suggestion for obtaining a single stereoscope pic-

ture to exhibit the properties of the double picture, cannot, I

apprehend, be acted on with any satisfactory result. Last win-

ter, as a family amusement, I attempted to unite the two pic-

tures on the screen by means of the double lantern, but failed.

In certain parts where the images coincided, or nearly so, there

was a little increase of intensity, and this might have been the

case throughout the picture, if the extreme limits of the two
images could have been made to coincide; but this is a practical

impossibility. A little consideration will, I think, suffice to

show that the stereoscopic effect can be produced only by two
pictures, viewed by an apparatus (a stereoscope) that restricts

each eye to one of them. If a single picture be taken by Mr.
Norman's plan, or if two pictures be united on the screen by
the double lantern, the result obtained is either a picture differ-

ing in no respect from our ordinary view of any object, or it is

a compound picture formed of two images not perfectly coinci-

dent,—and whilst coincidence could not be effected by looking

upon it with one eye, the looking upon it with both eyes would
have no better effect, since precisely the same picture would
be taken into each eye.

Thomas Rose.

DEEPENING COLLODION NEGATIVES.

By the following method I find that the intensity of a collo-

dion negative may be increased to any extent that may be de-

sired.

Having fixed the picture with a solution of cyanide of potas-

sium (two grains of the cyanide to the ounce of water), and
well washed it with water, pour over it a weak solution of

chloride of gold. This will darken it considerably, the darkness
being due to a deposit, not of oxide of gold upon it, as stated

by Messrs. W. E. and F. Newton in the London Photographic
Journal (vol. i. p. 104), but of pure metallic gold. Now metal-

lie gold possesses the property of attracting to itself the parti-

cles of silver as they are precipitated from solution by pyrogallic

acid, as maybe proved by dropping a piece of gold foil into such

a solution, when it will be found to receive a white coating of

silver. Accordingly by pouring over the picture a solution of

pyrogallic acid, to which a few drops of solution of nitrate of

silver have been added, its intensity is further increased by the

deposition of metallic silver upon it, and may obviously be still

further increased by a second application of the gold solution.

In fact, by alternately pouring over it the gold and the pyro-

gallic solution, taking care to wash the plate after each applica-

tion, the intensity of the negative may be increased indefinitely.

I recommend the use of a solution of cyanide of potassium to

fix the picture, as stains are likely to be produced if " hypo" is

used for that purpose.

The pyrogallic solution may be of the ordinary strength and
acidity used for the development of negatives.

J. Leachman.

SINGLE STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES.

The communication which I made to " N. & Q." vol. xii. p.
Ill, containg some suggestions for obtaining single stereoscopic

pictures, has called forth a reply from a Mr. C. Mansfield Ingle-

by, of Birmingham, which I should not have troubled myself to

notice, had it not contained assertions which, if left uncontra-
dicted, might deter unprejudiced persons from trying the experi-
ment.

The statement is to this effect, that no stereoscopic picture
can be produced, unless two views be taken, and the same be
viewed through a binocular apparatus, and that to get a single

stereoscopic picture is simply impossible; and farther, that the
method suggested in my communication is a pure dulusion.

To this I must say, that had Mr. C. Mansfield Ingleby taken
the trouble to try the experiment as described, he would in a
moment have seen that a stereoscopic picture could be produced by
the method, and that to a surprising extent, even with the im-
perfect apparatus described. From the remarks of Mr. Ingleby
one would infer that he has thoroughly studied the theory of
the stereoscope. If this is really the case, he has done so with-
out much benefit, otherwise he would not so positively have de-
nied a fact so easily verified, provided he had been gifted with
ordinary healthy vision, and had no prejudice in the matter. If

communications on subjects so little understood (as the best
method of taking stereoscopic pictures appears to be), are to be
ridiculed in this style (which Mr. Muhsfield Ingleby has thought
proper to adopt), it will certainly be the means of deterring
those from giving hints (however crude they may be), which
might afterwards, in experienced hands, lead to important re-

sults. Geo. Norman.

From the Jvur. of the Phot. Soc.

ON THE HYFOSULIHiTE CF GOLD.

St. Brelade's Bay, Jersey,

August 28.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal.

Sir,—This double salt knovvu as " sel d'or" (which is a dou-
ble hyposulphite of gold and soda) plays such an important part
in photography, that the mode of its decomposition by silver de-

serves the careful attention of photographic chemists.

To the daguerreotypist this salt is indispensable, and I may
venture to predict that sooner or later it will be extensively used
in positive printing.

What, then, is the exact nature of the decomposition that
occurs when a solution of " sel d'or" is placed in contact with
metallic silver, whether in the form of the polished plate of the
daguerreotypist, or in the finely divided state in which it occurs
in a positive print after reduction by light or by gallic acid?
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This question lias not yet been satisfactorily answered.

In your last number I have made the following remarks on

this subject:
" My coloring bath of sel d'or acts by the partial substitution

of gold for silver in the proof. * * * * I do not believe that

any sulphuret of silver is produced by these changes, but merely

a soluble hyposulphite, which is removed by washing."

As this notion has been called in question by Mr. Hardwich
in a letter which immediately follows mine in the same number,

and as he has attempted to show that it is untenable, perhaps,

Sir, you will allow me to reply to his objections, and to state rny

reasons for still holding that belief.

Sel d'or may be represented thus,

—

NaO, S
2 2

+Au0, S
2 O a ;

and the double hyposulphite of soda and silver thus,

—

NaO, Sa 3+Ag0, S2 2 .

These two salts are convertible one into the other by an inter-

change of the metals silver and gold. Moreover they are dou-

ble salts, the bases of which belong to the same isomorphous

group, and neither the AuO, S2 2 of the first formula, nor the

AgO, S 2 2
of the second, can exist in an isolated form.

If we add to the sel d'or or an atom of metallic silver, we shall

have

NaO, S2 2+Au0, S 2 a -f-Ag.

What takes place? According to my hypothesis the Ag is

substituted for Au, and the formula becomes

NaO, S 2 2+Ag0, S
2
0„+Au;

the reason of the change being, that silver has a greater affinity

for oxygen than gold. The gold is therefore deposited on the

photograph, and the silver replaces it in the solution.

According to this view, the solution of sel d'or would become
converted by use into a solution of the double hyposulphite of

soda and silver; and that is what actually happens, so far as I

have had the means of testing it.

I will now quote an extract from a letter by Mr. Hardwich
on this subject, in your last number.

He says, " if you place hyposulphite of gold in contact with

reduced chloride of silver, and suppose a deposit of metallic

gold, what then becomes of the hyposulphurous acid and oxy-

gen?"

That is to say, if you withdraw the " Au" from the original

formula for sel d'or, what becomes of the "S 2 3
" and the

"0?"

To this I reply, that they unite with the "Ag" which supplies

the place of the "Au." I have never asserted, or even imagin-

ed that a catalytic action was brought about by the mere pres-

ence of the silver in the proof.

Again, he says, " Evidently, as there is no excess of hyposul-

phite of soda present (how can that possibly be?), it would not

form hyposulphite of silver, which cannot exist in an isolated

form, but would split up into sulphuret of silver and sulphuric

acid, as I have already shown "

And further on, " So in Mr. Sutton's process it is the affinity

of silver for sulphur which causes the decomposition of the exis-

ting gold salt."

Mr. Hardwich's notion appears to be that the formula

NaO, S 2 2
+Au0, S 2 2

+Ag
becomes

NaO, S2 2+Au-t-S0 3-t-AgS.

So that gold and sulphuret of silver would be precipitated,

and hyposulphite of soda and sulphuric acid would remain in so-

lution.

But the acid would decompose the hypo, and the NaO, S
2

Oj-hSOj would become

NaO, S0
3

(sulphate of soda) -tS-hS0 3
.

(because hyposulphurous acid, S
2 2 , cannot be isolated); the

solution would therefore become turbid through the presence of

if*

free sulphur S and strongly acid, in consequence of the sulphur-
ous acid S0

2 .

But it happens in direct opposition to this hypothesis, that a
salt of sel d'or which has colored many proofs does not become
turbid, neither does it redden litmus paper. The red precipitate
which occasionally forms in it, when examined by the microscope
is found to be metallic gold; and an old sel d'or bath which has
been exhausted of its gold by use, appears to be identical in

taste and every other respect with a solution of the double hypo-
sulphite of soda and silver.

I will now attempt an explanation of a circumstance to which
Mr. Hardwich alludes, viz.: that a sulphuretted positive print

undergoes no change in a bath of sel d'or. It appears to me,
that silver having a stronger affinity for sulphur than it has for

oxygen, or than gold has for sulphur, it is not likely that the

oxide of gold should decompose the sulphuret of silver. The
silver of a sulphuretted proof is already combined with sulphur,

and we do not offer it a sufficient inducement to depart from
that combination. It prefers the sulphur to the oxygen in the
" AuO" of the sel d'or.

A proof which has been fixed in cyanide of potassium may be
easily colored by sel d'or, and so may a collodion negative that

has been so fixed, or the polished silver plate of the daguerreo-
typist. But a proof which has been fixed in fresh hyposulphite
of soda connot easily be colored by sel d'or. It seems probable
therefore, that a slight amount of sulphuration may take place

in this latter case, even when fresh hypo is employed; and that

idea is quite consistent with the fact, that au unexposed sun-

point, if left for several hours in fresh hypo, will become percep-

tibly sulphuretted.

1 do hope that Mr. Hai'dwich will not allow this subject to

drop. If I am wrong in what haspreceded, I shall be too thank-

ful to be set right; and I hope he will quite understand, that,

being but an amateur in chemistry, I offer these remarks with all

becoming difidence.

I am Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Thomas Sutton.

P.S.—I observe a serious misprint in my last letter,

"safely fixed" read "nearly fixed."

For

From the Journal of the Phot Soc.

IODIZED WAXED-rAPER.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—If there are any photographers who still practise the

wax-paper process, notwithstanding the prevailing mania for

tents and collodion, perhaps the receipt for the iodized paper I

have been using during a seven mouths' residence in France,

and which has produced very good negatives, may be useful. Iu

1G ounces of water dissolve

Iodide of potassium 200 grains.

Bromide of potassium 50 "

Sugar of milk 200 "

Add tincture of iodine till the solution is of a brown-sherry tint,

then a fluid ounce of strong gum water; soak the papers for two

hours. This iodized paper must not be excited on a glass plate,

but in a bath of 6 or 8 ounces of aceto-nitrate, strength 30

grains to the ounce. Wash each paper in half a pint of water

for about 5 minutes. Develope &c. iu the ordinary way. The
advantage of this paper is the short exposure in the camera

which is required. For an ordinary landscape, with a 15-inch

focus lens, |-inch stop, from 1
2
- to 3 minutes is sufficient; for a

white building, in sunshine, 30 seconds. Though in the French

atmosphere, my pictures were all taken duriug the winter or

early spring, when the sun is certainly not more powerful than

in spring or summer iu England.

Yours respectfully,

Ltndon Smith.

^3&mo
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A MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY,

INCLUDING THE PRACTICE OF THE COLLODION PROCESS.

BY T. FREDEMCK H-1RDWICH.

PREPARATION Of NITRO-SULPHURIC ACID BY OIL OF VITRIOL AND
NITRE.

This process is recommended, in preference to the other, to

the amateur who is unable to obtain acids of any certain strength.

The common Oil of Yitriol sold in the shops is often very good
for Photographic purposes; nevertheless it is best, if possible,

to take the specific gravity, and especially so if any doubt ex-

ists of its genuineness. At a temperature of 58° to 60Q , specific

gravity, 1'833 is about the usual strength, and if it falls below
this, it will be better to reject it. (See Part III. for " Impuri-
ties of Commercial Sulphuric Acid.')

The Nitre should be the purest sample which can be obtained.

Commercial Nitre often contains a large quantity of Chloride of
Potassium, which is detected on dissolving the Nitre in distilled

water, and adding a drop or two of solution of Nitrate of Silver.

If a milkiness and subsequent curdy deposit is formed, Chlorides

are present.

These Chlorides are certainly injurious; if in no other way, at

all events, after the Oil of Vitriol is added, they destroy a por-

tion of Nitric Acid by converting it into brown fumes of Per-
oxide of Nitrogen, and so alter the strength of the solution.

Therefore, if pure Nitrate of Potash, free from Chlorides can
be obtained, the slight additional expense is not worth being
taken into account; but if not, then the finest crystals of com-
mercial Nitrate may be picked out, and will probably answer
the purpose.

Nitrate of Potash is an anhydrous salt; that is, it contains

simply Nitric Acid and Potash, without any water of crystalli-

zation; still, in many cases', a little water is retained mechani-
cally between the interstices of the crystals, and therefore it is

always better to dry it before use. This may be done by laying

it in a state of fine powder upon blotting-paper, close to a fire,

or upon a heated metallic plate.

Whether previously dried or not, the sample is to be reduced

to a fine powder before adding the Oil of Yitriol; if that pre-

caution be neglected, portions of the salt escape decomposition,

and the strength of the resulting Nitro-Sulphuric Acid is differ-

ent from what is required.

Supposing these preliminaries to have been properly observed,
weigh out—

Pure Nitre, powdered and dried, 600 grains.

This quantity is equivalent to 1J ounce Troy or Apothecaries'
weight;—and to \\ ounce Avoirdupois weight plus 54 grains.

Place this in a teacup or any other convenient vessel, and pour
upon it

Water . .

mixed with Oil of Vitriol . 12

Stir well with a glass rod for two or three minutes, until all

effervescence has ceased, and an even pasty mixture, free from
lumps, is obtained.

During the whole process, abundance of dense fumes of Nitric

Acid will be given off, which must be allowed to escape up the
flue or into the open air.

Slight modification of the formula required for commercial
Nitre.—The above formula will invariably succeed with a good
sample of Oil of Vitriol and pure Nitre. When tried however
with commercial Nitre, it failed in the writer's hands, the cotton
being gelatinized and dissolved. Therefore in a second experi-

ment the addition of water was altogether omitted, and the re-

sult proved satisfactory.

The following formula is also recommended by Mr. Hadow
for employment with commercial Nitre:

—

Nitre, powdered and dried . 510 grains.

Oil of Vitriol 15| drachms.
Water li drachm.

Observe that the quantity of Oil of Vitriol in this formula is

1\ fluid drachm

Continued from page 296.

much increased, to allow of the water being retained The re-

sulting mixture is very fluid and transparent, and the manipula-

tion easy. The writer has seen this formula tried twice, with

samples of common Nitre purchased at an oil-shop. In the first

case the product is highly satisfactory, but in the second not

quite so good, being only partially soluble and giving an opale-

scent film. In the latter case, probably, a better result would

have been obtained by halving the quantity of water directed.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR IMMERSING, WASHING, AND DRYING THE

PYROXYLINE.

In the preparation of Nitro-Sulphnric Acid, it is important to

notice the degree of heat which results on mixing the various

ingredients together, as it is apt to vary considerably. Much of

course depends upon the temperature of the atmosphere, but more
upon the degree of concentration of the two acids;—the rule is,

that the stronger the Sulphuric Acid, and the weaker the Nitric

Acid, the greater the evolution of heat. If the sample of Oil

of Vitriol employed is good, the temperature on mixing will

usually be about 130° with the acids, and 150° with the Nitre.*

Either of these will give a Pyroxyline yielding a fluid solution.

But with a slightly dilute Oil of Vitriol the thermometer may
indicate only 90 Q

, or even less, and in that case the product

would probably be the glutinous variety (see page 66). There-

fore, before immersing the cotton, the cup containing the mix-

ture may, in such a case, be floated for a short time upon the

surface of hot water, until the requisite temperature is attained.

The Sulphuric Acid and Nitre requires to be used immediately

after its preparation, as it solidifies into a stiff mass on cooling;

the mixed acids, however, may be kept for any length of time

in a stoppered bottle.

Cotton wool is best adapted for the Nitre process, but with

the other the Swedish filtering-paper may be used. The fibres

of the cotton should be well pulled out, and small tufts intro-

duced singly, stirring with a glass rod in order to keep up a

constant interchange of particles of acid.

The quantity of cotton must not be too great, or some por-

tions will be imperfectly acted upon; 20 grains to each fluid

ounce of the mixture will be sufficient.

The time of immersion required varies from ten minutes with

cotton, to twenty minutes of even half an hour with the paper.

When an unusually large proportion of Sulphuric Acid is used,

as in the formula given for the commercial Nitre, the cotton

should be removed at the expiration of six or seven minutes, as

it has been shown by Mr. Hadow that there is a greater ten-

dency than usual to partial solution of the Pyroxyline under

those circumstances.

After the action is complete, the acid mixture is left some-

what weaker than before, from addition of various atoms of

water necessarily formed during the change. Hence, if the same

portion is used more than once, an addition of Sulphuric Acid
will be required.

Directions for washing the soluble Cotton.—In removing the

Pyroxyline from the itfitro-Sulphuric Acid, press out as much of

the liquid as possible, and wash it rapidly in a large quantity of

cold water, using a glass rod in order to preserve the fingers

from injury. If it were simply thrown into a small quantity of

water and allowed to remaiD, the rise in temperatnre and weak-

ening of the acid mixture might do mischief.

The washing should be carried on for at least a quarter of an

hour, or longer in the case of paper, as it is most essential to

get rid of every trace of the acid. When the Nitre plan has

been adopted, a portion of the Bisulphate of Potash formed ad-

heres very tightly to the fibres, and if not carefully washed out,

an opalescent appearance is seen in the Collodion resulting from

the insolubility of this salt in the ethereal mixture.

If no acid taste can be perceived, and a piece of blue litmus

paper remains in contact with the fibres for five minutes, with-

* In the preparation of soluble cotton, and indeed in all Photographic

manipulations, a thermometer is almost indispensable. Instruments of

sufficient delicacy tor common purposes are sold in Hatten Garden and
elsewhere, at a low price. The bulb should be uncovered, to admit of

being dipped in acids, etc., without injury to the scale.
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out changing- in color, the product is thoroughly washed. Never-

theless, if the time can be spared, it is a safe plan to place the

Pyroxyline in warm water and allow it to soak for several hours.

Lastly, wring it out in a cloth, pull out the fibres and dry by

a gentle heat, always bearing in mind that the compound is more

or less explosive, and therefore must not be brought too near to

the fire. After drying, it may be kept for any length of time in

a stoppered bottle. It has been stated on good authority that

Pyroxyline is in some cases liable to a spontaneous decomposi-

tion, attended with evolution of red fumes of Peroxide of Nitro-

gen. This however must be rare, as the writer has not met
with anything of the kind in the course of his experience,

RECAPITULATION OF THE GENERAL CHARACTERS OF PYROXYLINE PRE-

PARED IN NITRO-SULPHURIC ACID OF VARIOUS DEGREES OF CON-

CENTRATION.

The acid mixture too strong.—The appearance of the cotton

is not much altered on its first immersion in the mixture. It

washes well, without any disintegration. On drying, it is fouud

to be strong in texture, and produces a peculiar crackling sen-

sation between the fingers, like starch. It explodes on the ap-

plication of flame, without leaving any ash. It is insoluble in

the mixture of Ether and Alcohol, but dissolves if treated with

Acetic Ether.

The acid mixture of the proper strength.—No agglutination of

the fibres of the cotton on immersion, and the product washes

well; soluble in the ethereal mixture, and yields a transparent

film on evaporation.

The acid mixture too weak.—The fibres of the cotton aggluti-

nate, and the Pyroxyline is washed with difficulty. On drying,

the texture is fouud to be short and rotten. It does uot ex-

plode on being heated, but either burns quietly with a flame,

leaving behind a black ash,—in which case probably it consists

simply of unaltered cotton, or is only slightly combustible, and
certainly not explosive. Treated with the ethereal mixture, it

dissolves only partially, leaving behind lumps of unchanged cot-

ton. The solution does not form an even transparent layer on
evaporation, but becomes opaque and cloudy as it dries. This

opacity however may be seen to a small extent with the best

of soluble cotton, if the solvents contain too much water.

By studying these characteristics, and also by bearing in

mind that the presence of about a drachm and a half of loater

in the quantities of acid given for the formula? will suffice to

cause the difference, it is hoped that the operator will easily

overcome all difficulties.

B. PURIFICATION OF THE SOLVENTS REQUIRED FOR COLLODION.

Many, perhaps the majority, will prefer to buy both Ether

and Alcohol in a state fit for use. Still a few hints on this sub-

ject may not be out of place.

The purity of the Ether employed is perhaps a matter of more
importance iu the manufacture of a good Collodion than that of

any other ingredient. Unfortunately it is difficult to lay down
with precision the exact nature of the injurious principles liable

to be present.

There are three kinds of Ether ordinarily sold by manufactur-

ing chemists; first, ordinary rectified Sulphuric Ether, as it

comes from the distilleries, containing a certain percentage of

Alcohol, and also of water; if it is good, the specific gravity is

usually about '750. Second, the washed Ether, which is the

same agitated with an equal bulk of water, iu order to remove
Alcohol. By this proceeding the specific gravity of the fluid is

re [need considerably. Third, Ether both washed and re-recti-

fied, so as to contain neither Alcohol nor water; in this case the

spe sific gravity is usually not higher than '720.

The first of these commercial varieties is the one usually em-
plopcd by Photographers, since it is sold at a lower price than

the others; sometimes it is exceedingly pure and good, and is

then to be preferred to the washed Ether; occasionally however
this is not the case.

Some of the qualities which render Ether unfit for Photogra-
phic purposes, are as follows:—A. A peculiar and disagreeable
smell either of some essential oil, or of Acetic Ether.—B. An

acid reaction to test paper.—C. A property of turning Alco-

holic solution of Iodide of Potatsium brown with unusual ra-

pidity.—D. A high specific gravity, from superabundance of

Alcohol and water.

The Ether which has been both washed and redistilled is al-

ways the most uniform in composition, and especially so if the
second distillation was conducted from quicklime or Caustic

Potash. These Alkaline substances certainly remove many of

the impurities, and leave the Ether in the best possible state

for use.

The redistillation of Ether is a simple process, and therefore

it will be described. In dealing with Ether however in any

form, the greatest caution must be exercised, on account of its

inflammable nature. Even in pouring Ether from one bottle

into another, if a light of any kind be near, the vapor is apt to

take fire; and severe injuries have been occasioned from this

cause.

PURIFICATION OF ETHER BY REDISTILLATION FROM CAUSTIC POTASH.

Take ordinary rectified Sulphuric Ether and agitate it well

with an equal bulk of water, in order to wash out the Alcohol

;

stand it for a few minutes until the contents of the bottle sepa-

rate into two distinct strata, the lower of which

—

id est, the

watery stratum—is to be drawn off and rejected. When this is

done, introduce into the bottle Caustic Potash, finely powdered,

in the proportion of about one ounce to a pint of the washed
Ether; shake the bottle again many times, in order that the

water—a small portion of which is still present in solution in the

Ether—may be thoroughly absorbed. Afterwards set aside for

twenty-four hours, at the end of which time it will probably be

observed that the liquid has changed to a straw yellow color,

and that a flocculent deposit has formed in small quantity.

—

Lastly, transfer the contents of the bottle to a retort of moder-

ate capacity, supported in a saucepan of warm water, and pro-

perly connected with a condenser. On applying a gentle heat,

the Ether distils over quietly, and condenses with very little

loss; care must of course be taken that none of the alkaline

liquid coutaiued in the body of the retort finds its way, by pro-

jection or otherwise, into the neck, so as to run down and con-

taminate the distilled fluid.

In-order to preserve it from decomposition, it must be kept
in stoppered bottles, quite full, and put away in a dark place.

Also the stoppers should be tied over with bladder, or a con-

siderable amount of evaporation will take place, unless the neck

of the bottle has been ground with unusual care. After the

lapse of some months, probably a certain amount of decomposi-

tion—evidenced by the liberation of Iodine from Iodide of Po-

tassium—will be found to have taken place, in spite of all pre-

cautious. This however will be small in amount, and not of a

character to injure the fluid, excepting for the most transparent

varieties of film in which the amount of Iodide of Silver is reduc-

ed to a minimum.

PURIFICATION OF SPIRITS OF WINE BY RECTIFICATION FROM CAR-

BONATE OF POTASH.

The 'object of this operation is to remove a portion of water
from the spirit, and so to increase its strength. Alcohol thus

purified may be added to Collodion almost to any extent, with-

out producing glutinosity and rottenness of film.

The salt termed Carbonate of Potash is a " deliquescent" salt

—that is, it has a great attraction for water; consequently when
Spirits of Wine are agitated with Carbonate of Potash, a por-

tion of water is removed, rhe salt dissolving in it and forming a
* o o

dense liquid which refuses to mix with the Alcohol, and sinks to

the bottom. At the expiration of two or three days, if the bot-

tle has been shaken frequently, the action is complete, and the

lower stratum of fluid may be drawn off and rejected. Pure
Carbonate of Potash is an expensive salt, and therefore a com-
moner variety may be taken. Evcu " Pearlash', (which is a
highly impure form of Carbonate) will succeed, if no better is to

be procured.

The quantity of Carbonate of Potash used may be about an

itm*---
#
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ounce and a half (or two ounces of tlie Pearlash) to half a pint

of spirit; an excess however does no harm.

. After the distillation is complete, a fluid is obtained contain-

ing about 90 per cent, of absolute Alcohol, the remaining 10

per cent, being water. The specific gravity at G0° Fahrenheit

should be about '823; commercial Spirit of Wine being -836
to -840.

C. PREPARATION OF THE IODIZING COMPOUNDS IN A STATE OF
PURITY. .

These are the Iodides of Potassium, Ammonium, and Iron,

also the double Iodide of Potassium and Silver. The chemistry

of each, and also that of Iodide of Cadmium, is more fully ex-

plained in Part III.

a. The Iodide of Potassium.—Iodide of Potassium as sold in

the shops, is often contaminated with various impurities. The
first and most remarkable is the Carbonate of Potash. When
a sample of Iodide of Potassium contains much Carbonate of

Potash, it presents itself in the form.of small and imperfect crys-

tals, which are strongly alkaline to test-paper, and become moist

on exposure to the air, from the deliquescent nature of the Alka-

line Carbonate. The solution of these crystals in common Al-

cohol has also an alkaline reaction ; but if the strong Alcohol

be employed, then the impurity is not dissolved to an apprecia-

ble extent.

Sulphate of Potash is another salt frequently found in the

Iodide of Potassium. It is not soluble in strong Alcohol. The
proper test for detecting a soluble Sulphate is the Chloride of

Barium (see Part III., article Sulphuric Acid). Commercial

Iodide of Potassium however is rarely so pure that no change

whatever is produced by Chloride of Barium; therefore a mere

opalescence or slight milkiness on the addition of that salt may
be disregarded, but if a decided white precipitate is formed (in-

soluble in Acetic Acid), it will be better to reject the sample,

or to purify it by solution in strong Alcohol.

A third impurity of the Iodide of Potassium is the Chloride

of Potassium; but as the preseuce of this salt is not so readily

detected, the best means of avoiding it is to purchase the Iodide

of a manufacturing chemist who can be depended upon for purity

of the materials he supplies.

The test for Alkaliue Chloride in a solution of Iodide of Po-

tassium, is as follows:—Precipitate the salt by an equal weight

of Nitrate of Silver, and treat the yellow mass with solution of

Ammonia; if any Chloride of Silver is present, it dissolves in the

Ammonia, and after filtration is re-precipitated in white curds

by the addition of an excess of pure Nitric Acid. If the Nitric

Acid employed is not pure, but contains traces of free Chlorine,

the Iodide of Silver must be well washed with distilled water

before treating it with Ammonia, or the excess of free Nitrate

of Silver dissolving in the Ammonia would, oil neutralizing, pro-

duce Chloride of Silver, and so cause an error.

b. The Iodide of Ammonium.—This salt may be prepared by

adding Carbonate of Ammonia to Iodide of Iron, but more easily

by the following process. A strong solution of Hydrosulphate

of Ammonia is first made, by passing Sulphuretted Hydrogen
gas into Liquor Animonise. To this liquid Iodine is added un-

til the whole of the Sulphuret of Ammonium has been convert-

ed into Iodide. When this point is reached, the solution at

once colors brown from solution of free Iodine. On the first ad-

dition of the Iodine, an escape of Sulphuretted Hydrogen gas

and a dense deposit of Sulphur take place. After the decom-

position of the alkaline sulphuret is complete, a portion of Hy-
driodic Acid—formed by the mutual reaction of Sulphuretted

Hydrogen and Iodine—attacks any Carbonate of Ammonia
which may be present, and* causes a lively effervescence. The
effervescence being over, the liquid is still acid to test-paper,

from an excess of Hydriodic Acid; it is to be cautiously neutral-

ized with Ammonia, and evaporated by the heat of a water-

bath to the crystallizing point.

The crystals should be thoroughly dried over a dish of Sul-

phuric Acid, and then sealed in small tubes containing each

about half a drachm of the salt.

The writer invariably employs the Iodide of Ammonium for

the purpose of Iodizing Collodion, and finds that at the cxpera-
tion of fourteen months from the time of preparation it is still

perfectly colorless.

Iodide of Ammonium is very soluble in Alcohol, but it is not
advisable to keep it in solution, from the rapidity with which it

decomposes and becomes brown.
c. The Iodide of Iron.—Iodide of Iron, in a state fit for Pho-

tographic use, is very easily obtained by dissolving about a
drachm of Iodine in an ounce of " proof spirit,"—that is, a mix-
ture of equal bulks of Spirits of Wine and water,—and adding
an excess of iron filings. After a few hours, a green solution is

obtained without the aid of heat. The presence of metallic iron
in excess prevents the solution in a great measure from decom-
posing, as it would otherwise speedily do.

d. Double Iodide of Potassium and Silver.—In preparing this

compound, first form Iodide of Silver, by dissolving equal weights
of Iodide of Potassium and of Nitrate of Silver in separate por-
tions of rain or distilled water, and washing the resulting yellow
precipitate upon a filter. The washing is to be conducted, first,

with water to wash away the Nitrate of Soda, and afterwards
with a small portion of Alcohol to displace the water.
Then digest the yellow mass with excess of Iodide of Potas-

sium in Spirits of Wine, until a saturated solution of the double
salt is obtained.

An analysis of a saturated solution of double Iodide of Potas-
sium and Silver in Alcohol of specific gravity "836, gave, as the
quantity of both salts preseut in one fluid ounce,

Iodide of Potassium 64 grains

Iodide of Silver . . 24 "

Therefore, 1£ drachm of powdered Iodide of Potassium, and
about 20 grains of Iodide of Silver, obtained by precipitating

15 grains of Nitrate of Silver by an equal weight of Iodide of
Potassium, may be digested for some hours in an ounce of the
Spirits of Wine.

SECTION II.

The Nitrate Bath.

In this Section, the most convenient methods of saturating
the Bath with Iodide and Carbonate of Silver will be described:
also,—B. The convertion of a portion of the Nitrate into Ace-
tate of Silver; and—C. the means of rendering the solution

chemically neutral.

A. SATURATING THE BATH WITH IODIDE AND CARBONATE OF SILVER.

a. With Iodide of Silver.—The general theory of the manner
in which a Nitrate Bath is saturated with Iodide of Silver was
described at page 14?.

A concentrated solution of the Nitrate of Silver is first pre-
pared, and to this a small portion of Iodide of Potassium is ad-

ded; the yellow precipitate dissolves in the strong solution, but
on diluting with water, the double salt so formed is decomposed
and a portion of Iodide of Silver is precipitated, leaving the so-

lution perfectly saturated.

The following directions will apply in all cases, excepting
where the strength of the Bath is to be above 40 grains of Ni-
trate of Silver to the ounce:

Dissolve the whole quantity of Nitrate of Silver akvised in

the formula, in about two parts of water; then take Iodide of
Potassium \\ grains to each 100 grains of Nitrate, dissolve in

half a drachm of water, and add to the other; a yellow deposit
of Iodide of Silver is first formed, which, on stirring, complete-
ly redissolves. The concentrated solution is then diluted with
water to the required bulk (stirring all the time), and after-

wards filtered from the milky deposit. If the liquid does not at
first run clear, it will usually do so on passing it through the
same filter a second time.

b. Saturating the Bath with Carbonate of Silver.—As the
quantity of free Nitric Acid contained in crystals of Nitrate of
Siver varies so much, it is always best to commence by adding
Carbonate of Soda until the whole of it is removed. To do this

take a common washing Soda 1 grain to each 100 grains of

1 Nitrate of Silver, and add to it, dissolved in half a drachm of

m ^
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water, to the solution of Nitrate. If a permanent milkiness is

produced, a sufficient excess has been added; but if, on the other

hand, the white precipitate of Carbonate of Silver first formed

is redissolved on stirring, free Nitric Acid is still present, and a

further quantity of the Soda must be used.

In order to save the trouble of two filtrations, it is better to

add the carbonate of Soda to the concentrated solution of Ni-

trate at the same time with the Iodide of Potassium, and after-

wards to dilute down to the proper bulk, when the excess of

Iodide of Silver and of Carbonate of Silver will be. separated.

B. CONVERTION OF A PORTION OF THE NITRATE OF SILVER INTO

ACETATE OF SILVER.

It has been recommended in the preparation of a Nitrate of

Silver Bath to be used for Negatives, to add to ii a portion of

Acetate of Silver. This may be easily effected in the following

simple manner. Take of the ordinary Carbonate of Soda used

for washing (^the composition of the Sesquicarbonate employed

in making effervescing draughts is differen;—(see Part III.

" Carbonate of Soda") the same weight as that given in the

formula for the Acetate of Silver (see next Chapter), dissolve

it in a drachm or two of water in a test tube, and drop in gla-

cial Acetic Acid until a piece of immersed test-paper becomes

reddened. Then add the liquid, which is a solution of Acetate

of Soda, to the Bath.

Acetate of Soda, added to Nitrate of Silver, produces proba-

bly, by double decomposition, Acetate of Silver and Nitrate of

Soda; at all events, the photographic action is the same as if

the crystallized Acetate of Silver had been employed.

As the atomic weights of crystallized Carbonate of Soda and

of Acetate of Silver are not very different, any quantity of the

former represents about an equal weight of the latter.

C. RENDERING THE BATH CHEMICALLY NEUTRAL.

The simplest plan of making a chemically neutral Bath, is to

take the crystals of Nitrate of Silver, and before dissolving, to

heat them to a point just short of fusion, so as to drive off any

excess of free Nitric Acid which may be present. The operation

can be conducted in a hot-air bath, the temperature being at

300Q to 350° for an hour or more.

If the salt however is already in solution, the operation of

neutralizing becomes more difficult. It is almost impossible to

add a portion of alkali exactly sufficient, without incurring any

excess, and an excess of alkali produces Oxide of Silver, which

renders the Bath alkaline to test-paper.

The best plan of proceeding in that case is to prepare two so-

lutions of a given strength, such as are termed by chemists
" standard solutions," viz. a solution of alkali and a solution of

acid, so constructed that a singl drop of the one neutralizes pre-

cise one drop of the other.

Mode of preparing standard solutions of Nitric Acid and al-

kali; the acid to contain ^th of a grain of real Nitric Acid in a

minim.—The first point is to select an alkali the composition of

which is tolerably uniform. The " Bicarbonate of Potash" an-

swers very well ; it is a pure crystallized salt, and can be pur-

chased at any druggist's shop.

Take about half an ounce of the Bicarbonate aud reduce it to

powder, to procure a uniform mixture. Then weigh out exactly

90 grains, and dissolve in one ounce of rain or distilled water.

Next dilute down half of a fluid ounce of Nitric Acid, of the

common strength, with three ounces of water.

Place the solution of Bicarbonate in a capsule and apply a

gentle heat (the object of heating is to facilitate the escape of

the Carbonic Acid gas generated upon addition of the Nitric

Acid). If a capsule is not at hand, a teacup will do as well,

floated upon the surface of boiling water.

Pour in the acid gently, with constant stirring. When the

effervescence begins to be less violent than at first, which will

probably happen after the addition of about three quarters of

a fluid ounce of the diluted acid, place a few strips of blue lit-

mus-paper in the liquid, and continue the process carefully, drop
by drop. The evolved Carbonic Acid gas changes the color

of the paper to a reddish purple, but the addition of Nitric

Acid must not be discontinued until a decided red tint \z obtain-

ed. When this is the case, read off exactly the bulk of diluted

acid which has been employed, and measure out an equal quan-
tity as representing the amount of acid corresponding to 90
grains of Bicarbonate of Potash. Now 90 grains of Bicarbon-
ate of Potash are neutralized by 48 grains of real Nitric Acid;
consequently, if the measured quantity of acid be diluted with
distilled water to two fluid ounces, we obtain a standard solu-

tion, each minim of which represents ^Vtb of a minim of anhy-

drous Nitric Acid.

To prepare the standard alkaline solution, it is only necessary

to dissolve 90 grains (being the same quantity as before) of the

Bicarbouate of Potash in two fluid ounces of water.

Although the description of this process is somewhat tedious,

the manupulatory details involved in it are exceedingly simple

;

and the facility of working the Bath is so much increased by the

possession of alkaline and acid solutions of definite strength, that

their employment is by all means to be recommended.
A more simple processfor preparing equivalent alkaline and acid

solutions.—Take common Nitric Acid and dilute it with twenty

times it bulk in water; then drop in Ammonia into a measured
quantity, drop by drop, until the color of the immersed litmus

paper changes from red to blue. Note the measure of Ammo-
nia required to produce neutralization, and dilute a corres-

ponding amount to the same bulk as the acid.

In this simple manner two solution are obtained, equivalent

to each other; but they can scarcely be termed standard solutions

since the strength of the Nitric Acid taken for dilution is un-

certain.

SECTION III.

The developing and fixing liquids.

A very few words on this head will suffice. The substances

ordinarily used for developing the image, and also the fixing

agents, are to be purchased in the solid form. Hence nothing

is required but to dissolve in rain or distilled water, and to pass

the solutions through filtering paper. Even the trouble of fil-

tration may ofteu be avoided, if the liquid is found to be tolera-

bly clear and free from suspended particles of solid matter.

The Protonitrate of Iron, however, forms an exception. It

cannot be preserved in the crystalline form, and must therefore

be prepare! in small quantities at a time, as required for use.

PREPARATION OF THE PROTONITRATE OF IRON.

There are two processes commonly followed for preparing the

Protonitrate of Iron.

The first is by the action of dilute Nitric Acid upon the Sul-

phuret of Iron. Dilute an ouuee of Nitric Acid with six ounces

of water, and add to it about half an ounce of Sulphuret of Iron,

previously broken into very small fragments. Set the vessel

aside for several hours, in a place where the offensive and poison-

ous Sulphuretted Hydrogen gas may escape without doing injury.

When all effervescence has ceased, pour off the green solution,

add to it 20 grains of powdered chalk or whiting, and boil it in

a flask for five minutes. Allow to cool, and filter from the black

deposit, if any has formed. In this process the Nitric Acid,

being in a diluted state and employed cold , docs not act as an
oxidizing agcut, but simply displaces Sulphuretted Hydrogen
and forms Protonitrate of Iron. The chalk is added, in order

to neutralize a small portion of free Nitric Acid, which common-
ly remains after the action is complete. If a black deposit is

noticed on boiling, it is Sulphuret of Iron produced by the ex-

cess of Sulphuretted Hydrogen, dissolved in the liquid, again

reacting upon the Protosalt of Iron as the solution becomes neu-

tral.

Preparation of Protonitrate of Iron by double decomposition.

This plan is the one originally employed by Dr. Diamond. It is

somewhat less economical than the last, but probably superior

to it in most other respects. Take of Nitrate of Baryta 300
grains;—powder aud dissolve by the aid of heat in three ounces

of water. Then throw in by degrees, with constant stirring,

>C3**8g~-
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crystallized Sulphate of Iron, powdered, 320 grains. Continue

to stir for about five or ten minutes. Allow to cool, and filter

from the white deposit, which is the insoluble Sulphate of Bary-

ta. The reaction is explained thus:

Nitrate of Baryta -+- Sulphate of Iron.

_ Sulphate of Baryta -j- Nitrate ot Iron.

In place of Nitrate of Baryta, the Nitrate of Lead may be

used (Sulphate of Lead being an insoluble salt), but the quanti-

ty required will be different. The atomic weights of Nitrate of

Baryta and Nitrate of Lead are as 1.31 to 166; consequently

300 grains of the former is equivalent to 380 grains of the lat-

ter.

CHAPTER II.

FORMULAE FOR SOLUTIONS REQUIRED FOR COLLODION
PHOTOGRAPHS.

Section I.—Formulae for direct Positive Solutions.

Section II.—Formulas for Negative Solutions.

SECTION I.

Formulae for Positive Solutions.

Two processes will be given for obtaining glass Positives;

—

the first, a process perfected by the author, and described in the
' Journal of the Photographic Society,' vol. i. ; the second, the

ordinary Positive process, easier to practice than the last, but

considerably less sensitive, and more uncertain in the results.

The solutions are taken in the following order:—A. The Col-

lodion.—B. The Nitrate Bath.—C. Developing fluids.—D. Fix-

ing liquids.—E. Whitening solution.

SENSITIVE POSITIVE PROCESS WITH NEUTRAL FILMS.

A. THE COLLODION.

Purified Ether, sp. gr.
- 120 ... 5 drachms.

Alcohol, sp. gr. -825 ... 3

Soluble Cotton 1| grains.

Pure Iodide of Potassium ... H
The exact qantity of soluble cotton which will be required

cannot be stated with precision, since some samples produce a

far more glutinous solution than others. The rule to be follow

ed is to keep the texture of the film as slight as possible, since

with so small an amount of Iodide a great improvement in the

definition and sharpness of the image is produced in that way.

If the quantity specified yields a solution fluid like water, and

running down the neck of the bottle in the attempt to pout it on

the plate, it may be increased.

The quantity of Iodide of Potassium must be regulated by the

appearance of the film after dipping in the Bath.* It should be

a pale blue, and very transparent; if the room is dimly illumina-

ted, the film will scarcely be seen distinctly, and must therefore,

after washing, be brought out to the light for inspection.

It is necessary that the Ether and Alcohol in this Collodion

should be unusually pure, or it will be impossible to work with

such a film. The purity of the materials may usually be meas-

ured by the rapidity of coloration on iodizing the Collodion. If

(when iodized with Iodide of Potassium) it begins to change visi-

bly in two or three minutes, and attains to a yellow color in a

quarter of an hour, the probability is that the half tones of the

* The Author invariably employs Iodide ot Ammonium (prepared ac-

cording to the method described at page 327), in preference to any other

Iodide, for iodizing Collodion. Although at the time of mixing the in-

gredients the result is the same with the Iodides of Potassium, Ammo-
nium, or Cadmium, yet after the expiration of a few hours, a minute
amount of decomposition takes place in the two former cases, which at

that early stage is favorable to sensitiveness. Hence if the Collodions

be tested again on the following day, the Ammonium Salt has the advan-
tage, both that and the Potassium being superior to the Cadmium. At
the expiration of some weeks however, the decomposition increasing

still further, the order of things is exactly reversed;—the Collodion
iodized with Cadmium stands then at the head of the list, and that with
the Ammonium last. These experiments were made with Ether origin

nally purified by distillation from Alkali, but which had acquired a very
slight amount of the coloring principle by keeping.
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resulting Positive will be inferior. In that case a very fair

result may still be obtained by adding more Iodide, to enable the

film to stand the retarding effects of the impurity. Indeed, by
proper management in this particular, the operator will seldom
be liable to disappointment, even although the quantities of in-

gredients laid down should be found to be too small.

The indication for reducing the amount of Alkaline Iodide is

—excess of intensity in the high lights, combined with good half

tones and sensitiveness of Collodion. The author has obtained
pictures with soluble cotton and Iodide, each one grain, but has
not been able to carry the reduction beyond that point.

With regard to the length of time this Collodion can be kept
in working order, everything will depend upon the condition of

the Ether. If recently distilled, probably the color will scarcely

have passed the lemon-yellow stage at the expiration of a fort-

night, or even with Iodide of Potassium three weeks or a mouth.
This lemon-yellow does no injury to the most delicate film, but
when the color reaches to a decided brown, the Iodine must be
removed.

In place of the Iodide of Potassium given in the formula, the

Iodide of Cadmium may be substituted In that case no colora-

tion takes place; but this must not be taken to imply that an
impure sample of Ether containing acid may be used.

The writer does not from experience advise to keep a stock of

the dilute Collodion uniodized for more than a month or six

weeks; the tendency to decomposition in the Ether seems to be
increased slightly by the solution of the Pyroxyline.

Modification of the formula adapted for commercial Ether and
Alcohol.—If the pure spirits cannot be obtained, very good Posi-

tives are produced by slightly modifying the formula.

Rectified Ether ... 6 drachms.

Spirits of Wine ... 2

"2 to
grams.Soluble Cotton

Iodide of Potassium

This film should be opalescent, and tolerably transparent.

B. THE NITRATE BATH.

Nitrate of Silver, crystallized and dried,

but not fused

Distilled Water . . . .

21 grains.

1 ounce.

Saturate with Iodide and Carbonate of Silver, according to di-

rections given at page 168. Then add a standard solution of

Nitric Acid until the faintly alkaline condition is removed, and
no fogging takes place under the influence of the developer. The
quantity of standard acid required to effect this in a ten-ounce

Bath will probably be about three or four drops.

The proportion of Nitrate of Silver recommended in this Bath
is unusally small; but the writer finds that with a pale film the

image is better under such circumstances. Independently of

other considerations, an excess of development is more to be
feared with a strong than with a weak Bath.

If the film is used somewhat thicker than that recommended,
and especially if large bluish patches of non-development occur,

there can be no objection to increasing the proportion of Nitrate

of Silver from 20 to 25 grains to the ounce; but in that case

the developing solution must be proportionally weakened.
Although the Nitrate Bath may be perfectly neutral when

first prepared, it becomes distinctly acid after a certain number
of plates, perhaps forty or fifty, have been immersed; therefore

if any deterioration of half tones is perceived, leading to a sus-

picion of free Nitric Acid, a drop or two of the standard alka-

line solution must be added until the evil is removed.f
With regard to the exact length of time such a Bath will re-

main in working order, no positive opinion can be given. If

the solution is carefully guarded from the light, there is no rea-

son to suppose that any decomposition of consequence would
ensue; but the films are excessively delicate, and the proportion

of the Silver salt being small, the expense of renewal is consid-

erably lessened.

f The fact of so little free Nitric Acid producing injurious effects, is

explained by the delicate structure of the transparent Iodide films, and
the small proportion of Nitrate of Silver in the Bath.

'-**i *«
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The addition of Alcohol to the Nitrate solution is not recom-

mended. The Collodion already contains sufficient for the pur-

pose.

Modification oy ichich the difficulty of preserving the Bath accu-

rately neutral is avoided.—If a small portion of Acetate of Silver

be added to the Bath, it will not be necessary afterwards to

take the same pains in preserving the solution chemically neu-

tral. The Acetate of Silver substitutes free Acetic Acid for

Nitric, and a minute quantity of Acetic Acid does no injury. It

is possible however that the operator may find a difficulty in

preserving the pureness of the white in the parts most exposed

to light, if any easily reduceable salt of Silver is added to the

Bath.

C. THE DEVELOPING FLUID.

Protosulphate of Iron pure and ) , „ , , n
. J- i ' r 12 to 16 grains,

crytallized
j

&

Glacial Acetic Acid . . . . 8 to 1 2 minims.

Alcohol 10 minims.

Distilled water 1 ounce.

From the varying proportion of Persulphate in the Protosul-

phate of Iron of commerce, the number of grains to be used can-

not be given nearer than above.

The Alcohol is added for the purpose of causing the solution

to flow more easily, but it appears also to modify the tint

slightly.

The Acetic Acid renders the development uniform, by causing

the solution of Protosulphate to combine more readily with the

film; also, with the Protosulphate used alone, without acid, the

color of the image is different in certain parts of the plate, vary-

ing from grey to white.

The rule to be followed is—to employ the solution of Pro-

tosulphate as concentrated as can be done without the occur-

rence of curved lines of over-development. With a weaker
developer the image is equally white whilst wet, but becomes
slightly metallic on drying.

The employment of a Bath of Sulphate of Iron is not recom-
mended for neutral films; neither is redipping in the Nitrate

solution after removal from the Camera. Both of these expedi-

ents, although safe in the ordinary way, are apt to produce fog-

gy pictures with the most transparent films

If glacial Acetic Acid is not at hand, Sulphuric Acid, \ min-

im, may be used instead; the addition of much mineral acid to

the developer, however, injures the image in the case of a twen-
ty-grain bath and neutral films. For the same reason the Nitrate

of Iron cannot be substituted for the Sulphate; it refuses to de-

velope with so small a proportion of Nitrate of Silver.

Pyrogallic Acid with Nitric succeeds to a certain extent, but
it is inferior to the Iron Salt, and often causes green and blue

patches of non-development, unless the strength of the Nitrate

Bath be increased.

The image produced by the formula, as above given, is of a

dead white, with absence of metallic lustre.

The solution of Sulphate of Iron may be preserved for a long

time; but it becomes peroxidized slowly, and consequently weak-
er, for which allowance must be made by fresh addition of the

salt.

D. THE FIXING SOLUTION.

Cyanide of Potassium 1 or 2 grains.

Water 1 ounce.

Cyanide of Potassium is superior to the Hyposulphite of Soda
for fixing Positive impressions: it is less liable to injure the

purity of the white color.

Commercial Cyanide of Potassium always contains a large

percentage of Carbouate of Potash ; so that no exact directions

can be given for the formula. It is well however to use it as di-

lute as possible—of such a strength that the plate is cleared

gradually in from half a miuute to a minute.

The solution of Cyanide of Potassium decomposes slowly on
keeping, but it will usually last for several weeks.

THE ORDINART DIRECT POSITIVE PROCESS.

A. THE COLLODION.

This is the same as that recommended for Negative in the

next Section. If the film is dense, and the Bath only slightly

acid from Acetic Acid, very probably the high lights will act

too violently. In that case, supposing it not to be desirable to

interfere with the Bath, add a few drops of Alcoholic solution

of Iodine, until the Collodion assumes an orange tint; or intro-

duce a red-hot wire for a short time in the upper part of the

bottle, which will have the same effect.

B. THE NITRATE BATH.

The Negative Bath given in the next Section may be used.

But if a new one is prepared purposely for Positives, omit the
addition of Acetate of Silver, and increase the amount of Acetic
Acid somewhat, unless the Collodion is brown from free Iodide.

C. THE DEVELOPING FLUIDS.

Either of the three following formulae may be used, according

to the tasts of the operator.

FOKMULA No. 1.

Sulphate of Iron 20 grains.

Nitric Acid \ minim.

Acetic Acid (glacial) .... 20 minims.

Alcohol 10 minims.

Water •
. . 1 ounce.

FORMULA No. 2.

Pyrogallic Acid 2 grains.

Nitric Acid 1 drop.

Water 1 ounce.

FORMULA No. 3.

Solution of Protonitrate of Iron 1 ounce.

Alcohol 20 minims

In all these formula?, if distilled water is not at hand, clear

rain-water will answer the purpose, or pump-water which has

been boiled to separate Carbonate of Lime. If the addition of

a few drops of Nitrate of Silver however produce a decided pre-

cipitate, indicating the presence of soluble Chlorides in consider-

able quantity, the water is too impure for the purpose. Before

testing, acidify with Nitric Acid, in order to prevent the Car-

bonate of Silver from being deposited as well as Chloride.

Miscellaneous remarks upon these Formula.—Formula No. 1 is

the most simple of all, since it can be used as a Bath, the same
portion being employed mauy times successively. If it acts too

rapidly, lessen the proportion of Sulphate of Iron. Anincrease

in the Nitric Acid makes the image whiter and more metallic;

but if too much is added, the development proceeds irregularly,

and spangles of Silver are formed.

After the solution has been some time in use, it becomes red

from gradual formation of perssAt. When it is too weak, add
more of the Protosulphate. The muddy deposit which settles

to the bottom of the Bath is metallic Silver, reduced from the

soluble Nitrate upon the plates.

Formula No. 2 is employed when the amateur objects to the

sparkling metallic pictures produced by the Iron Salts in con-

junction with Nitric Acid. If the color of the image is not suf-

ficiently white, try the effects of increasing the amount of Nitric

Acid slightly. On the other hand, if the development is imper-

fect in parts, and patches of a green color are seen, use three

grains of Pyrogallic Acid in place of two, with less Nitric Acid.

Supposing this not to succeed, a few drops of Nitrate of Silver

solution added to the Pyrogallic, immediately before use, will

augment the energy of the development.

Formula No. 3, or Protonitrate of Iron, does not require any

addition of Nitric Acid; but it will be advisable, in some cases,

to add to it a few drops of Nitrate of Silver immediately before

developing. It gives excellent results, perhaps better than the

Sulphate of Iron, if the trouble of preparing is not objected to.

Mgg&
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D. THE FIXING SOLUTION.

The Cyanide of Potassium may be used, but the solution

should be somewhat stronger than that recommended at page
116, the film of Iodide of Silver being considerably more dense.

A Bath of Cyanide may conveniently be employed in preference

to pouring on the solution, but it decomposes rapidly, unless the

plates arc well washed before fixing, in order to remove the

whole of the Salts of Iron.

E. THE WHITENING SOLUTION.

Bichloride of Mercury
Distilled water . .

. 30 grains.

1 ounce.

By a gentle application of heat the corrosive sublimate en-

tirely dissolves and forms a solution as nearly as possible satura-

ted at common temperatures. The addition of a portion of

Muriatic Acid enables the water to take up a far larger quanti-

ty of Bichloride; but this concentrated solution, at the same time

that it whitens more cpiickly than the other, is apt to act un-

equally upon different parts of the image.

Before applying the Bichloride, the image is to be fixed and
the plate well washed. Either the Protosulphate of Iron or the

Pyrogallic Acid with Acetic may be used for the development;

but the whitening process is more rapid and uniform in the lat-

ter case the metallic particle being more finely divided.

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE POSITIVE PROCESSES ABOVE GIVEN.

The amateur is recommended to commence by taking direct

Positive pictures in preference to Negatives, and at first to employ

a tolerably highly Iodized Collodion, in conjunction with an Acid
Bath, or in place of that, with addition of free Iodine. By this

means he will obtain a film, which, although somewhat wanting

in sensitiveness, will be a serviceable one, and very little prone

either to stains or fogging. Afterwards, when he has mastered

the manipulation, and especially if he is able to obtain

chemicals which can be depended upon for purity, he may pro-

ceed to try some of the more sensitive processes, either by addi-

tion of accelerating agents to the Collodion, or by the use of

neutral films.

As far as landscapes and all objects of still life are concerned,

time of exposure is pi" little moment, but with objects liable to

move, it is well to reduce it to a minimum. The neutral trans-

parent films are admirable in this respect, whilst at the same
time they give an image very perfect in the shading, and with

the faintest radiations perceptible.

Having determined on commencing a sensitive process, it is

necessary that all the solutions should be prepared afresh, with

adequate care, and especially that causes likely to produce fog-

ging should be removed: the Bath must be tested for alkalinity

—the developing room darkened with additional pains, and the

Camera and slide rendered perfectly tight in every part. All

the manipulatory details, with a few exceptions, must be per-

formed rapidly, and especially the development of the image.

The plates to be cleaned with extra precautions.

Lastly, observe this rule,—to guard the Nitrate Bath most
carefully from all impurities, and especially from the action of

light. If any decomposition takes place in it, everything will

go wrong. The facility of reduction being increased, the devel-

oping fluids will appear too strong, acting with unusual violence,

and producing fogging, stains, and spots of all kinds. In that

case the Bath is spoiled for neutral films, and can only be used

with addition of acid.

SECTION II.

Formula, etc.for Negative Solutions.

As before, two processes will be given ;—the first, a process

of greater sensitiveness, adapted for Portraits; the second, the

y one ordinarily employed.

NEGATIVE PROCESS WITH NEUTRAL FILMS.

A. THE COLLODION.

Ether, washed and redistilled

from alkali, sp. gr. '120 . . 5 drachms.
Alcohol, rectified from Carbonate

of Potash, sp. gr. *825 . . 3 drachms.

Soluble Cotton ....
Iodide of Potassium . . ,

2| grains.

2| grains.

Por general remarks on this Collodion the operator is referred

to the formula for dilute Positive Collodion, given in the last

Section.

As before, the structure of the film is to be kept as slight as

possible, in order to improve the definition of the image.

The appearance of the film of Collodio-Iodide of Silver pro-

duced by this formula should be of a silver-grey and compara-
tively translucent. The opalescent blue film produced by less

Iodide succeeds tolerably well, but the shadows of the image are

apt in that case to be misty and iudistiuct from fogging caused
by the increased length of exposure required for a Negative.

On the other hand, if the quantity of Iodide be much increas-

ed, then the Nitrate Bath will scarcely be strong enough to

cause a perfect decomposition.

B. THE NITRATE BATH.

This may be the same as that recommended in the first form-

ula of the last Section ; or the proportion of Nitrate of Silver

may be increased from 20 to 25 grains to the ounce. Indeed,

unless the structure of the film is slight, it will be necessary to

do so in order to decompose the whole of the Iodide.

The author however prefers to keep the strength of the Ni-

trate Bath as low as possible, since experiments indicate that a

pale film of Iodide dipped iu a very strong Bath, is somewhat
less sensitive to half tones than the same formed in a dilute

Bath.

This point however, being of a delicate nature, is not asserted

confidently; the operator must use his own judgment, always

remembering that a certain definite quantity of metallic Silver

is required to form the image, and that this amount must be ad-

ded in the shape of Nitrate of Silver either to the Bath or to

the developing fluid.

The addition of Acetate of Silver, in small proportion (about

half the quantity recommended at page 183), admits of the Bath
being used slightly acid, but care must be taken that the amount
of even a weak acid, like Acetic, be not too far increased if

sensitiveness is an object.

C. THE DEVELOPING FLUID.

Pyrogallic Acid ... 1^ grain.

Acetic Acid (glacial) . 5 minims.

Alcohol 15 minims.

Distilled water ... 1 ounce.

The development of the image is always more troublesome with

neutral films, and the danger of stains greater than usual. Di-

rections to avoid them are given in the next Chapter, on "Man-
ipulations."

If the weather is cold and the development very slow, the

quantity of Pyrogallic Acid may be increased even as far as

three grains to the ounce. About 3 or 4 drops of the Bath so-

lution added to each drachm of the developer, will furnish abun-

dance of metallic Silver for the image.

NEGATIVE PROCESS WITH DENSE FILMS EMPLOYED FAINTLY ACID.

This is the ordinary Negative process, less sensitive than the

last, but giviug a very stable film, well adapted for landscapes,

etc. Excellent results can be obtained in this way, if the acidi-

ty is properly regulated, and kept proportionate to the density

and structure of the film.

i
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A. THE COLLODION.

n

Rectified Ether, sp. gr.

Alcohol, sp. gr. '835 .

Soluble Cotton . .

Iodide of Potassium .

•750 6| drachms.

1| drachm.

4 grains.

5 grains.

The film produced by this Collodion should be tolerably dense,

and more soluble cotton and Iodide must be added if it is not so.

If the Collodion is glutinous, and produces a wavy surface, it

is probable (unless the Alcohol employed were inferior) that the

Pyroxyline is in fault. In that case, try Mr. Shadbolt's formu-

la of adding Chloroform ten drops to each ounce of the fluid.

On the other hand, if the Collodion is limpid, it will be likely

to bear the addition of more Alcohol, and if so, an increase of

sensibility may be attained in that way, The proportion of

spirit however is not to be increased beyond two drachms to the

ounce, as the Ether already contains a certain portion of Alco-

hol.

If the film is decidedly creamy and opaque, the Ether good,

and the Bath containing no free Nitic Acid, a somewhat better

result, as far as half tones are concerned, will be obtained by
diminishing its thickness.

If flakes of Iodide of Silver are seen loose upon the surface

of the film, and falling away into the Bath, the Collodion is

over-iodized, and it will be impossible to obtain a good picture.

After the Collodion has been employed to coat a number of

plates, the relative proportions of Alcohol and Ether contained

in it become changed, from the superior volatility of the latter

fluid. Therefore, when it ceases to flow readily, and gives a

more dense film than usual, thin it down by addition of a little

rectified Ether.

Most operators adopt the plan of keeping on hand a stock of

the plain Collodion, and iodizing as required by the addition of

alcoholic solution of Iodide of Potassium. The plain collodion

however does not keep well beyond a certain length of time

without a considerable development of the acid principal.

In dissolving the Pyroxyline, any fibrous or flocculent matter
which resists the action of the Ether, must be allowed to sub-

side, the clear portion being decanted for use. The Iodide of

Potassium is to be finely powdered, and digested with the spirit

for several days, if a saturated solution is required; it is better

not to apply any heat. Both Iodide of Ammonium and Iodide

of Cadium should dissolve almost immediately, if the salts are

pure.

When this Collodion becomes very highly colored, a part of

the free Iodine may be removed by a strip of pure zinc or silver

foil ; also the metallic powder obtained by reducing Nitrate of

Silver with Sulphate of Iron, acidified with Nitric Acid, answers
well for the same purpose.

However, as long as the film continues to yield good Negatives
it is better to allow the Iodine to remain, even although the

color reaches to a decided brown.

B. THE NITRATE BATH.

Nitrate of Silver, crystallized and dried 36 grains.

Alcohol . . . . . .10 minims.

Acetate of Silver . . . \ grain.

Acetic Acid (glacial) . . \ minim.

Distilled water . . . 1 ounce.

This Bath is first to be saturated with Iodide and Carbonate
of Silver, according to the directions given at 321, and the Al-
cohol, Acetate of Silver, and Acetic Acid are to be added sub-

sequently. If the Acetate of Silver cannot be procured, the

Acetate of Soda, prepared according to the directions given at

page 328, will succeed equally well.

Rain-water may be used in place of distilled water, or common
water which has been boiled to precipitate Carbonate of Lime.
Even the presence of Corbonate of Lime however would not in-

terfere, It would serve in part to neutralize any excess of Ni-
tric Acid; or, if the solution was already neutral, would be pre-
cipitated as Carbonate of Silver.

After a large number of plates have been dipped, the Acetate

i

of Silver becomes by degrees converted entirely into Nitrate,

and the quantity offree Acetic Acid is increased, By adding a
grain or two of crystals of Carbonate of Soda, the original con-

dition is restored.

If a Nitrate Bath, prepared as above described, is carefully

shielded from the light, it will remain in working order for many
months. The proportion of Nitrate of Silver becomes, after a
time, somewhat less, but not to the extent that might a -priori

be imagined.

However, it may be well occasionally to test it according to

the method given in Part III., and to supply any waste which
is found to have occurred.

C. THE DEVELOPING SOLUTION.

Pyrogallic Acid . .

Acetic Acid (glacial)

Alcohol .

Distilled water

. 1 grain.

«

. 8 minims.

.10 minims.

. 1 ounce.

If the image cannot be rendered sufficiently black, two drops

of the Nitrate Bath solution may be added to each drachm of

the developer.

Also the proportion of Pyrogallic Acid may, if required, be
increased.

If the solution be kept for some time after its first prepara-

tion, it is apt to become brown and discolored. In order to

avoid this, it has been recommended to make it about four times

more concentrated than is necessary, and to dilute down with

distilled water when required for use.

D. THE FIXING LIQUID.

Cyanine of Potassium

Water . . . . ,

or, Hyposulphite of Soda
Water . . . .

2 to 10 grains.

1 ounce.

ounce,

Cyauide of Potassium is preferable, in some respects, to the

Hyposulphite of Soda for fixing Negatives; the glasses are more
readily cleaned, and the films easier washed. Many however
have been deterred from using the Cyanide by the solvent ac-

tion which it exerts on the image, if employed in too concen-

trated a state. This is especially seen with Pyrogallic Acid as

a developer, the particles of metallic Silver being, in that case,

more finely divided. For further remarks, see the last Section,

page 330.

CHAPTER IH.

MANIPULATIONS OF THE COLDODION PROCESS.

These may be classed under five heads:—A. Cleaning the

Plates.—B. Coating with Collodio-Iodide of Silver.—C. Ex-
posure in the Camera.—D. Developing the Image.—E. Fixing

the image.

A. CLEANING THE PLATES.

Much care should be taken in the selection of glass intended

to be used for Photographic purposes. The ordinary window
glass is often inferior, having scratches upon the surface, each

of which causes an irregular action of the developing fluid.

Also the squares are seldom perfectly flat, so that they do not

touch the slide at every point, and hence a part of the image is

out of focus. A more serious inconvenience, arising from want
of flatness, is, that the plates are apt to be broken in compres-

sion during the printing process.

The patent plate answers perhaps better than any other de-

scription of glass, and it can be procured in small squares at a

price not more than double that of the ordinary crown glass.

Before proceeding to the washing of the glasses, each square

should be roughened on the edges by means of a file or a sheet

of emery-paper. If this precaution is omitted, not only are the

fingers liable to injury, but the Collodiou film is apt to contract

and separate from the sides.

-r>
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In the process of cleaning the glasses, it is not sufficient—as

a general rule—to wash them simply with water; other liquids

are required to remove grease, if any is present. For this pur-

pose perhaps Caustic Potash, sold in druggists' shops under the

name of " Liquor Potassa?," is as good as any, or if that is not

at hand, a warm solution of the common washing Soda—which

is a Carbonate. The Potash however is the better of the two.

Liquor Potassse, being a very caustic and alkaline liquid, re-

quires care in the handling; it softens the skin, and dissolves it

away even more so than acids. A safe plan of proceeding is to

dilute the Potash with about four parts of water, and to apply

it to the glass by means of a cylindrical roll of flannel; after

wetting both sides of the glass thoroughly, allow it to stand for

a time until several have been treated in the same way; after-

wards wash well with water and rub dry in a cloth.

The cloths used for cleaning glasses should be kept expressly

for that purpose; they are best made of material sold as "fine

diaper," and very free from flocculi and loosely adhering fibres.

They are not to be washed in soap and water, but always in pure

water or in water containing a little Carbonate of Soda.

After wipiug the glass carefully, complete the process by pol-

ishing with an old silk handkerchief, avoiding contact with the

skin of the hand. Some object to silk, as tendiug to render the

glass electrical, and so to attract particles of dust, but in prac-

tice no inconvenience will be experienced from this source.

Before deciding that the glass is perfectly clean, never omit

to hold it in an angular position and to breathe upon it; many
stains will be rendered visible in that way which could not other-

wise have been seen.

The use of an alkaline solution is usually sufficient of itself to

clean the glass, but occasionally we meet with plates dotted on

the surface with small white specks, which are not removed by
the Potash. These specks consist frequently of hard particles

of the Carbonate of Lime, and when that is the case they dis-

solve very readily in dilute acid. Oil of Vitriol, with about

four parts of water added, applied by means of a roll of flannel

answers well: so also does dilute Nitric Acid.

The objection to the use of Nitric Acid is, that if it is allowed

to come in contact with the dress, it produces stains which can-

not be removed unless immediately treated with an alkali.

Some operators employ the Cyanide of Potassium, and others

Ammonia, in cleaning the plates; neither however possesses any
advantage over the Liquor Potassse.

In cases where Positives are to be taken, it is advisable to use

additional care in preparing the glass, and especially so with the

opalescent films employed neutral. The operator will find under
such circumstances that transparent lines and markings are com-
mon enough, unless he is very careful.

After a glass has been once coated with Collodion, it is not

necessary in cleaning it a second time to use anything but pure

water; but if the film has been allowed to harden and to dry

upon the glass, possibly the dilute Oil of Yitriol may be required

to remove stains.

If under similar circumstances a greasiness is perceived, which
prevents the plate from being wetted evenly by a stream of

water poured upon it, this may be removed by a second applica-

tion of the alkaline liquid.

B. COATING THE PLATE WITH THE COLLODIO-IODIDE OF SILVER.

This part of the process, as well as that which follows, must
be conducted in a room from which chemical rays of light are

excluded. It is inferred therefore that the operator has pro-

vided himself with an apartment of that kind.

The most simple plan of darkening a room, is to nail a double
thickness of yellow calico completely over the window, and this

will generally be found sufficient to prevent fogging with films

of ordinary sensibility.

With the transparent neutral films, however, the writer al-

ways finds it better to illuminate by means of a lamp or candle

screened by yellow glass. A dark orange yellow, approaching
to brown, is more impervious to chemical rays than a lighter

canary yellow. Of course the more sensitive the plate the

greater the tendency to fogging, and hence it often happens that \

42*

a room which has long been used successfully with acid films, is

found to fail with the neutral films.

Before coating the plate with the Collodion it may be well to

examine that it is perfectly clear and transparent, and that all

particles of dust, etc., have settled to the bottom; also that the
neck of the bottle is free from hard and dry criusts, which, if al-

lowed to remain, would partially dissolve and produce stria? upon
the film.

A very useful little piece of apparatus for cleaning Collodion
is that represented in the following woodcut.

The Collodion having been iodized some hours previously, is

allowed to settle down and become clear in this bottle: then by
gently blowing at the point of the shorter tube, the small glass

siphon is filled and the fluid drawn off more closely than could
be done by simply pouring from one bottle to another.

When the Collodion is properly cleared from sediment of every
kind, the operator takes a glass plate, previously cleaned, and.

wipes it gently with a silk handkerchief, in order to remove any
particles of dust which may have subsequently collected. If it

be a plate of moderate size, it may be held by the corners in a
horizontal position, between the fore-finger and thumb of the
left hand. The Collodion is to be poured on steadily until a
circular pool is formed, extending nearly to the edges of the
glass.

By a slight inclination of the plate the fluid is made to flow

towards the corner marked 1, in the above diagram, until it

nearly touches the thumb by which the glass is held; from cor-

ner 1 it is passed to corner 2, held by the forefinger; from 2 to

3, and lastly, the excess poured back into the bottle from the

corner marked No. 4. It is then to be held vertically over the

bottle for a moment, until it nearly ceases to drip, and then, by
raising the thumb a little, the direction of the plate is changed,

so as to cause the diagonal lines to coalesce and produce a

smooth surface. The operation of coating a plate with Collo-

dion must not be done hurriedly, and nothing is required to en-

sure success but steadiness of hand and a sufficiency of the fluid

poured in the first instance upon the plate.

Length of time to be allowed to elapse before immersing in the

Bath.—The only criterion is the appearance of the film after its

removal from the Bath. This has been sufficiently described at

page 228, to which the operator is therefore referred. The fol-

lowing general directions however may be of service. With the

sensitive dilute Collodion for direct Positives allow five seconds,

if the weather is mild; but if the temperature is unusually high,

immerse the plate almost immediately. The ordinary Negative

Collodion may perhaps require about twenty seconds in the com-
mon way, or ten seconds in hot weather. When the operator

has once seen the peculiar reticulated appearance and the trans-

parent cracks upon the lower edge of the film, characteristic of

a too rapid immersion, he will require no other guide for the

future.

The proper time having elapsed, rest the plate upon the glass

dipper, Collodion side uppermost, and lower it into the solution
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by one steady movement: if any pause is made, a horizontal line

corresponding to the surface of the liquid will certainly be form-

ed; then place the cover upon the vertical trough and darken

the room, if this has not already been done. As the presence

of white light does no injury to the plate previous to its immer-

sion in the Bath, it is not necessary altogether to exclude it

during the time of coating with Collodion.

When the plate has remained in the solution from thirty

seconds to a minute, lift it partially out two or three times, in

order to wash away the Ether from the surface. About three

minutes' immersion will usually be sufficient, or five minutes in

cold weather, and with Collodion containing but little Alcohol.

When the oily streaks upon the surface disappear, and the liquid

flows off in a uniform sheet, the decomposition may be considered

to be perfect.

The plate is then removed from the dipper, and held vertical-

ly in the hand for a few seconds, to drain off as much as possible

of the solution of Nitrate of Silver. It is then placed in the

slide, Collodion side downwards, and is ready for the Camera.

At page 228, already referred to, the student is strongly re-

commended not to proceed to the actual process of taking pic-

tures in the Camera until by a little practice he has succeeded

in producing a perfect film, which is uniform in every part, and
will bear inspection when washed and brought to the light.

C To be continued')

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

THE ADJOURNED DISCUSSION ON MR. MAYALL'S PAPERS. PAGE 235,*

Mr. Matall.—Gentlemen, I have simply to demonstrate some
of the points that I brought before the meeting upon the last

occasion. I have in the meantime made a few additions to the

paper that I then read to you, which I may as well state in the

order in which I have committed them to the paper. I think I

stated to you that benzine, napthaline, helleniue, terpenole and
other substances may be made use of for impregnating the collo-

dion with hydrogen, and preventing a too rapid decomposition
when it is combined with the iodides of potassium or the metallic

iodides. At that time I could not speak with so much certain-

ty as to the effect of the preservative power being so great as I
imagined, but I have no hesitation now in saying, that having
operated on a quantity of collodion, which would not keep ordi-

narily more than two or three weeks, by the addition of a few
grains of benzine, I found at the end of some months it was more
sensitive than when I originally subjected it to the test. I have
here some napthaline, which I have also tried, but not for so

long a period. I have taken iodide of ammonium collodion

which does not keep good more than seven or eight days, and
I have added a single minim of this substance. It is merely dif-

ferent in its constituents, that is to say, the quantity of

its constituents
; it contains an immense quantity of

carbon, namely 20 of carbon and 8 of hydrogen, and at the end
of two months I can say that the naphthaline collodion is now
as sensitive as the original collodion was two days after it was
excited. I will continue my experiments until we meet in No-
vember, and if it should retain its sensibility up to that time, I

shall conclude that there is something in it worth consideration

as a preservative agent. I would suggest to some members of

the Society, that they should at once try the effect upon new
collodion without exciting it at all. The advantages are very
considerable with old collodion. I pour into a bottle all my old

collodion, adding a small quantity of benzine. I thought that
these facts were too important to be passed over in a paper upon
collodion, recollecting that we were about to separate for some
time, and not to meet again until November next.

The next subject was that of iodide and bromide of ethyle, of
which I said traces could be obtained from old collodion, more
particularly if the collodion was kept in tall glasses or repoured
into a bottle; in fact, light is a very powerful agent for produe-

' This should have appeared in our August number, but the July
London Hiotographic Journal miscarried, and did not reach us until the
1st of October.—En. P. & F. A. J.

ing this effect, more so indeed than atmospheric air; for if you
put two ounces of collodion into a very long bottle, say 18 or 20
inches in length, and place it in the sun, a very perceptible

quantity of iodide of ethyle may be made in the course of a
day.

_

With reference to the exciting substances which I suggested,

I have found that by taking half a grain of bromide of cadmium
instead of a grain, the plates are made much more sensitive. I

have no doubt that a less quantity even than that to the ounce
would be found advantageous; I should say that about ten min-

ims would be sufficient. When there is an excess of bromide, it

impedes the action of the light upon the collodion surface,

I will now go to the next portion of the subject, which was a
combination of albumen with the bath of aceto-nitrate of silver.

I think we shall be able to determine in a short time to what we
are to attribute the sensibility of these dried plates. Whether
it is an albuminate of silver that is formed, or whether it is albu-

men impregnating the bath, is, I think, a question open to con-

siderable discussion; for I think it is very difficult to isolate an
albuminate of silver, as it is not a crystallizable compound. But
that the albumen does exert a most powerful influence there

cannot be the least of doubt, because with the use of aceto-ni-

trate of silver you obtain no picture, or at least one so feeble

that it is not worth the name.
I ought to mention, that when the plates are kept for a month

before you take the picture, you should again dip them into the

bath, which will make them more sensitive than they were at

first. I think they might even be kept a year if they were clip-

ped into the bath only a day or two previous to their being used.

With the use of albumen I have, at the end of eighteen months,
put the plates again into the bath; and I have obtained images
just as perfect as with the original exciting of only two or three

days' old. I found that these proofs have more the characteris-

tic of albumen than collodion. This is very interesting, because

I think it will supply a want that is now very generally felt, and
that we shall be able to prepare plates the night before starting

to take views.

I find that the aceto-nitrate of silver marks the lines in the

vertical direction in which they rest in the bath. I have over-

come that difficulty. The most sensitive collodions that you can
find for the wet process, are not the best for the dry process. I

give the preference to the metallic iodides, because they do not

decompose so quickly. To avoid the streaks I have spoken of,

I move the plate up and down about every half minute during

the time it is in the bath.

Mr. Pollock will state to you two or three facts as regards
the mode of developing; in my hands it is not quite so successful

as it is in his.

I fand that you can obtaiu almost any degree of intensity if

you add to the protosulphate of iron a small quantity of nitrate

of silver. I have a plate in my hand which I have kept for three

weeks, in order to try whether it would have any effect or not;

but I think four or five days is quite long enough. I have some
as intense as an albumen positive.

1 hope we shall give some attention to the subject, so that

when we resume our sittings in November, we may be able to

throw a little more light upon it. I am quite certain that there

are some invaluable phenomena here, which are very essential to

the further progress of photography in this branch. I have
some very pure glycerine which I am about to try; and I think

I shall be able, iu a very short time, to make that process as sen-

sitive as the wet process,

Mr. Shadbolt—I am sure every one who brings forward any
thing before this Society, suggesting improvements in photogra-

phy, deserves our best thanks. I feel, with Mr. Mayall, that the

dry collodion process must eventually supercede all other pro-

cesses for amateurs. He will, therefore, understand that the

objections that I make, are not directed against the process, in-

asmuch as we are all anxious to promote improvements in photo-

graphy. From what I have seen, and that is all one can judge

from, there is nothing superior iu the photographs produced, to

dry collodion simply prepared, washed in water, and dried.

When Mr. Mayall speaks of albuminate of silver, do I uuder-
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stand that it is silver combined with albumiuic acid? If he

means that it is albumen and silver in combination, it ought to

be called albumenide of silver. He speaks of plates being ren-

dered sensitive, and as sensitive as when at first prepared, if they

are rcdipped in the bath. I cannot sec that this is any less trou-

ble than dipping them at the moment they arc required. If you
can prepare them many weeks beforehand, and keep them in a

condition ready for use, the redipping in the batli is unneces-

sary.

These arc the observations that occurred to me whilst the

paper was being read, and I should like to hear any discussion

on the subject by those who have had any experience on it.

The Chairman.—You may redip the plates the night previ-

ously?

Mr. Matall.—Certainly.

Mr. Shadbolt.—Still that involves the necessity of carrying

your bath with you on your journey. If you must redip, why
uot prepare your plates to begin with?

The Chairman.—It is only in the event of your keeping your
plates some weeks that it becomes desirable to dip them, and not

if you use them within four or five days or a week.

Mr. Mayall.—Only redip, in the event of their being kept
some weeks.

The Chairman.—After the plates have been excited four or

five days, you can take them out and place them iu the camera
without any further dipping?

Mr. Matall.—Yes.
Mr. Shadbolt.—There is no novelty in that. You can do

that if you take your plate of dry collodion and wash it.

Mr. Mayall.—I do not admit that. I should like to see it

done.

Mr. Rosling.—I have washed a plate with distilled water,

and put it by for a week or ten days, and I have developed it af-

terwards with very good results, except with a smaller degree of

intensity than is required to make a first-rate positive.

Mr. Mayall.—I have done the same thing, but I have failed

twenty times where I succeeded once. In the process presented
failure is the exception, and success is the rule.

Mr. Shadbolt.—I must confess I have not yet- seen what I

call a success.

Mr. Pollock.—It would be very interesting to hear some
discussion, not only upon Mr. Mayall's process, but also upon the

sugar process. I have asked two or three gentlemen to bring

negatives prepared according to the sugar process, and it is very

desirable that they should be exhibited now for comparison, so

that during the ensuing vacation we may be able to test all the

keeping processes, including the use of glycerine, mentioned by
Mr. Mayall, and which has also been suggested by Mr.
Hockin.

Mr Shadbolt.—Mr. Pollock asked me to bring some speci-

mens of the sugar process, aud I have done so; but I wish it to

be emphatically understood that I do not advocate the sugar
process in preference to the dry collodion process ; on the con-

trary, I think the dry collodion process will be far preferable to

any other process that we can have, so long as we get our pic-

tures intense.

Mr. Mayall.—It would appear from the observations of Mr.
Shadbolt, that he expects me not only to give you a process,

which up to the present time has not been tried, but that I

should lay down a kind of chemical formula, a kind of geometri-

cal chemistry, that shall at once demonstrate the action and the

kind of combination that takes place. With a new subject like

this, the most difficult thing to prove is, first of all, that you
have succeeded. I have been trying during the last three months
to obtain one uniform success to begin with, that is to say, to

get always an image of certain intensity. Whether it was an
albuminate of silver or any other compound, I simply say that

there is considerable obscurity as to the kind of compound that

is formed, but there can be no question that there is some slight

trace of albumen in the bath. But no matter to what cause we
may attribute the effect, there is in it a perspective property
which the ordinary dry collodion does not possess. I know that

a dry plate can now and then be successfully used in taking a

picture: but you will not find one in fifty uniformly developed.

This process is so simple that in each of one hundred plates you

will get the same intensity, if you prepare them as I have direct-

ed. The process will be a most invaluable accessory to those

gentlemen who wish to travel through the country and take their

plates with them, because they may take their views just as they

do with albumen.

The suggestions thrown out by me at the last meeting, and at

this meeting, are made with no desire of supplanting Mr. Shad-

bolt's process, or that of any other gentlemen. I merely wish

to put you all in possession of some very curious facts which I

have myself investigated.

Spermaceti is another substance from which I have obtained

most curious and valuable results. How far we may make these

results available for the dry process I do not know, but I will

tell you that I prepare spermaceti iu the same way as pyroxy-

line, with the strong acids; I think that spermaceti may be made
very useful in shortening the time. I think also that with gly-

cerine the most important results may be worked out, and I have

no doubt that within four or five months we shall have a pro-

cess of dry collodion as perfect as the most sensitive wet process

with which we are now acquainted. One or two chemical friends

of mine are seriously taking up the subject, and I have given

them all the information I possess, they having more time to de-

vote to the subject than I have. Albumen has its advantages,

but it is very difficult to prepare; this has no difficulty if the

preparations are properly conducted. The process that I gave

in albumen is, I am certain, valuable in this, that every one who
follows the directions I have given will succeed. I put this pro-

cess before you as an imperfect one, but as one which I am quite

certain promises valuable results, and results which we shall all

of us be pleased with, because it will add to our present number
of processes one which can be worked dry, and without any com-

plication, difficulty, or mistake. I advise the use of any preser-

vative substances in the silver bath; this is the surest way to

succeed. And it has this advantage, that a true chemical com-

pound is formed that will be constant in its action.

I

MM, DAVAME AND GIRARD ON THE CHEMISTRY OF POSITIVE
PHOTOGRAPHS.

(From the 'Bulletin de la Societe Frangaise de Photographie.')

MM. Davanne and Grirard having made a series of analytical

investigations relating to the composition and conditions of the

paper and the impression in ordinary paper positives, the former

has laid before the French Photographic Society a preliminary

sketch of the general results at which they have arrived.
" What modifications does the chloride of silver formed on

the surface of the paper undergo in the different baths? This

was the first point to be cleared up. Indeed when we once

know exactly what body we have to do with, it will be more
easy to seek the causes which may affect this substance and thus

cause the destruction of the prints.

" Let us take a sheet of paper at the moment when it is placed

in the frame to print a positive picture ( a paper, of course, pre-

pared with chloride of silver). This sheet is blackened under

the influence of luminous rays, and if, after a preliminary wash-

ing with water to remove excess of nitrate of silver, it is placed

in a new solution of hyposulphite of soda, the chloride of silver

is dissolved, and there remains on the surface of the paper a red

substance which forms the picture. From various reactions we
think this body is silver in a finely divided state, and that it is

no longer combined with chlorine, notwithstanding that analy-

sis always gives a certain amount of chlorine which cannot be

removed by the fixing and washing baths. Having found the

same quantity of chlorine in sheets of paper which had not been

prepared, or those prepared with chloride of silver and fixed by
hyposulphite of soda before exposure to light, we think this

chlorine is combined with the organic matter of the paper in the

bleaching of the pulp, and that it remains masked in all the re-

actions, and shows itself only when combustion is employed.
"We shall explain hereafter the experiments on which we de-

pend for establishing that the image fixed by a new hyposulphite
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bath is formed by the silver alone, and retains no longer chlo-

ride or subchloride of silver.

" We had then to seek if the proof properly washed retained

hyposulphite of soda or sulphur combined in any other manner.

This analysis, repeated many times, has always given us a nega-

tive result; the print fixed in new and pure hyposulphite of so-

da, properly washed, gives no traces of sulphur. We shall con-

clude, therefore, that the hyposulphite of soda properly used,

has not the injurious properties attributed to it; we cannot at-

tribute to it the deterioration of the prints, and in this we

agree with experience, for among prints fixed with hyposulphite

of soda, some are well preserved up to the present time, while

others, on the contrary, fade rapidly; now we cannot admit

chat the same agent, employed in the same manner, preserves

some and injures others. It is not new hyposulphite of soda,

then, that spoils the print.

"Continuing the series of experiments, we have changed our

red prints to a black tint, by plunging them into old hyposul-

phite. These prints, properly washed and analysed, gave a

very notable quantity of sulphur; the silver had become black

because it combined with the sulphur, because it became a sul-

phuret. The old hyposulphite of soda—or at least the mixture

which generally goes by this name—had therefore an action

quite different from that of new hyposulphite of soda; it owes

its new properties to a body produced by the action of the acids

or different metallic salts upon the hyposulphite of soda, and the

fact may be proved by the following photographic experiment:

—

Take a pure solution of hyposulphite of soda, not used before;

employ it for fixing a print; then add chloride of silver to this

hyposulphite, and immediately fix another print; it will keep

pretty nearly the same red tint as the first; new hyposulphite,

or hyposulphite charge with chloride of silver, will therefore have

the same action. But after a certain time, when the reaction

of the chloride of silver on the hyposulphite of soda is complete,

which is recognized by the formation of a deposit of black sul-

phuret of silver upon the sides of the vessel, if you fix a third

print, you may make it take all the series of tints given by an

old hyposulphite bath. It is not therefore merely to the pres-

ence of metallic salts that old hyposulphite of soda owes its col-

oring properties, but really to a new compound which has orig-

inated through the metallic salts. It is this new compound
(probably termed the tetrathionate of soda) that sulphurates

the prints, and we think that the cause of their deterioration is

referable to the sulphuration, whether in old hyposulphite baths

or in new ones, to which have been added acids that liberate

sulphur and hydrosulphuric acid.

In fact, then, sulphurated prints, if abandoned to the action

of air, in water, even for a short time, rapidly turn yellow and

at last vanish, while a print not so colored does not alter when
placed in the same conditions. If the print is only partially im-

mersed in the water, or bubbles of air intervene, the alteration

may be observed to go with extreme rapidity at those places

where the paper is in contact at once with both air and water;

consequently the prints are deteriorated more rapidly in propor-

tion as they are more exposed to damp, and perhaps they might

preserve tolerably well in perfectly dry air. We find here a very

simple explanation of the fact, that certain prints fade rapidly

when they are mounted, while others, prepared by the same pro-

cesses, resist better in the portfolio ; sometimes the same print

will only fade at the gummed placess; the cement in this case

attracts moisture from the atmosphere, and the print is placed in

the conditions above described.
" The conditions in which this deterioration occurs, indicate

clearly the oxidizing action of air; at the same time we do not

venture to assert that there is a change of sulphuret into sulphate.

The sulphate of silver indeed ought to blacken under the influ-

ence of alkaline sulphurets, white the faded prints, instead of

blackening in a solution of a sulphuret, become still more low-

ered.

" We regret to present thus verbally to the Society a research

which is not yet complete, but we have been persuaded to state

these facts sooner than we desired ; we are about to continue

and finished our experiments, and when they have given the com-

plete theory of the fixation of positive prints, we shall have the

honor to lay them before the Society,"

ON A NEW METHOD OF POSITIVE PRINTING.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

St. Brelade's Bay, Jersey,
June 29, 1855.

Sir,—It is highly gratifying to me, just now, to be able to an-

nounce a new method of printing, which seems to fulfil at once
all the desired conditions of permanency, artistic effect, simplicity

certainty and ceconomy of material.

Three months ago you were kind enough to insert in your ex-

cellent journal a letter from me, in which I described a new mode
of employing gold as a coloring agent in printing.

I have now the pleasure to state, that I have so modified that

process as to leave nothing to desire, and I hasten to communi-
cate my present mode of proceeding without any reserve.

As your space will not allow me to give more than a mere
outline of my method, I have accompanied this letter with an
advertisement of a little pamphlet, in which will be found full

particulars.

My method is this:

—

I abandon altogether sun printing, and adopt, in the first

stages of the work, the mode of development by gallic acid. The
prints thus obtained (which are scarcely presentable at first as

works of the art) I color with gold. In this way I produce very

fine results, and of unquestionable permanency.

In employing the ordinary modes of printing with gallic acid,

I obtain, under the action of the gold bath, proofs of a disagree-

able and worthless character; that is to say, inky, sooty, and
bad in every way. But by modifying the mode of proceeding in

the early stages of the work, I avoid all these evils, and obtain

such prints as would satisfy the most fastidious criticism.

The process, therefore, viewed as a whole, is a new one, or,

at any rate, one which has never yet been made public.

The following is a sketch of it:

—

I do not employ salt, or any substitute for it, in the first pro-

cess, but merely an organic substance.

I render sensitive by immersion in a bath containing only 3

per cent, of silver. This bath remains of uniform strength to the

last drop, and does not discolor by use

I expose to ordinary daylight until the outside border of the

print assumes a certain tint, which will vary with different neg-

atives, but may be ascertained by a single trial.

The time required will vary from half a minute to a quar-

ter of an hour. A very few pressure-frames would suffice for ex-

tensive operations, and these may be of the simplest possible

construction. By this method printing may be conducted with

certainty at any season and in any climate.

I develope with gallic acid alone. This part of the process

occupies about five minutes. The picture, which is at first part-

ly visible, gradually comes out, and the development is arrested

at any moment by washing in water. AH that has come out

will remain in the finished picture; nothing is lost in the subse-

quent laths. The print is the faithful reverse of the negative,

and the unavoidable over-exposure of any part, owing to an im-

perfection in the latter, will not occasion a reddening of that

part, as in the collodion process. The outside margin invaria-

bly blackens.

I color in a simple bath of hyposulphite of gold, containing no

acid. Any shade between a brown and a violet may be obtain-

ed.

I fix in a fresh bath of hyposulphite of soda, and wash as

usual.

The entire operation of printing, developing, coloring, and

fixing, may be completed in ten minutes.

Such is a sketch of the process.

It merely remains for me to add, that in the hands of an ac-

complished photographer failures would rarely occur. The ope-
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rations require nicety, but they are mechanical and certain. The
baths do not alter in their constitution by use. There is noth-

ing left to chance or good luck. The successes of one day may
be repeated on the next, or ad infinitum.

In sun printing the picture is entirely superficial. The out-

side shell of darkened chloride protects the mass of material be-

neath from the action of light (as may be easily proved by ex-

posing some in a saucer), and this is afterwards washed out in

the baths. (In most cases this valuable residuum, containing

95 per cent, of the silver employed in a bath of four times the

strength of mine, finds its way down the sink !) The picture

being therefore superficial is very frequently deficient in depth of

tone, and the prints, as they come out of the pressure-frame, vary

very much in character.

Ou the contrary, prints by my method exist within the, paper

itself, which is dyed through its entire substance with the chemi-

cals. The picture is almost as strongly marked on the back as

the face; for the paper being semi-transparent and containing

no opaque chloride, every atom of silver under the lights of the

negative is affected by the light, and become subsequently acted

on by the gallic acid, which penetrates every pore and attacks

every disturbed molecule. So that in this way proofs of im-

mense vigor and depth are obtained as a rule, and not as an ex-

ception.

Again, in sun printing, the coloring bath (I mean the hypo-

bath usually employed, aud not the one that I recommend in lieu

of it) is altered in constitution with every print that is put into

it. No one could assert at any time what its analysis would

yield, or, indeed, whether it would act at all. Add to this, that

there is a doubt as to whether the results are permanent, a dif-

ference of opinion amongst high authorities on the subject, a hor-

rible misgiving, which it will require years to remove or to con-

firm; and the objection assumes a very serious aspect indeed.

Sun-printing, requiring either a strong light or a very length-

ened exposure, and being impossible under circumstances frequent-

ly recurring in this climate, is, therefore, apart from other con-

siderations, a somewhat bungling and unscientific mode of pro-

ceeding.

Such being the manifold disadvantages of sun printing, I think

I may affirm, on the contrary, with respect to my present plan,

that it is open to no single objection that could reasonably be

pointed out in the present state of our knowledge, aud that it

has the highest claims to be considered as an elegant, simple,

and scientific method, worthy of the man of taste who seeks for

artistic excellence, and of the photographic chemist, who must
also be convinced of its permanency.
With respect to the amount of definition obtained by devel-

opment as compared with sun printing on albumenized paper, I

believe the former mode to have the advantage, for a picture un-

der development advances gradually up to a certain point of

perfection, and is then stopped and completed, without undergo-

ing any loss or deterioration. But a sun print has first to be

over-printed and afterwards reduced to a proper state in a bath,

which, while in colors, also dissolves out the feeble and more del-

icate details in the lights, and buries them amidst a deposit of

sulphur. Now I only ask what would become of the sharpness

of negatives if they were treated in a similar manner? My me-
thod being in fact the same in principal as that employed for

negatives, ought to give results equally sharp aud fine.

But to put this matter to the test (for single fact is worth a

volume of arguments), if any member of the printing committee
will honor me with the loan of a negative, I will take a print

from it by my method, and he shall afterwards employ some other

plan by way of comparison. The two prints may then be moun-
ted on the same cardboard and easily prepared.

But I must conclude a somewhat lengthy communication. If

you, Mr. Editor, could kindly insert this in your next number, I

should be most sincerely obliged. My obligations to you are

rapidly accumulating. Pray accept my best thanks, and believe

me to remain,

Yours very faithfully,

Thomas Sutton.

For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

ACETATE OF LEAD BATHS.

ToH. H. Snelling, Esq.:

Dear Sir,—Permit me to communicate through the Photo-
graphic & Fine Art Journal, the result of experiments which I

have made in the acetate of lead baths of MM. Laborde and
Blot, for developing the collodion negatives with gallic acid.

The object of my researches was to find a composition for ex-
citing bath not giving any of those transparent spots attributed

by M. Blot to the formation of a new salt of lead. I have
effectively remarked in the bottles containing the bath some
crystals which I found to be those of acetate of silver, salt very
little soluble, formed by the presence of acetate of lead.

The consequence that I deduced from this fact was, to use
acetate of silver instead of acetate of lead, and I succeeded iu

composing a silver bath which never occasions the transparent
spots, so great an objection to the use of MM. Laborde's and
Blot's silver baths.

The formula of my bath is as follows: Mix in four fluid

ounces of distilled water seventy-five grains of acetate of silver,

and drop by drop, pure nitric acid, until the acetate be entirely

dissolved. Take great care not to put any excess of nitric acid.

Then add seventy-five grains of nitrate of silver and one grain
of iodide of potassium, dissolved in one half a drachm of alcohol
at 95 degrees. Filter and do not use the bath before twenty-
four hours.

I will remark that the collodion ought to contain a great

proportion of bromide; the composition which I employed for

my experiments was

—

Concentrated ether 4 fluid drachms.

Alcohol at 95° 2

Bromide of ammonium 3 grains.

Iodide of ammonium 4 "

Pyroxiline h\ "

The developing is the concentrated solution of gallic acid

mixed with the aceto nitrate of silver.

By the pyrogallic acid the sensibility is more than twice
greater, and instantaneous than by the protosulphate of iron.

I have also successfully employed the bath of acetate and
nitrate of silver with the albumen process on glass and the wax-
ed paper wet.

I remain, Sir, respectfully yours,

C. Duchochois-Maquingham.
New York. October, 1855.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

PRESERVATION OF PHOTOGRAPHS.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—As considerable interest prevails at the present time

respecting the preservation of photographic pictures, I feel call-

ed upon to forward the following remarks:

—

After having mounted the picture iu the usual way, I select

a piece of glass the proper size and then bind both glass and
card together with an article known as goldbeater's skin. I

have now by me pictures preserved in this way that have been

taken several years, to all appearance the same as when first

finished.

For Daguerreotypes it is superior to the gummed paper aud
more easily applied, and pictures so treated are thoroughly pro-

tected from the action of the air.

The best method of using it is to hold the plate, mat and
glass firmly together, and after having damped the edge, back
and face, you place the skin so as to lap over the surface of the

glass about one-eighth of an inch; you then rub it well round
the edge with the finger to ensure its adhesion when dry, which
will be in a few minutes; rub round the upper edge of the glass

with a fine file, when that which is left on can easily be removed.*

I remain, Sir, your obedient Servant,

William Hix.

VOL VIII. NO. XI. 43

* Mr. lidward Anthony, of Now York, used this method fourteen years Tff
ago.—Ed. P. & F. A. J. SB
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THE GREAT MASTERS OF ART.

No. V.—THEODORE GERICAULT.

<& 9elLtauli

We scarcely remember any artist, either ancient or modern,

who attained such an elevated position by a single picture, as

Theodore Gericault, the painter of the " Wreck of the Medusa,"
a picture which at once placed him in the foremost ranks of the

modern French school.

He was born in 1791, at Rouen, where his father exercised

the profession of an advocate; and having, up to the age of fif-

teen, received a careful and excellent education, he was after-

wards sent, for future instruction, to the Imperial Lyceum, since

called the College of Louis the Great. But the study of classic

literature was ill-adapted to the mind of one who sought to be
a painter—least of all to one whose ambition it was to paint

horses, for horses had been a passion with him almost from
childhood. When at the Lyceum, his highest pleasure during

0»1SBSg*

the hours of holiday, was to visit the celebrated riding-school of

Franconi, who, in the eyes of young Gericault, was the greatest

of mortal men; he would also watch at the gates of the residen-

ces of the nobility for their equipages, and if he noticed any
horses of a finer description than ordinary, he would follow them
on their journey for a long time, as the gamins of Paris follow

the drummers through the streets. Such enthusiasm as this in

pursuit of a favorite object must, even had there been no innate

genius to second it, produced results commensurate with the

energy exhibited.

At the age of seventeen, Gericault quitted the Lyceum to

enter the atelier of Carle Vernet, where he thought to gratify

his two ruling predilections for painting and for horses: but the

animals of Vernet's studio were not of the kind to please the

young painter, they were of too aristocratic a breed; he pre-

ferred the broad chests and strong limbs of the Flemish and
German, to the slender, delicate proportions of the Arabian and
the race-horse. So he left Vernet in the quiet possession of his

stud, and presented himself at the school of Guerin; but, unfor-

tunately, taking with him all his preconceived ideas of color

which appeared rediculous in the eyes of that rigid academician.

Gericault had made his earliest studies in the Musee, and, with

a hardihood which astounded Guerin, had presumed to copy

Rubens to a considerable extent; so that he went with all the

brilliant colors of the great Flemish painter in his eyes, into the

sanctuary where sat in solemn dignity academical figures, sculp-

tured models, wise men, heroes, and heathen dieties. In the

midst of such company the young artist was ill at ease, the at-

mosphere of the studio was too ungenial and chilling; moreover

he considered himself destined to become one day a great paint-

er, and his master expressed himself of a differeut opinion; and
therefore, whether the latter really thought so, or whether,

which is more probable, he was induced to aid the father of

Gericault in preventing his son following the profession, he

counselled the youth to renounce his intentions. Mortified, but

not discouraged, he left Guerin, and completed his literary

education by reading the English poets, and by the study of

Italian and music: he also continued to copy such masters of

painting as best pleased him, in the hope of acquiring some por-

tion of the genius which had animated them. At the house of

Guerin he had formed an acquaintance with many of the great

artists of his time and country,—Cogniet, Eugene Delacroix,

the two Scheffers, H. Dupont, and others; and was especially

intimate with Dedreux Dorcy, the most clever pupil iu the

school of Guerin; and who, having, like his fellow-student,

ample means at command, was quite disposed to spend them
liberally in his company, instead of pursueing with diligence the

study of his Art.

Gericault had now become a fine young man, well-made and

of elegant deportment; he was a great favorite with all his ac-

quaintances, and was already distinguished in the rides on the

Champ de Mars, of Paris. In our time, when the pleasures of

the turf and the race-course occupy the attention of the Paris-

ians, he would probably have entered the jockey-club, and have

been recognized as one of the heroes of Chantillyand the steeple

chase: yet not so much for the gratification these pursuits might

have afforded him, as for the opportunity they would give of

observing the various characteristics of the noble animal, which

it was the artist's pleasure to study, whethei on the turf, or har-

nessed to a charriot or a waggon.

But, unfortunately, his father and his family were still so

strongly opposed to the idea of his becoming a painter, they

would not even make auy arrangement to provide him with a

studio; he, therefore, painted sometimes at the house of his

friend, M. Dorcy, and sometimes at the residences of other ac-

quaintances. In 1812, however, he hired a temporary apart-

ment on the Boulevard Montmartre, where he painted a large

equestrian portrait of M. Dieudonne, in the uniform of a chas-

seur of the Imperial Guard, a work full of spirit and living ani-

mation. " Where did this come from?" asked David, the great

artist of the French school; "I do not recognise that touch."

Nor was it likely that he should, seeiug that Gericault was at

this time scarcely twentv years of age, and had already produc-
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ed a work that vied in color and composition with the best of

his cotemporaries. Such was the debut of Gericault; " Le

Chasseur de la Garde" caused as much astonishment as admi-

ration among both artists and the public. In 1814 he exhibited

at the saloon of the Louvre, "The Wounded Cuirassier," as a

companion picture to the foregoing. The dismounted horseman

is holding his horse by the bridle, on broken and slippery ground

;

the passage has evidently been suggested by the misfortunes of

the French army in the Russian campaign. In the interval

between the execution of these works he painted, for Lord Sey-

mour, two exceedingly fine studies of groups of horses, or rather

of portions of the animals.

All at once, however, the young artist abandoned his labors

at the easel to enter a corps of musqueteers. On the restora-

tion of the Bourbons, in 1814, a number of young men of the

higher classes of society enrolled themselves as a corps d 1
elite, to

testify their devotion to the restored dynasty; and they pro-

vided themselves with a magnificent uniform of scarlet and gold.

Gericault had many acquaintances among these young aristo-

crats, who persuaded him to give up his studious occupations;

and being of a sociable disposition, and easily persuaded, he

made no opposition to their requests. He soon indeed repented

of his weakness, when he perceived how mudi of pride and van-

ity was mingled with their loud expressions of devotedness to the

monarchy; but, loyal and faithful to his allegiance, he accompa-

nied Louis XVIII. during his one hundred days of exile, and

remained under the colors of his corps till its disbandment.

Once more returned to his atelier, the artist resumed his oc-

cupations with increased diligence. Filled with admiration for

the pictures of Gros, he was accustomed to pass many hours

in examining them, and, it is said, paid a thousand fraucs for

permission to copy his " Battle of Nazareth." Yet it was not

sufficient for him to have studied in France only, he considered

it necessary to become a pilgrim i.t the shrine of ancient Art,

OB

THE COAL WAGGOX

and accordingly started for Italy in 1817. Arrived in the land

endeared to every lover of Art by its glorious acquisitions,

Gericault felt deeply impressed with all he saw around him, and
received a new impulse from the works of the great men whose
names hare consecrated the genius of their country; in fact, he

saw Art through a new medium, one that he recognised, but

could scarcely understand. The frescoes of Michael Angelo
and others seemed so enchant him, and even the pictures which

hung in the Italian churches, dim as they were with age and the

smoke of innumerable tapers, allured him to immitation. Sus-

ceptible and easily wrought upon, that which hitherto had been

his highest ambition to reach, and his glory to have attained

—

color—he now held in little regard. In truth on bis return to

France, he spoke of his former " rose-tones," in tones of irony

and disdain ; and even his favorite Rubens, who had hitherto

been the object of his extreme veneration, scarcely escaped the

shafts of his satirical criticism. So firmly did this impression,

with regard to color, influence his style at this time, that he did

not dare to paint his horses as nature had made them, but chose

rather to adopt as models those he had seen in the pictures of

Julio Romagna, and in the " Attila" of Raffaelle. His delusion

on this subject, if such it may be called, lasted not very long in

its full extent; but it had a beneficial influence upon his future

works by keeping the colors of his pallete within moderate

limits—it had toned them down, as an artist would say.

But the time had come when he was to present himself before

the public as a painter of other scenes than those by which he

had already made himself popular. He had long meditated the

idea of bringing forward for pictor'al representation some pass-

age of history which would entitle him to rank among " the

great masters of Art;" and he selected for his subject "The
Wreck of the Medusa," suggested by the appalling shipwreck

of this French frigate. This fine picture, terrible by its fidelity,

would have been a triumph to an artist of long-matured powers;

as the work of one who had scarcely reached his twenty-eighth

year, it is almost marvellous. We recollect seeing it when ex-

hibited in London in 1820, and the impression we then received

from it is still fresh in our memory. Those who do not remem-
ber the picture, which is now in the Louvre, in Paris, may have

seen Reynold's excellent engravings from it. We forget the

precise circumstances and the time of the wreck of the vessel,

but one hundred and forty-eight of the crew betook themselves

to a raft they had constructed; out of this number sixteen only

were left on it, some living, some already dead—the survivors

having had nothing to subsist on for many long days, but the

flesh of their dead companions—when a sail was discovered in

1
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the horizon. This is the point selected be the artist. The com-

position of the work is very fine, more especially in its general

form, while the groups are balanced with great judgment; the

most prominent is that which terminates, in a pyramidal shape,

with the figure who signalises, to which all the others of the

group move in an ascending position. But, indeed, pages might

be written, had we space, descriptive of this harrowing scene.

The picture is undoubtedly one of the noblest of the modern

French School; it is as fine in its execution as the story it tells

is striking and terrible; vigorous in handling, powerful and solid

in coloring. The figures are all life-size.

An anecdote is related of the painter which shows that his

love for his favorite animal, the horse, was greater than his ap-

prehension of his own personal safety. Passing one day through

a small street leading to the Louvre, he saw a carman beating

a horse with extreme severity. Gericault's indignation was
roused, and he expostulated with the driver on his cruelty to the
poor animal. The man became insolent, and answered his re-

prover by threats and increased ill-usage; whereupon, the artist,

unable further to restrain his indignation, knocked him down
under the heels of his horse. The fellow hurt, but not abashed,
raised himself up, and, scanning the athletic form of his assail-

ant, quietly said to him, " Perhaps, as you are so strong, you
will yourself help the horse." Struck with the sound sense of

the remark, Gericault, without hesitation, put his shoulder to

one wheel, while the carman did the same to the other,—and
thus the hostile pair assisted the overladen beast through the
street.

In 1820, Gericault came to London with his picture of "The
Medusa," the exhibition of which, it is said, with the sum paid

TUE HOUSE DEALER'S STUD.

for the copyright of the engraving, realised him nearly a thou-
sand pounds. While here he embraced every opportunity of

studying the form and character of the English horse, the re-

sults of which are clearly perceptible in some of the few pictures

he subsequently produced.

On his return to Paris an alteration in his health became per-

ceptible to his acquaintances ; his letters were expressive of

ennui and melancholy, and "he was tormented with extreme rest-

lessness. Much of this is said to have been attributable to his

disappointment at not selling his picture of " The Medusa,"
which he had hoped to do, either here or in France. And
while his attachment to his friends became more intense, suspi-

cions altogether unfounded were entertained by him that they
were deserting him : he constantly complained of the rarity of

their visits, and that even their letters were few and far be-
tween. In short, his mind, for a time, was altogether unhinged.

It was the fate of Gericault to perish the victim of his own
boldness and impetuosity. Riding one day with Horace Vernet
on the heights of Montmartrc, bis horse, a young and exceeding-
ly spirited animal, shied and threw him with much force against

a heap of stones. The injuries he received were, however, not

of so severe a character, but that, with proper management on

his own part, he might in time have got over them. Impatient

of delay, and weary of confinement, he aggravated his maladies

by imprudent fatigue. He mounted his horse, and would assist

in the courses on the Champ de Mars, where he again was in-

jured by coming in contact with another rider, which compelled

him once more to submit himself to the care of his frieuds. Ill,

and incapable of moving abroad, he remained about a year at

the house of M. Dedroux Dorcy, drawing when he could, and

superintending the execution of some lithographs from his works.

But his spirit was altogether broken, and his melancholly was
increased by certain debts he had incurred, and which his illness

prevented him from laboring to discharge. To relieve his mind
from this disquietude, his friends, M. Dorcy and Colonel Bro,

contrived to dispose of some of his pictures, which they did to

great advantage, realising in a very few days 13,000 fraucs.

Nothing could have proved more consolatory to poor Gericault,

in his then sick condition, as the estimation in which he found

his works to be held; especially after the French government

At
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had offered him only 5000 francs for his " Shipwreck of the

Medusa."
This unlooked-for success seemed once more to revive his

drooping spirits, and with it some improvement in his health be-

came manifest. He went again to his work with as much alac-

rity as his enfeebled constitution would allow, and made a series

of water-color drawings of oriental costumes—the greater part

of which are now in the possession of M. Etienne Arago. He
also thought seriously of executing two grand compositions he

had long meditated, " Slaves Embarking," and "The Opening
of the Doors of the Inquisition." Already he had made a be-

ginning, when his malady returned suddenly, and with increased

violence ; and, after long and great suffering, he sank under it

on the 18th of January, 1824, in the thirtieth year of his age.

On the death of this painter, M. Dorcy, jealous for the hon-

or of his friend, and with true patriotic feeling, immediately

bought the picture of "The Medusa" for six thousand francs,

fearing it might probably pass into the hands of a foreigner.

THE WRECK OF THE MEDUSA .

Shortly after the purchase had been made, he was offered for it,

by some American gentlemen, more than double that sum, which
was at once rejected. At length, M. de Forbin, director of the

Museum, offered to redeem it at the price M. Dorcy had paid,

advancing from his own private purse one thousand francs, to

add to the government offer of five thousand. Thus Gericault's

great work found a place in the National Gallery of France, by
the side of Paul Veronese, Rubens, and Poussin.

The style of this artist is firm, vigorous, and perfectly distin-

guishable; without preferring common models, he knew how to

accept them, and impart to his representations of them that

character of beauty and force which gives nobility. If he saw
a cart-horse passing along, he would sketch it, so as to bring out

all its powerful action, and make it appear an animal worthy of

a painter's study. We have examples of his ability to do this

in the two engravings on the previous pages—" The Coal-wag-

gon," and " The Horse-Dealers Stud."

For the Photographic & Fine Art Journal

.

FLOWERS IN SICKNESS,

TO ABBIE.

As in sadness and gloom I reclined on my pillow,

With no kind friend near me my solace to be;

Like the warm beams of Hope upon life's stormy billow,

Came blossoms of fragrance—all breathing of thee.'

No pearl of the Ocean—or gem, could impart
A sensation of pleasure more true and sincere;
For bright as thy smile, and as pure as thy heart,
Though absent thyself—yet thy emblems were here*

Dear angel of goodness! such flowers should twine
Round thy brow in thy brighter and happier hours;
As of old when they marked the slow progress of time
By the sunshine—or blooming and fading of flowers.

Though often at night the bright petals are closing,
To-morrow the bee will return to his feast;

43*

And the sun, which afar in the West is reposing,
More brilliant to-morrow will rise in the East.

When sorrow is o'er thee, let this be the token

—

The rainbow will often succeed to the shower;
The blossoms remain—though the stem may be broken,
For the heart will full often resemble the flower.

Flowers gladden our childhood; tell love's soft revealings,

The sweetest emotions of friendship disclosr;

They can' soothe, they can wound, they can rouse the deep feelings,

Or lull even sorrow itself to repose.

Thank God for the Flowers! thank thee, dearest friend, ri.->

In whom their sweet emblem is pictured so fair;
/f.

And if heaven a thorn in thy pathway should send, SL

May you still find the Sunshine and Blossoms are there.

—

Annie. "if

I—
.
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!' THE CALOTYPE PRCCESS.—A HAXCBOCK TO PROTOGRAPIIY ON PAPER.*

BY THOMAS SUTTON, B. A.

The printing process, or that by which the positive photograph

is obtained from the negative, involves the following five opera-

tions, viz.:

—

1. To salt the paper; or to albumenize and salt it.

2. To render it sensitive to light.

3. To expose it to the pressure-frame.

4. Toy?.-c and tone the picture.

5. To trim and mount the finished picture.

These operations are more troublesome than those which I

have described in the Negative process; the Printing should,

therefore, never be attempted away from the resources of home.

THE CHEMICALS

required in this process are

—

Acetic Acid.

Nitrate of Silver.

Hvposulpliite of Soda.

Chloride of Gold.

Common Salt, or Hydrochlorate of Ammonia.
Distilled Water.

Or, for the rich dark violet tints, so much admired in many
French photographs,

—

Hydrochlorate of Ammonia.
Ammonia.
Nitrate of Silver.

Sel d'Or (Hyposulphite of Gold).

Pure Hydrochloric Acid.

Hyposulphite of Soda.

Distilled Water.

THEPRINilNGKOOH

should be provided with a sink and tap, with an abundant sup-

ply of water. There should also be convenient benches to carry

the dishes, and the means of hanging up papers to dry. The
window should be provided with a yellow curtain, which may be

drawn at pleasure. A dark cupboard will also be found very

useful.

The floor of this room will be infallibly stained, in spite of

every precaution. Let eo one deceive himself by imagining the

contrary.

THE APPARATUS

will consist of

—

Several earthenware dishes, with upright sides, and without

lips.

A bath of plate-glass, or gutta-percha, for the nitrate solution.

(Note 10).

One or more pressure-frames (Note 17).

Wooden paper-clips (Note 11).

Bottles, funnels, portfolios, and the usual sundries.

FIRST OPERATION.

The salting may be performed in ordinary daylight. Papers

simply salted are called plain papers; when albtimenized and
salted, they are called albumenized papers. These latter have a

glazed or varnished appearance, and the shadows a peculiar

depth and transparency. The former more nearly resemble en-

gravings. The fashion iu England just now, is in favor of albu-

menized papers.

The paper commonly used for positives is that manufacted in

France by Messrs. Canson freres. (See Note 9.) It should be

cut into sheets a little larger every way than the negative.

Plain Salted Papers.

Make the following solution:

—

Distilled water - - - - 1 pint (20 ounces).

Common salt 5 drams.

W * Continued from page 317.

Filter if necessary; and then pour it into a clean dish a little

larger than the papers to be salted. Mark the back of each in

one corner, and float it in the usual way. Allow it toremainfive
minutes upon the bath, and then hang it up to dry.

When dry, salted papers may be preserved indefinitely in a
portfolio, kept for this use, and always in a dry place.

When positives are intended to be colored by the artist, they
should be printed upon plain and not upon albumenized paper.

Albomenized Papers.

Into a very large basin put

The whites of two dozen fresh eggs.

Distilled w?ter . . . half a pint flO ounces).

Common salt . . . one ounce.

Beat the whole to a very stiff froth with either a silver or a
wooden fork (not an iron one). Cover the basin, and let it

stand undisturbed for twenty-four hours. Then, filter into the
dish through two layers of fine muslin, previously damped; taking
care to keep the neck of the funnel beneath the surface of the

liquid, in order to prevent the formation and escape of air-bub-

bles. Then, clear the surface from these, should there be any,

and float the paper in the usual manner. Let it remain upon
the bath for ten seconds only, and then hang it up to dry. When
thoroughly dry, albumenized papers may be preserved indefinite-

ly, in a portfolio kept for the purpose, in a dry place.

Should the albumen have been imperfectly beaten up, it will

be very liable to form streaks upon the paper when hung up to

dry. In this case it will be necessary to heat it up again, and
not to proceed with the work until the following day; as every

paper would be infalliby spoiled.

Some photographers recommend to place the albumenized pa-

pers, one at a time, between two sheets of thin glazed paper,

and to iron them with a moderately hot smoothing-iron, in order

to coagulate the albumen; but this is, I think, superfluous, as

the necessary coagulation is effected in the next process by the

nitrate bath.

It is a curious fact, that by increasing the time of floatation

upon the albumen bath, a less amount of glaze is imparted to the

paper.

Hydrochlorate of ammonia has been recommended instead of

salt, as being less deliquescent. It is, however, liable to contain

iron; and with respect to the tone which it imparts to the pic-

ture, it has, so far as I have observed, no advantauge whatever
over salt, in this process.

I may make the same remark with respect to several other

chlorides which have been recommended; such as those of bari-

um, calcium, strontium, potassium, &c. I have tried several of

these, but I give the preference to salt. Sea-water answers per-

fectly well.

SECOND OPERATION.

To Render the Papers Sensitive.

This must, of course, be done in a yellow light.

The Sensitive Solution

is as follows:

—

Distilled water - - , 1 pint (20 ounces).

Nitrate of Silver •

Glacial acetic acid

- 2\ ounces.

4 drams.

Pour this into a bath of plate-glass, or gutta-percha (with a very

flat bottom), to the depth of about three-sixteenths of an inch;

then float the papers upon it, face downwards, in the usual man-
ner. Whether plain or albumenized, allow them to remain upon

the bath at least five minutes; and then hang them up to dry.

Before floating the papers, some persons recommend to rub

them with a cambric handkerchief on the face, iu order to re-

move any crystals of salt which might have formed there.

Albumenized papers should be perfectly dry when placed upon

the bath, or they are liable to become stained by it. Should

this danger be apprehended, they may be dried before the fire

until perfectly crisp.

The sensitive papers should be dried in a yellow light, and
I
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when dry, kept in a portfolio until required for use. They will

preserve their color and good qualities for several days or even

weeks; a valuable property which is mainly due to the addition of
the acetic acid to the bath. The acid has also the effect of assist-

ing in the coagulation of the albumen, and in my opinion it im-

proves the tone of the picture, particularly in the lights, imparting

to them an agreeable grey tone, instead of the unpleasant green-

yellow, which is too common in positive prints. The acetic acid,

however, must not be considered as a necessary ingredient in this

bath; since the majority of photographers do not employ it.

There is this difference between papers rendered sensitive by

the positive and the negative processes. Papers sensitized by

the latter method turn of a pale brown tint the instant they are

exposed to the light; and do not become darker by any subse-

quent amount of exposure. Sensitive positive papers, on the con-

trary darken gradually on exposure to light; and attain event-

ually very deep and rich tints, such as are fitted to form the

shadows of a picture.

The nitrate-bath becomes discolored by use. A slight amount
of discoloration is of no importance; but in time it becomes ne-

cessary to filter it through animal charcoal, in order to restore

its transparency. To do this, put a tea-spoonful of the charcoal

into a funnel of filtering paper, and filter slowly in the usual

way.
The bath also becomes weaker by use; fresh nitrate ot silver

mu^t, therefore, be added, when necessary.

When not in use, the solution should be kept in the dark.

THIRD OPERATION.

To Expose in the Pressure-Erame.

This may be done, either in sunshine or in ordinary daylight,

and equally good results obtained. The difference is merely one

of time. In the sun, a print may be obtained in from four to ten

minutes, according to the strength of the negative; while in the

shade, or in diffused daylight, it might require as many hours;

but if sufficient time be allowed, the result will be the same in

both cases.

The apparatus in which the positive is printed is called

The Pressure Frame.

The most simple form of pressure-frame (for other forms con-

sult Note 17) consists of two thick ] late-glasses, of the same
size, with a piece of cotton velvet between them.

It is to be used thus:

—

Lay the velvet upon one of the glasses; on it, the sensitive

positive paper, face upwards, and the negative to be printed,

face downwards on that; then lay the other plate-glass (which
should be clean and free from imperfections) upon the back of

the negative.

The positive paper should be perfectly dry, or the face of the

negative in contact with it will become spotted, and the negative

ruined. Should any doubt exist as to the perfect dryness of the

positive paper, it should be held at a moderate distance from the

fire just before losing. A sort of half-light is allowable in the

room in which this is done. The yellow screen before the win-

dow is unnecessary.

The Exposure

to the light is effected thus:

—

Carefully convey the two plate-glasses, with the papers be-

tween them, into the open air, and place them, in a horizontal

position, upon a chair or table; the back of the negative, with

the glass upon it, upwards.

The light will now pass through the lights (or more transpa-

rent parts) of the negative, and darken the sensitive paper be-

neath; thus producing the shadows of the positive; while the

darker parts of the negative will, in a greater or less degree ac-

cording to their intensity, retard its action, and preserve the

sensitive paper beneath from being acted on—thus producing the

lights and half-tones of the positive.

Since the lights and shadows are reversed in the negative, and
again reversed in the process of printing from it, it follows that

they will be ultimately true to nature in the positive; and the

same will be true of the relative position of the objects, as regards

right and left.

The operation of printing must not be arrested until the lightest

tints of the positive shall have become one or two shades darker than

they are desired to be ultimately; for these tints will be reduced in

strength, by that amount, in the subsequent process of fixing and
toning the picture.

Since the positive paper is larger than the negative in contact

with it, it will present an outside border exposed directly to the

action of the light. From the changes in tint which this border

visibly undergoes, a tolerably correct idea may be formed of the

progress of the picture. With a good negative, the process

should not be arrested until the outside border of the positive

paper shall have assumed a bronzed or metallic appearance.

The shadows of the positive will then be in the state which pre-

cedes this bronzing, and of sufficient intensity. To proceed with

the printing beyond this point would be injurious.

The print is the test of the quality of the negative.

Should the negative be of the proper strength, the printing

may be pushed to the extreme limit for the lights without injury

to the shadows; that is, without bronzing or deepening them to

such an extent as to bury and obliterate the details which they

ought to possess; at the same time that the shadows will have

acquired depth sufficient for a strong and pleasing picture, in

which the necessary amount of contrast is observed.

Should the negative be of too great intensity, (through under

exposure, or any other circumstance), it will be found impossible

sufficiently to bring out the details and gradations of tone in

the lights, without bronzing and ruining the shadows. The
lights will therefore remain unmeaning chalky patches in the

positive; the contrasts will be violent; and the result extremely

disagreeable. Such uegatives are said to be hard and dry; and
deficient in half-tones.

Should the negative, on the contrary be too feeble, that is,

possessing too great a uniformity of tone, and too little force of

contrast between the lights and the shadows; then, the positive

will be equally deficient in contrast, for in printing it, the lights

will either so rapidly acquire the necessary depth (from want of

vigor in the blacks of the negative), that the shadows will not

have had time to darken sufficiently, and a pale, worthless posi-

tive be the result; or, by pushing the printing to the necessary

point for obtaining depth in the shadows, the lights will have
darkened also to such an extent, as to render the picture a mon-
otonous dark mass, devoid of high lights or relief of any kind.

Such negatives ought to be of very rare occurrence in the process

which I have been describing; they are, however, but too com-
mon in other branches of photography, and in general proceed

from over-ex posure.

The fact that an orer-exposed negative can be strengthened to

the proper intensity, by a change in the development, is an ad-

vantage so peculiar to the process which I have described, and
one of such inestimable value, that I may be excused for so fre-

quently bringing the circumstance before the reader. I know
of no other process in which this is possible to anything like the

same extent.

FOURTH OPERATION.

To Fix and Tone the Print.

When sufficiently printed, remove it from the pressure-frame,

and place it at once in

The Fixing-Bath,

which is composed o.

—

Hyposulphite of soda

Distilled water - -

6 ounces,

1 quart.

Allow it to remain in this for about ten minutes, then re-

move it and place it in

tmt* -gstsag
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5 ounces,

1 quart,

The Toning Bath,

which is composed of

—

Hyposulphite of soda

Distilled water

Chloride of silver 2 drams (Note 18)

Chloride of gold 15 grains.

Allow it to remain in this, until it acquires the tint which may

be thought most agreeable. The time will vary from half-an-

hour to six hours. Then remove it and wash it well in common

water; place it once more, for five minutes, in the fixing-bath;

then wash it again in abundance of water, changed several times,

and finally leave it to soak for twenty-four hours in a tub of

clean water, in order to remove all traces of hyposulphite; then

hang it up to dry.

The best form of vessel for containing these hypo-baths (as

they are termed) is a deep earthenware pan. When the toning-

bath becomes low, replenish it from the fixing-bath, and add

more chloride of gold when necessary, the fixing-bath being af-

terwards replenished with fresh solution. The fixing-bath will

always contain chloride of silver, which it has abstracted from

the prints fixed in it; there will consequently be no necessity for

renewing the chloride of silver in the toning-bath, as that will

be sure to accumulate.

The toning-bath, when not in use, should be kept in a bottle

and the black sediment allowed to settle to the bottom.
_
When

required, decant carefully the clear part of the solution into the

bath. This bath improves greatly by age. It is never too old.

The changes of tone which the print undergoes in these baths

are as follows :

—

On removal from the pressure-frame the print should present

the appearance of having been much over-exposed. It must not look

too pretty in this stage, or, when finished, it will appear pale and

faded. The tint should be a very deep brown, bordering on violet.

On immersion in the fixing-bath it speedily loses its burnt

appearance and clears up, assuming a most disagreeable and mon-

otonous red color. The hypo is now removing all the free ni-

trate and the chloride of silver, and rendering it no longer sen-

sitive to light.

On immersion in the toning-bath the shadows soon begin to

assume a deeper and more agreeable tint; and this change con-

tinues through different shades of brown and sepia, until they

reach a black the lights at the same time becoming of a grey,

or greyish yellow. After the black, this yellow tone begins to

overspread the whole picture, and if not stopped J,n time would

eventually ruin it.

The second immersion in the fixing-bath should have no per-

ceptible effect on the'color. In recommending it, I follow the

fmggestious of M. Le Gray, who thinks it a necessary precau-

for ensuring the permanency of the picture.

A print, which, through neglect, may have been much over-

printed, can be recovered or greatly improved, by placing it, on

removal from the pressure-frame, in a bath of water containing

ammonia, in about the proportion of five ounces of water to two

drams of ammonia. In this bath the tint will redden considera-

bly, and the tone be in time reduced, ammonia being a solvent

of the oxide of silver. It should then be well washed in water

and placed in the fixing-bath as before; or the print may be

placed at first in a strong and new bath of hyposulphite to which

ammonia has been added in the above proportion, instead of in-

to the usual fixing-bath. This will redden and reduce the tone

of the print, without yellowing the lights or darkening the sha-

dows, as would be the ultimate effect of a simple hypo-bath upon

an over-exposed picture.

The theory of the action of the toning-bath is not yet suffi-

ciently clear. Mr. Hardwich is now busy with the subject, and

has addressed some interesting letters containing the result of

his researches, to the Journal of the Photographic Society, and
which appeared in the numbers for September and December last.

FIFTH OPERATION.

To mount the picture upon card-board, employ thick paste*
entirely free from lumps or knots. Lay a coat of this very spar-

ingly upon the back of the print, and apply it immediately to the

card board; on it place a sheet of clean blotting-paper, and then
press out all the air-bubbes, and make it lie quite flat by rubbing
it with an ivory paper-cutter.

Place it under heavy pressure to dry.

The picture is now finished.

( To be continued}

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

ON THE REVIVIFICATION OF FADED POSITIVES.

BY MM. DAVANNE AND GIRAKD.

A revivification may be obtained by reconverting the red or

yellow silver of the positive into chloride or iodide, and exposing
it to light; but as the darkened impression thus obtained would
require the same subsequent operations as the original impres-

sion, it would be as it were a new impression of the same kind,

and be equally liable to fade. The point was therefore to effect

such a transformation of the surface of the silver as would render
the image unalterable.

The authors have attained this by combining the precipitation

of gold by silver with the simultaneous formation of impression-

able chloride of silver. Every one is aware that a slip of silver,

dipped into a bath of chloride of gold, becomes coated with a

deposit of metallic gold, while a portion of the silver, equivalent

to that of the gold precipitated, passes into the state of chloride.

It was probable therefore that by impregnating a faded proof

with chloride of gold, a deposit of metallic gold would take
place upon the silver, which, then transformed into chloride of

silver, would be affected by light. It might be expected more-
over that the beautiful colors of metallic gold would come to

enrich the tints of the print.

Experience has fully realized that which theory had indicated.

If we take a positive print, no matter how faded, and soak it in

a bath of chloride of gold sufficiently concentrated, the print

will be revived in all cases, but with different appearances, and
different tints, varying from red to blue or black, according to

the circumstances in which it has been placed.

The experimenter has before him here, in fact, two reactions,

the precipitation of metallic gold, and the blackening of the

chloride of silver formed; so that in forcing one of these condi-

tions more than the other, he may obtain such and such a tint

at will.

The following are different circumstances which may present

themselves, all being particular cases under the above general

rule:

—

Plunge the print into a solution of chloride of gold of variable

strength, expose or not the sheet to the light in the bath, and
lastly wash it with hyposulphite of soda to remove the excess of

chloride of gold and chloride of silver. As just indicated, the

operation may be carried on in the light or in the dark; but the

results are different, and the presence of the chloride of silver

sufficiently explains this. If the operation is performed in the

dark, the deposition of the gold takes place more or less quickly,

according to the strength of the bath ; in employing a bath
containing about 5 grammes of chloride of gold to 1 litre (i. e.

about 44 grains to the imperial pintf ), and rendered slightly

acid by the addition of a few drops of hydrochloric acid, the

operation lasts from three to four hours; at the end of this time

the yellow parts of the print have acquired beautiful red, brown
or black tints, the invisible portions have appeared, and still the

whites have been well preserved. On removing from this bath,

it is merely requisite to leave the print in hyposulphite of soda
for some time, and then to wash this well out in water.

In this case, as may be supposed, the results are produced by

To Trim and Mount the Picture.

The edges may be trimmed in the manner described for nega-

tives.

ffl

*Mt;ny photographers prefer a solution of gum arabic.

t.This quantity of gold may be thought large, aud hence the process
by no means economical; but a pint will suffice for a large number of

prints. \*T
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metallic gold, without the intervention of chloride of silver; for

the latter, not being exposed to light, is dissolved by the hypo-

sulphite of soda.

If the light of the sun is allowed to act, the precipitation of

the metallic gold will take place in the same way; but besides

this, the chloride of silver will interpose in the coloring, through

its property of blackening in the light; hence it becomes neces-

sary to take some precautions to prevent solarization of the

print.

If the gold bath is strong enough, the deposit forms rapidly,

the chloride of silver is slightly modified, and the whites remain

without any alteration. (This operation usually lasts about ten

minutes.)

If the gold bath is too dilute, and if, in consequence of this,

the print is kept too long in it, the whites turn blue, the print

is completely solarized, but the blacks always remain darker.

To recapitulate: to revive a print, place it in a solution of

chloride of gold, and leave it in this bath three or four hours, if

shielded from the light, or a few minutes if under the influence

of the solar rays; in other respects follow the ordinary course,

pass through hyposulphite of soda, wash properly, and the print,

however faded, will be found revived.

From La Lumiere.

ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF DiSTlLLED WATER IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

By an article (Conseils aux Photographer Yoyageurs, ) which

appeared in the last number of La Lumiere, M. Maurice Les-

piault seems to have found himself very much embarrassed with

his demi-john of distilled water: he could stow all his other ap-

paratus in an envelope of canvass which could be carried when
needed like a soldier's knapsack; but how should he carry his

provision of distilled water, without which the majority of pho-

tographers deem it impossible to work with any cleanliness?

In this dilema M. Maurice Lespiault seeks the advice of his

confreres, and it is in answer to his invitation that I take up my
pen.

I would rather have the employment of distilled water in

photography completely suppressed; I will therefore examine
whether this suppression is attended with any disadvantages.

River waters, both from springs and wells contain in solution

several terreous salts, viz. : chlorides, sulphates, and sometimes
carbonates. Chlorides alone form an apparent precipitate with
the nitrate of silver, but it is so disunited that it passes through
the paper filter; in this case the liquid is muddy, but not a sin-

gle chemist could prove that it is worse on that account.

In preparing positive papers it is a very small portion of the

chloride of silver which will become added to the chloride of

silver en masse which constitutes the useful effect of this paper.

In negative paper it is a very trifling portion of chloride of sil-

ver which will become added to the ioduret of silver, en masse,

which forms the base.

If the chloride of silver thus formed becomes agglomerated, it

may be separated by filtering through paper; and the bath,

now clear, cannot be perceptibly influenced by the terreous sul-

phates which always remain in solution and play a part analog-

ous to the terreous nitrates arising from the formation of the

chloride and ioduret forming the base of the sensitive papers.

M. Disderi was therefore correct in saying, "If you desire to re-

move from the common water the property of becoming agitated

with nitrate of silver, pour into one ounce a little nitrate of silver

and filter after the chloride or other precipitate peculiar to this

water have somewhat subsided, this water will consequently al-

ways form a clear solution with the nitrate of silver, and
will be just as good as distilled water." This method is desig-

nated by M. Disderi as a preparation of distilled water without

an alembec Aside from the title, I think M. Disderi was per-

fectly right, and photographers who have a horror of a muddy
bath may follow this method.

Chloride of silver, different from the ioduret in this respect,

is wholly insoluble in nitrate of silver, however concentrated,

when the salt of silver is neutral ; but a few drops of acetic

acid added to a disturbed bath renders it as clear as if distilled

water had been employed.

A bath thus cleared with acetic acid is excellent for positive

papers, but for negative papers the neutral nitrate of silver must
be acidulated with acetic acid: the employment of acetic acid

is another method for obtaining a clear silver bath, making use

of ordinary water.

For photographing on paper it appears evident to me, there-

fore, that the employment of distilled water is superfluous.

For collodion negatives for portraits, we want especially great
sensitiveness, and one of the most efficacious methods is the em-
ployment of liquid nitrate of silver, that is to say, as neutral as

possible, but then after that an addition of acetic acid to clear

the bath disturbed by the chloride of silver in suspension would
be detrimental to the sensitiveness. In this case use water
freed from the chlorides by M. Disderi's method.

Supposing that the plate be given its sensitiveness in a bath
rendered milkey by common water, it is certain that this chloride

in suspension could only add to the sensitiveness of the whole,
as success in photography exactly depends on the union of a num-
ber of bodies of diverse photogenir power all aiming at the
same result. Acetic Acid besides united with pyrogallic acid
would render the bath clear, even before the appearance of re-

duction; and if the bath remains in a disturbed state after the
addition of pyrogallic acid, we may rest assured that precipi-

tated ioduret is the cause of it, and not the chloride in pre-exist-

ing suspension dissolved in contact with the liquids.

The very trifling precipitate consequently produced by com-
mon water always disappears before the development of the image,
and the collodion could no more than the paper retain the least

trace of it in the precipitate state. The employment of distilled

water itself and rain water, which nearly approaches it, often

cause failure in collodion operations, because they are not pure,
there are distilled waters sold and made by condensing the va-
por as it leaves the cylinders; this water is always contaminated
by organic matter arising from the decomposition of the oils

which are used to lubricate the pistons; when used in preparing
the chloride of gold, the baths of silver and the pyrogallic acid,

there is a reduction of the gold and silver, and the operation
fails. Rain water, which has carried off all the filth of the roof,

produces an analogous effect. After all, drinkable waters are

always preferable, as we are better assured of their quality.

There is a widely disseminated opinion which considers filter-

ed waters as superior. Possessing equal limpidity, ordinary water
is absolutely the same, the filter can only retain the matter in sus-

pension without in the least changing the nature and quantity of

the dissolved salts. This saline matter is not in any way injurious,

as I have just shown in photography on paper and collodion.

If the collodion sometimes shows a saline deposit, we may be
certain that it arises from imperfect washing. It is only the

last wash of proofs on silver and sensitive collodion which re-

quires the employment of very pure distilled water. Even proofs

on silver may be finished with river water by rapidly, and with-

out interruption, evaporating the liquid film. A saline coating

is without fail produced, but its continuity renders it indivisible;

it is like a new varnish which adds to the solidity and enriches

the tones. There are instances, however, where the last wash, if

not done with distilled water, often produces stains on well de-

veloped proofs. I experienced this trouble in the mountainous
region of the department Du Gard, without being able to dis-

cover the true cause of it; no deposit was seen, but bluish mar-
bling, caused doubtless by a sulphurous principle. When a wa-
ter is saline, it spreads easily over the plate, whilst distilled wa-
ter divides into little pores on the application of the slightest

heat. Du Gard water acted in this respect like distilled water,

but on evaporating there was an action of one of its principle

ehemicals on the silver.

Finally, I consider the use of distilled water in photography
as a mania, which sooner or later will pass away, except in the

few cases I have just spoken of.

M. A. Gaudin.

Calculateur au Bureau des Longitudes.

VOL. VIII. NO. IX. U
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ON WAX AND WAXING PAPER,

BY TV. CROOKES, ESQ.

[From the " Description of the Photographic Process employed in the

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford."]

I am indebted to Mr. Barclay of Regent Street, wax bleach-

er, for much valuable information concerning wax and its adul-

terations, and for an extensive assortment of waxes of all kinds,

and in every degree of purity: also to Mr. Maskelyne, for a

valuable series of the chemical bodies of which the various wax-

es are composed; by means of these, I have been enabled to ex-

amine the effect produced by saturating the paper with bees'-

wax from different countries, Myrica wax, Canauba wax, China

wax, spermaceti, ethal, stearic acid, stearin, palmitic acid, pal-

mitin, paraffin, and various oils.

I find that the action of the wax is purely mechanical, almost

the only difference of effect produced by any of the above bodies

widely as they vary in their chemical nature, arising from a dif-

ference in their physical properties.

Stearin, palmitiu, and most of the oils, are too greasy in their

nature to be advantageously employed. The fatty acids do not

make the paper in the least greasy, but they injure the transpa-

rency. China wax has almost too high a melting point, and
gives a crystalline structure to the paper. Spermaceti also is

too crystalline. Paraffin, ethal, and the waxes, produce very

good results; of these bees'wax is the only one that would be
practically available for this purpose. It should be free from

stearin, stearic acid, tallow, etc.; the presence of a little sperm-

aceti does not much interfere, but as its price does not differ

very much from that of pure wax, it is not so common an adul-

teration as the other cheaper substances.

It will be unsafe to use the wax in the form of round thin ta-

blets, about 4 inches in diameter, in which it is usually met with

as in this state it is generally adulterated to the extent of at

least 50 per cent.

As an article of commerce, it is next to impossible to obtain

small quantities of wax sufficiently pure to be relied on. The
only way I cau recommend is to apply to one of the well-known
large bleachers, and trust to them for supplying the article in a

state of purity. Whenever I have found it necessary to make
such applications, my request has always been acceded to in the

most cordial manner, and every information has been given with

the utmost readiness.

The first operation to be performed is to make a slight pencil

mark on that side of the photographic paper which is to receive

the sensitive coating. If a sheet of Causon's paper be examined
in a good light, one of the sides will be found to present a finely

reticulated appearance, while the other will be perfectly smooth;
this latter is the one that should be marked. Fifty or a hun-

dred sheets may be marked at once, by holding a pile of them
firmly by one end, and then bending the packet round, un-

til the loose ends separate one from another like a fan; gener-

ally all the sheets lie in the same direction, therefore it is only

necessary to ascertain that the smooth side of one of them is up-

permost, and then draw a pencil once or twice along the expos-

ed edges.

The paper has now to be saturated with white wax. The
vessel in which the wax is melted, must be contrived so as never

to allow of its reaching a higher temperature than 212° Fahr.,

or decomposition of the wax might ensue. I have found the
most convenient apparatus to be, a tin vessel 15 inches square
and 4 inches deep, having a tray which holds the wax fitting

into it, about 1 inch deep. The under vessel is to be half filled

with water, and by keeping this just at the boiling temperature,

the wax above will soon become liquid. The wax is to be made
perfectly liquid, and then the sheets of paper, taken up singly

and held by one end, are gradually lowered on the fluid. As
soon as the wax is absorbed, which takes place almost directly,

they are to be lifted up with rather a quick movement, held by
one corner, and allowed to drain until the wax, ceasing to run
off, congeals on the surface. When the sheets are first taken

up for this operation, they should be briefly examined, and such
as show the water-mark, contain any black spots*, or have any-
thing unusual about their appearance, should be rejected.

The paper in this stage will contain far more wax than neces-

sary; the excess may be removed, by placing the sheets singly

between blotting paper, and ironing them; but this is wasteful,

and the loss may be avoided by placing on each side of the wax-
ed sheet two or three sheets of uuwaxed photographic paper,
and then ironing the whole between blotting paper; there will

generally be enough wax on the centre sheet to saturate fully

those next to it on each side, and partially, if not entirely, the
others. Those that are imperfectly waxed may be made the
outer sheets of the succeeding set. Finally, each sheet must be
separately ironed between blotting paper, until the glistening

patches of wax are absorbed.

It is of the utmost consequence that the temperature of the
iron should not exceed that of boiling water. Before using, I
always dip it into water until the hissing entirely ceases. This
is one of the most important points in the whole process, but one
which it is very difficult to make beginners properly appreciate.

The disadvantages of having too hot an iron are not apparent
until an after stage, while the saving of time and trouble is a
great temptation to beginners. It is to a neglect of this point
that I am inclined to attribute most of the faults so commonly
laid to the charge of this beautiful process; such as gravelly ap-

pearance, or waut of smoothness in the lights, and quick decom-
position in the developing solution.

A well-waxed sheet of paper, when viewed by obliquely re-

flected light, ought to present a perfectly uniform glazed appear-
ance on one side, while the other should be rather duller; there
must be no shining patches on any part of the surface, nor should
any irregularities be observed on examining the paper with a
black ground placed behind; seen by transmitted light, it will

appear opalescent, but there should be no approach to a granu-
lar structure. The color of a pile of waxed sheets is slightly

bluish.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

A FEW WORDS ON THE COLLODION PROCESS,—AMBROTYPE.

BY AN AMATEUR.

Sir,—Having practised the collodion process since 1851, and
having achieved greater success as regards the quality of my
pictures than most amateurs, I take the liberty of troubling you
with the following account of my manipulation.

My apology for so doing must be the endless complaints I

have seen in your Journal of difficulties occurring to those prac-

tising this truly beautiful process, and the almost never-failing

success which attends my own operations.

First, as to the negative process: there appears to be a diffi-

culty with many in getting a sufficient intensity in collodion ne-

gatives to admit of printing from in a satisfactory manner ; many
methods have been proposed for removing this difficulty, such as

darkening the fixed image, or adding gallic acid to the nitrate

bath, a proceeding of which I very much question the propriety.

None of these methods are of the slightest utility, as any inten-

sity may readily be obtained by paying attention to the state of

the bath and the composition of the collodion.

The collodion which I find to produce the best uegatives is

made as follows: dissolve 2| grains cotton in G drachms good
asther, dissolve 3 grains iodide of potassium in 2 drachms alco-

hol (absolute) and mix. This collodion will be fouud every-

thing that can be desired for negatives, although for positives

it is nearly useless.

The nitrate bath: take 1 oz. nitrate of silver and dissolve in

16 ozs. of water, add a few grains of iodide of potassium, agitate

it and filter, then neutralize with liquor ammonia?, taking care,

* These spots have been analysed by Mr. Malone; he finds them to

consist, not of iron, as is generally supposed, but of small pieces of brass.

1 have also examined them myself with a like result.

0££ii©3* »§3*S§3$Q
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however, not to render the bath alkaline, then add spirits of

wine 1 oz., rather 2 drachms.

One of the principal causes of failure in the negative process

is having too much acid in the nitrate bath, but if neutral no
difficulty will be found iu producing intense negatives.

Now for the process which has been stigmatised as the " soot

and whitewash" process, but only by a set of clumsy fellows who
have applied a name to a process which should rightly have
been confined to their own productions.

The daguerreotype process in the hands of really first-rate

operators is the best for portraiture, but I maintain that collo-

dion positives properly taken are very little inferior to the choic-

est daguerreotypes, and certainly superior to nine-tenths of them.

In fact, I rarely see daguerreotypes that can bear comparison
with my own collodion positives. I tried some time back nearly

every sample of advertised collodion, and invariably found some-

thing wanting in all of them. I then commenced a series of ex-

periments in iodizing, and at last succeeded in getting a collo-

dion which worked superior to any I had purchased. This col-

lodion I worked with for some time, till I was fortunate enough
to fall in with a sort very little known, as it has not been adver-

tised, and which is sold by Mr. Mander, of Snow Hill, in this

town, under the name of Martin's Collodion. This preparation

is of the two superior to my own, and by using it with the bath
and developing solution as given further on, I have succeeded

in obtaining collodion pictures of a degree of beauty rarely to

be met with.

The bath is made as the negative bath, but not quite neutral-

ized; it should have a decided acid reaction.

The following developing solution is the best I have ever

tried

—

Water 6 oz.

Common acetic acid \ drachm.
Sulphate of iron 1 "

Pormic acid 1 "

Trusting these remarks will be of service to some of your
readers,

I remain, Sir, yours respectfully,

Universal Success.

P. S. On application to Mr. Mander, I find the collodion

mentioned is not sold anywhere else, but is prepared from the

formula of an amateur of that name; it is much to be wished he
would give the formula to the public.

A MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHY—THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL.*

BY CHARLES A. SEELY, A. M.

CHAPTER IX.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING. FIXING AND TONING.

The fixing and toning, or coloring, are usually effected at the
same time, and in a single bath. In theory, however, the ope-
rations are different, and in practice may sometimes advanta-
geously be performed at different times in separate baths. The
bath of pure hyposulphite of soda fixes a photograph in a few
minutes, by dissolving out the Nitrate and Chloride of Silver

from its surface. But the picture is left of a disagreeable red-

dish hue. It is the object of the coloring bath to change this

redness to agreeable tints of light and shade. The coloring is

probably owing to the change of the silver into the state of a
sulphuret. After the plain hyposulphite bath has been in use
some time it spontaneously acquires coloring properties. Where
time is of no consequence it may be advisable to make a toning
bath in such a way.

Plain Hypo. Bath.

Hyposulphite of soda 4 oz.
Water 1 pint.

Soak in this bath pieces of the sensitive paper blackened by

* Continued from page 285.

light till it acquires sufficient coloring power. This will require

a time from one day to a week according to the size of bath,

amount of paper, and temperature. When the bath is ready for

use, add to each quart of solution 15 grs. of Chloride of Gold
dissolved in 10 oz. of water. This mixture may be used an in-

definite length of time as a fixing and toning bath combined,

occasionally replenishing with Hyposulphite of Soda and Chlo-

ride of Gold. Indeed the older such a bath becomes, the better.

There are several ways of making an extemporaneous fixing

bath. One of the most common is composed as follows:

—

Hyposulphite of soda 3 oz.

Chloride of silver 60 grs.

Nitrate of silver 15 grs.

Water 10 oz.

When the Hyposulphite of Soda and Chloride and Nitrate
of Silver are dissolved, add

Chloride of gold 8 grs.

Water 10 oz.

This bath will also improve by use and must be replenished

like the last.

On immersing the printed photograph in the'toning bath the

whole aspect of the picture is gradually changed, the lights be-

coming brighter and the shades passing through various tints of

red, brown, sepia, violet and black. As soon as the shades

have reached the violet black, the picture must be removed from
the bath and thoroughly washed in water. If allowed to re-

main longer the lighter parts become of a disagreeable yellow,

and the picture is ruined.

The time taken for fixing and toning should be at least half

an hour. If the bath tones more rapidly it should be diluted

with water and hyposulphite of soda, added if thought necessary.

The toning bath when not in use should be kept in a bottle,

taking care to preserve with it the black sediment which accu-

mulates in the tray in which it is used. In decanting the clear

liquid from the bottle, the sediment should be left.

In the final washing, too much care cannot be used, as unless

the washing is thorough aud continued, the picture will iuevi-

tably fade. The water must be changed several times, and the

soaking should be prolonged at least sixteen hours.

As a further precaution against fading it would be well on
removing the picture from the toning bath to immerse for a few
minutes in a fresh and weak solution of hyposulphite of soda.

CHAPTER X.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING THE AUTHOR'S METHOD.

The process given in the present chapter, although differing

but little from what has been presented in the preceeding pages,

is thought worthy of a special description here. It has been
tried on a larger scale than usual for a considerable period of

time, and has proved to be a practical and simple method.
The formulae will be given exactly, and the manipulations,

when differing from those already given, will be described.

1. Salting.

Chloride of Ammonium 20 grains.

Water 1 Pint.

This solution may be made in the gutta percha tray. Take
the sheet of paper by the corners at one end in the hands, and
draw it through the solution two or three times till it is evenly

and thoroughly wetted on the surface. Suspend the sheet by
the corners to dry.

2. Sensitizing.

Nitrate of Silver 40 grains.

Water 1 ounce.

Concentrated Ammonia q. s.

This solution is best spread by means of a Buckle brush. Sat-

urate the cotton with the solution. Pass over the sheet rapidly
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in one direction, and again in a direction at right angles to the

first. Let the sheet drain for an instant, if necessary, then lay

it upon a line to dry.

3. Exposure to Light.

4. Fixing and Toning.

Immediately on removing the print from the frame, place it

in a bath (a) of pure water, kept in a dark place. As soon as

a convenient number have accumulated—a dozen or two—re-

move them from the water bath to a bath (b) composed of

Chloride of Sodium 60 grains

Water 1 Pint.

After soaking in this solution five or ten minutes, they are placed
in the following bath (c)

Chloride of Silver 60 grains

Nitrate of " 15 "

Hyposulphite of Soda 3 ounces.

Water 1 pint.

In this last they are allowed to remain till the desired tone

is obtained. They are finally soaked in clean water, frequently

changed, for about sixteen hours.

The object of bath (a) is to dissolve out as much free silver

from the paper as possible. If the silver is precipitated from
this water, about two-thirds of what was originally consumed is

recovered; making it an item of importance when much printing

is done.

The bath (b) changes any free nitrate left by the bath (a)

into chloride, which is more readily removed than nitrate by
the hypo. bath.

The bath (c) will last an indefinite period of time, provided
fresh hyposulphite of soda and water of soda are occasionally

added. About 1 ounce hypo, to each 100 prints would probably
be sufficient.

I would suggest if there should be any fear of fading, that the

bath (c) be preceded and followed with a solution of

Hyposulphite of Soda 2 ounces

Water 1 pint.

An immersion in this of about two or three minutes is sufficient.

If it is desirable to obtain the peculiar effects of the gold ton-

ing, chloride of gold may be added at pleasure to the bath (c).

CHAPTER XI.

Photographic Printing—Mounting and Coloring.

Paper photographs are usually mounted on Bristol board or

plate paper, somewhat in the manner of steel engravings. For
this purpose, thick and fresh flour paste, free from lumps, or a
solution of gum arabic is employed. The print being trimmed
to the proper shape and dimensions, is laid face downwards upon
a clean board or table, when the paste or gum water is spread

upon the back evenly and sparingly with a brush. The photo-

graph is carefully laid upon the card board and gently pressed

down by going over the surface with a clean cloth or handful of

cotton. Finally, the picture should be subjected to a heavy
pressure in a copying or other convenient press till nearly dry.

It is a common practice either before or after mounting to

glaze the surface with gum water or a solution of albumen or

gelatine. This glazing is spread on with a flat brush, or the

photograph is floated upon a bath of the glazing matter dissolved

in water. The amount of gloss is evidently proportioned to the

strength of the solution, which may be varied to suit the taste

of the artist. The effect of glazing is in a good degree obtained
by subjecting the picture to powerful pressure between revolving
rollers. Machines are now made expressly for the purpose.

For retouching, India ink and ivory black, ground in water,
are most useful. They are laid on with a hair pencil.

@

For the following I am indebted to Mr. Sutton's " Calotype
Process."

"Float the print, face downwards, upon albumen, diluted with
one-fourth part of its bulk of water. (Of course I allude to a
print which has not been previously altramenized, and which has
been well washed and dried after fixing,)

" Let it remain upon this for several minutes.
" Whilst in this bath, take the sheet of plate-glass upon which

it is intended to mount it (and which is to form subsequently
the glass of its frame), and cover it completely with a thick
coating of albumen. Level it exactly, and then apply the albu-
menized face of the paper to the glass.

" When dry, the print will adhere firmly te the glass, and will
then look as well as it did in the water.

" Itmay then be placed in its frame."
For water coloring the photograph needs no other preparation

than a slight glazing of gum water. For oil painting the paper
must first be saturated with oil or varnish. Pastel coloring is

a species of Crayon painting.

An unsuccessful attempt has recently been made to introduce
an ancient process of coloring, for which a patent (!) is now
claimed. By this method the paper is made transparent by
means of Damar or other suitable varnish, and when dry oil

colors are applied at the back of the picture, the effect is quite
unartistic, and the process cannot be recommended. Finally,
the coloring photographs requires artistic skill, and where the
photographer does not possess this, he should apply to a profes-

sional colorist.

C To be continued.)

For the Photographic and Fine Art Journal.

ON AMBROTYPES.

To the Editor of the Phot, and Fine Art Journal:

Sir,—I have been, in common with many others, an observer

of the rise and progress of the art of taking pictures on glass,

and have greatly admired the process. Lately a new phase has

sprung up, which is exciting no little attention among the Pho-
tographic fraternity in the United States, viz. the process of

taking positive pictures on glass.

And a person who no doubt presumed a considerable upon
the credulity of the citizens of this country, actually proceeded
to Washington and obtained a patent for sealing up these same
positives, with a black ground, and he christened them Ambro-
tyjpes. The name has now become so identified with this pecu-

liar style of photographs, that the public ask for them by that

name.
Now, with all due deference to a discerning public, I would

submit that the name conveys an erroneous idea of the pictures.

Others have called them by various names: Crystallographs,

Lamprotypes, Athemotypes, &c, all with the intent to deceive

the public. How far the patentee may substantiate his claim

to originality, remains to be seen. Thus far he has succeeded

in selling various rights to practice in different parts of the

country, and withal has no doubt made it quite a remunerative

transaction.

It is with a view to disabuse the public mind on these posi-

sitive pictures—Ambrotypes, so called—that I now address yon,

trusting what I may advance may be the means in some small

degree, of enlightening the Photographist on this subject.

Pictures on glass were first taken in England by Sir John
Herschel, about four years since.* He was induced to try glass

instead of paper for the negative picture to produce the Talbo-

type. Because he conceived that if he could make the negative

upon glass the process of procuring the positive would be great-

ly facilitated. His first experiments were with albumen, and the

* This is a mistake. The elder Neipce, and Mr. Whipple of Boston,

took them in 1848, and the latter obtained a patent in this country for

albumen on glass in 1849. Mr. Langenheim, of Philadelphia, also ob-

tained a patent for an improvement in 1850.

—

Ed.
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results were not entirely satisfactory; but soon he was induced

to try collodion, when he found he could easily produce a posi-

tive picture on glass. These he deemed of small moment, be-

cause they could not be viewed except by the addition of a

blackened surface to produce the shadows, and he pursued his

experiments further until he attained the negative picture, from

which he readily produced the positive on paper.

These positives on glass were not considered worth putting

np for sale in England until some time after the discovery of the

use of glass. The presumption of a man taking up that process

two years after and applying for a patent for merely sticking

them together with a blackened surface at the back (without

which they are not seen at all,) is only equalled by the stupidity

of the examiners at the Patent Office at Washington. No pa-

tent can be valuable which is held by such a feeble tenure.

In looking over the transactions of the Photographic Societies

of England and France, we find no mention made of these posi-

tive pictures. And we are led to conclude that they are not

there deemed worthy of notice. Nevertheless, in this country

they are made to figure quite conspicuously of late by the seem-

ing authority of a patent.

Many daguerreans have felt a reluctance to experiment in this

branch of the Photographic Art, for fear of a mandate from the

United States Court. Now, there need be no apprehension on

that score, as the patentee only claims the privilege of putting

Canada balsam in front of his blackened glass, which rather in-

jures the effect than otherwise.

They can be first covered with white copal varnish, and al-

lowed to dry, and then with the black asphaltum varnish; by this

means all the beauty combined with much more durability, may be

attained than with the Canada balsam, and all those persons who
have been so anxious to possess themselves of the patent have

learned to their cost that they were buying a useless article; for

the balsam will be very liable to crack by the slightest jar after it

is partially dried, and that crack will impair the beauty of the

picture, whereas the asphaltum varnish will retain its place for

years. This plan of japanning on glass has been in successful

practice for forty years, as many old looking-glasses will attest,

which can be found in the houses of our grand-parents. Al-

though it has been asserted that the black varnish will crack off

in a short time, we have proof undeniable that it will endure

longer than the Canada balsam, for that has already shown
its destructability in several instances.

We would therefore strongly urge upon our Photographers

to avoid being led astray by high-sounding words and threats,

as all this intimidation is not needed to caution those who pause

long enough to reflect.

As regards the beauty and utility of the so called Ambro-
types, they can be used and made of essential service, particu-

larly in taking groups and children, where only a short time

can be allowed in the camera, for it must be confessed that there

have been many improvements made in this art of positive pic-

rures on glass.

No doubt we shall see further improvements. And it is with

this view that I write now, to open a wider field for the practice

of this beautiful branch of Photography.

If the fear of an injunction is constantly before the mind of the

Photographist, he cannot pursue his experiments with any degree

of satisfaction. Witness the retarded progress of the daguer-

reotype when the patent reigned in England, and how much it

has been improved since that incubus has been removed.

I trust that no one will be restrained from pursuing this branch

of photography on account of the so-called patent, but will lend

his energies to perfect it, and we shall see results such as will

astonish the world. B.

— Preserve proportion in your reading, keep your views of

men and things extensive, and depend upon it a mixed knowl-

edge is not a superficial one; and as far as it goes, the views

that it gives are true ; but he who reads deeply in one class of

writers only, gets views which are almost sure to be perverted,

and which are not only narrow, but false.^-Dr. Arnold.

U*

NOTES OF A TRIP TO EUROPE.—NO. 1.

Philadelphia, Oct. 23rd, 1855.

Friend Snelling.—Previous to my leaving for Europe, I

promised to give you an account of what I saw in the way of

Photography, the advancement of the art, and the doing of the

fraternity in general. I owe you an apology for not fulfilling

my promise ; it was delayed from time to time owing to such a

multiplicity of affairs crowding on me, and so much to see in a
limited time that I found myself upon the eve of returning with-

out having kept my word; it was not for the lack of material I

can assure you, for go where you would, let it be in refined En-
gland, scientific France, or their slower neighbor, the Germans,
you meet the fraternity following up closely its manifold beauties,

aiding science and advancing the arts, copying the beauties of

ever changing Nature, alike in the placid valley or the mountain
top, the ruins or monuments of by-gone ages; the wonders of art

of those sublime Geniuses whose names are immortal, are repro-

duced with a faithfulness that throws the finest productions of

the engraver in the shade—and all this at a cost that places

them within the reach of all. And to what greater perfection it

is to attain none can tell, for every day adds new discoveries

or applications of this most wonderful art; for, since the discov-

ery of the collodion process, Photography has taken a fresh

start, and to what purpose we all know, and it seems almost im-

possible to improve it farther but in one point—that of color

—

it then could be pronounced perfection. From the many discov-

eries daily coming to light it seems as if that grand finishing

stroke ere long would be accomplished. So great has been the

advancement in that way that to see the thing complete would
not be more astonishing than what we already know. In EurojDe

many great and scientific minds are laboring in that field, and I

have no doubt many in America, but with a different feeling;

here it is a selfish motion, there it is for the advancement of

science. Even with the professional man you do not meet with
that mystery or secrecy that is generally the case in this coun-

try. They are frank and open upon the subject, admit you to their

laboratories there is a free interchange of their views to the mu-
tual advancement of all; they do not cramp or fetter the most
beautiful of arts with patent processes ; they could not do it if

they would, for those in office there are too conversant with the

arts and sciences to be duped by those who would take to their

own credit that which belongs to many.
I know that there are many in the profession who labor in it

for a love of the art, and I have no doubt their silence is owiDg
to the fact that there are those who arrogate to themselves

more than in justice belongs to them. I have been led into

these remarks by the frank open conduct of those met while

abroad : I always found a willingness to show me their mode of

operation; or give me some information I might require, and to

Mr. Mayall of London and Mr. Thompson of Paris, I feel under

great obligations for many acts of kindness; a willingness to assist

me in any way that lay in their power. While in Paris I met
with many kind friends, to some of whom I was indebted to Mr.
Mead of your city for their acquaintance.

The great extent to which the art is carried in France is sur-

prising. I suppose the great exhibition has much to do with the

unusual amount of business being done this season, there never

was before such inducements for persons to visit the gay metro-

polis. The French exhibition of itself is a wonder, it is true it

has not the novelty of that of Hyde Park in the way of build-

ing, nor has it the imposing effect of that one—as in this case it

is contained in four separate buildings instead of one—but in

point of variety and interest the world never saw the like before;

and in point of arrangement of such an affair we know none can

compete with the French, to which is added the liberality of the

government. The picture gallery alone is well worth a visit to

Paris. There never was such a collection of living artists collected

together in one display before. The catalogue numbers over four

thousand—among them the choicest of every school, and as a
source of study for the artist and man of taste they are beyond
estimation. I may give you my opinion upon the merits of the

different schools hereafter, and also my opinion of the galleries
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throughout Europe. I was sorry to see my own country make
such a poor display. I had to wander through the numberless

aisles for some time before I could discover its locality, so

diminutive is the affair. The greater part of it was made up of

India rubber goods. I noticed Daguerreotypes by Gurney and
Mead Brothers. I believe that is the amount of display in pho-

tography from the States. The reaping machine as usual at-

tracted much attention and carried of the medal. The sewing

machines were looked upon with wonder, and the beautiful elec-

trotyping of charts from the Beareau at Washington met with

universal admiration. The display made by France is wonder-

ful; her beautiful machinery, splendid astronomical and mathe-
matical instruments, and her beautifnl fabrics, all bespeak a

wonderful nation. I am sorry the display was so far from our

artizans, for I know that the quick perception of the Yankee na-

tion would have been able to turn much to account.

I have not had much to say in this letter in the matter of

photography, that I will enter more largely into in my next,

giving your readers my opinion of what I have seen in the way
of photographs and photographic galleries.

Yours respectfully,

F. D. B. Richards.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

ON VARIETY OF COLORING IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

Sib,—As any remarks on the subject of variety of coloring in

photography cannot fail to be highly interesting to all connected
with the photographic art, I take this opportunity of drawing
attention to a few phenomena I observed whilst experimenting
with a photographic apparatus in Ceylon a few years ago, hop-

ing that they may be of some use to those investigating that par-

ticular branch of the science, though I much regret that I had
not made them known sooner, and that other pursuits prevented
me from investigating the matter further myself.

The circumstances which led to these experiments were as

follows. Being unable to procure any gallic acid at the chem-
ists in Ceylon, I resolved to try what effect the juices of plants

remarkable for containing tannin would have if used instead of

it. I had by me at the moment some of the ripe fruit of the
Diospyros glutinosa, the Timheri Gas of the Singalese; it is used
by the fishermen along the coast of Ceylon, where it grows in

great abundance, to preserve their fishing-lines, which it does
most effectually by acting as an insoluble varnish, having the
property of preserving and adding to the strength of the cotton
fibre of which their lines are made; it is simply applied by hold-

ing the fruit in the hand and rubbing it along the line. Having
collected a quantity of the transparent viscid juice of this fruit,

and applied it to one surface of a piece of paper with a brush
(which gave it a glossy appearance, as if coated with gum or

the white of egg), I observed that on exposure to light the
coated side of the paper assumed, in a few seconds, a light brown
tint, which shortly afterwards increased to a decided brown.
To this coated side of the paper I applied some tincture of io-

dine (pharmaceutical strength), which caused the color to dis-

appear altogether, and at the same time produced an alteration

in the texture of the paper, making it quite rough on the sur-

face as if it were coated with flock; but on applying a solution

of nitrate of silver (gr. 30 to 3i) the paper was instantly re-

stored to its original smooth appearance and became very sensi-

tive to light.

On examining the papers so treated the next day (they were
not fixed after exposure in the camera, but lay carelessly about
the room), I was much surprised at seeing the beautiful variety

of tints they presented,—green, yellow, blue, and brown; the

green was particularly beautiful and varied, but all the colors

were somewhat metallic in their lustre.

I also tried the juice of this fruit on glass, but as the coating
readily peeled off on applying the solutions of iodine and silver,

I did not succeed in preserving any impressions. I am also

sorry to say I cannot find among
above experiments to show to the Society.

my baggage examples of the

_
Since making the experiments, it has struck me that the va-

riety of color may have resulted from the deposition of metallic
silver (an essential oil perhaps abounds in the fruit), which mav
have been acted on by sulphuretted hydrogen, but no doubt the
able chemists who are members of the Society are more compe-
tent to interpret the phasnomena than I am.

I fear it will be impossible to send the fruit in its fresh state
from Ceylon to Loudon ; and as the juice becomes quite insolu-
ble after it has been a short time expressed, these experiments
can only be repeated and receive further investigatien by some
photographer in Ceylon.

It would be worth while to make experiments with the fresh
juices of fruits and plants, also of the gums of trees growing in
the tropics, as some beautiful results and perhaps easier methods
of manipulation may be arrived at; or in case of failure of sup-
ply or injury to chemicals, good and efficient substitutes may be
obtained on the spot.

In connection with this subject, I may mention that the action
of light on the juice of the Plantain stem deserves some investi-
gation. I have observed that the natives are particularly care-
ful whilst cutting down a plantain tree lest any of the juice
should spurt out on their white cotton clothes, for wherever a
drop of the juice falls the part becomes permanently stained
black. Yours truly,

J. Lamprey, M. B.

63H3aeg*

CLEANING FLUID.

Sumpterville C. H., Oct. 23, 1885.

Mr. H. H. Snelling,—Dear Sir: Your favor of the 8th
inst, is at hand, I would have replied to it much earlier, but
was busy preparing for a journey.

I hail the appearance of your monthly issue with great delight,

it contains much valuable information relative to every branch of
the Art. No daguerreotypist should be without it. I have watched
with great interest the progress of Photography, and regret very

much the want of a general interest throughout the interior

of the country for these latest improvements in the Art. On ac-

count of which I have as yet confined my attention to daguer-

reotypes. I have, however, colored in oil, several photographic

portraits (being a portrait painter as well as a daguerrean). In
this respect they possessess great and decided superiority over

the plated pictures. Oil colors, too, possess the advantage over

simple water colors, inasmuch as the artist has greater freedom;

by a judicious combination of colors he is enabled to produce

greater harmony and beauty, especially in relieving the head

from the back ground. My practice is to paint the entire pic-

ture, drapery and back-ground; my colors are laid on with mas-

tic varnish in excess, and when perfectly hard a coat of varnish

over the whole. Perhaps, at some future time, I may send you

a few specimens, just to show you what folks can do away back

in the country.

If it is worth anything to the fraternity, I will give a good

recipe for making a wash for cleaning plates. It may not be al-

together new, but I have never heard of it before.

Dissolve about 40 drops of common Petroleum, or rock-oil, in

about 1 oz. of sulphuric acid. Add to this about 5 oz. of alco-

hol, then filter through filtering paper this mixture. Of this

mixture I dissolve 40 drops into about 4 oz. of alcohol, with

which I clean my plates in the following manner. I mix in a

small bottle calcined rotten-stone with this latter, to the consis-

tency of milk, or thin cream. This I apply to the plate until

it is well cleaned of all impurities, and then, with the pure mix-

ture, a few drops of which, upon the plate, with a clean piece of

cotton flannel, the plate is rendered perfectly clean. I have

used a great variety of washes, but I find this superior to them all.

It never fails.

Yours, very respectfully,

C. H. Lanneau.
Greenville, S. C.
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OUR ILLUSTRATION.

THE EDITOR.

m

Photographed by M. B. Brady, of New York City.

Scene—Editor's Sanctum.

Editor, solus, looking Daggers and cross-bows at the wall.
" Friend."—Editor scowls.

Enter

Friend.—Hallo! what a visage! Why! what's the matter

now, Snelling? Sebastopol is taken, and there's a reduction in

the price of provisious. Literature is assuming its own proper

standard.

—

Editor.—(Groiols.) In the kennel!

Friend.—And your Journal,— The Journal—seems to go a-

head like wildfire, and

—

Editor.—(Growls.) Waits for

—

Friend.—
The human face divine

Is being pictured in every line,

And the sun himself looks down to view
The work he implores us all to do.

There's impromptu for you! Now doff that sombre visage, and
tell us what's the matter.

Editor.—I'm again disappointed!

Friend.—In what, pray? Give me your talents (Ed. ahem!)

and perseverance, and a good share in the profits of your Jour-

nal, and I'll promise you shall never be disappointed again.

Editor,—Thank's for your compliment to the Journal and
myself; but all I need at present is your advice.

Friend.—Humph! A thing easily purchased! But do elu-

cidate. What cloudy mystery envelopes thee while in the sun-

ny hour of success?

Editor.—I have been disappointed again in obtaining an

illustration for my next number. What a set of breakers I am
among!

Friend.—But you are a good helmsman, and will steer clear,

—but how disappointed?

Editor.—The negatives promised have not arrived, and no

time to spare.

Friend.—Doleful news! Have you been to Gurney's late-

Editor.—No. He has furnished one already.

Friend.—To Lawrence's?

Editor.—No. He also has filled his space this year.

Friend.— A.nd I suppose they plead the "press of business." I

know the Meade's swallow a cracker for their dinner, and has-

ten to accommodate their numerous customers. Root, has even

forgot to write sonnets for the " dailies," he is so pressed by

bright eyes and pouting lips. Brady, too, is overwhelmed, but he

has a Paradise within that keeps his heart open and free, and
always ready to relieve the troubled mind! Yes, Brady is the

man, and to Paradise you shall go, and have those ugly wrinkles

smoothed. Yes, that's decided!

Editor.—What do you mean?
Friend.—Let's look at you?

Editor.— ( Turning around.) At your service.

Friend.—Good! quite satisfactory!—Eye of fire (Ed. growls
—and brimstone) denoting energy—mouth decisive (Ed. growls
—in length)—lips seldom curled except in anger

—

(Ed. growls—that's always). Forehead manly strength and high resolve

(Ed. to fly). Face altogether worth looking at when in an

amiable mood

—

(Ed. you can't catch it). Put on your hat and
go to Brady's,—you'll do!

Editor.—(Bearishly.) Do what?
Friend.—Sit still.

Editor.—I have no time to spare for that.

Friend.—But you must lake it while Paradise takes you.

That frown on your brow is like the nightmare of a cloudy day

to the aspiring artist.

Editor.—(Surprised.) Take me!
Friend.—(Laughing.) Well, you are rather a substantial

fellow, and it might be quite a difficult job; but somebody there

in France says, " Never say fail," and so do I. So come
along.

Editor.—What are you driving at?

Friend.—Driving you to do what your distant friends, in all

parts of the world, wish to have done. Give them the light of

your couutenauce, as well as the light of your mind, (Ed. acan-
dle half snuffed out,) and let them see how you look.

Editor.—Me!
Friend.—Y-e-o-u.

Editor.—My portrait! It would murder the Journal!
Friend.—Let it die then ! Wrap your mantle around you

in its expiring agonies, and leave that to me as a legacy for my
bad advice.

Editor.—Well, will must when necessity compels, if I am
destined to be beheaded thus, on you must rest the odium.

Friend.—(?) And victory—hurrah!

[Ezucnt omnes.

Well, there, you have got it at last! and we hope you are

satisfied. Downright necessity has compelled us to comply with
your kind wishes. If we ai'e not so great a beauty as you im-

agined, or show as amiable a looking countenance, remember
that we have lived some twenty long years—" off and on "—in

the editorial chair, and what can you expect from one who is so

constantly attended by a devil, and he too such a charming imp
that his presence, particularly when he is obstreperous in his

calls for copy when the commodity is scarce, is the source of the
most lively sensations, as evinced by the amiable appearance of

our portrait. We were born amid the thunders of artilleiy, and
we smelt brimstone with our youngest inspiration—consequently
we have our predilection for firing off something, and as we have
no opportunity for using a more deadly instrument, we have
taken to paper bullets. If they destroy the enemies of our
friends, the Photographers, we shall feel sufficiently honored.
That's all of our history you'll get from us, kind reader.

Jkrsoncil # ^.rt Intelligence.

— Owing to our prolonged absence and the delay in obtain-

ing the photographs for our October number, but a few days
intervenes between the issue of that and the present number,
and we have received but little personal intelligence of interest.

Our editorial therefore must be brief. We were in hopes to have
been able to place before our readers, this month, a history of

the " Ambrotype " patents from the pen of one of the most
respectable photographers; but he writes us at the last moment
that he has been unable to collect the facts together in time for

this issue. In regard to these patents all we can now say is,

that we have reasons to believe that the patents are totally

worthless, and that we were mistaken in our statements in regard
to the right to use balsam for cementing two glasses together.

We, however, desire to proceed on a sure foundation, in order

that there may not be the shadow of a doubt in the matter. If

all we have heard is true—and we hare received our information

from those who are thus far above reproach—the position of

some men will not be enviable. We have given the principles,

heretofore, upon which we have acted in this matter, and no im-

partial man will accuse us of personal enmity. We have no
cause for such. Our duty compels us, as a conservator of the

welfare of the Photographic community, to do many things that

are not only unpleasant to our feelings, but adverse to the inter-

ests of individuals. We should avoid these if consistent with

our duty; but just so long as there are men in the world who
will take advantage of the ignorance of the majority, just so long

will it be necessary for us to do violence to our kindlier feelings.

The duties we have assumed for the benefit of the Art must be
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executed with fearlessness and without favor, or we should be un-

worthy the confidence reposed in us.

— It was proposed in our last number that the Photographic

Exchange Club should be increased to fifty members, and that

the distribution of photographs should be made once in two
months. On these propositions sixteen members have voted

—

thirteen in the affirmative, and three in the negative. The pro-

position is therefore carried. The vote stands thus:

—

For the proposition.—Messrs. Guilloii, M'Clees, Ehrmann,
Germon, Broadbent, Lawrence, Holt, Lewis, Brinckerhoff,

Schoonmaker, "Whipple and Snelling.

Against the proposition.—Messrs. Betts, Richards, and Lan-
genheim.

The proposition being carried, admits Mr. M. A. Root, of

Philadelphia and Mr. S. Masury, of Boston, to membership,

they having already applied for admission. Gentlemen desirous

of joining the Club can forward their names to us as heretofore.

In order to ensure the most prompt fulfilment of the principal

designs of the Club it is proposed, by four members, that it shall

be a standing rule, that any member who neglects sending in

his contributions of photographs promptly shall be dismissed

from the Club. Members will please vote on this proposition.

The members being scattered so far apart that frequent meet-

ings are next to impossible, it has been deemed, at least for the

present, necessary to transact the business of the Club through
the columns of the Journal. It would, however, be well for the

more distant members to indicate the time when they are likely

to visit New York on business, and it may thus be possible to

fix upon a day next spring when a meeting may be held and the

necessary organization take place. We trust every member
will entertain that interest for this society which it deserves.

Success in their art does not wholly depend upon dollars and
cents, but equally in the progress of improvement. A high
standard of excellence should be the aim of each member, and
to secure this they must drop personal considerations and com-
municate freely with each other. A public exhibition of photo-

graphs of every description should be made in the city of New
York at the earliest possible moment, and we would suggest

that arrangements be made immediately, and premiums offered.

We have no doubt that a handsome sura can be raised by pri-

vate contribution for the purchase of splendid prizes. What is

the opinion of the Club on this point? We would also inform

members that the first of December is the time fixed for the first

distribution of photographs. They are to be sent to our ad-

dress, No. 324 Broadway, New York.

— At the Agricultural Fair of Pennsylvania, Mr. M. A.
Root of Philadelphia, and Mr. J. E. M'Clees of the same city,

received the first premiums. Mr. Root for the best Photographs
and Mr. M'Clees for the best Ambrotypes.

— The Wisconsin State Fair awarded the following pre-

miums:

—

A First Premium to Hesler & Joslin of Chicago, 111., for

the best Photographs on ivory and canvass, colored in oil and
pastel, plain do., and colored in water colors, do.

A First Premium to A. Hesler, for the best Daguerreo-
types.

A discretionary premium to R. Wermick, of Chicago, for plain

Photographs.

A discretionary premium to Kelly & Lilligridge, of Chicago,

for Ambiotypes.
A discretionary premium to Taylor & Lenox, for Ambro-

types.

A discretionary premium to H. A. Balch, of Joliet, for Da-
guerreotypes.

Second premium to S. M. Fassett, of Chicago, for second best

Daguerreotypes.

Third premium to P. Von Schneidaw, of Chicago, for third

best Daguerreotypes.

— We give the following as a specimen of what may be called

the sublime degree in newspaper criticism. We clip it from a
Chicago paper:

—

" A New Attraction on Lake Street.—That divine spark
which glows in the soul of man is of too deathless origin to be
ever wholly extinguished. The fire which Prometheus long
since stole from Heaven still sleeps in diffused and infinitesimal

embers though it may be, yet waking into renewed ignition at
every new and genial afflatus. The great popular heart will ever
beat responsive to genuine sentiment, and the popular gaze un-
satiated upon true forms be they Natures own or the faithful

reflections of regal Art. The crowd that throngs along the
city street instinctively offers its adoration at whatever sign

reveals its Goddess draped in robes of deity most seeming, and
who shall say that this impulsive homage is not as critically and
worthily bestowed as though it were the matured decisions of

a senate of the world's profoundest judges.
" For the past few days the principal halting place on Lake

street has been at No. 131, before a new and attractive show
case, bearing the modest inscription 'Fassett's Daguerreotypes.'
Stop with the crowd and participate in their admiration. ' See
those rich toned miniatures so perfect in delineation, so natural
in positions so graceful in drapery—and withal so uniform in

finish that you are at once satisfied that they have sprung from
the eye and the hand of an artist whose genius has left behind
the school of chance success for that of habitual certainty. Ob-
serve the easy attitude, the graceful pose, and congratulate the
human family of parents, children, brothers, sisters, cousins,

lovers, that they can henceforth possess in one a faithful portrait

and a pleasing picture. Rest your eye upon the placid features

of those 'substantial citizens' whose business enterprise and pri-

vate worth are fit models for emulation. Note yonder waiting
gloved and plumed equestrian, and think with her you hear the
footfall of her coming steed. Hazard but a rapturous glance
upon that turbaned brow and burn with envy of the happy sul-

tan who reigns that bosoms chosen lord. Join with that lovely

suppliant, who, half concealed in rosy tinted halo whispers faith's

low prayer, to kindly listening ear above, and having added
thus thy meed of praise, pass on well recompensed.

" Or would you know the authors of these master-pieces, you
have but to ascend a few steps, to a well appointed gallery,

where a youthful couple, artists both, with young devotion to

their art, are buried with the pencil and the sunlight multiplying

all the forms of beauty and of grace with which their fertile ge-

nius is full to overflowing. Here seat yourself within the magic
circle and spring at once into a thing of beauty and become a
"joy forever."

If the writer of that is not a " natural born genius" for busi-

ness, we don't know who is. Success to him, for his ideas soar

upon the golden wings of the morning and are not of the earth

earthy; but he " plays upon a harp of a thousand strings,"—of

daguerreotypes made perfect.

— Reign of Art.—In this wonderful age, Art lays her mas-
ter touches on almost every thing. The ceilings over us and the

carpets we tread on, are hallowed by Art. Art winds the rail-

way through the mountains and the mind : makes her machines
of wood and iron, to act as if with knowledge and annihilates

space with lightning tamed down to the tuteledge of a boy.

Nothing is too lofty for her touch and nothing too humble. A
new proof of this old conviction, has just fallen under the our

notice, in the shape of a Cathartic Pill, fram the Laboratory
of that world renowned Chemist Doct. J. C. Ayer.

If we understand the subject, he has carried that article to

the farthest perfection of which it is capable. Instead of em-

ploying Drugs in its composition, as we have always thought the

necessary and only way, he has with consumate skill extracted

the virtues of the medicine to be employed and combined them
alone in their purity together. The composition is then mixed

and rolled by machinery and steam power into a speroid pill

which is wrapped in an envelope of gelatine, for protection from

the effects of weather or time, and then thickly coated with su-

gar, to serve as its passport over the palate. Notwithstanding

all this labored perfection they are offered to the Public at less

than one cent each. However humble the department, we think

this may be safely characterized as the consumation of Art in

its line.

—

Morning News, Bait.
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A VISIT TO TIIE FAIR OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 1855.

r. Editor—Have you ever seen a child who
has been very particular in the arrangement
of her baby-house, suddenly stand amazed at

the transformation effected in her little

domain by some mischievous urchin to teaze

her—placing everything in a contrary direc-

tion from what she had intended it to occu-

For instance : her doll had been placed in a nice

velvet cushioned chair—in a nice little parlor,

and she finds it astride of a stove in the kitchen ; the

little chair turned bottom upwards, answering the

purpose of a washstand ; her little tubs answering the pur-

pose of bowls, and the bowls of tubs
; her little minors

reversed and turned into fire-boards ; her sugar dish filled

with salt, and the salt dish with sugar ; her chairs strung

upon nails
; tongs and shovels on the tables for spoons and forks;

and the little plates at the doors for mats, the mats serving for

window curtains, and her pet doll's new bonnet for a flower-vase,

&c. ? If so, go with me in imagination to the Crystal Palace
during the last fair of the American Institute. Not that I

would presume to imply that any such absurd disarrangement

was visible there, for all appeared in the most beautiful and har-

monious order. But it did look so funny, after the grand
show of the " Worlds' Fair." But, then, you know, we had
grand visitors from all parts of the earth, and now it was " Hail
Columbia !" everywhere ; and " Hail Columbia" was never bet-

ter represented. We entered, and stood for a few moments
quite perplexed. All the naves were appropriated ; but for

what ? There were no gaudy flags now waving over the products

of other nations—each claiming rivalry as No. 1, and appealing,

quietly we will allow, in praise of England, France, Italy, Bel-

gium, &c, but they were all thrown into one Grand Nave (spell

that word right, please Sir) and the industrious sons and daugh-
ters of all nations, were gathered together in one common cause;

all for one common country—and that country was " Had Co-
lumbia !" and Columbia's banner was over all, and all tongues

were united in boasting that Columbia produced all the won-
ders displayed there.

But we must begin at the beginning—only excuse all

blunders—for we are in the " 'umble" position of one of

Dickens' characters—(See David Copperfield) : statues were
there, looking warm enough without any clothing—warm
with ideal loveliness. Charity bending over the poor infant,

whom she has saved from a life of want and woe, needs but her

angelic countenance beaming with sensibility and benevolence,

to appeal at once to the heart. The gods and goddesses, are

gods and goddesses—nothing more. If they have any peculiar

traits of chai'aeter, they can speak for themselves ; but they are

not such as to excite emulation. But here is one in the midst

with a god-like sublimity on his lofty brow. He may have been

taken in " statuo nalurce," (is that Latin ?) orin staluo clotlmrio

( I'm sure that's an imitation) but we need only looks on his

face to rank him as high as any heathen divinity.

What chaplet can we find

m

Worthy to grace the brow of him,
Before whom other lights are dim,
The maa of mighty mind.

Webster's light is extinguished now—or rather exists only

in memory, but to wish that it might again illuminate the earth.

Pause here in reverence—for it is Washington" ; and we
should be dumb. But, no ! The throb that penetrates every

bosom throughout Christendom must vibrate to a voice, and
that exclaims in one united chorus from palace to cottage in

tones never to be silenced. Whether represented upon his

noble steed, rousing a nation to arms, or with his benign looks

bent upon the glorious result of his and his co-laborers exertions

in the cause of freedom, as if in commendation, it is the same
Washington in all I

But we have no time for rhapsodies ; for we must move on

and examine some of these results.
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The machinery comes next. Oh immortal Fui.ton ! and im-
mortal Steam ! The grand impulse power which now controls

the Universe. Could that persecuted spirit rise from its humble
grave, and witness his dreams accomplished, it would appease
the seared heart, and make amends for derision and persecution
through life. We should like to linger a whole day over the
various products of art and industry scattered about'us in every
direction; but the principal object of our visit was the Picture
Gallery, and in this we were much disappointed in one respect,

and delighted, in another. Disappointed in the display of oil

paintings, and delighted with the works of the Sun. The Pho-
tographs and Daguerreotypes were really astonishing. First, a
golden eagle spreads its wings over the name of Gurney, and
though neither first uor last in merit, his pictures required a cen-
tral position on account of the large size of the principal figure,

full length, and of a gorgeousness of coloring which almost
dazzled the eyes of the spectator. There is great amusement to

a person who is studying a picture to hear the remarks made
upon it by those around him. The first we heard made was
this :

" Oh Kate, jest look here ! 'Aintthat splendid now I Only
look how well her dress is took ! and the lace and jewels, and
all ! Did you ever ?"

" It's something they call a Phogotype," says Kate. " It's

different from a Daggertype, because it shows things just as
they are."

" Shocking !" exclaims a superanuated damsel. " How bare
her arms are, and so coarse and fat too ; they look as if she had
stripped 'em to go to washing."

" Gad, Joe ! that's a bouncer of a gal !" exclaims a raw
young country gent. " What a queer looking face."

"Looks as if somebody had given her an onion instead of a
rose to smell of," says Joe.

" Puckered up—yes, that's a fact. Got plenty of tin if we
may judge by the bracelets and diamonds."

So much for the criticism of the multitude. Let them talk on
and we will move on. I am no critic, Mr. Editor. I never
wrote what newspapers call a "puff" in my life. Can't do it

for love or money. I only speak plainly of what suits my own
fancy, without fear or favor, and having never even seen more
than three or four of the large class of distinguished amateurs.

I look at a picture, and if it strikes me favorably, I say so, al-

though I may be utterly ignorant whether it was perpetrated
by A. B. or C. It was in this mood that I passed from one to

the other, first examining the picture, and then looking for the

name of the artist. It would be superfluous for one who like

myself has never attempted to take a photograph or daguerreo-
type to point out glaring faults or brilliant beauties. All that I

can say is, I could have given hours rather than minutes to the

contemplation of the master pieces of Gurney, and the less ela-

borate display but equally good specimens of art exhibited by
Holmes, Brady, Root, and a host of others whose names I do
not recollect.

One of a lady standing by a table, by Brady, is perfection
;

also another smaller, dressed in black.

Boy leaning on a table—full length.—Gurney. Beautiful and
natural as life.

One on oil canvas—Root. Rather coarse, but good. An-
other, lady with pink head dress and plaid dressing-robe—splen-

did ! All this gentleman's pictures were pleasing in expression;

a great point to be gained, as it has been the principal objection

made to daguerreotypes that they presented the most disagree-

able, rather than the most agreeable expression of the sitter.

In this the painter has the advantage, as he can soften harsh

lines, and study at his will the varied play of the features. Mr.
Sol shows us exactly as we are, but not always as we should

like to be.

Mr. Brady's pictures always have a peculiar charm to me
;

but I cannot describe it. It reminds me of a lady of whom an
artist said " She laid her hand at once upon a good picture;

she could not tell why, and laughed if you asked her,'' and the

lady had never painted a picture in her life ! Somehow, and
we cannot tell why, we do not fancy the Ambotypes, although

Mr. Tomlinson is acquiring an enviable reputation for the per-
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fcction to which he has brought this department of the art.

They remind us too much of Indian ink productions executed in

our childhood. It is true we cannot judge of their artistic

merits, having never seen any before ; but on speaking of our

first impressions to a friend, he exclaimed at our ignorance and

want of taste, and assured us it was " one of the most extraor-

dinary inventions ever heard of ;" so we resolved to follow the

advice given in one of our school books, (Watt's on the mind)
" Never condemn a work, till you can produce one like it."

With this quotation, I bid you adieu ; although with reluc-

tance, as I had more to say, but being disappointed in meeting

with my admired friends, Meade, Lawrence, Harrison and

others among the contributors, I must not exhaust my eloqu-

ence and enthusiasm, until I can have an opportunity of giviug

them a call and advising them that

" There's a chiel among 'em taking notes,

And faith he'll print 'em !"

From Notes Sf Queries.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

SINGLE STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES.

May not the misunderstanding between your two correspond-

ents, Mr. George Norman and Mr. CM. Ingleby, relative to this

subject (See P. & F. A. J. p. 323), arise from each not compre-

hending what the other would define as a " stereoscopic" picture.

Of course, each means a picture that gives rise to the impres-

sion of viewing a solid body ; but then comes the difficulty, how
is it to be viewed ? Because one picture is useless in a stereo-

scope, while two could not readily be combined without it. The
fact is, that a picture taken as Mr. Norman suggests, with pro-

per precautions, would have a wonderfully stereoscopic effect if

viewed by one eye only; but by bringing both eyes to bear upon it,

the delusion would be dispelled in consequence of the uniform

convergence of the axes revealing the fact, that all the parts are

equally distant from the observer, which is not the case where two
images arc combined by means of a stereoscope.

Geo. Shadbolt.

Mr. Shadbolt, who is entitled to speak ex cathedra on the

subject, has generously and courteously placed Mr. Norman's
suggestion in the position of an interesting question for discus-

sion. I cannot by any theory give my adherence to Mr. Nor-
man's method of taking a single stereoscopic picture, and at this

season, with the entire day occupied in business, I am unable to

bring it to the test of experiment ; neither can I understand
the " wonderfully stereoscopic effect" of a single picture " when
viewed by one eye only." as testified by Mr. Shadbolt. But it

docs not thence follow that both these gentlemen are wrong,
and that I am right. Allow me to add one or two remarks to

what I previously communicated.

1. Distinction must be made between mere increase of inten-

sity in a picture, and absolute stereoscopic effect.

2. It may be possible, " with proper precautions," and under
certain conditions, to superpose two perfectly similar images,

and obtain one image of greater intensity.

3. It is not possible (if I have understood my own experi-

ments, and apprehended optical science rightly) to obtain on
Mr. Norman's plan, what can properly be called a stereoscopic

picture ; the difference of angle being, in my estimation, so in-

appreciable, that his picture can be nothing else than the super-

posing of two (virtually) similar images upon each other.

But there is something exceedingly interesting in Mr. Nor-
man's suggestion, and Mr. Shadbolt's comment, as regards in-

crease of intensity. I have the faculty of squinting, which
makes me in a good degree independent of the stereoscope. I
place on the table two half-crowns, the same side upwards, in the
same position, and about two inches apart. I cross the axes of
the eyes, and produce an intermediate image of great intensity,

and of diminished size. The increase of intensity is the result of

light upon light, and shadow upon shadow, and reduced appar-
ent dimensions. I am so accomplished a squinter, that I can
separate the half-crowns by an interval of six inches, and yet
superpose the images, and the intermediate image is then re-

duced to a size something between a florin and a shilling. In
place of the half-crowns I have takeu pairs of other things, in-

cluding small engraved landscapes and portraits, and with the

same effect. It is worthy of remark, that when two pictures

are united by the stereoscope, the image produced is likewise

smaller in its dimensions. Hence it appears to me that there is

a double effect produced by the two pictures when submitted to

the stereoscope ; there is the intensity arising from superposition

of images and reduction of size, and there is the angular differ-

ence producing the stereoscopic, or seeing round effect. I offer

these remarks neither in the spirit of contradiction, nor as a
self-elected umpire, but simply as a contribution towards the dis-

cussion and settlement of a question, which no thoughtful pho-

tographer or optical inquirer can regard with indifference.

Thomas Rose.

DISTILLED WATER.

I can to a certain extent, corroborate the statements of M.
Gaddin, contained in his letter, of which you have giveu a trans-

lation (See page 345 P. F. A. J) with reference to the employ-

ment of common, instead of distilled water. I have not tried

how common water will succeed when used in the preparation

of the silver bath, but I find that for the developing solution of

pyrogallic and acetic acid, it answers quite as well as distilled

water. I have frequently found that the distilled water that

one purchases is contaminated with lead ; this arises from
the worm of the still being composed of that metal, but I have
not found that this produces any injurious effect. When the

water is contaminated with lead, the pyrogallic acid developing

solution becomes tinged with a reddish brown color.

When water contains a tolerably large amount of chlorine,

such as the deep well-waters of London, whei'e it amounts to

from eight to ten grains in a gallon, there is no difficulty in se-

perating by a paper filter the chloride of silver formed on the

addition of the nitrate ; boiling the water after the addition of

the nitrate of silver greatly facilitates the retention of the chlo-

ride ou the filter. C

NEW STEREOSCOPES.

Our attention has been directed by the Stereoscope

Company to some new specimens of these amusing and in

structive objects, which seem to have been invented for the

special purpose of proving the fallacy of the old saw, that
" Seeing is believing." Let any of our readers who, like, our-

selves are deeply impressed with a sense of the wisdom of our

ancestors, and who are as skeptical as we are, as to the possibil-

ty of an old saw lu-ing anything but truth in a quaint guise,

place this view of the Interior of the Amphitheatre of Verona

before his eyes, and then, believe, if he can, that he is looking

on a flat surface, and not viewing the very building itself, with

its never-ending tiers of circular benches, and the city in the

background. Altogether as wonderful in its way is the Ducal

Palace at Venice. One may clearly saunter deep in thought,

beneath those grand old solemn corridors, although M. Ferrier,

the stereoscopist, would fain persuade us we are but looking at

two pictures on a piece of glass. As little can one credit it that

this statue of Giovanni di Medici at Florence is not the solid

body which our sense of sight proclaims.it. The Facade of the

Church of St. Nicholas de Paul, and that of the Church of St.

Eustache, the Court of UEcole des Beaux Arts, at Paris, all

bear testimony to the talent of the artist, and to the fact that

stereoscopy is progressing with the science from which it takes

its origin. We cannot, in our limited space, notice a tithe of

the new and beautiful specimens which have been laid before us.

We certainly have been greatly delighted with our examination

of them ; in beauty, tone, and sharpness they cannot be surpass-

sed. They have suggested an idea, which we throw out for con-

' >c+SX
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sideration, namely, how far better adapted are stereoscopic pic-

tures for educational purposes thau ordinary views. The appear-
ance of solidity which they assume adds a truthfulness to the

scene, aud gives au idea of reality certainly not to be obtained
in any other way.

PROCESS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING.

BY MM. SALMON AND GARNIER, OF CHARTRES.

(From the ' Bulletin de la Societe Fraugaise de Photographic')

This process is so simple that it may be executed by every
one ; it enables us to reproduce at small cost, iu a few minutes,

and with all the fidelity to be desired, all kinds of lithographs,

engravings, writings, pen and ink drawings, chalk and pencil

drawings, and even photographs. By means of this process any
of these may be reproduced on a durable and solid copper plate,

capable of being printed from on a lithographic or other press.

These are the principal advantages offered by this new mode of

engraving, to which the authors have given the title of photo-

graphic engraving, because, as will be seen, light plays a very
important part in it.

All the operations about to be described are performed in the

shade, that is to say, they may be conducted in any weather aud
at all seasons. We shall divide our subject under two principal

heads. In the first place we shall examine the process by
means of which a drawing or a lithograph may be made into an
engraving on copper; we shall then proceed to the engraving of

photographs.

1. Process called Direct Tracing.—To execute this process,

the following objects must be provided:— 1. The drawing to be
reproduced. 2. A polished plate of brass (cheaper than cop-

per) . 3. A little mercury, a few dabbers of wadding. 4. A
box for setting free vapor of iodine, such as is used by the da-

guerreotypists, only large enough to contain the whole drawing
spread out flat. 5. A lithographic roller with greasy ink. 6.

Powdered resin. 7. A very simple voltaic pile, arranged iu the

same manner as those used for galvano-plasty. Lastly, some
lithographic paper slightly wetted.

These various objects being conveniently arranged, the draw-
ing to be reproduced (we will suppose it to be a common draw-
ing in black crayons) is exposed for a few seconds to the action

of the vapor of iodine, in the box appropriated to that purpose;
then taking out the drawing, it is applied upon the polished sur-

face of the brass plate; the iodine which has attached itself to

the black parts, upon the lines of the drawing, becomes deposit-

ed upon the metal plate, and if a slight coating of mercury is

next passed over the brass plate, the drawing will appear upon
it. The mercury attaches itself to all those parts touched by
the iodine, aud, on the contrary, avoids all those which the lat-

ter has left intact; so that the drawing is now reproduced en-

tirely upon the plate of brass, only of a white color. To isolate

this drawing from the rest of the plate, it is merely requisite to

pass over it, without further preparation, a lithographic roller

charged with greasy ink, which in its turn only taking to the

parts exempt from mercury, in the intervals between the lines of

the drawing, isolates them, and makes them still more conspicu-

ous. The drawing becomes very clearly visible; it stands out
in white from the black ground formed by the greasy ink. To
strengthen the layer of greasy substance, and enable it to resist

the subsequent operations, the entire plate must be dusted over
with powdered resin. All the foregoing forms part of what may
be called the first part of the operation: it is the tracing, pro-

perly speaking; the drawing is now on the plate, each of its

lines is perfectly isolated, aud all is ready to be transformed into

an engraving. To bite-in the plate it is merely necessary to re-

move the mercury by which it is partially covered. The greasy

substance here forms the isolating varnish of the engravers.

The mercury forming the lines of the drawing may be dissolved

by a solution of nitrate of silver acidulated with nitric acid; the

metal (brass) will thereby be cleared and even slightly hollowed

out in the places corresponding to the drawing.

From this point a different method will be pursued, according

to the destination of the plate, aud the kind of engraving de-

sired. If it is wished to have an etched copper-plate, all that is

required is to add acid and bite-in by the ordinary methods of

this kind of engraving. If, on the other hand, an engraving is

wanted for printing on a lithographic press, the plate is immer-
sed for a few minutes in a galvanic bath charged with chloride

of iron, so as to deposit a thin layer of metallic iron in the places

previously occupied by the mercury, and where the brass is now
bare, namely, on the lines of the drawing. The utility of this

deposit of iron will soon be perceived. The brass plate being
removed from the bath, the greasy ink is dissolved off with
spirits of turpentine. The entire plate is then exposed again to

the vapor of iodine, and rubbed with wadding bearing globules

of mercury : whence it results that the plate, as before, acquires

a white color, from the amalgam of mercury; but as this metal
does not amalgamate with iron (for mercury is preserved in iron

vessels, a mere gentle rubbing of the plate removes it from the

places covered with iron, that is to say, from the drawing itself;

so that after the second operation the drawing has the lines

covered by a thin layer of iron, while all the rest of the brass

plate is coated with mercury.

Things being in this state, the ink roller is passed over the
plate; only the drawing itself takes the ink, while those parts

coated with mercury repel it. This is just what was required.

As many impressions as desired may now be printed, only taking
the precaution to rub the plate afresh with mercury after a cer-

tain number of impressions have been thrown off. If it be
wished indeed, the two last operations might be omitted: it

would suffice to wet with water the plate once inked with greasy
ink, as done by the lithographic printers; under these circum-

stances the parts free from the drawing would be isolated by
the water, which would prevent the greasy ink from touching
them.

Supposing now that instead of a plate to be printed on a

lithographic press, it is desired to have one that may be printed

with letter-press, the following will be the mode of procedure:

—

Taking the plate at the moment when it is about to be immersed
in the galvanic bath, a preparation of gold should be substituted

for the salt of iron, and a thin layer allowed to deposit over the

drawing (it will take the gold because it resists the action of

the acids better) ; the plate is then inked aud eateu away all

round the lines, which will be preserved by the gold, the sur-

rounding copper only being attacked, so that the drawing itself

will be found in relief.

This terminates the first part of the process for which MM.
Salmon and Gamier have taken out a patent It is for the

direct transfer of all kinds of drawings, engravings, lithographs,

&c, however old they may be, and the conversion of the tracing

into an engraving on metal.

2. Engraving of Photographs.—This second part of the

process differs only, as will be seen, in the starting-point; for as

soon as the image is fixed in the copper-plate, the rest is effected

as with an ordinary drawing.

If a polished plate of brass, previously submitted to the action

of vapor of iodine, is exposed for a certain time to diffused light,

and then rubbed with wadding charged with globules of mercu-

ry, the following phsenomena will be observed:—The plate will

uot be amalgamated; the mercury refuses to attach itself where-

cver the iodine has been influenced. If, instead of proceeding

thus, the plate has been covered in places with any opake body,

and we then try to amalgamate it as before, it will be pbserved

that the mercury takes out the points perfectly where the iodine

has been protected from the action of light, while it still refuses

to adhere to the other parts of the plate. This discovery, due to

MM. Salmon and Gamier, suffices completely to explain the

possibility of reproducing photographic images upon a' plate of

brass. All that is required is a negative on glass, 6r even a

paper negative rendered transparent. Apply this negative upon

the iodized metal plate; leave it exposed to diffused light tor a
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time varying from 10 minutes to 2 hours; remove the negative

and mercurialize the plate; the mercury will then be seen to at-

tach itself to all parts not influenced, that is to say, to those

corresponding to the blacks of the negative, to the real features

of the picture, leaving the rest of the plate intact; if the ink-

roller is then passed over, the parts remaining untouched will

take the ink, and the picture will come out in white on a black

ground. It will then only remain to continue the operation as

we have iudicated above, and the problem of engraving photo-

graphs will have been solved.

THE AMBROTYrE PATENT.

Philadelphia, Oct. 30, 1855.

To the Editor of the Phot, and Fine Art Journal:

Dear Sir—So long ago as the 20th of June last, in address-

ing you on the subject of the Ainbrotype process patented by

Mr. J. A. Cutting of Boston, Mass., I expressed iu decided

terms, my favorable estimate of the patents which have been

issued in his name. At that time I was fully impressed, from

representations made by Mr. Cutting himself, of the complete

protection afforded by Ids letters patent. Since then, however,

a further and closer investigation of the subject has served to

conviuce me of the comparative worthlessness of the preteusions

set up by Mr. Cutting. Among the matters that served in the

first instance to open my eyes to the unjust assumptions of the

Boston patentee, was the editorial comment with which you fol-

lowed the close of my article of June last. In commeudiug the

general tone of my defence of the Ambrotypes, you very justly

denounce (p. 221) the " exhorbitant price Mr. Cutting puts

upon his rights. $1000 for a place like Syracuse is not only exhor-

bitant but extortionate." The Editor of the Pnotogra-phic and

Fine Art Journal is entirely correct in thus designating the at-

tempted imposition upon the daguerrean and photographic art-

ists of the country. Extortion generally corrects itself and sup-

plies its own punishment. It proves so iu the present instance,

since I am fully convinced that it has lead, not only to a materi-

al diminution of patent right sales, but to a want of confidence

that will at no remote period put a stop entirely to all further

sales. This arises, not only from the fact of exhorbitant charges

but from the spirit of disatisfaction and investigation which this

feeling has naturally caused. These have led myself, as well as

others, to look more closely into the matter, and to come to the

conclusion expressed by yourself, Mr. Editor, in reply to the

Syracuse correspondent of your Journal. At page 223 (July

number) you say " positive pictures on glass, or as they are

called in this country, Ambrotypes, are not the invention of Mr.

Cutting, but were made several years ago in Europe." And,

in reply to the enquiry of your correspondent, you further

settle this exhorbitant monopoly spirit iu the following very per-

tinent and conclusive terms :
" You have therefore a perfect

right to make and sell them, provided you adopt any of the pub-

lished processes and do not follow the modifica lions of Mr. Cutt-

ing, which are not in themselves material to the production of

perfect proofs."

I am satisfied, as are all others who have investigated

Mi'. Cutting's pateut pretensions, that the preceding extract

furnishes a full and complete exposition of the facts in this case.

His " inventions" appear now to be mere modifications of pre-

existing processes, and even the boasted " Balsam" for cementing

is superseded now by an article essentially different, and decid-

edly preferable. Indeed the entire process—included in each of

the questionable patents—may be quite as well, and even better

executed throughout, by a total ominission of the particular

claims and specifications set forth by Mr. Cutting. Eveu were
this not literally true, that inventor has no valid right to impor-

tant portions of his patent specifications and claims, as I am
prepared to show by an array of facts, which my own investi-

gations have brought to light ; and which competent witnesses

fully confirm ; thus sustaining in the most ample manner the
positions so boldly assumed in the July Journal.

Some of the evidence referred to has been so recently elicited

as to present a mere detailed exposition in season for the forth-

coming issue of your independent Journal, which for its course

upon this, as on other matters, deserves, as I feel assured it will

receive, the thanks of all who have at heart the success of our
profession, and who desire to see fair, open liberality triumph
over grasping emprycism.

In collecting facts and while writing the History of Helio-

graphy from the earliest glimpses by Wedgewood, Sir Humphrey
Davy and others, down to Daguerre, and from him down to the

present time, I am compelled to acknowledge, not merely •' glimp-

ses" of reasons, but positive, undeniable evidence to induce a

change in my opinion of Mr. Cutting's "inventions" and "claims"

such as will induce me to furnish the conclusive facts and rea-

sons in this case, for a future number of the Photographic and
Fine Art Journal. This I am impelled to do not only as a duty
due to myself, but one especially clue to the profession, the pub-

lic, and the art. M. A. R.
Cor. Chestnut and Fifth St., Phila.

ON A NEW DEVELOPING AGENT.

BY MR. MAXWELL LYTE.

[From the Bulletin de la Societe Frangaise de Photographic]

In making experiments on sugars and their effects in photo-
graphy, I have discovered the developing power of a new agent
which, if not superior to pyrogallic acid, is at least as good as

the latter, and has the great advantage that it may be prepar-

ed at a very moderatf price.

Chemists know that the combinations of the alkalies with

glucose reduce very powerfully the salts of silver, and it appear-

ed to me possible to apply this property to the development of

negatives; my experiments have succeeded perfectly. The fol-

lowing is the mode of operating :

I make a syrup of glucose (grape sugar) of the density of

about 25° Beaume ; to this syrup I add slacked lime mixed
with water, agitating well until the sugar dissolves no more
lime ; a little excess of lime does not appear to produce a bad
effect. It is better to perform this operation in a bottle, so as

to avoid as much as possible the action of the carbonic acid of

the air.

Shake the bottle well for a few minutes, and allow it to rest

iu a cool place for several days ; the liquid will become trans-

parent, but it will be more or less brown. Sulphuricacid mixed
with a little water and allowed to cool must then be added very

carefully, and in small proportions ; sulphate of lime is then

formed, and the solution all at once loses its color. Stop at

that point, and pass the syrnpons solution thus obtained through

linen to remove all the sulphate of lime.

This liquid possesses all the properties of pyrogallic acid, and
by adding citric acid (or better, a mixture of citric and acetic

acids) in very small quantity, with pure water, a developing so-

lution is formed rivalling pyrogallic acid. Doubtless experience

will give us improvements in the fabrication of this substance
;

I have not had time myself to make any experiments in that

direction ; but I offer the process, such as it is, entertaining the

hope of directing the eyes of chemists towards this interesting

subject.

It seemed to me that this agent brought out greeu colors

much better than any other substance

This process does not give proofs of great intensity, although

it brings out the minutest details
; in such cases the desired tone

may lie obtained by means of a solution of gallic acid with a

few drops of solution of nitrate of silver added.

Don't touch the lute when drums are resounding. A wise

man remains silent while fools are speaking.
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A MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY,*

INCLUDING THE PRACTICE OF THE COLLODION PROCESS.

BY T. FKKDERICK HARDWICD.

C. EXPOSURE OF THE PLATE IN THE CAMERA.

The operator is supposed, before arriving thus far, to have

ascertained that the joints of the Camera are tight in every

part,—that the sensitive plate, when placed in the slide, falls

precisely in the same plane as that occupied by the ground

glass,—and that the chemical and visual foci of the Lens accu-

rately correspond,f
It is best to commence by focussing some object near at hand,

—at all events, if the full aperture of a double combination

Lens is employed. The powerful light reflected from landscape

scenery, etc., would probably confuse the beginner by producing

fogging of the plate.

Therefore, taking the case of a portrait, proceed to arrange

the sitter as nearly as possible in a vertical position, in order

that every part may be equidistant from the lens. Then, sup-

posing an imaginary line to be drawn from the head to the

knee, point the Camera slightly downwards, so that it may stand

at right angles to this line. The distortion of the image, so

often complained of, is thus avoided to a considerable extent.

A background of a dark or middle tint, and of such a size as

to completely cover the field of the Camera, is placed behind the

sitter. If the open sky, or any other distant object, brightly

illuminated, where used to form a background, the probability

is, that with the full aperture of the lens, fogging would be pro-

duced from over-exposure.

In order to succeed well with portraits, it is also necessary

that the sitter should be well illuminated by an even diffused

light falling horizontally. A vertical light causes a deep shadow
on the eyes, and therefore it must be cut off by a curtain of blue

calico suspended over the head. The direct rays of the sun are

to be avoided, as causing too great a contrast of light and shade.

In particular, the Lens is to be shielded from the sun's rays, or

the pictures will be misty from diffused light By a simple ar-

rangement of curtains, it is easy to alter the direction of rays of

light, so that one half of the sitter may be more brightly illumi-

nated than the other, by which a better effect is obtained. In

focussing the object, cover the head, and back part of the Cam-
era, with a black cloth, and shift the lens gently until the great-

est possible amount of distinctness is obtained.

Exposure of the plate.—The amateur will naturally desire to

have very explicit directions on this head; but so much depends

upon the brigtness of the light and the nature of the Collodion,

that the proper time for exposure must be left almost entirely to

experience. The following general rules may however be of use.

In a tolerably bright day in the spring or summer months,

and with the Collodion given at page 332, allow three seconds

for a positive portrait, and eight seconds for a negative. With
a double-combination Lens of large aperture and short focus,

perhaps two seconds, and six seconds, and even less, may be

sufficient.

The sensitive Collodion of pages 329 and 331 will yield a

positive in one to three seconds, and a negative in three to six

seconds.

In the dull winter months, multiply these numbers about

four times, which will be an approximation to the exposure re-

quired. It is by the appearance presented under the influence

of the developer, which will immediately be described, that the

operator ascertains the proper time for exposure to light.

D. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE IMAGE.

The details of developing the latent image differ so much in

the case of Positive and Negative pictures, that it is better to

describe the two separately.

a. The development of direct Positives.—With the ordinary

* Continued from page 334.

t The points here mentioned are of such importance that directions

with regard to them will be given at the end of this chapter.

45*

Collodion of page 332, and Sulphate of Iron as a developer, it

is more simple to developc the image by immersion. Therefore

the solution may conveniently be poured into a vertical trough,

such as that used for exciting, and the plate immersed by means
of a glass dipper in the usual way. Unless the weather is cold,

the image makes its appearance in a few seconds, and the film

is theu immediately washed with clear water. Whilst in the

Bath, the plate is kept in gentle motion, and the operator must
not expect to see the image very distinctly, except the high

lights; the shadows, being faint, are partially concealed by the

unaltered Iodide, but they come out during the fixing. The
action of the sulphate of Iron is stopped at an early period, or

an excess of development will be incurred.

In using Pyrogallic Acid or Nitrate of Iron to develope glass

Positives, the plate may be placed upon a levelhug-staud, or

held in the hand, and the solution poured on quickly at one
corner; by blowing gently or inclining the hand, as the case

may be, it is scattered evenly over the film before the develop-

ment commences.

Development of the transparent Neutral films.—The writer has
not been successful in the use of a Bath with these films. The
plates are spotted and slightly fogged if the same portion of

developer is employed more than once. It is always a matter
of some little difficulty to cover a plate evenly with a strong

solution of Sulphate of Iron before the action commences; with
a little practice however it may be done, by using a shallow cell

formed from two or three thicknesses of window-glass, cemented
on a piece of patent plate to the depth of a quarter of an inch.

The size of the cell should be only slightly larger than the plate

intended to be developed, that the waste of fluid may be as little

as possible.

This cell is held in the left hand, and the plate being placed

in it, a sufficient quantity of the developer is poured on at one

corner. By a slight inclination, the fluid is caused to flow in a

uniform sheet over the surface of the film, backwards and for-

wards. The image starts out almost instantaneously, and the

developer is then at once poured off, and the film washed as

before.

It is very important in developing neutral films to use a suffi-

cient quantity of the solution to cover the plate easily; other-

wise, oily stains and marks are formed from the developer not

combining properly with the surface of the film. For a plate

five inches by four, five drachms will be required, and so in pro-

portion for larger sizes.

The time occupied in developing will seldom be more than a

few seconds, the shading being injured by carrying the process

too far.

The appearance of the image after developing, as a guide to the

proper time of exposure.^—When the plate has been developed, it

is washed, fixed, and laid upon a dark ground, such as a piece

of black velvet, for inspection.

In the case of a portrait, if the features have an unnaturally

black and gloomy appearance, the dark portions of the drapery,

etc. being invisible, the picture has been under-exposed.

On the other hand, in an over-exposed plate, the face is usu-

ally pale and white, and the drapery misty and indistinct. Much
however in this respect depends upon the dress of the sitter

(see p. 294), and upon the manner in which the light is thrown;

if the upper part of the figure is shaded too much, the face may
perhaps be the last to be seen. The operator should accustom

himself to expend much pains in the preliminary focussing upon
the ground glass, and to ascertain at that time that every part

of the object is equally illuminated. For this reason, pictures

taken in a room are seldom successful; the light falls entirely

upon one side, and hence the shadows are dark and indistinct.

b. The development of Negative pictures.—This process differs

in most respects from that of Positives. In the latter case

,

there is a tendency to over-develope the image; but in the

former, to stop the action at too early a period; hence it is com-

mon to find Negative pictures which are insufficiently developed

and too pale to print well.

In the development of Negatives, many operators place the

plate upon a levelling-stand, and distribute the fluid by blowing

s®
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gently upon the surface; others prefer holding it in the hand
and pouring the fluid on and off from a glass measure.
The flat cell of glass already described is useful wheu any

difficulty is experienced in covering the plate before the action

begins.

With the ordinary Negative Collodion of page 332, the ad-
dition of Nitrate of Silver to the developer may not be required;
at all events, the Pyrogallic Acid is to be used alone until the
image has reached its maximum of intensity, which it will usually
do in a minute or so, according to the temperature of the devel-
oping room. The plate may then be examined leisurely by
placing it in front of, and at some distance from, a sheet of
white paper. If it is not sufficiently black, add about two drops
of the Nitrate Bath to each drachm of developer, stir well with
a glass rod, and continue the action until the requisite amount
of intensity is obtained.

The development of the neutral films produced by the sensi-

tive Collodion of page 180, differs in no important particular
from the others, but there is a greater tendency than usual to
stains and spots. In very cold weather the Pyrogallic Acid
may be mixed with a portion of the Bath solution (five drops
to the drachm), before pouring it on the plate.

Appearance of the image during and after the reducing pro-
cess, as a guide to the exposure to light.—An under-exposed plate
developes slowly. By continuing the action of the Pyrogallic
Acid, the high lights become very black, but the shadows are
still invisible, nothing but the yellow Iodide being seen on those
portions of the plate. After treatment with the Cyanide, the
picture shows well as a Positive, but by transmitted light all

the minor details are invisible; the image is black and white,
without any half-tone or sharpness of outline. In such a case|
the development may have been conducted properly, but the
time of exposure in the Camera was insufficient.

An over-exposed Negative developes rapidly at first, but soon
begins to blacken slightly at every part of the plate. After
the fixing is completed, nothing can be seen by reflected light
but a uniform grey surface of metallic Silver, without any ap-
pearance (or, at most, an indistinct one) of an image. By trans-
mitted light the plate appears of a blood-red color ( if Acetate
of Silver is present in any quantity in the Bath), and the image
is faint and dull. The clear parts of the- Negative being ob-
scured by the fogging, and the half-shadows having acted so
long as nearly to overtake the lights, there is a want of proper
contrast; hence the over-exposed plate is, in this respect, the
exact converse of the under-exposed, where the contrast between
lights and shadows is too well marked from the absence of in-
termediate tints.

A Negative which has received the proper amount of expo-
sure usually possesses the following general characters:—The
image is almost but not quite invisible by reflected light. In
the case of a portrait any dark portions of drapery show well
as a Positive, but the features of the sitter are scarcely to be
discerned. The plate has a general aspect as of fogging about
to commence, but not actually established. By transmitte~d light
the figure is bright and appears to stand out from the glass; the
dark shadows are clear without any misty deposit of metallic
Silver; the high lights black almost to complete opacity. The
color of the image however varies much with the state of the
Bath, as has been already shown at page 262.

Negatives in which no image whatever can be seen by re-
flected light, often print fairly, but usually under those circum-
stances the deepest shadows of the resulting Positive are some-
what flat and indistinct (see page 292). A little consideration
will show that if the whites of a Negative are slightly fogged,
the blacks must be proportionably more intense than usual to
produce the same effect.

The remarks already made under the head of Positives, apply
equally well to Negatives; that is, it will be difficult to secure
gradation of tone, unless the object is equally illuminated in
every part, without any strong contrast of light aud shade.
Hence the direct rays of the sun are alwavs to be avoided, and
curtains, mirrors, etc. employed when practicable.

E. FIXING AND VARNISHING THE IMAGE.

After the development is completed, and the plate has been
carefully washed by a stream of water, it may be brought out

to the light and treated with the Hyposulphite, or Cyanide,

until the unaltered Iodide is entirely cleared off. Some use a

Bath for the Cyanide; but it is doubtful whether much saving is

effected by doing so. The plate is again to be carefully washed
after the fixing; and especially if Hyposulphite of Soda is used.

Three or four minutes in running water will not be too long, or

the glass may be left in a dish of water for an hour or two. If

such precautions are neglected, crystals form on drying, and the

picture is injured.

Lastly, stand the plate on end to drain, and wheu thoroughly

dry protect it by a varnish. Dr. Diamond's formula, with Am-
ber dissolved in Chloroform, succeeds well. It may be poured
on the plate in the same manner as Collodion, and dries up
speedily into a hard and transparent layer. The Spirit Varnish
ordinarily sold for Negatives requires the aid of heat to prevent

the gum from chilling as it dries;—the plate is first warmed
gently and the varnish poured on and off in the usual way; it is

then, whilst still dripping, held to the fire until the Spirit lias

evaporated. A few trials will render the operation easy to

perform.

Direct Positives are to be varnished, first with a layer of

transparent varnish, and then with black japan. Suggitt's pa-

tent jet is commonly employed, the only objection being its dis-

agreeable smell. The transparent varnish should be tolerably

white; but the yellow negative varnish dries into a colorless

film if diluted down with an equal bulk of Alcohol. The black

japan may be used aloue ; but in that case the Positives are

slightly dull aud wanting in brilliancy.

SIMPLE DIRECTIONS FOR FINDING THE EXACT CHEMICAL FOCUS OF AN
ACHROMATIC LENS.

Non-Achromatic Lenses are understood by all to require cor-

rection for the chemical focus; but it is usually said of the com-

pound glasses, that their two foci correspond. The amateur is

recommended, by all means, in order to avoid disappointment,

to test the accuracy of this statement, and also in addition to

see that his Camera is construsted with care. To do this, pro-

ceed as follows:

—

First, ascertain that the prepared sensitive plate falls pre-

cisely in the plane occupied by the ground glass. Suspend a

newspaper or a small engraving at the distance of about three

feet from the Camera, aud focus the letters occupying the centre

of the field ; then insert the slide, with a square of ground glass

substituted for the ordinary plate (the rough surface of the glass

looking inwards), and observe if the letters are still distinct. In
place of the ground glass, a transparent plate with a square of

silvei'-paper which has been oiled or .wetted, may be used, but

the former is preferable.

If the result of this trial seems to show that the Camera is

good, proceed to test the correctness of the Lens.

Take a Positive Photograph with the full aperture of the

Lens, the central letters of the newspaper being carefully

focussed as before. Then examine at what part of the plate the

greatest amount of distinctness of outline is to be found. It

will sometimes happen that whereas the exact centre was focus-

sed visually, the letters on a spot midway between the centre

and edge are the sharpest in the Photograph.* In that case

the chemical focus is longer than the other, and by a distance

equivalent to the space which the grouud glass has to be moved
in order to define those particular letters sharply to the eye.

Wheu the chemical focus is the shorter of the two, the let-

ters in the Photograph are indistinct all over the plate; there-

fore the experiment must be repeated, the Lens being shifted an

eighth of an inch or less. Indeed it will be proper to take

many Photographs at minute variations of focal distance before

the capabilities of the Lens will be fully shown.

* This observation applies only to the double combination Lens with
full aperture. In the case of a single Lens and small diaphragm, the
field would be flat and every part in good focus.
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CHAPTER IV.

CLASSIFICATION OF IMPERFECTIONS IN COLLODION PHOTOGRAPHS

WITH DIRECTIONS FOR THEIR REMOVAL.

Section I.—Imperfections common to both Negatives and

Positives.

Section II.—Imperfections peculiar to Negatives.

Section III.—Imperfections peculiar to Positives.

SECTION I.

Imperfections common to Negatives and Positives.

The following may be mentioned:—fogging—specks—spots

—

markings of all kinds. •

A. FOGGING OF COLLODION PLATES.

The theory of this subject has already been explained in the

eighth Chapter of Part I., and the causes which produce it,

ranged under two heads, viz. irregular action of light—and im-

purity of chemicals. The same division will still be adhered to.

IRREGULAR ACTION OF LIGHT AS A CAUSE OF FOGGING.

1. Over-exposure of the Plate.—This often happens from using

the full aperture of a double combination Lens, in copying dis-

tant objects brightly illuminated, the Collodion being highly sen-

sitive. Also from the film containing too little Iodide of Sil-

ver.

2. Diffused Light in the Developing Room.-—In proportion as

the sensitiveness of the plates increases, greater care must be

exercised in thoroughly excluding all rays of white light. With
opalescent films, neutral, this cause of fogging is more common
than any other.

3. Diffused Light in the Camera.—This may result from the

slide not fitting accurately, or from the door not shutting quite

close.

4. Direct rays of the Sun falling upon the Lens.

5. Diffused Light of the Sky falling wpon the Lens.—With
transparent neutral films and full aperture of a double combina-

tion Lens, a portion of sky included in the field (as, for instance

to form the background of a portrait) is apt to cause fogging.

IMPURITY OF CHEMICALS AS A CAUSE OF FOGGING.

1. Use of fused Nitrate of Silver in preparing the Bath.—
Strongly fused Nitrate of Silver contains Oxide, and also Nitrite

of Silver, both of which tend to produce fogging. As a remedy
add Acetic Acid, one drop to the ounce solution.

2. Use of Collodion containing Ammonia or Carhonate of
Ammonia.—An alkaline Collodion may be used with advantage

when the Bath contains free Nitric Acid, but in a neutral Bath
it causes fogging.

3. Addition of-any Alkali or Carbonate of an Alkali to the

Bath.—If either Potash, Ammonia, or Carbonate of Soda is

added to the Nitrate Bath to remove Nitric Acid, it is neces-

sary to test for " alkalinity" before using it again.

4. Decomposition of the Bath by exposure to Light, or by long

keeping, even in the dark (?).—The Author conceives that it is

possible for organic matter alone to produce, after a time, a

partial decomposition of solution of Nitrate of Silver, sufficient

to prevent it from being employed chemically neutral, but pro-

bably not much interfering with its properties in other respects.

5. Omission of the Acetic Acid in the solution of Pyrogrllic

Acid.

6. Introduction of a minute portion of Pyrogallic Acid into

the Collodion.—This may happen from using a dirty scale-pan

in weighing out the Iodide.

The following causes of fogging may also be mentioned; but

as of minor importance, and especially applying to the transpa-

rent neutral films, which from their exceeding delicacy require

an unusual amount of care.

T. Use of rain-water or of water containing Carbonate of
Lime, for making a Bath, the Nitrate of Silver being perfectly

neutral and free from Nitric Acid.—This difficulty is not a theo-

retical one only, but has actually been experienced. Rain-wa-

ter usually contains Ammonia and has a faint alkaline reaction.

Pump-water often abounds with Carbonate of Lime, much of

which, but not the whole, is deposited on boiling. To remove
the alkaline condition add Acetic Acid, one drop to half a pint

of the solution.

8. Partial decomposition of the Bath by contact with metallic

Iron—with Hyposulphite of Soda— or with any developing agent,

even in small quantify.—Also by the use of accelerators, which

injure the Bath by degrees, and eventually prevent its employ-

ment in an accurately neutral state.

9. Vapour of Ammonia, or Hydrosulphate of Ammonia, esca-

ping into the developing room.

10. Development of the image by immersion.—Developing di-

rect Positives by immersion in a Bath of Sulphate of Iron is a

simple plan when the film is acid, but with neutral films it is

better to pour the fluid over the plate and not to use the same
portion twice.

11. Redipping the plate in the Bath before development.—This,

with the opalescent films, is apt to give a foggy picture, and
especially so if a minute or two is not allowed for draining the

plate after its second immersion.

SYSTEMATIC PLAN OF PROCEEDING IN ORDER TO DETECT THE CAUSE
OF THE FOGGING.

If the amateur has had but little experience in the Collodion

process, and is using Collodion of moderate sensitiveness and a

new Bath, the probability is that the fogging is caused by over-

exposure. Having obviated this, proceed to test the Bath; if
it does not restore the color of reddened litmus paper after one

hour's immersion, it may be depended upon as being in working
order; nevertheless, in order to be quite sure, add sufficient

Acetate Acid to give a faint acid reaction to test-paper.

Next prepare a sensitive plate, and immediately on its remo-

val from the Bath, pour on the developer; after a few seconds,

wash, fix, and bring out to the light; if any mistiness is percep-

tible, the developing room is infault.

On the other hand, if the plate remains absolutely clear under

these circumstances, it is possible that the cause of error may be

in the Camera;—therefore prepare another sensitive film, place

it in the Camera, and proceed exactly as if taking a picture,

with the exception of not removing the brass cap of the Lens;

allow to remain for two or three minutes, and then remove and
develope as usual.

If no indication of the cause of the fogging is obtained in eith-

er of these ways, there is every reason to suppose that it is due
to diffused Light gaining entrance through the Lens.

B. THE SPECKS UPON THE PLATE.

Opaque or transparent dots, thickly studding every part of

the plate, are produced by the following causes:

—

1. The use of Collodion holding small particles in suspension:—
each particle becomes a centre of chemical action, and produces

a speck, or what is technically termed 'a comet,' that is, a speck

with a tail to it.

Collodion should never be employ immediately after mixing,

but should be placed aside to settle for several hours, after

which the upper portion may be poured off for use. This is es-

pecially necessary when the double Iodide of Potassium and
Silver is employed; the salt is decomposed to a certain extent

by dilution, and small particles of Iodide of Silver separate,

which eventually settle to the bottom of the bottle.

2. Dust upon the surface of the glass at the time of pouring

on the Collodion.—Perfectly cleaned glasses, if set aside for a
few minutes, acquire small particles of dust; each plate there-

fore should be gently wiped with a silk haudkerchfef immmedi-
ately before being used.

3. Employment of an inferior kind of glass, or ofglass not cleaned

with acid.—The surface of the commoner descriptions of glass is
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oftentimes roughed and studded with minute specks; occasional-

ly these can be removed by means of dilute acid, in which case

they probably consist of Carbonate of Lime.

C. TRANSPARENT AND OPAQUE SPOTS.

Spots are of two kinds: spots of opacity, which appear black

by transmitted light, and white by reflected light; and spots of

transparency, the reverse of the others, being white when seen

upon Negatives, and black on Positives.

Opaque Spots are referable to an excess of development at the

point where the spot is seen; they may be caused by

—

1. The Nitrate solution Icing turbid.—A. From flakes of Io-

dide of Silver having fallen away into the solution, by use of an

over-iodized Collodion.—B. From a deposit formed by degrees

upon the sides of the gutta-percha trough.— C. From the in-

side of the trough being dusty at the time of pouring in the solu-

tion.

In order to obviate these inconveniences, it is well to make

at least half as much again of the Nitrate solution as is neces-

sary, and to keep it in a stock-bottle, from which the upper

part may be poured off as it is required. The frequent filtration

of Silver Baths is unadvisable, since the paper employed may
be contaminated with impurities.

2. From the developing fluid containing too much Nitric Acid.

(See page 361, Imperfections in Positives, No. 4.)

3. Faults on the part of the Slide.—Sometimes a small hole

exists, which admits a pencil of light, and produces a spot, known

by its being always in the same part of the plate; occasionally

the door works too tightly, so that small particles of wood, etc.

are scraped off, and projected against the plate when it is raised.

Or perhaps the operator, after the exposure is finished, shuts

down the door with a jerk, and so causes a splash in the liquid

which has drained down and accumulated in the groove below;

this cause, although not a common one, may sometimes occur.

Spots of transparency are produced in a manner altogether

different from the others. They may generally be traced to

some cause which renders the Iodide of Silver insensible to light

at that particular point, so that on the application of the devel-

oper no reduction takes place.

1. Concentration of the Nitrate of Silver on the surface of the

film by evaporation.—When the film becomes too dry after re-

moval from the Bath, the solvent power of the Nitrate increases

so much that it is apt to eat away the Iodide and produce

spots.

2. By raising the plate of the Nitrate Bath too quickly after

its first immersion. (See below, Stains on the Plate, No. 2.)

3. By pouring on the developer entirely at one spot; by which

the Nitrate of Silver is washed away, and the development pre-

vented. (See p. 361, Imperfections in Positives, No. 5.)

4. By use of glasses improperly cleaned.—This cause is perhaps

the most frequent of all, when the opalescent neutral films are

employed.

D. markings of various kinds.

1. A reticulated appearance on the film after developing.—
When this is universal, it often depends upon the employment

of Collodion ot inferior quality. Or if not due to this cause,

the plate may have been immersed too quickly in the Bath, and

the soluble cotton partially precipitated.

2. Oily spots or lines are often caused by raising the plate out

of the Nitrate Bath before it has been immersed sufficiently

long to have become thoroughly wetted. After doing so, the

imbibition is unequal and the film imperfect. Another cause is

the permanent removal of the plate from the Bath before the

Ether upon the surface has been washed away. A third—re-

dipping the plate in the Nitrate Bath after exposure to light,

and pouring on the developer immediately. If a few minutes are

not allowed to drain off the excess of Nitrate, the Pyrogallic

Acid will not amalgamate readily with the surface of the (iliu.

3. Straight lines traversing the film horizontally, caused by a

check having been made in immersing the plate in the Nitrate

Bath.

4. Curved lines of over-development.—By employing the devel-
oper too concentrated, or by not pouring it on sufficiently quick-
ly to cover the surface before the action begins.

5. Stains of varied appearance from too small a, quantity of
fluid having been employed to develope the image.—In this case, the
whole plate not being thoroughly covered during the develop-
ment, the action does not proceed with regularity.

6. Irregular stria—from fragments of dried Collodion accu-
mulating in the neck of the bottle, and being washed on the film;

to avoid this, the finger should be passed gently round the in-

side of the neck before using.

1. Markings resembling fern-leaves, etc , etc.—The writer has
frequently seen these in using a Bath which had acquired slight

fogging propensities by decomposition. They are less injurious

in the case of Negative than of Positive pictures. As a remedy,
try the addition of Acetic Acid.

8. Stains on the upper part of the plate from using a dirty

slide.—To avoid these, place, if necessary, strips of blotting-pa-

per between the supports and the glass.

9. Transparent lines and markings from imperfectly cleaned

glasses. (See page 333.)

SECTION II.

Imperfections peculiar to Negatives.

1. The image is very distinct by transmitted light, and the sha-

ding good, but it is too pale to print well.—In this case it is pro-

bable that the development was not pushed far enough; or that

the film being somewhat transparent, the quantity of free Ni-

trate of Silver on the surface was insufficient. In that case add
a few drops of the Bath, as already recommended. (See pages
85-193.

2. The image is very blade in the high lights, but the shadotos

are not sufficiently marked; it shows well as a Positive.—The pic-

ture is under-exposed, or the operator has not managed the

light properly. The following causes may also produce the same
appearance:—the Collodion prepared with a bad sample of

Ether; the Collodion over-iodized; fused Nitrate of Silver em-
ployed for the Bath; Iodide of Iron used as an accelerator, the

Bath being strong and nearly neutral.

3. The image is pale and misty by transmitted light, nothing can

be seen by reflected light.— The plate has been over-exposed, or

there is diffused light in the Camera or in the developing-room.

Perhaps the film is too transparent for Negatives, or the Bath
is alkaline.

4 . The image is intensely black and prints slozvly; the Positives

when produced, are highly coppery in the darkest shadows.—In
this case it is probable that the Negative was under-exposed and
over-developed.

5. The high lights of the image are solarized.—The term solar-

ization is employed to deuote so many different conditions, that

it is difficult to use it with precision; but if a change of color to

a light brown or red tint is understood, this is favored by the

presence of easily reducible salts of Silver and of Oxide of Sil-

ver iu the film.

SECTION III.

Imperfections peculiar to Positives.

The principal difficulty in the production of Negatives is to

hit the right time of exposure to light and the proper point to

which to carry the development of the image. A minor amount
of fogging, stains, etc., is of less consequence, and will scarcely

be noticed in the printing.

With direct Positives however the case is different. The
beauty of these pictures depends entirely upon their being clean

and brilliant, without fogging, specks, or imperfections of any
kind. On the other hand, the exposure and development of Pos-

itives is comparatively simply and easily ascertained.

1. The image shows well in the high lights, but the shadows are

dark and heavy, and the whole picture has a sombre appearance.—
The plate has not received sufficient exposure in the Camera; or
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it has been under-developed;—or one of the following; causes is

in operation :—The film is comparatively dense, and the Bath

strong and nearly neutral. The film being very transparent and

the Nitrate solution weak, Nitric Acid is present in the Bath,

or the Collodion is brown from free Iodine, or has been made
with an impure sample of Ether. The Collodion contains free

Ammonia and gives a dense film, the Bath being nearly neutral.

2. The shadows of the image arc good, but the lights are over-

done.—The developing fluid may have been kept on too long; or

some of the conditions mentioned immediately above may be

present; or the object is not properly illuminated.

3. The image is pale and flat in the high lights and misty in

the shadows.—The plate is over-exposed. The indistinctness of

outline caused by over-exposure of a Positive is easily distin-

guished by its appearance from that produced by fogging.

4. The image developes slowly, and is imperfect; spangles of
metallic Silver are formed.—Too much Nitric Acid is present iu

proportion to the strength of the Bath, to the amount of Iodide

iu the film, and to the quantity of Protosalt of Iron in the devel-

oper.

5. Circular spots are seen which appear of a black color after

backing up with the varnish.—These are often caused by lifting

the plate too quickly out of the Bath ; or by pouring on the de-

veloper at one spot, so as to wash away the titrate of Silver;

or by the use of glasses imperfectly cleaned.

6. The image, intended to be white and lustreless, becomes me-

tallic on drying.—If Sulphate of Iron was employed, the solu-

tion is two weak, or free Nitric or Sulphuric Acid has been

added in excess. If developed with Pyrogallic Acid the pro-

portion of Nitric Acid is too great.

1. The image has an unpleasant green tint in certain parts—
If Pyrogallic Acid was used to develope, the quantity of Nitric

Acid is probably too great iu proportion to the strength of the

Bath, Imperfect developemeut from deficiency of Nitrate of

Silver is generally characterized by a play of colors at the mar-

gin of the plate,

8, The image is solarized in the high lights (see page 260.)

CHAPTER V.

THE PRACTICAL DETAILS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING.

This Chapter may be divided into three Sections:

—

Section I.—Preparation of the sensitive paper.

Section II.—Preparation of the fixing and coloring solu-

tions.

Section III.—The general manipulatory details of the pro-

cess.

SECTION I.

The Preparation of tfie Sensitive Paper.

In preparing Positive paper for Photographic purposes the

process is divided into two parts;—first, " salting" the paper,

as it is termed, and second, rendering it sensitive. The salting

is usually performed by preparing a considerable quantity of

solution of Chloride of Sodium or Muriate of Ammonia, and
floating the paper upon its surface, in a large flat dish, until a
sufficient amount has been imbibed. Afterwards, in order to

render it sensitive, a solution of Nitrate of Silver is brushed over

the salted surface, or applied by floating it in the same manner
as before.

These operations may be described under the following heads:

—A. The selection of a paper fitted for the purpose.—B. The
preparation of albumenized paper.—C. The preparation of Am-
monio-Nitrate paper.

A. THE SELECTION OF THE PAPER.

Paper which is intended to be used in Photography should be
selected with great care. There are several kinds manufactured
purposely, and it is better on all occasions to use these in pre-
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ference to the common varieties. A Photographic paper should

be very smooth and uniform in texture; of equal thickness in

every part. Also, it should be free from spots, which when pre-

sent can be seen on holding the paper up to the light. These

spots consist usually of small metallic particles, which, when the

paper is rendered sensitive, act as centres of chemical action and
spoil the effect.

There are two principal varieties of Photographic paper sold

in commerce—the French and the English papers. The former

are usually more porous than the latter, and are sized with

starch. The English papers, on the other hand, are compara-

tively dense in structure and sized with gelatine.

The writer has had but little experience in the use of English

papers, but they are said by many to require less strength of

sensitizing solutions than the French. The reason may be that

the latter, being more porous, absorb liquids very completely,

and leave less upon the surface.

The Positive paper of Canson Freres is a good paper, much
recommended for albumenizing.

Of the English varieties those manufactured by Turner, and
by Whatman, are found to succeed well.

B. PREPARATION OF ALBUMENIZED PAPER.

This is divided into

—

a, the salting and albumenizing.-

sensitizing with Nitrate of Silver.

a. The salting and albumenizing.—Take of

-b, the

Chloride of Sodium or Ammonium
Distilled Water ......

40 grains.

1 ounce.

The common table salt is often very impure, and therefore, if

the pure Chloride cannot be obtained, Chloride of Ammonium
(often termed Muriate of Ammonia) may be substituted.

Mix any number of ounces according to the above formula

and add an equal bulk of the whites of new-laid eggs. Then
with a buudle of quills tied together beat the whole into a per-

fect froth. As the froth forms it is to be skiined off and placed

in a flat dish to subside. The success of the operation depends

entirely upon the manner in which this part of the process is

conducted;—if the Albumen is not thoroughly beaten, flakes of

animal membrane will be left in the liquid, and will certainly

cause streaks upon the paper. Inexperienced operators frequent-

ly complain of these streaks, but if the eggs are fresh there is no
difficulty whatever in obtaining a smooth and homogenous li-

quid by proper frothing. When the froth has partially subsided

transfer it to a tall and narrow jar, and allow to stand for sev-

eral hours, that the membraneous shreds may settle to the bot-

tom. Then pour off the upper clear portion, which is fit for use.

Albuminous liquids are too glutinous to run well through a pa-

per filter, and therefore it is better to clear them by subsidence.

The solution made according to these directions will contain

exactly twenty grains of salt to the ounce, dissolved in equal

parts of Albumen and water. Some operators employ the Albu-

men alone without any addition of water, but the paper in that

case has a very highly varnished appearance, which is thought

by most to be objectionable.

Mode of applying the Albumen to the paper.—Take a sheet of

the paper and examine it carefully by a strong light to find out

the smooth side. There is a difference in this respect, the wire

markings being more evident upon one side of the paper than

upon the other.

Pour a portion of the Albumen solution into a flat dish to the

depth of half an inch. Then, having previously cut the paper

to the proper size, take a sheet by the two corners, bend it into

a curved form, convexity downwards, and lay it upon the albu-

men, the centre part first touching the liquid and the corners

being lowered gradually. In this way all bubbles of air will be

pushed forward and excluded. One side only of the paper is

wetted; the other remains dry. Allow the sheet to rest upon
the solution for three minutes, and then raise it off, and pin up
by two corners. If any circular spots, free from Albumen, are

seen, caused by bubbles of air, replace the sheet for the same
length of time as at first.

This albumenized acid salted paper will keep any length of
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time in a dry place. Some have recommended to press it with

a heated Italian iron, in order to coagulate the layer of Albu-

men upon the surface; but this precaution is unnecessary, since

the coagulation is perfectly effected by the Nitrate of Silver

used in the sensitizing. Also it is doubtful how far a very thin

layer of Albumen would admit of coagulation by the simple ap-

plication of a heated iron.

To render the paper sensitive.—This operation must be conduc-

ted by yellow light. Take of

Nitrate of Silver

Distilled AVater

60 grains.

1 ounce.

Prepare a sufficient quantity of this solution, and lay the sheet

upon it in the same manner as before. If the Canson paper is

used, at least five minutes must be allowed for the decomposi-

tion.

Some prefer to brush the Silver solution instead of applying it

by floating, but in that case the proportions used must be differ-

ent. Ten graius of salt to the ounce, in place of twenty, and

100 grains of Nitrate of Silver.

After the sensitizing solution of Nitrate of Silver has been in

use some time, it becomes discolored from a partial formation of

Sulphuret of Silver. This may be obviated by the employment

of Animal Charcoal,* but a better plan is to use the white china

clay or "pipe-clay" for the same purpose. About twenty graius

of this substance may be added to each ounce of the Silver solu-

tion, and kept constantly with it in the bottle, pouring off the

upper clear portion for use.

After a large quantity of paper has been sensitized, it may
be well to add fresh Nitrate of Silver, in proportion of about

ten grains to the ounce, in order to keep the Bath at its origi-

nal strength.

Sensitive albumenized paper, prepared as above, will usually

keep two or three days, if protected from the light, but eventu-

ally it turns yellow from partial decomposition.

C. PREPARATION OF AMJIONIO-NITRATE PAPER.

Take of

Purified Gelatine

Chloride of Sodium or Ammonium
Distilled Water -

2 grains.

20 grains

1 ounce.

Weigh out the proper quantity of Gelatine for the required

number of ounces, and dissolve it in a small bulk of warm water.

Then add the remainder of the water and the salt. The object

is to employ so much Gelatine that the liquid will nearly, but

not quite, gelatinize on cooling. Its use appears to be to form

a more even layer of salt upon the surface of the paper, but it is

doubtful whether the tint of the finished Positive is much affec-

ted; certainly not to the same extent as when Albumen is used.

The manner of salting the paper is in this case precisely the

same as before; but if much Gelatine has been added, and the

solution employed warm, it will be well to hang the sheets near

to the fire, to prevent any gelatinizing,- which might otherwise

occur.

Mode of sensitizing the paper.—Gelatine paper may be sensi-

tized with the ordinary 60-grain solution of Nitrate of Silver.

The tint of the Positive in that case is very dark, but somewhat

wanting in brilliancy. The use of Ammonio-Nitrate of Silver

gives a certain depth and richness of color which it is difficult

to secure in the common way.

Preparation of Ammonio-Nitrate of Silver.-—Take of

Nitrate of Silver 40 grains.

Distilled Water 1 ounce.

Dissolve the Nitrate of Silver in one-half of the total quantity

of water. Then take a pure solution of Ammonia and drop it

in carefully, stirring meanwhile with a glass rod. A brown pre-

cipitate of Oxide of Silver first forms, but on the addition of

more Ammonia it is redissolved. When the liquid appears to

be clearing up, add the Ammonia very cautiously, so as not to

* Common Animal Charcoal contains Carbonate and Fhosphatc of
Lime, which decompose the Nitrate of Silver; purified Animal Charcoal
is usually acid from Hydrochloric Acid.

incur an excess. In order still further to secure the absence of

free Ammonia, it is usual to direct, that when the liquid be-

comes perfectly clear, a drop or two of solution of Nitrate of

Silver should be added until a slight turbidity is again produced.

Lastly, dilute with water to the proper bulk. If the crystals of

Nitrate of Silver employed contained a large excess of free Ni-
tric Acid, it is possible that no precipitate will be formed on
the first addition of Ammonia. The free Nitric Acid, produc-

ing Nitrate of Ammonia with the alkali, keeps the Oxide of Sil-

ver in solution. This cause of error is not likely to happen fre-

quently, since the amount of Nitrate of Ammonia required to

prevent all participation would be considerable. Ammonio-
Nitrate of Silver should be kept in a dark place, being more
prone to reduction than the Nitrate of Silver.

Sensitizing the paper with the Ammonio-Nitrate.—This opera-

tion may be conducted precisely as before described under the

head of Albumen paper. Many operators prefer brushing on
the solution of Ammonio-Nitrate; but the above formula con-

tains too much salt to be thoroughly decomposed by a 40-grain
solution of Ammonio-Nitrate applied with a brush.

Therefore if the brush is used, reduce the salt to 12 grains,

and increase the strength of the Ammonio-Nitrate to 80 grains

to the ounce.

The operator however is recommended to commence by float-

ing the paper, as an even layer of sensitive chloride, and a rich

dark color in the finished proof, is more easily obtained in that

way.

Mode of sensitizing paper by brushing.-—Brushes are sold,

manufactured purposely for applying Silver solutions; but the

hair is soon destroyed, unless care is taken to keep the brush

clean. In sensitizing paper by brushing, lay the salted sheet

upon blotting-paper, and wet it thoroughly by drawing the brush

first lengthways and then across. Allow it to remain flat for a

few minutes, in order that a sufficient quantity of the Silver solu-

tion may be absorbed, and then pin it up by the corner in the

usual way.

Probably one reason why brushing is especially recommended
with the Ammonio-Nitrate of Silver may be, that the properties

of the solution are materially altered by the reaction with the

salt; free Ammonia being formed, as is shown at page 131 of

this Work. Hence a gradual blackening and decomposition

from presence of Chloride of Silver dissolved in the alkali.

Ammonio-Nitrate papers cannot be kept long: they become

discolored after the lapse of twelve to twenty four hours.

SECLION II.

Preparation of the fixing and coloring solutions.

There are three different modes of preparing a Bath for fixing

and coloring Positive proofs.—A. By means of Perchloride of

Iron.—B. With Iodine.—C. With Chloride of Gokh These

will be described successively, and afterwards proper directions

given as to the management and peculiarities of each.

A. PREPARATION OF A FIXING AND COLORING BATH WITH PERCHLO-

RIDE OF IRON.

Take of

Solution of Perchloride of Iron - - 6 drachms.

Hyposulphite of Soda - - - - 4 ounces.

Water 8 ouuees.

Nitrate of Silver 30 grains.

The Hyposulphite of Soda is first dissolved in seven ounces of

the water, the Nitrate of Silver in the remaining one ounce. The
Perchloride of Iron is then poured into the solution of Hyposul-

phite by degrees, stirring all the time. The addition of the Iron

salt strikes a fine purple color, but this soon disappears. When
the liquid has become again colorless, which it docs in a few

minutes, add the Nitrate of Silver, stirring briskly. Perfect

solution will take place without any formation of Black Sul-

phuret.

In the reaction, the Perchloride of Iron is reduced to the con-
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dition of Profochloride, and exists in the liquid in that form ( see

page 265). Consequently, if Carbonate of Soda, or any alkali,

be added to the Bath, a precipitate, either of Carbonate orSul-

phuret of Iron, is formed (see page 290).

Perchloride of Iron in solution in Alcohol is sold by druggists

under the name of ' Tincture of Muriate of Iron ;' but it is better

to prepare a Perchloride by diluting the yellow Muriatic Acid
of commerce with an equal bulk of water, and boiling for a quar-

ter of an hour with the red Oxide of Iron sold as ' Precipitated

Carbonate of Iron.' About three drachms of the Oxide is suffi-

cient for two ounces of the diluted acid, and will leave an excess

which afterwards sinks to the bottom. The clear solution of

Perchloride being poured off, is fit for use; it contains usually a

portion of free Hydrochloric Acid, but this produces no injuri-

ous effect.

B. PREPARATION OF A FIXING AND COLORING BATH WITH IODINE.

Take of

Commercial Iodine -

Hyposulphite of Soda
Water
Nitrate of Silver - -

- 30 grains.

- 4 ounces.

- 8 ounces.

- 30 grains.

Dissolve the Nitrate of Silver in an ounce of the water, as be-

fore. Then, from the total quantity of Hyposulphite of Soda,

weigh out carefully

Hyposulphite of Soda - - 60 grains.

Dissolve in an ounce of the water, and throw in the Iodine.

Agitate the vessel until the whole has disappeared, which will

happen in the course of a few minutes. If after the solution of

the Iodine a brown tint is acquired, there is an excess of Iodine

;

in that case, cautiously add Hyposulphite of Soda, a single grain

at a time, until the liquid become colorless, then pour in

Nitrate of Lead - - - - 40 grains

previously dissolved in an ounce of water. The addition of Ni-

trate of Lead causes the separation of the greater portion of the

Iodine in the form of yellow Iodide of Lead. Throw the whole

upon a paper filter, and allow it to drain for a short time; then

pour upon it by degrees two ounces of water, in order to wash
out as much of the soluble Tetrathionate of Soda as possible.

When all has run through, add the remaining three ounces of

water; dissolve the Hyposulphite of Soda, and mix in the Nitrate

of Silver solution with continual stirring as before.

C. PREPARATION OF A FIXING AND COLORING BATH WITH CHLORIDE

OF GOLD.

Take of

Solution of Chloride of Gold,

a quantity equivalent to - 4 grains.

Nitrate of Silver - - - - 30 grains.

Hyposulphite of Soda - - - 2 ounces.

Water 8 ounces.

Dissolve the Hyposulphite of Soda in four ounces of the water,

the Chloride of Gold in three ounces, the Nitrate of Silver iu

the remaining ounce; then pour the diluted Chloride by degrees

into the Hyposulphite, stirring meanwhile with a glass rod ; and

afterwards the Nitrate of Silver in the same way. This order

of mixing the solution is to be strictly observed: if it were re-

versed, the Hyposulphite of Soda being added to the Chloride

of Gold, the result would be the reduction of metallic Gold.

The difference depends upon the fact, that the Hyposulphite of

Gold which is formed is an exceedingly unstable substance, and

cannot exist in contact with unaltered Chloride of Gold. It

it necessary that it should be dissolved by Hyposulphite of Soda
immediately on its formation, and so rendered more permanent

by conversion into a double salt of Soda and Gold.

D. GENERAL REMARKS UPON THE MANAGEMENT, ETC., OF THESE COL-

ING BATHS.

Coloring Baths prepared with Tetrathionate of Soda, either

by the Iodine or Perchloride of Iron process, are acid to test-

paper at the expiration of a few hours after mixing. Also there

is a considerable deposition of Sulphur, which may be removed
by filtration, but this is scarcely necessary, the close texture of

the paper upon which Positives are printed effectually prevent-

ing any solid matter in suspension from doing injury. In place

of the Nitrate of Silver recommended in the formulas, Chloride

of Silver may be used, but not Iodide of Silver, as the formation

of Iodide of Sodium would be objectionable (see page 291 ). For
the same reason, it is better not to add any part of the Hypo
Bath used for fixing Negatives to the Positive coloring solution.

The Perchloride of Iron Bath is decidedly more active than
the second, with Iodine, if both are employed soon after their

preparation. This is probably explained by the fact, that in

the latter case the whole of the Iodine cannot be perfectly re-

moved, Iodide of Lead being soluble to a minute extent in solu-

tion of Tetrathionate of Soda. The retarding effects produced
by soluble Iodides in the Bath are shown at page 291. An ex-

cellent coloring Bath however can be prepared with Iodine, if

a little longer time is allowed for the decomposition; indeed this

is the case with all Tetrathionate coloring Baths—they work
better at the expiration of a few days, or a week, from the time
of mixing.

Directions for neutralizing.—The Tetrathionate Baths may
be employed either iu an acid or neutral state. If the weather
is cold, probably the coloring action will be very slow, and in

that case it is best to allow the acid to remain. But if the ther-

mometer indicates 60° or higher, the coloration of the print is

effected with more rapidity, and there is danger of the half-tones

being eaten away by the acid Bath. The temperature of the
solution is a most important point to be attended to in coloring

by Tetrathionate; if it sinks to 40°, the addition of two or three
drops of Acetic Acid will be useful (see page 291). In that
case however the subsequent washing must be conducted with
unusual care, siuce the smallest trace of free acid remaining in

the fibres of the paper would eventually cause fading of the
proof. Positives printed in a Bath to which Acetic or Hydro-
chloric Acid is added, are usually very black, but somewhat de-

ficient in warmth and brilliancy; the half-tones are dissolved

more than ordinarily, and there is a more marked tendency to

yellowness of the whites.

In neutralizing a coloring Bath, if a strong alkali, or carbon-
ate of an alkali, such for instance as Potash or Carbonate of

Soda, be used, it is necessary to be careful not to add an ex-

cess, since if the solution were rendered thoroughly alkaline and
set aside for a week, all coloring power would be destroyed.

(See page 264)
It is not certain that Ammonia produces an equally marked

effect; and therefore the liquid may be exactly neutralized by a
few drops of Ammonia. A more simple plan is to shake it up
for five minutes with as much powdered chalk or whiting as will

stand upon a shilling, and afterwards to allow it to subside, or

to filter through blotting-paper. Indeed this plan with chalk is

the only one practicable in the case of the Perchloride of Iron
Bath, as the addition of an alkali would produce a precipitate

of Sulphuret of Iron. (See page 290.)

After the Bath has been neutralized, there is a constant ten-

dency to a return of the acidity. It has been shown, at page
123, that the contiuual decomposition which takes place in the

solution produces free acid.

When the Bath is to be set aside, and its use discontinued for

some time, add a few drops of any acid as a safeguard against

alkalinity. (See page 289.")

The addition of fresh Tetrathionate to the Bath will scarcely

be required, if a constant succession of prints are immersed as

they are taken from the frame (see page 290) ; but much in this

respect depends upon the temperature of the atmosphere, the

generation of the coloring principle being certainly slower dur-

ing cold weather.

If the operator desires at any time to prepare a coloring Bath
with an unusual degree of energy, he may do so by adopting the

Iodine process, and multiplying the quantity of Iodine and Ni-
trate of Lead four times, the other ingredients remaining the

same. The Bath is to be set aside for three weeks, and then
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rendered perfectly neutral. In this way a very fine color will

be secured.

Remarks applying to the third formula with Chloride of Gold.

In the case of the third formula with Chloride of Gold, the

action which takes place not being so thoroughly understood, it

is more difficult to give explanation.

The time of coloration depends much upon the quantity of

Gold present, and may in some cases be extended to many hours.

The results of a few experiments, performed roughly, appeared

to indicate that the activity of this Bath is less affected by de-

pression of temperature than those prepared with Tetrathionate.

Certainly the injurious effects of prolonged immersion are not so

evident as with the first two formula?;—the purity of the whites

remains unaltered for many hours if the Bath is new, but with

an old Bath there is a tendency to yellowness, which is probably

caused by the presence of sulphnretted principles (p. 265).

Fresh Chloride of Gold must be added from time to time as it

appears to be required. A few drops of Acetic Acid (not more

than two or three to half a pint) hasten the coloring action as

described in the last page.

Hints in selecting from theseformula.—The Gold Bath is the

most simple and easy to work, since it requires no neutralizing

or filtration, and the print can be left in for a long time with

impunity. Formula No. 1, with Perchloride of Iron, is very ac-

tive, but not adapted to the Ammonio-Nitrate paper. Formula

No. 2 works slowly at first, and especially so in cold weather;

but it possesses advantages iu being free from any metallic salt,

like the Proto-chloride of Iron, which is precipitated by alkalies;

hence it caii be used for any variety of sensitive paper, and may
be neutralized by Ammonia in place of Carbonate of Lime. Af-

ter a little experience, the operator will observe the peculiarities

of tint yielded by each kind of Bath;—the Tetrathionate solu-

tions give fine red purple and brown tints with Albumen paper;

pure blacks, but somewhat wanting in lustre, with gelatine pa-

per sensitized with plain Nitrate; and rich velvety blacks with

the Ammonio-Nitrate. The Gold Bath yields blue purples or

blacks on the Albumen, and iutense blacks with Gelatine or

Ammonio-Nitrate.

SECTION III.

The Manipulatory Details of Photographic Printing.

The operator having prepared sensitive paper, and also the

coloriug Bath, accordiug to directions recently given, proceeds,

in the present Section, to the actual process of printing;—divi-

ded into—A. The exposure to light, or printing, properly so

called.—B. The fixing and coloring, and C. The washing, dry-

ing, and mounting of the proof.

A. THE EXPOSURE TO LIGHT.

For this purpose frames are sold, so constructed that they

admit of being opened at the back, in order to examine the pro-

gress of the darkening by light, without producing any disturb-

ance of position.

Simple squares of thick plate glass [however succeed equally

well, when a little experience has been acquired.

Supposing the frame to be employed, the shutter at the back
is removed, and the Negative laid flat upon the glass, Collodion

side uppermost. A sheet of sensitive paper is thcu placed upon
the Negative, sensitive side downwards, and the whole tightly

compressed by replacing and bolting down the shutter.

This operation may be conducted in the dark room ; but un-

less the light is very strong, such a precaution will scarcely be
required. The time of exposure to light varies much with the

density of the Negative, and the power of the actinic rays as

influenced by the season of the year and other obvious consider-

ations. As a general rule, the best Negative print slowly;

whereas Negatives which have been under-exposed and under-

developed are more rapid.

In the early spring or summer, when the light is powerful,

probably about ten to fifteen minutes will be required; but us
much as three-quarters of an hour may be allowed in the winter
mouths, even in the direct rays of the sun.

It is always easy to judge of the length of time which will be
sufficient, by exposing a small slip of the sensitive paper, un-
shielded, to the sun's rays, and observing how long it takes to
reach the coppery stage of reduction. Whatever the time may
be, about she same will be occupied in the printing, if the Nega-
tive is a good one.

When the darkening of the paper appears to have proceeded
to a considerable extent, the frame is to be taken in and the

picture examined. If simple squares of heavy plate glass are
used in the place of a printing-frame, some difficulty will be ex-

perience at first in returning the Negative precisely to its form-

er position after the examination is complete, but this will easi-

ly be overcome by practice.

If the exposure to light has been sufficiently long, the general
aspect of the print appears decidedly darker than it is intended
to remain. The coloring Bath dissolves away the lighter shades
and reduces the intensity, for which allowance is always made in

the exposure to light. A little experience soon teaches what is

the proper depth to print; but the following general rules may
be useful as a guide: Albumen pictures are more reduced by the

coloring Bath than Ammonio-Nitrate pictures. The acid color-

ing Bath dissolves away the lighter shades more than the neu-

tral Bath. When the proofs are to be immersed for a long time
in order to secure black tones, it is necessary to over-print more
strongly than when the purple tints are desired.

If, on removal from the printing-frame, a peculiar spotted ap-

pearance is seen, produced by unequal darkening of the Chloride
of Silver, this shows that the Nitrate Bath was too weak, or the
sheet removed from the surface too speedily.

On the other hand, if the general aspect of the print is a rich

chocolate-brown in the case of Albumen, or a dark slate-blue

with Gelatiue or Ammonio-Nitrate paper, probably the subse-

quent coloration will proceed well The tint however at this

stage varies much with the strength of the Silver solution, and
the mode of preparing the paper.

If, in the exposure to light, the dark shadows of the proof be-

come decidedly coppery before the lights are sufficiently printed,

the Negative is somewhat in fault. In that case, a better result

will be obtained by reducing the amount of salt in the paper to

one-half. Ammonio-Nitrate paper, highly salted, is particularly

liable to this fault of excess of reduction, and especially so if the

light is powerful. Therefore the operater, when he has had ex-

perience, may with advantage modify the strength of the sensit-

izing solutions, taking as the minimum 40 grains of Nitrate of

Silver and 10 grains of salt to the ounce.

B. THE FIXING AND COLORING OF THE PROOF.

The print may be immersed in the coloriug Bath immediately
on its removal from the frame, but no injury results from putting

it aside for a time, if it be kept in a dark place.

After its immersion, move it about for a short time to displace

air-bubbles. In a few minutes the rich chocolate-brown or vio-

let-blue tints disappear, and the red tones take their place.

Albumen proofs become brick-red; Gelatine and Ammonio-
Nitrate a brownish black. The tint which will be ultimately

acquired by the proof can be told with accuracy at an early pe-

riod, if the operator is experienced and understands the working
of the Bath;—if the colors are unusually pale and red, very

probably the Silver Bath was too weak, or the time of contact

insufficient;—a pink tint, in the case of Ammonio-Nitrate pic-

tures, if very marked, generally gives a bad result. The action

of the Bath must be continued until the desired effect is obtain-

ed. This may happen in from twenty minutes to half an hour,

if the solution is in good working order and the thermometer at

60p; but everything depends upon temperature. In the case of

the Chloride of Gold coloring Bath, no certain rule can be giv-

en; but the time of coloration will usually be longer than with
Tetrathionate, even four to five hours not being too much in

some cases. The purple tones are an earlier stage of coloration

than the black tones, and therefore the latter require more time.

It must be borne in mind, however, that prolonged immersion in

a Tetrathionate Bath is decidedly favorable to yellowness of the

whites, and with an Albumen print it will be difficult to obtain

I
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pure whites if the coloring is carried beyond the purple stage.

With the Gold Bath the action may be pushed further with im-

punity.

Ammonio-Nitrate, and Gelatine papers are less prone to turn

yellow than paper prepared with Albumen. The yellow color

is not often seen decidedly whilst the print is in the Bath, but

it comes out in the after-processes of washing and drying.

The error most frequently committed in coloring Positive

proofs is—continuing the action of the Hypo Bath for too long

a time with the idea of obtaining darker tones. The injurious

effects so caused are most evident when the print has been washed
and dried; it is then seen that much of the brilliancy and rich-

ness of the tint is lost, whereas if the sheet had been removed at

an earlier period, the action continuing slightly in the water, it

would have been improved. These remarks apply in all cases,

but especially so to the Tetrathionate Bath.

Some advise that on removal from the coloring Bath the

print should be soaked in new Hypo for ten minutes, in order to

complete the fixation, but this precaution is not required with

solutions of such strength as those given in the first two form-

ulae. An analysis of an old Hypo Bath which had been very

extensively used, indicated only ten grains of Hyposulphite of

Silver to the ounce, so that it was at that time far from being

saturated.

In the third formula, with Chloride of Gold, the proportion

of Hyposulphite being less, a new solution of the same strength

may advantageously be employed after the other, and will serve

to fill up the bottle and supply the loss caused by evaporation

and use.

Also with a Bath prepared by the Perchloride of Iron pro-

cess, if any red deposit upon the surface of the print occurs dur-

ing the washing, a portion of the Protochloride of Iron may be

removed from the fibres of the paper by soaking in new Hypo.
The addition of fresh crystals of Hyposulphite of Soda occa-

sionally, in order to keep up the strength of the Bath, is a safe

plan to adopt, the exact quantity added not being material.

C. ON THE WASHING, DRYING, AND MOUNTING OF THE POSITIVE

PEOOFS.

28

If the view given in a former part of this Work of the chemi-

cal composition of the colored surface which forms the Positive

picture be correct (see page 290,) it is evidently of the greatest

importance as regards the permanence of the proof, to expend
much pains in the after processes of washing and drying.

The first point to be attended to is, thoroughly to remove ev-

ery trace of Hyposulphite of Soda from the fibres of the paper.

Now Hyposulphite of Soda is a substance which adheres very

closely to any body wetted by its solution, and therefore the

print, on its removal from the coloring Bath, is to be placed in

water and allowed to soak for several hours. The water must
be changed two or three times, and at the last hot water may
be substituted for cold. Complaints, however, are frequently

made that the hot water injures the tint. If that is found to be

the case, then use only cold water, but allow a proportionably

longer time. The water employed for washing must be perfectly

neutral. The addition of a single drop of any acid would have

the effect of changing the purple tints to black from formation of

Hyposulphurous Acid in the fibres of the paper.

When the washing is completed, the print may be suspended

across a string or a glass rod, and allowed to dry. The fluid

which drains from the lower edge can be tested for Hyposulphite

of Soda and Silver by the application of a drop of a dilute solu-

tion of the Protonitrate of Mercury—a black color, which is

Sulphuret of Mercury, indicates the presence of Hyposulphite.

A more simple plan is to apply the tongue to the lower edge of

the paper; if no sweet or metallic taste is perceptible, the print

is sufficiently washed (see page 194).

When the print is nearly dry, it is recommended by some to

place it between two layers of blottiug-paper, and press with a

moderately hot iron. This appears to darken the tint slightly

if produced in a feeble coloring Bath, but when the Bath is ac-

tive it causes but little appreciable change.

Lastly, in mounting the proofs, be careful not to employ sour

46*

paste, which may possibly injure the tint; and keep them in a

place free from damp and mould.

CHAPTER VI.

ON THE MEANS OF PRESERVING THE SENSITIVENESS OF COLLODION

PLATES.

The great objection to the Collodion process has always been
the difficulty of preserving the sensitiveness of the plates for any
length of time. Hence it is necessary to prepare them imme-
diately before they are required for use, which is not always
convenient for tourists and operators working out-of-doors.

Many adopt the plan of carrying with them a small portable

tent, covered in with folds of yellow calico, or they employ a

Camera, so constructed that all the operations of sensitizing and
developing the plate can be carried on within the body of the

instrument.

Our present intention, however, is less to describe appliances

of this kind than to show how the sensibility of the Collodion

plates can be rendered more lastiug, so that they may be em-
ployed many hours, or even days, after being excited.

If the film of Collodio-Iodide of Silver, after having been
lifted out of the Bath, is allowed to dry spontaneously, the so-

lution of free Nitrate of Silver upon the surface becoming con-

centrated by evaporation, eats away the Iodide of Silver and
destroys the film.

Mr. Archer proposed originally to obviate this by washing
off the Nitrate with distilled water, but this plan injures the

sensitiveness of the plate so much that it is difficult afterwards

to obtain sufficient intensity for Negative pictures.

Other operators have attempted to prevent evaporation by
the use of a second plate of glass in such a way as to enclose the

sensitive film with an intervening stratum of liquid. The diffi-

culty however of separating the glasses again, without tearing

the film, is considerable.

No doubt the process lately devised by Messrs. Crookes and
Spiller for preserving sensitized Collodion is more feasible than
any which has preceded it. The plan proposed by these gentle-

men is to make use of the well known property possessed by cer-

tain saline substance of remaining in a moist condition for any
length of time when once wetted. Such salts are termed " de-

liquescent," and many of them have so great an attraction for

water that they absorb it eagerly from the air. The solution

being once formed, the water cannot easily be driven off except

by the application of a considerable heat.

In this process, then, the plate, after having been excited in

the usual way, is coated on the surface with a solution of a deli-

quescent salt, by which the tendency to spontaneous evaporation

is destroyed and the plate remains in a damp state for an inde-

finate period of time.

There are many deliquescent salts familiar to chemists, but a

selection cannot be made from them indifferently. It is neces-

sary that the salt should be neutral to test-paper, and also that

it should produce no decomposition when added to solution of

Nitrate of Silver. The Nitrates and Acetates both fulfil these

conditions, but the latter only partially so. Acetate of Silver,

being but sparingly soluble in water, is precipitated on mixing

an Acetate with Nitrate of Silver, unless both solutions are

dilute.

The Nitrate of Zinc was the salt originally selected by Mr.
Crookes, but difficulties arising in the manufacture on a large

scale, the Nitrate of Magnesia has been substituted.

More recently still, Mr. Shadbolt, allowing the claims of

Messrs. Crookes and Spiller to priority of publication, proposes

to improve their process by substituting Honey for the Nitrate

of Magnesia, as being more easily procurable and better in the

result. Honey can scarcely be termed a deliquescent substance,

but it possesses, like other uncrystallizable sugars, the property

of remaining moist and sticky for a lengthened period of time.

(For the chemistry of Honey, see part III.)

The writer has not at present had the opportunity of fully

testing the respective merits of these processes, and therefore he
38
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will take the liberty of transcribing from the original papers,

published by the authors in the Journal of the Photographic

Society, vol. ii.

THE NITRATE OF MAGNESIA PROCESS OF MESSRS. CROOKES & SPILLER.

" The plate coated with Collodion in the usual manner, is to

be rendered sensitive in a 30-graiu Nitrate of Silver Bath, in

which it should remain rather longer than is generally consider-

ed necessary (about five minutes); it must then be slightly

drained, and immersed in a second Bath, consisting of

Nitrate of Magnesia
Nitrate of Silver -

Glacial Acetic Acid
Water - - - -

4 ounces.

12 grains,

1 drachm,
12 ounces.

and there left for about five minutes, then removed and placed

in a vertical position on blotting-paper, until all the surface-

moisture has drained off and been absorbed; this generally takes

about half an hour, aud they may then be packed away in any
convenient box until required for use.

" Not only is the sensitiveness unimpaired by this treatment,

but we think, on the contrary, that it is slightly increased; in-

stantaneous Negatives have been taken on plates which had
been prepared some days previously. We are not yet in a

position to give the length of time that may elapse between the

preparation of the plate and development of the picture: such

experiments necessarily require a more lengthened period than

we have at present been able to give, but as long as they have

yet been kept (upwards of three weeks), there has been no ap-

pearance of deterioration.

"Before the development, we find it advisable to moisten the

Collodion film by immersion in the Silver Bath for about half a

minute, as otherwise the Pyrogallic Acid or Iron solution would
not flow evenly over the plate. The fixisg, etc., is of course

conducted as usual.

" It will be as well to draw attention to a few points which,

although not absolutely essential, may possibly be found useful

in practice. The glass plates should be cleaned with more care

than is necessary when they are to be used immediately; we
have found strong Nitric Acid applied with a tooth-brush most
convenient. With regard to the Collodion, we have tried very

many different samples, and with tolerably uniform success. The
greater number of our experiments have been made with a

tolerably thick Collodion, the Alcohol and Ether of which were
in proportion of 1 : 2, made sensitive with four grains of Iodide

and a half a grain of Bromide of Ammonium to the fluid ounce.

We have also employed a Collodion containing Iodide and Bro-
mide of Cadmium with good success.

" Of the 30-grain Silver solution for exciting the plate we
have only to recommend the use . of Acetic instead of Nitric

Acid, to give the Bath that faintly acid reaction which is by
some operators considered desirable.

" There are one or two circumstances to be attended to in

the preparation of the Magnesia Bath. Commercial fused Ni-

trate of Magnesia is very liable to contain Chlorine, and also to

have an alkaline reaction on account of the fusion being carried

too far. Of course the quantities of Acetic Acid and Nitrate of

Silver given in the formula for the Bath, are on the supposition

that the Nitrate of Magnesia is pure; if this be not the case, it

should be rendered perfectly neutral with Acetic Acid, the

Chlorine exactly precipitated with Nitrate of Silver, aud then

the proper amounts of Acid and Silver added. However, if the

impurities are very considerable, it will be safer to reject the

salt at once. This Bath will be kept in good order for a long-

time; the only point to be attended to is to drain the plates

slightly after coming from the Silver Bath, and, if necessary, to

remove the liquid from the back with blotting-paper, so as to

introduce as little Silver as possible into the Nitrate of Mag-
nesia. A solution of one grain of Silver to the ounce is quite

sufficient to keep the plates sensitive; and when the strength

rises, as it will in time, to above a certain limit, the slight evap-
oration that always takes place will render the Silver solution

sufficiently strong to dissolve off the Iodide in small holes. If

£3£JSg—
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this occur, the Bath can be restored by nearly, but not quite,

precipitating the Silver with a solution of Chloride of Magne-
sium, and then filtering.

" One of the most important things to be attended to, is the
necessity of preserving the plates where they are perfectly free

from any light. It will be evident to all , that anything short
of absolute darkness, when the sensitive surface is exposed to its

action for day after day, and perhaps week after week, must be
fatal to its subsequent cleanliness. The necessity for protecting
the plates from any deleterious gases,—Ammonia, for instance,

—is too obvious to require comment."

THE HONEY PROCESS OF MR. SHADBOLT.

" Having prepared and excited the Collodion in the usual
manner, on its removal from the Bath of Nitrate of Silver it is

to be drained pretty closely for about half a minute, and then
immersed in a second Bath, consisting of distilled water 20 to

30 ounces to 1 ounce of the exciting Bath (the exact quantity
is not of great moment), and allowed to remain in the latter

mixture until the liquid flows evenly on lifting the plate up,

which will happen in about from two to three minutes after im-

mersion. The object of this proceeding is to wash away all but
a slight trace of free Nitrate of Silver, as one of the causes of

deterioration of the plate is the crystallization of this salt on the
surface of the Collodion. This distilled water Bath should be in

a vertical vessel, similar to that used for exciting, and the same
Bath, if freed from impurities as they accumulate, will do for an
indefinite time. To distinguish it, I shall term it the washing
Bath.

" The plate may be removed from this Bath as soon as the
liquid flows freely, and again drained closely, when a portion of

the preservative syrup is to be poured on and off once or twice,

being careful to avoid bubbles, or any minute particles of mat-
ter being left on the plate; which is then to be stood upright

upon clean blotting-paper with the Collodion-side towards the

wall to drain. In about ten minutes' time, the lower edge of

the plate where the syrup has become collected, may be touched
lightly with fresh blotting-paper to remove the superfluity, and
then placed in the dark frame, or stored away in a box for

future use. It is not necessary to perform this operation until

convenient.

"The preservative syrup is thus made:—Take of pure Honey
and Distilled Water equal parts by measure, mix thoroughly and
filter. In my former directions a sixth part of the volume of

Alcohol was included; but further experience leads me to con-

sider this unnecessary, if not detrimental.
" If thoroughly excluded from the action of light, plates thus

prepared will keep for a very long time. The sensibility is cer-

tainly less than when fresh plates are used, and I judge that the

exposure required is about double the time, for the same Collo-

dion, if used immediately after its removal from the Nitrate

Bath; but I cannot detect any further diminution for the first

twenty-four hours, and I have taken a picture no less than three

weeks after excitation, but with at least four times the exposure

required for a fresh plate. I do not however recommend the

plates to be kept longer than is really necessary, as the chances

of chauge from very little actinic force are certainly great.

" The plates may be developed even as long as twelve hours

after exposure. This part of the process is conducted as fol-

lows:

—

" The plate is to be again immersed in the washing Bath aud

left from one to ten minutes to soak, occasionally lifting it up

aud down to facilitate the removal of the superfluous syrup,

and thoroughly to soften what remains upon the plate. The
longer the latter has been kept, the longer it should be allowed

to soak.
" When taken out, a sufficient quantity of the developing so-

lution is to be poured over the plate in the ordinary way, and,

provided the plate has been properly soaked in the washing Bath,

there is no greater difficulty experienced in getting it to flow

over, than when a fresh plate is used. The image should appear

very slowly, and when all the details are out hit very faint;

the developing solution is to be returned to the measure (taking
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especial care not to allow the small portion remaining on the plate

to run in lines), a feat readily performed if done quickly, and the

plate instantly restored to a horizontal position. A small quan-
tity of the exciting Bath (a 30-grain solution of Nitrate of Sil-

ver), from an eighth to a sixth of the volume of the solution that

was poured on from the plate into the measure, together with a
like proportion of the preservative syrup, should now be added
to the liquid in the measure and well mixed up; this is to be
poured on the plate and kept, moving until the picture is suffi-

ciently intense, which can be carried to any degree if the ex-

posure has been proportionately prolonged. So intense can the

high lights be made, that the whole day's exposure to direct sun-

shine will not print through them. Of course I only mention
this to show what can be effected—not what is desirable.

" The developing solution I usually adopt consists of 1 grain

to the ounce of water solution of Pyrogallic Acid, one-fourth of

the menstruum being the ordinary Acetic Acid of the druggists,

or if glacial Acetic Acid is used, one-twelfth part is sufficient.

" When sufficiently developed, the picture is washed and fixed

as usual, either with Hyposulphite of Soda or Cyanide of Potas-

sium, as may be preferred."

{To be continued.

)

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

RIM'S ON THE COLLODION PROCESS.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—A few practical hints respecting the use of collodion

may perhaps be of service to some of your readers.

1st. When working with a double lens in the open air, or in

situations where there is much light, the full aperture of the

lens being used, it is necessary to provide against the action of

diffused general light, which under these circumstances enters

the lens, destroying the brilliancy and intensity of the image, in

fact acts chemically over the plate, thus giving a muddy, flat or

otherwise imperfect picture, an appearance corresponding to the

fog produced by the alkaline reaction of some collodions, which
general action of diffused light during the exposure of the plate

in the camera, interferes subsequently with a prolonged or even
necessary development.

My attention was drawn more particularly to this fact, from
the circumstance of having to make alterations in my glass room
for the purpose of obtaining twice the amount of light; when com-
pleted I wyas quite unable to take a picture, simply because the

extra light introduced, although a north light, interfered with
the darkness necessary for the production of clear and vigorous

pictures in the camera. The remedy for this is simple: I screw
on to the front of my camera a sliding dark box open at the

end. I can by this means regulate the amount of protection

according to circumstances, viz. from 12 to 24 inches; brilliant

and intense negatives are thus obtained with great rapidity.

Now remove the protector and the reverse is evident; the pic-

ture is flat, faint, shows a want of detail, and a general tendency
to blacken over under the influence of the developer.

2nd. Under all circumstances, when collodion is used, throw
a large black cloth over the slide when placed in position, before

drawing up the shutter; now put the left hand under-neath the

cloth, place this on the top of the slide to keep it in place, and
with the right hand outside feel for the leather tongue, pull up
the cloth and shutter together: the cloth should not be removed
until the slide has again been closed; this sufficiently indicates

the necessity for preventing ever so slight a ray of light attack-

ing the plate during exposure.

3rd. Use as little light as possible in the dark room; the

quantity must be regulated by aspect of the window through
which the yellow light is admitted. A candle would entirely

spoil a collodion plate, unless protected by means of a yellow

calico shade.

4th. Condition of collodion best suited for different purposes:

For portraiture with a double lens, mix the collodion twelve

or twenty-four hours before required for use, the picture thus

obtained is more intense than when collodion recently mixed is

used.

For works of art and still objects, &c, collodion a week old

is best, and for landscapes a greater general intensity and suffi-

cient rapidity of action is obtained when the collodion has been

mixed a fortnight.

For black and white objects, i. e. engravings, &c, use collo-

dion a month old.

5th. Collodion in hot weather may become too thick to use

conveniently; it should then be very slightly diluted with a mix-

ture of equal parts of aether and alcohol of known purity, and

well shaken.

6th. I find that spots upon the plate are more apt to be pro-

duced when the nitrate of silver bath is surcharged with iodide

of silver; hence it is evident that a plain solution of nitrate of

silver (30 grains to 1 oz. of water) added to the bath occasion-

ally, tends very much to the removal of this annoyance.

I believe that the above observations apply to every make of

collodion more or less. I need hardly, however, say that these

rules more particularly require attention when my own prepara-

tion of collodion is used, and it is for the convenience of those

who work only with partial success that I have ventured to

make known facts already communicated to many correspon-

dents. I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

R. W. Thomas.

From Comptes Rendus.

ON THE TRANSFORMATION OF HELIOGRAPHIC PICTURES

INTO indellible paintings, colored and fixed by the

PROCESSES OF CERAMIC DECORATION.

BY M. A. ALFON DE CAMARSAC

I select for grounds either metals or substances used for pot-

tery; I use verifiable compounds for tracing the image on them;

and I operate both on the images obtained by the use of metal-

lic salts and those furnished by the resins.

With pictures produced by the aid of collodion, albumen,

gelatine, and by the ordinary processes of the salts of silver, I

develope the image by the nitrate of silver until the half tints

are overdone and obscured, and the deep shades are covered with

a thick deposit presenting the appearance of a bas-relief. The
proof is then placed in an euameller's muffle; the organic mat-

ters vanish under the action of a suitable temperature. The
fire cleans the image and restores all its delicacy.

I operate on white grounds or on black or colored grounds.

On tinted porcelain, colored glass, or on brown or black enamel,

the whites of the image are formed by the deposit of reduced

metal, which acquires great brilliancy in the furnace. On white

porcelain or enamel, or on transparent glass, the blacks of the

image will be formed by the metallic deposit, which I then treat

with solutions of salts of tin, salts of gold, or salts of chromium.

In the latter case I obtain various colors, very vigorous when
removed from the muffle, presenting a peculiar semi-metallic

brilliancy. A very thin layer of an appropriate and very fusible

flux fixes the image on the ground, as in the case of applying

gold or silver to porcelain. On enamel, the fusion of the matrix

itself fulfils the same office.

With regard to images obtained by the action of light upon

salts of chromium,—as soon as the image is cleaned by distilled

water I expose it in a muffle to temperature which destroys the

gelatiue; the metallic deposit remains alone upon the ground.

Salts of silver and of lead laid on this give yellow tints after

baking; salts of tin and of gold produce violets and purples.

These colors are developed under

covers the metallic deposit. The
ance of a painting on porcelain.

The pictures furnished by resins are treated differently. I

compound a coating capable of receiviug the application of a

layer of flux

aage presents

which here

the appear-
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negative, and of being easily rendered sticky after the exposure

to light. Solution of bitumen of Judaea in essence of turpentine

with the addition of resin, fulfils this requirement. The expo-

sure to light being finished and the solvent having performed its

office, I proceed to the substitution of ceramic colors for this

varnish, which must be destroyed by the fire. Metallic oxides

and their fluxes, ground very fine and dried, are deposited on
the surface of the image, while a gentle and graduated heat

restores to the coating the adhesive property it had lost in dry-

ing. These enamel powders, carried over the entire surface of

the picture, follow with great delicacy all the inequalities of the

subject, which they partially penetrate, and translate faithfully

all its depths and delicacies. The piece is then ready for the

fire; the organic matters are destroyed and the image, formed
of indestructable substances, remains fixed by vitrification.

One of the remarkable characters of these images is the aspect

of uuder-enamel (sousemail) which they present, which cannot

be furnished in the same degree of perfection by any other kind

of painting.

The heliographic image thus treated may receive any kind of

coloring: it may be transformed into gold and silver as well as

into blue or purple; it may even be burnt into porcelain with

the furnace colors.

Observing thac, in the same image, the light, in tracing the

bright parts, left a faithful image of the shadows and that the

entire negative cliche might be transformed into a positive cliche,

I was led to combine two opposite and successive impressions of

the same image. By taking from one of these impressions all

the light tints and from the other all the dark ones, I obtained

the image of the lights (defined) by the shades and of the

shades (defined) by the lights, with the infinite variety of tints

resulting from the combination.

ON IODONITRATE OF SILVER.

BY DE. J. SCHNAUSS.

When a photographic layer on paper or glass is to be very

sensitive, it must be arranged so that the light first passes

through a stratum of nitrate of silver dissolved in water before

reaching the iodide of silver in the collodion or paper. The
author has found from experiment that there is a determinate

compound of iodide of silver with nitrate of silver, which is ob-

tained by dissolving dry iodide in a saturated solution of nitrate

of silver, adding the former in small portions to the boiling so-

lution until the latter is saturated. On the addition of water,

this solution deposits iodide of silver. When it is allowed to

cool, a salt separates in acicular crystals, the existence of which

has already been mentioned by Preuss. As it is of importance

in photography, the author has analysed it. Its composition is

represented by AgO. NO s +AgI.
It rapidly becomes intensely black when exposed to daylight,

far more so than its two constituents separately. It is not de-

composed by absolute alcohol, and that fluid does not dissolve it

even when boiling. Every drop of water added to it immedia-

tely decomposes a portion of the crystals, which then become

coated with a yellow crust of iodide of silver. If a few pure

fresh crystals be thrown into a beaker with distilled water, they

become converted into iodide of silver whilst falling to the bot-

tom, but retain their form. The only solvent for this compound

appears to be a concentrated solution of nitrate of silver.

The author did not succeed in obtaining similar double salts

by treating bromide and chloride of silver with a boiling solu-

tion of nitrate of silver. Bromide of silver indeed dissolves in

very small quantity, and is also thrown down on the addition of

water, but no crystalline compound is produced. This is per-

haps the reason why negative photographs on bromide of silver

alone are very weak and uot sufficiently black.

The fluid poured away from the double salt which first crys-

tallizes in needles, when allowed to stand for some time, depo-

sits very regular distinctly-formed crystals of the same compound;

these appear to be a combination of the octohedron with the

hexahedron.

The above compound is always contained in the silver-baths

of photographers after they have been used several times.

—

Hence all these baths become turbid on the addition of water,

from the separation of iodide of silver. A solution of nitrate of

silver containing iodide of silver, that is to say an old bath, is

however universally preferred by photographers to a freshly-

prepared one; the latter may be artificially combined with a

little iodide of silver.

The author has determined the solubility of nitrate of silver

in water of 52° F., and found that 100 parts of fused nitrate of

silver require 78'32 parts of water.

—

Archiv der Pharm., lxxxii.

p. 260.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

DEVELOPING BOX.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Phot. Soc:

Sir,—If you consider the following account of a new devel-

oping box of any use in aiding photographers, I shall be very

happy in your publishing it.

Many propositions and many very practical plans are in ex-

istance for sensitizing and developing the plates out of doors in

landscape photography. The tent is decidedly objectionable on

account of its bulk, &c. ; the back of a gig, which has been

adopted by those who are in a position to keep such a photo-

graphic workshop, admirably answers ; but I think the one I am
about to describe, from its cheapness add portability, a very de-

sirable adjunct, especially to amateurs, many of whom have not

a glass room, and are obliged to work in a garden or court at

the back of the house. These are under the necessity of fitting

up a developing room in the house, &c, whilst the box can be

placed where the portrait is taken and the developing process

successfully carried out on the spot.

I now proceed to describe the apparatus, which consists of a

deal box 2 feet in length, 13 inches in depth, and 15 inches in

breadth. At one end a piece of yellow glass 8 inches by 2±

inches is inserted to admit light, at the opposite end a circular

piece 3 inches in diameter to serve as a peephole ; the box has

a hinged cover and locks up ; the bath is inserted through a slit

and sits in a bag of black calico, and there is a nest for the bot-

tles inside the box; at the peephole end two-thirds of the wood-

work is cut away, and black calico is nailed over the opening,

in which are cut holes for the hands to be inserted, the calico

being kept close to the wrists by elastic bands; four legs of

either hard wood or iron rod slip into sheet iron plates under-

neath the box, and which raise the box to the height at which

the manipulator can work conveniently. The camera, which

packs into the box, when taken out can be placed on the top of

the box or the usual stand carried with it; a sliding shutter pro-

tects the calico end from injury.

This box, which I have used frequently this summer, is so

very portable, practical, and cheap, that I feel confident it will

be of great use to many photographers who value the above-

named advantages.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Frederick Sanders,

Member of Council of the Dublin

Photographic Society.

p g I should mention that a small zinc tray to catch slops,

and a slight wire triangular stand lying in it to hold chassis, are

necessary additions which I omitted.

If a man does not make new acquaintances as he advan-

ces through life, he will soon find himself left alone. A man

should keep his friendship in constant repair.

—

Johnson.
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From Life Illustrated.

PHOTOGRAPHY—ITS RISE AND PROGRESS.

m

ARTICLE III.

As considerable interest is at present felt in the photographic

discoveries of Mr. H. Fox Talbot, on account of his attempts

to obtain an extension of his patents in England—and also those

of his patentee in this country, to enforce the patent he obtain-

ed from the United States at an early period of his labors—it

will assist our photographers to a proper understanding of the

merits of the case, and of their own position in relation to it, to

follow the subject of the Calotype, or Talbotype, from the date

of his first patent to the present day. Although the material

from which we have to draw is not so clear as we could wish it,

we hope to establish the fact that the claims of Mr. Talbot are

not of that genuine stamp that should entitle him to the exclu-

sive privileges which he demands, and which he has thus far en-

joyed in Great Britain.

Mr. Talbot's first patent is dated February 8, 1841, and com-

prises what is generally known as the Calotype or Talbotype

process. His specifications are briefly as follows:

The making of paper, of smooth, close, and even texture, sen-

sitive to light by the application, with a camel's hair brush, of

a wash composed of 100 grains of crystallized nitrate of silver in

six ounces of distilled water, and after suffering it to dry, im-

mersing it in a solution of iodide of potassium—500 grains to 1

pint of distilled water—for a few minutes, then wash it in water

and dry between the folds of bibulous paper. In this state

it is kept for use.

When required to receive the image, it is again washed with

a solution of 100 grains of crystallizable nitrate of silver in two
ounces of water, adding to it one-third its volume of strong

glacial acetic acid. To this solution is added another contain-

ing crystallized gallic acid in equal proportions. To paper thus

prepared Mr. Talbot gave the name of Calotype paper.

This paper he exposed in the camera in the usual way to re-

ceive the image of the object to be impressed. This image was
developed by brushing over it in the dark the solution last de-

scribed, to which he gave the name of "gallo-nitrate of silver,"

and then holding it before the fire until the image made its ap-

pearance. When sufficiently developed the picture was fixed by
soaking it in a solution of 100 grains of bromide of potassium

dissolved in eight or ten ounces of distilled water, then washed
in clear water and dried as before. Mr. Talbot also includes

the use of common salt as a fixing agent. Pictures thus pro-

duced are what are termed negatives, that is, reversed as to the

order of nature; the shadows forming the light portions and the

lights taking the place of the shadows.

The next part of the invention, or rather new application of

Mr. Neipce's process, consists in obtaining positive photographs;

or, in other words, producing a picture true to nature, in which
the lights of the negative become the shades and the dark por-

tions the lights. This he effected in the following manner:
" A sheet of Calotype paper is exposed to the daylight for a

few seconds, or until a visible discoloration or browning of its

surface takes place. Then it is to be dipped in a solution of

iodide of potassium, consisting of 500 grains to the pint of water.

The visible discoloration is apparently removed by this immer-

sion; such, however, is not really the case, for if the paper were
dipped into a solution of gallo-nitrate of silver, it would speedily

blacken all over. When the paper is removed from the iodide

of potassium, it is washed in water and then dried with blotting

paper. It is then placed in the camera obscura, and after five

or ten minutes it is removed therefrom and washed with gallo-

nitrate of silver, and warmed as before directed."

What the inventor claims as original in this process is the

employment of gallic acid, or tincture of galls in connection with

a solution of silver, for the purpose of rendering paper previous-

ly prepared more sensitive to light; making photographic images

visible on paper, and strengthening and reviving them when im-

perfectly seen by the use of liquids; producing portraits from

life on paper, and the employment of bromide of potassium, or

some other soluble bromide to fix the picture.

The next part of the invention claimed is a method of obtain-

ing photographic pictures on copper by polishing a plate of that

metal, " exposing it to the vapor of iodine, or bromine, or the

two substances combined, or either of them in combination with

chlorine," and then submitting it to the light in the ordinary

manner. Or the plate may be immersed in solutions of the sub-

stances mentioned, in alcohol or some other solvent. After the

exposure in the camera, the plate is submitted to the vapors of

sulphuretted hydrogen, or any other solution that colors the

sulphuret of copper, which produces various colors on the plate

according to the intensity with which the light has acted upon
the different parts.

The next claim is that for producing photographic images
upon platinum or other metal, by covering it with an extremely
thin layer of silver, coating it by any of the known methods,

pouring upon it a solution of acetate of lead, and submitting it

to the action of a galvanic current.

The next claim is tor producing thin plates of silver, deposited

upon copper by the electrotype process. He concludes his

claims in this patent with a process for transferring photogra-
phic images from paper to metal, by first making the surface of

the metallic plate sensitive to light, and placing the paper pho-

tograph upon it, with a plate of glass in front, and exposing the

whole to sunshine.

On June 1, 1843, a second patent was granted Mr. Talbot
in England for various modifications and improvements on the

first.

They consisted in a method of removing the yellow tint in

pictures taken on Calotype and other photographic paper; in

placing a heated iron behind the paper-holder during the expo-

sition in the camera; in preparing io-gallic paper; in washing
iodized paper with a mixture of twenty-six parts gallic acid, and
one part nitrate of silver; in a method of impi'oving the appear-

ance of photographic pictures to make them more transparent,

and then placing a sheet of white or colored paper behind them;
in obtaining enlarged copies of Daguerreotype and Calotype
portraits, and other small photographic pictures by means of

lenses; in a method of photographic printing; and, lastly, in a

process which the inventor terms photographic printing.

In a subsequent application for a patent in England, and
which he obtained, Mr. Talbot claimed the discovery of a pro-

cess for the use of porcelain and glass for photographic purpo-

ses; " a method of obtaining a more complete fixation of photo-

graphic pictures on paper; the use of varnished paper as a sub-

stitute for glass, and a process for obtaining photographic

jjictures on polished steel plates." These claims are all, with

the exception of the last, founded upon modifications of inven-

tions by other philosophers of France and England, and could

never have obtained him a patent had the matter been properly

investigated. At the present day, however, they are of too

little importance to claim much attention from our photograph-

ers. Other processes, quite as original with their inventors, and
far more practical and valuable, have been published and univer-

sally adopted. But Mr. Talbot does not stop here in his claims.

He is now endeavoring to receive patents upon all the modifica-

tions of his processes, no matter by whom discovered. The pro-

cess on glass plates, coated with albumen, for which Mr. Tal-

bot obtained a patent, is equally claimed by other parties, both
in England and Frauce; but at a more recent date Dr. Wood
and Mr. Archer, it appears simultaneously, made the discovery

that collodion was a far more available and sensitive film with

which to coat the glass. These gentlemen published their pro-

cesses to the world, whereupon Mr. Talbot claims them- as in-

fringments upon his patents, and has lately endeavored to enforce

his claim in the courts of law in London. These suits have
given rise to considerable controversy among the philosophers of

England, and have, among other matters, produced proof posi-

tive that the discovery upon which he lays the greatest stress

as his own was actually that of another-—the Rev. T. B. Reade;
that is the use of gallic acid. Let the reader bear in mind the

statement in our last article of the various processes given .as
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those of Mr Talbot, and which we have again merely glanced

at in this, and he will better understand the merits of the con-

troversies which we shall present here and in our next paper.

The claim of Mr. Talbot to the discovery of glass as a photo-

graphic agent can be summarily disposed of by referring to the

title of Mr. Wedgwood's Paper, published in the Journal of the

Royal Institution, in June, 1802, already mentioned, which
proves conclusively that the idea of forming the photographic

image upon glass originated with that gentleman. Some time

previous, also, to Mr. Talbot's claim, Mr. M. Neipce de St. Vic-

tor, of France, produced photographic negatives upon a thin film

of albumen spread upon glass, and he is no doubt the inventor

of " the albumenized glass process." His claim to another process,

for which he obtained letters patent, called by him Amphitype,

is contested by Dr. Wood. The merits of this case are shown
in the following letters.

" In 1844 I sent the description of a new photographic pro-

cess to the Britannic Association of York, and afterwards to the

Royal Academy of Ireland. This process was published in the
' Transactions, 1

in 1845. The materials employed were: a weak
acid solution of syrup of iodide of iron and nitrate of silver. I

observed in my document that by exceeding the rapidity suffi-

cient for the production of the photographic effect, the image is

rendered negative, and that a positive image is frequently devel-

oped at the back of the paper. I attribute this result to an ex-

cess of nitrate of silver. I named this process the ' Catalyso-

type,' a name under which it has been designated in several

works relating to photography, which have been published since

that time.
" Publicity has been given to a correspondence between Mr.

Talbot and myself, in which he reproaches me for giving my
process a particular name, saying that it was useless to give

every process a new name, and that the meaning should be com-

prised in the definition of 'Calotype.' I certainly acknowledge
that he has a perfect right to express himself upon a subject with

which he is so well acquainted, but I answered that the process

had been presented to the Academy under the title of ' Cataly-

sotype 1 and there we left it.

" At the commencement of last December, Mr. Talbot sent

to the Athenaum the report already communicated to the Aca-
demy of Science, of Paris, of a process for obtaining instantane-

ous proofs. The essential matters which he employs are a weak
acid solution of syrup of iodide of iron and nitrate of silver, and
that which characterizes the result is, that the negative and posi-

tive images are formed upon the opposite sides of the plate.

" In reality this is a slig it modification of the Catalysotype,

the principal difference being that the proofs are obtained more
rapidly by the immersion in a solution of sulphate of iron. Mr.
Talbot, however, rejects the opportunity of explaining how new
names are inconvenient and useless for designating new facts,

became, instead of receiving the word Catalysotype, he has in-

v nt d mother, and named his process 'Amphitype.''

" Sow, although Mr. Talbot has not mentioned my name as

having been the first to make use of the iodide of iron as a pho-

tographic agent, I think I have cause to lament that he has not

accepted the name of my process. The 'Catalysotype 1

is suffi-

ciently familiar at the present time, and Mr. Talbot's process

does not differ in any essential point. The agents employed are

the same, and vary only in a slight degree in their proportions,

a nl fro n recent experiments I have no doubt that my process,

such as was published in 1844, does not have the almost instan-

taneous effect unless the buth of sulphate of iron is resorted to.

The circumstances also which directed attention to the name of

Amphitype is described in my ' Memoir.'
" Mr. Talbot has just title to the high position which he oc-

cupies in the scientific world, and he can therefore leave to

other* the small satisfaction attendant upon their discoveries,

an.l I am sure no one is more disposed than he to concede this

much; but he has not considered that to publish the modifica-

tions af a process giving it a different name is to virtually sub-

stitute the name of that which is improved for the name of that

which wis invented. I ask Mr. Talbot, therefore, in all justice,

and co lformable to what he has published in 1845, not to

qualify the method by which he obtains instantaneous pictures

by the name of 'Amphitype, 1 but to present it as an improvement
upon the 'Catalysotype,

11

in order to leave me the credit of the

original process.
" Thomas Woods, M. D."

THE CALOTYPE PROCESS.—A HAND BOOK TO PHOTOGRAPHY ON PAPER.*

BY THOMAS SUTTON, B. A.

gft$*53*~:

THE FRENCH VIOLET TINTS.

The peculiar glaze of albumenized papers is by many persons

thought disagreeable, and essentially ?i?iartistic. I am myself

of this opinion, and I have spent much time in endeavoring to

perfect a better printing process; for the importance of this

branch of photography cannot possibly be overrated, since it is

the positive which we finally offer for inspection or sale; and
the public, being little aware of the manifold difficulties which
beset the practice of this art, are but too exacting in their de-

mands, and difficult to satisfy.

The French violet tints, when sufficiently neutral, and not

dead, or inky, or sooty, are, I think, the most agreeable that

have yet b&en obtained. The most favorable specimens that I

have seen in this style are in the " Album Photographique" of

M. Blanquard-Evrard. These prints are, in general, very rich

in color, and they possess sufficient depth and transparency, with-

out any perceptible glaze, beyond that of the paper itself, when
submitted to strong pressure under rollers. They resemble,

therefore, most exquisite engravings, but with this advantage,
that the color of the lights is perfectly charming and peculiar,

and totally unlike any of the tints which can be obtained by the

use of old hypo, baths, which seem to act by the precipitation of

sulphur. The superiority of the French printing will become
instantly manifest, when we place a fair specimen of it by the

side of one of our own albumenized proofs. The latter, I admit,

may be more rich and transparent, but in my opinion these

qualities may be carried to such an exeess as to constitnte vul-

garity, and that is the predicament in which I think the albu-

menized print will be found to be when contrasted with the

other, which will possess an indescribable artistic and velvet-like

appearance, (if I may use such an expression), in opposition to

the strong varnish and obtrusive pretensions of its rival. Should
any one doubt the justice of this criticism, I would ask him,

would he varnish a fine engraving? If not, then let us endea-

vor to obtain good prints without albumen, or at any rate with-

out its being too obviously applied.

There is another advantage of the French printing (I mean
that of the " Imprimerie Photographique de Lille"), that it is

absolutely permanent, at least as far as the experience of four or

five years has enabled me to test it. I have had prints from

that establishment in my possession for that period, and they

have as yet lost none of their original beauty, although no par-

ticular pains have been bestowed upon their preservation; while

in the same portfolio, works by other artists, in which old hypo,

has been used as a coloring agent, are now nearly obliterated!

Such are the advantages of this French mode of printing; and
the folio winir is, I believe, the process by which it is done. I

speak of course from my own experience alone, and from a close

comparison of results; for I have never been admitted into the

arcana of the process by those who practise it, and who have

certainly never yet made it public.

If I am wrong in any part of my formula, it will be found to

be, I fancy, either in the quality of paper which I recommended,

or in the organic substance which I find it advisable to intro-

duce into the salting solution. In other respects I am satisfied

that the process will be found correct. Those who experiment

in this direction will do well to communicate at once any ob-

vious improvements they may make, for there should be no secrets

in photography.

I may mention that the formula of M. Le Gray, as given in

Hennah's translation, and in which he prints very deeply, and

•**** Q
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then employs chloride of gold before the hyposulphite bath, in-

variably fails in my hands, and is, I believe, incorrect; at the

same time, this has suggested to me the modification which I

now offer, and which is tolerably certain in its results.

The process is as follows:

—

The salting solution is composed of

—

Hydrochlorate of ammonia I oz.

Sugar-candy 1 oz.

Distilled water 20 ozs.

Float on this, for five minutes, and then hang np to dry.

Should the solution redden litmus paper, a few drops of am-
monia must be added.

The sensitive solution is composed of

—

Nitrate of silver 1^ oz.

Distilled water 10 ozs.

Float on this for five minutes, and then hang up to dry.

It is possible that the substitution of alcohol, for some portion

of the water in this solution, may give greater depth of tone. I

offer it as a suggestion.

The printing is to be of the usual strength.

On removal from the pressure-frame, immerse the proof in

rain-water, to which a few drops of ammonia have been added;
then wash it well in au abundance of water, changed several

times. Afterwards place it in the coloring bath, which is com-
posed of

—

Sel d'or (not chloride of gold) 15 grains.

Distilled water 30 ozs.

Pure hydrochloric acid 2 drams.

Allow it to remain in this until it has acquired a deep purple

tint in the shadows, and an agreeable tone of grey or cream
coior in the lights; this will occupy a few minutes only. The
changes of tint may be observed in a sort of half-light.

Then remove it, and wash it well in an abundance of water,

changed five or six times, and afterwards place it in

—

The fixing-bath, which is composed of

—

Hyposulphite of soda 6 ozs.

Distilled water 1 quart.

Leave it in this until the deep purple tint shall have become
slightly neutralized; about one hour will be the extreme limit.

Then wash it as usual to remove all traces of hyposulphite,

and leave it to soak for twenty-four hours in water.

On removal from the water, press it between folds of blotting-

paper, to remove the surface moisture, and then apply imme-
diiiteiy, with a brush, albumeu, diluted with an equal quantity of

water. Then hang up to dry.

The albumen applied in this manner preserves the depth of tone

without imparting a glaze to the paper. Without it, the proof,

on beoymiug perfectly dry, would have a dead appearance,
which this entirely prevents.

It is unnecessary to coagulate the albumen artificially. It

coagulates spontaneously in a short time.

Tlie proof may now be mounted in the usual manner upon
card-board, or it may be mounted behind a glass in the follow-

ing manner:

—

To Mount Positives behind a Glass.

This I find to be one of the greatest improvements that can
be imagined to a positive print.

All photographers are aware of the beauty of the prints when
in water, as compared with their appearance when dry. And
this is particularly observable in the case of non-albumenized
prints. When mounted behind a glass in the following manner,
they will be found equally b'autitul when dry, the glass acting

as a varnish, without any of the disagreeable effects of real var-

nishes.

Float the print, face downwards, upon albumen, diluted with

one-fourth part of its bulk of water. (Of course I allude to a

print which has not been previously albumenized, and which has

been well washed and dried after fixing.)

Let it remain upon this for several minutes.

Whilst in this bath, take the sheet of plate-glass upon which

it is intended to mount it (and which is to form subsequently

the glass of its frame), and cover it completely with a thick

coating of albumen. Level it exactly, and then apply the albu-

menized face of the paper to the glass.

When dry, the print will adhere firmly to the glass, and will

then look as well as it did in the water.

It may then be placed in its frame.

A white, or tinted, or gilt border, may be easily introduced

behind the glass, and attached to it in the same manner as the

print.

Prints colored by the process which I have just described, and

mounted in this way, are, I think, when successful, all that can

reasonably be desired, in tone, transparent), detail, and, above

all, in pervianency.

bsg&jss*

NOTES.

1.

—

Nitrate of Silver.

Crystallized nitrate ot silver frequently contains nitric acid in

considerable excess. This may be detected by the smell. When
this is the case, it becomes advisable to fuse it, and expel the

free acid by heat.

To do this, put the crystals, an ounce at a time, into a porce-

lain capsule, mounted upon a stand, and apply (cautiously at

first) the heat of a spirit lamp beneath. This will reduce them
to a liquid state in about five minutes. Remove the lamp, and

let the mass cool and solidify; then add a few drops of distilled

water, to enable you to detach it easily and bodily from the cap-

sule; put the lump into a glass mortar and break it into frag-

ments; dry these for a minute in the capsule over the spirit-

lamp, and then return them to the bottle. The nitrate will now
be inodorous, anu lit for use.

Lunar caustic is fused nitrate of silver, with impurities. It

should never be used in photography.

2.

—

Acetic Acid.

There are two kinds of glacial acetic acid; the simple "gla-

cial," and the " crystalliznble glacial." The latter is much
stronger and more costly; the former answers perfectly well.

3.

—

The Lens.

The use of the lens is, to produce an image of the objects at

which it is presented upon a surface sensitive to light; and thus

to give a photographic representation of them.

The paper process not being well adapted to portraiture (in

which rapidity of action is necessaryj, we are not concerned

here with the combinations of lenses manufactured expressly for

that department, but require simply a view lens, that is, an

achromatic lens, formed of two lenses in close contact, and in

the form which is called " concavo-convex." This lens should

be mounted (with the concave side to the view) in a brass tube,

capable of sliding easily in an outer tube, which latter is secured

to a moveable portion of the front of the camera. By means of

this sliding adjustment of one tube within the other, the lens

may be brought exactly to the proper distance from the sensitive,

surface, or, in other words, to perfect " focus."

—The adjustment may be effected either by the hand, or by a

rack and pinion; I prefer the former method, since the rack and
pinion are liable to frequent derangement, besides being unne-

cessary in view lenses. Within the inner tube, and at a proper

distance in front of the lens, should be placed a system of circu-

lar " diaphragms" or " stops" the largest of about one inch, and
the smallest a quarter of an inch in diameter; aud in front of

these, again, there should be a cap, with which to close the end

of the tube, and exclude the light altogether when necessary.

In order to understand fully the necessity for achromatism in

the lens, the reader must follow me through a brief explanation

of the nature of light. It is then, not light, which produces a

photographic picture (which is an erroneous term), but another

property of the suubeam termed " actinism," working by means
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of certain rays, to which the term " actinic" has been recently

applied, and which differ entirely in their effects from the lumin-

ous rays, although possessing some properties in common with

them. On decomposing a ray of white light, by refraction

through a prism, into the seven prismatic colors, viz., red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, indigo, and. violet, and on applying a piece

of sensitive paper to the spectrum, we find it most darkened in

the neighborhood of the violet color, slightly in that of the red,

and scarcely at all affected in that of the yellow, while the effect

with other colors will vary according to their proximity to these

three. Now a single lens, not achromatic, gives these seven

different colored images or pictures, at seven corresponding dis-

tances from it; and upon focussing the objects, at which the

lens is presented, upon a ground-glass screen, the yellow picture

will be the visible one (the yellow being the Inmiuous rays).

So that a sensitive surface placed in the " visual" focus (as it

is termed) would be out of focus for either the red or violet pic-

tures. Hence arises the necessity for an achromatic arrange-

ment of the lens ; that is to say, for an arrangement in which

the red, the yellow, and the violet pictures shall be combined into

one. By using two lenses of different kinds of glass in close con-

tact, instead of a single lens, we are enabled to effect this for

the red and violet pictures; while, at the same time, the yellow

picture will be near enough to this combination for all practical

purposes. It is true that, by using seven lenses in contact,

formed of seven different kinds of glass, we could combine all the

seven pictures into one; but such a plan is never attempted, as it

would involve so many practical disadvantages, as to counteract

any benefit, that might be derived from it, in the shape of perfect

achromatism.

A simple meniscus lens has been sometimes recommended, on

the ground that the focus for violet rays, being about one-

thirtieth part of the whole fo.cal length nearer to the lens than

the yellow or visual focus, we have only to find the visual focus

and then to push the lens inwards through the space required

;

but from my own experience, I should say that I have never

found this plan to answer quite satisfactorily; and this, possibly,

from the entire neglect which it involves of the red picture, and
which may possibly be sufficiently actinic to disturb the focus of

the other.

The use of the diaphragm, or stop, is to render the picture

sharper and better defined, particularly near the edges ; and it

acts, by reducing the size, of the pencils of light which enter, or

cutting them, as it were, to a finer point, by diminishing the base

of the cone of rays, while the length remains the same ; but in

doing this, we clearly gain in sharpness at the expense of light;

still, as we are supposed to be taking inanimate objects, this is

of but little consequence, since loss of light may be compensated

by increased time of exposure.

The quality of the lens is a matter ofgreat importance in pho-

tography. At whatever cost, the amateur should start with a

good instrument; and the best will be found to be the cheapest in

the end.

The size of the picture depends, not upon the size of the lens,

but upon its focal length, which may be ascertained by finding-

its burning focus in the sunshine, and then measuring the dis-

tance of this burning focus (or sun's image) from the lens. The
breadth of the picture may be about two-thirds of this focal

length. Or, with a very small stop indeed, its diagonal may be

equal to the focal length. A very wide field of view will in this

case be included, which is sometimes advantageous.

As some guide to the novice in these matters, I may mention

that a view lens of 16 inches focus, with a stop of three-eighths

of an inch in diameter, ought to take a brilliantly sharp picture,

12 inches by 10 inches, and that such a picture would include

an angle at the eye of about 37°; that is, rather more than a

tenth part of the entire panorama.

4.

—

The Camera.

This is the dark box in which the sensitive paper is exposed

to the action of light, through the intervention of the lens, in

order to obtain the negative picture.

There are many different forms of camera in use, and these

should be seen and explained at the repositories where they are

sold, in order to be fully understood. The most portable, and
I think the best for views, is the single "folding" camera. When
not of preposterous size, this may be carried by a strap, over
the shoulders, like a knapsack, without much inconvenience.

And even for very large pictures, I still give the preference to

this form.

Photographic views are, iu general, of an oblong form, and
seldom exactly square. The longer side of the oblong will be
sometimes horizontal, and at other times vertical, according to

the nature of the view to be taken, The camera must, there-

fore, be capable of taking both classes of pictures with equal

facility; or it would be but an imperfect instrument. Also, the

lens should be attached to a sliding adjustment in the front of

the camera, in order that it may be raised or depressed to suit

the requirements of the view; and that, whether the instrument

be on end, or in its ordinary position. To effect this in both
cases, the common plan is, to mount a slide which works paral-

lel to the side, upon another which works parallel to the bottom;

but this ,mode is, I think, somewhat cumbrous and inelegant,

and the arrangement is very likely to become fixed just at the

moment when it is required to work easily For myself I give

the preference to a sqvare removable panel in the front, on which

the slide may work, and which may be placed in either of the

two positions required, with equal facility; or, perhaps, better

still, a circular revolving panel, not removable, and by means of

which, the lens may be brought, in either position of the camera,

opposite to any part of the picture which may be thought de-

sirable.

The mode of using the camera, and of focussing, had better

be learnt where the apparatus is purchased; to attempt it here

would involve a long and scarcely intelligible description. It

will be sufficient for me to state, that the focus for near objects

is longer than that for distant ones; and that in taking views,

in which many different distances occur, a mean should be struck

between them, and the inevitable imperfections of focus, in parts,

remedied by the use of a small stop. In such views it is as well

to focus upon objects not too remote.

5.

—

The Stand.

The camera stand should be strong, firm, and portable; and

the camera should be susceptible of rotation upon it in a hori-

zontal plane, whilst adjusting it to the boundaries of the view.

All these objects are secured by the stand in common use,

called the " double tripod," which is composed of a brass trian-

gular top, supported upon three pairs of legs, made of ash or

hickory. The top has central bars; and in the middle of it is a

hole to receive a thumb-screw, by which to attach the camera

to the stand; and about which, when loose, it turns freely when
required.

This form of stand can be taken to pieces and easily packed.

For very large cameras, a wooden top is, perhaps, preferable.

But in either case, it is well to have the top slightly hollowed in

the middle, so that the camera may rest upon the three extreme

points of the triangle, which ensures great steadiness; care must

be taken, however, when this is the case, not to turn the thumb-

screw so tightly as to split the bottom of the camera.

6.

—

The Focussing Screen.

This is a sheet of ground glass, exactly the size of the picture,

and fixed in a frame. Its use is, to enable the photographer to

select and examine the picture which he is about to take; in

order that he may properly adjust the camera and the focus.

For this purpose, it is inserted" in the camera, in the same groove

which is to receive the lark slide subsequently, and with its

ground surface next to the lens. And it is important to ascer-

tain, when purchasing an apparatus, that this ground side of

the focussing screen, when iu its place in the camera, does really

occupy the same position with respect to the lens that the sen-

sitive surface afterwards does ; for if it should not, all the focus-

sing upon it will be erroneous, and the photographs deficient in

sharpness. But in well made instruments, purchased of a re-
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spectablc maker, this important point will, no doubt, have been

attended to.

7.

—

The Dark Slide.

This is to contain the sensitive paper during its exposure in

the camera.

Dark slides are made, either single or double. In the former,

the paper is placed behind a sheet of plate glass; and in the lat-

ter, two papers are placed back to back, between two glasses.

In either case, the glass should be entirely free from all imper-

fections.

There are, however, in my opinion, many objections to both

these forms of slide. The glass in front of the paper, and con-

sequently between it and the lens, absorbs and reflects a consid-

erable amount of light, and thus prolongs greatly the necessary

time of exposure, while it disturbs the true focus. It has also

the effect of rumpling the paper, as it becomes dry; and, upon

an uneven surface, it is obviously impossible to obtain a, perfect

picture. Another serious imperfection in the double slide is,

that the light frequently passes through one paper, and acts

upon the other, thereby spoiling both pictures.

But all these disadvantages of the slides in common use, may
be obviated by attaching the paper to the front of the glass, in-

stead of placing it behind it. This is done when the paper is

damp (as 1 have described when treating of the second opera-

tion for negatives), and in a few minutes the paper becomes dry,

and then lies as flat as the glass. The slides for this purpose

should be similar to those in use for collodion plates, with this

difference, that three-eighths of aiMnch of space, or more, should

be allowed between the glass and the trout shutter; otherwise,

the paper, when first put in, might touch the wood, and thus be

stained; for in this state, it must be remembered, that it does

not lie so flat as it does afterwards, when dry.

The back of the slide should be removable, and not attached

to it by hinges.

Like the rest of the apparatus, this form of slide should be

seen to be understood and appreciated. I attach great impor-

tance to it, as an essential condition of success.

When more than two or three views are to betaken in a day,

it may be managed by means of one single slide, and a plate-

box, containing a dozen or more glasses, with the sensitive pa-

pers attached. To change the papers, it will be necessary to

retire to son.e shady place, and then to envelope the head and

arms in a large bag of yellow calico, of double or triple thick-

ness. Under this shelter the papers may be changed, without

any fear of the light affecting them.

When only two or three views are required in a day, the bet-

ter plan will be to use a separate slide for each paper.

When carried, the slides should be either enclosed in a case,

or wrapped up in a dark cloth, and never needlessly exposed to the

swnshine, as, in spite of every precaution, light seems to penetrate

them in a manner quite unaccountable. As a rule, no one should

be allowed to touch them but the photographer himself. Let

me advise him strongly, always to carry the slides aud the lens

himself, or to take extraordinary precautions when these are

committed to the custody of others.

8. TO MAKE THE SoLUTIOX CALLED " DOUBLE IODIDE."

Take a four-ounce, wide-mouthed, stoppered bottle, which

keep for this purpoee exclusively, and upon the outside of it make

a scratch with a file, corresponding to the level of three ounces

of fluid. Wash the bottle well, aud tiually rinse it with distill-

ed water. Then fill it up to the mark with distilled water, and

add forty grains of nitrate of silver. Dissolve this by putting

in the stopper and shaking the bottle. I may remark here,

that in weighing the chemicals, it is well to lay a piece of clean

blotting-paper in each pan, balancing them exactly, and then to

put the weights into one paper, and the chemicals into the other;

in this way the necessity for glass pans is avoided, for the chem-

icals should never touch brass or copper.

The nitrate of silver being dissolved, add to the solution

thirty-two grains of iodide of potassium, aud shake well together

47*

as before. On the addition of the iodide, the solution will be-

come extremely turbid and yellow. When the crystals are all

dissolved, allow the precipitate to settle, which it will do in a

few minutes, and then pour off very carefully as much of the fluid

as is possible. This precipitate is yellow iodide of silver, and is

quite insoluble in water. It must be washed twice in warm dis-

tilled water, in order to remove all the nitrate of potass and
other impurities. This is done by filling the bottle with distilled

water, and shaking up as before, allowing to settle, and then

pouring off the fluid, repeating the operation a second time.

There is now clean iodide of silver iu the bottle, moistened
with a little water, and this is to be dissolved in a strong solu-

tion of iodide of potassium.

To do this, add, first, one and a half ounces of distilled water,

and 400 grains of iodide of potassium. Shake up well, and the

whole of the yellow iodide will disappear, being dissolved in the

iodide of patassium, and leaving the solution nearly colorless.

Now add distilled water, a few drops at a time. Upon the ad-

dition of the water the surface of the solution will become in-

stantly turbid, but it will clear again upon being shaken. Re-
peat this addition of the water until the solution will no longer

clear itself again, aud then add a crystal or two of iodide of

potassium, in order to restore its perfect transparency. In this

state an exact balance will have been struck between the water
and the iodide, and it only remains to filler the solution, which
will then be ready for use.

As a guide to the quantity. of water which ought to have been
added the second time, the whole quantity of double iodide ob-

tained should be about three ounces,—that is to say, it should

reach the level of the scratch on the bottle, or thereabouts.

9.—The Paper.

The paper which I recommend for negatives is that which I

get made expressly for this process, and which maybe procured

of the publisher, at about the same price as Turner's paper, and
in sheets as large as forty inches by twenty-seven inches. It is

truly excellent, giving intense blacks, fine definition, and beauti-

tiful half-tones. It improves by age; and, in fact, it is not

in first-rale condition until it has been made for a year or

two.

I may remark, that the process, according to my mode of

treatment, almost invariably fails upon Turner's or Canson's

papers, giving red and feeble pictures; so much difference is there

iu the sizing and manufacture of paper.

The paper commonly employed for positives is that manufac-

tured in France by Messrs. Canson freres. There are two
qualities, the thin and the thick; I prefer the latter when really

good, but it seems to be more liable to spots than the former.

There is also a thin cardboard by the same makers, upon which
very fine definition may be obtained. Papers by other makefs
may be equally good, but I cannot recommend them from my
own experience. I have heard lately of a very excellent Ger-

man paper called " Papier Saxe," which is said to be entirely

free from defects. The papers manufactured by Turner and
Whatman are far more sensitive than that by Canson freres, but

they have not the same fineness of grain, and consequently do

not admit of equally fine definition. They imbibe the solutions

much more rapidly and thoroughly, and consequently require

them to be of diminished strength. The Canson paper is harder,

and more difficult to impregnate, particularly when thick. It

is also sized differently.

10.

—

Glass Baths, etc.

These are made by cementing, with marine glue, wide strips

of thick plate-glass (flat side downwards), to a plate-glass slab,

which forms the bottom.

A slab of slate may be hollowed out into a bath very success-

fully; and this answers well enough for some purposes.

Gutta-percha baths are little acted on by the chemicals, and
are very flat at the bottom; which is a great decideratum where
expensive solutions are used.

Iu baths of very large size, a piece of wood, an inch thick, is
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cemented to the bottom; one corner being cut off in order that

a small pipe of gutta percha may be affixed to the bath, and

which may be inserted into the neck of a bottle, when it is ne-

cessary to draw off the solution. The tube is furnished with a

plug, "or lengthened stopper, which passes through the liquid

when in use.

11.—The Paper Clip.

For a wood-cut of a very simple clip of my own invention, see

the "Photographic Journal," for September 1854, and so.ne

subsequent comments upon it in the two succeeding numbers.

It should be seen to be perfectly understood; and for this pur-

pose I have arranged that a specimen shall be sent, upon appli-

cation to the publisher, by letter enclosing twelve postage-stamps.

Separate sets of clips should be set apart for separate purpo-

ses, as when used indiscriminately the wood soon becomes staiu-

ed, and communicates its stains to the papers.*

12.

—

Glass Tubes.

These are to form the handles of what are called " Buckle's

brushes," used in applying the sensitive and the developing so-

lutions. For small papers they should be 3 inches long and

half an inch in diameter For very large papers they should

be 6 inches long, and one inch in diameter. To form a Buckle's

brush, force one-half of a tuft of cotton wool (chemically clean)

into the tube, and allow the other half to remain out, and form

a sort of mop.

13.

—

The Sensitive Solution.

I have given this of the full strength. There may be circum-

stances of temperature, &c, under which it might be desirable

to reduce it, possibly as much as one-half. I have occasionally

used it of only one-fourth this strength, and with perfect suc-

cess.

14.

—

Washing Glasses and Tubes.

I have stated that gallo-nitrate is an exceedingly unstable com-

pound. It is not enough that vessels which have once contain-

ed it should be washed with simple water, for a single particle

of the old solution remaining in the pores of the glass, will be

sufficient to establish rapid decomposition in the whole of a fresh

solution, and that by a process in chemistry called " catalysis."

This decomposition of the gallo-nitrate solution is particularly

fatal to paper work.

To prevent it, wash the glasses and tubes which have been

used for this compound, either with a weak solution of " cyanide

of potassium," and then in abundance of water; or, better still,

(as the cyanide is a dangerous poison, and very unsafe to employ

when there are any cuts or scratches upon the hands) in the fol-

lowing manner:

—

First in water, then in the hyposulphite bath for a minute or

two; then in water copiously, then in either soap and water or

salt and water (to remove the hypoj; and finally in abundance

of clean water, changed three or four times.

This washing must positively be attended to; or every picture

in which the same tubes and glasses may have been used a se-

cond time, without it, will invariably fail.

The glass-developing slab is an exception to this rule; it will

be sufficient to wash that aud the zinc dishes, simply in an abun-

dance of plain water.

15.

—

The Stereoscope.

Two photographs of the same view, taken from different points,

a few feet apart, and on the same level, will be adapted to the

stereoscope.

The distance apart of the two points of view does not seem to

be a matter involving any very great nicely, within certain limits.

* The patent Yankee clothes-pin, very common and cheap in our
market -$2.00 aid $2,50 per gro.—is as good an article as can be used.—Ed. P. & P. A. Joint.

Supposing the nearest object to which you wish to give stereo-

scopic effect to be sixty yards from the camera, this distance

should not exceed six yards; that is, one-tenth part of the dis-

tance. At the same time, I think it would be an error to dimin-

ish this distance so considerably as some persons recommend.
For very near objects, the proper distance of the two points of

view may possibly be no greater than that of the two eyes.

But for views, it seems advisable to increase this distance con-

siderably. For we might as well expect to obtain the desired

effect, from two prints of the same negative, viewed in the stereo-

scope, as from those differing so imperceptibly, as they necessari-

ly would, if taken from points very close together. Some exag-

geration is evidently requisite; but the amount which is allow-

able in any particular instance, must depend upon the taste of

the artist.

1 6.

—

Blotting-Paper.

That which has been employed for absorbing the surplus sen-

sitive solution, must not be used a second time for that purpose;
but it may be employed for removing the surplus developing solu-

tion; and again, afterwards, if perfectly dry, in the ironing of

the waxed negatives.

11.

—

The Pressure-Frame.

The simplest form of the apparatus, viz. that of two plate-

glasses, with the papers between, is liable to this serious objec-

tion, that the mere weight of the upper glass upon the back of

the negative is not always sufficient to insure close contact between
it and the positive. I myself employ a flat board, upon which
I lay a double thickness of flannel, and upon that a single plate-

glass, rather larger than my largest negatives. When two or more
small pictures are to be printed, 1 obtain the necessary amount
of pressure by means of a bar of wood placed across the middle of

the glass, and screwed to the board at each. end. When only

one large print is required, I employ a similar bar at each end of

the plate-glass.

But I recommend to amateurs the French form of pressure-

frame, which may be seen at all the repositories of photographic

apparatus. This opens at the back, in order that the progress of

the work may be examined from time to time. It is rather ex-

pensive, but very convenient, and many blunders will at first be

avoided by the use of it.f

18.

—

Chloride of Silver.

To moke 120 grains of chloride, dissolve 100 grains of nitrate

of silver in half a pint of distilled water; then add a few drops

at a time of a saturated solution of common salt in distilled

water, until the white precipitate (which is chloride of silver)

ceases to form. Allow this to settle, then pour off the clear

liquid, and wash the precipitate twice in distilled water.

Before adding the chloride to the toning-bath, it has been re-

commended to darken it, by exposure to sunshine in a capsule.

In order to do this effectually, it should be frequently stirred

with a glass rod, that every particle may be brought in succes-

sion under the influence of the light.

19.—Ross's "Focussing Magnifier."

This is a useful little instrument, for enabling us to examine
the focus accurately on the ground-glass screen. It is composed
of two lenses fitted into a tube (like the eye-piece of a telescope),

and it can receive an adjustment adapting it to the sight of

different operators. When in use, one end of the tube is ap-

plied to the glass screen, and the eye to a small orifice at the

opposite end. It magnifies immensely, and will be found very

useful where great nicety of focus is required.

f Mr. Anthony's improvement on this latter frame, leaves nothing
more to be desired. They are decidedly the best made and have come
into general use. He also manufactures a pressure board similar to the

one above described, but also an improvement on it.-

—

Ed. P. & F. Jour.
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OBSERVATIONS ON M. TAUPENOT'S ALBUMEMZED COLLODION PROCESS.

[From lhe " Bulletin de la Societe Fran<;aise de Photographie,"]

m

COMPARISON OF THE NEW PROCESS WITH ORDINARY PROCESSES.

M. Taupenot's process, if it succeed in the liands of all opera-

tors as well as it has in his, combines the advantages of collodion

with those of albumen, and presents none of their inconveniences.

Like ordinary collodion, albuinenized collodion is free, deli-

cate, soft, and very rapid; like albumen it is constant, solid, and
capable ot being used dry.

It is very sensitive and yet may be kept: hence it may be
employed for the reproduction of a crowd in bright sunshine,

buildings standing in strong light, and also of forest trees and
the worst-lighted monuments of our temples and museums. By
the help of his method, M. Taupenot has been enabled to at-

tend a review with his instrument, profit by a hault, seize the

two or three seconds during which the general fixed his eye

upon the ranks, then, at the slightest movement, close his ob-

jective and carry off a good picture.

Iu like manner also, for landscapes, the inconvenience of the

movements of objects, or the disturbance of trees by wind, &c,
may be avoided.

If, as recent experiments of MM. Fortier and Fierlant author-

ize us in believing, glass plates prepared in this way may be pre-

served for one or two months after being albuinenized, and for

a week after having been dipped in the last bath of silver, it

will no longer be necessary to seek for a constant collodion. As
soon as a bottle has been tried, as soon as it has given a good
impression, it may be used up while fresh iu the preparation of a

store of plates. The Professor of the Prytanee has employed
w.thout inconvenience one of the least stable, preparations, col-

lodiox made with the iodide of ammonium. It is probable that

without the protective action of the albumen, he would have
been obliged to give it up.

The methods previously known for preserving collodion do not
present the same advantages. Their rapidity appears less, their

efficiency less durable. The sugar-syrups (hydromellite among
others) cover the glass plates with a pasty layer which soon be-

comes coated with dust, and which requires washings with warm
water, always tiresome and often difficult.

The advantages of M. Taupenot's process are nevertheless

mixed wish certain inconveniences. The manipulations are

numerous, and on this account moist collodion will be preferred
iu the studio in all cases where it is no object to make the sitter

wait a little while, or when it is not desired to obtain a great
number of pictures iu quick succession.

In spite of its slowness, and in spite of the hardness for which
it has been so much reproached, pure albumen still preserves a

superiority in delicacy over albuinenized collodion. Its use will

therefore be persevered in for the reproduction of well-lighted

monuments, objects of art where the details and outlines require

strength, and above all for the little stereoscopic views, which
are always easy to prepare with pure albumen, and which can
never be too sharp and clear.

Lastly, it must be admitted that the albuinenized collodion

appears more liable to spots under the influence of pyrogallic

acid than simple collodion ; it also separates from the glass in

blisters more readily than albumen. The spots may be prevent-

ed by the precautions which have been indicated, and the rising

up of the layer may be prevented by maintaining a proper pro-

portion between the thickuess of the albumen aud the consistence

of the collodion. If the albumen is too strong, its contraction

in drying carries away the collodion; if it is too weak, it does
not adhere and the collodion becomes detached. M. Taupenot
appears to have fouud the proper proportion in employing ordi-

nary albumen containing 20 to 25 per cent, of water, aud, in

preference, pure fermented albumen. A great importance must
also be attached, as we shall see, to the thickness of the collodion.

New experiments—The experiments seem to coufirm what has
just been said. They have been made rapidly, without very

precise indications respecting the collodion employed by the in-

ventor, and before there had been time enough to prepare the

fermented albumen; hence several failures which it will not be

useless to be aware of.

One of the most remarkable attempts has been that of M.
Fierlant. He has reproduced a large portrait in oils on a glass

plate 15| by loi inches. There were blisters, but he has had
them also in impressions taken with pure albumen on the same
glass plates, so that nothing should be deduced from this. Ex-
cepting this defect this large plate was very fine. The exposure

to light endured two hours; it would have required three whole

days to impress pure albumen sufficiently under the same condi-

tions.

Some experiments have been made by M. Fortier also; he
has continued them while this article has been preparing. He
has obtained in one minute, with a landscape objective of Ch.

Chevalier, iu spite of very bad weather, two beautiful views of

the Seine, which, however, should have had a little more light

or a longer sojourn in the developing baths. In employing or-

dinary albumen, a few blisters occurred. M. Fortier, who is

skilful enough never to have these iu common cases, wished to

avoid them. For this purpose he tried diluting the albumen to

the utmost limits; he added to his albumen three equal portions

of iodized water. The albumen thus watered became completely

detached from the glass plate while resting at an angle, after

having been placed in the aceto-nitrate aud washed for the last

time. This skilful operator then directed all his attention to

the collodion. A series of checks proved to him that the num-
ber and importance of the blisters increased in proportion to the

size of the glass plates and the thickness of the collodion. It

seems as though it were necessary that the albumen should be

able to penetrate between the molecules of a collodion of very

little consistency, incorporate itself with this, and adhere direct-

ly to the glass plate. Setting out from this datum, M. Fortier

diluted his collodion considerably, adding 50 per cent, of an

iodized mixture of" alcohol and ether to the photographic collo-

dion of M. Puech, which he is in the habit of using.

From this moment he had no more blisters, no more failures.

Large and numerous glass plates have been prepared with such

facility as renders the experiment conclusive. In spite of most
unfavorable weather, the impressions have been very good. M.
Taupenot has examined them with us, and admired, like us, the

beautiful preparations of M. Fortier; he has admitted the con-

sequences completely. Gathering up his own recollections, he

remembered that he had almost always spread a weak collodion

on his glass plates of middling size, a circumstance to which he

had not perhaps paid enough attention. M. Fortier's experi-

ments are not yet sufficiently numerous to admit of the deduction

of a rigorous formula from them; but it certainly results that a

very clear collodion must be used, especially for large glasses.

In placing this important fact before us, our excellent colleague

has cleared away one of the greatest obstacles to the propaga-

tion of the new process.

M. Bayard, whose experiments possess very great interest,

succeeded at the first trial in preparing his glass plates well.

For this purpose he employed indifferently either ordinary albu-

men, or albumen beaten up with a pretty strong dose of ammo-
nia, In both cases he added 2 per cent, of powdered sugar-

candy, dissolved in about a fluid drachm of distilled water. This

mixture should give the albumen a little more suppleness and

power of penetration, and render its contraction less powerful:

no separation from the glass took place.

When used, all these glass plates were good; the images came
out equally quickly. Some plates after having been collodion-

ized and after having been albuinenized, were clipped in the

same bath of aceto-nitrate; no inconvenience resulted from this.

If experience confirm this first trial, the same bath might serve

for both the collodion and the albumen; this would be an im-

portant simplification, especially for the traveller. Other plates

were not dipped in the sensitizing bath after having been albu-

minized. The image came out with the same promptitude; but

it remained feeble. Of all the experiments we have known,

none are more original than those of M. Humbert de Molard.

Always the investigator, he desired to know whether the collo-
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dion had anything to do with the great sensibility of the albu-

minized collodion. For this purpose he suppressed the collodion,

and substituted for it a layer of iodized paste, nitrated and

washed; concluding by pouring over it the iodized albumen,

which he submitted to a bath of aceto-nitrate. The picture was

granulated; but it was impressed as quickly as if he had em-

ployed collodion.

Theory.— It is very difficult to explain the singular process of

M. Taupenot, and to discover how albumen, which is usually

so slow, becomes here a very energetic means of preservation

without at all impeding the action of light. M. Taupenot at-

tributes the sensibility of the albumen laid over the collodion to

the fact of the albumen resting on a compact basis of iodide of

silver, iustead of being spread over the inert surface of the glass.

" The image," he says, " is really developed at the surface of

the albumen, and not in the collodion, as is proved by various

pictures submitted to the Academy, in which I have been able

to efface certain portions of the image with a moistened piece of

cotton, without attacking the layer of albumen, still less the sub-

jacent collodion. The image is therefore entirely in the albu-

men; consequently it possesses almost all the delicacy belonging

to this without its hardness." Must it be concluded that the

layer of iodide of silver modifies the albumen? Does not the al-

bumen, on the contrary, serve especially to preserve to the iodide

of silver the exceptional properties which that substance pos-

sesses when just precipitated? Does it not maintain a useful

division between its recently formed molecules; or rather, on the

contrary, do not the molecules of the collodion and iodide of

silver serve to divide the albumen? Would there result, either

from this division or the superposition of layers, an increase of

the electrical action, to which has often been attributed the

effect of the impressed layer upon the salt of silver contained in

the reducing bath? We have thought it our province to ask

ourselves these questions; but it is not for us to solve them.

—

Perhaps a great portion of the doubt will be dissipated by ex-

periment.

In the mean time we strongly counsel those who wish, in try-

ing the new method, to avoid inconclusive attempts and failures,

to follow M Toupenot's directions step by step, to take great

note of the very important experiments of M. Fortier, not to

neglect any of the precautions we have advised on his authority,

and above all, not to make trials hap-hazard with residues of

collodion or albumen. On these conditions, we believe, they

will be certain to obtain good results.

From the Journal of the Photographic Society.

SIR W. J. NEWTON'S PRiNTING PROCESS.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal.

Sir,—I perceive by the last Journal that Mr. Hardwich has

taken exception, as a chemist, to the use of alum in " washing

positives," and has also analysed its nature as being of an inju-

rious character, when combined with the other chemicals.

Now, as my knowledge of chemistry is so very limited, it

would be presumption in me to attempt any contrary solution.

I shall therefore confine myself to facts, which we know to be
" stubborn things," by, in the first place, stating that some few

years ago, being on a visit to my friend, Sir Thomas Wilson at

Charlton, I perceived that he put some alum in a large dish,

containing •perfectly black hyposulphite of soda, and, in the course

of the day, there was a thick muddy deposit, leaving the liquid

clear, and almost free from color, which, being removed, was
used as a hyposulphite of soda without any addition, and which

answered every object. The question, therefore, which I wish

to ask of Mr. Hardwich is, to be good enough to describe the

character of the thick deposit, as well as the clear liquid which

remained.

Some time after this, it occurred to me that the same princi-

ple might be employed with reference to removing the impuri-

ties from the positive, after being fixed in the hyposulphite cf

soda
; and I have now made use of alum in this manner for

more than three years, and, instead of any injury having taken
place, they have, on the contrary, invariably not only in color,

strength and clearness, but I have frequently observed, after
months, that some of the tender parts have become more deve-

loped
;

this may arise from the use of gallic acid in the negative

process, which I have invariably pursued. I am, therefore, in-

clined to think that Mr. Hardwich may not, perhaps have taken
this into consideration, and the gallic acid may make all the

difference ; be that as it may, yet chemistry being of so subtle a
character as frequently to elude the researches of the most learn-

ed and scientific, this may be one of those cases which cannot, at

present, be decided " secundum artein."

Even in she healing art, many patients have perished, by pro-

ceeding according to the usual practice, whereas many have been
preserved by adopting a course totally at variance with every

received principle of science. Indeed, I am now in the midst of

this wonder (for so I must call it), where the practice of hydro-

pathy (the faith of this place) is carried to so great an extent,

and where so many lives have been preserved when the usual

course had failed, and yet this practice is not used by the facul-

ty generally, as a legitimate mede of cure, or as entitled to any
scientific claims. I think that we must allow that " there are

more things in heaven and earth than are dreamt of in our phi-

losophy" and, therefore, as alum has proved so faithful a servant

to me for so long a time, I own that I do not feel disposed to

dismiss it nntil I find that I have heen deceived, which I do not

expect, althongh the fiat has gone forth as to the use of alum as

I have applied it. I will, however, restate the precise course I

have adopted, viz. :—Since I have employed bromide instead of

iodide, when the positives are developed (as before described) I

put them into hyposulphite of soda, and let them remain from
thirty seconds to two minutes ; I then put them into alum water

(abont a tea-spoonful of powdered alum to two quarts of water)

for a quarter or half-an-hour, which leaves a deposit ; remove
them, and then give two or three changes of fresh water, after

which I take them out, one by one, and press them between four

or five thickness of linen of an absorbent kind, and then lay them
flat to dry, either on clean paper or linen as the case may be.

In conformity with my last communication, I have been mak-
ing many experiments, with a view to adopt the French pnper

for positive printing, and, although I have made considerable

progress, yet I am not at present quite satisfied. I have care-

fully noted thirteen different trials made with the following ma-
terials, viz :—camphor, whey, sugar, sugar of milk, bromide of

calcium and gallic acid ; these I have combined in various pro-

portions, and the one which offers the best result is, to immerse

the paper in camphor whey, 1 oz., bromide of calcium, 1 grain,

and 20 grains of lump sugar* ; of course a larger quantity must
be made, but 1 have given the proportion of each ouncef ; im-

merse one paper at a time and pin up to dry directly ; excite with

25 grains of nitrate of silver, 1 oz. of camphor water (I now
mix all my exciting chemicals with camphor water, and find that

it has the effect of preserving them, and especially gallic acid)

and 30 minims of glacial acetic acid, and develop as before de-

scribed.

I find that it is impossible to produce anything on the French
paper, otherwise than a tame, dull, and mealy positive, owing to

the absence of organic (animal) matter ; albumen is that which

is generally used, but this will not do for the negative process ;

therefore whey or some other animal matter is absolutely essen-

tial ; still I feel that in addition to whey, some stronger and
more tenacious organic substance. is required, so as to produce

a positive of greater vigor and brilliancy, as well as transparen-

cy in the shadows. I will not dilate further upon this subject at

present, as I intend to apply my attention to it when I return

* The paper so prepared to be brushed over when dry, with one
drachm of a saturated solution of gallic acid to one ounce of camphor
water ; I his may be done at any time, but I think it would be belter to

omit it until within two or three hours before you are going to exc.te it
f

with the above aceto-nitrate of silver. Jfa

f Be careful a/ways to filter the above before using it, and ti return m
it into the bottle throti^h filtering paper afterwards, when it will be fit M
to use again. W
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to London, and hope to be able to discover something which

will answer the object required ; three or four substances occur

to me as likely to succeed. Yours truly,

W. J. Newton.

Sfc

From the London Art-Journal.

PHOTOGRAPHS FROM SEBASTOPOL.

One of the most interesting series of photographs that has

ever been executed, the property of Mr. Agnew, of Manchester,

is now on exhibition in the room of the Old Water Color Socie-

ty, in Pall Mall, East. They ara three hundred and sixty in

number, the result of a visit by Mr. Fenton to the Crimea, com-

missioned by Mr. Agnew, and accompanied by three attendants

and a photographic van. The enterprise is most spirited, and

has cost Mr. Aguew some thousands of pounds, but it cannot be

doubted but that it will yield a golden harvest. We were much
surprised to find the collection embracing subjects to which the

artist could not have had access without influential introduc-

tion—but so it was—the artist was, we believe, recommended
by H.R.H. Prince Albert to the notice of officers high in com-

mand, insomuch as to facilitate his entree to scenes and circles

which might have been considered especially exclusive. He was
provided with letters of introduction whereby he was enabled

to enrich his portfolio with subjects and portraits of the highest

interest. Those who understand the difficulties and niceties of

open air photographic practice will inquire how Mr. Fenton's

apparatus, dark room, &c, were moved from place to place.

All this was contained in a " photographic van," built for the

purpose and intended to be drawn by three horses purchased at

Gibralter; but as soon as the vehicle was landed at Balaklava,

in February last, instead of this being found an adequate team,

it was found necessary to solicit in addition the aid of four or six

artillery horses, which were kindly lent for the purpose of mov-
ing the van out of an otherwise impracticable slough. One of

the most interesting results of this very arduous and really per-

ilous enterprise is a series of views of the whole of the southern

environs of Sebastopol, the centre of this tremendous sanguinary

struggle. Every knoll and every hollow has its episode, and all

are celebrated here; and these particular views of which we
speak have been taken continuously, so that when joined they

form a perfect panorama of the site of the encampment, and the

scene of a struggle unexampled in the history of the battle-field.

Many of these admirable photographs were executed uuder a fire

from the Russian batteries, and we are told that upon some oc-

casions the travelling laboratory was an especial mark for prac-

tice from the fortifications, as it resembled a vast amunition

waggon, laden, it might be supposed, with some dew diabolical

projectile, to be launched on wings of fire against the devoted

city. One of the subjects, specially showing the kind of patron-

age under which Mr. Fenton worked, is the council of war which

was held immediately before the capture of the Mamelon. The
council is limited to a triad of celebrities, Lord Raglan, General,

now Marshall Pelissier, and Omer Pacha, and the hour at which

the consultation was held—four o'clock in the morning; Lord
Raglan is seated on the left, Omer Pacha in the centre, and
Marshal Pelissier on the right. The table is covered with a

railway rug; Lord Raglan appears in loose mufti, wearing a

kind of wide-awake; Pelissier, somewhat embonpoint, never lays

aside his pantalon garana and uniform coat; Omer Pacha is al-

ways in uniform. At this momentous deliberation no one else

assists; it must, therefore, have been through some powerful in-

terest that the artist was permitted to be present on such an oc-

casion. Among the portraits there are those of many of the

officers of rank and distinction, as Lord Raglan; Sir George
Brown; Marshal Pelissier; a charming group of General Bos-

quet and his staff—the general is speaking and pointing to some-

thing which occupies his attention; General Pennefather; Gen-
eral Estcourt; General Codriugton; and a very remarkable

group of portraits—those of some of the chaplains of our army.
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— It is not what we earn, but what we save, that makes us

rich. It is not what we eat, but what we digest, that makes us

fat. It is not what we read, but what we remember, that makes
us learn. All this is very simple, but it is worth remember-
ing-

One, we believe Mr. Wright, appears in a hat of very question-

able shape, as forming an item of the clerical equipment; it is

the petasos-like head-gear called a " wike-awake." We contem-

plate this equipment with strange and mixed feelings; for these

gentlemen there is no military honor—although their hands,

like Achilles, have gone through the greater share of " the

rushing war," they cannot even prefix themselves the Gallant
Reverend. The sectional views taken in Balaklava convey an
impressive idea of the dire confusion of shot, shell, guns, tum-
brils, and all kinds of material, that has prevailed on the quays
of that place; and, in some of these views, so truly are the tex-

tures realised, and so well do the objects compose, that many of

them would paint extremely well. A famous locale is Cathcart's

Hill, the habitual resort of spectators when anything is going
on. It is here brought home to us; and near it is a spot of

melancholy interest in the cemetery, so faithfully detailed, that

we stop to read the brief tribute paid to the memory of the

brave. Portions of the inscriptions on the unpretending monu-
ments of Colonel Seymour of the Guards, and Brigadier-General

Goldie, are sufficiently legible. It was thought that the condi-

tion of the horses in the Crimea during the winter was some-
what exaggerated, but we cannot doubt the evidence of the

lens; we find Lord George Paget mounted on the remains of an
animal, a misshapen phantom, which his lordship may have
mounted for a bet, but certainly would not venture to ride him
fi'-e paces. Again, we have the winner of the Crimean cup, the

High-flyer, the Doctor Syntax of the Crimean Spring Meet-
ings—ignoble to look at, but said to be one of the best that
ever went before a tail. There are none of the refinements of
painting here; there is nothing of the beautiful, but the beauti-

ful of reality. Among the contributions from the French camp,
we have groups of Zouaves in their costume, picturesque all but
their useless nether clothing, which has always the appearance
of falling from their persons. It is unseemly, and very much in

the way. The French have ridiculed it in the Dutch; why do
they adopt it from the Turks? A cantaniere—priestess of the
petit verre, seems to have got herself up for photography; she is

smart, clean, and t res coquette. An interesting Turkish group is

composed of Ismail Pacha, with officers of his staff; the pacha
is very characteristically seated on a broken gabion. Another
remarkable group is that of Colonel Brownrigg, accompanied by
two Russian or Tartar boys, who strayed out of Sebastopol to

the English lines, where they were taken, and attached them-
selves so much to the Colonel as to follow him everywhere with
the fidelity of spaniels. Another of the most successful por-

traits is that of Mr. Russell, the correspondent of the Times.

Mufti seems to be the resource of our officers when not on duty;
we see a group of officers of the Guards regaling themselves with
beer before their tent. A company of railway officials are dis-

tinguished by unique turban head-dresses, that were supplied to

them from Constantinople; and, in contrast to these, is present-

ed a group of Tartar laborers. " The Valley of the Shadow of

Death" is a most exquisite photograph ; the ground is covered
with Russian shot and fragments of shell, giving some idea of

the tons of iron that have been projected from the walls of Se-
bastopol. We are placed occasionally within some of our bat-

teries, especially those of the mortars, and are introduced to

those that worked them. This series of photographs on the
whole, constitutes much the most interesting and valuable memo-
rial of the seige that could be given. Mr. Agnew has submit-
ted the pictures to the Emperor of the French, who has express-

ed the greatest admiration of them. No verbal description can
place before us with such palpable reality the persons who have
figured in this memorable siege, or the localities which consti-

tute the wide-spread theatre of operations.
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THE GREAT MASTERS OF ART,

NO. VI.—CORNELIUS HUYSMAN.

Cornelius Huysman, or, as he is sometimes called in Eng-
land, Houseman,—generally known by the name of Huysman of

Malines, from his residence in that city, and to distinguish him

from another painter, James Huysman—was born at Antwerp
in 1648; the most brilliant period of landscape painting by the

old masters,—the epoch of Claude and the two Poussins, of

Ruysdael and Wynants. His father was an architect, who had

destined him for his own profession; but having lost both his

parents while yet a child, the education of the young orphan

was entrusted to an uucle, who placed him in the school of

Caspar de Wit, a landscape painter. After a short residence

with this artist, he had an opportunity of seeing some of the

pictures of James Van Artois, at that time in the meridian of

his fame, and was so charmed with their beauty, that he imme-

diately set out for Brussels, where Van Artois lived, and pre-

sented himself before him. Van Artois was a man of pleasing

and gentle manners; he l'eceived the youth with kindness, took

him into his house, and, ascertaining his aptitude for sketching

from nature, set him to make drawings of the finest trees he

could find, and the most sparkling rivulets; for the master ex-

celled in his delineation of such objects especially. There is no

doubt the latter found these studies of great use to himself, but

they equally profited the pupil, by laying the foundation of those

beautiful compositions and elegant natural forms which he after-

wards introduced into his own works. It was not very long

before the reputation of Huysman became even greater than that

of his preceptor, whom he quitted, after a residence of some

time in his studio, and established himself at Malines, where he

continued till his death.

With the exception of the country round about Liege, and

the hilly districts of Namur, Belgium is a country without any

striking features, and, to a great extent, very monotonous; it

possesses much that is pleasing to a lover of the simple scenes

of nature, but little that would call forth the feeling which a

grand landscape invariably produces. A Belgian artist sketch-

ing iu the vicinity of Antwerp or of Malines, may, without

doubt, return to his study with some pleasing bits of natural

scenery; he may be able to invest cottages and rustic

bridges with a certain degree of interest; may render pic-

turesque the knarled trunk of some old tree hanging over a
pond of stagnant water; but he would find it extremely

difficult to develope the majesty of nature, as it is presented

in
<; dim old woods," with their vast shadows, in the move-

ment and disruptions of the soil, in upheaved rocks, and in

dark and deep ravines, without coming in contact with

such. And yet, contrary to what might reasonably be ex-

pected, Huysman, living in the midst of a flat ungenial

country, composed such pictures as we have just described;

they are what the French would call d'une grande. nature.

The most striking effect produced by the landscapes of

Huysman is the feeling of grandeur they impose on the

spectator ; contrary to the Dutch artists, although they

are such near neighbours, the Belgian painter requires not

to see Italy to gain a style, or at least a kind inspiration

which will serve in its stead. His trees shoot upwards to

the sky, and stretch their broad limbs across the canvas, as

if they would break through the slender frame-work that

surrounds them. There is this difference, however, between
them and the Italian painters, or, at least, between them
and Claude, that the heavens occupy but a small place in

the compositions of the former. The white fleecy clouds,

the "bits" of blue sky, are sparingly introduced, especially

in the landscapes of Huysman, and then only to serve the

purpose of relieving or detaching the masses of foliage

from each other. The various atmospheric effects which
distinguish the different hours of the day are little cared for

by this painter. On the contrary, he leads us into shaded
spots, where it would be almost impossible to determine
the hour; but we know the sun is shining somewhere, for

we see it here and there on tufts of grass, and on the large

wild plants that fill a conspicuous place in the foreground;

he carries us with him into thickets, and we walk over huge
trunks of trees felled by the woodman's axe, and so onwards

to some sandy hillock, broken into furrows by the rain and tem-
pest, and perhaps lighted up by a single gleam of sunshine: an
inch or two of distance closes in the scene.

One of the characteristics of this painter's works—one, per-

haps, which distinguishes him from most of the old landscape

painters—is, that beneath his noble trees, which seem to stand

only to offer their shades to gods and goddesses, he introduces

only the most common-place figures, herdsmen leading their

cattle to drink from the rivulet, or laborers, half-stripped, em-

ployed in lopping the oak just felled to the ground; so that the

excellence and purity of his style is more manifest in his land-

scapes than in the figures which enliven them. The presence

of these rude denizens of the field and forest gives to his pictures,

notwithstanding bis fine delineation of natural objects, a pecu-

liarly rustic appearance. They resemble ueither the smilling
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pastorals of Berghem, nor the sober grandeus of Ruysdael, nor

the grace, somewhat rude iudeed, which we meet with in the

works ot Both. At first sight, one expects to find among those

majestic trees some ancient temple, or that the priests of heathen
mythology are celebrating beneath their deep and ominous
shadows the mystic rites of their wonder-working religion, or,

at least, that the nymphs of another Arcadia had come down
to bathe in the secluded streams; but we encounter no colon-

nades, nor classic porches, nor the fountain which invited to re-

pose the fair train of Dianna; only, we perchance, have a
glimpse in the twilight of the roof of some cottage, the rendez-

vous of a gang of poachers, or of a family of neatherds.

The figures of Huysman are drawn so naturally, are so well

placed, and put in with so much ease and freedom, that the

landscape-painters of his country frequently availed themselves

of his pencil to people their solitary places. Van der Meulen,
when once on a journey to Brussels, his native place, sought an

introduction to Huysman, and entertained so high an opinion of

him from what he saw at the interview, that Van der Meulen,

who had beeu invited to Paris, and kept there by the offers of

Colbert, the minister, and by the patronage and pensions of

Louis XIV., wished to present him to the French monarch. A
sight of the landscapes of Huysman induced the belief that such

an artist would be greatly appreciated by the court of Ver-
sailles, and that some of the fine trees which were sketched in

the forest of Soignies would be of infinite service on the canvasses

of Van der Meulen, who painted only encampments, sieges, and
the pompous cavalcades of Louis XIV., including the carriages

which conducted Madame Montespan to the seat of war as to

a fete. But the artist, whose delight was to roam through the

beauties of nature, and to woo her in her most quiet and seclu-

ded spots, could not be prevailed upon to quit Malines; he
pleaded as his excuse that he was ignorant of the French lan-

guage, and loved no other than that of his own country. How-

IHBEIVULET.

ever, at the solicitation of Van der Meulen, he painted for him,
with wonderful freedom of pencil and powerful coloring, topo-
graphical views of Luxembourg and of Dinants, and the environs

of these two strongly-fortified places. Taken from an elevated
point, these views are most clearly developed, but the correctness

of the representation is nothing in comparison with their charm-
ing artistic treatment. The pictures have long hung in the
Louvre for the admiration of all; and it is difficult to suppose
they have not proceeded from the same hand, so well do the

troops of Van der Meulen harmonize with the landscapes of

Huysman, the former having put in the figures.

It would be unjust to form an estimate of the genius of this

artist by what we now see of his pictures, so dark have the
majority of them become from the unfortunate habit he had of

painting them on canvas primed with a sort of red; the conse-

quence of which is they have a deep reddish-brown appearance.

Still enough may be discerned to show that he was worthy of

being called a " master" of his Art; and when we do by accident

light upon a work in tolerably good preservation, a high value

attaches to it. His treatment of light and shade resembles that

of Rembrandt, his touch is vigorous and broad, yet not deficient

in delicacy; and his compositions, though grand in conception,

are still true to nature. He lived to a good old age in Malines,

the place of his adoption, dying in 1727, after an active and

well-spent life, extending to nearly eighty years. Lebrun, the

celebrated amateur, says that he was one of the Flemish land-

scape-painters who threw most spirit and power into their

works.

The gallery of the Louvre, in Paris, contains several pictures

by this artist; in the gallery of Munich is " A Sea-Port;" the

museum of Brussels also contains a fine landscape enriched with

several figures; the museum and churches of Madrid have like-

wise many of his compositions. The other public galleries and

edifices of Europe exhibit none of his works, but they are fre-
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qnently found iu private collections in Holland and Belgium.

It may not be uninteresting to know what the pictures of

Huysman have realized at different periods, In 1145, two
landscapes in handsome carved wood frames, belonging to the

Chevallier Larroque of Paris, were sold in that city for about

(50 livres the pair; and two others from the cabinet of M. de

Mesnard, fetched, about the same time, 80 livres the pair.

Their value seemed to rise after this, for at the sale of M. de

Calonne's gallery in Paris, in 1188, a rather small landscape

with buildings, figures, and animals, was disposed of for 2442
francs. Half a century afterwards, when the error into which

the painter had fallen, of painting on canvas improperly primed,

became to be ascertained, and his pictures had consequently lost

their rich tone, they again fell in the estimation of amateurs, for

we find that a large landscape, magnificently composed, was
sold in 1845, in Paris, for 150 francs, the pendant to it realising

180 francs. Subsequent sales of his pictures are recorded, but

without evidencing any increase in their pecuniary value, while

we know little of them in England from their extreme rarity.

HELIOGRAPIIIC ENGRAVING, OBTAINED DIRECTLY IN THE CAMERA, &C.

[Extracts from a new memoir by M. Niepce de St. Victor.

The processes of heliographic engraving remain incomplete
until an impression is obtained directly upon the the steel plate

in the camera ; a result not obtained hitherto, except under
conditions which did not admit of the plate being etched.

I have suceeded in filling up the deficiency, and have the ho-

nor to present to the Academy proofs printed from a steel plate,

in which the heliographic picture was obtained directly in the

camera, without any retouching ; for I myself performed the

whole of the operations, and I am by no means an engraver.

In the operations by contact described by me in the preced
ing memoirs, we obtain on the steel plate an image perfectly

cleared, that is to say, one in which the metal is almost com-
pletely bare in the parts corresponding to the deepest shades

;

at least, the image ought to print itself in this state, to be iu

favorable condition for etching.

But in operating in the camera obscura, we must not seek to

obtain an image similar to that produced by contact, that is to

say, resembling a daguerreotype image, because in that case it

would be requisite to employ a varnish freshly prepared aud not

rendered sensitive (as I shall indicate further on), which would
render necessary a very long continued exposure to light.

I had to seek, therefore, a varnish which would produce an
image in the camera in the shortest possible time and in good
condition for etching, and this result I could only obtain by
using a varnish rendered far more sensitive by exposure to air

and light ; but then it would only produce images not entirely

cleared (decouvcrtes) , that is to say, to use the expression em-
ployed in my last memoir, they were " veiled ;" but as I have
already said, it is requisite that they should be so when we ope-

rate in the camera.

All kinds of bitumen of Judaea may be rendered fit for helio-

graphic eugraving in the camera, observing always, that the ad-

vantage will remain ever with those exceptional products, which,

having a natural sensibility, are far preferable, because they give

in a very short time an image less veiled than that obtained by
means of a varnish rendered sensitive* by exposure to air and
light.

The bitumen of Judaea being dissolved in benzine and a tenth

part of essential oil of lemons, as indicated in my last memoir
(see p. 76 vol. vii.,) the varnish thus prepared and contain-

ed in a bottle, not entirely filled, and the stopper of which al-

lows air to penetrate,—it must be exposed to the sun's light for

half an hour, or at most an hour, or for five or six hours to dif-

fused light.

The length of time of exposure to air and light should vary
in proportion to the natural seusibility of the sample of bitumen,
and according as the benzine and the essential oil have already

undergone more or less the action of air and light ; for these

agents exercise their action upon the benzine and the essential

oil of lemons with such rapidity, that these substances must be
used only in a freshly prepared condition

; however, when they
have been completely preserved from the action of light, they
may have undergone the influence of the air alone without pro-

ducing inconvenience. I shall give the reason for this elsewhere.

It is requisite to stndy the sensibility of the varnish, and I

advise, for this, the making a few trials by contact ; if a good
impression is obtained by three or four minutes' exposure to the

sun (with a photographic negative on albuminzed glass), and
the image is not veiled, the varnish will be sufficiently sensitive

for employment in the camera.

The time of exposure of the varnished plate placed in the ca-

mera, varies from half-an-hour to three hours in the sun, and
from two to six hours in diffused light. The varnish may be
rendered far more sensitive by exposing it for a longer time to

air and light ; but the more sensitive it becomes, the less per-

fectly will the image be cleared by the action of the solvent,

and if the exposure of the varnish to air and light is prolonged
too much, it will become completely inert ; indeed to avoid this

inconvenience, only a small quantity should be prepared at a
time, because, from the time when the varnish has undergone
the influence of air and light, it acquires more sensibility, al-

though kept hermetically sealed and in darkness. This leads

to the supposition that when the varnish has once received the

influence of air and light, the action continues, althoagh it may
be withdrawn from their agency.

I have now to speak ol the resistance of the varnish to the

action of aqua-fortis. In the operating by contact it generally

offers more resistance than when we operate in the camera ob-

scura ; I have indicated elsewhere, that in this case it is better

to commence the etching with solution of iodine ; but as it ex-

erts no action on the veiled images obtained in the camera, I

found it necessary to seek some method of consolidating the lat-

ter kind of image.

After numerous experiments on essential oils capable of being

employed in mixture with benzine, in order to obtain a greater

degree of impermeability, I have found none which could be sub-

stituted with advantage for the essential oil of lemons ;
but it

does not always give a sufficient resistance, and the first condi-

tion is that the varnish which has received the impression in the

camera obscura, aud which remains attached to the plate after

the action of the solvent, should present the same aspect after

the exposure to light as before, that is a brilliant and irridescent

aspect, without the image being too much veiled.

When the varnish is in this state, the plate may be etched,

especially if it has been left for a few days exposed to a current

of air ; but it is more prudent to employ the vapor of essential

oil of spike (lavender), as I have indicated in my last memoir,

under the name of fumigation, and which I have not found

means yet of replacing advantageously ; it is requisite only to

take care to apply it properly.

I have thought it right, with the impressions obtained direct-

ly in the camera, to omit the aquatint grain which is blown over

the impression obtaiued on a plate of steel by contact with a

photographic negative.

Sometimes a tolerably deep etching with aqua-fortis alone

(especially in small and very delicate pictures), suffices to take

the ink and allow {rood proofs to be printed ;
but it often hap-

pens, in endeavoring to push the biting in too far, that the de-

licacies of the image are destroyed, from the finest lines being

corroded,

It is preferable, therefore, especially with large images, not to

push the etching so far, but to give what I term a chemical

grain, which I obtain by means of solution of iodine, which under

these circumstances, slightly deadens or roughens,) the excava-

tions made by the aquafortis. In this way a plate very lightly

etched may be inked, and the picture will have lost none of its

delicacy, that is, if care has been taken not to prolong too far

the action of the solution of iodine.

As the resin aqua-tint grain is not applied, and consequently

the plate is uot heated, we might if we liked, employ the caout-
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cbouc varnish which I indicated in my last memoir, for engrav-

ing on glass ; however, I prefer the use of the fumigations and

varnish, of which I gave the details in my preceding communica-

tion, being more homogeneous, gives purer effects.

It is requisite that the benzine should be dried, if a good coat

of varnish is desired ; with regard to the details of manipula-

tion, I inteud giving them in a Manual of Heliographic Eu-

graviug, in which I shall reunite and sum up all that I have

published on this subject.

By means of the operations I have just described, we may ob-

tain directly in the camera, upon a steel plate, an engraved pho-

tographic image, from which may be printed, by the copper-

plate press, proofs which rival in general effect and de-

licacy of detail photographic prints on paper. They have,

moreover, the advantages of being unchangeable, of being capa-

ble of furnishing a great number of copies, and, consequently,

of being sold cheaply.

It only remains for me to render the varnish more sensitive,

preserving at the same time all its properties, so as to abridge

the term of exposure in the camera. I shall continue my re-

searches until I have arrived at this result, as well as at the ap-

plication of the process to the reproduction of oil-paintings ;
all

my efforts are devoted to the completion of the work commenced

by my uncle, Nicephore Niepce. I shall be happy if I succeed

in attaining an end so greatly desired.

—

Niepce De St. Victor.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

MR. HARDWICH ON MR. SUTTON'S PROCESS FOR TONING POSITIVES.

To the Editor of the Photographic Journal:

Sir,—In consequence of the doubts expressed by Mr. Sutton

as to the correctness of my explanation of the actiou of hypo-

sulphite of gold upon reduced chloride of silver, I have taken

the pains to repeat the analysis of the colored surface. By the

exercise of additional precautions, I have obtained a more suc-

cessful result thau before; for you may remember that in my
last experiment I found evideuces of sulphur not only in the

blackened sheet, but also in a corresponding portion of white

sensitive paper fixed, but not exposed to light. In fact this

white paper, intended as a correction upon the other, had been

allowed to become a little yellow in the toning bath, and this

no doubt was the cause of the failure.

In my second experiment I prepared the sel d'or carefully by
crystallization from alcohol, dissolved it in the proportion direct-

ed, and omitted the addition of acid. The papers, both exposed

and unexposed, having been previously freed from nitrate of sil-

ver, were immersed in the sel d'or until the former had reached

to a violet purple tint, which happened in less than five minutes.

They were then removed and washed rapidly in water in a dark

place, but were not fixed in hyposulphite of soda. I omitted the

fixing purposely, lest it should be supposed that the sulphur, if

subsequently detected, came from the bath of hyposulphite, and

not from the sel d'or.

After thorough washing, drying, and deflagrating with pure

nitrate of potash, I obtained sulphate as follows:

—

From the white paper

—

a faint trace.

From the blackened paper

—

a perceptible deposit.

Placing the two test-tubes side by side, the difference be-

tween them was very evident, the one being decidedly opale-

scent with sulphate of baryta in suspension, whilst the other ap-

peared nearly clear unless held over a black surface in a position

the most favorable for detecting a minute turbidity.

An analysis of this kind requires to be done carefully to pos-

sess any value, but I am quite confident of the result which I

obtained, and I now consider the presence of sulphuret of silver

in proofs toned by gold salts to be an ascertained fact.

It is, however, true, as Mr. Sutton observes, that the solu-

tion of sel d'or employed acquires by degrees a sweet taste due

to hyposulphite of soda and silver: possibly therefore a partial

$5
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substitution of gold for silver may take place; but without sup-

posing this to be the case, it is evident that lor every atom of

hyposulphite of gold decomposed, three atoms of hyposulphite of

soda are liberated (sel d'or=AuOS
2 2

-(-3NaOS 2 2 ), and
these atoms no doubt react upon the chloride of silver in the

paper, and dissolve out a small portion of it.

If the action were entirely one of substitution, it seems reison-

able to suppose that sel d'or added to strong solution of hypo-

sulphite of soda would produce as much effect as chloride of gold

employed in the same way, whereas such is not the fact.

Also it will be found on trial that a print containing darkened
chloride of silver freed from nitrate of silver, will be toned more
rapidly by a solution of sel d'or than by sel d'or mixed with hypo-

sulphite of soda; in fact the presence of excess of hyposulphite
of soda hinders the action, and therefore I should preser to add
hydrochloric acid to the bath in the way originally recommend-
ed. The acid produces no inilkiiiess of sulphur, and cannot have
an injurious effect; neither does the acidified solution cause tur-

bidity when mixed with the fixing bath of hyposulphite of soda
afterwards employed.

I have used Mr. Sutton's process of late rather extensively,

and as it continues to>ive me great satisfaction, I,will with your
permission add to this paper the results of some notes which I

have made upon it at different times.

It does not appear to be a matter of importance how the sen-

sitive paper is prepared. Any variety of paper, English or for-

eign, albumized or plain, will suit, but the English papers are
rather greasy and slow in coloring, and albumized paper requires

some precautions which will presently be explained. On the
whole the process will bd found to be less adapted to albumin-
ized than to plain paper, and especially so if the albumen is laid

on thickly.

After the prints are taken from the frame, the soluble nitrate

of silver must be perfectly removed or it produces that red de-

posit in the bath and universal discoloration of the surface which
is so troublesome. There are several ways in which this may
be done, but they are not all equally successful.

First. By placing the print at once in salt and water. This
converts the free nitrate into chloride of silver: but I did not
find it to answer well, the toning action being slower than be-
fore, which I attributed to the fact of the reduced chloride be-
ing enveloped in a white deposit of chloride of silver (my nitrate

bath was a strong one of 60 grains to the ounce) and conse-

quently being protected in some measure from the action.

It is advisable, therefore, to wash out the greater part of the

nitrate first and then to finish off by adding a Utile salt to the

water, as recommended by Mr. Sutton. A weak solution of

salt is better than a concentrated solution, which not only red-

dens the print very much, but appears also to interfere more or

less with the subsequent action of the gold.

.Secondly. The nitrate may be converted into ammoniacal ox-
ide of silver by the use of ammonia. This plan is a good one,

the only objection to it being that it involves an additional bath,

and also that it requires watching, since if the solution is at all

strong the action may go too far and turn the print very red and
pale; in which case you lose a little brilliancy, and oftentimes

obtain something of that peculiar/fexA color or pinkish appear-
ance about the half tones, which is a common imperfection in

ammonio-nitrate prints.

Thirdly. The free nitrate may be removed from the proof by
washiug first in cold and afterwards in hot water. I prefer

either this plan or the last for albumenized paper, which does
not color well after immersiou in a bath of salt and water.

Place the prints several at a time in a dish of col. I water chang-
ed once or twice until it runs off clear, then pour on them boil-

ing water from a kettle and allow to stand; after this they may
be placed at once in the gold bath and will produce no red de-

posit.

The next point to attend to is the preparation of the toning

bath itself. I do not recommend sel d'or excepting that bearing

the name of " Fordos and Gelis;" many commercial samples of

this salt consist of little else than hyposulphite of soda; and at

the best it is an expensive salt, being al least double the price
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of the extemporaneous solution prepared by mixing the ingredi-

ents.

Take chloride of gold and dissolve in water in the proportion

of 8 grains to the ounce. Then make a solution of hyposulphite

of soda 24 grains to the ounce. When required for use measure

a fluid drachm of each of these liquids separately and dilute with

water, common or distilled, to 2 ounces. Mix by pouring the

gold into the hypo with agitation, and the bath (4 ounces in

all) will be complete.

As commercial chloride of gold invariably contains free hy-

drochloric acid, no addition of that substance will be required.

The plan which I myself prefer as being slightly the best, is to

prepare the chloride of gold neutral, and afterwards to add hy-

drochloric acid, 1 minim to each ounce of bath. Neutral chlo-

ride of gold forms with hyposulphite of soda a red compound of

uncertain composition but very active in tinting; and hence, in

order to obtain the violet purple tones on albumenised paper, it

is best to work with the red solution. To neutralize the chlo-

ride of gold, evaporate it down twice on a water bath. This

plan of neutralizing, however, is not essential, and particularly

so in using plain paper, which is toned easily by the colourless

liquid, produced by hyposulphite of soda and acid chloride of

gold.

With regard to the time of continuance in the toning bath,

it may be varied according to the tint desired. A shorter time

gives a reddish-purple, and a longer a violet purple. There is

no fading or yellowness by carrying it too far. English papers

are slow, aud especially so, albumenized papers; in the latter

case allow at least ten minutes to a quarter of an hour, or the

tones will almost disappear on immersion in the hypo fixing

bath; indeed it is only by using an active bath and determining

a full deposit of gold, that I have succeeded in obtaining the

violet black tints on albumen; but brown tones, containing less

gold, are readily procured.

The next question is—How long must the prints be washed
after leaving the gold bath and before entering the fixing solu-

tion ?—it does not seem evident that any washing whatever is

required since this acid gold bath produces no milkiness of sul-

phur on being poured into solution of hyposulphite of soda; but,

as a precaution, the print may be held for an instant under the

tap or placed for a few minutes in a shallow dish of water.

If any yellowness of the whites is seen, the evil will be at once

removed by protecting the proofs from bright light during the

action of the gold bath and by not continuing the washing,

which precedes the fixing, for too long a time. The toning can

be conducted safely in the diffused light of the room, placing

a cover, if necessary, over the gold bath,.

Mr. Sutton states that the hypo fixing solution used after the

gold, produces very little effect upon the tint, and this observa-

tion I have been able to verify with some little exception

—

it must be newly made, as an old hyposulphite bath containing

excess of sulphur darkens the tone and gradually changes the

purple to a black or a dark brown. A dilute solution of hydro-

sulphate of ammonia has the same effect, thus showing clearly

the nature of the action. There is also sometimes a slight dif-

ference observable in the effect of the fixing bath, depending on

the previous treatment of the print If ammonia or strong salt

and water be used before the gold bath, it dissolves off the

evanescent purple or chocolate brown color seen on removing
the print from the frame, aud leaves a reddish surface ; in this

case you are less likely to notice a change of tint in the fixing

bath of hyposulphite. As a general rule the tone should not

alter much in the last bath; and if it does so, it is likely that

the deposit of gold is imperfect either from impurity of the chemi-

cals, or an insufficient amount of time allowed for the decompo-
sition.

From these remarks which I have dotted down as they oc-

curred to me, it will be seen that the trouble of this process is

less than might have been supposed, since, omitting the remov-
al of the free nitrate of silver, two baths only are required.

The solutions are mixed ready for use in a few minutes and
you obtain the same tint any number of times successively. The
deposit of gold is, as far as I can determine, more decided than

m

when the ordinary hypo toning bath is employed, and especially

if the latter has been long used. I estimate this roughly, by
placing the prints in dilute solution of hydrosulphate of ammo-
nia and observing how long they take to fade off; by this means
it is easy to tell whether the print is toned by gold, or by sul-

phur alone.

I am, Sir, yours obediently,

F. Hardwich.

From the Jour, of the Phot. Soc.

MR. SUTTON ON M. TAUPENOT'S PROCESS.

In a letter giving some account of his intended operations in

printing positives, of which an advertisement appears in the

wrapper of this Journal, Mr. Sutton offers some remarks upon
the new Albuminized-Collodiou process, which we subjoin:

—

" Photograph tourists will do well to adopt the process of M.
Tanpenot, which I will call the Collodio-Albumen process. The
difficulties of the collodion process, for out-door work, are very

great, and an assistant is always required. The mode of de-

velopment suggested by M. Taupenot may be advantageously
modified in the following manner.

" Take two glasses, into one pour the usual pyrogallic solu-

tion, aud into the other some diluted aceto-nitrate. Before de-

veloping, moisten the plate with water, then pour on the pyro;

no effects will be perceived at first; let it remain a minute or

two, then pour off into the glass; and pour on the dilute aceto-

nitrate; the development will now begiu and will advance rap-

idly. When the picture is nearly out, pour off the aceto-nitrate

and pour on the pyrogallic; and proceed in this way by chang-

ing the solutions (but never mixing them) until the end.
" Collodion negatives are very frequently too violent in the

blacks; these never print well. There should be a general har-

mony of effect, with a few very high lights and a few very deep
shadows, in order to constitute a perfectly fine work of art.

See Mr. Ruskin's remarks on the pain tings of Turner, and Sir

Joshua Reynolds' on those of Claude. We want more half

tone in our negatives, and less of startling contrasts. In fact,

we work too much in the sun; a gleam of sunshine towards the

end of the exposure is in general sufficient. We should imitate

Rembrandt aud avoid Caravaggio.
" The process of Taupenot appears to be a great step in ad-

vance.
" His albumenized plates are certainly, at first, insensible to

light. They are in the same state as the piece of red iodized

paper on the title of my ' Calotype process.'

" His mode of coagulating the albumen varnish appears to

me very clumsy; and he does not seem to be aware that acetic

acid does not coagulate albumen.
" It is impossible that the thick liquid obtained by boiling

down the crushed seeds of the broad bean, might form a good
varnish; this is a sort of vegetable albumen, not coagulable by

heat, but readily by acetic acid. It might be worth a trial."

— Few are aware how frequently Publishers are compelled to

insert among their advertisements, statements which they can nei-

ther sanction or believe.

A pleasant exception to this disagreeable necessity are the ad-

vertisements of Dr. J. C. Ayer's. Cherry Pectoral and Pills,

which will be found in our columns. We have published for

him before, and always with the feeling that in so doing we in

no wise lend ourselves to deceive or mislead the public, for we
have had indisputable proof that his words are strictly true, with

abundant reason to believe that his medicines will do all they

promise, and all that can be reasonably expected from any med-
icine. His Cherry Pectoral is too well known in this community
to need any commendation from us, and his Pills we are credibly

informed are not inferior to his Pectoral.-JWi'irfewcc Mirror,

R.I.
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— With this uumberwe close the fifth year of the publication

of the Photographic & Fine Art Journal. When we issued

our first number, five years ago, the possibility of sustaining for

a single year, a periodical of its character, was a theme of uni-

versal distrust among all those conversant with Daguerreotyp-

ing. The idea that photography would result in anything more
than the process of daguerreotype was looked upon as a vision

of the most absurd nature. "The art was as perfect as it was
possible to make it, aad to hope for further improvement was
folly," and we were frequently asked—" what do you expect to

fill up your pages with?" and this question was followed by the

sage remarks—" All that can be said upon Photography has

been written—you will fail for want of material to work upon.

We do not wish to know more, we know enough already—it is

impossible to teach us more." We met these objections by the

simple remark that we thought differently. We were convinced

that Photography was then but an infant of very peurile capacity,

and we saw in the future the brilliant achievements which its

growth has already placed before us; and more which is to come.

We could not believe that the Creator of so beautiful an art

would suffer it to be confined to such narrow limits as the daguer-

reotype. So thoroughly convinced were we of this, that, when
the opinion was expressed to us by one of our most talented and

celebrated daguerreotypists, that it could only be improved so

far as to copy daguerreotypes on paper, we asserted the possibi-

lity of not only taking portraits and views upon paper in the

camera direct, but that we firmly believed that the natural

colors would be produced. We were laughed at. Our opinions

and our course have been before the public for five years, and

we can safely leave it to the decision of those who have followed

us during that time, how far we were correct.

We issued the first number of the Photographic Art Journal

on the first of January, 1851, without a single subscriber. The
first three months very few cheered our labor with approval or
" Material Aid," and it did seem as if we were fightiug against

fate itself—but we chose to call it blind perversity, and strug-

gled on, confident of being made to feel the truth of our opin-

ions. At the end of the first six months, day began to break,

aud since that time our Journal has gone on improving in circu-

lation, and we trust in quality, and usefulness to the photo-

grapher.

Shortly after the commencement of our publication the Albu-

men process was brought out of the troubles and vexations

which surrounded it, to become as manageable as a child—the

calotype process was also greatly improved and began to com-

mand attention, aud men who before were perfect sceptics on

the subject were led to think and doubt the correctness of their

own judgment. The publication of Mr. Hill's announcement of

the discovery of the process for taking portraits in the natural

colors, followed by that of M. Neipce de St. Victor, seemed to

quicken the change which the practice of the albumen process

had effected, and our artists became more anxious to learn what
was really doing in photography beyond their immediate vicini-

ty, and our Journal then began to rise from under the incubus

which oppressed it.

The discovery and application of collodion followed, and then

the problem of producing animate objects upon paper was solv-

ed. While many professed to disbelieve the practicability of

the process, others went quietly to work to reduce it to profita-

ble results. Whipple, Turner, Langenheim and Cutting, stand

foremost on the list. In fact we owe to these gentlemen and

their productions the most important causes which have resulted

in the general interest now taken by the public in the paper pro-

cesses. The art owes something to Mr. Gurney and Mr.
Fredericks for the energy and talent they have displayed in in-

troducing it to the public, and it may be said that the perfec-

tion to which they have brought the art has in a great mea-

sure effected its adoption by daguerreotypists generally ; but

Whipple certainly stands foremost as the most persevering

poineer of paper photography.

The excitement created by the successful introduction of the

glass and paper processes naturally led our artists to reason

more sensibly, and also to remember what we had told them,

and compare recent events with our predictions. The natural

consequence is we have gained by the investigation, in the daily

increase to our subscription list.

One year ago there were scarcely twelve in the United States

who practised this art; now there are hundreds in all parts of

the country, and it is daily spreading. One year ago we could

name one hundred who were decidedly of opinion that all our

assertions as to the future position of the paper processes were

the result of, at least a too sanguine mind, to one who agreed

with us; now the case is reversed, and scarcely one can be found

who thinks differently from us.

In reviewing our past career as editor of the Photographic Sf

Fine Art Journal, we can see no reason to regret any course we
have pursued. In all matters of interest to the artist we have

endeavored to act impartially, and if our judgment and opinions

have clashed with those of others, and resulted in the injury of

one for the benefit of the many, we can only regret that our

duty has obliged us to assume a position to the detriment of that

oue, or that any should adopt a course that must necessarily sub-

ject us to the charge of being biased in opposing that one. We
are, however, willing to leave the case in the hands of those for

whom it is our duty to labor, and abide by the result. We pre-

fer peace and good will among all men, but we cannot consent to

preserve it at the expense of our conscience or the interests of

those who look to us for advice and instruction.

It is usual with us in closing a volume to speak of our inten-

tions concerning the following year. Before we do so now we
must tender our thanks to those who have not only sustained us

during the present year, but have been so patient under the dis-

appointments which they must have felt at our (unavoidable)

backslidings. We have had to depend so much upon others for

our illustrations during the year, who have failed to keep their

promises promptly, that many delays have occurred; but we
have every reason to hope that the coming year will bring forth

better results. Our wishes and intentions are fully set forth in

our " Prospectus for 1856," and we trust that the exertions of

our friends and present subscribers will enable us to carry them
out fully. The same increase in our subscription list during the

next year that we have experienced during this, will make the

proposed improvements a certainty, aud this increase can easily

be accomplished if each one of our present subscribers takes the

slight trouble to send us one additional.

To obviate the difficulty we have had in obtaining photogra-

phic illustrations, we have fitted up a printing room and engaged
a competent lady to execute the work. We shall, therefore,

so soon as we have recovered the time we have lost during

the last three months, be enabled to have our photo-

graphs prepared in advance, and we feel confident that

our subscribers will receive their numbers regularly on the first

of each month. The illustrations will also be much better exe-

cuted, and our method of printing will prevent the injury to the

photographs, which has been such a source of regret heretofore.

We would say one word to photographers generally. We
think it sound advice and that it will result, if followed, to the

advantage of all. It is no new theme, but the fact that we have

called attention to it so often with so little effect only requires

our more strenuous exertions for its accomplishment. There
are many photographers perfectly capable of making improve-

ments in the art, and of committing these improvements to pa-

per for the benefit of the art, and it is their duty to do so—for

to "hide their talents under a bushel" is in a moral point of

view criminal— it benefits neither themselves nor others. We
do hope that no more excuses will be made for neglecting this

duty, but that like true men who desire something more than a

mere grovelling dollar and cent existence, our photographers

will freely interchange their discoveries and improvements.

— No action has as yet been taken by the members of the

Photographic Exchange Club on the propositions made in our

last. We hope the members are not growing lukewarm already.

In answer to Messrs. Webster Bros, we would state that t£
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December (the present month) has been named for the first dis-

tribution. It is not likely that members will be obliged to furn-

ish fifty copies for some time to come, and we have no doubt

that by the time the Club obtains its full compliment of fifty

members, each will have increased his facilities for printing so

as to make the time and labor very slight. From fifty to one

hundred good impressions can be taken in a day. We are re-

quested to record the names of

James Muller, Cincinnati, Ohio.

A. Fitchiab, " "

as members of the Club. The photographs sent in by Mr.
Schoonmaker, of Albany, evince taste and talent, and indicate

future success.

— Our Illustration for this month is a view of the residence

of a Boston merchant, near that city. The negative was furn-

ished by Mr. J. A. Whipple. Mr. Whipple says—" The views

sent have no particular interest except as excellent negatives

taken on collodion (wet) coated in a little tent—which can be

taken under the arm—on the spot." The other illustration is

what you did'nt get last month, and is quite a handsome picture

of an ugly man.

— Our readers will find an interesting article on the Ambro-
type in the present number, which should be read with atten-

tion. Further developments will be made in our January num-

ber. As we are always pleased to receive expressions of opin-

ion from our subscribers on all subjects connected with the art,

we take the liberty of waving the injunction of the writer of the

following and print it, assuring him we have no doubt as to his

correctness.

H. H. Snelling—Dear Sir—You seem to be, like many
others, mistaken or uninformed as regards the precise wording

of Mr. Cutting's claim, and as I am fully aware that you are

rather opposed than otherwise to the patent of Mr. Cutting's

but still intend to be just and fair, I will take the liberty of giv-

ing you my views and construction of the Ambrotype patent,

and how Ambrotypes may be made with impunity and equal to

the patented process, I have read a paragraph of yours in the

October No. of your Journal, in which you say that anyonecan
make " Ambrotypes on glass and backing them up with varnish,

paint, &c, provided two plates of glass cemeuted together with

balsam of fir or other analogous substances is not employed," I

will and do go further than this, and if you will get Mr. Cut-

ting's claim from the patent office reports, 1854, (I have one

before me) you will find that two glasses can be used, and ce-

mented togeter with any varnish except balsam of fir, I use two
glasses and cement them together with a varnish which I think

has many advantages over the patented balsam, it is not so

sticky and unpleasant to use, it dries quicker an i the tone which

it imparts to the picture is quite as good.

Yours, very truly, M. P. Simons,

Nov. 11th
' nc

*5. Richmond, Virginia

— The ..ican Institute at its recent Fair awarded the

following premiums

:

daguerreotypes, photographs and ambrotyes.

W. A. ^ .son, Broadway—For best Ambrotype—Silver

medal.

W. B. Lewis—For second best Ambrotype—Diploma.
Gukney & Fredericks, Broadway—For best Photograph

—

Gold medal.

S. Root & Co., Broadway—For second best Photograph

—

Silver medal.

J. Gurney, Broadway—For best Daguerreotype—Gold me-
dal.

M. B. Brady, Broadway—For second-best Daguerreotype

—

Silver medal.

S. Root, Broadway—For third best daguerreotype—Diploma.

engravings on wood and steel.

J. W. Orr, Broadway—For best engravings on Wood—Sil-

ver medal.

A. H.Ritchie, Chambers street, N. Y.—For best engraving
on Steel—Gold medal.

Endicott & Co., Beekman street—For best Lithography

—

Silver medal.

C. Copley, Pearl street—For map engraving— Diploma.
T. N. Hickox, Pearl .street—For marking plates (stencil)

—

Diploma.

Alex. M. Graff, Eighth avenue—For second best engraving
on Wood—Diploma.

Wm. Pate, Burling slip, N. Y.—For second best engraving
on Steel—Silver medal.

George W. Hatch, Jr., & Co., William street—For second
best Lithograph—Diploma.

Mr. Holmes says he obtained the highest prize for machine
pictures—a leather medal. By-the-way, he offers his gallery for

sale. It will be a No. 1 investment for any one who will take
cheap pictures. Mr. Holmes has made a fortune there in four

years. We repudiate cheap pictures, but we do not such clever

artists and so clever a man as the "Machine daguerrcotypist"

Holmes. We hope soon to see him in a different sphere—we
mean of the Art, not of the spiritualists.

— Mr. Minnis, of Lynchburg, Va., has associated with him
Mr. Turner, formerly of this city. The reputation of Mr. Tur-
ner as an artist is good, and we have no doubt the profits of

their establishment will be increased by the connection. We
cannot speak of the works of these gentlemen " by the card" as
we have not been favored with an inspection of any of their pro-

ductions.

— Messrs. Sutton, of Detroit, Mich., are winning golden
opinions for their photographs, both plain and colored. They
have added largely to their facilities for producing portraits of

every style and size, and we can safely say that there are no
artists west of New York who excel them.

— A. S. B., of Richmond, writes us for information; but he

must excuse us for not answering, as he did not enclose a post-

age stamp. There must be some limit to this tax upon our time

and means. We have heretofore answered all letters addressed

to us requiring information, whether accompanh d by stamp or

not, but we must decline doing so in future. We have no ob-

jections to giving any information asked, but we think those

who write us on business concerning themselves only should be
satisfied with the time and paper we devote to them without

obliging us to pay postage also. We have spent since the first

of January last, for postage thus paid, very nearly///?/ ddlars.

Now we ask every reasonable man, if this is not unreasonable.

— We have carefully read the whole of the evidence in the

case of " Davie vs. Atlantic Insurance Co." and must say we
think the verdict an unjust one. Mr. Davie certainly commit-
ted an error in valuing some of his articles too high, but he

furnished abundant proof of the amount of his loss, and as there

was no evidence to sustain the charge of arson, he was certainly

entitled to his insurance money on the amount proved to be

destroyed. We doubt the honesty of men who would return

the verdict the referees in this case did.

— Patent granted for an improved Daguerreotype plate-lu.lder

to David Shive, Phila., Pa.

Claim.—" A daguerreotype plate-holder, so constructed, that

when its under side is compiessed by the hand of the operator,

its upper side shall expand, so as to admit of the plate being

placed between the hooks thereon, and so that when the pres-

sure of the hand is relaxed, the said upper side shall contract,

causing the hooks to catch upon the outer edges of the plates,

and hold it firmly upon the face of the holder."

— As there appears to have been some mistake in mailing

the October number of the Journal, we will thank those who
have received none up to the present time, to inform us of the

same, and they will be sent. We were obliged to mail that num-

ber by instalments, in consequence of the slowness with which

the illustrations were printed; and the fact of having n ore

numbers on hand than we should have, convinces us some of our

subscribers were missed. _' Copies have been mailed to those who
have already complained.














